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Workers'

Time

Workers' time is valuable minutes count
the worker's timekeeper must be reliable.
Every man or woman working by the
whistle is a prospective purchaser of an

Elgin Watch
the world's best timekeeper, guarant4ed by
the world's greatest watch works. Get your
share of the Elgin business. See Jobber's List
for prices or write to the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers
and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY9

Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street.
General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.
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Foster's Strong Links
Link No. I—Seamless Wire.

Because we believe that seamless wire is the only fit
material for the making of a really durable vest chain,
we have established an entire plant for the manufacture
of seamless wire.

Because we make every inch of seamless wire used
in our chains, we dare guarantee them to the last link.

The strength of a chain is in its weakest link. Every
link of our vest chains is as strong as is every argument
in our chain of reasoning. Every step in their manufac-
ture practically passes under the eye of a competent
workman in our employ. We know just what we are
doing. Therefore our guarantee means something.
" frE,B " on a vest chain is your insurance policy.
Ask for our catalogue, showing hair chain mountings,

bracelets, sleeve buttons, lockets and sterling silver goods.

/sits

Theodore W. Foster & Brother Co.
Providence, R. I.
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IT IS A BYWORD THE COUNTRY OVER, "IF YOU CANNOT GET IT ANYWHERE ELSE, SEND TO KELLER FOR IT."
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A GREETING to our many friends in the trade throughout the United States.
We feel that we would like .to take each of you by the hand and thank you
personally for your confidence and loyal patronage throughout our 50 years in the
MATERIAL BUSINESS. This being impossible, we take this opportunity to do so
through the columns of THE KEYSTONE. We want to express to you our apprecia-
tion and to assure you that in the future as in the past we shall always try our

best to please you and to merit a continuance of your patronge. We give below a few
reasons why we should have your MATERIAL BUSINESS.

FIFTY YEARS IN BUSINESS MEANS SOMETHING.
Constant healthy growth has placed us in the front rank as regards volume of business in our line.
Being direct importers as well as manufacturers affords to us advantages, which we in turn give to

our customers.
The complete stock, which we have always on hand, is one of the fundamental necessities for the avoid-

ance o. substitution and for dispatch in tilling orders.
Experienced hands are essential to a well-equipped department. We take pains to get arid keep them.
Keeping up stock, filling orders correctly and quickly, are points which we have carefully watched and

which have in a great measure contributed to the success of this department.
Our prices, quality being taken into consideration, are the lowest obtainable.
OUR MOT.10 IS TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS.
We call your particular attention to some of our specialties:

•Gatelo AMERICAN AND SWISS MAINSPRINGS, for which we have been the sole agents for the past
5o years. JURGENSEN RECOILING MAINSPRINGS, for High-Grade American and Swiss watches,

for which we are the Sole Agents.
JURGENSEN PINIONS in all numbers and sizes.
LUTZ HARDENED HAIRSPRINGS, numbered separately, in all sizes.
L. H. K. & CO. FINE TEMPERED HAIRSPRINGS, numbered separately, in all sizes.
FINE RUBY AND SAPPHIRE OLIVE HOLE JEWELS, assorted separate sires and diameters.
ALSO CENTER JEWELS IN RUBY AND SAPPHIRE for all makes of American and Swiss watches.
FINE SWISS HANDS FOR HIGH-GRADE WATCHES.
RED AND BLUE LABEL LATOIX GENEVA AND BASSINE WATCH GLASSES.

We voluntarily give our customers the benefit of any reduction in price without notice.
Thanking our patrons for the confidence so generously manifested by them in the past and soliciting

their further commands as well as those of new friends and wishing all an exceptionally prosperous New Year,
we beg to remain, Sincerely yours,

fr-14'3 ---ziketter & To.
64 Na00au SL,Nrwtork--
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We've filled up all the holes in our

stock let us fill up the holes in yours.

We have the right things in Watches and

Chains for all whose stocks were depleted

by the big Christmas business, and we'd

like to know your needs. We'll send a

selection package, if you like.

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY,

Jobbers in Watches and Chains,

Lancaster, Pa.

FEB

The Holiday Trade being over,

Something New for Your Consideration.
OW is the time for you to start in on a course

of advanced Watchi,vork, Engraving, Jewelry

and Optics. You need it and have long

xvishcd for it, but have never felt that you could spare

the time. You have perhaps been working eight or

ten years at the business and still feel that there is

something more in Watchwork than you have been

able to get ; or you are just learning or intending to

learn the jewelry business. In any case we can teach

you to start right in less time than you can learn it in

any other way. Good positions await every good

workman ; we do not recommend any other kind.

Dear Sir : 
McGregor, Iowa.

This is to express to you my gratefulness for recommending
to me Mr. W. H. Hackleman. He is just as you had the kindness

to represent him, and I am well satisfied with him. Hoping to be

of some service to you some day, I am
Yours respectfully, B. STROUSE.

Mr. Strouse has had three watchmakers trained in

our school.
Illustrated catalogue free. Address

Horological Department,
Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

PEORIA, ILL. This entire building devoted exclusively to 
watcfrwork and kindred trades.



A GOOD LATHE is a source of profit and pleasure, while one that is untrue
causes loss of time and effort, for good work can not be
done on an imperfect tool. Every lathe we sell has our
guarantee to protect the purchaser, and you need nothesitate to order either the " Gem " or " Geneva " if your pocketbook will not afford a Moseley or Whitcomb.Write us if you are in the market for a lathe or tools of any description.

GENUINE WEBSTER=WHITC0/1113 LATHE.
Lathe, with 10 chucks  $35.00
" " 17 "  40.2544 44 22 •
  44.00

GENUINE MoSELEY LATHE.
 $42.00

51.00
  60.00

Lathe, with 8 chucks

" " 26 "

WRITE FOR CASH DISCOUNTS.

OEM LATHE.
With 14 chucks, complete  $21.15 net cash.Slide Rest for (iem Lathe   11.28 " "
Universal Face Plate   7.50 " "

lull) warranted to be first-class in every respect.

No. 15 Foot-Wheel. Each, $5.15
No. 10 Bali-Bearing. " 7.75

Net cash prices.

FOOT WHEEL No. I.
Each . ...... $2.10 net.
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GENEVA LATHE.

ta IPSO II,

With combination, as shown $15.00 net cash.
The hundreds of this lathe that have been sold and BIT in practical useare a recommend for the tool as the best low-priced lathe now on the market.

COUNTERSHAFT No. 9.
Each   $2.58 net.

Mnabila

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12.
Each $  94 net.

Material Orders. We are headquarters for the small material wants that so often present themselves—oddparts that must be correctly matched and pieces that are wanted in a hurry. We have thefacilities to take care of them and do not disappoint our customers. Our Tool and Material Catalogue sent free on request,with card.

E. 0 J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Clarinda, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours with Inclosed check for ,d9 71 :it
hand ; same is satisfactory.

Curtis, Nebr., July 18, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Will accept. (he $4.02 .for gold and silver
shipment. Thanks. Very respectfully,

S. 
 it ittizee.

Rochester, Minn., May 24, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : Your check for $24.54 received, and
will be satisfactory. Yours truly,

J. E

Windsor, Mo., May 30, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicag.1, III.

Gentlemen V ou r remittance for 610.40 foe old
gold and silver received and is satisfactory. Thanks.

Very respectfully, W. T. Jordan.

Greenville, Ala., May 23, 1902.
Gentlemen : The price ($16.58) you allow for old

gold we sent you on May 15th, is satisfactory.
Yours truly,

Alabama Jewelry Co.

Memphis, Mo., July 25, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check for $15.40, of July. 24th,

received and found satisfactory.
Yours respectfully, Z. Sandoz.

Kansas City, Mo., June 23, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : We received check this morning, and
it has proved satisfactory to us. Thanking you tor the
favor, we are Yours truly

Clem. B. Altman.

Oneonta, N. Y. April 30, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours of April 28th at hand with check for
$11.80 for old gold. It is satisfactory.

Respectfully, Geo. H. Chandler.

Keokuk, Iowa, August 6, 1902.
Draft $126.36 received for sweep

T.
s.
R. J. Ayres & Sons.

New Haven, Conn., May 1, 1902.
Dear Sirs : Your check for $6.40 for old

gold and silver is satisfactory. 1Vith (hanks
for your promptness, I remain,

Yours truly, E. A. Monroe.

Great Bend, Kans., June 29, 1902.
Dear Sirs : Your check for $23.20 for old

gold, etc., is satisfactory.
Yours truly,

W. D. Gould & Co.

Lafayette, Ind., April 29, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Check for $17.42 received.
Everything satisfactory. Thanks.

Respectfully, John Riedel.

Conway Springs, Kans., Juno 26, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check, $7.30, of June 23,

1902, received (for old gold), and is entirely
satisfactory. Many thanks.

Respectfully, N. W. Frantz.

•
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embodies practically the entire

contents of the myriad letters

daily received from our pat-

rons. The few samples here

given are typical of the whole.

This universal and unqualified
satisfaction to patrons is our

proudest achievement. It has

been, in fact, the corner stone

and foundation of our business,

the inspiration and basic prin-

ciple of our methods, the secret

of our growth, the builder of

our success.

Why not join the host of satisfied ? Why
not make us a trial consignment of OLD GOLD,
SILVER, SWEEPS—anything containing Gold.
You run NO risks. We make accurate valua-
tions and hold consignments subject to your
acceptance. We stand the expense of reship-
ment if valuation is not satisfactory. Returns for
old gold and silver made same day as received.
Returns for sweepings within five days of receipt.

Iror. •
• •
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Bloomville, Ohio, May 26, 1902.
Check for gold and silver received. It is

satisfactory. Respectfully,
C. O. Snyder.

Decatur, Ill., July 11, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sirs : We accept your estimate on old
gold and silver and with many thanks, we
remain, Sincerely yours,

J. L. Peake & Son.

Wamego, Kans., July 19, 1902.
Gentlemen : Am in receipt of remittance

of $23.00 of July 17th. Thanking you, I tun,
Truly yours, H. W. Parsons.

Sheboygan, Wis., July 20, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Received check for $12.14, for
which I sin ever so much obliged, and I am
perfectly satisfied. Yours truly,

Louis Diestelhorst.

Kankakee, Ill., June 26, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your cheek for $17.92 received. Please

accept my thanks for sante.
Yours truly, N. P. Petersen.

Minot, N. Dak., April 7, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your cheek received and amount
satisfactory. Yours truly, w.ii. Reighart.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Yours of the 21st with check received.
Thank you. Frederick Job.

Danbury, Conn., Feb. 18, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sirs : Check accepted, $36.60. Thanks.
Yours truly, Charles A. Romans.

East Liverpool, Ohio, Aug. 2, 1902.

Check of July 31st received, which is perfectly satis-
factory. The Wade Jewelry Co.

Knoxville, Tenn., July 30, 1902.
Check at hand for last old gold shipment. Same is

satisfactory to our "patient."
Yours truly, H. J. Cook Co.

Leadville, Dec. 20, 1901.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours of the 17th, with enclosed check,
$52.06, received and all satisfactory.

Respectfully, American Jewelry Co.

Morrison, Ill., Feb. 1, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Your remittance, covering invoice of old gold and
silver, was, as is afteays the ease, very satisfactory to us.
Thanking you for prompt returns, we remain

Yours, S. M. Ladd & Co.

Greencastle, Ind., Dec. 14, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : We are in receipt of your check for
$7.20 for gold and silver wastes. Many thanks for same.
We will be more careful in saving our waste in future,
and some day you will hear from us again.

Very truly yours, Cammack & Black.

Peoria, Ill., April 28, 1902.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Your favor with $15.70 en-
closed received, would say, to my entire satis-
faction. Yours truly,

J. J. Faber.

Boulder, Colo., June 14, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros. 

Gentlemen : Your remittance for "sweep-
ings" received and is satisfactory.

Very truly yours
It. M. Crosby.

Peoria, Ill., Jan. 29, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

satis-
factory. 

Sirs : Your favor of 28th inst., and
check $110.40 for sweeps at hand, and is satin-

Respectfully,
C. L. Crawford & Co.

Rockford, Ill., Jan. 29, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check in payment for

sweeps to hand, Mlle is entirely satisfactory.
Yours truly,

The New Rockford Watch Case Co.

Olneyville, R. I., Feb. 11, 1902.
Yours of 8th inst. entirely satisfactory.

Yours truly, T. McCall.

Delta, Colo., April 17, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your check for $23.20 at hand
and is satisfactoR;urs

truly,
Stockham & Hillman Co.

Hopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 18, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sirs : Your cheek for gold entirely
satisfactory. Many thanks.

Yours very truly,
E. H. Barker.

Iowa Falls, Iowa, Jan. 28, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : Your check for $21.75 received
and accepted. It was fully as much as I ex-
pected. Thanking you, I am,

Yours truly, G. D. Elliott.

efeienperSs manedlters,
Assayers.GOLDSMITH BROS., sRw

Works, 58th and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.Office, 63 and 65 Washington St.,



Supereminence in Mainsprings
The underlying principles and generally accepted theories of modern main-
spring construction emanate primarily and to the greatest extent from the
Maker of the Longeval.

Making of mainsprings, in its various
phases, has attained its greatest developments
at the hands of this maker,

Method of packin,.;- avoids all possi-
bility of rust. Made by the best maker
in the world, of highest grade steel,
finished down by hand, high in
carbon, best in temper, insuring
uniform pulling power.
Only one spring need
be handled and ex=
posed at a time,
instead of a full
dozen as with
other makes.

With each order for one gross of main-

springs a fine oak cabinet, made

expressly for this brand of

springs, will be included

gratis.

MORE LIGHT
ON AN

IMPORTANT SUBJECT

Did you know? 

I. That the lenses in our "800" grade of steel spectacles interchange
with the standard I eye size ground lenses generally carried in
stock by the trade?

2. That "800" grade frames are made with neat screw and pin joint,

to facilitate the changing of lenses?

3. That our "800" grade is the lowest-priced line of interchangeable

steel spectacles on the market if value is considered?

flow can you afford to be without "800" grade?

Ask your jobber to quote prices on the following styles:

No. 800'4 and 807 Plano Cx.

No. 814'2 and 8[7'4 Dcx.

No. 8254 and 827w Pcx.

We send descriptive catalogues but fill no retail orders direct

from our factory.

The LONGEVAL are for sale at your jobbers. If not, write the Importers,
HAMMEL, R1GLANDER & CO., 35 Maiden Lane, New York City, for the address
of the nearest jobber who will serve you with the BEST—

The iiiiporters of these mainsprings are the first
to have employed the idea of putt ing midi spring
in a separate Im x,lIit primal ing them against rust
and climatic changes, and to place a number ”I
ii11.81. S111:111 bOX(.8 ill a box ni ease.

They have taken expert advice ns lo their sole
and exclusive right to this manner el " dressing "
mainsprings, and have been advised thal they
have a proprietary right thereto,

The trade is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment of this T11811111'1 of " dressing" mainsprings
Mr the market will be vigorfiusly prosecuted,

The Longeval

T. A.WILLSON 0 CO.

Established 1870.

Manufacturing Opticians

READING, PA.
Daily Production, 10,000 Pairs.

t

Mainsprings for all makes and grades of American Watches. VIP

/
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" Imperial" Automatic
Speed Regulators, with
Automatic Overload
and Underload Release

(MADE FOR DIRECT CURRENT

ELECTRIC MOTORS ONLY.)

(Absolutely Guaranteed.)

" Nothing better made."

Showing
Overload
Release

{ftY"

Number

3853
3854
3855
3856
3857
3858
3859
3860
3861
3862
3863
3864
3865
3866
3867

Regulator Including Automatic UNDERLOAD Release.
Horse
Power Voltage Width

Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Half
Half
Half
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

600
115 to 120
230 to 240

500

8
8

8
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16

Height Net
Weight

10
10
10
12%
12%
12%
13
13
13
17%
17%
17%
17%
17%
17%

17
17
17
19
19
19
53
53
53
63
63
63
73
73
73

Gross Weight
Packed for
Shipment 

25
25
25
27
'27
27
62
62
62
93
93
93
107
107
107

Price

$10.00
10.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
12.00
18.00
I8.0()
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
30.00
30.00

The ' Imperial " Regulator is designed to start the DirectCurrent motor, and also to vary the speed from maximum down toabout half npeed, if the motor is running at its full load. If themotor is not fully loaded the regulator will reduce the speed inproportion to the load on the motor.
The resistance is designed for continuous duty, the lever arm,as shown in the cut, being held securely on the different contactpoints by means of the pawl and ratchet arrangement shown in the

Showing illustration. If for any reason the current supply fails, the lever arm
Underfeed thea back and opens the circuit to the motor, thus automaticallyRelease protecting the motor from injury when the supply returns. Thisstyle of regulator is the same as illustrated, if the small magnet atthe left of the cut is left off. The cut is shown complete with the

automatic underload and overload attachment, also the protectivedevice which automatically opens the motor circuit, if for any rea-son the motor should become overloaded.

For Electric Motors
see opposite page.

Regulator Including Automatic OVERLOAD and UNDERLOAD Release.

Voltage Width Height Net Gross Weight
PriceWeight Packedship me 

Shipment 
oirNumber

3868
3869
3870
3871
3872
3873
8874
3875
3876
3877
8878
3879
3880
3881
3882

Horse
Power

Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Half
Half
Half
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

500
115 to 120
230 to 240

500

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16

13
13
18
13
13
13
13
13
13
17%
17]./.4
17y
1719
177
17

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
63
63
63
73
73
73

62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
93
93
93
107
107
107

$16.00
16.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
18.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
31.00
31.00
31.00
36.00
36.00
36.00

DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERINO.-Number of regulator des red, style, etc. horse power of motor. Voltage if motor.NOTE.-Unless Motor is specially ordered " Series Wound," Shunt Wound, which is usually used, will be sent.

GENUINE AMERICAN STAKING TOOLS
Staking Tools, with heavy glass

globe.

No.
1800. Japanned frame, nickeled
top and bottom, polished wood
stand. 24 mulches, 8 stumps.

$4.00

1801. Full nickel frame, with
fiat polished wood stand. 24
punches, 8 stumps . . . . $5.00

1802. Japanned frame, nickeled
top and bottom, with revolv-
ing wood stand. 32 punches,
8 stumps $5  00

1803 Full nickel frame, with
revolving wood stand. 32
punches, 8 stumps . . . . $6.00

Full nickel-plated Staking Tools, on polished
hard wood revolving stand, with heavy glass
cover.

No.
1804. 50 punches and 14 stumps . . . . $8.001805. 50 punches and 14 stumps, heavy

frame $9  001806. 50 punches and 14 stumps, extra
heavy frame . . . . . . . $10.001807. 54 punches and 16 stump, extra
heavy frame   $12.501808. 54 punches, 11 stumps, extra finish,
extra heavy frame   $14.001809. 100 punches, 20 stumps   $18.501810. 105 punches, 21 stumps   $20.001811. 105 punches, 20 stumps, extra
finish . . . . ...... $22.50These Staking Tools rightly deserve the name

of unexcelled, for their perfection in beauty of
Inodel, convenience and workmanship. The
solidity of the heavy base, the ability to use
them on the largest watch plates, the especially
fine temper and finish of the die, punches and
stumps, all combine to make them " par
excellence " and most desirable.

Staking Tool. full nickel-plated, on polished hard
wood, revolving stand with heavy glass cover.

No.
1812. Improved Staking Tool with 54 punches and

13 stumps   $13.50
1813. Improved Staking Tool, with 100 punchesand 20 stumps, with stand and shade . $21.50

The base of this tool is oblong shaped and heavy,forming a perfectly solid foundation for the tool. Thesteel is hardened and highly polished and has twenty
different sized holes. It is secured to the base by a
hardened steel pin sod bar, and is tightened by meansof tile knurled screw in arm of tool, a slight turn ofwhich &stem the plate firm and rigid. The tool is sup-plied with 54 punches and 13 stumps. The punches are
made of the finest steel, hardened, ground and pol-ished, and consist of 12 flat-face, 5 concave and 2 cross-hole hollow punches ; 6 hat and 6 round face solid
punches; 2 cylinders, 1 roller, 1 forging and 1 each
prick and set punches. The stumps are made differentsizes, solid and hollow, and 4 are milled out to be usedfor roller removers. The tool is mounted on a largesize mahogany base and covered with a glass shade,and being fully nickel-plated is a decided ornament toany work bench.

Our New and Improved Staking Tool. (Just out).

No.
1814. 100 punches, 24 stumps  $20.00

This is our new and improved Staking Tool
Frame. Additional weight has been placed directly
under the die, making the most solid and symmet-
rical design manufactured. The die is a heavy pat-
tern located in the usual manner and firmly clamped
in perfect alignment by a new and adjustable bolt,
having two bearings in the frame, and is operated
by a slight turn of the knurled disk in either direc-
tion. Another new feature of this tool is a friction
sleeve for holding the punches up while placing and
removing delicate parte of watches in or from the
(lie. Much care has been exercised in the selectionof new and original shaped punches and stumps inview of having just what is required for the variousparts of modern watches. This tool is offered tothe trade with the entire confidence of the makers,
believing that it will meet the full approval of themost critical workmen.

OUR LATEST WATCH AND TOOL DEMAGNETIZERS
• For Direct and Alternating Current.

No.1815. This Watch Demagnetizer for one on alternating current only, is guaranteedto remove magnetism from any watch that can be inserted i ri he coil.Every jeweler appreciates the necessity for a reliable demagnetizer, because of the manywatches that are daily magnetized by close approach to electric machinery or street ear motors.It will work perfectly on alternating current of any voltage or frequency. It will 'sot workon direct current. Its life is perpetual, and it never needs repairs. Price, $5.00.

11,7
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No. 1816. This Demagnetizer can be used either on direct or alternating current,and is the only one of our Demagnetizers that can be used on DlIthLt"I CERRENTwhich is generally the only current that can JC had in large cities. It is a modern instru-ment and guaranteed to give good satisfaction. It is well made and of good material, andwill last a lifetime. It is a perfectly reliable instrument and can be used, if desired, onalternating current.

Price, $15.00.

1.43140 0151,44Ct 111.14,,44,
less c0.,•40.1.

114111:11M112. canarreaa.
..... .MAN.11FACTIMERI.

cAe0 AooACAS

*WATCH MATERIAES.100W -

JEWEEERS'Arto EFIGRAVHIS'

SUPPLIES. •

vkipEttleivg- NEW YORK.
NOTE.-We handle everything known to the trade

and solicit correspondence.
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Labor Saving.
" Al3SOLUTELY GUARANTEE:O." No charge for boxing or cartage. " NOTHING BETTER GAN 131E,

"Imperial " High=Speed Noiseless Electric Motors.
For Watchmakers', Jewelers', Opticians', Silversmiths' and 

Machinists' Lathes, Grindstones, etc.; also for Fans, Sewing 
Machines anti other classes of work.

Niro MADE FOR DIRECT AND 
ALTERNATING CURRENT. d'ININ

These motors run absolutely. noiseless, are fitted with self-oiling and self
-aligning

bearings, and are neatly finished in black japan.
There are co parts to get out of order, and with a few drops of oil 

occasionally, the

motor will run for years without the slightest attention, and without 
perceptible wear.

They are a great convenience to watchmakers, jewelers and opticians 
who have

much repairing and turning to do, and a great relief from the strain and 
weariness due

to the treadle motion, heretofore the only always available means 
of driving the lathe.

These motors can he used under practically all conditions where 
motive power of

any kind is required, and operate economically and satisfactorily.

They can be adapted for use on the floor,. wall or ceiling, or with 
shaft vertical,

and on account of their compactness, convenient shape and 
thorough protection of

coils and commutator are easily adapted to a great variety of Uses.

A Long-Felt Want Supplied.

For Speed Regulators for
Llectric Motors, see opposite page.

The Direct Current " Imperial " High-Speed Noiseless Electric Motors 
have

always had a higher efficiency and greater durability than any other motor 
on the mar-

ket by reason of superior design and construction.
The " imperial " Direct Current enclosed motors are made in all 

sizes from 1-20

to 3 horse power and are wound as standard machines for 115, 120, 
230, 240 and 500

volts E M. .F., and can he wound for a large range of special speeds or 
voltages.

The field frame is of steel casting and is made in two similar parts, 
each half car-

rying one pole piece. These two halves enclose the field coil, which is a single 
coil

energizing both pole pieces. The pole pieces, instead of being held in 
by bolts or

screws, are cast in one piece with the field yoke, thereby giving solidity and 
security

not found in other makes. The commutator bars are of hard die-drawn 
copper. The core

and commutator, together with the winding, form an exceptionally well
-constructed

and reliable arm al tire. 'rm armature eores are laminated and of the slotted drum type, with the coils rigidly 
secured in the slots.

Radial cerben ere Used SI ■I the bearings are of the self-aligning and self-oiling ring tfpe.

NOTE.-In ordering please state Number, II ors° Power, also whether Motor is 
tnod hfeorwpotiirned 

Direct Current.

Nu

230, 240 or 500 volts.
•

Nu

DIRECT CURRENT.
Nos. 3830 to 3837.

I. 1-20, 1-16, 1-10 and 1-8 Horse Power. Showing Doors Open.

DIRECT CURRENT.
Nov. 3838 to 38.12.

1,, 1, 2 and 3 I lorse Power.
-

- -

rnber

830
1831
1832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840

841
842
843
3844
3845
3846
1847
3848
3849
3850
3851
3152

Horse
Power

Voltage Current Speed. R. P. M.

-

Diameter
of Mlles

Face
of Pies

Width Height Length
Net Weight.

including Rails
and Putties

Gross Weight,
Packed for
Shipment

Price inciuoing
Starting Box

(absolutely required
for 1-4 to 3 H. P.)

$18.00
20.00
18.00
20.00
24.00
25.00
24.00
25.00
51.00
57.00
69.00

70.00
73.00
82.00
91.00
96.00
03.00
35.00
35.00
50.00
55.00
58.00
67.00

1-20
1-20
1-16
1-16
1-10
1-to

Eighth
Eighth
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

Half
Half
Half
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

115 to 120
230 to 240-

115
230
115
230
115
230
115
'230
500

115
230
500
115
230
500
115
230
500
115
230
500

Direct
11

41
a
0
11
i.
0
"
"

"
a
0

a
11
11
a
ii
14
11
11
0

2000 Shunt Wound
2000
2000 11

2000 "
1800
1800 "
1800
1800 11

1500 ''
1500 14

J 1550 Series Wound 1.
1 for street current. I

1350 Shunt Wound
1350
1550 11

1200 41

1200 a

1400 44

1150 41

1150 41

1350
1150 0

1150 14

1300

1 to 1% in.
1 to 1% in.
1 to ly2 in.
I to ly in.
2 to 2 in.
2 to 21, in.
2 to 214 in.
2 to 2,4 in.
3% in.
3% in.
8% in.

5 in.
5 in.
5 in.
6 in.
6 in.
6 in.
7 in.
7 in.
7 in.
7 in.
7 in.
7 in.

Grooved

41
a
11
14
11
41

Flat, ly in.
11 1 11
a 1(2 0

" 2 "
" 2 "
.' 2 "
" 2,3„ "
" 234 "
" 2/ "
" 3$ "
'• 3 "
14 3-1/9 14
41 3:0 11
41 333 14
11 84 It

5% in.
6,. 14
6) 11
6143 a
74 14
7 0
71/3 07„ 11
8" "
fif, 14
8A 11

10% "
10% "
10% "
12 "
12 "
12 "
14 "
14 "
14g If
16 41
18 14
16 a

6 in.
6 "
6 "
6 "
ity a
1/1,? 41
7) 11

a
84 14
8,15 11
8a, 14

10 "
10 "
to "
12 "
12 "
12 "
15%/4 "
181 14

103 "
16 "
16 "
16 "

gay2 in.
8% "
83„,4 41
8/1 11

103) "
10IA "
10J; "
10 "
1:1. "
l U

IW. 44

toy "
154 "
■15A "
:196 "
19,5. "
104 "
234 "
234 "
234 ,1  "
22560

254 "

12 lbs.
12 "
12 "
12 "
22 "
22 "
22 "
22 "
57 "
57 "
57 "

106 "
106 "
106 "
175 "
175 "
175 "
311 "
311 "
311 "
 402 "

402 "
402 "

17 lbs. No Starting
17 " Box comes
17 " or is
17 " required for
30 " Nos.
30 " 3830 to 3852
30 " 1-20 to 1 -It
30 " horse power
93 0
93 "
13 "

134 " '
134 "
134 "
220 "
220 "
220 "
375 "
375 "
375 "
468 "
468 "
468 "

0,000•10ht 19112. 10, W. Green & Co., New York. A 0.60..00. into. Current. ErIA70., IA and %

ALTERNATING CURRENT.
Nos. 3870 to 3871.

1-15 Horse Power.

1.

motor; are all hand

The " Imperial " Hand-starting Single-phase
Alternating Current Motors.

This motor has no starting toroiiii of its own, but it is necessary to get the

motor up to 200 or 300 revolutions per minute before it will start of 
itself. It is not

suitable for operating pumps, etc., where it th necessary to start the 
motor under

full load.

The " Imperial " Self-starting Single-phase
Alternating Current Motors.

This motor is provided with a compensator condenser, which is 
permanently

wired in the circuit, and also a centrifugal clutch pulley whin!' allows 
the winding

of the armature to get up to full speed before any load is thrown 
on. This motor

will start under full load.

The " Imperial " Two or Three-phase Self-Starting
Alternating Current Motors.

This motor, from its design has starting torque of its own, and will start

under full load by simply closing the line switch.

or self-starting owing to which speed regulators cannot be 
furnished for them.

Nos. 3872 to 3884.

Number
Horsepg

w e r
Voltage Current

Speed
R. P. M.

I .
 

1  a 
V
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
 

Phase Starting Net Weight
Gross Weight
Packed for
Shipment.  

Width

8%
8%
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
13%

Copyright,

Length Height
Price

complete

1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1875

Single.
Single.
Single.
Single.
2 or 3.
Single.
Single.
2 or 3.
Single.
Single.
2 or 3.
Single.
Single.
2 or 3.
Single.

•

Self.
Self.
Hand.
Self.
Self.
Hand.
Self.
Self.
Hand.
Self.
Self.
Hand.
Self.
Self.
Self.

. .

27
27
85
90
85
85
90
85
115
120
115
115
120
115
140

- ...,.. ••■■• .......M

40
40
110
225
115
110
225
115
140
270
150
140
270
150
300

11,-.0.0vo

5t)

76
y

76
74,

7974

94,
1

9 s

%(
10

1902, by W

8t3
8).
12X
12 '
12:"1:
121'4
121'a
12A
1211,5
121,4
12es
12t's
1211,
121,
14

Green & Co.-,

$30.00
32.00
56.00
107.00
62.00
59.00
113.00
67.00
62.00
120.00
67.00
64.00
125.00
72.00
120.00

3870 •
8871
3872
2873
3874
3875
3876
3877
3878
3879
3880
3881
3882
3883
3884

1-15
1-15

Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
intarter
(Marley
Quarter
Hall
Half
Half
Half
Half
Hall
Half

104
110
110
110
110
220
220
220
110
110
110
220
220
220
104

Alternating

11

"
"
14
11
41

.,
11

"
11

" New York

NOTE.-fit ordering, please state Ni mber, Horne Power desired, also 
whether e Motor is to no wounu tor is..,

SPECIAL NOTICE.-This style motor is only wound for 
Alternating Current.

W. GREEN 0 CO.,
g Maiden Lane,
U New York, U.S.A.

Importers, Watch Materials, Tools,

Exporters, 1 Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies,

Jobbers, Watch Chains, Silk Guards,
Manufacturers Optical Goods, etc.



to

Reliable Goods at Right Prices
STAR BRAND

TRADE MARK

At the beginning of
our thirty-third year we
wish to express to our
customers our deep ap-
predation of their past
patronage and our thor-
ough assurance that we
shall continue to serve
them as faithfully and—
we hope—as satisfacto-
rily as we have in pre-
vious years.

We feel just a little
bit proud over the repu-
tation we have built up
for ourselves in these last
thirty-two years. The
name "L. S. & Co." on a
chain has become univer-
sally known as a guaran-
tee of meritand we mean
that it shall enjoy in-
creased prestige in the
years to come.

Our Spring line is the
finest we have ever shown. It
novelties as well as all the

Makes no difference how low our prices are,
you may always depend upon qualities.

Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20)
Drawers, given with your first order for one gross
" STAR" Brand American or Swiss Main-
springs, assorted to suit, for $10.50 net
cash, or go cents per dozen.

*" STAR" Brand American-Made Balance Staffs, extra quality,
made at Waltham, 7 Jewel grades, $1.25 per dozen ; 15 Jewel
grades, $1.50 per dozen ; or one gross assorted, including Solid
Oak Cabinet, $12.00.

Uem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents per dozen, or one gross
assorted, in Solid Oak Cabinet, $7.50.

*"STAR" Brand
American-Made Cock
and Foot HoleJewels, or
End Stones in Settings,
Shoo por dozemor $10.50
Jr gross, includingSolid
Oak Cabinet-

Clem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 65 cents per
dozen, or $7.50 per gross, including
Solid Oak Cabinet.

* '6 STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gross assorted, in Solid Oak
Cabinet, $2.75, or 25 cents per dozen.

(iem Brand American Roller Jewels,
One gross, assorted, in Solid Oak Cab-
inet, $2.25.

*66 STAR" Brand American Long
Case Screws, one gross assorted, in Solid
Oak Cabinet, $1.75, or so cents per
dozen.

*"STAR" Brand American Pillar
and Plate Screws, one gross assorted,
In Solid Oak Cabinet, $1.5o, or 15 cents
per dozen.

* " STAR" Brand American Hour
and Minute Hands, Waltham or Elgin,
all sizes, 25 cents per Lox one dozen
pair.

* " STAR ' Brand American Sec-
ond Hands, Cabinet of (12) dozen ; each
dozen packed in separate box and marked,
for ti I sizes Waltham and Elgin, complete
set, $1.25.

Seamless (bold Filled 12 K. Watch
Bows, 18, 16, 6, and 0 sizes, assorted on
card, per dozen, $1.75.

Mascot Pivot Drills, assorted in box,
.1 10, or 426, or separate sizes 4, 6, 8,10, 12,
14, per dozen, 25 cents.

Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubs
steel, any size or assorted, per dozen,
25 cents.

Prompt attention assured all mail o -ders. All prices quoted are subject to
6 per cent. cash discount except ‘, STAR" Brand American Mainsprings,
with Cabinet.

If you wish to know about our other Specialties, write for Our Little Book,
Pocket Price-List. Free for the asking.

II. B. Peters & Co., B1r7o7ad1;:y, New York

includes many
popular staple de-

signs, in gold rolled, gold filled and silver chains.
Our chains are made in 3, and grades, and
in 11,5 when desired.

We have been advertising our lines to the
consumer on an extensive scale. If you have
never carried "L. S. & Co." chains, it will be to
your interest to add them to your stock and
enjoy the benefits of our general advertising and
our wide reputation.

All jobbers have our chains—specify them
in ordering your Spring stock.

1017.

Rin"
SIGNET 

Brooches
Fobs

\ Bracelets
We are originators of designs.
Selection packages to dealers of mercantile

$12 per doz., reg. standing.

FACTORY, 52 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL., .626 Masonic Temple.
KAMINSKY.)

F. C. KLEIN.

,

EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & 13R0.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

5team
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Y uVA:\
ro'

Asac.'mtew
93,WAQUkicke.

G.F.WatISWOith
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer

)' EVY'irlii361tii:liZ'aill n
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changlog Old

Eng11.11andSwhol
CI. PK to take

Americon IL W.
Movement+ my

•peololty.
OLD (ACES

MINE NEVI.

Silversmiths•
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

4

The Profit You Make
by selling SILVER CREAM is not the only thing. A satisfied cus-
tomer, who you know will come back to you for everything she needs in

your line, is another result.
SILVER CREAM also maintains the original beauty and lustre of

cut glass and crystal. It is excellent for marble statuary and unequaled

for removing the sediment on porcelain-lined bath tubs. In fact

SILVER CREAM can be used on a hundred and one items about
the house which depend upon their brightness and cleanliness for their

beauty.
It will pay you to push SILVER CREAM by explaining its merits

to your customers. After a housewife once uses SILVER CREAM
she will accept no other.

SILVER CREAM is sold by all jobbers.

J. A. WRIGHT 0 CO.
Keene, N. H.New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane.

Established in 1873-3o years of continued success.

II

ALBERTA ALARM WATCHES

YEAR-LONG CLOCKS

MIDGET YEAR-LONG CLOCKS

TICK-TACK CLOCKS

J. B. BECHTEL & CO., IMPORTERS
725 SANSOM ST., PHILADELPHIA
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ESTABLISHED 1858

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
Chicago Office-1o3 State Street,

Columbus Memorial Building.

INCORPORATED lose

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND.

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

No. 301

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

No. .311

BARS AND SWIVELS on Black Caarcla with Gilt Beveled Eclge.s.

L. LELONG 4S• BROTHER
i

s 1, i ,t1

'/ I'VO'12. 1 I'll. MR 4)I1-1
fti..1.1 01

U , 2-= tor .1111 4 111111:141,1:1' t--„,---' liiim .• , 1,11',i1I

,,,,,14 )11.1t.Wil.).111Mil4.
q II 00, trt, j , II
IA .,11 kl II l,',l4,-Llijifilill0 01, 21.1iii .-:

'lit f lir ',, 1111fIllt?
lilt "I

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

"South Befig" Demagnetizers
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

ented
Junuary 29, 1901

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 6.00

Agents for England,
ORIMSBAW Ec BAXTER,
29 Boswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

WE SELL RETAIL
JEWELERS EXCLUSIVELY

No. 2403. BAKING DISH.

and are the only Plated Ware I-louse in the country to-day that

Will Not Sell Department Stores or Jobbers.
We protect our customers

" 20-Year Guarantee ' Brand of Silverware
Is made Old)' by

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO.
"STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU." ROCKFORD, ILL.

Estubli884.:c1 1e470lEstatIll8hcd 1870

SWARTCHILD & CO Silvzswmaitbhass'hBuAviledninuge: Chicago,•, 133

I 3

'Our Perfect" New Watch Bench Cabinet
for Watch Material

and Jewelry
Findings.

No. D
Bench
Cabinet,

Solid Oak.

Price, $5.50

Our 700-Page
Catalogue sent

upon application.

No. D. Cabinet contains 21 drawers and 56 bottles with corks, as shown ill cut.
Dimensions of Cabinet : Length, 22 inches ; width, 5 inches ; height, 5Y2 inches.
Dimensions of Drawer : 4 inches long, 3 inches wide, i inch deep.

This Cabinet is made to be placed in back of any curtain or plain-top bench ; will in no way interfere with the watchmaker's work, and leaves ample room for
staking tool and countershaft. Only such space is occupied by this Cabinet as is.otherwise never utilized. .

•

No. 1012D. Perfect Bench, with Cabinet 
No. 1012. " without Cabinet,

$18.25
12  75

No. 1008D. Perfect Bench, with Cabinet,  
No. 1008. " without Cabinet,  

$29.50
24.00



ANALYSES and ASSAYS of

ORES, MINERALS and

PRODUCTS of every

description.

Buyers of SCRAP GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM
from the trade only.

JEWELERS'
SWEEPS OUR SPECIALTY

AND

BULLION

English Case as Received. .As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements,
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93. 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work

N HOC SIGNO VINCES adorns the shield of the
Knights 'Templar. Translated it reads :—"With This

  Sign You Should Conquer." The truth which it
represents has been our motto.

Honesty has been the Jewel which has crowned
with success our desire to outshine our competitors.

One Price has been the Mainspring which is
running our works, and our customers' increasing orders
supply the oil to keep same running overtime.

Quality are the Hands which have remained faith-
ful. Their interests are our interests. They work day
and ni,szht and are always " on time."

Satisfaction is our Dial. Our increasing trade
shows with what favor it is looked upon by the trade.

Write to us to-day for memorandum package. We
carry one thousand styles of lo K. stone set rings. We
pay express charges both ways and give you July 1st
terms on goods selected.

1.— We size and keep our rings in repair free
charge for two years after you have sold them.

2.— We exchange any unsalable rings for other styles
stone set rings at any time.

Th. e two rut. • o w Flat and Round Belrher Rings These cuts show the •ame rings with new, high claws,

as rm.{ ed vith r v., badly worn off and too low to stones securely reset,and entire rings refinished like new.

permit resetting slot e• Rauh,.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, 6 .76 to $1.25

" " ' eight " " • 
1.6 4, 6 

" " •• 1900 to 2.00

We rettp or put new clawS on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with t we and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.

TWO WONDERFUL, SHOPS.

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article hi gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Initiel glove ring with ono 93, 95 & cry William St. 57 Washington St. Cam,. gb.. ri,,,„ith Cone

claw at each end holding •,t. NEW YORK CHICAGO elev. at eo rrrrr holding bet.

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93. 95 a/097 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street. Chicago.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

Gold Chains Refilled, Renewed and Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

1ood Work. Low Prices. Prompt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO

93, 95 a 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street. Chicago.



GOOD NEWS. Jan. 1st, 1903.
On and after Jan. 1st, 1903, we will c1l ALL WATCH-
MAKERS' SIZE WIRE AND WHEEL CHUCKS,

Elgin
Hopkins Hopkins Whitcomb Stark or
No, 1 No.3 4o.1i Triumph

Webster Moseley
Whitcomb No. 2

listed at each in our Catalog No. 4, for 70 cents
each, less usual cash discount.

/

Kearney Hopkins
3-4

Olin

Leader
Moseley Moseley
1 ir 2 1o.1 Itivett Geneva

We make chucks for any other Lathe besides these illustrated, and guarantee satisfaction in any design. When wanting any kind of chuck,wire, wheel or any Special Chuck, ask your jobber for the " Dale." Every jobber handles our goods, or we will supply customers direct if
the jobber does not care to.

HARDINGE BROS., 1034-1036 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

To the Jobbing Trade 

Caution to Watchmakers.
(mr " U. S." MAINSPRINUS an. acknowledged by watch-

maker, Ihronghout the United Snit, to be the best springs in
point „r finish and quality, for the money, ever plaeed on the
market. 1Ve desire to maintain thim reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would t herefore call your attention to the fact that an
imitation spring resembling the " U. S." has been offered for sale,
and in some instances, we are informed, has even been placed in
" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggest
that you elterehte the utmost caution in making your purchases,
and insist that that the trade-mark " U. S." appear engraved upon
each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

The Improved Nine-Prong
Sleeve Wrench.

The above illustration represents the
exact size of our new Improved Nine-
Prong Sleeve Wrench, the construction of
which is new, simple and durable. Should
any of the prongs happen to break, a new
one will be supplied without charge. This
is the only sleeve wrench now in the mar-
ket which has nine prongs, suitable for all
sizes of American watches now in use.

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to
dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or
large opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra
plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
remover, which are kept inside-of handle when not in use;
the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve
to fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the
jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

Hog Zinn & Co.
Importers of Watch Material,

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

citp elfin d; (g/
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Watch Oil.
tone Genuine

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR NEARLY

EIGHTY YEARS

WATCH CLOCK

EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks anD Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel SL Co., Grimshaw & Baxter,
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America, Sole European Agents,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 35 Goswell Street, London.

ATTLE1.30RO, MASS., Dec. 24, 1902.

To the Wholesale Jewelry Trade 
Gentlemen :—Mr. J. M. Bates, former proprietor of Bates & Bacon, the well-known

manufacturers of Bracelets and Watch Cases, not long ago bought the plant and good will of
G. A. Dean Co., which he has conducted since purchase under the incorporated name of
G. A. Dean Co.; and while he fully appreciates all favors shown said Company by the Trade,
has decided to give the name of Bates & Bacon the preference, and for many reasons is
confident it will be for the mutual good of all.

Bates & Bacon's record as Manufacturing Jewelers and Watch Case Makers, compares
favorably with any, and strengthened by the acquirements of G. A. Dean Co.'s facilities should
appeal to the Jobbers' consideration, and one and all can be assured no money or effort will
be spared to bring all goods to the highest possible standard.

Thanking all for past favors, and earnestly soliciting your further consideration,
we remain,

Respectfully yours,

BATES & BACON,
Manufacturing Jewelers.

/Weeks
Retail

/Syndicate
Covers the
Country

Are you familiar with our plan? If not, drop us a line and we will explain all about it—

how we are furnishing to only one jeweler or optician in each town $50.00 worth of the highest grade advertising matter,
in electrotypes form, for $5.00.

One of the largest jewelers in the country wrote us last month : " I have always been a,bove syndicate advertising till 1 saw your ads. and
plan. Enclosed find check, etc." The head of a big optical concern writes : " I have been preparing my own ads. for 17 years, but am glad to

be relieved by your plan. Your ads. are better, and much cheaper than my time."
Our staff includes men who have been preparing advertisements for some of the largest firms in the country for the past 20 years. This vast

experience has taught us "the kind of an ad. that pays." Write us NOW and get on our mailing list ; you can't make better use of a postal card.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT--- WEEKS PHOTO ENGRAVING CO.
726 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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There are
lots of "Points"
in UNITED STATES Movements which ap-
peal to the up-to-date jeweler. There's the
point of quality—the movements, we think, are
just a little better than any other of same grades;
and such care is taken in the making that they
are as nearly perfect as human skill can bring
about. There's the point of beauty—they please
the eye instantly. There's the point of price—
there's margin for profit in their sale. And
there's the point of protection—the jeweler is
safeguarded from " irregular " competition by
restrictive requirements on the 12 jobbers who
dispose of the factory's product. The "points"
in UNITED STATES Movements commend
them to the thrifty-minded jeweler, every time.

United States Watch Co.

of Waltham, Mass.

LET US INTRODUCE YOU
19

not to thc make of the goods—you know them to the prices. If it's a
GENUINE BOLEY it's all right. If you buy it from us the price is all right.
BOLEY TOOLS, the standard of quality, and SICKLES' PRICES, always
the lowest, a combination not to be beaten.

ttoutomutonotomottito

Boley Staking Tools.
50 Punches, 14 Stumps,
6o I

1-4
• $4.98 net cash.

• 5.98 "
ad

Boley Adjustable Countershaft.
Adjustable in all directions. Finely

nickeled and smooth running.
$2.98 net cash.

Boley Face Plate.
lor W W. or Moseley No. 2 Lathe.

anteed. $5.98 net cash.

Write us for Prices
on gcnuine BOLEY made tools.

Boley Lathes
in Webster-Whitcomb or Moseley
No. 2 style, with io chucks.

Boley Slide-Rests
for Webster-Whitcomb or Moseley
No. 2 lathe.

Boley Tweezers
Boley Vises
Boley Gauges
Boley Screwdrivers

WE ARE DIRECT IMPORTERS OF 

BOLEY TOOLS. 

Boettger's Watch and Tool Demagnetizer.
If you need a Demagnetizer, and in this age of electricity you certainly do

—every up-to-date jeweler should have one—be sure to buy the right one.
Can be used on either direct or alternating current ; it has no wheels or
mechanical parts to get out of order and will not burn out. Price is lower than
any tool of its kind on the market ; easily operated. It will more than pay for
itself in a few months. $13.50 net cash.

Please send check, or money order or references, unless you have an account with us.

726 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
Dealers in Everything for the Trade. 
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Our Goods Make Money for You
THEY SELL THEMSELVES.

New Line Ready by January 15th.

Muff Holders, Boa Chains, Lorgnette
Chains, Sash Pins, Hat Pins, Buckles,
etc. Just the things to replenish stock after
the holiday rush.

Don't forget our SOUVENIR SPOONS and Sterling

Novelties, consisting of MATCH BOXES, CIGAR CUTTERS,

POCKET KNIVES, SCISSORS, PAPER CUTTERS, Etc.

CODDING & HEILBORN CO.,
North Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK Of FICE; -Chas. Van Ness, Maiden Lane.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Geo. Greenzweig & Co., 206 Kearny Street.

)15-
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Clean up now!
And consign your old gold and silver scrap, as well

as your shopworn and unsalable jewelry, to us, if you

want prompt and accurate returns. Our facilities for

handling sweepings and waste are unsurpassed. A

trial shipment will convince you.

We return your lot at our expense
if you are dissatisfied with our returns.

Standard Metal Co.
Chicago.

_On
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Price, $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

WAT

Ace,
I/ 1\

January is the

month of maxi-

mum material

wants. We have

made our prepa-

rations accord-

ingly. Our stocks

are as complete

and select as our

experience and

recognized mast-

ery of the mate-

rial business can

make them.

2 I

II MATE
Our

Biggest Bargain.

•eke:wig'
isJI-Veee-
%1/4110FAKAIRMAID

Solid Oak Cabinet FREE

with your FIRST order for One Gross

"Regent" Mainsprings.
6n Metal-Top Vials, $1.50 extra.

Our patrons have

the assurance of

thc lowest pos-

sible price for

standard mate-

rial. Our business

has been built up

on good goods,

fair prices and

liberal treatment

of the trade. All

orders promptly

and satisfactorily

filled.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

CROSS Ci BEGUELIN
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY,
SILYER.PLATED WARE, ETC.

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

oicE Jk,\
•

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

China or Cut Glass
Customers often have valuable

pieces of Cut Glass or China

chipped or broken that they would

give a good deal to have repaired

properly. Liquid Amber, if used

with a little judgment, will make

the best possible job of this kind.

It should first be applied to both

pieces, they should then be pressed

tightly together, and where possi-

ble bound with twine, and then

heated over the spirit lamp or gas

jet, until the Amber melts. When

the pieces cannot be handled in

this way they must be left a day

or two to allow the cement to

harden.

Sold by every material dealer

in America. Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.

37 Maiden Lane,

Wholesale Agents. NEW YORK.

LIQUID AMIE
_Yorrem enti iMpul

And Pallet Jew&
CE MURPHY. •
DRILLIA, CANADA,

Liquid Amber

is the best cement

on the market

Tile Acme of Hain in B11 Plate-Glass Oases
THE KADE IMPROVED SYSTEM"

Tlie REMO FIE OM the peer of all floor ease,. No holes i
n glass;

no metal clips; no danger of br
eakage. The

in.,' practical All Plate-Glass Case on the market. Made to ship set up or knock down.

Particulars on application.

High-Grade Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cros
s Partitions, Screens, Etc.

We make a complete line of Modern Jewelrg Fixtures, Medium an pigli kale
We have made a specialty of the fixture business

 and it has become a science with us.

We can tit you out completely with fixtures, show 
cases, stools, etc. Send 25 cents in stamps for

our 20th Century Fixture Catalogue. O
ver 300 pages, size 73/,xli in. A hook of inf

or-

mation, suggestions, prices, etc., illustrating out
fits front $300 up to the finest. A regular

Encyclopedia American ica.
Regarding our goods, ask our customers.

Regarding our responsibility, ask any bank or business
 house in our city, or any commercial agency.

M.Winter Lumber Company,The High-Grade Fixture Make
rs

Established 1866. Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

C. I). Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agts
. for Mo., Kans., Nelm, G. T. and I. T.

Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas
.

Jos. W. fichlumpf, 318-9 Pacific 111k., Seattle, Wash., 
Sales Agents for the State of Washington.

C. .1. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents 
for Arkansas.

Findlay, Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents 
for La., Miss. and Ala.
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"Lost!
Somewhere between Sunrise

and Sunset, two golden Hours,
each set with sixty diamond
Minutes. No reward is offered,
for they are lost forever!"

Had he carried The-Best-Watch-in-the -World-for-
the-Money he would not have lost his precious Hours

and would have proved himself a common-sense
philosopher besides. The New York Standard Watch
Company especially provides for the needs of philoso-
phers of either common or uncommon sense; for, in
trade, the sum of all philosophy is to get the biggest
value for the least price.

Are you a practical, every-day philosopher ? Then
yOU sell the New York Standard Watch, which gives
most for the least you sell " The Best Watch in the
World for the Money." And here's to you, for you're
bound to win out!

Rlvett 8 in Precision Lathe.

Rivett Pivott Polisher. Price, $13.00
Costs much less; does much more work.

The Lathe which has
made itself so popular

With its attachments it can do
more than any other ever pro-
duced.

If you are a mechanic,

INVESTIGATE!

No first-class school is without the

Rivett Lathe
Faneuil Watch Tool Co.

Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Slide Rest. Price, $30.00.

Quil. Wheel rutting A t t actinic! n t ,
comprising Revolvable Tailstock,
unil and 12 Index Plates. $35.00.

Rivett Jeweling Caliper Rest.
With cross feed screw. $30.00.

Universal Face Plate.
Made only with Solid Nickel Plate.
Price, with Patent Jaws, $14.00.
" " Plain Jaws, 9.00. Improved Patent Jaw. Revolvable Tailstock.

RIGHT NOW
At the close of one of the
most profitable holiday
seasons ever known is a

good //Me to consider new
Fixtures for your store.

It's the logical lime—
the "twixt hay and grass" season before spring business begins.

Its the right lime to make improvements.
Why not send for the catalogs

of the "Largest and Best Equipped Show Case and

Fixtures Factory in the World?"

They will suggest new, effective, profitable, displays

of your stock. We make everything for up-to-

date store equipment.

WRITE OR CALL.

Chicago Salesroom:

238 E. Madison St.

New York Salesroom:

679 Broadway.

•



Your Holiday Trade
in " 1847 Rogers Bros." goods was
probably all that could be desired, and
without doubt the

Largest on Record
The advertisement here shown
will appear in many of the leading Jan-
uary magazines, and is inserted for the
purpose of reaching both the purchaser
and user of the goods sold by you dur-
ing the Fall of 1902, encouraging them
to " match up," or otherwise purchase
more of the same make for a gift or
personal use. The above advertisement

AMA'

Did You Give or Receive

SILVERWARE
FOR A

Christmas Rogers Gift?

lf it hears the stamp,

1847 ROGERS BROS."
it can be used with the assurance that you have the best that

money can procure. Best in design, finish and wear.—"Silver Plate
that Wears." You will be so pleased you will surely desire

Spoons.
Forks,
Knives,
etc.

sTALIPEo

-1847
RoGERS
BROS.

Additional Pieces
of the same design and grade which your dealer

can supply.

-532 NOTE OUR TRADE MARKS HERE SHOWN gEir
and see that each piece you purchase bears our stump,
which has for over half a century been recognized us the
standard of the world. Wine for catalogue h.. 411, which
will be an aid in making selections.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor LO
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.

will appeal to either the giver or receiver of silverware, and we think will be the means of
through the several thousand dealers selling " Silver Plate that Wears."

Following this advertisement will appear each month an attractive announcement prepared to forcibly bring to the
minds of the public the advisability of purchasing our reliable goods through

Tea Sets,
Tureens,

'Candlesticks

I STAMPED
etc.

IYio.•"."=."."

making many early 1903 sales

YOU AS THE LOCAL DEALER.
While during the Fall of 1902 we were not able to fill our orders as promptly as could be desired, we trust that all ofour trade received a sufficient quantity to satisfy a majority of the customers requiring " Silver Plate that Wears."
With the unprecedented holiday demand, we presume the new year has found you with only a small quantityof our goods in stock, and we would suggest that an order be immediately forwarded to meet the requirements of

the early trade that is sure to come.
The circumstance referred to in this

-lea advertisement occurred during theThe Fame of g 
dull month of February, 1902. A little en-

" ' 
thusiasm and a supply of " 1847 Rogers

1847 ROG ERS BROS. Bros." goods properly mixed is all that

.14111166. 

THE AVON
LATEST PATTERN

That the above trademark is identified in the minds of
housekeepers with the best silver ware that can be pro-
cured, was strongly emphasized in a recently advertised
spoon sale by a prominent jeweler in a western city. The
spoons offered at special prices represented the solid silPe'r of
leading manufacturers. No mention of "1847 Rogers Bros."
silver plate was made in the advertisements, and they were
not offered at reduced prices; notwithstanding this, a large
percentage of the customers attracted by the sale, after
examining the solid silver, finally asked for and purchased
'1847 Rogers Bros." goods. We cite this as an interest-

ing fact showing the popularity of ","//i-fv- Plate that
II 'ars," many preferring it to sterling, and the confi-
dence of the public in the "1847 Rogers Bros."
trademark.
"1847 Ilogerm Bros." spoons, forkm. etc., are the hest known goods made, andfor €.7M, half II 'rotary fills brand has been the acknowledged standard or quality.Any lending dealer can supply you. If you are not entirely familiar with themerits of .• Homers licos. ' Mate that Wears, send for Illustratedpalalopup No. III, giving hill information.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.. (1""'"ELI Z!

5
oiri)ver r".' Meriden Conn.

is necessary_ to start the 1903 business
humming.
We continue to furnish our trade with

a large assortment of free advertising
matter to make easy selling doubly cer-
tain. Send for particulars.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor,

MERIDEN CONN.
New York. Chicago. Hamilton, Canada.

The " 1847 Rogers Bros." brand
is sold by leading jobbers everywhere.
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A Warning to Subscribers

IT is opportune at this time, when 
so many

of our readers are renewing their sub-

scriptions, to warn the trade at large against

paying subscriptions to any person purport-

ing to represent any subscription agency, as

no such person or agency has any authority

to collect subscriptions for this journal. Do

not give your dollar to any one not personally

known to you or of whose identity and trust-

worthiness you are not positively assured.

Every person authorized to receive subscrip-

tions for THE KEYSTONE is provided with

credentials signed by the publisher aid busi-

ness manager, and jewelers who are not thor-

oughly satisfied as to the bona fides of the

solicitor should insist on seeing these cre-

dentials.

The Annual Stock-Taking

THE evolution of business-doing into prac-

tically an exact science makes impera-

tive a careful stock-taking as one of the

important duties of the present month. To

take stock is one of the unshirkable tasks

which this age of competition imposes, and

failure to perform it is a sure indication that

the merchant is out of touch with modern

developments, and its omission is rightly

regarded as symptom of business decay. To

know exactly how you stand is not only a

duty you owe to yourself, but to those from

whom you may find it necessary to ask credit,

for only on such a presumption is credit

given. It may surprise some of our readers,

but it is nevertheless true that in the immense

Wanamaker store in this city, so thoroughly

is the business systematized that stock can

be taken at any time in a single night. Such

stores not only know how they stand once or

twice a year, but every month and day in the

year, and the same knowledge is as valuable,

if not quite so essential, in the small store as

the large one.

STOCK-TAKING is serviceable in other

ways than as an accurate showing of

how the jeweler stands. It will often be

found that in the course of the work better

plans will be suggested for keeping certain

portions of the stock better for the conve-

nience of the assistants, better for the effect

upon customers who enter the store and

casually survey the stock. It affords a good

opportunity also to classify the stock—to

separate the old from the new, the fashionable

from the superannuated, and to set apart the

goods that it is wise to get rid of even at a

loss. All these matters should be kept in

view during the progress of the work of stock-

taking, and the labor will be well repaid.

In taking stock the jeweler must be

careful to place on the goods only such a

value as he in his knowledge of the stock

and the market knows to be a proper one.

Old styles that have outlived fashion must

not be valued at the price which they would

have brought if sold when they were in style

and active demand. It is useless and mis-

leading to value an article at a price which

a jeweler knows it will not bring. By so

doing he deceives only himself.

Nobility and Antiquity of the Jeweler's
Craft

THE traditional nobility that attaches to

the art of healing among the professions

seems to attach to the art of the jeweler in

the field of handicraft. All through the

pages of history the worker in the precious

metals was the honored of royalty, the confi-

dant of the mighty potentates of the past.

The richness of the material in which he

operated and the beauty of the articles pro-

duced lent a glamor and awe to his exclusive

vocation.
This train of thought had its origin in a

communication just received from a subscriber

who is a member of the Goldsmiths' Com-

pany, of London, England, the oldest existing

organization of the trade. This guild was

originally organized for the protection of

workers in gold and silver, and was subse-

quently given charge of the official assaying

and stamping of standard gold. The date

of the origin of this venerable organization

is actually lost in antiquity. It has been

claimed that it was founded in early Anglo-

Saxon times, and it was reported as operating

without a license in 1180. It was incor-

porated as a company in 1396, and the first

stone of its present hall, near the general post

•
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office, London, was laid in 1407. It is
probably the richest as well as the oldest
guild in existence, receiving large fees from
manufacturers for assaying all gold and
silver articles and from the Government for
collecting excise dues. It maintains fifteen
local charities at a very large annual expendi-
ture. Its hall-marks of assay are five in
number—namely, the reign, standard, price,
makers and date.

A recent notable appointment calls to
mind the honors conferred by kings on mem-
bers of the jewelry trade. Earl Dudley, the
intrepid young Englishman, who was recently
favored with the much-coveted office of Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, traces his descent to
one William Ward, a London jeweler, who
was patronized by Henrietta Maria, wife of
Charles I. The Wards prospered, and the
earldom of Dudley was created for them, to
become extinct for lack of a direct heir, and
to be revived in favor of a younger line.
The present peer is the second earl under the
new patent. In our own country there are no
opportunities for such titular distinction, but
gold and silver have lost none of their glamor,
and the artist in these metals still holds the
premiership of craftdom.

The Mutilation of Coins

IN reply to frequent inquiries we have,from time to time, printed in our columns
the law in regard to the mutilation of coins.
Section 5459, Revised Statutes, provides
that :

Every person who fraudulently, by any art,
way, or means, defaces, mutilates, impairs, dimin-
ishes, falsifies, scales, or lightens the gold and
silver coins which have been or which may here-
after be coined at the mints of the United States, or
any foreign gold or silver coins which by law are
made current, or are in actual use and circulation
as money within the United States, shall be impris-
oned not more than two years and fined not more
than $z000.

The term of imprisonment was subse-
quently increased to five years. The word-
ing of this measure would certainly lead one
to infer that the mutilation of coins without
dishonest intent—for instance, by jewelers for
ornamentation or curio purposes—is perfectly
lawful, but the Treasury Department is
always so watchful of the coin of the realm
and so alive to the danger of its unrestricted
mutilation for any purpose that THE KEV-
STONE has never felt justified in advising
jewelers that they are free to mutilate coin
with impunity provided there is no dishonest
intent. In refraining from thus advising
them we were influenced by past action on
the part of the government, which seems to
at least discountenance all mutilation—and

not unnaturally so, for a bracelet made of
dimes, for instance, however honest the
maker and owner, is liable at any time to

T E

fall into the
be tempted
coins.

K F Y T

hands of some person
to make dishonest

0 N E

who might
use of the

S bearing on the above, Frank P. Blair,
of F. P. Blair & Co., Bellefonte, Pa.,

favors us with an interesting official ruling.
Mr. Blair's firm asked the Treasury Depart-
ment for its rulings on the matter and the
reply, which was signed by " Ellis H. Roberts,
Treasurer, U. S.," stated: " The law is
silent as to the mutilation of coins where no
fraud is shown or contemplated. Section
5459, Revised Statutes, provides a penalty
of not more than two years' imprisonment
and Poo° fine for fraudulently debasing or
mutilating coins of the United States. By an
act of March 3, 1897, imprisonment was ex-
tended to five years." Mr. Blair interprets
this ruling as at least a negative permission
to mutilate coins in the legitimate prosecution
of his business, and the interpretation seems
quite justifiable. However, we would not
advise any jeweler to do this kind of work
unless be first procures such a ruling as that
with which Mr. Blair has fortified himself.
Be it remembered, too, that Mr. Blair simply
asked the rulings of the Department as to the
mutilation of coins. It would be safer we
think for the jeweler to specify the particular
form of mutilation intended, and get the
government's permission to do this class of
work.

The Meaning of "Noon"

DISPUTATIONS as to time are always
interesting to the trade. The latest has

a business as well as a horological interest.
A recent lawsuit in Louisville, Ky., involves
the question whether the word " noon " in an
insurance policy means noon by standard
time or noon by solar time. This grew out
of the destruction of property worth about
$200,000, on which there was $18o,000 in-
surance. Of this, all but $19,940.70 was
paid at once, but the companies holding this
amount, thirteen in number, refused pay-
ment, on the ground that their policies ex-
pired at noon of that day. The records of
the Louisville fire department show that the
fire was discovered at 11.45 A. M., figuring
by standard time, which is in general use in
Louisville. But, as in Louisville the solar
noon is 174 minutes earlier than the stand-
ard noon, the application of solar time made
the discovery of the fire t2.02Y, 1,. m., and
if that reckoning is adopted, the policies had,
of course, expired. The companies claim
that it does mean solar time, while the losers
say that standard time being generally
adopted, and having an official sanction, the
policies should be valid accordingly. So the
case is to go to the courts for arbitrament.
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Transatlantic Telegraphy Without
Wires

LAST month witnessed what is unques-
tionably the most marvelous achieve-

ment of the age, viz., the final triumph of
Marconi in sending telegraphic messages
across the Atlantic without the aid of wires.
On December 21st, from his station in Nova
Scotia, the great inventor sent a message to
King Edward through a British station in
Cornwall, and received from the King a
congratulatory reply. Thus, after many pre-
liminary attempts and much doubt on the
part of the public as to the possibility of suc-
cess, the distinguished Italian has vindicated
the faith that was in him by achieving what is
probably the greatest wonder of any age. It
is true, of course, that men have been tele-
graphing without wires for many years, but
Marconi firs: placed the discovery at the
practical use of, the general world, and now
he has sent an electrical wave across the
ocean, caught it again on the other side and
read its meaning. The credit is his, and
none will deny it to him in full measure.

So much accomplished, the possibilities
of this new factor in civilization is the next
consideration. Marconi himself said : "I
cannot tell you definitely when we will have
our stations ready for commercial purposes.
All that is required here is a little organizing,
which is merely a matter of a short time.
Some time ago, however, the English Gov-
ernment, which controls the telegraph system
of the United Kingdom, refused to make
connections with the Poldhu station, and this,
of course, will have to be done before we can
do successful commercial business."

The Marconi system is yet another bond
between the New and the Old Worlds, draw-
ing closer the peoples of the earth and
making humanity at large one great family
in almost daily intercourse and contact. It
would be difficult to conceive what our planet
will become, under such an agency, in
another hundred years.

Laying of the Pacific Cable

ALMOST simultaneous with Marconi's
achievement of transatlantic wireless

telegraphy began the laying of the Pacific
cable, which important event took place
December i2th. The work of laying is now
being rapidly proceeded with, and ere many
months the United States will have at her
service another great agency in the develop-
ment of her foreign trade. From our shores
straight to Hawaii, thence to the Philippines,
and from there onward and on to China and
to all the great, wide, oriental world, the
slender cable is to reach and to bind us with
those lands in a bond of business and industry
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that will never break at any future time within

the scope of human imagination.

Our brothers on the Pacific coast are

naturally elated over the immense impetus

which the cable will give to trade in that

section. They are already confidently pre-

dicting a time, and that in the not-distant

future, when we shall see San Francisco using

the Eastern States as a basis of supply for a

trade which moves westward, and the amount

of our products which will come East, they

tell us, will be hardly more than a petty

trade in comparison with the augmenting

commerce that will go westward with the sun

across the ocean to the thousand ports that

await it from China to the Australias. Truly

the laying of this cable marks an epoch, for it

represents the culmination of ocean-cable

laying. It will complete the circuit of the

globe and practically perfect the world's tele-

graphic system.

A Marvel of Modern Engineering

S0 many of our people are vitally inter-ested in the great subject of irrigation

that they cannot fail to read with gratification

of the latest and greatest achievement of this

character. Not only the greatest achieve-

ment in irrigation, but the most brilliant feat

in British engineering history was brought to

a successful issue last month, when the

Khedive of Egypt opened the great dam

across the Nile at Assouan, 600 miles south

of Cairo. This dam and its practical coun-

terpart at Assiout, 200 miles north of Assouan,

have for their purpose the making of two

great lakes in the Nile valley, within which

are to be confined the waters of the Nile,

with gates which will allow the release of

these waters at times of low water in the

river. Improved methods of irrigation and

increase in the area of land to be cultivated

are of course expected to follow, but the main

purpose is to conserve the river itself and

take care of the area now under cultivation,

which depends upon the annual rise and fall

of the river. By confining the water at its

flood and paying it out slowly later, it is

designed to render Egypt, a comparatively

rainless country, dependent entirely upon the

alluvial flow of the Nile, a comparatively sure

producer of cotton, grain and other products

which dependence upon the natural rise of

the river have jeopardized in past years.

Some idea of the work accomplished may be

formed from the fact that great artificial lakes,

100 miles. long and 65 feet above the river

level, have been formed, and the volume of

water impounded, it is said, would be suffi-

cient to provide the entire United Kingdom

with drinking water for a year.

Increasing Negligence in Correspond-

ence

THE KEYSTONE has repeatedly

preached the necessity of care in corre-

spondence, and we are gratified to be able to

report much improvement on the part of the

trade in this particular. It is surprising,

however, that with the improved facilities for

writing letters and of securing safe delivery,

the records of the dead letter office show

increasing carelessness in the matter of ad-

dressing letters. Just think of nine millions

of letters and several hundred thousand be-

sides, going to the dead-letter office, due to

bad directions ! In 50,869 of these cash was

found, the amount being $48,498. The

value of commercial papers involved approx-

imated the same figures, so that an aggregate

amount of loss represented by miscarriage in

the mails is a face value of more than Poo,-

000. All because some one has written

illegibly or carelessly, or inscribed the wrong

words. The figures before us indicate a

worse state of things than shown last year,

and the increase of loss is about 9 per cent.

Eighty-one thousand were sent without any

address, while the letters and parcels " held

for postage" numbered 156,831. The negli-

gence, no doubt, is in private rather than

business correspondence, but even in the

latter there is undoubtedly much room for

improvement.

Venezuela and the European Powers

CHIEF among the events of the past

month was the rather Falstaffian effort of

Germany and England to frighten Venezuela

into prompt payment of her indebtedness to

them. The facts were these : The British

and German governments presented an ulti-

matum to the Venezuelan authorities at the

beginning of the week, and immediately

afterwards the British Minister and the Ger-

man Chargé d'Affaires closed their legations

and embarked aboard warships of their 're-

spective countries. This action was followed

by the seizure and destruction by the British

and German fleets of the warships of Vene-

zuela in the harbor of La Guayra, and the

arrest by the Venezuelan authorities of all the

British and German subjects in Caracas.

Other seizures of Venezuelan gunboats fol-

lowed. President Castro then issued an

appeal to the Venezuelan people to take up

arms. At Puerto Cabello a British steamer

was seized by the Venezuelans, and the

British and German consuls were imprisoned,

while the British and German subjects ar-

rested at La Guayra were released. Mean-

time Germany and England were joined by

Italy, Holland and Belgium in the collection
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campaign, and formal notice of a blockade of

Venezuela was sent to the powers.
As Venezuela did not respond as quickly

as expected, and as war with the indebted

republic would have dangerous possibilities,

arbitration was proposed, probably by the

United States, and it seems certain at this

writing that the dispute will be settled by this

means, either through the agency of President

Roosevelt, the Hague tribunal or some other

referee. "All's well that ends well," and the

belief prevails that humanity and South
America are again obligated to Uncle Sam.

A Word as to Catalogues

THE modern catalogue, with its wealth of
beautiful half-tone illustrations, its fine-

coated paper and high-class press work has,

in recent years, evolved into so expensive a

volume that its compilation has become a

very imposing item in the expediture of the

wholesaler and manufacturer—so much so,

indeed, that judicious limitation in distribu-

tion has become advisable. We refer to

catalogues sent to the trade only, and not to

the ubiquitous free-to-all tomes of the mail-

order houses. It is well known to the whole-

sale and manufacturing firms who distribute

catalogues to the trade that requests for the

books often come from jewelers or opticians

who never make any use of them. This is

unfair to the concerns sending them out, for

though it is probably natural for the mere

repairer, for instance, to respond to the gen-

eral invitation to "send a postal for one,"

the request is nevertheless a thoughtless

imposition if such repairer has no use for the

book. The optical concerns seem to have

special cause for complaint in this matter, as

they find that requests for a copy of their

catalogues come from a great number who

manifestly never make any use of them.

Those who send catalogues wish, of course,

to accommodate all, but it is unfair to impose

on their courtesy.

E would throw out a similar hint in

regard to requests for free advertising

matter. It is now the custom of many

manufacturers—and an excellent custom it is

—to furnish free to the trade booklets or

leaflets descriptive of their products in order

to help the retailer's sales. It behooves the

trade who are beneficiaries of this liberality

to show their appreciation by using such

advertising matter to maximum advantage.

To provide the high-grade advertising which

is characteristic of the time costs heavily, and

it is unfair and unjust to those providing it to

request large free consignments and then be

negligent as to its proper distribution. The

trade should ask only such quantities of

booklets, etc., as they can use to advantage.
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Oreeting S Congratulation
Under present conditions it is indeed a two-fold pleasure

to extend our felicitations to the trade. Never have we emerged
from a year of greater achievement, nor entered upon one of
greater promise.

The past is gone forever and is useful only in its lessons, not
the least of which is the growing importance of dealing with a
firm of known and proven worth. Our patronage, always impres-
sive, no less in character than in extent, is the direct result of
liberal treatment.

We don't believe in loose business principles—but as has
been our wont, we will cling to a broad and magnanimous system
of treatment rather than to the rigid letter of the law.

This is the surest road to the confidence of the retailer, and
with our resolution, energy and experience it is easy to travel.
We are again first in the field with what is best in WATCHES
and DIAMONDS.

Our filcilities are copious and our staff eager to serve and
efficient to perform.

Headquarters for
Waltham, Elgin, New England and United States Watches.
Diamonds, mounted and unmounted, in medium and high grades.
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JEWELERS
ADVERTISING

IN TREORY AAD PRACTICE

THE KEYSTONE

Preface.

The subject of advertising—real adver-

tising—is one which concerns the individual

jeweler's prospects to a degree not generally

appreciated by him.

In the past few years, and especially in

the past year, the science of advertising has

developed more rapidly than any other single

one of the agencies concerned in increasing

the volume and profits of business. Con-

spicuous instances of improved " publicity"

in special lines of trade are seen in the cereal

food business, the clothing business, the book

business, etc. ; but all lines of trade show

the quickening influence of the new adver-

tising methods, and the general level of

advertising is lifted higher with each passing

month.
Critics of advertising, who have viewed

the whole trade field, declare that the jewelry

business has not fully responded to this gene-

ral improvement ; that while here and there

a jeweler has caught the spirit of up-to-date

advertising and embodies in his publicity the

latest thought and methods, the great body

of jewelers are in the rear ranks of the ad-

vertising army. The consensus of competent

opinion is against the jeweler, as an ad-

vertiser.
Herein is the opportunity for the jeweler

who would get ahead. If it is true that the

average jeweler's advertising is weak and in-

efficient, then the jeweler who is fixed with

the right ambition has at hand the chance

which he may not again enjoy later when the

rank and file of jewelers have waked to the

knowledge of what real advertising means

and does. The good thing seems never so

good as when it is in sharp contrast with the

poor thing ; the fact of superiority is best

brought out against a background of me-

diocrity.
In view of this apparent indifference or

ignorance of the trade as to the value of

advertising, and with appreciation of the im-

mense importance of the subject, THE KEY-

STONE herewith begins a series of articles on

" Jewelers' Advertising " which will run

through the year. The serial will present

the subject as exhaustively as our space will

permit ; will give Me reason why of the use

of various mediums and methods, so that the

jeweler may proceed henceforth understand-

ingly ; and will endeavor to cover the special

conditions in the jewelry business wherein

the advertising of this business is a thing4AWYPOltiC•

apart from the general advertising pro-

position.

What " Advertising " Means.

Before going further, let us clearly un-

derstand what is meant by " advertising."

We do not intend treating the subject histori-

cally (though the history of advertising has

all the fascination of a romance, and in some

future time THE KEYSTONE will relate the

story) ; but we must have a definition, at

least, in order to correct any wrong under-

standing of terms. We must know the name

and purpose of the tool before we set to

using it.
"Advertise" is from the Latin advertere,

which means literally, " turn toward "—

hence, to turn the mind toward, or to fix the

attention ujon. Coming down to the Old

French we find " avertir "—to inform ; and

it was in this sense of the word that Moses

used it in the Bible (Numbers, xxiv, 14),

when he said " I will advertise thee what this

people will do to thy people in the latter

days."
We see in the very genesis of the word

its real meaning, which is so often misunder-

stood, or overlooked, or ignored by the

advertiser. " Advertising " a thing is, first,

turning the mind toward the thing ; then,

secondly, informing about the thing. Neither

of these purposes are accomplished, in a vast

number of advertisements ; and the expendi-

ture of money without results brings forth

the complaint from the victim, " Advertising

doesn't pay." Certainly, waste of money

does not pay ; the man has not expended the

money in real advertising : he has charged

to " advertising " a sum of money that has

been simply squandered. The fault was not

in the " advertising ", but in the man who

did not know what advertising is—who did

not apply his money to the purpose he had

in mind.
The fact is that a vast number of adver-

tisers think the whole science of advertising

is comprehended in this : To " advertise"

is to advert eyes ! Now, the mind foll
ows

the eye—true enough ; and when John Smit
h,

Jeweler, puts his plain card in a newspaper,

and some chance reader sees it, Smith enjo
ys

a momentary, fleeting thought from that

reader ; or if John Smith takes half a column

and fills it with type that says nothing, a
nd

says it badly, Smith is bound to be seen the
re,

at least. But it is not enough that Smith's

name, or his list of wares, appears in print,

only ; that was " advertising ", in a by-go
ne

day, but in the past few years such fee
ble

utterance is so far out-classed and made

ridiculous by the genuine advertisements

around it that Smith might as well have sav
ed

his money. The world has rushed past

Smith, and he has not seen the passing.
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An advertisement must "advert eyes '',

of course : it must be seen, or it will acco
m-

plish nothing, however convincing its arg
u-

ment. The most beautiful lithographed post
er

has no advertising value on a dark night 
on

an unlighted street ; a half-inch of agate typ
e,

without display, is lost in a big Sunday news-

paper. The very first thought of the adver-

tiser should be that his statement must be

placed where it can be seen by the right kind

of people, and a sufficient number of that

kind ; and where it will be seen, because of

the conspicuous way of showing it. But

with a very great many advertisers, this

proper first thought seems also to be the last

thought—the only thought. They buy ex-

travagant space, to catch the eye—and then

have no argument, no convincing message,

for the eye to carry to the brain. They

use big type, or cuts, or heavy borders,

to attract attention—and say nothing to the

reader whose attention has been attracted.

They do not truly advertise—for adver-

ti:-,ii.g is, we repeat, " turning the mind

toward " and " fixing attention upon " a

thing, and then " informing " about the

thing.

But it is really more than this ; for

advertising has grown beyond its dictionary

definition—the lexicographers have not quite

kept up with the rapid development of the

science. John Smith, Jeweler, may dress up

as a clown, parade the streets on the back of

a donkey preceded by a brass band, and

shout his bargains while he broadcasts his

printed " dodgers " ; he will succeed in

" fixing attention upon " himself,and thus do

advertising, according to the dictionary.

But the reader will see at once that there is

something Wrrong here ; John Smith's methods

in publicity leave something to be desired,

surely. So if John Smith fills space in a

newspaper with vulgarity, slang, outrageous

abuse of his competitor or silly twaddle, he

also succeeds in " turning the mind toward''

him, but his well-wishers feel that the last

state of John Smith is worse than before he

advertised. What is wrong? What is

needed ? Why is Smith's effort not good

advertising ? for it certainly is " advertising,''

according to the books.

His shortcoming is in this 7 he has not

attracted FAVORABLE attention. Good adver-

tising creates a favorable impression on the

eye, from its typography or externals, and

excites a favorable opinion in the mind, from

the candor, convincingness, grace or strength

of the utterance. The whole problem in

up-to-date advertising resolves itself to this :

How can I secure the most favorable attention

of the largest number of those to whom I

may hope to sell my wares, at the least cost?

That is what " advertising " means.

(Continued on page it)
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Premier Watch House
of the West
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GAIN it is our pleasing duty to congratulate

the trade on a season of unprecedented prosperity

and profit, and to thank them for their unstinted

appreciation of our service as evidenced in the greatest year's

business in the history of our firm. We, on our part, will

show our appreciation by even better service, if possible, in

the year just begun.

The greatest holiday watch business in the history of the

trade has left the retailers with scant watch stock, and we
have anticipated the contingency by securing ample supplies
to make up for all depletions. It is a principle of our business
to be able to fill promptly every order from New Year to New
Year, whatever its bulk or urgency.

M. A. Mead & Co., Watch Jobbers,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
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Jewelers' Advertising in Theory

and Practice
(Continued foam page 29)

The Mediums of Advertising

The mediums of advertising may be

broadly classified under two descriptions :

first, those which only call favorable a
tten-

tion to the store, and which we shall there
fore

designate as minor advertising mediums ;

second, those which in addition to this ca
ll-

ing favorable attention to the store also

inform about the store—which we desig
nate

as major advertising mediums, sinc
e they

embody the true functions of advertising 
in

its comprehensive meaning. These major

mediums consist of newspapers, circulars,

booklets, etc.— all forms of type-printed

matter. As this constitutes the bulk of ad-

vertising we shall leave it for the last, in the

order of consideration.

Among the minor mediums which are

worth considering are the giving awa
y of

novelties which may or may not be of a 
char-

acter distinctive to the jewelry business 
; per-

manent signs, including fence-painting
, roof-

painting and the big " boardings " along
 the

lines of railroad ; temporary placards, as

printed or lithographed posters on bill-

boards, street cars, etc. ; exhibitions, as

street parades, balloon ascensions a
nd other

sensational forms of " circus " publicity ; a
nd

window displays, in which goods are 
made

to speak for themselves. There are various

other minor mediums of advertising, but

those mentioned are about all that a
re worth

considering.

Novelties—Things (liven Away for 
Personal Use

or Enjoyment

There is not much to commend " g
ive-

away " novelties— match boxes, paper

weights, cigar cutters, etc.—as advertis-

ing mediums. The only thing to commend

the giving of novelties is the fact 
that they

last—the advertising (such as it is) 
is con-

tinuous. The objection to them, from an

advertising point of view is this : if th
e thing

given away is " really worth while," t
he cost

is out of all proportion to the return
s ; and if

the article is commonplace, mean 
and cheap,

it fails in its complimentary intent
ion. Then

again : if the article is to be used 
without

much embarrassing the recipient, it mu
st not

declare too conspicuously that it is an
 adver-

tisement, so that the donor cannot get
 much

benefit from the obscure showing of hi
s name

on the thing. There is also this objection to

the giving of articles of real value :
 sensitive

people regard it as a mild form of 
bribe, an

implication that some value, in the for
m of

patronage, should be returned by those 
who

receive it. On the whole, the " novelty,"

the " give-away " article, is one of 
the least

profitable of all the forms of advertising.

"Circus," or Spectacular Advertising

Under certain conditions, a street parade

of " sandwich men " carrying business pla-

cards, led by a good band, is good advertis-

ing; so is a balloon ascension, or a kite-flying

exhibition, or a stereopticon exhibition, and

other sensational publicity ; but for the

jeweler, under most conditions, it is not

good advertising. In a " boom " town on

the frontier, where the mass of the popula-

tion is the " unconventional " type, such

pronounced methods would likely find favor;

but in nearly all the older towns it would be

unwise to venture them. The jeweler should

always respect the average sentiment of his

community ; he must know his people before

employing the " circus " as an advertising

medium. It is safe to say that the average

citizen is not inclined to rush madly from

the spectacle of the parade to the watch counter

of the jeweler, and buy in a fit. He wants

time to think it over ; and he must have conf
i-

dence in the jeweler, besides. He doesn't

buy jewelry as he buys a shave ; the para
de

could profitably advertise a barber, but it

might hurt a jeweler more than it would he
lp

him. It would take something from the

essential dignities of his business ; it woul
d

disturb its poise.

Out-door Advertising

The mediums of out-door advertising

are of two kind ; permanent signs, such 
as

the store sign itself, fence and roof pain
ting

and other painted surfaces—from the s
mall

board affairs that • are nailed to trees or

against walls to the larger structures that a
re

erected in fields along the lines of railroa
d ;

and temporary placards, as the posters p
ut

on bill-boards in cities and the cards plac
ed

in street cars. Both kinds possess real ad-

vertising value ; possibly the highest value 
of

all the forms of advertising for a lim
ited

number of lines of trade ; but distinctly n
ot

the best for the jeweler. In the advertising

of certain commodities which are used b
y

large masses of people who habitually do n
ot

read the newspapers — say, for instance,

chewing tobacco—they are probably foun
d

more profitable than newspaper space ; 
and

where no argument is necessary—where
 the

purpose in mind is simply to familiarize a

name—they serve the purpose admirab
ly ;

but the jeweler can only use these medi
ums

to good advantage in connection with 
news-

paper and other printed matter.

An out-door sign, whatever its charac-

ter, should "say very little and say it

strong," so that " he who runs may re
ad."

The man going to market in a wagon ha
sn't

time to stop and read a proclamation ;
 the

man in a railroad train must take the m
es-

sage " on the fly." And it must be said at-

tractively, as to " display." If your local

sign-painter is a botcher, send elsewhere
 for

a man who will paint the little signs, or
 the

big ones, artistically. Don't put out fright-

ful daubs over your name, simply to 
" en-

courage home industry "— you have too

much at risk—you must please the eyes
 of
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your people, in these out-door signs, if you

would convince their minds. The first cost

of the difference in skill does not count f
or

much, against the ultimate gains. If you

send a boy who knows the alphabet over t
he

country roads iri your vicinity with a pot 
of

yellow paint, he will be able to cover a cer-

tain number of fence rails with hieroglyphi
cs

representing your name and your business at

a very small cost ; but the unsightly lett
ering

will stand as a permanent protest again
st

your meanness and lack of taste until the

merciful rains blot out the hateful record.

The permanent, painted sign is, of

course, more expensive than the printed

poster ; but it is probably worth the differ-

ence in cost because of its permanency. The

poster is useful, principally, in announcing
 a

special event—in proclaiming a new line 
of

goods, or a reduced price, etc. The painted

sign is " good " in all seasons ; the poster
 is

short-lived, in the season of snows and rai
ns

and storms. The value of both is in the fact

they must be seen by a class of people 
who

may not see the newspaper advertisemen
t ;

and in the fact that they meet the eye at t
he

time when the observer is on the street, 
or

on the way to the town, and hence in ph
y-

sical position to buy at the moment. More-

over the message of the sign, or the poste
r,

enters into his mind when the mind is rece
p-

tive. This is especially true of the street car

advertisement, which is probably the very

best of all " out-door " advertising, if it 
can

so be classed. The argument in favor of the

card in the street car is, first, that it mee
ts

the eye at the right " psychological momen
t,"

when the observer is journeying to the loc
a-

tion of the store ; second, that the eye

chooses to read it as an entertainment, ra
ther

than stare at the opposite passenger ; th
ird,

that it meets the eye when the mind 
has

time and inclination to absorb the me
ssage ;

fourth, that the number of these me
ssages

in the car is limited, so that any par
ticular

one is assured of notice and is not lost
, as

is the danger in the crowded newspaper

page. The objections to the street car card

are that it must say so very little, if 
it is to

be read at all, because the eye cannot 
read

small type at a distance.
In preparing a street car card, study the

other cards first, so that you can get the 
best

" display " by contrast. The present vogue

is to present chromo effects—" loud " 
color

and pictures. Therefore the very strongest

" display " for a card in a street car, 
in this

month of January, 1903, would be a w
hite

card with a plain-rule border in black with
 the

text in the plainest black type (say, " Or
iginal

Old Style, lower case " ), and with plent
y of

plain white space above and below three l
ines

of type. Such a card would stand out from

the elaborate lithographs or sketch-ad
s. like

a brass button on a blue coat.

We now come to the very important

subject of
Window Displays

which is advertising by object lesson—a mos
t

convincing form. Herein we shall relate only

the princifiks of window advertising ;
 the

subject will be specialized in articles through-

out the year by illustrations and descriptions

of specific windows.
[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Advertising the Repair Department

11E attention of the jeweler is at present
concentrated on two things, viz., getting
rid of left-over stock ,and proclaiming
the excellence of his repair department.

Advertising must be his chief lever for effecting
both objects. We fear that most jewelers who
advertise do not give the repair department its
merited share of publicity. It is always well to
supplement your newspaper announcements of
your facilities for repairing with a handsome snap-
pily compiled circular mailed in a sealed letter
to such people as you think may become desirable
customers. Those who have jewels are, as a rule,
exceedingly careful of them, and any suspicion that
they are insecure in setting or otherwise is likely
to result in a visit to the jeweler's. We have be-
fore us a circular used by Charles K. Grouse, of
Rochester, N. Y., which is excellent in form and
matter. The wording is, indeed, so apt and to the
point as to merit reproduction. It is as follows:

Warning
Are your diamonds safe?
Did you ever lose one?
Were the settings ever examined by an expert?
If not—don't delay, but have them examined

once a month by C. K. Grouse as it may
be the means of saving you a costly gem.

Did
You
Ever
Notice

We
Will

How thin the eye on your earring,
watch charm or pendant was
wearing?

How many prongs on your ring
were worn off?

An imperfection on your diamond
underneath a prong after hav-
ing it reset?

The discoloration on your jewelry
after having it repaired?

Send messenger free of charge.
Examine jewelry free of charge.
Clean jewelry free of charge.
Deliver free of charge.

Will send trustworthy messenger with cardof recognition and will be responsible forall jewelry.

Do
You
Want

Your old mine stone recut?
Your ruby, emerald or sapphire

repolished ?
Your jewelry remodeled?
Your silverware refinished?
Your watch or clock repaired?
Your own design executed and

kept exclusive.
To sell your old gold for cash?

If so, would be very thankful for a share ofyour patronage.

We take advantage of this, the first opportun-
ity, to congratulate the trade at large on the im-proved quality of Christmas advertising. There
could, indeed, be no more hopeful evidence of the
capability and determination of the jewelers to

TilE KEYSTONE

hold their own against all manner of external
competition. Our readers have favored us with a
veritable flood of samples of newspaper advertise-
ments, booklets, circulars, etc., and the average
compares most favorably with the advertising done
by other trades. Some of the booklets are notably
excellent and we will endeavor in a future issue to

.10 lutturrtr, °MRS

BRODN71 -I-
P  

Watches 
Without End.

U you wish to pick from the whole worldof worthy watches you can do so here,Over 500 cases in stock, also every watchmovement made by the Elgin or WalthamWatch Companies. A notable sAvfng Ofteach of thorn. Our large toying and closeselling puts us beyond all fair competition.Our most rapidly telling watch has a guaranteedsolid gold-filled cue t dust and water-proof, engine-turned pattern. the one that never goes out of styleand is easily kept clean. In this case we place, at youmay choose, an Elgin or Waltham movement. Senton approval anywhere, Prke $9.55.CA 1.1. on SEND POR OUR NEW PALL CATALC Jr. E
BRODNA X

.1[11ZtER.
“shoicsale to the Cotosurner••

SW.intaill

One of a series of newspaper ails.

refer to at least a few of them more specifically.Many more jewelers than heretofore are prosecut-
ing an incessent advertising campaign, and wehave yet to learn of one who has fault to find with
the results. The more the jewelers advertise the
more they believe in advertising, and the more
aggressive advertisers actually see in this new allythe regeneration of the trade.

The experience of others is a cheap as well asa sound education, and the lesson of the advertis-
ing jewelers should not be lost on their more timid
and less confident brothers.

The "Plain Rule" Heading

This article is suggested by the inquiry of a
subscriber who asks:

Can you suggest " display " for smallsingle-column advertisements, in case thelocal newspaper is a poor sort of thing,without a stock of the catchy borders andattractive type faces which are found in theprinting offices in larger cities? My homepaper is of this kind, and I should like toknow how I can best avail myself of itsmeager equipment. The printer is not" up to date," and while he apparentlycannot originate ideas for " display," hewould likely follow my suggestions, ifthey were within his facilities.

Our correspondent need not entirely despair.
Every printing office, however meager its stock, has" plain rules " in plenty, and out of these alone ourfriend can secure very good results in " display."

The designs which we shall suggest to him
have three features to commend them : First, as
already stated, the materials are in the poorest
printer's stock ; second, they have eye-fetching
quality, and will make even a small single column
conspicuous on the page ; third, they do not oc-
cupy much of the space, so leave plenty of room
for type.

We recommend the size of rule called " two
point," as the best for his purpose, under the cir-cumstances. The designs are made to fit THE
KEYSTONE columns, and will probably be found tofit the columns of his local newspaper ; if the latter
is wider or narrower. preserve the same propor-

January, 1903

tions. Show these illustrations to your incompetent
local printer, and tell him to "follow copy."

We show only the heading. It is to be under-
stood that the side rules are to extend to and
across the foot of the advertisement, thus :

Here are some suggested headings :

rjGOOD WATCH ES

GOOD I WATCH ES

GOOD WATCH ES

GOOD WATCH ES

GOOD
WATCH ES

,•■••••1■1•Mionit

GOOD
WATCH ES

"MN

-LMNI

GOOD I WATCH ES

Two Ways Qf Selling Cut Glass
One way is to let your stock be so completely cleaned out by

the Holiday rush that you haven't anything to show the people
who come afterward.

The other is to have your stock complete at all times—to be in a position to
business regardless of the season—for the sale of the right kind of cut glass is not con-

fined to any one season, but is in demand continually.
So don't defer restocking simply because the Holiday trade is over. It's not wise.

But remember, if you must have goods quickly to fill special orders, send to us and you

shall have them at once.
We never let our stock get low. We work in a different way from that of many

manufacturers. Instead of closing down our factory several weeks at the beginning of

the year, we keep right on making the

Popular-Priced BERGEN Cut Glass
to the full extent of our capacity, so that customers can always get our goods 

without the

slightest delay.
Our salesmen are out now with new goods. Whether they get around to you or not

you should have a copy of

OUR CATALOGUE—the one with the red cover—

(if you haven't received one already). It will be cheerfully sent to any responsible dealer on request.

It contains fine half-tone reproductions of the goods. It is much better than the regulation

cut glass catalogue, which too often conveys an entirely 
different impression of what the goods

really are.
You can readily make sales from this catalogue whenever you don't happen to have 

particular

pieces in stock.

38 Murray Street, NEW YORK.

Electrotypes furnished free for newspaper ads.
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RADE MARK.

A Happy New Year
THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION

Controlling

THE MT. WASHINGTON

GLASS CO.

Cut atass
Rich in Brilliancy.
Original in Shape.

38 Murray St.. New York.

576 Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.
220 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

itrgliAN

I(K.N4Ztal7

'"4-44(411..V •

New Bedford,
Mass.

etZitver Otatc
that Sells."

Beautiful in Design.
Reliable in kr:why.

No. 1085 Carnation Vase.

Crowning Glory lite Diamond (

\NAO,

1903 finds the P. & B. line complete
,

new and more attractive than ever.

DIAMOND

HE "TWENTIETH CENTURY" cutting has idealized the

Diamond as nature's masterpiece in gems. The discovery of this

cutting brings renewed glory to the modern lapidist, and will neces-

sitate the revision of the story of the Diamond in thousands of books

and encyclopedias. The accepted dictum of centuries that " the

brilliant cutting best brings out the beauties of the Diamond" can

no longer be said. The climax of its brilliancy is attained by the

"TWENTIETH CENTURY" Cutting.

We also carry every size, quality and cut in the Diamond line.

Chas. F. Wood 0 Co.
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds,

103 State Street, Chicago. I Maiden Lane, New York.



We Are Not in the Trust 

Our Motto: Individual Freedom in Business

We aim to manufacture Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware. Beautiful
and modern in design and of superior finish, and we guarantee all goods of our manu-
facture to strip as much silver as any Rogers Brand on the market.

IRIS • YORK ROSE • VERDI

_

There is a dainti-

ness about the

"1835 R.WALLACE"

designs that you won't

find in other makes of

silver plate.

There is a confusion

about the trade-marks

of the other brands that

you won't find in the

" I 8 3 5—R. WALLACE."

R. Wallace Sons Mfg. Co.

Tf/allinglord, Conn.

No. 173. Puritan Soup Set.

Our personal guarantee with all goods sold. Send for catalogue No. 4, just out.

Simeon L. and George II. Rogers Company
Factories : Hartford and Wallingford, Conn.

P. 0. Box 1205, Hartford, Conn.

New York.

San Francisco.

EXQUISITE ELABORATE REFINED

Chicago. GRACE. "*".1Q1> ELEGANCE. .." 1̀Q1'' SIMPLICITY.

London.

Our stamp on Sterling Silver is a mark of

beauty and value.

TRADE MARK

3110

STERLING

21 Trio of Beautiful Patterns
in Plated Ware, exemplifying the three most important

characteristics of design. With these three styles in stock

the retailer is prepared to build up and supply the widely

varying demands of an extensive trade.

Made in the staple Table Pieces and a great variety of

attractive Fancy Pieces.
To make you acquainted with their merits the three

pieces illustrated will be sent (prepaid) on receipt of $2.00.

E. H. H. SMITH, Manufacturer,
9-1 1-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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0. & B. GOLD RINGS
SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.
Also makers of THE ORIGINAL TRIPLE CROWN FILLED RINGS, very best filled rings in the market ; havekept their high standard for twenty-five years.

Ostby 0 Barton Company,
Providence, R. I.

New York-9 to 13 Maiden Lane.

Chicago-103 State Street.

up en. or- F,ndl e ss
Vari

Every ring that leaves our factory bears our trade-mark.

wouldn't go to the expense and trouble of stamping 
this mark in

it were not to enable you to tell our good and 
reliable rings from

with less care. You'll begin the New Year right 
if you resolve

LIO• " brand. Only fine, all-gold rings so branded.

age on request from reliable jewelers.
GENERAL, OFFICES AND FACTORY

IOU I S KAUFMAN & CO., NEWARK, 
N.

Now, we
our rings if
those made

to handle the
pack-A selection

J.



THE BUFFALO
TRIUMPHANT

-- -

The Buffalo enters upon another season the
acknowledged chief of Ringdom. He will bring with the New
Year a line enriched by many new patterns and choice designs.

Your stock no doubt needs filling up after the prosperous
Holiday selling. Let us fill these needs.

HEINTZ BROS RKING
•) MA ERS, BUFFALO N.Y.

A

Wiring a Show Window

FTER taking everything into considera-

tion, incandescent electric lights will be

found the best illumination for a store

window. They should be fixed about two

feet from the top of the window under mirror

reflectors, which• should be placed at an angle that

will throw the light to the center of the window
.

Supposing that the window is six feet wide and

eight feet high, four 16-candle power lamps wi
ll

make the window as bright as day, says a writer 
in

an exchange. Two i6-candle power lamps hun
g

from the center of the ceiling will be enou
gh to

produce a good effect where there is plenty of 
light

in the street outside. In small towns, however;

the streets are usually dark as pitch, unles
s the

store happens to be near one of the larg
e arc

lights suspended high in the air. Under such cir-

cumstances it is best to have, as before stated,
 four

16-candle power lamps, which will make the

window literally burn a hole in the night.

To wire a window of this size

does not necessitate any very

serious amount of work. We

will suppose that the meter is

hung within two feet of the window, a
nd the sur-

face from the street is all wired up to
 the meter.

This is usually done by the electric 
light company

for all its patrons. To connect the meter and

install the lights will require the following
 materials :

Fifty feet No. 14 black
w 

Fifteen feet No. 2

The Wiring
Material

wire molding and cap-

ping.
Four keyless wall

sockets.
One five-ampere sin-

gle pole snap switch.

One No. 2 wire plug

cut out.
One black cut out

box, asbestos lined.

Ten one-inch No. 5

screws to screw sockets

and switch in molding.

Two one-inch No. 8

screws to screw cut out

in cut out box.
It will be well to ex-

plain what each one of

these articles are and how

they are to be used, it be-

ing assumed that the

reader has never done

any electric-light wiring

before, and has no tech-

nical knowledge what-

ever. No. 14 black wire

is almost invariably used

for show windows. be-

cause it is the smallest

gage or size of wire that the insurance under-

writers will allow electricians to use. It is a small

wire covered with an insulating coat of rubber and

woven thread, which makes it waterproof and

capable of withstanding quite a high temperatur
e.

The insulating coating of the wire is a non-con-

ductor and there need be no fear, therefore, of a

shock while working with the wire when the cur-

rent is turned on.

Frequent Changes Necessary

A man who sees day after day
A window dressed in the self-same way,

Becomes so tired he'd like to break

The panes for mere amusement's sake

A window's like a pretty maid,
And should be often new arrayed,
So as to catch the loving eye
Of every man who passes by.

The most-tastefully decorated windows must

be frequenly changed, if they are not to stale 
upon

the person who passes them often, and who sto
ps

to have a look if there is anything new in t
hem.

This means a lot of care and trouble to the assis
t-

ant, but it is not unworthy of it. Changes are light-

some, and it is not fools only who like them. 
The

art of the window dresser is to put it into the pos
i-

tion of an introducer, to invite a further acquain
t-

ance inside. If it is not changed frequently the

customer looks upon it as a familiar friend, and

often as a bore.

Construction of Show Windows

At present there are many stores that desire to

improve their show-window facilities, and will

reconstruct their windows for this purpose.

We would suggest the following as about the

proper dimensions : The window should not be

more than two and a half feet above the level of

the sidewalk. It should measure about seven or

seven and a half feet from floor to ceiling an
d

should be about eight feet deep.

If the storeroom has not a very high ceiling the

back of the show window should reach from the

floor to the ceiling and have glass in the upper

portion to let light into the store.

If the show window is too high it can be easily

remedied by putting in a false ceiling. This *false

ceiling should be made by stretching fine wir
es

across and then laying cheese cloth on them 
in

pleats.
A shallow show window is always a source of

trouble to the window dresser, and it will be foun
d

that if they are made deeper, even if some count
er

space in the store has to be sacrificed, that it wi
ll

be a good-paying investment.

If the jeweler valued the trade-bringing pos-

sibilities of the window at its trade worth, ma
ny of

the o u t-o f-d a t e store

fronts of to-day would

be speedily changed. In

Original Window Trim by F. P. Bu
rkholder, Fort Scott, Kans. The steno in the center composed of four

revolving shelves, cacti 0110 revolving in
 a direction contrary to the one above it. The lower one is it mirror and the

others plain plate glass. On the top of the rod is an anniversary 
clock, which also revolves. These circular shelves

are supported by a 'nickel-plated rod operated by an electric moto
r tu the basement. At the back of the window nm

slit plate-glass stationery shelves on
 nickel-plated brackets.

this matter the jeweler

can well learn a lesson

f rom t Ii e department

store.

Photographs Re-
quested

As no description

can be so instructive as a

picture of the window

display itself, we once

again invite the trade to

send us photographs of

original and attractive

trims. In return we will

send free of charge a half-

tone cut of the photo.

immediately after it has

appeared in THE KEY-

STONE. This offer ap-

plies, of course, only to

such photos. of window

displays as we 'deem

worthy of reproduction in

our journal. Many of the

photographs we receive

will not reproduce well.
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OUR
BOOKLET AN OPPORTUNITY

to interest your customers in diamonds

Our 1903 booklet contains interesting business-bringing
facts about diamonds—how to select them, how they are
cut and polished, and shows cuts of six of the most famous
large diamonds of the world, with histories of them.

It is also illustrated with a large variety of mounted
diamond goods. It tells about our system of grading—why
it is valuable to the purchaser and to the dealer.

Our name appears only on a perforated fly leaf, which
can be torn out, thus enabling you to hand it to your cus-
tomers.

IT WILL BE SENT FOR THE ASKING.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

PEARL PURCHASING AS A PROFESSION
Money Right in Hand Never were Pearls in higher favor, and never was there

a better market for them.

Purchasing American Pearls and Slugs is my specialty.
My facilities for advantageous disposal of them are unrivaled;

and this enables me to pay the highest p-ices.
It is clear that the person who pays the highest price for a

commodity is the most profitable one to sell it to.
There is more to these statements than the mere wordingof them.

My cash returns bear them out.
Dollars talk for me.

Send me your Pearls and Slugs—all sales to me are
satisfactory.

MAURICE BROWER,
Importer of Diamonds and Precious Stones,

12-1 4-1 6 John Street
(Anderson Building), New York.

e 

New York Letter

The Board of Aldermen has at

Pennsylvania last granted the Pennsylvania
Tunnel Franchise Railroad permission to make an

improvement of enormous value

to the city. The interests of the latter are well

guarded, and the immediate effect of granting the

franchise will be the disbursement of a great sum

of money in the construction of the tunnel and the

station ; but the larger benefits to the city will

come later in the establishment of a Pennsylvania

railroad station in a central position in Manhattan.

The Grand Central station will no longer be the

only one in Manhattan. The advantage to the city

of connection with a great railway system inde-

pendently of the ferry to Jersey City will be

immense, and the Pennsylvania Railroad evidently

has plans for the development of its connections

east of New York, which have not been fully

disclosed, but of which this city cannot fail to be a

large beneficiary. The tunnel will be five miles

long and will cost the railroad company the enor-

mous sum of $50,000,000. The company already

has expended $10,000,000 for plans and real estate

on which to build stations and other buildings. Of

the amount to be expended $25,000,000 will go for

labor. The railroad will pay to the city an annual

rental of $95,132 for twenty-live years. Its annual

taxes, which will also be paid to the city, will be

about $1,000,000 more. The franchise is perpetual.

The jewelry trade of this city

A Jewelers' Safe have now at their service a new

institution, the Maiden Lane

Safe Deposit Co., 170 Broad-

way. The new concern has a wide field of usefulness

and furnishes facilities and accommodation much

needed by the trade. A unique and very valuable

feature of the institution is a large and commodious

room, adjoining the safe deposit premises, where

the jeweler can make himself at home, receive his

mail, make use of a library containing almost every

book and periodical of interest to him, receive his

customers all day, meet buyers, manufacturers and

jobbers, rent an office (by the day, week, month or

year) in which to exhibit his goods, and when he

is through with the day's business, store his mer-

chandise in the fire and burglar-proof vaults. The

rental for salesrooms and the charges for safes in

the vaults are very reasonable. The vaults are open

from q A. M. to 6 p. tu. Special safes for jeweler's

trunks are accessible at any time, day or night.

The new concern starts under most favoring

conditions, and under the guidance of a directorate

whose names stand for success. Among them are

such well-known members of the trade as C. G.

Alford, August Oppenheimer, A. K. Sloan, Leopold

Stern and Alvin L. Strasburger.

Consular Agent William Bardel,

American Goods at Bamberg, Germany, who was

formerly a manufacturing jew-

eler in this city, has notified the

State Department that Bamberg and nearly all

parts of Germany offer a field for the exploitation

of the cheaper class of American silver and plated

Deposit Company

in Europe

I

goods to a limited extent. In the course of his

report Consul 13ardel states : " Flatware, such as

spoons and forks, is where the United States shows

to best advantage. Among twenty-four different

designs of spoons made here you might find a few

pleasing to the eye, but when you compare them

with similar patterns of American manufacturers

they suffer considerably. The demand for high-

grade goods is very fair, although our demand at

home is, of course, much larger. The middleman

in the United States who buys a thing of this kind,

spends a little more to get it good rather than buy an

inferior article. The German middleman, as a rule,

wants the most show for the least money. It is

therefore to the liberal class of rich people only

that such goods can be sold here ; but there are

enough of these to make it worth trying."

The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' Security of the Jewelers' Security All i

ance was held on Friday,

December i 2th, the following

members being present : Chairman Butts, Presi-

dent Sloan, Vice-President Wood, Treasurer

Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Alford,

Brown, Champenois and Stern, of the committee.

The following new members were accepted:

Alliance

Lewis A. Baumgarten, To-
mah, Wis.

H.J. Booth, Walworth, \' I.
A.& L. Broder, Nevvark, N. J.
Aug. F. J. Born, Camden,

N. J.
Geo. W. Holske & Co., New

York City.
Knittle & Longtin, Cleveland,

Hatry N. Liberstein, E. St.
Louis, III.

c. Quisenberry,Orange,Ya.
G. II. Sherman & Soil, Victor,

C. W. Bollinger, Oskaloosa,
Iowa.

itobt. Gaffiter At Co., Olney,
Illinois.

Chas. E. Lawrence, Norwalk,
t'onn.

A. F. R. Lutze, Trenton, Ni.
Louis Heger, Trenton, N. .1.
Bold. E. Crawford, Another-

(1am, N. Y.
John L. Hastings, Mohawk,

N. Y.
T. 1). Lyon, Morristown,

N. J.
N. P. Martin, Mitchell, Ind,
Chas. AL Rich, Frankfort,

N. Y.
Joseph Sarphie, wooaville,

Miss.
M. Schoenfeld's Son, Sanger-

ties, N. Y.
Gus. J. Steffens, Bozeman,

Mont.
Geo. H. P. Stone, Ilion, N. Y.
C. F. Winters, Attica, N. Y.
Jas. R. Carper, Dallas City,

Illinois.
Preston L. Gordon, Fairfield,

Iowa.
Henry W. Hardie, Holland,

Mich.
Clara G. Irving, Indiana, Pa.
Koetsch Fowler, North To-

nawanda, N. Y.
l. William Payne, Utica, N.Y.
E. Sievcr, Keithsburg, Ill.
Mrs. M. Tester, 3IcKees-

port, Pa.
W. L. McDougall, Pittston,

Pa.
A. S. Gardner en Co., New

York City.
Harry L. Dodge, Anacortes,

Wash.
Ileilbroner, Tarboro, N.C.

U. It. Jones, Atwood, Ill.
Earl J. G. Lovett,Willoughby,

Ohio.
J. L. Mitchell, Houston. Tex.
Tallmadge di Balton, Auburn,

N. Y.

Henry F. Volktuatin, Hank a-
ki-e, III.

A. It . Weaver St Co., Harvard,
Nebr.

Win. W. A ppel, Laneaster, Pa.
Stephen D. bin anti, Roches-

ter, N. Y.
c. C. comes, Bradford,
Frank It. Eon Dersinith, Lan-

caster, Pa.
M. T. Graham, Fort Smith,

Ark.
Frank 31. 1.yuch, Birming-

ham, Ala.
Pirosh & Simmons, York, Pa.
H. M. Hebert, York, Pa.
Robert L. Shanks, Green wich,

N. Y.
Julius It. White, Rochester,

N. Y.
Morris Berman, Altoona, Pa.
I'. Itrou ti, Appleton, Minn.
;. c coffin, Ankeny, Iowa.

,I. It. Eherhart, Chicago, Ill.
A. II lloyler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Albert. .1. Krueger, North

Itraneh, 31 inn.
'W. II. Loomis, Rawlins, Wyo.
Chas. II. Nlergentlialer, los-

toria,
IllobillS..11 Suit, Springfield,

3Iass.
G. A. s.alen Chicago,

Allen At Jamison, Trinidad,

And tee lider•on, Hank in,
I Ill

Frank L. Chase, Jamestown,
N. Y.

Davis Bros., Bellefontaine,
Ohio.

.1. 0. Endris, New Alhany,
Ind.

A. C. Gies, Pittsburg, Pa.
William K. Ilogg, Allegheny,

Pa.
A. Itkin, Butte, Mont.
John W. Kimpel, Pittsburg,

Pa.
IL R. Mettin, Helena, Mont.
‘Villiam 11. Moore, Phila., Pa.
(;e0.117. Salathe, A Ileglieny , Pu.
W. J. Sarver, Allegheny, l'a.
Edward F. Stewart, Pittsburg,

Pa.
John C. Stump, Pittsburg, Pa.
Elmer E. Itich Co., (hicago,

Illinois.
Jaeger Bros., Portland, Ore.
Lehman At Kiser, Dayton,

Ohio.
A. B. 1)11Ilentl, Portsmouth,

N.
Mrs. F. It. Shuman, Chicago,
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Aim
Dinner of the
Twenty-Four
Karat Club

The Twenty-Four Karat Club

will hold a mid-winter dinner at

Delmonico's, Tuesday evening,

January 20th, at six o'clock.

This will be one of the most

important social functions of the season in the

jewelry trade, and its significance will be enhanced

by the fact that the Jewelers' Association and Board

of Trade will not hold a banquet this year. The

speakers will include ex-Governor Black and prob-

ably Mayor Low. Nor will the informal features

be less numerous or enjoyable, as a galaxy of

musical and other talent will be in attendance.

The fact that the number of guests has been limited

to too would seem to indicate these will include

the most conspicuous personalities in the trade.

C. F. Brinck, president of the club ; E. R. Crippen,

and W. I. Rosenfeld compose the dinner committee.

Increases in precious stone im-

portations have ceased to cause

Importations surprise, so remarkable has

been the series of records made

during the past twelve months. The figures for

November were larger than for any corresponding

month on record. They were, $1,945,499.17. Of
this, $1,307,306.39 was the value of cut precious

stones and pearls, while the remaining portion,

$638,192.78, represented the uncut stones, princi-

pally diamonds. According to the figures of

Jewelry Examiner Mindil the total importations

for the eleven months ended in November were

$22,856,577 as against $22,698,179 for the eleven

months of 1901, hitherto the record year. The

total importations for the eleven months of 1902

exceeded those of any previous twelve months

with the exception of 1901. It is evident, there-

fore, that the total for the past calendar year will

surpass that of its predecessor unless there is a

marked falling off in the aggregate for December

and at the present writing this seems very unlikely.

The following table represents the November im-

portations at this port for the past three years :

Year. ['nod. Total.

1902 . . . SI , 30 7 , 306. 39 9938,192.78 $1,945,499.17
1901 . . . 1,092,592.82 687,509.91 1,780,099,73
1900 . . 905,691.34 9112,041.8() 1,867,733.14

The regular monthly meeting of

jewelers' League The Jewelers' League of New

York was held on Friday, De-

cember 5, 1902. There were present : President

Hayes, Vice-Presidents Greason, Karsch and

Street, Chairman Van Deventer, Messrs. Lissauer,

Wormser, Crippen, Bliss and Secretary Stevens.

The minutes of the previous regular meeting were

read and approved. At the special meetings, held

on November 18th and 26th, there were eight new

members admitted to the League. At the regular

meeting, held on Friday, December 5th, there were

two members admitted. The next regular meeting

will be held on January 9, 1903.

L. Witsenhausen, the well-known wholesaler,

37-39 Maiden Lane, has announced that on Jan-

uary ist, Thaddeus A. Brennan s'as admitted to

an interest in the firm. Mr. Brennan has been

connected with the establishment for a number of

years as traveling resresentative over the Middle

States.

Precious Stone

(Continued on page i7)
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heeler Co.

After the best holiday trade in years,
there will be a large demand for goods to
sort up the depleted stocks, which we are
prepared to meet, either through our trav-
elers, who are again in their respective
territories, or by mail.

2 Maid C II

Our Best Wishes for
A Happy and Prosperous

New Year

To You All
with thanks for the
business that has made
the season just closed
such a prosperous
one for us.

American
Cuckoo Clock Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Lane,
NEW TO R

The Highest Achievementin Watch Construction
is represented in the

iffICIROJI &CONA SITINT111
E Rot

41"

0
4VS TA141‘*

THE LEADER in Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

January, 1903

The New
Post Office
Building

New York Letter

(Continued from page 35)

The New York post office com-

mission, consisting of Postmas-

ter-General Payne, Secretary

Shaw and Attorney-General

Knox, has at length arrived at a
 conclusion on one

feature of the structural problem. Th
e proposed

building is not to be a hurriedly-cons
tructed edifice

of a strictly utilitarian character. On the con-

trary, it is to be architecturally 
imposing and in

keeping with the up-town section 
of the city, in

which it will be located, and will 
be as much a

general post office as the down-town 
office. This

matter settled, the commission will vi
sit New York

during the holiday recess of Congress
, select the

site and come to definite conclusio
ns on all minor

matters. A report to Congress will
 then be pre-

pared in time to be submitted to th
at body when

business is resumed on January 5th. 
The needs of

the city as to postal facilities ha
ve been closely

studied and discussed by the commis
sion and the

determination has been reached that the
re is ample

business for two post offices, which 
will be co-

ordinate so far as rank is concerned. 
That there

is ample work for the down-town o
ffice to do in

handling the mail in that section, 
including the

wharves, there is no doubt. There will be ample

work for the proposed new up-town office in

taking care of the correspondence of
 the residence

and business population in that se
ction is also an

easy prediction. To treat the new
 office, there-

fore, as an equal of the down-
town office and

make neither subordinate to the oth
er, has been

decided as the practical plan.

The Stationer's Board of Trade,

of this city, will hold its annual

dinner at Delmonico's, Wednes-

day evening, January 14th. The

chairman of the dinner committee
 is Frank D.

Waterman, and in the notices sent to 
members the

benefits derived from periodical s
ocial contact are

dwelt upon, and all members are
 urged to be pre-

sent, especially in view of the 
success by which

previous functions of a similar 
character were

marked. Invitations intended for the use of me
m-

bers who wish to ask some fri
end or friends to

accompany them have also been p
repared.

It was announced on December

18 that all the big express

companies of the city will re-

fuse to collect parcels after 7

o'clock in the evening from

January ist on. The traffic sup
erintendent of one

of the companies said that the ru
le had been de-

cided on because shippers were 
negligent in pre-

paring packages. " We have agree
d," he added,

" that shippers can just as easily 
prepare goods for

collection before 7 o'clock as after 
that hour. We

suspect that in many cases goods 
to be sent by

freight have been given the right
 of way over

express packages so as to save a 
day or two in

transit at our expense. " Beside
s this, our men

deserve some consideration. They 
have been use-

lessly overworked by the lax meth
ods of shippers."

The eleventh annual banquet

of the Pottery, Glass and Brass

Salesmen's Association was

held at Monquins, Tuesday, De-

cember 3o. The conviviality for which t
he functions

of this organization have become note
d was well

sustained on this occasion. Prior to 1902 the ban-

quet was held at the beginning of t
he New Year,

but so large and representative was t
he attendance

TI-IE KEYSTONE

Stationers to
Dine

Express
Companies'
New Rule

Pottery
Salesmen's
Banquet

at the New Year gathering of last season that
 the

closing days of December have since been consid
-

ered the most opportune time for the holdin
g of

the feast. The vivacity of the traveling man 
has

become a proverb, but none, save those who h
ave

partaken of their hospitality can realize how w
ide

is the range of the drummer's vision, how p
ene-

trating and subtle his judgment of human nat
ure,

how ready and original his drollery and wit. Th
ere

was no flagging of mirth and jocularity on 
the

occasion under notice and if any one present fa
iled

to enjoy himself his appreciation of the hum
orous

must be dull indeed. At the suggestio
n of the

president, Jos. O'Gorman, whose term of
 office

expired January 1st, J. D. Bergen, the well
-known

cut glass manufacturer, president-elect, pre
sided.

Mr. Bergen's address was as follows:

I am gratified to see to-night so

Big Corporations large an attendance of the mem-

Benefit Business berg of this association. This

fact in itself is evidence of the

material prosperity which has visited not only

the trades represented in this association, 
but the

country at large ; East and West, North an
d South,

all have participated in the industrial impetus

which to-day places this
country in a position
foremost among the na-
tions of the world. I
ask you to consider
with me the causes
wbich have brought us
together to-night. It
is said that the great
industrial organizers
of to-day, in spite of
the individual selfish-
ness, examples of which
now and then crop out,
are great benefactors
of humanity, because, J. D. Bergen

despite their shortcom-
ings, they are teaching us new and 

progressive

business methods. Gentlemen, I claim 
that among

the greatest benefactors of humanity, a
re the foun-

ders of associations similar to this, by which is

fostered a spirit of fraternity ; by which ar
e aroused

our finer feelings, and which bring to th
e surface

our better natures, making us better men a
nd better

citizens of this glorious country in whic
h we all,

and with reason, take so much pride.

Through the insurance feature of our 
associa-

tion we attempt to do material good, 
but there is

another side to it ; it is this which brings us to-

gether to-night. It is most fitting that our annual

dinner should take place at this time 
of the year

between Christmas and New Year's Day
. It is the

season of reunions ; of happy family gath
erings ; and

after all, what are we but a business fa
mily, bound

together by the ties of daily intercour
se ? Christ-

mas with its good cheer and good will 
towards all

men, and New Year's Day with its new 
resolutions,

and its headaches the next day.

I will digress here for a moment

A Tribute to and picture to you certain fea-

Traveling Men tures in connection with the

salesman. He spends eight or

ten months of his time, as the case may
 be, on the

road away from home influences ; sur
rounded by

all forms of temptation, forced to do m
any things

which his better nature rebels against
, all in his

efforts to sell his goods, and to keep 
his end up.

The comic journals picture him as a 
man with a

sweetheart in every town, and I have k
nown some

myself who didn't have towns eno
ugh to go

around, but these are exceptional cases. The

salesman on the road is a hard worker fro
m morn-

ing till evening ; he must be to hold his
 position in

the hurley-burley of business life to-da
y. He has

to swallow his heartaches, his disappoi
ntments and

his daily petty trials, alone. He may 
think of his

family, but it is his very love for them 
that keeps

him at it—earning money.
If Christmas means much to such of 

us who

have passed through this stage, and ar
e now more

happily situated, what must it mean to 
him—the

return home ; the meeting with those 
nearest and

dearest to him ; the feel of his children
's soft arms

about his neck ; the renewing of old as
sociations ;

the forming of new ones ; the good che
er so visible

37

everywhere, and of which plenty is in evidenc
e

right here to-night.
Well, never mind, New Year's Day will again

be here in a few days and the good resolutions ca
n

be made with the headaches.
To come back to my subject, I

Progress of doubt if the charter members of

the Organization this association attending its first

banquet, could, even by the

most vivid stretch of the imagination, ever pictur
e

to themselves as a result of their efforts, this scen
e

to-night in which is assembled the backbone of th
e

pottery, glass and brass trade of this country. 
I

say this advisedly because all goods are made t
o

be sold, and it is the salesman who does the selling
.

Gentlemen : In conclusion, since it is to the

charter members of this association that we ow
e

whatever pleasures or benefits we have derived o
r

expect to derive from our membership here, I offe
r

with every expression of kind feeling and sincer
e

regard, the toast "To Our Charter Members."

H. B. Peters & Co., jewelry

and material manufacturers, 177

and 179 Broadway, have their

pocket price-list of Star and

Gem brand specialties for 1903 ready for distr
ibu-

tion. This is a handsome little volume which

contains copious particulars of the company's 
watch

materials, tools, jewelers' supplies and optical

goods. It will be sent to any jeweler free on requ
est.

Fred. Dreher, optician, has moved from 177

Greenwich Street to 177 Broadway, where 
he has

elevator service and is also in closer proximity

to " the Lane." He now does a watch, j
ewelry

and optical business besides repairing for the

trade.
One of the most notable of the Gorham Mfg.

Co.'s recent achievements was the casting 
of the

bronze statue of Major-General • Josiah Porter,

which was unveiled in this city some week
s ago.

The statue measures eight feet seven inches h
igh,

and presents a marvelously life-like appea
rance.

It stands in Van Cortlandt Park and looks 
out upon

the parade ground on.which are held the manoe
uvres

of the National Guard of New York.

Geo. F. Kunz, gem expert for Tiffany & Co
.,

has been awarded a medal by the Musee d' Hi
stoire

Naturelle, of Paris.

At the regular monthly meeting of the direc-

tors of the Jewelers' Association and Boa
rd of

Trade, held Thursday, December 1 ith, the f
ollow-

ing firms were unanimously elected to member
ship:

American Credit Indemnity Co., New York ;
 Good-

man Bros., New York, and Samuel A. Tr
oeder,

Boston.
A. M. Mix will represent Chas. L. Trout & Co

.,

5 and 7 Maiden Lane, New York, in the e
xtreme

West this year. Mr. Mix was for seven years with

B. F. Spink before entering the services of his

present employers, for whom he has been
 assistant

manager since the inception of their bu
siness. His

present territory has hitherto been covered by

W. R. Cooper, now resigned. Mr. Mix has two

brothers also identified with the jewel
ry business.

"A Few Hints to Diamond Purchas
ers" is

the appropriate title of a neat, well-prin
ted booklet

issued by the S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.
, 9 Maiden

Lane. It is a valuable feature of this compi
lation

that the initial page is perforated so 
that it may be

torn out by the jeweler, the discount no
ted and the

catalogue handed to the prospective purchaser.

The name of the company does not 
appear on any

but the perforated page, and in this 
way the book-

let may be left on the counter or show
 case. The

reading matter, which is in a thorough
ly practical

vein, opens with a chart for the grading o
f diamonds

and the catalogue throughout is richly 
illustrated.

A brief, illustrated discussion of some famous

diamonds and a brisk talk on cleaning, cu
tting and

polishing conclude a very creditable catal
ogue.

(continued on fiarre3g)
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Frank M. Lawrence, the well-known optical

salesman, has severed his connection with the

optical business, and on January 1st went with 
a

wholesale dry goods house of this city. Mr. Law-

rence has represented the Spencer Optical Mfg. Co
.

for the past twelve years, and during this tim
e has

covered the United States from Bangor, Me., to

San Francisco, Cal., and from the Lakes to Florid
a,

also Canada and England. For the past few years

he has been rated as among the star optical trav-

eling men. His business has largely been confined

to the large cities and the wholesale trade. Natur-

ally he has a very extensive acquaintance with th
e

trade, who will regret his leaving. Mr. Lawrence

has accepted a position in a veiling house, and if he

likes it will acquire an interest in the business. His

many friends wish him success in the new venture.

The offices of the National Association of

Credit Men have been removed to 31 Liberty Street,

from which the literature of the association will

hereafter be issued.

Oliver G. Fessenden, president of the Jewelers'

Protective Union, testified before the United States

Grand Jury at Harrisburg, last month, in the trial

of Abe Rothschild and Thomas Best, the notorious

swindlers who are now serving terms of two-years'

imprisonment respectively for their attempt to

obtain jewelry from New York firms in the name

of Geo. H. Stewart, of Shippensburg. The charge

of using the mails for fraudulent purposes was

preferred by Post Office Inspector Malone, and

Mr. Fessenden was the only witness examined.

Death of

THE KEYSTONE

OBITUARY

Isaac Herman, well known by

some of the long-established

Isaac Herman members of the diamond busi-

ness, died some weeks ago at

his home, 145 E. Sixtieth Street. He was 74 years

old and was one of the first to take up the business

of diamond cutting in this city. Deceased retired

from business fifteen years ago. He was born in

Germany and emigrated to this country in his

early youth.

Death of

Morris Prager, senior member

of the firm of Morris Prager &

Morris Prager Co., diamond importers and

dealers, died somewhat sud-

denly last month after a brief illness. Although

his demise was unexpected at the time, it was

known that he was affected with a weakness of the

heart. Deceased was born in Austria sixty-two

years ago and at the age of twelve emigrated to

this country together with two friends, both of

whom are well known in this city, to wit, Martin

Herman, a broker, and Abraham Seligsberg, a

banker. The three were boon companions during

life ; they were bachelors and shared each other's

cares and felicity. So marked was their intimacy

that at the hotels and such places they were known

as " The Three Friends." For this reason there was

a strange pathos about the taking off of one of the

trio. After coming to this country Mr. Prager re-

mained for a time in New Orleans. He came to

New York at the close of the Civil War and found

employment with a firm of jewelry manufacturers.

In 1871 he started in business for himself with a

modest capital but an abundance of energy and

perseverance. He made steady progress and in

1890 admitted B. F. Rees into partnership. In 1895

he admitted A. J. Prager to the concern and the

year following witnessed the withdrawal of Mr.

Rees. Deceased was well known and esteemed

by many friends in the trade. Mr. Prager's estate

is said to be worth more than $300,000. By his will,

about $200,000 is bequeathed to his nephew, Abram

J. Prager, and the remainder is left to other relatives

and a number of Hebrew charitable societies.

The death of Isaac Pforzheimer,

Death of diamond dealer, 65 Nassau

Isaac Pforzheimer Street, occurred recently after

a protracted illness. Deceased

was 73 years old and a native of Germany. He

came to America when a young man and after re-

maining for a time in Louisiana and subsequently

in California went into business in New York City.

He admitted Henry Drefus into partnership

soon after opening, and the establishment then

became known as that of Pforzheimer & Drefus.

David Keller was subsequently admitted when the

name became Pforzheimer, Drefus & Keller. Mr.

Drefus withdrew later and the remaining partners

continued under the title of Pforzheimer, Keller &

Co. until 1890, when Mr. Pforzheimer withdrew

therefrom and associated himself with Koch &

Drefus, with whom he remained until 1897 when

the firm went out of existence. He then opened

a business of his own which he continued until

illness necessitated his retirement about a year ago.

James Horton Whitehouse, who

Death of died recently in Brooklyn, was
James Horton 
Whitehouse 

born at Handsworth, Stafford-

shire, England, in 1833. He re-

ceived his early education in King Edward's School,

Birmingham, and was a classmate of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. He came to this country in

1857 and applied to the house of Tiffany & Co. for

a position as designer and engraver, and he re-

mained with the house continuously until his de-

cease, over 45 years, during which time • he be-

came a recognized authority on art. He was per-

haps more deeply versed in the mysteries of

heraldry than any one else in this country. Mr.

Whitehouse designed many of the notable silver

presentation pieces and other art objects made by

Tiffany & Co. within the last two score years. He

was a member of the American Numismatic and

Archaeological Society, St. George's Society, etc.

He leaves a widow, three daughters and two sons,

the two latter connected with Tiffany & Co.

Edwin H. Brown, whose death

Death of occurred at his late residence,

Edwin H. Brown Coronna, L. I., December 9th,

was widely known and esteemed

in the trade. Deceased conducted a watch and

clock glass manufacturing business at 6o Nassau

Street. He was fifty-two years old and a native of

Coventry, England, a city whose association with

the watch and clockmaking business has become

proverbial—at least in the old world. Mr. Brown

learned the lapidiary business in his native city and

came to New York in his early manhood, where he

found employment at his trade. In subsequent

years he launched a business of his own at 85

Nassau Street, and ten years later removed to his

late premises at 6o Nassau Street. On August 
1,

1902, Ernest Seymour was admitted to partnershi
p

after thirteen years' service as an employee. H
e

now continues the business. Mr. Brown's health

began to fail early last summer and a trip to 
the

place of his nativity in quest of health proved

unavailing. After returning from abroad he visited

his office only on two occasions, so that his 
death

was not altogether unexpected. He was a promi-

nent member of the Jewelers' League. A 
widow

and a daughter survive him.

Sterling
Silver

Jewelry.

A9

"RUNAWAY GIRL,"

"FLORODORA,"

"PRINCESS LOO,"

"GYPSY" and

"PUG DOG"

designs in fancy stunts by

our crack designer

for the smart

Spring girl.

Sterling Silver Jewelry is finished in

a light French gray, extremely tine

appearance, and sells at sight any-

where.

—MADE IN —

Brooches, Sash Pins, Hat Pins,

Belt Pins, Waist Sets, Cuff

Pins, Baby Pins, Cuff Links,

Collar Pins, Bracelets, Fobs,

Scarf Holders, Tie Clasps,

Garters, Armlets for men,

and all the New Novelties.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
5 dro 7 Maiden L,Lart,

New York, N. Y.
IP012 4ZATA LOCI U

Ebony, Gun Metal, Silver Novelties.
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We wish our many customers and the retail
jewelers in general throughout the East, the West,
the South and the North,

B lbappp ant) Orosperous
'New Mar

and sincerely trust that the year
most prosperous year for all.

The year just closing has been most gratifying tous, and we desire to thank the retail trade of this
great territory for their liberal favors and heartyco-operation.

During the coming year we shall endeavor to serveour trade as heretofore, and \ye look forward with plea-sure to a continuation of our business relations.

1903 may be a

J. W. FORSINGER,
Wholesale Watches,

Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago,
No. 2 Maiden Lane,

New York.

WESTERN BUREAU OP TIIE KEYSTONE

ROOM 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING
CHICAGO, December 26, 1902.

A Record-Breaking
Holiday Trade
in the West

Reports from dealers in the

\Vest, Northwest and South-

west indicate the biggest De-

cember movement of mer-

chandise from retailer to

consumer in the history of these sections. Every

department of trade in Chicago reports an in-

creased holiday business over that of last 
year.

Never before were so many presents bought by
 the

people. Never before were goods of better grade

bought or in larger quantities. What is tru
e of

the city is true of the country. Chicago spent

$15,000,000 for Christmas presents as estimated 
by

our big merchants. There can be no doubt but

State Street has recorded the greatest Dece
mber

trade in her history. The big jewelry store
s on

this great retail thoroughfare were a good c
riterion

of the general abundance of money. The hea
d of

one of these establishments gives it out th
at their

holiday business will run fully 25 per cent. a
head

of last December ; another says that his
 firm's

holiday trade will figure up fully zo per cent
. better

than last season. Still another manager of one of

the big stores thought that their December 
bus-

iness might run 30 per cent. above last year.
 So

that the jewelry stores undoubtedly got their s
hare

of the buying done by the 2,000,000 Ch
ristmas

shoppers who visited State Street during t
he holi-

day season just closed. We hear that the 
smaller

dealers who do business away from the down
-town

retail districts have fared better than last ye
ar, the

three wet days during Christmas week f
avoring

them in that the unfavorable weather caused s
hop-

pers to do their buying nearer home. In fact the

general reports from both the wholesale an
d retail

trade in jewelry and the allied lines are that
 De-

cember has been a record month closing a
 record

year. Prosperity, more money, and the sale 
of

higher priced goods are given as the causes.

No facts better confirm the

above statements than the re-

cords of our post office and those

of the various express compa-

nies. The sale of stamps at the Chicago
 post

office for two weeks have been $3o,000 daily
. This

What Tells
the Story

THE KEYSTON

means that 1,500,000 two-cent stamps, or their

equivalent, were sold every day of the 
holiday

week. There was an increase of 33 per cent. i
n

the money-order business and an increase in tot
al

receipts of 25 per cent. over last year. The hea
v-

iest day's business in the history of the Chicag
o

post office came a week before Christmas, th
e

receipts amounting to $1,000,00o. New York r
e-

ports the same per cent. of increase over last ye
ar's

postal business, the heaviest receipts in a sing
le

day amounting to $1,200,000. Philadelphia had

also the heaviest postal receipts on record,
 and

the same is true of Boston, Atlanta and Den
ver.

Throughout the country there has been much gi
ving

by mail, and as the letters and packages conta
ined

everything from money orders to merchandise,

great was the value of what the mails carried 
from

point to point in the United States and from po
ints

in this country to cities and hamlets in Europe
 and

Asia, and from Americans old in the busines
s of

giving to the newer Americans in the Philipp
ines,

in Hawaii and in Porto Rico. Added to this was

the great volume of business done by the exp
ress

companies, this showing an increase over t
he holi-

day business of last year of 25 per cent. 
Never

before have the people of this country bee
n in

condition to give more freely. The heavy sal
es at

our stores and the heavy receipts of the post 
office

and of the express companies tell the story.

The acreage of wheat in Kansas

and Oklahoma is very large this

season. A fair crop next har-

vest means an immense yield in

this section, the area extending

into extreme Southern and Southwestern
 Okla-

homa. Every indication at the present is for a

prosperous year during 1903 in this portion
 of the

country. The winter weather has settled
 down,

stopping the growth of the wheat and pu
tting it

into the winter in much better shape than
 a year

ago, and while it is too early to make any 
predic-

tions concerning the crops, the present 
conditions

are high.

Winter Wheat
in Kansas
and Oklahoma

The registered tonnage on the

Heavy Tonnage lakes this season is twice the

at the Soo registered tonnage of the for-

eign trade in New York, Boston,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, San 
Fran-

cisco and Puget Sound. This is an interesting

item for the Western business man. Another in-

teresting commercial item for the Weste
rn reader

is the fact that the traffic through the Sau
lt Ste.

Marie canals this year will be unpreceden
ted. The

records at the Soo up to December i, 190
2, show

35,064,251 net tons and i,000,000 tons Will be

added in December. These figures make 
a won-

derful total. Of this amount, as has always been

the case, the American canals have pas
sed about

90 per cent. of the total traffic, although 
the Cana-

dian locks have done far more work this
 year than

ever before. It is interesting to know that all

kinds of freight have gained enormousl
y, but the

great gains have been made in the sh
ipment of

iron ore. Iron ore shipments last year amounted

to 18,090,618 net tons, while this year 
they have

reached the total of 23,966,724 tons, pass
ing at the

rate of never less than 2,000,000 tons a mo
nth. The

increase is still better illustrated by a 
comparison

of ore shipments for 1900 when they 
reached the

total of 16,443,568 tons. The increase in the ship-

ments of wheat have also been remarkabl
e, gaining

from 40,489,302 bushels in 19oo and 58,812,636

bushels in 1901, to 70,744,058 bushels on 
December

tst of this season. Flour has increased from

6,76o,688 barrels in 1900 and 7,634,350 to
 8,459,085

barrels to December ist of this year. 
Although

lumber is not now what it used to b
e in this season

there is still a heavy shipment of 
it from the Lake

Superior ports, and a little increase i
s shown this

year. Shipments for the season of 1900 
showed

909,651 M feet and in 1901 1,072,124 M
 feet. This

year the shipments passing throug
h the canal of

the two Soos have been, up to 
December ist,

1,073,637 M feet. General merchandise has also

shown an increase from 558,041 net to
ns to 724,732

net tons. Along all other lines, also, have ther
e

been more or less marked increases and
 Superin-

tendent Ripley says that in view of th
e still larger

vessels now being built or ordered and th
e increase

in the mining properties of the upper 
lake region

the traffic for next season will run 
considerably

over 40,000,000 tons.

It will interest credit men to

Of Interest know that a report on the practi-

to Credit Men cal operation of the bankruptcy

law for the past year has been

submitted to the attorney-general by E.
 C. Bran-

denburg, who is in charge of such matte
rs for the

government. The aggregate number of
 voluntary

petitions filed during the year was 16,37
4, against

17,000 in 1901 and 20,000 in 5900. 
During the

same period 2100 involuntary petitions 
were filed.

From 1890 to 1900 the number

How of farms in the United States

We Grow increased 25 per cent. The

average size of the farms is 146

acres, being larger in the West and sm
aller in the

East. But one-half of these farms of 146 
acres

have upon them no buildings.

One need not wonder over the

Bright Conditions new
s that Nebraska has just

in Nebraska passed through the most pros-

perous holiday season of her

history when they read that the corn yie
ld in that

State this year is more than twice as 
large as last

year, the average yield for 1902 being 32 
bushels to

the acre as compared with 14 in 190
1, 26 in 1900

and 23 bushels, the average for the pa
st ten years.

Nebraska will certainly enter the new 
year with

bright prospects for a prosperous trade right

through the whole year.
One of the most encouraging

indications of progress in agri-

Corn Area cultural lines is the extension

of the area of corn production

in the United States. The census returns just pub-

lished show that in 1900 corn was c
ultivated on

4,697,799 farms, or about four-fifths of the f
arms in

this country. The total acreage was 97,916
,866 acres,

and the product for that year was 
2,666,436,279

bushels. These figures show an astonishing 
in-

crease in the area planted, as well as
 the total

yield, as compared with the estimated
 acreage and

yield given out by the statistical divisi
on of the

department of agriculture.
An elaborate article in the New

Orleans Sunday States of recent

of the West date gives some most interest-

ing facts for the Western busi-

ness man to ponder on. It shows New Orleans to

be the second export port in the Uni
ted States. It

also shows that Nebraska has a larg
er per capita

production of corn and wheat than any
 other State.

The leading points brought out by
 the article are

that the great wheat producing 
States of Kansas,

Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska and Missouri
, which have

been referred to as the " world's g
ranaries," pro-

duced in the same period (five years
) total of

$1,838,237,642. This is $288,237,642 more than the

increase of the entire agricultural weal
th of the

South in twenty years, as claimed by the
 Southern

Magazine. Ttchoenti d n logarticle further ifhe3r) says : For the

The Growing

A Southern View
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year 1900 the agricultural department shows 
that

the value of corn and wheat in Nebraska was

$73.5o ; in Kansas, $65.51 ; in Iowa, $42.76, while

no other State in the Union reached 1425 per capita
in the combined value of these two great sta

ples.

Returning travelers tell us that

the rise in the value of land all

over the State of North Dakota

has added millions to the farm-

ers' capital and making a great many old claims

against them good and collectible, while putting

many more farmers of no credit in a position where

they can buy anything they need. Add to this the

many thousands of new settlers that have come

into the State in the last year, bringing much wealth

with them, and there is a good reason for the state-

ment that North Dakota is to-day the most pros-

perous State in the Union. With the great impetus

given to stock raising and diversified farming, there

is no reason why it cannot maintain its prestige for

twelve months to come.
There will be but a few changes

the first of the new year among

Chicago Travelers road salesmen traveling out

from Chicago. Travelers gen-

erally have enjoyed a good year's business in 19o2,

and those that go out from the Western metropolis

have had their full share of the general prosperity

that has been abroad. For this reason more than

any other we hear of but few changes to record

among travelers. But it is generally conceded that

as a class traveling men are as keen to better their

condition as any other class of men, so that tliere

will always be some changes to mention among

them. We give the following as among the

changes that are already booked : Arthur J. Perry,

one of our best known Western salesmen, for a

number of years past with Lapp & Flershem,

changes to J. W. Forsinger ; Frank H. Moore goes

with the M. S. Fleishman Company, succeeding

W. I. Goodfellow as the firm's Western traveler;

Mart. N. Coe returns to C. H. Knights & Co. after

two years' absence in the East, and will cover

Western and Northwestern territory ; R. N. Blair,

for several years past with the M. A. Lumbard

Company, Des Moines, Iowa, has engaged with

J. W. Forsinger to travel in Western territory;

Louis J. Will is a new man on the force of the

M. S. Fleishman Company who will cover southern

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri territory; J. H.

Crawford changes from C. H. Knights & Co. to

J. W. Forsinger, traveling in Western territory

mostly, and Benj. F. Hirsch, who is a new man on

the traveling force of the M. S. Fleishman Com-

pany, will cover Northwestern territory.

There have been a number of

removals determined upon for

the new year among the whole-

sale and manufacturing trade of

Chicago. Most of them will

occur about May 1st, though

one or two firms on the list expect to move sixty

days earlier. Growing and expanding business is

the explanation given by these firms as the cause

of their seeking larger and more convenient quar-

ters. Prosperity has been unusually kind to our

jobbers in jewelry and allied lines, likewise our

manufacturers, for several years past, until it has

become an imperative necessity that they secure

more room to transact their business, in fact, a

majority of those whom we will mention as expect-

ing to move have been using outside rooms for

North Dakota
Prosperous

Changes Among

Wholesalers and
Manufacturers
Seeking Larger
Quarters

storage purposes for the last two years. Among

the first to consider the removal proposition were

H. F. Hahn & Co., who have leased new quarters

on the fifth floor of the new Powers' Building at

the northeast corner of Wabash Avenue and

Monroe Street. They expect to remove to their

new premises about May 1st. The next on the list

is Norris, Alister & Co., who will move from their

present location on the second floor of the Columbus

Memorial Building to the second floor at 134 and

136 Wabash Avenue, directly opposite the Silver-

smiths' Building. Swartchild 8z Co., who have

occupied quarters on the third floor of the Silver-

smiths' Building since the building was opened,

will remove to the fourth floor of the building

opposite their present location. This is at 134 and

136 Wabash Avenue, in the same building that

Norris, Alister & Co. have leased the second floor.

A. C. Becken finds his quarters on the third floor

of the Columbus Memorial Building too cramped

for his expanding business and has decided to move

to larger quarters May ist, but as he has not as yet

signed a lease he is not ready to announce his new

location. About the most important removal to

the trade at large is that of the Elgin National

Watch Company, who have recently leased quar-

ters on the third floor of the Silversmiths' Building.

They will occupy the entire front in their new loca-

tion, and will have more modern and convenient

quarters than heretofore. The Landers, Ferry &

Clark Company, manufacturers of fine cutlery,

who are now located in the Champlain Building,

have also leased quarters in the Silversmiths'

Building, where they will occupy premises on the

fourth floor.

Personal Mention

John H. Mather, manager of the Chicago office

of the Geo. H. Fuller & Son Company, was con-

fined to his home by illness for a week in early

December, but we are glad to say is now able to

attend to business as usual.

J. A. Limbach, Western representative for

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Company, leaves

Chicago headquarters early in January for an ex-

tended trip over his territory, which will include

the Pacific Coast.
Among the representatives of Eastern manu-

facturers who spent the holiday season in Chicago

with their stocks we noticed Dolly Untermeyer, of

Chas. Keller & Co.; F. R. Horton, of Carter,

Howe & Co.; Fred. V. Kennon, of the John 'I'.

Mauran Manufacturing Company ; Howard Row-

botham, of the Untermeyer-Robbins Company,

and B. F. Hodgins, of Snow & Westcott.

Jeweler H. E . Smith, of Madison, Wis., has

been succeeded by the Smith-Underwood Com-

pany, incorporated. C. R. Underwood, the new

member of the firm, was formerly watchmaker for

Will J. Gamin, of the same city, and is well known

to the trade.
The Elgin National Watch Company announce

Burton E. Chapman as a new member of their

" missionary " force to begin his work with the

new year in Western territory. Mr. Chapman has

spent eight years in factory work and is well qual-

ified to spread abroad among the trade the merits

of the Elgin watch from a technical point of view.

A. L. Kingsbury, J. H. Carr and M. H. Douglas,

of this company's missionary force, have been at

headquarters the past two weeks receiving instruc-

tions as to their work for the new year and

spending the holidays at their homes.

T. I. Smith & Co., manufacturers, have re-

moved their offices on the fourth floor of the

Columbus Memorial Building to 710 Atwood

Building. Their Chicago and Western business

will hereafter be looked after by J. A. Lucas, the

well-known manufacturers' agent, Mr. Pierce, who

has been in charge of the Western business of the

above firm, having returned to the East to accept

an important position in the firm's factory.
J. C. %Voelfle, Peoria's widely known and suc-

ceseful jeweler, was in town recently. He brought

the news that the building A'here his store has

been located for over a quarter of a century has

been sold and would be used by the new owners

for another kind of business. This necessitated

his moving to a new location which he has already

secured only a few doors from his old stand. Mr.

Woelfle has decided to fit up his new store in en-

tirely modern style with mahogany and rose-

wood fixtures. It is his intention to make his new

establishment a model of neatness, convenience

and quiet elegance—the equal of any in the State.

He expects to get settled in his store some time in

February. Mr. Woefle's fixtures are being made

in this city by F. C. Jorgeson & Co. and are really

ideal in design and finish.
W. H. Kinna, San Francisco agent of the

Elgin National Watch Company has been at head-

quarters in this city for the past ten days and will

remain with us until after New Year's. Mr. Kenna

informs us that trade conditions on the Pacific

Coast are unusually good and that the holiday

trade at the tune he left home was expected to

beat all records. He is of the opinion that the

new year will show a still greater trade expansion

in the Pacific Coast country than 1902 did.

Harry Farquharson, Chicago and Western

representative of the Bliss Bros. Company, Attle-

boro manufacturers, returned the middle of the

month from a fortnight's visit at factory headquar-

ters. He spent the Christmas season visiting the

Chicago wholesale trade, but the night before

Christmas Mr. Farquharson started out on a trip

over the Western circuit to show his new spring

line.
J. M. & A. C. Johnston, 86 Wabash Avenue,

this city, have been succeeded by the J. M. &

A. C. Johnston Company, the new corporation

acquiring all the interests of the old. The business

will be continued with increased capital to provide

for the growing demands of the same and to push

the several well-known specialties of the old firm.

T. Zurbrugg, president of the Philadelphia

Watch Case Company, paid the Chicago trade a

flying visit earlY in December. When asked as to

the outlook for the new year he said that it looked

promising on the whole, and that he had no fears

but that the volume of business in 1903 would keep

up with the record-breaking pace of 1902.

L. E. Fay, Western representative of the

A. F. Simmons Company, has returned from a

fortnight's stay at factory headquarters and will

leave in a few days on an extended trip among

the Western jobbing trade, taking in the Pacific

Coast ere he returns.

George D. Lunt, who has long represented the

Towle Manufacturing Company on the Pacific

Coast, has resigned his position to enter the firm

of the Morgan & Allen Company, widely known

and successful as representatives of several eastern

manufacturers on the Coast, with headquarters in

San Francisco. It will surprise Mr. Lunt's friends

in the trade somewhat to learn that he was married

December 15 to Miss Wall, a San Francisco lady,

and that he is now in the East on his wedding trip.

0. M. Campbell, formerly engaged in the

jewelry business at Dennison, Iowa, has recently

opened a retail store at Forty-third Street and

Langley Avenue, this city.

(Continued on page is)
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THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Present to the Jewelry Trade of the United States the Group of

DISTRIBUTING JOBBERS
that are associated with this Company in the distribution of its product.

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
D. C. Percival & Co.

L. P. White

The W. J. Johnston .Co.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.

Benj. Allen & Co.

Norris, Alister & Co.
The Stein & Ellbogen Co.

Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.

King & Eisele

In

_New York City

  Boston_

Philadelphia

Pittsburg

Cincinnati

  Chicago _

_St. Louis-

New Orleans

 Buffalo

___Cleveland

N. H. White & Co.

Smith, Patterson & Co.
M. Sickles & Sons.

Albert Bros.

Otto Young & Co.
M. A.. Mead & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.

Leonard Krower.

The Bowler & Burdick Co.

Prices are uniform either from Dzs. tributing Jobbers, 0 tces or Factory.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Factoree. s: Waterbury, Conn.

Offices
NEW YORK,

37-39 Maiden Lane.
SAN FRANCISCO,

Claus Spreckels Bldg.
CHICAGO,

131-137 Wabash Ave.
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Gale S. Robinson, for several years past in

charge of the clock department at Norris, 
Alister

& Co.'s, has resigned his position a
nd returned to

his old home at Owatonna, Mimi., where he 
has ac-

cepted a position as traveling salesman for t
he Jos-

ten Manufacturing Company, a wholesale j
ewelry

firm of that city. He will cover Minnesota 
and

Dakota territory.

Miss Nettie Foster, well known in the trade

from her long connection with Geo. E. Ma
rshall

as jewelry buyer, was married at high noon

Thanksgiving Day to Ross F. Walker, advertising

manager of the Peoria, Ill., journal. The wedding

was a quiet affair and took place at the home 
of

the bride's mother in this city. Mr. and Mrs.

Walker will make their future home in Peoria.

George M. Landon, who for ten years previous

to 1900 represented D. S. Spaulding, manuf
actur-

ing jeweler, of Mansfield, Mass., among the j
obbing

trade in the west with headquarters in Chicago,

but who has latterly covered the larger cities of the

Middle and Western States for Ferd. Fuch's Bros.,

manufacturing silversmiths, New York, is the new

western representative of the Homan Silver Plate

Company succeeding Charles J. Jacobs who has

gone with the Knickerbocker Silver Company 
as

their western agent. Mr. Landon will be in charge

of the Chicago office of the Homan Company
 in

addition to looking after this company's interest

among the western trade after January t. He f
or-

merly made his headquarters in Chicago, and 
is

well and favorably known among the trade 
here,

and throughout the West, as a clever salesm
an and

energetic business man. He brings to his n
ew

position a wide experience and an extensive tra
de

following.
M. N. Burchard, the well-known silverwa

re

man who recently resigned his position with the

International Silver Company, is now interested in

and connected with the Coates & Burchard 
Com-

pany, public appraisers, at 187 La Salle 
Street,

this city.
J. M. Stanley, Chicago and Western represe

n-

tative of the Mauser Manufacturing Compan
y, ac-

companied by Mrs. Stanley, has just returned 
from

an Eastern trip wherein business was 
combined

with pleasure. He will leave headquarter
s soon

after New Year's for an extended Wester
n trip

which will include the Pacific Coast.

Otto Young, whose illness was mentioned 
in

our last issue, is now much better, he 
having re-

turned from Lake Geneva to his city home 
accom-

panied by his family. Mr. Young's health is so

much improved that it is his intention to go
 South

to spend the winter soon after the holid
ays.

R. J. Hellinger, of R. J. Hellinger & 
Co., re-

turned last week from a two-weeks' v
isit to the

New York office of his firm. Mrs. Hellinger

accompanied him.

News has reached Chicago that Jeweler 
W. F.

Lower has moved his stock from Laure
um, Mich.,

to Alexandria, Ind.

Edward C. Jamison, who has covered E
astern

and Western, Northern and Southern t
erritory at

different periods in the past six years for
 J. W.

Forsinger, and one of the most widely know
n trav-

elers from any of our Western jobbing 
houses, has

been promoted to the managership of 
the New

York office of his firm. He will ente
r upon his

new duties early in the new year 
making New

York his home in the future. " Ed." 
Jamison, as

he is familiarly known by the trade, is 
one of the

most popular and successful of the younger class

of salesmen, and his friends who have known him

long and know the kind of stuff he is made of, do

not hesitate to say that he will make a success of

his new position. He carries with him to his new

home the good wishes of a host of friends in the

West who will always be glad to hear of his success

wherever he may go.

Out-of-town Visitors

C. I. Josephson, the well-known jeweler, of

Moline, Ill., spent a day in the Chicago market

looking up the latest Christmas novelties early in

December. Mr. Josephson was a congenial caller

at KEYSTONE headquarters while in the city. When

asked as to the prospects for the Christmas trade

in his section he replied that he believed they had

the best town in America and that he was expect-

ing the holiday business of his life.

George 1'. Bynner, manufacturer's agent, has

recently returned from a short visit to the East.

W. H. Evans, of Red Oak, Iowa, accompanied

by Mrs. Evans, was in the Chicago market for a

few days the early part of the month selecting

goods for their holiday trade.

A. W. Miller, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, was a vis-

iting buyer in the Chicago market early in the

month of December. Mr. Miller made a pleasant

call at KEYSTONE headquarters while in town and

reported that his portion of Iowa was all right for a

booming holiday trade and that they were expect-

ing busy times right through December.

Jeweler Harry Dixon, of North Platte, Nebr.,

was in Chicago for a day or two the early part of

December on a buying trip. Mr. Dixon reported

most favorable conditions for a fine Christmas bus-

iness in his section of the West, and was making

his selections accordingly.

Gleason & Crawford, of Burlington, Wis.,

were represented in this market recently by Mr

Crawford, who was selecting goods for their

Christmas trade.
The well-known firm of Ingersoll & Shepard,

of Carbondale, Ill., was represented in this market

the early part of the month by Mr. Ingersoll, the

head of the firm, who was here buying goods for

their Christmas trade.

Jeweler L. G. Olmstead, of Clarksville, Iowa,

was in Chicago for a few days early in December

buying stationery and fancy goods.

E. Starkey, of Waterford, Wis., was among the

late holiday buyers in this market selecting goods

for his Christmas trade.

G. N. Conklin, of Marquette, Mich., was a

welcome trade caller among the wholesale trade in

Chicago recently. He was selecting goods for his

Christmas trade.

W. N. Boynton, the veteran jeweler, of Man-

chester, Iowa, was a trade caller in this market

in early December making purchases for his

Christmas trade.

Henry Birkenbusch, the well-known jeweler, of

Pekin, Ill., was among the out-of-town buyers here

early in the month selecting his holiday lines.

Duane G. Berry, of Carthage, III., was among

the visiting buyers in this market recently looking

up late novelties for his Christmas trade.

Albaugh & Son, of Hillside, Mich., were rep-

resented in this market by E. R. Albaugh, the

junior member of the firm, the early days of

December.

Roy F. Haisch, of Vinton, Iowa, paid this

market a hurried visit recently on the lookout for

new things for his Christmas trade.
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Death of P. S. Bartlett

When death claimed P. S. Bartlett at midnight,

Sunday, December 14th, at the home of his daughter

in this city, there passed away one of the pioneers

in American watchmaking. No name is more in-

timately connected than

that of the deceased with

the history of watchmak-
ing in America, of which
he was one of the

founders. His last ill-

ness was brief, only a

week, and the fatal .dis-

ease was septic pneumo-
nia. Mr. Bartlett is sur-
vived by a widow and
three children, Mrs. Ag-
nes Fyffe, Mrs. Frederick

Ansley, at whose home

he died, and Percy Bartlett, all of Chicago.

He was born February 3, 1833, in Amesbury,

Mass., of one of the oldest and most famous Puri-

tan families, his great uncle, Josiah Bartlett, being

one of the signers of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence. He learned the machinist trade in Lowell;

and was in the beginning of machine watchmaking,

associated with Howard and Dennison before the

organization of the Waltham Company, and later

foreman of the plate and screw department of that

factory. In 1857 the Waltham Company named

one of its grades of movements the P. S. Bartlett,

and for forty-five years it has continued its manu-

facture, this being one of the company's staples, of

which it has made hundreds of thousands. He

was at the Waltham factory from 1854 until 1864,

when the Elgin Company was organized and he

undertook to provide it with skilled labor. He

was one of the half dozen who were paid a bonus

of $5000 and $5000 a year for five years to come

West from the East and start the Elgin factory,

his position being foreman of the plate department

for about five years, his successor being the present

foreman, Hiram Thomas.

Mr. Bartlett then traveled for the Elgin Com-

pany here and abroad, being the first " missionary"

in the trade. Returning to this country he was for

some time assistant superintendent at the factory,

leaving to take a position with the Waltham Com-

pany, with which he remained some years. After-

wards Mr. Bartlett was engaged in the retail jewelry

business in Elgin and had a considerable capital in-

vested, but through the abuse of his confidence by

those with whom he was associated he lost this.

In Elgin and later in Chicago he organized a mail

order business which afforded him a comfortable

income until his death. Personally the deceased

was one of the most lovable of men. Bright, witty,

companionable, he made life-long friends every-

where. Honest and trustful, he never lost his faith

in mankind though his confidence was often mis-

placed. Those who knew him best sincerely loved

him and his death is to them a severe blow. Mr.

Bartlett's remains were taken to Elgin for burial

and his funeral was held from the Episcopal

Church of that city at noon December t6th, in

charge of the Masonic Order, of which he was long

a member.
Mr. Bartlett was talented in other branches

than horology and could wield a fluent and vigor-

ous pen when occasion called for it. An article

published in an Elgin newspaper some years ago,

entiled "Advice to Young Watchmakers," at-

tracted much attention by reason of its subtle

philosophy and forceful sarcasm. The advice hit

off the weakness of jewelers and customers alike.

(Continued on page 117)

P. S. Bartlett.



Every wide-awake,
hustling house certainly
must be. Then do not
fail to ask your jobber for
S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S
high-grade, filled gold
Chains, Lockets, English Seals, Charms, Lorg-
nettes mounted with our beautifully finished,
new-style Gold Slides. Also the newest thing,
the latest creation upon the market, the Bigney
Safety Fob with Washburn Patent Fastener. It
is very handsome and will prove a great seller.

We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only.

S. 0. BIGNEY 0 CO.New York Office,
3 Maiden Lane.
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Detroit, Mich., Letter

The aggregate trade of the recent Christmas

season was the most voluminous and profitable in

the history of Detroit. Lavish buying of high-class

goods gave unmistakable evidence of the great

prosperity of the local community. Stores had

made provision for this happy contingency by

augmenting their staff of salespeople, but the real

dimensions of the trade volume completely sur-

passed their expectations.

The two men who were arrested on August

29th, charged with stealing a diamond ring from

Traub Bros. & Co., were finally discharged by

Judge Phelan, of the recorder's court, as the testi-

mony given by the main witness, the salesman,

who waited upon these men on the above-men-

tioned date, was not sufficiently strong to convict.

A number of losses of this character have been

reported of late, owing to the lack of support

which the police authorities receive from the

dealers, especially those who are the victims of

these " light-fingered gentry," the culprits, after

spending a few months in jail, generally are dis-

charged, simply because the jeweler does not push

the case to the end.

W. F. King, of Adrian, Mich., was a recent

visitor in this market. Mr. King says that his holi-

day business was by far the best he has experi-

enced in the forty odd years he has been in

business.
John Eddington, of Pontiac, Mich., made a

flying trip to this market last month trying to pick

up some short grade movements.

F. Panecoast, of Hastings, Mich., has remod-

eled his store, new fixtures taking the place of the

old. Now Mr. Panecoast can brag of one of the

finest stores in Barry County.

M. D. Walton, of Armada, Mich., having had

an excellent holiday trade, is going to remodel his

store. He intends to increase his show and wall-

case space as well as his stock.

The following-named jewelers were recent

buyers in the Detroit market : L. A. Stevenson,

(;aylord, Mich.; W. Snyder, New Lathrop, Mich.;

W. W. Bridges, Marine City, Mich.; C. N. Coe,

Romeo, Mich.; H. D. Bowman & Co., Almont,

Mich.; M. F. Farrington, Saranac, Mich.; Jos.

Siegel, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Carstens Bros.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.; A. T. Selkirk, Charlotte,

Mich.; Punches & Burgess, Springport, Mich.; D.

D. Ranney, Leslie, Mich.

Harry E. Allen, of Morenci, Mich., has reno-

vated his store. He has installed new wall and

show cases. These improvements were completed

prior to the holiday season. Air. Allen is now the

proprietor of one of the handsomest stores in

Southern Michigan.
Jeweler Robinson, of A. Brunk & Co., Deer-

field, Mich., returned some time ago from Denver,

Colorado. He is building an addition to his store,

and when this is completed he will return to Denver.

I). C. Brooks, of Mullikan, Mich., had many

improvements executed in his store before the

arrival of the Christmas season.

W. J. Roberts, the progressive jeweler, of Ish-

peming, Mich., recently installed a massive safe

and handsome new wall cases.

W. H. Seibert, of Petosky, Mich., who was

laid up with typhoid fever some time ago, had

sufficiently recuperated to give attention to his

holiday trade.
Jeweler Peter Bloomstrom, of Escanaba, Mich.,

now occupies the entire premises at his address in

that town. He recently added two new and hand-

some wall cases.

W. H. Kessler, formerly with Wright, Kay &

Co., Detroit, Mich., is now with Noack & Gorenflo,

same city.
W. Robson, of Denmon, Robson & Co., West

Unity, Ohio, has made a notable record since he

entered the jewelry business. He is a native of

Canada and came to West Unity about three years

ago. He married some twelve months ago and is

now a member of the firm.

George Hellman, formerly employed by Noack

& Gorenflo, Detroit, Mich., as watchmaker, has

severed his connection with this firm, having pur-

chased the repair department of Harkness & Co.

Death of M. S. Benedict

M. Stuart Benedict, president of the M. S.

Benedict Mfg. Co., of East Syracuse, N. Y., died

suddenly last month at Hot Springs, Ark., from a

paralytic stroke, to which Ile succumbed after a

four-days' struggle. He left Chicago only twelve

days before and intended to spend the winter in

Hot Springs, as his health was not robust of late.

His son, Harry L. Benedict, was at the father's

bedside when the end came.

The intelligence of Mr. Benedict's collapse

was a mournful surprise to a large number of

friends in the trade. He was born in 1849, and was

therefore only four years over the half-century mark.

Arkansas Notes

E. A. Short, Forrest City, Ark., reports a

good holiday business. Mr. Short was formerly

on the road selling jewel cases, but located in

Forrest City, June 15th, last year. He is an old

jewelry man, having been in business at Vaiden,

Miss., for some time. Mr. Short's store is located

on North Main Street, and he is carrying a pretty

stock and has a good run of repair work. His

prospects are good, and we predict for him quite a

success in the jewelry business at Forrest City.

J. S. Brady has succeeded his father, who

died at Forrest City some time ago, as manager of

the Brady Jewelry Co. at that place. Mr. Brady

has traveled quite extensively, and is up-to-date in

his business.
M. F. Denman, Stuttgart, Ark., has put in a

handsome new wall case and a nice stock of silver-

ware for the holiday trade. The new mill recently

located at Stuttgart has infused new life into the

town. This makes two brick factories, a tile

factory and three saw mills, besides a number of

other industries in addition to the farming interests

surrounding the town. There were over 1500

car loads of hay shipped from Stuttgart the past

season.
Thomas Freeman has succeeded R. A. Coates,

who was formerly in the jewelry business at Stutt-

gart, where he succeeded Mr. Johnson who had

been occupying the stand for a number of years,

and subsequently moved to Mississippi.

Jeweler Ed. Bowers, DeWitt, who holds the posi-

tion of postmaster of that city, has installed an elec-

tric-light plant, which lights his jewelry store, post

office and repair shops. He runs his dynamo by a

gasoline engine and gets excellent light. He says his

expenses are less than burning coal oil. We sug-

gest this plan to other jewelers who have need of a

good many lights.
Mr. Beevis, of Spring City, Tenn., has recently

taken charge of the branch store of Chas. S. Stifft,

in North Little Rock. Lem Clark, who has had

charge for the past year, has taken the position of

watchmaker in the main store.

Robt. W. Erhardt, formerly watchmaker for

S. A. Rudisell, at Arkadelphia, has opened a repair

shop on his own resources, and has recently added

a stock of jewelry. •

The Bayless Jewelry Co., wholesalers, in the

Masonic Temple, pronounce this their banner year

of the seven years since their entering the jobbing

business. They have been working about sixteen

hours a day for more than a month, to keep up

with their orders received preceding the holiday

season.
The retail jewelry and other stores in Little

Rock made some handsome window displays dur-

ing the holidays and deserve a compliment on

their ingenuity and orignality.

M. S. lienediet

He began his business career with the Howard

Cutlery Co., of New York. While still with this

firm he started a jewelry jobbing house in Syracuse

in partnership with E. R. Wallace, under the firm-

name of Benedict & Wallace. He subsequently

dissociated himself with the Howard Co. and

bought out his partner's interest in the jobbing con-

cern, at the same time changing the name to the

M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co. At this time the jewelry

business was discontinued, Mr. Benedict devoting

himself exclusively to silverware jobbing. This

company embraced Mr. Benedict's interest in the

Union Metal Works. He was also interested in

the Benedict-Clarke Silver Co., Ottawa, Ill.; the

Hamilton Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., and the Benedict

& Dunn Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Precisely twelve months ago these companies

were consolidated and incorporated under the

name of the M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., with an

authorized capital of Poo,000 paid in. Harry

Benedict, son of deceased, was admitted to part-

nership in 1899. An offer of a building for the

manufacture of silverware was made to Mr. Bene-

dict eight years ago by the citizens of East Syra-

cuse on certain conditions. This he accepted, and

accordingly the manufacturing business was begun

there and the jobbing business continued at Syra-

cuse. The progress of the East Syracuse enter-

prise evoked another proposition from the people

of that center, the purport of which was that if the

Syracuse business were removed to East Syracuse

and a building similar in dimensions to the other

local structure erected, they would promptly deed

him the factory and ground. This offer was also

accepted, and with relatively gratifying results.

Mr. Benedict's death is greatly regretted by a

large circle of friends in the trade. It is to be de-

plored that he was cut off at a time when his efforts

were meeting with their reward in all its fullness.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

Trade
Conditions

Business conditions in this sec-
tion are very satisfactory and
well up to the standard so con-

fidently anticipated for some time past. The volume
of trade surpasses that of any year in our mercan-
tile history, and there is a marked demand for
high-class goods. It is safe to predict that this will
be the record year in the jewelry business of this
section.

The leading store here in the jewelry trade
reports the volume of business ahead of last year
by a comfortable margin, and a similar statement
comes from other retailers. A similar report comes
as well from such well-known jobbers as Bowler &
Burdick Co., Scribner & Loehr and the Sigler
Bros. Co.

Capt. R. E. Burdick, notwithstanding the rush
of business, was able to sufficiently detach himself
therefrom to participate in the festiv•ities incident
to the recent marriage of his daughter to a rising
young physician of New York.

The C. C. Sigler Co., 122 Euclid Avenue, re-
cently installed a street clock in front of their place
of business.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. were the success-
ful bidders for the new clock to be erected in the
Garfield Savings Bank, Glenville, Ohio. This
bank opened its new quarters January 1st.

The sneak thief has again made his appearance
in Cleveland, Jeweler Phil. Cohen having been
relieved of a diamond last month valued at $100.

Geo. W. Gates, jeweler, 310 Viaduct, has
brought suit against C. A. Browning, L. M. Tur-
ney, the North American Collecting Agency and
others for libel. Plaintiff claims that the above
collecting company circulated letters offering to
sell an account against him at a sacrifice, and con-
sequently damaged his character and standing to
an extent valued at $25,000.

Arthur Weed, the well-known traveler for
Bowler & Burdick Co., was recently married to a
popular and highly esteemed young lady of this
city.

Marvin & Co., Findlay, Ohio, prior to the
holiday business installed a complete outfit of
mahogany fixtures.

W. L. Brown, Hubbard, Ohio, has sold out to
Norman Randell. Mr. Brown will travel for a job-
bing house.

Chas. E. Burris, Galion, Ohio, has sold out the
jewelry branch of his business to G. H. Pitkins,
formerly of Princeton, Ill. Mr. Burris will continue
the piano business.

Webb C. Ball has been appointed chief watch
inspector of the New York Central & Hudson
River R. R. This places him in charge of this
service for all the Vanderbilt lines east of Chicago.
These lines have now a uniform system of watch
inspection under Mr. Ball's charge.

The following jewelers were in town last
month : A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio ; W. A.
Griswold, Akron, Ohio ; W. J. Kappeler, Akron,
Ohio ; W. 0. McMahan, Cambridge Falls, Ohio;
W. J. Eroe, New Castle, Pa.; Geo. A. Clark, Lo-
rain, Ohio ; M. R. Hay, Sharon, Pa.; G. L. Guen-
ther, Bellevue, Ohio ; E. N. Davis, Kent, Ohio;
Jeweler Ewing, Kent, Ohio ; Albert Zang, Alliance,
Ohio ; H. D. Pierce, Garrettsville, Ohio ; D. Leon-
heiser, Huron, Ohio ; Jno. Wight, Wellington,
Ohio ; W. P. Carruthers, Oberlin, Ohio ; Geo. A.
Hawver, Massillon, Ohio ; A. J. Heiman, Barber-
ton, Ohio ; W. H. Deuble, Canton, Ohio ; W. D.
Golding, New London, Ohio ; E. E. Critz, Elyria,
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Ohio ; E. D. Kindig, Elyria, Ohio ; C. J. Wurst,
Elyria, Ohio ; J. C. Sharer, Alliance, Ohio ; 0. H.
Pitkin, Galion, Ohio ; H. H. Brainerd, Medina,
Ohio ; C. E. Bickford, Elyria, Ohio ; Ray Hill,
Lorain, Ohio ; J. C. Morrow, Bellevue, Ohio;
F. N. Prevey, Akron, Ohio ; J. M. Welty, Barber-
ton, Ohio ; C. R. Tschumy, Oak Harbor, Ohio.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Holiday Trade News of an interesting character
is always scarce in the jewelry
trade just before Christmas, but

the good news of lots of business always remains
to be told. Each year finds Kansas City with a
larger number of Christmas shoppers, and this
year like all of the others has shown a gain in the
quality of goods demanded. It has not been very
long since the staple Christmas articles were silver
trinkets, but now people are buying more expen-
sive things, and diamonds are always in demand.
Novelties of the most expensive sort meet with
ready sale, and the principal retail dealers declare
that people will not even look at the cheaper arti-
cles on exhibition. This undoubtedly shows that
most of the pocketbooks are well-lined, which
would not be the case if the general business con-
ditions of the community were not sound.

The post office, as usual at this
season of the year, has done an

the Post Office enormous business, but even
this has been greater than ever

before. Never before did the Kansas City post
office register so many letters and packages, and
issue so many money orders. These in many cases
-represent savings which are being sent away as
Christmas gifts. The foreign mail service was par-
ticularly interesting just before Christmas, as it
showed the relative saving capability of natives of
various countries who were sending money home
for Christmas. In the money-order department it
was stated that the Irish sent home the greatest
amount in money gifts, the Scandinavians next, the
Germans next, and the other foreign population
about the same amounts. Thirty-five additional
mail clerks handled the Christmas parcels.

The Union Depot question has
A New been thrashed out in Kansas
Union Depot City for the past five years, and

many plans have been made
and come to naught. A new plan is being ar-
ranged now and it seems that the new Union
Depot is really nearer to being built than it ever
was before. The merging of the great packing
house interests recently, disclosed that the Armour
and Swift interests had " merged " on what is
known as the Bates holdings, a valuable section of
land across the river in Clay County. This land is
really held as a sort of entrance way into Kansas
City, and it is proposed to build the new Union
Depot at the Kansas City end of the Winner
Bridge, the piers for which have stood in solitary
grandeur for more than ten years. The promoter
of the Winner Bridge never finished his project.

The Chicago and Alton railroad,
Shopping which agitated the idea of shop-
Trains ping trains to come into Kansas

City some time ago, has at last
started a shopping train service from the towns on
its lines within one hundred miles of Kansas City.
The first of these shopping trains brought in ten
carloads of shoppers, and it is likely that the Kan-
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Sas City merchants enjoyed a boost in business in
consequence. The first train started from 13Ioom- •
ington, Godfrey and Peoria, Ill., picking up pas-
sengers en route, and arriving in Kansas City at
7.40 A. M. It left on the return trip at 7.30 o'clock
the following evening. The first shopping train
Was such a success that it is likely the innovation
will be make permanent.

Miss Maude Steinhardt, who is employed in
the shop of the Meyer Jewelry Company, received
a severe electric shock while at work one day last
month. She was thrown backward to the floor,
and rendered unconscious. Physicians were called
and she was restored to consciousness, but some
slight affection of the eyes still remained. It is
not thought that Miss Steinhardt was permanently
injured.

Book Notice

" The Diamond Mines of South Africa."

A truly magnificent work is the imposing new
volume entitled " The Diamond Alines of South
Africa " just issued by Macmillans. The author of
the work is Gardner F. Williams, M. A., general
manager of the De Beers mines, and the authorship
is sufficient assurance that the history is complete
and authentic. Mr. Williams is in a position to
know what he is talking about ; he is a professional
man, with no time to lose on rhetorical ornament,
and tells his story in clear-cut, direct language that
carries the reader along. His is a modern fairy
tale of untold treasures, a theme that has proved
fascinating from the days of Danae and Midas and
Sinbad.

There is enough ground for the theory that
South Africa is the land of Ophir, especially since
the investigation of the Zimbabye ruins, to warrant
the author's preliminary excursion into antiquity.
The interesting account of precious stones, above
all of famous diamonds, the story of early discovery
and settlement in South Africa and the description
of the native tribes are essential to the matter in
hand. There are pictures, by the way, of all the
great diamonds, of the size they are now after
being cut. Then Mr. Williams starts in with thc
exciting story of the diamond discoveries in 1867
and of the Subsequent development of the fields at
Kimberley. The rush to the diamond mines was
full of incidents as exciting as were those of the
California or Australian gold days, and Mr.Williams' '
account of that period is very full.

He does not neglect the technical part of his
subject, however, but describes fully how the
mines were worked and how they are worked now;
what happens to the diamond from the time it is
discovered till it is ready for the market ; how dia-
monds are formed ; how they are cut ; the history
of the diamond trade and statistics of its present
state, with pretty nearly every kind of information
that diamonds can suggest. There are chapters
giving the author's views about the future of South
Africa, which deserve to be weighed carefully, and
others eulogizing, as is natural, Cecil Rhodes and
his works.

The book makes a very handsome volume.
The typography is all that it should be. The illu-
strations are lavish and are wonderfully well
selected ; wood cuts, photogravures and process
pictures are all well executed and there are maps
besides. The volume is a work of art as well as a
repository of information. It can be had from the
office of THE KEYSTONE on receipt of the publisher's
price, $to.00.

HE t1E ,1E TRADE: MARK

1902
1903 REGISTERED TRADE MARK

The American Hall-Mark 

In Watch Chains 

The New Year bells rang out the greatest year in the history

of our business. And the fact has a triple significance credit-

able alike to us and to you---it is a triumph of quality, a

compliment to public discrimination, a proof of trade fidelity

to honesty and merit.

It also means continued good times, big profit sales, a

satisfied patronage, an enhanced reputation.

We never forget that our interest and the interests of the

trade are identical, and in * II & ii quality there's safety

for both.

The trade appreciation of the past year has stimulated us

to still greater effort for 1903 and our new styles and 
patterns

represent, as far as skill and genius can contrive, perfection

in chain manufacture. Great as is our record in 1902, we

hope, with your aid, for a greater one in the present.

RFD TRAM._ M11,113K

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr.
Works, 7 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street.
CHICAGO OFFICE, Stewart Building.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Claus 
Spreckels Building.

Address all correspondence to Providence office.



flail, 1003!
December Thirty=First closed the most

prosperous twelve=month ever known in

the history of the trade.
January First speaks the promise of

even better things for the year 1903.

tbe 'keystone Uflatcb Case Company

greets the new year with very confident expectations of holding the

favor of the trade as in the past, and it will make every effort to

deserve this continuing favor.

To this end it will be watchful of every opportunity to improve

its product in every way that Art and Skill may direct. The

standard of worth-and-beauty advances season by season, and this

Company in 1903 will again be the standard bearer, " as it was in

the beginning, is now, and ever shall be."

We shall have much of interest to tell you, as our plans for

1903 develop. There will be " big goings on," for our mutual

benefit—yours and ours ; for we can only benefit in making goods

according as you benefit in selling them. Our interests touch 
yours,

at every point.
Only this statement, now : We commence the year by just

doubling our SOLID GOLD capacity. The Keystone Solid 
Gold

Case will be indisputably first in 1903—first in quality, 
beauty and

salability; and greatest in quantity.

There's more to tell, but the telling must wait—the page is full.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

STERLING SILVER.
STERLING SILVER articles have been our specialty for several years.We are recognized leaders in this class of goods, having the largest and bestequipped plant for its manufacture in this country. We make a fine line ofToilet Goods, Manicure Goods, Fancy Spoons, Dishes, etc., and a line ofChain Bracelets, Nethersole Bracelets and other Spring Sellers.
These, we are making up also in combinations of silver and

ROYAL COPPER.
The copper, also, we combine with our white metal

STERLINE.
We have made these special metal goods for the last two seasons in MatchBoxes, etc., and their phenomenal success has led us to adopt it in other lines.We use it in our large line of Chatelaine Bags and Purses. It is not silver-plated, and unlike the cheap imitations, will not wear off, but will improve inlooks with wear, and being much harder than silver, is much more durable.It is by far the best thing of the kind ever produced. There are imitations,but the original, practical and durable articles bear our trade-mark,

STERLINE
TRADE

MARK

REMEMBER OUR SPECIALTIES:

STERLING SILVER ROYAL COPPER STERLINE

The Jas. E. Blake Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths,

Attleboro, Mass.

–



The Big Firm of 1903
Thekeystonewatchcaseco & Thejewelrytrade,

(shortened to)

WE & YOU
Dealers in Profitable Watch Cases,

Philadelphia, and Everywhere.

It's an unusual firm. The Senior partner makes the
goods and sells them to the junior; but the two are full
partners in the ultimate profits. The Junior has as much at
stake as the Senior, on the question of the quality of the
goods; for if the Senior does not make good cases, the
Junior will wreck his reputation when he sells them. But
both understand that their interests are mutual ; so the one
makes, and the other sells, profitahle cases the best that can
be made ; and the Senior tells the truth when he says to the
Junior, cc If I don't sell you these Cases we both lose money."

The Junior finds that a sale of the Senior's Cases
makes other sales ; lifts the level of his whole business;
assures smooth-going in the public's favor; brings back old
customers for further purchases. He finds that the reputa-
tion of the Senior's goods is helping his own reputation ; one
contributes to the other. And he feels that the partner-
ship of We & You is bound to prosper.

Here's to The Big Firm in 1903!

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

IT WORKS BOTH WAYS, SOMETIMES.

here' s a little story which " points a

moral " :

A lady walked into a certain drug
store—a store that generally offers a

" just as good," when buyers ask for

" the real thing."
" Please give me a bottle of Sarsa-

parilla—Hood's, if you please."
"Sarsaparilla? Well, now, here's a

sarsaparilla (wrapping it up) that is

quite as good as Hood's. It's all

right, and you'll like it, I'm sure."
" Here's your dollar (the lady lays

down a Mexican dollar and takes up

the bottle) ; it is just as good as an
American—same size, and just as

much work on it—and I'm sure you

druggist saw " substitution " in
likeTihte.

a new light.

When the jobber offers you a " just as

good," in answer to your order for a BOSS

Filled Case, suggest to him that you pay for

it in Mexican dollars at par, as " just as

good " as the kind of dollars he'd like to

have. He'll say, " Nay, Nay, Pauline "—

and so should you.

The Keystone Watch Case Company,

i9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia.



THE DEAD-LINE.

When the late South African War began, Lord Roberts was "twenty
years beyond the dead-line," it was said. He was 70. So younger
fighters-Methuen and Buller-were sent on the search for easy glory.
What they got is recent and painful English history. In the end, the" old man " was sent against the Boers ; and when he found they did
not do battle according to the books, Roberts changed his tactics to
suit their little ways. At 70 this veteran of many campaigns had to
learn how ,. had to adapt himself to conditions, instead of trying to
conform conditions to his previous standards ; but he "won out." While
some men cross the " dead-line " at 30, Roberts is one of those who
will never reach it, though he live to be 90, until he's carried over
it by pall-bearers.

Every man crosses the " dead-line " when he feels that he knows his
business and can rest on his knowledge.

Although our products represent 49 years of experience in watch
case making, we don't feel that we know it all, and we are all the time
trying to learn. It isn't what we know and have done, but what we are
learning and doing, that makes for the future prosperity of this great
Keystone business. There is always something to be won, and a new
way to win it if the old way will not do ; and we are everlastingly tryingto find that better winning way. We are glad to get the compliments
that come in a constant stream to us from all Watchdom ; but while they
please, they don't profit. They are not as helpful as criticism. We
can improve only as we are shown where to improve. We're a bit too
close to the work to get a good perspective on it, and you can show us
faults and shortcomings in our work and policy that we might never
see. We're trying our best, and trying continually ; but we have a lotto learn and will never have done learning. Will you teach us, by your
honest criticism of our attempts ? We shall be most grateful, truly.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
19TH & BROWN STS., PHILADELPHIA.

Easter  Decorations. Bright, Prosperous BusinessMan, Prepare Now.

2283. Morning Glory Vine.
Per dozen yards

22s3A, Morning Glory Vine 1200

2275. Grape Vine, largest leaves . . . . 2.00

2284. Smilax.

2284. Smilax, per dozen yards . 75c.

A Ready-Selling Novelty.

LATEST

,

No. 2501. Blooming Apple Spilt. ,

26 III. long, each

No 250114 12 i ti. long, per

These Blooming Sprays are hand-

some decorations and sold like hot

cakes.

No. 2550. Easter Lily.
Knell, Sam. Per doz., 610.00

No. 2558 II. Easter Lily.
Each, $1.0n. Per doz., $9.00

No. 2558 14 Easter lily.
Each, 35e. Per doz., $3.00

See our Illustrated
Catalogue with
Easter Goods

No. 2143. Roso Ito sit and Amer-
ican Beauty

Colors : white, pink, tea, cream,
yellow and red.

No. 2193. 24 in. high, cavil, 01.00

No. 2193A. 30 " " "
No.214313. 36 " " " 2.40

No. 2541. Easter Lily Sprays,
IV ith leaves and hods.

Per 11“zen, $1.50
No. 2307. Single I.ilies and

Buds. Per dozen, $ .90
Per gross, 9.00

No. 217A. Wistaria Spray.
3 [lowers and leaves to each

SI ray, as ent represents . . 50c.

No. 2 90. Wistaria, without
leaves, per dozen sprays . . sOc.

In white, pink, yellow and purple.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 
31487Bsaorcultahy

CSl ta; k S et . ,wChicago

These Electric Light Shades are furnished in 
various

styles and colors, in prices ranging from

$3.00 to $7.00 per dozen.

These shades are featherweight metal clusters 
of flowers

and leaves, beautifully colored and designed, 
forming artistic

and attractive light reflectors, with changeable 
effects and bril-

liant coloring. They are suitable for every place incandescent

lights are used, in public buildings or private 
residences, and

especially in stores and business places. They are 
placed over

the light bulb and can easily be put on or 
taken off.

6 samples in different styles and colors

sent on approval.

No. 2533. Rose Spray.
Per dozen
  S .70

1.110
1.50

  2.00

Send for
68-page
Illustrated
Catalogue

No. 2150. Fern Fillings.
in. dianwter.,

l'annoi he detected from a
natural one, and lasts for years.

No fern dish is sticcessfully Ills-
played without our tilling.

2150. -1 in. ■liameter . . .50
2150. " .90

2150. 0 " 1.00

2150. 7 " I 1.25

2150. 8 " 1.75

embodies the Latest and

Best device for stamping

in intaglio the interior of

any wedding or stone ring

after the same is put in

circular form, to designate

karat and maker.

Boston, Mass.

Manufacturers of Outfit for

making molds for casting

Seamless, Solid, Malleable

Wedding Rings of Gold.

Write for Catalogue, as you are cer-
tainly desirous of increasing your
profit for this year. If so, look im-
mediately into the question of manu-
facturing profitably the wedding
rings which you sell.
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For sg years Dennison's Products for Jewelers' Use
have maintained the lead in

Quality, Workmanship and
Artistic Excellence.

Used and pried by the grandfathers and fathers of
many present-day jewelers,

They have to-day a world-wide
reputation, exactly meeting the
jeweler's needs.

We trust our fidelity to'your interests will assureus your continued patronage this year.

•

BOSTON - NEW YORK
PH:LAD ELPH IA-CH ICAGO

CI NC I NN AT I.
ST LoUIS.
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  OF I90,S
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THE DENNISON FACTORY )00$:

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 108 129 a

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their
demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that whichthey are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a
transformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is topress the spring, turn the crank and gradually move thewatch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automaticswitch which cannot remain closed through neglect, makingit absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, ortown, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment'snotice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosedin a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case withnickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by athree cell dry battery which will last for a year or more andcan be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are ofbrass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In factthe additional profit that you can make on demagnetizingtwenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which wecharge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. Ifit is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE "E" 9

.1 in

144

' 1 6

ti•

,

‘0100.

New Automatic Eyeglass Holder,macle in silver, rol)-plato and gl

"liriWfr6.1701
143

203

205

204

154
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San Francisco Letter

T I-1 IE KEYSTONE

A notable epoch, not only for San Francis() but

for the entire world, was witnessed last mon
th when

the laying of the Pacific cable was begun, and 
the

hope and purpose of the late lamented John 
W.

Mackay fulfilled. By the time this goes to press'we

shall be in direct communication with Hawaii, 
with

the possibility of connection with Guam, th
e Philip-

pines and Hong Kong by July 4th. It seems only

yesterday since we were shocked by the sudden

death of this adopted son of our State, and to-
day

his son, Clarence Mackay, is carrying out the 
vast

designs which, unfortunately, the father did not

live to see consummated. Hitherto, we on the 
coast,

have had to look to the East for news, but un
der

the new conditions San Francisco will be a toll
-gate

for Oriental news en route to Chicago and N
ew

York. We feel safe in predicting a wonderful future

for our city, especially in view of the trade impe
tus

which the Atlantic cable gave to New York. The

holiday trade at this writing is at its highest and is

fulfilling the most sanguine expectations.

Richard Radke, of Radke & Co., of Sutter

Street, San Francisco, has had a visit from the

stork recently, and the new arrival is doing w
ell.

In time we will expect the young man to take
 his

father's place in the store.

At this writing Herman D. Hadenfeldt, of

Rothschildt & Hadenfeldt, manufacturing jewelers,

of San Francisco, contemplates an Eastern trip on or

about January 1st, and Dame Rumor says he c
on-

templates bringing something more valuable than

jewelry back with him. We haven't seen the

cards, as yet, but we have it on very good author
ity

that he contemplates entering the fold of Benedicts.

Miss M. Blackman, of Detroit, his fiancee, is one 
of

the leading society girls of that city, but will 
find

many friends here, as she graced this city with her

presence about a year ago.

E. W. Reynolds, of Los Angeles, who carries

on a wholesale material business, spent a few d
ays

in San Francisco recently calling upon the 
trade.

This house is building up a very good busines
s in

watch material.
Fred. Roth and wife, of M. Schussler & Co.,

wholesale dealers, of San Francisco, are en route

for Europe, where they will spend a short vacat
ion.

Mr. Roth goes abroad to purchase precious stones

to replace the stock sold during the last holi
day

season, and they expect to return in about two

months.
A. Eisenberg & Co., wholesale jobbing house

of 126 Kearny Street, are enlarging their quarters

and have taken the offices previously occupied by

the Keystone Watch Case Co., which gives them

considerable more floor space. They will refit the

office with an entire line of new office fixtures and

new safes, and when finished it will present a fine

appearance.

Taber Bros., of Market Street, San Francisco,

have moved into fine new quarters at 27 Fourth

Street, where they are showing a well-selected

stock of goods.

George Weston, formerly doing a retail

jewelry business in Santa Rosa, has opened a new

establishment in Cloverdale, Cal.

Genial Jacob Marx, of the Kossuth-Marx

Jewelry Company, of New York, gave a very

elaborate dinner party to a few of his friends in the

trade, when recently in San Francisco. " Mar-

chand's " was the place where the festive board

was laid. A new side line of Mr. Marx's, " eat-'em-

up " sauce, was introduced, and the guests voted

the sauce and the entire dinner a grand success.

The new retail jewelry establishment at 732

Market Street, San Francisco, is the talk of the

city, as it is one of the brightest stores in this or

any other city ; being furnished throughout with

oval plate-glass mirrors and green tapestries,

together with a fine Flemish oak-ribbed ceiling.

The show cases are made entirely of plate glass,

the entire ensemble making a very neat and attrac-

tive store.
C. J. Auger, the Kearny Street retailer, has a

small visitor at his home, and we are pleased to

announce that Mrs. Auger and the little fellow are

doing nicely.
Among the visiting jewelers in town last month

were : M. Marshall, San Louis Obispo, Cal.; L. C.

Koberg, Healdsburg ; Ed. Praet, Woodland ; A. H.

Grinnell, Bakersfield ; H. Jacobi, Oroville ; C. W.

Wickersham, Bakerfield ; C. E. Wyatt, Winters;

M. Saier, Fresno ; C. M. Ackerman, Calisto
ga ;

G. C. Wilkins, Red Bluff ; Harry Morton, San

Jose ; F. F. Barr, Placerville ; N. M. Bailey, Rio

Vista ; J. R. Goold, Gonzales ; Frank Lewis,

Pleasanton ; H. H. Weindieck, Red Bluff ; F. E.

Smith, San Jose ; D. Hyman, Sacramento.

St. Louis Letter

In an interesting pamphlet en-

Southern titled " Facts about the South,"

Industrial Progress Richard H. Edmonds, editor of

the Manufacturing Record,

gives the following interesting statistics of South
ern

industrial progress : " In 2880 the South had

$257,244,561 invested in manufacturing. By 2900

this had increased to $1,153,202,368, Or a 
gain of

$895,957,8o7, or 348 per cent, whereas for the same

period the capital invested in manufacturing in 
the

whole country increased from $2,790,272,606
 to

$9,831,486,500, equal to a gain of 252 per cent.

The value of the products ' of Southern 
factories

advanced from $475,454,777 in 2880 to $2,463,643,177

in 1900, a gain of $988,288,400 or 222 per 
cent.,

whereas during the same period the value of the

products of manufacturers for the whole coun
try

increased only 142 per cent. The number of factory

hands increased from 305,467 in 2880 to 785,429
 in

1900.

Grand Old
Missouri

Missouri is the fifth state in the

Union in population. It is the

eighth state in assessed valua-

tion of property. It is the third

state in the number of farms and the third 
in the

number of improved acres of land. It produces

annually over 4,000,000 pounds of wool and 
about

20,000,000 pounds of tobacco. It has over 14,000

manufactories with a total paid up capital of o
ver

$169,588,546. They employ 143,139 men. It has

thirty-five cities with a population exceeding 
4000

and aggregating 2,084,024.
Missouri has made a great rec-

Our Wonderful ord in her corn crop the past

year. Last month's report from

the experimental station at Col-

umbia shows that she stands first in the 
United

States in the average yield per acre of 
corn. The

average yield is just forty bushels. The 
highest

average previous to this year was thirty-eight

bushels, in 1895. Then the total product was

250,000,000 bushels. This year the total yield is

307,300 000 bushels. The acreage and 
yield by

sections in round numbers is as follows :
 North-

east, 2,509,000 acres ; yield per acre, 43.3 
bushels;

total yield, 65,340,0oo bushels. Northeast section,

2,363,000 acres ; yield per acre, 43.6 ; 
total yield,

Corn Grop
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203,025,000 bushels. Central section, 2,470,000

acres ; yield per acre, 42.3 ; total yield, 48,321,
000

bushels. Southwest section, 2,732,000 acres ; yield

per acre, 35.5 bushels ; total yield, 61,451,000

bushels. Southeast section, 929,000 acres ; yield

per acre, 31.8 bushels ; total yield, 29,225,000

bushels. The yield in the southwest section was

cut down by the excessive rain during the summer

preventing proper cultivation, and in the southeast

the crop was reduced by the drouth which pre-

vailed in the extreme southeast countries. The

five counties in the State having the largest acreage

planted to corn are in the order named as follows:

Nodaway, Bates, Atchison, Saline and Vernon.

J. Greaves, of Rolla, Mo., was in this market

on a flying trip the first week of December stocking

up for his holiday trade.

The firm of Muchert & Cook, Sherman, Teicas,

was represented ill this market early in last month

by Mr. Muchert, who was buying liberally for the

holiday rush.
A. H. Krause, of Greenfield, Ill., was in this

market the first week in December stocking up for

the holiday season.

Chris. Herwig, of Evansville, Ind., was among

the large number of jewelers who paid this market

a flying visit early in last month on the lookout for

holiday novelties.
Jeweler John M. Erp, of Lamar, Mo., was a

visiting buyer in the St. Louis market the early part

of last month.
N. B. Jetter, of Butler, Mo., spent a day or two

in the St. Louis market early in December selecting

goods for his holiday trade.

L. E. Smith, of the T. K. Smith Jewelry House,

Oskaloosa, Iowa, was met in the office of one of

our wholesale houses early in December where he

was making liberal selections in holiday lines.

Mr. Smith remarked that conditions and prospects

for a large Christmas business were never better in

his section of Iowa, and that he was looking forward

to a most prosperous holiday season.

W. E. Richards, of Corinth, Miss., bought

liberally in this market early in December. He

reported excellent prospects for a fine Christmas

trade in his section.
D. V. Pound, of Durant, Miss., was a visiting

buyer in this market last month making liberal

purchases for his Christmas trade.

Otto Rink, of Carlisle, Ill., a familiar figure in

this market, was here the early part of last month

doing some Chistmas buying.

The Carroll Jewelry Company is the name of

a new firm who opened up for business earl
y in

December at Bessemer, Ala. G. C. Carroll, head

of this firm, was in St. Louis last month select
ing

the opening stock. He was a liberal buyer 
and

expected that the new firm would do a good

business from the start.

Theo. Stockburger, of Waterloo, Ill., was here

the early part of December looking up late

Christmas novelties.

George Proth, the well-known jeweler of Jeffer-

son City, Mo., was in town early last month

selecting goods for his Christmas trade. He repo
rts

business as prosperous at the State capital.

Emil Bichsel, of Bichsel Bros., Sedalia, Mo.,

was in the St. Louis market just a few days 
before

the Christmas rush selecting goods for the ho
me

market.

Joseph Coffey, of Vienna, Mo., was a recent

trade visitor in this market selecting a line of goods

for his Christmas trade.

F. S. Lopez & Co., of Ironton, Mo., were

represented in this market last month by Mr. Lopez,

who was here on a holiday purchasing trip.
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White's Art Company,

Hand-Painted
China only

447 Elm Street, Chicago.

The newest and most fetching ideas in artistic decorations,will be found in WHITE'S hand-painted china. Do you carrya line in your stock ? If not, send us a sample order. It villpay you.
Our new line for the Spring Season of 1903 will be ready

about January 15. We will be pleased to send selection packagesto dealers in territory not visited by our traveling representatives.Orders filled promptly and with care.

WHITE'S ART CO.,
447 Elm Street, CHICAGO.

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE ISTONE•
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS Scnd for Price- List ETC.

Mr. Jeweler.
This illustration is a page of our new Catalogue.

Can You Beat These

Prices?
These Pins, with any combination of lettersor figures as shown.
Any one or two Color Enamel.

Sterling Silver, $f per dozen .
Silver Plated, 75c. per dozen .

You had better have one of our Cataloguesso you can show when customers come.
Send name on letter-head for complete

Catalogue.

Retail 25c.
Retail toc.

BASTIAN BROS.,
oo Chamber of Commerce,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
Volt can't afford to let your
\\ atoll tvork ‘vorry or annoy
■ ,,H. Send it to us.

DEMAGNETIZING.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone.

W. H. Craft,
319 Main Sired, Buffalo, N. K

January , 1903

Providence and Attleboro

The jewelry manufacturers of

Attleboro have begun the circu-

lation'of an amount of miscella-

neous advertising literature con-

sisting of business letters, cards, etc., all 
bearing

to an extent upon the importance
 of Attleboro as a

jewelry-making center. Louis J. Lamb, of C. H.

Allen & Co., • originated this idea some months

ago when he began to utilize his corre
spondence

stationery and envelopes and his advertising matter

for the purpose of incidentally exploitin
g the town.

John M. Fisher, of John M. Fisher,& Co., on
 learn-

ing of this perceived possibilities of its further

profitable development, and he and Mr. Lamb

forthwith proceeded to demonstrate its practica-

bility to other manufacturers ; with what 
success

may be gleaned from the fact that the sche
me has,

to all intents and purposes been adop
ted by all

local firms.

Advertising
Attleboro

Inconsequential
Fire

A lire occurred in the factory•of

Frank M. Whiting & Co., North

Attleboro, last month, which

fortunately was inconsequential.

It originated from a spatk in the blower
 pipes,

which ignited the lint and grease with whi
ch the

latter were coated. The air pressure aggravated

the blaze, which soon spread throughout
 the entire

system. Some one, however, with saving 
presence

of mind, disconnected the blower and a 
consider-

able check was thus given to the flames. 
Although,

as stated above, little damage was done,
 it took the

tire engineer and a hoseman an hour to 
extinguish

the blaze. A conflagration of a somewhat sim
ilar

character occured in the Kent and Stan
ley Build-

ing, Providence, some two years ago.

A clever robbery was committed

Clever Robbery December 16th at the factory of

McRae & Keeler, Attleboro.

About noon a thief walked boldly into t
he office of

the firm and made off with a quanti
ty of precious

metal, valued at $200. The gold was in 
the vault

in the rear of the packing room. To 
get to it the

thief was obliged to pass through s
everal doors.

At any turn he was liable to meet a n
umber of the

employees. The metal is used in colori
ng and was

in anodes, four inches long, two and
 a half inches

wide and an eighth of an inch thick. 
It is a rule of

the factory than when the power is 
shut off for

dinner or at night, all gold, in what
ever form, is

placed in the vault. The doors are supposed to

be locked, but being a stormy day, 
several of the

help remained in the shop. Two 
young women

seated in the packing room claim to 
have seen the

shadow of a man as he was leaving the
 vault. A

few seconds later a well-dressed y
oung man of

about twenty was seen to leave the bu
ilding. Soon

after the theft was discovered.

General Herbert S. Tanner, the 
Westminster

Street, Providence, jeweler, in his 
report of his

official visit to the Fort Riley army 
manteuvres,

makes a number of recommendations 
for the im-

provement of the Rhode Island militia.

Thomas G. Sandland, of Sandland, 
Capron &

Co., has been re-elected chaplain of
 Whiting Post,

192, G. A. R.
A reception was given some weeks 

ago, in .one

of the principal halls of Attleboro, b
y the Athletic

Association of the R. F. Simmons Co. 
It was at-

tended by the employees and their 
guests to the

number of about 400. The function 
was held

chiefly as a fitting celebration of the 
notable series

of victories achieved by these at
hletes during last

summer. It was also availed of to start a 
move-

ment in favor of an inter-shop sporti
ng league for

THE KEYSTONE

the propagation of systematic base and football

playing. Addresses were delivered by Joseph L.

Sweet and Harold E. Sweet, of the firm, who w
ere

introduced by Louis Richards, president of 
the

Athletic Association.

The memory of the late Abiel Codding,
 of

North Attleboro, has been perpetuated by the er
ec-

tion of a large and handsome monument over his

resting place in Mount Hope Cemetery.

William A. Cotter, in succession to Frank P.

Somes, now represents the Bugbee & Niles Co.
, of

North Attleboro, in their New York office.

Wm. A. Saart has disposed of his interest in

the James E. Blake Co., of Attleboro, to 
Mr.

Blake. He has withdrawn from the company a
nd

has purchased an interest in the Bristol Mf
g. Co.,

also of Attleboro, of whose factory he has 
full

charge.
Louis E. Ladd, who was one of the partners 

in

the recently dissolved firm of 13Iackinton & La
dd,

and Edgar A. Rhind, an employee of S. 0. 
Bigney

& Co., of Attleboro, have embarked in the 
jewelry

jobbing and manufacturing business in Chicago.

The Tilden, Thurber Co., Providence, made a

public exhibition of choice jewelry and art goods

iu Attleboro last month and donated the pr
oceeds

to the public schools of the latter place.

Henry D. Sharpe and Nathan B. Barton were

among those appointed on the committee on n
ew

enterprises of the Manufacturing Jewelers' Board

of Trade, at a recent meeting of that body
 in

Providence.
A mass meeting of the Jewelry lVorkers Union

was held in the Knights of Columbus Hall, 
Provi-

dence, last week, at which eighty-three new me
m-

bers were initiated and applications received to 
the

number of thirty-four. The meeting was addres
sed

by President Vollmer and Organizer Wind, of

Newark.
The Chas. M. Robbins Co., of Attleboro, closed

its factory from December 24th to January 5th for
 its

annual stock-taking. Charles M. Robbins, head of

the firm, was recently elected to a second term
 as

president of the Sons and Daughters of Cape Cod,

the members of which, as the title implies, are

descendants of that district.

Articles for the incorporation of the T. W.

Lind Co., manufacturing jewelers, Providenc
e, have

been filed with ,the secretary of State. The a
mount

of capital stock authorized by the articles is $
4o,000,

and the incorporators are : Thomas W. Lind,

James G. Lind and Herbert A. Blake.

The establishment of C. Minahan & Co., a
nd

that of E. C. Church & Co., Providence, w
ere

damaged last month to the estimated extent
 of

$5oo and $l000, respectively, through the 
over-

heating of automatic sprinkers in the building,

which sent a flood of water in upon the prem
ises of

both firms. The sprinkler in which the trouble

originated was located in proximity to a steamp
ipe

in the Minahan shop. It was surmised that the

heat from the pipe became so great that the 
solder

on the sprinkler melted, with the result above 
stated.

The employees of the Codding & Heilborn

Co., North Attleboro, recently presented Fo
reman

Alfred Farrell with a handsome fifty-dollar g
old

watch. Every employee, from the highest-salaried

man to the errand boy, contributed his share to

the gift.

H. M. Williams & Co. formally opened th
eir

new factory at Attleboro on January ist. Th
e new

building had been occupied several weeks 
previous,

but it was not entirely finished until the 
formal

opening. The firm sent out invitations to a n
umber

of their customers and friends to visit 
the new

factory on New Year's day, when they had a house-

warming. After the guests had thoroughly inspected

the big plant, which is said to be the most complete

refinery and metal mill of its kind in the country,

they were entertained at a luncheon and " trim-

mings " provided by the firm. The whole plant

was profusely lighted by electricity, which is

generated on the premises.

Omaha and Vicinity

A Record-
Breaking Year

Inquiry among both wholesalers

and retailers has invariably

brought the reply that business

for 1903 was much better than

in 1902. This is true not only of the jewelry line,

but of all other lines despite the fact that during

the month of December the great W. R. Bennett

department store went into the hands of a receiver.

The store is still open, but the goods are being

turned into money at the court's dictation as fast as

possible. Jewelry and all other lines are being

sold at very low prices in consequence. During

the Christmas holidays this undoubtedly did con-

siderable harm to the retail business, but not to

such an extent as to prevent the holiday business

from being a record breaker.
The failure of the W. R. Bennett

A Regrettable Company has caused much re-

gret. It has been conceded

that the news of the failure will

cast discredit upon the city in quarters where the

real situation is unknown. The \V. R. Bennett

Company, which had been successful for many

years, suddenly embarked in a new building in a

new business portion of the city. The building,

which was erected by Philadelphia capital, is a

handsome structure and capitally suited to all the

purposes of a department store. The volume of

business done was great, but the company had

incurred too vast an indebtedness on its loan and

its stock. The result was that the smaller creditors

applied for and were granted a receiver. On the

face of the showing made in court the assets are

over Poo,ouo and the liabilities a little over4500,000.

Hope has been expressed on all sides that the

company might in the end be able to weather the

storm, but the latest indications are that scarcely

enough money can be raised to meet the indebted-

ness. There were excellent prospects that several

new buildings for business uses would be built in

the neighborhood of the Bennett store, but these

projects have now received a quietus that will keep

them in abeyance for some time to come.

This was one of the adverse

General Condi- conditions of the holidays.

tions Favorable Nearly all other conditions were

decidedly favorable. Certainly,

the weather could scarcely have been more propi-

tious ; in marked contrast to the weather of last

year, which for ten days preceeding Christmas was

so cold that comparatively a small amount of busi-

ness was done. On three days, when the ther-

mometer registered below zero, business like the

mercury was a minus quantity.

Among the optical people business, while not

so great as among the jewelers, has displayed

substantial gains during the year and was a sharer

in the good things of the holidays.

W. H. Gooding, one of the prominent business

men of Bedford, Iowa, was recently calling on the

trade in this city.
Conrad Thelen, of Shelby, and G. T. Ray, of

Osceola, were jewelers who bought goods in the

Omaha market recently.

Failure

(Continue( on page ,v)
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LOOSE AND MOUNTED

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

JEWELRY

SILVER
AND

CLOCKS

The Largest Stock we
have ever shown,
comprising all the
N EWE S7 and

CHOICEST in
the Market.

A. G. Schwab
41 Bro.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Importers of Diamonds, and
Wholesale Jewekrs.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVINGWINTER COURSE And Complete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Handled,sta. elicited, Polished, Ready for Engraving.
NOW OPEN.
To enter, write us at

once for terms and make
advance engagements,
as we only accept a
Limited number of
pupils at one time.

Send for
Our Prospectus.
CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED.

You can order any
one graver at the prices
quoted. The Full Set
of seventeen Gravers
mounted in eleven
"Plain" and six " Re-
versible " handles, in
perfect order for engrav-
ing, complete, 88.50.
All Gravers are tested
tnoney Order fur same. A SE

R
11111,1111\A‘A. 37 38 09 40 41 42 8-5 10-5 148 I 2 3 05 5188 A 8-A 8

Numbers " Plain " "Reversible" Per set.Special Script . I, 2, 3 .40   .60 $175Spoon Bowl . . "A B" .... 65 ......85 1  70
. 65

Ring Graver . . Ring   .65   .85  Seal Graver . . 85
Liners ..... 8, 10, 14-5   .60  

  .45 
 45

Flat Gravers . . 36 to 42   1.7.40    2.50

and guaranteed. Ordere promptly attended to on receipt of cash or
$9.00

T of our 1,KrrEit and HoN()GRAM CHARTS, 81.50,M. L. L AN D IS, 44 Center Street, DETROIT, MICH.

BUSY PEOPLE.
This, Mr. Jeweler, is your harvest. Do not kill yourself by work-ing day and night. We will do your watch work during your busytime. We are known in the Northwest as the lowest watch materialhouse in this part of the country. A trial will convince you. Weguarantee prompt and careful attention. Send for our price-list of re-pairs for the trade. Here are a few prices of repairing:

Balance Staff .
Cylinders . .
Cleaning .
Mainsprings

85c. and upwards.
75c. "

. . 40C• ". . . • • • 35c. "
Other work in proportion.

We carry a full line of Watchmakers' Tools, Material, JobbingStones, Optical Ooods, Chains, Lockets, etc.
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J. Mednikow Jewelry Supply Co.,
Rooms 33, 34 and 35, 105 Orand Ave., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Above all else we press the fact that
Phillips' Show Cases stand for Quality.

Their phenomenal sale has been the resultof Quality.
They satisfy the man who buys a showcase to last a lifetime—who looks for the bestin materials, finish and expert construction .

who wants the assurance of satisfaction backof his purchase.

Not only will ourc_974,te firee7/ Show
Cases satisfy in these respects ; they also offerthe best in a show case illuminating device,for which we hold the only patents granted inthe U. S. and Canada.

Send for illustrated circular, lithographedin colors, and full particulars.

JOHN PHILLIPS 6: CO., Ltd.
.Detroit, Mich.

Canadian Branch, Windsor, Ont. Established 1864.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Notwithstanding the unfavorable atmospherical

conditions by which the Christmas holidays were

ushered in, the volume of trade shows the increase

over previous seasons which jewelers had all along

been anticipating. This inclemency of the weather

and a reported crop shortage were the only marring

influences, but it is now apparent that they did not

affect the aggregate trade to any appreciable ex-

tent. At this writing a brisk business prevails, and

a very satisfactory holiday trade is assured.

Mrs. M. T. Ammon, of Llano, has opened up

a repair shop in connection with her other business,

and has secured the services of M. C. Kelley to

take charge of this department.

J. W. Carter, who was located at Belton for a

number of years, has moved his entire stock to

Houston, where he has installed a line of pianos in

addition to his jewelry business.

W. H. Lowe, of Red Oak, was one of the re-

cent callers on the local jobbing trade.

J. M. Crawford, of Denison, was a visiting

buyer in the market during last month:

B. F. Routh has purchased the entire jewelry

stock and fixtures of I. B. Blake, of Cushing,

Okla., and reports satisfactory progress.

J. T. Moye, the Elm Street jeweler, is back at

the bench after several days of sickness.

H. L. Allen, of Okmulgee, Okla., has admitted

a partner in business in the person of his brother,

and the firm is now run under the name of

Allen Bros.
B. L. Douthitt, the well-known jeweler, of

Rockdale, was a welcome visitor in this market.

F. M. Ramsdel, of Pecos, has moved to Por-

tales, N. Mex., where he opened a repair business.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, was in town the

early part of last month selecting his holiday stock.

R. D. Ward, of Bridgeport, was a recent visitor

in this market selecting his holiday supplies.

R. L. Russell, Farmersville, was a recent

buyer in this market.

Noble & Roempke, of Galveston, recently put

ill a new outfit of modern fixtures and made other

extensive improvements in their store.

F. E. Yantis, of Sulphur Springs, was a visitor

in Dallas markets recently.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, was a welcome

visitor last month. He secured some nice goods.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, was a recent visitor

in Dallas.
M. Dorenfield, of the firm of Dantzler & Do-

renfield, of Corsicana, was a recent visitor in Dal-

las markets.
A. Weatherford, of Plano, was married r

e-

cently to Miss Mattie Morman, of that city, at the

bride's home. We wish the happy couple a long

life and many happy days.

G. H. Fisher, of Wichita Falls, was a recent

buyer in the market selecting some holiday g
oods.

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was a rece
nt

visitor in Dallas market.

P. Cooley, of Van Alstyne, was a recent call
er

on the material houses making selections for 
his

holiday trade.
J. S. Owsley, of Lexington, Okla., has 

bought

the stock of W. M. Bowles, Purcell, Ind. Ter., and

has been appointed inspector of the G. C. & Santa

Fe Railroad.

R. Berger, of San Antonio, has moved t
o

Hockdale, Tex.

H. J. Tobler, who has been at Belton for som
e

time, has accepted a position with Bass & Bro., of

Terrell, taking charge of the jewelry department.

J. P. Morgan, of Morgan & Hawley, whole-

sale jewelers, this city, on the evening of December

16th entertained at dinner with himself and wife at

his residence, South Akard Street, the entire office

force of his business house. Covers were laid for

ten. The decorations consisted of ferns, palms

and smilax. It goes without saying that the feast

was a most sumptuous one, served in six courses,

and one thoroughly enjoyed by all present. The

host and hostess were tendered a hearty vote of

thanks by their guests.
When the Armstrong Jewelry Co.'s store was

thrown open to the Christmas trade large crowds

thronged the premises both day and night. The

store presented a handsome appearance, especially

at night, the electric illuminations being perfect.

The windows were unusually attractive, one repre-

senting the Shepherd and the Angel, the other con-

taining a beautiful display of hand-painted china,

decorated, burnt and carved wood pieces and oil

paintings. The first objects of attention were the

decorations, and the cedar Christmas trees loaded

down with pretty things.

Dan. Myer has accepted a position with Shut-

tles & Son as watchmaker.

Leslie & Albright, of Childress, have put in a

side line of jewelry in addition to their drug

business.
J. E. Boswell, of Aubrey, was a recent caller

on the market.
C. M. Clarke, of Ennis, was a recent purchaser

in the jewelry markets.

A. H. Kerr, of Corsicana, paid Dallas a visit

recently, securing some new goods to liven up his

stock.
J. A. Johnson, of Fort Worth, has purchased

the stock of McBride & Ballew and is now conduct-

ing that business. He has placed W. C. Ballew in

charge.
The Robertson-Hill Co. had an auction sale

recently.
W. E. Hurlson has accepted a position with

P. L. Rippetoe, at Waxahachie.

H. L. Dickson, of the Dickson Mfg. Co., of

Smithville, was a visiting buyer in Dallas markets

last month.
A. A. Everts, the popular Dallas jeweler,

has secured the services of several clerks to assist

him in taking care of his holiday trade.

E. R. Smith, the popular jeweler, of McGregor,

Tex., is mourning the loss of his father, who died

on December 8th, at Belton.

The store of G. E. Moore, of Denton, is ap-

portioned in a most judicious manner. The show

cases and other display fixtures are arranged so as

to afford ample space on the outside between both

counters. The stock is displayed to excellent ad-

vantage and with a view to facilitating customers'

selections. The tesselated floor and the deep,

rich coloring of the fixtures harmonize with the

radiance of the merchandise and produce a very

pleasing effect.
R. C. Glover & Co., Dallas, secured several

extra clerks to handle properly the holiday trade.

A. H. Russell, of Weatherford, was a welcome

visitor in the markets recently.

Other visitors in Dallas during the past month

were : W. H. Lowe, Red Oak ; J. M. Grogan,

Arlington ; P. J. Narry, Venus ; A. Weatherford,

Plano ; !J. M. Crawford, Denison ; E. Davis,

Justin ; G. W. Witherspoon, Trenton ; W. T.

Morehead, Sulphur Springs ; J. C. Slaughter, Kauf-

man ; A. C. Ballew, Fort Worth ; W. B. Dutton,

Weatherford ; H. L. Dickson, Smithville ; J. H.

Watson, Mineral Wells, and E. Gumm, of Durant,

Ind. Ter.
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Perhaps the most notable feature of the holiday

sales was the number of diamonds disposed of even

at the big prices which have prevailed this season.

It was said by one dealer that more diamonds were

sold in Omaha during the holidays than tons of

hard coal—a commodity which still brings fifteen

dollars a ton here.
Mawhinney & Ryan were somewhat handi-

capped during the holidays by the illness of several

clerks. Other help was secured, but it was neces-

sarily limited. Nevertheless the store was thronged,

and was one of the brightest and cheeriest corners

in the city during the gala season. Extensive

repairs and improvements in the display rooms of

this company exhibited the stock to great advan-

tage. Mr. Mawhinney said that trade begun earlier

this year than ever before, and kept up without a

break until Christmas.
Among those who bought opening stocks in

this market during December were G. A. Casad,

Upton, Iowa ; M. L. Stevens, Farragut, Iowa;

W. E. Whitney, Akron, Iowa ; and 0. F. Harlan,

Auburn, Nebr.

J. A. Wolf, of Sidney, Nebr., was in Omaha

recently on his way to a health resort in Wyoming.

Burglars entered the wholesale jewelry store of

Sol. Bergman, in the Ramge Block, recently by

prying out the casing of the front door sufficiently

to force the bolt from the socket. Between two

and three dozen gold-plated watch chains, which

were suspended from hooks in the case back of the

counter were taken. The American District Tele-

graph watchman noticed the condition of the door

and informed the police. The burglars broke out

a small pane of glass in a rear window, but did not

raise the sash. It is presumed that the burglars at

first tried to gain an entrance by this window, and

failing, or fearing to arouse the neighborhood by

the noise, they attacked the front door.

W. L. Shook, while at Spokane, was the guest

of honor at the Spokane Club. At Butte he

attended a Shriner celebration.

W. Dickerson has bought out the jewelry, tools

and materials of Griffith & Hall, and has gone into

business in the Ramge Building. He is doing

watch work for the trade. Griffith & Hall continue

in the wholesale jewelry business.

F. Shaver, of Buffalo, Wyo., has put in a big

stock of goods, for the most part purchased in

Omaha.
Harvey Mann, formerly of Lincoln, has

established himself in the jewelry business at

Hastings, Nebr.
H. D. Barnes, of Miller, S. Dak., is now enrolled

among the students of Dr. Tarbox's horological

school. F. S. Shaw, Toledo, Iowa., who has taken

a course in optics at this schooL.expects to establish

himself in business soon. C. R. Yocum, who has

been at the school, has gone to Sidney, Iowa.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who made the

rounds here before Christmas were : H. Snyder,

Plattsmouth, Nebr.; B. F. Griffin, Tekamah, Nebr.;

W. V. Laraway, Glenwood, Iowa ; S. E. Thomas,

Mound City, Mo.; W. H. Gooding, Bedford, Iowa;

Mr. Booth, Worthington, Minn.; George Goldberry,

Leigh, Nebr.; C. A. Rekenbaugh, Tabor, Iowa;

Walter Smith, Malvern, Iowa ; D. T. Smith,

Lincoln, Nebr.; T. C. Kunkel, Weeping Water,

Nebr.; G. R. Green, Geneva, Nebr.; J. R. Meyers,

York, Nebr.; E. W. Rooney, Wymore, Nebr.;

S. A. Fess, Kearney, Nebr.; W. E. Peterson,

Harrison, Idaho.
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MONEY IN ‘„. SWEEPSL  

Have you any old gold
or silver for sale?

\).

Are you satisfied with
your past returns?

You don't know how valuable your sweeps are if you have not
tried us. We have enlightened hundreds of your brother jewelers on this
point—and greatly to their benefit. All our patrons are satisfied patrons.
Many of them tried all others before coming to us; some of them tried
others after ; but all are still with us. Full and prompt returns or goods
returned at our expense without delay.

SCHWITTER 0 KENNEDY
Sweep Smelters an Assayers. 25 John Street, New York.

WORKS : 28-32 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Thank you for favors in 1902, and
Wish you a happy and prosperous 1903.

The Old Reliable
No-Catalogue House.

F. C. HAPPEL CO.
84-88 State St., Chicago.

Jobbers in

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry and

Watchmakers' Supplies.

THE MILDRED PHOTO-MONOGRAM BRACELET
FOR TWO PHOTOORAPHS.

These bracelets are put up in white satin-lined square boxes and an be had in cithor all
per cent for cash.ti 

plain, half chased or all chased, in either silver or tilled. Price, $2.25. Price tio. less

()f ;dl novelties in [wavelets this is the best, and will sell %viten others have dis-
appeared from t he niarkel.

JULES ASCHEIM, 41 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY.

January, 19o3

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Big Holiday
Business

The holiday season trade is in

full swing at this writing, and

every jeweler in Pittsburg and

Allegheny is enjoying a brisk trade. Reports from

the large stores are of the most encouraging nature.

Some of the wholesalers claim that their stocks

are lower a week before the Christtnas holidays

than they have been after the holidays in former

seasons. This statement is not general, however,

nor is it the case in the retail trade. The retailers

say that the weather conditions during the first t
en

days of the month were so unfavorable that trade

was held back. The large up-country trade that

the Pittsburgers enjoy at this time of the year

always waits until the fair weather before saunter-

ing through the busy streets, and undoubtedly

many of these remained away longer than usual

this year.
Strictly local trade has been unusually good.

The call, too, is for the higher grades of stock.

Some of the trade report larger sales of diamonds

than in any one season or week in the past. There

seems to be plenty of money, and willing spenders

enough to keep all satisfied. Since the fair weath
er

period arrived, the jewelers claim that the main

question is to get time for a bite to eat, and to talk

trade matters is simply out of the question. T
he

stores are all crowded with the right kind of

customers.

Spending Money

The stores in the small bor-

oughs surrounding Pittsburg,

Plentiful and where the steel mills are

located, will reap a rich har-

vest during the last few days preceding Ch
ristmas.

About $2,000,000 in a cash pay-roll is turned 
loose

at the last hounamong these workers at C
hristmas

time, and a generous portion of it goes in
to the

contents of Christmas stockings. The steady em-

ployment of hundreds of thousands of iro
n and

steel workers at high wages insures a good 
season,

and while some of the more conservative
 men are

not ready to make any prediction as to the
 final

result, it may be confidently predicted tha
t the end

of the year will show one of the most 
successful

stock movements in the history of Pittsb
urg.

The rapid growth of cheap

jewelry trade in some of the

Cheap jewelry sections of Pittsburg and vicinity

has been the cause of Many

comments among the trade recently. It has been

taken as an evidence of the passion for
 brilliant

display by the large foreign element that 
always

finds a quarter in industrial communities.
 Nearly

all of the proprietors of these shops wh
o discuss

this matter say that their sales are the 
largest to

the foreign-tongued who seek brilliancy 
with cheap-

ness. There are many thousands of Polish, 
Hun-

garian, Slavonic and Italian workmen who are

employed about the industrial establ
ishments and

making fair wages. They have formed 
the basis

for an immense quantity of bright stu
ff with small

value. This class of trade has been unusual
ly in

evidence during the present busy season.

The demand for salesmen in the 
Pittsburg

stores has been unusual even for holiday
 seasons.

Several requests have been made for 
help from

some of the manufacturers, a fact that i
s unusual.

Jewelers appreciate the difficulty of securing a

valuable salesman of the trustworthy 
class, and

special clerks for holiday seasons are 
a rarity.

Samuel F. Sipe, of lifth Avenue, has be
en fortu-

nate in securing the temporary assistan
ce of Charles

"I.Alilborn, traveling salesman for M. S. 
Benedict

Sales of
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Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., who is temporarily off

the road at this time, but who will be forced to take

the train again with his cases after New Year's.

There has been very little of the " fad " trade

this season. The stock that moves the best is of

standard character and high class. Nearly all of

the trade is carrying a larger stock of cut grass than

usual and report good sales at good prices. The

demand tor high class silverware has been large

and particularly in table equipments. So far as can

be learned there has, thus far, been a general free-

dom from thievery in the local stores ; though this

has been largely due to the unusual care taken for

self-protection, a step that has long been lacking.

Every jeweler is at home now. The usual

report of this and that one making hasty business

journeys or pleasure trips, during the quieter sea-

sons is changed. Business demands are more ex-

acting than ever, and for a week past there h
as

scarcely been a shop that has been closed un
til

after ten o'clock at night. This is even the case in

the largest establishments, and the rule went in
to

force earlier than usual this year.

Gillespie Brothers, Park Building, report that

the largest diamond sale in the history of their

business was made last week. The sale was to a

Pittsburger.
E. P. Roberts & Sons are spending their first

holiday season in their handsome new store in Fif
th

Avenue. This building was built for the firm and

with the purpose of making it as near perfe
ct for

their lines as possible. The building is met
hodi-

cally arranged and is capable of showing an 
un-

usually large stock in the smallest possible s
pace,

but without in the least detracting from a 
single

article. The building, both in exterior and inte-

rior, is conceded to be one of the most artis
tic in

the city.

News from the Northwest

At this writing it is a little early to say just ho
w

the holiday business will turn out, but judgi
ng by

what has already been done it certainly look
s like

a " hummer." Reports so far received indicate

early buying, and if the usual last week's bu
siness

develops as is expected the jewelry trade 
will have

no cause to complain. The heavy snowfa
ll so far

this month has had a tendency to turn 
people's

thoughts to coal and furs, but we see no reas
on to

doubt that there will be plenty of money 
spent for

jewelry. The prevalent era of good times is 
show-

ing itself in the better class of goods dem
anded.

C. H. Beatty has bought the jewelry stock o
f

A. L. Binford, Brookings, S. Dak., and 
will take

possession January i, 1903.

J. E. Gazely, Waseca, Wis., has been take
n

into partnership by his brother at Arlington
, S. Dak.,

and the firm-name is now Gazely Bros.

G. H. Goodwin, Tracy, Minn., spent a shor
t

time in Chicago last month, attending a m
eeting of

railway inspectors.

Robert Helmer, Hutchinson, Minn., has 
quit

business there.

T. S. Weekley has reopened his store at 
Park

Raids, Minn.
N. C. Cleinmensen, Long Prairie, Minn.,

moved into his new store building last month.

New fixtures and a new safe add to the 
beauty and

security of it.
Fred. H. Kohlhepp, Lewiston, Minn., was

accidentally shot by a companion while 
hunting,

November 3oth. A full charge of shot 
struck him

in the right shoulder, causing a wound
 from which

death relieved him after lingering thir
ty-six hours.
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S. L. Gaarder, Starbuck, Minn., was pra
c-

tically cleaned out of his entire stock by burgl
ars

last month.
Tom Morris, Crookston, Minn., was re-elected

master of Crookston Lodge No. 141 F. and A.M.

for his ninth consecutive term, in commemoration

of which the lodge presented him with a handsome

gold jewel.
Win. Grinnell, formerly of Janesville, Minn.,

is now at the bench for G. H. Goodwin, Tracy,

Mum.
L. B. Wheeler, Hancock, Minn., had his store

destroyed by fire December 1st.

Even A. Nelson, Hillsboro, N. Dak., has

opened a branch store at Brackett, N. Dak., with

C. A. Varnson in charge.

W. B. Gwathmay, Aitkin, Minn., is enjoying a

brisk holiday trade and is at the same time kept

busy nursing a full-fledged carbuncle. He says

good things come in bunches.

S. R. Adair, Brainerd, Minn., enjoyed a suc-

cessful deer hunt the fore part of the month.

Alex. Lindahl, St. Paul, Minn., mourns the loss

of his one-and-a-half year old child, who died

December 17th. THE KEYSTONE'S sympathy is

extended.
Clark W. Long, St. Cloud, Minn., has moved

into his new store across the street from the old

location.

S. S. Johnson has succeeded Johnson & Wolters

at Carleton, Minn.

J. C. Herdliska, Princeton, Minn., has added a

line of pianos to his jewelry stock.

C. W. Cline, St. Cloud, Minn., has added a

jewelry stock tothis line of musical goods.

Fred. Lanctot, formerly at Ada, Minn., is now

with Tom. Morris, Crookston, Minn.

Fritz Guy, St. Cloud, Minn., is nicely situated

in his new store.

A. B. Fagerstrom has bought the interest O.

C. W. Seng in the firm of C. W. Seng & Co., St.

Paul, and will continue as Mowrey & Fagerstro
m.

J. S. Cohen, St. Paul, is East on a buying trip.

He expects to return about January 15th.

Ed. Siegfried has reopened his repair shop at

867 East Seventh Street, St. Paul, Minn.

An unknown man was found dead in the

suburbs of Minneapolis recently whose identity, 
up

to the present writing, it is impossible to esta
blish.

The only apparent clue, so far, is furnished by 
his

watch, which bore the inscription, "W. G. N
.,

May 23-01." It is requested that any jeweler who

may be able to interpret these initials or othe
rwise

aid in establishing the unknown personality, 
will

communicate with the chief of police at Minne-

apolis, Minn.

Visitors to Twin Cities jobbers the past month

were : J. R. Alexander, Tracy, Minn.; J. C. 
Herd-

liska, Princeton, Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle P
laine,

Minn.; W. G. Gould, Glencoe, Minn.; Fre
d. A.

Klass, Hibbing, Minn.; Thos. Yates, West 
Bend,

Iowa; C. G. Conyne, Mandan, N. Dak.; 
J. H.

Roettger, Torah, Minn.; 0. E. Oslund, M
ilaca,

Minn.; Christ. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, Min
n.; J.

W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.; H. M. Hitch
cock,

Redwood Falls, Minn.; Emil F. Huhner,
 Still-

water, Minn.; Frank L. Willson, Mantorville,

Minn.; S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; L. J.

Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn.; F. M. Harper, Re
n-

ville, Minn.; Frank Lowater, Spring Valley, Wis
.;

Elmer E. Church, Clear Lake, Wis.; A. Swening-

sen, Moorhead, Minn.; A. J. Krueger, North Bran
ch,

Minn.; Peter Berglof, Isanti, Minn.; Fred. Wi
ll-

man, Stillwater, Minn.; A. C. Peterson, Gibbon,

Minn.



A GREAT BIG HIT!
The W.-E. Co.'s line of TOAST TABLETS

TRITE EXPRESSIONS OF GOOD WILL

Retail at $1.25

The best selling novelty for prizes, birthday gifts, dens, etc., ever puton the market.
Nearly all of the jewelers in the East are handling these goods and

know what they are It is for the Southern and Western trade, which we
were unable to call on in the Fall, that this notice is intended.

Get in line and order a sample dozen. Write for all particulars

THE WHARFF-EATON CO.,
" Makers of Some Few Exclusive. Things

on Brass."
128 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

( We pay expressage on
all shipments ot Gold
and Silver sent us, and
Should our offer not prove

satisfactory we will return
the consignment intact. Re-
turns made on all consign-
ments of Old Gold and Silver
the same day as received;
returns on Sweeps as
promptly as is consistent
with accurate results.

Prices Paid
Old Silver . Fluctuating
Platinum . 75 cts. per dwt.
Old Gold-

8 Karat. 32 cts. per dwt.
10 Karat, 40 cts per dwt.
12 Karat. 48 cts. per dwt.
14 Karat, 56 cts. per dwt.
18 Karat. 72 els, per dwt,

Plated Scraps,
20 to 36 cts. per oz.

SWEEP SMELTERS
and ASSAYERS
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Cincinnati Letter

Inquiry among the jewelers of

this city as to the dimensions of

holiday trade evokes but one re-

ply—" beyond expectations." Prior to the holidays

night work had become general among the man-

ufacturers, so pressing was the demand for goods.

The purchases of the out-of-town jewelers were th
is

year of abnormal dimensions and this notwith
-

standing the prevalence of weather conditions

which were anything but conducive to shopping.

The retail stores of this city presented a brillia
nt

and animated appearance during the busy seaso
n

such as has been rarely witnessed heretofore.

Nearly all kept open during the evenings and had

augmented and in some cases doubled the forces

of clerks. The Christmas season was also 
notable

for the wealth of window dressing talent 
brought

forth. The displays were marked by the richne
ss

and variety of stock shown, as well as the ingenuit
y

in display.

A Daring
Robbery

An attempt, which was made

last week to rob the store of

Michie Bros., 212 W. Fourth

Street, was frustrated by the

arrival of the night watchman, A brick wrappe
d

in a piece of carpet was thrown through the 
win-

dow but the concussion caused the burglar 
alarm

to go off. This brought a watchman from the

burglar alarm office at Fourth and Vine Street
s.

As the watchman appeared, running over 
Fourth

Street, the thief saw him and fled up Home S
treet.

The officer followed a short distance, and th
en re-

turned to the window. A member of the firm 
also

arrived and having gone over the stock foun
d that

none of it was gone, though there were fou
r fine

watches within easy reach of the windows. 
The

crook was able to raise the curtain, but di
d not

have time to grab any jewelry.

A. G. Schwab & Bro. completed improvem
ents

in their enlarged quarters early last month 
in time

for the holiday rush. This firm now occupy two

floors and basement, just double their former

space and have modern facilities for the 
proper

conduct of their steadily increasing business.

Geo. Simper, the well-known jeweler, was

recently elected president of the Elm Street 
Club,

one of Cincinnati's leading business 
organizations.

The John Holland Gold Pen Co., 127 
East

Fourth Street, have moved their office to the

second floor and have fitted up the first floor
 as a

salesroom.
Bingaman & Co. have fortified their windo

w

by a burglar-proof shield in the shape of 
steel rods

extending horizontally about x4 inches apart.

These steel rods are half an inch in thickn
ess, have

been painted black and can be removed 
whenever

desired. It was first thought that the placing of

these steel rods might in some manner 
detract

from the beauty of the window, but after
 they had

been up for some four or five weeks
 Messrs.

Bingaman & Co. discovered that they 
attracted a

great deal of attention to their window 
and were

the means in some instances of drawing
 trade to

their house.
Lee Baldwin, jeweler, of Wind/Oster, 

Ky., was

in the city purchasing his holiday stock 
early last

month. He reported business very good an
d an-

ticipated a holiday trade of unusual di
mensions.

Mr. Anderson, of the firm of Anderson 
& Son,

Dayton, Ohio, was in the city making 
purchases

for the firm early last month.

The members of the trade interviewed by
 your

correspondent were so busy that they had
 little

time for the discussion of the situation. Following

are some of the brief views elicited:

Albert Bros. "All our men are still on the

road and the demand for holiday stock is unusually

large. Each day the mail is bringing heavy orders

for immediate delivery. Our business has been

very good."
Mr. Dorst, of Dorst & Co., said, " The condi-

tion of the jewelry trade is better than in many

years and notwithstanding the high prices for

precious gems the demand continues to increase.

There has been a steady call for the better grades

of jewelry and we consider our business in a most

prosperous condition."

Fox Bros. & Co.: I. N. Fox said, " Our busi-

ness is increasing so rapidly that we have hardly

the capacity to fill the orders which we are receiv-

ing daily." Sol Fox, of this firm has just returned

from Europe where he made the heaviest purchase

ever made in the history of that firm.

Mr. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, said, " We

have had a wonderful heavy sale of ebony goods

which have become so popular during the past few

years. Our trade in general has been very good

especially so for the higher grades of jewelry."

Bene, Lindenberg & Co.: " Business is very

good and we have enjoyed a prosperous season.

Our holiday trade has been up to our expectations."

Herman Lang said : " The largest volume of

business we have ever done has been this season.

The demand for the better grade of goods is phe-

nomenal. There seems to be no limit to the num-

ber of purchasers who want to buy presents."

Seattle, Wash., and Vicinity

The holiday trade in this section was most sat-

isfactory in kind and volume. The better class of

goods was more in demand than probably ever

before, and good-profit prices were the rule. The

jobbers report an excellent trade, the memoran-

dum portion of it being less than usual. This latter

fact indicates the prosperous conditions in this part

of the country.
Jos. Paull, watchmaker with Geo. E. Troy, of

Vancouver, B. C., for the past eight years, has ac-

cepted a like position with Albt. Hansen, Seattle.

Henry Fortier, of Minneapolis, Minn., has ac-

cepted a position in the material department of

C. H. Winter.
Jeweler Miller, of White Horse, Alaska, has

closed his store for the winter to enjoy a much

needed rest. He will return North in the spring.

Mr. Mandingo, formerly with the Minneapolis

Jewelry Co., Minneapolis, Minn., who went to

Alaska in 1898 has returned the first time to the

States. Reports say that he has done well in

mining while there.

A. L. Delkin, jeweler, at Nome, Alaska, arrived

here recently on his way to his home in Atlanta,

Ga., to spend the winter. He was showing some

very artistic work in gold made by himsef from

gold taken from one of his claims.

Mr. Goodman, of Nome, Alaska, has accepted

a position as salesman with I. Aronson.

L. L. Katchlein, optician, Tacoma, Wash.,

has recently installed some new and up-to-date

grinding machinery.

Chas. H. Winter, wholesale jeweler, has

moved to larger quarters in the Collins Block,

where he has installed new fixtures and new safes.

E. M. Warner, manufacturer of souvenir

spoons and novelties, has moved his factory to

larger quarters with the Seattle Plating Co.
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G. L. Price's jewelry store was entered by

burglars recently and jewelry, material and stock

to the amount of $1300 taken, with no clues to 
the

guilty parties. Mr. Price has offered a reward of

$500 for the recovery of the goods.

A. L. Brough, of Sumner, Wash., suffered the

loss of his eldest son by death on November 23d.

G. A. Lindauer has' removed from 1104 Second

Avenue to 421 Pike Street, where he has put in

new fixtures and added an optical parlor.

Chas. Schneider, formerly with Ike Lurie, has

accepted a position with E. J. Hyde, Spokane,

Wash., as watchmaker.

W. Lindeberg has resigned his position with

Albt. Hansen to accept one with M. A. Goldma
n

as watchmaker.
C. M. Douglass has opened optical parlors in

the Staar-Boyd Building, where he will do grinding

for the trade.
The following jewelers had auction sales during

the holidays : Frederick & Co., I. Aronson, L.

Klodt, I Kay and H. Greenblatt, and all report

good sales. The retail trade claim that the auc-

tions have not injured their trade to any great

• extent.
A. & Joseph Johuason, formerly of Omaha,

Nebr., who were employed by A. L. Delkin, th
e

Nome, Alaska, jeweler, have returned for the win-

ter and left on a trip to the old country to vis
it

their old home.
L. L. Moore, of the L. L. Moore Co., was a

member of the United States grand jury during

December.
M. G. Brunum, watchmaker with Frisch Bros.

the past three years, died at the Providence Hos-

pital after an illness of two weeks.

W. J. Davidson has accepted a position with

W. H. Fink as watchmaker.

M. Pearl, formerly employed by Pearl Bros.,

Occidental Avenue, has opened a pawn shop at

Fifth and King Streets.

Jno. W. Blinn has resigned his position with

E. J. Hyde, of Spokane, Wash.

F. Smith, with Yager Bros., Portland, Ore.,

has accepted a position with Frisch Bros., of Seattle,

as watchmaker.
Harry Monroe who, with the aid of two com-

panions, robbed W. H. Fink's jewelry store five

years ago of $5000 worth of goods, and who was

captured and sentenced to ten years in the State

penitentiary, subsequently making his escape by

cutting the electric light wires and putting the

prison in darkness, was recaptured recently at

Albuquerque, N. M., after being at liberty for over

four years.
Frank Cross, formerly head watchmaker for

Albt. Hansen, has formed a partnership with Mar-

cus Ware, of Seattle, and Mr. Hodge, of Detroit,

Mich., and has opened a retail store at 1104 Second

Avenue under the firm-name of Cross & Hodge Co.

Brendt Richards has resigned his position with

C. H. Winter, the wholesale jeweler, to accept one

with his father, C. F. Richards, retailer.

W. Wilcox, of Dawson, Alaska, is a new

watchmaker with Jos. Mayer & Bros.

Herbert Bliss, formerly with G. Beninghousen,

has accepted a position with the Pacific Optical Co.

The following out-of-town jewelers were buyers

in the Seattle market last month : F. C. Lawrence,

Arlington,Wash.; L. A. Frazier, Arlington,Wash.;

Horace Condy, Sedro-Woolley, Wash.; A. L.

Brough, Sumner,Wash.; H. L. Dodge, Anacortes,

Wash.; Thos. J. Thomas, Roslyn, Wash.; H. A.

Rathoon, Marysville, Wash.; E. Skamser, Buckley,

Wash.; A. 0. Solberg, Everett, Wash.; J. B.

Krauss, Puyallup, Wash.
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There has never been so prosperous a holiday

season in the history of Birmingham as the
 one

through which we have just passed. The industri
es

were all in blast and paying good wages ; the
 mer-

chants, as a consequence, had good trade and made

more money than ever on sales. Christmas is the

greatest feast occasion in the year for the people
 of

the South. It is a time when all the spare dimes

stored during the year are brought out for presen
ts

and good cheer, and mother, father, sister, br
other

and sweetheart are remembered. The more

expensive grades of goods were most in deman
d.

The correspondent of THE KEvsToNE took a wa
lk

around towtr at the height of the season and ask
ed

about business. He found every jeweler in go
od

humor and busy. F. W. Bromberg brought up h
is

sister from Mobile to look after his lady customer
s,

or help to look after them, and added two or 
three

new men to his force. Other increases of help

were numerous.

J. L. Gains has returned from Nashville, where

he has been ill for some time, and resumed contr
ol

of the Calhoun Jewelry Company's business. This

store was greatly beautified in the way of inter
ior

decorations for the Christmas business, and did 
an

excellent trade.

Alderman P. H. Linnehan has about given up

city matters so busy is he kept in his store in t
he

Hillman Hotel building. He has one of the most

prosperous businesses of the city, and found 
it

necessary to secure extra help to cope with t
he

Christmas business.

J. Lowinsolin's big store, as prepared for the

holiday trade, was a dream of beauty. He arrang
ed

every part of his stock so as to attract the eye
 of

the prospective purchaser, and had one of t
he

biggest jewelry stocks ever brought South. H
e

had several new -men to assist, and employe
d an

expert man to look after his bric-a-brac trade whi
ch

has grown to be one of his best departments.

The big store of Abbott Brothers was also a

blaze of beauty. It is, with one or two exceptions,

the handsomest and most complete jewelry 
store

south of Louisville. The large show cases a
re so

arranged that scores of electric lights mak
e the

place look like a fairyland. The cut glass 
reflects

the lights in such a way to make the stock sho
w up

to the greatest advantage.

The new Rose-Jobe Jewelry Company did 
a

flourishing holiday business. It displayed a big

stock and showed it off to advantage. Several

men well posted on the local trade helped to
 look

after sales.
The Whitlock Jewelry Company, at Eufaula

Ala., lost about ittoo by a blaze in thei
r show

window. Mr. Whitlock was lighting a gas-jet in

the inside of the window when a spark dropped
 into

the drapery and ignited it. The store was in da
nger

but the fire was put out before it got beyond 
the

window.
Jeweler Heine, at Talladega, who is a mem

ber

of the city council, offered a resolution to st
ir up

the light company at the last meeting of that bod
y.

He is one of the most progressive members o
f the

municipal government.

C. F. Cross & Bro., of Gadsden, have ta
ken

advantage of the popularity of Black Cree
k Falls,

near that city, and gotten out a souvenir spoo
n on

which they have a patent.

W. A. Anderson, has bought an interest in th
e

jewelry business of J. B. Mace, at Fayette.

J. H. Allen, of Anniston, has been electe
d to

look after the big clock of his city.

C. L. Ruth, at Montgomery, has given a hand-

some medal for athletic excellence to the Young

Men's Christian Association of his city.

The Davis Jewelry House, at Tuscumbia, was

handsomely refitted for the holiday business.

The Condon Jewelry Company, at Opelika,

has added sewing machines to its stock.

J. F. Acre has moved his stock at Newton to a

new store.
H. J. Ramsay, at Dadesville, advertises that

he will go out of business the first of the year.

Apsey & Co. lost most of an $8000 stock at

Greensboro by fire. The insurance was $3000.

H. S. Lilius has opened a big business at

Laurel, Miss. He was formerly at Mobile.

Philadelphia Letter

The clock of the city hall stopped

Cold Stops for twenty minutes on Sunday,

December 7th. Upon investi-

gation it developed that the

moisture in the tube leading from the air tank 
to

the relay system became frozen and interfered wi
th

the needed free circulation of air in the tube.

Last January this tube was covered with three

inches of hair felt, but apparently that coveri
ng

was not sufficient to keep moisture in the tube
 from

freezing. The clock seems very sensitive to h
eat

and cold, and has in its few years' career manif
ested

a number of vagaries. Recently, the Science and

Arts Committee of Franklin Institute criticized 
the

tower timepiece and reported in favor of an
 old-

time weight clock, declaring it would be more

satisfactory in its operation. Another stoppage

occurred later in the month which was attribu
ted

by the caretaker to the blowing out of the diaph
ragm

of the master clock, by which the main clo
ck is

guided, and that change of temperature wa
s pri-

marily the cause of the accident. This is the

twenty-fifth interruption of this character tha
t has

taken place in the clock's four years' career.

A meeting of the Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club Jewelers' Club will be held on

Tuesday, January 6th, the chief

feature of which will be the

nomination of officers to be voted for at th
e annual

election in February. The electoral cont
est this

year will evidently be of an unusually a
nimated

character in view of the earnest but friendly
 rivalry.

At the International Dog Show

Notable Trophies which took place recently at

Horticultural Hall, this city, the

prizes awarded to the owners of canine 
aristocrats

were of a varied and interesting kind. T
he most

notable of these pieces were the product 
of J. E.

Caldwell & Co., and they consisted of 
cups of

different sizes and designs, silver tanka
rds and

pitchers. These handsome creations of the silver-

smith were remarkable for a graceful si
mplicity of

character and outline rather than a class
ical and

profuse embellishment, although this latter
 feature

was more pronounced in them than in 
the prizes

contributed from kennel clubs in the old
 world,

which seemed to lack the inherent richn
ess of exe-

cution characteristic of the native art. One
 trophy,

however, which came from the Kenne
l Club of

New South Wales, is deserving of spec
ial notice.

It consisted of a large emu egg su
pported on a

chased silver pedestal, the latter r
esting on an

ebony stand bearing a handsome shield 
on its face.

Surmounting the egg is a carved silver
 hound,

while on a level with the ovum are two 
silver clogs,

a silver kangaroo and a silver ostrich.

City Hall Clock

Election
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The death of Wm. It Thompson,

Death of Wm. H. Sr., which occurred December

7th, removes one of the oldest

and most widely known mem-

bers of the local trade. He was seventy-six years

of age, and although he had formally retired from

business in 1898 he still continued to take an active

interest in the progress of the establishment which

he had relinquished in favor of his son, Wm. H.

Thompson, Jr., now at 37% South Eighth Street,

The late Mr. Thompson's most dominant charac-

teristic was that of philanthropy. On divers occa-

sions he was known to have materially aided some

who were about to launch into business. Born in

Glasgow, Scotland, at the close of December, 1826,

he came to this country with his parents while yet

a boy and was apprenticed to a jeweler at Norris-

town, Pa. His initial enterprise was started at

Bridgeton, N. J., and he subsequently removed to

Wilmington, Del. His yearning for a broad field

was not appeased, however, until he became estab-

lished in this city.
The J. D. Bergen Co. have recently established

a Philadelphia agency for the sale of their cut glass

at 929 Chestnut Street, room 307. Their agency

will be in charge of C. H. Barber, who hopes to

largely increase the sale of the Bergen cut glass
 in

Philadelphia and vicinity.

Morris I lerzberg, watchmaker and jeweler,

2951 Kensington Avenue, died during the ea
rly

portion of last month. He was 51 years old 
and

his demise was brought about by heart tr
ouble

from which he had been ailing only a short
 time.

Deceased belonged to a German family which

came to America about 45 years ago. He a
t one

time conducted a business in West Point, Ga.
, and

afterwards associated himself with I. Herzberg
 &

Co., Eighth and Arch Streets, this city, wit
h whom

he remained five years. At the expiration of this

period, however, he again started on his ow
n ac-

count, this time at Kensington Avenue.

J. B. Bechtel & Co. have been compelled to

vacate their quarters at 719 Sansom Street 
through

lack of room. This firm started at the foregoing

address eight years ago with one-third t
he space

recently vacated, various enlargements having

been made at that location from time t
o time.

Again, however, they outgrew their space an
d are

now established at 725 Sansom Street, whe
re they

occupy the entire first and part of the seco
nd floor

and basement. The import depart
ment recently

added has already assumed substantial p
roportions.

S. Kind & Son, 928 Chestnut Street, who
 are

among the most aggressive jewelry 
advertisers in

this city, have issued Catalogue G fo
r the New

Year. This handsomely compiled volum
e abounds

in rich illustrations and timely suggestio
ns. It was

circulated a short time prior to the Chri
stmas holi-

doys—the most propitious period of the 
whole year

for issuance of suggestive advertising 
matter—so

that although technically a 1903 cat
alogue it was

well calculated to fulfill the dual funct
ion of stimu-

lating trade at the close of the old and 
opening of

the new year. It contains 140 pages, every page

containing half-tone illustrations of good
s.

Among the handsome holiday displays of

jewelry in the central section of the 
city, was that

of the new firm of McLaughlin &
 Rains, whose

establishment at Thirteenth and Sansom S
treets is

being favored with a very gratifying volume of

patronage. Jas. J. McLaughlin and Leon L.

Rains, the members of the firm, were 
previously

with H. Muhr's Sons, the former for
 nineteen

years and the latter for ten. The bu
siness was

started in October, 1902, and their fi
rst holiday

trade was most gratifying in volume and k
ind.

Thompson, Sr.
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Adolph Keller

Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Tool and Material House of

L. H. Keller 0 Co.

The bells that heralded the new year of 1903
also announced the golden anniversary of the
well-known tool and material house of L. H.
Keller & Co., New York. As the name and fame
of this house are familiar wherever watches are
known, a brief history of the concern must neces-
sarily be interesting to the trade.

The founder of the business was Gustave
Huguenin, who was born in Switzerland, Novem-
ber 15, 1819. Mr. Huguenin's father was a dealer
in watchmakers' materials, tools and supplies in

Switzerland and the son had been employed in
his father's business from boyhood until the age of
thirty-three ; then, looking for a larger field of
operation, he came to this country in 1853, settling
in New York City and starting in the material
business at to Rose Street, where the New York
station of the Brooklyn bridge now stands.

In 1855 L. H. Keller, a brother-in-law of Mr.
Huguenin, joined him and made business trips to
the Middle and Western States, which, in those
days, ended at the Mississippi River. From 1859
to 1861 the impending hostilities between the
Northern and Southern States brought on a long
period of business stagnation, but when money be-
gan to circulate more freely by reason of the enor-
mous expenditures of the government, business
improved rapidly and for the convenience of his
customers Mr. Huguenin removed, May 1, 1862, to
the present quarters of L. H. Keller. & Co., at 64
Nassau Street.

The years 1864-70 Mr. Huguenin bought out
the stocks of watch materials and tools of a num-
ber of well-known old Maiden Lane houses. These
stocks, added to the already large stock which he
carried, made the firm at once known as the largest
material house in the country, and the name and
fame of the house of Huguenin became known to
every man engaged in the watch, jewelry and kin-
dred branches and became the Mecca of all who
wanted the best goods obtainable.

The house of G. A. Huguenin had always
been the pioneer in everything that pertained to
this branch of business ; it was always the first to
introduce any new article made in any country that
was useful, time or labor saving, or that enabled
the workman to turn out finer or more accurate
work.

It was also the sole importer of many spe-
cialities in its various lines, the most important of
these being the celebrated C. R. American main-
springs (for which the house has been the agent
for the past fifty years), Jurgensen mainsprings,
Jurgensen pinions, Lutz hairsprings, fine Swiss
olive hole jewels, finest quality of Geneva watch
hands, etc.

June 16, 1873, Mr. Huguenin retired from busi-
ness, his brother-in-law, L. H. Keller, succeeding
him.

In 1876 the firm changed to L. H. Keller & Co.,
Edward Hunziker and F. J. Boesse becoming part-
ners. The firm then continued until 1888, when

'anuary, 1903

January, 1903

Henry Fein

H. P. Keller

Edward Hunziker died, and in 1889 the senior mem-
ber of the firm, L. H. Keller, died. The firm then
continued under the same name, L. H. Keller & Co.,
composed of the following partners : F. J. Boesse,
the only surviving member of the old firm 

' 
• Adolph

Keller, nephew of L. H. Keller, who had been em-
ployed by the old firm since 1874, and H. P. Keller,
son of L. H. Keller, who had been employed by
the firm since 1884.

In 1895 Mr. Boesse retired and Adolph Keller
and H. P. Keller continued the business under the
same name, L. H. Keller & Co.

When the house first started at 64 Nassau
Street they only occupied part of the first floor,
but business gradually increased, so that previous
to 1895 they occupied the entire floor and since
then have taken practically the entire building,

Sectional View of the Watch Material and Tool Departments

Percy A. Harden
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which is due largely to the important factor of the
new young blood, the members of the firm to-day
being .still in the prime of life.

When Adolph Keller and H. P. Keller took
charge, the firm did a business of about $8o,000
a year, while to-day they are doing a business of
over half a million dollars a year. This record
talks for itself. It tells a most creditable story of
intelligent management, well-directed enterprise,
straightforward dealing and satisfactory service to
the vast host of patrons.

The house of L. H. Keller & Co. is a universal
provider to the trade in the matter of tools, mate-
rials and supplies of all kinds. The extent of their
patronage necessitates a stock of vast volume and
the handling of it keeps in active employment a
competent staff of seventy people. They are pre-
pared to fill orders in all languages—German,
French, Spanish, Italian, Norwegian and Swedish
—and their foreign business has now assumed
important proportions. The firm takes just pride
in the fact that they have been agents for the
C. R. mainsprings for all kinds of Swiss and
American watches for the past fifty years. A
most important department is the brush, buff,
file, tool and machinery department. It is wonder-
fully complete, the firm's own brush factory, in
Newark, N. J., aiding materially in maintaining
its completeness. Altogether, the concern has
a supply capacity, equipment and thoroughness
unparalleled in the material business. They have
celebrated the golden anniversary by issuing a
handsome souvenir pictorial calendar for 1903, the
design being aptly symbolic of the occasion. Any
jeweler may have one of these for the asking.

The house employs a quartette of the most
accomplished and popular salesmen on the road.
Henry Fein, who has been with the firm for twelve
years, covers New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, the South and
Southwest ; John F. Garland, who has ten years'
service to his credit, covers Ohio, Indiana, Tennes-
see, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Colorado, Wisconsin,
Michigan and the Pacific coast ; Percy A. Harden,
eight years with the firm, covers Providence and
Attleboro, and Joe Stein, who has also a decade of
service to his credit, visits the trade in New York,
Newark and Philadelphia. All four are men who
thoroughly understand the business and enjoy the
friendship and confidence of the trade.

John F. Garland

Joe Stein
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Adolph Keller

Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Tool and Material House of

L. H. Keller 0 Co.

The bells that heralded the new year of 1903
also announced the golden anniversary of the
well-known tool and material house of L. H.
Keller & Co., New York. As the name and fame
of this house are familiar wherever watches are
known, a brief history of the concern must neces-
sarily be interesting to the trade.

The founder of the business was Gustave
Huguenin, who was born in Switzerland, Novem-
ber 15, 1819. Mr. Huguenin's father was a dealer
in watchmakers' materials, tools and supplies in

Switzerland and the son had been employed in
his father's business from boyhood until the age of
thirty-three ; then, looking for a larger field of
operation, he came to this country in 1853, settling
in New York City and starting in the material
business at to Rose Street, where the New York
station of the Brooklyn bridge now stands.

In 1855 L. H. Keller, a brother-in-law of Mr.
Huguenin, joined him and made business trips to
the Middle and Western States, which, in those
days, ended at the Mississippi River. From 1859
to 1861 the impending hostilities between the
Northern and Southern States brought on a long
period of business stagnation, but when money be-
gan to circulate more freely by reason of the enor-
mous expenditures of the government, business
improved rapidly and for the convenience of his
customers Mr. Huguenin removed, May i, 1862, to
the present quarters of L. H. Keller & Co., at 64
Nassau Street.

The years 1864-70 Mr. Huguenin bought out
the stocks of watch materials and tools of a num-
ber of well-known old Maiden Lane houses. These
stocks, added to the already large stock which he
carried, made the firm at once known as the largest
material house in the country, and the name and
fame of the house of Huguenin became known to
every man engaged in the watch, jewelry and kin-
dred branches and became the Mecca of all who
wanted the best goods obtainable.

The house of G. A. Huguenin had always
been the pioneer in everything that pertained to
this branch of business ; it was always the first to
introduce any new article made in any country that
was useful, time or labor saving, or that enabled
the workman to turn out finer or more accurate
work.

It was also the sole importer of many spe-
cialities in its various lines, the most important of
these being the celebrated C. R. American main-
springs (for which the house has been the agent
for the past fifty years), Jurgensen mainsprings,
Jurgensen pinions, Lutz hairsprings, fine Swiss
olive hole jewels, finest quality of Geneva watch
hands, etc.

June 16, 1873, Mr. Huguenin retired from busi-
ness, his brother-in-law, L. H. Keller, succeeding
him.

In 1876 the firm changed to L. H. Keller & Co.,
Edward Hunziker and F. J. Boesse becoming part-
ners. The firm then continued until 1888, when
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which is due largely to the important factor of the
new young blood, the members of the firm to-day
being still in the prime of life.

When Adolph Keller and H. P. Keller took
charge, the firm did a business of about $8o,000
a year, while to-day they are doing a business of
over half a million dollars a year. This record
talks for itself. It tells a most creditable story of
intelligent management, well-directed enterprise,
straightforward dealing and satisfactory service to
the vast host of patrons.

The house of L. H. Keller & Co. is a universal
provider to the trade in the matter of tools, mate-
rials and supplies of all kinds. The extent of their
patronage necessitates a stock of vast volume and
the handling of it keeps in active employment a
competent staff of seventy people. They are pre-
pared to fill orders in all languages—German,
French, Spanish, Italian, Norwegian and Swedish
—and their foreign business has now assumed
important proportions. The firm takes just pride
in the fact that they have been agents for the
C. R. mainsprings for all kinds of Swiss and
American watches for the past fifty years. A
most important department is the brush, buff,
file, tool and machinery department. It is wonder-
fully complete, the firm's own brush factory, in
Newark, N. J., aiding materially in maintaining
its completeness. Altogether, the concern has
a supply capacity, equipment and thoroughness
unparalleled in the material business. They have
celebrated the golden anniversary by issuing a
handsome souvenir pictorial calendar for 1903, the
design being aptly symbolic of the occasion. Any
jeweler may have one of these for the asking.

The house employs a quartette of the most
accomplished and popular salesmen on the road.
Henry Fein, who has been with the firm for twelve
years, covers New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, the South and
Southwest ; John F. Garland, who has ten years'
service to his credit, covers Ohio, Indiana, Tennes-
see, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Colorado, Wisconsin,
Michigan and the Pacific coast ; Percy A. Harden,
eight years with the firm, covers Providence and
Attleboro, and Joe Stein, who has also a decade of
service to his credit, visits the trade in New York,
Newark and Philadelphia. All four are men who
thoroughly understand the business and enjoy the
friendship and confidence of the trade.

Henry Fein

It. P. Keller

Edward Hunziker died, and in 1889 the senior mem-
her of the firm, L. I I. Keller, died. The firm then
continued under the same name, L. H. Keller & Co.,
composed of the following partners : F. J. Boesse,
the only surviving member of the old firm ; Adolph
Keller, nephew of L. H. Keller, who had been em-
ployed by the old firm since 1874, and H. P. Keller,
son of L. H. Keller, who had been employed by
the firm since 1884.

In 1895 Mr. Boesse retired and Adolph Keller
and H. P. Keller continued the business under the
same name, L. H. Keller & Co.

When the house first started at 64 Nassau
Street they only occupied part of the first floor,
but business gradually increased, so that previous
to 1895 they occupied the entire floor and since
then have taken practically the entire building,

Percy A. Darden

John F. Ciarland

Joe Stein

Sectional View of the 1Vatch Material and Tool Departments Sectional View of the Brush, Fil, Twd and Optical Departments
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The Giant
Of

( in Quality

Collar Buttons 
( in Sales

One Million Five Hundred

Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

MI?
Because of their HltiHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, °WINO THE MOST WEAR,
AND OREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD OUARANTEE.

To verily this we invite the trade to read The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE or the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23, 18 9 8.

The Little Sehoolonio, r now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a t WO—Cell t stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
'ollar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Prin..'
Ink another leaflet, new or obi,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story ofa Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinlers'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

,c 1'1E42,

fA

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

AB Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. 8r ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

A CHANCE FOR A FORTUNE
MY RETIRING SALE IS NOW ON.

The Largest and Oldest Jewelry
Store in Montana For Sale.

ESTABLISHED TWENTY-TWO YEARS.

The pay=roll of Butte is over A MILLION
DOLLARS PER MONTH.

Store is located on Main Street, One block below the
$300,000.00 Federal Building now under construction.

Store is handsomely fitted up with plate-glass show
cases. Side cases for cut glass have plate-glass mirror
backs, glass shelves on nickel brackets, lighted by elec-
tricity under reflectors.

Jeweler's shop fitted with electric-motor power and
every convenience for manufacturing jobbing.

The large burglar-proof vault is a feature to be prized.
I want a good tenant. Good will, fixtures and any part
of the stock for sale. If you mean business, write to

J. H. LEYSON,

Butte, Mont.

The  'Jap 99 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Pal 'l

Sterling Silver and I iold-I'lated

ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'il

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quick
sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.
Workmanship the very hest, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17 2 S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair 
any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,
broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any
article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company
A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.

antial y , I

Among the Trade

Alabama

J. C. Condon & Son, of Opelika, give practical
evidence of their appreciation of advertising as a
trade stimulant by liberal space appropriations in

the press of Opelika. The firm's announcements
prior to Christmas time were conspicuously set and
must have been strong factors in winning trade.

California

Mrs. L. Eaves, of Santa Barbara, has estab-
lished herself in a new and excellently furnished
store in the same block as that in which her old
location was situated. She reports that her trade
during the recent holiday season was the most
satisfactory in the history of her business.

W. S. Bailey, of Pomona, has sold his jewelry,
optical and photo-supply business to F. C. Trickey,
by whom the concern will hereafter be conducted.

Indiana

John M. Seifert, of Mulberry, who was in the
Sims & Ohl Building for eighteen years, has moved
into the Slipher Building, which is the handsomest
structure in the town. He enjoys a good deal of
additional space in his new quarters, and carries a
more expensive stock than heretofore.

Iowa

Jeweler H. P. Hobbs, 5l4 East Walnut Street,

Des Moines, was held up in his store last month by

a bold highwayman. The jeweler was alone and

as he stepped from the rear of his store to wait on

the visitor he found himself confronted by the

muzzle of a revolver, whose owner peremptorily

ordered him to retire up stairs at once, or failing,

pay a too-obvious penalty. The jeweler being

unarmed proceeded to obey, but he retained suffi-

cient presence of mind to clash through the back

door as soon as the robber had turned his attention

to the goods. Once outside, the trader raised an
alarm. The thief meantime had been plundering

the store. Taking possession of four gold watches

and a tray of rings he bolted from the premises.

In escaping, he happened to pass the jeweler whom

he again menaced with his revolver. The robber

escaped, but let fall the major portion of the spoil.

This was recovered, together with other portions

which were found on the day following in the rear

shed of an apartment house. Had the fellow
succeeded in his design the jeweler's loss would

have amounted to more than P000. The subse-

quent discovery by the police of over $25oo worth
of jewelry on the steps of Des Moines restaurant

would seem to indicate that the robber had victim-

ized some other firm, but up to the present writing

no light has been thrown on the matter.

THE KEYSTONE

Maine

The marriage of \V. Guilbault, Jr., of Bidde-

ford, son of W. Guilbault, the vell-known optician
of that place, was solemnized recently. The bride

was MISS Mathilda Moreau, at whose home in

Biddeford, a wedding breakfast was held after the

ceremony had been concluded. The happy young

couple spent their honeymoon at Lewiston. THE
KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Michigan

Avery & Avery, of Grand Haven, have been

appointed watch inspectors of the Grand Trunk

Railroad.

Missouri

The jewelry store of C. L. Frost, of Odessa,
was robbed of abont Poo worth of goods some

weeks ago. The premises were entered at night

In7 burglars, who first tried to gain access by open-
ing the back door. Failing in this they attained
their end by cutting off a portion of the sash of the

back window. There were indications that the rob-

bery was commited in a leisurely fashion, but it

was also apparent that the perpetrators were ama-

teurs in the art, as the articles appropriated were
of a cheap character, more valuable goods which

were equally accessible being left behind. The
major portion of the high-class goods were, how-
ever, securely deposited in the safe.

New Hampshire

James J. ‘Voodward, the veteran jeweler, of
Somersworth, celebrated, recently, the fifty-ninth
anniversary of his initial step in the jewelry busi-
ness. Early in life he devoted himself to the intro-
duction of Boston newspapers into the Granite
State. His energy was so well repaid that he was

soon able to dispose of his business and enter the

line to which his ambition trended—that of a gold

and silversmith—aud in which Ile has the remark-

able record of nearly six decades of active work.
Arthur B. Duncan, formerly head watchmaker

with Davis & Hawley Co., Bridgeport, Conn., has
purchased and will continue the business hitherto

known as that of J. H. Hutchinson, at i Market

Street, Portsmouth, this State. This establishment

was founded so years ago, and after being con-
ducted by Jeweler Emery for a period of fifteen

years passed into the hands of J. H. Hutchinson.
He continued the proprietorship for thirty-five

years and when he died the business was passed to

his daughter, Miss Mattie Hutchinson, who con-

ducted it under her father's name for the past five

years and who recently disposed of it to Mr.

Duncan, the present proprietor.
John W. Babbitt, who opened a jewelry store

in West Derry last November, has made excellent

progress and is naturally highly pleased with his

new location. He was in business at Danvers,

Mass., from 1899 to 1901 and in Wakefield, also in

the Bay State, from April, 1901, to October, 1902.

West Derry is a thriving center and in view of how

he has fared since he went there Jeweler Babbitt

thinks he will remain for good.

New York

Nelson A. Soggs, of Niagara Falls, stimulated

trade during the recent holiday season by attractive
advertisements in the local press. Jeweler Soggs

has been located in Niagara Falls only six months,

but during that period he has made much material

progress in his business. The latter fact he inti-

mates by means of pointed paragraphs in the

reading columns of a Niagara Falls journal.

North Carolina

The firm of Rosenblatt & Ellington, of Greens-

boro, has recently undergone a change. Mr.

Ellington's interest has been purchased by Charles

L. Van Noppen, of that city. and the name of the

firm has been changed to that of Rosenblatt &
Company. The location has also been changed,

the business having been removed from the quar-

ters known as " the little store around the corner"

to more commodious and more centrally located

premises at no South Elm Street. The latter lo-

cation is said to be the most desirable stand in the
city. The stocks of the company have also been
considerably enriched.

Ohio

H. Hartman, of Wapakoneta, has installed an
entire new frontage which may be said to consist

wholly of plate glass. His display facilities have

thus been considerably enriched and during the

recent holiday season especially, the attractiveness

of his store gave a profitable impetus to his trade.

Pennsylvania

J. C. Schmidt, of Lebanon, essayed an elab-

orate advertising campaign during the month of
December. A copy of a local journal to hand
contains a full-page announcement in which many
pointed claims are made. This ad. is diversified

by a number of choice illustrations and from its
impressive dimensions must have been a powerful

trade stimulant.
The movement towards organization for the

protection of the legitimate trade has no more ar-

dent advocate than S. W. McMarrow, of North
Clarendon. Jeweler McMarrow cherishes a hope

that price cutting and other forms of unfair compe-

tition will ultimately succumb to the weapon of

organization. " THE KEYSTONE voices my senti-

ments in the matter of organization among the

jewelers," he writes, " and I hope to see those of

the Keystone State fall in line before long."
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A daring and premeditated attempt was made
last month to rob the jewelry store of Witzel &
Pafenbach, 1204. Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg. Fortun-
ately the thief or thieves were foiled, otherwise the
firm would, in all probability, have been victimized
to the amount of about $to,000. The tactics
adopted were audaciously business-like. The iron
screen on the show window had been loosened
during the night, preparatory, it is presumed, to
completing the work next day, and 20 holes were
bored in the window-floor with a two and half inch
auger. The holes were arranged so as to make a
panel one foot long and eight inches in width.
This was cut directly beneath the diamond tray
which contained 99 diamonds. The work was acci-
dentally discovered by Adam Witzel, senior mem-
ber of the firm. He moved a box in the window
upon which the diamonds were set. This brought
the holes drilled by the burglars into plain view.
Detectives were set to watch the premises but the
thieves must have become aware of their presence
for the work of completion was not attempted. In
speaking of the matter A. Pafenbach, junior mem-
ber of the firm, said : "The burglar could have
secured an entrance to the window and cleaned
everything out as it would have been impossible
for us to have seen him while at work, the back of
the window being screened."

D. J. Seifert, of Monessen, has had the mis-
fortune to lose his only son, Harold by name,. who
succumbed to typhoid fever December 8th. He
was a bright, manly young fellow, and his death
terminates a career that was full of promise. Two
daughters of Jeweler Seifert were also stricken
with the disease, but they, happily, survived and
are now practically fully recovered. The loss of
his only son is a severe blow to Jeweler Seifert,
who has the sympathy of many friends in his
bereavement.

William F. Brehm, of Rochester, recently
erected a new and handsome building in that town
and has established therein a model jewelry store.
His fixtures are unusually imposing, and there is
lacking no known adjunct that could augment the
comfort of customers. The lighting facilities are
ingeniously contrived and give an exceptional bril-
liance to the premises, while the heating arrange-
ments are equally excellent.

West Virginia

Geo. P. Ways, of Davis, has issued a New
Year calendar in which his reputation as a pushful
business man and shrewd advertiser is admirably
sustained. This calendar is of a convenient size
for sending through the mail, its dimensions being
9 X 44. One of its most valuable features is
a dearth of reading matter. The jeweler's name
address appear at the top, the months, days, etc ,
are fastened at the bottom and the space between
contains in tasteful and harmonious colors, the
Opera Girl, suitably bedecked, from whom the
calendar derives its nanie. A real carnation, the
stein of which is fastened with gum paper at the
back, droops gracefully over the top so as to over-
hang the attractive female thus producing an effect
rarely witnessed in advertising matter.

Wisconsin

Preusser, president and general manager of
the C. Preusser Jewelry Co., Milwaukee, and one

of the leading German citizens of that city, suc-
cumbed to pleurisy last month after an illness of
fourteen weeks. He had planned a Southern trip
in the hope of regaining health, but his death was
hastened by a chronic heart ailment from which he
had suffered for years. Mr. Preusser was born at
Milwaukee in 1858 and received his education in

that city where he also learned the rudiments of

the jewelry business. He afterwards spent two

years in New York where he engaged as a jeweler

in special lines, after which he was employed for a
year in one of the largest jewelery establishments

in Chicago. In 1882 he went into business with his

father in Milwaukee and when the C. Preusser
Jewelry Company was incorporated in 1886 he be-
came treasurer, and on his father's death, five or

six years ago, president and general manager, a
position he held until his death. His death does
not interrupt the business of the firm. Dr. Joseph
Schneider assumes the management as president,
and his assistants are 0. F. Fischedick and W. L.
Simonds ; the force of salesmen continues as
heretofore.
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WHEN YOU RECEIVE ONE OF OUR DRAFTS
the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.we are not in the refining business exclusively.

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.additional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is our profit, which ismuch smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with expenses and refining costsranging from 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the same day consignments arereceived, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactlythe same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24e. per dwt. for 6-karat 36c. per dwt. for 9-karat 48c. per dwt. for 12-karat 60c. per dwt. for 15-karat

I
28e. " " " 7 " 40c. " " " 10 " 59c. " " " 13 " 64c. " 0 " 16 "32e. " " " 8 " 44e. " " " 11 " 58c. " " " 14 " 68c. " 0 " 17 "Highest market value paid for OED SILVER and 1'LATLNU31 72c. " " " 18 0

Folishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps economically handled and proceeds promptly remitted

We can give it because

We handle without

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to 'us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most ofthe firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any means of ascertaining itsexact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
93, 95 and 97 William Street, New York. Established 21 Years.

Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,
57 Washington Street, Chicago

How Taper Wire is Made

Article No. 27 of the serial entitled "Gold Working," began in
the November, 190U, issue of Diu l(E'fl,'ToI.

CCASIONALLY we will find taper

wire employed for the bows to gold
spectacles, and any workman who

has any experience that way has generally

found the job a troublesome one, especially

if he attempts to file a wire down. A rapid

and satisfactory method is to employ an

American lathe with a special attachment,

which is quickly made. The " idea " of the

device is, the wire is held taut and slowly

revolved, while a process of scraping is con-

ducted. The essential features of the arrange-

Ot.11.14,
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ment are shown in Fig. 1, where C represents

a wire chuck, D the gold wire, and E the

scraper, which is also shown separate at Fig. 2.

For holding the wire at the end opposite

to the one grasped by the chuck C, we pro-

vide a special holder shown at A,

Fig. I, and also shown separate and

enlarged at Fig. 3. The parts are a

piece of steel wire A drilled through in

the direction of its axis, and a thread

cut in the hole. The object of this thread is

double : ( I ) To hold the end of the gold

wire D; (2) to re-

ceive a screw with

a cone, or ball-
Fig. :3

head, to keep the

Of course, it is understood

• r■-1■4,4 ■ata y 
Ive,,r .n.fla

Fig. 2

gold wire taut.
the pieces A and F are hardened so that A

will cut a thread on the gold wire D, and also

so that F will stand wear.
The piece B is made of Stubs

a Taper 
steel wire of the right size

to fit into the T-rest holder.

The upper end of B is filed

flat and a hole drilled through it of the right

size to let the stem a of the screw F pass

through it. The several parts we have

described are placed in the relation shown in

Fig. I, when, with a scraper formed of a

piece of flat steel beveled on the edge as

shown at b, Fig. 2 (which is an enlarged view

of E, Fig. I), we proceed to reduce the size

of D by scraping in the direction of the

How to Scrape

arrow i; revolving the lathe spindle a little

after each cut of the scraper.

A very little practice will enable the

workman to taper a wire nicely in a very

short time. After the proper reduction is

effected, the wire D is smoothed with a fine

file, followed by emery paper held between

the finger and thumb as the lathe revolves.

The screwhead F is kept oiled during the

operation of scraping and polishing. Taper

wire is often made by drawing in a wire plate :

Suppose we wish a piece of taper wire one

end to be T1" and the other ig," in diameter.

We take a piece of wire of the larger diameter

and pull it through the next smaller hole

until within Yi." of the end ; then draw it

back, pulling it out of the plate ; the reduced

end of the wire is entered into the next

smaller hole and drawn to within Y.2" of the

end, and again removed backward from the

plate until the smaller end of the wire is of

the proper size. This process leaves " steps "

on the wire which have to be removed by a

file. In all scraping operations the gold

chips are to be carefully saved.

Many things in. gold work can be milled

out to advantage. By milling in this case we

mean cutting pieces to form with rotary

cutters. For the watchmaker who has an

American lathe with a slide rest, a milling

device can readily be gotten up. For small

mills the so-called taper chuck is the one to

which the small mills are to be fitted. For

larger mills the saw chuck answers the

purpose better. We will now proceed to

make some mills of this kind, and then tell

how to get up a milling attachment to fit a

slide rest for either a Whitcomb or a Rivett

lathe. We select a foot or two of Stubs

steel wire to match a No. 40

Whitcomb wire chuck and

turn up a lot of blanks for

mills. We show at: G, Fig. 4,

one of these blanks. In mak-

ing such blanks we place the end G in the

wire chuck, and with our slide rest set at the

proper z,ngle turn the end G' so it perfectly

fits the inside of the taper chuck. The

object in making several at one time is to

take advantage of having our slide rest set at

exactly the proper angle to fit the taper chuck.

Now the ends G of these blanks

can be turned to any form we desire as,

for example, cones, globes, end mills, or

what not, and after they are in the shape
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we desire, we can cut them into teeth either

with a file or graver, after which they can be

hardened for use. Stubs steel wire is usually

considered to be soft enough for working, but

it will be found to work a great deal better

after annealing. We have repeatedly given

processes for annealing, but we need make

no excuses for giving another. Cast iron

makes an excellent annealing box for three

reasons : ( i ) We can make them thick

enough to hold heat for a long time ; (2)

they are easily made ; ( 3) They melt so

easily there is little danger of burning the

enclosed steel, which we are sorry to say

occurs quite too often even in the hands of

experienced workmen.

To make a cast-iron annealing box, we

first make one in wood from a piece of 34"

pine board, with two 3/i" pieces tacked or

glued on each, side so as to form an eight

square. The idea of how to make the pattern

will be readily got from Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 6

Fig.4

Fig. 5

being an end view of Fig. 5, seen in the

direction of the arrow It. The combined

pieces are ii(;" through and admit of being

bored out with a t" hole. The

portion between the dotted lines

k k' should be about 6" long, with

the portion l' extending t" farther

out. This portion of the pat-

tern is only an extension of the Yi." thick

centerpiece I, Fig. 6, with a %" hole

at C.
Any machinist will bore the hole and fit

the plug I, which fits loosely in the end and

is held in place, or rather, is kept from drop-

ping out by a small pin at f. For cementing

the plug I into H, a paste made of whitin
g

and water does nicely. The hole in H is

drilled as deep as the casting will allow. In

annealing, pieces of steel and powdered char-

coal are filled into the hole in H until it is

quite full, when the plug J is inserted and

cemented with the whiting paste as directed

above. For heating such an annealing box

a charcoal fire is the best, but ordinary stove

coal can be employed ; great care being

observed to heat slowly and not above what

the cast-iron box H will stand.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Making a New Bezel

Article No. 22 of the serial entitled " Cleaning and Restoring,"
begun in the April, 1901, Issue of THE KEysToNE.

so)

AKING a new bezel is not as serious
an operation as many workmen
imagine. Let us suppose, for illus-

tration, that we are about to make a bezel

for a silver watch. We select a piece of

silver wire of such size that When flattened it

will make a ring from which we can turn a

bezel. At Fig. i we show at A a transverse

section of the round wire, and

at A' a section of the flat-

tened wire with the form of

the bezel in transverse sec-

tion. The round wire of the proper size is

cut of such length that when bent around it

will measure about less on inside measure-

ment than the diameter of the case center

where the bezel snaps on.
The ends of the wire are
filed to match, and hard

soldered. In filing a joint

to stand hammering and a good deal of stress,

a notched joint like the one shown at Fig. 2

had better be employed, as it is much

stronger than a square across
junction. After the ring of
round wire is hard soldered
together, it is flattened and a

recess turned in the end of

the block, such as we have

been describing, which will

just receive the flattened silver ring we have

just made. Such a block is shown in side

view at C, Fig. 3, and the recess to receive

the flattened wire is indicated at

the clotted lines b b. One side of

the silver ring B is now turned

flat and true, and the inside turned

so it will just snap on the center

of the watch, we next provide a

block like C, only of less diame-

ter, as shown at D, Fig. 4, and

on the end secure a round disk of brass just

large enough so that when the edge is turned

the ring B will snap tight upon it. By hav-

ing three or four such disks we will always

have one which only needs a very little turn-

ing off to fit any bezel we are called upon to

make. The disk E is secured

to the end of D with three or

four small wood screws. It is

hardly necessary to say that the

blocks C D are attached to the

Fig. 4 lathe by the screw chuck de-

scribed in former article, entering

at the dotted lines a', Figs. 3 and 4.
While the band B is attached to the

disk B all the turning of the outside of the

bezel is done, and also the groove where the

glass goes. A special long-nosed tool is

employed for turning out under the groove

A

Fig. 1

Making a Secure
Fiord Solder Joint

Fig. 2
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where the glass rests. Taking notice how

bezels are shaped, and turning in three or four

made from brass wire in the way of practice,
will do more toward instructing a man than

a half dozen chapters on specific instruction.

As regards making bezels of other metals,

the instructions we have given will hold

good, except in small gold bezels for ladies'

watches ; in these, nine times out of ten,

people would as soon have a plated bezel as

a gold one. In this day, when gilding has

got to be so readily done, it is but a few

minutes' job to fit up such a bezel and gild it.

An entire back for a watch case can

readily be gotten up by first making a bezel

and then cutting out a disk which will just

snap into a groove similar in every way to

the one made to receive the glass. Backs

are usually convex, and the workman finds it

difficult to produce a back such as we see in

most Swiss and English watches. For making

such backs, the process of spinning can be

resorted to. It requires some special tools,

but they will amply pay any workman who

has many foreign cases to repair.
Wood affords resistance.
enough to the burnishing

tool to be used effectually

in the process of metal spinning. A watch-

maker's American lathe is not strong enough

for effectually spinning metals ; any of the

larger screw-cutting lathes, such as are built

for light machine work, will answer—say one

of 8-inch swing is about right, and we would

add that any watch and jewelry establishment

of any pretensions should have such a lathe

for a thousand and one purposes.

In such lathes, the spindle is provided

with a face plate which screws on the lathe

arbor, the male screw being on the arbor.

Such an arrangement is very desirable for

such purposes as spinning metals, inasmuch

as we can screw wood blocks on the spindle.

The use of second-growth white birch, such as

toolmakers employ, is so unusual a process

among jewelers that we may be well pardoned

for going into the technical details quite

minutely. In a broad sense, the process

consists of working the metal to be fashioned

into a wood form of a

circular form with bur-

nishers of suitable

shape, the metal re-

volving in a lathe. In

illustration, suppose we

desire to make a cut
hemispherical in shape,

with a hole in the bot-

tom, out of a disk of

metal. For spinning

purposes, copper is the metal best adapted

for the purpose ; next zinc ; then follows

bronze and the bronze alloys. Iron is a

difficult metal to manage and consequently is

Formers for
Metal Spinning

Fig. 5
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seldom used. Our space will not permit us

to finish our description, but would say, in a

general way, that in Fig. 5, E represents the
hard wood to the metal disk, held by the

screw f f ' . The recess /shows where block
F is screwed on the lathe spindle. Now, as
the lathe revolves, the burnish His pressed
to the metal disk, while a stick is held oppo-
site at c to prevent the metal from frilling.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

The Length of the Day

Prof. R. S. Woodward, the director of the
Allegheny Observatory, has made a mathematical
investigation of the effects the contraction of the
earth through cooling, on the one hand, and the
increase of its bulk from the accumulation of me-
teoric dust, on the other hand, have had or may
have hereafter in changing the length of the day.
The former of these two.causes tends to accelerate
the earth's rotation on its axis, and thus to shorten
the day, while the latter cause must have a contrary
effect. The conclusion at which he arrived is that
so slowly does the effect of cooling accumulate
that the day xvill not change—or has not changed,
as the case may be—by so much as a half seconci

in the first ten million years after the earth began

to solidify. Still, the shortening of the day, which

must come with the end of the process of cooling,

is a very sensible fraction of its present length.

Assuming that the earth had originally a tempera-

ture of 30000 centigrade, it follows, according to

his calculations, that the day will ultimately be

shortened by about six per cent. of its initial length,

or by an hour and a half nearly. The length of

time required by the earth to cool down to the

temperature of surrounding space must be meas-

ured by millions of years. Thus, Woodward shows

that it will require about 30,000 million years for the

earth to accomplish 95 per cent. of its contraction,

and that after a million million years its contraction

will no longer sensibly affect the length of the day.

During no interval so short as 2000 years in the

entire history of this cooling process can the length

of the day have diminished by so much as the

thousandth of a second from the cause in question.
This slow shortening of the day is offset by the

effect of the accession of meteoric dust ; yet, so

slowly does this dust accumulate, notwithstanding

the fact that fully 20,000,000 meteors fall daily, that

its effect will not become perceptible until the total

effect from cooling is nearly complete. In round

numbers the latter effect goes on two hundred

thousand times as fast as the effect from meteoric

dust.

New Use for Aluminum

Owing to the property which aluminum pos-

sesses of producing a very high temperature when

burned with substances that give off oxygen, it

has lately been employed in Berlin for making a

new detonator, for firing explosives which do not

readily respond to the action of the detonating

compositions hitherto used. The aluminum is used

in the shape of a powder mixed with the other sub-

stances filling the percussion caps or detonators ; the

sudden high temperature induced by the pulverized

aluminum results in a greater mechanical energy

than can be produced with compositions not con-

taining aluminum.
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Source of Power for Electro-
Plating Operations

Article No. 59 of the aerial entitled " Eleetro-Metallurgy,"
begun in the March, 1898, issue of Tun KEYSTONE.

HERE has been considerable dis-

cussion from time to time as to the

best source of power for the electro-

deposition of gold, silver and other metals.

The fact is that no one particular plan is best

adapted to all plants or requirements. Of

course, if a plant is in constant use and doing

considerable work, a dynamo is the best, but

if the plant is not in constant use, and the

amount of work small, it would seem that the

better and cheaper plan would be to resort to

the use of batteries.

There are many reasons that suggest

themselves for this choice, among which may

be mentioned die fact that the dynamo is apt

to get out of order, especially if it is not run

frequently, as the oil will dry up and gum, and

the machine will rapidly gather dirt and dust.

Of course, precaution should be taken to

prevent such deterioration as much as possi-

ble. The tendency of oil to gum is not now

so pronounced as it was some time ago, when

a poor quality of oil was the rule, rather

than the exception, and the accumula-

tion of dust and dirt can be obviated to a

great extent by keeping the machine covered

when not in use. A cover of canvas or some

like material should be used, and it should

fit snug—the proper shape and size will de-

pend on the machine, but this will readily

suggest itself to the mind of the workman.

Again, we need power to run a dynamo, for

many of those that are run by foot or hand-

power are not practical (the majority might be

classed as toys), and such power is not always

obtainable without considerable expense.

The natural tendency of the

craft, however, is to me-

chanics, and many use the

dynamo. It was for this

reason that we published the serial on

" Dynamos "—which ended with the iss
ue of

March, 1901, after appearing in eighteen

numbers of THE KEYSTONE. If the dynamo

be decided upon as the source of power 
for

our electro-plating operations, there are

several points that should be borne in m
ind

in order to achieve the best results. A
 few

of these points we will here mention. 
Quite

frequently we find that where the action o
f

such a machine is faulty the trouble has b
een

laid where it does not belong—on the mach
ine

itself, and it is for this reason that we mention

these matters.

The first consideration that would natur-

ally present itself would be the locating of
 the

machine, and this is of such importance 
that

it should not be passed over in a 
moment,

but should be given ample consideration.

Selection of
Location for
Dynamo

KEYSTON

A dynamo should never be so placed as to be

exposed to moisture or dust and dirt—clean-

liness is a very important consideration,

if not a veritable necessity. A ventilated

machine will do far more work with less wear

on parts than one less unfavorably placed,

hence a cool, well-ventilated location, free

from moisture, should be chosen.

After the proper place has

Foundation for a been selected, it is not enough
Dynamo

to merely place the dynamo

in it, without a substantial foundation. The

machine will last much longer and give a

more uniform current if it be set on a good,

substantial foundation, as this will greatly

assist in securing the freedom from vibration

that is so essential in a machine of any kind

that is calculated to run at a high speed.

Ordinarily a substantial framework of timber

will answer very well, but where a large

machine is used, the foundation should be of

masonry. After the dynamo is placed upon

the foundation it should be accurately lined

up with the driving shaft and pulley of

countershaft and be carefully leveled.

The commutator is an important part of

the machine and requires careful and intel-

ligent attention. There are many workmen

who, if the commutator becomes a little

rough, use emery on it—this should not be

done. If it becomes roughened use No. oo

sandpaper on it ; this can be applied while

the commutator is revolving ; but even thi
s

is not, as a rule, necessary. It is generally

sufficient to wipe it off with a piece of canvas.

The commutator should be lubricated with 
a

small quantity of oil, applied with a piece of

cloth, and if it is out of true it should be

turned in a lathe.

In setting the brushes, care should be

exercised to see that they are in the proper

position, and that they bear evenly on the

commutator for their full surface, for a brush

resting on the edge or corner will cause

sparking and cutting. The brushes should

be properly adapted to the circumference o
f

the commutator.
If it is possible to do so, the

Belting and dynamo should be so placed
Connections

that a slanting belt can be

utilized and also so that the under side of the

belt will do the pulling. Don't look too much

to cheapness in the first cost of belting, and

don't get it too thick—a good quality of thin
,

pliable belting will be found to give much

better results and will last longer than a

thicker, poorer quality. It is also essential,

if we desire to get the best results from a

dynamo, to frequently clean the connections

and see that they are tightly clamped. 
The

main wires should be of solid copper, 
and

they should be of same size as the holes in

the binding posts. If connections should

heat at any point, the size should be increa
sed.
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In addition to the points here enumerated

we would suggest that those who have THE

KEYSTONE on file carefully peruse the serial

on " Dynamos " that we mentioned above, as

many invaluable features were incorporated

therein.
In our next issue we shall take up and

consider the subject of batteries, and endeavor

to so treat the subject that our readers will

be enabled to set up the batteries when new

and also be able to care for them intelligently,

as this is of the utmost importance in obtaining

the best results.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

A Gyrating Pendulum Escapement

Our illustration conveys an idea of the mechan-

ism of a gyrating pendulum escapement, devised

and patented by F.

Gundorph, of San

Francisco, Cal. In

the drawing the up-

per end of the pendu-

lum rod is represent-

ed with a round disk

fitted firmly to the

rod, on the under

side, and in the cen-

ter of the disk is set

a cup-like jewel to

act as a bearing rest-

ing on a conical point,

which is the terminal

of an arm fixed solid

on the wall, and is

the support of the

pendulum.
By this arrange-

ment the disk can tilt

freely in any direc-

tion ; to make the

pendulum perform a

continuous circular

motion in one direc-

tion, a small \% eight in the form of a ball is 
made

to roll round on the disk near the rim, d
riven by

the power shaft, which comes down over the 
center

of the disk. The ball is arrested at inte
rvals by

some stop-pins and released at the right tim
e to

conform with the motion of the pendulum.

A clock with this escapement, the pendu
lum

being 28 inches long, will beat half seco
nds and

give a very close rate, and the inventor cla
ims that

earthquakes will not stop it.

" Letters and Lettering"

" Letters and Lettering " is the title of a new

treatise published by Bates & Guild Company,

Boston, Mass. The book is intended for 
those

who have felt the need of a varied colle
ction of

alphabets of standard forms arranged for co
nve-

nient use. Illustrated examples make up the

greater portion of the volume, two hundre
d of

these being given. As it contains no monograms,

however, its usefulness to the jewelers is limi
ted.

The book has 207 pages and is handsomely bo
und

in cloth. Price, $2.00.

"The Keystone is the best on earth."—A. 111

Sidwell, Jeweler, Elgin, Texas.
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Practical Pointers on Tools
By "Berkshire"

Altering Saw Frames

AW frames are usually made left-

handed, if I may use the term. If

there is any reason for this I have

never discovered it. By a left-handed frame

I mean one in which the wings of the screws

are on the left, so that if you hold your work

with the left hand these screws are perpetu-

ally coming in contact with your fingers. I

have had sore fingers from this cause while

making pierced work, which required a long

and continuous use of the saw. This trouble

can be easily avoided, and perhaps many

" cuss " words precluded by putting in the

screws from the right and riveting a head on

the ends. The blade is held firmly by backing

up the screws. I have one frame with only

one screw turned in this way, because the
lower screw is not so much in the way, and it
is somewhat more convenient on account of
changing from one hole to another, which
must be done frequently in making mono-

grams or other pierced work. The screws
are sometimes case hardened, and it will be

necessary to anneal the ends before riveting

them.
Blow Pipes

In using the ordinary brass pipe you will

enjoy your work a great deal more if you fit

a mouthpiece to it from one of your old

tobacco pipes. If you are not a smoker get

a new mouthpiece at a pipe dealer's. A

rubber one. can be had for five cents. The

automatic blow pipe and foot blower are a

great convenience for. ordinary, every-day

repairing, and everyone who does any amount

of jewelry work should have them. If you

have natural gas get a pipe which is made

especially for natural gas. The Buffalo Dental

Manufacturing Company makes such a pipe,

and it is very satisfactory. If you have the

manufactured gas there are many good pipes

on the market to use with it, or one can be

made without much trouble from half-inch

brass tubing.
The foot blower got me out of a difficulty

a short time ago. I was required to get up

a souvenir spoon. To gild and engrave a

building in a spoon bowl was not so hard as

to get a nice sand finish without a sand blast.

But this can be done. Take a funnel and

place the hose from the blower in the bottom

so that it will close it. Fill the funnel with

sand and start to pump, and then with the

thumb raise the tubing to let a little sand run

through. By holding the spoon or other

article under this little blast a good, even

satin may be obtained in a few minutes. The

country workman is often driven to various

devices for getting out his work, and if the

work can possibly be done in good shape it

is better not to turn such jobs away.

An anvil, such as blacksmiths use, is a

very useful addition to the jeweler's outfit—

one weighing from fifteen to twenty pounds
is about the right size.

A great many tools are ruined by work
which is too heavy for them. It is well to
have at least one pair of large cutting plyers.
Shears ten or twelve inches long are not too
large for jeweler's use. I get the kind tin-
smiths use.

Importance of Jewelry Work

The majority of the watchmaking jewelers

scarcely estimate at their proper value the

jewelry jobs they are required to do. I

think it takes about as much skill to do nice

jewelry work as it does to do nice watchwork,

and if one poses as an all-around man he

should have the tools and the ability to do

good jewelry work. The fact that a man is

located in the country is no excuse for doing

botch work. A great many country work-

men send difficult jobs to the city. This is

not always satisfactory, even if your customer

is willing to wait. If you have the necessary

skill it is really surprising how much work of

this kind can be had in a country town. I
often make diamond mountings for city
people visiting here, and work of various
kinds comes in from surrounding towns. To

be able to do coloring—Roman, old rose,
etc., is very useful. In silver, the French
gray is quite easily done. These little things

do a great deal toward establishing a good
reputation for skillful workmanship. I use

the common batteries—sal-ammoniac—such
as the hardware stores sell for door bells.

The results are first-class: Of course, a
dynamo is the thing to use, but the work in

a country town does not warrant the expense

of one.
Hardening and Tempering

Every all-around workman should have

a working knowledge of hardening and tem-

pering. Without this he is under great dis-

advantages in many ways. I would advise

those not familiar with tempering to :earn it

and master its details. It is really quite

simple and easily mastered if the workman

will only apply himself diligently to its study.

The " secrets " which are sold for high prices

are best let alone, for if they were very valu-

able some of the manufacturers would be

using them. In our business only the best

quality of steel should be used, and this

hardens in water at a low cherry-red heat.

Overheating will destroy the steel, and at

first you should go slowly and harden at

the lowest heat possible. The tempering or

letting down requires some practice. After

hardening, test with a file, to be sure that the

article is hard. The file should not scratch

the steel if it is properly hardened. Next

comes the scouring, which can be done with

a small piece of grindstone or 'a little emery

cloth. Avoid any grease or oil in this opera-

tion, for if any touches the steel it will pre-

vent the color from showing the true condi-

tion. If possible, look on while someone is

tempering and you can learn more in a few

minutes than you could in several hours'

study from books. If there is no other con-

venient place, go the blacksmith's shop.

Remember, however, that the best steel

hardens at a much lower heat than ordinary

tool steel.
As to the durability of a tool, as much

depends on how the steel is worked as on the

tempering. To get the very best results,

steel should be forged slowly and hammered

until it is black every time you heat it. The

modern methods of manufacturing tools get

them out in a hurry and the quality suffers

accordingly. A short time ago I bought a

dozen straight square gravers and paid

twenty-five cents each for them. Four of

them had been overheated and were worth-

less. The others were not as good as they

should have been. You can learn something

about the quality of steel by breaking it and

examining the grain. Heat a small piece to

a white heat and harden it in water ; then

break it and it will look more like iron than

steel.
I now make all the cutting tools I use

with the exception of files and saws. It is

not very troublesome either, but to heat a

graver evenly the full length with an auto-

matic blow pipe requires some painstaking

effort. It can be accomplished, however.

How to Make Line Gravers

It often happens that you want a special

graver for some particular job. For instance,

a bent liner to work in spoon bowls or possi-

bly a straight liner. By a very simple pro-

cess you can make line gravers of any degree

of fineness. Bring the steel to the required

shape for your graver and select a watch

screw with a thread of the fineness to

which you wish to cut the liner. Flatten one

side and harden the screw, clamp the head in

the vise and draw the graver over the corner

made by flattening the screw. The jaws of

the vise or head of screw will act as a guide

for the graver to rest against. Keep drawing

the graver over the cutting edge of the

screw until the lines are sharp and deep from

one end of the graver to the other. It is

then ready to be hardened. If you wish to

make a bent liner for spoon bowls it is best

to do the bending before cutting the lines

and then you need only to cut the end that is

bent and of course it is not necessary to

harden more of it than you can use.
The teeth in flat bottom countersinks

can be very nicely cut with a small three-

cornered file With a little practice they

can be cut by hand to look almost as perfect

as the machine-made tools. It is a conveni-

ence if not indeed a pleasure to make these

tools for yourself, because you get the exact

size you want. Small milling tools can be

made in about the same way. I prefer, how-

ever, to cut them with a small chisel ; the

way files are cut by hand.
If you are a true craftsman, you'll not

object to taking pointers from file cutters,

blacksmiths, machinists, moulders and

others. A workman cannot possibly know

too much about his business. Do not be

afraid to learn even though you believe you

do not need the knowledge now. Some

day you will find a firm that will gladly pay

you for what you know.



No Matter How the Wind of Jewelry Fashion
Blows, the Vane Points DIAMONDS Always.

The jeweler who does not buy direct from the diamond cutter, but pays thejobber a profit, and his salesmen salaries and expenses, will find the wind blowingpretty cold, no matter which way it blows.
We are diamond cutters--cutting factory, 1323 to 1327 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn.By buying of us you get diamonds for the actual cost of rough and cost ofcutting, plus our one small profit.

J. R. WOOD & SONS,
DIAMOND CUTTERS.

Makers of Plain Solid Gold Rings,
Engraved and Stone Rings, Mountings.

2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY.
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The Development of the Main-

spring

[Translated for THE Kxvs.roritt from the Frenc
h of M. Louis

Gruet, in " La France 11orlogere."1

Among the contrivances furnished by

modern horologists, and which in the name

of complications effectually complicate the

work of the watchmaker in order to satisfy

the exigencies of our period, there is one

not less useful which, under an appearance of

simplicity, has bothered the artist without

securing improvement enough to render it

really practical. This is the hand charged

with constantly indicating the state of relaxa-

tion of the mainspring.

In timepieces having a fusee this indica-

tion is furnished without difficulty, as it exists

A. Barrel.
B. Barrel arbor ratchet.
C. Center wheel.
D. Third wheel.
E. (Dotted) Perforated pinion, analog

ous to the center

pinion, and like it, passing through the plate
 and actuating a

set-hands arbor.
H. Steel rocking piece, terminating at one e

nd in a beak,

which serves as a click, and carrying on 
the other end the

wheel K adjusted free.
I. Pinion borne by the setting arbor a

nd solidly attached

to it.
V. Spring Jumper (optional) serving only to 

produce the

sound of click-work.

in chronometers and marine counters in which

the fusee is still required. This is not the

case with pocket watches, in which the fusee

has no longer reason for existence.

The different systems now in use, some

based on the principle of inclined planes,

succeed in giving, with much trouble, indica-

tions less than approximate, notwithsta
nding

all improvements that have been intro
duced

in their constructoin. Others are obtained

by a combination of subsidiary gears. 
They

are of ingenious conception, and of 
sure

working, but necessitate faultless execution.

Their application will remain confined to

watches of high price, of which the dime
n-

sions are not restricted.

The new system which I propose con-

sists essentially of a pinion, gimilar to the

center pinion, and like it impelled by the

barrel, perforated, passing through the plate

and actuating the set-hands arbor. This

arbor carries, solidly connected with it, a

pinion on each of its extremities. On the

bridge in which the pinion E turns is ad-

justed, by means of a small cock, perforated

in its center for the passage of the set-hands

arbor, a steel rocking-piece terminating at

one end in a beak, and serving for a click to

the ratchet of the arbor B. The other end

of the piece carries a wheel K, which engages

with the pinion carried by the head of the

set-hands arbor.

This is the method of working : The

watch being wound, the rocking-piece is in

the position indicated in the figure. When

in action, the barrel impels without effort the

pinion E, and consequently the set-hands

arbor which it carries. The wheel K, which

passes freely before the ratchet B, is moved

by the pinion A of the head of the set-

hands.
When under action of winding the

ratchet B commences to turn, it raises the

beak of the piece H, which in oscillating

engages the teeth of the wheel K in those of

the ratchet .B. This disengages the beak-

click, before which the ratchet passes without

any contact. While the winding is in opera-

tion the wheel K, moved by the ratchet,

causes the set-hands arbor to turn in the

direction opposed to the rotation impressed

on it by the barrel. When the winding

ceases, the ratchet recoils under the action of

the mainspring. This recoil disengages the

wheel K, causing the piece H to oscillate

until the beak has resumed its position of

stop on the ratchet.

The numbers of the wheel K and its

pinion I are so calculated that the four turns

of the ratchet impress on the set-hands arbor

exactly the same number of turns, four, as

those of the barrel. The set-hands arbor

carries under the plate a pinion, animated by

the same velocity in one direction or the

other, according as the spring is energized

or relaxed. It only remains to cause it to

act on the pipe which carries the developing

hand.
In fact, the piece H replaces the click-

work, but as this does not produce the sound

to which people are accustomed, the existing

click-work can be preserved. It will be bet-

ter, however, to replace it with a spring

jumper, in order not to have two clicks to be

'raised.
This mechanism may be applied to many

existing movements without increasing the

thickness. It can be introduced even in

small timepieces, and it can be adapted to all

arrangements of the dial.

I .1

Apparatus with Clock-Work for

Lighting at Fixed Hour

[Translated for THE KaxsToNE from " La Nature
."]

We have noticed at different times appa-

ratus for the lighting and extinguishment of

gas jets from a central station at a distance.

At Zurich an arrangement is in use, quite

different in principle, though producing the

same results and especially interesting, be-

cause it controls a single lamp or jet, or

burner. It consists of clock-work of supe-

rior make, constituted in such a way as to be

independent of the temperature. This feature

was necessary for apparatus exposed to all

kinds of weather. It is enclosed hermetically

in a copper box, which contains the gas admis-

sion valves, being completely isolated by

tight partitions from the clock-work, in order

to avoid the chance of explosion. The valves

are controlled by movement of the same

I.

Apparatus for Lighting at Fixed Time

clock-work. The framework, which is some-

what in the form of a lyre, is so slender as not

to cast a shadow. It is fastened together by

two bolts, c c, and is connected with the gas-

pipe by the threaded mantles a and b.

The clock-work is made to run for twenty

days ; but it is wound up every two weeks,

in order that there may be no inconvenient

cessation. As the lamps must be cleaned

from time to time, the hours for lighting may

be changed on the same visit, modifying a

little, as is done in the case of an alarm clock,

the unlocking which is to open or close the

valve. Consequently, the rewinding and the

adjustment involve no supplementary ex-

pense, and there is no lamplighter to pay.

The lamps are independent, and the hours 
of

lighting and of extinguishment are adapted

exactly to the needs of the particular street

or locality. If desired, the operation of light-

ing or of extinguishing can be made almost

simultaneous for different lamps. The gradual

opening of the valve spares the incandescent

mantles, the gas becoming gradually ignited

as darkness sets in. There are varieties of

the system ; for example, a single one of the

two jets of the lamp may be lighted or extin-

guished. Some are provided with a key for

lighting by hand.
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Get cash for your old gold, silver, etc. Invoice time is the best
season of the year to adjust such things. Turn the dug-covered
accumulations of the holiday weeks into money.

You will get value for value in dealing with us. Our reputation
is well known. We treat everyone with the utmost fairness.

Old Gold, 8 K., - 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K., - 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K.. - 48c.

WE PAY FOR Old Gold, 14 K,, - 58c.
Old Gold, 18 K., - 72c.
Gold-Plated Scraps, 20 to 35c. an ounce.
Old Silver (fluctuating), very highest

market price.

SWEEPINGS.—Returns on sweepings are made by us
in from 3 to 5 days. We send you a check on receipt of shipment,
and return consignment without expense to you if not satisfactory.

You can't lose. Send along your sweepings.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY, 
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It is Now Five Years That The

BRILLIANT
Gasoline Gas Lamps have been on the market and
THOUSANDS IN DAILY USE ALL OVER THE WORLD,

In Slimes, Homes, Churches, Shops, Streets, etc., giving perfect
antis fa et ion and MO candle power light at about

15 CENTS A MONTH.
Every lamp is guaranteed, and is the best lamp on earth.
Don't be persuaded to try any other.

THE HALO PRESSURE
gives 500 candle power light at about 60 cents a month.

Write for New Catalogue. Agents wanted in every town.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co 42 State St.,
.9 Chicago, Ill. 100 Candle Power.

F. C. Jorgeson 0 Company
208_210 W. Lake Street, Chicago.

MANUFACTURERS

Special High-Grade

"THE BEST OF

EVERYTHING"

SHOW CASES
and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small ROSEWOOD Moulding
STEEL-LINED CASE.

We challenge ihe world to produce a better case.

J an uary , 1903

What Constitutes

THE KEYSTONe

acts and Fiction
About Precious Stones

The qualities for which pre-

Precious Stones cious stones are mostly prized

are luster, transparency, re-

fraction and dispersion of light ; although, of course,

scarcity and demand are the principal factors in

determining the market prices ; for instance, the

emerald to-day is treble the value it was only a few

years ago. This is partly caused by the greater

demand, but more on account of the state of war

in which the country, viz., Columbia, from which

they principally come, is now engaged, thereby

rendering it most difficult for those engaged in the

industry to procure them.

The emerald mines of Columbia at Muzo and

Coscuoz, near Bogota, have been worked almost

continuously since 1568, and have been the means

of supplying the world with most of the emeralds

in modern times. There were mines in upper

Egypt which yielded this gem to the nations of

antiquity, but were lost sight of from the time of

the Mahommedan conquest until quite recently,

when some attempts at working them were under-

taken. •

The emerald mines in the Urals were not

known until the eighteenth century, and though

they yielded fairly good material for a time, their

importance is not great, as the stones found are not

of good enough quality to pay the rate demanded

by the Government from the lessees, but were re-

opened in 19oo by a syndicate, with very little suc-

cess, as far as can be learned.

There are many stones holding

the qualities first mentioned in a

high degree, but they are so

little known because, in the first

place, they are to be obtained in larger quanti
ties,

and the people engaged in the stone trade ca
nnot

therefore make the profits they are able to with 
the

scarcer gems, while because of their abunda
nce,

and presumably lesser value, they have been g
iven

to the native cutters, who do not understan
d the

laws of refraction and reflection, to operate 
on,

with the result that they are put on the market
 and

eventually mounted in jewelry, looking like var
ious

colored acid drops, and entirely lacking brill
iancy

and those sharply defined facets which give 
that

reflection which is the chief charm and makes

evident the great difference between the real ston
e

and its imitation.

The last few years have witnessed the g
reat

strides which the various fancy gems have mad
e in

the public favor, notably when used in the 
neck

chain ; at present these are being made up with 
all

manner of colored stones, and if the manuf
acturer

gives as much attention to the cutting of the 
stones

as he does to the making of the settings, he 
can

produce a really delightful ornament.

But there are many better ways of using these

stones. For instance, take stones of a green tint.

Besides the emerald there are many other 
stones

of that color which have obtained public 
favor

during the past few years. Sapphires have re-

cently been found in Australia of a deep 
olive

green, approaching in color to alexandrite, 
but

without the attribute of turning red by 
artificial

light ; these stones, if well cut, are quite as be
auti-

Scarcity and
Abundance

fist as the blue sapphire, but do not occur in suffi-

ciently large quantities to become common, and,

consequently, are of too low a value to become a

gem. This variety is known to mineralogists as

Oriental emerald.

The sapphire of the ancients had the magical

properties ascribed to it of being an enemy to

poison, and if put into a glass with a spider, or

any venomous reptile, of killing it ; in those times

it was known by the name of hyacinthus. One

writer describes it as a stone of shining cerulea
n

color that feels the influence of the air and sym-

pathizes with the heavens, not shining equally

whether the sky be cloudy or bright ; another

writer, Epiphanius (A. D. 400), however, divides it

into five different shades.

The one great drawback of the

blue sapphire is its blackness in

artificial light ; a fine deep blue

stone by daylight frequently

loses half its beauty when seen by night-light. Th
e

sapphires of Montana are an exception, but they

do not possess that beautiful soft velvety blue 
of

the Oriental variety, but sometimes appear quit
e

purple by artificial light. The Oriental amethyst,

or purple sapphire, only needs to be seen to b
e

admired, but the deep-colored quartz amethyst

now so common, through the market being

swamped with badly-cut German amethysts, is als
o

a pretty stone. The jargoon has many qual
ities

which go to make it an attractive and beau
tiful

gem ; its surface luster N next to the diamon
d in

brilliancy, and it possesses a wide range of ric
h

and delicate hues, from a blue down to w
hite.

The crimson variety, if subjected to a certain

amount of heat, will turn a deep orange color, o
r

cinnamon, which, if cut brilliant fashion and round
,

would make a very effective stone for the jewe
ler.

It is also found of a deep olive green, not unl
ike a

peridot, but far more lustrous ; the best kind ar
e

found in Ceylon.

Varieties of
Sapphires

Spinels and
Rubies

Spinels are found of almost

every imaginable color. The

red variety is generally called

spinel ruby ; the chief sources

from whence it comes are Ceylon, Siam and 
Burma,

but the most beautiful examples of spinel ru
bies

have been found in India. Of the wide ranges in

the color of this stone some frequently 
resemble

the ruby, garnet, tourmaline and sapphire ;
 the

last-named are sometimes called " spinel sap-

phires." The spinet was at one time confuse
d

witn the gems which it resembles. The 
pale red

very much resemble Ceylon rubies when 
cut, but

are very easily discerned with the d
ichroiscope,

as they do not show the two colors of 
the real

ruby. The genuine ruby has a peculiar 
richness,

which is very much the result of the two c
olors, as

seen through the dichroiscope, and which
 help to

impart to a well-cut stone a variation of hue 
which

is its greatest charm.

The ideal color of a ruby, which has b
een

likened to the blood of a recently-killed 
pigeon,

is of rare occurrence ; those from B
urma more

nearly approach this color than any others
. They

occur as a crystal of the hexagonal 
system im-
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bedded in limestone, but generally are found water

worn, with the faces of the cystal partly, or wholly

worn away. The ruby never reaches to the same

dimensions as the diamond or sapphire. Probably

the largest belongs to the Shah of Persia. It is

about two inches long by one inch in breadth, but

its beauty is marred by an inscription cut on the

upper part.
Rubies are sometimes cloudy or silky and

semi-opaque ; they are then cut en cabochon with a

smooth convex surface and called star stones,

showing a six-pointed star.

When of really fine quality, the

harlequin opal may be said to

possess the beauties of all other

precious stones combined. The

magnificent colors are, however, in no sense due

to coloring matter in the stone, but are caused by

minute fissures which decompose the light as it

falls on them. The value of the opal lies in the

depth and variety of its colors ; to describe the

wonderful beauty of a really fine opal is difficult

indeed. Formerly the best opals were found in

Hungary, at Czernowitza. The mines there have

been worked for 5oo years.

A genuine turquoise is a gem of slight trans-

parency, slight-blue in color ; it is found in the

veins of rocks composed of gray and yellow quart-

zite, sandstone and porphory dykes. The finest

specimens comes from Nishapur in Persia, also

Khorassan and Khasbi, while turquoises are also

found in Egypt, Australia, New Mexico and

California.
A topaz is generally known as a brown or wine

yellow stone, but it also occurs blue, pink and

white. The blue is a very brilliant gem and resem-

bles somewhat an aquamarine, but being harde
r

takes a higher polish and is far more effective
.

The pink topaz is now used in the most expen-

sive jewels, and a natural pink topaz is a rarity
,

but the yellow stones are easily changed into

pink by heat.

Opals and
Turquoise

Diamonds and

Ninety-five per cent. of the pre-

sent output of diamonds are now

Pearls found in South Africa, from the

following mines, viz.: De Beers,

Wesselton, Bulfontein, Jagersfontein, Koffyfontein,

Robinson, etc. The De Beers Company control

the output of most of the above mines.

One of the largest diamonds was found in the

Jagersfontein mine, and was named the " Excel-

sior." Its weight in the rough was 970 carats ; it

was cut in Amsterdam and now weighs 239 carats
.

It was exhibited for the first time at the Paris Ex
-

hibition, 1900, and named the " Jubilee."

Pearls are lustrous concretions consisting of

carbonate of lime, and are found in the shells o
f

molluscs. They are supposed to be formed by the

irritation caused to molluscs by the intrusion o
f

foreign matter (such as a grain of sand or para
site)

into the shell, but many theories have been 
ad-

vanced.

Blister pearls are formed by the perforation of

the shell from without by some boring 
parasite.

Pearls principally come from the Indian, Pac
ific,

Australian and Cingalese pearl fisheries. Probably

the largest specimen is a baroque pearl—until 
lately

in the famous Hope collection—its weight 
being

nearly 1800 grains, or nearly 3 ounces, me
asuring

2 inches in length and 434 in circumference. 
Three-

quarters of the length is of fine Oriental color,
 but

the lower part is not so good. Another fine pearl

is said to have been purchased by one of the 
Shahs

of Persia for the fabulous sum of ,C55,000, its

weight being 670 grains.

—C. lila/hews, in the if idchntaker.feweler and Silversmith.
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A BLACK EYE
That's what you will get some clay,

if you haven't had one before,
through buying Filled Vest

Chains from jobbers.

Buy

Chains from
THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

and keep a smiling countenance.Factory:
Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R 1.

NEW YORK OFFICE, CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane.

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,
112 Sutter Street.

Masonic Temple Vaults. 617 Lumber Exchange.

You Know,
as does everyone else " in the trade," that a good
Watchmaker or Engraver has an uncrowded field
before him, and opportunities scarcely to be
equaled in any other vocation.

There is all the difference in the world, how-
ever, between a good workman and a wrongly
trained one. The first is wanted always ; the
second is not wanted after a few days' trial.
Under our instructions you will develop into the
first kind, and a number of positions will be wait-
ing for you. We make no extravagant promises,
but fulfill all we do make.

Send now for Prospectus, etc.

The Ezra F. Bowman
A school for the
thorough teaching of
WATCHMAKING,
ENGRAVING,
JEWELRY REPAIRING.

Technical School,
LANCASTER, PA.

F. H. NOBLE & CO.,
103 State St., Chicago.

New York Office-51-53 Maiden Lane.

Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Figlings for the Jobbing Trage
The Celebrated Gold and

Silver Solder.

EGYPTIAN FOBS
and

Quick-Selling Novelties,
Unique Photo. Frames,
Medals, Badges and
Class Pins.

Cameos and Painted
Porcelains

mounted to order in Rolled-Plate
and Solid Gold Brooches.

Catalogue furnished to
Jobbers Tind Man Ufaeturers.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for.each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Quadruple."—Please give method of solder-
ing broken plated silverware—what solder to use
and how to apply heal,—The soldering of silver-
plated ware is an operation that is governed by the
nature of the basis metal. We have no doubt,
however, that you mean those articles with a basis
metal that has a low fusing point. Britannia and
plated ware can be repaired with soft solder, even
though they sometimes melt at a lower tempera-
ture than the solder. This may be done with a
soldering-copper, by putting on a small portion of
solder at a time and removing the copper to allow
the work to cool thoroughly after each application.

"Blue Print ."—I have been hying to make
some advertising cards about 12 x i8 inches, using
blue-print paper, but have had poor results, as the
lettering comes out a gray-while and the whole
surface has an unfinished appearance. Is there any
.-cay I can bleach Mt' 7171i te and get a better finish.

My reasons for trying the blue-print process are

that white cards soil quickly and lithographing is

too expensive. How is lithographing done P—We
regret to say that we do not know of any way of
bleaching the white on plue-print paper without
affecting the blue. On experimenting, however,
we find that if the print is washed for but a short
time—say about three minutes—and is then re-
exposed, the resulting white will be much better.

In order to obtain a good blue print, there are
several points that must be borne in mind. In the
first case, it is essential that the paper used be
fresh and of a good quality--where much work of

this character is done it is customary to make up

new paper every day. Again, the right kind of a

day must be selected ; that is, a good, clear day

with a strong sun ; and we must also be careful to

assure ourselves that the sun strikes the print at

precisely right angles, as otherwise the light will

creep under the print where we do not desire it,

and thus cause the dirty, unfinished appearance. It

is also essential, where first-class prints are desired,

to have a printing frame, the back of which shows

no hollows or ridges, as otherwise the result will

be much the same as when the exposure to light is

not at right angles—the light will " creep " under

the print at all places where such holes or ridges

appear in the backing. The importance of obtain-

ing good blue prints for mechanical purposes is

every day becoming greater, and several inventions

have appeared that utilize electricity for this pur-

pose. In one of these, the apparatus consists of a
cylindrical printing frame of two heavy curved

plates of glass, bedded in soft material in an ad-

justable frame. A small arc light is lowered into
the cylinder by means of an automatic apparatus,

which can be so regulated as to give any desired

time of exposure. The advantage of such an
arrangement is at once evident to the thoughtful
mechanic, as the light is always in exactly the

proper position, and it is possible to print at any

time, without taking into consideration the dark

and cloudy days of winter or the rainy days of sum-
mer ; in fact, it eliminates all the old doubt as to
result where the • old conditions of poor, smoky or
irregular light had to be taken into consideration.

The foregoing remarks serve but to show the diffi-
culties that are to be encountered if we endeavor
to make display cards by this process, and lead us
to suggest that you look in some other direction
for good results. Lithography, as you say, is quite
expensive, and therefore out of the question. The
next thing that would suggest itself would be letter-

press printing, and this would no doubt be the
cheapest and best plan if you needed any consider-
able quantity of cards of one kind—that is, with
same wording on each, but from the tone of your
inquiry we think that this is not what you want.

Another plan would be to letter each card by hand;
if you do not feel competent to do this yourself,
you can, no doubt, find a card writer in your town ;
failing to find one, a consultation with a principal
of a local school would probably result in finding a
pupil who would do a very creditable job and be
glad of the chance to earn a little money or piece
of jewelry. As to the kind of card board to use,
if you find that the white soils too easily, we would
suggest that you use a gray, nice shades of which
you can readily procure from a local stationer or
printer. In purchasing card it is well to bear in
mind the fact that it is almost invariably made in
sheets 22 x 28 inches, and if you use sheets that will
cut evenly out of that size the cost will be reduced.
For instance, we would suggest that you make the
size II x 14 inches, instead of the 12 x 18 inches
you mention. The principles of the art of lithogra-
phy are these : an unctuous composition having
been made to adhere to a calcareo-argillaceous
stone, those parts covered by it—i. e., the writing
or drawing—acquire the power of receiving print-
ing-ink, whereas those parts not containing the
writing or drawing are prevented from receiving
the ink from the inking-roller by the interposition
of water ;• and lastly, an absorbent paper being
laid on the stone, and subjected to strong pressure,
copies are obtained.

'Regulalor."—I have a regulator (pin
escapement, seconds pend.) with a gridiron pendu-
lum of 9 oval rods of brass and steel, all pinned
together in the upper brass piece, and I cannot see
where there is any compensation. It looks only of
an ornamental nature. On' f use the same rods
and build one as you have spoken of in The key-
stone of July, 1898, taking as the outermost steel
rod the one of my pendulum, ich /eh is 24" and re-
duce the others in proportion as 21 is& 36. I would
leave everything as it is, only so al range the rods
that they work on the lines that you have /aid out in
yourjuly, 1898, itumbe'r ii, rei;•a Id to compensation.
Or does it need exact/i, such /oil; lb as you describe
to effect a compensalion Ion would help me
greatly by lelling me know if I can construct one,
keeping the measurement in proportion with your
pendulum.—The clock referred to is a Swiss move-
ment, imported by a prominent clock company and
cased up by them, and has given very fair satisfac-
tion ; but the gridiron pendulum is purely an imita-
tion of the compensation gridiron pendulum, the
rods are all brass, the ones that look like steel are
nickel-plated, all are riveted together, which makes
the pendulum as a whole a solid metal one, with
no compensation whatever. Under the circum-
stances, it would be best to construct a new pendu-
lum ; but very good results can be had from a pen-
dulum constructed on the lines laid out in THE
KEYSTONE, July, 1898, keeping the proportion as
24" is to 36" and changing the nickel-plated rods
to steel ones.

"Electric Light."—(r) Our town has recently
installed an electric-light plant, and I have a meter
in. How can I read it Y—There are quite a few
electric meters on the market, that are read in
different ways. The electric light company will, no
doubt, be pleased to give you the information you
desire.

(2) What is the meaning of the word "kilo-
watt?"—Kilowatt means one thousand watts. The
" watt " is the unit of electric power—the volt-
ampere. In electrical parlance a watt is described
as being the power developed when 44.25 foot-
pounds of work are done per minute, or 0.7375
foot-pounds per second. A watt is one-746th of a
horse power. We would suggest that you procure
a copy of " Practical Electricity," from this office.
The price is $2.00 ; this book contains much prac-
tical information of value to the novice in electrical
matters, as well as the expert.

"Silvered."—(i) How can we strip the silver
oft of silver-plated articlesP—In stripping silver-
plated articles, the method to be adopted is deter-
mined by the nature of the basis metal. If the basis
of the article is copper, the stripping can best be
accomplished by immersion in a mixture of equal
parts of anhydrous (fuming) sulphuric acid and
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nitric acid. Such a mixture will render the copper
passive, and it will not be attacked while the silver
is dissolved. In this operation, it is essential that
no water be introduced into the acids, and they
must not be allowed to stand without being her-
metically sealed, for if they absorb water from the
air they become dilute and would possibly exert a
dissolving effect upon the copper. Some work-
men in doing such stripping heat the fuming sul-
phuric acid to between 300° and 400° F. in a
shallow pan of enameled cast iron, and then, at the
moment of using it, throw into it pinches of dry
and pulverized nitrate of potassium (saltpeter), and
then plunge the article into it with the aid of copper
tongs. By this method the silver is rapidly re-
moved and the copper or its alloy is but slightly
corroded. While in this hot-acid process the strip-
ping is accomplished more quickly, the cold-acid
mixture acts more uniformly, and is therefore gen-
erally regarded as the best. If the basis metal is
iron, the silvered articles can be stripped in an
ordinary solution of cyanide of potassium and
water (about 20 parts water to i cyanide), by
treating them as an anode. For a cathode we may
employ either a sheet of copper or a regular silver
anode. If the copper is used, first rub it with an
oily rag. If this is done, the silver will precipitate
upon the copper sheet, but rill not adhere to it.

(2) We would also like to have the recipe for
gray finishing articles of silver—See our replies
to " French Gray," page 333, March, 1902, and
" Gray Finish," page 961, September, 1901, issues
Of THE KEYSTONE.

y Karat."—(,) 1iill you please inform us
as to jOrmula for gold-plating solution to give
.11 K color and what batteries to use P" —Plating to
the color of 14 K. gold is accomplished by simply
adding sufficient of a copper solution to the regular
gold solution to give the desired color. It is not
practicable to give the exact proportion of such
copper solution to be added ; the best plan is to
add it little by little until the proper color is arrived
at. Two Bunsen batteries should prove ample for
such work. It is best to work such a solution hot,
and the same degree of heat should always be em-
ployed, as it has an effect on the color of the de-
posit. Such gilding to color always requires a
certain amount of experimenting before the best
results are achieved.

(2) Where can we procure chloride of copper?
The druggists in our vicinity do not seem to have
it.—Chloride of copper can be had from any large
dealer in chemicals. If you cannot procure it in
your city you can get it from Phillips & Jacobs,
622 Race Street, Philadelphia, which firm carries
all chemicals in demand by the electro-plater or
jeweler.

" Spotted. "—I would be very glad to know
what tauses spots on silverware. I have a cus-
tomer who has had a lot of flatware laid away and
it has become quite spotted. What is the cause and
what is the best remedy P—There are a great many
causes for the tarnishing or spotting of articles of
silver. One of the most common is the exposure
of the articles to a sulphurous atmosphere. It is
probable in the case you cite that the articles have
been packed away in proximity to something that
would cause chemical action to take place and thus
result in discoloration. Rubber in any shape would
cause tarnishing ; even ordinary tissue paper is a
source of trouble, a fact which is recognized by
leading manufacturers of jewelers' supplies, such as
the Dennison Manufacturing Company, who make
a special " non-tarnishing" brand of tissue paper.
If articles of silver or plate are wrapped in such
paper before they are laid away, the tendency to
tarnishing will be greatly lessened. The restoration
of such articles can be accomplished by some of the
good silver polishes now on the market, but prob-
ably the quickest and best method to pursue will be
to first treat them in a cyanide dip and then re-
polish. '1'lle cyanide solution can be made in the
proportion of an ounce or an ounce and a half to a
quart of water. Bear in mind that such solution is
a most dangerous poison, and take every precaution
in using it. If the customer desires to do the re-
storing, recommend some good polish—the cyanide
solution should be reserved for your own use and
not be made known to the public at large.
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Mr. George W. Messier, who owns the store shown in this picture, spent six months at our College, and ten weeks later started in for himself.

He has an optical department and an engraving department, besides the regular departments, and is where YOU will be if you'll let us give you a
few months of expert training. Here is a part of a letter Mr. Messier recently sent us :

MR. F. NV. SCHULER.
DEA ft Sin AND Ent END—yours received and noted. In reply will say that I have been in business for myself very near two years, and must say that I have been

very successful, thanks to you and your instructors. I, among the many, will never stop praising the Philadelphia College of Horology, for I feel that I could not have
made the success that have made without the Instructions I received at your College. I sincerely recommend it to any one desiring thorough, practical instruction in
all branchea of the jewelry business. Wishing you success, I beg to remain Yours truly,

(Signed) GEO. W. MESSIER, Holyoke, Mass,
Prospectus, it will give you full information.

This shows what we are doing for our students. We will do as much for you if you will give us the opportunity, but come now. Send for our

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY, AsiaLdAaLlp..opmthrAse,pA
t

January,

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name RIR1 address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Hole Jewel."—What is the simplest way to
examine a hole jewel to see how the hole is.polished ?
—Take a piece of pegwood and sharpen it to a fine
point, then insert it in the hole of the jewel and
turn the pegwood around ; after removing it ex-
amine the point very closely with a strong eye-
glass ; if the jewel hole is polished it will leave the
point smooth, but if the hole is rough it will leave
little ridges on the point of the pegwood.

"Reals."—(i) Please tell me if all quick train
watch movements have the same number of vibra-
tions per hour; if not, how many does each mate ?
—A watch that makes 18,000 beats every hour or
over is considered a quick train, but all quick trains
are not of the same vibration. In most all cases,
American and Swiss watches that are made to-day
have 18,000 beats per hour. The writer not so long
ago saw a watch that had 36,000 vibrations in one
hour. If you are in doubt as to the number of
vibrations per hour a watch has, it is a very small
matter to find out the correct number. Count the
number of teeth in the center, third, fourth, and
escape wheel ; also the leaves in the third, fourth,
and escape pinions. For example, say a watch
contains in the center wheel 75 teeth ; third, 64
teeth and to-leaf pinion ; fourth, 6o teeth and Fl-leaf
pinion ; escape wheel, r5 teeth and 6-leaf pinion.
Set them down as follows :

75 64 6o 15
— —L. 8 6

and cancel what pinion leaves will cancel into the
teeth evenly. After doing this the figures will
read 75-8-1-15. Now multiply these numbers
together 75 x 8 x i x 15 — woo. You multiply this
answer by two, because there are two beats to each
tooth, which will give you 18,000 beats per hour.
If in canceling you find that any pinion will not
cancel and is left over, then the pinions that remain
must be multiplied together and divided into the
teeth, and multiply the answer by two, which will
give you the number of beats per hour. To find
the number of vibrations of a Waterbury watch,
see answer to " Duplex " on page 6o9, June, 1901,
KEYSTONE.

(2) Also how much change in a hairspring
when limed correct in the flat slyle lo make if brio
a breguet spring, or does it make a haat: i in lime.'
Ti, pibrate a flat hairspring to get lhe length for
Linn* lig the bend to a breguel, would there be a
change ? I have been told it would. I have been
practicing on some cheap hairsprings and can bend
to a very nice breviet spring, and think I would
like to bend my .springs for cheap watches, as it is
hard to get the right strength.—In this day of
watch repairing every workman who calls himself
a watchmaker should be capable of making a bre-
guet hairspring, for it is very often impossible to
buy a spring of this kind for Swiss watches. Now,
if you vibrate a flat spring so that the balance
makes the exact number of vibrations, and then
make this spring into a breguet, the watch will lose
time ; for example, suppose we had a watch that
keeps correct time that contains a flat hairspring;
if we took this spring and changed it into a bre-
guet the watch would lose about two minutes in
twenty-four hours, but can be brought to time by
the screws in the balance.

'Diamonds."—We notice that you published a
description of some of the world' s famous diamondc.
Will you, in addition, give us a few words on the
Pigott, Nassack, Shah of Persia, Polar Star and
Blue Hope,—The Pigott was a brilliant of the
purest water, and one of the finest in Europe. Its
weight has been variously estimated, the majority
agreeing on 82( carats. It was an Indian gem,
taken to England by Lord Pigott, governor of
Madras, about 1775. It eventually became the pro-
perty of Ali Pasha, who, when mortally wounded,
ordered it destroyed, which was done. The Nas-
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sack was gained by the English during the war
with the Mahrattas. It was sent to England and
finally came into the possession of the Duke of
Westminster, who placed it in the hilt of his sword.
Before cutting it weighed 89y, carats, which the
process reduced to 784 carats. The Shah of Per-
sia formed a part of the Persian regalia from re-
mote times. It was plundred from the treasury of
Nadir Shah after his death, but was recovered and
presented to the Emperor Nicholas by Prince Kos-
roes when he visited St. Petersburg in 1843. This
stone is a long prism, of first water, and weighs
86 carats. The Polar Star was formerly owned by
Joseph Bonaparte and was purchased by Paul III
of Russia. It is distinguished for its superior
lustre and perfect purity, and weighs 40 carats.
The Blue Hope is a stone the early history of which
is obscure. It was exhibited at the London Expo-
sition of 1851 by Professor Tennant, and was pur-
chased by Mr. Hope, an English banker, for
$65,000, though this price is said to be far below
the real value of the stone.

"Fusee."—I have a fusee watch that is in good
condition, everything- seems to be in fine shape.
The watch will run for five or six'weeks at a lime
and will not gain or lose ten seconds per week ;
then, when you least expect it, it will be from three
to four hours behind and still be running. lVez.er
caught it stopped ; have tried it carrying and hang-
ing on the rack and have given it to another party
to carry, and it would act the same way. Please
give me a few pointers on overlooking a fusee.—
There is no question in our mind but what the
watch stops, as we have known just such cases be-
fore and have found the trouble to be in the escape-
ment. In a great many English watches you will
find if you examine the escape-wheel teeth care-
fully that they do not come to a point, but are worn
off, as shown at Fig. I. This is just what is causing

your trouble. A tooth being in this
condition does not act properly on
the locking face of the pallet, and
at times forces the guard pin against
the roller table, and more so when
the watch is held in certain posi-
tions ; the guard pin will rub on
the roller table and stop the watch,

but just as soon as you touch the watch or change
its position it will start to run again. Now, there
are two ways to remedy this fault—one is a new
escape wheel, the other is to pull out one of the
pallet stones. By pulling out a pallet stone a little,
it will cause the fork to move through a greater
arc, giving the tooth more lock than it had before,
and carrying the guard pin farther away from the
roller table. This can be done by holding the pal-
let over the alcohol lamp and forcing the point of a
needle at the back of the pallet stone, when it will
move forward. Do not get hold of it with a pair
of tweezers as you do with an American pallet
stone, for if you do the chances are you will chip
it ; also polish the edge of the roller table and see
that the guard pin is smooth and not rough. The
object of this is, should the guard pin touch the
roller table at any time it will not stay there, as
would be the case if it were rough. After correct-
ing the above faults it is advisable to bend the
guard pin a trifle closer to your roller table, but, of
course, not close enough to rub while the fork is
against the banking pin. We believe this will
remedy the trouble with the watch.

Fig. 1

"Different."—I sold a man a watch some time
ago, and after carrying it a few weeks it stopped.
I took it apart and could find nothing wrong, put
it together again and it has run all right since. I
have given him several movements of different
grades since then, and they all acted the same way.
Can you suggest any reason for this peculiar ac-
tion Y.—Such a trouble as this may well be charac-
terized as peculiar. If the trouble had been expe-
rienced on but one movement it would be possible
to attribute it to some fault in the movement itself,
but it would be almost impossible for " several "
new movements to have the same defect and act in
the same manner. We have several times in these
columns called attention to the necessity for oiling
all movements before they are sold, and it might
be possible that the fault lies here. Sometimes the
movements lay in stock at the jobbers for several
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months, and then lay for the same period in the
stock of the retailer, and it would not be surprising
that good performance would be lacking in such a
watch if it were allowed to go in a customer's
pocket without first being oiled. We sometimes
see in the daily press reports of cases where a per-
son cannot carry a watch and have it keep good
time, or run, and this is attributed by them to
" personal magnetism." Now, the facts are, that
scientific research has proven that this feature can-
not exist, so do not make the error of so attributing
it. In your case, it may be possible that the per-
son who bought the watch is employed in some
business that would cause the movement to be-
come magnetized, but inasmuch as you make no
mention of demagnetizing the movements when
you were examining them, and as you say they
" run all right " after being put together, this would
not seem possible. On the whole, this is such a
matter that we are only able to guess at the
source of the trouble. It may be possible that
your customer has a habit of "monkeying" with
the movement of a watch ; this is quite a common
fault with many people, especially with railroad
men, machinists and others who should know
better than to tamper with such a delicate piece of
machinery as a watch unless they thoroughly un-
derstand it.

"Marble."—How can I clean a piece of marble
statuary ? Will soap and water injure it if used
with a stiff brush Y—We would not advise you to
use soap, as unless it is of a very good kind, it will
be liable to stain the marble. In cleaning articles
of marble it is best to use nothing but pure water,
unless they are so very badly stained that it will not
produce the desired result. There are many sub-
stances used when this condition obtains, a favorite
method with many workmen being to cover the
articles with a mixture of burnt lime, pure soap
and water of the consistency of thin paste. This
is permitted to remain on the articles for a day or
so, and is then removed with the aid of warm
water.

"Dial."—(r) What is a neat and workmanlike
way to repair a chipped dial?—Where a hard dial
is chipped, probably the best way to repair it is to
fill in the chipped-out places with a mixture of the
best fresh plaster-of-paris and the white of an egg.
Owing to its liability to " set " quickly this mixture
must be made and applied as fast as possible. The
chipped-out place is filled to excess, and after the
composition is perfectly dry the excess is shaved
off with a sharp knife and the surface polished by
rubbing with a clean white flannel cloth. If the
dials are simply cracked, a well-worn cleaning
brush can be used to wash out the dirt from the
cracks in hard watch dials ; the dial should be held
in the left hand and the fingers and thumb so dis-
posed as to spring the dial in such a way as to open
the cracks as much as possible and not endanger
its breaking. The brush should be perfectly clean
and used with warm water ancl soap. If you will
examine the bristles of a well-worn brush with a
magnifier you will see that they come to delicate
points, which enter the crack and remove the dirt
while the crack is opened as wide as possible by
the strain put on the dial. We know of no cement
which is used to fill up such cracks—you might try
white celluloid dissolved in a mixture composed
of x34 ounces of alcohol and 2 ounces of ether.
The dissolved celluloid contracts greatly on drying ;
but one might succeed in filling cracks in a dial by
tying such dial to a piece of board in such a way
as to open the crack as we did in the operation of
washing, and while the crack was distended paint
said crack over with the white celluloid solution,
which should be allowed to become as thick as it
will work. After the celluloid is dry shave off
all excess above the crack with a sharp knife. If
now the stress on the dial is released and it springs
back to shape, the cracks should be filled with
white celluloid.

(z) Is a pair of twee.vers which will attract a
compass magnet dangerous to use in repairing
watches P—All tools that have become magnetized,
no matter in how slight a degree, should be thor-
oughly demagnetized before being allowed a place
on a watchmaker's bench. While the danger is not
great, it is such that the above is the only advice
that we can conscientiously give.
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• • STORE-KEEPING
MISCELLANY

Philosophy of Successful Store-
Keeping

A. co I.:RC:1AI. journal which offered
a prize for the best essay on the subject

\\That Should the Retailer Do to Secure
w Customers and How Can He Hold

Them ?" elicited the following simple, sensi-
ble and practical response from one of the
contestants :

While the solution of this problem in all
its details would involve a specification of the
retailer's location and his particular lines of
merchandise, there are general rules and
methods so universally applicable as to cover
the field your question would open up quite
thoroughly. The factors to be considered
as important appear to be the following :

The general appearance of
the establishment. A tidy
and vell-arranged store, both

as to outward and inward appearance, is at-
tractive and therefore conducive to the secu-
ring and holding of trade. Without doubt

it is quite possible to overdo the outlay con-

nected with elaborate window dressing, yet
it is not possible to make your store look too
pleasing to the public eye. One should

always remember that it costs no more rent

or insurance or taxes to make the best of

your store room in every particular, and

every article well displayed is half sold, pro-

vided it be salable at all. A new stock, or a

well-kept stock, in a new or new-appearing

store, will always draw
trade from the staid,
Id-time stores, where
everything looks the
same month after month
and year after year. A

coat of paint, a few new
shelves, clean windows
and floors are among
the first drawing cards

■if the progressive mer-
chant. A few signs,
both as to prices and
kind of goods, are also
very helpful in draw-
ing the attention of the

public.
The personnel of

the staff is also of a

great deal of conse-

quence.

Appearance of
the Store

The clerks of an establishment reflect
always to a greater or lesser extent the prin-
ciples and views of the proprietors. The
care bestowed on their selection and training
where the latter is needed, and the .retention
of the ones best fitted to the needs of the
store and the public are items that 'will result
in a greater or lesser volume of trade, as well
as profit to the merchant. A saucy, 'surly,
sleepy or slovenly clerk can do more to drive
away or prevent the getting of trade than all
the advertisements or the best intentions of
the firm can do to draw it to the store.
Generally speaking, it pays to interest the
salesmen of to-day, by giving them a slight
percentage of the profit obtained on the
class of goods that bear a fair margin, aside
from their stipulated salary ; and, if practi-
cable, make them interested in the ultimate
outcome of the year's business bY a method
of sharing in the net profit attained. This
latter method should have a tendency to
stimulate their energy and put them on their
guard regarding the waste of materials, tools
and losses to the firm that would cut -down
the net profits.

The Acquaintance
of the Public

The manner in which the
public becomes acquainted
with a firm is bound to

have its beneficial or detrimental effect on
the quality and quantity of patronage ob-
tained. This is one of the outdoor thermo-
meters by which the public judges a dealer's

caliber, methods and personality, and makes
LIP its mind as to whether it wishes to make
his acquaintance or not. It therefore be-
comes one to use due care and tact in making
announcements to the public, and also in
being consistent regarding any claims he may
make for himself. Almost everything that
applies to advertising in general would be
true with equal force of any method adopted
in coming in contact with the public. Mush-
room advertising may bring a certain per-
centage of trade, but it will be of the mush-
room sort and will not pay for the effort it
cost to get it. The intelligence of that part
of the public that would constitute desirable
customers ill any community is usually above
mere tricks of advertising, and can only be
reached by straightforward business methods.
Many devices have been and are being made
use of to attract the attention of the public
to particular establishments, and some of
them are very cleverly thought out and
operated, but to get and hold any considera-
ble volume of business in these days of keen
competition is a task that requires energy,
integrity, alertness, patience and perseve-
rance. Possibly the best advice in the fewest
words along the line would be expressed in
saying : " Keep busy and cheerful."

Last but not least keep your stock fresh,
and to this end buy frequently but not lav-
ishly. The old plan of buying stocks twice
a year is fast going. Stocks are not allowed

to become so depleted
as they used to be.
Merchants are fast
learning the lesson that
in order to sell goods
they must have them.
Ambitious, bright mer-
chants are looking to
everything which in
any way has a bearing
on their business. It
is merchants who look
to the keeping up of
stocks, and the many
other branches of sys-
tematic work affecting
their business, who are
and will be good mer-
chants, the live mer-
chants, and the most

successful merchants.
The Handsome Store of Carl .1. v. Mealier, Jackmon, Mi88.
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A HAPPY AND
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

is again offered to our friends
on the occasion of our

.400• Annuctf Greeting
JUERGENS & ANDERSEN COMPANY

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY AND
CHICAGO

IMPORTERS OF DIAMONDS
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WATCHMAKER'S LIBRARY
The

Watch Adjuster's
Manual.

A Complete and Practical (iuide
for Watchmakers in Adjusting
Watches and Chronometers for
Isochronism, Position, Heat and
Cold.

By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS,
xeelsior author of "Practical Hints
Melt Itepairing," " Practical Treatise

Italano. Spring," " Electriclty and 31ag-
131`11b111 for IVatehmakers," etc.

Sent postpaid to all parts of
the world on receipt of

$2.50 ( los. 5d.)

The Keystone
Record Book of
Watch Repairs.

has space for sixteen hun-
dred entries of repairs, with
printed headings. It is made
of pure linen ledger paper,
has 120 pages measuring
9 x I I inches, and is bound
in cloth, with leather back
and corners.

Sent postpaid to any part of
the world on receipt of

$1.00 (4S. 2d.)

The Keystone
Book of

Repair Guarantees.
C ontains two hundred
printed forms with stubs.
Each guarantee is 3 X. x
inches, and very carefully
worded. Bound in cloth.

Guarantees inspire con-
fidence in your work and
help your bench business.

Sent postpaid to any part of
the world on receipt of

$1.00 ( 45. 2d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 
19th & Brown Streets,
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

•
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject.

technical or mercantile, of general interest
and practical value to the trade

A Wrinkle in Advertising
ED. KEvs-r( )N E I ii the matter of advertising

it may interest your readers to learn that I have

found it profitable to get up a good newspaper ad.

and mail copies of the issue containing it to the

surrounding community. This method has the

element of cheapness to commend it. I usually

contract for about 150 extra copies per week during

November and December. I have a mailing list of

about moo names, including those who are not

subscribers as well as those who are. I am also

very fortunate in the matter of printing as the

employees of the journal with which I do business

take great pride in making the announcements

typographically attractive. I am a firfn believer in

the use of printer's ink and accordingly I contract

for liberal space each year. My chief difficulty,

however, is in procuring proper cuts. A treatise

published by THE KEYSTONE on half-tone work
would confer a benefit on a good many advertising

jewelers, particularly on
Yours truly,

Garden City, Kans. C. E. Dick iNsoN.

A Problem in Guarantees

ED. KEYSTONE :—We have had an experience
recently which has developed what with us was a

somewhat unlooked for feature of the guarantee

question. The facts are these : We put a main-

spring in a customer's watch, guaranteeing the

spring for one year. The said spring broke within

the time limit, and also broke the center pivot and

third wheel pivot. Are we responsible for the

entire loss ? Is this matter of contingent breakages

really a new phase of the guarantee system?

Yours truly,

Cadiz, Ohio. J. W. S. S.

[We see no way in which our correspondent

can exonerate himself from responsibility, except

possibly by appealing to the reason and sense of

justice of his customer. Responsibility for the

spring means responsibility for its acts, which are

naturally eccentric, but were very much so in this

case. 'rhe mainspring's practical joke is on the

jeweler, we fear —Elm)

Defective Eight-Day Clocks

ED. KEYSTONE :—Yotlf correspondent signing
himself " Extras," who asks advice in the Work-

shop Notes department of your November issue

regarding eight-day clocks is not the only one who

has had trouble with these timepieces. 1 have had

them brought back by customers a short time after

I had sold them and, upon examination, I found

that the pivots were very rusty. This was caused

probably through.the working of iron against iron.

On cutting the plates I found that they were of soft

iron brassed over. These clocks are, or were, put

out by a first-class company, and to my mind this

was an imposition upon the trade. I would advise

" Extras " to trade back for all he has sold, giv
ing

those who purchased the unsatisfactory ones de-

pendable clocks in exchange. Then sell the inferior

lot at reduced prices without a guarantee, tell
ing

he customers that the goods are not those upo
n
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which he would stake his reputation. The prices

can be made so attractively low as to catch the

cheap trade, which in this instance is very useful.

I need scarcely advise him to buy no more goods

of this character. The plan outlined above was the

one which I adopted, and it worked satisfactorily.

1 would ask you, Mr. Editor, to please state

the difference between benzine and gasoline.

Yours truly,

Acworth, Oa. SAGER.

[In the commercial article of to-day, the only
difference between gasoline and benzine is that the
benzine is refined to a greater eittent than the
gasoline —they are both gotten from the same
base.—En.)

Repair Guarantee Form

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have read with interest the
communications in recent issues of THE KEYSTONE
in regard to guarantees. The only article I guar-

antee in repair work is the mainspring, and this I

warrant for one year. The following is a copy of

the guarantee which I give with every watch I sell:
•

GUARANTEE.

Sedro-Woolley, Wash.,  , 190
I Guarantee Watch , No.
Or one year from date, and will keep it in repair
for that time free of charge, except breakage
of jewels or balance staffs, which are always
caused by a fall or knock. If It is not a satis-
factory timekeeper I agree to give a new watch of
same grade, in exchange for it, free.

HORACE CONDY,
Jeweler and Optician.

I have found that this impresses the buyer

favorably and possesses much advertising value.

Yours truly,

Sedro-Wooles, Wash. HORACE CONDY.

Defects in Clock-Frame Work

En. KEysToNE :—I think it is pertinent to ask

why it is that the clock factories don't make the

frame-work of their clocks in such a manner that

when a mainspring breaks a new one can be

replaced (as in watches) without having to take the

movement apart. I am sure all jewelers will con-

cede that this is a very disagreeable task, and is

often calculated to make one forget what church

he belongs to. It would cost very little additional

to so construct the frame that in order to replace

a new spring all that would be necessary would be

to unscrew a few screws.
Yours truly,

Terrell, Texas. J. P. BOI.DING.

Setting Glaziers' Diamonds

ED. KEYSTONE :—In " Workshop Notes," in
November KEYSTONE, you give a method of setting
glaziers' diamonds. I will give you the method

used by the cutters here in the factory, which I

think is easier and better. They have a piece of

steel drilled through the center and filled about half

its length with copper, which they call blank shanks.

These are centered ; then a small, round punch is

driven in deep enough to let the diamond in to a

proper depth ; this hole is then squared with another

punch and the diamond set in with a cutting point

up. They then place a piece of brass upon the

diamond and strike it a smart blow with a hammer
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to settle it into place. The bezel caused by the

punches is then riveted down with a punch like a

closing hole in a jeweler's stake. The gage is

then set and the whole placed upon a handle, and

you are ready for business. When the cutting

point wears out the diamond may be gouged out

and reset with another point up by the same process.

Hoping this will be of benefit to some reader,

Yours truly,

Fowlerton, Ind. CHAS. GASHO.

Tribute to "The Watch Adjuster's
Manual"

ED. KEYSTONE :—After a careful perusal of
"The Watch Adjuster's Manual," which I received

from your office some time ago, it affords me much

pleasure to attest its immense practical value. I

have been delighted and, I need scarcely add,

thoroughly benefited by my reading of this valuable

volume without which, in my opinion, the library

of the workshop is sadly incomplete. I have found

every page of it to contain information—matured,

explicit and intensely practical. I would advise all

who desire to become masters of the watch craft to

study this work carefully, and I feel assured that

my appreciation of it is th?. unanimous feeling of

the trade. Yours truly,

Yukon, a T. B. W. LOCKNER.

Optical Illusion

ED. KEYSTONE :—For the refractionist, in look-
ing through a " turkey " feather at one's hand, hold-

ing the feather close to the eye, and the hand as far

off as possible (fingers slightly apart) it appears as

though the bones show similar to the X-ray, hold-

ing the hand upward to good light. In looking at

a silver dollar, it appears to light up all but a small

circle in the center. Other objects the feather also

lights up in a similar way. This may be a chesnut ;

if not, you may explain it in THE KEYSTONE, as it
may lead to a discovery of importance.

Yours truly,
Macon, ('a, F. C. RIES.

[The phenomemon described by our corre-
respondent is one that is well known to the student
of optics. It depends upon diffraction ; that is,
upon the bending and interference of the light-
waves as they pass through each little space be-
tween the tine parts of the feather. If anyone
wants to know what occurs when the waves of
light that emanate from one point have to pass
through the fine network of a feather, let him look
through such feather at a fine point of light. He will
then see a beautifully colored figure, a detailed
description of which would be out of place here.
There can, however, be no doubt that the hand, if
looked at as suggested by our correspondent, gives
as fine an X-ray picture as one may want to see.—
ED.]

The Smallest Visible Things

Few persons would imagine that the smallest

things visible to the eye are the stars. Yet 1)r.

Edward Divers was no doubt correct in declaring

such to be the case in his address before the chem-

ical section of the British Association, at Belfast.

Great as many of the stars are in actual magnitude,

their distance is so immense that their angular

diameter becomes insensible, and they approach

the condition of geometrical points. The minute

disks that they appear to have are spurious, an

effect of irradiation.



In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.
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No. 2 A retails $1.75

Sterling Silver Pencil Holder.Tile daunt it and
mo,t useful pencil
bolder yet inade,
and in the 11104

convenient shape -
ncariy tlut ilk real-
ity ati "Nal flat.

Alade and v‘'irrantecl

Actual size.
Retail price -
Plain . St.00
Chased • 1.50
Decorated Pattern,

$2.00

Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Nano fael rs :Ind Exporter, of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES.

Agi...-txtH (4 VALI. I NV11,21'.

EARLY SPRING WEDDINGS
Mr. Jeweler: You cbUld easily secure the Invitation and An'nouncement orders ofyour community if you had the proper samples of stationery andcould quote positive prices. We have just what you need in that line—a Sample Set completein every respect. Don't put it off, but write about it to-day.

WM. FREUND 0 SONS,Largest Plant in the Middle States.

Established 1865.
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174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.
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A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and

CLARK'S

CELEBRATED

LOOP

WATCH KEYS.

Order Keys through your
jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge& Co., 337 Broad.
way, New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Rey Rings, etc.

Sr Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

THE e' RIVAL' FOUNTAIN PENI'M N11.1, 11.:111{1 %It) I I, 1,1.;is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.We make t went y-ti ve 11ifferent styles of Holders, handsomely chased andhalm, tot with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens, given with every purchase. Send forcatalogue. Export trade solicited.
Ask your jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.All peas are 14 IC gold. Every pen warranted.

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVI NG

ZINC ETCHING
HALF TONE N
FINE COLOR WORK

eJEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

NO. I. I .11,

_1111111111111111101111 11111111111111111 - Our New Nail File.
The hest sviliug 25-cent
tiovelty on the market.

All makes of Fountain
Office- and Factory,

45 John .St., New York City

Disposal of Left-Over Holiday Stock

The holiday trade is now over, and we trust
that in the matter of stationery, as in jewelry, sales
and profits have been satisfactory. Left-over stock
is now the subject for consideration, and even
though the left-over is larger in volume than you ex-
pected, you must not be discouraged. While it is
true that sales come to a full stop at Christmas and
a few weeks z dullness invariably follows, if the
stock sold is the right kind buyers soon return for
more goods of the kind they purchased before
Christmas. Others who have seen the gifts pre-
sented different friends often come in to buy some-
thing like them. And while no one takes a great
quantity, the aggregate is generally sufficient to
clean out most of what a dealer may have at a fair
margin of profit. Very many times this is done
without special advertising.

But in case it is impossible to
dispose of left-over goods in this

Holiday Sale way a special sale can be de-
vised. This sale can include

some of your jewelry goods, too, if desired. Each
dealer can settle that question to his own satisfac-

tion and profit. But in case it is decided to clear

out any left-over stationery stock, it should be done

in a way that will not cheapen it ; while at the same

time there should be enough of the bargain feature

in the proposition to attract trade.
Some dealers act on the principle that every-

thing should be cleaned out regardless of cost, but

this is not always judicious. There should be sonic

profit at any rate, otherwise the goods themselves

might as well be distributed for advertising pur-

poses. If a dealer advertises his goods and then

sells below cost, he has practically double the ex-

pense. If he distributes the goods themselves as

samples, he only loses the goods and can charge

them to advertising account.
Along some time in January a special sale of

odds and ends of stationery, including a certain

proportion of new goods, will prove very attrac-

tive. Unquestionably there should be more of this

sort of merchandising done in the trade. And it can

be worked so adroitly that few will suspect what is

actually being done, while at the same time they

will patronize the store making the offer very libe-

rally. A good window display, which is empha-

sized by attractive and convincing advertising, will

generally accomplish the purpose. Some attention

should be devoted to the character of the demands

which immediately follow Christmas and New

Year's purchases. These will assist you in deter-

mining what to emphasize in your offers. After

that, it is merely a matter of energy and a little

lively merchandising.
The profit in stationery at all seasons, and par-

ticularly just after the holidays, arises from move-

ment. Keep your stock active. This is almost

Special After.
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the entire secret of profit. Dead stock accumu-
lates nothing but dust and cobwebs. Active stock
returns your money with a profit. Keep the pur•
chasing public interested in discovering what you
will offer next. Watch the manufacturers and see
when they bring out something new. Place a
standing order with them to send you sample
boxes of every new paper brought out. Advertise
that you have all new papers as soon as issued.
Show these new goods to every customer who
comes in. See that they understand that they can
obtain from you the very latest paper, no matter
whether the slight change be in shade or in size.
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Maintaining
Active Sales

It will be well in beginning the
year to make this point particu-
larly impressive. The average
purchaser is more or less indif-

ferent until something is called to his or her atten-
tion. Then the buying is liberal enough. Your
chief aim should be to call the attention of possible
purchasers to new goods, and then create a desire
for those goods. This phase of the merchandising
question is a matter of study. Some localities de-
mand one method, some another, but whatever the
method, make it effective and impressive.

There is another way in which a jeweler who
handles stationery can impress upon his customers
his desire to see that they have the latest styles, or,
at least, an opportunity to try the latest styles.
Place a standing order with your manufacturer, or
jobber, for samples of the new papers as soon as
issued. When they come, sit clown immediately
and send samples to all your lady customers whom
you think would be interested in such goods. To
be successful in this you should understand some-
thing of the tastes of your customers. That is, if

a woman is especially partial to blue, du not send
her a sample of pronounced pink, and vice versa.

But these points can be worked out by yourself.

They are important enough to give some attention
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to, however, and ought to have more than they
usually get.

The effect of this species of advertising is to
make the probable customer feel flattered. Each
one looks upon the move as a personal favor and
frequently will act accordingly. Sales can be
largely increased in this way. ISlanufacturers make
up sample books with paper in them large enough
to try the pen upon. This is one of the most effective
advertisements procurable. It will be %'ell to con-
sider this when planning an advertising campaign

A few samples, some convincing
and enthusiastic newspaper ad-
vertisements and a good window
display, ought to clean out every

bit of left-over holiday stock in a short time. There
are plenty of bargain seekers who will imagine that
there are bargains where apparently lower prices
are offered. The reputations of your store will not
suffer. In fact, it sill create the impression of
enterprise in showing your desire to be rid of all
olcl stock. It argues that you are determined that
your customers shall have only the best, and that
to make this absolutely sure you are selling out
good papers at a low figure, so that there will never
be any left-over stock to trouble you.

We notice that jeweler-stationers are adver-
tising and pushing the stationery end of their busi-
ness much more aggressively than heretofore, and
most• of them adopt the wise plan of keeping the
jewelry and the stationery separate in the adver-
tising as in the stores. We show -on this page two
sample stationery advertisements of jeweler-
stationers, and we could show, did space permit,
hundreds equally excellent. It is encouraging to
know that the aggregate volume of stationery
business of the country during the past year has
vastly exceeded that of any previous year, and a
much better class of stock was in demand. This
is due, to some extent, to the educational influence
of advertising. The public taste has been educated
up to a higher degree of refinement in letter paper
and greater discrimination in the use of all kinds
of correspondence material. This, of course, will
greatly redound to the benefit of the trade.

Vigorous
Advertising

a I - I 1!
Monogram
Papa

A most acceptable Christmas Gift
is a box of " Ryrie " stationery,
stamped in relief with a monogram.
We engrave a steel die with any three

letters desired.
Stamp from it 120 sheets of note paper.
And furnish envelopes to match, for a

total cost of $4.00.
The "die" will lust a lifetime.

Write for our New Catalogue.

Ryrie Bros.,
j nto.Vonge and Adelaide Sts., 

rrs,

Toro
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A Happy and Prosperous New Year
to the Trade

We are deeply indebted to the Jewelers of the United States for the
very generous support they have accorded our reChier Initial Ring the
past year. We are glad that our friends in the trade have done so well
during 1902 and sincerely hope they will do much better in 1903.

In the meantime we wish to call your attention to our new spring
styles of the 'Chief Rings which will be illustrated and described in our
advertisements in the forthcoming issues of this journal. You will find them
ready sellers—the kind of rings that will bring trade to your store as well
as profit to your business.

01'1111111 1P

We would suggest that if you have not seen the 'Chief' Rings as
yet that you send for a memo. sample for inspection and judge for yourself.

Weiss Jewelry Mfg. Co.
Globe-Democrat Building, St. Louis, Mo.

January, 1903

NOTES ABOVT

TRAVELING 4 MEN  j

Rufus E. Hawkins, well-known among the

trade of the Middle West as a former traveler for

the Bowler & Burdick Company, Cleveland, and

later representing Clemens Hellebush, of Cincin-

nati, for several years in Ohio, Indiana and Michi-

gan, is now covering the Rocky Mountain territory

for W. W. Hamilton & Co., the Denver, Colo.,

wholesalers.
E. H. Ray, southwestern traveler for the Ed-

wards & Sloane Company, Kansas City, Mo., will

have the sincere sympathy of the trade in the sad

bereavement which has come to his home recently

in the terrible death of his little six year old son,

an only child, from the bite of a mad dog. The

child was taken to St. Louis for treatment shortly

after he was bitten and every care and attention

possible given him, but rabies developed and the

little unfortunate passed away in great agony No-

vember 17th.
A. L. Reach, who has for the past five years

covered the jobbing trade from Boston to San

Francisco for F. H. Noble & Co., Chicago, has

resigned his position to accept a more lucrative

place in another line of business. He is now trav-

eling for a leaf tobacco house with his headquarters

in Chicago.
One of the most congenial travelers to encoun-

ter on the road is Hamlin D. Brown, who repre-

sents the Paul Manufacturing Company, Boston,

makers of " Cando " polish. Mr. Brown covers a

large territory and is a clever, hard-working sales-

man with a wealth of friends.

B. F. Simpson, Northwestern traveler for Otto

Young & Co., Chicago, has just finished a most

successful year's business and is ready to take upon

himself the no easy undertaking of beating a good

year's record in 1903. But Mr. Simpson is equal

to the emergency, being reputed one of the real

captains of industry in the traveling profession.

George A. Stockder, the popular representa-

tive of the J. I). Bergen Cut Glass Co., starts on

his first trip of the new year about January 5th.

Mr. Stockder covers the large cities of the East

and Middle West generally, a territory which con-

tains the very cream of the business in his line,

and generally assigned to the star man of the

traveling staff.
Archibald Hotchkiss is the new southern trav-

eler for the Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co., of New York

City. Mr. Hotchkiss takes the place of Fred.

Wheeler who has been covering this territory for

the last year. He has been connected with the

house in inside capacities for a number of years

and consequently has a thorough knowledge of the

goods. He has been anxious to try his talent on

the road for some time past and ought to make a

success of it if hard work and hustling will do it,

as it generally does.

Ira W. Smith will continue to represent the

Horton-Angell Company for another year among
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the wholesale trade from Pittsburg to San Fran-

cisco. Mr. Smith will as usual have charge of the

firm's Chicago office.
D. A. Wilkins, the well-known representative

of the Ostby & Barton Company in the \\*estern

territory for a number of years past, will continue

to represent this ffim during 1903 in his old

territory. He will also be in charge of the firm's

Chicago office as heretofore.
One of the most popular salesman in the cut

glass business is James Valentine Bergen, better

known as Val Bergen, who represents The J. D.

Bergen Co., of New York. Mr. Bergen is a com-

paratively young man. At
the age of sixteen, when a

student at Mount St. Louis
College, Montreal, he suc-
cessfully importuned his

father to allow him to get

to work. He accordingly
entered the J. D. Bergen

Co., located at Port Jervis,
N. Y., under the direction

of J. J. Niland. He made
his debut as a cutter of
caster bottles. From this
he progressed to the more
important pieces and pro-
ceeded to the final accomplishment of the expe-

rienced glass cutter. After six years spent at the

factory Mr. Bergen made his maiden trip as a sales-

man, and was so successful that he has continued

on the road ever since. At the present time his

territory takes in the Southern States from Virginia

to Texas. He averages about two trips a year, and

is held in high esteem by his many customers in

that section.

Chauncey Smith, who travels in Middle \Ves-

tern States territory from the Chicago office of

Reed & Barton, will continue with this firm for

another year in his old territory.
Charles A. Garlick, Chicago and \Vestern rep-

resentative for Chas. F. V1'ood & Co., New York,

tells us that he expects his house to stay with him

for the year ;903. " Charley " is nothing if not

picturesque in his language and his friends will

readily understand what he means by the above

‘vay of saying that he will remain with his old

house for another year in his old territory.

It is among the probabilities that there is no

man, among manufacturers' agents at least, who is

so thoroughly familiar with the wholesale jewelry

trade from New York to San Francisco than the

subject of this sketch, Gus.
Rodenberg, a member of

the manufacturing firm
of Rodenberg & Dunn,

Providence, R. I. During
a varied and somewhat

remarkable career in the
commercial world he has
made friends by the hun-
dreds from one end of the

country to the other, has
steadily won his way to
success, and has reaped
the rewards that, accord-

ing to the children's copy books, always accrue to

honesty, industry and perseverance. Born sixty-

two years ago near Hanover, Germany, he began

life on the road at the early age of seventeen a

salesman for a Hamburg firm covering territory in

Sweden and Denmark. Mr. Rodenberg held this

position for six years and then came with a brother

to America to try his fortune in the land of the free.

This was just after the close of the war of the rebel-

us. Roden Ivrg.
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lion in January, 1866. He was engaged in several

business ventures in different parts of the country

until he located at Providence, R. 1., in 1869, where

he embarked in the grocery business, remaining in

this line for thirteen years, when he took a position

with S. & B. Lederer, jewelry manufacturers, of

Providence, as their representative among the

wholesale trade from New York to 'Frisco. This

was in 1882. It was really Mr. Kodenberg's first

entree into the jewelry business. Here he remained

for eighteen years when, in connection with his son

and Mr. Dunn, he organized about two ears ago

the firm of Rodenberg & Dunn, chain makers, of

Providence, whose success was phenomenal from

the start. Since embarking in business for himself

Mr. Rodenberg has been in charge of the New

York office of his firm and does but little traveling

on the road—two or three trips to the larger cites

of the \Vest being the extent of his road business

during the year. Mr. Rodenberg may be regarded

as a thorough expert in his business and a most

successful salesman. 1 le is an optimist in thought

and expression. We are glad to hear from his own

lips that his dew venture is a real success, for the

writer has long known. Mr. Rodenberg as a genial,

courteous and kindly disposed gentleman ; his

friends are numerous, and his popularity, personally

as well as commercially, carries with it the high

esteem in which he is held.
Geo. D. Lunt, who has covered the Pacific

Coast for the Towle Manufacturing Company for

several years past, became a benedict last month.

The bride is a San Francisco lady.

There will be no change in the traveling force

front the Ansonia Clock Company's Chicago office

during the new year. E. A. '1'yler will continue

as of yore to cover the larger cities of the \Vest

and C. M. Davis and R. S. Davis will look after

the smaller towns and cities.

H. E. Cobb, the veteran traveler for Daggett

& Clap, tells us that the old house will remain with

him for another year. I le will look after the sante

trade as heretofore and will also be in charge of

the firm's Chicago office. Mr. Cobb starts out on

his Pacific Coast trip early in the present month.

The Geneva Optical Company, of Chicago,

St. Louis and Des Moines, announce the following

as their traveling force for 1903, in the territories

named : W. J. Rowley in Missouri and the South-

west, A. J. Fairbairn in Iowa and \ Vestern terri-

tory, John lodgens in the Northwest and S. W.

Gray in Indiana, Michigan and Ohio.

Charles A. Whiting, of the manufacturing firm

of_Whiting & Davis. will continue during the new

year to look after the New York office of his firm

as well as the jobbing trade of the larger Western

cities.

Chambers, Inskeep & Co., of Chicago, an-

nounce the following as their traveling force for

1903 ; H. G. Smith in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin

and Michigan territory, and G. 1'. Dutcher in

Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky territory.

Fred R. Sheridan x'ill still continue to keep

the firm of Arnold & Steere, the well-known ring

makers, before the wholesale trade in the \Vest

for another year, with headquarters in Chicago

as usual.

Joseph H. Crawford, who has represented

C. H. Knights & Co., of Chicago, the past four

years in the Western territory, has resigned his

position and accepted a similar one with J. W.

Forsinger, the well-known watch jobber, of Chicago

also, to travel in his old territory as well as some

additional new territory. Mr. Crawford is a well-

known and popular salesman and brings to his new

position a wide acquaintance among the trade.
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We thank you for favors during the
year 1902.

We want you to give us reasons to thank
you for favors during 1903.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters

CHICAGO

If you are in need of a high-grade and easy-flowing
solder, EXCELLENT in every respect, then ask your

jobber fi)r the

cToRY

Wictorr
TRADE MARK. Gold Solder

ancl refuse all substitutes.

MANUFACTURED BY

VICTOR FROHLICH, Refiner, St. Louis, Mo.

15t.1-1 Succe.s.sful Year.

The Jewelers' School
of Engraving

begins it's NEW YEAR with better facilities, im-
proved system and a larger class of students than ever
before. MR. RICHARD 0. KANDLER, the pres-
ident of the school, who has been chief instructor since its organization in 1899,
is again at the helm, giving students, with the aid of his able assistants, the
highest class instruction obtainable in the world. His practical system, his repu-tation as authority on Engraving and his wonderful faculty to impart his knowl-
edge to others is recognized, not only in this country, but as well abroad, whichis proven by students who do not hesitate to come from South America,
Denmark, New Zealand and other parts of the world to take a course at theJEWELERS' SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

Terms the same as during the past fourteen years.
" Our motto": A fair price for high-class instruction—beware of cheap,so-called engraving schools. Correspondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving,
Suite rzto Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
We keep in stock

German Hall Clock
Seth Thomas Movements 

MANUFACTURIRS' AOIENTS.

English G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.
MAIL ORDERS Filled Pro pt iy.

January, 1903

What of 1903?

BY JOHN TWEEZER

What sort of a storekeeeper -- what
sort of a man—are you going to be, in this
year 1903?

It is just the right time, now, to look
the 1903 proposition straight in the face.
Every day that you delay loses to you one
day of opportunity to turn about and take a
better road. You've got to go farther, or a
longer way around, to get into the right
road, after each successive day's proceeding
in the wrong direction. January First comes
only once in the whole year ; and you'll
need every day in the year to perfect your
better going.

No, you will never go, or do, Aerfectly
—that is beyond the finite capacity. But
you can go, or do, a whole lot better than
you are doing ; and you ought not lose an-
other day in getting started in the better way.

Of course you can start on February
First or on September Tenth, or on any day in
the calendar ; "everyday is a fresh beginning,"
the poet says ; and there's no special virtue
in New Year's Day, in itself.

But New Year's Day is such a clearly-
drawn dividing-line between past and present
—carries with it so much significance as be-
ing the turn-over of time's calendar—has
wrapped up in it the traditions of reform
through such a long stretch of centuries—that
you can probably find greater stimulus in the
associations of this day, for a hopeful effort
at improvement, than at any other time.

So brace up, right now ; pull yourself
together, fortify yourself with resolution, and
go in to win.

Mistakes ? Of course you'll make mis-
takes and have to begin over again, and
again ; but what of It ?

The man that " never makes mistakes"
doesn't know a mistake when he makes one.
The only men that never make mistakes are
dead men. But you're alive, to-day.

There is a profit in making mistakes : you
get wiser from observance of the penalties
of the mistakes. The fool makes the same
mistake twice. He does not get anything

out of the cost of his tuition !
If you are a growing man—and a man

ought to grow every day to his last—you
will be making fewer mistakes in 1903 than
in 1902. Your accumulated experience will
direct you straight and true. But the very
fact that you are growing—the fact that your
view is broader and your comprehensions more
embracing—carries with it the additional
responsibilities which lie in the field of the
wider vision. You'll see weaknesses in your

business policy which you never dreamed
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before existed ; you'll see faults in your
methods which could not have come to your
comprehension in the days of your imma-
turity. And these faults must be corrected ;
these weak spots must be strengthened ; and
the time to begin is right now. " Putting off''
may be fatal ; because the crowd of January
First reformers will have moved ahead, and
you'll be left behind to fight alone. You'll
be a guerrilla, instead of one of the army of
aligned marchers.

There's more in this thought of concerted
reform, on January First, than you may be
ready to admit, off hand. But stop to think.
Isn't it a fact that a very great number of
people do resolve to " do things differently"
after January First ? There are about sixteen
million adult males in this country—isn't
it a fair guess that at least half a million of
these make some sort of resolve on New
Year's Day?

Isn't it a fact that on no other one day in
the whole year such a number of people have,
simultaneously, the same idea—the idea of
doing things differently, better, than before?

No, these men do not act in concert, in
the sense of getting together physfcally ; but
there is a mental concert, nevertheless ; and
each man is in some occult way influenced
and encouraged by the fact that other men, in
other places, are " resolv" as he is. Call
it mental telepathy, or thought transferrance,
or whatever big name the scientists choose :
it is certainly true that this great stir in the
mass of men's wills, on January First, helps
each individual who exerts his will on that
day ; brings him into communion and fellow-
ship with the body of resolvers ; and gives
him courage to dare, and strength to succeed.

So that the laggard who postpones his
resolving to February First or September
Tenth, discards the aid of the aggregated
human sympathy which goes out from the
mass on January First.

You had best keep step with the pro-
cession. Here's hoping you are marching in
the vanguard—and here's success to you in
1903!

Snap!
The future chronicler of events, in writ-

ing the history of the twentieth century, will
have surpassing advantages which were de-
nied to the historian of an earlier day.

The strongest and most vital historical
material is being gathered daily into the
plate-holders of the amateur snap-shotter.
History is being " written," day by day, by.
the kodak.

And it is accurate history. The reader
of the future will have the irrefragable .proof
of the four-by-fives as to how the people of
this day dressed, how they lived, how their
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houses were adorned—all the minutia of
their daily lives will be faithfully portrayed.
They will see how our Presidents walk, ride
and jump fences, how our elections are car-
ried on, how fires are fought, how princely
visitors are welcomed, how things are made
in factories.

We of this day cannot be sure that all
of Sir Peter Lely's beauties in the National
Gallery of England were quite so perfect
as he has limned them ; the camera might
have told another story. The snap-shotter
would have explained many mysteries, too.
We could see a picture of " the author of
Macbeth writing his new play, Richard the
Third," and would have been spared all
doubts as to whether it was Shakespeare or
Bacon ; could look on " the writer of the
Junius Letters in his study ; " could learn
who it really was that " struck Billy Patter-
son," and measure the extent of that tragedy.

Think of the delight of knowing, for
sure, whether George Washington did actu-
ally stand up recklessly in that boat which
bumped through the ice on the Delaware !
What satisfaction it would be to look on a
photograph of the signers around the table
in Independence Hall, and one of Caesar
crossing the Rubicon, and one of Napoleon
on the bridge at Lodi, and one of Cleopatra
entertaining Marc Antony on her barge, and
one of Romulus and Remus at their lupine
luncheon !

The historian of this day has his job
made easy.

Slovenliness in Advertisement Writing

. Before us is a jeweler's advertisement
clipped from a country paper. It begins thus:

WATCH REPAIRING

Every Watchmaker can't fix a 3:ck watch,
etc., etc.

The jeweler evidently meant to say,
" Not every watchmaker can fix a sick
watch "—but what a mess he made of it !
He actually tells the people of his community
that every watchmaker—with no exception—
is unable to repair watches. Or does he
mean to say that if all the watchmakers had
to work at the same time on " a " watch—
one watch — that watch wouldn't survive ?
In that case we think he is quite within the
truth. Or does he mean—but what in thun-

der does he mean?
We call attention to this advertisement

as a " horrible example " of what may hap-

pen if the jeweler drowses when writing his
advertisements. He is apt to make himself
ridiculous, as this instance witnesses.

Do not attempt " publicity " until you

are quite wide awake ; and keep an English
J. T.Grammar handy.



The New Geneva

Ophthalmoscope atid Retinoscope
Combined

For more complete information send for
our new booklet which fully explains both
instruments and how to use them or change
from one to the other.

Kindly remember that the instrument con-
tains its own dark room, lenses all in place, no
deductions or additions, every finding com-
plete, and that together they give all you desire
to know to write the correct prescription.

Patented September tn, 11002.

This instrument gives
the Ophthalmologist
the most ready and ac-
curate means of deter-
mining the two prime
values involved in
every case of ocular di-
agnosis. These values
are:
(1.) The condition-

normal or abnormal - -
of the fundus, the ner-
vous field of vision.

2.) The refraction
----normal or abnormal
of the dioptric eye and
the amount of the
error. To change from
one instrument to the
other requires but a
moment of time.

The chief value of the
instrument to the man
who has work to do is
In its saving. It saves
time because of the
readiness with which it
is adjusted and the re-
quired facts are deter-
mined. It saves space,
for you have two inde-
pendent instruments
occupying the space of
one and with one light-
ing attachment. It
saves money by both
the above economies of
time and space, and by
the further economy of
giving you two inde-
pendent instruments at
one price.

Write to-day for full particulars.

Geneva Optical Co.
Chicago. St. Louis. Des Moines.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

An Instructive Discussion About the
Correction of Myopia

In connection with the two papers by
Dr. A. C. Friedmann and Dr. E. Jackson, on
the correction of myopia as delivered before
the Colorado Ophthalmological Society, and
published in .this number of THE KEYSTONE,
an interesting discussion took place which,
though not bringing out any new points,
again sets forth the importance of treating
each case of myopia rather individually than
by fixed rules. We give it here as reported
by Dr. M. Black in the Ofthlbalmic Record..

Dr. E. M. Marhourg, of Pueblo, thought
Knapp's position right. He found that full cor-
rection would not always be tolerated. The patients
would not wear the glasses given. A compromise
was necessary before they would wear them. He
thought toric lenses should be prescribed for full
correction.

Dr. Libby was in favor of giving full correction
before puberty. After patients were eighteen or
twenty years of age and had never worn glasses,
he found full correction gave so much discomfort
that it was hard to get the patient to wear them.

Dr. Neeper was in accord with Dr. Libby.
He thought the free use of atropine advisable before
the full correction of myopia.

Dr. Pershing had found his own eyes very
interesting. His father had about 15 13. of myopia.
It had apparently developed from excessive reading
before a pine-knot fire when young. One eye was
amblyopic. He had two brothers and two sisters.
One brother and one sister were highly myopic.
He said his own myopia developed during school
life. He recognized, before consulting an oculist,
that his myopia was progressing. He was having
great asthenopia, and it became so unbearable that
at seventeen he consulted Dr. Wm. F. Norris, of
Philadelphia. Dr. Norris took him out of school
for a year. He used atropine in his eyes for three
months. He began wearing a partial correction for
far and near, 5 D. for distance and 3 D. for near.
His asthenopia was relieved but his myopia pro-
gressed. When twenty-four years of age Dr. Norris
found he had to D. of myopia and gave him full
correction for distance, and - 7 a for near. He
wore these glasses until three years ago. The
glasses for near work he only used when he expected
to do continuous work with his eyes at near point.
His near vision was good with his full correction
- to D. until he began to be presbyopic, since
then he has been wearing - 8.5o D. for far and
near. He experiences the greatest satisfaction with
full correction for distance and feels as though a
plus glass were placed before his eyes when the
strength of his lenses are reduced. When he first
wore partial correction he looked obliquely through
his lenses because he found he could see better.

Dr. Black said he was in favor of full correction.
He had not found that in this Western country
progressive myopia was a very important part of
our work. He considered serious progression of
myopia here rare. He always insisted upon myopes
returning every six months at least until he was
satisfied that there was no progression. He was
unable to recall a single case of myopia that had
progressed to any extent during his residence of
eleven years in Colorado. He thought certain
nationalities, the Germans for instance, were pre-
disposed to myopia because of the bony construction
of their orbits and skulls. Heredity undoubtedly
plays an important part, but might not heredity he
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more along the lines just mentioned. He would
recommend to Dr. Pershing full correction for
distance with bifocal lenses, the lower segments
being appropriate for his presbyopia.

Dr. Bane said he had found that when astigma-
tism was present with myopia it progressed when
the myopia progressed. He believed in stopping
all work and giving full correction, and urging that
the glasses be worn. He thought that if Dr. Black
would go through his records carefully he would
find more cases that had progressed than he could
now remember.

Dr. Jackson said that in the discussion upon
this subject before the American Ophthalmological
Society there was, much to the surprise of all,
great unanimity of opinion as to the value of full
correction. At the Heidelberg Congress no one
would attempt to defend partial correction. He
thought the annoyanee of full myopic correction
not more annoying than strong lenses worn for
the correction of other errors.

Dr. Friedmann thought it wisest to judge of
individual cases and not to be governed by any rule.
He had not found myopia an important factor in
this Western country. Since leaving Germany he
had forgotten many of the fine details he used to
know about myopia. He was not aware that the
German skulls were peculiar. He thought the
hereditary influences in Germany were the impor-
tant influences. It is said that full correction in
children has produced glaucoma. Each case
should be considered as to fundus changes and the
amount of myopia as well as the comfort of the
patient.

A Case of Very High Astigmatism
At the last meeting of the American

Ophthalmological Society, at New London,
Conn., Dr. B. L. Millikin reported a very
interesting case of high astigmatism. This
case had already been described by him in
1893, when the examination of the patient
showed the following refractive difficulty :

1). - io.00 D. ax. 90° C 7.00 I). ax. 180°
0. S. - 6.00 I). ax. too° 0' 4.00 D. ax. io°

or in the usual sphero-cylindrical expression :

0. D. + 7.00 C - 17.00 D. ax. oo°
0. S. + 4.00 0 - to.00 I). ax. too°

This correction gave practically normal vision.
Recently the doctor examined the patient
again and found:

0. 1). - 16.50 D. ax. too° 0 + moo D. ax. too
0. S. - 8.50 D. ax. too° C 6.00 D. ax. to°

which expressed in
read :

0. I). to.00 -
0. S. + 6.00 C -

the usual way would

26.50 D. cyl. ax. too°
14.50 D. cyl. ax. too°

With these glasses the vision of the right eye
increased to g, while in the left eye the vision
became normal ( In the eleven years,
therefore, during which the case had been
observed, the total mixed astigmatism had in-
creased from 17.00 D. to 26.50 D. in the right
eye, and from 10.00 D. to 14.50 D. in the left..

It is usually said that a sphero-cylin-
drical combination is preferable from the
optician's standpoint, but the reader will
admit that in this case the crossed cylinders
would probably be the choice,
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Test Objects and Test Letters

At the last meeting of the American
Medical Association, Dr. E. G. Starr, of
Buffalo, after considering the importance of
a careful correction of the eye and its great
value for the relief of many disturbing condi-
tions, expressed his belief that one of the
most serious objections to the test card, ordi-
narily employed, was that the glare of light
reflected from the white background pro-
duced retinal fatigue. He likewise objected
to the use of white letters on a black back-
ground, as thus, by irradiation the apparent
size of the object was increased and the sharp-
ness of the outlines was lessened. The
speaker then showed a series of letters
devised by him which were in color on a
ground of another color, the colors used
being yellow and blue or so-called comple-
mentary colors. This, in his opinion, less-
ened the glare of the light and the fatigue of
the retina, while the blue letter appeared
more brilliant by contrast with the yellow
ground.

In the following discussion Dr. Gould
remarked that the black background, being
restful to the retina, did not tire it, but he
thought that Dr. Starr's ingenious device
deserved further consideration. It would
seem, however, to the reviewer that these
blue letters on a yellow ground will not be
found generally acceptable, partly on account
of the chromatic aberration of the eye, and
partly because it is always best to test the
eyes under conditions and with tests which
correspond to those of real life. Black letters
on a white background for this reason will
always be preferable.

Does the Duration of a Visual Sensa-
tion Exactly Correspond to the

Duration of the Stimulus?

We all know that a luminous body, if
moved along rapidly, does not appear to us
as a distinct light moving in a certain direc-
tion, but that it seems to us to be on every
point of the rapidly-traversed path, which
latter, therefore, appears as a luminous line.
Thus, if in the dark, a lighted cigar is rap-
idly moved in a circle we see the glow in
every part of the circle, and thus the whole
circle appears lighted at once. Of course,
the glow or light can only be at one point of
the path at one time. Why is it, then, that
we see the glow all over the path ? The
cause undoubtedly lies in the fact that
the retina does not respond with a momen-
tary sensation to a momentary stimula-
tion, but that it rather acts like a tuning
fork, which though struck for only for
one moment, still emits a sound consider-
able time afterwards. The question, there-
fore, for the eye is : How long does the

(Continued en ,age 93)
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shaped that they curve evenly and firmly around
the sides of the head from the points where the
hair commences at the temples, to the places further
back corresponding with the tips of the sides, and
situate about an inch, or a little more, beyond the
tops of the ears. The anterior third of spectacle
sides should not press against the flesh of the
temples, neither should the tips stand off from the
sides of the head. On the other hand, sides should
not touch the head merely at their tips and stand
off elsewhere, but there should be an even contact
‘vith the sides of the head over at least two-thirds
of their length.

An average amount of bow to give to straight
sides will be half an inch in sides, with a total
length of five inches, but for persons with round-
shaped heads more bow will be required, whilst for
persons whose heads have flat sides less will suffice.
But these will probably require a longer jointed
spectacle than the rounder-headed individuals.
This at first sight seems contrary to what might be
expected, but as spectacle sides for flat-shaped
heads are left without much bow, the longer joints
become necessary in order to clear the temples.

As hooked sides are ordinarily not bowed at
all, it follows that spectacles with this class of
temples—if of the same frontal width—will have a
considerably closer fit than spectacles with single

sides possessing more or less bow ; so that with
hooked sides, in order to clear the temples, it will
be necessary in most cases either to provide some-
what longer joints or otherwise to allow the sides

to open further back, to the extent of to° to 15°
each. To permit of this being accomplished, the
stops of the sides are reduced slightly by tiling.

If straight sides were similarly let back at the
joints the result would usually be disastrous, and

the slackest of fits would probably result. In

actual wear, spectacles often acquire a similar con-

dition through the bending outwards of the joints

when the eyewires are not stiff enough to resist the

leverage of the sides upon the joints. As a con-

sequence, the springs open very wide, and a slack

and troublesome fit is the result. The remedy is

to turn up the joint with pliers from time to time

as necessity arises, which it will certainly do in all

spectacles that have once gone wrong in this respect.
When spectacle sides become shaky through

wear, so that they can be rocked to and fro in a

vertical direction owing to their looseness at the

joints, there are two recognized ways of improving

the condition of affairs, viz.: either to fit new pins

of larger diameter, if, as is frequently the case,

worn ones appear to be the cause of the looseness;

or, to fit entirely new sides with thicker centerbits,

so as to take up the wear of the collets. In this

case new pins also will most likely be required, in

order to make the work a thorough success.
—The British Optical journal.

Tough Glass

One of the so-called " lost arts " appears to

have been rediscovered, partially, at least, by Louis

Kauffeld of Matthews, Indiana. It is a process of

making glass of extraordinary toughness, so that

it will withstand rough usage and violent changes

of temperature without breaking. The composi-

tion of the new glass is the secret of the inventor.

The product is said to be quite as transparent as

ordinary glass, and perhaps even a little clearer.

Tests that prove the surprising toughness of this

glass are : Boiling water in a lamp chimney made

of it, and using such a chimney to drive nails. If

the chimney is first cooled in ice water and then

suddenly held in a flame it does not crack.
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SHUR-ON NEWS

A NEW DEPARTURE.

Gold Filled Shur-On Mountings, $12.00 per dozen.
Write for Sample Dozen.

To Our Many Friends:
At this season of the year while there is a general feeling of good-

fellowship prevalent, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to our
friends and thank them for their substantial encouragement given us by so
liberally purchasing the Shur-on Eyeglass. We trust those who have hereto-
fore been a little reluctant about placing their orders with us for this
mounting will realize that the advantages gained by the merchant who pushes
the Shur-on are the advantages lost by the merchant who does not.

Soliciting your sincere consideration, and thanking you for your many
past favors, we are,

Yours for success in 1903,
E. Kirstein Sons Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

START IN THE

NEW YEAR

RIGHT.

Send your optical orders and I to the
only EXCLUSIVELY wholesale
optical house in the South and get in
return the promptest and most accurate
service that it is possible to render.

A trial will convince you.

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY,
PRUDENTIAL BUILDING,

ATLANTA, GA.

Rochester
School of
Optometry

TI I E Rochester School of Optometry has been
established for the purpose of giving a thor-
ough and practical course of instruction in the

science of Optometry.
Objective methods of instruction and actual

practice will be a prominent feature throughout
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instruction in the use of the Trial Case, Retino-
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ments used in the detection of errors of refraction
and muscular disturbances.
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visual sensation last after a light impression
has acted on the retina for only one moment?
This question lately has been investigated by
J. W. Ellis, who reports the results of his
work in the American Journal of Physiology.
Under favorable conditions he found the dura-
tions of such sensations about three-quarters
of a second, and that contrary to what might
be expected the duration is affected only
slightly by a variation of the intensity of color
of the light used. Of course, the intensity of
the sensation during the three-quarter second
is not the same all through that time, but it
falls off continually. Thus it happens that
if the same retinal area is stimulated again
after three-quarter seconds a disagreeable
flickering sensation will be produced, whilst
if the first light stimulus is repeated only
about one-hundredth of a second afterwards,
we do not become conscious of an intermis-
sion in our sensation but see a continuous
light. In the same way if a neighboring part
of the retina is stimulated less than one one-
hundredth of a second after the first part,
the neighboring sensations, as it were, blend
into one. Now, the image of the circle
described by the lighted cigar again is a small
circle on the retina. In this retinal circle the
stimulations of the different parts succeed
each other so quickly (less than one one-hun-
dredth of a second) that all the light sensa-
tions from the different parts of the circle
blend into one. Thus it is that we see a
luminous circle.

Ellis also found that after very brief illu-
mination of the retina, if the field remains
perfectly dark and the light sufficiently in-
tense, the first or primary image is followed
by an after-image of very slight intensity
Nvith a distinct period of darkness intervening
between the two. The whole work of the
author seems to indicate that the duration of
the visual sensations is longer and less
affected by the character of the stimulus than
has hitherto been supposed.

Relief of Eye Strain

In the New York Medical Journal, Dr.
A. L. Ranney reports ten instructive cases of
eye strain, each one of which shows a differ-
ent way in which this strain had produced
serious consequences in other parts of the
body. The cases are all described fully and
prove that careful examination and correction
of eye strain may sometimes cure cases that
had been given up as hopeless before. In
three of his cases serious diseases of the
brain and spinal cord had been diagnosed,
and in one case he caused the total disap-
pearance of sugar in the urine of a patient
who had suffered from chronic diabetes. In
the last case, therefore, it would appear as if
the diabetes had been excited by irritation of
the brain from eye strain. In other cases
Dr. Ranney, by relieving eye strain, cured
also spasm of the larynx, neuralgia, epilepsy
and spasm in a certain group of muscles.
There can be no doubt, therefore, that in all

chronic nervous ailments a careful, long-
continued investigation of errors of refraction
and anomalies in the working of the eye
muscles should be advised and insisted upon.

The Normal Width of the Pupil

The latest measurements of the normal
size of the human pupil have been made by
Lange. In the dissertation for his degree,
(Inaugural Dissertation, Amsterdam, x 901 ),
Dr. Lange gives his results of the observa-
tions. He measured I000 pupils of persons
of different ages and sex. The examinations
were made by direct and lateral illumination,
and he employed a special apparatus, devised
by him, to control the width of the pupil in
artificial light. His conclusions are as follows :

I. The size of the pupil differs considerably in
different persons.

2. Women, on. the average, have larger pupils
than men.

3. The " physiologic width " of the pupil
((hat is its size during the health of the individual)
decreases with age.

4. The width of the pupil is less in hyper-
metropia than in emmetropia.

5. The width of the pupil decreases with the
degree of the hypermetropia.

6. The physiologic width in myopes is, up to
the twentieth year, greater than in emmetropes.

7. With increasing age the difference in the
size of the pupil with different states of refraction is
less marked, and after the age of forty is inconsid-
erable.

S. With reduced illumination the differences
enumerated, under 3 to 7, are greater and remain
yell marked up to the sixtieth year.

Properly Fitting Spectacles

A frequent complaint of spectacle wearers is

that their spectacles will not stay satisfactorily upon

the face, but are continually sliding down the nose,

and in some more extreme cases, actually falling

off when the head is inclined. There is great reason

for complaint in many cases, but in most of them

the condition is a preventable one produced by

certain well-defined causes. A frequent reason for

glasses refusing to remain upon the face is that the
frontal width of the spectacle is too small for the

wearer. Pantoscopic frames with deep bridges

and angled joints seem to be specially prone to

slipping down when on the face. Henvy lenses, of

course, increase the trouble, and with spectacles of

this character care should be taken to secure both

an appropriate width of front and suitable well-

fitted sides.
There are two ways of making a spectacle that

will stay upon the face, viz.: either with a stiff and

rigid front and a short, unyielding sides, like the

old English patterns, or with a soft front and extra

long sides like the present day gold filled spectacles

of American manufacture. Much also depends

upon the temper of the sides themselves, and upon

the amount and location of the bow of the same,

in relation to the shape of the individual wearer's

head. The character of the ends of the sides has

likewise some little influence in helping to retain

spectacles in position.
Some opticians have the springs of their frames

made of hard temper for about the first two inches

at the back of the joints, and of a soft temper for

the remainder of their length, so that they will

permit of very considerable manipulation when

fitting customers. When fitted, sides should be so
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about twenty inches long, mounted on a
brass stand. The mounting of the tubes is
such as to permit of a chatIge in their adjust-
ment from parallelism to convergence or to
divergence, and at the same time they can
be inclined to any desired angle.

The tubes are also susceptible of rotation
about their longitudinal axes by thumb-
screws, which motion can be measured by
means of an index-pointer above each tube.
At the extreme end of each tube provision
is made for maintaining the diagrams in
position.

These circles are blended in their normal
position, ;Ind the amplitude of torsion is
measured by rotating both in opposite
directions until the diameters begin to
separate.

Dr. Stevens finds the amplitude of ex-
torsion for each eye to be i I°, and of intor-
sion slightly less, when both eyes are simulta-
neously extorted or intorted.

THE PERIMETER

This instrument may also be used to
measure the rotations of the eye, or what

might be called the motor field.
It consists essentially of an arc
marked in degrees which rotates
around a central pivot, which latter
at the same time is the fixing
point for the patient's eye, placed
at 30 centimeters away or at the
center of curvature of the pen-

metric arc. The test object should be

small, I cm. to 2 cm. in diameter, and fastened

upon a carrier, which is moved from with-

out inward, and the point noted on each
meridian where it first becomes visible.

Usually the examination is begun with the

arc in the horizontal position and then moved

to the next meridian, and so on until the

whole field has been investigated. Generally

it is sufficient to examine eight meridians,

two vertical, two horizontal and two oblique

in each direction.

The result is noted upon a chart, pre-

pared for the purpose by having ruled upon

it radial lines to correspond to the various
positions of the arc, and concentric circles to

note the degrees.

(To HE CONTINUED)

Our

Ametropometer
is the latest, simplest and most accurate
instrument ever invented for testing•Enc.1 correcting all errors of Refraction.We guarantee a perfect fit when in-
structions are followed.

NO GUESSING.
This instrument will tell both

patient and operator beyondany question when eye is prop-erly fitted, which fact alone
makes it invaluable.

Price, $20.00 net.

Descriptive circular sent upon request.
l'atent applied for in the United States, Canada, England and France.

Front View of
A METROPOMETER.

No. l3ó3-S Special Trial Set.
Back View of

AmurRopomETER.
We illustrate abov e the most complete Trialis seal grain covered and silk velvet

30 each plus and minus spherical powers from 0. i 2 to
20.00 D., in pairs to 6.00 D.

15 each plus and minus cylinder powers from o.12 to 6.00D., in pairs to r.00 D.
10 prisms, from i to 20 degrees, in pairs to 3 degrees.

Set ever offered at the price. The Caselined, and contains the following:
piano red glass. 1 solid rubber disc.piano white glass. i pin-hole disc.
Maddox rod. i Stenopaic disc.

2 Trial Frames, Nos. 1301 and 1306.6 cards of test type, Nos. 115o, 1156, r 158,

The price of this Trial Set is $35.00,but we will offer it for a limited timewith the Ametropometer for $50.00 net

1159 and r 6o.
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The Optician's Manual
((ONIINLI n)

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows:

CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

1.—INTRODUCT0RY REMARKS.
11.—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
111.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSI-

IV.—OPTICS. [OLOGY OF VISIoN.
V.—LENSES.
VL—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
V1L—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.
IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION.
X.—PRESBYOPIA.
X1.—HYPERMETROPIA.
X11.—MYOPIA.
XI1I—ASTIOMATISM.
X1V.—ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES.

The entire serial, 'rhe Op-
tician's 31anttal, can now he
had in IHmk 1.01111, i vork

consisting of t wo volo ales of
stone 400 pages each. The
Optician's 3Iantial, Vol. I,
heretofore know n simply as
"'rite Optician's 31aoital,"eont-
pri.es the it rst
IVith IltiiItI 11111t1C1',

:1.1111 coloircli plates.
N'ol. II comprises I Intliters X I
unit X I I lierelorove published
it I lie " to The
op1 ki an's 31antial "), together
with Chapters XIII ttiol XI V.
This 1.41111111e thus comprise-.

I y piiii1Iiia, i1 y opi a ,
Astigmatism and ABORRIlles nf
the Ocular Muscles, to which
has been added much addi-
tional matter and Minoru-

Bons. These books will be sent postpaid to all parts of thc
world on receipt of price, $2.00 each ; or van he had from Ilo•
leading wholesale optical houses of threat, Britain, and Bosch,
Barthel AL Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for the publisher's price,
Ss. 4d. each.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part XXII)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

The instrument consists essentially of a
telescope in which an inverted image of the
eye is formed at the eye-piece,. where its
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Seale for Tropometer
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lines. The interval between the lines is Io°,
counting down from the heavy line on the
right side and up from the heavy line on the
left side. When the head of the patient is
held firmly in the proper position and the
eye rotated strongly in any direction, the arc
through which the border of the cornea
passes may be accurately read upon the scale.

In the figure the curved dotted line rep-
resents such a rotation. The patient has
been asked to look strongly up7iyInf, which
causes a movement of the cornea down the
scale, and reaches the point in this case of
500, which would represent the measure of
this rotation.

By means of a small lever the scale can
be placed horizontally, vertically or obliquely,
and by means of the two gradations, measure-
ments can be made in opposite directions.

In measuring the upward rotation the
border of the cornea is made to coincide
with the heavy line at the upper right-hand
side, zind for the downward rotation with the
heavy line at the lower left-hand side. These
adjustments are made by means of the milled
head at the side of the standard. As the eye
rotates in one direction the image appears to
move in the other.

The customary rotations are as follows :

'pward,
1 )ii iI\vLIil,  
Inward,
Outward, .

330
500
55o

. 50°

The above represent the four principal
secondary positions, in addition to which
there are rotations up and in, up and out,
down and in, and down and out. The above
figures will not be the same for every indi-
vidual, on account of the variations in the
normal power of the muscles of one person
as compared with another, and also depend-
ing on the amount of effort and attention
that is given to the exercise.

THE CLINOSCOr'E

This instrument is also an invention of
Dr. Stevens. It consists of two tubes of

movements can be observed upon a gradu-

ated scale, permitting rotations in any direc-

tion to be measured. A prism or a diagonal

mirror at the objective end of the telescope,
permits the observer to sit at the side of the
observed. By means of a head-rest and an
adjustable stirrup with a wooden bar, which

the patient holds closely between his teeth,

the head may be held firmly in the primary
position. This position is indicated by the

two buttons at the extremities of the guiding

rods.
The vertical line divides two scales,

which are similarly graduated, but run in

different directions. The circle represents the

outer border of the cornea, the edges of

which are in contact with the two heavy The Clinoscope
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The optician's office that does not contain our
XX Century Ophthalmometer,

Rising Table, Stool and Chair, is not complete.

Hardy XX Century Ophthaimometer, electric lighted, with transilluminated mires, $70.00
Prices: Hardy Rising Table, - 10.00Hardy Rising Chair, 

4.50Hardy Rising Stool, - 2.25Less 6 per cent. for cash.

Besides the actual value of the Ophthalmometer as an instrument of precision in measuring thecurves of the cornea, which no refractionist can afford to be without, the appearance of the instrumentis such as to give the customer or prospective customer more confidence in the ability of the operator.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
I, essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points :

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

a. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

6. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"L. & ty years of age, has worn
glasses for some lime for reading only. Dis-
tant vision all right. Patient complains of
seeing a dark spot on card about the size of a
copper cent. Test with test case R. E. +
2.50 D. gives full correction ; L. E. --I- 2.50 D.
does not give full correction, but patient says
the spot appears to be much lighter and smaller.
Will you please inform us what the trouble is
and what would be the proper correction for
same ?

The statement that distant vision is " all
right " does not suffice : we want it expressed in
the usual form, and if it equals 38 it must be written
in this way. The history of the case states that
+ 2.50 gives full correction, but we are left in
doubt as to whether near or distant vision is re-
ferred to. In the absence of the important data
to which we are entitled in order to be able to ex-
press an intelligent opinion, we can only make a
surmise, and that would be that the spot com-
plained of is simply an exaggeration of a physio-
logical spot. Otherwise, it must be clue to an
opacity in some of the refracting media, or to
disease of the retina or optic nerve, conditions
which could be readily determined by an ophthal-
moscopic examination.

"W. B. A."-Lady, thirty-five, health good, eyes
ache and back of head, letters run together
qfter reading a short time. Has been wearing
for past Iwo months ± i ax. 9o° each eye ; for
two years previous, + .50 cyl. ax. 900 each
eye. R. V.11 ; 1.5o + .25 ax. 90°
L. 17. ; /.25 + .25 ax. la. Exo,
phoria 12° to 150 base in. Right cataphoria
2$0 to 3° base up over right (Maddox rod, 20-
feel test). With card covering the right, and
left being fixed on candle at 20 feet, as card is
shifted to the left, the right as it is uncovered
noticeably turns in as it fixes on the light.
She can with little effort relax the muscles
and as she does so the left /urns out and up.
She says she remembers she could do this easily
when a child. Her eyes follow with equal ease
any object as it is moved to right or left. She
can overcome at 20 feet 33° prism base out, but
only about 12° base in. Owing to the apparent
long- standing of the muscle trouble I am
inclined to think that prism base in with the
other correction is the only thing that will
give satisfaction, but am hying the other cor-
rection without the prisms.

The first step in the management of this case
is an accurate correction of the error of refraction.
From the history of the case we learn that she has
been wearing plano-cylindrical lenses, while our
correspondent's examination shows the case to be
one of compound hypermetropic astigmatism, the
astigmatic feature being the smallest part of the
trouble. If this diagnosis is right then the indi-
cated sphero-cylindrical lenses ought to afford
much more comfort than the plane cylinders that
have been worn. It is possible that the hyperme-
tropia may be much greater than is represented by
these glasses, existing in a latent form, in which
case she would need additional assistance for read-
ing, but this is a point that can be readily deter-
mined after a careful examination of distant and
near vision.

A consideration of the muscular equilibrium is
somewhat confusing. The ability to overcome 33°

prism base out indicates that convergence is nor-
mal or perhaps slightly in excess. But when we
are told that "only " about 12° base in can be
overcome, we are led to infer that our correspon-
dent expected it to be still higher, when the fact is
that 6° to 8° base in represent the normal power of
divergence. When the balance between conver-
gence and divergence is destroyed, the gain of one
must mean loss to the other ; but in this case while
the divergence is greatly in excess the convergence
shows no deficiency, but is also somewhat in
excess. In this view of the case we can hardly
think the presence of 12° to 15° of exophoria pos-
sible. The lateral muscles being so contradictory,
the better plan would be to correct the left hyper-
phoria, if that can be definitely measured, which
may suffice to relieve the muscular strain.

In order that a corrcct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"E. H. L."-Girl, aged sixteen years, in good
health but eyes keep twitching back and forth
sideways, but with muscle test can find no
muscular trouble. R. V un'thout glasses it ;
L. I'. without glasses 38. A'. V. with - i C
- I D. cyl. ax. 40° can read 38; L. V with
- I C - .50 D. cyl. ax. /60° can read g1.
Cannot get glasses to do any better and does
not stop Me movement cy he eyes, but has
never worn glasses ; maybe they will idled it
after being worn. Please advise me if I am
on Me right track and if it would not be
advisable to have patient seek medical aid if
glasses do not relieve the movement of Me c'es.

This case looks very suspiciously like one of
false or accommodative myopia ; in fact, this is a
condition we should always suspect in young per-
sons when the vision is below normal and a con-
cave lens is accepted. We do not know what tests
our correspondent has made use of, but before pre-
scribing any glasses at all, he must satisfy himself
that there is no latent hypermetropia or spasm of
accommodation. If he cannot make sure of this
in any other way, the case should be examined under
atropine, as an improper diagnosis at this early age
would affect the eyes seriously all through life.

Our correspondent calls attention to the twitch-
ing of the eyes ; we presume that he really means
just what he says, although very often these words
are used when the movements are of the lids.
Twitching of the eyeballs or oscillating movements
from side to side is known technically as nystagmus.
It is usually dependent upon or at least associated
with impaired vision, the correction of which does
not always cause the movements to cease ; in fact,
in the majority of cases the movements continue in
spite of any and all forms of treatment. When
the error of refraction has been carefully corrected,
taking care that hypermetropia shall not be mis-
taken for myopia, and the condition of the muscu-
lar equilibrium looked into, the optician has done
all that he properly can do ; and any further atten-
tion that may be required should be given by a
medical man.

"A. F,. P."-loung lady, twenty years, a little
nervous, came in for glasses and the examina-
tion was as follows 0. S. + .25 D. 0+ .25 1).
cyl. ax. 105° ; but the right eye was not in
condition to get at the trouble, if any, only
when she would look at an object it would act
like a cross-eye and she would have to turn
her head to see what she should see straight.
She is not cross-eyed. I could not see any
obstructions to cause this. She could see fairly
well when she would apparently look out of
the corner of her eve.

Our correspondent has failed to give us the
acuteness of vision, even of the good eye. We
have remarked about similar omissions so fre-
quently that there seems scarcely any excuse for a
reader of this page to fail in this respect when
he comes for advice. A record of the acuteness
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of vision is the first step in the examination of a
case, and it is one that cannot be omitted ; and in
writing the history of. a case it should be just as
natural to make first mention of it.

The peculiar position in which the right eye is
held indicates some serious impairment of vision,
which is probably beyond the reach of glasses.
There may be an opacity in some of the refracting
media, or there may be disease of the optic nerve
or retina ; we have no knowledge on which
to base a diagnosis. Our correspondent says he
could not see any obstructions, but there must be
some cause that is discoverable by the ophthal-
moscope.

In order to make a thorough examination of
the right eye, the left should be covered. The
usual opaque disk in the trial frame will scarcely
suffice, as the patient has become so accustomed to
turning her head, that she will probably see along-
side of the disk the better way is to exclude the
eye entirely by covering it with a handkerchief,
when the behavior and condition of the right eye
can be observed uninfluenced by the other eye.
The acuteness of vision can then be determined if
there is sufficient sight to enable the patient to see
any letters , and if not, the cause of the trouble
must be carefully sought out by the ophthalmo-
scope. This is an instrument that should be in the
hands of every optician, not for measuring the
error of refraction, but for diagnostic purposes.

'H. S. "-Lady, aged twenty-eight years. Glasses
- 2.50 have been worn for,the past five years.

-2.50 vision is retinoscope I get
a 1 - „:„.50 sph -I- 2. D. tyl. ill. 90°,'

Without glasses O. D. siI6 ; a S M. With

0. - 4.50 D. sph. 2.75 D. cy/. ax. 9o0,
vision l'oPo. There is also muscular insufficiency.
A 3° prism base in corrects same. But com-
bined with .my sphero-cylinder correction it
do-es not help vision any. I have tried the pin-
hole test and vision is very slightly, if any,
improved. She says with her - 2.50 her head
feels comfortable, but she does not see as well
as three or four years ago. What is proper in
this case to give her ? What the retinoscope
gives her combined with 3° prism, or send her
to some oculist,' I have tried weaker and
stronger minus spheres with no result. The
lines on the asthpnalic chart will not separate,
that is, she sees the three as one, and with any
combination they 7,7'11 not separate. She can,
with her - 2.50, nzake out to read head lines
in newspapers, but cannot with comfort read
ordinary matter.

In this case there must be some cause for the
impaired vision other than the refractive error.
Under such conditions the retinoscope is valueless,
because it can only measure the refraction and
does not reach the additional cause of the im-
paired vision that lies beyond. And in any case
the result of the retinoscopic examination should
be verified by the trial case. In this young lady's
case the retinoscopic correction does not afford as
good vision as the simple spheres that she has
been wearing ; therefore, there can be no hesita-
tion in deciding which of the two corrections
is preferable. The slight muscular insufficiency
that is present does not call for any attention,
and the combination of a prism is entirely Un-
necessary.

aWe re told that the lines on the astigmatic
chart are seen as black lines, but we do not under-
stand whether this has reference to all the lines
equally, or only to those of certain meridians. If
the former, it is only what is to be expected when
vision is so imperfect ; if the latter, astigmatism is
indicated, the correction for which should be care-
fully worked out.

The fact that the pin-hole test affords but little
improvement in vision is, to say the least, dis-
couraging, and we fear there is some organic
disease that prevents better vision. In such a
case the ophthalmoscope is of much more value
than the retinoscope to ascertain and locate the
cause of the impaired vision. When she comes
to read, we think the concave lens should be
weakened, or it is even possible that a light convex
(sphere or cylinder) would be of assistance. As
this is an unpromising case, we would advise our
correspondent not to assume too much respon-
sibility.

■■•
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MEYROWITZ OPHTHALMOMETER,
Patented
April 24, 1900.

Six Reasons
for its
present and
growing
popularity:
I. A lie a a41,instahle headrest, varkii■le to distance between chin and forehead.
2. Improved Sielf-Ecc"Idiliu, tIIpiIILIilIlI. movable mires, by which the exttet axis as well as

the RHIUUNI esj ■•■■riwal cm', attire can he IscadilV deterildned.
3. I Ilunihnition of mires effected few. the ;46,1 cdrront. direct ; no rheostat is interposed.
4. Permanently Mounted Prisms, theusing eye-piece with rack and pinion movement.
5. The supplementary dial for axial readings I.. in full clew of the operator.
6. All adjustments are within easy rettch of the operator.
The general finish, as well as optical and mechanieal construction, are of superior workmanship.

'rile for descriptive cireular.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $60
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE

TACO!
 7s--)

Made by The Mevrowitz Mfg. Co., Incorporated, 17
C

Wholesale Manufacturing Optician •;,
104 EAST 230 STREET,Manifold Prescription Book sent free upon request. NEW YORK, U. S . A.Our now illustrated Catalogue of Ophthalmological

Apparatus sent upon application. Foreign Branch, Paris. 3 Rue Scribe
Agents for Great Britain ; The Anglo•American Optical Co., 47 Hatton Garden. London, E.C.
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The Full Correction of Myopia
By Edward Jackson, M.D., before the Colorado

Ophthalmological Society.

The tendency of myopia to increase is not the
only thing about it that needs to be combatted.
Yet myopia is serious just as it becomes or may
become of high degree. All cases are, at some
stage of their history, progressive. Increase of
myopia is closely related to those degenerative
changes that constitute its other chief dangers. If
the tendency to increase of refraction can be per-
tnantly checked early, the greatest service that is
in our power has been rendered the myopic patient.

The service next in importance that can be
rendered him, is to remove in large measure the
disability that myopia causes, enabling him to see
approximately, as does the emmetrope. For the
great mass of myopes both of these services are
rendered by fully correcting their myopia and in-
structing them to wear their correcting lenses for
both distant and near vision.

This matter needs to be discussed because the
teaching of some very high authorities in ophthal-
mology, supported by plausable theorizing, but
not by any adequate published experience, has
done and is still doing great harm to those afflicted
with myopia ; by deterring their professional ad-
visers from resorting to the measures that would
give them the greatest help, and most effectively
guard them against the dangers of the future.

In 1891, in a paper read before the Ophthalmic
Section of the American Medical Association, I
urged : " That for the myopic as for the hyper-
opic eye, the most favorable conditions for labor
that can be imposed on it are, in general, those
under which the emmetropic eye works, most
nearly brought about by the wearing of the full
correction."

This brought out the objection voiced by one
of the most respected members of the section, that
" it is dangerous to give the full correction in my-
opia." This led me next year to report to the
American Ophthalmological Society, all the cases
of myopia treated by the constant wearing of the
full correction, except when modified for presby-
opia, that I had been able to follow and carefully
remeasure after a period of three years. At the
same time Dr. George C. Harlan reported 13 cases
of high myopia, 4 I). and upward, similarly treated,
and followed for periods of five years or longer.

I am now able to report on the subsequent
histories of some of the cases reported in 1892, and
to add to them 35 others. These 62 cases include
123 eyes, one patient having one eye blind with
congenital cataract. They have been followed and
carefully remeasured after periods varying from
three to seventeen years ; the average being five
years and eight months.

Of these 123 eyes 93 have remained without
change in the amount of their myopia, or the in-
crease or diminution in the myopia has been less
than 0.50 D. In to eyes the myopia increased
0.50 D. In 3 eyes the myopia diminished 0.50 D.
In 13 eyes the myopia increased more than 0.50 D.,
the average increase being 1.50 D. In 4 eyes the
myopia diminished more than 0.50 D., the aver-
age diminution being r. D. The percentages are:

Stationary  75.6 per cent.
Increased   18.7 per cent.
Diminished   5.7 per cent.

In but 6 eyes of the whole series was the
acuteness of vision diminished to even the slightest
extent ; and in none of these cases did the loss

amount to more than the perception of one line of
letters, as from 4-4ths to 4-5ths. On the other
hand there was marked improvement of the visual
acuteness of 16 eyes, under the constant wearing of
correcting glasses ; and for some eyes the acuteness
of vision was doubled.

But it is in early life that myopia is most likely to
be progressive. Hence the value of any measure
for rendering it non-progressive is best demon-
strated by noting its efficiency when applied to
young myopes. The following table gives the ear-
liest and latest refraction observed in each eye, of
all patients under twenty years of age, with the
acuteness of vision obtained.

1 M a - 7. c - 0.75 cyl. ax. 180°- 9
- 7. - 0.50 ry I. ax. 180° =

2 9 - 2.75 0.50 cy I. ax. 150° - 1 5
- 0.37c; - 0.50 cy I. ax. 15° -

3 31 9 -11.75 C - 0.50 eV I. ax. 1
- 0.75 - 0.50 411. ax. 180° -

4 F 11 - B. C - 0.50 4,y1. ax, 90° =
- 6. - I

5 M 11 - 1.75 - 0.75 cyl. ax. 180° .= / 8
- 0 62 0 - 0.37 ey I. ax.

6 F 12 - 0.50 - 0.25 cyl. ax. 110°- / 6
-11.25

7 1, 14 - 2.75 -, 8
- 1.50 - 0.50 ey I. tix. 15°.-.-.

8 F 14 -- 5.75 - 1.50 cyl. ax. 1800= a 7

9 T' 15 -- 1.50

10 F 11 - 5.50 41.1 ax. 1800 - A 6
-- 5.50 ax. 18110 ,- ;12

lowing a hemorrhage. This patient came of a
highly myopic family, and was continuously en-
gaged in close literary work. Yet after regaining
his general health and having his increased myopia
corrected, he had no further increase of refraction.

In nearly all of the cases that showed any in-
crease of myopia there were periods when it re-
mained stationary. Then after some special strain
the myopia would become progressive, and would
continue so until it was re-corrected ; when it
would again become stationary.

Not included above, because I did not make
the original measurements of his refraction, is a
case that indicates how even in extreme myopia the

full correction has no ten-
dency to cause increase.
This patient believed that
at ten years of age his sight
was perfect. He began to
be near-sighted at twelve or
fourteen. Ills defect of vision
rapidly increased. At nine-
teen vtlien a student at Har-
vard College, he was given
glasses by Dr. Widdifield,
the strength of which he
never had changed since.
I le entered the ministry, and
remained a voracious reader
throughout his life ; in spite
of the fact that his vision
slowly grew worse. He came
to me at the age of forty-
nine. The lenses he had
been using for twenty-nine
years were : right and left
concave 20 D. spherical. His
full correction at that time
was : Right - 20. spit. giv-
ing vision Left - 20. sph.
giving vision !I'd. With these
I enses he had binocular

vision. The ophthalmoscope showed slight stria-
tion and haziness of the lenses, and extensive
areas of choroidal thinning, pigment deposits and
advanced atrophy.

Here was a man with very high myopia, which
had previously been progressive, leading a life that
favored the further increase of myopa, with the
chorodial changes to be expected in such a case;
and yet at the end of 29 years the myopa remained
fully corrected.

The statistics given above, are not sufficiently
extensive to justify conclusions regarding the exact
proportion of myopias that will cease to increase
under full correction. But it should be remem-
bered they are the comparatively few cases so
treated in private practice, that have returned for
remeasurement after a period of at least three
years. A great many more cases have been treated
in the same way, and some of these are known to
be still wearing the same correcting lenses after
five or ten years. But they have not returned for
remeasurement.

On the other hand the writer knows of no sta-
tistics, even as extensive as these, that can be said
to point to an essentially different conclusion. In
the Klinische Monalsblatlerfur Angenheilkunde for
March, 1902, statistics of the progress of uncor-
rected or under-corrected myopia are published by
P. Schreiber, of Magdeburg ; A. Roscher, of Breslau,
and M. Meyerhof, of Bromberg. Their patients
were mostly under twenty years of age. The pro-
portion of cases in which the myopia did not in-
crease was found by Schreiber to be less than 21
per cent. among patients under observation an
average of six years. Among Roscher's patients,

(Continued on page tor)
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The first column gives the case number, the
second the sex, the third the age of the patient
when the constant wearing of correcting lenses was
commenced, the fourth the first correcting lens
and the acuteness of vision obtained with it, the
fifth the number of years elapsed, and the last the
final correction and acuteness of vision. For each
case the right eye is given first and then the left.

It will be noticed that these patients remained
under observation for periods varying from 3 to it
years, the average being 6 years. Of these 35 eyes,
6o per cent. never became more myopic after be-
ginning to wear correcting glasses ; and while in
14 eyes the myopia at some time increased more
than 0.25 D., ill 4 eyes it diminished more than
that amount.

These statistics are sufficiently convincing
when compared with those furnished by the non-
correction or partial correction of myopia. But
they are less striking than facts brought out by
a study of individual case histories. In nearly all
these cases the myopia was clearly progressive,
immediately before the correcting lenses were
adopted. Case 2 had no myopia, and full vision
without lenses, for either eye when I had examined
her eyes less than two years previously. After
putting on glasses they remained for three years
without any change of refraction. In case 13, also,.
the refraction had been carefully measured three
years before he began wearing glasses, and in the
interval the myopia had increased 3 D.

The progress of case 16 was extremely instruc-
tive. After having been practically stationary for
three years, the myopia increased to the amount
indicated in a few weeks of profound anemia fol-
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39 per cent. showed no increase of myopia and
among Meyerhof's patients, 38 per cent. showed
no increase. But these patients were under obser-
vation only about two-thirds as long. These fig-
ures may be compared with the 6o per cent. which
I found stationary under full correction.

But at the Heidelberg Congress last year still
more striking statistics were presented by Pfalz, of
Dusseldorf, and Heine, of Breslau. The former
presented three sets of cases, twenty-five that had
worn no correction for near work, eighteen that
had worn an under-correction, and thirty-eight that
had worn the full correction for everything. These
patients were all under twenty years of age. Of
the eighty-six eyes that had not worn a full correc-
tion, eighty-five showed some increase of myopia.
Of the seventy-six eyes that had worn a full cor-
rection, six showed some increase in myopia. In
either case, the eyes had been under observation
on an average of about three and one-half years.
Heine's patients were all young, with myopia of
over 6 D. Of seventeen who used an under-cor-
rection, five experienced no increase of myopia.
Of thirty-one who used a full correction, twenty-
seven had no increase of myopia.

The discussion elicited by the papers of Pfalz
and Heine, was equally significant. There took
part in it Dor, Hess, Wicherkiewicz, v. Hippel,
Straub, Schwarz, Lucanus, Axenfeld, Mayweg,
Uhthoff, Gullstrand, Fuchs, ‘Volff, and Kriick-
mann ; and everyone spoke favorably of the full
correction of myopia. This is especially important
because it is upon the authority of the older Ger-
man ophthalmologists that the practice of not cor-
recting myopia has been largely based. Indeed,
upon examining the literature of the subject, au-
thority and theoretical considerations appear to be
the chief supports of this practice.

Graefe observed that with the effort to accom-
mode the eye, there occurred increased pulsation
of the retinal veins, as observed by the ophthal-
moscope. Therefrom he reasoned that accommo-
dation increased the intraocular tension, and must
be bad for myopia. But in this observation, which
I have often confirmed, accommodation cannot be
disassociated from convergence. Even if conver-
gence is prevented, the effort to accommodate is
certainly attended with an increased tension of the
extraocular muscles causing heightened tension of
the eye-ball from external pressure. If the same
observation is made upon an eye fully under the
influence of a cycloplegic, the same increased pul-
sation of the retinal veins can be noted. On the
other hand, I have encountered one case of °ph-
thalmoplegia externa, in a patient possessing some
accommodation ; and the strongest effort to ac-
commodate produced no change in the perceptible
venous pulse.

If it be allowable to meet theoretical consider-
ations by theorizing, it can be pointed out that the
function of hormal accommodation is probably
closely associated with the general nutrition of the
eyeball. Certain degenerative changes in the
choroid are so frequently seen in the eyes of
elderly people that they are often spoken of RS
senile. Very similar alterations are frequently
noticed in myopic eyes. In both cases, the eyes
have ceased to employ normal accommodation.
It is true that abnormal accommodation may cause
choroidal changes such as often accompany pro-
gressive myopia. But between normal and ab-
normal accommodation, a clear distinction should
be made. It is glaringly incorrect to assume that
what is true of the one is necessarily true of the
other. Then too, the myopic eye, uncorrected, is
liable to suffer from abnormal accommodation. .

Differences in the distance of the different
parts of a line of print from the eye, differences
of distance of the same near-point from the two
eyes, and differences of refraction between the two
eyes very general in myopia, all entail abnormal
accommodation.

The most important cause of myopia appears
to be the pressure on the globe of the extraocular
muscles. This is greatly increased by use of the
eyes for near work, and the uncorrected myope
can use his eyes for nothing else. To permit and
encourage the comfortable use of the eyes for distant
vision, is the first indication to be met in the treat-
ment of myopia. It is met by the constant wear-

ing of the full correction, and in no other way.
This theoretical consideration is fully supported by
all published experience, and until opposing ex-
perience of quite a different order from any now
extant has been brought before us, we are justified
in holding that this point in the treatment of myopia
has been settled. Of exceptions to the rule of full
correction, I have Nvritten elsewhere at length.
They exist and must be recognized, but they do not
detract from the great importance of the rule.

The Correction of Myopia
Iv A. . Friedmann, M.D., before Ille

Ophthalmological Society.

The last ophthalmological meeting in Heidel-
berg gave one almost the impression that the
under-correction of myopia belonged to the past.
Not a single voice was heard to defend a method
which had been practiced among the oculists of
the whole world for a space of time equal to the
one of scientific ophthalmology. The whole sta-
tistics of Pfalz and Heine, the strong advocates of
the new cause, do not amount to 200 cases, while
the number of under-corrected patients must have
been many thousands. How much easier there-
fore for them to see disadvantages in the old
method practiced for decades, than to conceive
during their short period of practice the weak
points of the new one. Having been assistant of
Prof. Koenigshoefer for several years I naturally
became a follower of the principle of under-
correction. One rule has been to correct every
myopia from one diopter upward so that the lenses
were about one or one and one-half diopters below
the absolute myopia if the comfort of the patient
allowed us to do so and if there were no affections
of the fundus. Myopia about six or seven diopters
we corrected just enough to give the patient a sat-
isfactory eyesight for average daily work, and left
part uncorrected in order not to strain the accom-
modation and to avoid micropia. Concave lenses
above 10 D. are prescribed only exceptionally.
For special purposes, as the use in observation
cars, theatres, and so on, we allowed them to wear
a supplement in the way of lorgnon, giving them
purposely the most uncomfortable form of glasses
in order to be assured they were not using them
unless it was absolutely necessary.

In correcting myopes for reading we gave them
a lens 2 diopters weaker, in order to enable
them to see plain up to 40 cm. The combinations
myopia with astigmatism and insufficiency of the
recti-interni were always carefully considered.

Especial care was taken to make it impossible
that cases of spasm of accommodation should not
be mistaken for myopia and no concave glasses
were given to youthful individuals without apply-
ing a mydriatic for several days in succession.
We used to distinguish our cases as to the proba-
bility or improbability of progression of myopia
and in cases where we felt satisfied that the
fundus conditions were normal we gave quite fre-
quently full correction when the patient seemed
comforted by it.

One of the principal things was to keep every
case of myopia, especially of youthful individuals,
under steady observation and not to allow any
longer time than one-half year at the utmost to
elapse before repeating his examination. We often
found then that the myopia had somewhat de-
creased, in which case we followed by giving
weaker glasses.

Meyerhof reports a case of a youthful myope
which showed in 1898 Ii D. and was corrected
with 6 D. in 1899, the same patient had with the
same eyesight to D. and the following year 9 D.
It seemed rather improbable, he says, that with
myopia of ft I). where the back part of the bulbus
is quite considerably stretched and lost its elasticity
almost entirely, the fovea centralis should have
moved more than o.6 mm. to the front.

In case the. same refraction was found, no
change was made. When we found that the
myopia was increased — subjectively—we gave a
mydriatic and when the objective results did not
harmonize with this increase, we continued the in-
stillations of mydriatics, generally atropia i per
cent. for quite a length of time, even in adults up
to 38 or 39 years of age, and had frequently the
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satisfaction to see that the increase of myopia was
only a seeming one and that the same or even
weaker lenses were accepted afterwards.

This has been the practice of almost all Ger-
man oculists and up to the present time they have
not deemed it necessary to change their standpoint,
although Foerster, Risley and several others have
called the attention to the full correction from time
to time.

It has been said that only for theoretical rea-
sons the profession has not followed any of these
impulses, but according to my experience I would
say that just the practical side of it—id-est—the
discomfort in wearing full correction for distance
and very much for reading determined me like the
others to look skeptically on the supposed excellent
results of full correction.

The strongest point of the new direction is the
possibility of diminishing the progressisn of myopia
by full correction. Several points have to be con-
sidered when we speak of progression of myopia.
One of the most important is the age of the patient,
and while we used to believe that the age from 14
to 21 years was the most dangerous, we are now
convinced that the one from 6 to 15 is by far the
more dangerous.

The degree of myopia is another very impor-
tant factor and especially the cases of to diopters
show the tendency to pernicious progression.

The heredity of the patient and his occupation
are other features to be considered. The period
during which we must observe our patients, ought
to be an unlimited one. Now if a myopia pro-
gresses in one year from 4 to 6 D. it is to be con-
sidered a rapid one ; while one progressing the
same amount in 6 or 8 years is slow and not very
dangerous. If a myope of 14 D. progresses to 16
D. it means anatomically by far more than one
progressing from 4 to 6 D. All these points have
to be shown in great statistics and if Dor in Lyons
really has fully corrected since 1. . cars he ought
to bring out a statistic showing his results in these
and many other respects. The small publications
of Ruckert and others with their selected cases of
low degreee myopia are not decisive. These sta-
tistics should be put up as Meyerhof says, " sine
ira et studio " they should give us reports of the
entire childhood of the patient and ought to take
in a period of not less than 4 or 5 years. The ad-
vantages of full correction need not be explained
in detail in this paper, as Dr. Jackson will do so
sufficiently. If full correction does not do harm it
surely has great advantages in giving to the myope
the natural conditions, for instance, of accommoda-
tion and convergence, if we have a chance of mak-
ing the myope emmetropic we surely will grasp it
with great readiness. Let me read you a letter
which I received from Knapp, of New York, on
the subject.

"Dear Doctor Friedmann :
'Full correction in myopia with good vision

and no dangerous fundus changes is, in my opinion,
the correct treatment. Abnormal, i. e., morbid
conditions, impairment of sight, rarefaction of
choroid, congestion or hemorrhage in fundus,
vitreous opacities, macular cornea, etc., will pro-
hibit full correction in many persons ; the diminu-
tion of print and other fine work requires more
exertion to see clearly with a strong than with a
weak concave glass. My rule is to enable such
people to read about 29/7o, and let them wear
these glasses for all ordinary purposes, allowing
the full correction for galleries, theaters, prospect
cars, etc. Persons that have used full correction
in their younger years, I frequently advise an
under-correction for fine, near work when they are
38 years of age or more. The patients' habits,
occupations and preference should also be con-
sidered in the choice of glasses.

H. KNAPP."

I shall expect more proofs of the harmlessness
and advantage of full correction of myopia and
shall adopt it then most willingly.

"B would be hard to suggest any improvement
in The Krystone. It is the best and cheapest of its
kind published. I am interested in all the articles •
How running. 1 hare no recollection of missing a
number since it started at 2,5 cents a year." — Geo. H.
Clark, jeweler and Optician, Daytona, Florida.
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No. 9. For usual and Medium=size Riding Bow
No. 8. For any size Eye, Bridge or Temple

If your Jobbers do not have them, write us.

gar NO SAMPLES SENT ON MEMO.

Triangle Building-, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Our patients are our
best advertisements.

Every pair of glasses
fitted by us sellsothers.

We want to add you
to our chain.

X*421 To fit you is to fit
your friends in the
future.

Schramm, 0.D.
Expert Refractionist.

BAD EYES

Optis try
90 Per Cent.

of so-called diseases are not
organic, but merely temporary
derangements, or nervous leaks
that lower the vitality of brain,
stomach or intestines. Eye-
strain is one of the most serious
leaks—stop it with Optistry
glasses, which are only fitted by
Hilborn, Eyesight Specialist.
Examination Hours-

9 to 12 A. M, ; 1,30 to 5 P. M.

The Booklet goes into details free

J.Wiss Sons

ESTERetCREWILICK•

ITINIBICVED

Manufacturers

4054 & 4056 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia

DIRECTIONS:—File down sides of box of idiots until they are about 1-100 inch lower thanthe combined thickness of Dose pieees and spring. set screw in lock and screw down. If lock shouldnot come at right angles to box, give the screw a quarter turn, either way, without turning lockand you will get it into exact position without trouble. Then bend flanges down to sides of box.
The only device which will hold the stud screws absolutely in place andimprove the appearance of the eyeglasses.
"l'he only Countersunk Screw Lock ; can be applied to any stud.
(mold, $1.50 ; (bold Filled, $0.75;
Nickel, $0.50 per dozen pairs. Order sample dozen.

,FITERE is good reason to believe that in a
•rery large share—perhaps nine out of ten
eases of bad sight —t tot Milled opt clan can

as folly and satisfactorily correct the faulty vis-
ion as the oculist, but the optieian most have had
a capable t raining, long experience, a conscience
Rmr a becomingly modest appreciation of the
fallibility of even the best trained judgement.

I

GRADUATED from•one of the hest known
i optical schools in this eountry ; I've had

years of experience in adjusting glasses to
correct defects of sight, and, since I've been in
Danbury, I hereby my success won the approval
1.1' hosts "(customers together with that of our
hest known physicians and oculists.

I

HAVE all the needed apparatus and con-
' venienees for the detection and correction

of those defects of sight that can he correc-
ted with glasses ;and I otter you, without charge,
by services in determining the proper correction

any
raonpytideelafenet of sight that can be corrected byy 

U. FL WILKINSON, Danbury.

OLD AGE AND
POOR EYESIGHT

To introduce our low Western Ear Guard we will mail a sample pair for cents(stamps) or $4.00 per gross pairs in aluminum.

I.ens Grinders and Manufacturers of Optical Specialties.
High-class R Work a Specialty.

714 Pine Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.
air EASTERN SUPPLY DEPOT—Julius King Optical Co., No. 3 Maiden Lane, New York.

Out of 100 People
Examined, only

5Xl a sneeded
glasses,

 

18 needed
treatment.
and
the

, 25 did not
n 

anything.

T I:sE facts will surprise
■ oil when you know that,

only the people who tiavi I ried
everythinq go to the tptician.
They begin by tryicg the
0 25-cent specs'' at the gml-
eral merchandise store ; then
they buy the 50..eent grade at,
the other snal,-, Next cones
the travelieg fakir, who
charges a Id); 1)111 is
willing to fall for
Next, they try the big doctot
from "Somorhere"—anywh,r
out of town—and flnally
go to the man located in their
town. They go to him only
as a last resort, believing
C verybody III fakes.

\‘'Itelt they are mired ■■I'

tiWit 11.1111111., 1111 I in'■
think h.in. 11111eil trouble. -
jet y, eyysight and. MA aml
least. how much II( IN I ;
they could

Your
Child's
Eye
Sight

The °Ocean

You are reap.", i hie for the siOd of your
child. 1Vatch oto tor frowns, for -.I" ints and
when he reads or looks at a toiclore book
does be hold it too near or too Ihr? These
little things grow faster than the child and
III many cases can be overcome if discovered

; ime. I especially Insist on your
Bringing the Children in.

You may save them a lifetime of strain
and weak sight. Defects or vision never
disappear of their own accord and in most
eases grow worse.

It's a duty you owe 3mur child anti I

Don't Charge for Advising You.

F. W. STONE cAmsuRingOptician.

are an ill-matched pair. Old people are often

trying to those about them. The lot of the aged
is one of loneliness. When the days of activity are past the wait
for the future is a weary one. Reading would be a comfort to
many. In a number of cases old people can be accommodated to
read a certain amount each day, although the strength of vision

of former days cannot be restored. Each case requires a per-
sonal examination to accurately prescribe the right sort of glasses.

CALL ANY DAY, C. B. MILTON.
tio3)

Twisted Frames and Bent
 Springs

impair the proper service of spectacles and eyeglasses. The
vision is not right and the glasses do harm in some cases.
Long use and accidents make repairs necessary, and they
should be promptly attended to. The cost is generally small--
the matter always of importance— -so don't put it off. All
repairs will be promptly taken care of at moderate charges.
Call or send by mail.

GEORGE McL. PRESSON, Optician.  



Masonic Temple.
the Home of the College.

The Northern Illinois College
'NferGioemple, of Ophthalmology and Otology

The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.

Life Scholarship, $25. Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as often as
desired. Enter at any time.

Our regular Winter night course is now in session and continues during the winter.
The ,, McFatrich Eye " (patented 1902) with pamphlet, $2.00.
Lenses for the ,, Eye," . . . . . . 1.00.

If you have a trial case, you will not need the lenses. A discount on the "Eye " will be allowed students of this college.

ONE WEEK FREE.
Our ANNUAL ALUMNI gathering will he held at the College Home on February 16th,

17th, I8th, 19th and 20th, 1903. A special program of lectures, papers, discussions, quizzes,
demonstrations, etc., has been prepared. All interested in optics are cordially invited to attend.
Write for particulars.

Our 1903 Illustrated Announcement is in the mail.
If you have not received a copy, write for it.

O. W. McFATRICH, M. D., s,,,,t-etary,
Masonic Tiiipl, CIIICACK).

•

an BANENE
MURINE rapidly reduces an inflamed

eye to its normal condition preparatory to
its proper measurement for glasses, hence
its value to the optical profession.

Auburn, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1902.
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your letter with sample copy of your EYE
AID Booklet is received. We believe MURINE to be the hest
Eye preparation on the market and it is of much value to the
refracting optician. Have sold a quantity of it and always
found it to be as recommended. Very truly yours,

FISHER & SWART, Opticians,
121 Genesee St.

" OPTICAL AIDS."
The MURINE Eye Remedies are standard. Safe

to use in any case. Are carried in stock by all Optical
and Jewelry Jobbers. Are sold by nearly all Opticians.
Are endorsed by everyone who has used them.

Frank L. Willson, Registered Optometrist and President of Minnesota
State Optical Society, writes regarding BANENE and MURINE, as Optical
Aids : Case Mrs. W. Found organic trouble and ophthalmoscopic examination
disclosed opacities of crystalline lens (cataract). Glasses no help ; advised
BANENE and MURINE home treatment, with following result:

Her vision on first test was Bin. 20 1 120.
R— 20 I 160. L— 20 1 120.
Second test—Bin. 20 I 60.
R— 20 1 120— L— 20 1 60—with 11—minus 1.00 D. C.
L— 1— plus 1.25 vision part of 20 1 30.

Have a number of other cases doing finely on BANENE and. MURINE.
These preparations are well named OPTICAL AIDS,

BANENE
An Optical Aid for Cloudiness of Vision, Impaired Circulation,

Floating Spots, Cataract, etc.
Cases are often found, more particularly in those of middle and advanced age, where proper correction

for glasses has been made, while at the same time the eye refuses to accept the lenses with favor.
Investigation discloses an impaired circulation in the interior of the eye-ball. BANENE relieves these
conditions. Sl'OTS that seem to be FLOATING BEFORE THE EYES, " cobwebs," etc., are entirely
dispelled by I3ANENE. BANENE clears the retina of congestion.

BANENE is a distillation of well-known drugs that are active tonics, the administration of which stimulates the capillary circulation of the
delicate structures of the eye. It seems to have particular effect upon the circulation of the retina and the optic nerve fibers.

BANENE is taken Internally—Eight Drops in a Wineglass of Water Three Times Daily.
BANENE and MURINE are absolutely harmless, no matter what the condition of the eye may be. Their use is painless and they act only

on the eye. These remedies are especially prepared by the expert oculists of the

MURINE EYE REMEDY CO., Chicago.
Sold by Optical and Jewelry Jobbers. Send for fuller treatise on Murine Eye Remedies.

January, 1905

The Photographic Exposure

.T.

THE KEYSTONE

I-1E worker in photography, as in any other
art, is unable, in his picture, to express
himself clearly, with correctness, and in
a.beautifid manner, until he has become

II aster of the technique—proficient in the language
lNith which he speaks. We may know ever so
much about art, and possess poetic feeling', and all
that, but if we have not command of the keyboard
upon which we play, there will be discord.

So, then, if we have entered hit' the work
seriously, and are desirous of making pictures of
merit, it becomes necessary for us to obtain such
knowledge and control of all the materials and
methods with which we work, that each shall be
our servant, to perform at our command, its part
in the production of the picture. And in the event
of failure to obtain what we have desired, the fault
is not in our camera, the plate or the paper, but
ill ourselves.

In the very beginning the amateur learns the
extremes of exposure : our first plate is apt to be
away-over-exposed, and perhaps our second is
away-under ; so that the application of light to the
plate—the exposure itself—becomes our first lesson
in photography.

We find that light, in which we dip our brush
with hesitancy and anxiety, is a serious problem,
and by far loo delicate a force to be accurately
measured by rough, erring human judgment. We
can never quite master light. We invite it to write
its message upon the plate but do not command.

We may, for convenience, classify exposures in
every-day terms, as follows : Away-under-exposed,
under-exposed, slightly-under-exposed, normal,*
slightly-over-exposed, over-exposed, away-over-
exposed.

Make a

In making exposures, and in all
our work through each succes-

Mental Picture sive step, we should have in
mind a definite result to be ob-

tained. The mental picture should be complete
and finished before we begin its production. If we
depend upon chance, and cannot foreknow the
result, but must wait to " see how it comes out,"
we are then in bondage, the slaves of the tools
we work with.

Between the extremes of clear glass and com-
plete opacity we may get several negatives of dif-
ferent exposures, which lv ill be printable, but the
negative which gives us values of tone and relief,
most truly, as seen by the eye, ‘ve shall call the
normally-exposed negative. In speaking of nor-

mal exposure, we do not mean that it is always the
wisest exposure tO make. If the lighting in any

instance is extremely harsh. with shadows insuf-
ficiently illuminated, the normal exposure will re-
cord this just as it is lights and deep
shadows ; and in this case, if ‘ve cannot modify the

lighting, a slight-over-exposure will be preferred,

and should be treated with a developer in sympathy
with our purpose.

We shall define a normal exposure, then, as

the exposure which, throughout the picture, re-

cords most truly relief and tone. By relief in a

picture tee mean the effect produced by light and

shade, so that objects appear to occupy space:
and we mean by tone the differentiation of mate-
rials, by tin' representation of their light-reflecting

value. Thus white linen reflects more light than the

human skin, and our picture is not true in tone if it

represents the face and collar of equal whiteness.

*The term " nortnal exposure" should be used in prefer-
one(' to "correct exposure," as any exposure, either under or

r. may be " correct," when we desire to obtain a particular
.11c. I.

Examining
the Shadows

If we examine a landscape neg-
ative, which has been normally
exposed and developed, we find
the deepest shadows clear and

without any trace of fog. The negative is thin and
a quick printer. The sky itself is not dense enough
to give a white paper effect in the print, even
though the exposure has been made on a bright
day. There %dB be extreme density only where
there has been pure white, such as a figure clothed
in white, or a lumse painted Nyhite ; and in these
the density will ma he such as to obliterate detail.
The relief and tone throughout the picture will be
quite truthful.

The normally-exposed negative represents the
shadows, half-tones and high-lights, each in its
proper relation to the others, with regard to tone
and relief.

'Hie slightly-over-exposed negative is due,
usually, to trust in bromide and a desire for
shadow-detail. Most of our negatives, with their
false tone and lack of relief, belong to this class.
They give fairly good prints ; indeed, some ‘vorkers
prefer theta. The assurance that everything has
been recorded, and perhaps a failure to recognize
false tone, allows many of us to consider this
slightly-over-exposed negative as the most desir-
able. There is a difference of opinion, however,
and some will not agree with us that the detail in
extreme. shadows is of less importance than the
preservation of tone and delicacy among the lights.
The shadows. of our picture are important of
course—of such importance that we should allow
them to remain shadows, and not bring them for-
ward toward the lights by an undue exposure. The
picture as a whole should not be neglected for the
treatment of any particular part, especially if that
particular part is the unimportant detail of a minor
shadow.

If exposure has been so prolonged as to render
the negative undesirable for use, we may call it an
over-exposed negative. Its chief value is to illus-
trate the diminution of tone and relief, by the
bringing forward shadows and half-tones toward
the plane of the high-lights. The over-exposed
negative may be remedied and rendered printable,
but its treatment in the dark room belongs to
another chapter.

'Hie away-over-exposed negatives include
those which, on account of prolonged exposure,
could not be remedied sufficiently to give a good
print.

When we go to the other side of the normal,
and expose too briefly, we get false values in
another way. Instead of relief and tone being
lessened, as they are in prolonged exposure, they
are here both exaggerated.

The slightly-under-exposed negative is not so
far from the normal as to be considered had. It
will give a respectable print, and give it quickly.
The shadows will lack somewhat in detail, and if
the lights are developed up, there will be increased
relief with exaggerated tone. All this is more
noticeable in the under-exposed negative, which,
while quite as untruthful as the over-exposed neg-
ative, yet produces prints which are not so dis-
pleasing. These under-exposures are purposely
made, sometimes to obtain effects pleasing to the
imagination, or for decorative purposes. When
otnission of unessential parts is desired, we may
also employ the under-exposure. In photographing
clouds the best results are obtained when the terres-
trial portion of the view has been under-exposed.

The away-under-exposed negatives include
those which, on account of too brief exposure, are
rendered worthless. The bulb, after all, is some-
what of a brush in our hand, for by its use we may
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increase or diminish relief ; preserve or destroy
tone. To have perfection in a picture we must
begin with exposure.

We cannot always, perhaps, produce perfect
pictures, but if we profit to-day by the mistakes of
yesterday, and to-morrow by those of to-day, we
shall obtain that measure of success which our
efforts deserve.

—J. E. err? in Me .1 maten, Photographer.

Hints for Beginners in Photography
When a person decides to take up iihotogra

the first question he generally asks is : ' What
camera shall I get?" One thing you may be sure;
if the camera is made by a reliable firm it will be a
reliable camera.

When I started I had catalogues of almost
every camera I know about and ended by getting
one of which I had thought nothing. Generally
speaking., a four by live camera with rapid recti-
linear lens and Unicum shutter will he found admir-
ably suited to the use of amateurs ; it is, however,
largely a matter of taste. Personally, I prefer
plates to film, but the amateur must take into
account the advantages of both. Films are almost
unbreakable and weigh about one-twentieth as
much as plates ; while plates are vastly cheaper
and perhaps handier to develop and print from.
Both give about the same results ir the end.

After buying a camera the text step is, of
course, to use it. Take sonic simple view and
develop the plate ; if it is had, try to find out the
trouble and avoid it in future. Do not make too
many exposures at first and confine your efforts to
out-door work. It may be well to make a record
of the length of your exposure, the light, and
results for future reference. If you like some
branch of the art particularly, try to become expert
in it. It takes a long time to become an expert
" all-round " photographer. Most amateurs are
particularly proficient in a single branch.

You will never get the full enjoyment out of
photography until you do all your own work.
Besides being a great deal less expensive to do
one's own developing and printing, there is much
pleasure to be derived therefrom. Indeed, there is
it fascination in every step that can only be had by -
doing it for oneself.

Perhaps more failures are caused by not
following directions than from any other cause.
The manufacturers of the different plates and paper
know best how their products should be manipu-
lated. If they say to use fresh " hypo" for each
dozen plates they mean just that, no more no less.

Having once found a plate that suits, keep to
that one. Don't go from one to another ; if you
get good results on Stanley plates you probably
will do no better on Cramer, although your friend
may swear by Cramer. No paper, plate or camera
could be made that would suit everyone ; if so,
there would only be one kind. As it is, Solio or
blue print paper are perhaps the most easily used.
Solio is good to begin with, then as you progress
try platinum, .Velox or one of the " Aristo " papers.

If you begin slowly, and follow directions, you
will soon learn. Experience is the best teacher in
photography as in all things.

—A'. E. Blair in Photo Era.

"liken IIte other ‘fdlow wants your Keystone
WOrSe Ihan you want the °Met- fellow's dollar, you
are pretty apt to get the dollar. 114 think IVork-
shop Noles the most interesting department."--
114 E. Cunningham, jewekr, Louisa, Virginia.



The New
$60.00 Ophthalmometer

with trans-illuminated mires.

The New
Adjustable

Table, $12.50

The neatest table on the market. Made in oak or
cherry ; a handsome addition to any office. The table
is made to balance an Ophthalmometer or Perimeter,

so the height can be changed with very slight pressure. _ 

Revolving Stools, Oak or Cherry, seats 15 inches in diameter,
$2.25 cash.

Revolving Chairs, with adjustable back, Oak or Cherry, 4.50 if •

Don't forget to send us your I orders, and to use KACHOO Guards on all
your eyeglasses.

McINTIRE, MAGEE CI BROWN
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians,

723 Sansom St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Diagram for Plano-Cylinder
Lenses

[By WALTER 1■1:11:BEN, Brooklyn, N. 11

I I I'. diagram shown herewith is for the

I of determining, without cal-

culation, the strength of a piano-

cylinder lens in any meridian intermediate

between the axis and the meridian at right

angles to it. The nominal strength of the

lens is at the bottom of the dia-

gram, and the strength in inter-

mediate meridians at the right ;

the whole diopters being repre-

sented by full lines, and the half

diopters by dotted lines. The

figures representing the number

of degrees between the axis and

the intermediate meridian in

question are at the left of dia-

gram ; the full lines representing

the multiples of I5°, while the

other 5° lines are dotted. The
50 and 85° lines are omitted, as

the former comes very close to

the line representing the axis,

while the latter comes close to

the yo° meridian, or meridian of

greatest power.

The method of using the

diagram is this : Suppose we

had a 4 D. cylinder and wished

to know its strength in a meridian

.300 distant from the axis. Find

4 at bottom of diagram, follow

the line vertically upward till it

intersects the oblique line marked

30 at the left. This point of

intersection falls on horizontal

line marked i , at the right.

Therefore, I I). is the strength

in the meridian in question.

If we had a 2. 50 D. cylinder

7

THE KEYSTONE

strength in a meridian 70° from the axis, we

would select an imaginary vertical line midway

between 6 zind 6.50 1). , and where this would

intersect the 70° oblique line is at the hori-

zontal line representing 5.5o 1 ). This

divided by ten is equal to .55 D. which is the

result sought.
This diagram can also be used with

sphero-cylinders, by considering the cylin-

drical part only while using the diagram, and

afterwards combining the result with the

A217-0 C .E7V-S.E'S
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zontal lines, so that its power in that meridian

is I. 75 D., which added to the I I). of the

spherical part, gives -; 2. 75 D. as the power

of this lens in the horizontal meridian.

The power of cross-cylinder lenses in

different meridians may also be readily

obtained by use of the diagram, either when

the cylinders are crossed at right angles or at

any other angle.
I may add that the diagram is based on

the formula you give in your work " Skias-

copy," a copy of which I recently

purchased. I have not shown

any examples worked out for

cross-cylinder lenses. s I do not

think these are often used. How-

e : 

desire.

could add some examples

of cross cylinders if your readers
s 
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axis

and wished to know what its

power would be in a meridian

70° from the axis of this cylinder, we find the

vertical dotted line midway. between 2 and 3,

and the point Miere this intersects the 70°

oblique line falls midway between the 2 and

2. so D. horizontal lines. Therefore, 2.25 1).

is the strength in the meridian under

consideration.
It will be noticed that the oblique lines

do not go below I D. of nominal strength.

If they did, they would be so close together

that they could not be distinguished one

from another. But a lens of less than i D.

can have its strength multiplied by ten, after

which the previously described process can

be performed, and the result thus obtained be

divided by ten. For instance, if we had a

.62 D. cylinder, and wished to know its

.9 6' p 6' S 4
gre arca- Power

a 2

spherical part. Thus, if we had a spectacle

lens }- I I). sph. "2„; + 2 1). cyl., axis 70°,

and wished to know the total power in the

vertical and horizontal meridians, we would

hind it in this way : The vertical meridian is

20° from the axis of cylinder, and in the

diagram the vertical line 2 intersects the 20°

oblique line about midway between the o and

.5o D. horizontal lines, so that its power

in that meridian is .25 D., which added to

the i D. of the spherical part, gives -4 1.25

I). as the power of this lens in the vertical

meridian. As the horizontal meridian of the

lens in question is 70° from the axis of

cylinder, we find the 70° oblique line of the

diagram intersects the vertical line 2 about

midway between the i. 50 D. and 2 D. hori-

0

Visual Hygiene in the Public

Schools

The time has surely come,

says American .1/edicine, when

it should be demanded of the

state that adequate and scientific

hygiene must be provided if

school attendance is made com-

pulsory. Those who have in

general terms advocated this have

often shrunk from definite and

detailed description of what this

means for fear of the charge of

self-seeking and self-advertising.

We must conquer such squeam-

ishness, because as we progress

(or regress?) there is more dan-

ger from the great machine which

with " grind ' ' and " cramming "

too often endangers the health

and vision of the children. In

every State the law should com-

mand that thorough-going testing

of the eyes of every pupil should

be assured by a competent refrac-

tionist, either supplied by the parents or

furnished bv the school authorities. The

majority of young eyes are hyperopic and

astigmatic, and lifelong harm may follow their

use at a tender age without spectacles. There

is an error all too prevalent already that eye-

strain means overuse of a normal (or appr
ox-

imately normal) eye, whereas the term means

the results of the use of an ametropic 
eye..

A vast deal of the ill-health and bad results

charged generally to schooling and over-

crowding, such as anorexia, nervousness,

denutrition, headache, etc., are solely due to

ametropia, which itself is not a disease, (except

in high myopia) but which with use of the eyes

speedily begets disease. Many other derange-

ments are attributed to the same cause.
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This Handsome 
How to Obtain Wall Case Free of Charge

lessgallftwit. I hi, rut reptr.t.ittx

A Solid Oak
Wall Case,

Site 45 incites
by 25 inches.

hiL4hly polished, will,
friint door. whieb
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$40.00
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1:tery thermometer in this
.ett tit is ji•iiij/..i iii Ille
neeontpant inv at Om
AVI-1()1.1iSA1.1'. DOZEN
PRIC13, and

The Handsome
Oak Case is
Absolutely Free.

We make this offer
simply to induce deal-
ers not now handling
our goods to do so at
once.

The R. Hoehn anufacturers of Thermometers,Co.,.1 Barometers, Hydrometers, etc.

1 siAldislied Is 80 and 82 Chambers St., NEW YORK, U.S.A.

-,why Ntm, start the New Year right by using— I- the right kind of goods.

THE BEST EVER,

Screw Grip Post and Guards.

Impossible for stud screw to work loose.
Corrugation prevents it and holds guards
rigid.

Furnished OH our No. 1265 and No. 1295
;old Filled Eyeglass Frames anil ■Intintings

‘vithout extra charge.
Mt tintings can also be had with SURE

FIT STRAP which are ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY THICKNESS LENS.

\ curacy ;ind Promptness in our Prescription Work is assured.
eild us a trial order and you will always send Its your work.

ESTABLISHED 1850.

THE L. BLACK CO.,
Wholesale Opticians, DETROIT, MICH.

.41

';T; Words
To the
Proprietor: Have you an optical department?

about optics? Have you made it a profitable
Read our offer below.

To the

Watchmaker: Why not perfect yourself as an
thereby make yourself more valuable to your
more pay for your services.

Our Offer : We will give you a complete $25.00 thorough and scientific
course by correspondence for only $8.00, $2.00 down balance $1.0o
a week. %Ire are incorporated and legally confer degrees. Every
graduate receives diploma and degree 1' DOCTOR OF OPTICS."

Address, American Optical College, Detroit, Mich.

Whitt do you know
I art of your business?

optician? l'ott can
.mployer ;incl demand

THE GRIP GUARD
7'he Most Perfect Guard on the Market.

Always clean,

Doesnot pinch,

Does not slip.

Made by

An Antiseptic Guard.

Price in 14 K.,
59.00 per do,.

Prit e in 10 K.,

57.00 per doz.

Price in Gold Filled.
S2.00 per doz.

Price in Nickel.

Si 00 per doz

Send 15 cents for

Sample Pair.

M. E. STERN, 36 aid 38 John Street, NEW YORK.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Optician.

"New Hub"
Shell Case,with Pocket

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

For OFFSET and
OUTSET Eyeglasses.

Also for

TORIC LENSES.

No. 2 8 for Offset Eyeglasses.

s

No. 37, with hump, for Outset Eyeglasses

No. 31 for 'Foric Lenses.

Manufactured and Patented by

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.,
77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.

SOLD 81' THE JOBBING TRADE 

Send for Catalogue.

January, 1903

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians 115117)

J. II. Etdds, President, south Bend, Ind.
E. I.. S,eretary, satolusky, Ohio.

Nleets annually. Next meeting to be held ho 19,
.Atlantie CU), N. .1.

at

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

Ctn.. hAvo', :-,F.N%)..1 16121:It A. $., Clerk,
Tim RT. MIN. Stu \I'm. II ItT DYKE, Burt., M. l'., Master.

Loudon, L. c.,

British Optical Association ,

I ss, P. B. D. A., Cresidelli.
11 si 1 Ito. 1̀.1'11'111rY. I ShariO3-
1„i„ A ietnio, l'""1""' " "

Canadian Association of Opticians i I

W. ii. 1I.%iIEE, President -: I atharines.
\ tux. MOFFAT, Secret.. ,,nd treasurer, itrautford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of opticians isu-O

1.:.

I, nos, Sts.iretary, \■ inter st ,  lass.

Meets third Ta,day of eiteli month, I•xeept July and
.August.

STATE

Ilennsylvania Optical Society (1595)

A. \I III'''. Pa.
I. A. Lox., I to. it, 2'2" Market St., Phila., Pa.

THE 1K EYSTONE

New York State Optical Society (18116)

B. It. (LARK, President. kie•In•ster, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, 1 Ilea, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1899)

I . NI. .1EN I: I Ns, President, Itielittiond,
If, tit. lint'itti, Stiertilitr■, Marion, Intl.

Next meeting, Jantiory 14, 1903.

Michigan Optical Society (1S96)

NELSON K. Sri S tiv iti, President, Detroit, Mich.

E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, tor, w,.stern A venue,
NItnikeg ,,,,,

Iowa Optical Society (15971

II. P. lIot.mus, President,IteNtles,ITta:

K. Boret, beeretary,
2112s;fiitit,BIek  wateri.,

Annual meeting, .1 ii ie 10 and II, 1903.

Illinois Optical Society (isos)

w. c. sousiisa, President. I Thicago, ill.
1.oicEs L. Bo Ito, Seerciary, 1113 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association (1899)

Erttnelse0, (al.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. O. Warrs, President, Eugene, Oregon.

C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, lin:got'.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

11. CLAN' Erims(,l,x, President, Seattle, IYash.

L. W. KACHLBIN, Secretary, Taisiiit a, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

DE, II. litiows, President, Nlanehe,ter, N. II.

W. E. licitruu, Seere(ar), NI:mein-ter. N. 11.

Meets third Wellnesd,ty • tanitacy, March, May, Sep-

tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

Al.VA SNIDER, President. W is,

I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

1 North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. I'. STALEY, Secretary, Rich Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

FRANK I.. WILL:sox, Pre-hletit, Mantorville, Nlinn.

C. A. 4N Eli., See'y, 11118 Niisillet Ave., Minneapolis,

Next Meeting, :t, 1903, tit ll initeupolls.

Maine Association of Opticians 11901)

H. K. Mcatioca, President, Portland, Nlitine.

lannitur It. :■WIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

'renn eeeee Optical Society I 19111 ,

A. H. WENNINo, President, Nashville, 'Tenn.
ILiku. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and summer Stn.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (11811)

It. B. Etticit, President, Denver, Colo.
It. it. 1iIIduEI., secretary, 636 Sixteenth -t , Denver, I ..1,
M u. E.II.CHAPMAN,Cor.Seey., 1695 , itt u..,

Kansas Association of Opticians Intel

W..1. LEWIS, President, l'opeka, Kans
WALTER STARCKE. ser'y and 'freits.. .1 H11116111 I liv, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians 19o1I

Lot is NI K11EHE, President, Cihuivauiiul, M.,.
.1 IV. TALliirr, Secretary, Ne,aila, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association

I. Si:111111,41, Va.
.1. W Iii • it s So•n•titry, Petersburg, Va.

Animal meeting, August, 1903, at Staunton.

Ohio Optical Society i19021

Jolts C 1:111.nit 1E1,1, President, Da■ ten, obi°.
Enw i■ I. .1■IN u.s, xecretery, xandtisk3 , oltio

Kentucky Optical society otio2)

w. .1•.1:1,1,sseiiminT, President, Newport. Ky.
J. M. IIC M Seeretary, 3:iti Fourth .1\ e.. I:y

Next meeting, 11t) 19, 1903, at Louis\ ill,

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

It. C. 1VATTs, President, S!, Ea. IlSe, N. T.
A. It. Coldiutt, suerclary, ri.m..., N. V.

'leets .1 January, Niarelt, Nlay,.inly,
septemlier anti No% ember.

New York City Optical Society i 1s971

A. W. FRANKEL, President.
P. A. Dit.wouTit, itee. Sec., 11132 l'hird Avenue, New York.

Nieeis wedne,d,, .1111y
and at college or Iii, city ..r New You k, 17 Lexing-
ton A venue.

Rochester Optical Club 0.97)

B. B. ci..taa, President, itoeliester, N. 1'.
HARtil M. liKslott, Secretary, itoviwster, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society Mil)

IIEWLE1"r St) OnElt, President.
F. I. TAvt.1,12, St.i.11•1ary, Sail Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club (1)100

IttultAttl. PEitliEN. President.
C. A. ENttrEsi, Seeretary, 1 lice, N. Y.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association il9111)

.1. W. t1nxiNtiElt, Piv.ident, Rochester, NI inn.

.1. W. A soKitso., secretary, Peelle...ter. NI inn.

Chicago Optical Society

W I N i. sui op\I 0. Presi,i,•111.

A. IV. I ■■■ au:, It iii '20);, 92 State tit., Chivago,

Niagara District Optical Society

JoN.ts President,
P. It. DUNI.ott, $eertlary and Tre11,1111•1', SI. •)111.

Opticians and the Title "Dr."

W I'. learn from a recent issue of the
Vancouver Daily World that the

Ilri,ish Columbia Medical Society has decided
.Lbandon the appeal to the full court of

Brit ish Columbia in the suit it instituted sonic

months ago against Dr. Mackay Jordan, an

optician of that place. The Medical Society

charged Dr. Jordan with infringing the pro-
visions of the medical act bv describing him-

self as "I )r. " Jordan without having complied

with the requirements of the act and received

a license to practice from the Medical Society.

Dr. Jordan ( who holds a degree of doctor of
optics from an institution in the United States)

insisted that .he was neither misleading the

public, nor infringing on the act in his

method of carrying on his practice.

The Study of Physiological Optics

I-IE opinion of THE KEYSTONE has been
solicited as to the course of study

which would best serve the purpose as a basis
of a complete mastery of the higher branches
of refraction, chiefly physiological optics. As
there are so many circumstances to be taken
into consideration in connection with this
matter, a definite answer is impossible. A
large proportion of the opticians, it must be
remembered, have already passed the student
age, and it is by no means an easy matter for
them to settle down to the study of such
sciences as mathematics, geometry', trigo-
nometry, algebra, etc., even though time and
the cares of business permitted. Again,
from the standpoint of early education the
opticians are of such varied qualifications that
it would be difficult if not impossible to
devise a course of study stbitable for all.

While we must not be understood as
underestimating the worth of a mathematical
education to the refractionist, it seems to us
that not nearly so extensive a knowledge of
mathematics is necessary for the intelligent
study of physiological optics as is generally
supposed. Much depends upon the point of
-view. As our readers know there are two
master works on physiological optics, the
voluminous work of Helmholtz and the later
Nvork of Tscherning. The study of Helm-
holtz's work calls for such a profound knowl-
edge of mathematics as few opticians or even
oculists can boast of, while Tscherning's
work on the same subject only calls for such
a rudimentary knowledge of mathematics as
1111V optician can acquire in a N,ery short time.

Of course there are certain principles of
a mathematical and geometrical nature, a
knowledge of which is absolutely essential to
an intelligent comprehension of physiological
optics, and it will be an agreeable surprise to
the student to know how few and simple these
are. By far the most compact, lucid, and at
the same time complete statement and ex-
planation of these principles are found in the
first chapter of Tscherning's " Physiologic
Optics," and in order that all opticians may
have the benefit of this essential and funda-
mental study, we begin in this issue, page 113,
the publication of this chapter in serial form.
The serial will be short, a page in about eight
issues, and the optician %%•ho studies the
articles closely will have no difficulty in sub-
sequently mastering ophthahnometry, oph-
thalmoscopy and all the other subjects cov-
ered by the term " physiological optics."
THE KEYSTONE Will (it) what it can to aid

the ambitious students of higher optics, and
believes in beginning at the beginning, build-

ing up on a sound foundation. Such a
foundation will be found in the serial, "Optic
.Principles."
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JNO. L. MOORE 0 SONS
Successors to KELLAM 6 MOORE,

Manufacturing and Wholesale
42 N. Broad St., Opticians, ATLANTA, GA.

A Happy New Year to our Friends an Patrons

We believe that the man who is satisfied with his own achievements should be wrapped in the mummy cloth of his self-
conceit and laid away on a shelf—the world has no further use for him "—and while we are the pioneer surface grinders of the South.
and while we have maintained the lead, still we are always watching every chance to forge ahead. New optical devices are being
added each year, more room is required, more skilled workmen are added, more new customers are being added ; old customers are
being given more and more the advantages of our efforts.

Our PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT has every optical improvement, and is second to none in the country when it comes to
accurate, prompt work.

Our OPTICAL STOCK is four or five times that of any Southern house—filling promptly every want, even to the lettering of
spectacle and eyeglass cases. Begin the new year right—begin by acquiring the habit of doing business with the Pioneers of the South.

TRANSLUCENT SIGNS.
Begin by bracing up your window displays. They are salesmen that are always ready to show goods.
Translucent signs are in attractive bright colors—the eye in full detail, opera and field glasses, etc. Easily applied ; inexpensive

Write us about them to-day.

Thermometers
Barometers
Compasses

This is the time of the year when these
goods sell.

Thermometers, • from 85c. per dozen up.
Barometers, . • from $2.00 each up.
Compasses, . . from $1.50 per dozen up.

Send for our new illustrated price-list. Just ready.
Out goods are right. Su are our prices. Write
us before you buy.

Globe Optical Company,
403 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Dealers in Everything in the Optical Line.

,,?tophin
ITfir iiii„,....,,,,,,,AcricAL,...,,,,
C H. BROWN, M. D.,

of Peri,',1, '73)

Established 1889.

Incorporated 1892.

PNESIOE NI AND PRINCIPAL HOW. 8,30 A, M. TO 5 P. M.

022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

OUR FOURTEENTH NEW YEAR'S SALUTATION.

In this period of general prosperity, when the prospects of Optometry are
so promising, there is every reason why the Optician should take such a Course
as will entitle him to professional recognition. The Courses we offer measure
UI) to the highest ideal in this respect.

ATTENDANT COURSES.

Represent highest
Six Months

professional education
Three Months

for Opticians.

A most comprehen-
One Month sive and practical

I. Course.

special and Post-Oraduate
Courses.

Evening Class during Winter.

Graduating f Graduate in Optometry.
Degrees Doctor of Optics.

Our Correspondence Course, re-
vised and enlarged in scope, including
our Student's Practice Eye, for practi-
cal refraction work at home.

Advanced I Ik'cetto°I.r 01 ?groan:Ala
Degrees

(Doctor of Physiologic Optics.

If this strikes a responsive chord, write us and enclose 5c. for " The Key to Success in Optics."

January, 8903

Pennsylvania State Optical Society
At a meeting Of the executive committee of

the Pennsylvania Optical Society, held Tuesday,
December 9th, J. Cook :McAllister, of Media, anti
Ino. H. Sensening were elected to membership.
The committee on special meetings reported that
arrangements had been made for three meetings :
one in January, Ivhen there vill be given demon-
strations in the use of the trial case by the mem-
bers ; another in March, when A. Jay Cross will
deliver an address on " Dynamic Skiascopy," and
a third in May, when original papers on various
subjects pertaining to the profession will be read.
II. W. Patterson and I I. F. Freeman were elected
to serve as examining board to arrange for and
hold an examination for the dioptrician grade
some time during March.

The Minnesota State Optical
Association

The regular meeting of the litinesota State
Optical Association was held at Odd Fellows Hall,
St. Paul, on December 2d. The meeting was called
simply as a business meeting with no special at-
tractions as an inducement for a large attendance
and hence the light attendance. A heavy snow
storm also interfered.

The secretary reported receipts of $109.38

since the last meeting, leaving a cash balance on
hand of $473.63. On motion a committee of five
members residing in the Twin Cities was appointed
a committee on legislation, their business being

to keep in touch with the doings of the Legislature

this winter and look after the interests of the pro-

fession. The president appointed Frank I feitzman,
St. Paul, chairman ; C. A. Snell and E. \V. Nit-
tridge, Minneapolis ; Frank A. Upham and George
A. I fartmann, St. Paul, as members.

Ignatius Reiner Hutchinson, 0. N. I.ee
McIntosh and T. \V. Clark, Little Falls, were

elected members of the association. Me applica-

tion was refused. One was tvithdrawn and one

laid on the table for future action. Seven applica-

tions for membership were received and referred

to the proper commitees for report at the next

meeting.
Harry U. Rogers, Waseca, Minn., whose name

was dropped from the rolls at the last meeting for

non-payment of dues, made application ha- re-

instatement. The secretary reported receipt of the
dues and his name was again added to the rolls,

making the membership now 105, of which the

association feels proud.
The secretary was instructed to correspond

with the secretary of the American Association of

Opticians to find out and report at next meeting

just what is expected of a State association that

would affiliate with them, the general view of the

members present being that affiliation is all right

if it does not prove too expensive. The members

would like to get an idea of what benefits accrue

before going ahead. After an informal chat on

various subjects of interest the meeting adjourned

to meet again March 3, 1903, in Minneapolis.

Those present front outside the Twin Cities

were Frank L. Willson, Mantorville ; S. B. Millard,
Litchfield ; C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato ; A. Swen-

ningsen, Moorhead ; F. M. Harper, Renville ; E. F.
Milner, Stillwater ; Albert J. Krueger, North

Branch ; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, and

0. E. Worman, Hamline.
Vice-President Chalmers, Lake City, sent his

regrets, not being able to be present and, at the
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same time, put in a strong bid for the June meeting
to be held in his city.

l'resident Willson seemed to feel perfectly at
home in the president's chair, and it also can be
said of ex-President Millard that he is a good man
on the floor.

Frank Ileitzman says, " If I miss one of the

meetings and go to the next I have to learn it all

over. Von fellows get the start of me." That's

good. Don't miss any meetings and you will keep
at the front of the procession.

New Members of the American
Association

The first State organization to affiliate with the

American Association of Opticians is the Kentucky

Optical Society. As a result the membership of

the national organization has been increased by the
following twenty-five new members, all from the

Blue Grass State :

unat 1111 i axa eI lernian A. Roihs   Cy
I.:. I I. Murry  
I.ee oberdorfer  I lenderson
S. S. Van I by  Campbellsville
\V. C. Carroll  Lebanon)ri(
M. Dunkelspeil
. R. King . . . . . 

h%lo

0
I.. J. Itacktis  

Lexington

Fi I. 'i V(   
Lexington
Lexington

C. F. Maurer   Lexington
J. W. Jones   Mt. Sterling
Dan F. Fisher  
Gustavus J. Daum 

I e ifnx ui nggutsotna

Wm. A. Metzgar  
. ard 

I.exington

A. R. Baldwin   
.\\ int hester
Winchester

C. II. 'kitten  V
J. W. Keller   

e(i)nrgclieet(szri

'I'. J. Howe  
Mrs. Mary A. Kern  

I I o k°°Iit i eii eeR. C. I lardwick . .
I .ouisvilleWm. M. Irwin  

Ed. Lohmeyer   Newport
M. I I opkinsvilleD. Kelley  
John M. Innen, Secretary   . . Louisville

Optical Association of Canada

A meeting of the executive committee of the
Optical Association of Canada was held in Toronto

December ist. Eight new members were admitted.

The chief topic at the meeting was the question of

asking for an enactment at the approaching ses-

sion of the legislature giving the association a

recognized status and securing a standard of

competency among optical practitioners. The

meeting adjourned without taking any definite

action, however.

New England Association

The monthly meeting of the New England
Association of opticians was held at Voting's
Hotel on the evening of December i6th. Three
new names were added to the roll and one lost
through resignation. The new members elected

were Ralph H. Wight, 25 Winter Street, Boston,
active, and Fred'k J. H. Mansfield, Boston, and

A. R. Campbell, Morrisville, Vt., associate. The
resignation accepted was that of A. F. Crocker, of
Boston.

Just before the meeting, President Wells re-
ceived a message from August A. Klein, M. D.,

who was to deliver an address on " Presbyopia,"

that owing to illness he would be unable to be pre-

sent. l'fider the circumstances, a general informal
discussion was held on the methods used in exami-

nations, chiefly in the use of the retinoscope. The
discussion was extremely practical, and brought
out many interesting ideas that had proven of value
in the experiences of the speakers. The members
also discussed the advisability of seeking legisla-
tive action in having- the practice of optometry
recognized by the State statutes ; also, as to the
advantages of the society affiliating with the
American Association of Opticians. Action on
both propositions was deferred to future meetings.

Mr. Wenthworth, a member of the Maine
Association, told of the meetings and work being
done by that society, and Secretary Hart, of the
Physiological Branch of the American Association,

was called upon to tell of the progress of that
branch. Mr. Barron likewise described the work
done by the recently established clinic of the New
England Institute. The chair announced that the

editor of Photo Era would address the next meet-
ing, his subject being " Light."

The Minnesota State Board of
Examiners in Optometry

The State Board of Examiners held a two-days'

session on December 2(1 and 3d to clear up the
year's business and also to examine a class of eight
who had applied for license to practice in the
State. Five of these appeared before the board
and the result was a percentage as follows : 84, 8u,
73, 58, and 47. As the board requires a percentage
•)I 75, only two were granted the necessary Certifi-

cate. It might be said in justice to those that
failed that two of them had a very fair marking in
the test work, but either lost their nerve in their
tvritten examination or were careless, Your cot-

resin indent had occasion to see the questions and
his opinion is that any one not getting 75 per cent.
on them has no right to call himself an optician, as
it certainly was the simplest and fairest examina-
tion yet put Up by the State board. The board

adjourned to meet again in March, 5903.

" The A B C of Photo-Micrography"

A most interesting branch of photography

treated fully and intelligently in a new book entitled

"The A B C of Photo-Micrography," by W. ft.

Walmsley, published by Tennant & Ward. Mr.

Walmsley is a recognized authority in the photo-
micrographic world, and has had a more varied and

longer experience in the field than most of his

co-workers. He deals with his subject in a plain

but comprehensive way, and the beginner who will

study the A B C should find his difficulties vanish.

The illustrations add largely to the practical value

of the book, and are, in themselves, most interesting.

The book can be had from this office on the receipt

of the publishers' price, $1.25.

The South Bend College of Optics reports

a total enrollment for the year 1902 of over

sixteen hundred students against a total of 1220

for the year 1901, an average enrollment of

about 102 students per month during iyor and

135 per month for 1902. Owing to these large

classes and the increased facilities of the col-

lege, the directors feel justified in making a

reduction in the tuition fee from $25.00 to

$7.50 for the complete course, beginning the

first of the new year. Their advertisement ap-

pears On page 1 12 of this issue. —Adv,



A PERMANENT REDUCTION
OUR TWENTY-FIVE-DOLLAR COURSE IN REFRACTION
REDUCED TO SEVEN DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS

Class to Begin January 26th.

Beginning with the first of the new year our twenty-five dollar correspondence
course in optics will be permanently reduced to seven dollars and fifty cents.

This will include the complete course of twenty lessons with lectures, quizzes,
explanations and reviews, and our highest degree diploma, Doctor of Optics.

It is the same course that we have given to several thousand students during the
Past ten years at a regular tuition fee of twenty-five dollars each.

Our lists for the first class will be open for enrollment until Tuesday, January
20th, the class to start promptly on the following IVIonday, January 26th.

Our new 1903 prospectus, How to Become a Good Optician, is just off the
press and ready for distribution. It contains full particulars of our college, the sub-
jects covered in the course, our diploma and degree, and our manner of conducting
the lessons.

It contains a list of voluntary testimonials from students in every State and
Territory in the United States and Canada and from nearly every English-speaking
country in the world.

\\ have also printed a circular, A Permanent Re(1uction, which gives particulars
of our reduced tuition fee, our reasons for making the reduction and our system of
forming classes.

If you are interested in a thorough and scientific course in Optics we want to
send you these circulars.

We want to tell you about our system of instruction and the work that we have
been doing since 1893.

This is the best time of the whole year to take an optical course and you cannot
afford to miss our January class.

Your name and address on a postal will bring you both circulars and full
particulars.

Write us now,

'The South Bend College of Optics (Incorporated)
South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

January, 1903

Optic Properties

Optic Principles

This serial will cover briefly
and clearly the optical principles,
a knowledge of which Is essential
to an intelligent study of higher
optics. Mathematics and geom-
etry are eliminated as far as pos
sible, and the principles are so
lucidly stated and explained that
every reader can easily master
them. The serial forms the first
chapter in Tscherning's cele-
brated work on " Physiologic
Optics," which can be had from
this office on receipt of the
price, $AN (Ns. 7d.)

(Part I

Bodies are of three kinds :
of Bodies transparent bodies, through

which we can see objects,
translucent bodies such as ground glass,
through which we perceive light, but cannot
distinguish form, and opaque bodies.—No
body is absolutely transparent. Pure water
is transparent, but very little light will pass
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rays are not intercepted, proves conclusively
that any point whatever of the surface send -
rays in all directions.

The more polished the stir-
Regular face the less diffuse is the
Refraction reflection. Thus the surface

of a highly polished mirror
is but slightly visible. Polished surfaces re-
flect rays regularly following a law which was
known from remote ages, viz., that the re-
flected ray is in the same plane with the inci-
dent ray and the normal to the point of inci-
dence, and that both rays form equal angles
with the normal, Is hich is expressed by say-
ing that the angle of incidence and the angle
of reflection are equal.

The effect of this reflection is to produce
images of external objects. The image of a
point is the place where the rays which ema-
nated from that point meet again after reflec-
tion or refraction. In order that the image
may be perfect, all the rays employed should

meet in a point.
Generally this
condition is not
uite fulfilled,

there being more
or less pro-
nounced aberra-
tions.—A point
and the image of
this point we
designate as con-

jugate points.—An image is real
when the rays proceeding from a
point meet again in a point ; it is
virhea/ when it is formed not by
the reunion of the rays them-
selves, but of their prolonga-
tions.—A real image can be
received on a screen ; a virtual
image cannot, but it is visible
to the eye which is in the path
of the rays because the optic
system of the eye forms a real
image of it on the retina, exactly
as if the virtual image was an
object.

Let fall from a
point A (lig. 2)
of the object a
perpen d i c 11 la r

AB on the surface, DE, of the
mirror, and mark on its prolon-
gation a point A' so that A 13 is
equal to A'B. A' is the image

Fig. 1. -- A, luminous source ; B, opaque body; C, shadow ; D, penumbra.

through a great thickness of water.—On the
contrary, very thin layers of opaque sub-
stances are more or less translucent, as all
know who have examined microscopic pre-
parations.

Rectilinear
Propagation
of Light

In a homogeneous medium
light is propagated along
straight lines which are
called luminous rays.

Shadows.—When rays emanating from
a luminous point fall upon an opaque body
there is produced behind the latter a shadow
which is conical in shape. We can construct
the form of this shadow by, drawing straight
lines joining the different points of the border
of the body with the luminous point. If,
instead of a point, the source is a luminous
surface the shadow is surrounded by a penum-
bra, the intensity of which diminishes more
and more towards the periphery. An ob-
server placed in the shadow C could not see
any point of the luminous surface ; placed
in the penumbra D he would see a part of
that surface, greater in proportion as he
approaches the border.

Images Produced by a Small Aperture.
--Rays passing through a small aperture
into a dark room form on a screen an inverted
image of exterior objects. By diminishing
the aperture the image gains in distinctness,
but loses in luminosity. Photographs may
be taken in this way.

Rays which strike the stir-
Reflection face of an opaque object are
and Absorption partly absorbed and partly

ryiecied. If the surface is
not polished the rays are reflected in a
diffuse manner : each point of the surface
sends back light in all directions. It is
through the agency of this irregularly re-
flected light that objects are visible, and the
fact that they are visible, whatever may be
the position of the observer, provided the

Plane Mirrors.
Construction
of the Image

•
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of A, for since AB = A'B, the two angles a
are equal, and consequently also the two
angles i, each of which is equal 900 — a.
The image formed by a plane mirror is virtual,
creel and equal in size to lhe objecl.

Fig. 3.— Reflection on a concave mirror.
C, the center; 4,, the focus.

To tell whether a mirror is true place
the eye near the surface by way of observing
images under as great an incidence as pos-
sible. If the mirror is not true the images of

0

0

V,

C
-

31

AA----

Fig. 4.—Reflection on a concave mirror. Constructions of the
image, I, of an object 0 ; C, the center ; 4,, the focus. AS =

f , = f 2 , S(13 = F, A4, 1„ AM, — /2 .

•

•

••
•

••

Fig. 2. — Reflection on a plane mirror. A, the object;
A', its image; DE, the tuitror; AC, incident ray; CF,
reflected ray.

external objects are deformed. One can also
notice these deformities very distinctly by
placing oneself quite a distance in front of
the mirror and observing the images of dis-
tant objects.

The middle of the spherical

straight 
ilsincealpleadsstinhge. tahfireo_uvg,Concave

spherical Mirrors 
a 

the center and the apex is
th axis, and the angular measurement of the
mirror is the aper/ure. In order that images
may be true the aperture must be small
(8 to 9 degrees). The principa/ focus of
the mirror is the place where incident rays
parallel to the axis meet after reflection.
The principal focal distance is the distance
of the principal focus from the mirror.

In All Optic Phenomena the Course of
the Rays is Reversible. —If in figure 2, the

(Continued on page 11.5)
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FREE. FREE. FREE.
EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENTS to all

subscribers to the " Canadian Optician."
1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7, in black

and white, On heavy glazed cardboard.
2.—Two Ophthalmic charts in every natural

color, excellent for demonstrating regular

3.—Sixty-three Common Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustrations, type-setting, etc. They
are speetaele-selling talks.

4.—.1 copy of an Advertising f Booklet ex-
plaining In' I importance o vision, pheno-
mena of sight, eye defects, their remedy,
etc., told in plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian
Optician" for one year,sent on receipt of $1.00.
Address, "Canadian Optician."

24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

Holmes Optical College.
A Practical School

by Practical /Wen.

Our system removes every element of
uncertainty ; every possibility of doubt.

If you haven't started, start right.
If you've started wrong, let us put you
right. There's only one right way.
At the close of the course we give

you pointers on soldering, quickly,
easily and without danger of melting;
cementing bifocals, drilling and filing
glass, fitting and bending frames, etc.
We have no correspondence course.

Give private instructions any time
without extra charge.
Tuition fee, $25.00. Next regular

class January 19, 1903.

Holmes Optical College,
517 East Locust St., DES MOINES, IOWA.

Are You
an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come ? If so, send
for the full and
illustrated courseentitled " Ophthalmic Hypnotism," Itwill surprise and delight you. It is a com-plete course of 40 lessons, a 125 course for

only 51.00 to Practicing Opticians.
Introductory Lesson FREE. Address
JOHANN HARRAES, M. D., Oph.D.,

257 W. Madison St., Chicago.

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A

TRIAL CASE.

Throw Away the Rule and Stop
Your Guessing.

The difficulty of fitting eyeglasses made easy
by using

Stevenson's Eyeglass Guard Gage.
For sale by

F. A. HARDY & CO., of Chicago, III.;
BENJ. ALLEN & CO., of Chicago, Ill., and
THE ANOLO.AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,

47 Hatton Darden, London, E.C.
Price, $2.00.

RELIABLE
INCUBATORS and

BROODERS.
Sat isfact ion go :Iran..

teedoryournione■ back.
110 bend 10 cents postligt,
Said. FIne Poullm .60 for great poultry book
Just issued, explaining remarkable guarantee
under which we sell.

I6eubator & Brooder Co., 110. It 161. Qu1ney,
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HIGHER
OPTICAL
EDUCATION

The formation of the Physio-
logical Branch of the American
Association of Opticians has
given a wonderful stimulus to
the study of physiological optics.

to the knowledge but many seem to be in
doubt as to how best to set about mastering it.
There's one right way to begin and one only. Procure a copy of the standard
treatise.

I feel it my duty to urge all
earnest students of Physiological
Optics to add to their list of text
books Tscherning's new work,
" Physiologic Optics," which is
undoubtedly the most compre-
hensive and valuable contribu,
tion to optical literature of recent
years.

JOHN C. EBERHARDT,
Pres.PhysiologicalBranchA.A.O.

" PHYSIOLOGIC OPTICS,"
by M. Tscherning, the greatest living authority on this subject. A lifetime de-
voted to research in this field, a genius for the work and the greatest ophthalmo-
logical institute in the world have given his book an originality reliability and
completeness impossible to others. The work is simple, non-technical and per-
fectly intelligible to every optician.

Bound in cloth, 380 pages and 212 illustrations.

Price, postpaid, $3.50 (14s. 7d.)

The Keystone, 19th and Brown Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Optical Inventions

The following list of recent optical inventions
was specially prepared for our columns by William
F. Hall, Patent Attorney, Equitable Building, 1003
F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.:

Patent No. 714,664.—James E. Briggs, of Roches-
ter, N. Y., granted December, 2, 1902.
This invention relates to temple attachments

for eyeglasses, and consists of a tubular member B
having the lenses firmly attached thereto, and an

''z

elastic rod or wire C passing through the tube B
and bowed at its ends, the extremities of said wires
carrying cups D designed to be pressed against the
side of the head by the wearer.

Patent No. 715,272, John G. Koenen, of New York
City, granted December 9, 1902.

This invention relates to a case for eyeglasses.
The invention consists mainly in forming the tray
of the case with a flattened surface to form a level

f
r.l .e

seat for the ball of the fastening device, so that the
socket in the cover will fall when the cover is closed
squarely upon the ball and securely engage there-
with.

Reissue No. 12,054, Robert B. Finch, of Denver,
Colo., granted November II, 1902.

This patent is a reissue of patent No. 709,574,
granted September 23, 1902, the reissue being ob-

tamed for the purpose of i c uding additional
claims in the patent to broaden the scope or pro-
tection afforded by the same.

Patent No. 712,719, G. B. Porter, of St. Johns,
Mich., granted November 4, 1902.
The object of this invention is to provide

efficient means for testing the partient's eyes to
determine the presence of hyermetropia, myopia
and astigmatism, the arrangement being such as to

protect the patient's eyes from the rays of light
during the test, so as to obtain a more perfect
result.

The device consists of a focal tube having a
movable lens, carrying tube located within the
same, a slide upon the exterior of the tube, movn-

THE KEYSTONE

ble plates upon the slide, rollers journaled in the
opposite ends of the focal tube, and strands attached
to the movable lens tube and passing out of the
focal tube over the rollers, the ends of the strands
being attached to the adjustable plates carried by
the slide.

Optical Notes

,./A The Empire Optical Co., of Cincinnati, 0.,
has been incorporated with a capital of $1o,000.
The incorporators are : Harry Emrie, Arthur L.
Fogg, Harry C. Smith, Lewis Hummel and Chas.
Oethig.

.,:tf McIntire, Magee & Brown, manufacturing
and wholesale opticians, of Philadelphia, Pa., are
distributing among their customers a little six-inch
bone rule marked in inches and millimeters. The
rule will be found useful and convenient for optical
practitioners.

41 A. G. Barber, manager of the Globe Optical
Co., left for Jamaica about the middle of Decem-
ber for several weeks' stay. Mr. Barber was very
much run down in health, and the trip to Jamaica
was ordered by his physician as the best means of
restoring him to health.

1$1 The following are at present in attendance
at the Philadelphia Optical College pursuing their
six-months' course : A. C. Kleeman, Wilkesbarre,
Pa.; James A. Rankin, Belfast, Ireland ; Frank
L. Fincher, Fort Valley, Ga., and William H.
Vogelsang, Allegheny, Pa.

.0 The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., 104 East
Twenty-third Street, New York, have acquired the
exclusive rights for New York State to manufacture
and sell the Borsch " invisible " and " depressed "
bifocal lenses. These lenses are said to be a
notable achievement in eyeglass improvement and
are now made at the Meyrowitz factory in New
York City.

P. Boyle, of Glens Falls, N. Y., who has
been established in his present quarters two and a
half years, has built up a profitable business. His
offices are situated on the second floor of a cen-
trally located building and include four apartments,
each of which is judiciously planned and appropri-
ately furnished. Mr. Boyle does all his own pre-
scription grinding.

,„4 The eighth annual convention of the In-
diana State Optical Society will be held in Parlor A
of the Denison Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind., January
12th and 13th. The programme is a lengthy one,
and embraces besides a dinner at the Columbia
Hotel, Greenfield, Ind., many other interesting
features. It is being printed in an attractive man-
ner and will be duly distributed to the members.

The December meeting of tile Rochester
Optical Club, Rochester, N. Y., was taken up by
Dr. Ralph H. Williams, who spoke chiefly on the
" Muscles of the Human Body." The speaker
confined himself to an individual treatment of the
various trunk and head muscles, their nature,
functions, nourishment, etc. This was the second
of the series of lectures on anatomy and physiology,
and if the succeeding ones are on a par with those
delivered the resultant benefits will be considerable.

.0 E. Kirstein Sons Company, Rochester,
N. Y., have engaged the services of an advertising
man for the purpose of assisting the retailer in his
advertising. This expert advertisement writer
devotes his entire time to writing ads. for the opti-
cians. The latter will appreciate this latest evi-
dence of enterprise and progressiveness on the part
of the Kirstein Company. It will be interesting to
the trade to learn that this concern, in compliance
with the wishes of the opticians, has placed the
Shur-on mounting on the market in gold filled,
which will still further popularize this mounting.

„tt The Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-
mology and Otology, of Chicago, is making elabo-
rate preparations to entertain its Alumni Associa-
tion ill Chicago, February 16t11-2oth. This college
is always a master of entertainment. Last year it
made the reunion of its Alumni Association one of
the most brilliant events in the history of optics.
Although the attendance at the last reunion was
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large, a much larger one is expected at the coming
meeting, because the membership of the associa-
tion has been greatly increased, and besides, the
college extends an invitation to every one who
is interested in optics to attend the exercises. The
event promises to be a splendid advanced course
in optics crowded into a single week. The faculty
will make special endeavor to instruct all who
come in higher optics, and it is likely that eminent
outside opticians and oculists will be engaged to
assist.

,of The optical quarters recently opened by
R. L. Moore, at Roanoke, Va., are of liberal di-
mensions and apportioned in a very methodic and
intelligent manner. Mr. Moore's premises are on
the ground floor and situated in the most desirable
business district of Roanoke. The main parlor
opens directly off the sidewalk, the dark room
occupying a space to the right as the visitor enters.
The arrangement and furnishings of the latter
apartment are orderly and complete and such as
to facilitate the work of examinations very mater-
ially. At the rear is the room which is utilized
for grinding and shaping, etc. Mr. Moore was for-
merly employed in partnership with R. W. Wood-
ward in the optical business at Greenboro, N. C.

Optic Principles

(Continued from page rz3)

ray AC is reflected along CF, an incident ray
along FC is reflected along CA.—It follows
that rays coming from the principal focus
of a concave mirror must be parallel after
reflection.

The principal focus of a plane mirror is
at infinity, because incident parallel rays are
still parallel after reflection.

The principal focus of a concave mirror
is situated half way between the apex and
center. We have, indeed, i = i (fig. 3),
since the angles of incidence and reflection
are equal, and i = BC43 because the incident
ray is parallel to the axis. It follows that
C4) = B4) , but as the aperture is very small, we
can consider Btl, = Q4), therefore CO = Q4, =
—
2 ' 

if we designate the radius by R.
A ray passing through the center is per-

pendicular to the surface ; it is consequently
reflected on itself.

Construclion of the Image.—To find the
image B, of a point B (fig. 4), it suffices to
trace the course of two rays which have
emanated from that point ; the image must
be at the place where they intersect after
reflection. After what has been previously
stated we already know the course of three
rays proceeding from the point B.

I°. The ray BM, which is parallel to
the axis, passes after reflection through the
focus 4, ;

2°. The ray B4', which passes through
the focus, is reflected parallel to the axis since
the course of the rays is reversible ;

30. The ray BC, passing through the
center, is reflected on itself.

Two of these rays suffice for the con-
struction. By combining them, two by two,
we obtain the three different constructions
shown at figure 4.

[TO DE CONTINUED]

The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, is giving its regular $25 correspondence course
for only $ro. Diploma, " Doctor of Optics," Write
to-day for free "club-rate" circular, —Adv.
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SPECIALTIES

Gold Filled Spectacles and Eyeglasses
Guaranteed 10 years. Superior styles and finish.

PLATAMUM, a superior quality, style and finish, extra fine white
metal of high temper. that will not rust or corrode, and
ALUMNO, guaranteed not to tarnith,

From $1.75 to $3.50 per dozen.

NICKEL SILVER WILL NaT RZT.FINISH. In Straight .g and
Eyeglasses. From $1.25 to $2.25.

LENSES. We manufacture an
extensive variety.

SPECIAL LENSES of any size or focus.

AA/V\AAAA/\‘'/Ni\l/N/ \•/\ ni\ nInn 7\1/■

PATENT APPLIED FOE.

This Box is ideal, in that it provides for placing the
lenses so that it is impossible for them to rub.

READING
GLASSES

In CELLULOID.
Extra high power.
Will not tarnish.
Handsomest and

strongest.
Made in 3 colors–
Shell, Onyx and
Ivory.

Also a full line in
CHEAP NICKEL.

The NEW SPECTACLE

THE LAURANCE

Spencer Optical Institute,
The Recognized Optical School. 2 Courses Attendant
and Correspondence. SEND FOR PROSPECTUS. Class
convenes 2d Tuesday in January, 1903. The Diploma and
Instructions are worth $1000 to you and practically COST
YOU NOTHING.

This Bridge has two points of pressure and distributes the
weight and does not rest on crest of nose—leaves no mark.

The Prize-winners.
Paris, 1900. Buffalo, 1902

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES.

All Styles, $10 to $100.

Send for deseript ive
81.1pidetno•rit.

Send for reduced H, Price-List.

12 Dozen First QualityInterchangeable
Periscopic Convex, 1 Eye,
in handsome cherry polished case,

$12.00 per gross pairs.
Second quality do. do.,

$9.00 per gross pairs.

DR. AGNEW'S GREAT GERMAN EYE WATER, the original prescription. $19.50 per gross or $1.63 per dozen.
LENTILENE—Just what you want to keep your glasses CLEAN—antiseptic, protective and cleansing. Send for sample dozen ; price, $1.25.

Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co., 15 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N. Y.
FACTORIES:

Newark and
Paris.

D asimm-emo

KENDRICK &DAVIS
LEBANON,N H
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A new interchangeable bit will be given in
exchango for any broken bit returned.

‘11,
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K&D

SECTIoN mer.

K. &D.
New
Nine-Bit
Sleeve
Wrench.

Following along I Ii. I iul ii 1' regular

No. 137, this Wreueli ha, been perfeetol, iii ur-

der that it may cain. up (a the E. t D. stan-
dard. Ample lime hats been given to perfe..I

every detail.
The ileW method adapted for -ooltriog tho

hits (see section cut I is unequaled iii itup!'

city and strength. e T) I..t ,ils are linel■ mad,
and accurately conform to the staudard -
used in modern watches. Tho new .Ie■, el :e•rie..
size included in this set.

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon N. H.

A moment of your time, please.
Now that the rush is over and you have a moment
to think, would it not have been a paying investment,
sometime during the year past, for you to have taken
a course in Monogram
and Letter Engraving
w i t Ft u s ? 01111b Would it not
be wise to arrange to
take a course in this part
of your work during the
coming dull season ? We
are making a rate of
$50.1:0 for those who
wish to avail k themselves of
the advan- A. J. (low. tages of our
special three-months' course, beginning Feb, t, 1903.
All applications to be in by that date.
Send for our little booklet giving particulars of our

school. Correspondence solicited by

THE ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING,
1010 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO, ILL.

A. J. CLOW.

January, 1903

Items of Interest
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Lehman & Kiser have succeeded to the busi-
ness of Geo. W. Walker at Dayton, Ohio.

James R. Claiborne, of Springfield, was mar-
ried December 22 to Mrs. Mamie Norris. They are
at home at Springfield. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

J. A. Morrow, jeweler and optician, of Parry
Sound, Ont., Can., has published a handsome cal-
endar, of which Grasmere Church, in rich harmo-
nious colors, forms a pretty pictorial feature.

Benj. Nussbaum, Jos. Nussbaum and Walter

Hunold have opened a jewelry and novelty manu-

facturing business at 78 Friendship Street, Provi-

dence, R. I. All three were formerly in the

employ of William Bens.

H. K. Bechtel, of Bechtel & Brown, Augusta,

Kans., who died rather suddenly some months ago,

had a host of friends in the trade to whom the in-

telligence of his early and unexpected end was a

sad surprise. He was only forty-two years old and

unmarried.

E. & J. Swigart, Cincinnati, Ohio, are distribu-

ting among their patrons a neat little stone gage.

There are holes for gaging all the round sizes, and

a rule gage for flat, bent and oval stones. The little

contrivance will be found useful and convenient to

order stones of desired sizes.

One of the handsomest calendars being dis-

tributed to the trade is that of Heimberger & Lind.

makers of jeweler& findings, Providence, R. I. It

is large in size, printed in colors and mounted on

heavy maroon cardboard. No doubt the firm

would send one to any of our readers requesting it.

Schwarzschild Bros., of Richmond, Va., occupy

a recently-erected store, which possesses every

modern improvement in mercantile architecture.

The exterior of this structure is very attractive.

Neither has any effort been spared to beautify the

interior and provide every possible facility for the

expeditious prosecution of business. The furnish-

ings are unusually rich and imposing.

The Nowlan Co., of Richmond, Va., has in-

stalled elaborate and costly store fixtures, such as

suit a rich stock of jewelry and first-class trade.

These furnishings are of pure mahogany, whose

rich coloring and artistic ornamentation produce

an elegant and impressive effect. The wall and

show cases are well placed for full and effective

display, while the judicious apportionment of the

floor space gives the premises a pleasing air of

roominess and comfort.

G. A. Dean Co., Attleboro, Mass., will hence-

forth be known as Bates & Bacon. It will be

remembered that J. M. Bates, former proprietor of

Bates & Bacon, the well-known manufacturers of

bracelets and watch cases, not long ago bought

the plant and good will of G. A. Dean Co., and

has since conducted it under the incorporated

name of G. A. Demi Co. Mr:Bates has now de-

cided to substitute for the name G. A. Dean Co.

the old familiar name of Bates & Bacon, their

specialties being chains and bracelets.

Louis Strasburger's Sons & Co., the stone

dealers, of 2 and 4 Maiden Lane, New York City,

are distributing to the trade a year book for 1903,

which is an exceedingly useful book for every

business man in which to keep records of appoint-

ments, memorandums, etc. Ample space is afforded

for quite a number of memos. under any special

date. In addition, the book contains a diamond
calculation table that will be useful to every jeweler.
No doubt this firm would send the book to any
dealer interested sufficiently to apply for a copy.

A. H. Sikes, the retailer, of Sharon, Wis., has

issued an interesting booklet exploiting his stock

of jewelry. In order to produce a humorous effect
it is primitively bound with a brass fastener, through

which a rough and abnormally substantial cord

passes, this wound round the whole. The out-

side front cover bears the mandate, " Thou
shalt not lie," and a frontispiece consists of what

is presumably the proprietor's portrait, beneath

which is the monosyllable " me." The booklet

contains plenty of suggestive reading matter, which

is diversified by a number of cuts.

Riggs & Bro., of 3 fo Market Street, Phil-

adelphia, in accordance with their usual custom,

have issued the " Nautical Almanac " for this
year and first three months of next year. The

contents of this publication are valuable and

interesting, notably the portions dealing with the

barometer, chronometer, mariner's compass and

altitude of the polar star. Nor are the advertise-

ments which appear in this useful volume less

interesting, being chiefly exploitations of the various

scientific adjuncts used on shipboard, and therefore

instructive from the chronometrical viewpoint.

L. Heller & Son, 5I-53 Maiden I .ane, New

York, have issued a leather-bound memorandum

hook and calendar. Apart from its utility for note-

taking it is a valuable pocket companion for the

wealth of varied and valuable information upon

important subjects which it contains. The opening

and concluding pages are devoted to an exposition

of precious stone characteristics, while the inter-

vening portion contains, besides a calendar and

space for notes, a great amount of practical inform-

ation, mercantile, civic and geographical. Colored

maps of each section of the United States and Ter-

ritories constitute a pretty feature, and the location

and population of more than 2000 places are given.

G. E. Darling, the jewelry manufacturer, of

Providence, R. I., has a bright boy, John Tracy, in

his employ, who recently did a piece of work that

enlisted the admiration not only of his fellow

workers, but his employer. The boy saw an

announcement in a local paper that a diamond ring

had been lost at a certain locality and a reward of

$25 was offered for its recovery. On being sent on

an errand, he performed his duties as quickly as

Possible and then made for the scene ot the lost

article, and was fortunate enough to spy it em-

bedded in the snow almost under a horse's foot.

Securing the ring, he at once took it to the owner

and received the reward and was back at his work

without any perceptible loss of time.

How Mourning Stationery is Made

A dead black, free from any luster, bronzing or

tendency to glaze, is a requirement in many cases

where a resinous borax solution, dyed with an

aniline color or an alcoholic mixture, will not

answer for obvious reasons. For purposes such

as bordering the mourning stationery the black used

is an improvement on any aniline dye or aniline

lake mixture, and is obtained with so-called Ger-

man or Frankfort black, says Invention. Being a

pigment this does not bronze, and, furthermore,

has no tendency to peel, shrink after dyeing, or

crack, if properly prepared, as is generally the case

with a mixture containing shellac or the like.
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German or Frankfort black comes in the form

of " drops ;" that is to say, after being suitably

prepared it is mixed with a dilute solution of

animal size and formed into pear-shaped pieces,

sometimes of rather irregular size, and then care-

fully and thoroughly dried. This color is produced

by calcining vine twigs, peach stones, bone shav-

ings, ivory waste and other refuse material of

similar nature. This is done in a closed vessel

without any air being permitted to enter, and after

the color is produced it is cooled, ground fine, and

treated with wafer to take out mineral salts. After

dyeing it is manipulated as mentioned above.

The color may vary a good deal in tone, ac-

cording as the raw material is animal or vegetable,

and runs all the way from a fine blue-black (the

best for the purpose in question) to a decided

brownish or reddish. This black is rarely adulte-

rated to any extent, and the following is its average

chemical composition : Carbon, 64 per cent.;

moisture, 4 per cent.; lime and other mineral mat-

ter, 32 per cent. Total, roo per cent.
Drop black, made from vine twigs, grape

refuse and peach stones, is of the bluish type ;

while that from bone or ivory is grayish or brown-

ish, and sometimes needs the addition of a little

other black of decidedly blue tone to correct this

defect. Such a black is French blue-black, which

can be so used to great advantage.
To prepare a Frankford black mixture for

bordering stationery or similar purposes itis care-

fully made into a stiff paste with glycerine, and

water enough is added to make it thin enough to

work. This will be at least 50 per cent. more

water than the weight of die dry black. As a

binder casein can be used, from an equal weight

up to double the weight of the dry black. From

one-quarter to one-half the weight of the dry black

in saturated solution of potassium bichromate is

also sometimes added, and a small quantity of

formaldehyde.
When thoroughly mixed an intense black is

produced, which works well, is unaffected by

water, and has the other desirable properties called

for. Frankfort black should always be tested for

gritty particles, and this can be conveniently done

by grinding a small quantity in a glass mortar, or

else by mixing a sample with water to a paste and

placing the same between two glass slides.

A Good Thing
That engravers and jewelers know a good

thing when they see it, is proven by the unusal

demand there is for I lornikel's Engraver's Text
Book of monograms, inscriptions and alphabets,

a notice about which appeared in the November
number of THE K Evs.rox E. It is the only practical
monogram book. From it the learner gets new
ideas, the journeyman's ambition to excel is

aroused, and the jeweler finds in its pages designs

which, shown to customers, clinch many a doubt-

ful sale. Part i and Part 2 are ready for delivery.
Part 3 will be issued on or about January 18, 1903.

Its unusual success Mr. Hornikel says, will oblige

him to enlarge the scope of the work. Including

Part 3, each issue will contain 5, instead of 4 pages.
To get Part 3, you must subscribe for Parts i and

2. The price of each Part is $1.50. You can buy

the first 2 Parts from your jobber or the publisher,
Emil F. Hornikel, Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago, Ill. —Adv.

" 1,Ynd enclosed check for one dollar for re-
newal on The Keystone. Leonid not get along
zniMont The Keystone."—D. Smisor, Jeweler,
Sterling, Kansas.
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HICAGO, the breezy Western metropolis, has the distinction of
being the home of the mail-order business. Our readers have at
times found the mail-order houses vexatious competitors, and how
to check their encroachments is one of the trade problems of the

time. This very fact gives interest to the story of the mail-order business as
recently told in the Chicago Record-Herald by William E. Curtis, a reliable
authority.

Chicago the Headquarters.

The appropriateness of Chicago's civic motto, " I will," is well proved
in the mail-order business. Chicago post office does a larger money-order
business than New York or any other city. For the last fiscal year ending
June 30, 1902, the total transactions were as large as those of New York and
Philadelphia combined, and the increase for the year was greater than the
total business of Detroit or Milwaukee.

The total transactions of the money-order department for the year num-
bred 6,426,171 and represented a value of P00,967,613. New York paid
3,585,713 money orders, valued at $24,829,880. Chicago paid 5,656,068
money orders, valued at $33,388,410. The increase in Chicago above the
previous year was about 20 per cent.

The mail-order houses, strictly so called, of Chicago, can be counted on
the fingers of one hand. They all receive a very large mail ; some of them
3a,000 to 40,000 letters a day. Some of these firms carry their own mail to
and from the post office, in addition to the six deliveries by the regular
carriers. Several of them receive registered mail enough to keep one carrier
constantly employed. The total volume of business done by the mail-order
h )uses is about $4o,000,000 a year. It is peculiar to Chicago, although there
are imitators in Baltimore, Minneapolis and several other cities. One firm
in Chicago does a trade of $15,000,000 : another of $12,000,000. It is a cash
business. The money must accompany the order. About 40 per cent. of
their receipts are in post office money orders, 30 per cent. in express orders,
20 per cent. in currency that comes in ordinary letters.and to per cent. in
postage stamps.

Catalogues go Everywhere.

The mail-order firms send catalogues to every part of the world except
Europe and the countries bordering on the Mediterranean. They have a
very large trade in China and the Pacific Islands and furnish most of the
supplies needed by the missionaries of the various denominations throughout
the world and the soldiers' families in the Phillipines. They receive orders
from every town in the United States.

The range of orders is very great in value as well as variety, from a
paper of pins or bit of lace, a pair of tweezers and a dozen quinine pills, to a
carriage, a piano or a threshing machine. Orders are daily received for less
than 5 cents and for more than $5o0o.

At the big houses the orders will average from 15,000 to 18,000 a day for
the year, and run as high as 25,000 and 30,000 a day during the busy season.
The largest firm has a minimum of 1900 employes upon its pay roll and a
maximum of 2800 during the spring and fall and at holiday time. About 45
per cent. of the goods are shipped by mail, about 30 per cent. by express,

and about 25 per cent. by
freight. For the value reverse
the figures. All the light and
small packages are sent by
mail. The heavier packages up
to four pounds are also sent by
mail, except where there is a
short haul and express rates
are cheaper than postage.
Large orders, embracing a va-
riety of goods, are packed in
a case and shipped by freight.
It will be readily understood
that the aggregate shipped by
freight is very considerable.
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How Money Orders Are Cashed. 

Of the money orders received 5 per cent. go through the clearing
houses like checks. The Chicago post office is not a member of the clearing
house, but is represented there by one of the city banks. The mail-order
merchants deposit their money orders as so much cash in their own banks,
averaging $50,000 a day. Their average receipts of postage stamps in pay-
ment for merchandise during the dull season of the year are about $12oo a
day, and during the busy season will run up to goo°. They not only use
all these stamps, but have to buy enormous quantities at the post office.

In each of these great establishments there is what may be termed a
branch post office. To save time and labor clerks are sent from the city
post office to their shipping rooms to superintend and inspect the preparation
of packages for the mail. Each package is examined to see that the address
is legible and complete, just as it would be in the central post office, and the
quick perceptions of an experienced clerk can instantly detect overweights
and mistakes in classification. If he finds among the packages what the
post office people call a " nixie," that is, a package improperly addressed,
he throws it out for correction. If a third-class package gets into a fourth-
class bag it is sent to its proper place. After inspection the packages are
classified by States and mail routes and locked in bags furnished by the
Government so that they can be carted direct from the store to the railway
postal car. This mail weighs several tons each day in the busy season.

Two or three years ago, as a measure of economy in time and labor,
what are known as " precanceled " stamps were furnished to all firms in
Chicago shipping not fewer than to,000 pieces of third and fourth-class mail
each week. That is the minimum. The maximum runs up to enormous
figures. Last spring one of the big firms bought 250,000 one-cent stamps at
a single purchase: Fifty thousand and even too,000 stamps are often bought
at a time in the busy season. Nearly all of the big firms use from $3000 to
$5000 worth of stamps a day. The largest purchase remembered was
$40,000 worth of stamps in a single bunch.

Stamps Canceled Before Use. 

The stamps are canceled in sheets upon a printing press in the office of
the cashier of the post office before they are taken away. This saves a great
deal of labor, for otherwise every package to which they were attached
would have to be handled at the post office, and it takes much more time to
cancel stamps upon third and fourth-class matter than upon letters, which lie
in a smooth, even pile and can be passed through a machine. The " pre-
canceled " stamps are used under the supervision of an experienced post
office clerk and are required almost entirely for catalogues, printed matt( r.
pamphlets and samples. In some cases when a large number of catalogues
or other printed matter or samples are to be sent out the wrappers are taken
to the post office first and there assorted by States and routes before being
placed upon the packages. This saves a great deal of time and labor. The
wrappers are then taken back to the stores and the goods put up.

Some firms route their letters, as well as their packages, and arrange
them face up in packages ready for the stamping machines, which is a great
saving of time to the post office clerks. In one package will be all the letters
that go out on the Northwestern road ; in another those for towns on the
Pennsylvania system, so that when they have passed through the stamping
machines they can be thrown directly into the bags.

The mail-order establishments receive an enormous number of registered
letters. This is not the busy season, but the other day one of them received
300 and despatched 225 ; another received 500 and despatched 335 registered
letters. During the busy season they handle several thousand registered
letters a day.

The other morning a representative of one of the mail-order houses
called at the post office to make arrangements for registering 50"0 cata-
logues, upon which the postage was 28 cents each. The post office could
not promise to register more than 2,000 a day, and they are now coming in
at that rate. Each package requires 26
cents for postage and 8 cents for registering,
which makes a total revenue to the Govern-
ment of $17,000 upon this one shipment
alone, and it is a comparatively small order.
The big mail-order houses send out cata-
logues by the million each year, most of
them by mail.

The above figures will be startling to
those merchants to whom the voluminous
catalogues are all too familiar. It is a won-
derful story of a new branch of business-doing
which has manifestly come to stay.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

permanent feature of TIIE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench, For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

New Bench Cabinet

One of the latest acquisitions to the jeweler's workshop is a new cabinet
for watch material and jewelry findings, shown in the accompanying illustra-
tion. This cabinet, which is known as " Our Perfect, No. D," is furnished

to the trade by Swartchild & Co.,
of Chicago. It contains 21 drawers
and 56 bottles, as shown in the
illustration. Its dimensions are

2254 inches in length, 5 inches in
width and 5% inches in height.
The drawer is 4% inches long, 3
inches wide and I inch deep. This

cabinet is made to be placed at the back of any curtain or plain-top bench ;
it will in no way interfere with the watchmaker's work, and leaves ample
room for staking tool and countershaft. It is also claimed that it occupies
only such space as is never otherwise utilized.

The Ametropometer

The latest instrument for the correction
of errors of refraction is known as the ame-
tropometer, shown in the accompaning cut.
The Johnston Optical Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
who manufacture this instrument, describe
it as a simple and accurate device for the
diagnosis of refractive error. One of the
most notable features of this contrivance is
its capability to indicate both to patient and
operator when the eye is properly fitted.

New Electric Light Shades
A novelty that will be a valuable acquisition to the store and window

decorator, as well as to all using electric light, is the new electric light
shades composed of metal
clusters of flowers and
leaves, beautifully col-
ored and designed. The

bril-colorings are very
liant, and pretty change-
able effects are pro-
duced. The shades can
be procured from Frank
Netschert, 34 Barclay
Street, New York, and
187 South Clark Street,
Chicago. They are made
in a great variety of
styles, and in green,
white, gold, silver, pink,

red and blue. To place
them over the light bulbs

or remove them is but

the work of a moment.

Lathe Improvements

The past year has to its credit a great number of new tools and a greater

number of valuable improvements on tools already in use. The Faneuil

Watch Tool Company, Boston, Mass., has added a number of very desirable

improvements to the well-known Rivett lathe in the form of extra attach-

ments which greatly add to the serviceability of the machine. A revolvable

tailstock %%•ith the wheel-cutting attachment is a good illustration of the

practical character of these improvements.
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Handle New Goods
" Were I going into the pulpit to preach a sermon to young dealers,

and to most old ones, too, for that matter, I would take this for my text :
It is not the money you spend that should worry you—for that money usually
comes back ; but money-making opportunities you lose—especially as ap-
plied to the necessity of adding new lines of goods as conditions change in
business."
" I know a retail hardware dealer," said a member of the group, " who

scoffed at the whole ping pong business when the rage commenced.
Wouldn't have the fool thing in his store, he said, and held out on that line
until his competitors had supplied the whole town. Then he came in on the
home stretch, and has probably sold fifty sets where he might have sold
three hundred."
" Yes," responded the old gentleman, " I know lots who are like him.

Away back when oil was discovered and lamps began to come into far
more frequent use, there were lots of hardware dealers who refused to
handle them for years. It was just the same with ice cream freezers, lawn
mowers, rubber hose and bicycles—the wide-awake fellows took a few and
began to push them ; the old fogies held back, and lost no end of opportuni-
ties, simply because no turpentine had been poured into their ears. The
hardware business is not what it was when I was a boy. There are a hun-
dred things that belong to it where there used to lie one. And the man
who don't add to his stock, as these new things come along, is sure to limp
along away in the rear." —Hardware Dealers' Magazine.

Making Pins, Hooks and Eyes
The manufacture of pins has become such an industry in the United

States that the mills of this country practically supply the world with this
needed article, and yet the demand is by no means a small one. In 1900 the
75,000,000 people in the United States used 66,000,000 gross of common
pins, which is equal to 9,500,000,000 pins, or an average of about 126 pins
for every man, woman and child in the country. This is the highest average
reached anywhere in the use of pins. Ten years ago we used only about
seventy-two pins each.

The total number of pins manufactured in the United States, during
1900, the census year, was 68,889,260 gross. There are forty-three factories
in all, with 2353 employees. The business has grown rapidly during the
last twenty years, for, although there were forty factories in 1880, they
produced only half as much, employed only about half the capital and only

1077 hands. There has been a considerable increase in the number of
women and children employed in pin factories of late years, which is an

indication that the machinery is being improved and simplified and that its
operation does not require so high an order of mechanical skill.

Hooks and eyes are a by-product of pin-making and are produced

at most of the factories from material that will not do for pins. The out-
put of hooks and eyes in 1900 was 1,131,824 gross.

Pins and hooks and eyes are turned out by automatic machines in

such quantities to-day that the cost of manufacture is practically limited to

the value of the brass wire from which they are made. A single machine

does the whole business, Coils of wire, hung upon reels, are passed into

the machines, which cut them into proper lengths, and they drop off into a

receptacle and arrange themselves in the line of a slot formed by two bars.

When they reach the lower end of the bars they are seized and pressed

between two dies, which form the heads, and pass along into the grip of

another steel instrument, which points them by pressure. They are then

dropped into a solution of sour beer, whirling as they go, to be cleaned,

and then into a hot solution of tin, which is also kept revolving. They

here receive their bright coat of metal and are pushed along, killing time,

until they have had an opportunity to harden, when they are dropped into

a revolving barrel of bran and sawdust, which cools and polishes them at

the same time. Because of the oscillation of the bran they work gradually

down to the bottom of the barrel, which is a metallic plate cut into slits

just big enough for the body of the pin, but not big enough for the head.

Thus they are straightened out into rows again, and, like vell-drilled

soldiers, pass along toward the edge of the bottom, and slide down ;

inclined plane, still hanging by their heads, until they reach strips of paper,

to which they are introduced by a curious jerk of the machine. The first

they know they are all placed in rows, wrapped up and on their way to

the big department stores, where they are sold at from five to ten cents

a gross. A machine throws out several thousand gross an hour.

Needles are made by a similar machine. In two there were made

1,397,533 gross of machine needles, 212,689 gross for shoemaking, 324,476

gross for ordinary household sewing machines, 307,426 gross for knitting

machines, and the rest for other kinds of sewing and knitting machinery.
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RING MANUFACTURERS,
51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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nig on all rings.
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Columbus Memorial
Building 103 State St., Chicago

tiow Polishifig aria Gringlog Machine
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 25oo revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to Ilie minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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Swiss Cases
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OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.
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HE continuous prosperity has created a
kind of diamond millennium, and it is safe
to say that never in the history of the
trade have so many diamonds been sold

as during the recent holiday season. Full pocket-
books and the current craze for jewel-wearing were
responsible for a voluminous disposal of stock.
The ruling high prices probably stimulated rather
than decreased sales, the \vell-founded belief that
diamonds will probably never be any lower than at
present giving them peculiar attractiveness as an
investment.

Another reason for the unusual sales of dia-
monds was the aggressive advertising of them
noticeable in newspapers and magazines during the
holiday season. Among jewelers' advertisements
the diamond announcements stood out in bold
relief, the richnes of the designs harmonizing very
strikingly with the richness of the goods. We
reproduce on this page a few designs of advertise-
ments culled at random from the vast number that
came under our notice. They are good illustrations
I)! what can be done to make precious stone
itimouncements impressive and trade-bringing.

Now that the money is in the country the trade
must not miss the opportunity to make sales of
precious stones. Some excellent circulars with
this object in view were used by the trade prior to
holidays, but they must not stop their advertising
with the exit of the gift-giving season. When
every jeweler is advertising, as is the case before
Christmas, the individual advertisement is given
less attention, but at the present time when there
are comparatively few such announcements, and
the competition is less keen, the small diamond
ad. is much more effective. The public, too, who
have recently been distracted by gift-selection, have
more time and thought to devote to their own
wants or hobbies, and there are few, indeed, with

*45 DIAMONDS

This design was used
in magazine advertising
by George Marshall, Chi-
cago. It was a very
striking announcement,
and could not fail to catch
the eye of the reader.

money to spend who are not interested in diamonds.
The merchant also can well afford to invest liber-
ally, in stock that appreciates rather than depreciates
in value, and if the public were convinced of this

This design was
used by Frederic,
New York City, in an
advertisement of pre-
cious stones and spec-
ial jewelry designs in
the magazines. It aptly
illustrated the subject.

A 19415AA1011, A15,

latter fact, as they should be by good advertising,
there would be many more diamond sales. There
is no more fascinating subject than the diamond
for the advertisement-writer, and the designs on
this page show what can be done pictorially. There
is a belief among those best qualified to know that
the trade are not making the most of the precious
stone end of their business ; especially under the
present favorable conditions. This should be taken
under consideration, for it behooves the jeweler to
make as much hay as he can while the sun shines.

Making Advertising Contracts
This is tile time of tlie year when most retailers

make advertising contracts with their local papers,
and in this connection there are many points to be
taken into consideration. One of them is whether
it is advisable to contract for a fixed amount of
space in each issue. On this point our knowledge
does not justify us in recommending the fixed space
idea ; that is to say, we would make space contracts
for so many lines or inches to be used during one
year, and not for a certain four, or six, or eight-
inch space every day. This will permit you to use
more or less space as your judgment suggests, and
tve think the reasonableness of this is apparent,
especially to the jeweler. However enterprising
the jeweler, his trade is largely a trade of seasons,
and he should leave himself free to use as much or
as little space as his good judgment dictates.

One of the most experienced advertising men
in the country said on this subject : " Were I in a
small city of to,000 to 15,000 population, I should
buy space in the best paper of the town, say woo
inches, to be run about five or six inches a day,
three times a week. Of course, this does not mean

(12r.)

that two weeks before Christmas, or around Easter
time, you should use such small space, nor does it
mean that in those times of the year that are
admittedly dull, you should use as much. What I
do mean is that within one year's time your ads.
shall have appeared three times each week in good
and bad seasons, using in the seasons where busi-
ness is brisk the larger spaces, and the smaller
spaces in dull times."

We are often asked the question : " How
much should I spend on advertising?" We often
see the statement that certain stores spend a certain
fixed percentage on publicity. It seems to us that
there can be no fixed rule laid down as to the
amount of money which ought to be spent in adver-
tising a business. The only rule is to spend all the
money that is necessary to bring business. If you
spend a lot of money and don't get business, there
is something wrong somewhere. There is some-
thing the matter with the store, or with the methods
of advertising, or with what you say in the ads.
It is likely to be in the store. If it is not there, it
is pretty sure to be in what you say in the ads.
'Phis is particularly true if you advertise only in
the newspapers.

In conclusion, we would say, buy your space
in the very best medium your town affords. Fill
that space with convincing, truthful, pointed and
interesting arguments. By a little diplomacy you
can secure many free reading notices, and furnish
many items to your local papers that will be news
and advertising at the sante time. Read each month
the advertising department of THE KEVSTONE and
you vill find much information and many ready-
made ads. that will help make your investment

profitable. Don't be discouraged if results are not

at first what you anticipated. Do your part well and

they will come in time and in goodly volume.'

This design was used
in magazine advertise-
ments.by Jaccard Jewelry
Co., 'Kansas City, Mo.
It was very effective, and
no doubt brought good
returns.
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FRESH FROM NEW TRIUMPHS!
In my Twenty Years' Experience as a Jewelry Auctioneer I have conducted successful and highly

profitable sales in about every State in the Union.
I have just returned from the Coast. In Vancouver, B. C., in six weeks' selling I averaged a profit

of from $75.00 to $25o.00 per day over all expenses.
Do you want a rattling good, live, money-making sale within the next few weeks ? If so, write me

for references, terms and full particulars.

W. P. HAMLIN, Jewelry Auctioneer,
28 State Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

RAVEN
will conduct a suc-
cessful auction for
you on a profit
sharing plan or sell
on a percentage un-
der an iron - clad
guarantee to net a
satisfactory profit at
close of each day's
business.

RAVEN
originated this plan
of protection to the
jeweler fifteen years
ago and the results
in every sale have

proven satisfactory. Through his ability as a salesman, his
thorough knowledge of the business and his willingness to
stand his share of the responsibility he gets the cream of the
business.

Get busy! Get Raven!

JOHN H. RAVEN,
Holland, Mich.

LEADERS!
We are to-day the recognized lead-
ing Jewelry Auctioneers of America.
We get the Money in the Box,"
and do it in a way that your repu-
tation is not molested and your
trade after we finish is bound to be
better than before the sale.

ASK ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING, a few of our
more recent sales, as to our
Methods and Profits made.
We are willing to abide by
their decisions.

R. H. ELLior.
Mermod & .1accard Jewelry Co,, St. Louis, Mo.
L. U. Call, Waynesburg, Pa.
11. S. Lilies, Mobile, Ala.
Harry S. Mercer, Birmingham, Ala.
Chas. Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa.
S. Beck .lewelry Co., San Antonia, Tex.
J. H. Nelson, Colorado City, Colo.
Zerweek Jewelry Co., DeSota, Mo.

And the following Wholesale Houses:
A. Davis Ac Co., Chicago, Ill.
F. Lewald & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., St. Louis, M.
Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Me.

Wire or write us " any time.

Elliot & Worcester,
Auctioneers and Appraisers,

320 Locust Street,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

F. A. WORCESTER.

ANOTHER GREAT SUCCESS AT COLORADO SPRINGS

■•••••■•■

Leads the World
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Goodspeed Jewelry Co.
• Selling Out at Auction.

for Conducting Large and Suc.colg.sful

TRINKLEY & KOERBER, Fort Wayne, Ind,
KEPPLER JEWELRY Co., Anaconda, Mont,G. R. THOMSON, Findley, Ohio.
HART &ERNART, Tiffin Ohio.
DRAKE, CAREY & Co., DaVORBOtt, IONIC
T. L. COUGHLAN, St. John, N. B.
AIMS. 

W. A. KIRICHAM,Leayenworth, Kansas.
F. C. BoaaNua, Fort Worth, Texas.
DAVID W. ALLEN, Montreal, Quebec.
SMITH, PATERSON CO., LTD., Montreal, Quoin,.
FAIR AND SQUARE JEWELERS, Joliet, ILL
P. W. Et.i.is A Co., Toronto, Canada.

Office—Columbus Memorial Building, Room 306,
CHICAGO, ILL.

R. M. HARDING,

AUCTIONEER.

HOLIDAY TRADE IS OVER.
Have you any undesirable stuck you would like to have converted

into cash? If so, write me.

But All Depends on the Auctioneer.
I hold the record for the greatest number of successful sales made

by any single auctioneer. I will give Poo° to anyone who can show
that I ever made a single failure. My clients run no risk. I can con-
vince you of this fact by referring you to hundreds of jewelers for
whom I have made sales.

What the late P. J. Burroughs has written
hundreds of jewelers : " Get Harding to conduct your sale when you
can't get me, as he has sold with me in many big sales, and I regard
Air. Harding as being the must proficient auctioneer doing business
on the block to-day, not only as a salesman but a gentleman, and your
sale will be a success.

C. I. NEWMAN, Halifax, N. S.
A. C. BECKER, Chicago, Ill.
SAA USI. ZUCKERMAN, Chicago, Ill.
STRELITZ BROS., Chicago, III.
A. H. SIMONS, St.
K. BAgAissou, Sydney, Cape Breton.

C. A. BEOHTOL, Ogden, Utah.
F. A. REYNOLDS, San Francisco, Cal.
W. G. STIII.1„ New Whatoorni, IVash.
PRICE, KEITH & CO., Iowa City, IONS.
THE BONNET & Ross Co., Columbus, Ohio.
GOODSPEED JEWELRY Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.

A Message to the Jeweler
who is overloaded with stock, or who is doing
business on a borrowed capital, or who is doing
business on three, six or nine months' time, or
who wishes to dispose of his business.

I can put you on your feet, place you in a position to do business on a cash
basis, unload your old stock and get too cents on the original cost of it, or sell your
business and get TOO cents or more on the original cost of the same, and get it in cash.
This is not egotism on my part, it is the truth, which is vouched for by hundreds of
jewelers all over the United States and Canada, and the names below are of firms who
have experienced this truth during the past few months since September 15, 1902. A
postal card will bring you particulars and names of jewelers from all over the country
who will be glad to tell you of their experience with me as a salesman during the past
ten years:

BUSWELL & BOWEN, Missoula, Mont.
0. OLSON, Duluth, Minn. (2 sales).
SWEARINGEN, THE JEWELER, Cuba, Ill.
SAVAGE & Co., Guelph, Canada.
JONES & GORMAN, Fond du Lac, Wis.

If you wish to employ a man who is making an honest effort to put the auction
business in a higher and better standing than it has ever been before, drop me a line,
but don't do it if you have any shoddy goods to sell, for it will simply be a waste of
time. Drop me a line, anyway. Savage & Co., of Guelph, testify to the fact that I gave them some valuable business pointers ; it mighthappen that you would find something valuable in our correspondence, and it certainly won't cost you anything. Have a few dates open yetfor this season ; better take up the subject in plenty of time for I can only sell for one firm at a time.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Canadian Address, 260 Arthur St., Toronto.
Home Address, Fond du Lac, Wis.
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FAULTLESS
Balance Staab and

Balance

1=21C-. 1:11 Jewels.

I I. Balance :Stalk extra finish, 81.50 doz.
polished. . i.2 "

"  " gray, . 1.00 "
" 1, " Jewele, exira nisi', 1.50 "

0   1.00 "•
Cap Jewels, i  05 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,

“Illoretstio Jetveler. KANSAS CITY. MO.for lit;rr?•up People."

see special ad e. on liege OH, November, 1001 , ;wet.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells' Perfect Sell-Conforming
arid Ventilating Ring Adjuster

ilir• result of many years' ex-
!. ience. It can be fitted by a
jerreler in IIVO minutes. Ask
) on r,jobber for it, or 1 will send
prepaid at "nee on receipt of
price. I doz.. assorted sizes.
solid 10 K. gold, $3.75, or

r""',"'" 8* doz.,assorted sizes, for $2.00;
""' 1 doz., metal. assorted sizes,

86c. (Sc. extra if register011.) For samples, a
small size gold and ItIOdi11111 size metal will be
sent for 40 cts., or a medium large size gold and
large size metal for 50 Ceriin. Addl'etni,
CHESTER WELLS. Jeweler. Meshoppen, Pa.

51. J. DONNELLY

GoTcl arld 

eTectn.,Platv•
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you, our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1886.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
WatcHmaker
to trio Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

Demagnetizing.

Boom S 10

Columbus Memorial Building,
CHICAGO.

SIMONE
Spoon

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, J PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Tidd's Staffs
arc American-rnade, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
finished equal to any made.
$1.25 doz.

Garnet
Cock anD
Foot Jewels
(;uarantucel
perfectly true—

trued to hole. Evcry jewel
inspected. $1.25 doz.

TIDD & CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

NEWS and OPINIONS

National Importance

ang  ttn

ALONE
CONTAINS BOTH.

Daily, by mail $6 1 year.
Daily arid Sunday, by mail, $8 a year.

The Sunday Sun
Ilio gr..ah-1 Sunday Newspaper in

STEEL 1111( Pri

Address, THE SUN, New York.

Ihe

ce, Sc. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.

& SEAL RING ENGRAVING
ADAM PIETZ TO THE TRADE

1504 SANSOM ST., PHILADELPHIA.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Kerstone.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

maker or Fine Tools and Dies tor the Page
High.Grade Metallic Work

••••■■••••••■•■••■■

Lion liuilding, Filth and Elm Streets
CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

A B

Victory Butt torn Back.

GERHARDT BROS., OPEN CLOSED

NIaker, or

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges.

Victory Attachments.

Samples and New Price-List on application.

4 V1CT 00,/PAT'o
AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty.

Lion BLDG., CINCINNATI.

TWO LARGE
PROFIT SALES
ill one year. You have had one, your HOLI-
DAY SALE. Now have the other, your

Auction Sale.
Clean out what you don't want to carry over, be-
fore it goes out of date, and be ready with new
goods for the Spring Trade.

My methods of conducting auctions are new,
up-to-date, honest and on business principles, and
always bring the desired results. All correspond-
ence confidential.

Best of References.

Have just closed $44,000.00 sale for Hilleson
Bros., wholesale jewelers, Toledo, Ohio. Write
them.

E. R. Tyler,
Room 306, 103 State Street,

Chicago.

• • •  !! !!!!!!
You can make the year 19(13 the most profitable you ever had by attending

our college.

It will pay you to read our adver1 on page 78
We teach all branches of the jewelry business thoroughly and practically.

Send t'or our Prospectus, it will give you full information.

The Philttilelphia C...•(311ege of 1-1131.01(AiC)',,

F. 117. Schuler, Pr i ncipal. Broad & Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

•-•1111

11•1■111111111111
see

ELK TEETH
WHOLESALE.

Sent on seleetion to reliable
manufacturing je,

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

Do You Want a Patent?
WILLIAM F. HALL, Attorney at Law,

Booms 7 and 8, Equitable Building,
1 003 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Counselor in Patent Causes. United slat,-
and Foreign Patents Solicited.

Trade-Marks. Infringement and Validit y
As,iv119 9'w`. I, c, ticeo,OI ,l'IllclCll.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor.) (Established 18e8 )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

skir Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

Miniature Portraits
on Watch

Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,
Also in
Colors.

'491,1 live
ii-et. stamps
for a beau-
tiful maniple
watch dial
and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115 Dearborn St., CI-11CACIO.

Constant Van Reeth
IMPORTER an
CUTTER Qf
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

RECUTTIN( r,
BEPAIRI

ANn
MATCHING
A SPECIALT I

509, 511 nn3 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard.

or ieacf 
 171".1 slink and

Pins. The most 
 Lace

mar tical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For
sale by all wholesalejewelers and material lotuses.
stample by 1.1mutkirl.,k21.5ne,;eiru 11) K. gold, 75e; 14
M. CROHN .413&50Maiden Lane.N.Y.

FRED. A. HASKELL,
Letter. Jewelry and Souvenir

ENGRAVER
ROOM 1, 206 WEYBOSSET ST

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

100 000
American Watches have

Abbott's Patent Stem
Winding Attachment

A fewmore KEY-WINDERS are still in use
8end them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER.

01B0. SIEGIPRIE.11:),

78 State Street, CHICAGO.

Send tbr Illustrated Price-List.

MEMBER

AMERICAN

HOROLOGICAL

SOCIETY

.isa 41 1 VV., 1,4

-6•
EXPERT

WATCHMAKER
to the 'rrtacto

103 STATE STREET

CH ICAO()

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

1 teach adjusting in 5 thoroughly 1110,11111
way. 51v course permits but one .stildent al a
time. Write me for particulars and terms.

AWARDS FOR

ILH. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CFHCA80, 11393 PAWS, 1889 BEANE, 1859

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
nesv for rent or fou sale at

moderate prier,. Ile.
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chromatic-,
tern, also tine 1\ :deli
repairing for the trade

C. A. GEISSLER,
.... Or to II. II. lielorIth
26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.
Charts, etc.

FSTABLISHED 1890.

Watch Repairing for the Trade.

tiood Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

Wm. N. Brunner,

Best Material Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sansom Street,
Second Floor Front,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

Linen 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. A d d it i 1,11111 words and advert i se -
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situat 
Wanted," T II It ER C ENTs per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations errant as words, and are 11.11 rged
for as part of the ativertiSellient. No
display ot her t hail 1 vvo-line initial letter.

TO insure insertion  ty must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not later than
I he 25III I.f each  til for insertion in
the following moot 11's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps umst be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
'oust mend 15 Celli It (special issues 25
cents) if t hey desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender Mix heading, ONE CANT prr word. fur fInd

twenty-111r ,.ord.. Additional wordn aloi 9.114,11sentrnts,
Ill Ii er: CENTS per word. Nu alirerliartnen1
for lose than as colts.

RA' strictly. temperate, hustling, y.loting 5,111111-
erno.i. ot 31, position as traveling salesman

with good house ; 16 years' exp. in jewelry
business and in largest eitirr, North. Best of
New York City refs. "S ;to," ran KliyiOnne.

HIGHEST grade watchmaker, jeweler, opt ielart
II and engraver, graduate of best collenc, ill
United States—a life's exp. All my ovil tool,
and trial case. t'ati take charge
ref.; good appearance ; age :10. ['air start toy
March 1st. No small town need apply. .S.I.11
1% It. Slinn9r, 1:totv. Claritio

.AT
once. h la hal 9.1111.11111/1kOli, 12 year,'

Sp i.,111 Cligl 1,11 :111■1
Sall,S111:111. ;1,4, 92. VV. B. Thiturnig,
SIdc1Icaall, It i-

\Vatchniiiker, jeweler,
plain e rig rai ; 21; y;.;i11.111 /114P, 5 \Tars' Psi,

.AIidllil ions, pool 11:11/118. PPT1111111011i place
desired ; 1,111,1 III' f. !lave tools. Address,
0. 1.. Willson, 3Iorni lig Still, 11,5I1.

TAN. 1st by strierly tir,t-elass refract Midst, 12
u yearslexp.-11 mierq and the optical business
thoroughly. Salarv, Slal per week. l'ery best
refs. " L a," care 'Keystone.

AS refraetionist and all-around man ; years'
11 exp. Can speak Ilerman. Address, "( )1,1
clan,'' 4211 4211 Shawinut A ve., 'Reston, .■ I ass.

---
fiPTICTAN, graduate

• 

I ollege •, can repair French and American
Clocks. Wishes posit : refs. John I
81 Green Street, Nem ark. N. .1.

ivrEit Ian. 1, 1902, ,v ill be at liberty, as a good
A watch, clock and jeiielry repairer ; 1,111111110
of managing a store. Can Burnish best of refs.
"5 7," care Keystone.

A 1 NI man of lol.ig e.xp. in the em lry and,„,,i,„,, „„„„„, „,„. g„wi
house. Ain thoroughly posted in both lines
aml am a hustler. Do not drill k 111. gullible.
Salary or conninissiOn. "S 2n," earl. K

TO finish trade, 20 O.I, r'l, Ill ; bad habits.
Can do plain watch work, eloek work, lianl

and soft soldering and engraving. Best of refl.
Open for posit hill Jail. 1st. Louis Derliv ,
Albion, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER aml jewelry repairer and
" good stock-keeper ; not afraid m work.
" II," care of J. E. l'odd, Stanton, Va.
- — 
'pi young man of 2 years' exp.- 1 k"all•111111-1.1.,

jewelry repairer Ittld salesman. Iles' 0;1.
Western Pennsylvania or Ohio pref. " 1; 12,"
care Keystone.

WA.'11CWIA KEIL salesman, rrptieian, 25 y ears'
" exp.; 25 yparts ; I ern1;111-.1mericatt.
A nieriean lathe : Ill., 110 19111 habits.
Frederick Ilreher, 177 Broad way, New york. City.

11'l. y ming man as assistant watehtnakfr and
1, jeweler ; years' exp. State wages irk find
letter Also diamond setter. "11 22," care
Keystone.

11N or before Fel% 1, 1003, by Ilrst-elass watch-
" maker, engraver atal salesman ; graduate
optician. 6 years with present firm ; desire
change. Single

' 
age 27 ; best ref. Prefer

Eastet n r•ity. II 15," care Keystone.
— -
AS watehmaker, jeweler and engraver, '21 years'
It t•str. Middle-aged, married ; tools and
bench. Address. "C. B.," 628 Market Street,
Iowa City, Iowa.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, also engraver, .1.1
✓ salesman and speaks German. Can take
charge of bench. Own tools; tirst-class lark
Address, It. Salzmann, Sterling,

1 25

SITUATIONS WANTED.

,i,wk ;Ind jewelry repairer
" wants pet matient position. 11011' ro,11-1.q•

Hp: American 111111c. I Hip-
11P1p111 I, dill, hart:It repairing department.
.1ge : silljal l.l'llady, energetic siorker ;
\VW look after employer's hiterests. Nlialerale
,vagits, best reft-. I., 1 Weaver, Wells, N. T.

It.1.12 'II ■I A 1: LB, jet, eler and Ibis script en-
" Isira vcr di's/ rors al,. et
Feb. 15th. iiino I I dIll 111111. 1,1 expert in env
line. I twit ltotiell, lathe and tools. ‘Vtactl

1111'11 11111 Willi 11.1,1,1•1•1 lai■ lIlt to
■ve,-) 11 i ver pref. I: ilidly
part /cola, hi first 101,1% "13 25," rare 1:evstobe.

is ,sistant Ivatelituaker; jeweler and dl-

Cd i dIll ; giaduate optician. (jowl and
3 years' exp. in ft store. " 20."

care Keystone.

1VATC115IAK Ell, optician, salesman won r
" situation. trill take entire eharge it dr
sired. .1 ge 3:1 best refs., $21 per 1ll I.
Addres-, N. .1. NI illitell, 400 111ashington Dade
vard,

IAN. 15111, with fine 811,11111110, lsy elan 23 :
IIIII:0":9ntsrisn'iergx,p.pa1:11inice to learn fine watch Work
ittititi Object 1 'Ho o 1 refs. Itay Keeler,

t
BE'1"TER paying position in Central or \Vest-

, eru States by a ywaetical workman and plain
engraver. "H 40," (rare Keystone.

Vill'N(1 111811 IVR111, ;I position as watehmalter
anti jeweler; good sal...sin:to and ..f p01111

1111.1 re,. Nil 1111.11 11111111S. " \I .1.)," eat, Net -dm, 

I. 

.

•‘ 111,14'. "ay' had 15 )a'ars' 1,1 1 1,111
ta,as. lx 11(111 II 1110'.11111rlits, "Id 1.11/411,11

aliti seript mignts i lig. C1111 art'vld 110•
pos10.111111 tillev. Chas. I". lierry, 111111'S, 5

tl)lNIt man, at present PlilltIlly011, Wi,die,
loll altHIlt 1st. Ordinary watch, I.

lutrl jewelry work and hard soldering ; itgra, 1 t.
central stales ottiv. .Ntidres,, " C. 5., ' box
1285, Chillitstilte I Itt,. •

- -
15 watchmaker 111111 fair engraver. Cali r'rr
•■ clock and jewelry rejiairing if 70 res,11•1

1 l a V1,1lially 1111,11 1011 bat, Want to ellange

l".111171:;;;;" III"1"1*.h-1.11,L" cSallit5'e II:e8)t,satrotn, e.‘V i 
II 

II

1:1115T-C1-155 Avatehmaker, jeweler, i•Ilnl'111.1'
Mid ; ;Ill W111118 pusetion Feb. I t. .1 gt;

2.5 \\;. p.5■;::■,1,.,1:1.e■peKa(1:3L.isntecien,e1.10 bad habits .t 1 rel.

111..‘ IN engraver, watelinuaker, jeweler and
dock TPIlitirl`r. OWD tools, good l'ek. ' • I' ;Is,"

call. Keystone.

Ik".5Tc1111AKER, optician .and salesman, )V It 
" 110115 /111d tidal WISII permanent posi-
tion with good house where good work is appre-
eiated. "1' 37," care Keystone.

- -
iiPTIrl A N, experienced graduate, skilled re-
" fraethinist. and practical fitter, 1.1 years on
the read, desires permanent posil ion. \Vest
pref. Eirst-elass refs. Address, "N 30," care
1:eystone.

11A TERI.\ I. man watchmaker, desires posi-
.11 lion ; lirst-elass'refs. "s 35," care Keystone.

ly. \ TCH .% Ell, refract ionist, salesman, 20
Oaf,' liX 11. On 1111, 91111 C91111111(9111111 Ivork,

wants position al once 11 1111 I'Clialolc eily firm
where steady, experieneed 111;111 Will IIP 1111,11.-
tit/1,1, I I ty IHHIS 1111.1 dIlllCItl instruments.
III'11lI 'Ii I. ;12," care Keystone, _

1:(
By or before Feb. 151. I.:astern Minnesota ;lief.
" II 12 1," care 1:eystone.

1/1" :t lirsi-class mfg. jeweler ;11111 diamond sod t.'1'
" 1111■1 general polisher 51:11, salary in first
rept . 1 ;119 11 11 engraver. " 1,117." eat,. Ke■ stone.

Ill I. I). :Intl graduate ophthalmologist,
" 'with l \ eX11. 11, 1.0fracliolliRt. IlitAP
;mitt( ; sirictly temperate. \l i.souri or Indiana

Ibrx 112, Pulaski, I D■I.
— -

IVA 12 I 11\1. \ Ell, jeIt eler tool opt diplo-
' nuts from 2 (stilt get-, it pl.-111,0i ;Is

8:111,1o1111 111111 Hid ; take charge.
11.10.1t•s;11, illtd Vela 1.5 it. (lose buyer. lief.
s 1:;," 1,111' 1\ liyS111111`.

I SA LES31:1 N, who for tlw past 10 years has
1 been calling Opon ihe jobbing and retail

I nal., and department ston s of Chicago repre-
senting 0 large Eastern (salary:Ilion, who has
110191 successful, as sales will prove, and who rev
Ill sons which Pall sidii-fitetorily explained,
is desirous of making a change, is open for
Ill engagement for the ) ear eurt. Correspond-
ence invited. \ rldress. 1;:r101111 Ward," roont
tint (.01111111ms 3Iemorial Building. Chicago.

-- -
II 1111.1.\ N and jewelry salesman, having 15
" years' exp. and underraands both branches
1111,1,111;2,111y .\ 1 salesman and a hustler. Gilt
edge If. " II titl," care Keystone.

11■2 Y 1 IIS' exp., satisfaction guaranteeri ; no
rrro had habits. \rifling to come and show
what I emu do. State wages ; age 42. .1. G.
Carnahan, Oxford, Ind.

FEB. 1st, position by graduate horologist, en-
graver, optician and book-keeper. Address,

" C'," care A. K. Pittenger, S11 E. Twelfth Street,
Kansa5 City, Mo.

(Continued on page 1.:6)
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SITUATIONS WANTED.

(Continued from nage /23.1
'AY strictly temperate, lio,t ling gentleman of
u 30, position as travel:tie sa I e•tutut ti ; long
exp. Thoroughly familiar wit It j.•welry, mate-
rials, tools, supplies mud optical gouals. Itest of
New York City reis. "S 31," care Keystone;  _ .
111' Feb. 1, 1903, as salesnutti ; also tirst-class

watchmaker, thgram er, etc. Permanent
pasition with good lit it ; tausterti city pref.
Age 27, single ; best ref. •• D 16," eare Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THiS HE ALONG THAR C., NTS •ICR WORD.

BY Fidi. min that can tit, lirst-vlasS work in
chuck m u d jewelry repairing, engraving and

steek-keep. C. Sa1:11.\.. S75 per moot h. Send ref.
and pilot, ear.. K..) stole.

fly Jan. 1st, good watchmaker, jeweler and
LI engraver. Steady position. State salary
expected. .1..1. Imewdy, I teN t,„.,

(IPTICAL jobber; permanent sit tot
u good man. Address, with ref., salary ex-
pected, etc., " M 34," care Keystone.

WANTED, Al watchmaker capable of doing
" first-class work on high-grade American
movements. Must be graduate optician and
good engraver. W20 per week. Railroad town
of 5000 inhabitants. Send rei and sample en-
graving in first letter. Chas. F. Sentz, Clifton
Forge, Va. 

JIAN. 1st, foreman to take entire charge ofmanufacturing depart teem. Must be a first-
class, practical man capable ef tieing new work,
diamond mounting, medal ,vork, etc. Position
permanent. Only AI matt need apply. H.
Mahler's Sons, Raleigh, N. C.

AT once, a first-class watehmaker. (food wages,
II steady position. no that can do engraving
pref. Myer Pointer, l'Imisa tit, Pa.

WATCHMAKER to go to City of Mexico ; sin-
" gle man ; America it : go s1 habits, sober and
indust riot's. Competent w 1, t t tt ot American
watches—Ft. R. work exel Hsi rely. Must own
lathe and bench tools. Preference given to
good watch salosmati. 11..1. reiluired. State
age, exp. and salary exiaucted. Customers
American. Knowledge of spanish language
not necessary. Delighted climate, beautiful
city—sunshine, flowers and music all the year.
Excellent opportunity it, right man. Address,
A. C. Smith, general It. R. watch inspector for
Mexico, 38 Commonwealth Aye., Cleveland
Ohio. (During January.)

TRAVELING watch salesman to travel as
I watch inspector on the railways in the
Republic of Mexico ; single man. Must be prac-
tical watchmaker and understand watches •,
good salesman, sober and indlist rimis, with
faculty of making friends among It. It. non mind
holding them. All Anterivans. Salat•y and
commission. Excellent opportunity to right
man. Address, A. C. Smith, general ivatch
inspector for Mexico, 38 com mot wealth Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio. (During January.)

AT once, all-around man to lake charge of store.
La Steady job, good pay. H. Earley,
Northville, N. Y.

(APTICI AN wanted. Appearance, ability, ehar-
✓ acter first-class ; no ethers need apply.
Permanent position. I r a 1.atoul watehinaker
better still. State full uo rtiod ars as t tO wages
expected, etc.  .... sop, 'tan Meg., I !ai.

(APT [(IAN, experielleed frame-adjuster and
u salesman. Out Ili previous retail exp.
pref. Permanent pe .it u ; good salary to right
party. Address, staring age and with whom
previously employed, F. .4. Hardy & co., 131
Wabash Ave., Chicaeo.

WANTED, an opt al Sillesiliall ht take the
" territory of N ION ). 0E1E, l'eunsylvania and
New England. Also en.. Co. Ntichigan
and Iowa. Must ha, ....xi, t t IIIRse territories.
Address, Spencer t upt teal I rg. 15 Maiden
Lane, New York Cit y.

(100D watchmaker, whe is jeweler. engi.aVel.
U and salesman. u ....I town N RW Vt rk State.
Steady job, $15 week. send ,ample engravi ng
and, photo. "B 19," f.a KV,

15 WEEK for good ,ateliendour, who an$ engrave repair icw el ry. salestnan—all-
around help. 'Steady pd. Send sample en-
graving and photo. Ad.,- It can. Keystone.

A GOOD watchmaker, fair engraver; young
it man. Steady position by Jan. 11)11i. R. ileine,
Talladega, Ala.

AT once, good watchmaker, jeweler and en-
11 graver, with tools, 012 per week. If an
optician, $15 per week. Pennant it position to
right man. .1. S. Throp, !reenslorg, Ind. 

WA NTED, single man as it.sistant watch maker,
" cloek and jewelry repairer and engraver.
State exp.; steady pub. send photo. and ref.
harry Down. Bellevue,

IN( It A VER. A first-chi, cipher, monogram
I. and script letter engraver. Permanent, posi-
tion  to steady, reliable man with one of the
largest retail stores in the South. Write with
refs., stating salary expected, C. L. Byrd & Co.,
Mempli is, 'Tenn.
nOOD watchmaker and jewelry repairer, plain

• 

engraver and understands optical business.
Work light. Will pay $12 to $15 ; chance for a
raise. " C 21," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

YOUNG man to do clock work, jewelry repair-
ing, plain watchwork and wait on customers.

Only thost of good habits and thoroughly honest
need apply, Address, Harvey B. Locke,
Amesbury, Mass.

WATCHMAKER and clock repairer. A young
ii Mall willing to take charge of the clock
repairing and assist in ordinary watch work.
Must be steady and reliable. Write with refs.,
stating salary expected. l'ermanent position
with one of the largest stores in the South.
C. L. Byrd & Co., Memphis, 'felin.

(1001) watchmaker, What is engraver, jeweler,
51 salesman ; all-around man. Suitt sample
engraving and photo.; state wages wanted and
tuft particulars. Steady job. J. F. Butler,
Potsdam, N. Y.

AT once, 2 traveling salesmen for Northwestern
LI States. Only experienced men need apply.
Those with acquainted territory pref. Address,
J. Med n ikow Jewel rySupplyCo., Milwauikee,Vis.

MANAGER wanted. Are you looking for a
.1 very good-paying business so as not to work
hard? Have you got a capital of about $5000 to
take half interest in a very geed established
wholesale business? Are you capable of man-
aging a business? If so, then apply ; if not, do
not answer this ad. Ad., "B 48, ' care Keyst one. 

It FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-graver. One who can manage a repair
department in a material house ; must also
understand how to select material. Must be
steady. Fair salary to right man. Must be
good in pivoting and immulicated work. State
salary and ref. in first let ter. Address, S. Med-
nikow Jewelry Supply Co., Wilwaukee, Wis.

AT once, watchmaker, jeweler and engraver
II pref. 815 weekly ; permanent. Send photo.
and samples of engraving first letter. J. H.
Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.

flooD, all-around man, watchmaker, jeweler
" and optician, to take charge of business.
Fair salary guaranteed, with additional per-
ceetage MI business dom.; or will sell an interest
in 1111,1111,S. Pleasaut town. Good importunity
fora hustling man. " 11 17," care Keystone._
VII:s•I'd ss watchmaker, jeweler, engraver,
I opt 'clan. 11tist be a good salesman, compe-
tent to take elarge of jewelry department.
1I" ill pay gool wages. "P 50," care Keystone. 

15th, jeweler, engraver and watchmaker.
t1 state salary and send sample of engraving.
W. S. (luencer, Watertown, N. Y. 

/4001) watchmaker, jewelry and clock repairer;
U an all-around man. Good place for the right
man. P. .1. Koke, 145 Monroe Street, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

WIDD, atl-around man, strictly sober and reif-
y! able, lost afritid of work. 815 and permanent
positien to right man. State full particulars in
first letter II. W. Wood, Colfax, Iowa. 

QTRICI' LI" reliable and competent watchmaker
to locate on Northern Pacific division point.

Excellent. opening. Address, General Watch
Inspector, Grand Ferks, N. Dak.

A RELIABLE watehmaker ; must be a first-
LI class salesman ter jewelry store in Vancou ver,
British Columbia. Good position for a man
with capable abilities. May be required to take
entire management of business for a time.
Apply to I. Hermau, 180 Cordova Street,
Vancouver, B. C.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and good en-
11 some knowledge in optics. Perma-
nent position. Single man pref.; Southwest.
S. Spitz, Santa Fe, N. M.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HILAL/INC THRCL CENTS Pr 11 WORD.

IIVER V kind or gold and ■ilverware, jewelry,
It watches, platimon. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered Mail. Price not satis-
factory, I ‘s ill reioni all art icles. .1. L. Clark,
refiner and smveepsittelter of gold and silver (es-
t al.! isheul 1870), 727 Sansom Philadelphia.

(API l'f [IA 1.110METER, lens edge-grinding out-
,' lit, rolls, engraving block, 2 oak wall cases,
demagnetizer. " C 55," care Keystone.

Iv:\ NT lot. of watches, clocks and jewelry, all
" kinds, new and up to date, way below whole-
sale lakes. Complete set jeweler's tools, bench,
regulator, all kinds watch, clock and jewelry
material, large fire-proof safe. Must be bargain
for cash only. Mrs. N, it. Allen, jeweler, box
273, Tecumseh, Okla. Ter.

ATTENTION ! inanu fact 11 recs. Want to repre-
sent a first-class manufacturer of good-selling

lines for jewelry and kindred trade in the West
and Southwest. Must have liberal commission.
Have office in Si. Louis and good established
trade. Refs exchanged, specify territory and
full particulars. "IV 8," care Keystone.

(ALD head for Hopkins 3 x 4 lathe; must be
u cheap. Want Resell drill chuck to fit same.
W. M. McNeal, Atlanta, Ga.

SECOND-HAND electric motor, 3. herse-
lf power, alternating current, 104 volts, in best
of condition. Charles Price, Jacksonville, Ill.

OARTNER with 81500 in old-established optilal
store on principal street. Baker Optical Co.,

42 W. Lexington Street, Baltimore, Md.

WANTED.

VNGRAVING machine wanted. State make,
" finish, age, condition, attachments anti
lowest cash prices. Enterprise Co., 154 Lake
Street, Chicago, 

tiENEVA retinoscope cheap for cash. " S 89,"care Keystone. 

lv
ATCIIMAKER'S lathe, also other tools for
cash. Rule, 8714 N. Broad, Philadelphia. 

MOSELEY No. 2 lathe ; first-class condition.
0, C. A. Ball, Hennessey, Okla. Ter. 

AT once, by a wholesale house that does not
.,1 handle any riugs, a tnanufacturer'a side line
of solid gold rings on commission. "J 57,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY business wanted, with good, clean
V stock within 150 miles of Chicago. Will
exchange fine, clear, 185 acres Gray Co., Kansas
farming land and give cash If necessary.
" D 13," care Ke■,tuulic

FOR SALE.
UNDLR THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD,

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

JEWELRY store in t. n of 700; good location,
ml Ito imposition ; good reason for selling.
Stock and fixtures will invoice about $500. For
particulars address, Wm. Ilines, Jr., West
Salem, Ohio. 

$8
11," 
() BUYS good. jewelry store and shop located

in post alum front ; county seat town of
2000. Finest stand in Oklahoma ; all work one
man can do. Mrs. N. H. Allen, jeweler, box
273, Tecumseh, Okla. Ter.

A BARGAIN. Good-paying jewelry and sta-
tionery business in Haim i rig town of 2000 in

East-central Nebraska. stock and fixtures
about 83000. Good reason Mr selling. For
Particulars address, A. H. Eaton, Central
City, Nebr. 

A SPLENDID opportunity. Fine Jewelry busi-

• 

ness established 15 years. Stock eau he
reduced to $10,000 ,• owner retiring. Mrs. Louis
Klodt, execu Ltrix ouis Klodt estate, 916 First
.Avenue, Seattle, Wash. 

A FINE jewelry establishment on business
Li thoroughfare ; well-paying ; established 25
years. Good bench work. Reason for selling,
death of proprietor. Address, B. Dieschbourg,
3107 Wentworth Avenue, Chicago. 

ANY TIME afterNew Year, will wait till April
,I if necessary. Good-paying jewelry and
Optical business. Location : Sentient Valley,
Oregon. No opposit ien. l. Roy, Stay ton, Oregon. 

IN Des Moines, hut. Stock, fixtures and lease

• 

ofjewelry and eel hal business Paying $100
per month clear pridit. ("an be inereased.
Price, 8500 cash Address, Box 52, U. P. sub-
station, Des Ilene,. 1..wa.

JEWEL!: V steel; located tit drag store. Annual
U profits io'er $Mott ; rent, 85 ituu monthkgood
town, riell entliltry ; pop. MOO. St Oek 6501) Or
$OO; fixtures about 0200. N. It. Heath, Win-
field, Iowa.

(AN at:count of the death of the owner, the
tures and stock of the jewelry store 2951

Kensington Avenue. Fine ruin of repairing.
Rent of store and modern duelling, $35. Apply
on the premises, or of I. Herzberg &Bro., corner
Eighth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 

VIRST-CLASS jewelry stock, good business :
fine location. For particulars, write " D 28,"

care Keystone.

OTORE and jewelry business established 10
U years. Wisconsin town ; pop. 1000. Reason
for selling, failing eyesight ; line chance. Buyer
must have $1800. Do not write if you haven't
got the money. " S 27," care Keystone.

$1911/A TO slam buys stock and fixtures, in-
uuu eluding safe. A good-paying business

in a fast growing Michigan town, over 9000
Inhabitants. Repair work from $60 to $70 per
month, Reason for selling, old age. Store can
he rented cheap. " NV 3," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY and optical business ; town 800.
ii All the work one man can do. Eastern Iowa.
" H 4," care Keystone. 

HEM opening in North Carolina for young man

• 

with small capital. Fixtures, stock and
small line of stationery. Repair work $60 to $35
per nionth. Address, Box 116, Louisburg, N. C.

(APTICAL business in town of 27,000. Paid
U $2484 the past year. The only exclusively
optical lousiness in town. Sick, must sell.
Priee, $500. "S 33," care Keystone.

'JEWELRY store, invoice $1600 ; can reduce.
ml 1200 inhabitants, 3 railroads ; line farming
country surrounding. Nearest competition, 15
miles. Fine location for starting in business.
The price is right. Address, II. C. Williams,
Walkerton, Ind. 

'JEWELRY stock and fixtures in good town of
ii 8000. Will sell cheap for cash if sold at once.
J. 0. Peterson, Brookings, S. Dale. 

AT bargain. Good-paying gun, bicycle, sport-
n tog goods store (and tools). No opposition.
St. Elmo Porter, Chetopa, Kane.

$650 wgs1;lin yt jo712ainng:rlIth irli bXt
York. No opposition. "A 47," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

$400 ,1,:,`iMgotnol,;:„je,70elirdhaulg'iltisn; Er=
New York. itepaira'from 5 other towns. E. M.
Gillette, Oaktield, N. 1'.

jEWELY business in pleasant town of 3500.
U Good stock, good business. An opportunity
for a first-class man to make money. The
present owner has done so. Will loan part cap-
ital to right party. "II 18," care Keystone. 

fARTIG and jewelry store in a good town in
I) Southern Indiana. No opposition in jewelry
business. Railroad town; pop. 700. "R 23,"
care Keystone.

lEIVELRY business, established 20 years;
u Wisconsin ; growing town, 1100; fine farming
conununity. Reason, failing eyesight. Fine
chance for young man. Must have 0500. Rent,
$10 per month. Write quick. "S 9," care
Keystone.

(ALD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store. Good

• 

opportunity for a first-class jeweler and
watchmaker. In voice about $2500. Best reason
for selling. " L 14," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY business, including tools, etc., about
0.1 12 miles from city hall ; good location. Write
to Emil A. Lutz, 1614 Masonic Temple, Chicago,
Illinois. 

JEWELRY store, good, clean stock ; 1600 in-
mi habitants. Stock and fixtures invoice $2000.
Good reasons for selling', fine climate; cash
only. No opposition. C. K Dickinson, Garden
City, Kans.

$400 CASH will buy exclusive modern opticaloffice in town of 12,000 (Massachusetts)
if sold by Feb. 1, 1903. Clears $20 and over
weekly. Good reasons for selling. "F 51,"
care Keystone.

ACCOUNT health. Jewelry business, depart-
is ment store ; fine trade ; sales this year, 05000.
Exceptional opportunity not to be found else-
where. About $3500 invested. " C 4(1," care
Keystone.

A FEW hundred buys ; Oklahoma ; good busi-
LI in a growing Oklahoma city. Bench
work pays expenses. A tine chance to get a
start in business. "C 58," care Keystone. 

$2500 CnAeS8811 bn u good- p tkyeiwn gEjne;vi ea Inra: u 
town

si-

of 4000. No other stock in town. Net profits
this year, $2000. Good reason for selling.
"II 63," care Keystone.

'JEWELRY and optical business ; county seat
1600 pop., Iowa. Invoice about $1800 ; can

reduce. Elegant room, low rent, nothing better
on the market. ' II 64," care Keystone.

(APTICAL college, incorporated ; 2 courses:
V Attendance and correspondence. 20 gradu-
ates this month. Diploma (Doctor of Optics).
Full course of lessons copyrighted. Price, $500.
"S 32," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

4 „RuEN nullities at half price: 3 12 size,
open-face, 14 K., Bascine ; 1 16 size, open

face, 14 K. engine-turned. Will sell move-
ments at half price, eases at cost. All in perfect
condition ; certificates with each. We do this,
as we have another watch which we are push-
ing. Write for particulars. Shourds, .Adcock
& Teufel, State and Randolph Sts, Chicago. 

TRIAL ease, Geneva, complete. Cost $60 ; sell
I 835. Lenses, I gross, 1 eye, first quality,
assorted ; 7 dozen skeleton eyeglasses, offset,
assorted, fine grade, frames, etc. Cost 11100;
sell $40. Dreher, 177 Broadway, New York City.

A RARE chance. One Geneva retinoscope,
a never been used ; as good as new. $35 cash
will buy it ; regular price $67. Address, Miss
Frances Abaly, Madison, Wis.

$25 WORTH of tools and material cheap forcash. Lock box 14, Throckmorton, Texas.

TEST case in fine condition. For price and
description address, W. H. Hines, Jr., West

Salem, Ohio.

HOTA,ToP bench, $14.50; cost $22. F. W.
" Hunt, Burlingame, Kans.

TWO Cross retine-skiameters in perfect condi-
, tion for 830 each ; former price, $45. Oskamp,
Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(ANE Rivett lathe, cost $40; I Rivett slide rest,
LI cost .$80 ; 36 Riven wire chucks, cost $27.
Will take $65 fertile outfit. Address, J. A. Late,
Valley Spring, Cal.

MOSELEY No. 2 pivot polisher, also No. 2 slide
u, rest ; never has been used. Will sell both for
$80 each. A. H. Chaudet, Prairie du Rocher, Ill.

(111EAP, bench, watch board, lathe, chucks,
wheel and some tools. First $25 money

order gets them. C. L. Ringler, Waverly, N.Y.

TRIAL set, $30; new. Culbertson pris-
t01," (odometer, 815. Ralph Rickard, 61%
Sharpsville Street, Sharon. Pa.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

(100D set tools, including lathe, attachments,

• 

etc ,very cheap. Hobson & Gove,Washingtoai,
Iowa.

'PRUNES. 3 regulation size jewelry sample
I trunks, each holding 3 canvas telescopes
with walnut trays ,• complete. Used one season ;
good condition ; low price. Bayless Jewelry
Co., wholesale jewelers, Little Rock, Ark,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDIEPI THIS HEADING EEEEE OCNTO PER WORD.

160 ACRES of unimproved land in Potter
County, S. Dak.

' 
12 miles from county

seat, 4 miles from the Missouri River sod Forest
City. Land slopes slightly to north ; finest hay
land in the county ,• no rough land • can all be
cultivated. Valued at $1600. with exchange
for desirable stock of watches and jewelry.
Address, A. Williams, jeweler, Canby, Minn.
WHOLESALE jewelry stock which itvoices

11 about $30,000. We will sell or trade either
all or part. What have you got? This is a
snap. Make your own price ; not cheap stuff.
All good goods for legitimate jewelry trade.
Going out of business the reason for selling.
"II '2," care Keystone.
QTEREOPTICON, acetylene generator, slides;
U all complete. Want complete trial case;
good condition. Ed. Messenger, Keene, N. H. 

A FIRST-CLASS grandfather calendar clock;
a cheap. Sno. M. Fleming, Raleigh, N. C.

(1,011PLETE, fine set of tools, bench, safe ; for
sale or trade. " 0 52," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY business, $800. C. A. Ball, Hen-
u nessey, Okla. Ter.
IAN E Star foot-power lathe, printing outfit, type-

• 

writer, sewing machlue, watch rack. Box
220, Rio, Wis. 
MARINE and pocket chronometers, concert
lii graphophone, valuable patents, caligraph
typewriter, cameras, barometer, chainless biey-
(de. Wanted : Cash Geneva ophthalmoscope,
Cross retino-skianit:ter, latest refractometer,
trial case. "M 55," care Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

pLEGANT location for jewelry and fine china
V store in hustling eity—central West. Nothing
to unload. Write to-day. " C 44," care
Keystone.
JEWELRY store for rent ; possession March

• 

25th. $20,000 worth of business a year—
tenant has made a fortune. Best location in
city. Privilege for site to best bidder; 8100
rent per month. If desired, stock and fixtures
can he purchased. "Importunity," box 96,
Wilnuittgton, Del.
[IFS r location for .jeweler, if good workman.

I Inu,e to leave for Europe in spring on ac-
count oi sickness. flu, nothing I. ur sale. Pop.
2500. College town, rich farming country in
Nebraska. " H 1," care Keystone Applicant
must send stamps and write in first letter if in
Intsiness at present thne.

A COMPLETE course in refraction with di-
n ploma and highest degree for a reduced
tuition fee of $7.50. See advertisement on
page 112.
WANTE0, students who prefer private instruc-
t tion to regular class work. No extra charge.
Write for a date. Holmes Optical College, Des
Moines, Iowa.

WE have more graduates in the eptieal field
" than any 2 other colleges ilt tit.. world com-
bined. We 'have only been able D. do this by
the thoroughness of our system atel the personal
interest that we take in eitel: st telent. See our
advertisement, page 112, and w r. t i . ut s ior par-
ticulars of our reduced Mit it. South Bend
College of Optics, South Bend, Ind.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THRICE CIENTO PER WORD.

WHY not send me your watch eases that need
u repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversiniths'Ilfdg.,Chicago,111.

JAENCH knife (watchmaker's), finest and best.
" By mall, 25 cents. Gus. A. Waldin, Burling-
ton, Iowa.
THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some

▪ 

special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and
at very low terms. Address, for information,
the Elgin Horological Schott, !lain, Ill.

W F. A. WOODCOCK'S Seh....1, W i none, Minn.,
" • has true merit. Est al■I ishiest 15 years'
hundreds of successful grad lia t es. You can get
the very best American and European methods
hero. Modern and up to date. 

TWENTY-FIVE dollars for seven dollars and a
, half under our reduced Ninon. See our ad-
vertisement, page 112. South Bend College of

QPIA0tIl..cIIR jewels, 25e. per dozen. W. C. Bonney,
ii Keokuk, Iowa.
WANTED, every jeweler and optician in Amer-
" Ica to read our advertisement on page 112,
of this issue. Tuition fee reduced to $7.50.
Enrollments close on Jan. 20th for the first class.
Degree " Doctor of Optics" conferred under
State authority. South Bend College of Optics. 

IIALANCE jewels :my sizes, qualiy "A," $1.00
P per dozen , quality "B" He. per dozen.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of gold and silver.. Refiner of

sweeps, filings brushings, polisinugs, every-
thing containing gold and silver. line gold.,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sans= Street, Philadelphia, Ps. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given. 
jj'L(iIN Horological School, the oldest and best
L' known school for watehmakers, gives you
practical training in watch repairing, engraving
and optics. Our graduates are tilling the best
positions with the trade. Address, for cata-
logue, Elgin liorological School, Elgin, Ill. 
OLD and silver-plating, satin ft nish,engraving,

• 

eugine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

YOU are looking for a go firm to reliable fir to do
your watch IN Is I Im v k the place. IV. K.

Sandberg, watch no ter to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Build i !le, Chicago.

HAVE you an old Imglish watch case cot want
11 changed into American stem-wind ? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wads worth,Sil versm it lis'BIdg.,Chicago,I11. 

VASE screws, any make or size, 15c. per dozen.
U NV. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

IF you are interested in a thorough and scien-
U title optical education see our advertisement
on page 112. Tuition fee reduced to 07.50.
Testimonials from opticians and physicians in
every state and territory in the United States
and Canada and from foreign countries. South
Bend College of Optics 
(APTICIANS and jewelers send stamp for " free
U lesson " that will lead to an increase in your •
income of from $5 to $25 per week. Address,
The Chicago School of Ophthalmic Science and
Mental Therapeutics, Chicago, Ill. 
IIALANCE staffs, 7jewel grade, $1.00 per dozen ;
Ii 15jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa. 

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and

• 

Optical Institute send greetings. On the
threshold of a new year we wish to thank those
who have helped to make our business success-
ful. We acknowledge appreciation and extend
to our lull thus our sincerest wishes that the
coming year may be one of prosperity. Our
aim has been to conduct a school that should
conserve In every way the best interests of our
patrons. It is pleasant to know that our efforts
have been approved. Each month of the past
year has shown a substantial Increase in our
business. We spare no effort I. uvards making
this institute one of the best. students are
given practical work from st:o I to finish.
Write for particulars. Pr. TarbuuK ■I

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
or Pearl Jewelry to sell, mid you do not care to
buy it yourself, send it to

CI-IAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO.
3 Maiden Lane, New York,
where you can have an inunediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880 --- 

m!"

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME, HEGER-110N. nOCANI AST CARDS ETC.

M ON OGRA MS /No C R COTS Or WATCHES
AND FINE JEWELRY rn I cc TRAIN" 

FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER
722 SANSOM STREET, PRiLivort.rmiA, PA.

Riis(oft ioNs 
FRED. A. HASKELL.,

206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.
SUN D FOR PRICES

LEARN ENGRAVING.
Begin the New Year aright by start-

ing in this school for a course in the
art. Best and every advantage
known to the art is here given
students.
The value of being a good engraver

is better known to those interested in
the Jewelry business now than ever
before, because of the recent great
demand for engravers.
Write for full information.

The Rees Engraving School,
Steele Memorial Library Building,

Cerner Lake a Market Sts..
ELMIRA, NEW YORK.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give close,personal attention to repairs scot me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my pi iiucd
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

Pli10Eek 812.00

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
For sale by an Jobbers.

The most accurate test for hyperopia, in yepia,
astigmatism and presbyopia, without the assist-
ance of trial lenses. Secenul-hand instruments
of all makes for ate. The book, "New Methods
in the Science of Fitting Glasses," lac.

W. G. FAY MFG. CO.,
Jobbing Opticians. 178 Broadway, New York.

Record Term 1902-3.
More students than ever, and are now

increasing our faciliti, Ity one-third to
accommodate add it ional students who are
to enter this month.
Send for circulars.

Canadian Horological Institute,
H. R. PLAYTNER, 115 East King Street,

DIRECTOR. Toronto. Ont.
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" Now wouldn't thet jar ye ! Just look
at them city folks agettin' excited over
thet yere sign about them Blackinton
Chains. Why, I've been awearin' one
of 'em nigh on to thirty-five year.
And it's good yit, lo'gosh 1"

Old Reliable W. & S.B.* Chains
are made by the

Originators and Pioneers of the Hard Soldered
Gold Filled Chain Industry,

W. & S. Blackinton Co.,
North Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office, 14 Maiden Lane.

ski(h

iTLic ,iletu Watt

rive Mew Centurg

E are pleased to announce that our sales for 1902

exceeded greatly the sales of 1901, and we wish to

thank our customers for making it so, and to tender our

sincere good wishes for a prosperous New Year for all.

The NEW YEAR is a good time for YOU to start with a

NEW CENTURY.
Having just passed through a Holiday season you have un-

doubtedly seen time upon time that a NEW CENTURY
would have enabled you to close sales that were hard to close—

to please customers who were hard to please, and by so doing

increase your reputation and profits at the same time.

To make it easy for you to start right we have rearranged

our terms of sale—machines and outfits are sold separately you can

buy any sized outfit you want, and the new terms of payment remove

the last obstacle you could possibly have as regards the outlay.

The new outfits range from $19 to $40 in price, and you can

pay us $10 down and $5 per month.

Write us for full information, and we will send you a useful

engraved souvenir at the same time.

Start the New Year right.

THE
EATON (5 GLOVER CO.

87 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

V

Are you receiving Pointers ? It is the brightest little paper out, and it's " on us." Ask for it, and a catalogue, too, if you haven't one.
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T e Stret)gib of

The

Standard Time
Keeper

is the

Elgin Watch

Foster's Strong Links

It pays a dealer to identify himself with standard goods.
It pays a dealer to be able to say "it's an Elgin" instead of saying,

"it's as good as an Elgin."
The Elgin Watch has a record of nearly 35 years of accurate time-

keeping under all conditions and your prospective customers know it.
A good criterion by which to have your store and your stock judged

is a display of Elgin Watches.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers
and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE, i i John Street.
General Offices, 76 Alonroe St., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.

Link No. II.—Finish.
In many years of manufacturing vest chains

we have learned one thing well. That one thing
is how to obtain the maximum of finish with the
minimum of loss of gold.

Our 1/20 chain starts 1/20 and ends 1120.
Our t/to chain starts 1/10 and ends t/to. The
exact proportions are maintained throughout.

No loss of gold is suffered in the process of
manufacture or finishing, and upon the last link
of every t/to chain we stamp it t/to, and we
mean just that. Every f/to gola chain is soldered
with gold solder.

You can place these chains before your
customers with absolute confidence. They will
bring you satisfaction and other orders. Send for
our catalogue.

Theodore W. Foster & Brother
Company,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

is its Weakest Linle
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0" Fiftieth Annicersary
It is a byword the country over, "If you cannot get it anywhere else, send to Keller for it."

1853 1903

Orders filled from any

Catalogue.

Mail orders filled the

same day as received.

L. H. KELLER a CO.
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers of Fine Watch Material, Tools, Files, Supplies and Optical Goods.

Sole Agents for the Celebrated Ale," Mainspring. 64 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

I3I

Why We Sell So Many Chains
The advantage of concentrating large resources on a very few lines of goods is

demonstrated in our CHAIN business.
We carry in stock only Watches and Chains. Just as our Watch stock is admittedly

one of the most complete in the United States, so with our stock of Chains it cOuld not
be more comprehensive. It embraces practically every good pattern of the best makes—
especially of Simmons' make ; and by reason of the fact that we are not harassed by the
necessity of " watching out " for Jewelry, Silverware and other lines not carried by us, we
can give constant thought to the maintenance of completeness in the two lines that we do
carry—Watches and Chains—and so are never "just out " of the Chain you may want.

An increasing number of jewelers are coming to us for their regular supplies of Chains.

The Non=Retailing Company,
Jobbers in Watches and Chains,

Lancaster, Pa.

LIS/UP a Clr.DA

Our Imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam and we can therefore offer you SUBSTANTIAL INDUCEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICE: During the year 1903 our travelers, Messrs. Julius KLEIN,
T. LINDENBERG and Albert GINZBERG (the last named

formerly covered by M. Gunzburger), will call regularly, as heretofore, on the legitimate jewelry
a new and complete line of our goods.

Soliciting your favors for them as well as for us your direct orders which will have our prompt
Yours truly,

Goods sent on selection to responsible jewelers.

Max TRAUB,
in the territory
trade only, with

attention, we are



With 14 chucks, complete  
$21.13 net caah.

Slide Rest for (tem Lathe  
11.28

Universal Face Plate  
7.50rally warranted to be lirst-Olant in every respect,

that contemplate buying a lathe will
be interested in our prices, our Lathes
and the guarantee under which we sell
them. We sell only Lathes and Attach-
ments that have proven their worth, and
purchasers from us can feel certain they
will receive a tool that is exactly as
represented.

a general line of Watchmakers' Tools
and Supplies, and every desirable tool
now in the market can be found in our
stock. Correspondence receives im-
mediate attention, and we are always
pleased to quote prices and furnish such
information as is desired.

we wish to call to the especial atten-
tion of the trade the fact that we till orders,
large or small, at once, and we fill them
correct. There is no guess or boy work,
but competent men handle the business
our customers send us. Our prices aie
always low, and we sell nothing but
reliable goods. •

OBNUINE WEIBSTER•wHITCOMB LAT.
Lion.. with 10 chucks   1138.00

" t7   40.25
" " 22 "   44.00

IMMO
GENEVA LATHE.

With combination, as shown  $13.00 net Cash.
.The hundreds of thin lathe that have been sold and SIT in practical useSr. a recommend for the tool as the best low-priced lmhe now on the market

is a fine assistant in making up material and tool orders. It contains illustrationsprices of all jewelers' supplies, arranged in convenient form for reference. Your business card with requestbrings it free of charge.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.

A Quarrel Between Partners

Price:
Quality:

Price:

Quality:

Price:
Quality:

5.

Scene : The New York Standard Watch Factory.

" / made this Watch a great success."

" Nonsense—the credit is mine ! How
barren all your efforts had / not prepared

the way!"

" I spoke, and the world then listened to
your story."

"I showed myself to the audience and
it was ready afterward to hear your speech."

" Money talks

" Merit shows!"

(Interruption by The jeweler :)

" Come, now, friends you are both
right and both wrong. 'United you stand.'

It is by reason of your equal partnership that
you have produced in the New York
Standard Watch

(Chorus by The Trade :)

" The Best Watch
In the World
For the Money."
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The Cheapest Watch Glasses
0,0?

a
a:)

)

Which are

00

those that are sold for the least, or those which are carefully made,
properly labeled, correctly gaged, and cost a trifle more?

A label like the above is sufficient guarantee that you are getting the
best that money can buy or that the properly made stock, combined with
skilled labor can produce.

The Best Watch Glasses
are those which require the least time to fit and in which there is the least
percentage of breakage.

They bear this label:
REVERSE.

Insist upon getting the V. T. F. and take no other.

FOR SALE BY ALL REPUTABLE JOBBERS.

reTA•erAtC.4.Nitc.At

4‘45.4147 Vt.VaK.h_94
0 ECOCOMMIG 9 93=41,009r_grgOICVMOMS

•

or

135

1:1'),°':d "IMPERIAL" American Mainspring Guide
Fac-
simhiP

of

Waltham
Nos. 2203

(We send free of charge, upon request, full size Chart of all Mainspri
ngs.)

Elgin Hampden Illinois

6043 5056 5061

" Imperial" American Springs, coiled and tagged.

None genuine unless marked "Imperial" and bearing our Registered T
rade-Mark, as shown in cut.

"Impoilal" Maimplings
are the best, the most reliable, have quality, finish, elasticity,

temper, strength and durability, are coiled and tagged,

arranged in the most convenient manner, and " Guaranteed

for One Year."

Price,

$12.00
Per Gross.

41.00
Per Dozen.

---
IMPERIAL 

:MAINSP,R_INGS,

-17:313"471 sof,

I

Cabinet

Sent
Gratis

with 36

screw-top

bottles.

The Cabinet itself is worth 66.00

and is far superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
With a first order of one gross of the "Imperial" American

 or Swiss Mainsprings, we send gratis

our improved handsome polished Solid Black Walnut, 
Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, shown

in cut. It is well made, cabinet finished and doVettiiled 
throughout, and the cover closes with a

patent snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will properly 
systematize and

keep in thorough order the many American and Swiss 
mainsprings necessary at the present time,

and will be greatly appreciated by all watchmakers. 
Besides being very useful, it makes a very

handsome appearance. It has twenty. drawers, with fancy knobs, brass 
trimmed, and the top is

arranged in grooves for thirty-six sero*-top bottles 
for watch and jobbing materials. It will hold

6 GROSS " imperial " American or Swifts 
Springs. We also include two sets of perforated gummed

labels, with name, number and size of the spring
s, so the drawers can be numbered as desired.

These numbers correspond to a directory of all America
n springs which is printed on the inside

cover, showing the correct style, width and strength by 
Dennison's Standard Mainsprina Gauge,

and the proper numbers and names for orde
ring.

IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS,

JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS.

V. 14$44(tk

0 
succr,so,-rr. \it

.--4004q0A

,-'WATCH MATERIALS,TOOlSi
LIEWELERS'AND H6RAVflitle

SUPPLIES.

• • 64; AncolLAigi.. NEW YORK.

(We handle everything known to the trade, and 
solicit correspondence.)

WORTHY OF f The following letters are samples of unsolicited testimonials,

ATTENTION
lfrir 
• t received from most reliable sources in eve

ry State of the Union.

W. OEICN I , New Y■ Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 10, 1902.
n 

Gentlemen : We are duly in receipt of mainspring
s ordered from you with cabinet, and vill

say that both springs and cabinet are much 
superior to what we expected. Enclose 

m 

.1chieLkull.wre-

with and return thanks for your prompt and 
courteous attention.

1 ours very truly,

MESSRS. W. GREEN Ar. CO., New York City, 
N. Y. Utica, N. Y., Sept. 15, 1902.

Gentlemen : Please send us the following m
ainsprings:

1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043. 0 Be sure and send your " Imperial " 
mainsprings, as will

3 " 2203. 1 " 2220. not accept any others, having had the bes
t possible success

2 " 5053. 1 " 2209. I with them. We consider them far superior 
to any other main-

2 " 5046. 1 " 2210. springs in the market, and your service is all 
we could desire.

Yours very truly, EVANS & SONS.

nig &allowing list shows the CORRECT STYLES. WIDTH and STRENGTH by 
DENNISON'S STANDARD

Mainepring Gauge and the prop. NUMB
ERS and NAMES Ir ordering the

-5.0.3•._
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Greenville, N. C., Oct. 19, 1902.
MESSRS. W. GRREN A Co., New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen : Please send us one dozer 6 size N. Y. Stand
ard mainsprings with plain end,

stamped " I rnperial." Ites 'eel fully yours, 1V. L. ItEs".

P. S. : I have not had a single Imperial mainspring to re
place, and have been using them

for twelve mobtos.



are just as important a factor
in building up the reputation
and the popularity of your store
as any other line of jewelry in
your stock.

The fact that you carry a
good line of watches may be
easily lost sight of, if it is gen-
erally known that your chains

are inferior, out-of-date, too highly priced.
If your chains are not all they ought to

be, if they do not sell as well as they should,
let your jobber know that you want "L. S. &
Co." Chains next time.

Our Spring line, now ready, includes the
newest designs in rolled-gold, gold filled and
silver chains. It is the handsomest line we
have ever offered to the trade.
" Pleasing wares are half sold." Specify

" L. S. & Co." Chains, and you won't worry
about Spring business.

Chain Makers anD Silversmiths,

Reliable Goods at Right Prices
Makes no difference how low our prices are,
you may always depend upon qualities.

Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20)
Drawers, given with your first order for one gross
4, STAR" Brand American or Swiss Main-
springs, assorted to suit, for $10.50 net
cash, or 90 cents per dozen.

le, STAR " Brand American-Made Balance Staffs, extra quality,
made at Waltham, 7 Jewel grades, $1.25 per dozen ; 15 Jewel
grades, $1.50 per dozen ; or one gross assorted, including Solid
Oak Cabinet, $12.00.

Gem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents per dozen, or one gross
assorted, in Solid OA Cabinet, $7.50.

* " STAR" Brand
American-Made Cock
and Foot Hole Jewels, or
End Stones iu Settings,
$1.00 per dozen,or $10.50
per gross, including Solid
Oak Cabinet.

Gem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 65 cents per
dozen, or $7.50 per gross, including
Solid Oak Cabinet.

* '‘ STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gross assorted, in Solid Oak
Cabinet, $2.75, or 25 cents per dozen.

ciem Brand American Roller Jewels,
one gross, assorted, in Solid Oak Cab-
inet, $2.25.

*" STAR " Brand American Long
Case Screws, one gross assorted, in Solid
Oak Cabinet, $1.75, or so cents per

*., STAR" Brand American Pillar
and Plate Screws, one gross assorted,
in Solid Oak Cabinet, $i.5o, or 115 cents
per dozen.

* " STAR" Brand American Hour
and Minute Hands, Waltham or Elgin,
all sizes, 2 5 cents per box one dozen
pair.

* "STAR" Brand American Sec-
ond Hands, Cabinet of (12) dozen ; each
dozen packed in separate box and marked,
for all sizes Waltham and Elgin, complete
set, $1.25.

Seamless Gold Filled 12 K. Watch
Bows, 18, It, 6, and 0 sizes, assorted on
card, per dozen $1.75.

Mascot Pivot Drills, assorted in box,
410, or 4/26, or separate sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
14, per dozen, 25 cents.

Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubs
steel, any size or assorted, per dozen,
25 cents.

Prompt attention assured all mail orders. All prices quoted are subject to
6 per cent. cash discount except 4, STAR " Brand American Mainsprings,
with Cabinet.

If you wish to know about our other Specialties, write for Our Little Book,
Pocket Price-List. Free for the asking.

H. B. Peters & Co., B 1170 7a d INTZr , New York

BOTH ARE SATISFIED •
You and your customer

when you sell an

"E. HOWARD & CO." WATCH.
He has a first-class Watch. You have a first-class profit.

WRITE FOR AGENCY TO

THE E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
403 WASHINGTON ST.,

BOSTON ,- MASS.

e
1105712N

 MARK

E5TA111.131.110 1802

WE MAKE MOVEMENTS
TO FIT REGULAR

AMERICAN CASES.

1017.

92

Rings

SIGNET 
( Brooches
) Fobs
Bracelets

We are originators of designs.
Selection packages to dealers of mercantile

standing.
per doz., reg.

FACTORY, 52 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL , 1629 Masonic Temple.
(L. KATLINSK Y. )

Aseaast%
taywA•wiksaw.

English Case as Received. .1, I :1.,10‘11.1..111. ft,, A11,4. 1.11,111 S. W. :■1.ii. c,•cl

WENDELL 0 COMPANY •
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special rases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American M
ovements.

K ev-W ind rases changed to st eiii-W i lid.
*English Cases changed III ineriean Movements without altering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to tipen-Face.
0111 Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.

.Melting old gold cases and making (o'er into new ease (using sante gold) 
a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93. 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Then. cut. show the same rim.. will, new, high elawe,
These two outs show Flat tool Ru n ond Shier lung.

eloneliseetirely re01,1001 en lire Hoge ',finial.' like new.
ae retched with claws badly worn off and too 

low to

permit resetting stone. again.

Net Price far six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S1:0706 to
oo $21..0206

• "

We ret.ip or‘ 'p'ut n" ew clawseight.. on :Esmond Tiffany, Belcher
' 
Tooth and rings of every deseript ion, to cost

from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and 
number of claws on setting.

kr,

ChM' at Sathti!111111,1',Iiiii, bet. NEW YORKInitial slime ring toi oar 93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to 1 Ile setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 60c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the

cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen

and gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to

fifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.

No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell ei Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 anD 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

 "NW

Cameo glove ring with four
Reiss at corners holding act.

SAMPLE 3013 AS RECEIVED.

1,11Ii°,1V1 111Fri

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS AS DELIVERED.

Clic■Id Chit' rs.s Refilled, Renewed and 
Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same
 gold.

Good work. Leavy Pricess. 1.1-ti.issrst Attrsticuis.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE 

RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO

93, 95 ific 97 William Street 
FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 21 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE

WE REPAIR

any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken olf,the same Its 11CW.

AFTER.

• WE REPLATE

any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our

business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing

Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our Visiness and there is not a Job or Special Order

for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)

that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers

perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase

your entire business.

Send for our Pepair Price-l.ist and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell C. Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.
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Brings the Lustre Back

SILVER CREAM is a preparation which polishes
because it cleans.

It restores the original brilliancy without marring or
scratching the silver, as it requires no hard rubbing.

It is a polish which will appeal to your best trade—
your silver buying trade.

The dealer likes to sell an article which he can strongly
recommend. What we say to you about our SILVER
CREAM you can say to your customers.

There are many kinds of silver polish, but only one
SILVER CREAM.

It is also excellent for cut glass and a hundred and one
items about the house.

All jobbers sell it.

J. A. WRIGHT & CO.;
WORKS—Troy, New Hampshire.
NEW YORK OFFICE-3 Maiden Lane.
LONDON OFFICE-2 Butler St., Milton St.

Main Office and Factory,

KEENE, N. H.
Established in 1873—Thirty years' continued success.

■■•,-

1885
Registered

13C

Trade-Mark.

THE LEDOS MFG. CO., 34-36 Pearl Street,NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
1903

Manufacturers of Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings.
Crowns, Pendants, Bows, Bezels, Springs, Pendant Ears, Pendant Bushings, Joint Pins, Seamless Joint Wire, Pendant SetBars and Sleeves, Lever-Set Stems, Swivels, Chain Bars, Spring Rings, Toggels, Jump Rings, Solders,

Seamless Wire, Rolled-Plate, Round and Oval Balls, etc., etc.

GOLD CROVV•Nicz

No. 127. Crowns in boxes complete with Pendant and Lever-Set Stems.
Made in Antique or American. 14 K. and Silver.

THESE LOW-PRICED STYLES

ARE

ALWAYS IN DEMAND

PLANO, STRAIGHT TEMPLE

No. 500%. Plano Convex. Nickel-plated Frame.
Large-sized lenses. True Focus Numbers. Made in
solid dozens, and in assorted dozens. 21,, ;8, h
(We make a small extra charge for Nos. 5, 6, 7 and
assortment A.)

The best spectacle in the world for the money.

No. 407%. Plano Convex. Nickel-plated Frame.
Large-sized lenses. A neat riding bow spectacle at
a low price.

No. 690% is a bifocal spectacle that can be sold for about
one-half the price of any other bifocal on the market.
It is carefully made, accurately numbered and prac-
tical in every way. Packed in solid dozens, 5 to 24,
and assortments and 264,

SEND TO US FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
AND ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR GOODS

139



SWARTCHILD & CO., I3v3e rws bi tahssh' 
Avenue Chicago, Ill.

ir4.-1DP"PlID

,.,,/-101 THE
KENSINGTON
Patent Numbers 706673 and 163467.

We are

Sole Agents for the
United States and Canada.

Price,

Sectional view

of Bed, showing

Beveled Lug

Fastening and

Tip-over Rest.
11)(111,lin• 12 \ Vire Chucks, / Taper and I Screw Chucks, 6

Cement Chucks and Belting.

Additional
Wire
Chucks,
Nos. 5 to 50,
each,
so cents.

"THE KENSINGTON 99 is equipped with all the latest patented improvements which must be seen and tested to be appre-ciated. Particular attention is called to the style of fastening the Rest, Head and Tailstock to the bed of Lathe. These attachments are fastened
by means of a beveled lug (see sect. view), which will always bring these parts in perfect alignment. With this improvement the lathe must

remain in perfect line, something which can never be maintained in the old-style shoe fastening. Another special ftature is the Sliding Tip-Over Rest which can
be adjusted to all positions and can be tightened with one motion of the hand.

The Kensington Slide Rest.
Pri( e, $16.00.

oe,ge 0 v
I 0.

el sent
IS. upon 0,7

application 6....
tot, „LO

0 21 ,,

The Kensington Wheel anD Cutting Fixture.
wi0 fit any make of Slide Rest, adjustable to heightand angle.
The latest construction of a very practical and univer-sal attachment for wheel cutting, drilling and polishing.

Price, $18.00.

Set of 24 Wheel Cutters in Box, consistingof 8 Hat bottoin, 8 round bottom, 4 ratchet and4 wolf teeth (litters of assorted sizes.
Price, per set. $7.00

Single Cutters, each, 35c.

.4

Full Hard I x 2 Lathe,
interchanging with I x 2 Moseley.

No. MO.

OUR I x 2 S. & CO.'S SPECIAL HARD LATHE,
as illustrated above, will be found the best Lathe ever produced. It is full hard and warranted to be absolutely

true, and will interchange with the i X 2 Moseley Lathe.
Price, complete, with the following oufit ; Ten Wire Chucks, Three Wheel Chucks, one Screw Chuck, one each

and 3.(and six g-inch Cement Chucks   $20.00
No. 5921. l'ace-Plate for above Lathe VA* • No. 5922. Slide-Rest for above Lathe   $11.50

Cut is full size.

'Our Perfect"
Combination
Bezel, Wheel and
Plate Chuck

will hold any size of case bezel, watch
or clock wheel or other large work. It
takes the place of a full set of ten wheel
chucks.

Mounted on taper chuck to fit
Webster-Whitcomb Lathe,
loseley Number 2,
i)seley Number t x 2.

Price, $9.00.

OUR NEW IMPROVED GENEVA LATHE.

. No. 2241. Price, complete, including to wire (11111CkS, 2 step chucks, I SCreW (1111104, 1 1;11)Cr and 4 cement brass
chucks, put tip in a box with lid and block to hold chucks. Price  

No. 2242. Chucks for Geneva Lathe   
each,

$14.50
.50

SWARTCHILb & CO., Silversmiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.133 Wabash Avenue



"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

( GHEST. QUALITY F-I

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

C.CURATE St ZIN
SUSSFELD,

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

JUST ARRIVED:
Year-Long Clocks.

Tick-Tack Clocks.

ON OCEAN NOW:
Year-Long Clocks.

Year-Long Midget Clocks.
Alberta Alarm Watches.

J. B. BECHTEL & CO., Importers, P
725 Sansom Street,
HILADELPHIA

Chicago Office-1o3 State Street,
Columbus Memorial Building.

N HOC SIGNO VINCES adorns the shield of the Knights Templar. Translated it reads :—
' With This Sign You Should Conquer." The truth which it represents has been our motto.

Honesty has been the Jewel which has crowned with success our desire to outshine

our competitors.
One Price has been the Mainspring which is running our works, and our customers'

increasing orders supply the oil to keep same running overtime.

Quality are the Hands which have remained faithful. Their interests are our interests.

They work day and night and are always " on time."
Satisfaction is our Dial. Our increasing trade shows with what favor it is looked upon

by the trade.
Write to us to-day for memorandom package. We carry one thousand styles of t

o K. stone set rings.

We pay express charges both ways and give you July ist terms on goods 
selected.

I—We size and keep odr rings in repair free of charge for two years after you 
have sold them.

2— We exchange any unsalable rings for other styles of stone set rings 
at any time.

and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only. Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers. THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG.
31 BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, BUFFALO, N.Y.

On and after Jan. 1st, t9o3, we will sell ALL WATCH- listed at $1.00 each in our Catalog No. 4, for 70 cents

MAKERS' SIZE WIRE AND WHEEL CHUCKS. Id i7
each. less usual cash discount.

BARS AND SWIVELS on Black Cards with 011t Beveled Edges,

Stark Leader

Olin

or  1 x 2 No.1
Elgin
or Webster Moseley

Kearney Er4kins GenevaMoseleY Mmelel Rivett

We make chucks for any other Lathe beThsidumespthheseWihillutcsotmrbated,Naon.d2 
guarantee satisfaction in any design. When wanting any kind of chuck,

wire, wheel or any Special Chuck, ask your jobber for the " Dale." 
Every jobber handles our goods, or we will supply customers direct if

the jobber does not care to. HARDINGE BROS., 1034-1038 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.



This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and
double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and \yin remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to
dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or
large opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra
plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
remover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use ;
the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve
to fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the
jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

" U. S." MAINSPRIN(is are acknowledged by watelt-
makers throughout the United States to be the hest springs in
p.iint ,.r -finish and quality. for the money, vr 1;11•,11 011 the
marker. We desire to Maintain this ',potation tor the U. S."
..itt.tngs, anti W011111 II ill :Meld ion to titt‘ filet that 1111
imitation spring n,sollittlillg the " U. S." has 10,11 Ilin're.11 l'or sale,
and in some instance-, we are informed, Ines even been placed ill
" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deeept ion we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost i'aution III Making yotly purchases,
and insist. that t hat t he t rade-mark " U. S." a ',pear engraved upon
each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

The Improved Nine-Prong
Sleeve Wrench.

The above illustration represents the
exact size of our new I mproved Nine-
Prong Sleeve Wrench, the construction of
which is new, simple and durable. Should
any of the prongs happen to break, a new
one will be supplied without charge. This
is the only sleeve wrench now in the mar-
ket which has nine prongs, suitable for all
sizes of American watches now in use.

Now is the time to col-
lect your old gold, silver,
sweepings, etc.; in taking
your inventory look out
for these--ship
to us if you
want prompt
and accurate
returns.

We send drafts immedi-
ately on receipt of ship-
ment.
If our offer is unsatis-

factory, we
return your

'lour l'a•nr.enclotleS Craft. to lino&
SI.,, thank.. It was better then 1 ex.
,.,td. E. A. SIC OBER Pt '

Importers of Watch Material, Cheek received. Am perfectly satis-
fied. You gave me all it was worth at
the mint. A. Solos, Ft. Worth, Tex.

4407/1k.' '
, -

•-■ -who-
.00101)

>'‘.7

for Watches, Clocks anD Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Received check for old gold. Am pleased
to say it was more than I expected.

C. A. NOTBOHM,
Oconomowoc, Wis.

I received your check and am well pleased, as it
was more than I expected.

L. C. HODSKEY, Big Rapids, Mich.

Draft received. Will ship you old gold and silver hereafter.
I dm not expect so much for the shipment.

A. B. CORMAN, 0100pft, TABS.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
for the United States, Canada and South America, Sole European Agents,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 35 Goswell Street, London.

Cheek at hand. Am well pleased
as always. This time about $1.00
more than I expected.

H. WYKHUYSEN,
Holland, Mich.

Received your check for scraps, etc.,
sent you some days ago. Paffirely
satisfactory, more than I expected.

0. M. NELSON,
Madison, Wis.

alI!

11111 111111111111111111u11 II° '
111#

1111 1 III!1110,rni, 0 0 gl 014-
41 'AWN/Will!'
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Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

an NIkil-:41-11A111

Check received. More than I expected.
Sent you a little shipment some time since
which I had sent to another firm. Your check
was a dollar more than their offer.

G. D. THOMAS, Kirksville, Mo.

Your check for gold sent you is 0. K. The
returns were very quick and the price the
best we have had.

R. G PIERCE JEWELRY CO.,
Barron, NV1s.

GOLDSMITH BROTHERS Sweep Smelters,
Refiners an Assayers.

Office-63 and 65 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY
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R-M
ACT and taste are very important qualifications for successful storekeeping. The best is none too good for a
jewelry store. Don't you need a Combination Show Case, a 3-Burner Light, a Demagnetizer or high-grade
Knives and Forks ? All are useful adjuncts to the Jewelry Store. PRICES NET CASH.

N •-•s.;„.

No. 25. Combination Display Case.
PRICES QUOTED ARE NET CASH.

This Case is made of selected light golden oak, handsomely polished and
.1 7 P--- finished by hand rubbing. The extreme height is 42 inches, including a io-inch

base ; width, 26 inches. The two shelves, 12 and 14 inches wide, are polished
wood, oak faced, on adjustable dull-black lacquer or copper oxidized finish metal
brackets. The bottom of case and shelves are quarter sawed oak finish. These
cases are made with heavy bevel French plate tops, with D. S. glass in front,
ends and sliding doors, or D. S. glass throughout. The tops are laid in flush
with moulding on felt. All cases are shipped " Knock Down," securing you
lowest freight rates: Can be set up without any trouble. This case f. o. b.
Grand Rapids, Mich. No extra charge for crating.

Price of this combination case with double strength glass throughout . . . . .
Price of this combination case with bevel plate-glass top and balance double strength glass

6 ft.
$24.60
31.32

8 ft.
$32.80
41.76

10 ft.
$41.00
52.20

12 ft.
$49.20
62.64

We can also furnish above combination case with 6-inch copper oxidized legs instead of receding base at same prices. Can also furnish plateglass shelves instead of wood shelves at an additional cost of $1.25 per foot, including nickel-plated adjustable brackets.

The "A. C. B." 14 dwt. Quadruple Silver=Plated Knives and Forks.
Knives and Forks quadruple plated, warranted 14 dwt. of silver. Knives plated on best crucible steel. Forks of highest grade

German silver, extra thick coat on parts most exposed to wear. Length of medium knife, 9Yi. inches ; length of medium fork, 7 inches.The best and cheapest knife and fork made. Put up one-half dozen in a rack box. Guaranteed to strip 14 dwt. of silver to the dozen.

The )est a d cheapest lo fe and fork made Recommended for hard wear and hotel use. Put tip 14 doz. in rack box. Guaranteed to strip 14 dwt. of silver to doz.
R706. Medium knives, special price, per dozen, net cash, $2.95. R-707. Medium forks, special price, per dozen, net cash, $2.95.

The

NEW
COSMO.
Two and
Three-Light
Burner.

FOR GAS ONLY.

A new il-
vention in a.
Cluster burnef
that will revo .
lutionize the
system of Clus-
ter lighting
now in use.

Simple,
Economical,
Ornamental.

Showing No. 9 Lamp complete and above all a fine light
over 300 candle power. These burners will fit any gas jet andare just the thing to light Stores, Halls, Churches, etc. So sim-ple, the most inexperienced person can attach them. NOTOOLS needed.
Highly polished brass frame, gas regulatore,4 inch basket.

Price complete with Shade, Mantles and Globe.
I" et Cash,   $3.05

No. 8 Two Light.
An exact duplicate of No. 9 lamp with two burners insteadof 'tree over 200 candle power.
Price complete with Shade, Mantles and Globe.

Neu Cash,   $2.60

Boettger's Watch and Tool
Demagnetizer.

The Best There is for

Direct or Alternating

Current.

Since the introduction of electricity for motive power and the use of largeDynamos for lighting has been universally adopted, persons coining near them, orpersons riding in electric cars, are apt to have their watches affected by the strongmagnets, and the steel parts of the watches becoming magnetized affecting theaccuracy of the same.
The Boettger's new Demagnetizer is one of the most practical and most com-pact instruments constructed for destroying magnetism in steel and iron articles ;it can be used on either direct or alternating current circuit.
It has no wheels, or other mechanical parts. to get out of order.It can be used for any voltage, as the lamp from the circuit is used on the in-strument as resistance. The most important part pf the instrument is a slide, inbottom of the base. When this slide is not drawn out, the current is disconnected.When used on a direct current circuit, and slide is drawn out 14 inch, up tomark, the current passes direct through the hollow spool of wire and all steel oriron articles inserted in the spool will become magnetized. By drawing out theslide while the article is inserted, the article will become demagnetized, as indoing so the direct current will be formed in an alternating current.If the instrument should be used in connection with an alternating currentcircuit. it must be used in the opposite manner. then when slide is drawn out 14inch, up to mark, the article, which is magnetized, will be demagnetized and willbecome magnetized by moving the slide.
No. R-759. Price, Net Cash, $15.00.

A. CI BECKEN, 103 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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NEW MODEL K. & D. STAKING TOOLS

No. 12.

100 Punches.
24 Stumps.

(Patented)

The die is a heavy pattern
located in the usual manner and
firmly clamped in perfect align-
ment by a new adjustable bolt,
having two bearings in the frame,
and is operated by a slight turn
of the knurled disk in either
direction.

Another new feature of these
tools is a friction sleeve for hold-
ing the punches up while placing
and removing delicate parts of
watches in or from the die.

Much care has been exercised
in the selection of new and origi-
nal shaped punches and stumps,
in view of having just what is
required for the various parts of
modern watches.

No. 13.
70 Punches. 20 Stumps.

No. 14.
00 Punches. 18 Stumps.

5TANDARD
D 115'

WATCH OS

K SD

A new interchangeable bit will be given in
exchange for any broken bit returned.

surrios (TT.

K. & D.
New
Nine-Bit
Sleeve
Wrench.

Following along the lines of our regular
No. 137, this Wrench has been perfected, in
order that It may come up to the K. & D.
standard. Ample time has been given to per-
fect every detail.

The new method adopted for securing the
bits (ace section cut) Is unequaled in simplicity
and strength. The bits are finely made and
accurately conform to the standard sizes used
In modern watches. The new Jewel series
size included in this set.

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.

WHY BUY CHEAP IMITATION OR

IMPORTED TOOLS?

The K. 6c I)

Specials

are cheaper

than any

imported tool,

finish and

quality

considered.

K. & Special Staking Tools.

50 Punches. 14 St ps.

60 Punches. 18 Stumps.

If you buy

K. ec D.

Warranted

Tools,

Duplicate Parts

can be

furnished

by return mail.

a
No. 178. Interchangeable Chuck I'M Viso.

Price, 50 Cents.

All Tools manufactured by Kendrick 0 Davis
are stamped K. 0 D.
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Wivett 8 in. Precision Lathe.

Rivett Pivot Polisher. Price, $13.00.

Costs much less ; does much more work.

The Lathe which has
made itself so popular

With its attachments it can do more
than any other ever produced.

If you are a mechanic,

Investigate!
No first-class school is without the

Rivett Lathe
Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Universal Face Plate.
Made only with Solid Nickel Plate.

Price, with Patent Jaws, $14.00.
" " Plain Jaws, 9.00.

ws•■..11. 
Slide Rest. Pri,e, $30.00

The Rivett Staking Tool.
Is the most rigid in design, and the most
rigid in the binding of the die.

Both these points—the very foundation of
Staking Tool excellence—are patented.

In any other tool the die will be found to
have moved after a few consecutive blows from
the hammer, but the " Rivett " stays where it is
put, until the operator moves it.

The fin of Nation ill all Plato-Glass Cases
THE KADE IMPROVED SYSTEM"

The Secretaril Floor Case the pecr of all finer cases. No holes in glass ;
no metal ■•lips; no danger of breakage. The

niost practical All Plate-Glass Case o II the market. Made to ship set up or knock down.
Particulars on application.

High-Grade Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.

We make a complete line of Modern Jewelry Fixtures, Medium and high Grade
IVe have made a specialty of the tixture business and it has become a science with lis.
We can fit you out completely with fixtures, show cases, stools, etc. Send 25 cents in stamps for

our 20th Century Fixture Catalogue. Over 300 pages, size 7%x11 in. A book of infor-
mation, suggestions, prices, etc., illustrating outfits from $300 up to the finest. A regular
Encyclopedia Americanica.

Regarding our goods, ask our customers.
Regarding our responsibility, ask any bank or business house in our city, or any commercial agency.

M.Winter Lumber Company,The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Established 1865. Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. .Toseph, Mo., Sales Agfa for Mo., Kans., Nebr., 0. T. and I. T.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas.
,los. %V. Schlumpf, 318-9 Pacific Blk., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington.
C. J. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents for Arkansas.
Findlay, Dicks it Co., New Orleans, La., sales Agents for La., Miss. and Ala,

"As Bright as Day!"
Costs you less to have your store or home that

way, with the " Brilliant Gas Lamp," than to have it
half-lighted with oil, gas or electricity.

The " Brilliant" makes its own gas from gasoline,
and one quart lasts eighteen hours, which is more
than eight quarts of kerosene will do in any lamp.
Guaranteed to give more light than five electric
bulbs. No smoke, smell or danger. Beautifully
finished. No piping—hang it anywhere.

h

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO. 4' \ 

42 State St., Chicago, Ill. 100 Cand 5 PONS,T.

"South Semi" Demagnetizers
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

Patented
January 29, 1901

'OLD RELIABL W&S.B.*

There's one thing that the retail jeweler, who sells Blackinton's famous " Old
Reliable W. & S. B. *" Chains knows positively—and that is that every chain he
sells will " make good." He doesn't guess at it—he knows it. In thousands of
instances it has been the privilege of jewelers to know of Blackinton Chains wear-
ing years after the guarantee expired. That's the secret of " W. & S. B. *" popu-
larity—they " make good." Can't shake the confidence of the jeweler who knows.
He may handle other brands because he wants a little variety, but he recommends
"W. & S. B. *." And his "say so" sells them 99 times in ioo.

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, 615.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
ORIM511AW & BAXTER.
29 Goswell Roat1,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

New York, 14 Maiden Lane. Factory, No. Attleboro, Mass.



Office,

Z09 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

REFINERS

SMELTERS
ANALYSES and ASSAYS of

ORES, MINERALS and

PRODUCTS of every

description.

ASSAYERS

Buyers of SCRAP GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM
from the trade only.

Laboratory and Furnaces,

RIVERSIDE,
Burlington Co.,

N. J.

JEWELERS'
SWEEPS OUR SPECIALTYAND

BULLION

Look Our Way
for one thousand and one
trade winners in brass and
nickel store fixtures, show
cases, \ vall cases, glass
stands, glass shelving, mir-
rors, store stools, and so
forth.
We make everything for

the equipment of a first-class store—in the " Largest and Best-
Equipped Show Case and Fixtures Factory in the World "—
and offer you the price advantages

that come from large production. All we market, we make.
You pay only one profit. If a better, more convenient,

more profitable arrangement of your stock would in-
terest you, send for catalogs bristling with good

ideas. Mailed for the asking.

WRITE OR CALL.

T

Chicago Salesroom:

238 E. Madison St.

New York Salesroom:

'WHI111,14

IMINVILS:22:NSP°13111t11-111100

Price. $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

WATCH MATERIAL an  WATCH GLASSES

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

Fac-Simile of Our Label.

Genevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi=Concaves, . 2.75 " "
Parallels, . . . 4.50 " "
Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

LENTILLE.

"0/111•1111.1=1•N■liN

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK NII-CONCAVE.

400■1•Mommew

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Geneva., . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi=Concaves, 5.50 " "
Lentilles 7 50 " "
High Lunettes, . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than 1. gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

OUR NEW GLASS CABINET
el THE REGENT"

Price, Oak, $6.00.
It, wifl hold all the glasses in the marliet, in less space than any other

cnbiort. The glasses stand On Ilas ■,32 eninpartments.

Ordinary Watch Glass Cabinets, Oak or Walnut,
6 drawers, . . . . . . . Price, $ 3.50.

" The Comfort '' Watch Glass Cabinet, Oak or
Walnut or Cherry, 10 Drawers, . . . 12.00.

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

CROSS BEGUELIN,
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, Etc. 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

151

Price. $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

I

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

A GREAT BIG HIT!
The W.-E. Co.'s line of TOAST TABLETS

TRITE EXPRESSIONS OF GOOD WILL

Retail at $1.25

The best selling novelty for prizes, birthday gifts, dens, etc., ever put
on the market.

Nearly all of the jewelers in the East are handling these goods and

know what they are It is for the Southern and Western trade, which we

were unable to call on in the Fall, that this notice is intended.
Get in line and order a sampl dozen. Write for all particulars.

THE WHARFF-EATON CO.,
^ Makers of Some Few Exclusive Things

on Brass."
128 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
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A FEW "1847 ROGERS BROS." PIECES
SOLD BY LEADING JOBBERS. MADE BY

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO. (INTFRNAsTEI jrcAr2LssSOIVER CO) MERIDEN, CONN.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. HAMILTON, CANADA.

zz4A

HE ICRYSTON
Vol. 24 rehrtictry, 1903 No.
Copyright, 1903, by B. THORPE, Publisher. All rights reserved I Altered at the Philadelphia Post-office as second-elass matter .lanuar3 7

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada
(except Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues,
15 cents; special issues, cents. To Foreign Countries
10 Shillings (62.44) per year; single copies,
I Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should be made by a Mice Aloney Order, Bank cheek
or Draft, or an Express Money Order. W1..11 neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Itemittances should be made payable
to Tilt: liEYSTON E.

Change of Address —Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rale, furnished on application.
Na iulvertiseinents but i I f a reputable character will
be inserted.

To tAhedv2:trtisers for adverti,im ,ot, om,1 ii. Ii ii ly
h Of each month 10 luau sit iii die isslit• ii

the following tililli. Notices Or rig. ii ii, ertise-
ments should reach is not later than the 2(1111 ()I' It() prey kals
month.

All communications should be addressed to

CHICAGO OFFICE :
103 STATE ST.

THE KEYSTONE,
19TH & BROWN STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA, RA.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS.
AUSTRALIA—BOSCH, BARTHEL & Co., Ise Pm 619Err, srunEr, N S. W.
GREAT BRITAIN—ANGLO-AMERICAN OPT, CO.. 94 HATTos G49994, LONDON, C.C.

RAPHAEL. WHEWAY & REDFERN, CI CLEREENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E. C.
80TWRIGHT & DREy, 18 SPENCER Si, CLERNENWELL, 1.09005, E. C.

8COTLAND—JOHN CAIRO, 138 MITCHELL STREET, 51.4850w.

Index to Advertisers on page 263
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Enormous Diamond Importations

PROI3ABLY the most remarkable, and
certainly the most suggestive, of our

country's importations during the past year
was the item of diamonds and precious stones,
the importations of which at the port of New
York for 1902 reached the enormous aggre-
gate of $25,412,775.75. This total consid-
erably overshadows the imports for any
previous year, both in quantity and value,
and affords impressive evidence of the accu-

mulating prosperity of this country. The

figures also evidence the increase in the dia-
mond-cutting industry in the United States,
the imports of uncut stones during the year
amounting to $7,393,252.86, which IS also a
record-breaking total. A comparison of the

importations for five years is interesting :

Cut. Uncut. Total.

1898 . $ 8,034,616.51 $4,900,198.94 $12,934,815.45

1899 . 33,414,217.79 5,907,534.76 19,321,752.55
1900 . 9,768,094.87 3,597,520.39 13,365,615.26
1901 . 18,16°,51 1.02 6,702,050.05 24,862,567.07

1902 . 18,019,522.89 7,393,252.86 25,412,775.75

From these statistics we learn that the

total importations for 1902 were almost
exactly double those of 1898, which indicates
an unparalleled record of prosperity building,
for there is no more reliable evidence of accu-
mulated wealth than diamond purchasing.

In connection with the above the report
of the De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd.,

for the last fiscal year is unusually interesting.

Carats 21:40(0  09) 001 f::049u96:425d .

1898   2,603,250

1899  

1900  

1901  

1902   

2,345,466

Value.
‘3,451,214
3,471,060
1,794,222
3,959,383
3,465,050

The above figures, together with the
increased demand, would well explain the
advance in values apart altogether from
monopolistic regulation. Comparing the

total output and the American consumption

we get an impressive idea of the pre-emi-

nence of the United States as a diamond

market.

American Products in Foreign Markets

A NOTABLE feature of the industrial
situation last year was an increasing

demand and greatly-increased inquiry from

foreign countries for the classes of Americnn

manufactures handled by the jewelry and
optical trades. Prejudice cannot long prevail
against proved merit and popular price, and
as American watch, jewelry and optical man-
ufactures are becoming better known, they
are gradually capturing the foreign trade.
For the new-found favor accorded our goods
in distant markets we must thank the more
aggressive campaign for foreign patronage
now being prosecuted by our manufacturers.
Results of their initial efforts have been most
encouraging, and greater vigor in this direc-
tion during the present year is the logical
sequence. Foreign countries will interest
themselves in American goods just to the
extent that we would have them do so.
" Surrender your arms," said the confident
Xerces to' the brave Leonidas. " Come and
take them," answered the Spartan hero.
Neither domestic nor foreign business comes
uninvited. The American manufacturer must
go after it abroad with the same thoroughness
he does at home.

Already the American watch—its merit
and moderate price—is well known in the
markets of the world, and our clocks are
gradually building for themselves a cosmo-
politan reputation. There is no reason why
our jewelry and silverware should not do
likewise, provided we furnish the styles
desired or educate the foreigner up to ours.
All the world concedes our supremacy in the
optical field, and this prestige in itself should
be a potential lever in securing foreign patron-
age for our optical products.

Steel Trust's Experiment in Profit
Sharing

HE name of the United States Steel
Corporation is so pre-eminently typi-

cal of industrial monopoly and represents so
ideally the modern industrial policy of eco-
nomic consolidation that its recently-unfolded
plan of sharing its profits with its employees
has created national interest. The profit-
sharing plan is of the elaborate character
that one would expect from so large a corpo-
ration and reduced to simple terms is as

follows :
The first part of the plan, which is open

to all the employees of the company, but
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particularly to the ordinary wage-earners,
offers them the opportunity to purchase on
extremely easy terms 25,000 shares of pre-
ferred stock at a trifle less than the current
market price, and promises them thereon not
only the regular seven per cent. dividends
whenever earned, but also a further dividend
of five dollars a year for each share so long
as the owner remains in the " continuous"
employment of the corporation. The em-
ployees are divided into five grades accord-
ing to the amount of their earnings, and
those of the fifth grade—getting $800 a year
or less—are permitted to invest 20 per cent.
of their year's earnings in the preferred
stock, while employees of the next higher
grade may invest but 15 per cent., and those
of the very highest grade only 5 per cent.
Furthermore, the employees of the higher
grades cannot purchase any of the preferred
shares until the subscribers of the lower
grades have received their full allotment, if
they care to buy shares. This feature of the
offer calls attention to the fact that only a
minority of the employees can become profit-
sharers under this scheme, as there only 25,-
000 of the " profit-sharing shares " and there
are 168,000 persons in the employment of the
company.

EXPRESSED in simple terms, therefore,
the amount of the offer is this : The

company will help several thousand of its
employees to become shareholders, lending
them, if necessary, at 5 per cent. interest,
the money needed to buy the shares. To
these shareholders, as long as they remain in
the continuous employment of the company,
it will out of its profits distribute a bonus of
$5 a share, or $125,00o in all. This means a
bonus of Po a year to the workman who
gets the two shares for which most of them
are allowed to subscribe, but if it were dis-
tributed among the whole body of the em-
ployees it would amount to less than a dollar
apiece. The other portion of the profit-
sharing offer is decidedly liberal. This is
made only to those holding official positions
or in some way responsible for economical
management. To members of this class the
Company offers a share in the profits rising
from i per cent. when the profits aggregate
$8o,000,000 a year to per cent. when the
profits reach $15o,000,000. Upon the profits
reported by President Schwab last May
($115,000,000), the bonus paid to officials
under this plan would have been 1.6 per
cent., or $1,840,000—or fifteen times the
bonus allotted to workmen becoming share-
holders.

We understand that organized labor has
made efforts to discredit the offer, and that
the super-suspiciousness of capital so sedu-
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lously cultivated by the walking delegate has
interfered somewhat with the success of the
plan. Is this another case of labor standing
in its own light?

Development of the New South

A REVIEW of progress in the South
for the past year compiled by The

Manufacturing Record, of Baltimore, Md.,
is a wonderful story of industrial develop-
ment and wealth-building. Two items are
particularly impressive, viz., investment of
more than $50,000,000 in building new rail-
road mileage, and of more than $20,000,000
in cotton mills. The review of railroad con-
struction during the year shows a total new
mileage in the Southern States, and in Mis-
souri, Indian Territory and Oklahoma, whose
railroad systems are directly connected with
Southern development of 4099.4 miles. It
also shows that at least 5157.8 miles of line
will be constructed in these States and Ter-
ritories during the coming year. The record
of the year in the textile industry is remark-
able. It shows additions in the South of
1,119,284 spindles and 31,867 looms, repre-
senting an investment of $22,385,580.

COMMENTING on Southern develop-
ment generally, the Manufacturing-

Record says : " To fully grasp the progress
of the South we should have to study the
change which has come about by which the
Southern factory is not only beginning to
supply the needs of the South, but is bidding
for foreign trade ; we should have to measure
the influence on the woodworking industry
of the phenomenal success of the furniture
factories of North Carolina, which are cap-
turing the trade of this country as far as the
Pacific coast and the foreign trade out to
South Africa. We should have to note the
rapid development of industries to consume
at home the pig iron for which we have here-
tofore had to find a market elsewhere—the
steel rail mill at Ensley, the steel car works
to be built in Alabama, the success of the
steel wire operations, which has resulted in
the plans for building the $5,000,000 plant
mentioned as to be constructed at Gadsden ;
we should have to measure the power of the
new combination of cotton mills, which will
turn into this section a great amount of new
capital and result in greater activity in the
advancement of textile interests. We should
have to note the progress of the great ship-
building plant at Newport News, with con-
tracts on hand sufficient to employ its 7000
or 8000 men for the next three years ; we
should have to take into account the great
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developments at Southern ports in termi-
nal facilities and the growth of the exports
through Southern ports, now reaching to over
$500,000,000 a year, or about 35 per cent.
of the total exports of the country."

The country at large is proud of this
Southern achievement and promise, and we
congratulate the jewelers more particularly
on the prosperity of the present and the
brilliancy of the outlook.

The National Bankruptcy Law
Amended

BILL amending the national bankruptcy
law has passed the House of Represen-

tatives and been reported to the Senate. It will
be remembered that one of the main objects
of the law, as originally drafted, was to pre-
vent preferences, which had previously been
a fruitful source of dishonesty. A decision
of the Supreme Court on the preference pre-
vention clause made amendment necessary.
The circumstances were these : A Chicago
wholesale house made sales to a customer
amounting to $4403. They received as par-
tial payments within four months of the bank-
ruptcy $1309, leaving a balance due of $094.
The trustee made a dividend of 15 per cent.,
and the Chicago firm got $464, as the trustee
was not aware that it had received partial
payments within four months, the preference
limit under the law. When he learned this
he demanded the return of the $464, and the
Supreme Court decided that the partial pay-
ments constituted a preference, and the whole-
sale house could not share in the final divi-
dend unless they should return the partial
payments.

It will be observed that the preferred
creditor got nearly 30 per cent. of its claim,
while the other creditors got only 15 per
cent. If the preferred creditor had been
permitted to keep the dividend it would have
got 40 per cent. of its claim, and the other
creditors proportionately less. The National
Credit Men's Association held that the
Supreme Court's decision was a great injus-
tice to the wholesale house, and advocated
such a change of law as would permit a
creditor who had received partial payments
to keep them and also share with other credi-
tors in the final division. The change which
the association asked for is in the bill which
has passed the House and been reported to
the Senate.

The bill, if passed into law, will make it
exceedingly difficult for a dishonest debtor
to get a discharge. In its amended form the
law would seem to be a very admirable one,
inasmuch as it will afford a measure of pro-
tection to the creditor and debtor alike.
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Organizing a Jewelers Association

SOME of the experiences in literary and

trades journalism are very much alike.

Recently the editor of the Ladies' Home

Journal requested readers of that periodical

to suggest possible improvements. Many

took the trouble to suggest the addition of

departments which actually had bgen running

in the journal for years, the fact being

evidently unknown to those making the

suggestions. We ourselves have similar

experiences from time to time. We some-

times receive queries from subscribers, which

queries were actually answered in the issue

of THE KEYSTONE of the previous month.

Not infrequently readers suggest the addition

of certain features or the publication of arti-

cles on certain subjects, which features or

articles have already formed part of the con-

tents. Such superficial reading is intelligible

in the case of a purely literary journal, but

the practical matter in THE KEYSTONE pages

merits much more than a casual glance.

Every page has the kind of reading which

Bacon says should not only be tasted, but

swallowed and digested, and we are happy in

the knowledge that the vast body of our

readers find it to their advantage to so assimi-

late it.

WE were led into this train of thought

by a letter before us. We have de-

voted much space in the past year to the

matter of organization ; we have repeatedly

pointed out its advantages and even necessity;

we told how to organize, even to the actual

modus operandi, yet from time to time we

receive such a letter as the following :

HARRISBURG, PA., January 19, 1903.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I certainly think the 
time is

here when jewelers should organize into bo
th local

and State associations. Can you give me a
ny ideas

or the addresses of secretaries of any simi
lar asso-

ciations? I will appreciate any idea you can give

me. It seems to me that the official organ (TH
E

KEYSTONE) should take up a matter like o
rganiza-

tion among jewelers. I myself will endeavor to

work up such societies, either locally or 
State.

Let me have your ideas in full and met
hod you

would proceed under.
Yours truly,

P. G. DIENER.

THE KEYSTONE will do what it can to

assist in this matter, and experience has

forced on us a preference for local organiza-

tion. As the circumstances are different in

different cities and towns, the local society is

more effective in fixing repair charges, attack-

ing fake auctions and such local abuses. The

State or national organization is strong only

as the component local societies are. This

is well evidenced in the optical field. To

our correspondent and others interested we

would say that the way to proceed in form-

ing a local organization is the following :

Get as many and as influential jewelers

as possible to act on a preliminary committee,

then let the chairman of the committee issue

invitations to all you wish present at your

preliminary meeting. The meeting gathered,

let the chairman of the committee call it to

order and state the reason of the meeting,

saying why it was called and the need of an

organization.

FTER the chairman has spoken let him

dispense with parliamentary law tem-

porarily and call on some of those present

to state their views ; then, when they are

through, elect a president and secretary pro

tern. and committee on resolutions to draft

a constitution and by-laws. In order to

make our instructions complete we print on

page 160 the constitution and by-laws of

the Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri,

a most active and excellent organization,

which has for many years been a power for

good.
The committee on resolutions having

met and drawn the constitution and by-laws,

let them ask the secretary to call the jewelers

together. Then elect president, vice-presi-

dent, secretary and treasurer, also executive

committee, and have those who wish to be-

come members sign a paper. After this has

been signed only those should be allowed to

vote on the constitution and by-laws whose

names are thereon.

The chairman of the committee should

report what it has done and give its docu-

ments to the president, who should direct

chairman of the committee to read each

article singly, so as to criticise and alter or

amend, and when all have been corrected let

someone move the adoption as a whole.

Now you are ready to do business and dis-

cuss matters of interest to the trade.

THE latest organization of jewelers is the

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association,

which dates its existence as a permanent organ-

ization from January 14, 1903. About sixty

Michigan jewelers attended the last meeting

in Detroit, and the resolutions adopted on

that occasion are instructive to all jewelers

contemplating the formation of similar socie-

ties. They are as follows :

WHEREAS, The Michigan Retail Jewelers'

Association is an organization intended to include

in its membership all legitimate retail dealers in

watches, clocks, jewelry and kindred lines in the

State of Michigan who conduct their business in a

manner not prejudicial to the general welfare of the

retail jewelry trade ; and,
WHEREAS, The trade has long recognized the

necessity of co-operative work in protection against

trade abuses, it is the purpose of the Michigan

Retail Jewelers' Association to furnish such pro-

tection, as far as is possible, and to be the means

through which all may work together to bring

about conditions more favorable to retail jewelers.

As such protection as is necessary and the objects

sought to be obtained can only be had through the

medium of a large and interested membership,

we earnestly invite all jewelers who are not mem-

bers to join their influence to those already inter-
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ested in the work by becoming members of this
association. Therefore, be it

Resolved, That whereas sonic manufacturers

of and wholesale dealers in watches, clocks,

jewelry and kindred lines persist in selling their

goods through channels other than that of the re-

tail jewelry trade to our injury and detriment ; and,

whereas, since there is no protection to the retail

jewelry trade against this wrong, that it is abso-

lutely necessary to perfect such a system by united

action which will remove these evils from which

we have suffered for years ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the members of this associa-

tion confine the purchase of watches, clocks,

jewelry and kindred articles, as far as practical, to

the lines of manufacturers and wholesale dealers

who sell goods only to firms that are regularly

engaged in the retail jewelry business as defined

in these resolutions.
Resolved, That it is the sense of this associa-

tion that the interpretation of the term " retail

jeweler," as set forth in the above resolution, be

construed to mean any person having an estab-

lished place of business and who is an experienced
watchmaker or jeweler, or regularly employs one,

and who deals in watches, clocks, jewelry and

kindred lines.
Resolved, That members will not purchase

any manufacturer's make of goods (except under

the most urgent necessity) who sells his line to de-

partment stores or catalogue houses selling direct

to the consumer, or wholesale dealers whose busi-

ness is done almost entirely with department, dry-

goods and gents' furnishing stores, even when the

wholesale dealer offering such goods to the retail

jeweler is entirely in sympathy with the objects of

this association.
Resolved, That any manufacturer or whole-

sale dealer in watches, clocks, jewelry and kindred

lines furnishing net prices or discounts from list

prices contrary to the foregoing resolutions, either

by themselves, employees or agents, shall be con-

sidered as disapproving the above resolutions and
disloyal to the interests of the retail jewelry trade.

Resolved, That every member of this associa-

tion is constituted a committee of one and is ex-

pected to report to the secretary any violation of

these resolutions.
Resolved, That this association shall, as far as

it lies in its power, keep a record of goods sold

and by whom sold through illegitimate channels,

and of all other violations of these resolutions.
Resolved, That these measures are just and

necessary for our welfare, and it is expected that
their rigid enforcement will be observed.

Resolved, That there is great need of a suit-
able stamping act and that this association shall

use its best efforts as soon as the time shall be con-
sidered opportune to have such an act placed upon
the statute books of the State of Michigan.

Resolved, That laws regulating legitimate
auctions and effecting the suppression of fake
auctions, forbidding the swindling of the public by
means of cheap or " fake " jewelry, or injuring

the health and comfort of people by the selling of
optical goods by persons having no knowledge of
properly fitting spectacles, eyeglasses, etc., should

be enacted.
Resolved, That all meetings of the association

should be closed meetings, and that the published
reports of the proceedings of the same shall be
under the supervision of the secretary. And be

it further
Resolved, That the executive committee be

and is hereby instructed to have prepared a list of
manufacturers and jobbers who are and who are
not in sympathy with the efforts of this association,

and that the same be sent to our list of members,

who will be expected to be guided thereby in the
matter of purchases thereafter.

We would suggest to the organizations

that they add an educational feature to their

programme, something after the manner of

the opticians. Lectures, addresses and dis-

cussions on the best means of doing business,

advertising, window-dressing, etc., would do

much good for be trade. Proper business

doing and up-to-date methods are an effec-

tive remedy for trade grievances, real or

imaginary.
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CHARACTER
AND

HONESTY
BRING

THEIR OWN
REWARD 

I-7 bruur.y 14, 1809

The above truism is as applicable to business concerns asto men. Character, honesty and achievement are as im-portant factors in our business as they were in the lives of thegreat men whom our country delights to honor this month.We, like they, have the reward of appreciation from thosewhom we have faithfully served.
The work of preparation for another great year is nowover and our business moves forward at a steady and increas-ing pace. Quality—ever our chief distinction—is morepredominant than ever before. Never have we been sosingularly favored in the matter of new and exclusive stocksof WATCHES and DIAMONDS. Through our logi-cal business system, the vastness of our stock and longexperience we can supply these goods at attractive prices.We are now ready to replenish your stocks with theall-around satisfaction for which our house is noted.

Headquarters for
Waltham, Elgin,
New England and
United States
Watches. iiitervYok,K.

Diamonds,
Mounted and
Unmounted, in
Medium and
High Grades.
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JEWELERS
ADVERTISING

IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Window Displays

Your window display is the best of all
the forms of " out-door " publicity that
you can give to the store. The poster on
the bill .board and the card in the street-car
must operate through the mind of the reader ;
the window-display speaks directly to his eye;
and no argument is so fetching as an object-
lesson. Moreover, all other mediums of
your advertising to the man out-doors are at
some distance from the store, and every min-
ute between the reading of it and the reader's
visit to your store subtracts something from
the vitality of the impulse to buy the thing
advertised ; but the object-lesson in the win-
dow brings the observer right to the threshold
of your door, and you can " catch him while
the fit is on."

The window is the right hand of the
store's welcome, bidding the observer " For
further particulars inquire within." The
printed advertisement talks about the attrac-
tions in your stock ; the window shows these
attractions. Not all people can read ; many do
not read ; many who read cannot understand
just what you are trying to tell in print ;
some who can understand cannot be stirred.
But the object lesson in the window is so
plain that " he who runs may read ;" is so
plausible that it requires no argument ; is so
practical that no imagination whatever is
needed to interpret it. " Seeing is believ-
ing." And it is just a step to the man who
has the goods for sale.

The purpose of your window display
therefore is, first, to catch the eye of the
passer-by and to impress the eye pleasantly ;
second, to so stimulate a purchasing desire—
either by reason of the beauty of the goods,
or by reminding of a need, or by virtue of
the bargain price—that the observer will
take the final step over the threshold and
enter the store. It is an index of the store ;
or rather, of the character of the store ; for
while it cannot show all, or many, of the
items which the store contains, it hints at the
beauty of the store's goods and suggests the
fine taste in the storekeeper. It is therefore
the one invaluable medium of advertising to
the out-door public.

How shall the jeweler make the most of
his advertising opportunities through window
displays?

We cannot undertake, in this space, to
'give , sfiecific directions or tell how to go
about making a particular display ; instead,

THE KEYSTONE will present descriptions of
windows throughout the year, showing illus-
trations of windows as actually dressed and
suggesting ideas for particular seasons or
events. Herein we can only outline general
ideas in window display, and tell what things
are necessary to observe to get the best re-
sults from this advertising medium.

The Construction of the Window

Let us start right, and give thought to
to the window itself, " naked and unadorned."
A frequent mistake is in building the floor of
the window too high or too low. Artists at
exhibitions always endeavor to get their
paintings " hung on the line "—not above or
below it ; for off • of the " line " the angle of
view tires the looker and destroys some of
the artistic " values " in the picture. So
with goods in a window : the plane of view
must be that which gives the greatest ease to
the eye in looking, if the results of looking
are to be most favorable.

The glass should be the best plate that
you can get. However you may economize
in other directions of store-fitting, do not
stint here. A clean shave makes even a
homely face passable ; a sheet of fine plate
glass will offset shortcomings in your interior
woodwork. And it will sell goods, by making
your display more attractive.

The back of the window should be a
mirror two-and-a-half feet high and extend-
ing the whole width of the window. This
should be backed with wood, and lift with
sashweights so as to make the goods in the
window as easily got at as if in a show case.
Above the mirror, nothing ; for you want the
world outside to see all the inside of the store
except those lower five feet from the floor.
Never hang a curtain from the top of the
back of the window ; you shut out too much
of your additional (interior) display. The
mirror doubles the space and stock in the
window, as seen from the street ; screens the
lower five feet of the store ; protects the
goods in the window from theft by visitors.

If the construction of the frame of the
window makes it physically impossible to put
an up-and-down-sliding mirror in the back,
substitute a two-and-a-half feet high curtain,
split midway, and hanging from rings that
slide on a pole. This curtain should be of
heavy material, say, velvet ; should have no
figure in it ; should be black, or dark green,
or dark blue, or some such solid color.
Never use a lace curtain for this back. The
figure in the lace detracts something from the
force of the goods in front of it ; and there
is not enough solid form and color in it for a
background.

Think Out Your Display

We will assume that your window is
empty and waiting for its decoration, and that
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you have ample stock of goods from which
to select the fitting things to be displayed.
But are you quite ready yourself?

You are not ready if you have not care-
fully worked out your scheme in your own
mind before approaching the window. Hap-
hazard never produced an effective display.
Of course your pre-arranged plan must be
modified as to details, here and there, when
you come to actual placing of the goods in the
window ; for the eye must correct some of the
mind's conceptions. But the general plan
must be thought out in advance, and in work-
ing out the plan you must be willing to dis-
turb your arrangement again and again.
You must be willing to take no end of
trouble ; the advertising results of a fine dis-
play will repay all your patient planning and
placing.

Do Not Show Very Much at One Time

This is the most frequent mistake of the
inexperienced or inefficient window-dresser.
The jeweler finds so many beautiful goods in
his stock, in so many different lines, that it
is very hard to resist the temptation to crowd
a great number into the display. Exactly
the same rule holds good with the window-
advertisement as with the newspaper adver-
tisement : the mention (or showing) of many
things detracts from the striking force of any
one thing that is brought before the mind (or
the eye). There are times when the rule
may be profitably broken, in both instances
(we shall hereafter state some such instances,
in the case of newspaper advertising). If
you adhere to the wise practice of showing
only a few goods, or only a few lines of goods,
in your window at a time, then once a month
(but only for a day or two) crowd the win-
dow full. The purpose in doing so is
double : it prevents an inflexibility of habit
on your part, and it has advertising value as
an innovation on your usual practice. Again,
on any occasion which brings great crowds
of infrequent visitors to your town—as, for
instance, a circus or a country fair—it is well
to put as much of your store into the window
as possible ; the medium and cheaper class
of goods, all plainly marked. Similarly, it
is well to " crowd " the window several days
during the Christmas season, and at any
other short season of general and quiet buying.

But these exceptions do not affect the
general rule. Concentrate attention on a few
things, instead of diffusing it over many ;
and change the display to another few things
in a few days ; so that each few things, in
turn, will have the benefit of concentrated at-
tention for a few days, rather than be lost in a
motley gathering. Above all, specialize your
display ; that is, do not show many different
lines of goods at one time (except on the
occasions when you " crowd " the window),

(Continued on page 159)



Western Headquarters for all the
Standard Makes of American Watches,
Cases and Movements—all grades and
sizes 4 AR .0 02

The strength of the watch situation is well
evidenced in the sustained after-holiday
trade. Our enormous January sales tell
a gratifying story of holiday prosperity,
expanded resources and strengthened con-
fidence on the part of the retailers. Never,
indeed, was the jewelry trade in a healthier
condition than on December 31, 1902,
and never did they enter on a New Year
under more hopeful circumstances. Last
month they showed by an avalanche of
orders their appreciation of our prepared-
ness, and we trust that our promptness,
so closely following the holiday trade, has
again justified their faith in us. The char-
acter of our patronage demands the best
service that system can devise. More
than ever can you rely on us in 1903.

M. A. MEAD & CO., Watch
CHICAGO Jobbers

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

Jewelers' Advertising in Theory
and Practice

(Continued from page 137)

but hold to the idea of impressing one line

at a time on the public attention. Then you
may " crowd " the window more frequently,

if you have enough goods to show in any

one line, For instance, if you decide to

make a watch display you cannot easily show

too many watches—the display will gain force
by overwhelming number of items. And
with the watches you can display chains and
charms, as completing the watch outfit. If

you show diamond jewelry, stop with a
showing of diamond-set (or other gem-set)
jewelry ; if silverware is decided on, stick to
silverware.

Observe a Consistency in thc Relations of Articles
Displayed

You must avoid such incongruities as
placing diamond brooches and plated napkin
rings side by side in the window, or showing

a cut-glass punch-bowl as neighbor to a cheap
walnut mantel clock. You should always
keep in mind the fitness of things in select-
ing the articles to be shown in juxtaposition.

Avail Yourself of Special Occasions for Appropriato
Special Displays

For instance, January presents the oppor-

tunity for a house-cleaning sale ; show a broom

as " sweeping out " a miscellaneous collec-

tion of left-over Christmas goods, " slow "

things a year old, etc. ; all conspicuously

" marked down." February has St. Valen-

tine's Day as the occasion for a display of
givable things—small silver novelties

and such like. April has Easter ; in May
and July, patriotism can be given demonstra-
tion on Decoration Day and July Fourth ;

and, of course, Christmas in December. But

there are numerous other occasions that can
he availed of ; a " Midsummer " window, a

" I larvest " window, an "Anniversary " win-
dow ; and local events will often inspire ideas

—a flower-show, a foot-ball match, etc.

Oo Outside the Goods in Your Stock, Occasionally, for
Eye. Winners

If you can borrow a fine painting, or a
unique curiosity, or some home-made thing
that will attract local interest, do not hesitate
to put such an exhibit in your window now
and then. At the same time, do not do it
too often ; remember that you have things
for sale and are not " running " a museum.

Change Your Display Often

Only by so doing can you sustain a con-
tinuous attention to your window. You
change (or shourd change) your newspaper
advertisement in each issue—why not change
your window-advertisement often, too ? Of
course it is a trouble to do it ; but you can

only succeed in business by taking trouble.
An elaborate display might stand a week,
because the news of it will go from mouth to
mouth, and all cannot see it in a day ; but
the average showing should not stand longer
than three days and (if the city is large, and
many people pass your door) a daily change
will prove more profitable. Finally,

Keep the Window Clean

" Elbow-grease " is never so well used
as when it is employed in polishing the plate
glass which stands between the observer's
eyes and the goods which you exhibit. It
helps him to enjoy the display, and so helps
you to his patronage.

[TI) II coNTINUElq

Merchant and Traveling Man

As announced elsewhere on our pages the
great army of traveling men are again

in the different sections assigned them by
their employers, and THE KEYSTONE be-
speaks for them a pleasant greeting and
courteous consideration at the hands of the
trade. Of course, we do not mean, nor do
the travelers demand, that the jeweler should
sacrifice overmuch of his time in useless
colloquy or unbusiness-like badinage, but at
least a pleasant greeting is due him, and if
the jeweler has no time or reason for further
conversation a word of explanation is all that
is necessary. It is as true of the jewelry
travelers, as a rule, as it is of jewelers them-
selves that they are gentlemen who appreciate
good treatment and are sensitive to dis-
paragement. The merchant should always
remember that the traveler's time is valuable,
not merely to himself but to his employer,
and should not detain him unnecessarily. If
the jeweler makes an appointment with the
traveler he should be scrupulously prompt in
keeping it, for the railroad timetable is an
important consideration with the man on the
road. In a reeent conversation on this

matter a traveler who is noted for his diplo-
macy said :

I have had experience with one jeweler that is
noted for his discourtesy to the traveling man ; so
much so has he carried this out that very few of
the fraternity will call on him. Many a man who
paid his first visit to him came away disgusted with
his job. I had heard of this gentleman sometime
before I paid him a visit, and with a firm resolve I
determined to stand his bluff and sell him goods,
which I did and have done since. His insolence
was enough to cause many a man to turn on his
heels and leave, or cause him to say things that
his mother never taught him to say, but as he saw
I was as good as the emergency called for, he
tumbled to himself and bought a bill of goods and
has been on the best of terms with me since.

There is a lesson in this both for mer-

chant and traveling man. We trust there
are few jewelers like this one, and that there

are many traveling men, like our informant,
equal to all emergencies.

Openings and Souvenirs

QUITE a number of jewelers have adopted
the " opening" as an established part

of their business routine. Some content
themselves with one opening a year, while
others hold two, one to usher in the spring
trade and one at the beginning of the holiday

Two openings a year constitute the
limit, however. It is easy to overdo the
"grand opening" attraction, and then it
ceases to attract. There are two periods in
the year when stocks are supposed to be
unusually comprehensive and new—around
Easter and at the advent of the holiday
season—and then there is legitimate reason
for an elaborate opening. The accompani-
ments of such openings, as now-a-days con-
ducted, comprise a rich and plentiful stock
attractively displayed, a beautifully decorated
store, a unique and suggestive window,
flowers and potted plants aplenty, and in
later years an orchestra. A necessary pre-
cursor of all this is, of course, good forceful
advertising and possibly the offering of a
free souvenir as an additional attraction.
The opening is a good trade-bringing scheme
if properly conducted, as many KEYSTONE
readers will testify, but we have known of
many instances when openings have been
expensive failures. Unless the jeweler has
faith in himself, unshakable belief in the
power of advertising, and is a master of live,
modern business methods, we would not
advise him to undertake an opening. If he
possesses these qualities be will find the
opening an excellent opportunity to put his
ability to practical use.

" What would you recommend for a
suitable souvenir for an opening?" we are
often asked. A great variety of inexpensive
souvenirs are available. In deciding on this

it must be remembered that as the women
are the chief buyers, it is best to give away
something of interest to them. Besides,
women, even more than men, are attracted
by something for nothing. Often the souvenir

is no more than a pretty little bouquet of

fresh flowers, but something of more perma-

nent usefulness is, of course, better appre-

ciated.

A small-size pin tray in china or metal

would serve the purpose. A measuring cup

is also a useful and cheap souvenir which

w.ould be appreciated by housekeepers.

Japanese teacups and saucers, little pictures,

nail files, glove and shoe buttoners, small

fans, all such little knick-knacks can be used

to good purpose. Of course, if the souvenir

has on it or in it an advertisement of the
house, so much the better. Before investing
in such, however, the merchant should be
fairly sure beforehand that the event would
be a success.
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A Model Constitution and
By-Laws

As stated in our editorial on organiza-
tion on page 155 of this issue, we here print
in full the constitution and by-laws of the
Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri.
This organization has been in existence
many years, and will hold its annual banquet
during the present month.. It has resulted
in much good to the members, especially
those in the city of St. Louis, the friendly
feeling existing among the jewelers in that
city, wholesalers as well as retailers, con-
trasting very favorably with the mutual dis-
trust prevailing in some other places. The
constitution and by-laws of the association
are as follows :

CONSTITUTION.

Aa-rici.x I.
This association shall be styled and known as

the Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri.

ARTICLE II.
The objects for which this association has been

established are for the purpose of affording retail
jewelers the opportunity of entering into advan-
tageous and friendly intercourse with each other;
uniting for the mutual protection of the craft against
the many trade abuses that exist ; to quicken the
interest and enlarge the views of the jeweler, to
the end that he will aid and encourage those who
are honest in trade protection ; to keep watchful
eyes on the illegal enterprises that are conducted
to the detriment of legitimate trade, and to take
firm stand against them ; to carefully scrutinize the
qualities and make of goods offered by manufac-
turers to retailers, and, by assays and other means,
to commend honest makers and condemn dishonest
ones ; to take part in any public movement of
business men for the purpose of elevating the craft
and materially assisting the general prosperity of
the country.

ARTICLE III.
SECTION I. Board of Directors. The asso-

ciation shall be governed by a board of directors
composed of the officers •and eight members, all
elected annually.

SEC. 2. Officers. The officers shall consist of
a president, vice-president, treasurer, financial
secretary and recording secretary.

SEC. 3. Headquarters. The headquarters of
the association shall be in the resident city of the
president.

ARTICI.E IV.
Section I. Annual Meeting. The annual

meeting shall be held the second week of February
for the purpose of electing officers and board of
directors ; and such other business as may be
brought before it.

SEC. 2. Voting. A majority of all the votes
cast by members present or represented by proxyshall elect, and decide all questions put to vote,both at the annual and all other meetings.

ARTICLE V.
,Membership. Retail jewelers only, in good

standing as such, are eligible for membership ; it is
provided that they must keep a retail jewelry store,
and make the same their principal business.

ARTICLE VI.
Honorary Members. Any member of this

association retiring from active jewelry business
must withdraw, or have name placed on the
honorary list ; on again resuming business as
retailers, they, on application, shall be placed on
the roll of active members without payment of
entrance fee.

THE KEYSTONE

ARTICLE VII.
Fees and Dues. Membership fee shall be notless than two dollars, and annual dues not less thanthree dollars. Honorary members shall pay anannual due of one dollar. No person can beplaced on the honorary list except retired members.

ARTICLE VIII.
Standing Committees. The following standing

committees shall be appointed at the first meeting
of the board, after the annual meeting, by the
president, to serve one year and present written
reports at the stated annual meeting : " Assaying,"three members ; " Grievances," five members;
" Finance," three members ; " Membership,"'three
members ; " Employment," three members and
" Entertainment," five members.

BY-LAWS.
A wri cue. I.

MEETINGS.
SECTION I. Board Meetings. The board of

directors shall hold regular monthly meetings, on
the first Wednesday of each month, to transact all
business of the association which a majority of theboard members present shall decide to be within
the jurisdiction of the board directors.

SEC. 2. Association Meetings. Regular meet-
ings of the association shall be held quarterly, onthe first Wednesday of February, May, August and
November, to receive the quarterly report of the
board of directors, and transact such businesswhich may be brought before it, not under the
jurisdiction of the board of directors.

SEC. 3. Sfiecial Meetings. Special meetings
of the board of directors or the association may be
called by the president at the written request of
five members.

SEC. 4. Quorum. Seven members shall
constitute a quorum at any meeting.

ARTICLE II.
SECTION I. Application for Membership. Ap-

plication for membership must be made in writing,
being a pledge to abide by the constitution and
by-laws of the association and the prompt payment
of dues ; the membership fee of $2.00 must accom-
pany the application.

SEC. 2. The application must be referred to
the committee on membership, and with their
report be placed before the next meeting of the
board of directors to be balloted on.

SEC. 3. Should the applicant be rejected the
membership fee shall be returned.

ARTICLE III.

DUES.
SECTION I. Dues shall be $3.00 annually,payable quarterly in advance.
SEC. 2. Arrears. Any member in arrears fordues for six months, shall be notified as not in

good standing. If in arrears for one year, he shall
be notified to that effect, and if not paid in thirty
days be suspended from the association.

SEC. 3. Any suspended member may be rein-
stated by two-thirds vote of the board of directors,providing he has paid all dues owing to theassociation.

ARTICLE IV.
DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS.

SECTION I. President. The president shall
preside at all meetings of the association and boardof directors, sign all orders and documents, appointall committees, cast the deciding vote on all ques-
tions, perform such duties as the association may
direct, and present a written report 'at the annualmeetings.

SEC. 2. Vice-President. In the absence ofthe president, the vice-president shall perform theduties of his office.
SEC. 3. Secretary. The secretary shall keep

a correct record of all proceedings, association andboard meetings, draw all warrants on the treasurerwhen ordered by the board, send out all notices ofmeetings, notify all committees of their appoint-ment, conduct all the correspondence, and aftereach quarterly meeting mail to every member in
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good standing a synopsis of the proceedings at themeeting, and perform all other duties pertainingto his office. For his services he shall receive$20.00 per annum, payable annually.
SEC. 4. Financial Secretary. The financialsecretary shall collect all moneys due the associa-tion and keep a correct account thereof, pay allco'lections to the treasurer at each monthly boardmeeting, audit all warrants and report at eachmeeting the financial standing of the associationand all delinquents. For his services he shall beallowed ten per cent. of all dues and fines collectedby him.
SEC. 5. Treasurer. The treasurer shall receiveat every monthly board meeting all moneys collectedby the financial secretary and give his receipttherefor ; shall pay only those bills for which war-rants have been drawn, duly signed by the presidentand secretary, and audited by the financial secre-tary. For his services he shall receive $5.00 perannum.
SEC. 5. At the expiration of their term ofoffice, all officers shall turn all books, papers,funds and other property belonging to the asso-ciation to their respective successors.

ARTICLE V.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES.

SECTION 1. The grievance committee shallreceive all complaints forwarded to the associationby members or other State associations, make afull complete investigation of the same, reportingresults to the board of directors, with a recom-mendation as to what course to pursue to alleviatethem.
SEC. 2. Financial committee shall have generalcharge of all financial affairs of the association;examine all bills presented for payment ; make allpurchases and examine the accounts of the financialsecretary and treasurer each July and January.
SEC. 3. Assay committee shall, at the instruc-tion of the board, have different articles of mer-chandise used by the jewelry trade assayed byUnited States Assay Office and report to the boardof directors ; information of this character to besent only to members of the association in goodstanding.
SEC. 4. Committee on membership shall passon all applications for membership and report tothe board of directors. They shall from time totime send literature pertaining to the association toall eligible retail jewelers in Missouri and sur-rounding States where no State association exists,and thereby solicit applications for membership.
SEC. 5. Employment committee shall makearrangements whereby a list of employees solicitingsituations is kept, also of employers having vacantsituations to fill. They shall devise some means toenforce collections of delinquent customers, ormake suitable arrangements with a responsiblecollecting agency to collect for the members of thisassociation.
SEC. 6. Entertainment committee shall takecharge of all entertainments, make all arrangements,collect all moneys, and pay all bills pertainingthereto, pay over any profit derived therefrom tothe financial secretary and make a full report to theboard at their next regular meeting.
SEC. 7. Committees. All committee reportspresented to the association, or board of directors,shall be in writing.

ALTERATIONS.
These by-laws may be alterated or amended atany regular quarterly meeting of the associationby a two-third vote of all members present in goodstanding, provided, that the board of directors re-commend such change, and each member shallreceive at least one month's notice thereof.

ORDER OF BUSINESS.
I. Call to order by the president.
2. Calling roll of officers and directors.
3. Reading of minutes of preceeding meeting.4. Reading of applications and balloting thereon.5. Reading of communications.
6. Reading of bills and ordering drawings ofwarrants.
7. Report of the officers.
8. Report of the committees.
9. Unfinished business.
to. New business.
II. General debate.
12. Adjournment.

Ohio Cut Glass Co.
NEW YORK SALESROOM,

33 Murray Street. Bowling Green, Ohio.

Manufacturers of Popular-Priced

AMERICAN
CUT GLASS

that can be sold at a handsome profit

This is an epicurean age. The luxuries of the 19th
century have become the necessities of the 20th. Among
those necessities is Cut Glass.

FIRST AND FOREMOST among the many lines is
that manufactured by Ohio Cut Glass Co.

There are four very apparent reasons why this is so, and
why you should handle our line in preference to any other:

list -OUR SHAPES ARE ORIGINAL.

2(1-OUR BLANKS ARE OF PUREST COLOR.

3d-OUR FINISH IS BRILLIANT an LASTING.

4th OUR PRICES ARE POPULAR.

These four essential features embodied in

OHIO CUT GLASS
will put you in a position to DEFY COMPETITION in NET
YOU LARGE PROFITS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR No. 7 if you have not yet
received same. Electros Free for Advertising.

Visit Our New York Salesroom,
33 Murray Street.
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In the product of any factory, the workman plays an im-

portant part. If there be slap-dash methods, a " good enough"

policy, the wares show it unmistakably. There is no indi-

viduality, nothing that "sticks out." Nothing to make the wares any different

from the others. The workman has no incentive to honest effort, no reward for

his labor and pains. Individual effort and pride in handicraft are sunk in a

sordid commercialism. The personality of the workman is lost. Ignorance

directs and the automaton produces.
How different in the case of the popular-priced BERGEN CUT GLASS!

Every workman is on his mettle endeavoring to get from each piece its full

possibilities. His labors are directed by practical and intelligent superiors.

Men with brains. And of the workmen they direct over ninety per cent. have

grown up with us, been with us since their apprentice days, are imbued with the

BERGEN standards ; those same standards which to-day give the BERGEN line

an individuality, a personality and a character such as is possessed by no other

line of cut glass in the American market.
Our salesmen are out now with new goods. Whether they get around to

you or not you should have a copy of

OUR CATALOGUE—the one with the red cover—

(if you haven't received one already). It will be cheerfully sent to
 any responsible dealer on request.

It contains fine half-tone reproductions of the goods. It is much better than the regulation

cut glass catalogue, which too often conveys an entirely differe
nt impression of what the goods

really are.
You can readily make sales from this catalogue whenever you don't hap

pen to have particular

pieces in stock.

Electrotypes furnished free for newspaper ads.



What silver plate is

lacking in weight

and durability?

NOT 1835—R.Wallace.

What silver plate

has a confusing

trade-mark?

NOT 1835—R. Wallace.

R. Wallace €1 Son's MA .Co.
Wallingford, Conn.

New York, San Francisco.

Chicago. London.

This stamp on Sterling Silver is the

mark of true value

TRADE

Th
MARK

STERLING

" Look through the world

ne'er met with elsewhere.''

279. Vase—sesame.

RICH CUT GLASS

Our claim for origi-

nality and progres-

siveness in "Clark

Cut Glass " is still

maintained. The

line for 1903 contains

many new and origi-

nal shapes cut in

attractive and artistic

designs ; it merits your

consideration.

T. B. CLARK
ei CO., Inc.

Honesdale, Pa.
281. Vase—Angelus.

We Are Not in the Trust 

Our Motto: Individual Freedom in Business

We aim to manufacture Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware. Beautiful

and modern in design and of superior finish, and we guarantee all goods
 of our manu-

facture to strip as much silver as any Rogers Brand on the market.

No. 173. Puritan Soup Set.

Our personal guarantee with all goods sold. Send for catalogue No. 4, just )ut.

Simeon L. and George II. Rogers Company
13. 0 Box 1205, Hartford, Conn.

Factories : Hartford and Wallingford, Conn.



THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION I
Controlling

THE MT. WASHINGTON
GLASS CO.

Cut atass
Rich in Brilliancy.
Original in Shape.

38 Murray St., New York.

576 Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.
220 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

New Bedford,
Mass.

Vtatc
'Chat %M."

Beautiful  in Design.
Reliable in kuahy,

No. I085 Carnation Vase.

Manning, Bowman & Company, Connecticut
Meriden

Nickel and Silver Plate.
NEW YORK.

CHICA(.10.
SAN FRANCISCO.

Chafing Dishes
(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish
is a perfect article

French Coffee
Percolators

Table Kettles

Hotel Ware

Tea Ware

Baking Dishes, Etc.

View Illustrating the M. & 13. Vapor Lamp burning under a Chafing fish.

REASONS WHY
THE "M. & B." VAPOR LAMP

IS SUPERIOR
TO ANY OTHER

CHAFING DISH LAMP.

It has a much greater heating
power.

It consumes about half the alco-
hol, and is, therefore, the most
economical.

It regulates perfectly.
It is absolutely safe.
It always remains clean, and

never smokes.
It has no visible wick, and there-

fore it will not require renewing.
The "M. & B." Vapor Lamp

converts the alcohol into vapor or
gas, and burns with an intensely
hot, blue flame.

By using this Vapor Lamp you
will soon save in alcohol the cost
of a Chafing Dish.

No. 503. Cut 130, " NONPAREIL" Vase with 2 Handles, 12 inch.
ILLUSTRATION HALF SIZE.

The Straus American Cut Glass
counts among its many strong points ORIGINALITY in designs of shapes as well as cuttings. We have again produced a
number of strikingly original articles, and our complete new assortment is now ready. No buyer of Cut Glass can in justice to
himself afford to place his orders before having seen our line.

All of our Cut Glass is of a HIGH STANDARD. We do not make "cheap" goods, but rather sell a first-class article at
a very low price. The so-called Cut Glass whose only attraction is "cheapness " gives satisfaction to no one. We have
always aimed at making our PRICES as REASONABLE as possible. Our Cut Glass is well known as a good profit
producer for the dealer, and its well-merited reputation will be maintained.

WE ISSUE AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

TRADE

MARK

L. STRAUS & SONS Manufacturers,

42, 44 and 46 Warren Street and 116 Chambers Street,

New York.Factory, 5gth Street and North River, New York.



HENRY FREUND

LEO GOLDSCHMIDT

WE ARE COMING. 

Don't do a thing
until you've seen
us, and then you
won't do a thing
but use our sellers.

Henry Freund 0 Bro.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Elk Goods,

No. 9 Maiden Lane, New York City.

LOUIS FREUND

JESSE L. BROWNE

Crowning Glory Qfhe Diamond
Q'. 17 HE "TWENTIETH CENTURY" cutting has idealized the

Diamond as nature's masterpiece in gems. The discovery of this
cutting brings renewed glory to the modern lapidist, and will neces-
sitate the revision of the story of the Diamond in thousands of books
and encyclopedias. The accepted dictum of centuries that " the
brilliant cutting best brings out the beauties of the Diamond" can
no longer be said. The climax of its brilliancy is attained by the
"TWE'NTIETH CENTURY" Cutting.

We also carry every size, quality and cut in the Diamond line.

DIAMOND
r̀ 4

Zfr

jr„k o
t

E
TRA DE MARK—

Chas. F. Wood 0 Co.
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds,

103 State Street, Chicago. I Maiden Lane, New York.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is n

permanent feature of THE KEywroNE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at tIi
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

The Imperial Lamp and Blow Pipe

The acuc mpany ing illus-
tration shows a new lamp and
blow pipe, which should

prove very useful to jewelers and opticians
for workshop purposes. It is known as
" The Imperial," and is the product of the
Wayne Jewelry Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind.
It is easy to operate and control, and there

is no danger in using it. The pump being
attached to the burner, is covered with
cork, and forms the handle, thus making

it convenient to manipulate. The flame

can be regulated from a fine point to a

brush blaze. It is intensely hot and free from smoke. This lamp is also

said to he more economical than any other, and to be especially valuable for

brazing and hard soldering. It is finished in triple nickel plate.

A New Lathe

Among the recent additions to the jeweler's mechanical department is

the new and improved lathe known as "The Kensington," shown in the

accompanying cut. The chief points of superiority of this lathe are

constructive perfection, the makers, Swartchild & Co., of Chicago, claiming

that it is an embodiment of all the latest improvements in this line. The

rest, head and tailstock are fastened to the bed of the lathe in a manner

which adds much to its utility. The makers state that these attachments are

fastened by means of a beveled lug, which will always bring these parts in

perfect alignment. With this improvement the lathe must remain in perfect

line. Another special feature is the sliding tip-over rest, which can be

adjusted to all positions and can be tightened with one motion of the hand.

A Novel Cigarette and Match Holder

In view of the universal interest in automobiles the little novelty here

should prove a good seller. It is a combined cigarette and
match holder in the form
of a miniature automo-

bile. The little machine

is perfect and beautiful,

the body being of wood,

the trimmings of nickeled

metal, and the wheels the
orthodox variety with
rubber tires. The seats
can be raised up, and
underneath them are the
receptacles for the ciga-

rettes and matches. The

lamps are prettily repre-

sented by colored stones

in lamp setting. The

novelty is being fur-

nished to the trade by Van Vliet Lutz Co., New York, and is meeting with

illustrated

much favor.
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An Improved Opera and Field Glass

This illustration represents Blank's patent opera and field glass, with

ring and handle, in other words a new and ingenious improvement in

Lemaire opera and field glasses. I lammel, Riglander & Co., 35 Maiden

Lane, New York, who stionly this glass to the trade, claim for it many

superior features. The focusing-ring adjustment has the advantage of being

a safeguard against dropping the glass when resting, and of permitting the

free use of the fingers of both hands in handling a programme or other

article, and acts as a holder when the glass is not in use. The focusing ring

may be unscrewed by three turns and the handle screwed on without any

inconvenience. These glasses are made in all the various styles of opera

and field glasses.

A New Vapor Lamp

A serviceable novelty of interest to the trade and public is the new

vapor lamp known as the " & B." It is intended for chafing-dish

purposes. Manning, Bowman & Company, Meriden, Conn:, who make this

lamp, state that it is superior to any other ill that it has a much greater

heating power, and is economical for the reason that it consumes about half

the usual quantity of alcohol, and has no visible wick. Other commendable

features of this lamp are that it regulates perfectly and is absolutely safe.

It never smokes, remains clean, converts the alcohol into vapor or gas and

burns with a hot, blue flame.

A Mechanical Cashier

There has recently arrived in London—of course, from America—a
machine which does everything except think. It is a banker, cash register,
money changer, bookkeeper and auditor. It adds up figures with light-
ning rapidity and absolute accuracy, and it cannot by any possibility be
swindled. It requires very little attention ; the only qualification for its
attendant is the ability to read figures.

The machine is fed in the morning with sufficient cash to provide it
with change for the day—say, £'20 (that is the bank). It receives, say, a ‘5
note from a customer who has bought goods worth 3s. zth d. It pockets the
money and registers the purchase (cash register). Simultaneously it picks
out the change—L4 ths. 173(d.—and places the coins all in a row—four
sovereigns, one-half sovereign, two two-shilling pieces, two single shillings, a
sixpence, a penny and a farthing (money changer).

While getting this change, which it does before the custcmer can count
two, it at the same time makes a printed record of the transaction (book-
keeper), and gives the customer a receipt. While it was providing the
change it was also simultaneously adding the 35. 44d. to its bank, ex-
hibiting its total as .,(2u 35. 04d.—in other w ords, auditing its accounts
and striking its balance. If only change is required all that the operator
has to do is to touch one key and in return for the 1:5 or ‘l the machine
at one moment provides a variety of small change.

The mechanical cashier can never go wrong, and it would baffle the
ingenuity of any operator to cheat it. It will be seen that this wonderful
invention just carries the operations of other cash registers one step further.
It closes the one door which they leave open. It prevents the person in
charge from touching any cash at all, and he will be promptly faced with
a mistake if he touches the wrong key, or convicted of theft if he inserts
false money—and this in presence of a witness.

When the attendant receives Li, say for a purchase, he presses down a
lever to receive the money. The wheel immediately goes up one notch,
and the money is secured in the bank in the Li receptacle. This movement
unlocks the keyboard and the attendant presses down the figures, say, 3s.
6d., the amount of the purchase, gives one turn to the crank, and imme-
diately the correct change is delivered by the machine and the amount of
purchase addyd to the t,Ital, as above described.

The one machiii, in London is in the meantime giving an exhibition
Mall.of its capacities in .t I ■ark 11o01 of 72 Ne W 11011d Street. —London 
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RAILROAD WA77,11ES
These movements
are standard R. R.
grades made ex-
pressly for tills
trade and to mect
every requirement
of the inspectors.

Prices and .Aarticulars
on request.

Waltham..
18 Size, 0. F., Lever Set.

Vanguard  23 Jewels.

Vanguard  21 "

Crescent Street 21

A. T. & Co. Premier 17 41

16 Size, 0. F., Lever Set.

Vanguard  

Riverside  

23 Jewels.

17 "

18 Size, 0. F. Lever Set.

Veritas No. 214 .
Veritas No. 239 .
Father Time . •

Raymond No. 240

Raymond . . .

23 Jewels.
21 "

21 "

19 II

7 11

Hamilton..
18 Size, 0. F., Lever Set.

Number 942 .

Number 940 .
• 21 Jewels.
•

Hayden frrideeler & Go.
Telephone, 8 Cortland'. 2 Maiden Lane, New rork.

FINE GLASSWARE

for

Monograms,

Arms,

Crests,

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

and

Other

Devices

VOO119011& CONSTIIITIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

01.1 E R

°°4 S T AttiV
TRADE-MAHK.

C. Dorflinger & Sons
36 Murray Street

NEW YORK

THE LEADER in
Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

New York Letter

Significant Growth

In a lengthy editorial the .S'un

recently set forth the pheno

of New York 

-

menal civic and industrial

growth of this city during the

past year. Among the facts adduced was the
 re-

markable increase in the number of passengers

carried by the railway companies. The report of

the Manhattan Railway Company for the year e
nd-

ing September 30, 1902, shows an increase in tr
avel

of 29,000,000 passengers as compared with 
the

preceding year. The total number of fares collected

exceeded by 2,000,000 the highest previous record

in the history of the company, namely, 
that for

1893, before the competition from the cable 
and

electric surface roads began to cut into its patron-

age. Meantime, the Metropolitan Street Railway's

traffic in the last railroad year exeeeded that of the

one before us by 19,000,000 fares. The amount of

capital annually expended in new office buildings,

lofts, factories and warehouses rose from $8,000,-

000 in tgoo to $20,000,000 in Igor and $3o,000,000

in 1902. It is estimated that the office space created

in the last four years has furnished, room for 40,
000

additional people within the narrow limits of the

financial district. Yet demand for business quar-

ters is still ahead of the supply.

The Central and Trunk Line

Passenger Associations have

Rates acted favorably on the appli-

cation of the Merchants'

Association of New York for reduced rates to 
this

city for the spring buying season. The rates 
from

the territory of the Trunk Line Association whi
ch,

roughly described, extends from the New York-

New England border lines west to Buffalo, N. 
Y.,

Erie and Pittsburg, Pa., and \Vheeling and Hu
nt-

ington, W. Va., south. to the Potomac River and

the line of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, 
will

be operative on March 7th-12th inclusive, and

March 2Ist-24th inclusive, with a return limit o
f

fifteen days from the date of sale of ticket. 
The

fare for the round trip will, as usual, be one and

one-third, the rates being granted under the certifi-

cate plan.

Reduced Railroad

From Central

The reduced rate tickets from

the Central Passenger Asso-

Passenger Territory ciation territory, which com-

prises that part of the country

lying west of Buffalo, Erie, Pittsburg, Wheeling

and Huntington, to the Mississippi River, including

the cities of Chicago and Peoria, Ill.; Keokuk,

Iowa, St. Louis, Mo., and Louisville, Ky., south

to the Ohio River and the line of the Chesapeake

& Ohio Railroad, will be put on sale on February

7th-i Ith inclusive, and February 28th-March 3d

inclusive, the return limit on the ticket being good

for thirty days from the date the certificate is

issued. A one and one-third fare for the ro
und

trip will also apply from this section. 'Toward

the close of this month the association will send

to the merchants throughout the United States,

including its non-resident members, over 150,000

in number, the usual printed announcement of

these rates, the dates, the conditions necessary to

comply with in order to take advantage of them,

and all other necessary information.

A man and a woman, who

gave their names as William

of Thieving Dudley and Virginia Lamp-

son, were locked up January

2c1 on a charge of grand larceny. The couple were

alleged to have worked together robbing stores

during the holiday season. Their method was

novel and ingenious. It is said that one stole the

goods while the other stood a little way off, and if

any one was watching sent a warning by using a

small piece of tin concealed in the palm of the hand

as a telegraph sounder.

The annual dinner of the New

Stationers Dine York Stationers' Board of Trade

was held in Delmonico's last

month. There were some loo members and guests

present, all of whom were delighted with the

function. A choice menu was provided and the

addresses were numerous and of an interesting

character. President Bainbridge delivered a lengthy

report in which he reviewed the progress made by

the organization. Felicitations were received from

the Chicago Stationers' Association and from a

similar body in London, England.'

The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' Security of the executive committee of

Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alli-

ance was held on Friday,

January 9th, the following members being present .

Chairman Butts, President Sloan, Vice-President

Wood, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and

Messrs. Alford, Brown and Champenois, of the

committee. The following were admitted to

membership :

Ingenious Method

Atbenbach, Wens
Falls, N. Y.

II. W. A ntentann, Albany,
N. Y.

E. F. Ashbrook. Jamesport,
Mo.

E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio.
Geo. IV. Hoff hand., N. Y.
Lewis .1. Schnul, Augtimta,

list.
Taylor & Stroebel, Waterloo,

Iowa.
Thomas Wittigsehlager, Nia-

gara Y.
E. II. Thompson, Buffalo,

N. Y.
'Airs. G. A. Bibby, Wilkins-

burg, Pa.
,T. K. Fisher & Co., Braddock,

Pa.
N. R. Hancock, Binghamton,

N. Y.
M. E. Lackner, Paragould,

Ark.
C. T. Rainsborg, Brooklyn,

Iowa.
Abe Teplitz, 'McKeesport, Pa.
Wm. O. Weinger, Pittsburg,

Pa.
Chas. Ii. M'inter, Seattle,

Wash.
Geo. Eckert, Jeannette, Pa.
Estate of I,. Furtwangler,

Greensburg, Pa.
John S. Murphey, Greens-

burg, Pa.
Harry A. Reed, Greensburg,

Pa.
G. F. Richard & Co., Oko-

lona, Miss.
P.J. Ilichrath,New York City.

T. J. Ellie & Co., Jonesboro,
Ark.

Henry Gluck, Newark, N. .1.
Henry C. Tapp, 111itchell, S.

C. G. Tingry, l'ortland, Ore.
Williain F. Onitim, Roches-

ter. Pa.
.1. I IcA Mk, Beaver Falls,

Pa.
A. .loom & Son, Youngstown,

ohio.
Chas. Imeommun, Cleveland,

Mit,
Ettinger company,Cleveland,

(MM.
Geo. L. Harding, Cleveland,

Ohio.
The Lewis Jewelry company,

cleveland, ohio.
Scots & 101eara, Columbia,

II. M. Shaffer, Cleveland,
oltio.

(tett. Voerg, 0 Ieveland, Ohio.
'Alarlin 'P. wiiiiam., Trenton,

N. .1.
Mrs. M. Ilayner, Cleve-

land, Ohio.
.1. II. Heiman, Cleveland,

Ohio.
IV. W. Herbert, Cleveland,

Ohio.
litteter Jewelry Co., Cleve-

land, I Mitt,
C. E. NV I Istiorf, Cleveland,

Ohio.
Chas. Muck, N..rwav, 31ich.
John Sherratt, Iteinbeek,

Iowa.
Chas. Adler's Sons, 11 'Maiden

Lane, New York City.
It. II. Ilarriott, Muncie,

Moulton & Lunt, Newbury-
port, Mass.

Elmer E. Rich Co., Chicago,

Jaeger Bros., Portland, Ore.
Lehman & Kiser, Dayton,

Ohio.
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Humors of

In accordance with a time-hon-

ored custom, December 31st

"Clock Day" was celebrated by Park Row

business men as " Clock Day."

On this day storekeepers or their subordinates

take down their timepieces and, as far as their

questionable skill will permit, put them in order

for another season. The idea of grocery men,

cigar store keepers and proprietors of restaurants

rejuvenating their dilapidated timepieces will

doubtless provoke a smile from the jewelers, many

of whom, considering the occasion, do not grudge

this section of the lay public its harmless preroga-

tive. Some of the remarks of the amateurs, as

reported in the daily press, were not devoid of in-

terest. " This year," said a cigar store keeper,

" three of us worked at the clock, for the dust

raised by the tunnel contractors left our clock in an

awfully dirty condition. Harry, my partner ; Abe,

my night man, and myself spent an hour on the

clock, and in that time dug out two cigarboxfuls of

dust. Our clock has hung on our wall for twenty-

seven years, but has never accumulated as much

dust before as it did this year." Another Park

Row storekeeper said he had found all sorts of

curious things mixed up with the clock's works.

" After taking out a box of dirt," he said, " I

found two hairpins, three bridge tickets, a cigarette

stub, a lock of gray hair, a box of matches, two

lead pencils, three pens, a five-cent piece, a shoe

lace and a pair of socks. Now, how in thunder

did all those things get into that clock since last

New Year's Day ?"

Better Transpor-
tation Facilities
Needed

It is significant of the growth

of the population of the coun-

try's largest city in recent

years that the larger part of

Mayor Low's annual message

is devoted to a discussion of the transportation

problems that now confront the city. Much is

being done to provide better transit facilities for

the future, but the problem involved is a growing-

one, which will tax the capabilities of engineers

and railway experts for years to come. It is a

striking fact, referred to by the mayor, that the

surface and elevated roads of the city of New York

carry more paying passengers every year than all

the steam railroads of North and South America

combined. It is, of course, all important that the

city should have control of a certain ‘vorking capi-

tal to enable it to progress improvements in trans-

portation facilities as well as in other directions,

and the outlook in this regard has been much

brightened during the past year.

Herman 0. Heinrich, watch salesman in Galt le,

Stern & Co., 420 Fifth Avenue, died suddenly last

month in the basement of the store. He was

examining a watch when he was attacked with

paralysis of the heart and succumbed ere a sturgeon

had reached him.
Charles 1 Vessel, 25 1 West Eighty-seventh Street,

well-known as a metallurgist and inventor of the

Wessel silverplate, dropped dead on the Ninth

Avenue " I.." last month. He was in his sixty-

eighth year and his sudden demise is said to have

been due to apoplexy.

(Continued on pare MO



AN INCREASED DIAMOND BUSINESS
built up on our system of grading is the experience of many jewelers.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.

_ 

• 

-

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.
S. Commercial white and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7. flood color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
0. Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, Mareh, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

This system is at once so simple and so effective that
any _jeweler can understand and use it.

It is so complete and so safe that it vill be a help to even
the diamond expert.

The less you know about diamonds, the more you need it.
The more you know about diamonds, the better you will

appreciate it.
Our prices are just as attractive as our grading- system.
Show some of our stones to your next diamond customer.

Send for some stones to show.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. COMPANY,

9 Maiden Lane, New York.

PEARL PURCHASING AS A PROFESSION
Money Right in Hand Never were Pearls in higher favor, and never was there

a better market for them,

Purchasing American Pearls and Slugs is my specialty.

My facilities for advantageous disposal of them are unrivaled;
and this enables me to .pay the highest .firices.

It is clear that the person who pays the highest price for a
commodity is the most profitable one to sell it to.

There is more to these statements than the mere wording
of them.

My cash returns bear them out.

Dollars talk for me.

.5end inc your Pearls and Slit,s al/ /0 mc are
salisfacfory.

MAURICE BROWER,
Importer of Diamonds and Precious Stones,

12-1 4-16 Jolm Street
(Anderson Building), New York.

February, 1903

New York Letter
-

((ontinued from page 147)

A meeting of the Board of Di-

re(Tt■ IN of the Nlerchants' Asso-
ciation of New York was held

January 16th, at the office of the

.1,;;ociation, to elect officers and 
organize for the

iIIliug year. I). LeRoy Dresser, the president

the association, tendered his resignation, 
being

linable to devote his time to the work of 
the asso-

ciotion owing to the pressure of other 
business.

The following officers were elected : Clarence

Whitman, of Clarence Whitman & Co., president
 ;

Gustav H. Schwab, of the North German 
LI( )yd

S. S. Co., first vice-president ; John 
C. Eames, of

lit • I I. B. Claffin Co., second vice-president ; 
NV. A.

Nlarble, of the R. & G. Corset Co., secretary ; and

:;eu. L. Duval, of needle, Duval & Co., tre
asurer.

The Stationers' Board of Trade

of this city, elected the follow-

Board of Trade ing officers and committees last

month : President, Henry C.

Bainbridge, 16 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn ; first

vice-president, James C. A ikin, 19 Maiden Lane ;

second vice-president, Charles S. Kiggins, 123

William Street ; secretary-treastirer, Edwin H.

Loveless, 99 Nassau Street ; attorneys and coun
-

sellors, Rounds & I >illinghani, 96 Broadway.
 'lite

following committees will serve during the 
year :

Executive Committee—James Aikin, chairman ;

Frank D. Waterman, Robert Dickson, Lym
an If.

Sturgis, Miles Vernon, the president ex-officio ; th
e

treasurer, ex-officio. Arbitration Committee—

Charles NIcLoughlin, chairman ; Patrick Fa
rrelly,

Franklin Weston, 'William Keuffel, William B.

13oorinn, Jr., David A. Tower, the president,

ex-officio.

The Merchants'

Association

THEE KYSTC)IN

Stationer?

The highest-priced land in the

The Most Valuable world is that bounded b
y Wall

Part of the World and Broad Streets and Broad-

way, in lower New York City.

A square foot of ground on a corner of 
Itroadway

and Wall Streets cannot be had for less than
 $45o.

The most expensive land in London sells fo
r $300

a square foot. Tile average price of land in New

York City's financial district is about $175. 
Next

in the scale comes the woman's shopping 
district,

Irons Fourteenth to Twenty-third Streets, on 
Sixth

Avenue, and from Thirty-fourth Street to 
Forty-

second Street, on Broadway. Here land ranges

all the way from $6o to $350 a square foot
. on

the northwest corner of Broadway and Thirty-
fourth

Street the latter price was obtained.

This city is trying the experi-

ment of assessing real estate at

its full value, and the result is

that the taxable valuation has

been advanced nearly a billion and a half dollars
,

or over 42 per cent. The Equitable Building is

marked up from $6,350,000 to $[0,500,000, the Pro-

duce Exchange from $3,000,000 to $4,500,000, the

Ne' York Life Building from $3,000,000 to $3,75o,-

A.), the Standard Oil Building from $2,250,000 to

$3,110,000, the Mills Building from $2, I 00, 000 to

$4,000,000, the Broad Exchange Building from

$3,250,000 to $4,900,(x)0, the Bowling Green Build-

ing from $2,500,000 to $3,80o,000, the Trinity Build-

ing from S i ,ouo,000 to it1,99o,o0o, the Mutual Life

Building from $4,700,00o to $6,37o,000, the Presby-

terian Nlission Board's Building from $84o,000 to

$1,500,000, the Siegel-Cooper Building from $2,5oo,-

000 to $4,390,000, Grand Central Station from

$3,500,000 to $5,000,000, and the Fifth Avenue

Hotel from $3,ouo,000 to $4,350,000.

Great Increase in
Real Estate
Assessments

Rare Autograph

An autograph album of conside-

rable value has been lost by

Book Missing Geo. W. Sheibler, of G. W.

Sheibler & Co., silversmiths,

5 and 7 Maiden Lane. Among the signatures

which it contains are those of King Edward VII,

the late Queen Victoria, Sarah Bernhardt and many

other notable people. The owner being anxious

to obtain the autograph of Dr. Lorenz, the great

surgeon, sent the album to a medical friend in this

city, who conveyed it to Dr. Lorenz. The latter,

it appears, subsequently handed it to his assistant,

Dr. Mueller, who is supposed to have inadver-

tently left it in a carriage. The famous surgeon

wrote his regrets to Mr. Sheibler over the loss of

the valuable book, which it is hoped will soon be

discovered.

David Wood is the new assistant manager of

the office force of L. Witsenhausen. Mr. Wood is

xvell known to the local trade, and is well fitted for

Isis duties its the new position.

C. G. Nlegrue & Co. are a new firm of foun-

tain and gold pen makers, who have recently

opened business at i Nlaiden Lane, this city. NIr.

Megrue, the head of the new concern, is kninvn to

the pen trade of the whole country through his

long connection with leading pen concerns. For a

dozen years he was in the employ of Aikin, Lam-

bert & Co., and mac le a trip as far as the Pacific

Coast once or twice a year for this company. For

the past two or three years he has been connected

with the Eagle Pencil Co., also of this city. NIr.

Nlegrue has a host of friends in the trade, and

knowing the pen business thoroughly he starts

with excellent prospects in the new venture.

E. I I. I I. Smith, the silverware manufacturer.

whose main office is in this city, recently purchased

a large brick factory at Bridgeport, Conn., where

he will hereafter make his own goods, instead of

haying them made for him by other manufacturers

as formerly. The factory is being fitted out with a

complete complement of the latest tools and

machinery. Mr:Smith informs us that Isis concern

is now working on a new pattern of flatware,

which will be Offered to the trade at an early date.

At the general meeting of the Watchmakers'

and Jewelers' Benevolent Association, held in

December, the following officers were elected for

the year 1903 : President; S. Meren ; first vice-

president, J. Shapiro ; second vice-president,

Berkowitz ; treasurer, I'. Hersch ; recording secre-

tary, P. Salias ; financial secretary, M. Slavitt ;

Sergeant-at-arms, T. Boorer ; first trustee, S.

Flower ; second trustee, 1'. Krukin ; third trustee
,

J. Raines. An open installation and reception was

held at the first . meeting in January. The celebra-

tion of the fifteenth anniversary will take place

some time in October with a grand banquet 
and

ball, the particulars of which will be duly an-

nounced.
Albert Kanzinann has been admitted to partner-

ship in the firm of Treibs Bros., importers of 
opals,

68 Nassau Street, (as January ist. Ile has been

connected with the firm for upwards of seven

years.

P. Levene, formerly of M. Rosen & Co. 
and

William Erler, formerly in the employ of Pitzel 
&

Ilasckopf, have formed a partnership under 
the

name of Erler & Levene, for the purpose 
of manu-

facturing diamond mountings and pearl 
brooches

at 41 John Street.

As a recognition of the generous action of 
the

firm in granting to its employees a nine
-hour day,

Wm. B. Kerr atsd Paul L. V. Thierig, of 
Wm. If.

Kerr & Co., silversmiths, of Newark, N. J.
, were

last month made the recipients of han
dsome pre-
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sentations. The presentation made to Mr. Kerr

took the forts of a finely engrossed scroll, express
-

ing the thanks and good wishes of the workers, and

that of Mr. Thierig of a massive silver loving cup
.

The recipients suitably expressed their acknowl-

edgments.
Klein Bros. have removed from 13 Maiden

Lane to more spacious quarters on the tenth floor

of the building at 51 Maiden Lane, %%Isere they will

carry on the manufacture of signet rings, ring

mountings and fine diamond goods.

Isidor Jaskow has severed his connection with

Fink, Bodenheimer & Co. after being identified

with that firm for nine years. He will engage in

business for himself in the Prescott Building, 65

NaSi111 Street, under the firm-name of Isidur

jaskow & Co.
William 13ardell, United States Consul at Bam-

berg, Germany, and a former vice-president of the

Jewelers' League, sent Isis greetings to Isis many

friends in the jewelry trade in this city at the opening

of the new year.
13ruhl Bros., importers of precious stones, have

changed the name of their firm to Bruit' Bros. &

Co., Arthur llenius, who entered the firm's ser
-

vices as an office boy several years ago, hayin
g

been recently admitted to partnership in the 
busi-

ness. He has been manager of the New York an
d

Providence branches for a number of years.

As a mark of esteem on the recent celebration

of his fiftieth birthday, the employees of Chas. 
F.

Wood, of Chas. F. Wood & Co., presented him

with a sterling silver loving cup.

Sharp & Rose, diamond polishers and setters,

41 Maiden Lane, have dissolved partnership. 
The

business of the old concerts \yill be continued by

Jos. 1). Rose, who will also liquidate its debts.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade the following firms

‘vere elected to membership : Jonas & Brod an
d

Wm. R. Phelps, New York, and F. W. H. Schmidt
,

Chicago.

The Van Bergh Silver Plate Co., of Rochester,

have opened an office in this city at 7 Warren

Street. This branch is under the supervision of

Geo. J. Fisher, who will also represent the Wm.

H. Rogers Co., of Plainfield, N. J. Mr. Fisher wa!,

at one time manager of the New York bra
nch ()I

the M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., of East Syracuse.

Geo. F. Kunz, of Tiffany & Co., attended the

sessions of the American Association for the Ad
-

vancement of Science, held some weeks ago in

Washington, I). C., where, in the capacity of

chairman of a committee of the American Sceni
c

and Scientific Preservation Society, he intr
oduced

a motion asking the association's aid in maint
aining

the petrified forests of Arizona from injury by

tourists and travelers. He also read a memoria
l

on the death of Huber R. Bishop, owner 
of the

notable jade collection at the Museum of Art i
n

this city.
The traveling force of W. Greets & Co. have

started out its their respective territories. A. B.

Davies will cover the Central States, Allen Fellen
-

cer the East, while R. NV. Corey, the new man o
n

the staff, will look after the Southern trade. 
Nit.

Corey is Yell known to the trade of the Sou
th, as

he has represented in that territory Benj. Allen &

Co., of Chicago, and Reed & Barton. silver
smiths,

and so is well equipped to look after the patrons o
f

the firm in that section.

Among the out-of-town visitors in this city last

month was M. Weiss, a Detroit jeweler, who was

accompanied by his wife. Mr. Weiss reported a

good holiday trade, and was doing some very li
b-

eral buying during his stay in this city.

( Con tit. e»t page 167)
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The Simmons Co-operative proposition for 1903

is a logical extension of our long-fixed policy of
co-operating with the jeweler in advertising his
store and Simmons Chains.

Supplying him with the chains is the johher' s
part. Our part is to make the chains the best that
can be made and to help the retailer sell them.

The co-operative advertising policy that we
inaugurated last year was several steps in advance
of anything that had ever been done in this
direction.

This year we have planned a still broader and
more liberal campaign to further the sale of

Jimpopirhuipf
F. have on the press an elegant booklet containing fulldetails of the Simmons Plan for 1903, besides othermatter of particular interest to jewelers. We want youto have and to read this booklet To insure that our mailinglist \A'ill include your name, write for it at once.

R. F. Simmons Company
Attleboro, Massachusetts

February, 1903

New York Letter
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To win a champagne supper and
a wager of $5ou, and to show

Jewelers that one could bathe in Atlantic

City at all times of the year,

William Peissinger, of the firm of
 J. W. Kramer &

Co., and S. E. Dickson, of
 the Keller Jewelry

Manufacturing Co., both of New York 
City, donned

their bathing suits in Atlantic 
City, January loth,

and took a dip in the surf at 
the foot of Kentucky

Avenue. It was the coldest day of the year in 
this

city, and the wind was blowing a 
gale from the

north. Mr. Dickson was asked how the ba
thing

suited him at this time of the year, and h
e declared

that it was all right as long as he
 remained under

water. He said that it was not muc
h colder than

it was in the summer, but said 
when he came out

and the cold winds struck him he w
as inclined to

the belief that he would become
 an iceberg before

he reached the room where he lef
t his clothing.

The history of Aloys Burgstaller,

From Workbench the new grand 
opera tenor, who

to Footlights arrived in this country last

month, has a unique interest for

the trade. He was formerly a watchmaker in 
the

Bavarian Mountains, where his vocal abilities w
ere

discovered by Director Levy, of the Munich Opera

House. At Herr Levy's suggestion the tenor 
in

embryo settled for several years at Bayreuth 
and

studied there under the immediate supervisio
n of

Frau Cosina Wagner and Prof. Kniese. There,

later, he sang many parts in the Wagner repertoi
re.

The traveling force of Lissauer & Co., have

started out with a full line of watches and jewe
lry

and with an especially fine selection of loose 
and

mounted diamonds. The force consists of Jul
ius

Klein, Max Traub, T. Lindenberg and Albert

Ginzberg, the latter covering the territory forme
rly

canvassed by M. Gunzburger.

Those old veterans of the road, Henry and

Louis Freund, started out last month on their r
eg-

ular calls on the trade. The brothers are 
among

the pioneer knights of the grip and no more 
genial

or more successful travelers go out from this 
city.

Henry, the senior member of the firm, will co
ver

the Middle Western States, while Louis will 
call

on some of the Western States and the 
Pacific

Coast States and the Southwest. Jesse L. Browne

will travel in the South and Central States for the

same firm, while Leo Goldschmidt will cover N
ew

York State and the East. Each of the four sample

lines is crowded with the firm's specialties, which

are medium-priced gold jewelry and they are said

to be the finest lines ever sent out.

Jonas & Brod are a new firm of jobbing jewel-

ers who began business shortly after the first of the

year at 37 Maiden Lane. The firm will make a

specialty of high-grade diamond-mounted goods.

Sol. Jonas, the senior member of the firm, is well

known to the jewelry trade throughout the country

as he has covered every section as the traveling

representative of several of the leading jewelry,

optical and precious stone houses. He has thus

had a very varied and extensive experience and

thoroughly knows the wants of Oh: trade, besides

having a host of friends who will be glad to 
see

him succeed in his new venture. Ills partner, Mr.

Brod, has had long experience in the precious

stone business and is well known to the local trade.

Jos. Haskell, of the firm of Jos. Haskell &

Co., started last month for the Northwest, where

he will call on the trade with a general line of

jewelry and diamonds.

Warm-Blooded

THE PC EYSTON

J. Lippman, a Johnstown, P.a., jeweler, 
spent

several days in this city last month buying 
goods, and

trying to secure a first-class watchmak
er. Mr.

Lippman was accompanied by his wife and
 spent

the time pleasantly among friends in the 
trade.

Nathan Frankfurt, a Norfolk, Va., jeweler,

spent several weeks last month seeing the 
sights in

this city and doing a little spring buying. Mr.

Frankfurt was accompanied by his wife a
nd on

their way. coming and going they stopped at
 Phila-

delphia, Baltimore and the National Capital. 
Mr.

Frankfurt is a young man of fine address a
nd has

numerous friends among the wholesale trade
 of

this city, who entertained him and his wife in a

manner that appealed to a Southerner whose 
hos-

pitality is proverbial.

The J. D. Bergen Co., have recently added

Samuel W. Hubbard to their office force as as
sis-

tant bookkeeper. Mr. Hubbard comes from Wal-

lingford, Conn., of a distinguished family, his

father being Judge .Hubbard, who was formerly

secretary of state.

Max. J. Lissauer, the senior member of the fi
rm

of Lissauer & Co., was elected last month for 
the

fifteenth time director of the Columbia Bank
 at

Fifth Avenue and Forty-second Street, this c
ity.

Several wholesale houses in this city were

recently victimized by Richard A. Hoffman, who

did a general merchandise and novelty business 
at

237 East Maryland Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

During the fall months this party sent orders 
to

several dealers of this city accompanied by app
ar.

ently satisfactory statement of his financial con
dition

and an invitation to look up his credit at any of
 the

financial agencies. It is stated that Mr. Hoffman

left very suddenly, taking with him all his go
ods

and leaving behind a number of local and outs
ide

creditors. The chief of police of Indianapolis 
was

communicated with, and he replied that Mr. Hoff-

man's whereabouts were unknown ; he did kn
ow,

however, that Hoffman had left a lot of credito
rs.

The New York salesroom of The Ohio Cut

Glass Company has just been opened at 33 Murray

Street, and will be in charge of Axel C. Hanes,

formerly with the J. D. Bergen Co. Mr. Hanes is

well and favorably known, having been in 
the

trade for the last seven years. He will be glad
 to

welcome all the patrons of the company and sh
ow

them the beautiful new lines.

The Twenty-Four Karat Club of

New York

The annual meeting of the above organization

for the election of officers and the transaction of

the business of the club was held in the office of

The Keystone Watch Case Co., 21 Maiden Lane,

New York, on January 13th. This is a very flou-

rishing organization, its membership comprising

the leaders in the jewelry trade in the metropolis

and many equally prominent from distant points.

The election of officers resulted as follows :

President, John L. Shepherd, of The Keystone

Watch Case Co.; vice-president, J. R. Gleason, of

Robbins & Appleton ; secretary, A. L. Stern ; and

treasurer, W. H. Wheeler, of Hayden W. Wheeler

& Co. C. F. Brinck, of the Crescent Watch Case

Co.; E. R. Crippen, of the Philadelphia Wat
ch

Case Co.; and J. Warren Alford, of C. G. Alford

& Co., were elected members of the board 
of

directors.
The club honored fourteen members of the

trade with honorary membership, and it is already

the leading social organization of jewelers in the

country,
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Sterling
Silver

Jewelry.

"RUNAWAY GIRL,"

" FLORODORA,"

" PRINCESS LOO,"

" GYPSY " and

"PUG DOG"

designs in fancy stunts by
our crack designer

for the s mart

Spring girl.

Sterling Silver Jewelry is finished in

a light French gray, extremely fine

appearance, and sells at sight any-

where.

—MADE IN—

Brooches, Sash Pins, Hat Pins,

Belt Pins, Waist Sets, Cuff

Pins, Baby Pins, Cuff Links,

Collar Pins, Bracelets, Fobs,

Scarf Holders, Tie Clasps,

Garters, Armlets for men,

and all the New Novelties.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
5 de 7 Maiden Lane,

New York, N. Y.
SEND IPOR QATAL,001_1Ei

.

Ebony, Gun Metal, Silver Novelties.
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1903
Forsinger Salesmen
and Their Territory

A. J. PERRY, in Illinois and the tsar Northwest.J. H. CRAWFORD, in the West and Southwest.R. N. BLAIR, in Ohio and Michigan and Western territory.L. R. MILLAR, in the Southern States.
E. A. MacGILLIVRAY, in the Middle States, Virginia, the

Carolinas and Florida.

Our travelers have all started out on their firsttrips for the New Year, and will call on the trade intheir respective territories in due time. We bespeakfor them the. same courteous treatment and liberalorders it has ever been the good fortune of the
Forsinger salesmen to receive.

We cordially wish yo.0 all a prosperous year. Inthe meantime we will be pleased to receive your mailorders at our nearest office.

J. W. FORSINGER,
Wholesale Watches,

Columbus Memorial Building, No. 2 Maiden Lane,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

THE KEYSTONE

WESTERN BUREAU OF Iii.. K \

It000 601 COLUMBUS 1 IOI{I. I Ii I 1.1.1
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The State of Trade 
Generally speaking, trade con-

and Conditions ditions are satisfactory in the

West. The new year already

has a .good start towards a good record. 
'Without

a pause we have passed from one pros
perous year

into another. The business world is now fairly

launched upon the year 1903, and the 
situation is

so-strong that prosperity seems practic
ally assured

for another twelvemonth. The purchasin
g power

does not seem to have been diminished 
materially.

Wherever cattle are raised to any extent,
 dealers

have money to buy, and they are prep
aring for a

good spring business. Cattle and hogs have been

bringing good prices thus far this winter,
 and the

farmers throughout the \Vest, Northwest an
d South-

west seem to be well provided with mon
ey and are

willing to spend it. We do not look for any
 serious

let-up in the demand for goods so long as 
anything

like present prices prevail for cattle and 
hogs. The

price of these two articles determines 
to a very

large degree the purchasing power of t
he Western

country, and determines whether the Western

people buy many diamonds or watches, je
welry or

optical goods. But on the whole, conditions are

assuming a shape which promises well 
for the

business of the spring,. It is pretty safe to rely on

the present activity until next fall. But what comes

after that must depend largely on the crops.

We gladly give space here to

what leaders of thought in the

Western commercial ‘vcirld have

been saying about the outlook

fa. 1903 and present trade conditions and prospec
ts

in the \Vest. These sayings are significant and

worthy of the careful perusal of every man of 
busi-

ness. We give first place to Marshall Field,

Chicago's greatest merchant, who has this t
o say

of the general outlook " I look for a larger vo
l-

ume of business in the first half of 1903 than 
we

had in the same time in 1902, for the reason 
that

the entire ‘Vestern country has had a better ha
r-

vest, and prices, while not high, are fairly p
rofit-

able, and I think Europe will want all the cereals

we have to spare. As to the fall business of 1903,

it is yet too early to pass an intelligent opinion, 
as

Significant
Sayings

so much depends upon our next harvest. I do not

think we will return to the activity in export o
f our

manufactured goods that we had in 1899, for th
e

reason that owing to the large increases in 
wages,

our prices are much higher, so that we ca
nnot ex-

pect to do the volume that we then did. I do not

think we can look for greater prosperity tha
n for

the last three years. In my judgment, the floating

of new enterprises has for the moment out
run our

surplus of available capital."

James 13. Forgan., president of the First Na
-

tional Bank, Chicago, and well known. in the

jewelry trade here, says of business con
ditions :

" The general business of the country 
continues

good. There is no evidence of overproduction in

manufactures. The high prices prevailing fo
r all

kinds of merchandise prove this. When overpro-

duction occurs prices decline, and there is no
 such

indication in the prices current. Overproduction

has so far been confined to the field of 
securities,

of which more have been floated than th
ere was

either money or credit in the country to 
N'arrant.

A favorable indication now is that the issu
e of new

securities has practically stopped for the 
present.

In my judgment, this will save us from any
 general

business depression or any greater pressu
re than

has already been felt in the money m
arket, and

will bring about, within a reasonable ti
me, normal

conditions."
President Thomas Imwry, the Minneapolis

street car magnate and one of the Northwes
t's best

known business men, says : " The floati
ng of gi-

gantic new enterprises, and the immense
 amount

of capital tied up in great railroad and 
industrial

combinations, whose securities are practic
ally un-

marketable, except to a very limited ext
ent, has

undoubtedly crippled the supply of availa
ble cap-

ital. The country generally is in magnificent co
n-

dition. The farming communities were never

more prosperous, and the farm mortgag
e has to a

large extent disappeared. The resources of the

country are so great, and the revenues
 of the

farmer, the manufacturer, the mercha
nt, and, in

fact, all branches of business, so large
, that all of

the securities of these large corporate 
combinations

can be legitimately absorbed on the 
restoration of

confidence."

George Roberts, director of the mint
, says :

" Commercial activity seems likely t
o remain at

high pressure in 19o3. The demand of
 all sections

of the country for the regular staples 
of trade is

unimpaired, crops have been good, and t
he spirit

of enterprise and improvement is unchecked.

As soon as our manufacturers ` catch up ' with

the home demand, either by increa
sing their out-

put or a declining home demand, 
they will turn

to the cultivation of the foreign trade with

renewed energy. There does not appear to

have been a wasteful investment of capital in

recent years. On the contrary, the prod
uctive

capacity of the country has been enormously

increased, the creation of wealth is o
n an enor-

mous scale, and if it continues to be wisely

directed, it does not appear that there 
need be any

cessation of industrial activity. Caution, however,

should be the watchword, and if caution is ob-

served, a continuation of prosperity may be

expected."

The Opticians

The fourth annual banquet of

the Illinois Optical Society will

to Banquet be held on Friday evening,

March 13th, at the Palmer

House, Chicago. The members of 
the banquet

committee, the reception committee a
nd the lite-

rary programme committee have 
already been

designated by President Sommer. 
The occasion
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promises to be a most happy and interest
ing one,

and the banquet committee who have the d
inner in

hand are determined to make the society's
 banquet

a large success in every way. It is expected to

begin promptly at 6 o'clock, and will be tho
roughly

informal and therefore all the more enjoyable.

The following are the committees in charge o
f the

arrangements : Banquet committee—Loren L.

Boyle, chairman ; Henry Borsch, Fred. H. Sm
ith,

George A. Rogers, C. I I. Pixley and W. C. S
om-

mer. Reception committee—E. E. Swadener,

chairman ; \V. C. Coup, Robert Von Der Heyd
t,

A. W. Gore, J. '1'. Brayton, Burr Weaver, J. M
.

Johnston, E. J. Schwartz, C. C. Inskeep, Earl J.

Brown, W. F. Newcomb, Dr. Geo. XV. 
McFatrich,

F. S. Fowler, Alex. J. Wyatt, R. J. Jansen, A
. G.

Larson, Walter Wyatt, l'eoria ; W. A. Foley, Chi
-

cago Heights ; 1 lenry J. Garrison, Joliet ; 0. 
C.

Lamphear, Galesburg ; Andrew Rovelstad, Elgin
 ;

G. A. Brock, Juliet ; A. M. Smythe, Elgin ; 
A. R.

Chamberlain, Aurora ; J. A. Seekatz, Hoopeston
 ;

A. E. Pierce, 'Milford ; A. EAVuestermann, Ch
am-

paign ; S. R. Ouigley, Elmwood ; C. I I. 
Lock-

wood, Joliet ; S. A. Carpenter, Harvey ; A. F.

Westlake, Peoria. Literary programme commit-

tee—G. A. Rogers, chairman ; I.. L. Boyle,
 Otto

Warning and W. C. Sommer. The next 
regular

meeting of the society will occur at the same time

—the banquet ‘vinding up the meeting.

It is not often we print much

about the commercial aspects of

the good State of Indiana in this

department of our journal, but

a writer in a recent issue of

Pears(m' s Magazine points out that the 
products

of the I loosier State are many and varied. Her

coal fields began to be developed about 1
S5o, and

there are to-day in Clay county many mi
nes em-

ploying eacli fn in 25 to 175 men. In size Indiana

ranks among the small States, being thir
ty-fourth

among the States of the l'nion in area ; but in
 1899

she stood sixth in produce, fourth in 
petroleum,

second in natural gas, seventh in building stone,

and sixth in the value of her clay products. 
There

are immense quantities of petroleum, 
natural gas

and coal, which furnish a vast amount of
 fuel for

manufacturing purposes. The natural gas terr
itory

covers an area of 2800 square miles. Gas is the

finest fuel in the world for household purpo
ses, but

it is rapidly diminishing in quantity. It is extrav-

agantly wasted in the gas regions. I have ridden

along the highways in the gas region and s
een pipe

after pipe spurting gas at the roadside. Th
e pipes

of the cmnpanies laid along the sides of 
the road

leak profusely. The coal fields of the S
tate cover

7500 square miles and produce millions of
 tons of

coal. The State geologist says : " For
 its output

of ornamental and building limestone Indiana is

the most important State in the Union. 
The archi-

tects know its strength and durabil
ity. The de-

mand for it is increasing steadily. It is now in use

in twenty-nine States and territories, and even

abroad." Next to the coal and build
ing stone rank

the clays of Indiana. Mly a few of these rich de-

posits have been worked, but as lumbe
r becomes

scarce, clay and its products become valuable.

Pure white clay or kaolin is found in
 Lawrence

and Martin Counties. This writer says nothing

about the literary output of this State, w
hich ranks

high up in quality and quantity.

Indiana
as a Wealth
Producing State

Personal Mention

David Birkenstein, who has had charge 
of the

office at H. F. Hahn & Co.'s for sixt
een years past,

has resigned to go into the retail furn
iture business

in this city with a brother-in-law.

(Continued on page Iv)
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$ The Solar eMovemnt.,—Always Satisfactory
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The Solar is a low-priced American
movement, made especially and only for

Made on the principle of the best
for the least money. The thousands we
sell annually' give universal satisfaction,
and we are justified in stating they are
the best low-priced movement on the
market.

SOLAR.
6 Size 0. F. or I-itg., Nickel
7 Jewels, Lever Set, $4.50.

SOLAR.
18 Size 0. F. or Htg., Nickel,
7 Jewels, Lever Set, $3.40.

US.

PRICES ACCORDING TO OUR 1903 CATALOGUE.

Other Movements—and Cases
By buying your watches from us you gain advantagesnot to be overlooked. Our stock being very large, givesyou a range of selection as to price, quality and style thatis unequaled. We carry an extra large stock of solid goldand gold filled cases. Refer to the i 18 pages of watchesin our 1903 catalogue, pages 3 to 1201 and replenish yourstock from the large line you will find listed there.

BENJ. ALLEN 6 CO.
Wholesale Jewelers,

131-737 Wabash Ave.

fttiAV
Chicago.

AltPierAoi

February, 1903

Chicago News
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(Continued from page 169)

Otto Young, of Otto Young & Co., whose
 ill

health the past few months has bee
n a matter of

serious concern among the trade, subm
itted to a

surgical operation two weeks ago, the
 result of

which has been quite successful. Mr.
 young stood

the operation remarkably well, and i
s now resting

comfortably at his home in this city. By the time

another month rolls by he hopes to be 
up and

aboutiioegaci
illticago branch of the Gorham Manufac-

turing Company announce that there will
 be no

change in their traveling force for 1903, 
either in

salesmen or the territory they will cover. The

Gorham staff of travelers in the \Vest 
will there-

fore include the following favorites with the
 trade :

\V S. Willis in the West and Southwes
t ; \V. 1-i.

Burton in the Northwest ; T. G. Jewett in 
Indiana,

Illinois and Michigan territory, and L. B. L
eonard

in the smaller cities and towns in Illinoi
s, Indiana,

Iowa and Minnesota.

Kent H. Clark, the well-known traveler 
for

the Towle Manufacturing Company in the 
Western

territory, who was so mysteriously injured
 in St.

Paul, Minn., on the night of October 
18th, and

who lay in a hospital in that city for over a
 month

afterwards in an unconscious state, sufferi
ng from

a fracture of the skull, we are glad to 
state has

completely recovered and is now out amo
ng his

customers on one of his usual trips. Mr. Clark

certainly had a narrow escape with his 
life, and is

to be congratulated upon his recovery.

The Juergens & Andersen Company 
announce

that their old traveling force will again
 look after

their interests on the road during the 
present year

in the same territories as heretofore. 
Their list of

salesmen include these well and favorably
 known

gentlemen : L. W. Bruns in the Wes
t and Far

West ; Franz Eschenburg in the No
rthwest, and

Henry Reinhard in the South and Southwest.

These gentlemen are now all out on 
their early

spring trips.

The Rockford Silver Plate Company, of 
Rock-

ford, III., announce that they have mad
e arrange-

ment with the following traveling sal
esmen to look

after their interests in the territories 
named : C. J.

Taggart in Iowa, Kansas and Nebr
aska ; C. C.

Coulter in Illinois, Indiana and Michi
gan ; Geo. A.

Turner in Ohio, Eastern New York, 
Pennsylvania

and West Virginia ; E. C. Mench i
n Wisconsin,

Minnesota and the Dakotas ; J. J. H
all, with his

assistant Mr. Chapman, cover Colora
do and every-

thing south and west of that State, c
lear through

to the Pacific Coast ; and J. A. Cain
, who covers

Missouri, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Texas,

Louisiana and Arkansas territory. This company

report that they have just closed a mo
st successful

year, and that their business has 
increased in the

last three years more than in the twel
ve years pre-

vious. They are expecting a good business t
his

year ; in fact, they will bend their 
every effort to

increase the record-breaking figures of 
last year.

News of the death of Jeweler B. Ma
ntell, of

Hutchinson, Kans., has been received by
 the trade

here. His death occurred late in December
, and

rather unexpected. His wife will continue the

The holiday festivities of the Oak Pa
rk home

of \Vm. Geo. Prall, secretary of the 
Elgin National

Watch Company, were made doubly 
interesting

this year by the announcement of the 
engagement

of his only daughter, Miss Mary Prall, to 
Meredith

H. MacKusick, a young Chicago busines
s man.

A. J. Wingblade, %v110 was formerly a memb
er

of the office force at J. \V. Forsinger's, hut 
who is

now connected with the New York office of
 the

sante house, spent the holidays among his C
hicago

friends.
Ed. Gallagher, one of the best known sales-

men traveling out from Chicago, who was 
for

several years past with Benj. Allen & Co., has 
gone

with Despres, Bridges & Noel and is now out

among his old customers showing his new 
line.

" Eddie," as he is familiarly known, will t
ravel in

his old territory in his new position.

\V. A, Buhrman is a new man on the travel
ing

force of Benj. Allen & Co., covering the t
erritory

formerly looked after by Ed. Gallagher.

\V. Fl. Squires, of the Hamilton Watch 
Com-

pany, was in town last week paying his resp
ects to

the wholesale trade.

Dr. Julius King and Mrs. King and their so
n,

Clifford King, of New York, tarried a fe
w days in

town last week on a visit to the Chicago 
branch of

the Julius King Optical Company. They were

en route to Southern California, where they
 expect

to spend the remaining part of the winter
 in rest

and recreation.

M. N. Burchard, who severed his connection

with the International Silver Company Dec
ember

1st, has recently been appointed Chicago and

Western agent for the Ohio Cut Glass Compa
ny,

of Bowling Green, Ohio. This company expects

to soon open up an office in the Silversmiths'

Building, of which Mr. Burchard will have 
charge.

The firm of Schmidt & Clatter, wholesale,

which has had offices on the seventh floor
 of the

Columbus Memorial Building the past two ye
ars,

was dissolved January 1st. The old business will

be continued by F. W. H. Schmidt in th
e same

location, while C. K. Clauer has established 
busi-

ness under the firm-name of the Calvin Clatter

Company. He will open up early in Febr
uary in

another room on the same floor of the same 
build-

ing, carrying the same lines as the old firm 
did.

Edmond J. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., and

youngest son of the head of the house, is ju
st now

being warmly congratulated by his many friend
s in

the trade upon the announcement of his e
ngage-

ment to Miss Blanch Arnheitn, of Cincinnati
, Ohio,

a bit of pleasant news which was given ou
t Janu-

ary 1st. Young Hahn is a bright and promising

young man of business, extremely popular and

makes friends readily by his courteous m
anner,

and all rejoice with him in his good fo
rtune and

happiness.
Fred.' H. Smith, secretary and manager of t

he

Geneva Optical Company, recently paid a 
visit to

the St. Louis branch of the company 
accompanied

by his brother Percy, manager of their Des 
Moines

branch. He reports a growing business and
 bright

future for their St. Louis house.

The Seth Thomas Clock Company have

recently moved from the fourth floor at 144 
Wabash

Avenue to the second floor at 68 and 70 W
abash

Avenue, where they occupy the entire secon
d floor

in a modern building. in their new quarters they

have much better light and double the
ir former

floor space.

C. E. Bunker, who looks after the Western 
in-

terests of Whiting & Davis, Eastern manu
facturers,

left the Chicago office of his firm the first 
week of

the new year for an extended Western t
rip, which

will include the Pacific Coast.

J. L. Teeters, of J. L. Teeters & Co., the we
ll-

known Lincoln, Nebr., wholesalers, was in t
own for

a few days early in the month looking over t
he lines

of the Eastern manufacturers' agents at t
he Palmer

House, selecting his spring lines of jewelry.
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E. C. Wineburgh, who has been covering the

Northwestern territory for S. Glickauf & Co. for

two years past, has gone with the I.. Siligman

Jewelry Company, wholesale. Mr. Wineburgh

will travel in his old territory.

The F. C. Happel Company announce that

there will be no change in their traveling force for

the new year from that of last, but that the

" beardless four " will again call on the Western

trade in their interests for another year in the terri-

tories named: W. B. Terry in the Far West and

in the S0tithwest ; Frank 1 lappel in Illinois, Michi-

gan and Ohio territory ; Frank F. Strayer in Iowa,

Nebraska and parts of Illinois, and A. H. Goetz in

Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas.

M. F. Barger & Co. have made arrangements

with their old traveling force to again represent

them in their old territories during 1903. Their

list of salesmen includes S. L. Scott, Ed. Baum-

garten and Steve R. King.

Lapp & Hershem will again be represented by

their old traveling force for another year with one

exception, J. P. Kersting succeeding A. J. Perry in

the Northwest. Their list of salesmen and their

territories as follows : H. M. Tenney in Indiana

and Illinois ; J. C. Moreland in South Dakota, Iowa

and Northern Nebraska ; J. C. Duff in Michigan

and Wisconsin ; J. P. Kersting in Minnesota, North

Dakota and the Pacific Northwest, and Fred. C.

Kline in Southern Iowa and Southern Nebraska.

The following is a list of students who have

recently entered the Jewelers' School of Engraving,

Masonic Temple, this ci`y. Prof. R. 0. Kandler,

president of this school, reports the new school

year as opening up very encouragingly, and tha
t

their prospects are fine for a good attendance right

through the year. The list includes H. E. Holpuch,

Elgin, Ill.; I. A. Vierson, Pella, Iowa ; E. A. Parr,

Smithville, Ill.; J. B. Danohue, South Haven, Mich.;

R. Radewagen, Austin, Ill.; Louis Pohlman, \Vater
-

town, Wis.; Otis L. Griffin, South Haven, Mich.;

Wm. C. Hogel, Jr., Evanston, Ill.; Fred. Wilhelm,

Milwaukee, Wis.; Joseph 0. Pucher, Chicago, Ill.

W. H. K inna, San Francisco and Pacific coast

agent of the Elgin Watch Company, left last

Wednesday for his post after spending a month a
t

the Chicago headquarters of the company.

S. Goldsmith, of Goldsmith Bros., has just

returned from a ten-days' trip to New York wherei
n

he combined business with pleasure.

M. A. Mead & Co. 'announce that they will

have their interests looked after on the road du
ring

the coming year by their old traveling force, 
with

the addition of one new salesman in the perso
n of

B. F. Simpson who, up to the first of the year,

traveled the Northwestern territory for Otto 
Young

& Co. Their list of salesman now includes Tom

J. Hoefer, Will J. Thorson, M. K. Peck an
d B. F.

Simpson, with Mr. Mead making his usual sp
ring

and fall trips to the far \Vest.

Ed. A. Kelly, junior partner in the firm 
of

I.. H. Schafer & Co., wholesale, has recently

joined the army of benedicts. His bride is a

Chicago lady.

Despres, Bridges & Noel announce that eack

member of the firm will travel the same as
 last

year and call on their trade as usual durin
g 1903.

They have added a new traveler to their f
orce in

the person of Ed. D. Gallagher, who wil
l cover

Indiana and Illinois territory for this firm.

Cal Clauer, who is embarking in the wholesale

jewelry, tool and material business on the 
seventh

floor of the Columbus Memorial Building, has

gone East to buy his opening stock. The new

business will open up February ist under the 
firm

name of the Calvin Clauer Company.

(Continued ON PVC 173)



Walter Sams'

New
Blow-Pipe
Outfit

The base is made of heavy glass,
the other parts are made of brass,
nickel plated. The top arm is so
arranged it can be adjusted to any
position. TO LIGHT IT, press
your foot on bellows, touch a match
to blow-pipe, and you have a brush
or needle-point flame at once. This
is regulated by thumb valve on
blow-pipe.

HOW GAS IS OBTAINED.
The pressure from the foot blower

makes a vapor mixing the air at the
same time. This creates pure COM-
bustion. No hidden mysteries. It
is simple in its construction and you
can see what you are doing. It is
well made and perfectly safe.

Something Usefill and

Helpful at

Moderate Price.
-- 

IIIIflI!IItI

_
WA*

Price of Outfit Complete,

FOOT BLOWER.
Something new. It is well made. Springs onthe outside. It is a good idea. Should it break,it can easily be replaced. It folds up nicely andhas a great capacity.

Price, $4.00-

VO

Guarantee.
We guarantee this outfit or

any part of it to give perfect
satisfaction. Should you not
be pleased with it, you can
return it to us at our expense,
and your money will be re-
funded.

CORBURETOR.
The perfecting of this C, dairetor is the resultof years of study, with the one object—to improve.Simple in its construction and built on scientificprinciples. No cocks to turn off or on, 110 trouble

tionable feat 1 res.
with vour gaoline, and, in fact, there are no objec-

Price of Corburetor, Um.
UR ORDERS FOR ABOV13; 1)1RECT To

Swartchild & Company,f Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House,
131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building,

CHICAGO, ILL. Estabiished 1870.

id 1 uarv 1903 THE,' KE:YS'I'ONE,

Chicago News
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W. S. Percy, Michigan man for Benj. Allen &

Co., has of late been enjoying the congratulations

of his friends in the trade upon the fact that he has

recently taken unto himself a wife. His bride is a

Michigan lady, and they were married during the

Christmas holidays. Mr. and Mrs. Percy will make

their future home in ( ;rand Rapids.

W. J. Miller, Chicago and Western manager

for the Seth Thomas Clock Company, is now in

the East on a visit to factory headquarters.

Alexander H. Revell, head of Alexander II.

Revell & Company, the well-known makers of

store fixtures, vas last last week elected president

of the Chicago Athletic Club.

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Co., left

last week for Southern California, where he expects

to spend the remainder of the winter in rest, travel

and recreation. He was accompanied by Mrs.

Knights.
T Stein & Ellbogen Company informs us

that they have made arrangements with the follow-

ing list of salesmen for 1903, who will represent

them in the territories mentioned : John P. Ryan

in Michigan, Indiana and Ohio ; Ed. Fry in the

Northwest ; Morris Silverberg in Western territory;

Gus Weinfeld in Illinois and the South. Arthur

Ellbogen %vitt look after the Chicago city trade and

near-by towns.
Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., leaves

about February 1st for a three-weeks' trip in the

East, accompanied by Mrs. Swartchild. They will

visit the leading manufacturing centers as well as

enjoy a season of rest and pleasure while away.

M. A. Lumbard, of the M. A. Lumbard Com-

pany, wholesale, Des Moines, Iowa, spent a week

early in the month in this market looking over

Eastern manufacturers' lines at the Palmer House

selecting new things for his firm's spring trade.

E. M. Lunt, Chicago manager for the Towle

Manufacturing Company, has the sincere sympathy

of the trade in the loss of his youngest daughter,

who died of diptheria January 7th.

J. K. Caldwell has succeeded M. N. Burchard

in this market as representative of Simpson, Hall,

Miller & Co. (Factory L), of the International

Silver Company.
Geo. W. Cureton, formerly connected with

several of our wholesale houses, but at present in

charge of the tool and material department at

T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa, recently

spent a few days in town visiting his old haunts.

Paul Serwich, after fifteen years' faithful service

with the Chicago office of Simpson, hall,

Miller & Co., now Factory L of the International

Silver Company, resigned his position on February

1st, and will go with the William A. Rogers, Lim-

ited, Western office, which is located lit the Silver-

smiths' Building. Mr. Serwich will look after the

Chicago city and office trade in his new connection.

The Schrader-Wittstein Company announce

that 1 I. G. Schramm tvill again look after their

interests for another year in the N.Vestern territory,

and Wm. A. Weightman will represent them in the

Eastern territory with headquarters in New York.

The marriage of William A. Morey to Miss

Grace Ross, at the home of the bride's parents in

Oak Park, Chicago, on the evening of January 2oth,

is of more than passing interest to the jewelry

trade, for the reason that the groom is the widely

and favorably-known Western representative of

the Jennings Brothers Manufacturing Company,

Bridgeport, Conn., and has a large acquaintance

among jewelers in the larger towns and cities from

Pittsburg to Sah Francisco, and from St. Paul to

New Orleans, among whom he is very popular.

Besides the groomsman on this interesting and

happy occasion, was William H. Klima, the San

Francisco agent of the Elgin Watch Company.

The wedding was a quiet home affair, owing to the

recent death of the bridegroom's father, the guests

being restricted to relatives and close friends. After

an extended trip to California, Mr. and Mrs. Morey

%till make their home in Oak Park. THE KErsToNE
extends congratulations, and wishes Mr. Morey

and his bride a world of happiness and good

fortune in their new relation.

President Jacob Bunn, of the Illinois Watch

Company, Springfield, was 111 tOW11 banquet week
as usual. Mr. Bunn is always on hand for the

banquet of the Chicago jewelers %viten possible,

and declares that each succeeding occasion is more

enjoyable than the preceding one.

Geo. H. Whitlock is a new traveler on the

force of I... H. Shafer & Co., who will start out for

them early in February in Michigan and Wisconsin

territory.
A. C. Beckett expects to start on his regular

winter vacation trip early in February, his family

accompanying him. They will go direct to South-

ern California, where they will spend five or six

weeks amid the sunshine and flowers of that

region, when they will turn their faces homeward.

The trip will be one of rest, travel and recreation

entirely.
Oscar 11. ',elute, formerly with C. I I. Knights

& Co., later with W. W. Hamilton & Co., Denver,

Colo., but at present in charge of the tool and

material department at Edward Lehman's, the

Denver wholesaler, spent ten days in Chicago re-

cently among his old friends and doing some

buying.
THE K KVSTONE WaS in error last month in

stating that J. A. Lucas would hereafter look after

the Chicago and Western business of T. I. Smith

& Co., Attleboro manufacturers, in place of Mr.

Pierce. The item should have read that Mr.

Lucas would look after this firm's business only

when Mr. Pierce was not in Chicago. The Western

territory and Chicago will still be covered as usual

by Mr. Pierce, only as above stated, he traveling

from the factory instead of from Chicago as here-

tofore.
President Charles H. Hulburd, of the Elgin

National Watch Company, was recently honored

with an invitation to address the students of the

College of Commerce and Administration at the

University of Chicago, which he accepted. Mr.

Hulburd delivered his address Saturday, January

17th, and chose for his subject " Some Personal

Experiences in Factory Management." He was

listened to with marked attention and his remarks

have since elicited considerable comment in the

daily press.

I I. E. Osborne, one of the veteran salesmen in

cut glass 1111d silverware in the IN'estern trade, was

in town the early part of the month on a return trip

from New York.

Joseph J. Ayres, of T. R. J. Ayres & Sons,

wholesale, Keokuk, Iowa, was among the inland

jobbers at the Palmer House the first week in

January, looking over Eastern manufacturers' lines.

Geo. D. Lunt, who was announced in our last

issue as having resigned his position as Pacific

coast representative of the Towle Manufacturing

Company to go into the wholesale line in San

Francisco, has only recently been offered the

managership of the New York office of the Towle

Company and lie has accepted, to take 'effect Feb-
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ruary 1st. This will necessitate Mr. Lunt's remov-

ing to New York City, where he and his bride will

make their future home. Oscar F. Samuelson

succeeds Mr. Lunt as Pacific coast representative

for the Towle Company.

The Standard Metal Company, 7 Monroe

Street, are removing their smelting and refining

plant from that location to Bridgeport, Conn., this

week. On this account the business heretofore

conducted here by this firm will be hereafter con-

ducted by Handy & Harmon, at 32 Nassau Street,

New York City. Mr.. Garrish, who has been in

charge of the Standard Company's Chicago office,

removes to Bridgeport also.

Gossip

The M. S. Fleishman Company presented their

compliments of the season to their customers by

mailing them a handsome sales account book

bound in leather. The book is arranged for daily

sales each month of the year, also a number of

pages are given over for a daily memorandum. It

is made pocket size and should be a mighty useful

little book to every retailer. By writing the above

firm the interested dealer will be mailed one com-

plimentary.
A meeting is announced for the members of

the jewelry and kindred trades of Chicago, to be

held at the Union Hotel Banquet Hall, i i i East

Randolph Street, on Thursday evening, February

12th, at 6.30 o'clock, for the purpose of adopting

the constitution and by-laws of the "Jewelers' Club

of Chicago," the objects of which will be set forth

at this meeting. At 7 o'clock prompt a dinner

Nvi II be served, costing $r per plate. Those inter-

ested, and this means employee and employer

alike, as well as everybody connected with jewelry

and the allied lines, whether in the retail, wholesale

or manufacturing branches, who believes in organi-

zation and good fellowship, should attend. The

tickets are already, on sale at the following stores:

Spaulding & Co.; C. D. Peacock ; lyman, Berg &

Co.; Rowe Bros.; Shourds, Adcock & Teufel;

Charles E. Graves & Co., and Lebolt & Co. It is

urged and hoped that there will be a large attend-

ance. All reservations for seats must be made by •

or before February 12th. The call is signed by

the following officers of the club : H. S. Hyman,

president ; W. C. Penny, vice-president ; 1'. Rudd,

secretary ; B. G. Coffin, treasurer.

Burley & Tyrrell, one of Chicago's oldest and

most substantial mercantile houses, long known to

jewelers as headquarters for cut glass, artistic

china, lamps and bric-a-brac, have recently re-

moved from their old-time location at 42,-46 Lake

Street to 238-240 Adams Street, right in the heart

of Chicago's wholesale dry goods district, where

they have a handsome, modern wholesale estab-

lishment with more room and better light than

they enjoyed at their old location.

Out-of-town Visitors

Al. Haymen, of St. Paul, Minn., came down to

Chicago to attend the jewelers' dinner on the

instant and do sonic buying as well. Ile was taken

suddenly ill after getting to town and was unable to

attend the banquet, much to his regret. However,

his indisposition was not serious and he was not

long under the weather.

C. E. Abbott, of Eldon, Iowa, was a buyer in

the market last week. Mr. Abbott reports the new

year's business as opening up well.

J. Vandenzanden, of West Green Bay, Wis.,

was a trade caller in this maket last week replen-

ishing his stock after a good holiday trade.

(Continu(d on /age ma)
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W I.: make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and
buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the
Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags on
account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores competi-
tion, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock, and that
their customers will readily appreciate the superior workmanship,
finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been to
cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the
goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will
be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small
assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchangingany of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who
carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-
ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY,
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

57 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

1

LIST PRICES.
Large Flags, Sterling Silver, each, $2.00 ' Seals, with ring for fob charm, or" 

', 
Gilt, " 2.50 with joint pin and catch forMedium Flags, Sterling Silver, . " .85 ' brooch Sterling Silver, each'' 

,,

Gilt, " LI° 1 Seals, Sterling Silver, Rose *dold Small Flags, Sterling Silver, . " .5o Finish,   " 2.70

,, 
Gilt, " .66 Initial Lapel Button or ScarfPin, " .5o

" Gilt, " .66Finest quality enamel used on all college goods to reproduce the colors absolutely correct.

TRA DE

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

THeKEYSTONE

The month so far has been excell
ent for the

iewelry trade. There has been an unusually large

number of weddings, and the 
incidental present-

giving has made the hearts of 
the jewelers glad.

The trade in general report 
collections good. Re-

tailers are busy now with inve
ntory and a general

clean up. A general review 
of conditions past,

present and future indicate that 
the present year

will be equal to the past one, if
 not greater, in our

line of trade. Millions of dollars are to be ex-

pended in this city this year on ge
neral improve-

ments in municipal, public and pri
vate buildings,

giving employment to a greater n
umber of men

than ever before. Mills and foundries have orders

ahead that will run them till fall. The only cloud

in the sky just now is the fuel q
uestion.

Capt. R. E. Burdick, at a recent meeting 
of

the convention board of the 
Chamber of Corn-

merce, was elected president for the 
ensuing year.

J. H. Heiman, 144 Euclid Avenue, was 
again

made the victim of a window robbery 
last month.

The robbery was committed about 
&o'clock in the

morning, and about $4000 worth of jewelry 
was

taken. About 5o solid gold watches and the same

number of diamond rings were purloined, a
lso a

few brooches, lockets and diamond set l
inks. This

is the second robbery in the past four 
months that

Mr. Heiman has suffered. The placing of
 valuable

articles in a show window during the night
 has

been rather an expensive method of adve
rtisement

for this firm.
The Brumner Bros. Co., 54 Euclid Avenue

,

were robbed of about $1500 worth of diamond

jewelry last month. The work was done 
about

4.30 P. M., when the streets are usually 
full of

people. A street show case was opened 
by a

duplicate key and the goods removed. The
 loss

was not discovered till closing time, an h
our later.

A diamond brooch valued at $5oo was 
discovered

next morning in the street, where it had 
probably

been dropped by the thieves in their haste 
to get

away.

Arthur D. Weed, for the past four years trav-

eler for Bowler & Burdick Co., has resigned
 and

taken a position with Gillett & White, Buffalo,

N. Y. He will carry their line over his old

territory.

J. W. Zepp, 413 Ontario Street, has made an

assignment. His assets are about $t000 and li
abili-

ties $1700. Max J. Phister was appointed by the

Court as assignee.
Chas. Ramp, of Scribner & Loehr, spent 

part

of last month in Detroit superintending t
he annual

inventory of their branch there.

Geo. B. Dunn, who was with the Cowell &

Hubbard Co. during the fall, has joined the 
force

of Greenleaf & Crosby, Jacksonville, Fla.
, and will

live on alligator till spring.

W. Sumner Ziller, Toronto, Canada, w
as a

recent visitor to our city, calling upon the trade int

a social way. Mr. Ziller was rather astonished to

find such large establishments among our 
local

• jewelers.
The Bowler & Burdick Co. have increased

their traveling force and divided the territory so as

to take care of their customers, as their incre
ased

trade demands. Geo. I,. Lowe will have the

' Michigan territory ; W. F. Miller, east of Cleve-

land ; John A. Hirt, west of Cleveland. Mr. Hirt

was formerly an old Norwalk boy, and learned 
the

business with C. N. Frazier.

Will. Wagner, the genial traveler for Sigler

Bros. Co., spent part of last nutiith in New York.

C. K. Merrill, of Scribner & Loehr, left last

month on his usual trip. Mr. Hurlburt also left

for iii territory.
The wedding of Miss Blanch Schwartz and

Mr. Lewis, of Erie, Pa., is announced. Miss

Schwartz was formerly cashier for the Sigler

Bros. Co.
Adolph Numvar, formerly traveler for Whittle-

sey Optical Co. and recently with Sigler Bros.

Co., is about to make a start for himself in the

jewelry business. •

The following out-of-town jewelers have visited

the jobbing trade this month : Walter Deuble,

Canton, Ohio ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio ;

J. C. Joss, New Philadelphia, Ohio ; Chas. Gil-

more, Kenton, Ohio ; A. J. Heiman, Barberton,

Ohio ; J. M. Welty, Barberton, Ohio.

Seattle, Wash., Letter

Eugene Marcus and. Fannie Jacobson were

married a few weeks ago. Mr. Marcus is with

L. Leavey, the jeweler.

L. Gabler, watchmaker for Thos. J. Thomas

for the past year, resigned his position two w
eeks

ago and went to 'Frisco to purchase goods for a

retail store he is going to open in Roslyn, Wash.

He was in Seattle the lath to purchase fixtures.

E. F. lVillis, formerly with G. Beninghausen

of this city, has resigned his position as watch-

maker to accept one with C. H. Winter as tr
avel-

ing salesman. Mr. Willis is popular throughout

the State and will be a valuable addition to 
the

force of this rapidly growing wholesale house. He

will leave on his maiden trip February 1st.

Geo. W. Vase, formerly of Kansas City, has

resigned his position with C. F. Richards as watch-

maker and gone to 'Frisco, Cal.

Harry Silver, proprietor of the Chicago Loan

Office, has gone to 'Frisco to purchase goods 
and

will stay for a few weeks to take a much-ne
eded

rest.
Stewart McDugal has resigned his position

with Jos. Mayer & Bros. to engage in an 
entirely

new business.
The Bon Marche department store has op

ened

a jewelry department with J. F. Norton as 
mana-

ger ; C. Smith, formerly with Albt. Hansen, 
and H.

Swartz, as watchmakers. They will do jewelry

and watch repairing in addition to carryi
ng a com-

plete line of watches, clocks and jewelry.

L. Klodt, jeweler, had his window brok
en by

a drunken man on January 3d.

F. H. Leache, for the past three years with

Jos. Mayer & Bros., has opened a pla
nt in the

Hickley Building.

C. H. Miler reports a large sale of tools 
and

material to J. Sujuki, a Japanese watchmaker,
 who

is going to the Hawaiian Islands.

Louis Levey was recently elected State r
epre-

sentative from his district.

S. Kramer, of Jos. Mayer & Bros., recei
ved a

telegram recently from his home that his 
wife was

ill and left at. once for Kansas.

Gus. Burley, the new stone-setter for Jos.

Mayer & Bros., came from Chicago on 
the gth.

He was delayed on the road by the 
recent wash-

outs near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover, from Snohomi

sh,Wash.,

visited Seattle after the holidays and re
port busi-

ness very good. Mr. Grover is of the firm of

Grover Bros.
Mr. Whitting, formerly with Munsell &

 Co.,

Portland, Ore., has accepted a position 
with the

Pacific Optical Co., of this city.
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McDugall, from Victoria, B. C., has ac-

cepted a position with Von Norman Bros., manu-

facturing jewelers.

While Chas. Rockafellows, of Winlock,Wash.,

was to supper on January lath some hobos broke

into his jewelry store and robbed several trays ;

the plunder included forty watches. It is thought

they left on a freight from that point about seven

o'clock and the stations north and south were

notified, but their capture has not yet been

effected.
Chas. H. Winter, wholesale jeweler, has issued

a very neat and attractive calendar, which he sent

to the trade. If you have not received one, send

a postal.
The Seattle market was visited last month by

the following out-of-town jewelers : B. Mulvaney,

Whatcom, Wash.; M. E. Taylor, Whatcom,Wash.;

L. W. Herick, Aberdeen, Wash.; F. C. Lawerence,

Arlington, Wash.; E. A. Tucker & Son, Bremer-

ton, Wash.; H. A. Dunbar, Charleston, Wash.;

H. A. Ratvon, Marysville, Wash.; H. D. Krimse,

Skagway, Alaska.

Notes from New Orleans, La.

The display in the windows of the different

jewelers here, both before and after the holidays,

excelled all previous efforts ; the fascinating com-

bination of precious stones and jewelry proving

unusually attractive to the shopping crowds. Some

of our local houses are making exceptionally fine

displays of bric-a-brac and art goods.

Judging from reports received from the near-by

towns such as Mobile, Montgomery, Houston,

Monroe, Jackson, and other prominent places, the

sales have greatly exceeded previous years, and

the local jewelers of the different towns are very

much satisfied with the results, Next to jewelry

and diamonds, cut glass and silver had the greatest

call.
There were a number of visitors during Decem-

ber in New Orleans, and the local jewelers say

they have benefited more than previous years 
by

the suburban trade. The hue and cry that the

department stores are harassing the retail jewelers

is not being verified, as the results show that

the retail trade is far in advance of previous

years.
The five travelers of Leonard Krower returned

after the holidays, all justly proud of the record

made by them during the year. Mr. Krower's

traveling force consists of J. T. Kirtland, Geo. H.

Canniff, Emnile Magnus,. E. J. Garsia and Max

Goodman. There was a friendly rivalry among

the hustling quintette as to who would return the

most empty trays, but it was found after careful

comparison the honors were about equally divided.

Mr. Kirtland and Mr. Canniff have started on 
their

spring trips. E. Magnus, Mr. Garsia and Mr.

Goodman are getting ready and will also leave

shortly.
George Boehm reports a fine holiday and post-

holiday trades. His traveler, Mr. Schultz, has

started on his first trip of the year and is confident

of good results.
Leonard Krower has had most gratifying results

from his optical plant started some six months ago.

He has had to make several additions to the force

in the interval, and the prescription business is

expanding rapidly. Since becoming a member of

the Manufacturers' Association, Mr. Krower has

had many inquiries from foreign countries and

filled a number of foreign orders.
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The Review
for 1902

Cincinnati Letter

The general prosperity which
prevailed in this city during the
past year was not confined to

any one locality or trade, but was universal. It is
with more than an unusual degree of satisfaction
that the jewelry people can look back over their
efforts for the year. The volume of business trans-
acted in this market during the year of 1902 was
far in excess of that of the preceding year. Noth-
ing can speak better for the jewelry houses than
the fact that there was IL:A one failure during the
entire year. Considering the inclemency of the
weather, which prevailed in the section, and the
coal strike, which had a bad effect upon business
in general, the houses were more than satisfied.
Preparations are now being made for the spring
trade, which will commence in about a fortnight.
The members of the trade were interviewed
by your correspondent, and some of the opinions
given, were :

Mr. Gebhart, of Gebhart Bros., said : " The
volume of business for 1902 was far beyond expec-
tation, and we have greater hopes for the coining
year. C. Gebhart has left for New York, where he
is making arrangements for the improvement of
our establishment. We are also putting in new
machinery in order to be better qualified to meet
the increased demands of the trade."

Mr. Richter, of Richter & Philips, said: " The
year just closed has been one of the best in the
history of our house, and should the coming year
be as good I will be more than satisfied. All our
men are on the road, and we are having excellent
reports. One notable feature with us during the
past year was the marked demand for the better
class of goods, and elimination of the so-called
trash."

A large package of jewelry belonging to
oskamp, Nolting & Co., lay unnoticed for several
hours in the gutter in front of their place recently.
An American Express Co.'s driver had started to
deliver the package, but found upon arriving at
the place that it was missing. After several hours
of careful search on the part of the agents of the
American Express Co. it was found that the pack-
age was returned to one of the clerks of the firm
by a boy, who had picked it up in the street.

The store of \V. Dover, jeweler, of Bellaire,
Ohio, was damaged by fire, December 30, 1e02.

Burglars effected an entrance to the jewelry
establishment of R. M. Munich, South Bend, Ind.,
whose place of business is on South Michigan
Street. Goods amounting to $5o(x) were carried
away. There is no clew to the theft.

A new firm called the Herchede Hall Clock
Co., of Cincinnati, has been incorporated, and has
leased a building at Plum and Canal Streets, winch
is now occupied by W. H. Stewart, builder. The
capital stock will be $150,000, and the company
will employ Too hands. A list of the iucorporators
given are : Frank and John Herchede, the well-
known Fourth Street jewelers, Frank Pund, Ed.
(;riewe and Leo Van Lahr.

Samuel Behrman, a jeweler, of 816 Madison
Avenue, Covington, Ky., was held up and robbed,
January II, 1e03.

Bernard H. Wolfe, of Sixth and Vine Streets,
Bell Block, is disposing of his entire stock of
jewelry at auction, owing to the fact that he is
going into the wholesale business.

Toni. Tossing, a jeweler, of 'Columbus, Ohio,
left that place suddenly, leaving debts aggregating
k20,uvo, Creditors have filed an involuntary bank-
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ruptcy petition against him. 'fussing is said to
have laid in an unusually large stock for the holi-
days, some of which was sold far below cost, while
the rest was pawned. He also borrowed large
sums of money, giving jewels as security. Unusual
interest was manifested in local jewelry circles of
this city by his sudden departure. Local repre-
sentatives of several Cincinnati houses stated that
'fussing got away with large quantities of diamonds,
which were sent to him on consignment. Should
this be true criminal action may be brought against
him in case he is found.

The tide of Eastern traveling men has reached
the high-water mark. Four of the hotels one night
last week had 45o of these eager and energetic
eagles of trade registered under their roofs, and
they are coming in on every train. The jewelry
salesmen are the first of the advance guard of
commercial travelers who have taken the road right
after the holidays, and a few days following Christ-
mas an unusually large number registered at the
Gibson House, which seems to be their favorite
hostelry. There were several hundred jewelry
men in before the first of the year. A number who
were interviewed say that the stocks of nearly all
the large jewelry stores throughout the country
have been greatly diminished by the unusually
large Christmas trade.

Allen Powell, a prominent jeweler, of Dayton,
Ohio, has been mysteriously missing from that
place since December 27th. Mr. Powell was in the
city three weeks before ChrfStmas and visited the
following jewelry houses : Richter & Philips,
Albert Bros. and E. & J. Swigart. At each of the
above places he has standing accounts, and he
bought bills of goods ivhich were to be paid for
after the holidays. The first intimation the local
People had of the disappearance of Powell was on
December 31st, when Mrs. Alma Powell visited
this city in search of information regarding his
whereabouts. About twelve years ago Powell
opened up a jewelry store in Milford, Ohio, but
afterwards moved to this city, where he opened up
a store on Auburn Avenue, Walnut Hills, where it
is said he enjoyed quite a lucrative business.

J. \Vest, of Mt. Oreb, Ohio, was in this city
looking over the market.

F. C. Taylor, of Carlisle, Ky., was in this
market making his spring purchases.

F. Lowenthal, of Chattanooga, Tenn., was
among the visiting buyers.

J. C. Wilcox, the well-known jeweler, of
Owenton, Ky., was a visitor in the early part of
January.

A novelty in the way of decorations is being
shown by the !Mimic Jewelry Co. They have on
exhibition in front of their place a glass fountain,
the inside of which is illuminated with incandescent
electric lights, the effect being very beautiful and
attracting a great deal of attention by passers-by.

J. Kinard, of Rushville, Ind., was in the market
purchasing novelties.

J. B. Havarback, of St. Marys, Ky., was among
the visiting buyers.

Rauch & Goldsmith, the ivell-known wholesale
jewelers, announce that they will have moved from
their present quarters, which is situated opposite
the Palace Hotel, to rooms 209, 210, 211 and 212,
in the new skyscraper, which is now being finished
on the corner of Fourth and Walnut Streets. They
intend moving between the first and seventeenth of
March. Mr. Goldsmith said that their present
move is made owing to the fact that they have not
capacity in their present quarters to meet the
demands of the trade, which is increasing as each
year progresses. It is his intention to make the
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new establishment a model of convenience as Well
as neatness. He is to fit his place up in entirely
modern style with new fixtures. This will in no
way affect their present business.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Excellent The new year starts off in good
shape for all the business houses
of Birmingham and especially

the jewelers. Your correspondent has talked with
many, and every one says he is doiug a fine trade
and has the best of hopes for the future. F. NV.
Bromberg reports that he did quite as well as he
could have hoped for. J. I.. Gains, manager for
the Calhoun Jewelry Company, wished he could
do as well this year as he did last. His sales were
far in excess of what he had expected at the begin-
ning of the year. H. C. Abbott & Bros. had the
same kind of story to tell. P. H. Linnehan has
found things so good that he will enlarge his busi-
ness, and when asked about last year said he Was
satisfied. J. Lowinsohn expressed his utmost sat-
isfaction and is radiant over the results of the holi-
day season. The Jobe-Rose Jewelry Company did
a fine business, though here only a few weeks
before Christmas.

A new era seems to be on the
eve of springing into life in

Developing Birmingham ; that of manufac-
turing. Some years ago P. H.

Linnehan did work of this kind, but found that he
could buy most of the things that the trade called
for cheaper than he could make them. He believes
that this time has passed and that he can make a
number of things now that will command ready
sale in this growing community. He has begun
arrangement for opening up a factory and will
equip it with modern machinery for making such
goods as mountings and wedding rings, besides a
number of other articles. He will install a force of
experts and over them a man fully competent.
Some stores that a few years ago only kept one
engraver now have three. This is true of F. NV.
Bromberg, H. C. Abbott & Bros., J. Lowinsohn,
and almost so of Calhoun Company.

The silver service for the battleship Alabama,
made by the Whiting Company, of New York, has
been sent to Mobile, where it will be on exhibition
for several weeks. It is hoped that the vessel will
be in the port of Mobile for the Mardi Gras festiv-
ities and that the service can be presented then. It
is hoped that the presentation can be made an oc-
casion for a gathering of the representative men of
the State and that the governor and staff will be
pvesent to take part in the exercises.

Lowinsohn's jewelry store was robbed a few
nights ago and about one hundred dollars' worth
of goods taken. The thieves entered through the
skylight and got away with opera glasses, about
. the most unsalable articles in sight. They left a
lot of silverware nearby and some other valuables.

A funny thing happened a few clays ago in the
local fire department. A call was answered and
the biddies responded to find that a stove hole had
been closed with what should have been a time-
honored clock, which had caught fire and was
burning, to the destruction of the works.

Holiday Trade

Jewelry Industry

" send this dollar with great pleasure for therenewal of no, subscription to The Keystone it willnet me more interest in one year than $5/40 at Al-per «vd."--Ilarry .1k ng, Jeweler, Pullirlo, XI:
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OUR NEW SPRING LINE
is ready, with more really new goods

than ever shown before.
Our New
" Gypsy"
Wrist Bag
in

Sterling
and

German Silver.

Write
us

for

prices.

Pronounced by
all who have

seen it as being
not only the
handsomest

but the most
serviceable

shopping bag
that has been

made.

It will pay you
to see our line

before
purchasing

your
Spring goods.

CUT IS FULL SIZE.

Suede Leather, covered with fish scale and lined with silk, with extra pocket inside.

726 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Factory—Newark, N. J.

ELITE CLOCKS
-ALL STYLES OreilliCLO5 
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NO GRADATIONS'OF QUALITY IN.TIIE-KITE-.

"ELITE'CLOCK5 ALONE ARE

FITTED WITtl ThE WELLIctiOWN

'ELITE PATENTED DEVICE5,,MAKIH6

. THEM THE MOST PERFErT )11E(tlAti-

K1LLY„ EVER BUILT. THEY, ALSO EXUU

• *AARE FITTER WITH THEMICUEBRATED

ILITtT11114R BELL5-"THEBEST EVER..
,
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MANTEL
WITH TUBULAR. CHIMES,

PATENTED.

SOLD ONLY BY. B.&D.

The mosi- noted acquisitioN

-tote clock fami ly irtacenTuly.

Thefealures and devices ofte

most elaboraie hall-clock
mechani5m in small compass.

121(ti (A$[5, -PERFECT MECHANISM.
■ H i L Inii11.1 1111

SOLD ONLY BY B.&D.

chimir\s clock

1or-1 he Li brary, Dining Room,
Living Room or- Recepliontall

wilh all The functions of a1/4._
tial I-C locK-a"pockei ed ition
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The combination of the celebrated 

ELITE MOVEMENTS with the premie
r ELITE TUBULAR BELLS, tw

o years ago. quichly and surely dies!.

. paled the restricted 'tubular-chime
-hall cloch industry-and the way 

was opened to every dealer for the h
andling of hall °lochs with tubu

lar

chimes. This ought to be remember
ed by the trade. Have you an ELITE HALL cLocrt CATALOGUE? It. a veritable encyclopaedia of

,rinformation. It tells everything about ever
y part of everY clot.h. Your customer of to-day isn't sat

isfied to hnow that he is to get a "case" 
and a

"worhs"-he wants to Know the d
etails. You can give ELITE details from the

 catalogue --a 'guarantee thist no di
sappointment veil result from the

' sight unseen" trade. Only such catalogue published.
 

.

Under the able management of Mr. 
Chas. Jacques (formerly of 2 Maiden 

Lane and 22 Cortlandt Si.. this depa
rtment has in eight Year* revolu-

1 tionized the hall cloch business of 
America and the present season's 

innovations will further demonstrate 
our determination to stay at the head

nth. procestdon. . ., . 
BAWO Mt. DOTTER. 26 to 32 BARCLAY 

STREET. NEW YORIK.
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REGIST ERED TRADE MARK

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Magnificent New Line 
For Spring Trade
The extraordinary demand for the *H & H chains duringthe past year inspired us to special effort in preparing ournew line for Spring trade, and the result is most gratifying.Never, indeed, was our supremacy in chain manufacture so
evident as in this vast array of new patterns. In noveltyand beauty of design, strength of construction, grace ofform and stylishness of finish we have excelled even our own
standard. Our trade-mark * Ii & H has been aptly styled

The American Hall-Mark in Chains 
It is the safeguard alike of the trade and public, and itsprestige is a fruitful source of profit in chain selling.There's an individuality in the *1-1 & H chains that readilyidentifies them in any chain stock. Comparison always
emphasizes their superiority.

It will pay you to procure selections of the new patternsat once.

Hamilton it Hamilton, Jr.
Works, 7 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE, II John Street.
CHICAGO OFFICE, Stewart Building.SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Claus Spreckels Building.

Address all correspondence to Providence office.

Not Better than the Best,

But Better than the Rest

ICAKE RINGS For Spring Trade, 1903

Factory and Trade=Mark.

Manufactured by us and sold direct to the RETAIL 
JEWELER.

KING
RING MAKERS

& EISELE
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Be on the lookout for our Salesmen. They 
are all in their respective territories.

W. I. GOODFELLOW—
Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, North and

South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska.

J. FREEDMAN—
Eastern Pennsylvania, West Virginia.

N. WILLCOX—
Michigan, New York.

J. SCHMID—
Western New York.

C. HAENSZEL—
Ohio, Wisconsin, Western Pennsylvania.

J. KRAUS—
Northern New York, Local City Trade.
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Imitation Pearls Worn by Nobility
A jewelry firm of this city has brought suit against the Duke of Man-

chester to recover payment for a necklace of fish-skin, imitation pearls,

which they allege he ordered, but did not settle for. Her Grace was much
astonished to learn that the pearls she thought were real are bogus. The
illustration shows the Duke presenting the Duchess with the disputed gems.
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0. & B. GOLD RINGS
SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP. EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.
Also makers of THE ORIGINAL TRIPLE CROWN FILLED RINGS, very best filled rings in the market ; have

kept their high standard for twenty-five years.

Ostby 0 Barton Company,
Providence, R. I.New York--9 to 13 Maiden Lane.

Chicago-103 State Street.

The top figures of tags are numbers,
and the lower figures the price EACH.

THESE RINGS ARE GUARANTEED 10 K. GOLD.

We show here a few of the many good selling
patterns, with number and price.
An opening account should be accompanied

by reference.

Th,. Duke of Manchester presenting the Duchess with the 
Fish-Skin Pearls.

is Grace William Angus Drop Montagu,

the Duke of Manchester, otherwise 
known

as " George Brown," who is first 
cousin to

John Doe, gave a bond of $1000 
yesterday

through tile Lawyers' Surety Company, and

thereby secured the release oI Ii is own and 
the

Duchess's luggage, which had liven legally de-

tached from hint by the writ of attachment

served by I teput y Merin A It man.

At the Holland Mum yesterday the Duke

said tho whole aflair was a " mistake."

Whether it was a mistake or not, the 
Duke

and Duchess were not able to take 
their bag-

gage out of their rooms until they gave 
the

bond.
The complainant in the case alleges 

that

the Duke bought a string or two of 
fish-skin

pearls for the Duchess from them a little 
over

wo years ago and then carelessly sailed 
or

home without paying for them. 'i 'lie story ol

the transaction, as told by Frederick W. Wein-

berg, president of the jewelry company, yes-
terday, IS as follows:
"On Dec. 5, 1900, the Duke of Manchester

canto to our store ii t tic • evening. Ho Was in a

great hurry. Ile said he wanted to get some

first-class imitati.T1 peads for the Duchess.

We showed hint ery thing that we had on

hand, and after had. ilia them over he said that

the I mehe,s mum , 0 then' herself and make

her :Sr:1 lie following morning

we sent the laatris to the Duchess's apartments

in the I hilland House hy one of our salesmen.

The Inichess examined them in the presence

of tile Duke and her father, Mr. Zimmerman.

After she had seen the entire line she picked

out three strings valued at Snn7i, and said 
she

would take them. She wanted them made up

into a neeklave, and we worked overtime mak-

ing them up for her, as she was going to 
have

her pictures taken the next allerniten .tn

wanted them thou."

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF 
EMBLEM RINGS.

L.W. RUBENSTEIN,
54 Maiden Lane, New York City.Manufacturer of RINGS, an

Jobber in WATCHES, DIAMONDS an 
JEWELRY,

The tip tigitres HE tags are

and the lower figures the price EACH.

PRICES ARE NET.

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

Our traveling representatives are now out
with a full lino of our goods. If they do not
call on you, write us for a selection package.

'Telephone, .34,R0
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See
That
The
Rings
You Buy
Contain This

LION
Trade-Mark.

47?),Werowt

LK>
7..Fgegv- ,qe■ ,‘

11,

01'

The rings made by us
all bear the above trade-mark. It

is a guarantee of quality, workman-
ship and finish. It protects the reputation

earned by us for making superior gold rings
—just a bit better than anything else at the price in

the market. All that we may say in the future would
be inaffective, all the expense of its past repetition would
be wasted if the above statement were not true.

Right now when new and striking patterns
are particularly needed to stimulate business,
is the time to investigate—a postal will be
honored by a selection.

Louis Kaufman & Co.
RING MAKERS,

General Offices and Factory,

Newark, N. J.

.A941.611,44,5'

t,

This
Trade-
Mark

LK>
is a

Guarantee of
Ring Perfection.

1

4
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Omaha and Vicinity

During the past year Omaha has made notable

strides in jobbing and manufacturing. The largest

gain in the manufacturing line was in the packing-

house products, which advanced from $t15,000,000

to $125,000,000. The smelter and refining works

1 of the American Smelting and Refining Company

increased its output by several millions, the total

this year being $26,000,000. A comparative state-

ment of the value of the products of factories,

including packing houses and smelter, show the

following:

1890   $ 68, 000, 000
1900   110,000,000
1901   148,000,000

1902   176,275,000

While the Omaha jobbing trade is still much

larger in dollars than the output of the city facto-

ries, the latter is growing more rapidly than the

wholesale business, and the indications are that it

will continue to do so. In fact, in nearly all lines

there has been a big increase for the past year over

the preceding year. That cheap power would

advance the manufacturing interests of Omaha

more than any other one thing is now admitted,

and from the activity along that line recently dis-

played, it is considered probable that work on one

or the other of the power-canal projects %s'ill be

commenced within a few months. But under

existing conditions and advantages Omaha is

making considerable progress in more than a score

of lines. The year just closed, taking all the

factories together, was by far the largest in output

in the city's history. This was due in part to the

new factorics, but still more so to the increased

businesss of other factories.

Since the holidays the retail jewelry business

has kept up remarkably well, in contrast with the

decided slackening of trade during January, 19o2.

While various causes may be assigned for this,

probably no one factor had more to do with the

result than five or six swell weddings which pro-

duced an altogether unusual demand for wedding

presents.

A Daring
Robbery

A bold robbery was recently

committed by a thief, who

smashed a plate-glass window

on the west side of the entrance

to the jewelry store of Herman Leffert, 409 Broad-

way, Council Bluffs. The thief scooped into his

pockets jewelry to the value of $600 and started to

run. The smashing took place shortly after mid-

night, and was heard by two citizens who were

near at hand. They at once informed the police,

and several officers were soon in pursuit of the

fugitive robber. The thief was so hard pressed

that, after exchanging shots with the officers, he

managed to elude them by dodging behind build-

ings on the east side of Fourth Street. He threw

away not only most of the jewelry but a fine

revolver and a quantity of ammunition. The thief

was lost sight of after he had dodged into an alley

in the rear of the Masonic Temple. It is now

believed that he secreted himself in a small building

until the officers passed. He then ran to an old

carriage factory, and in a narrow space between

the building and an adjoining bank of earth he

scooped out a hole in the snow underneath a
wooden box, and into this hole he cast most of his

plunder. The direction of his flight was ascer-

tained the next day by the finding of several pieces
of jewelry at different points along Broadway. The

" plant" behind the carriage factory was found by

newsboy, Mien Niemann, who took the )ewelry

THE KEYSTONE

to the police station. Near where the thief dropped

his plunder was found an order for $275, signed by

H. M. Grayson, per Josiah Weare, directed to

Dilworth Bros., to6o Pennsylvania Avenue, Balti-

more, and dated March 2, 1902.
W. H. Rees, formerly with Thorpe & Hoburg,

of Sioux City, Iowa, has been employed as watch-

maker by Mawhinney & Ryan.
H. D. Howard, of Lusk, Wyo., was in the city

recently and called on the trade. He reports con-

ditions in Wyoming as brighter than at any other

time in the history of the State.
M. M. Huck, of Schuyler, was one of the

jewelers who called on the jobbers early in January.

Percy McBride, of Hastings, and C. A. Peter-

son, of Oakland, were in Omaha last month.

E C. Ernstein, a prominent jeweler, of Parker,

S. Dak., is taking a course of optics at the optical

and horological school in this city. Sweden

Joliffe, of Winterset, Iowa, and Hiram A. Shoe-

maker, of Floodwood, Minn., are also studying

optics at this school.
The Columbian Optical Company has changed

its Denver address by moving into handsome new

quarters. It is now located in a five-story building

at 624 Fifteenth Street. The building is known as

the Temple Court Building. The company now

has three times as much room as it had in the old

quarters at 1649 Champa Street. Its new fixtures,

which are of the latest pattern, are very beautiful.

This company began its career in Denver, where it

was organized in 1892. It opened its Omaha store

in 1894, and its Kansas City store in 1896.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Laraway, of Glenwood,

Iowa, where Mr. Laraway is engaged in the jewelry

and optical business, were visitors in the city

recently.
J. W. Howard, of Hastings, was a caller at the

vaaious jobbing houses during his visit here

in January.
Fire was recently discovered in a partition at

the Omaha Horological and Optical Institute. An

overheated steam pipe caused the blaze, which was

quickly extinguished by the firemen.

M. L. Stevens has opened a repair shop at

Farragut, Iowa.
Dr. W . A. Meyers has opened a repair shop

and an optical department at York, Nebr.

Book Notice

" Precious Stones," a book of reference for

jewelers, has just come from the press of the

J. B. Lippincott Company. This work is from the

pen of W. R. Cattelle, whose aim has been, as he

states in his preface, " to avoid unnecessary detail

and make facts useful to a dealer in precious

stones conspicuous." We might sum up this

review by stating that the writer has admirably

fulfilled his purpose. Exclusive of tabulated data

and appended illustrations the book contains 194

pages. The literary style is fluent, didactic and

withal, easily comprehensible. The general arrange-

ment is exceptionally precise. While lacking no

essential of completeness, the chapters are conve-

niently brief—a feature welcomed by most students.

The subject matter is prepared with much care and

discrimination. Peculiarities, characteristic etc.,

of every gem, are set forth in a manner which, in

conjunction with the copious index and table of

contents, will enable the reader to ascertain and

memorize with facility any collective or fragmentary

information desired. This work may be obtained

from THE KEYSTONE, on receipt of the publisher's

price, $5.
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The month of January found

Conventions Kansas City a city of conven-

tions. The National Live Stock

Asssociation opened the ball with a convention

early in the month, and succeeded in transacting a

great deal of business and in having a very good

time simultaneously. The stock men were royally

entertained here—a great ball, a banquet and a

smoker forming part of the programme. At the

same time the Retail Merchants' Association con-

vened, and was followed the next week by the

convention of the National Implement Dealers of

America. A large number of delegates was pre-

sent at this last convention, and, as was the case

with the stock men, the visitors were entertained

in the most hospitable fashion. There were ban-

quets and parties without end, and the local dealers

wound up the whirl of pleasures by purchasing all

of the seats in the Willis Wood Theater for the

great production of " Ben Hur," which was playing

a two-weeks' engagement there. Between the

business and the pleasure of the various conven-

tions, Kansas City business men have been busier

than ever. The hotels have been packed for a

month, and casual visitors have had to secure

accommodations in private boarding houses, as

the hotels were entirely reserved for convention

visitors.
An interesting feature of this

Trade Unusually time, when the retail merchants

Active and especially the jewelry mer-

chants are invoicing and straight-

ening out their stocks, is the fact that the principal

stores report trade unusually good. The dullness

that has for years been a characteristic just after

the Christmas rush has been conspicuous for its

absence, and instead of it there has been a steady

business that fairly surprises the merchants. Two

of the principal retail stores report an unusnal

amount of business in the selling of precious

stones, and the mounting and designing of special

order.
The employees of the Meyer Jewelry Company

have a flourishing little mutual benefit society,

which held a meeting the first of the month for the

purpose of an accounting and a division of funds.

The occasion marked the second anniversary of

the association, which has been a successful and

helpful venture from the start. The cost for each

member is twenty-five cents per week, and inas-

much as there has not been a great deal of sick-

ness in the association, each member found him-

self richer by eight dollars as a result of the plan.

The money collected is used in caring for any sick

employed, and the remainder, if there is any, is

divided up at the end of each year among the paid-

up members. New officers elected for the ensuing

year are Ed. Larkin, president ; Will Lewis, sec-

retary, and Ben. Fricke, treasurer. After the busi-

ness was disposed of, the Meyer employees enjoyed

an informal banquet.
Gurney & Ware are pursuing the policy of ex-

pansion most consistently, for nearly every few

weeks finds some added facilities in their pretty

store. They have rented the room just above their

store to accommodate their watchmakers, two new

ones having been added. One of the new men is

inspector for the Santa Fe, which adds another in-

spection to the number which Gurney & Ware

control.
Louis Meyer is spending a week in Illinois in

looking after some business interests.

(Continued on page 179)
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Cut shows top of diamond with
properly laid facets.

Cut shows bottom of diamond with
Properly laid facets.

Cut shows side of diamond with properly
laid facets and properly shaped

diamond.

DIAMOND CUTTING
Brilliancy, brightness or snappiness

depends on the cutting of the diamond.
It is light entering from all sides of

the stone ; the facets deflect it, and it
passes out the top of the stone.

If the facets are not properly laid,
and the stone not the correct thickness
(in relation to the spread), the rays of
light do not concentrate and leave the
top of the stone at the same angle, and
the diamond is not as bright as it
should be.

For fuller particulars regarding cor-
rect cutting and dimensions of diamonds,
see our leaflet dated February, 1903,
we have mailed out. If one has not
reached you, send us word.

J. R. Wood & Sons,
2 Maiden Lane, New York.

Makers of Plain Solid Gold Rings, 

Engraved and Stone Rings, 

MOUNTINGS.

1
February, 1903 TH1 KEYSTON

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Active Post-
Resting or taking stock, after

Holiday Trade one of the greatest holiday

rushes in the history of the

jewelry trade in Pittsburg, the jeweler is found i
n

a complacent mood these days. Some of the

more conservative dealers declined, prior to Chr
ist-

mas, to make any prediction regarding the seas
on's

business, but now they speak freely. It is the

same story everywhere, and that is that the ru
n

was a record-breaker.

As to the post-holiday business, reports from

all centers of this section of Pennsylvania a
re most

favorable. There has been no slacking off from

the general active demand in all lines. January,

usually quiet, even to dullness, is found so active

that one finds it hard at times to get near the

dealer to find out how things are moving. Pitts-

burg's confined business section and high rents i
s

keeping back many enterprising firms who would

like to enlarge their stores and stocks, but find i
t

impossible to get the room. The fact that the

second-story stores are gradually growing in favor,

and that the large and attractive rooms in the

modern skyscrapers are being secured, is an evi-

dence that this elevated form of retailing is to

become a permanent feature of this locality.

April ist is general moving day,

Many Changes and with it there are rumors of

changes. Some are to be forced

by the march of improvements,

in the way of new buildings, and others are seeking

better and larger quarters. It is a little early to

announce the plans of many as yet, for uncertainties

in leasing are keeping many guessing. New enter-

prises are scarce and not looked for at this season

of the year. The criminal element has let Pittsburg

alone during the most trying times of the year, and

remarkably few robberies are reported. Many of

the dealers are stocking up for the spring trade,

and for this reason the city is filled with the aler
t

traveling men in all lines. Cut glass is growing

stronger in favor with the trade, and in many stores

larger stocks are to be carried this season. Large

shipments of imported chinaware and oriental

goods are said to be on the way, which give some

indication of the manner in which the stocks of

last fall were cleaned up during the rush season.

J. C. Crawford, formerly with Goddard, Hill

& Co., of Fifth Avenue, has gone into business 
for

himself. Mr. Crawford will carry on a traveling

business exclusively, and having an extensive trade

acquaintance, his future is regarded as most

hopeful. The business will be confined to jewelry

only, and he has a fine graded stock. In his new

venture Mr. Crawford has the good wishes of the

local trade circles with whom he is quite popular.

I. J. Rosenthal, who was formerly with S. Davis

& Company, of Pittsburg, has embarked in busi-

ness for himself, and will make a specialty of dia-

monds and precious stones. Mr. Rosenthal has

located permanently in the great jewelry center in

Maiden Lane, New York. In Pittsburg his ability

as a diamond expert is well known, and his natural

business ability promises him a successful career.

One of the most interesting an-

A Palatial nouncements of the month in

the jewelry trade has been that

of L. W. Vilsack & Company,

which gave up its location in Fifth Avenue to make

room for the building of the new Farmers' Deposit

Bank Building, at Fifth Avenue and Wood Street,

last year. The agreement made with the jewelry

firm by the batik was, that when its magnificent

to be Made

Jewelry Store

twenty-four-story skyscraper was completed, the

firm could have a place in the new structure, exactly

in the place where the old store stood, and for a

period of five years, or to the extent of the life of

the former lease. The new building will be ready

by April 1st, and in the meantime the Vilsack

Company has entered into an agreement with the

bank for an additional five years' lease of the new

store, making ten years in all. The new location

is unquestionably the finest in Pittsburg. The main

storeroom is to be 21 X 12034 feet, with a basement

room of the same size. The ceiling will be 24 feet

above the floor, and will allow for a balcony around

the store room,which is to be used for an art goods

display. The entire interior of the store is to be

fitted in mahogany, and will be one of the most

elaborate in the city, and in the basement there will

be a display of a fine general stock. The firm has

decided to place its offices in the balcony as well as

its buying room, and its diamond department,

which is extensive, will be on the main floor. The

present location of Vilsack & Company is in Smith-

field Street, and strange to say, it is on the site of

another twenty-five-story skyscraper which is to be

built by Henry W. Oliver during the coming year.

Just prior to the close of the Christmas holiday

season, and during one of the busiest hours of the

day, a large transom window in the store of E. P.

Roberts & Son, in Fifth Avenue, fell into the store

with a crash, startling everyone in the building and

also those passing in the street. There was instantly

a report that a robbery had taken place, and the

excitement was intense. Investigation proved this

to be a false rumor. The incident has since caused

some amusement to the members of the firm men-

tioned, but also illustrates the general alertness of

the public mind on this subject during a holiday

season, when so much valuable stock is exposed.

The firm of Durbin & Thur, who succeeded

Sheafer & Lloyd, the Fifth Avenue jewelers, has

leased the store in Sixth Street, adjoining that of

Graf & Neiman, and will take possession of the

place on April 1st. In the meantime the firm is

doing business in temporary quarters in the Horn

Building, on Penn Avenue, about one square

away.. Mr. Durbin says that the contract for the

store fixtures has been awarded, and that when

all is completed the place will be one of the hand-

somest in the city used for the jewelry trade. It

will be finished in mahogany, and with plenty of

glass embellishment will make brilliant illumina
-

tion. The new firm is doing a good business.

Gillespie Bros. report having leased additional

room in the Park Building, which they will occupy

after April 1st. The firm has been cramped 
for

some time owing to its rapidly-increasing business
,

and has decided to remove the repair departm
ent,

engraving department, chinaware and stock room

to the annex. This will allow the rearrangement

of the present store and will permit the increase 
of

stock. The firm will add many improvement
s to

the store, which is one of the most attractive 
of the

"second floor" stores in Pittsburg.

H. C. McGaw, of the former firm of McGaw &

Benner, is now with D. T. Reed, of Sixth St
reet,

in the optical business. Speaking of the growth of

the optical trade in this locality, severa
l of the

trade declared that it had grown more 
rapidly

during the past two years than at any 
previous

period of three times the length.

John Z. Simpson, of Blairsville, one of the

oldest retailers in Indiana county, Pa., 
was in

Pittsburg this month. Mr. Simpson has a wider

acquaintance in the trade than many of the 
larger

concerns, and is looked upon as one of the
 real

veterans among the jewelers.
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If the expectations of local

wholesale dealers are realized

a larger number of out-of-

town merchants will be here

to do their spring and sum-

mer buying than ever before. Last year 3000 came,

and it would not be surprising this spring if that

number were doubled. The Kansas City transpor-

tation bureau has prepared a circular, and has sent

out 6o,000 of these to merchants of the surround-

ing States and Territories. These circulars contain

full particulars of the excursions, the dates of

meetings, and a proposition by which a merchant

may secure his transportatiou to and from Kansas

City free of charge. It is pointed out that mer-

chants can save time and freight charges by pur-

chasing their goods in Kansas City. The jobbers

will be offering a particularly attractive display of

merchandise, and every inducement will be offered

to the dealers of the West and the Southwest to

make this their market. The acquisition of seven

new wholesale firms, and thirty new manufacturing

firms, together with the erection of fifteen new

modern and complete jobbing and manufacturing

houses during the past year, demonstrates the sub-

stantial growth and development of Kansas City

as a trade center. The bureau offers a special rate

of one and one-fifth fare from all points within a

large territory. The statement in regard to the

free fare is as follows : " One round trip ticket free

will be allowed each firm whose buyer visits the

Kansas City market on any of the days mentioned,

provided the railroad fare does not exceed two per

cent. of total purchases made while in Kansas

City."
J. R. Mercer was in Chicago last month attend-

ing the jewelers' banquet and purchasing some

new goods.
Watch Inspector Montgomery, of the Santa

Fe Railway System, was a visitor to Kansas City

recently.
The Merry Optical Company is remodeling its

quarters and adding more room. A large balcony

has been built in the main room for the accommo-

dation of the prescription and filing departments.

Charles N. Shelden, secretary of the Merry

Optical Company, was married January 20th to

Miss Harriett Freeman, of Kansas City, Kansas.

Mr. and Mrs. Shelden are taking a wedding trip to

Chicago, Buffalo, New York and Washington, and

on their return will be at home at 3126 Wabash

Avenue. THE KEYSTONE offers congratulations.

Lewis Hayman, an employee of the Meyer

Jewelry Company, fell from a balcony recently,

sustaining a dislocation of one of his wrists.

So far no word has been heard of William

Stuck, the Missouri jeweler, who disappeared so

mysteriously two months ago. Not a trace has

been found of the missing man, and his most hope-

ful friends have at last given him up for dead. The

case is a baffling one, for there was not one clue to

indicate what had become of the missing man.

A. 0. Dickason, formerly with the Merry

Optical Company, has accepted a position as trav-

eler with the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company.

Among the out-of-town visitors to the Kansas

City wholesale houses recently were Amos Plank,

Hutchison, Kansas ; Ambrose Melluish, Ottawa,

Kansas ; W. C. Sellers, Medicine Lodge, Kansas;

W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo., and W. W. White-

side, Liberty, Mo.

Large Number of
Trade Visitors
Expected



So

Are You Out
for Business

Every wide-awake,
hustling house certainly
must be. Then do not
fail to ask your jobber for
S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S
high-grade, filled gold
Chains, Lockets, English Seals, Charms, Lorg-
nettes mounted with our beautifully finished,
new-style Gold Slides. Also the newest thing, the
latest creation upon the market, the Bigney, Jr.,
Safety Fob with Washburn Patent Fastener. It
is very handsome and will prove a great seller.

We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only.

S. 0. BIGNEY 0 CO.
New York Office,

3 Maiden Lane. Factory, Attleboro, Mass.

February, 1903

Providence and Attleboro

Increased
Postal Business

The aggregate business trans-

acted by the post office has come

to be regarded as a dependable

index of the industrial prosperity

of a town. That there is ample justification for

this was strikingly evidenced by the postal returns

for Attleboro during the latter half of the year 1902.

For the first time in the history of the place the

total amounted to over $1o,000, which, considered

in conjunction with the increased prosperity in the

jewelry business last fall, is rather suggestive. It

is also worthy of note that the aggregate postal

showing of Attleboro is approaching the figure

which entitles an office to rank in the first-class

category.

New Factory
Opened

H. M. Williams & Co., gold

plate and seamless wire manu-

facturers, Attleboro, opened

their new factory on the first day

of the new year. Several hundred

invitations were sent to the firm's

friends and customers, and these

were numerously responded to.

The opening functions were on a

liberal scale. Carriages for the

conveyance of visitors were in

waiting at the different railroad

and electric terminals, and an elabo-

rate feast was partaken of at the

factory. The visitors were con-

ducted through the premises by

officials of the concern. Herbert

M. Williams, manager and princi-

pal owner of the business, was made

the recipient of a handsome pre-

sentation from the jewelry manu-

facturers of Attleboro. It con-

sisted of an office chair, large settee

and hat rack combined, and was

accompanied by the following

address:
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total of upwards of $9000, or about Poo° more

than at the annual meeting one year ago. Changes

in the board of directors were made as follows:

George L. Vose is succeeded by Edwin Lowe, of

Edwin Lowe & Co.; Henry G. Thresher is suc-

ceeded by William A. Schofield, of Schofield,

Battey & Co., and Frank W. Weaver, of F. W.

Weaver & Co., Attleboro, takes the place of C. H.

Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co., on the board.

The following now constitute the board : Dutee

Wilcox, William Dutetnple, Nathan G. Barton,

Robert E. Budlong, William A. Schofield, Ralph

S. Hamilton, Frederick A. Balton, William P.

Chapin, J. Perry Carpenter, 0. C. Devereux, Frank

Esser, Henry Fletcher, Everett S. Horton, A. R.

Crosby, Frank W. Weaver, Charles A. Marsh,

Gardner H. Niles, Edwin Lowe, George K.

Webster, William S. Metcalf and I). S. Spaulding.

Dutee Wilcox, William P. Chapin and E. S. Horton

were re-elected trustees of the special fund. The

Board of Trade is the strongest organization of

r8i

small fire broke out on the top floor in the quarters

of the Eastern Electrotype Co., and this caused

the sprinklers to operate. A volume of water was

poured into the Knowles quarters, which injured

the premises and some of the more delicate appa-

ratus before it was checked.

A well-disciplined fire force prevented what

probably would have proven a serious fire at the

works of the Gorham Mfg Co., in Elmwood, last

month. A bonnet over the chasing room took fire,

and almost instantaneously the automatic alarms

had the whole force of fire fighters at their posts.

The outbreak was extinguished with great prompti-

tude by the aid of an extinguisher. The bonnet

which caught fire is a wooden shelter over the roof,

with openings at the sides for the escape of steam

and smoke. It will be replaced by a metal fixture.

The I ). F. Briggs Co., of Attleboro, have is-

sued a handsome calendar in which a beautiful

female admiring a bracelet constitutes the artistic

feature. This is surrounded by a gold border with

a garland of forget-me-nots en-

circling the whole. The general

appearance is rich and the color

harmony agreeable.

Chas. M. Robbins, of the

Charles M. Robbins Co., will pre-

side at the second annual banquet

of the Association of the Sons and

Daughters of Cape Cod, to be held

this month. Mr. Robbins is presi-

dent of the association.

Albert Totten has been re-

elected president of the Attleboro

Savings Bank.

The Geo. W. Dover Co. has

made extensive office improve-

ments, which add to their comfort.

This is the season of the year

in which manufacturers take ad-

vantage of an opportunity to get

away from business cares for a

little recuperation, and quite a num-

ber of the manufacturers in this

vicinity have gone to Florida or

California. Among those scheduled

for the Pacific coast are : James E. Blake and

wife, of Attleboro, and T. I. Smith and wife, of

North Attleboro. They expect to leave early in

February to join Everett Capron and daughter,

who are now in California.

H. C. Fitch & Co., Providence, will in future

conduct the button-making business in which

N. B. Evans and others have been interested. The

plant is now established in the Lederer Building.

Cards are out for the marriage of Mrs. C. E.

Blackinton and Dr. Clifford H. Griffin, of Provi-

dence. The ceremony will be performed at the

home of the bride at Cape Cod, February f rth.

Mrs. Blackinton is well known throughout the

manufacturing jewelry trade of the East, having

been connected with several of the leading manu-

facturers for a number of years past. She was

formerly bookkeeper for her cousins, Sumner and

Louis Blackinton. Recently she has been book-

keeper for the J. G. Fuller Co., Providence. Mrs.

Blackinton has been prominent in musical circles

for a number of years. She has a fine soprano

voice, and has been appearing as a soloist, also

singing in the leading church choirs of Providence.

Dr. Griffin is a prominent physician of Providence.

He is police surgeon and director of the West Side

Club.
James E. Blake, of the James E. Blake Co.,

Attleboro, was elected to office in the Rhode Island

Automobile Club last month.

In appreciation of the enter-
prise of Messrs. H. M. Williams
& Co., and in response to their kind invitation

extended to us to inspect their new factory ; also

in recognition of their loyalty to Attleboro, when

after the great fire which destroyed their plant and

left no suitable place for them to locate, they
started again in a barn rather than go out of town,

where better accommodations were offered, we
congratulate them that now they have a building

that compares favorably with any other in town.
We also offer the accompanying token of our

appreciation, with the compliments of the season.

(Signed) YOUR PATRONS,

The Manufacturing Jewelers of Attleboro.

There were over 500 present on the occasion,

and these included some of the best known mem-

bers of the jewelry-making business. The premises,

which were opened under such auspicious circum-

stances, are of ample dimensions and equipped

with all modern facilities. The old building will

be utilized by the firm as a refinery.

The annual meeting of the Man-

ufacturing Jewelers' Board of

Trade was held Wednesday,

January 14th. The reports of

the trustees and various officers were read and

showed the board to be in a sound financial condi-

tion and making all-around progress. According

to the treasurer's statement there is a balance on

hand in the general fund amounting to over $2500,

and the report of the special fund trustees showed

a balance in the special fund of $6300, making a

Manufacturing
Jewelers'
Board of Trade

New Factory of H. M. Williams & Co.

manufacturing jewelers in existence and has been

a great power in the development of the industry.

The death of Owen B. Bestor

Death of occurred at his home in North

Attleboro recently, at the age of

6o years. Mr. Bestor, who was

one of the best known members of the jewelry

business in Attleboro, was stricken with paralysis

while at his desk in the office of the 0. M. Draper

Estate. Deceased was born in Washington, D. C.,

and on completing his education there took up the

business of accounting. Twenty-four years ago he

took charge of 0. M. Draper & Co.'s books, and

had been connected with the firm ever since. He

had been an executor under the will of the late

Mr. Draper since the latter's death in 19oo. He

was prominent in Masonic circles and was very

popular socially.
Articles of incorporation of the Marion Jewelry

Co. have been filed. The company will engage in

the manufacture of jewelry and jewelers' supplies,

and will be located in Providence. The capital

stock is limited to $foo,000. The incorporaters

are ; Wm. L. Ballou, Elmer S. Ballou and Alfred

H. Thurber.
The premises of the J. B. & S. M. Knowles

Co., silver manufacturers, Providence, which are

situated upon the first and second floors of the

Talcott Building, were damaged last month by the

starting of automatic sprinklers. It appears that a

Owen B. Bestor

4,



Marsh Chains Marsh Chains

The Holiday Trade being over,

Something New for Your Consideration.
W is the time for you to start in on a course
of advanced Watchwork, Engraving, Jewelry
and Optics. You need it and have long

wished for it, but have never felt that you could spare
the time. You have perhaps been working eight or
ten years at the business and still feel that there is
something more in Watchwork than you have been
able to get ; or you are just learning or intending to
learn the jewelry business. In any case we can teach
you to start right in less time than you can learn it in
any other way. Good positions await every good
workman ; we do not recommend any other kind.

Mr. Allen T. Westlake,
Dean of Horological Department.

My Dear Sir and Friend :—I have been thinking of writing to you
for some time to thank you for the instruction which I received while
there in school last year. What I learned there is proving to be, as
you said, "a regular gold mine to Inc." Wishing you continued suc-
cess, I am, Very gratefully yours,

Illustrated catalogue free. Address

West Salem, Ohio, Jan. ii, 1903.

D. R. FUNK.

Horological Department,
Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

PEORIA, ILL. This entire building devoted exclusively to watch work, jewelry work, engraving and optics.
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St. Louis Letter

The New Year to be
a Memorable One

TNE KEYSTONE:

Postal receipts in St. Louis dur-

ing the last month of 1902 were

$277,000, an increase of $67,000,

or 32 per cent., over December, 1901.
 The rising

tide of business promises to make 1903 a m
emora-

ble year in the history of our city.

It is stated on official authority,

Progress of the says the St. Louis Globe-Demo-

crat, that the physical features

of the World's Fair will be com-

pleted by the end of the present year, and be ready

then for the exhibits, with four months for inte
rior

preparation. Contracts have been let for nine main

structures, which include the buildings to be de-

voted to art, varied industries, machinery, elec-

tricity, education, social economy, manufactures,

liberal arts, mines and metallurgy. Contracts have

also been made for the architectural terrace for the

State exhibits and for the hanging gardens and

Cascade Hill. The lagoon work is nearly finished.

Drawings for the agricultural and the horticultural

buildings are ready. Several of the principal

buildings are nearly completed, and all must be

done by December 1st next or the contractors

forfeit $500 a day. Foreign governments are active

in arranging for their displays. They are disposed

to enlarge the original plans, France just having

sent word that it will reproduce the Grand Trianon

instead of the Petit Trianon. The commissions in

charge of the State exhibits are moving vigorously.

Director of Works Taylor says that " from designs

submitted, it is apparent that the structures to be

put up by the States will surpass anything hereto-

fore undertaken by individual States," and he is

sure that all can be erected in one season. He esti-

mates that the physical features of the fair are from

25 to 30 per cent. finished. Word comes from

Oregon that the State will spend $50,000 on its

exhibit. The Pennsylvania legislature will make a

large appropriation without delay. States that had

not decided to participate are swinging into line.

The many governors inaugurated this month cover

the fair period with their administrations and will

have to do a great deal of explaining if their States

are unrepresented at a national celebration and the

largest and most splendid of international exposi-

tions. They will not do their States nor themselves

justice if they fail to join the big procession that

will be historical.

St. Louis 
The year just passed was the

greatest one in a business way
Prosperous in 1902 in the history of St. Louis. The

clearings of the city's banks in

the year aggregated $2,506,804,320. Those of 19or

were $2,270,680,216. There was a gain of $236,-

124,104 in the year, or about ro5'3 per cent. This

expansion is rendered all the more striking from

the fact that last year made a tremendous gain over

its immediate predecessor. The gain, that is to say,

in the city's bank clearances in Igor over those of

1900 was $581,830,722. In every month of 1902

there was an increase in clearings in St. Louis over

the corresponding time in 5905, except in the

two closing months of the year. November and

December showed a falling off, though to a small

extent only, from the same months in the previous

year. The outlook is that the first month of the

new year there will be a gain over January last

year, though we will now begin to compare with a

season of great trade expansion. With the begin-

ning of the new year St. Louis entered on a year

which will form a new highwater mark in its busi-

ness history. The year which has just ended made

World's Fair

a bigger total in all the city's larger activities— -

real estate transfers, the traffic . on the roads enter-

ing in this city, the output of its mills and factories

and the transactions of its great wholesalers and

jobbers—than any previous one, but the one which

has just begun will undoubtedly make a long lead

over that one. Along to this time the World's

Fair work has coutributed very little to the increase

of the city's business, but there will be a gain in

this respect in 1903.
The accompanying portrait is a likeness of

Col. Morris J. Meyer, who is a recent addition to

the sales force of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing

Company. For two years previous to December

15th, Col. Meyer was a member of the " mis-

sionary " force of The Keystone Watch Case

Company, and traveled extensively in the Southern

and Western States, as well as in two or three

Col. Morris J. Meyer

Eastern States, calling on the retail jewelers. For

this reason his familiar countenance will be easily

recognized by many of our readers. The colonel's

many friends in the trade will be glad to know that

in his new position he will be at home a greater

part of his time, as his new duties will be to call on

the city trade in St. Louis and make the surrounding

towns for the Eisenstadt Company. THE KEYSTONE

joins with Col. Meyer's friends in the trade in

wishing him a large measure of success in his new

connection.
President Alvin L. Bauman, of the L. Bauman

Company, is at his desk again after a month's

business trip to the Eastern manufacturing centers

where he was making purchases in spring lines.

The annual banquet of the Missouri Retail

Jewelers' Association will take place on the evening

of February 12th, and promises to be a brilliant

and most enjoyable affair. Herman Mauch is

chairman of the entertainment committee, with

W. F. Kemper, G. Eckhardt, F. W. Baier and Mr.

Steiner as the other members, all of whom are hard

at work upon the programme for the evening.

The Sidney L. & Morris Bauman Company

remembered their friends and customers the last

month by sending them a diamond record book,

a practical and useful account book wherein

jewelers can keep a record of their loose and

mounted diamond goods. The book is well got-

ten up, and is in every way a most creditable

souvenir of the season.

The Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Company

are now nicely located in their enlarged quarte
rs,

and have greatly improved facilities for the carry-

ing on of their business.

A. L. Lehman, secretary of the L. Bauman

Company, accompanied by his family, will sail for

Europe February 15th. Mr. Lehman expects to

I 83

return from abroad in three months, but his family

will remain for the summer. The trip will be one

of recreation and rest purely, and Mr. Lehman

anticipating with great pleasure a visit to his native

home in Germany, and greeting his mother whom

he has not seen since his early manhood and intro-

ducing her to his family, whom she has never met.

M. Miesch, of Muscogee, Ind. Ter., was among

the first of the after holiday buyers in this market.

He reports a fine holiday business in this section.

L. B. Moore, of Denison, Texas, was a visit-

ing buyer in this market early in January and re-

ports a fairly good holiday trade in his section of

the Lone Star State.

The seventh of the series of World's Fair

views, given in the advertisements of the Eisen-

stadt Manufacturing Company, has for its subject

the Transportation Building and appears elsewhere

in this issue. Director-of-Works Taylor has given

out the following information regarding the struc-

ture : " The Transportation Building is placed on

the extreme northwest corner of the main picture

of the fair. It is the most expansive structure yet

designed for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

When all the exposition buildings are up it will be

exceeded in size only by the palatial Agricultural

Building. The Transportation Building covers an

area of 525 by 5300 feet—over 15 acres. The

facades show a most pleasing adaptation of the

French renaissance. The building combines a

feeling of the magnificent exposition building and

of the high-class railroad depot which prevails on

the European continent. These two essential

elements are apparent throughout the structure.

The building will contain about four miles of

standard gage railroad track. Even with this

immense trackage two entire parts of the building

are left free of rails and afford an exhibit space of

270,000 square feet."

Samuel H. Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa

Company, has just returned from a ten-days' trip to

the Eastern manufacturing centers where he was

selecting new things for the spring trade.

The great Southwest has en-

Trade Expansion tered upon the new year under

circumstances of the highest

promise. No section of the

country is growing at such a rapid rate at the

present time as that of the twin Territories of Okla-

homa and Indian Territory, and their big neighbor

on the south, Texas. Arkansas and Kansas are

also expanding rapidly. No country to-day has a

better outlook upon the future than this section.

This is best illustrated by the fact that, as was the

case in 1901, the most notable part of the railroad

construction in 1902 has been in the Southwestern

States and Territories. Something over 6000 miles

represents the country's work of building main

track on the steam railroads in the year. Okla-

homa heads the list with a construction of 570

miles of new line, Texas is second with 496 miles,

Arkansas is third with 371 miles, and Indian Terri-

tory fourth with 363 miles. New Mexico built 280

miles of new track in the year, and other parts of

the Southwest stand high in the figures of con-

struction. Evidence of the great prosperity and

expansion of this part of our country is not discern-

able alone in the figures of its railroad building

given above, but is apparent in more tangible form

by the general appearance of the cities, towns and

villages throughout this section. Going in every

direction the traveler is confronted with new

homes and new improvements in the country, new

dwelling and business houses in the cities and

towns, with extensive municipal improvements in

the larger towns and cities.

in the Southwest
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The mark of merit, the symbol of reliability, the
jeweler's safeguard in selling gold filled

chains, is this trade-mark :
Ask your job1NT tor

the D & C of

CHAINS,
LOCKETS,
FOBS,
BRACELETS.

All standard goods
of proved merit.

The D & C lines are
Quick-Selling,

Profit-Bringing
Goods

of the sure-to-satisfy kind
that will help your repu-
tation and your bank
account.

Chains with D & C trade-ria are

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction by the
most reliable chain-manufacturing- concern in the U. S.

7(12

73i

42

732

752

Large line of Stock Badges and Class Pins,
also Class Pins and Badges to order,
any design, any metal.

Catalogue to Wholesale and Manufacturing Trade.

F. H. NOBLE cSC CO
New York Office: 103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

• 9

51-53 Maiden Lane.

Manufacturers of Jewelers' Findings, Photo. OOLD ANDFrames, Badges, Class Pins and the celebrated 1 SILVER SOLDERS.

Any Man or Woman Can

Learn Engraving at . 0 0
Home.

Our Complete Course in Engraving is a four=
years' apprenticeship condensed. You can learn
to do Script Lettering in two weeks by our
method, and other lettering, ciphers and mono-
grams on jewelry and silverware, coffin plates,
door plates and souvenir novelties.

Outfit consists of instruction book, set of gravers properly sharpened, steelmarking point, oilstone, dividers, marking tallow, metal practice plates,rings and thimbles for practice, our drawing practice sheets (that teach howto make letters of all alphabets properly), comprising everything needed, for
FIVE DOLLARS.

You can earn this sum in an afternoon. An engraving machine coststwenty times as much. You can work with your hands ten times as fast aswith a machine. Our Instruction Book is the work of an expert workingengraver, and explains in simple English and with ample illustrations everydetail of shop practice. Some topics are:
Holding of Gravers; Sharpening Gravers with simple device;the Strokes that make Script Letters; Engraving Names in Script ;Inscriptions (with explanatory designs); simple Appliance (costing25 cents) for Holding Silver floods, Lockets, Watches, Bangles,Etc.; the Secret of Cutting on Flat, Convex or Concave SurfacesWithout Slipping; to Engrave German Silver or Aluminum Easily ;Transferring Duplicate Designs ; Pierced Monograms and SouvenirNovelties ; Designing Script, Block, Ribbon and Ornamental Mono-grams; Faulty Designing.

This is a book for beginners and practical engravers. Fifty points in thebook are each worth more than the price of the whole.START NOW. Engravers are always in demand. If you keep astore you know how much our offer means to you. Five dollars in cash,P. 0., express or New York draft must accompany orders to receive atten-tion. We will give first-class New York reference to any who desire same.

American School of Engraving,
30 East 14th Street, New York City.
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News from the Northwest

THE KEYSTONE

At our last writing the holiday trade was not

yet at its zenith, so we could only give an approxi-

mate report and prophesied a record breaker. Our

prophesy has been vindicated by later returns. In

only one case that has come to our knowledge has

it been " not an good as last year." All others

report from zo to 35 per cent. increase, and in two

cases the report of " holiday business was just

double that of last year," was the greeting that

answered our query. All speak of the better

quality of goods sold, and the fact that almost the

entire business was " cash business," shows a

most encouraging state of affairs. Now that time

has been taken to figure up the year's business and

compare it with previous years, there is but one

report to make from all, and that is that 19°2 was

one of the most successful years ever had in this

section. Jobbers report "fully as good as we

expected, and that was a good deal, as we were

prepared for a hummer." They also say that

remittances have been most encouraging since the

new year opened. The list of " I want that cash

discount" customers has taken another stretch in

numbers. Travelers are all out in their respective

territories, anxious to fill up the holes in stocks

caused by the holiday onslaught and getting a good

start toward making 1903 El still better year than

1902. May their expectations be realized.

Boehm Bros. succeed Frank H. Boehm at

Durand, Wis.

Ed. H. Gross, Kenmare, N. Dak., was laid up

during the greater part of the holiday rush, and is

now in the Twin Cities taking treatment. He is

steadily improving and expects to return about

February 1st.
M. Rideout, Rushford, Minn., is spending

three months as clerk in the Minnesota Legislature,

in session at St. Paul.
Christ. Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn., was

elected village treasurer January 7th—a good

selection.
John X. Meyer succeeds Geo. J. Koeberle at

Sumner, Iowa.
Geo. R. Holmes, St. Paul, Minn., will move

about Feb. 15th, from 183 East Seventh Street to

415 Robert Street.
E. Johnson has reopened his store at New

London, Minn.
Mrs. Agnes Sawyer, late of Baker City, Oregon,

has opened an optical parlor in the Mower Block,

Stillwater, Minn.
R. W. Main, Cando, North Dak., is spending a

couple of months at Bismarck, as member of the

State Legislature.
Anton Cerny, Linwood, Nebr., has moved to

Brainerd, Nebr.
Syver Ingebriksten, Fargo, N. Dak., was

burned out January 18th. The loss is covered by

insurance.
J. B. Kersting, traveler for the Reed-Bennett

Co., Minneapolis, has resigned his position there

and goes with Lapp & Flershem, Chicago.
J. F. Hurd, formerly with Weld & Son, is now

at the bench with Frank H. Pogle, trade watch

repairer, Minneapolis.
R. B. Wegner, wholesale jeweler, St. Paul, has

filed a voluntary application in bankruptcy. Lia-

bilities, $25,000 ; assets, p000.
Ludwig Holms, with M. Thoureen St Co.,

Minneapolis, has returned from a short visit to

Minnetonka.
S. M. Townsend will open a repair shop about

February loth at 1016 West Seventh Street, St. Paul.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, have incorporated

under the old name with a capital of $50,000.

B. Gittleson, Minneapolis, will move from

235 to 331 Nicollet Avenue, about February 15th.

Albert Meyer and B. J. Duntley will represent

the Reed-Bennett Co., Minneapolis, on the road.

G. A. McHenry, Calumet, Mich., is now at

Bayfield, Wis.
0. E. Worman, Hamline, Minn., spent the

holidays at Marshall, Minn.
Fred. C. Banfill, formerly with M. L. Cohen,

Minneapolis, is now with the Leber Jewelry Co.

Claude Lamb, engraver, is now with the Jacobs

Jewelry Co., Washington Avenue, Minneapolis.

William Hewews, with S. Jacobs & Co., Min-

neapolis, has gone to Hot Springs to improve his

health.
Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were : W. T. Howard, Harris, Iowa ; Charles L.

Proctor, Bismarck, N. Dak.; Ed. H. Gross, Ken-

mare, N. Dak.; W. A. Flack, Emerson, Man.;

J. L. Eggleston, Waclena, Minn.; Chas. Heidbrink,

Ellsworth, Wis.; M. Rideout, Rushford, Minn.;

E. C. Bennett, Zumbrota, Minn.; Fred. Willman,

Stillwater, Minn.; Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton,

Minn.; J. J. Moore, Braham, Minn.; E. H. Treiber,

Scotland, S. Dak.; Albert J. Krueger, North

Branch, Minn.; S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; Geo.

W. Staacke, St. Peter, Minn.; Dr. E. C. Roberts,

Red Wing, Minn.; F. C. Jarvis, Rice Lake, Wis.;

M. E. Brown, Graceville, Minn.; A. L. Mealey,

Delano, Minn.; Peter Bergloff, Isanti, Minn.;

Julius Anderson, Mora, Minn.; John Brandell,

Anoka, Minn.; T. J. Thompson, Cameron, Wis.

Detroit, Mich., Letter

Now that the majority of the jewelers have

taken inventory and ascertained to their satisfac-

tion how much stock they had or rather " how

much stock they did not have," trade conditions

are again beginning to assume a bright aspect. It

is surprising how much " old stock " has been dis-

posed of during the great rush just past. A marked

feature, your correspondent is informed, was the

large demand for cut glass. Incidently we might

mention that quite a number of new glass cutting

shops have started since last fall. A peculiar

thing about the sale of cut glass is the interesting

fact that the smaller articles of glass, such as

nappys, saucers and bonbons did not find as ready

a sale as the larger pieces. The general healthy

condition of trade seems to continue despite the

fact that this is our dull season. The prosperity

which swept over this section last fall is still suffi-

ciently strong to carry the jeweler safely through

any dullness that may temporarily prevail.

F. J. Barlow, of Williamston, Mich., was a

recent buyer in this market.

E. H. Cressy, of Saline, Mich., was a caller in

this market last week.
The prospects for a good spring trade were

never brighter than they appear to be at the pres-

ent time.
Mat Jennings, a leading jeweler, of St. Clair,

visited the trade in Detroit recently. Mr.

Jennings, who was temporary chairman of the

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association, attended

the meeting and was elected vice-president. " We

have been in need of an association of this kind,"

says he, "and look for good results from our

efforts."
W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, was a welcome

visitor to our market recently.
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Philadelphia Letter

Charles M. Gernet, clock and

Respectable watchmaker, of C. R. Smith &

Watchmaker Sons, Eighteenth and Market
Falsely Accused Streets, was the innocent victim

of feminine haste or stupidity,

or both, last month, when he was falsely accused

of the larceny of a bag of diamonds said to be
worth p000, while employed to repair a clock at

the home of John Ord, an architect, of this city.

The daughter of a wealthy Boston merchant had

been visiting at this house. She left the jewelry

there and went shopping. The valuables consisted

of a ruby necklace, a diamond sunburst, three

solitaire rings, a cameo—which latter was an heir-

loom—and other valuable pieces. On returning

to the house she could not find the jewels and

rushed to the conclusion that they had been appro-

priated by the clockmaker. She telephoned to

C. R. Smith & Sons and learned Mr. Gernet's name

and address, and had a warrant issued for his arrest

that evening. The clockmaker and his family had

retired to rest at their home, 1526 North Wood-

stock Street, where they were dumb-struck by the

arrival of law officers whose mission it was to make

the arrest. Conscious of his innocence, Mr.

Gernet was taken to the station, followed by his

weeping and terrified wife and family. Fictitious

names were given the newspapers as the police

soon realized that Mr. Gernet was absolutely guilt-

less. Meantime the valuables were discovered,

and despite the efforts of the owner to remedy the

grave wrong inflicted upon the accused clock-

maker, the matter got publicity at the hearing on

the following day. Much sympathy is felt for Mr.

Gernet and his family in the distressing experience

to which they have been subjected.

"Just let me look at those ear-
rings again," said a customer at
the jewelry store of Thomas
Liggins, 1209 North Eleventh
Street. He had just given a

hundred dollar check as part payment on the

jewelry, which was one-third of the price. Mr.

Liggins handed them over to the stranger, who,

holding them up to the light, took a few steps

along the counter and then turning quickly pulled

open the door and dashed out of the store. The

proprietor gave chase, but the thief eluded him in

the darkness and escaped with the earrings.

At the close of the old year, all

the dies at the United States
Mint, Seventeenth and Spring
Garden Streets, bearing the

date 1902 were destroyed in the presence of the

assembled employees. The method of obliterating

the old year casts was simple. One by one they

were applied to an emery wheel and the faces

were ground down smooth. All the 1902 dies

used in the New Orleans and San Francisco mints

were sent here to be destroyed at the same time,

and the superintendents in New Orleans and San

Francisco received a consignment of 1903 dies in

their stead.
J. Albert Caldwell, senior member of J. E.

Caldwell & Co., was recently elected a trustee of

the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Wm. T. Miller, 2012 Ridge Avenue, has been

receiving the condolences of his friends upon the

recent death of his seven-months'-old baby.

Frank Pequignot, son of Z. J. Pequignot, the

well-known jeweler, of 1322 Chestnut Street, and

associated in business with his father, was married

last month to Miss Sue McCloskey.

Cleverly
Conceived
Robbery

Dies for
1903 Coins
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The Giant
of

in Quality

Collar Buttons 
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

lif 
Jjyr  ? CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST

AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
@ CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Storyof a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug--
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little School c 1.1.1 er now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz di.Co.,49 Chestnut
street, Newark, N. J., and ask

he favored with a copy of
t heir leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'Ink another leaflet, new or oh!,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoonsas an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution." The Story of a Collar Button"is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' 1,, k's attentionin the year ofotiv lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Ask your jobber for

LOCKETS
made by

Wightman & Hough Co.

'I HA DE-MA It I:

Providence, R I

Established 1856.

They are recognized as the

Standard Article
in their line.

LOOK FOR TRADE-MARK.

The eeJap 91 Wants Your Work

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,
NEWARK, N. J.

al*
ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Pat'd 

ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING(Side) Pat'd Solid Gclil Pat'dSterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated
These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quicksellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko 
Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I. 2 and 3, I7, S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

RELIABLEWe do 

Silver Plating
and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired 1' 7:1

we Rena ie 
any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,Fall. broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Sercomb CompanSilverware
Repaired and
Replated. y 1429 Wabash Ave.,

A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Notwithstanding that the Christmas and New

Year's trade was not so large as in former ye
ars,

owing chiefly to the unfavorable weather, there 
is a

general hope that conditions will take on a more

encouraging aspect with the opening of spring. It

cannot be said that 1902 was a prosperous year for

the jewelers of this section. It was interesting,

however, in that it tested the stability of every

trader, and it is gratifying to record that the result

shows the jewelry business in the main to be on a

sound basis. The cause of the depression, as we

have pointed out above, was due to the bad weat
her

conditions with their damaging effect upon the

cotton crop. It is scarcely probable that two such

years can come in succession; and, therefore, the

outlook for the present year is more hopeful.

C. F. Lueddeke, of Rockhouse, has moved his

entire stock and fixtures to Industry, where he has

opened up a very neat store.

L. Niveth, of the firm of L. Niveth & Son, of

Paris, was a recent caller in Dallas.

B. Freidman, watchmaker for J. FL Greer, of

Fort Worth, was a recent visitor in Dallas.

J. M. Grogan, of Arlington, was in the city

recently.
E. I. Pittman, of Ennis, was a welcome visitor

last month.
A bold attempt to rob a jewelry store occurred

at Fort Worth recently. Two men entered the

Mitchell Jewelry Co.'s store, one of the largest in

the State, and asked to be shown some diamonds,

one of the men claiming that he wanted to match

an earring that he intended giving his wife for a

Christmas present. While exhibiting the valuable

stones the second man slipped three diamonds out

and left the store. When the salesman noticed

the diamonds were gone he held the other man,

who admitted that his partner had taken the

stones, and rather than be held and prosecuted,

paid for the three stolen diamonds and was per-

mitted to go free. The two men then disappeared.

L. W. Bowman, who has been located at

Bowie for a number of years, recently moved to

Leger, Okla. Ter., where he opened a store in

time to secure some of the holiday trade.

T. H. Brown, who has been doing a nice

jewelry business in Sherman for a number of years,

has discontinued his business at that location.

J. F. Schuttee, of Honey Grove, was a recent

visitor in the city. He reports trade as being in a

normal condition.

R. L. Reese, of Farmersville, was a recent

caller on the jobbing trade of Dallas. He reports

satisfactory holiday trade.

A. P. Bailey, manufacturing jeweler, has moved

into new quarters, where he is prepared to do all

kinds of work for the trade.

H. J. Ritter, of Seymour, was in Dallas a few

days last month. Since the holidays the trade in

his section has been somewhat inactive.

W. C. Ballew, of Fort Worth, was a welcome

visitor recently, buying some goods to fill in the

vacancies made during the holidays.

T. E. Good has accepted a position with

H. Iverson & Co., of Corsicana.

E. Burroughs, of Italy, spent part of a day in

Dallas recently, en route to his parents, who live

in Merkel, Texas, where he stayed several days.

J. W. Nunn, of Granger, who has been engaged

in the jewelry business for a number of years, and

H. Pope, druggist and jeweler, of the same place,

have combined in the jewelry business. The new

firm will be known as Nunn & Pope.

D. R. Newton and wife were in Dallas, on their

way to Waxahachie recently. They had been to

visit Mrs. Newton's parents during Christmas.

R. H. Austin, who has been located in Chico

for several years, has moved to Jacksboro, Texas,

where he is meeting with success.

J. T. Stansel, of Elk City, Okla. Ter., who has

been running a jewelry business for some time, has

made a general assignment in favor of his creditors.

E. R. Smith & Bro., located at McGregor, had

the misfortune of getting burned out the latter part

of December, and their loss will be in the neigh-

borhood of Poop. However, they are preparing

to reopen and expect to be in a position in a short

time to take care of their old trade.

E. C. McGee, manager of Shuttles & Son, is

spending several days in Corsicana.

The recent visitors in Dallas were : L. Niveth,

Paris ; A. Weatherford, Plano ; C. M. Clarke,

Ennis ; S. H. Babb, Winsboro ; R. L. Russell,

Farmersville ; W. C. Ballew, Fort Worth ; F. E.

Yantis, Sulphur Springs ; D. R. Newton, Waxa-

hachie.

San Francisco Letter

The Werner Bros., who have long been asso-

ciated with the jewelry trade of San Francisco,

have purchased the stock and good will of A.

Huber & Co., of 63 Third Street, and will carry on

the business at the old stand. These boys are

hustlers and will, no doubt, make a success of their

new venture. Their friends are legion, both in the

trade and out of it.
Congratulations are in order. We are given to

understand that Al. Cantor, the genial traveler of

Nordman Bros., of San Francisco, contemplates

matrimony. When he calls on you give him the

glad hand, and wish him well. At this writing we

cannot ascertain who the young lady is, but she is

lucky in annexing one of the best that travels.

A. Ritter, of Kearny Street, is having his

retail jewelry establishment remodeled. When

finished it will be on a par with the other up-to-

date stores on this busy thoroughfare.

The San Francisco office of THE KEYSTONE is

now located in the new fire-proof " Mutual Sav-

ings Bank Building," corner Market, Kearny and

Geary Streets, rooms 410-411, where our represen-

tative will be pleased to see any of the trade at any

time. We suggest to the out-of-town trade to

have their mail addressed care of our office.

Please call and make yourself at home.

W. C. Goddard, who conducts a retail jewelry

establishment in Dayton, Wash., was among

the visiting tradesmen in town last month, select-

ing stock to replace goods sold during the holid
ays.

Leonard Gabler, of Roslyn, Wash., was in

town recently selecting goods to stock his new

store in the post office building in the above to
wn.

We predict a prosperous future for him in his 
new

venture.
The Roy Jewelry and Optical Co., of Kearny

Street, San Francisco, have started a new advertis-

ing scheme. They have purchased a new twe
nty

horse power automobile for purely advertising p
ur-

poses. It is their intention to have it travel over

the entire Pacific Coast, distributing printed 
matter.

We feel safe in saying the venture will be a paying

one, notwithstanding the enormous initial expe
nse

of running an expensive machine of this class.

G. Marcus, of the California Jewelry Co., Sut-

ter Street, San Francisco, has sailed on his ann
ual

trip to the diamond markets of Europe, and ex-

pects to reach home on or about March r, 1903.
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H. E. Hall, of A. I. Hall & Son, wholesale

jewelers, of San Francisco, spent a month in South-

ern California recently recuperating. We take

pleasure in saying that he returned in better hea
lth

than he has enjoyed for some time.

H. D. Hadenfeldt is on his wedding tour and

will visit Chicago, New York and the other jewelry

centers of the East. He expects to return home

on or about February 15th. The newly marr
ied

couple are meeting with a hearty reception from

Mr. Hadenfeldt's host of friends among the trade.

M. A. Rose, retail jeweler, of Colfax, Wash.,

spent a few days in town recently calling upon

the trade and reports business good in his section

of the country.
All of the traveling men have left town and

look forward to another record breaker in 1903.

Following is a list of the advance agent b of pros-

perity traveling from San Francisco in the jewelry

trade : M. Meyer and E. Levy (M. Schussler &

Co.); Arthur Prouty and Lance Smith (A. I. Hall

& Son); Sidney Weinschenk and Roland Jacobs

(A. Judis Co.); Al. Cantor and Fred. Davis (Nord-

man Bros.); J. Leudan and J. Fiege (A. Eisen-

berg & Co.); H. Rothschild (Rothschild & Haden-

feldt); J. Wise (J. S. Lehrberger & Co.); A. E.

Elston (E. Hirschfeld Co.); A. Feldenheimer, L.

Plomondon and E. G. Haight (California Jewelry

Co.); Fred. Dorrance (Phelps & Adams) and M.

Abrams (M. L. Levy & Co.)

The Alphonse Judis Co., wholesale diamond

and watch house, formerly located in the Chroni
cle

Building, San Francisco, have moved into their

new commodious quarters in the Mutual Savi
ngs

Bank Building, situated on the corners of Market,

Geary and Kearny Streets. Their offices on the

fourth floor take up the whole Market Street front,

which gives them plenty of floor space to handle

their growing trade. They have installed a n
ew

set of fixtures and new safe, making a fine whole-

sale jewelry establishment.

Montgomery Bros., one of the leading retail

jewelry stores located on South Spring Street, Los

Angeles, Cal., have a new street clock erected in

front of their establishment, that will be a useful

and welcome addition to that busy thoroughfa
re,

and will cost this firm about two thousand doll
ars.

We regret to announce the death of Isador

Nordman, of the Standard Optical Co., of San

Francisco, after an illness of several years. The

deceased was a native of the town of Hagenheim,

Alsace, and was 51 years of age. He had a wide

circle of friends among the trade as he was con-

nected with the wholesale jewelry house of No
rd-

man Bros., for a number of years. His death is

greatly regretted.
A. Cohen, formerly with E. Hirshfeld & Co.,

wholesale jewelers of San Francisco, has accepted

a position with J. S. Lehrburger & Co., and 
will

travel for them through the Southern part of Cali-

fornia and Arizona.

Robert G. Bonestall, manufacturers' agent, of

San Francisco, is on a visit to Chicago and New

York, and expects to be away until March ist.

A. W. Huggins, of the firm of A. I. Hall &

Son, San Francisco jobbers, has started on a tri
p to

Honolulu and has taken his son with him for a little

vacation. He will return on or about March 1st.

Harry Silver, of Seattle, Wash., was among

the visiting tradesmen in town recently, renew
ing

old acquaintances and incidently selecting new

goods for his store.

Joe Hoeslich, of Seattle, Wash., spent a few

days with us recently, and left for Europe via C
hi-

cago and New York. He will make an extended

trip on the Continent.
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WE WISH TO IMPRESS
Upon the Retail Jewelers of the West, South and Northwest our ability tofill their orders for DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMOND
MOUNTINGS and FINE JEWELRY. Our stock of EMERALDS,PEARLS, RUBIES, OPALS and SAPPHIRES is by far the largest inthe Western market and was never more complete or extensive. Call andinspect it when you visit Chicago. Give us a trial with your Mail Orders.When you deal with us you \yin find that we make every effort to meetthe wishes of our customers.

WERGENS & ANDERSEN COMPANY,
MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY, DEALERS IN PRECIOUS STONES

AND IMPORTERS OF DIAMONDS,

STEWART BUILDING, CHICAGO.

SPECIAL VALUE. Revell No. 400 K Outfit. ( 4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long ;5 Show Cases and Tables, eachPrice, $420 Net Cash,
.1 2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

F.O.B. Cars Chicago 8 feet long;

Mo d e rn
ewelrylix tures

Show Cases

kexamier El.11 ever ss; CD.
2/31-L131 fill L Avenue, CHICAGO,

:-1111 an uracrur

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL. CASE.
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One so-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 54 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, horizontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.

66 inches high to top of rail, 7r inches
high over all, paneled below, glass above.
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TIMAVTL I NG MtN_,

Louis Kaufman & Co., the Newark, N. J.,

ring maKers, have dispatched a quintette of repre-

sentatives on the road with samples of the corn-

nanv's new lines for 1903. Mark Franklin will

cover the larger towns in the Northwest ; Lee

T.-Iirsch's territory comprises the Southwest and

Vacific Coast, and S. Kohn will canvass the Middle

West, while Selig Jacobs (formerly representative

of M. Meyers, of Boston) will traverse New England

qnd part of the South. Jos. L. Herzog will con-

tinue to call on old trade in the larger cities.

A. G. Schwab & Bro., of Cincinnati, announce

that there will be no change in their list of sales-

men nor their territories for 5903, but that their

trade interests will be looked after by the same

force as last year: The list includes Louis Lange,

James Baker, Isie Schroder, Julian G. Schwab, all

of whom are already out among their customers

displaying their spring lines. A. G. Schwab, the

head of the firm, will make occasional trips during

the year.
Sig. Strauss, of Sig. Strauss & Co., Cincinnati,

is already out among his trade displaying his new

spring lines with his usual success.

Chas. T. Wittstein & Co., of Chicago, will be

represented on the road for another year by August

W. Wittstein in Illinois and Wisconsin territory,

and Paul Wittstein will take care of the Chicago

city trade as usual.
H. F. Hahn & Co., of Chicago, announce

that there will be no change in their traveling

force for the present year from that of last, either

in salesmen or territory covered, but that their old

force, which includes Will. A. Schlossman, James

D. Packard, Ed. B. Hoffman, Max. Gluck and

Canton Dominick, will look after their interests on

the road. By the time this item is read all of the

above gentlemen will be out among the trade with

their new spring lines.
Woodstock, Hoefer & Co. announce that their

interests on the road will be looked after by H. F.

Wells in Northern Iowa, Southern Minnesota and

South Dakota ; W. A. Montague in Southern Iowa

and Nebraska ; E. H. Snow in Kansas, Oklahoma

and Eastern Colorado, and Otto Knaul in South-

western Kansas, Missouri, Indian Territory and

Arkansas. There is no change to note in men or

territory in the above.

C. H. Knights & Co., of Chicago, announce

the following as their traveling force for 1903:

R. W. Barlow in his old territory in the West and

Southwest ; E. E. Reynolds in Wisconsin and

Michigan ; M. N. Coe in Western territory, and

Charlas Gustafson in Minnesota and the Dakotas.

The two latter gentlemen are new men on the

force, though Mr. Coe formerly traveled for this

house in the Northwest. Mr. Gustafson has been

promoted from the position of house salesmen to

that of traveler and the trade will find him a bright

and pleasant young man to meet,

The Chicago office of the Julius King Optical

Company announce the following force of travelers

for 1903 in the territories named : F. W. Stewart in

Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming ; B. E.

Dickey in Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas

and Northern Illinois, and A. G. Larson in Michi-

gan, Indiana and Southern Illinois.

Swartchild & Co., of Chicago, will make no

change in their traveling force for the present year.

It will include Eugene Tewels in the Northwest;

Ed. Swartchild in Illinois, Indiana and Michigan,

and Joe Block in the \Vest and Southwest.

Albert Bros., the well-known jobbers, of Cin-

cinnati, announce that they will be represented on

the road by the same force the present year as last,

which is as follows : Charles Gebhardt in his old

territory ; likewise John Krohne and Fred. Long-

den. These gentlemen are already all out among

their customers with their new spring lines.

The accompanying portrait is a likeness of

B. F. Simpson, who has recently severed his con-

nection with Otto Young & Company, Chicago,

after over twenty
years' service with
the house, most of
this time filling the
position of travel-
ing salesman. Mr.
Simpson has joined

his interests with
those of M. A. Mead

& Co., the well-
known Chicago
watch jobbing

house, and will
hereafter carry
their line over hii
old Northwestern territory clear through to the

Pacific Northwest. Mr. Simpson is a bright, active

and successful salesman, and he will have the good

wishes of a large circle of friends in the trade for a

most generous success in his new connection.

The L. Bauman Jewelry Company, of St. I.ouis,

inform us that there will be no change in their

traveling force for the present year from that of

last year, each man having his regular territory as

follows : Louis Bauman in Texas and Western ter-

ritory, with headquarters at San Antonio, Texas ;

Fred. J. Bross in Illinois and Arkansas ; Julius

Newman in Missouri, and Marcus B. Eiseman in

Mississippi, Louisiana and Alabama. Irwin A.

Levis, special diamond salesman for this firm, will

make the larger towns and cities in all the above

territory during the year.
L. Gutmann & Sons, of Cincinnati, give us the

following as their traveling force for 1903, which is

the same as last year : Steve Leubusher in the

Northwest ; Gene Frommeyer in the Central

Western States ; Ed. C. Pfaffie in Texas and the

Southwest, and Eli Gutmann in his old territory in

the South. This firm reports an unusually good

business for 1902.
The Johnston Optical Company, of Detroit,

announce that they are not making any changes in

their traveling force for 1903. C. M. Scammel will

represent them in Michigan and Northern Ohio as

usual ; G. A. Douglass will take care of Indiana

and the southern part of Ohio ; J. R. Moorehouse

will continue to visit his old trade in Northern

Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska ; W. B. Gordon will

visit the trade in the southern half of Illinois,

Missouri, Kansas and Colorado, and W. J. Ennis

will call on the trade in Wisconsin, Minnesota and

the Dakotas as usual during the year. This house

contemplates putting on a . new man for the

Southern States at an early date.

B. F. Simpson

Joseph Noterman & Company, of Cincinnati,

will again be represented on the road for another

year by those two " old reliables " of the traveling

profession, John B. Osthoff and William Pflueger.

These gentlemen will call on the trade in the same

territory as heretofore.
L. H. Schafer & Co., Chicago, will be repre-

sented on the road this year by Ed. A. Kelly in his

old territory in the \Vest, and Fred. C. Strang in

Indiana and Ohio, with a new man to be added to

this force during the present month who will cover

Western and Northwestern territory.

The Merry & Pelton Silver Company, of St.

Louis, announce the following as their traveling

force for 1903 in the territories mentioned : O. J.

Wilmarth in Missouri, Nebraska and Western

Iowa ; C. E. Whittaker in Kansas, Southwestern

Missouri and Oklahoma ; H. E. Berg in Minnesota,

Wisconsin and Northeastern Iowa ; H. L. Merry

in Kentucky and Illinois, and Ben. Hirsch in Texas

and Louisiana. This firm expects to put on two

more men by July ist.
The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, of

Kansas City, announce that the following gentle-

men will represent them on the road this year:

E. L. Donaldson, who has been with them for

about two years, will cover Northern Missouri;

E. H. Ray, who has been with them for the past

year, will cover his old territory in Texas, and

A. 0. Dickason, who traveled for the C. L. Merry

Optical Company up to the first of the year, will

look after their interests in the territory formerly

covered by N. R. Fuller, who has taken a house

position. This territory embraces Southern Kansas,

Indian Territory, Oklahoma and Southern Missouri.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, will be

represented on the road this year by the following:

Ed. Schildman, Ohio and Georgia ; Walter Schild-

man, Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama ; Leo

Beckman, Missouri and Illinois ; E. G. Nolting,

Illinois ; Louis Twachtman, Ohio and Indiana;

Wm. Groedel, North Carolina and South Carolina;

H. Henle (optical goods only), Ohio and contiguous

territory.

After over twenty-two years of faithful service

on the road for Norris, Alister & Co., of

Chicago, in the Northwestern territory, S. W.

Robinson resigned his position with this firm Jan-

uary ist to ac-
cept a similar
one with Otto
Young & Co. to
travel in his old
territory with
some new terri-
tory added. Mr.
Robinson h as
long been class-
ed among the
successful sales-
men that travel

out of Chicago
in the jewelry
line. He is a
quiet, hard-working salesman who makes friends

easily and retains their confidence afterwards. Mr.

Robinson brings to his new position a wealth of

experience and a large trade following, and will

undoubtedly make a success in his new connection.

Jesse Strong, for several years past watchmaker

for Jeweler Theodore Rogg, of Des Moines, Iowa,

has succeeded R. N. Blair as traveler for the M. A.

Lumbard Company, the well-known wholesalers,

also of Des Moines. Mr. Blair goes with J. W.

Forsinger, the Chicago. watch jobber, and will
cover Indiana, Michigan and Ohio territory,

(Con‘inued on page 190

S. W. Robinson
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The new spring line of the R. & D. chains is the hand-somest and most varied we have ever shown, and we believeit will be to the direct interest of every retail jeweler toask for and examine chains with the R. & D. tagwhen lookjmr through the jobbers' stocks.

Our chains for men are the
gold filled goods, and have proven intrinsic value and long-wearing qualities. In design they are most attractive andwill prove the newest and best sellers in the market.

Your stock will not be complete without them.Guaranteed to sive perfect satisfaction or a new chain furnished.

Rodenberg 0 Dunn, H C./ 13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.Factory, 183 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

Alabama

• THE KEYSTONE iS in receipt of a copy of

" North and South " from Jeweler M. F. Doering,

of Anniston. This is a creditable publication " de-

voted to health, happiness and humanity." It con-

tains reviews of various places in the State. Annis-

ton comes in for due notice and is described as a

" model city, healthful, peaceful, beautiful, modern,

progressive, prosperous and most attractive."

California
•

The city council of Los Angeles, has amended

the measure known as the sign ordinance, so as to

enable Montgomery Bros., of that city, to erect a

$2000 clock in front of their store. This elaborate

timepiece will have a dial thirty-six inches in

diameter and will be mounted on an iron base
fifteen feet high.

Indiana

D. P. Armer has succeeded the firm of Armer

& Von Colson in the Gem Novelty Store, Rich-

mond. He now carries a handsome stock of dia-

monds, watches, cut glass, jewelry and chinaware.

S. Prager, of Terre Haute, has removed from

507 to 406 Main Street, which latter premises are

replete with all the latest store facilities. He has

increased his stock to more than double its former

dimensions and reports that his Christmas trade

was nearly three times the volume of last year. In

his new store he has opened a " watch and clock

hospital," in connection with which he will issue

" accident policies." The customer, he explains,

will pay $2 and receive a policy (with number of

movement) properly filled out. This insures his

watch for one year from date of issuance against

all accidental breakage. The policy also provides

for cleaning as often as the timepiece needs it.

Indian Territory

A. Y. Bowsw(•II, of Fairland, has purchased

the business of I. J . Wilson, of Tulsa, and is about

to remove thereto. Mr. Wilson retires from busi-

ness through ill health. The stock of the Bowswell

store at Afton, which is in charge of Jeweler Brad-

shaw, will not be moved. Mr. Bowswell will

make many notable improvements in his newly-

acquired premises, including the installation of a

new front.

Iowa

0. W. Halsted, of Davis City, issued a booklet

during the Christmas season exploiting his line of

gifts. It contained four white enameled pages and

was bound in a rich purple cover, with " Christmas

Souvenir " on the outside in silver letters. It was

neatly printed and from its convenient size and

concise arrangement must have been a valu
able

factor in Christmas trade. The back page 
con-

tained some choice specimens of engraving. The

booklet, on the whole, was highly creditabl
e to

Jeweler Halsted.
Frank Anshutz, of Shenandoah, has issued a

calendar, the pictorial part of which is some
what

novel in character. It consists of the jeweler's dog

sitting in an upright attitude with a watch on 
his

collar, a pipe in his mouth, and glasses adorning his

nasal organ. It is such an odd conception, apart

from its utility, it is likely to be preserved.

Kansas

J. B. & G. H. Spangle, of Chetopa, 
make win-

dow dressing one of the specialties of their 
busi-

ness. Their windows are so constructetl as 
to

afford copious display facilities and these they
 are

not slow to avail of, nor are their lighting 
arrange-

ments any less abundant. Each window has six

Incandescent lamps on the sides and a l
arger one

hanging in the center. The main part of 
their

store is lighted with one arc and seven incandes-
cents and there are six incandescents in the wall
cases. They recently designed a window display
of watch chains which attracted a good deal of
public attention. Their advertisements are also a
conspicuous feature of the local press.

Kentucky

Frederick W. Powers has succeeded the firm
of Fred. W. Powers & Co., of Ashland, and will
make extensive improvements in his store in the
near future.

Louisiana

Hart & Parker, of Shreveport, designed a
window display during the recent holiday season,
which proved to be of immense value to this enter-
prising firm, both as to advertising and increased
sales. One of the local newspapers made it the
subject of a eulogistic reference, and numbers of
people went expressly to witness it. THE KEY-
STONE regrets that owing to the character of the
photograph at hand it cannot reproduce the hand-

some display in a manner to do it justice. Its
most pronounced features, however, were an elab-
orateness of design and richness of execution.
Brilliant lighting, rich foliage and the figure of a

bejeweled beauty combined to produce an imposing

effect, while the rich, dark background made the

goods stand out to excellent advantage. This

firm was also abreast of the times during the busy

season in the matter of advertising, as their an-

nouncements were a conspicuous feature of the
Shreveport press.

Massachusetts

Joseph Moulton, a retired jeweler, of New-
buryport, and father of William Moulton, the

present well-known trader of that town, died re-

cently, after an illness of several weeks. He was

longer in business in Newburyport than any person

now living there, having been with his father on

Broadway from his boyhood until he succeeded to

the business about fifty years ago. The son con-

tinued in the same place until he removed to the

store on the corner of State and Essex Streets,

from whence he made his last move to that on the

opposite side of State Street, now occupied by his

son, William Moulton. Deceased retired from

business a few years ago and at the time of his

death was considerably enfeebled by age. The

Moulton family have been in the jewelry business

in that section for many generations and some of

the oldest pieces of silverware in New England
homes bear the Moulton stamp.

Michigan

G. G. Case, of Jackson, recently celebrated

the twenty-fifth anniversary of his start in business

by holding an extensive sale of watches, diamonds,

jewelry, etc. " It doesn't seem twenty-five years

since Mr. Case first hung out his sign and occupied a

little corner of a store on North Mechanic Street,"

says a local paper ; " but tempus fag-it By reason

of skill as a watchmaker and jeweler and by honest

treatment of his patrons for a quarter of a century,

he has built up a large and successful business, and

his many friends extend congratulations."

Legene Cillaway, of Lake City, was married

recently to Miss Clara Isabella Havens, a popular

teacher of that place. The ceremony was per-

formed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John L.

Seafuse in the presence of a few relatives and in-

vited guests. A dainty supper was served after

which Mr. and Mrs. Cillaway drove to Cadillac,

going from there to Grand Rapids, Detroit, and

other Southern points on a week's wedding trip.

THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Missouri

E. E. Lawrence, after fourteen years of suc-

cessful business at Stanberry, has moved to Doni-

phan, where he continues in the jewelry business.

A liking for a warm climate is the reason assigned

by hint for the change. He has been succeeded at

Stanberry by J. L. Bet; of Maitland, who has

purchased the fixtures in the Stanberry store.
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Montana

A. I). Schwab, formerly of Fort Benton, has
purchased the jewelry store of Harry Ulrich, at
Billings. Jeweler Ulrich is returning to Switzer-
land.

Nebraska

D. B. Whitney, formerly of Tilden, is now with
the Stout Drug Co., which recently succeeded the
Taylor Pharmacy, at Plainview. They will make
jewelry one of their principal departments.

New Hampshire

Whitcomb Bros., of Berlin, made profitable
use of their spacious show window during Christ-
mas time, one of their displays being of a highly
artistic character. The rear of this trim was grace-
fully hung with lace curtains, and there were two
handsome arches entwined with holly. The pre-
dominant feature was attractive simplicity, which
should be the guiding principle in all efforts of this
character.

New Jersey

Alphonse Alexander de la Reussille, of Free-
hold, died a short time ago at the age of 62. His
death was due to heart failure. Mr. de la Reussille
came to Freehold about thirty-six years ago from
Tramelan, Switzerland, and entered the employ of
the late L. A. Hoffman as a watchmaker. He
remained with him ten years, when he started in
business for himself in premises which he afterwards
vacated when he purchased the present quarters.
He built himself up a substantial trade and was
socially popular.

New York

The trade are cautioned against a fellow call-
ing himself " Jones," who left Binghamton some
time ago. He is wanted by the police there and at
various other places. He has a long career of
miscellaneous thieving to his record and when he
left Binghamton had in his possession, among
other things, a gentlemen's solid gold, fancy en-
graved, hunting case watch, Elgin movement, 15
jewel, 9390744, case number 4590419 ; also dia-
mond stud weighing 3-4 x 1.32 x 1.64, mounted on
a Tiffany head, ' L. E. & Co.' on the spring back.
The police at Binghamton will be glad to hear of
him.

Leslie E. Soggs, the well-known retailer, of
Binghamton, has recently been visiting his brother

at Niagara Falls, Nelson A. Soggs, who is also a
member of the trade. The latter, by the way, is a
close student of industrial conditions. In a copy
of the Niagara Falls Gazette to hand, a communi-

cation appears over his name, which has reference

to the marvelous possibilities of Niagara's electrical
power for further civic and industrial development.

Mr. Soggs manifests a vigorous grasp of his subject

and expresses himself with a freedom and vivacity

rare in men of business. In the course of his letter

he predicts for the town a radical transformation of
a hopeful character, and he adds : " I believe in
my conviction so firmly that I would be quite
willing to sell my diamonds at $z per carat if all I

say does not prove true."

North Carolina

W. H. Leonard, of V inston-Salem, used some
elaborate advertisements to stimulate holiday trade.
Judging from the space occupied by them, he is
evidently an enthusiast in the matter of publicity.

A local paper contained a half page announcement,
in which cuts were judiciously used. This ad.

was one of the most conspicuous features of the

journal in which it appeared, and the subject matter
was readable and attractive.

North Dakota

P. E. Ahearn, of Courtenay, is mourning the
loss of his wife, whose death occurred December
29th. The deceased lady was only four clays ailing.
The bereaved husband, with whom much sympa-

thy is felt, contemplates to sell out his business.

(Continued on page 192)
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Notes About Traveling Men

(Continued from page 180

A. C. Becken, of Chicago, will have his
interests on the road looked after by Arthur
Rinkenberger in the Northwest, and C. E. Roy in
the West and Southwest.

E. & J. Swigart, of Cincinnati, announce that
their force of travelers will be the same this year
as last and is composed as follows : J. W. Solar in
the Southern States and the southern part of Ohio;
Charles Swigart in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan ter-
ritory, and E. Donitz in Northern and Eastern
Ohio and Indiana territory. All of the above
gentlemen started out on the road late in January
in good health and ready to meet their customers,
among whom they have a great many personal
friends.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company, of St.
Louis, will be represented by the following sales-
man during 1903 : F. L. Jaccard in Louisiana,
Texas, New Mexico and Colorado territory ; W. F.
Wilmes in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma
and Indian Territory ; Joseph Auer in Tennessee,
Kentucky and Mississippi, and Leo Bauman in Illi-
nois, Missouri and Arkansas territory. The last
named is the only new man on the force, the others
being old-timers with the house.

The Illinois Watch Company, of Springfield,
announce that there will be no change in their
traveling force for the new year from that of 1902.
Mr. Armbruster will visit the large cities of the
country—New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pitts-
burg, Cincinnati, Washington, Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis, St. Paul and St. Louis—as well as numerous
other smaller places, as usual. Mr. Thiery will
represent this company in the New England States,
Western New York and Pennsylvania. A. S.
Wormood has for his territory Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri and Iowa.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, of
St. Louis, announce that there is no change in
their list of traveling salesmen from that of last
year, but that their old force will represent them
in their old territories. These gentlemen are all
out among their customers, having left headquartes
about January 20th. The force includes Nelson W.
Hagnauer, C. T. Cederstrom, J. Reed Elliott, F. B.
Hull and J. M. Freide. Colonel Morris J. Meyer,
the former well-known missionary for The Keystone
Watch Case Company, was added to the sales force
of this house the first of the year and will call on
the city trade and the adjacent towns to St. Louis.

King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., will this year
be represented by the same traveling force with one
exception : A. E. Tilley's place will be taken by
W. I. Goodfellow, formerly of Fleishman & Co.,
Chicago, who will cover the Northwest. Mr.
Goodfellow has been a knight of the grip for the
last fifteen years, covering about the same territory
that he will cover for King & Eisele. North Will-
cox, Carl Haenszel and Jos. Freedman will cover
their old territories. The firm reports an elegant
business during the past year ; in fact, it exceeded
that of any previous year in their business career.

John A. Platt, the veteran, will still continue to
call on the jobbing trade for another year in the
larger cities of the West for the Theodore W.
Foster & Bro. Company, the widely-known Provi-
dence manufacturers. Mr. Platt is one of the most
genial of men and well known as one of the most
accomplished and successful salesmen in the pro-
fession.

Sproehnle & Co., of Chicago, will have theit
interests looked after among the trade during 1903
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by James H. Donnelly in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska and Ohio territory ; A. E. Madsen in the
Dakotas, Minnesota and parts of Wisconsin ; P. H.
Winterberg in the Middle West ; Joe. S. Ritch in
the South and Southwest ; John B. Ashton in the
Far West ; Frank M. Sproehnle in Illinois and
parts of Iowa ; Charles L. Caliger in Iowa and
Illinois territory, and A. W. Sproehnle in Wisconsin
and Minnesota territory.

Otto Young & Co., Chicago, have arranged
with the following salesmen to look after interests
on the road in the territories named during 1903 :
S. W. Robinson in parts of Iowa, Minnesota, Wis-
consin and Michigan ; C. J. Cornwell in the North-
west ; Geo. W. Cook in Northern Illinois and
Southern Wisconsin ; C. A. Davisson in Southern
Michigan and Indiana, and V. G. Cuthbert in the
Southwest. Mr. Robinson, who is the only new
man on the force, is well known to the trade as a
former traveler for Norris, Alister & Co.

Among the changes in representatives of
Eastern manufacturers in the " Western Circuit"
is that of G. H. Remington, who has changed
from Waite, Mathewson & Co. to Maintaine Bros. &
Elliott. Mr. Remington was lately seen in Chicago
on his way to the Pacific Coast. He reports a
good business with his new line.

Among the Trade

(Continued front page 19r)

Ohio

Bert Ellis, of Washington, recently issued abooklet printed in blue ink on white paper, in whichhe exploits his line of bric-a-brac, silverware andjewelry goods. The initial page contains an inter-esting talk on diamonds, and the other portionsare in a practical vein.
W. R. Johnston has removed from Mt. Vernonto Butler, and has opened up a store in the latterplace.
Earl J. G. Lovett, of Willoughby, adopts anovel plan of advertising by giving his customers afac-simile of a restaurant meal ticket. The printedmatter contained thereon soon disillusions therecipient of his first impression, for it opens with," No, this is not a meal ticket, simply a gentle re-minder, etc." He finds it a very effective methodof attracting attention.
W. A. Aicher, of Pomeroy, died last monthafter an illness of 48 hours. Deceased was 71 yearsold and a bachelor. He slept in the rear of hisstore and took his meals in restaurants. He was aman of very gentlemanly bearing and good educa-tion. He was successful in business and amassedconsiderable property, owning the fine buildingwhich he occupied, and having one of the largestand most complete jewelry stores in that section.
Jacob Wendel, of Piqua, was a heavy suffererfrom a disastrous fire which swept that townrecently. The total damage wrought upon localtraders is said to amount to $150,000.

Oklahoma Territory

Boasen Brothers, of Oklahoma City, haveestablished themselves in a new store at 133 MainStreet, in which they have considerably increasedfacilities and much more room. The new premises
are situated in an eminently desirable quarter. The
firm carries an augmented stock and reports an
excellent holiday trade.

Oregon

Albert J. Metzger, of Corvallis, was marriedrecently to Miss Edna Garrow. The ceremonywas performed at the Catholic Church, Corvallis,and was witnessed by a number of friends. Afterthe service at the church was concluded, the bridalparty repaired to the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.Garrow, where a delicious wedding breakfastawaited them. The bridal party took the afternoon
train for Portland, from which point they proceeded
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to Redding, California, for a brief honeymoon.They are both very popular socially. THE KEY-STONE extends congratulations.

Pennsylvania

G. W. Stark, an enterprising young jeweler, ofHanover, accompanied by his wife, paid a briefvisit to THE KEYSTONE office while in Philadel-phia last month. He reports business as beingvery good in his section of the country, with pros-pects for an early and prosperous spring trade.Mr. Stark was on his way East on a combinedbusiness and pleasure trip. He is the third gene-ration of his family in the jewelry business, hisfather and grandfather being respected membersof the trade.
J. Linnenbrink, of Rochester, had some attrac-tive announcements in the local press during theChristmas season. These ads. were character-ized by sound sense and were typographicallyattractive. Mr. Linnenbrink added a line of richcut glass some time ago.
Robert F. Polack, one of the oldest jewelersof York, was striken with apoplexy on January 2d.He lingered until early the following morning,when death claimed him. During his long careeras retail jeweler in York, Mr. Polack had becomewidely and favorably known throughout the South-eastern portion of the State, both as a businessman and an enterprising citizen. In the year 1838,when a youth of fourteen, he left his native coun-try, Germany, and settled in the town of Hanover,this State, where, in 1859, he established a jewelryand watch repairing business. In 1862 he disposedof his store in Hanover and took up his abode inYork, where he again entered the jewelry business,and continued in the same until the time of hisdeath. Had he lived one week longer he wouldhave celebrated his sixty-fifth birthday. A wife,four sons and one daughter survive him.
Wm. H. Rowe, Jr., manufacturing jeweler anddiamond-setter, has installed improved machineryin his newly equipped premises at 114 North Wash-ington Avenue. These quarters afford him doublehis former space, and his facilities for business haveotherwise been considerably increased.
H. N. Greisinger, formerly watchmaker withAlbert Norstedt, of Mt. Carmel, has purchased thejewelry establishment of P. C. Menagh, of that city.

Tennessee

On the occasion of a wedding in Memphis re-cently the bride was the recipient of a gift of morethan ordinary interest. It consisted of a diamondpendant and tiara. Its value amounted to $3100.The design represents scintillating dewdrows on afern leaf, and is so constructed that it can be worneither as a tiara or a pendant, and further by re-moving two of the largest diamonds and attachingthem into another piece can be changed into abrooch. A further transformation can be effectedby removing four stones from the original designand an exquisite La Valliere is the result. Thependant proper is suspended from an invisibleplatinum chain studded with diamonds ; by a sim-ple and novel adjustment it becomes a tiara withgraceful sweeping white egerette of Flamingoplume in which form especially the oscillatingjewels sparkle with every move of the wearer.This notable gift was executed by J. N. Mulford,the original drawings for the design being made by
his artist.

Texas

The Armstrong Jewelry Co., of Brownwood,signalized the recent holiday season by the indis-
criminate distribution of gifts. They announced
that at 9 o'clock on a certain morning during the
season of good cheer, a present would be given to
every caller. Naturally their visitors on that morn-
ing were many, and for half an hour the help were
kept busy in presenting the tokens. A local news-
paper says of the matter: "Some little token was
given to everyone and all went away happy. There
were babies in arms, old people nearly at the grave,
sick, poor, but all were treated alike and all went
away happy and .praising the Armstrong Jewelry
Co. for their liberality. The affair was a great
success in every way, and credit is due the firm for
their generous remembrance."

F. Collier has purchased the drug and jewelry
business cifW.M, 13urger Co,, of Stephenville,
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A. C. Beckett, of Chicago, will have his
interests on the road looked after by Arthur
Rinkenberger in the Northwest, and C. E. Roy in
the West and Southwest.

E. & J. Swigart, of Cincinnati, announce that
their force of travelers will be the same this year
as last and is composed as follows : J. IV. Solar in
the Southern States and the southern part of Ohio;
Charles Swigart in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan ter-
ritory, and E. Donitz in Northern and Eastern
Ohio and Indiana territory. All of the above
gentlemen started out on the road late in January
in good health and ready to meet their customers,
among whom they have a great many personal
friends.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company, of St.
Louis, will be represented by the following sales-
man during 1903 : F. L. Jaccard in Louisiana,
Texas, New Mexico and Colorado territory ; \V. F.
Wilmes in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma
and Indian Territory ; Joseph Auer in Tennessee,
Kentucky and Mississippi, and Leo Bauman in Illi-
nois, Missouri and Arkansas territory. The last
named is the only new man on the force, the others
being old-timers with the house.

The Illinois Watch Company, of Springfield,
announce that there will be no change in their
traveling force for the new year from that of 1902.
Mr. Armbruster will visit the large cities of the
country—New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pitts-
burg, Cincinnati, NVashington, Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis, St. Paul and St. Louis—as well as numerous
other smaller places, as usual. Mr. Thiery will
represent this company in the New England States,
Western New York and Pennsylvania. A. S.
Wormood has for his territory Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri and Iowa.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, of
St. Louis, announce that there is no change in
their list of traveling salesmen from that of last
year, but that their old force will represent them
in their old territories. These gentlemen are all
out among their customers, having left headquartes
about January 20th. The force includes Nelson XV.
Hagnauer, C. T. Cederstrom, J. Reed Elliott, F. B.
Hull and J. M. Freide. Colonel Morris J. Meyer,
the former well-known missionary for The Keystone
Watch Case Company, was added to the sales force
of this house the first of the year and will call on
the city trade and the adjacent towns to St. Louis.

King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., will this year
be represented by the same traveling force with one
exception : A. E. Tilley's place will be taken by
W. I. Goodfellow, formerly of Fleishman & Co.,
Chicago, who will cover the Northwest. Mr.
Goodfellow has been a knight of the grip for the
last fifteen years, covering about the same territory
that he will cover for King & Eisele. North Will-
cox, Carl Haenszel and Jos. Freedman will cover
their old territories. The firm reports an elegant
business during the past year ; in fact, it exceeded
that of any previous year in their business career.

John A. Platt, the veteran, will still continue to
call on the jobbing trade for another year in the
larger cities of the West for the Theodore W.
Foster & Bro. Company, the widely-knovvp Provi-
dence manufacturers. Mr. Platt is one of the most
genial of men and well known as one of the most
accomplished and successful salesmen in the pro-
fession.

Sproehnle & Co., of Chicago, will have their
interests looked after among the trade during 1903
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by James H. Donnelly in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska and Ohio territory ; A. E. Madsen in the
Dakotas, Minnesota and parts of Wisconsin ; P. H.
Winterberg in the Middle West ; Joe. S. Bitch in
the South and Southwest ; John B. Ashton in the
Far West ; Frank M. Sproehnle in Illinois and
parts of Iowa ; Charles L. Caliger in Iowa and
Illinois territory, and A. W. Sproehnle in Wisconsin
and Alinnesota territory.

Otto Young & Co., Chicago, have arranged
with the following salesmen to look after interests
on the road in the territories named during 1903:
S. \V. Robinson in parts of Iowa, Minnesota, Wis-
consin and Michigan ; C. J. Cornwell in the North-
west ; (;eo. IV. Cook in Northern Illinois and
Southern Wisconsin ; C. A. Davisson in Southern
Michigan and Indiana, and V. G. Cuthbert in the
Southwest. Mr. Robinson, who is the only new
man on the force, is well known to the trade as a
former traveler for Norris, Alister & Co.

Among the changes in representatives of
Eastern manufacturers in the " Western Circuit"
is that of G. H. Remington, who has changed
from Waite, Mathewson & Co. to Maintaine Bros. &
Elliott. Mr. Remington was lately seen in Chicago
on his way to the Pacific Coast. He reports a
good business with his new line.

Among the Trade

(Conitnued porn page 191)

Ohio

Bert Ellis, of Washington, recently issued abooklet printed in blue ink on white paper, in whichhe exploits his line of bric-a-brac, silverware andjewelry goods. The initial page contains an inter-esting talk on diamonds, and the other portionsare in a practical vein.
W. R. Johnston has removed from Mt. Vernonto Butler, and has opened up a store in the latterplace.
Earl J. G. Lovett, of Willoughby, adopts anovel plan of advertising by giving his customers afac-simile of a restaurant meal ticket. The printedmatter contained thereon soon disillusions therecipient of his first impression, for it. opens with," No, this is not a meal ticket, simply a gentle re-minder, etc." He finds it a very effective methodof attracting attention.
W. A. Aicher, of Pomeroy, died last monthafter an illness of 48 hours. Deceased was 71 yearsold and a bachelor. He slept in the rear of hisstore and took his meals in restaurants. He was aman of very gentlemanly bearing and good educa-tion. He was successful in business and amassedconsiderable property, owning the fine buildingwhich he occupied, and having one of the largestand most complete jewelry stores in that section.
Jacob Wendel, of Piqua, was a heavy suffererfrom a disastrous fire which swept that townrecently. The total damage wrought upon localtraders is said to amount to $150,000.

Oklahoma Territory

Boasen Brothers, of Oklahoma City, haveestablished themselves in a new store at 133 MainStreet, in which they have considerably increasedfacilities and much more room. The new premisesare situated in an eminently desirable quarter. Thefirm carries an augmented stock and reports anexcellent holiday trade.

Oregon

Albert J. Metzger, of Corvallis, was marriedrecently to Miss Edna Garrow. The ceremonywas performed at the Catholic Church, Corvallis,and was witnessed by a number of friends. Afterthe service at the church was concluded, the bridalparty repaired to the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.Garrow, where a delicious wedding breakfastawaited them. The bridal party took the afternoontrain for Portland, from which point they proceeded
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to Redding, California, for a brief honeymoon.They are both very popular socially. THE Kay.STONE extends congratulations.

Pennsylvania

G. W. Stark, an enterprising young jeweler, ofHanover, accompanied by his wife, paid a briefvisit to THE KEYSTONE office while in Philadel-phia last month. He reports business as beingvery good in his section of the country, with pros-pects for an early and prosperous spring trade.Mr. Stark was on his way East on a combinedbusiness and pleasure trip. He is the third gene-ration of his family in the jewelry business, hisfather and grandfather being respected membersof the trade.
J. Linnenbrink, of Rochester, had some attrac-tive announcements in the local press during theChristmas season. These ads. were character-ized by sound sense and were typographicallyattractive. Mr. Linnenbrink added a line of richcut glass some time ago.
Robert F. Polack, one of the oldest jewelersof York, was striken with apoplexy on January 2d.He lingered until early the following morning,when death claimed him. During his long careeras retail jeweler in York, Mr. Polack had becomewidely and favorably known throughout the South-eastern portion of the State, both as a businessman and an enterprising citizen. In the year 1838,when a youth of fourteen, he left his native coun-try, Germany, and settled in the town of Hanover,this State, where, in 1859, he established a jewelryand watch repairing business. In 1862 he disposedof his store in Hanover and took up his abode inYork, where he again entered the jewelry business,and continued in the same until the time of hisdeath. Had he lived one week longer he wouldhave celebrated his sixty-fifth birthday. A wife,four sons and one daughter survive him.
Wm. H. Rowe, Jr., manufacturing jeweler anddiamond-setter, has installed improved machineryin his newly equipped premises at 114 North Wash-ington Avenue. These quarters afford him doublehis former space, and his facilities for business haveotherwise been considerably increased.H. N. Greisinger, formerly watchmaker withAlbert Norstedt, of Mt. Carmel, has purchased thejewelry establishment of P. C. Menagh, of that city.

Tennessee

On the occasion of a wedding in Memphis re-cently the bride was the recipient of a gift of morethan ordinary interest. It consisted of a diamondpendant and tiara. Its value amounted to $3100.The design represents scintillating clewdrows on afern leaf, and is so constructed that it can be worneither as a tiara or a pendant, and further by re-moving two of the largest diamonds and attachingthem into another piece can be changed into abrooch. A further transformation can be effectedby removing four stones from the original designand an exquisite La Valliere is the result. Thependant proper is suspended from an invisibleplatinum chain studded with diamonds ; by a sim-ple and novel adjustment it becomes a tiara withgraceful sweeping white egerette of Flamingoplume in which form especially the oscillatingjewels sparkle with every move of the wearer.This notable gift was executed by J. N. Mulford,the original drawings for the design being made by
his artist.

Texas

The Armstrong Jewelry Co., of Brownwood,signalized the recent holiday season by the indis-criminate distribution of gifts. They announced
that at 9 o'clock on a certain morning during the
season of good cheer, a present would be given to
every caller. Naturally their visitors on that morn-
ing were many, and for half an hour the help were
kept busy in presenting the tokens. A local news-
paper says of the matter : " Some little token was
given to everyone and all went away happy. There
were babies in arms, old people nearly at thegrave,
sick, poor, but all were treated alike and all went
away happy and praising the Armstrong Jewelry
Co. for their liberality. The affair was a great
success in every way, and credit is due the firm for
their generous remembrance."

F. Collier has purchased the drug and jewelry
business of W. 1st. Burger .S4 Co,, of Stephenville,



LEONARD KROWER

mutat-hirer and 'Wholesale Jeweler

AiretiEtt, MAmorwilu, ELRY:
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IMPORTER OF

Diamonds and
Precious Stones.

MAKER OF

High-Grade Jewelry and
Gold Rings, etc.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Elgin, Waltham and
New England Watches
and the Leading Makes of

Watch Cases.

Ansonia, Seth Thomas, Welch
and Ingraham Clocks.

The only Wholesale Jewelry House
in the United States occupying- a
four-story building.

1. 
Your ORDERS solicited. Selec-
tion Packages sent to responsible
parties.

536-538 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

•

Almost Everybody
in the trade knows that we manufacture the leading

 line of STERLING

SILVER TOILET GOODS, MANICURE GOODS, F
ANCY SPOONS

AND DISHES, NETHERSOLE AND CHAIN BRACELETS,
 Etc., but

we want to announce our new Bracelet, the 
"DOLORES" and

our new SASH PINS AND WAIST SETS, which we
 are making in

STERLING SILVER.

Another Thing
that a great many buyers know about to their own

 advantage as well

as ours is the phenomenal success of our new whit
e metal which we call

ST ETIRii. I N
MARK

We have made thousands of Match Boxes,
 etc., of this metal

during the past season, and in 1903 we shall 
make thousands of other

articles of it, as it is not plated so has no plate to 
wear off, it will

not tarnish but improves rather than otherwise by 
wear.

In fact as a cheap substitute for Sterling 
Silver, it is far superior

to anything ever before produced. It is not Silver but

Ok TRADE r.

STERARLINL

and is now one of our speialties as well as 
STERLING SILVER

and ROYAL COPPER.
We wish to again remind you that we 

have the largest, and the

best line for the money, of CHATELAINE 
BAGS AND PURSES

on the market to-day.

THE JAS. E. BLAKE CO.
Attleboro, Mass.



No. 2143. Nose Bush diet Amer-
lean 11efluty Hoses.

Colors ; white, pink, tea, cream,
yellow and red.

No.2 I 21 in. high, each, $1.00
" " " 1.40

No.214313. 36 " " " 2.40

Easter Decorations.

A

No. 2533. Rose Spray.
2530. 12 in. long, per doz., $ .70
2531. 14 " " " " 1.00
2532. 14 " " " " 1.50
2533. 14 " " " " 2.00

You eau furnish yourself it BLOOMING APPLE TREE
10 feet high for $88.55 by asking me how to It it.

Bright,
Prosperous
Business
Man,

Prepare
Now!

Mr. Jeweler : This Electric Lamp Shade,
with bluish reflection, is what you need
to brighten your show. Samples for-
warded on application.

Send for ILLUSTRATED EASTER EDITION, con-
taining a full line of EASTER GOODS.

Frank Netschert
34 Barclay St., NEW YORK.

187 S. Clark St., CHICAGO.

dna .7
ImIDSLIOZ

2284.

477 7*

2284. Smilax.
Smilax, per dozen yards, 75 cents,

N..

16 IN. dianistet•f
("atm/a he defected from a

natural ..oe 1.1,1, for yl,ITS.
NII 1.14.11 ,11.,•essitilly dis-
played It- it IliI II r lilting.
2150. 4 in. diameter . . . $ .50
2150. 5 " • . . .90
2150. c " " . . 1.00
215(1. 7 " " • . . 1.25
2150. 8 " " . . . 1.75

Nn. 2558. Easter Lily.
Each. -251). Per doz.,$18.00No 2 Easter Lily.
1.0, h. -1 00, Per do.z. $9.00No. 255s I , Easter Lily?
Each, 35c. Per doz., $3.00

No. 2547 A. Wistaria Spray.
3 lowers find leaves to each
81 ray, as cut represents, 50e.

No. 2541. Easter Lily Sprays
ale ; .■11 (.8.with leaves 1

Per dozen $1.50
No. 2367. Single Lilies 'anti

Buds. Per dozen, 5 90
Per gross, 9.00

THE MILDRED PHOTO-MONOGRAM BRACELETFoR TWO PHOTOORAPHS.
These bracelets are put up in white satin-lined square boxes and can he had in efther all
6 per cent for cash.
plain, half chased o 

n
r all phased, in either silver ,,r tilled. Price, $2.25. Price et, less

of SEAMLESS HALF-ROUND AND FLAT BAND RINGS you,ahs:, 1 
anti
ute fi,reL ';.oattoe Vette-11r itnott lolre4le,r1 shouldet gtlinetgensiti

Ringset olooce■ , Boston, Mass., 3 sit Nhould do so at once, and learn of their entirely new departure in ring making, whereby you can make in a few moments perfeet rings from new or old gold.Anyone can use our outfit, und make rings.The catalogue tells how to use the outfitand Illustrates fifty styles of rings, givingthe weight of each style in seventeen fingersizes. Our molds blocks are the only MOWSin which any gold may be cast free frontpin-holes. Our outfit costs $25.00, andwith it and some mold Mocks whiell wefurnish our customers at reasonable figures,you can make any of the illustrated rings tothe complete satisfaction of your customer,and make all the profit between the cost ol'the gold and the selling price of the ring.We ivill send prepaid, on receipt of 10 cents,a stunple half-round ring mold of any desired finger size, and casting in the nioldwill convince you immediately of the prac-ticability of the outfit. Why not increaseyour profits for the year, and give us achance to help you ? We want you as acustomer for our mold blocks, and are sureof it if you will only try our molds and readour catalogue.

of all novelties in bracelets this is the best, anti will sell when others have tims.appeared front the market.

JULES ASCHEIM, 41 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Made by

RINGSET COMPANY,
Boston, Mass.

ELLIOTT'S Celebrated London-Made

TUBULAR CHIME CLOCKS

WHY buy German and other imitations

WHEN you can buy a Genuine Elliott
for the same money?

HARRIS & HARRINGTON,
Sole Agents to the Trade

for J. J. Elliott, London,
32-34 Vesey Street, New York.

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 108 129 9

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-

perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their

demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that which

they are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a

transformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is to

press the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the

watch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automatic

switch which cannot remain closed through neglect, making

it absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,

an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,

also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, or

town, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment's

notice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosed

in a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case with

nickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a

three cell dry battery which will last for a year or more and

can be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are 
of

brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-

rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact

the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing

twenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which we

charge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. If

it is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-

tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED IR32

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

SENO FOR CATALOGUE "E''
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New Autotuatie Eyeglass Holder,
made in silver, roll-Plate anti gold.
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THE INSTINCT OF THE APE.

The genius of imitation Ivas one
of the elemental qualities which man
inherited from his earliest ancestors,
if Darwin is right; for "ape " means
" to imitate."

The trouble with the imitator is
this: He mistakes the semblance for
the substance, just as some shallow
observers sometimes mistake reputa-
tion for character. He falls short be-
cause his motive is not genuine. He
does a thing because some better man
does it—he does not do it for own
sake. And he does not care to do
it better, but only to (Wear to do it
as well.

Imitation is the unwilling tribute
that mediocrity pays to superiority.
Keystone designs—Keystone methods
of making—Keystone initiative and
originality in the process of business
exact this toll from contemporaries in
Watch Case making. The imitating
is reluctant, but unavoidable: for one
must either lead or follow.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

KEY6"TONE
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SOME " POINTERS " FOR THE

MAN BEHIND THE

SHOW CASE.

In "talking up" the best goods in

any line—as, for instance, the Boss

Case to the man who wants a Filled

Case--you shut out the competition

of the " cheap" store—the store that

makes the question of firice, the first

consideration ; and you gradually

secure a monopoly of the trade of

that large number in every commu-

nity who want qualify and will pay

the price for it.

In talking " cheap " goods you are

talking for everybody that sells cheap

goods ; you have no argument left

when the shopper comes back from

her tour around town, except to fur-

ther cheapen your price.

In pushing the sale of Boss Cases,

and similar "best" things in other

lines, you not only secure a larger

present profit but also make sure

your future profits ; for no man can

"fool all the people all the time," and

en time "his sin will find him out."

The wise jeweler keeps an eye on the

Day of Reckoning.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

i9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia.
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A Machine for Milling Gold
Settings

Article No. 28 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

CHEAPLY constructed device for

  milling out various little extra pieces

which are required around a jeweler's

store is a great convenience. Spectacle joints,

unusual settings for stones in rings and pins,

and a thousand and one things which " come

in handy " can be done with such a machine.

The ordinary slide rest admits of only two

feed motions, and both of these are hori-

zontal. What is needed in a milling device

is a motion in all directions, and by adding

a screw feed, moving vertically, we have all

we can desire.
It is evident, after this conclusion, that

if we should add to the ordinary slide rest a

slide moving up and down, we can get ex-

actly the motion we need. With a Rivett

lathe this is very easily accom-

plished by getting up a slide

which attaches to the quill which

holds the cutting tools. We

show at Fig. i a side view of a

Portion of such a vertical slide.

/ The Buffalo's welcome to the new
year is significant. It means, as it
has meant at the beginning of many

other years, that the "Buffalo Quality" is as good as ever
better if that be possible---and that the "Buffalo Price" is what
it has always been—the very best price the market affords you.

Let us send you a package containing a liberal assortment
of Rings from which to make good the depletion of stock
caused by Holiday trade.

HEINTZ BROS., m=s, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Fig. 2

D, Fig. 4. For guides we provide two pieces
with their edges beveled to match A. The
idea will be got by inspecting Fig. 7, which
is an edge view of the plate D,  
Fig. 4, after guides C C are
added. The plate D should
either be dressed • off in a
metal planer or filed and ti
scraped dead flat by hand.
It would also be be well to make the sur-
faces on each side of D parallel. At Fig. 5

we show a side view
d of the guides C C'

as they are cast and
finished together,

after which they are cut apart at the line e and

screwed to the face of the plate D. The

guides C C' are shaped in cross sec- er9

tion, as shown at Fig. 6. Fig.6

To take up the lost motion and

compensate for wear, two screws are placed

in the edge of D, one of
0 OE re:* 7: which is shown at g, Fig. 7.

We show a side view of

Fig. 7 seen in the direction

of the arrow j, at Fig. 8. The idea with

these screws is, the counter-
sink in the plate D is carried

deeper than in the guide C',
consequently, after the screw
heads g g' rest on the guide, they will, if

turned in, draw the guide C' inward and

tighten it on the bar A. It is, of course,

optional whether we place a gib It between

the guide C' and the bar A.
For moving the slide D up
and down, we provide a

screw ; said screw is best

turned in a screw-cutting

lathe, but if we turn a blank in our American

lathe and then carefully cut a thread upon it

by means of an ordinary screw plate it will

answer very nicely. The screw should be

about A" in diameter
and 2% " long. We
show such a screw at
E E', Fig. 9 ; the part
E' is turned smaller in
order to furnish a shoulder at k for moving

the carriage. We show at Fig. ro

r a side view of the complete de-
vice, which is the same as Fig. r,

except the carriage is added.

For moving said carriage we

Mg. to drill in the edge of the plate D

(193)

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 1

The part A is a flat
bar of cast iron or brass I wide

(as seen in Fig. 2), 0" thick and

about 3" high. Fig. 2

is a view of Fig. I seen

in the direction of the

arrow b, and Fig. 3 is

a view of Fig. x seen in the

direction of the arrow c. It is

optional whether we have the round part B

cast fast to A or not.
Probably the majority of

Hints on Prac- workmen would succeed bet-

ter by making B separate

and screwing or riveting it

into A. In case this plan is adopted the

part B entering A can be represented by the

'Jotted lines u u. The plan of making B

separate allows us to turn B in a lathe, and

tlso gives us a smooth, flat surface on A to

readily file into shape. The angle a a,

Fig. 3, should be Go°.
For a carrage to slide on the bar A and

support the pieces to be milled, we first pro-

vide a flat plate of the same metal as we

employ for A B, 24" long, 2" wide and 0"

thick. We show such a piece of metal at

Fig. 7

a hole, as shown at E, Fig. 7, and tap it out

to receive the screw. We next get out a

cock of thick brass, as shown at F, Fig. to,

and make a hole in it which will just slip on

the bearing of the screw at I?'.

The cock F is now screwed fast to the

end of the bar A, as shown at Fig. 1o. For

turning the screw E .E' we make a brass

thumb nut about i4." in diameter with a

sleeve at n, as shown at the dotted outline

G n, .Fig. 9, and attach it to the end of the

bearing E' outside of the cock E A set

screw through the sleeve n holds the thumb

nut G in place.
We have now our vertical slide ready

for use by placing the part B in the clamp-

ing sleeve of the slide rest.
For holding work for milling we can

employ several devices, among which is an

elbow or L-shaped piece, as shown at H,

Fig. to. On this ledge or shelf H can be

placed jaws to grasp anything to be milled.

It hardly seems necessary to go into the de-

tails of making a great variety of holders, as

they will naturally suggest themselves to the

workman after he has the device in the shape

shown in the cuts.

(TO HE CONTINUED)

Pig. 3

tical Construction

How to Make
a Feed Screw

Detonating Burglar Alarm

When the burglar gives up his habit of enter-

ing houses at night and making away with whatever

he can lay his hands on, perhaps the inventors will

stop devising burglar alarms, but at present the

supply of new ideas seems far from being ex-

hausted. Here is one for which the inventor claims

simplicity, durability, cheapness and capacity for

ready application to any window or door. It corn-

prises a leaf spring of considerable expanding force,

the lower half of which is firmly secured to a ver-

tical rectangular frame. The upper half of the spring

carries a small cup for the insertion of a cartridge

or percussion cap. The two ends of the spring

extend beyond the frame, and are thin enough for

insertion in the crack of a window or door. Obvi-

ously, with the upper member in a depressed posi-

tion and both terminals of the spring clamped into

the crack of a door, the two ends of the spring will

fly apart when the door is opened and throw the

cartridge holder into violent contact with the ham-

mer suspended in the top of the frame, causing an

explosion, the force of which is governed by the

size of the cap used in loading the alarm. This

device should recommend itself particularly to

travelers, as there are no screws or clamps to be

attached to the woodwork to put the alarm into

operative position. Frank M. Reynolds, of Knox-

ville, Iowa, is the inventor,
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WHEN YOU RECEIVE ONE OF OUR DRAFTS
the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver consigned to us. We can give it becausewe are not in the refining business exclusively.

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments. We handle withoutadditional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is our profit, which ismuch smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with expenses and refining costsranging from 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the same day consignments arereceived, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactlythe same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
124c. per dwt. for 6-karat 36c. per dwt. for 9-karat 48c. per dwt. for 12-karat 60c. per dwt. for 16-karat28c. " ', " 7 " 40c. " " " 10 " 52c. " " " 13 " 64e. " 0 " 16 033,. 44 11 11 8 41 44c. di 41 41 11 41 56c. " " " 14 " 68c. " ° " 17 "Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER and PLATINUM 72c. " " " 18 0

Polishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps economically handled and proceeds promptly remitted

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most ofthe firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any means of ascertaining itsexact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL Ci COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

93, 95 and 97 William Street, New York. Established 21 1 I
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57 Washington Street, Chicago
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Watch Case Repairing

Article No. 23 of the serial entitled " cleaning and Restoring,"
begun in the April, 1901, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

ILVER spins very readily in a lathe,
but gold is a difficult metal to work
by this process. We will describe

the process of spinning a silver watch case

back, and also suggest such modifications of

the process as will enable a

a workman to spin a gold
back after a little practice.

With case makers, the out-

side cover of a watch case, no

matter whether it goes over

the dial or the back of a move-
ment, is a " back ;" that is,

it is a " front back " or a

" back back." We show at D, Fig. I, an

edge view of a flat disk of silver which is to

be spun into a back. The block A is made

of wood after the fashion of the blocks we

have been describing.
In the cut shown at Fig. 1,

a loose center with a button

face which presses against

the silver disk D, is shown at E F. This de-

vice merely serves to hold the disk D in place

while we with a burnish fold the edge a over

the edge of the block into the recess C, said

recess being only deep enough to hold the

metal disk D in place on the block, while we

by means of a suitable burnisher shape the

disk D to the recess b b. It is to be under-

stood that the button E and the tail-stock

spindle Care removed as soon as the flange

a is folded over c, so as to hold the disk D to

the block A.
As soon as the disk D is shaped to the

recess b, the back we have shaped (spun) is

cut out to the line f. We now have a con-

cave disk shaped as shown in section

at D', Fig. 2. A " snap " must now

be added as shown at g. This can be

made of silver wire bent into a ring

and flattened, after which it is soldered

in place. The back is now placed in

a recess in a block like A, except the

recess is deeper in order to hold the back

while we turn the inner edge of g to fit the

case. We have in former articles described

how to attach joints.
Gold is a much more difficult metal to

spin in a lathe than silver, and we

could hardly go about making a

hack in the same way as a silver

one. The writer does not desire
to have it understood the method
he is about to describe for making
a gold back is more than a substi-

tute for factory appliances. For making a

• gold back we first cut out a circular disk of

gold rolled to the proper thickness, making

a

a

Fig. 1

Spinning a Silver
Watch Back

[9:
2

Fig. 3

said disk a little larger than we wish our
back, to allow for turning off. We show such
a gold disk at H, Fig. 4. In the center of
this disk we soft solder a button I of brass
about one-eighth of an inch thick, with a
screw hole d in the center for attaching the
disk to the wood spinning block G.

Of course we have it at our option to
put a screw with a head inside of the recess
-B which screws on the lathe spindle, or we
can screw a wire with a thread
cut upon it into the button I
and have it extend to the re-
cess B, where we can place a
nut .so as to draw the gold
disk H firm down to the Fig. 4

spinning block G, Fig. 3. In spinning such
a back, all that we need do is to press the
disk H with the proper burnish over the edge
of G at e. As soon as the proper form is given
to the disk H, we can in a great measure
finish the back while it is in the lathe.

The block G will not per-
Holding a Back fectly support the back H
in Position

after spinning, but it can be
made to do so by melting, so it will flow in
between H and G, a mixture of common

resin and plaster of paris, which on cooling

will sustain the back for turning ; and if the

metal used for making H is as smooth as it

should be, it will require but little labor to

smooth and polish H on the outside, while

attached to the block. A long buff of fine

emery paper does well for smoothing. About

the best course to pursue in making a gold

back is to fit it to a bezel, making the bezel

as we described in a former article for glasses.

The inside of the back is finished by

first removing the button I and dissolving

off the soft solder by the use of soft solder

destroyer, or a solution of perchloride of

iron. The back is then placed in a concave

block like A, Fig. i, which will just receive

and hold the back for smoothing and polish-

ing. Watch case centers can seldom be

dealt with to any satisfaction in a repair

shop. We have, however, seen an entire

case made in a watchmaker's repair shop,

with no other conveniences than a good

heavy polishing lathe, on which the turning

was done, and a set of three and one-half

inch jeweler's rolls. We should add, per-

haps, a draw bench and plates for drawing

large wire. We consider the job so ingen-

iously conducted that we shall describe the

process in detail in our next communication.

While speaking of making a watch back,

it may not be amiss to describe how the in-

side of the backs and caps are sometimes

finished ; we refer now to what is called

" spotting." Such finishing is very easily

done with an American lathe by any work-

man with a pivot polisher. The cap or back

is cemented to a face plate and the spotting
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produced by tying a piece of chamois skin

over the end of a box wood button placed

on the arbor of the pivot polisher. Such

a button is shown at L, Fig. 5 ; Al
representing the arbor of the pivot
polisher. The chamois leather is
drawn flat across the end of L, and coated
with a paste of hard rouge. In the absence
of hard,,sharp-cutting rouge, the scales from
iron around a blacksmith's anvil can be
ground fine and mixed with oil to a stiff
paste. The division bolt is shot into the
pulley on the leather and the chamois buff

on L pressed against the cap until a distinct
spot is produced ; the pulley is set forward
say one-twelfth of a revolution, and another

spot made partially overlapping the first one,

and so on the process is repeated until a ring

of such spots are produced.

(TO BE CONTINi VD)

Fig. 5

Chemicals in Glass-Making

It is said by glass-makers that the glass win-
dows of an ordinary house contain enough arsenic

to kill a regiment of men—or women, for that mat-

ter. The arsenic is one of several articles besides

sand that are used in making the useful transparent

material, and deadly quantities of it are used, but

when the finished product reaches the users of it

there is absolutely no danger of poisoning.

In the ordinary glass factory the work is divided

into many parts in two departments—the tankhouse

and the pothouse. Tanks that will hold many tons

are used in the tankhouse, and in these the glass is

melted. The glass manufactured in the pothouse

is made in pots, and it is there that the arsenic is

used. The heat in the tankhouse is so great that

arsenic cannot be used there, for the reason that

the drug is volatilized and escapes into the air.

When the fires are lighted and the tanks have

been heated the glass mixture, consisting of glass

refuse, old glass, salt cake and sand, is dumped in,

and as this melts and flows out, more of the mate-

rials used are put into the tanks. The molten

mass seethes and " works," and when the salt

water from the salt cakes is separated from it, the

glass is skimmed. The " gatherer " then thrusts a

blowpipe in the mass until Ile has a large ball of it

on the end of the pipe, and when this has been

cooled and polished a " blower " blows it first

until it is shaped like an elongated pear and then

into a large cylinder. The " snapper " then puts

it through a process that enables him to remove

the blowpipe, and then the glass goes to the " flat-

teners " and their flattening ovens, where it is

rolled out into sheets.
A greasy, dirty-looking coat of chemicals

covers the glass when it is taken from the flatten-

ing ovens, and to remove this the sheets are placed

in baths of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, more

or less diluted. Then they are cut into different

sizes and made ready for packing. Hardly a scrap

of glass is ever wasted. All the refuse goes back

into the tank.

"It would be impossible for us to suggest any-
thing to improve The Keystone, as it is perfect
and hard to improve. There is not an issue but
contains some article that we are looking .for."—
Lowe Bros., Jewelers, Port Byron, New Fork.



White's Art Company,

Hand-Painted
China only

447 Elm Street, Chicago.

The newest and most fetching ideas in artistic decorations,
will be found in WHITE'S hand-painted china. Do you carry
a line in your stock ? If not, send us a sample order. It will
pay you.

Our new line for the Spring Season of 1903 is now ready.
We will be pleased to send selection packages to dealers in ter-
ritory not visited by our traveling representatives.

Orders filled promptly and with care.

WHITE'S ART CO.,
447 Elm Street, CHICAGO.

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS Send for Price-List ETC.

We make everything in
Pins, Buttons, Medals
and Emblems.

From your own designs, if you prefer. Any pin
shown in cut enameled in one or two colors and
beautifully hand engraved with any combination of
letters or figures. Each design will hold from 3 to
D.) letters or figures.

Stop and Think of these Prices.
Sterling silver or rolled-gold plate, $4.50 per doz.

Sample, 45c.
Solid gold, per doz., $13.5o. Sample, $1.31.

Get our Catalogue.
It is valuable to have on hand. It is filled with
cuts like this one and may be shown to customers.It don't contain our prices to you. Send for it on
your letterhead. It's free.

Bastian Bros.
90 Chamber of Commc-rcc, Rochester, N. Y.
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WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
Vial can't afford to let your
watch %vork worry or annoy
you. Send it to us.

DEMAGNETIZING.

W. H. Craft,
319 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Batteries for Electro-Plating

Article No. 60 of the serial entitled " 
Electro-Metallurgy,"

begun in the March, 1898, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

WS)

The Bunsen Battery

HE great desideratum in a battery for

electro-plating operations is a high

electro-motive force together with

slight resistance, thus developing consider-

able current strength. Perhaps this result is

obtained in the Bunsen battery more readily

than in any other, and for this reason this

class of battery is in general use among ex-

perienced electro-platers who do not have

sufficient work of this kind to warrant the

installation of a dynamo. On account of the

vapors of hypo-nitrous acid which are evolved

by this battery, and which are not only in-

jurious to health, but will also attack any

metallic articles with which they come in

contact, it is advisable to keep the batteries

in a room separate from that in which are

the baths and metals to be operated upon. If

this is not convenient, they may be placed in

a box at such a height that they may be eas-

ily manipulated, and the box so used should

have means of ventilation whereby the air

coming in at the bottom may escape at the

top, utilizing a flue of some kind to carry out

of the workshop into the open air the acid

fumes which are disengaged. In order to

obviate the necessity for any expensive ven-

tilating arrangement, they might be placed

in a box outside of the building, as suggested

in the illustration at Fig. i , the box having

holes in the bottom and at the top of each

side except that facing the window or door.

Such an arrangement as this is used by many

members of the craft and has been found to

be eminently satisfactory. The box should

be sufficiently large to permit of easy manipu-

lation of the battery and one side should be

arranged as a door on hinges to make it easy

to get at the battery.
There are several forms and

shapes of the Bunsen bat-

tery, the round one proba-

bly being the most common,

though the style that is shown at Fig. 2 is also

used extensively. They are, of course, all set

up in the same manner. The battery may be

said to consist of an outer vessel of glass, a

cylinder of zinc in which stands a porous clay

cell, and in the porous clay cell is placed a

prism of gas carbon. The prism of gas car-

bon carries the binding screw, as shown in

our illustration, while a band of copper is

fastened to the cylinder of zinc, either by sol-

dering or by means of a binding screw. The

glass outer vessel is filled with a dilute sul-

phuric acid, in the proportion of i part of

the acid (free from arsenic) to 15 parts of

water, both by weight. The porous cell is

THEE KEYS'YON

How the Bunsen
Battery is Set up

filled with concentrated nitric acid (36° to

4o° Baume). It is essential that both fluids

have the same level, and care must be exer-

cised to this end.
Before setting up the battery as above

described it is necessary to well amalgamate

Fig. 1

the zinc, in order to decrease the local action

or dissolution. This may be done in various

ways. One of the methods in general use

is as follows : Prepare a solution by dissolv-

ing to parts by weight of mercurious nitrate

in too parts of warm water, and add pure

nitric acid until the milky turbidity disap-

pears. Dip the zinc in this solution and then

rub with a woolen rag. Another solution of

the same character is obtained by dissolving

to parts by weight of mercuric chloride

in 12 parts of hydro-chloric acid and too

parts of water.
Local action is greatly stim-

Duplicate Set ulated by the nitric acid fill-
of Porous Cells ing the pores of the cells and

eventually reaching the zinc

of the outer vessel, thus causing additional

destruction of the zinc. This may be over-

come by having a duplicate set of porous

11,

"441—  =

Fig. 2

cells. Change the cells every day, and

allow those not in use to lie in water.

Even in setting up a new battery it is advis-

able to soak the porous clay cell in water

before filling it. All metallic contacts in the

battery must be frequently inspected and

197

cleaned. Probably the best method for

cleaning such metallic contacts is either a

file or emery paper.
The carbon used in a Bunsen battery

can be made by forming a hollow cylinder

by coking pounded coal in an iron mold.

For the coke used in such a cylinder we can

resort to the residue left in gas retorts. This

cylinder is finally calcined in a solution of

sugar. Batteries of this kind, or in fact any

kind, can now be purchased at about the

same price that it would cost to make them.
I LIE CONTINUED)

Engineers Two Flights Up

The Northern Pacific has received the last of a

consignment of twenty-one of the biggest engines

in America. The last one of the series arrived a

few days ago, and Tacoma, the terminus, has the

distinction of being also the greatest railroad center

in the world in this respect. There are as big

engines elsewhere in two and threes, but on no

line and at no point are there a score of engines

like the Iwo class just received in Tacoma. Any

ten of those engines could have done all the rail-

road business there was to be done here ten years

ago, when the "sage hens" used to crawl up to

Weston with eight and ten small cars that could

be loaded into five modern cars, wheels and all.

The public sees little of these engines, since they

are confined to freighting on the mountain division.

Any one of them can pull on a level track all the

loaded cars that can be hung behind it. The

only limit is the number of cars that can be handled

by a single crew. In the graphic language of Mas-

ter Mechanic Bruce, " You can string all the cars

you can get behind one of these engines, chop the

train off at a mile or so, and swing 'em into Port-

land easy."
Technical language will not convey to the

average reader the immensity of these wonders of

locomotive building. The name given them by

common consent all over the road is " battle-

ships," and a more descriptive name could not

have been chosen. One goes up two flights of

stairs to reach the cab, for the boilers are so big

they cannot be squeezed through the drivers, and

perforce must be put on top of them. Their height

is of three men standing on each other's shoulders

—just low enough to squeeze through the tunnels.

Indeed, many tunnels had to be raised to let them

through from the East. The cylinders are double

on each side, being arranged " tandem."

Five years ago the " Mogul " engine, which

could swing 500 tons up the 14 grade to Lester at

the foot of the mountain, was considered a wonder,

and many believed the limit had been reached as

to size. But the " Mogul " and its load is not a

mouthful to the present " battleship," which weighs

loaded nearly three times as much, and rolls along

without apparent effort with i000 tons.

If the freighting over the mountain were still

done with horseflesh, as forty years ago, it would

take 50,000 horses to do in a week what a " battle-

ship" does in a day. She carries 210 pounds of

steam. The " high.press " cylinders at the front

of the "tandem," looking like young is-inch can-

non, discharge into the " low-press" cylinders at

70 pounds. From end to end the engines are 69

feet long; for, as the master mechanic says, "Since

they can't build 'em any higher, the only thing they

can do now is to build 'em longer."
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Practical Pointers on Tools

lap

By " BERKSHIRE"

Different Kinds of Files

VERY workman who does jewelry work

should have a good assortment of files,

and it takes some careful thought to select

the shapes best suited for general work
.

one of the most useful, and one
 comparatively

little used, is the Barrett file. This file is quite a

labor-saver in stone-setting. I have seen jewelers

take a new mounting and saw out
 the seat to receive

the stone and finish up with the f
lat-bottom graver.

Others use a milling tool in the
 lathe, and do the

fitting with a graver ; while some m
ill out the

setting, drop the stone in and bend the c
laws over

whether the setting fits the stone or not. 
Usually,

the stone only touches three or fo
ur claws. Stones

set in this way are tight and loo
k fairly well when

they leave the store, but the first littl
e bump loosens

them and something must be done 
at once or the

stone will rapidly cut away the setti
ng. The stone

must have a good bearing on each cla
w before the

points are bent over, and such fit
ting should be

done with the graver. The thin edges
 of a Barrett

file is well suited for the rough work
 sometimes

clone with a saw or milling tool, and
 it is also useful

for pointing the claws before ben
ding.

Frequently, a workman is required to remo
ve

engraving from spoons or other articles 
which have

raised or embossed designs very close to the

engraving. Now if we could only get at 
it with a

good file the work would be trifling. Take a

common three-cornered file about six 
inches long

and anneal it ; then while it is hot b
end it to the

shape of a bayonet. Before hardening, the point

( which is not cut) should be taken 
off, and the

little bayonet filed up to suit the wo
rk required.

The rest of the file answers the purp
ose of a handle

when the tang is cut off and the corne
rs rounded.

(Flat files cannot be bent in this way, 
because they

draw out of shape and the part you 
wish to use is

not fiat.) The bending can be clone in
 a small vise

with copper jaws, but care must be 
taken to pre-

serve the cut on that portion of the 
file which you

wish to use. Files are left hard ; that is, they do

not require letting down or temper
ing when they

are hardened in oil or spring water.

Special Shaped Files

Many special shaped files can be 
made from

the ordinary ones by bending and 
altering as sug-

gested above. Another way of maki
ng a bottoming

or " bull's-foot" file is to take a sma
ll piece of flat

or other shaped file and drill a hol
e in it ; tap out

the hole and cut a thread on a wire t
o fit it. Harden

the file and insert the wire ; then 
with a pair of

heavy pliers bend the wire to the des
ired shape and

tit into a handle. Sometimes the 
workman is called

upon to do a particular job, and he 
is not provided

with a file of suitable shape. In such a case he can

prepare a piece of steel and cut 
the notches or

teeth with a small chisel. Clamp the steel in the

vise and, holding the chisel a little 
inclined, cut the

first tooth. This will slightly raise the metal
, pre-

senting a slightly rounded face at
 the back. To

make the next cut, hold the chisel 
with its edge on

the steel and draw it backward 
until arrested by

the back of the first tooth ; incline
 it the requisite

amount and give a second blow 
with the hammer

—then continue the operation 
till the whole is

finished. A little practice will ena
ble any workman

to make a small file sufficiently accurate for h
is

purpose. Such practice will enable him 
to cut
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milling tools, rose cutters, etc. On very small

cutters I substitute a flat-bottom graver and raise

the teeth with hand pressure.

Manufacturing jewelry in a small retail store

probably would not pay very well in this age of

big factories and machinery, but to be able to do

such work is of great value to the repairer. There

are times when it does pay to make some small

pieces of jewelry. For instance, you may have a

customer for a wedding ring different from any-

thing in your stock, or it may be a diamond

mounting for a single stone. Such rings are not

very difficult to make even in a small store with

few conveniences. The easiest way to make the

wedding ring is to cast it, especially if it happens

to be a Tiffany pattern. Then all gold workers

agree that eighteen karat gold is the hardest alloy

to work, and by casting the ring you will have no

trouble with the rolling or bending. I usually cast

the rings from one to three sizes smaller than they

are to be when finished. This allows some working

on the mandrel. The writer has had considerab
le

experience in casting various articles of gold and

silver, and a few practical points may not com
e

amiss to those wishing to try such work.

Manufacturing in a Small Way

The first process is to produce the pattern or

model from which the mold or impression is

made. The patterns are generally made of Bab
bitt

metal, brass, silver, modeling wax or pla
ster of

paris. As models with rectangular edges wil
l not

leave clear impressions without damaging the

mold, such parts must be slightly tapered. 
The

inside of rings must be slightly tapered on 
both

sides. Carved patterns must be cut so that they

will leave the impressions freely. You can get a

nice collection of ring patterns by taking 
impres-

sions from gold rings which come in for re
pairs or

from new rings. Many of the molds can be made

in cuttle-fish bone, and Babbitt metal is a 
good and

cheap material for the models. Cuttle-fish bone

makes a good mold for gold, but it requires

several small air channels to prevent holes o
r pores

in the casting. There are very many failures made

just. for the lack of these little vents. Draw the

point of a graver, or any sharp instrumen
t, from

the impression to the edge of the bone 
and it is

better to have too many than not enough. 
A great

many rings must be cast with a core ; for 
instance,

any ring with a face or figure on the s
ide of the

shank.

Finishing a Plain Band Ring

For this class of work sand is the best

molding material—the kind brass molders use

answers very well. The cores can be 
made of

charcoal. Powdered charcoal is a first-class facing

material. After the impressions are made in both

sides of the flask, it is an advantage to
 dust over

the impressions with charcoal powder 
and put in

the pattern again, as the liquid metal is 
apt to pene-

trate the pores of raw sand and so produc
e a rough

surface on the casting. Before making the mold

the sand must be damped with water
 and well

mixed up and sifted through a Flour
-sieve. The

sand must not be too damp—just so
 that it will

hang together. The flasks for small work are

about three or four inches long, two a
nd a half

inches wide and two inches deep. They 
are usually

made of iron. I have mine cast in brass, and the

difference in price is very slight. Such flasks are

not for sale, but can be made in any bra
ss or iron

foundry. They can also be made of 
wood with

metal corners. The gate should be in 
the end to
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give a greater drop to the liquid metal. It is quite

necessary to have more than enough metal to f
ill

the mold. The surplus forces the metal into the

most minute spaces of the pattern. Learning to

mold in sand requires patience and perseverence,

so don't be discouraged if the first attempt is not a

success. Do not pack the sand too hard, and

always make the gate large enough to fill the mold

quickly. The metal can be melted on a piece of

charcoal or in a furnace. For all small work the

charcoal is preferred, because it is so much quicker.

Casting Plain Band Rings

Years ago I cast plain band rings in prepared

charcoal, but now I much prefer the sand or a soa
p-

stone mould. Soapstone is one of the best mate-

rials for ingots, because it does not have to be

warmed and is easily worked, and with reasonab
le

care will last for years. Soapstone molds or

ingots should be oiled and wiped with a cloth to

prevent imperfect castings.

Soapstone foot warmers can be bought for

about twenty-five cents at any hardware stor
e.

The tools required to work them into molds a
re a

cheap hand-saw and scratch gage, an old file
 and

some sand-paper. The gage, when slightly 
altered,

is very convenient for making ingots. Drill a hole

through one end to receive a piece of ste
el wire

friction tight. The wire can be made into a 
scraper.

Now with such a tool it is very easy to m
ake an

ingot for round or half round bars to be 
worked

into wire or ring stock. Of course, the round

stock requires a mold in two pieces, but 
there is

little trouble in making if the pieces of st
one are

the same size. To insure this, mark off t
he size

required with the scratch gage and saw it o
ff from

the foot warmer ; then with a sheet of coars
e sand-

paper smooth the edge of warmer and rep
eat the

operation ; afterwards smoothing the piece
s nicely

on the sandpaper. These ingots are held together

with clamps, but the clamps must not b
e screwed

Ill) very tight or the stooe vill break. All sides of

the stone can be utilized for different shape
d bars,

but care must be taken in using the c
lamp. A

good way to prevent injury is to use a
 piece of

wood between the clamp and the stone.

Best Material for Molding

A plain band ring is finished thus : When 
the

ring is finished on the mandrel with a 
hammer,

remove and file up inside with crossing or half-

round file, then turn the outside on lathe. 
It will

not injure your bench lathe. To avoid w
aste of

gold get a sheet-iron pan of good size 
(they are

called dripping pans) and punch a hol
e in it to

receive the bolt of the lathe. Set up the lathe in

the pan and use a chuck like the one des
cribed in

the November KEYSTONE, page 1405. A 
few little

mandrels of slight taper can be made fr
om an old

broom handle. Always use the tailstock for these

mandrels. If the taper is not too great they hold

rings very securely while turning. The
 polishing

is done in the ordinary way on a pol
ishing lathe.

If the turning is nicely done very little
 polishing

will be required. For the inside I always have an

old crossing file to finish up the filin
g and the

tripoli will take out these file marks. Emery buffs,

made of emery cloth, are quite a saving of 
labor at

the polishing lathe.

"Enclosed find my one dollar to renew my sub-

scription for The Keystone—the best trade journ
al

in the world."— L. Wills, Jeweler, Sachets

Harbor, New York.
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Methods of Correcting the Time
of a Regulator

!Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the French of M. E.

James, Professor of Horology at the School of Geneva,
In "La Federation Hor1og0re Suisse."]

Watchmakers residing in the small cities,

where there is no observatory or railway

station, are sometimes embarrassed in verify-

ing the time of their regulators. A practical

method of accomplishing this purpose may

be useful to them.

It is known that all the stars rise, reach

a culminating point, redescend toward the

horizon, and finally set. If all the culmi-

nating points are united, a line is obtained

called the meridian. When the sun passes the

meridian, it is the true noon. The time elaps-

ing between the two consecutive passages of

the sun to the meridian of a place is the true

solar day. These solar days are not equal to

each other. They constantly vary, and this

variation reaches fifteen minutes in advance or

retardation. The average of all the true solar

days in the year is the civil or mean day which

we employ. The quantity which it is necessary

to add or subtract from the true solar day,

in order to have the mean day, is called the

equation of the time.

Clocks and watches are made, which

give the equation of the time ; a wheel, mak-

ing a revolution in a year, carries a cam, on

which rests a rack engaging with a pinion

connected with a hand. The latter indicates

the true noon.
Astronomers employ also the sidereal

day ; that is, the time which elapses between

two consecutive passages of the same star to

the meridian of a place. This time is strictly

of equal duration. It is 3 minutes 56 seconds

shorter than the mean day. The sidereal

day is not employed for ordinary use, be-

cause the noon is displaced continually from

one day to another. Three minutes 56

seconds are cut off from clay to day, so that

after a certain time the noon would come

early in the morning, and then in the night.

After 366 days the noon returns to the same

moment of the day.

The sidereal day is only the period of the

rotation of the earth, which since men first

began to observe the stars, has never varied

in velocity. Sidereal clocks and watches are

constructed with a dial divided into 24 hours,

and they are adjusted in such a way as to ad-

vance 3 minutes 56 seconds per day on the

mean time.
Understanding these essential facts, four

practical methods of ascertaining the time

can now be described:

I. With the aid of the Solar Dial or

Gnoman.-A slab of marble is perfectly ad-

justed horizontally in the north-south direc-
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tion. A stylus is placed on the south side,

formed of a piece of iron flattened at its

extremity and perforated with a small hole.

It must make with the marble slab an angle

equal to the latitude of the place. L' Annu-

aire du Bureau des Longitudes de Paris,

the almanac appearing every year, gives the

latitude of a large number of cities through-

out the world. A lead wire is passed

through the hole of the stylus, and a point a

is marked, which serves as a center for plac-

ing a series of circular arcs. The solar ray,

passing through the small hole of the stylus.

gives a luminous point describing a curve,

which cuts one of the circular arcs before and

after the noon hour. These points are noted,

and the angle thus formed is bisected. This

is the meridian. It is preferable to operate

in winter ; the sun, being lower, gives a

curve more removed from the point a, and

consequently more exact. To make use of

this apparatus, it is sufficient to note the ex-

act moment when the luminous point reaches

the meridian. This is the true noon. In

taking acount of the equation of the time,

which is also found in L' Annuaire du Bureau

des Longitudes, we obtain the mean noon.

2. By means of the Transit Instrument.

- This apparatus can move only in the plane

of the meridian and is furnished with reti-

cules, that is to say, spider lines placed ex-

actly in the axis of the instrument. An

observation is taken of the sun, the instru-

ment being furnished with a smoked glass for

this purpose, and the moment when the edge

of the sun appears to touch the reticule is

noted ; then the moment the other edge of

the sun leaves the reticule. The average of

the two observations is the true noon. By

the equation of the time the mean noon is

obtained.
3. By means of the Astronomical Tel-

escope.-This instrument is furnished with

reticules and can be fixed solidly in any

position.
A fixed star in the Southern region near

the meridian is observed. The instrument is

fixed, and the moment when the star passes

behind the reticule is taken. The next day,

the time when the same star comes behind

the reticule, is also noted. In this interval

a sidereal day has passed. It is sufficient to

add 3 minutes 56 seconds in order to have

the duration of the mean day. This process

is convenient for ascertaining whether a reg-

ulator has a good rate or not, but it is incon-

venient in not giving the time of the place.

4. By means of the Dipleidoscope.-

This instrument is composed of two mirrors,

making an angle of 6o degrees, and of a

glass completing the triangle. It is placed

in such a way that the glass is perpen-

dicular to the meridian plane. A moment

before noon two suns are seen rapidly, ap-
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proaching each other. At the true noon the

two suns form only one, and then separate.

The instant when the two suns coincide is

noted, and by having recourse to the equa-

tion of the time, the mean noon is obtained.

A watchmaker may at little expense es-

tablish a solar dial or a telescope, but the

transit instrument and the dipleidoscope are

costly. The telescope may even be replaced

with a simple tube furnished with reticules

and fixed on a wall.

It is not very difficult to ascertain the

time by means of the stars, and the methods

to be employed are within the reach of a
watchmaker of limited means.

An Ornithological Clock

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE' from the "Revue Interna-
tionale de l'Horlogerie."]

Imitating the botanist, who constructed

the floral clock, a naturalist-hunter has pre-

pared an ornithological clock, noting the

time by the chirping and songs of certain

birds.
Next to the nightingale, which sings al-

most the whole night, the chaffinch is the

earliest bird giving notice to the sleeper.

His chant is earlier than the dawn, even be-

ing heard at half after one or two o'clock in

the morning.
After him, at two or half after two

o'clock, comes the black-headed warbler,

which rivals the nightingale in making his

song heard, even if it is not so long.

From half past two to three o'clock the

quail seems by its cry to imitate the sounds

of the three syllables, " pay your debts, pay

your debts ; " warning the unhappy debtor

not to let himself be surprised by the rising

of the sun.
From three to half past three o'clock

the red-breasted warbler utters his melodious

trills.

From half past three to four o'clock it

is the turn of the blackbird, the mocking bird

of our countries. He has learned all the

airs so well that M. Bureau de la Malle has

made him sing the Marseillaise to all the

blackbirds of the canton, giving liberty to a

bird which he had taught and which now

teaches the others.
From half past four to five o'clock the

black-headed tomtit grinds out his sharp,

shrill notes.
From five to half past five o'clock the

house sparrow wakes up and begins to pipe,

the winged gamin, idle and an epicure, but

bold, witty, and amusing in his affrontery.

Is it not charming to have a clock sing-
ing out the hours to the early hunter?
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Measure for Measure
Get cash for your old gold, silver, etc. Invoice time is the bestseason of the year to adjust such things. Turn the dust-coveredaccumulations of the holiday weeks into money.
You will get value for value in dealing with us. Our reputationis well known. We treat everyone with the utmost fairness.

(
Old Gold, 8 K., - 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K., - 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K. - 48c. ", Old Gold, 14 K„ - 56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K., - 72c. "
Gold-Plated Scraps, 20 to 35c. an ounce.Old Silver (fluctuating), very highest

market price.

WE PAY FOR

SWEEPINGS.-Returns on sweepings are made by usin from 3 to 5 days. We send you a check on receipt of shipment,and return consignment without expense to you if not satisfactory.You can't lose. Send along your sweepings. 
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POPE LEO XIII. SOUVENIR SPOON
FAC-SIMILE OF LEO XIII. ON HANDLE.NO COLLECTION OF SPOONS WILL BE COMPLETE WITHOUT THIS.

ENDORSED BY EVERYBODY.

In addition to our Spoon Line are Muff Holders, Boa Chains, LorgnetteChains, Bracelets, Buckles, Sash Pins, Hat Pins, etc.--just thethings to replenish stock for spring trade. Also full line Sterling MatchBoxes, Cigar Cutters, Scissors, Pocket Knives, etc.

Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.New York Office Chas. Van Ness, ii Maiden Lane. San Francisco Office-G. Greenzweig, 206 Kearny Street.
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New Definitions

lof Electricity

ROBABLY the world had begun to wonder, vaguely, what w
as this

new thing called electricity long before Benjamin Franklin's fa
mous

experiments. But it was when Franklin showed that the lightning

drawn from the clouds, and the sparks one gets from r
ubbing a

cat's fur briskly, are one and the same that interest became
 acute.

Franklin's Wonderful Discovery

Over the true nature of the thing whose properties he did so
 much to un-

ravel, Franklin pondered long and hard. When, said he, I take a glass rod

and rub it` with a piece of flannel, I find that 
it will attract or repel certain

substances-pith balls, for instance. Under a convenient arrangement, I can

make this property pass, so it appears, thro
ugh a wire, and produce the

same effects at a considerable distance. What has happened? There were

two alternatives. The particles of the glass rod might have been throw
n

into an especial form of motion, and this moti
on might produce attraction or

repulsion, as it ran in one direction or the othe
r. Electricity, passing

through a wire, might in such a case be compared
 to a wave that travels

across a pond. On' the other hand, electricity might be a sort of fl
uid,

a real substance, invisible, imponderable, subtile
 beyond any other known

force.
Franklin's mind was of the concrete sort. His conjecture was that all

bodies are normally electrified at all times. Under certain circumstances

the quantity of electricity contained in a given b
ody could be increased ; it

would then display the properties of what is called
 positive electrification.

If the normal quantity of the fluid was decreased,
 it would become negative.

This subtle fluid must possess a sort of inertia
 ; it seems to flow from a

higher to a lower level, like water. Hence, for example, the appearance of

the electric spark. The latter was the passage 
of a quantity of electricity

from a positive or negative to a more nearly neutral 
stage.

Volta, Davy and Faraday

Then other discoveries intervened. The matter hardly seemed so

simple. First came Volta's invention of the voltaic pile, a
s it became to be

called-that from an alternate arrangement of 
different metals, like copper

and zinc, with bits of moist paper in betwe
en, an electric current would

arise. From this came the modern battery, and it was 
with this that Davy

produced such marvelous effects, showing the 
intimate relations of electri-

city and chemical affinity.
And after this, Faraday, revealing how the armature of

 a magnet,

swung round mechanically in the magnetic f
ield, would give rise to a new

kind of current, one that seemed to pulsate
 backward and forward with

extraordinary rapidity-what used to be call
ed, to distinguish it from the

voltaic current, faradic electricity, as the first
 was called, quite wrongfully,

galvanic electricity, after Galvani, the predece
ssor of Volta. Nowadays, the

latter is regarded simply as a continuous c
urrent, the former the altercating

current. Finally came the measurement of the speed
 at which electricity

travels. It was found to be the same as that of 
light, 184,000 miles per

second.
If the ideas of Franklin seemed to fit in fa

irly well with the discoveries

of Volta and his immediate successors, it w
as not the same with the amazing

performances of Faraday. Davy and Arago had shown that an ord
inary

voltaic current, passing in a coil about a 
soft iron bar, converts the bar

into a magnet so long as the current 
lasts. Faraday reversed this, and

found that simply by pushing a bar of iro
n toward or away from a magnet

generates a current. The latter was sm
all, but it was the seed of the

oak: The modern development of Fara
day's device is represented in

the giant generators at Niagara Falls.

The Niagara Generators

No better example could be chosen to 
stimulate the imagination and

make it ask questions. Throw off the " load " of these Niagara 
generators,

and at the same time shut the water from th
e penstocks which supply the

power which turns them, and they will go 
on spinning for hours so perfectly

are they poised. But throw on the " load," and a power
 of 50,000 horse is

consumed in keeping them going. Yet to the eye there has been no visible

change ; simply a shunt current has bee
n sent through the coils of the

dynamos and made of these inert masses 
of steel powerful magnets. To

whirl the armatures in this magnetic " 
field " now requires tremendous

power. What, then, are the armatures doing ? 
They touch nothing. They

are simply cutting the invisible " lines of forc
e " which radiate through the

field, and it is doing this work which constitute
s the so-called " load." They

are cutting paths through an invisible 
something which lies beyond human

ken, but which is nevertheless real.
Sir Isaac Newton was among the first to go

 very deeply into the nature of

light ; it was he who first split up the sunbe
am into the rainbowlike spectrum,

and it was his discoveries in this field that 
gave him his fame,and made the world

listen, later on, when he proposed to reduc
e the universe to a mathematical

equation. Regarding light, as regarding electric
ity, two conceptions in

particular were open. Light might be, like sound in the air, 
merely the

rapid vibration of an invisible and imponderable
 something ; or it might be

pictured as an incessant hail of bodies so mi
nute as to equally escape all

means of direct investigation.

Newtonian Theory of Light

Newton pondered deeply, than chose the 
latter. He called the minute

bodies his fancy had created ' corpuscles," and i
n terms of these he built up

the Newtonian theory of light. It did not stand very long, and the scientific

world soon gave its suffrage to the rival un
dulatory theory of Newton's con-

temporary, Huygens.
Later, to the mind of Clerk Maxwell, came 

the thought that electricity

and light are, at bottom, identical-light, sh
ort ether waves ; electricity,

long ones, Maxwell never lived to see his brilliant guess 
verified. Heinrich

Hertz, of Karlsruhe, did that, ten or fifteen y
ears after Maxwell was gone.

It was Hertz's discovery, as every school-boy
 knows, which made possible

the wireless telegraph.
Naturally, then, scientific workers came to 

think of electricity in the

same terms as those of light. Franklin's " fluid " theory was discarded,

along with Newton's corpuscles, and dismisse
d.

Recently the distinguished successor of Cler
k Maxwell in the chair of

physics at Cambridge, England, Professor J. 
J. Thomson, took these relics

from their hiding-place, and found them si
ngularly alive. The result is what

has come to be known as the electron, or 
corpuscular theory of electricity.

The Crookes Tube

Readers whose memories run back twenty ye
ars may recall something

of the flutter aroused when Sir William Cr
ookes sought to demonstrate the

existence of a fourth stale of matter. Studying the peculiar actions which

go on in that same Crookes tube which ha
s become so familiar as the

source of the Röntgen rays, Professor Crook
es was led to the belief that

the beautiful velvety, greenish glow insid
e the vacuum tube which comes

when an electric discharge passes is due to t
he incandescence of tiny frag-

ments of matter, traveling at an incredible 
speed. But many doubted.

Professor J. J. Thomson has found a way 
to measure the speed of

these particles, their weight, or mass, as 
well-in a word, to demonstrate

that they are real. They seem to be wonderful as well, for 
they are the

smallest things known to man, and it may be 
that out of them the universe

is made. Taking a leaf from Newton's note-book, 
Professor Thomson

calls them corpuscles. It is rather bewildering to be told that these 
corpus-

cles may turn out to be electricity, matter, 
light, the aurora borealis, mag-

netism, chemical affinity and various other 
trifles, all at once.

These corpuscles have introduced an utterl
y new conception into the

domain of electricty-that the latter is atomi
c in character, or, according to

the new ideas, atomic in structure. In order to get at some sort of a work-

ing model of the processes which go on in 
his laboratory, the chemist was

obliged to resort to the notion of ultimate 
units of matter, atoms-literally,

that which cannot be cut. Choosing the lightest of the atoms, that 
of

hydrogen, as a basis, the chemist weighs and 
measures his atoms of gold or

sulphur or iron as if they were so much s
ugar or salt in his scale pans. A

few years ago the notion that there exists a 
similar natural unit of electricity

would have been deemed bizarre enough. But the researches of Professor

Thomson and others have shown that the bit
s of flying matter in the nearly

absolute vacuum of a Crookes' tube bear a hi
gh electrical charge ; a stream

of them may be bent and deflected by a ma
gnet as if it were a piece of iron.

No matter what the origin of the corpuscl
es, or the substances employed,

this charge is always the same. It is nature's electrical unit ; obviously it

needed a label, and professor Stoney called 
it an electron.

The Electron and Matter

Now, the initiate are endeavoring to dete
rmine what is the relationship

of the electrical charge, the electron, to 
the bit of matter, the corpuscle,

which carries it. Are what we in our ignorance term matter
 and electricity,

then, so indissolubly bound up together th
at they are to all intents one and

the same ? That is how it looks now. The
 chemist's atom, in the new view,

becomes but an aggregation of electrified 
corpuscles. Clusters of these cor-

puscles, varying in number and arrangemen
t, but absolutely identical among

themselves, build up the diffelent kinds of 
matter-the eighty or ninety

" elements " known to the chemist.

On the other hand, the electrician is invite
d to see in the passage of a

ro,000-kilowatt current but a drift of 
corpuscles, or, if you prefer, electrons,

along a wire. It is rather staggering, but the drift may 
be swift. Professor

Thomson calculates the speed of the corpu
scles in a Crookes tube at rather

more than so,000 miles per second-about 
one-third the speed of light.

Professor Becquerel figures that the peculiar
 uranium radiation called after

him the Becquerel rays travel at twice thi
s rate. It is but a step to imagine

others partaking of space with the voracit
y of light, and, what is the same,

of electicity itself.
But this is merely a restatement, in slig

htly altered terms, of Franklin's

old idea. A fluid need not be so grossly 
sensible as molasses, for example,

to be a something which flows. So, in the present view, as water is a fluid

made up of particles, which, in the form 
of vapor, in the air, may escape

our senses, so electricity is but a fluid
 made up of particles-electrons or

corpuscles. Such, in very crude fashion, is the new 
view.

Those who were reared to the Maxwell 
ideas, regarding electicity as a

wave and wobble in the highly hypothet
ical ether, have not failed to implant

upon the new theory their collective feet
. The matter, however, seems

hardly to demand such vigorous discussi
on. For one may ask, in turn,

what is this electrically charged corpusc
le, this electron? Perhaps the ether

still exists, and the electron may be 
a sort of ether-strain or whirl-even the

vortex-ring imagined long ago by Lord 
Kelvin. Here available evidence

stops, and fancy may have freest rein. 
-Carl Snyder in Harper's Montlity.
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Doubts the desirability of Tiv rY4
as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard qualityand desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered i o this department

must send name and addretta—not for 
po 1,1 icat km, but us an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to
 anony-

mous communications Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Worksho

p Notes

department for each year accompanies each December 
nu io

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, mi
d, before

uuiailing questions,to refer to them,as simila
r questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to sithiect covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information 
may be found.
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ATTENTION!
I .1 NEW FIRM.

. "Roller Table."—..1.fler repairing a watch,

when you have the hairspring and table affront

the staff, which is proper, to put the hairspring on

first or the /able?—Always put roller table on first,

except in a watch that contains an undersprung

hairspring, when you must put hairspring on first.

NEW GOODS.

CHARLES H. WINTER,
Rooms 210-2n Collins Block, SEATTLE, WASH.

e Carry a full line of

WATCHMAKERS' and JEWELERS' TOOLS
01 MATERIALS, SUPPLIES, ETC.
7L\t-eil

\f!

OPTICAL GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

S. O. BIGNEY & CO.'S Watch Chains I
SEND US A TRIAL ORDER.

" Tightening."--What is the best way to tighten

Elgin cannon pinior with slit in itP—Place the

cannon pinion on a round broach and squeeze the

small tongue with a pair of cutting pliers. The

object in using the broach is to avoid closing it too

much, which would break the tongue off.

Genuine Materials and Prompt Attention to Orders.

:iki

Partial View of the St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust Street,Known as the most practical school in the united states. St. Louis, Mo.Good board and loom can be obtained near our school for $14.00 Per month.

','-'&13WLStta

Silver
Plate

%pecialties
Write for Catalogue.

"Electrotype."—(1) How can I transfer a

print to wood or metal for engraving ? Such trans-

ferring can be accomplished by thoroughly wetting

the print with alcohol in which a stick of caustic

potash has been placed. After the alcohol has wet

the paper through and through, we remove any ex-

cess of alcohol by means of blotting paper, and then

place the print face down on the article we desire

the transfer and subject it to pressure. The print

is allowed to remain under pressure for a few min-

utes and then the paper is carefully removed by

catching one corner and slowly raising it. Such

transferring as the above is employed by photo-

engravers.
(2) I ant a practical engraver and desire to

learn to engrave cuts for newspaper advertising.

Which is oest, wood cutting or photo-engraving?

I have a book on wood culling, but it is not very

good. It would appear to be by far the best plan

for a workman who understands engraving 
on

metal to take up engraving on wood, as the work

is much the same and should be easily mast
ered

by practice. It was \vith this end in view that we

some time ago (page 477, May Igor, issue) pub-

lished an article on wood engraving that contained

the necessary instructions for the beginner. 
It

would seem to be a good plan for any workman 
to

practice such work, as there is many an idle 
hour

on a dull day that could be profitably utiliz
ed in

turning out original designs in cuts that would add

much to the effectiveness of local advertising. 
Of

course, it is not to be expected that one's 
first

attempt will turn out all that is desired—practice is

essential, but with the aid of the above transfer

recipe and the article mentioned, a workman with
any degree of skill should soon be able to turn

 out

fair work.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from 00 to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines inassorted colored stitching. 

The same bags neatly printed,at $1,50 per gross. Add loc.(ten cents) per gross extra for
orders to be mailed, and always
send remittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NovELTY CO
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.
Established too°.

"Silver."—What is the best manner of clean-

mg silver hollow and flatware P—We have re-

cently received quite a number of inquiries in

regard to polishing silver, and while the sub
ject

has been treated upon in this department befo
re, it

is of such general interest that we willingly repub-

lish a former reply to such queries.—Where 
silver

is stained or blackened by action of the air it 
is

policy to remove such stain by chemical action. It

%yin perhaps be well before we go further to under-

stand what is the real reason for silverware b
lack-

ening. The usual cause in most cases comes from

sulphur vapor diffused in the atmosphere, 
such

vapor generally coming from illuminating gas or

burning mineral coal for fuel. Many articles pre-

pared for the table also contain sulphur, as 
for

Instance the yoke of an egg, also mustard. 
The

most serious blackening, however, on silver co
mes

from sulphur vapor in the air. Silver so stained

passes through several shades of color from yellow

to a steel blue-black. Ammonia with water and

some mild abrasive like washed whiting or freshly
calcined magnesia and soft rouge will remove the
lighter stains from silverware, but where sulphur
vapor has 'acted for some time the stained coating
seems to have " burned in " so to speak. A satura-
ted solution of hyposulphate of soda will also
remove the lighter stains from sulphur vapor. The
agent par excellence, however, for removing silver
stains is a solution of cyanide of potassium in
water, made by dissolving one-half ounce of this
salt in a quart of water. But even this will not
bleach silver stains if old and deep, except chemical
action is stimulated by an electric current.

To make use of the electric cur-
Electric Bleach rent for this purpose we prepare
for Stained Silver a bath of a solution of cyanide

of potassium composed of two
ounces of the cyanide salt in a gallon of water.
The vessel employed should be of glass or stone-
ware and large enough to immerse the article com-
pletely. In fact the operation should be performed
in a vessel large enough to silver-plate the article.
The idea of this method is exactly the reverse of
silver-plating—in fact, it is simply " stripping " the
stained silver surface off the article. ‘Ve have
known people to object to the process, saying that
it removed the silver. No doubt but it does, and
so does any of the polishing and cleaning powders.
The fact is, silverware is not worn out so much in
service as it is in the operation of cleaning as can
readily be proved by chemically treating and

recovering the silver from the polishing rags em-

ployed for such cleaning. Let us next consider a

badly stained piece of silver-plated ware. Now, if

we could simply remove the sulphur combined

with the silver, the surface of the silver would

be left spongy and dull, and %vould have to be

polished away before a bright surface would be

realized.
For simply brightening up silver-

A Good ware a mixture composed of

Silver Polish six parts of carbonate of mag-
nesia and one part of jewelers'

soft rouge can be employed. A rag moistened

with a mixture of water and alcohol is dipped in

this polishing compound and rubbed on the article

to be cleaned, after which it is polished by rubbing

with a soft piece of wash leather—usually called a

chamois skin—until the desired luster is obtained.

So-called polishing rags or cloths can be prepared

by dissolving four parts of Castile soap in twenty

parts of water, and then adding two parts of tripoli.

Strips of soft cloth are dipped is this mixture and

allowed to dry before using. Many proprietor).

powders and fluids for cleaning silverware contain

white lead, but although such compositions give a

dark, bright polish, the article soon stains again ;

the carbonate of lead (white lead) being decom-

posed, the lead uniting with the silver. The true

policy of the jeweler, who should, if he does not,

understand perfectly the operation of polishing

silver, is to restore the polish of any stained silver

article, and then give it a coating of white lacquer

which, if good, will be absolutely invisible anti
not show iridescent hues. Such lacquer will pre-

vent sulphur stains, and also permit handling and

leave no finger smear on the articles. Such lacquer

is a great boon to the retail jeweler who handles

silverware. Retail jewelers can readily add to the

revenue of their repair department by cleaning

and lacquering silverware for their customers.

A yearly cleaning and lacquer-

Protecting Silver ing will keep such silverware

from Tarnishing bright and of elegant appear-
ance for a twelvemonth. Where

nine-tenths of the people (who ought to know

better) fail in restoring the fine polish of silver-

ware is, they try to do too much in one operation,

as we will explain and give an illustration. Here

is a sample receipt for rose-color 'English silver

soap taken from a high standard " receipt book"

intended for jewelers' and artisans' instructions :

" Take 2 pounds of the best white tripoli, 3 pounds

of pulverised chalk and pound of jewelers'

red ' (soft rouge) and intimately mix it with a

paste formed by dissolving 2 pounds of the best

white Castile soap in 2 pounds of water. Before

pouring this soap into moulds add a few drops of

oil of lavendar." Now tripoli is an excellent

smoothing and brightening material, but you can

no more get a fine polish with it than you can with

emery or Bath brick dust. Neither can a polish

he obtained by using any substance mixed with it.

We have a host of abrasive materials which per-

form a smoothing effect, that is, they produce a

bright, smooth surface, but not a highly polished

one. A bright surface is one that shines ; a polish-

ed surface is one that reflects, and is entirely free

of spider web lines, which give a milky look to the

efforts of the novice in polishing. What we wish

to impress on our readers is the fact that no

mixture can be made which will both scour off

stains and polish at the same time. Adding rouge
to a cleaning compound containing tripoli does not
tend to achiexing the end we have in view. The
action of these two substances must be confined to
separate operations.

Tripoli incorporated with rouge,
Hints on no matter in how small quantity,
Polishing Silver will prevent that exquisite black

polish which is the pride of the
best silver and gold polisher. Any other kind of
polish can well be compared to a dairy maid scour-
ing her tin milk pans with brickchist. Tripoli and
rotten stone are both very valuable substances to
prepare, that is, smooth, either gold, silver or brass
surfaces the final polish of which is done with soft

rouge mixed with alcohol and water, or what is
better, gin. After a silver or gold surface has had
all scratches smoothed out with rotten stone or
tripoli, then comes the operation of a proper polish-
ing with rouge. But in order to obtain a perfect
polish, free of any milky look, every atom to the
most minute particle of rotten stone or tripoli must
be washed from the silver or gold surface. All
polishing appliances like rouge brushes, buffs, etc.
be they cotton-flannel, bull neck or elk skin, must
be religiously guarded from tripoli or rotten stone,

or, in fact, any kind of dust. For chased and
engraved silver articles a rotary brush in the polish-
ing lathe is what is required. For broad surfaces
cotton-flannel or elk skin buffs are the appliances
to use. It is well to know that for broad surfaces,
be they flat, concave or convex, no buff equals the
human skin, as for instance, the palm of the hand
or the ball of the thumb. Even human skin N'aries
in quality. In England professional silver polishers
with what is termed a " velvet hand " command
better prices for their services than those not so
blessed. Smoothing materials, that is, substance
for preparing the surface of metals for a final
polish can be classified as regards abrasive qualities
about as follows :

First group of abrasives embrace,
Abrasive Sub- Emery, corundum and carbor-
stances Named undum. These substances are

prepared in all grades of fine-
ness, and can be used for smoothing the surface of
most metals. The second group of abrasives em-
brace pumice stone, powder of different grades. of
fineness : Rotten stone, tripoli, infusorial earth
and concha. All of these substances depend chiefly
on the element silica for their cutting properties.
Pumice stone, tripoli and rotten stone are too well
known to need any explanation as regards their
properties. Infusorial earth and concha are not so
well known, and can well be described, as they are
substances largely employed in the manufacture of
proprietary polishing compounds. Infusorial earth
is a natural product resulting from the decomposi-
tion of a group of organized beings generally
ranked as of the vegetable kingdom. These organ-
isms are classed as diatoms, and in a fossil state
form the infusorial earth now largely used for
many purposes in the arts. In some forms this
substance is very light and bulky, being white ; and
bulk for bulk as light as calcined magnesia. In
getting up cleaning and polishing compounds
infusorial earth is usually mixed with some chemical
agent like oxalic acid, hyposulphate of soda,
ammonia or cyanide of potassium. Concha is a
species of marl found native in many parts of the
country. This substance, like infusorial earth,
depends for its abrasive action on silica in a finely
divided state. It is usually mixed with more or less
clay. This substance, if well washed, forms an
excellent cleaning compound for silverware in
everyday use like knives, forks and spoons. To
give a resume of the above instructions we would
say : In dealing with stained silverware commence
by removing the stain with a solution of cyanide of
potassium, stimulating the effect of such solution
by electrical action if necessary ; letting the stained
silver article act as an anode. To restore perfect
polish use soft rouge mixed with gin. If such
rouge treatment is not efficient, that is, if the action
of the rouge is not energetic enough use rotten
stone or tripoli, and follow with rouge, but never
use rouge after rollen stone without washing off
all traces of rotten stone or tripoli.

- -
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t5CHOOL FOIWONAKERS_ ENGRAVERS JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS.
MOST THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL SCHOOLIN AMERICA

To GET A JOB IS EASYbut to hold it and give satisfaction is another thing. A short course at and   hold the best   jobs   and   at   good   salaries.
our   College   will   ma   -----h   a workman of you that you will be able to getWe have hundreds of graduates throughout the country who are making thorough, practical instructions. :a success of the jewelry business, and who owe their success to our

Instructions embrace the repairing of all kinds of American and Swiss watches,
OUR WATCHMAKINGeverything that an expert workman must know. 

also chronometers and chronographs, etc., wheel and pinion cutting ; in fact,

Department cannot be equaled, because we teach our students every style of engraving thatis required in a jewelry store, and we have the goods for you to practice upon.
The making and repairing of all kinds of jewelry is taught, also stone-setting.Our Optical Course is as thorough as any optical institution gives. We issue separate diplomas for optics.

only take a limited number.
WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS TO-DAY ; it will give you full information ; and make application for a bench at

OUR ENGRAVING

The Philadelphia College of Horology,F. W. SCHULER, Principal. 
Established 1894. Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

once, as we

mow

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at oncethe beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL' CASE.It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highlypolished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS :-Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and Sold by 

Union Show Case Co. 165 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cur. Loomis Street

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

February, 1903

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and addres s- ma hm mild
ieation, lod as all

evidence of good faith, No ;mention will he paid 10 anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

-rue KEysToNE

" Poising." -I have a young man in my employ

who informs me /ha/ an inshwclor says the poising

tool is one of the unnecessary tools that au ignorant

workman buys who has. never had any eAperience

IF! school. In regard to poising- a balance wheel

after pulling a new stall in, it may not require ii,

but it is better to try il alter /ruing ii in round and
fiat, and driving on Yylier /able with jewel in place.

'Most of the wheels will be/bund to be in poise, but

if/he watch shows much poor work and bad hand-

ling of balance whed, then be sure to hy the poise,

as it is very likely to be out of poise. If out of

poise, the watch will not regulate to lime. The

young ',tan tells that the only melhod of poising

used in the school is while /he whee/ is in the hair-

spring vibrator, that they notice which side hangs

lower than the other.-There are a good many so-

called watchmakers that have among their tools a

poising tool, which they do not know how to use,

nor do they know how to poise a balance properly;
although we do not mean by this that a watch-

maker who has not attended a horological school

does not know how to poise a balance. Schools

that teach watch work thoroughly, teach their

students to poise a balance ; but there are just as

many watchmakers throughout the United States

who never attended a school who are capable of

poising the balance as thoroughly and practically

as those who did attend. We would advise a tool

for poising that has parallel jaws, either agate or

steel, and all balances should be poised, and in

doing so the roller table should be on the staff.

"Flynt No. 2."-(I) Kindly tell me how to

figure the proper length of a pendulum rod when

the original is lost.-In order to find the length

of a pendulum of a clock, first it is neces-

sary to know the number of vibrations the pendu-

lum must make in one hour. This is obtained the

same way as you would find the number of vibra-

tions the balance of a watch contains (see June,

1901, KEYSTONE, p. 609, under " Duplex"). For

example, take a clock train that would con-

tain teeth in the center wheel 24, third wheel

42 teeth and 8-leaf pinion, fourth wheel 43 teeth

and 7-leaf pinion, escape wheel 36 teeth and 6-leaf

pinion. We then place them down in this manner:

24 42 43 36

8 7 6

then cancel what pinions will cancel into the teeth

evenly ; after doing this the figures are reduced to

3 X 43 X 36,

which we multiply together and obtain this result:

3 X 43 X 36 = 4644.

We multiply this by 2 because there are two beats

to each tooth, which will give us 9288, which are

the number of vibrations the pendulum of this

clock must make in one hour. We now must find

out the number of vibrations per minute. We cip

this by dividing by 6o, the number of minutes per

hour, into the number of vibrations per hour:

6o ÷- 9288 = 154.8, which is the number of vibra-

tions per minute. We now divide the number of

vibrations per minute 154.8 into the unknown

number 375.4, which gives us 154.8 ÷ 375.4 =

2 425. This 2.425 is squared, which will then equal

2.425 2 = 5.88 inches,which is the length of the pen-

dulum from the point of suspension to the center of

the ball, and will beat 9288 times in one hour. In all

cases after you have found the number of vibra-

tions in one minute, you must divide it into the un-

known number 375.4 and square the answer. This

will give you the length of the pendulum in inches.

For another example, take a clock that beats sec-

onds, 6o beats per minute, 6o 375.4 6256 ;

now this is squared, which gives us 39.13 inches,
the length a pendulum must be to beat seconds.

You may think it strange that we found a clock

that only had 24 teeth in the center wheel. though

in explanation we might say that 24 is really n
ot

the number of teeth in the center wheel, as thi
s

clock really had no center wheel, but instead a

loose pinion, which we might call the cannon

pinion, as it carried the minute hand, this gearing

Into the teeth of the wheel next to the mainspring.

Now, as this cannon pinion went round once in one

hour, and gearing directly into the train of the

clock, we had to use the number of teeth it had in

place of the center wheel, as you must always start

with a certain number of teeth in one wheel that

makes the clock run one hour. The above train

that we refer to was taken from an eight day, half-

hour strike Ansonia clock. Below is a table which

gives the number of vibrations in one hour, and

Opposite it gives the length the pendulum should

be in millimeters to beat that number of vibrations :

d

14,000 . •
13,900 .
13,800 .
13,700 . .
13,600 .
13,500 .
13,400 . .
13,300 .
13,200 . .
13,100 .
13,000 . .
12,900 . .
12,800 • .
12,700 . .
12,600 . .
12,500 . .
12,400 . .
12,300 .
12,200 . .
12,100 .
12,000 .
11,900
11,800
11,700..
11,600 . .
11,500 .
11,400 .
11,300 . .
11,200 . .
11,100 . .
11,000 . .
10,900 .
10,800 . .
10,700 .
10,600 • .
10,500 . .
10,400 . .

0

2

• 65.7
• 66.7
• 67.6
• 68.6

7600.475
• 71.7
. 72.8
• 73.9
• 75.1
. 76.2

808877798,32711::... 4964501

• 85.1
•
• 88.0
• 89.5

()I  0
(12  5

• 94.1
• 95.7

97.4

11000.9 2.7

:10064,55
. 110182..54

11:1420..15:
. 116.8

mi 4

10,300 . . 121.4
10,200 . . 123.8
10,100 . • . 126.3
10,000 . • 128.8
9,900 . . . 131.4
9,800 . . • 134.1
9,700 . . 1:)6.9
9,600 . 139.8
9,500 . 142.7
9,400 . . 145.8
9,300 . . 148.9
9,200 . . . 152.2
9,100 . . 155.5
9,000 . 159.0
8,900 . . 162.6
8,800 . . • 160.3
8,700 . . . 170.2
8,600 . . 173.7
8,500 . . 178.3
8,400 . . . 182.5
8,300 . 187.0
8,200 . . . 191.5
8,100 . . . 196.3
8,000 . 201.3
7,000 . . 200.4
7,800 . . . 211.7
7,700 . . . 217.2
7,600 . .22'.0.0
7,500 . . . 229.0
7,400 . . 235.2
7:400. . . 241.7
7,200 . . . 248.5
7.100 . . . 255.5
7,000 . . 262.9
6,900 . . 270.5
6,800 . . . 278.6

.c
o 11"
d

6,700 • . . 286.9
6,600 . . . 295.7
0,500 . . . 304.9
6,400 . . 314.5
6,300 . . . 324.5
6,200 . . . 335.1
6,100 . . 146.2
0,000 . -157.8
5,900 . 170.0
5,800 . 382.9
5,701) . . 396.4
5,600 . 410.7
5,500 . . 425.8
5,400 . 440.1
5,300 . . 458.5
5,201) . . . 476.3
5,100 . 495.2
5,000 . 515.2
4,00 . . 536.5
4,800 . . . 559.1
4,700 . . 583.1
4,000 . 608.7
4,500 . . . 636.1
4,400 . . 665.3
4,;300 . . 696.7
4,200 . . 7;30.2
4,100 . . 766.2
4,000 . . . 805.0
3,950 . . . 825.5
3,900 . . . 846.8
3,850 . . 869.0
3 800 . . 892.0
3,750 • . . 915.9
3,700 . . . 940.1
3,650 . . . 9611.8
3,600 . . . 993.9

'Co find the length in inches you divide the

number of millimeters there is in one inch-25.4

millimeters-into the given length in millimeters,

in the above table, and the answer will then give

you the length in inches. For example, take the

pendulum that beats 5,800 in one hour, the length

is 382.9 millimeters ; now to find out how long 
it is

in inches divide 25.4 ± 382.9, which equals 15.51

inches from the point of suspension to the center

of gravity, or the center of the pendulum ball
.

(2) If two liming washers are added to a

watch balance, one opposite each screw and one

under the head of each screw, will that throw 
the

balance out of poise P-If your wheel is in poise and

you add two timing washers, one on each sc
rew,

the screws being opposite each other, this w
ould

not cause the balance to become out of poise u
nless

one washer was heavier than the other.

"Machinery."-Is it not the case with watch

factories that with their fine machinery and skilled

workmen they make the balance wheels of watches

so perfect and so exact in weight that when 
they

place the hairspring designed for the balanc
e, it

will be right in every way-balance poised, h
air-

spring right strength-or do they have to linker

with the balance, change screws, turn off scr
ews,

and every other thing to get the balance right 
and

in poise S Do they ever put timing washers 
under

screw heads in factories? I sent to the factor
y for

a hairspring, sending them the balance, but di
d not

get a good fit. I think it had not been tin
kered

with in any way only to put washers under s
crew

heads ; it had the right number of screws, but 
with

the spring they sent me, it was necessary to take off

ahnost the half of two screws.-With all the 
fine

machinery and skilled workmen that the w
atch

factories have, they have not succeeded in ma
king

a balance wheel that did not require truing
 and
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poising after the staff had been staked on and the

wheel cut, nor have they succeeded in making a

hairspring to fit a balance of a certain weight that

would run the watch correctly without changing

the balance screws or the hairspring. All balance

wheels must be trued after they are cut, especially

in the round, for every balance, without any excep-

tion, springs out of shape in the round as soon as

it is cut. The method that all factories used in

springing their watches was to vibrate the balance

and then pin hairspring at that point. This was

done by expert workmen, who became very pro-

ficient at that special work. The method used in

one of our large factories in springing their watcht s

is-first, they have calculated to make a balance

wheel of a certain weight, containing a certain

number of screws ; then they calculate, or use a

hairspring with a certain number of coils and of a

certain thickness and width, and in making their

wheels and springs they follow out these rules as

near as possible. All of these conclusions, how-

ever, were arrived at after experimenting ; and

instead of vibrating each wheel. they place a hair-

spring on the balance and start the watch going,

and in most cases they will run within five to fifteen

minutes within the correct time in twenty-four

hours. Now they never let out or take up the hair-

spring except in a case where there is a greater

variation in the time, when they put on a new

spring, or put in a new balance wheel-but instead

of altering the hairspring they change a pair of

screws. For example, let us take a watch that

runs five minutes fast in twenty-four hours. A

workman will take out one pair of screws, and weigh

them on a fine scale ; he then selects a pair of screws

that experience has taught him to be sufficiently

heavy to make the watch run five minutes slower.

These timers (workmen) do nothing but this and

become so expert that with one change, as a rule,

they bring the watch to time. They have on their

work-bench a box containing bottles, these bottles

contain screws of different weights which are

marked. By this method you can very readily see

that it takes but a very short time to replace a pair

of lighter or heavier screws, as the occasion may

require. But all this does not alter the matter that

you speak of, and we can see no reason why you

or any other watch repairer should not be able to

get a hairspring from the material house for a

certain make and grade of watch that will vibrate

the balance correctly. Although this fault has

existed, and we believe will always exist, the only

reason we can account for the material house not

sending the proper springs is that there is so many

different makes and models, also series of watch

movements, that they do not keep their hairsprings

properly assorted, and if this is the case then the

material clerk should be a thorough, practical

workman to hold such a position, and when a

customer sends for a hairspring, for a certain make

and size movement, and he should receive the

balance, he should be capable of picking out a

spring that will vibrate the balance properly ; but

to send to any material house stating that you

wanted a hairspring for a 7 jewel, new model, 18

size - movement, the chances are that the hair-

spring would not do, as the balances of even the

same grade movements are of different weights.

What you should order, if you do not send the

balance wheel, is a half dozen or so of hairsprings;

you can then, no doubt, find one among them that

will answer for the watch. To prove the above

statement and to satisfy yourself, just take two

movements of the same make, grade and size,

and change the hairsprings from one balance to

the other, and you will see a difference in the run-

ning of the watch from five to fifteen minutes in

twenty-four hours. Even the factories cannot

send you a better fit if you do not send the balance

or the watch complete ; but if you send them the

watch complete, or the balance, there is no excuse

for not sending you a spring that will fit the watch

properly ; but if it does not, it is the cause of inex-

perienced clerks behind the material counter or

carelessness on their part. Watch factories do not

use timing washers, except in rare cases.

"I have just received my first copy of The

Keystone and I really got my dollar's worth from

that one number and have laid away a dollar for

my subscription next year. How can you give

such a fine book for the money ?"-Freeman L.

Ball, Jeweler, Bangor, Maine.
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No. 232.
Genuine Eagle Claw.

FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

No 48.

NO. 235.

No. 56.
Lapel Button.

No. 233.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 231.
Genuine Eagle Claw. Lapel Button.

No. 55.

No. 234. Ni,. 238,

No. 49.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0• E• and B. P. 0. E.Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when nobusy on special order work. t
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL & CO 93, 95 an! 97 William St., NEW YORK.
•t 57 Washington St., CHICAGO.

-% We won't sell these goods to
anybody but Retail Jewelers.

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS
trAler , )(61

No. 277. No. 276. No. 278. No. 260. No. 286. No. 275.

No. 246.
No, 267.

No. 299. No. 245. No. 291.

No. 50.

GENUINE ELK TEETH.

No. 249. No. 289. No. 262. No. 208. No. 293.

f 4.J

STORE-KEEPING
MISCELLANY

Views of the Trade Earnestly Invited

T this year of grace, 1903, THE KEYSTONETHE

is more than ever the clearing house of

jewelry-trade ideas. Some time ago we

coined the phrase " jewelers as Editors," and

we like the sound of it. Our readers now-a-

clays are doing some excellent thinking for

themselves, and we value highly their help in

the compilation of THE KEYSTONE. Com-

munications from them are a valuable feature

of our journal each month, and we are in-

duced by their willingness to oblige us to

invite their views on the following interesting

subject submitted by an esteemed subscriber:

Price Cutting and Advertising

Eo. NErsroNE :—The price-cutting evil flour-
ishes in this city and has attained a magnitude
against which the efforts of any individual to main-
tain a respectable standard of remuneration are
almost futile. The population of the place, in round
numbers, is 65,000, including twenty-three watch-
',hikers of various grades of proficiency. Until a
1,•w years ago the prevailing price throughout
the city for cleaning a watch was $1.5o, a similar
figure being charged for the insertion of a main-
spring. Notwithstanding that there existed no
common agreement of any kind to maintain a fixed
standard, the prices charged for the work were the

same in all stores. At this juncture a young watch-
maker started a small jewelry store on a side street
and initiated the aggravating system of competitive
reduction by cleaning watches for $t, and fitting
mainsprings at a like charge. That he had duly
deliberated upon the innovation is evident from the
fact that he took yearly contracts with the local
papers and entered upon an extensive publicity
campaign. He advertised every day in the year
and continues to do so. Nor does he confine him-
self to the newspapers, for he has made use of
every fence in the vicinity to proclaim his low
prices. The burden of his song is that he " cleans
watches for $1, genuine mainsprings $1, and time-
pi(Te guaranteed one year." His advertising and
his prices have won him a wide patronage. Natu-
rally his patrons belong to the poorer classes, but
what they lack in individual resources is counter-
balanced by their numbers. Moreover, the poor
man's dollar is as good as that of his more fortunate
brother, and this has an especial application to
those places in which there is little or no " high-
class " or " exclusive " trade.

At present the trade here is demoralized in the
matter of prices, some charging as low as so cents
for cleaning a watch or installing a mainspring,
others and others—though they are not many—
$1.50. A later development is that some repudiate
the idea of charging less than $z.5o, while in reality

they do the work for $t whenever the exigencies of
the case demand. One watchmaker in particular
has called on his fellows and asked them apparently
in a friendly spirit not to depart from a fixed price,
Saying that he himself has not done so. I am
aware, however, that he works at the cut price.

Evidently this deplorable state of things is due
to the initiative of the individual whose enterprise
I have related above. I have known customers to
mquire the price of work at a store, and on learning
it go directly to him because of his reduction.

Some of my best patrons have given him the prefer-
ence rather than pay me 50 cents extra, and I can

scarcely blame them. This pushing price cutter

gets probably five repair jobs to one of the less
grasping trader. Personally, I bear him no ill will.
Nor am I jealous in any way of his expansion.
However, I cannot ignore the fact that I am not
getting what I consider a due proportion of trade,
and I would ask, therefore, whether, in view of
this, it does not behoove me to insert five main-
springs at $1 each, making a total of $5, rather than
one at $1.5o, making a total of $1.5o. I am sure
THE KEYSTONE will appreciate my situation and I
would ask your advice in the matter.

Yours truly, FLYNT.

What would you suggest in the above

circumstances, Mr. Jeweler ? The subject is

worth thinking over, for there is no telling

when it may have a personal interest for you.

We will be glad to publish thoughtful sug-

gestions, and you have our personal assur-

ance that the facts are exactly as stated.

Important Factor in Selling a
Business

A PROMINENT merchant said recently

anent the matter of disposing of a retail

business : " A good office system, including

a clean set of books, makes a vast difference

in the value of the business to a man who

buys it. With a good system the new man

can pick up the reins and go on without

difficulty. With a poor system he must be

prepared to settle a score of quarrels with cus-

tomers. and with creditors, and it will take

him a long time, even if he be a good man-

ager, to get things straightened out." The

truth of this was foreibly brought home to us

by the following communications just received :

I, Mrs.  , have just disposed of my
husband's store to Mr. . When Mr.
 died he left a number of watches apart
that he was working at, and they are considerably
mixed up. He has quite a number without check.
Now, how are we to know to whom to give them.
Mr.  does not want to take the responsi-
bility. There are probably one hundred watches
or more ; some of them have been there for ten

years or over. He thinks it will injure his business
to straighten them out, and that I should take them
home. We have decided, however, to let you
settle the matter. Please advise us what to do at
your earliest convenience.

The above letter reveals a condition

which has unfortunately been all too preva-

lent among the jewelry trade. We refer not

only to a lack of system in keeping watch-

repair records, but also in keeping books.

The lack of system must necessarily be very

detrimental to the sale of a business, inas-

much as it detracts greatly from its value to

the would-be purchaser.

(2o9)

Systematized business-doing is as essen-

tial in taking in a business partner as in

profitably disposing of a business. The

partner should know exactly what he is going

into, and no accomplished business man vill

accept a partnership without this knowledge.

We have in mind two partners who quarreled

for years, and finally separated because one

of them, when he originally accepted the

partnership, did not know exactly how the

business stood. This, in fact, is a common

experience in partnerships, and is the cause

of a large percentage of the failures of firms.

01"R correspondent above quoted asks us

what to do under the peculiar circum-

stances. The only thing that apparently can

be done is to insist on the best possible

description of the watch from the alleged

owner or claimant, and next for the jeweler

to make out a thoroughly accurate identifying

description of the watch and have the person

claiming it sign same. This should be kept

as a receipt, and it will be an evidence of

good faith should any other person subse-

quently claim the same timepiece. It \ vill

also be a check on dishonesty. If the claim-

ant is personally unknown to the jeweler,

identification of him by some reputable person

would be a wise precaution. There is a

pointer in this case for a good many old

jewelers who may be guilty of the same negli-

gence.
As to who should shoulder the responsi-

bility in the matter, it seems to us this should

be decided by the agreement. While a pur-

chaser of the business would naturally hesi-

tate about shouldering the responsibility for

a lot of unidentified watches, still the purchas-

ing jeweler is the one to solve the difficulty,

and we think if he takes the precautions

above mentioned, there is little danger of

trouble. Besides he will have an opportu-

nity to meet the people interested, and may

turn the acquaintanceship to account. I le

can contrast his better methods with those of

his successor, and, in a manner, place the

owners of the watches under obligations to

him. Anyhow, the old customers will natu-

rally look to him as the responsible party,

and we think it would be unwise for him,

however justifiable it might be, to shirk the

responsibility. It is a question of policy

rather than of obligation.
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MONEY IN SWEEPS
Have you any old gold

or silver for sale?
Are you satisfied with
your past returns?

You don't know how valuable your sweeps are if you have not
tried us. \Ve have enlightened hundreds of your brother jewelers on this
point—and greatly to their benefit. All our patrons are satisjed patrons.
Many of them tried all others before coming to us ; some of them tried
others after ; but all are still with us. Full and prompt returns or goods
returned at our expense without delay.

SCHWITTER 0 KENNEDY,
Sweep Smelters an Assayers. 25 John Street, New York.

WORKS : 28-32 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

There is every
indication t hat
ourregularsprmg
business will be
double that of one
year ago. Consid-
eration of our stu-
dents interests
and personal sup-
ervision of all in-
struction, is re-
sponsible for this
rapid growth. DO
YOU NOT THINK
IT WOULD BE
WELLTO WRITE
US IF YOU ARE
THINKING OF
TAKING A
COURSE? We
do not claim that
ours is the only
institution where
engraving can be
learned, there are
undoubtedly
other schools that
are good, but we
think ours is just
a little better.
Try us and see.
WHAT WE
DO CLAIM: We
claim to give the
most practical
a n d up-to-date
instruction in the,
art of engraving
"OBTAINABLE
AT ANY PRICE."
We will be pleased
to send our little
booklet giving
particulars of our
school on request,
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Above we reproduce a few designs from steel plate engraved in the school by Mr. Clow which we trust will be useful to those interested.
CORRESPOINUEINCE sOLACITED.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, IOW Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.
A. J. CLOW, Proprietor.

I 'cbrtlary, 1903

Banquet of the 24-Karat Club

The banquet of the club was held at Del-

monico's, Fifth Avenue and Forty-fourth Street,

January 20th. It \vas an interesting function in

many ways, but chiefly in that the too or more

paticipants were so unmistakably representative of

the jewelry trade. This convenient number like-

wise permitted of an intercourse between the

guests which would be impossible at a more

largely attended feast. The diners, other than the

local members, hailed chiefly from Philadelphia,

Chicago and Boston. The programme was arranged

with a view to giving every participant a full

measure of unmixed joy, and nothing could be

more gratifying than the successful manner in

which it was carried out. The addresses, too,

were calculated to heighten the mirth of the

gathering. The menu card was remarkably sim-

ple in appearance. It was a single gilt-edged card,

on one side of which appeared the gastronomic

delicacies, and on the other the items of " The

Feast of Reason." These included " Some Genial

Talks " by " our guests ;" " A Few Remarks " by

the president, and 'Some More Remarks" by

" Our Friends." The name of the club was printed

in one corner, together with a reproduction of a

carrot.
During the progress of the banquet select

music was rendered by an orchestra and some

other notable talent.
The guests of honor on the occasion were

Hon. John S. Wise, Rev. Geo. R. Van DeWater,

I). D.; A. K. Sloan, F. W. Judge, Jr.; L. P. White,

\. H. Pray and P. F. Murphy.
President Shepherd, whose fame as an orator

and humorist is a matter of note, officiated as

toastmaster, and his selection for this, perhaps the

most onerous role .of the evening, proved a happy

one, for his unfailing vivacity kept the assemblage

throughout in excellent spirits. It was scarcely 9

o'clock when Col. Shepherd gave a felicitous inti-

mation that, as the gastronomic part had been at-

tended to, the philosophic feast was next in order.

He then proceeded to read a telegram of regret for

non-attendance from C. G. Alford, president of the

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade. The

colonel then introduced Hon. John S. Wise, the

first speaker of the evening, in a brief and witty

oration. Mr. Wise's address was sparkling and

humorous. He paid some neat encomiums to the

personnel of the 24-Karat Club, and related a num-

ber of mirth-provoking anecdotes of farm life in

" Ole Virginny." It was evident that he captivated

his hearers, as he was greeted with enthusiasm and

evoked the proverbial chorus " He's a Jolly Good

Fellow."
A classic rendering of the Lyric Male Quartette

intervened, and at its conclusion the toastmaster

suitably announced the next speaker, Mr. Murphy.

The addresses which had preceded were of such a

delectable character, that the listeners anticipated

a little prose from Mr. Murphy, his name notwith-

standing. They were agreeably disappointed, how-

ever, for his address was one continuous volley of

wit. He told jokes that convulsed the audience,

but there was throughout his remarks an under-

current :ent of culture and intellectuality. He said, inp 

There are two subjects, gentlemen, which we
cannot talk about—politics and religion. There is
one phase of religion, however, that can bear a
little discussion. It seems pitiable that men should
work so hard to amass a fortune and then work
jiist as hard to give it away again. To these indi-

viduals their existence must seem a long, wet walk

KIN7STON

through a vale of tears. When it comes to giving
away money, libraries are about the only thing a
rich man can think of. What a pity ! It has be-
come the employment of the wealthy recently to
expound the Scriptures through the medium of the
Bible class. This seems to them the most practi-
cal way of dispensing its benign influence. One of
the young men in these Bible classes got impatient
over this method of absorbing religon and one day
became so impudent as to ask his teacher what be-
came of a millionaire who was unable to give
away the greater portion of his fortune before
death overtook him, and what, also, became of the
poor, the down-trodden and the helpless? The
young Bible teacher took the young man by the
hand and led him away ; he poured Standard oil
on his head and taught him the Standard way of
living. That young man does not ask such foolish
questions now.

When the tumultous applause which followed
Mr. Murphy's remarks had subsided, a vocalist of
fame filled up the interim.

Rev. Dr. Van De Water was the next speaker.

He made a graceful and dignified address in which

he attested his gratification at the privilege of
addressing the club. He paid a tribute to its

broadmindedness in that the competition which
naturally existed in their business did not militate

against their mutual friendship. He emphasized

the need of this spirit in every city, and deplored

the tendency to separate business men into classes.

The great need of the day, he said, was the union

of all classes. This common fellowship, he said,

should be extended by employers to their em-

ployees, who would not be found ungrateful, and

that the result through a better understanding on

both sides would be a diminution in strikes and

labor troubles.
The quartet again lent its talent to preclude a

lull. This juncture was availed of to make a pre-

sentation to the retiring president, C. F. Brinck.

Early in the evening, when the guests were arriv-

ing, one of the members brought with him, unno-

ticed, a package containing a beautiful loving cup.

This was deposited beneath the chair of Colonel

Shepherd. At this stage the Colonel brought

forth the gift from its obscurity and formally pre-

sented it to Mr. Brinck. The latter was over-

whelmed by surprise. He returned his thanks in

sincere and impressive tones. The orchestra began

to play " He's a Jolly Good Fellow," which was

choroused to the echo. The loving cup bore the

inscription : " To Charles F. Brinck, from the

members of the Twenty-four Karat Club of New

York City, January 20, 1903."
Then followed an impetuous clamor for a

speech from Col. J. L. Shepherd, and the orchestra

struck up 'The Star-Spangled Banner." Inspired

by the music, the assembly joined as one man in

singing the patriotic song, ending in a volley of

cheers for the popular colonel. Mr. Shepherd was

touched by the heartiness of the reception and be-

gan a beautiful address by a heart-to-heart talk on

the club itself.' Proceeding he said :

In one of Sir Walter Scott's poems he says:

" Lives there it man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hatil said,
This is my own, my Dative land."

This is a sentiment that awakes the responsive
echo in the hearts of men and women of all the
nations of the earth, who are loyal to the land of
their birth, but how much in this great republic
does it awaken the same sentiment in the hearts of
millions of men and women of all the nations of
the earth, to this, the land of their adoption. To
my mind, the true explanation of this is found in
the beautiful sentiments expressed by the gentle-
man who spoke of the wonderful law of evolution,
for it is by this most strange and wonderful law
that nature accomplishes all that is strange and
beautiful in this world of ours. It is through this

law that the beasts of the forest and the birds of the

2 1 1

air arrive at their perfect physical condition, the
fruits of the earth to their ripeness, the flowers of the
field to their glory of color and perfume, and the
intellect of man to its God-like perfection. It was
by the action of this law that the Roman Empire.
by fire and sword, bringing together the various
nations of the earth, arrived at its greatest glory,
and by reason of this blending of the races of the
earth, produced the Roman senator and the Roman
soldier, who for more than one thousand years
ruled the world as it had never been ruled before
or since. So, too, this great cosmopolitan nation
is to rule the world. Not, however, by fire and
sword, but by the great principles of liberty.

Continuing, Mr. Shepherd recalled briefly but

impressively some of the chief events in the history

of the country, and finally apostrophized the flag

in the following magnificent peroration:

That beautiful flag has led millions of men
over hundreds of battlefields for the establishment
and preservation of this most glorious country.
Then, all hail ! all honor to thee, oh, beautiful
emblem of liberty ! Thou child of the sun, so
blended and made up of liberty, of truth and of
justice, that shame is ashamed to set upon thee.
Behold it, 0, my countrymen, as it flames and
flutters in its beautiful undulations in the blue
atmosphere that holds enveloped this great revolv-
ing globe—the hope of the world, the harbinger of
universal peace. Behold it as it floats above this
great Republic, with its beautiful colors born of the
heavens and blazing in the air, a God-given prom-
ise that never again shall tyranny and slavery live
in this fair land of ours. Behold its bars of red,
aflame with the blood of our countrymen, whose
dying lips trembled and quivered with their loving
cheers for it, as they left the world forever. Behold
its bars of white, as pure as the unsummered snow,
proclaiming the purity of the government of Wash-
ington, of Lincoln, of Grant, and of McKinley.
Its field of blue, shining with stars, that voiced the
glory of every State of this most glorious union.
Then look up to it, ye poor and oppressed, for so
long as it shall blossom in the air and bloom in the
sun, so long shall all the world find refuge under
thee, 0, beautiful banner ! God's banner ! Amer-
ica's banner ! the beautiful Red, White and Blue !

A great outburst of applause followed this

effort, which was followed by a speech in lighter

vein by Augustus K. Sloan, ex-president of the

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade. Mr.

Sloan said, in part:

I see quite a number of gentlemen here to-
night from Philadelphia, Boston and other cities,
who do not know what a 24-karat man is. I will
tell you. He is upright and honest in all his deal-
ings and truthful in all his sayings, and I can only
compare him with such men as George Washing-
ton, Rev. Dr. Van De Water and the Hon. John S.
Wise. You all know Dr. Van De Water and Mr.
Wise. Can you tell me who George Washington
was? (Every man on the floor replied, " First in
war, first in peace, first in the hearts of his coun-
trymen.")

I was honored by being a member of the
Twenty-four Karat Club for a few moments. I
was elected at one of their meetings last fall, and
at the same meeting they assessed each member a
certain amount, which, of cours, I came in for. At
the next meeting they concluded that I had passed
the age limit and put me on the retired list, or, in
other words, made me an honorary member ; con-
sequently, back I dropped to 14 karat. I see sev-
eral honorary members here to-night ; I trust they
were treated in the same courteous manner.
[Laughter.]

After Mr. Sloan's speech the banquet was de-

clared over, and the entire assemblage joined in

singing " My Country, 'Tis of Thee " and " The

Star-Spangled Banner." The universal sentiment

was that the banquet was in every sense a 24-karat

function.
Great credit was due and freely accorded to

the banquet committee, which consisted of Presi-
dent C. F. Brinck, E. R. Crippen, W. I. Rosenfeld
and James R. Gleason,
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

No. 2 A retails $1.75
Sterling Silver Pencil Holder.
The dainI

1,11■ ,i I
■••i

*1 Irjpp lio•
shape--

Twarly dal, in real-
“,a1 hat.

Made and warranted by

Actual size.
Retail price --
Plain $t  oo
Chased 1.5o
Decorated Pattern,

$2.00

THE KEYSTONE

AIKIN, LAMBERT 6 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS anD NOVELTIEN.
Cierserni Agentz..1 of PAUL E.

EARLY SPRING WEDDINGS
Mr. Jeweler: You could easily secure the Invitation and Announcement orders of

your community if you had the proper samples of stationery and
could quote positive prices. We have just what you need in that line and will send you samples
upon request. Don't put it off, but write about it to-day.

WM. FREUND & SONS,
ENGRAVERS, EMBOSSERS, STATIONERS TO THE TRADE,

174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.

Largest Plant in the Middle States.

Established 1865.

Mum

SEND FOR'',
CATA LO G U

OF'

MASON I C
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS. BADGES

(1''4-:.E11J°1113.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

• 

AND CO.
4/001. "10

Ttie C.g.Braxmar Co.
manufacturing Jewelers

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

OF

YMILITAR
G. A.R.

ATHLETIC,
0” SHOOTING °Y
0 APD

4')./ G lt

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

OF
FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND co•

••••>., OTHER
/C/AL

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S

CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, x'ho will furnish them
at our Price.

4). J. H.Walbridge& Co.. 337 Broad-
✓ wa. New York City. agents for Twee-

••.') /US, Manicures, Key Rin gs, etc..c5".
-V" Stevens & Co.. 99 Chambers

St. NPW York, agents for Bicycle
.-) ".1'1. 4cl-1.'1 Sundries.

THE e' R !VALI FOUNTAIN PEN, I EN1 El, rEttar ■ e) I 1, 1,9.;is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.\\... different styles of Holders, handsomely chawd awl01,1 •■ !Ili gold mountings. Send for prices and tliseount to the trade.A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens, given with every purchase. Send forcatalogue. Export trade solicited.
Ask your jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.All pens are 14 K. gold. Every pen warranted. All makes

(Iy ESTABLISHED /867
kit

Stationery Window Displays

A prominent stationer has favored us with the

following views in regard to stationery window

displays :

My experience is that harmonious, attractive,

or even beautifully gotten up window displays are

not always the best business getters. I have spent

hours and days trying to fix up nice windows, but

I find that nothing sells goods like displaying the

goods and putting the prices on them. Handsome

drapery, tinsel or other decoration may be pleasing

to the eye of the passer-by, but that is about all it

amounts to, unless it he on special occasions, such

as the holiday season, Easter, etc.

If you have anything to sell put a sample of it

in the window and mark the price in plain, lar
ge,

neat figures. If it is nothing more than a writing

tablet or two, a few packages of envelopes, a bunch

of lead pencils, etc., it is surprising how many

people will come in and ask for the things they

" saw in the window."

Many people come in because some trifling

article in the window has attracted their attention;

people who never came in before as well as reg
u-

lar customers, who did not seem to know what 
we

had for sale until they saw it in the window. Th
e

price mark seems to catch them.

cards can be used for dinners, theatricals, card

parties, receptions and, indeed, for any purpose.

Cards of invitation and notes of invitation are

not to be confounded. According to the season's

fancy, the cards are distinctly for afternoon use, and

the names of the women of the family only appear

on them. The address, written in full, is a part of

the form of the invitation, finishing out the last line

and never detached from it and put in the right-

hand corner, as was the old way. The only excep-

tion to this is that card already described, as much

of which is left blank for general invitations of a

less formal character. On that the address appears

in the right-hand corner, while the letters R. s. v. p.

occupy the left corner.
Engraved notes, which are of the size of wed-

ding invitations, have their own form. They are

for evening use, and etiquette demands that the

name of the man of the family appear with his

wife's on them. For formal functions they are

engraved in full, but persons who entertain con-

stantly find it convenient to have on hand a partially

engraved form which can be filled in to fit the occa-

sion. When there is a debutante daughter whose

season is to be made gay her mother orders a sup-

ply of notes engraved like this:

the sender it returns the invitation and the mistake

can be rectified.
Not cream white, but gray white paper is used

for all forms of engraved invitations.

The following cards, which have just been

issued for various events of interest to society,

show, in addition to the information contained in

them, the prevalent forms in card printing :

3Irs. lberts .beheesou

and ;Iliss Madeleine, Johnson

well be al home

on Sainroian, the sixth of December

from fiene• lentil 8,1,11 n'finek

at Slily Fast roo lit-ninth Street

•
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WOOD AND
'1 PHOTO-ENGRAVING

ZINC ETCHING
HALF TONE N
FINE COLOR WORK

tJEWE LRY CUTS ('
A SPECIALTY

lisigrinoo
rktals

FORREST BUILD! G

) 119 So.FOURTH ST-
6 '

PHILADELPHIA. 

r 

Latest Fashion in Cards

ED. KEvs'roNE :—Would you give me the

latest information as to the prevailing styles in

cards ? I know you gave this information some

time ago, but I want the latest.
Portland, Oregon. E. S. C.

The styles in cards are, of course, changin
g all

the time, and not infrequently individuals 
have the

audacity, relying on the prestige of their name

or culture of their taste, to devise new 
styles for

themselves. Prevailing styles are well exploited

in the following from Geyer 's Stationer:

Cards five and a half by three and a half 
inches

are used for every form of afternoon invita
tion and

sometimes for evening, though engraved 
notes are

smarter for evening functions. There is a form of

card which persons who entertain extensi
vely find

exceedingly useful. It is engraved like this :

requests the pleozsure of

No. h. Plain. Large Cap.

D. W. BEAUMEL t CO.,

Our New Nail File.
Tile hest selling 25-cent
novelty on the market

Office and Factory,

of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City

company

on

at

R. a. p.

 &Hock

Six thousand Fifth avenue

The blank spaces are to be filled in 
in writing

with the name of the hostess, her 
guest, the form

of the entertainment, the day and the 
hour. Such

requests the pleasure of

llowy Denton

and Mis, 
A.fral

II';?! be al home

Oil Salareley, the si.dh of December

from .foler eentil seven o'elneh

al 'l''!/ ""p East Fifty-seventh Street

Mondays, the lerelph, nineteenth

Una tusenly-sixth .111111111ry

conopany at « 

to be given in honor of their daughter

Oh the evening of 

 o'clork,

I?. s. p.

Si,' thousand Fifth groom.

This may be for a dinner or a cotillion to be

given at home or in a fashionable hotel ballroom.

Wherever it is to take place the reply of the guest

is desired, on notes, is engraved under the lett
ers

R. s. v. p., in the left-hand corner. It is coming

into vogue to substitute for the French abbrevia-

tion the English phrase, " The favor of an answ
er

is requested."
Reception invitations frequently bear the word

" Dancing " in the left-hand corner. When th
ere

are young persons in the family and the social l
ist

is a large one, to avoid too great a crush the 
clever

device is now being resorted to of using two forms

for the same reception. To the older genera-

tion merely the reception invitation is sent, but

the younger receive those on which the magic

word " Dancing " appears, and they are expect
ed

to arrive to trip the light fantastic toe just as 
the

reception guests are departing.

In the matter of engraving in this country, 
at

present only black lettering is used. Shaded o
ld

English is the latest fad, but script is still popul
ar

and less expensive. Coats of arms are much used

this season on cards and notes of invitation. 
Cards

always are enclosed in one envelope, notes in tw
o.

It is not now considered the proper thing to

allow the tissue paper which is put in by the

engraver to protect the lettering to remain. It is

removed when the note is folded for the envelop
e.

Both envelopes should he addressed, the 
inner

one with the name of the guest and the outer 
one

with the name and address. On the flap of 
the

outer envolope of wedding invitations the 
house

address of the bride is stamped. This is for the

benefit of the post office, that the invitation 
may

be accounted for. When thousands of invitations

are issued some get misdirected or other
wise go

astray, but if the post office knows the ad
dress of

Mrs. Preeleele k Wiley Perry

and .111S, Sabina IrOnd IndiS

adll in' at hfann

on Teresflon, the second hr December

.10no fool' until Seven o'eloeh

at '225 Wed .s'erenty-lointh Street

Wednesdays

Mr. Stephen Delay, Olin

reonests the honor of

presence Of the nateriaye rof lois daughter

.loolia Lynch

Mr. .1-ohee Denkard

On Thursday, the eleventh of December

I,, twelve o'e.lue.k

at Valrery r hermit

Neer Fork

Mrs. Gardiner Sherman

Miss Jess« Gordon Sherman

Thursdays The Budd nyha m

.ThIllfary FlPy-alain Wed Plaraare

Mrs. Gardiner Sherman

Aliss Gordo, Sherman

Tuesday, December the ninth

Iron, four lentil she o'elork
3fetrop0lllan unex

lIrs. 11: Killen nmeserell

Miss lierisline Kean Roosevelt

ett Hume

Oh Iredneselay, December th 1,.I

from jbur anti( seren o'cluek

804 Fifth Avenue.
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The Cuckoo
Clock Factory is
Getting Ready
for a Big
Spring Business.

Haven't much to say just
now. Only this : Within
the last few years we have
demonstrated that there is
one concern in this country

doing the Cuckoo Clock business best. And that
concern has gotten the largest business of its
kind in the world, because you saw how well
it could serve you.

You have probably a little leisure now for
making Spring plans—send for our catalog if you
haven't one.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.,
1:11-111_,ADELPHIA.

For 1903

LOOSE AND MOUNTED

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

JEWELRY

SILVER
AND

CLOCKS

The Largest Stock we
have ever shown,

comprising all the

NEWEST and

CHOICEST in
the Market.

A. G. Schwab
cc Bro.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Importers of Diamonds, and
Wholesale Jewekrs.

THE KEYSTONe

FAVORENE
TRADE-MARK.

For hard-soldering Gold, Silver,
Gold Filled, Alumnico, Brass,
Nickel, etc. Requires but little
heat. Parts to be soldered need
not be cleaned or filed.

Patent was Granted Oct. 28,1902,
On This solution.

It is superior to all other and
the only hard-soldering solution
on the market that is patented.
A trial will convince you of its

value, saves time and troubleand
does the work as you want it.

Makes Hard-soldering as easy as Soft-soldering. Will flow 14 K.

of melting goods.
solder on 6 K. goods without the use of borax and without danger

U iii 
FLUX,

Three in One / ANTI-OXIDIZER,
PICKLE.

Preserves the temper and color of gold.
With Favorene there is no danger of melting
low karat gold, spectacle frames, etc. Sol-
der will flow easily without balling.

Price, 2 oz. bottle, 35 cents.
40Z. " 65 "

Guaranteed to please or money refunded.

Lamp and
Blow=Pipe Combined.

THE IMPERIAL LAMP—Just the thing.

Annual Banquet of the Chicago

Jewelers' Association

With a vim and eclat charact
eristic of the

Western metropolis, the above 
function was this

ear held on January 16th, the
 scene of the gather-

ing being Kinsleys. Evidently a special effort had

been made by the executive to 
eclipse their former

records in the art of entert
aining, for there was

noticeable in every feature of the pr
oceedings some

added embellishment. The com
mittee of arrange-

ments is certainly to be congr
atulated upon the

order, precision and dignity with w
hich one feature

followed another in smooth and a
greeable succes-

sion. But perhaps the highest encomium th
at was

paid them—and they received many—was the

genuine joy manifested by every pa
rticipant, by

the veteran business man of ma
ny years and multi-

farious experiences, no less than th
e young and

more active ones. It would be difficult to improve

upon the manner in which the 
banquet hall was

decorated. Brilliant lighting, patriotic bunting

and a wealth of rich floral adornme
nt, combined to

produce an effect which was at once
 pleasing and

impressive. The State and national 
colors were

conspicuous as well as the white and 
gold banner

which the association has adopted 
for its own.

At 6 P. M. the guests

began to arrive, and

then a pleasant half

hour was spent in

greetings and intro-

ductions. Many old

acquaintances were

renewed and many

new ones were made.

Each guest, upon

arrival, received a

neatly-printed Card

bearing his name, the

number of his seat and

the number of his table. The fea
st was presided

over by Max Ellbogen, of Stein
 & Ellbogen, presi-

dent of the association. At the table of honor to

his right were William P. Will
iams, toastmaster ;

Benj. Allen, T. Zurbrugg, Frank 
Hamline Scott and

ex-Judge John Barton Payne. 
Among those on

the left of the president were Dr. 
Emil Hirsh,

Rev. M. W. Lawrence and E. 
Allen Frost, C. H.

Hulburd and C. J. Dodgshun.

The president opened the pro
ceedings by ex-

tending a hearty greeting to the 
assembled guests.

He called upon Rev. William M
. Lawrence to say

grace. When the blessing had b
een invoked the

members and guests joined in sin
ging ' The Star

Spangled Banner" and other patri
otic ballads with

orchestral accompaniment. As the 
courses were

proceeded with, the mirth was 
maintained by the

rendering of popular and humorou
s airs, in which

250 voices joined. When the me
mbers had regaled

themselves, President Ellbogen 
arose and ad-

dressed them as follows:

The year just passed has been a 
year record-

breaking in so many instances that 
it necessarily

broke it in our line also. It was a year teeming

with activity and discoveries, 
inventions and for-

mation of trusts, and marked wi
th such an in-

creased demand for our line of goods that a

Chicago paper places the watch a
nd jewelry busi-

ness as the sixth in volume. Its figures were : Dry

goods, $175,000,000 ; groceries, $
ti9,000,000 ; boots

and shoes, $84,000,000 , beef pa
cking, $7o,000,000 ;

hog packing, $95,000,000 ; jewelry,
 $57,000,000, an

increase of 25 per cent., as against 
the year pre-

vious, which is certainly a very 
gratifying showing.

We witnessed some very unfo
rtunate results of

associations within the past year, 
when interests

clashed, as in the recent disastrous
 coal strike, but
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Max Ellbogen

no harmful consequences can be the outcome o
f

organizations like ours ; which, while founded on

business principles, were not called into being fo
r

business only. We note this when we see the good

cheer prevailing here this evening, and this of Itsel
f

is a justification for the annual repetition of thes
e

dinners.
Since our last banquet Divine Providence has

called to his eternal rest our friend, Sigmund St
ein.

Former President Grover Cleveland, at the

dedication of the New York Stock Exchange
, re-

cently said : " It need not surprise us if the 
popu-

lar estimate of this business organization 
should

fail to take into account all that it has done to 
pro-

mote high and patriotic purposes, not always
 re-

lated in the narrow sense to commerce." Gentle-

men, you will agree with me if I say that if 
he had

addressed this association he could have 
said no

less. It is but twenty-six years ago since you

started in a modest way, and many occasion
s have

offered, and no doubt will continue to offe
r them-

selves, where we can be of mutual benefit 
to each

other. And I know that this association will con-

tinue to receive your united and hearty s
upport in

the same manner as the past.
And now it is my good fortune to say that 

the

gentleman who has consented to be your
 toast-

master this evening is no stranger to you
, and his

share in the great success of your last ba
nquet has

not been forgotten. I have the honor to introduce

Hon. William P. Williams. (Applause.)

Mr. Williams' address was very humorous 
and

put the assemblage in excellent humor. 
He said,

in part :

I cannot refrain from mentioning one 
feature

of your banquet, your souvenir. When 
it was first

my pleasure to mingle with you, I was 
presented

with a most generous corkscrew. 
(Laughter.)

This prized article is now passing into
 the third

year of an active and strenuous life. 
(Laughter.)

Last year you tendered me and I carri
ed away a

most elaborate smoking outfit, which mo
ved even

the clergy to new and extraordinary 
resolves, and

this year I am the proud possessor of a 
lamp post.

(Laughter.) Gentlemen, this supplies to some

natures a want long felt. (Laughter.) It permits

convivial natures to exhibit in groups of 
several to

the block an individuality and exclu
siveness not

heretofore possessed. Just what limit your corn-

mittee will attain to next in the way of 
souvenirs I

dare not predicate, but if it is along 
the line of a

recent experience of mine, I should 
not be sur-

prised. In opening my mail recently I found 
a

beautifully engraved card. Accompanying that

card was a letter from the general 
manager of a

railroad, saying that although the general
 managers

of the country had decided not to iss
ue any passes

(that's the customary bluff) that this p
ass was sent

to me with the compliments of the 
undersigned.

My heart throbbed with joy and gratit
ude. At last

I was the owner of an annual. Here was good

done where it was deserved and wher
e it would be

utilized. On examining the pass a little more

chAely I discovered that it was an 
annnal pass

issued by a commercial house to a,
 new brand of

whisky. (Laughter.) I might as well say right

here, so as to forestall all inquiries, t
hat that pass

is not transferable.
Turning now to the literary side of 

ur enter-

tainment, we find our first topic &n 
its caption.

pregnant with significance: It ilT bfhandled

one who is no sfranger to ors, as he hat served our

city in an honorable and repren
tative capacity

both ably and-well: It is My extreme^pleasure to

introduce E. Allen Frost, who will respl
5nd to the.

first toast of the evening, ," The Black 
Diamond."'

(Applause.)

Mr. Prost, in an appropriate response, paid his.

respects to the great city of Chicago. He said, in

part:

It is a subject that is always old a
nd yet ever

new. It is-the City of Chicago, the Black 
Diamond

of Illinois, whose great value is 
the wealth and

happiness and prosperity of 2,000,000 
souls. We

have reached the time in the dev
elopment of our

city when the bright sunshine of goo
d endeavor is

to set on fire that vital principle
. The city of

Chicago, like the Black Diamond, is g
athered from

the four corners of the world, and m
ust be polished

into the similitude of the greatest c
ity of the world

by the dust of its own citizens. She
, like the Black

Diamond, is of igneous origin. She has 
been tried

by fire. The city of Chicago is on the eve 
of a

wonderful development, and that development

must be brought and will be bro
ught in a large

measure by the attitude you gentle
men and your

association assumes towards its deve
lopment. If

you would view the physical Chicag
o aright you

must come on some night when the large
 red moon

shines like a ruby on the horizon's 
ample ring,

and the golden lights are mingled with 
the waters

of Lake Michigan ; watch her as she c
limbs on her

way gradually and slowly, changing from
 the deep

ruby to the lighter rose, until finally at
 her zenith

she becomes the diamond white and 
pure and

breathes upon the city of Chicago tho
se silvery

rays which change our dead buildings 
into ivory

and marble palaces, until the dreams of th
e World's

Fair becomes a reality.

The toastmaster next introduced John B
arton

Payne, who spoke on " The World of 
To-day."

Mr. Payne was followed by Dr. Hirsch,
 who de-

voted the bulk of his address to the bo
dy politic.

He said in conclusion :

It is for you in the twentieth century of 
social-

ized life to make active again the princip
les of our

people, the principles of responsibility of
 the indi-

vidual for his action to the whole commun
ity. And

if you do this, then, friends, no matter 
what pessi-

mists may tell us, and what men of blac
k despair

may prophesy, the twentieth century 
will not see

the downfall of our republic, will not 
see the rise

of an oligarchy which is worse than 
history ever

saw, an oligarchy by the right divine 
of multi-

millions filched from the republic. It will not see

our republic fall by the rise of the 
demagogue, and

the slavery which is fatal to all individ
ual initiative,

the slavery under the rule of the m
ob and the

masses, but our republic will stand and
 will into

every life bring the realiziation of 
our national

motto, " E Pluribus Unum ;" many 
independent

actions, but all combined and all allie
d to work

together for the happiness, the health an
d the free-

dom of every one protected by the S
tars and the

Stripes.

The toastmaster next introduced Fra
nk Ham-

line Scott, who recalled some intere
sting Chicago

history in his response to the toast " 
Anniversary

Year." Mr. Scott said:

It was too years ago that for the first time

government asserted its authority as gove
rnment in

that which we call now Chicago. It was on the

4th of July, 1803, that Captain Whi
stler, under

orders from his Government, landed 
at the mouth

of the Chicago River, then about op
posite where

we stand, for at that time the river 
did not enter

the mouth of the lake where it does n
ow, but half a

mile farther south. Under the directio
n of his Gov-

ernment he built the first fort of the Uni
ted States

in America. He then began gov
ernment in Chi-

cago. It is true that the organization of the 
muni-

cipality which we call Chicago came 
30 years after

that date, but government first ex
ercised its influ-

ence by any apparent authority here t
oo years ago

thrs year,

. Dr. Lawrence was the last speaker a
nd deliv-

riled one of his customary h
umorous addresses.

,AJAc.nivenir_was presented to 
each of the partici-

.- whalteconsisfed of a silver cigar-lighter
, in

the shape of a lamp post. The st
and holds a red

glass bowl, from which alcohol feeds
 a wick. On

the base of the stand is engraved the letters

C. J. A., 1903.
The committees in charge of the f

unction were

- as follows : Banquet commit
tee—Lem.W. Flershem

(chairman), A. L. Sercomb, W. J. 
Miller, 1-Larry

W. Hahn, B. ,C. Allen, Max Ell
bogen (ex-officio) ;

reception committee—M. N. Burch
ard, J. K. Cald-

well, R. C. Demorest, J. T. Talbot, 
George Wei-

- dig, Grove Sackett, Adolph We
deking, George G.

Gubbins, C. P. Dungan, Louis Manhe
imer, M. A.

Mead, J. W. Clark, H. C. Van P
elt, William M.

Alister, Ives K. Lake, H. G. Nye, W. 
H. Vogell,

H. M. Carle, E. M. Lunt, H. E. 
Jones, E. J. DodR-

shun, G. A. Webster, R. W. Morris.
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Rockford Silver Plate Co.
 Rockford, Ill.  

only silverware concern in the United States that sells the Retail Jeweler exclusively. \\.,-done it for 25 years and we're going to do it for ten times 25 years to come.

ORDERS

AND

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED
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ONLY.

No. 70103. Baking Dish.

REMEMBER

EVERY PIECE

HOLLOWWARE

IS ACCOMPANIED

WITH

OUR 20-YEAR

GUARANTEE.

"STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU.'

The Salvation of the Retailer is to cut out manufacturers who sell department stores. They sell these stores at priceshich enable them to sell at a profit for less than the goods would cosi you. As evidence watch any large city paper.

AGAIN WE SAY, "STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU."

"e Ezra F. Bowman Technical School

Iii the VVatehmaking Department.

Lancaster, Pa.
A school for the thorough teaching- of

Watchmaking, Engraving and
Jewelry Repairing.

TIME
is too important a factor in modern
life to permit of any waste of it.
That is one of the reasons why the
apprenticeship plan for learning
Watchmaking and Engraving is
going out of date. The modern way
is to learn at a school. But there
are two kinds of schools ; some are
worse than an apprenticeship.

Ours is the other kind. NV(.
can give such good value for your
money as to make a course in our
school the best possible investment.

Write to-day for Prospectus, etc.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for 

publication

any new ideas they may have on any 
subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

Clock Movements

1:1vs.r( )N also have had unpleasant

experiences with some makes of American 8-day

movements similar to those referred to In your

reply to " Extras," query No. 3, in Works
hop

Notes department of your November issue. I

have found that the clocks under question 
are

specially made for instalment houses and that they

do not bear the maker's name. The plates 
are of

iron, cleverly gilded so as to look like brass 
plates.

This I discovered with the file. In case one of

these clocks is brought for repairs, I believe 
that

the quickest, surest and perhaps cheapest 
course

( time considered), is a new movement, 
or non-

acceptance, if the timepiece has been purchased

elsewhere. In regard to " Extras," query No. 1,

I would say that about four years ag
o I saw a

recommendation from the editor of TifEKEYSTUNE

to the effect that every watch should be 
examined

in the owner's presence when first brou
ght for re-

pairs. All needed rectifications, together with

their cost, should there and then be 
explained.

With the exercise of diplomacy, which can be
 had

for the cultivation, a job of this kind is 
rarely lost.

Nur is there likely to be undue murm
uring by

the owner regarding the price if the right 
kind of

tact is displayed. As an instance of how these

tactics succeed, I will quote an experience 
which I

had this very day. A man brought me a 
watch to

he cleaned. I easily prevailed on him to wait while

I examined it. I found the balance pivots rough,

roller jewel loose and minor faults. These

defects I demonstrated to him with the aid 
of a

reading glass and told him that the cost 
would be

$2.5o. After some, explanations he agreed to t
he

price. This method of explaining defects usua
lly

evokes an appreciation of their extent on the

customers part, with the very desirable result 
that

he or she is then unlikely to balk at an
 ample but

reasonable price.

Nor■A lull, II II.

Yours truly,
S. \V HALL.

Forms for Fire Insurance

Et). K kvs.ru E would like to hear from

some of 'DIE Kt:As-1-u 'NI.. readers on the subject of

flirms for insurance policies to cover the entire

property contained in the modern jewelry 
store.

The subject is one of very great 
importance to

every dealer, for the average insurance expert

knows absolutely nothing of the various 
classes of

property which constitute a jewelry 
establishment,

or knows only from judicial decisions 
what property

should be specified to he insured outs
ide of the

classification of " store " and " fixtures." A 
model

policy for a jewelry store would be 
valuable to the

trade.
This subject is of special interest to 

me, as I

have been in the past a very successful 
local agent

of twenty-four fire companies, and policy-form

writing was the hobby that got me 
business, for no

one knows except an adjuster what 
disappointment

is in store for a very large percen
tage of insurers

until he has a fire and finds that 
the policy form

was not specific in mentioning m
alty items of his

property that were thought to be catalogued cor-
rectly under the wording, and that are as worthy

of being specilled as any other part of the property.

Of the items not under the general head I would

mention these :
Signs inside and outside attached to the build-

ing or on post.
Electric wiring, switches, plumbing and con-

nections (that the occupant of a building may own).

Materials constitute an item subject to argu-

ment after a lire has occurred. I think the words

" ran," " finished," affect the value.

Goods " held in trust," such as watches, clocks,

jewelry and other goods left for repairs, and goods

held on consignment (memorandum or selection)

—goods for which you are responsible.

Store decorations is an item that the insured is

often euchered out of thinking they are always fix-

tures (which are not for sale).

Boxes, cases, paper, tags and much other

stuff in the same line is not stuck or fixtures and

should be specified to be covered.

Electric motors, fans, belting, pulleys, etc., do

not come under the class of tools and Machines

and are not covered unless specified.

Material in course of manufacture, and so on.

I think it will be of very great value if any of your

readers can furnish an approved form to cover

property Aunt which an adjuster cannot say,

" Your I0111. l)01 IC) l.11eSn't cover that."

Yours respectfully,

'l'oh.do, ()hi°.
F. C. F.

Balance Washers

ED. K.F.Vs'D■Nr :--The absurd use of balance

washers is undoubtedly the fastest growing nuisance

the trade has to contend with to-day. I al you ever

stop to hunt timing washers on movements you

were casing up and find them? If you did ' you

paid too dear for your whistle "—(second-hand

movement). I have no desire to run any one out

of a legitimate business, but I do think that 
the

washer .maker got in too soon and should have

waited at least until the manufacturers found need

for him. I have found balance washers on gold

timing screws that were thrown three turns, leaving

the washer for adjustment to position. The fellow

that put on these latter didn't do much more t
han

the other one, who put them on under any o
ther

screw. See that your watch is in order, with a

clean live escapement, and you vill soon have a

gross or two fine tried washers for sale.

Yours truly,
BALA N, V PIVOT.

Profitable Partnership

Fn. KEvs.ru 'N I: :—I feel impelled, at the open-

ing of the new year, to pay a tribute to the practical

value which I receive from reading TitE K SToNE

regularly. I have never missed a single copy since

its inception and don't intend to, for I fail to see

how any intelligent and practical jeweler can afford

to do without it. I find the advertising, workshop

notes and optical departments exceptionally valu-

able, and on the whole, I cannot at present suggest

any improvement. There is no comparison between

it and any other trade journal. For me it has

even more than a practical interest, for it has

become one of my most valued associations, and

in fact has become a permanent household 
institu-

tion. Moreover, we started out at about the same

time, and therefore I feel that we have been corn-
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panions, or rather partners, upon a common road

of progress. Wishing it the prolorged career of

success which it so well merits,
Yours truly,

A. J. MASHAW.Rushton, La.

A Filler for Engraved Lines

ED. KEVSTDNE :—In regard to " Filler's "

question as to the best substance for filling in the

engraved lines on pearl or other like substances,

may say that I have dune a considerable amount

of this class of work and would suggest the use of

bronze paint, which can be procured at any art

dealer's and in practically every color. Mix, as for

general use, with banana oil ; smear into cuts and

wipe off before dry. Green, gilt, blue and red

blend beautifully with the hues radiating from the

pearl. I think this is more satisfactory than ink,

as it dries immediately, will not wash out, and

adds an artistic buster to the work.
Respectfully yours,

J. II. CuoN,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ./tiatai'd Bros.

Attracting a Crowd

Two men came hurrying down the thoroughfare

from opposite directions. As they were just about

to pass each other, the man in the Ilea% y green

sweater lurched to the left and upset the man with

the satchel. The second man sprang to his feet

and shook his finger under the other's nose.
,, You idiot ! Can't you see where you are

going?" 
" It was an accident."

" Nothing of the sort ! You deliberately

turned to the left and tripped me up."

"Then I apologize."

" Some things need more than an apology.

Do you think I am going to let a lout knock my

head off and then mumble a measly Beg pardon'?''

A crowd was collecting rapidly. The loud and

excited words caused pedestrians to come from all

sides. The man in the green sweater backed off

several paces and doubled up his fists.

" Did you say I was a lout?"

" I insinuated
" Then you have got to fight. I ran into you

accidentally and apologized like a gentleman, but

I see that you are looking for trouble. Come over

into this vacant lot and we will have it out."

The crowd was delighted. There was every

prospect of a lively set-to. Messengers forgot their

errands, and teamsters left their trucks at the curb.

Old gentlemen, who looked as if every minute of

their time were worth a dollar, came out from their

offices and followed the crowd. Every occupation

was represented, excepting that of policeman.

Once on the lot the two belligerents turned and

faced the crowd. The man with the satchel opened

it and brought forth a dozen books and envelopes,

" Gentlemen," he began, flourishing the books

in the air, " this man's apology has been accepted,

so there'll be no light, but while you are all here

let me show you the ' Life of General De \Vet.'

The man who buys this book for a quarter gets a

genuine Alaska diamond pin, a pair of Peru pearl

cuff-buttons, an Australian gold ring and a glass

pen. Greatest bargain on earth, gentlemen !

Come  
e

y en u e g m.
mbers of the crowd had bought

l - ri n 

all the books they seemed inclined to, and business

had grown too dull to be profitable, the man with

the satchel packed up his goods and divided profits

with the man in the green sweater.



THE GREAT BUYING CENTER

REDUCED FARES during the months of FEBRUARY and M
ARCH, to the Great Western

Metropolis and return, in connection with the

OF THE

National Association of Merchants and Travelers,

Discussion.

Western and Southwestern Association Territory.
ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE.

Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western and Southwestern Passenger Associations, including
the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado;
New Mexico on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe-Pacific;
Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the
Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates
from the nearest points on other lines ; Northern Peninsula of Michigan on the C. M. & St. P. and C. N. Ry. ;
Illinois in Western Passenger Association territory.

, ...{ Dates for Buying Tickets, Feb.First Meeting 7 R, 9,"xo, 11, 12,•r3 and 14.
Dates for Returning Home, Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, i9, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24•

Dates for Buying Tickets-Feb. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.Second Meeting t Dates for Returning Home-Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28, and March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9 and io.
Third Meeting {Dates for Buying Tickets-March 7, 8, 9, ix), w, 12, 1,3 and 14.Dates for Returning Home-March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24.

Fourth Meeting{ Dates for 14.-uying Tickets-March 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.Dates for Returning Home-March 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 3!, and April 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

(FROM CURRENT CIRCULAR OF THE

We are members of the Merchants' and Travelers' Association. Write us for additional particulars.

Benj. Allen & Co. Pitkin & Brooks
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

Burley & Tyrrell

at Chicago.

"The Commercial Supremacy of Chicago and the 
Relation of

Transportation to Its Prosperity."

Led by GEO. F. STONE, Secretary of the Chicag
o Hoard of Trade.

Divisions A, I, C and 0.

Central Passenger Association Territory.

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE.

Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula) and 
Indiana, and part of Illinois in the Central

Association Territory.

Passenger

First Meeting 
Dates for Buying Tickets, Feb. 7, 8, 9, io, II, 12 and 13.

1 Dates for Returning Home, Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21.

Second Meeting
Dates for Buying Tickets-Feb, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

25, 26 and 27.

t Dates for Returning Home-Feb. 25, 26, 27,
 28, and March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Third Meeting 
Dates for Buying Tickets-March 7, 8, 9, io, 

II, 12 and 13.

Dates  for Returning Home-March 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 2o and 21.

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
26 and 27.

Fourth Meeting Dates Dates for Returning Home-March 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31, and April I, 2, 3 and 4.

Make a note of the dates for buying tickets and r
eturning home. The railroads will positively permit no 

deviation from the

dates given above. Members must in all cases take certificates (not a receipt) fr
om the ticket seller at the point of starting.

WARNING I The dates given above only are correct, and 
the Association cannot be responsi

ble for any statements

of railroad employees to the contrary.

ticket 

The Certificate !",F,7„iR
ttiswohnicliiii them 

connection
en, member rliTeirdsio4tacianridil walilweasevferroyntitti.:itiegtiisckcoetrraegeetnwt NiVieeit,idloiersheusyns2iesertiratteick

a• 
it will 
 si■;,,b;_; t

::Ztlat:kmfg 
he t,iriied ovcr to the

joint agent of the Railway Companies for his 
endorsement. The certificate so endorsed will then 

permit the holder, upon presentation to 
the ticket agent at Chicago, of the 

railway

lines over which the member travels, to obtain 
his return ticket one-third the one-way fare.

To avoid delay and confusion in the rush 
to make trains, deposit your certificate w

ith the Secretary upon your arrival in C
hicago.

C. S. TOMLINSON, General Secretary, 
233 Fifth Avenue.

MERCHANTS' AND TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION.)

Make our stores your headquarters wh
en you come to town. We are at 

your service.

C. H. Knights & Co.

Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps,

State and Lake Streets.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149-153 State Street.

Wholesale Cut Glass, Art China and Lamps,

238 and 240 Adams Street.
(New location.)

A. C. Becken
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.

Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers.

Columbus Memorial Building.

Stein & Ellbogen Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.
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SWINGING
Business your way is only possible by carrying
strong and attractive lines. Our specialties in
High Grade, Rolled-Gold Plate and Gold Filled

VES FS, DICKENS, LORGNETTE. MUFF, PURSE.
LA VALLIERE, NECK, BRACELET AND SECRET
LOCKET CHAINS; ALSO FOBS; SEAL CHARMS.
AND PENDANTS.

Answer all the requirements of salable, bt. ;iness-getting
goods. We employ skillful designers and %k orkmen, and
our goods are of up-to-date, artistic appearance.
In Sterling Silver and Solid Gold, our lines are everything

that a high-class trade can desire. Buy through the jobber.

(Iola
( ) SearnleAm 1-10
— Gold Soltleveal.

No. No. 3037.
ALL SWIVELS
STAMPED.

F. C. Jorgeson C./ Company
208_210 W. Lake Street, Chicago.

M ANUFACTURERS

Special High-Grade

"THE BEST OF

EVERYTHING"

SHOW CASES
and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small ROSEWOOD Moulding
STEEL-LINED CASE.

We challenge the world to produce a better case.

Landis School of Engraving.

M. L. Instructor,

We are moving into our NEW BUILDING,
119 Koch Avenue.

II is a new brick building, and )vas erected hyINIr. Landis especially for Ij S1'111114,
11.• ()Ilk, mid Svlimoi Noon,. me WI

lloor, will. a lint. north Iighl. mill all ,.11i1,111.1•• Intill in after hi, 4.wii design.
.11,” ,oliarato nj where plipilsean IJot ,evenin hi dm School.The ■oleml opened February 2d with a MDclass, Anil thmi. to enter should make

dilieN, a. no M. wit :weep! more thantwelve NTH, at )fli I Iii, 11111 111,0te our enlirethur I,, 111,ir i11,11111'ii,111 :111,1 AIIVIIneenient.
SVIIII rior "ill Tool 1.ki and Prospectus.
Curre.peildim., oiIj,•i ii

M. L. LANDIS,
119 Koch Ave., Detroit, Mich.

100 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
11 John St., NEW YORK.
131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Hating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to at
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special rases made to order in
for English, Swiss and Anteri,.iii

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Scud for Our Now Price-List.

En TAIEIlls.lb1840.

Tidd's Staffs
:ire American-made, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
Iiiiished equal to any made.
$1.25 doz.

Garnet
Cock anD
Foot Jewels
;11.irantecd
perfectly true—

trued to hole. Every jewel
inspected. $1.25 doz.

TIDD C./ CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

Watch Repairing
(loot] ‘Vorl:
Vromptly Done
At Fair

Win. N. Brunner,

for the Trade.

Best Material Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sansom Street,
Svcond I. I br rrom,

Philadelphia, Pa.

411-0
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is fortunate for the
jeweler that the month of

February affords a unique

opportunity for the exe-
cution of
attractive
Nvindow dis-
plays. " St.

-V at enti ne's
Day," which

occurs in this month, is an oCcasion

by no means to be ignored. It is

especially valuable for its timeli-

ness because it may be utilized to

offset as far as may be possible

the customary trade reaction which

succeeds the Christmas and New
Year anima-
tion. Indeed

it may rea-
sonably be
assumed that

at no time
can the pos-

sibilities of the show window as a trade stimulant 
be so well demon-

strated as during the after-holiday period. Efforts to advantageously

dispose of the after-holiday surplus stock are d
isappointing in results unless

re-enforced by a sparkling window display in whi
ch tempting goods and

prices are the dominant feature. It is scarcely necessary for us to expatiate

upon the subject as by this time every retail 
jeweler must be convinced that

store and window decoration have come to stay 
; that they are the offspring

of progress and that as time goes on the sc
ience of displaying goods is being

gradually elevated to the dignity of a fine art. 
Nor would this pleasing

feature of modern merchandizing be eliminated
 if trade competition were to

cease, because the discrimination in favor of 
what is beautiful on the part of

the public, whose taste is becoming gradually 
more cultured and apprecia-

tive, would continue unabated and the dealer 
whose environment was most

attractive would still receive the largest measure 
of patronage.

It is noticeable that many jewelers allow t
oo long an interval to elapse

between the execution of special displays, and 
the reason assigned by them

for this is that the ideas upon which unique 
displays may be based are rather

scarce, and accordingly storekeepers have to be 
content with a respectable

if often tiresome mediocrity from the practical 
working out of one striking

idea to the discovery of another. We would 
suggest that the jeweler take

the necessary time to think out a series of 
window dressing ideas. It will

pay him to do this. In doing so he should consider only that
 which pos-

sesses interest for the people of his own 
immediate locality. Events of

current happening to which no kind of 
exception can be taken may be

suitably symbolized as, for instance, spor
ts, athletic contests, conventions,

school commencements and such other 
occasions as may be the chief topics

in the local community for the time being. 
We are still rather circum-

scribed in our ideas, and naturally our ch
ief interest centers in local sur-

roundings. In view of this a ‘vell-directed appeal to 
home attachments can

scarcely fail of effect. A display sy
mbolizing some memorial epoch, for

instance, in the history of the place will 
possess absorbing interest for every

native, or perhaps still better, a repre
sentation of its progress by a display

symbolical of its condition now and at s
ome previous stage in its history.

Every town and village abounds in s
ubjects which need only an original

mind and a deft hand to blossom into a 
unique reality.

For the month of February, as be
foresaid, the St. Valentine's Day idea

takes precedence, although American 
jewelers have the additional inspiration

furnished by the birthdays of Lincoln and 
Washington. The St. Valentine's

celebration, emboding as it does, the idea 
of love and hearts aflame, is and expense.
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capable of ,:aried and artistic manipulation at the 
hands of the ingenious

window trimmer. For the two central ideas of St. Valentine window 
trims

here shown we are indebted to The Show Wind
ow. Either one can be

worked up inexpensively, and the jeweler who has 
two show windows, as

many have, can utilize both ideas to advantage.

For the Cupid window all that is needed is a good-sized doll for a

Cupid, and a crescent of any available material 
daintily draped. An arrow

with two or more red hearts thereon, as shown 
in the illustration, can be

easily devised. All this will cost nothing but a little time, p
atience and

ingenuity, and properly worked out in detail will be
 very effective.

The instructions for constructing the heart-shaped window are as

follows :
First make an 8 foot square (No. 1) out of i x IX inch pine ; set it

about 4 feet from back of window. Directly in front of this build another

square, to feet (No. 2), and set it not over 2 inches 
in front of square No. r.

In the center of the top of each square nail a pie
ce of i x 14 inch pine,

about 2 feet long (No. 3). This is to form top point of the heart. 
Now

take two pieces of poplar y, x I '4 inches, and bend around in square No.

in the shape of a heart, doing likewise in No. 2. 
The space between these

two hearts is then covered over solid with 
cambric, which gives you a heart

one foot across. This surface is puffed in white and the inner
 and outer

edge puffed with red. On this heart valentines 
are fastened. The remainder

of window on each side is filled in solid with white. Should there be

considerable room to spare on each side, take a 
hoop 2 feet in diameter and

place in the center of space on each side of the 
heart ; puff the edges of each

hoop in red, hanging down back of hoop and s
o it comes directly in center

of circle ; have a Cupid back of the large h
eart ; on back wall make a large

red heart, puffed, one-third the size of hea
rt in front ; cover the remainder

of the back wall in red, putting it on plain.

The above ideas are merely samples of 
many which will occur to the

quick-witted mindow trimmer. In one trim which we have seen the heart
,

as shown in the illustration, was garlande
d with artificial flowers. Myriad

many-colored ribbons ran from the back 
of the heart frame to a point

behind, making a pretty space for a Cupid 
and his bow.

The birthdays in February of the illustr
ious Americans, Washington

and Lincoln, suggest the great possibilit
ies of patriotic window displays.

Ideas for such displays are always obtainab
le, and there is in them inspira-

tion for the trimmer and attraction for the 
public. They always appeal to

sympathetic sentiment and secure prestige as 
well as patronage for the

store. In all such displays, however, care should be 
taken that the picture

does not so far overshadow the goods tha
t the latter are lost Sight of. It

takes a nice sense of discrimination to so 
associate the goods and the pic-

torial display that the former will be remembere
d in preference to the latter.

This is why picture windows, so to speak, 
should be the exception rather

then the rule, ingenious displays of the goods
 themselves being probably

most effective in

making sales. It is

well, however, to

advertise the store

and enterprise of

the proprietor as

well as the goods,

and novel pictorial

designs are effica-

cious in this regard.

Many an original

trim gets a half-

column write-up in

the local press, and

this, in itself, would

undoubtedly pay

for the time, trouble
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Right About Face ! Attention I!

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY
head of this Firm formerly of Schmidt & Clauer, 103 State Street.)

H EA DQUA RTERS FOR
103 State St., CHICAGO.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies
STAPLE HIGH-CLASS JEWELRY—Write us for a selection package.

We Employ Only the Modern Ideas—
Close .11-(ins, Quick Service and Defiendable Intelligence.

Make Note of the Following
Securing the late shipment of the well-known LEADER BRAND MAINSPRINGS,

been placed on the market at the low price of $1.00 per dozen, we will make them a Leader
at 75c. per dozen net. These springs have excellent elasticity, and we will replace broken
will save the tips. For all makes of watches, Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton,
Hampden, New England Series, etc. Exact duplicates, . • • . only 75c.

which have
of Leaders
ones if you

dozen.

Good News Modern Prices Selling Prices.
Thousands of (Genuine Dale) Chucks for anv make of lathe, formerly $1 each, our price, 66c. net.
Jewelers' Friend, fine for the polishing lathe, worth 25c., our price, 19c.
Gold Solder, for 8 K. and 6 K. work, worth 25c., our price, 19c. net.
Watchmaker Paper, I000 sheets, worth 5oc., our price, 38c. net.
Job Envelopes, No. 2 Manila, moo worth 85c., our price, 58c. net.
14 K. Filled Pend. Bows, for 20-year cases, r8 size and 16 size, American or Antique, 34 dozen in box, worth $3.00 dozen,our priCe, 92C. net box.
American Business Balance Staff, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, etc., 7 jewel grade, warranted, 98c. net per dozen.
American Business Balance Staff, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Hamilton, 15 and 17 jewel grade, warranted, $1.28 net

per dozen.
American Business Balance Hole Jewels, Ruby, Sapphires and Garnets, any grade or make, warranted, $1.28 net per dozen.

N B.—Please order these Jewels and Staffs in dozen lots at these prices.
gross assorted American Case Screws, 2 dozen, assorted worth $t. 8o, our price, $1.33 net.

I gross assorted American Pillar and Plate, 12 dozen, assorted worth $1.75, our price, 90c. net.
Garnet Roller Jewels, for Elgin and Waltham movements. Best, $5.00 gross. 42C. net per dozen.
I gross Garnet Roller Jewels, assorted, for American movements, second quality. Cabinet complete, $2.58 net.

We will cheerfully send samples for inspection. Write us for prices on any material or supplies.

Send all orders to CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY,
(Former Partner of Schmidt & Clatier,

103 State Street.) 103 State St., Chicago, Illinois.

February, 1903

Pretty Girls for Advertisement
Distributers

THE KEYSTONE

Roy G. Rutherford, Mt. Vernon, Illi-

nois, reports to THE KEYSTONE the results

of a novel advertising scheme which he

originated. We quote from his interesting

letter :

Roy G. Rutherford

I selected four handsome
and attractive young la-
dies, uniformed them in
white coats and caps and
supplied them with white
satchels on which was
printed in black letters
the words, " Buy Boss
Filled Cases." They
also wore white ribbon
streamers on which was
printed in black, "We
Represent Rutherford,
the Jeweler." These
letters were large and
plain, enabling one to

read them at a glance. These young ladies entered
into the work with a vim and in earnest and did

the work in a most thorough and satisfactory

manner—telling the entire town ; and during the

few days before Christmas were prominent an
d

conspicuous figures in the business parts of town

and were the cause of a very great deal of pleasur-

able comment. Where the white ribbon streamers

were fastened to the top they wore a bunch of re
d

carnations, making a very pretty and attractive

combination. These ladies belong to the very best

families of our town and are all regular customers

of mine.
The result of this novel mode of advertising

was a very great increase in the demand for the
cases, and of course I supplied the demand in a
thoroughly pleasing manner.
I sold more filled cases this
Christmas than have been
sold in the town in a similar
period for ten years, .1 think
my four " Boss Case Girls"
did the work.

I send you under separate
cover a picture of this famous
four, as well as.one of myself,
that you may see how we look.

As this matter is very
much to the interest of re-
tailers, I think you should
give this picture space in your
pages, that all my brother
jewelers may profit by my ex-
perience, which is that this

has proven one of the best

paying ads. ever out.

We cheerfully comply

w ith Mr. Rutherford' s sug-

gestion that the scheme

be brought to the attention

of jewelers generally, and

herewith present reduced

copies of the photographs

which he sent us.

We can readily see

that if four pretty girls,

neatly uniformed and pla-

carded, representing good

families, could be enlisted

in the service of a jeweler

as advertisement distribu-

ters, that jeweler's busi-

ness would be " bound

to boom." The scheme

is perfectly practicable in

the smaller tQwns, where

everyone knows everybody and the young

ladies would be protected by the social senti-

ment and good will of the community. In

larger towns the plan could not be ventured

so well, of course.
We congratulate Mr. Rutherford that

he lives in a town that has four such pretty

and amiable young ladies, and congratulate

him upon his good fortune in being able to

enlist their very valuable help.

Learn From Your Competitors

For the man desirous of keeping in touch with

the doings of the commercial world around him, it

is necessary not only that he keep his eyes open,

but also that he think upon what he sees. A walk

along a prominent business thoroughfare in any

large city may be useful merely as giving some

invigorating exercise, or it may be made a liberal

education, and this depends upon whether the

pedestrian travels with his mind occupied with his

own affairs or open to the impressions that it may

receive. Eternal vigilance is not only the price of

liberty, it is also the price of sound, up-to-date busi-

ness methods. Your own show window is without

a doubt the one in which you are most interested

and the one that you want to have the most attract-

ive, but it must be remembered that your compe
-

titor also has the same object in view and hi
s

methods for attaining it are worth your careful

consideration, not only that you may get some

good ideas, but also that you may learn wherein

he is wrong and avoid the same mistake in your

own displays. But there is another field open to

the student of business methods, and while at the

present time it is one of the widest, yet the likeli-

hood of even greater development in it is evident

to all, so that it behooves the merchant, be he ever

so obscure, or the clerk, though his position be of

the humblest, to carefully watch it. It is the adver-

tising columns of the daily and class papers. There

is no surer barometer of trade conditions than

these same advertisements, there is no indicator of

the tendencies of the public taste that is quite so

sensitive, nor is there one that the wide-awake

business man watches more closely ; for it shows

him what his neighbor is doing to attract custom,

while in his class or trade journals the advertise-

ments give him the latest development in his own

field of endeavor. The day is long past for a flam-

boyant announcement that the goods described

below are better and cheaper than they have ever

been before or will ever be again. The best form

of advertising would speak of those goods as

unusually attractive, and if in addition it was

claimed that they were low in price as well, the

reason for this would be plainly and simply stated.

The whole would be set without ostentation, in

type larger perhaps than used in the news columns,

but with the idea of being artistic and neat, rather

than startling and bizarre. The object in this is to

convey the idea that the announcement is thor-

oughly reliable and means exactly what it says.

A persistent following of this course, always bearing

in mind that the goods are back of the announce-

ments, will result in gaining for the advertiser the

most valuable stock in trade that he may possess,

the confidence of his customers.
As a matter of fact, adver-

tisements in the daily paper,

those that are designed to

reach the general reader, are

becoming more and more like

the news columns in subject

matter and in the manner of

presentation. The matter must

be such as to impress upon

the mind of the reader that it

is in every sense true ; that it

describes a commodity that

is a little above the average

for the price asked for it ; that

the house is ready to stand

behind the statements made

in its advertising matter and

that it is thoroughly reliable.

In the matter of keeping

posted on the methods of our
SS competitors the small retailer

might well take a leaf out of

the book of the large depart-

ment store. These big stores

have selected employees

whose duties it is to investi-

gate all competing stores and

report on their displays, prices,

etc. The fact that frequently

special sales of the sante lines

of goods are announced on

the same day shows how

closely the competing stores

keep tab on each other. There

should be no offensive sneak

work, of course, but each

should keep his eyes open for

pointers from the other. This

should not, of course, cause

any frictio,.-The Slow Ifin4ow,
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL & COMPANY.

93, 95 AND 9/ WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK,

57 WASHINGTON ST.

CH ICAGO.
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Detroit, Mich., Letter

(Continued from page 185)

H. D. Parker, of Lansing, Mich., was married
January 1st. This is Mr. Parker's second matri-
monial undertaking.

W. H. Siebert, of Petosky, is again able to be
around, after a severe attack of typhoid fever.

John Allison, of the firm of Sundberg & Co.,
Negaunee, Mich., visited Detroit recently to attend
the meeting of the Masonic Grand Lodge.
Mr. Allison had just been elected master of his
lodge.

A large and representative meeting of retail
jewelers was held in Detroit, Mich., January 14th,
when a permanent organization was formed, to be
known as the Michigan Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion. The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, E. E. Thomas, of Le Heup & Thomas,
Detroit ; secretary, L. J. Liesemer, 77 Michigan
Avenue, Detroit ; treasurer, J. Jantz, Detroit ;
executive committee : E. E. Thomas, Detroit;
L. J. Liesemer, Detroit ; W. W. Bridges, Marine
City ; Max Jennings, St. Clair ; A. H. Kent,
Mt. Clemens. The following were in attendance in
addition to a number of others not reported on by
the executive committee : Max Jennings, St. Clair;
A. H. Kent, Mt. Clemens ; W. M. Mason, Mt.
Clemens ; W. E. Leach, Clio ; V. C. Morse, Ithaca;
E. Thomas, Detroit ; Ed. Le Heup, Detroit;
L. J. Liesemer, Detroit ; Mrs. Mills, Detroit ;
W. W. Bridges, Marine City ; F. M. Osborn, Maple
Rapids ; John Steutzer, Sebewaing ; C. D. Gardner,
11Ianistee ; C. F. Bauer, Saginaw ; B. C. Stanley,
Marine City ; W. Scott Jones, Buchanan ; Delos
Depue, Blissfield ; A. C. Hatfield, Merrill ;

Potterville ; John N. Jantz, Detroit ; Louis
Meier, Detroit; J. Brantstettler,Manistee; D. D. Ran-
ney, Leslie ; Chas. Challis, South Lyon ; A. B. Hull,
Belding ; W. Gleason, Newaygo ; W. L. Smith,
Concord ; H. Wykhuysen, Holland ; Fred. Bunnell,
Hart ; Geo. J. Boyden, Bay City ; H. H. Chase,
Union City ; U. B. Williams, Lowell ; J. L. Chap-
man, Ann Arbor ; V. R. Gates, Sherman ; Wm.
(;ribbon, Carsonville ; J. E. C. Haack, Saginaw;
A. F. Selkirk, Charlotte ; Wm. G. Stoltz, Saginaw;
H. E. Allen, Morenci ; Wm. Arnold, Jr., Ann
Arbor ; Rathbun & Co., Fremont ; E. Ristikangas,
Ishpeming.

Chicago News

(Continued front page In)

J. R. Mercer, the well-known jeweler, of
Kansas City, attended the banquet of the Chicago
jewelers this year for the first time. He spoke in
high praise of the speeches, the dinner and the
arrangements in general as being the best and
most enjoyable that he had ever met with. Mr.
Mercer said he never before attended so delightful
an occasion and that hereafter he did not intend
to turn down any more invitations to our banquets.

Jeweler John Gaard, of Beloit, Wis., was in
town last week on a visit to his wife, who is ill at
the Augustana Hospital, this city. Mrs. Gaard
has recently undergone a surgical operation at the
above institution, since which, we are glad to
hear, she has been improving.

Frank Le Bron, the well-known jeweler, of
Keokuk, Iowa, has been spending the last two
weeks in the city, combining business with pleasure.
Mr. Le Bron, as usual, was a guest at the jewelers'

THE KEYSTONE

banquet. Mr. Le Broil has attended so many of
our dinners that he says he now belongs to the
"regulars." He, like a number of other out-of-
town guests who were there, declared that the
banquet for 1903 was the best of them all.

J. H. Leyson, the well-known jeweler, of
Butte, Mont., and Salt Lake City, has been in
Chicago the past ten days, accompanied by his
manager, J. Alexander Maynes. Mr. Leyson and
Mr. Maynes are here combining business with
pleasure. They both were guests at the dinner of
the Chicago Jewelers' Association on the evening
of the 13th instant and are high in their praise of
the Chicago jewelers as banquet givers and enter-
tainers.

R. H. Faris, watchmaker and optician, with
Jeweler Frank Anshutz, of Shenandoah, Iowa, was
in the city the early part of the month and made a
pleasant call at KEYSTONE headquarters.

A. D. Thayer, of Rockford, Ill., was here
last week on his way home from a Southern trip.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Thayer.

A. J. Shellman, the well-known optician, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., was in Chicago the evening
of the jewelers' banquet, where he was a guest and
enjoyed every minute of the occasion.

Geo. E. Feagans, of Joliet, Ill., was among
the out-of-town jewelers who were guests at the
recent banquet of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion. Mr. Feagans seldom misses these festive
occasions which he always enjoys.

Fred. Overstreet, of Paxton, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week.

Paul C. Keiper, manufacturing jeweler, Green
Bay, Wis., was in Chicago recently calling on the
trade.

J. W. Neasham, of Ottumwa, Iowa, did not
miss the jewelers' banquet this year ; in fact, he
seldom does. It was his verdict that the dinner of
1903 was the best one that it has yet been his
pleasure to attend.

R. Weitlich, of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., was a visit-
ing buyer here recently calling on the wholesale
trade.

0■111111=01111■1

Obituary

It is with regret that we have to announce the
death of Sigmund Stein, so long and favorably
known in the trade as one of the founders of the
house of Stein & Ellbogen, and later on when the
firm was merged into
a corporation, as its
vice-president. His
death occurred at
his home in this city,
Sunday, December
28th, the funeral be-
ing held on the morn-
ing of December 3oth
from his late resi-
dence. At a special
meeting of the Chi-
cago Jewelers' Assso-
ciation the next day after his passing away, it was
unanimously resolved that the association attend
the funeral in a body, and in accordance with this
decision about thirty-five members attended the
services held from the family residence in this city.
The interment was at Mount Maariv. Mr. Stein's
death was from heart failure, and was not entirely
unexpecteo, as he had been failing for some little
time. His age was fifty-seven years. A wife and
four children survive him.

Mr. Stein came to this city from Austria, his
native land, in 1866, and shortly after his arrival he

Sigmund Stein
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entered the employ of M. Kronberg, then located
at the corner of Lake and Clark Streets. He trav-
eled for Mr. Kronberg until 1873, when he accepted
a similar position with Wendell & Hyman. He
remained with this firm and its successors, Charles
Wendell & Co., until 1877. In that year he formed
a co-partnership with Max Ellbogen, under the
firm-name of Stein & Ellbogen, who established a
jobbing jewelry business and rapidly became prom-
inent. In 1893 this business was formed into a
corporation and Mr. Stein became its vice-president.
Some time previous to forming the corporation,
Mr. Stein began to gradually lose his eyesight, and
although he consulted specialists here and under-
went treatment in Europe, he obtained no relief,
and finally became totally blind. After this afflic-
tion he ceased to take an active part in the business
of the company. 'throughout the \ Vest Mr. Stein
was widely known amottg the retail jewelers, and
was held in high esteem for his keen judgment,
lovable temperament and spotless integrity. Mr.
Stein can be counted as a successful man, partly in
the accumulation of wealth, but more particularly
in the happiness, friendliness, good will, generosity
and charity which were so much of his nature, and
on account of which many will have good reason
to remember him.

Capture of an Absconding Jewelry
Salesman

Through the instrumentality of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance and the prompt action of his
employers, Fred. L. Baker, traveling salesman for
the Non-Retailing Company, of Lancaster, Pa.,
was captured at Rio de Janeiro last month, upon
the arrival there of the steamer Byron. Baker had
absconded with jewelry %vorth $1o,000. He made
his home in Detroit, and left that city on January 3d,
sending word to the firm that he would be in
Lancaster about a week later to make his yearly
settlement. On his way East he said he would
call at Columbus, Ohio, and two or three other
cities,

4 
for the purpose of making collections. His

employers had been awaiting him, and when
neither he nor an explanation had been forth-
coming within the stipulated period, they made
inquiry at Columbus and learned that he had been
there and collected a bill. After another week had
elapsed and nothing had been heard from him, the
firm notified the Security Alliance, which in turn
enlisted the services of the Pinkerton detectives.
Baker was traced from Detroit to Brooklyn via
New York. In Brooklyn he remained one night
and left next morning, stating to the hotel people
that he was going to a hotel in Manhattan. Instead,
however, he sent his trunks to the pier and took
shipping for Brazil. On learning of this, A. F.
Hostetter. president of the Non-Retailing Com-
pany, went tf \\Tashington and laid the matter
before the State Department, which used its good
offices to have the Brazilian Government hold the
absconder. Baker's intended destination is said
to have been Buenos Ayres. The goods have been
recovered. Baker is said to be one of the most
proficient jewelry salesmen in this country, and his
income might well have placed him beyond the
reach of sordid temptation.

'The Kiystone is like old-time 1-e1igion,
Area enough flu- Ind' From cover to cover it
ls real interesting to me."—R. A Phififis, Jeweler,
Fulton, Kentucky.
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quality.
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Charles W. Crankshaw, of Atlanta, Ga., is es-

t.i'aishing himself in an elegant store in the New

Century Building, on the Viaduct.

Otto Pottharst, formerly of Otto Pottharst &

cit., of Davenport. Iowa, is now head of the Da-

nport Jewelry Co.; the store and stock of which

ive been considerably enlarged.

The Buffalo Jewelry Case Co., of Buffalo,

Y., have remodeled and otherwise considerably

improved their plant with a view to enlarging their

sphere of activity and increasing their output.

A. B. Kurtz has sold his business at Dawson,

l'a., to his brother, who will hereafter conduct it.

The first named has fitted up a handsome store in

Connellsville, Pa., and will continue in the jewelry

business there.

S. C. Hone has sold his store and fixtures and

has rented his 'building at Barron, Wis., to D. E.

I lardy, formerly in charge of Jeweler Hone's store

at Osceola, Wis. The proprietor has assumed

personal control of the latter establishment.

John M. Cutter has been elected secretary of

the Trenton Watch Co., Trenton, N. J., and will

have charge of the sales department of the com-

pany. Mr. Cutter will make his headquarters at

Trenton, where he is now located with his family.

G. F. Duncan, jeweler and optician, of Eau

Claire, Wis., adopts a novel form of advertising

by the distribution of a neat aluminum card bear-

ing an appropriate announcement. Its advertising

value is enhanced by the fact that it may be used as

a book mark.

C. V. Wages, of New Carlisle, Ohio, whose

enterprise as an advertiser is a matter of note,

continues to use liberal space appropriations in the

local press for the purpose of exploiting his store

and facilities. His announcements are well set and

sensibly worded.

W. H. Long, 1627 South Street, Philadelphia,

l'a., accompanied by his wife, will sail on February

7th for the Maderia Islands, Algiers, Cairo, Gib-

raltar, Constantinople, Athens, Rome, Naples,

Holy Land, London, Scotland aud Ireland, arriv-

ing home in July.

The Bradley Polytechnic Institute, of Peoria,

I l l., is compiling a new catalogue and requests all

former horological students to send their name and

address to Dean Westlake, of the Horological De-

partment, so as to have the list of students properly

registeted and located.

S. Kronholtz, of 199 Main Street, Stamford,

Conn., has opened a branch establishment at 162

State Street, in that town. He has furnished the

latter premises in handsome style and his business

there has made satisfactory progress since it was

opened on the 20th of last month.

Heiland, Meiskey & Co., of Lancaster, Pa.,

are now established at 1354 East King Street, in

that city, second and third floors. The floors

measure 155 x 25 feet, and the company's premises

will be equipped with the most improved facilities

for the prosecution of their tool and material

business.

F. J. Edgar, the Eldora, Iowa, jeweler, was

recently presented with a son. He was naturally

overjoyed by the event, but not so as to have lost

his philosophy, for within twenty-four hours of the

boy's arrival the father had deposited a sum of

money to the youngster's credit in a local bank.

The earnings of this sum. with other deposits from

time to tune, will doubt Ivss furnish the young man

at his majority a handsome capital to start in busi-

ness. This is Jeweler Edgar's first-born. THE
KEvsToNE extends welcome and congratulations
to the infantile capitalist.

Sweet & Payne, jewelers and stationers, who

have been in business in Liberty, N. Y., for the

past few years, have dissolved partnership by

mutuLl consent. .it Sweet will continue the

watch and jewelry business in the Hoos Building,

while Mr. Payne vill conduct the stationery busi-

ness at the old stand.

S. 0. Huseth, of Park River, N. Dak., has

sold his stock of jewelry and fixtures to Thomas

Caterwood. Jeweler Huseth intends to look after

some land which he holds out in Great Falls, Mon-

tana, where he also intends opening a jewelry

business. His watchmaker, John Johnson, remains

with Jeweler Caterwood.

0. M. Howard, jeweler and optician, has re-

moved from 3294 Michigan Street, to room 413

Mutual Bank Building, Geary and Market Streets,

San Francisco, Cal. The latter premises are cen-

trally located and afford Jeweler Howard ample

facilities for the prosecution of the increasing

trade which necessitated his removal to larger

quarters.

A. S. Miller, jeweler and optician, of Steele

City, Nebr., recently celebrated the tenth anni-

versary of his entrance into business. He turned

the occasion to practical account by issuing a

handsome booklet in which his store and facilities

were thoroughly exploited. He had printed be-

tween 400 and 500 copies of this booklet at a cost
of $18.00 and states that it was one of the most
profitable investments he has made.

D. J, Kramer, of Salida, Colo., known as the

pioneer jeweler of Central Colorado, had an elabo-

rate quarter page ad. in a recent issue of the Salida

Record. It was illustrated by cuts of the interior

of his store and workshop. Jeweler Kramer be-

came established in Salida twenty years ago, a

fact which he announced in the advertisement

above referred to. He is the oldest watch inspec-

tor on the Rio Grande Railroad System.

The Harrell-Wiggs Co. have sold all their in-

terest in that part of their business known as the

Moultrie Jewelry Co., at Moultrie, Ga., to T. E.

Lanier and H. L. Harrell, and neither the Harrell-

Wiggs Co., nor Mrs. W. H. Wiggs have any future

interest in that enterprise. Lanier & Harrell will

continue the business as the Moultrie Jewelry Co.

The dissolution of the Harrell-Wiggs Co. in all its

other businesses has also been announced.

The clock case factory of Harris & Harring-

ton, located at Washington, Pa., was entirely de-

stroyed by fire on the night of January 26th. The

factory was a modern brick building, equipped with

sprinklers and other devices to guard against fire,

and had only been in the possession of the firm for

less than a year. Coming at this time, the loss will

embarrass the firm somewhat, as they were rushed

with orders, and it will take some time to replace

the equipments, etc. Meanwhile, the firm are

making temporary arrangements to take care of

their trade as well as possible, and it is hoped that

the trade will be as patient with them as possible

under the circumstances.

Herman C. Elscholtz, a working jeweler,

has had a somewhat adventurous career of late.

He was arrested last November on a warrant of

larceny preferred by his employer, T. A. West-
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myer, of Wheeling, W. Va., and was discharged
for lack of evidence. Warrants were subsequently
issued against him to the effect that he obtained
valuable diamonds from residents of Wheeling,
pawned them and kept the proceeds. He is said
to have evaded arrest by quitting the town. He
is a thick-set fellow with protruding eyes and
speaks with a Teutonic pronounciation. He was
previously arrested on a charge of larceny pre-
ferred by Joseph Link, of Pittsburg, Pa., with
whom he worked six months.

The many friends of E. P. Ledos, the material
manufacturer, of Newark, N. J., will learn with re-
gret of the death of his young daughter, Ethel,
who passed away on January 25th, after an illness
of two weeks. Mr. Ledos had started on a live-
months' trip, and received word at Syracuse, N. V.,
of his daughter's serious condition and hurried
home before the end came. The girl, who was in
her fourteenth year, was the pride of her father's

heart, and greatly resembled hint in looks and

characteristics. Mr. Ledos lost another daughter
several years ago while in California on a busi-
ness trip. Another daughter is the only child

living. Mr. Ledos left soon after the funeral to
complete his long trip, which will cover the large

cities in the whole country, and expects to be gone

until June.

A robbery, extraordinary in extent and in the

perfection with which it was executed, occurred at

the store of Jeweler R. M. Muinch, South Bend,

Ind., ,last month. Other stores were robbed at

about the same time, but the jeweler was by far

the greatest sufferer, his loss amounting approxi-

mately to $4000 or over. So far the perpetrators
have not been discovered. The robbery took place

at early morn, when, it is thought, the premises

were entered by a duplicate key or such contri-

vance. Practically, every article in sight was

taken—the goods in the safe only escaping. There

were in the store fully too watches for repairing,

and these were among the plunder. Mr. Muinch

has offered a reward for the arrest and conviction

of the robbers. In its report of the occurrence, the

South Bend Times ironically remarks that the city

authorities may conclude, after a few more horses

have been stolen, to lock the stable door.

Salesman's Mental Condition

In order to do good work on others a sales-

man's mental condition must be good, and his first

effort every morning should be to place himself in

the right attitude of mind before he begins work.

Every salesman of experience knows that he has

had days when everything seemed bright and

everybody wanted to buy from him ; but does he

realize that the secret lay largely in his own condi-

tion, and not so much in that of others? A sales-

man should never magnify trouble ; on investiga-

tion he usually finds that the difficulty is not so

great as he thought it. He should never misrepre-

sent his goods ; truth is a mighty force, and if used

with skill will accomplish more than falsehood.

Nine times in ten a customer is ready to say, "No,"

when he is asked to buy. It is a good plan to in-

terest a customer in yourself or your goods before

you propose a sale. It is sometimes said that there

is to-day no friendship in business ; there is just as

much as ever ; the only difference is that there are

more friends. If you want to make a man your

friend get him to do some small favor for you ; he

will think more of you than if you had placed him

under an obligation by doing something for him.

tri
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Annual Meeting of the jeweler's
League

The annual meeting of the Jeweler's League of
New York was held on January 20th in the Grand
opera House Hall. Before the meeting the mem-
bers, according to custom, partook of an informal
lunch at Monquin's restaurant on Fulton Street.
Thus fortified they proceeded to the meeting place
and attended to the business in hand.

The excellent condition of the league was well
described in the opening address of President
Hayes, which, in his absence, was read by
G. M. Van Deventer, who presided. The most
pertinent portion of this address was as follows :

Our condition is better, stronger and more
promising than ever in our history. We have an
outlook of brightness never befdre seen, never
before illuminating our pathway as it does now.
An increased and ever-growing surplus gives assur-
ance of sturdy strength and virility, as also of
independence. A membership, which quite ex-
ceeds our losses by death or lapses, surely encour-
ages us, and prompts us to further activity in
procuring new members, which is the surest way
to strengthen and extend the beneficent features of
our association.

These two significant characteristics, increased
membership and growing-surplus fund, will be
presented in detail by the executive committee,
but I wish to impress these important and pleasing
facts upon your minds, with additional force if
possible. It is a stale, oft-repeated story to say
what a simple, but most effective work would be
the obtaining of one new member by each of our
present members. You all know it, and why not
do it ? This is demonstrated by the fact that within
six months one member has procured nineteen new
members, another has favorably introduced thirteen
new members, while others have procured from
one to two new associates. What an effective
lesson for all the other 2100 men of the league.
Can we not learn from it and worthily repeat it?

The reading of the minutes of the previous
meeting, and of the treasurer's report was dis-
pensed with, as printed copies had already been
placed in the hands of the members.

The condition of the league was summarized
in the report of the executive committee, which
was as follows:

As we come before you at this our twenty-sixth
annual meeting, to • make the usual report, the
thought that is uppermost in the minds of your
executive committee is embodied in the word
progress.

Progress that has been attained in the year just
closed.

Progress in the year that we have now entered
upon.

Progress in the future years that are before our
league.

The one should beget the other. Continued
work on the same lines as in 1902, ensure success
for the year 1903 and the years to follow. In
the ratio of progress should be greater each year
by reason of the accumulation of energy caused by
successes.

We report our membership, January r, 1903,
as 2100, being divided as follows : 1816 in section A;
193 in section B ; 91 in section C. This is'an in-
crease of 44 members in 1902.

Our reserve fund, January r, 1903, is $294,-
663.58, being an increase of $14,614. i35 n 1902.

We have paid out to beneficiaries in the year
1902, $147,740.

Since our organization we have paid out to the
beneficiaries of our deceased members the sum of
$2,592,985.85.

We have no amendments or suggestions -to.
offer here to-night, other than to urge you to work
and to do something to add to the membership of
the league, so that at each annual meeting a gain
in membership may be reported.

The election of officers was next in order
and the following, previously nominated by the
nominating committee, were unanimously elected :
President, Henry Hayes ; first vice-president,

Barnard Karsch ; second vice-president, G. W.
Street ; third vice-president, John R. Greason ;
fourth vice-president, 0. G. Fessenden ; executive
committee, two years, George M. Van Deventer,
M. J. Lissauer and G. H. Hodenpyl ; advisory
committee, two years, George W. Parks, Charles
L. White, R. A. Breidenbach, H. Freund, E. B.
Eaton, F. H. Dana, S. B. Kent, Morris Lissauer
and S. A. Baldwin.

The prizes, two gold watches, for the members
who secured the greatest number of new members
during the past year, were awarded to T. L. Kelly,
who proposed nineteen members, and John R.
Greason, who secured six.

The jewelers' Safety Fund Society
The nineteenth annual meeting of the Jewelers'

Safety Fund Society was held in the rooms of the
Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade, 170
Broadway, New York, on January 14th. The at-
tendance was larger than usual, and the reports of
officers showed an increase in membership and in
receipts for the year. President Henry Hayes
occupied the chair and welcomed the members in
an appropriate address.

After the transaction of the routine business a
board of eleven directors was named, and these
will appoint officers at the next meeting. The
directorate for the ensuing year is as follows:
Henry Hayes, Ira Goddard, James C. Aikin,
Charles G. Alford, Jas. P. Snow, Louis Kahn,
Fred'k H. Larter, Henry E. Ide, 0. G. Fessenden,
Wm, T. Gough and A. V. Huyler.

Annual Convention of the Brother-
hood of Traveling Jewelers

The annual meeting of the Brotherhood of
Traveling Jewelers was held January loth at the
Astor House, New York, President Clarence E.
Settle in the chair. The history, aims and achieve-
ments of this excellent organization were well told
in the opening paragraph of the address of the
president, who said:

For nearly thirteen years the grand work of
our organization has gone on ; the faithfulness of
those who have given time and counsel in the
affairs of the Brotherhood should be recognized by
all of our members. Organized on May 12, 1890,
for the sole purpose of caring for the sick and those
ill unforeseen adversity, created through love for
this noble cause, our Brotherhood should ever
seek to uphold its high moral principles. We can
congratulate ourselves that through all these years
we have known no strife, but through our united
efforts many a heart has been made glad, and sun-
shine carried into hotnes where sickness and death
had left gloom.

The organization has a membership limited to
150, fully a hundred of whom were present at the
meeting. So well is the organization thought of,
that there is always a long list of waiting members.
The report of Secretary and Treasurer M. Stratton
showed the brotherhood to be very prosperous.

All present were well satisfied with the condi-
tion and work of the organization, and provided
for another good year by the election of the follow-
ing officers : William C. Parks, of Parks Bros. &
Rogers, president ; E. H. Eckfeldt, of Eckfeldt &
Ackley, vice-president ; Matthias Stratton, with
Ailing & Co4secretary and treasurer, re-elected.
Harry C. Lartqtr, of Larter, Elcox & Co., is a new
member of the executive committee.

An amendment to the constitution makes the
relief provision wider in its application and more
liberal.
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The Jewelers' Association and Board
of Trade

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Associa-
tion and Board of Trade was held in the rooms of
the association, 130 Broadway, New York, on
January 29th. After calling the meeting to order
President Alford's report was read. This report
succinctly stated wherein the organization was bene-
ficial to the members, and several instances of its
saving efficacy were related. Special attention was
called to the resolution passed last year, and com-
pliance with its terms was urged. This resolution
was as follows :

RESOLVED, That the members be requested to
refrain from signing any paper of compromise or
settlement or extension presented to them by a
dealer, unless the said paper bear the certificate of
this corporation that the debtor has filed with the
corporation a full statement of his or their affairs,
showing the names of creditors, the amount owing
each, assets and liabilities, etc., or that proper in-
vestigation has been made of his or their affairs.

Compliance with this resolution means so
much that every member should hasten to place
his claim with the association whenever an unfor-
tunate debtor tells his tale of woe or when a
would-be swindler tries to take his creditors " into
camp."

The secretary's report was then read and
stated in figures the good work of the association.
There were revised and written during the year
18,456 reports, as against 17,456 the previous year,
and there were issued 41,421 reports to members
ill answer to special inquiries. The collection de-
partment handled 4068 claims, as against 3890 for
the previous year. Of these, 2709 were collected,
as against 2494 in the previous year, being 66
per cent. of the number. The percentage of the
amount collected on all claims handled, including
bankruptcies, was 56X, against 5954 last year.
Through the system of collecting by drafts or de-
mands there were collected last year for members
472 claims, amounting to $22,746.72, without fee
or expense to them. The following were then
elected directors for the ensuing year:

Alford, C. G., of C. G. Alford & Co., New York.
Bliss, II. A., of Gorham Mfg. Co., New York.
Fessenden, 0. G., of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., New York.
Fink, Simon, of Fink, Bodenheimer & Co., New York.
Gough, Wm. T., of Carter, Howe 4 I o. , NeW York.
Krower, Alfred, of Albert Lorsch o., No., York.
Larter, F. II., of Larter, Elcox co., New York,
Levy, Samuel H., of L. & M. Kahn & Co., New York.
Sloan, A. K. of Sloan & Co., New York.
Street, Geo. W., of Geo. 0. Street & Sons, New York.
Thomas, Seth E., of Seth Thomas Clock I N.,w York.
Wood, Chas. F., of C. F. Wood A Co., New York.
Wormser, Leo, of Julius King Optical Co., New York.
Allen, Benj., of Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, III.
Sackett, Grove, of W. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Chicago, III.
Sereomb, A. L. of international Silver Co., Chicago, Ill.

IGahoone, Geo. L, of Geo. H. Cahoone & Co., l'rovidence,
Copeland, Wm. A., of Martin, Copeland & Co., Providence, it I.
Webster, Geo. K., of Webster & Co., North Attleboro, Mass.

The next business in order was the election of
the president, and Hiram A. Bliss, of the Gorham
Manufacturing Co., was unanimously elected. Mr.
Bliss thanked the members for the honor conferred
on him in a brief, but earnest address.

The other officers elected are as follows:
Oliver G. Fessenden, first vice-president, and
Alfred Krower, second vice-president. The fol-
lowing were elected to serve as the nominating
committee : Leopold Stern, Geo. E. Fahys, Walter
T. Thompson, Fred. W. Lewis, Gustave F. Veith,
Wm. I. Rosenfeld, Chas. C. Champenois. •

Immediately after the adjournment of the an-
nual meeting the newly-elected board of directors
met and organized and appointed the various com-
mittees for the year, and also elected Leo Worm-
ser, treasurer, and D. L. Safford, secretary.
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Millions of Money in
New York's Streets

(‘G
Wealth

-
Wealth Moved Safely in Crowded Thoroughfares--Trucks Laden with

Gold Coin—Millions in One Man's Pocket

UST inside the railing of the Mills Building down in Broad Street,
New York, and only a few yards from where the throng of outside
brokers jostle and shout in the roadway hangs a slate with a pencil
attached by a string. Once in a while a clerk will hurry to the corner,

take a look around, and then, if not finding the person he seeks, will scribble
something on this slate.

At intervals a big, heavy man strolls over and takes a look at it. If
there is anything written upon it, he will probably give an order to the driver
of a two-horse truck which has stood for most of the day at the corner, the
blankets will be taken off the horses and man and truck will set off down
the street obviously on business intent.

You are likely to meet this or similar trucks with the name of the same
owner upon them two or three times in the course of the day in and about
Wall Street. Sometimes the truck contains a few boxes or barrels, no
different at a casual glance from any other boxes or barrels, or maybe there
will be upon it a number of blocks of white metal, in appearance not unlike

solder.
In either case there are likely to be two or three roughly-dressed men

seated with the driver or on the rear of the truck, and two or three more

better clad men, whom anybody versed in the ways of the financial district

will know at once for bank clerks or bank messengers, swinging their legs

from the tailboard or walking beside the vehicle.

A MARVELOUS TRUCK LOAD

There is nothing about the outfit likely to attract particular attention

from anybody. A close observer may see that the boxes or kegs are strongly

ironed, locked and sealed, and he may wonder what mature bank clerks,

who do not look as if they were inclined to frivolity, have time to spare for

a ride on a truck which proceeds at a bare walking pace or even slower.

But the usual passerby will never bestow a second glance upon the crawling

vehicle.
It doesn't look different from a truck carrying any old kind of freight,

but for all that the load it carries is often worth a great many of the buildings

it passes. That load would set up a score of ordinary men with fortunes

large enough to keep them in luxury without doing a stroke of work for the

rest of their lives.
The barrels contain bars of solid gold ; the boxes are stuffed full of gold

coin, and the white metal is bullion silver going from safe deposit vault to

sub-treasury ; or, if the load is gold coin, from bank to bank. The truck

is Barkley's, the money truckman's, the slate hung on the fence is Barkley's

office, and the big man who consults it from time to time and might be a
retired policeman or a well-to-do grocer, is Barkley himself.

All Wall Street knows this and knows what the truck contains when it

passes with its load. But Wall Street is not interested.

It is a sight so old that it has become commonplace. In the fact that a

shabby old truck with a million or two upon it crawls safely through the

most crowded streets in the city with only a guard of two or three truck-

men and a bank clerk or two to watch over it, nobody sees anything out of

the ordinary.
That news of the shipment is written on a slate which hangs on a fence

in reach of every passerby is no less a matter of course. Gold has been

transferred safely in that way for years, and there is no reason why it should

not always be.

ROBBERY WOULD BE DIFFICULT

As a matter of fact, it would be harder to steal that gold than anything

else in the city. In the first place, there is a guard of from four to six men

with every load of it. In the second place, the gold is usually in bars

weighing from ten to twenty-five pounds apiece and is packed in kegs locked

and sealed, with from three to a dozen bars in a keg. The gold coin is in

strong boxes equally heavy. The silver, which is carried bare in the bottom
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of the truck, is in ingots, and a single ingot would be a good load for
a powerful man.

Then the transfer usually takes place in crowded streets and in the
crowd there is safety. It would be a bolder gang of crooks than ever
held up a train that ever would try to rob the money truck. Sometimes
there is a million dollars' worth in one of those truck loads. Sometimes
there is more, but not much, on account of the weight involved.

Wall Street has at times moved as much as $25,000,000 or $30,000,000,
all of this huge sum in bullion, in a day from different points in the dis-

trict to other points or out of it. A single bank or firm of money brokers
has transferred $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 in a single shipment abroad.

Bullion is perhaps the safest kind of commodity to transfer in this city.
It is in transferring other kinds of money that the banks take chances. It was
not for the sake of the gold carted through the streets that the dead line for
crooks was established at Fulton Street.

BANK MESSENGER'S BURDEN

The bank messenger coming from the Clearing House after the day's
balance has been struck, will often carry back to his bank from Vono,000 to
$5,000,000 in cash in his leather pouch or in his trousers pocket ; that is, in
bills of large denomination, usually Sio,000 notes. A bank's balance at the
Clearing House will range from V000,000 to $5,000,000 or even more. The
biggest bank, the City National, will often have at the close of business from
$3,000,000 to $5,000,000 to its credit. The messenger takes back to the bank
that amount in bills. He does not go alone. Usually it is a party of three
that escorts the millions. There is the messenger boy with the money in his
pocket, a clerk and the bank's detective or bouncer, whose physique and
quickness have usually earned for him his job. The detective is armed.

The most valuable bundle of wealth taken through the streets in this
city, however, is not.moved in the financial district at all. It passes between
the comptroller's office in the Stewart Building and the City Hall and Eddie,
who has been the comptroller's messenger from time immemorial, carries it.
It consists of newly-signed city bonds. Wherever an issue of these bonds
has been made, after having been filled out in the comptroller's office, they
must be signed by the mayor. They are not then registered, but with the
mayor's signature upon them they seem and might possibly be accepted in
practice as negotiable.

TWENTY MILLIONS ON HIS PERSON

Eddie carries the bonds, a few millions at a time, to the mayor's office,
and when signed, carries them back again. How many millions he has
carried in a single trip only he knows, and, like the money-truck man, he
isn't telling his business'. But the amount has certainly reached twenty mil-
lions on occasion. No crook has ever had the nerve to tackle Eddie, and
really none would think it worth while. The hue and cry which would be
raised over such a theft would in all probability at once bar the bonds as
negotiable securities, even in the world of graft. And no thief would get
far with the plunder. The city sees to that. But the sight of the messenger
with millions in bonds, the little posses of three or more bearing millions in
real cash through the financial quarter to the banks, the bare silver in the

money truck, the kegs of gold bars and the strong boxes full of gold coin
must sometimes make some evil minds dream covetous dreams.

Alarm Clock for the Deaf

An alarm clock for deaf mutes is time novel invention of Elia Cretzer, a
deaf mute in the employ of the Washoe smelting plant, who resides at 15

Birch Street, says the Anaconda, Mont., ..S7andant. How to awake at a

certain hour has long been a problem among these unfortunate people, and

in Mr. Cretzer's invention the solution has been found. Mr. Cretzer is a

water and flume tender at the Washoe smelter. His work necessitates his

rising at an early hour in the morning, and as he has no means of awakening

he set about inventing an apparatus by which he could always be on time.

The dropping of a pillow on the sleeping person is the awakening agent and

it is operated so that the pillow falls at the desired time. An alarm clock is

placed in a cigar box which fits it closely. It is then nailed to the wall at the

head of the bed. A string connects the clapper of the alarm clock with an

ordinary spring mouse trap fastened to the top of the cigar box. By a system

of small pulleys and screw eyes a pillow is fastened to the end of a string

and pulled to the ceiling directly above the bed. An ingenious arrangement

connects the other end of the string to the mouse trap. The clock is set and

when the alarm goes off the string attached to the bell clapper springs the

mouse trap and releases the pillow which drops on the person sleeping.
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The Practice of Substituting a
"Just as Good" for the

Thing Wanted

•

BY JOHN TWEEZER

THE KEYSTONE

What Substitution is the palming
Substitution Is off upon a customer of an
article which the seller describes as " just as
good as " some other make of the same arti-
cle, when it is that other make which the
customer seeks.

In nine cases out of ten, in these days,
the reason the customer seeks a particular
thing and asks for it is because of the favor-
able opinion of it which has been created in
the customer's mind through the reading of
an advertisement.

Not one person in ten asks for a partic-
ular thing because of previous personal know-
ledge, through experience, of the superiority
of the thing. Instead of personal knowledge,
there is belief that the thing has more virtues
than all other things in its class ; and this
belief was inspired, fostered and eventually
firmly established by good advertising.

It will be seen therefore, that
The Rights of the advertiser has created athe Advertiser

certain capital by means of
judicious advertising of his article. He has
a right, which no man can dispute, to the
results of this advertising and any business
NVIliCh it creates. This right is fundamental
from every view-point of ethics, morals or
common sense. The public endorses his
judgment and it proves its faith by demand-
ing the thing which he advertises.

But now the substituter conies forward
and says to the customer, " Here is some-
thing just as good ; " the customer is not
prepared to answer argument on the merits
of the thing, or is too timid to assert superi-
ority in the thing wanted, against the trained
salesman who is prepared to answer on tech-
nical points to the customer's embarrassment
and confounding ; and the substitute is
meekly accepted, though the unspoken pro-
test frets for utterance.

Both the advertiser and the customer are
thus defrauded by the intermediary, who
takes upon himself the task of instructing the
one that he doesn't want what he does want,
and by cheating the other in deflecting trade
from the thing which his skill and his money
have placed in commanding form before the
public. Both have a right to protest against
the conscienceless substitutor.

The practice of substituting
is based upon the assump-
tion that the customer does

not know xv hat he wants, or that he only
thinks he knows what he wants, and so can
be induced to accept another thing which the

The Rights
of the Customer

merchant prefers to sell instead of the
thing asked for. In its last analysis, such an
assumption is an insult to the customer. It
implies that the customer has little knowl-
edge, less will, and no judgment worth con-
sidering. Servants and children, indeed, are
the easy prey of the substituter ; but his
scope of operations also extends to those of
real intelligence, and men and women who
are supposedly able to form correct conclu-
sions as to the best expenditure of their
money are not exempt from th.7 insults of the
man who offers the " just as good."

The customer has a right to be protected
in his own dignities, and may reasonably re-
quire that his ideas, preferences and wishes
be respected by the merchant who is made
the beneficiary of his patronage. He has a
right to the thing which his money will pay
for, and for which he comes prepared to buy ;
and he has the right to resent as an unpar-
donable insult, the uncalled-for interference
in his pre-determined purposes by the man
who accepts his money. The self-respecting
purchaser sometimes does resent this interfer-
ence by " expressing his mind ; " more fre-
quently the resentment takes the form of
going elsewhere for his needs in the future.
He feels that it is due to himself to assert the
rights of which he has been defrauded ; and
the substituter invariably suffers in the end.

The merchant who offers a " just as
good " does so from one of two reasons :

First, he may not have inThe Reasons
for Substituting stock the thing that is wanted

by the customer, and is
compelled to offer something else. He is gen-
erally of the " back-number " kind who are
not sufficiently alert to keep in stock the
things which the public demands. But he
will not say he " does not have it," and thus
be frank and open with the customer ; in-
stead, he attempts to foist another make, or
a different thing, upon the buyer on the plea
that it is better, or cheaper, or more desira-
ble in some way or other, or " as good as."
He acts a lie ; he does not admit that he is
not up to date, and defrauds the customer by
concealing the real reason for his offer of the
substitute.

Second, he has the thing wanted in
stock, but can make a larger profit by selling
something that resembles the wanted thing.
He deceives the customer by concealing this
real motive for his substituting, when he pre-
sumes to tell the customer that he does not
real/I' want the thing he imagines he wants.
It is simple dishonesty. He has no more
right to deprive the buyer of his gratifications
than he has to steal his purse. The motive
of his representations is to make more money
off of the customer by giving him an inferior
value for the price of the thing wanted.

The substituter would, of course, resent
the charge that the value was inferior, if the
customer complained of the " just as good ; "
but in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the
charge can be .sustained.

When the substituter isThe Virtue in the • •
Advertised Thing. driven into a corner by a cus-

tomer who insists upon know-
ing why the offered thing is " just as good''
(particularly if offered at a lower price than
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the thing wanted), his invariable explanation
is that the lower price is made possible be-
cause nothing is spent on advertising the
substituted thing. Some day, and that day
soon, the public will come to realize that that
statement is the convincing proof that the
substituted thing is inferior. "If an article
is not worth advertising-, the public does not
want it," is one of the truths which is rap-
idly taking root in the consciousness of the
people. A poor thing cannot stand the light
of publicity—its inferiority would soon be
made manifest, and the advertising of it
would be a waste of money. The second-
rate can only be exploited in obscurity ; the
thing that is distinctly best thrives on the
publication of its merits. The time is fast
coming when buyers will see that their only
safety is in insisting upon the thing which
can afford to challenge inquiry and investiga-
tion by generous advertising, and that the
thing which sneaks into trade under cover of
the meritorious article whose virtues are pro-
claimed is inferior, or questionable, or wholly
unworthy.

The substituter is either un-Who Pays the Cost
of Advertising? truthful, or ignorant, when

he asserts that the cost of
advertising it makes the price of the adver-
tised thing. With an article of undoubted
merit that is distinctly better than other arti-
cles that resemble it, the cost of advertising
it sanely and judiciously does not add the
smallest fraction of one per cent. to its price ;
for that cost of advertising comes out of the
increased profit on increased sales resulting
from the publication of its superior merits.
The demand created by the advertising en-
ables the manufacturers of these unquestion-
ably best things to insist upon the mainte-
nance of list prices and fixed discounts, and
so insures stability in profits to all who handle
the goods.

On the other hand, the "just
Who Pays the as good " is sold only be-Penalty When the
Thing is NOT cause it pays a better profit
Advertised? to the substituter ; but this

" better profit " is a delu-
sion and a snare. It is a profit for only
a short season, until the inferiority of the
" just as good " thing manifests itself, when
the public will no longer have the thing
imposed upon it. Then the reaction
comes, and the merchant who short-sightedly
grasped temporary increase in profits be-
wails permanent falling off in trade. It
isn't possible to contravene the immuta-
ble laws of trade ; " your sin will find you
out.I

An awakened public intelligence is re-
alizing two facts, namely : The only reason
for selling a " just as good " for the thing
advertised is that the merchant makes more
money out of the " just as good ; " and the
customer pays the penalty in buying a non-
advertised thing by getting inferior value, at
the same time that the man of whom he
buys is making an extra profit out of his
customer's loss.

The public " will not stand for it," for
long. The public will not long consent to
be cheated at both ends of the transaction.
The day of the " just as good " is ending ;
the day of a larger public knowledge of the
evils of substitution is hastening into view.

J. T.
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logical Literature of the World

An Analysis of 100 Cases of Refraction
with Special Reference to Headache

Although it is easy enough to read the
standard books of ophthalmology and to ac-
cept the authoritative statements there given,
for our daily refractive work, it is quite a
different matter to examine your own cases
critically and to see whether they also agree
with the conclusions of the authorities. To
every man who thus forms careful conclu-
sions from his work we must be more or less
thankful for his hard and faithful work even
if the conclusions should teach us nothing
new on the subject. But often enough it is
found that the peculiarities of place and time,
or the particular class of people examined
reveal some modification of the former conclu-
sions which it is well to know about.

Lately, before the Georgia State Medical
Association at Savannah, Dr. A. W. Stirling,
in a paper reported a careful analysis of roo
cases of refraction from his own practice.
These cases were all recent and all among
white people from the Southern States.
Among the roo persons 51 were males, and
the age varied between io and 72 years, the
average age being about 32 years. One-half
of the patients complained about troublesome
headache, almost invariably increased, if not
produced, by the use of the eyes, and in 32

cases the headache was the prime reason for
the consultation. How many of these patients
were cured of the headache the doctor cannot

tell exactly, as he did not see all of them
later on, but from those cases which he did
follow and from his past experience, he felt
justified in saying that in a very large propor-

tion the headache had ceased with the wear-
ing of the glasses. He found that the more
constant their use the better had been the
result as a rule, though not infrequently their

use for near work alone had sufficed.
The connection between the headache

and the different forms of refractive errors he
found as follows :

There were, taking the average of the two eyes,
among the too cases : 45 of hypermetropic astig-
matism, among which were 29 cases of headache,
or 64 per cent.; 21 Of myopic astigmatism,
among which were 8 cases of headache, or 38 per
cent.; 18 of simple hypermetropia, among which
were 4 cases of headache, Or 22 per cent.; 7 of
simple myopia, among which were no cases of
headache.

From these statistics, therefore, he con-

cludes that:

These figures point to astigmatism as strongly
predisposing to headache, and to hypermetropic
astigmatism, in which the muscle of accommoda-
tion is most called into play, as being not only the
most frequent, but also the most powerful of the

refractive errors in this connection. Hyperme-
tropic astigmatism appears to have an influence
nearly double as powerful as myopic astigmatism,
which again has much more influence than simple
hypermetropia, while myopia has none at all, so
far as these special statistics go. As a result of
past observation in many of these cases I should
say that myopia has littie influence in producing
headache, but perhaps an exception should be made
in cases which are rapidly progressing. In these,
however, the pain has a different origin. The fact
that short-sighted eyes so seldom give rise to
headache bears out the supposition that the pain
in hypermetropic cases is due to the strain upon
the muscle of accommodation, because in pure
myopia the strain upon the muscle is diminished
or absolutely wanting.

In his ioo cases he found the following
as the average errors of refraction:

Without error
Ilypermetropia . . .
Sim plc Ity permet rople

astigmut ism . .
Compound h y perm e-

tropic astigmatism
Myopia
Simple myopic astigma-

tism . . . . .
Compound my opic as-

tigmatism
Mixed astigmatism . .

Right. Left.

7
19 18

30 27

17 16
6 7

10 13

9
5 3

Amount.

(Right eye used as
an example.)

.77 D.

.73 D.

spit. 1 13. cyl. .89 D.
.4.0 D.

1.13 D.

sph. .52 D. cyl. 79 D.
sph..59 D. cyl. 2.850.

From these numbers it follows that the
errors of refraction, which cause headache,
need not be very great, and that such head-
aches may exist in persons who have perfectly
normal vision, the reason probably being that
persons with lower refractive errors constantly
try to correct them in order to see distinctly.
Regarding the acuity of vision in his zoo

cases, Dr. Stirling made the following obser-

vations :

Before correction by glasses :
q were seen by 6 right eyes and 7 left eyes.
t 11

g 11

3 11

3 11

51
1

4. 11 If 11 f

11

41

tI

" 26
II 15
"
" 2

it

11

If

41 
35

<I 4

II If IC

II 

5

I.

12

15

After correction :
t_5 by 8 right eyes, i i left eyes.
" 33 " " 8
" 48 " 54 " "
" 18 " " 14 " "

8 41 5 II 11 8 11 111

112 I. 4 44 41 I II

This means that before correction the

average vision with both eyes was 11 and

more in 29 per cent. of the cases, while after

correction the vision of Fr and more was ob-

tained in more than 43 per cent. of the

patients.
A similar improvement in vision may be

obtained by glasses in quite a number of

people ; but Dr. Stirling correctly remarks

that this assertion is a very different thing

from advising that the majority of people
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should wear glasses, for it is only those who
will wear them who are able to appreciate
the comfort they bestow.

In the 61 cases who had astigmatism in
both eyes, the axes were symmetrical in only
19, which would seem rather low compared
with the observations of other observers.

Causes and Treatment of Glaucoma

There is no disease of the eye which
comes on usually as insidiously and for which,
on the whole, the treatment is as uncertain as
for glaucoma. Our readers well remember
how one of the greatest ophthalmologists of
the world, Javal, became blind of it in both
eyes in spite of the best advice and operative
skill of France, England and Germany. At
one time, indeed, it was thought that a perfect
cure could be obtained by the operation of
iridectomy after it had been first proposed
by Albrecht von Graefe, but at the present
time the claims made for the operative pro-
cedures are much less presumptuous. There
are even ophthalmologists now who altogether
deny the value of iridectomy or any other
operation for the cure of glaucoma. To them
belongs Dr. W. Schoen, of Leipzig, Germany,
who in a recent number of the Ophthalmic
Record, contributes an original article in
which he sets forth his views. He says there
" that the common theory of glaucoma starts
with the supposition of high tension in the
affected eye," and that " all the thought
has been given to the cause and relief of this
tension." He believes that the real cause of
the increased tension is the loss of support
of the ciliary muscle and its tendons, thereby
permitting the intra-ocular pressure to be
exerted directly upon the sclera and that the
tension then becomes perceptible to the touch.
The usual theory therefore that the increase
of tension is due to an interference with the
usual outflow of lymph at the sclero-corneal
junction is rejected by him. He says that
evidence is lacking that the iris has anything

to do with the tension of the eye, and asks

what effect iridectomy could have in glau-

coma without increased tension if iridectomy

is expected to relieve the glaucoma by less-

ening the tension. He refers to his former

work which showed, by anatomical research,

that the anatomic changes have been made

worse by iridectomy, and finally expresses

his views as follows :

Iridectomy was exploited as a sure preventive
of blindness and it was predicted that the vision
would not decrease beyond the amount present at
the time of the operation. Of 300 glaucomatous
eyes under my care forty-five had already been
operated upon by others and all were completely
blind, although every patient had been promised
preservation of the existing visual acuity. Still the
prejudice in favor of this procedure is so great
that the surgeon who would dare omit it in his

(Continued on page 120
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treatment of a case of glaucoma would run serio
us

risk of censure for neglect of duty.
For the first twelve years of my work in oph

-

thalmology I was a sincere adherent of this 
theory

and applied it repeatedly, giving my patient
s the

assurance that the vision which remained to the
m

would be preserved. But Dr. Javal's two cases of

glaucoma, which were iridectomized with perfe
ct

technique, became totally blind. These cases

caused my first serious doubt of the effica
cy of the

procedure, but it was fully five years later bef
ore I

finally succeeded in ridding myself of my preju
dices

in favor of the method.
What are the premonitory signs of glaucom

a

simplex and is the physiological excavation o
f the

nerve-head really physiological ? It has bee
n shown

by microscopic examination that forty e
yes, which

had been examined in the live subject and 
found to

have the so-called physiological excava-

tion, had really acquired it during the 
life-

time. This result.was confirmed by statis-

tical research and by the fact that new b
orn

children, with a few exceptions, do not 
ex-

hibit excavation. I was able to examine

microscopically, fifteen eyes which I had

previously examined in the living subject.

Besides the beginning of the excava-

tion, I discovered anatomical chan
ges in

the ora serrata with degeneration of 
the

ciliary muscle. The degeneration of, the

ciliary muscle I consider to be the m
issing

link explaining glaucoma Simplex. 
The

result of these researches is not an 
agree-

able one. There is absolutely no h
ope of

curing a well-established case of 
glaucoma

by operation or by any other means
,although

we may delay its progress when seen
 early.

It is quite easy to recognize the p
re-

monitory signs, not only of glaucoma 
sim-

plex, but also of the other forms of 
glau-

coma. Increase of tension must be re
legated

to the rank and file of glaucoma 
symptoms.

In 1884 I stated that eighty per cent.
 of

glaucomatous eyes were either hyper
me-

tropic or astigmatic ; thirteen per cent.

afflicted with insufficiency of the re
cti-interni and

the remainder presbyopic, and I quot
ed many cases

where the progress of glaucoma wa
s checked by

correcting these errors. Since then a number of

cases have been reported by others,
 showing cures

made by the same means.
Now, looking back over the histor

ies of 300

cases of glaucoma afore mentioned
 I repeat, with

conviction, that every eye can be 
guarded against

glaucoma if it can be seen early enough by
 an

ophthalmologist who is accustomed to 
observe the

preliminary symptoms. When fully 
developed it

is absolutely impossible to cure t
he disease by any

known means or any method yet 
invented.

KE.Y$TONE

tious. Thus the small Liebrich's oplithahnoscope,

a concave mirror with a clip behind the sight-hole

for a few lenses, mainly destined to correct the

physician's myopia, readily became very popular

on account of its easy handling and the brillian
cy

of the fundus image, which has never been su
r-

passed. The inconvenient clip was soon replace
d

by a disk revolving on the back surface of th
e

mirror, putting a number of correcting lenses suc-

cessively behind the sight-hole. This has been the

most important practical improvement of Helm
-

holtz's instrument. Large demonstration ophthal-

moscopes soon followed, from Reute's instrume
nt to

Thorner's, the latter being a marvel in distinctne
ss

and brilliancy of the picture, which is', free from

reflexes and larger than the erect image. All those

instruments are not for daily practice.
The advantages of determining objectively the

optical condition of the eye led to the constru
ction

of the so-called refraction ophthalmoscopes. 
The

new features which they introduced were the 
in-

crease of correcting lenses, to be placed in one 
or

several revolving disks, and the tilting of the mi
r-

ror by Dr. Wadsworth, of Boston, to obviate t
he
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broad, round oil or kerosene lamp, becau
se both

are not too glaring and have the same 
kind of

light which is reflected from the backgroun
d of the

eye, namely, yellowish-red. Electric and Wels-

bach light have not given me the same s
atisfaction.

Habit plays a great part in this work, a
nd any

coming month may bring us a better light 
for our

examinations than gas.
After having made a careful ocular inspec

tion

and a cursory functional examination (sight
 and

visual field) of the eye, the patient is taken i
nto a

dark room and the anterior part of his eye i
s ex-

amined with oblique light. This is a very impor-

tant examination, revealing minute abnorm
ities in

cornea, anterior chamber, iris, lens and ant
erior

part of the vitreous. After that you examine the

patient's eye with the ophthalmoscope by 
trans-

mitted light, either without or better with a 
convex

lens behind the sight-hole, and see whether
 you

get the normal (uniformly red) fundus refl
ex or

whether it differs from it totally or in one or 
seve-

ral parts of the pupil. This reveals abnormities of

the refractive media, cornea, lens and v
itreous,

always using a + lens behind the sight-hole o
f the

mirror, so as to look with relaxed accom-

modation. For the emmetropic eye this is

± 3 D. or 4 D., for ametropic eyes their

distance glass has to be added. For opaci-

ties in the anterior part of the eye a stronge
r

lens is often very useful for distinguishin
g

small objects, such as minute dots on th
e

posterior surface of the cornea, or the fin
e

dots and streaks in primary and secondar
y

icataracts. Unless the eye s very myopic,

or very hyperopic, you see nothing of th
e

background.
The background can be examined in

the inverted or in the erect image. I have

been taught to begin with the inverted

image, also using constantly a + lens o
f

3 D. or 4 D., so as to get into the h
abit

of always looking with relaxed accom
mo-

dation, which will give an enlarged ima
ge,

almost the size of the erect. The patien
t

stands or sits near the light, you throw th
e

light into the pupil (previously dilated if

too small), then you hold the + 12 D.

lens 3" before the eye, so that the l
ight

passes through the lens and pupil to 
the

retina and choroid, from where it is 
re-

flected on the same way into your e
ye,

giving you an inverted image of the 
objects in

the fundus. The technic of all this is best

acquired from an instructor. By this method

you receive a smaller image, but you 
overlook a

much greater part of the background than 
with the

direct method (erect image). You move your

head from one side to the other and let the

patient look about, so that you obtain a
 perfect

survey of the eye, and can, in most c
ases, make

a satisfactory diagnosis of the condition of
 the

background.
If there are parts which you do not se

e large

enough, you have to examine the eye 
with the

direct ntelhod (erect image). For that you turn

the Rekoss disk in such a way as to have
 the empty

hole behind the sight-hole, place the 
patient two

feet before the light and look into hi
s right eye

with your right, into his left eye with 
your left, as

close to his cornea as 13 mm., if possibl
e. In this

position the visual line of the patient,
 your own

visual line, and the pencil of light passi
ng from the

lamp into your eye are sufficiently in
 the same

direction to cause no distortion of t
he fundus-

picture. This position, upon which Helmholtz

dwells, allows you to dispense with the
 tilted mir-

ror. I have often made control examinati
ons with

a tilted and with a fixed mirror, and 
have arrived

at the same result with regard to th
e optical con-

dition and the shape of the objects i
n the back-

ground. If, as it is customary, the patie
nt is placed

sideways of the light, then the rays passi
ng through

strong lenses behind a fixed mirror c
ause sufficient

distorsion to vitiate the result of the 
examination.

It is advisable for beginners, and als
o with narrow

pupils or dull media, to have the pupil 
dilated, best

with a drop or two of a 5 per cent. 
solution of

euphthalmin, or with M. per cent. or per cent.

solution of homatropin.

So much, gentlemen, I would ask 
your indul-

gence for a plea to use a simple 
ophthalmoscope.

The complicated instruments mostly
 do not indem-

nify us for the loss of time required 
in their use.

An excellent teacher (Robert Koch)
 advised me in

the outfit of the microscope to have
 only three

(Continued on page 211)
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A Simple Single-Disk Op
hthalmoscope

and How to Use It

If a man, who must be regarded 
as of

the highest authority on 
ophthalmological

matters all over this world, has 
used an in-

strument for over thirty years to 
his entire

satisfaction, we may be sure that g
ood work

can be done with it. To hear such a man talk

about this very instrument and 
how he has

used it all along, must be of gre
at interest to

our readers. We therefore r
eprint in full the

paper which Dr. H. Knapp,of New 
York, read

at the fifty-third annual meeting 
of the Ameri-

can Medical Association in the 
section of oph-

thalmology, and call especial atten
tion to his

remarks on the value of the indirect
 method of

examination which is so frequently 
neglected:

The many modifications of 
Helmholtz's eye

mirror in the course of fifty y
ears show that there

was at first a tendency to 
simplification, to make

the original instrument handi
er and more expedi-

disturbing astigmatic effect when the rays
 of light

fall very obliquely on the correcting len
ses. Apply-

ing those principles in diversified ma
nner has pro-

duced a multitude of ophthalmoscopes, 
ingenious

in design, complicated in construction
, and more

or less cumbersome, without surp
assing, mostly

falling behind, the distinctness and b
rilliancy of the

small Liebreich (he constructed also a 
large demon-

stration ophthalmoscope), or the sim
ple mirror

with a sufficient number of lenses in a 
Rekoss disk.

The latter is the working ophthalmo
scope which I

have constantly used in private and 
hospital prac-

tice, and I have not found any occa
sion to replace

it by a better one these thirty years.

The concave glass mirror has a si
ght-hole of

3 mm. The rotating disk has one 
empty hole and

23 fitted with small lenses, from + 0.
50 D. to 12 D.,

and from — 0.50 D. up to — 20 D. 
The rotating

disk applies close to the edges of th
e sight-hole of

the mirror, so that the walls formed
 by the sight-

hole in the mirror and those of the 
rotating disk

which holds the lenses are reduced to 
the smallest

possible dimensions. This is important, in order

to let enough light through and avoid
 the unpleasant

reflexes from the canal walls. If these walls are

well blackened they cast no appreci
able reflex on

the eye. The blackening is easy, 
and even if the

mirror is constantly used the black
ening need not

be repeated for many months. I do not usually

put my mirror into its case, but 
carry it in the

breast pocket of my coat, constantl
y taking it in

and out. The lenses may gather a 
little dust, which

is easily removed with a camel's 
hair brush or with

a cotton-tipped probe every now an
d then. What

soils the glasses and interferes 
with sight is fat

from the fingers and similar sticky substances,

which prevent the regular refraction 
of the rays of

light. The correcting lenses are, howeve
r, well

protected in front by the mirror, beh
ind by a metal

plate covering the rotating disk. Two convex

lenses, one of 24 D., the other of 1
2 D., complete

the ophthalmoscope.

The best light for ophthalmoscop
y, so far as I

know at this time, is an Argand 
gas burner, or a
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lenses, one with 30 to 50, another with 300 magni-
fying power, and a third an oil immersion of ;
" the others are useless." With regard to the two
methods of ophthalmoscopic examination, I fre-
quently see young oculists who come to my clinic
use first and only the direct method and pass an
inordinate time in looking into the patient's eye
without finding what I direct their attention to.
When I ask them why they did not examine the
patient in the indirect method, they answer that they
had been taught the direct only, and had been told
the indirect was superfluous. As this has also been
expressed in some of our modern text-books, I
should like to know whether this opinion is pre-
vailing. I, from my experience, would regret if
the method of examination in the inverted image
were to be neglected, for I find it indispensable.

THE KEYSTON

Regarding the Treatment of Myopia

In out recent issues of THE KEYSTONE
we have called attention to the fact that our
American treatment for myopia has found
many adherents in Germany, where formerly
it would be considered bad treatment to give
the full correction for myopic eyes. Of course
it cannot be expected that the followers of
the former treatment should all at once give
up their old way which in some cases no
doubt has also given very good results. In
fact, it is recognized even in this country, that
in some cases the full correction cannot be
worn by the patient and that a partial one is
all that will be tolerated. The question there-
fore arises whether there is any sign or
symptom that will tell the refractionist be-
forehand when to give the full correction and
when not. In this connection it is very in-
structive to read a paper by Dr. Liebreich in
the Klin. Monatsbl. f Augenheilk. He be-
lieves that the anatomical relations are suffi-
cient indication and argues as follows :

The muscle cone which surrounds the
eyeball takes its origin around the optic
opening (foramen opticum) of the orbit. •
Now the distance between these openings
varies very little in different skulls while that
between the two pupils shows considerable
variation. From this it is evident that the

angle between the axes of the muscle cones
increases with the interpupillary distance and
furthermore that the work of converging the

eyes must be the greater the greater this an-

gle and therefore the greater the distance be-

tween the pupils. Dr. Liebreich therefore

believes that the greater the distance between

the pupils the greater is the effort and the

work of the muscles in making the eyes con-

verge upon an object. As, however, there

exists an intimate relation between the two

functions of convergence and accommodation

it follows that increased convergence excites

an increased effort of accommodation and

thus induces the person to hold the print

very near. This habit of holding the print

too near can often be observed in children

who otherwise have emmetropic eyes and

then frequently later on acquire myopia. For

this reason Dr. Liebreich calls it the pro-

dromal stage of myopia.
For the treatment of myopia the doctor

advises the use of prisms, base in. This will

relieve the strain on the convergence and
consequently the excessive effort of accom-
dation, so that the patient can now read at a
greater distance in the lower degrees of
myopia. For the higher degrees of myopia
he gives with the prism concave glasses, but
only the weakest ones that the patient can
get along with. He advises against the full
correction and believes that all those cases
which were successfully treated in this man-
ner had an interpupillary distance smaller
than usual. It would be very interesting to
know whether such connection could be
proved to be general, that is, whether all
cases that can wear the full myopic correc-
tion have a small interpupillary distance or
not. Such connection, if proved to exist,
would be of great practical interest indeed ;
but we are afraid that the simple anatomical
observations will not suffice by any means to
decide the question when to give the full
correction and when not. That prisms will
do good in some cases there can be no doubt
about, but we are equally certain that in this
country at least most myopic patients would
seriously object to this constant wearing of
prisms, especially as their disturbing influ-
ence would not be counterbalanced by the

fine sight which is given by the full correction.

On the Total Correction of Myopia

Several times we have called the atten-
tion of our readers to the fact that most
German oculists have now accepted the ver-
dict of the American refractionists : Give the
full correction of myopia as much as possible.
The Frenchmen have not been so quick in
accepting this rule, though now many voices

are raised even there in favor of the Ameri-
can principle of the treatment of myopia.
Formerly many writers expressed their belief
that the accommodation was the principal

cause for the progression of myopia. They
prescribed the atropine treatment, used the
weakest possible concave glasses and some-
times, on the advice of Javal, even employed
convex glasses if they should be necessary to
bring the far point to twenty-five centimeters
from the eyes. Against this time-honored
treatment Dr. Chevallereau, of Paris, pro-

tests in the Anna/es d' Oculistique. He
thinks that the myopes do not accommodate,
as is proved by the very large pupil, the ten-
dency to divergence and the demonstration
of atrophy of the circular fibres of the ciliary
muscle. The only time when myopes would

have occasion to accommodate, would be in
the presence of astigmatism or of partial
spasm of the ciliary muscle, which latter he
believes to be of questionable occurrence.
Furthermore, Girard-Teulon has demon-
strated that it is rather the act of conver-
gence which renders myopia progressive and
produces its complications. Our main pur-
pose, therefore, in the treatment of myopia
should be to prevent this excessive conver-
gence and to establish a relation between
convergence and accommodation similar to
that in emmetropia. This undoubtedly can
be best accomplished by giving the full cor-
rection for the myopia and the astigmatism.
Even if an over-correction be given, no harm
will follow in his opinion, as no true lesions

of the fundus are produced by simple hyper-
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metropia. In proof of this the author cites
two cases, in one of which a man with emme-
tropic eyes had by mistake worn concave
spherical glasses of six dioptries for a period
of twenty-two years without any bad results
being shown in the eyes. (This to the re-
viewer would almost appear incredible, unless
it could be proved that there has not been an
actual change in the refraction in the twenty-
two years). He further says that Donders
and Girard-Teulon have noted that a total
correction of low and moderate degrees of
myopia has arrested the progress of the con-
dition permanently, apparently ignorant of
the fact that this same observation has been
made in this country by most competent men
for decades.

He concludes his article with the injunc-
tion that in young subjects at least a total
and constant correction is indispensable for
the pi evention of the progress of myopia and
the avoidance of disastrous complications.

Can We See Anything while Our Eyes
Move?

Several times in these columns attention
was called to the interesting researches of
Professor Raymond Dodge, of the depart-
ment of psychology of Wesleyan University,
with regard to the movements of our eyes
during the act of reading. In these he
showed that we do not see anything of the
letters while the eye makes one of those
jerky movements in which it proceeds during
reading. Lately he has put forward the
general contention that at any time we are
unable to see anything during the move-
ments of the eye. The proof of this he
considers to be ample from the fact that we
are never able to see our own eyes move in a
mirror. We may be able to see one eye
move by means of the other, but a single eye
can never perceive its own movements, no
matter how carefully it may watch for them.
He says :

The general law that we are practically blind
during a fraction of a second at each eye move-
ment has a number of unsuspected consequences.
Many a sleight-of-hand trick, apparently depending
on a rapidity of movement, really depends for its
success on these movements of blindness, when
the spectators' eyes attempt to follow a rapid
movement of the operator's hand, or unconsciously
move in obedience to some other suggestion.
More serious are such moments of blindness to the
boxer or the fencer. Empirical expediency long
ago developed the maxim that both the boxer and
the fencer should fix the eyes of the opponent.
This is not merely to avoid giving cues of intended
movements, but also to avoid the disastrously
numerous movements of blindness which would
result if one would attempt to follow the motions
of an opponent's hand.

The professor gives some directions with
regard to the viewing of scenery, which are
not new, but find their explanation in these
researches. To watch the scenery from a
railway car with a minimum of fatigue, pains
must be taken to look through a window well
ahead. It is even better, if one can suffi-
ciently control the eye muscles, to fix some
point on the window glass one or two seats
ahead. The eyes will, in this way, be kept
motionless, while the general features of the
landscape may be seen quite plainly.
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(Continued. Part II)

Size of the Image. Relations Between
the Distances of Conjugate Points.—Let us
consider the line B A = 0 (fig. 4a) as the
object ; I is its image. And supposing SL
= I and MS = 0, the triangles ADP and
SIA, on one side, and the triangles S1V4 and
A'B'it, on the other give us the relations

0 h F
or lj 1 = FF (New/on)

The formula
0 1, 0 2A- — can also be written - •F 1 R '

which is the formula we use later in ophthal-
mometry.—As we have I, ---= J — F and
h = f — F, the formula of Newlon

can also be written
F , F , I 1 1

The first of these two formuke is that
of Helmholtz; and, as we shall see, it is
altogether general. The second is identical
with that of infinitely thin lenses.

By construction or formula we find that:
I °. The image of an object placed be-

yond the center is situated between the

3°. An object placed between the focus
and the mirror forms its image behind the
mirror. This image is virtual, erect and
enlarged.

As in the case of concave
Convex Mirrors mirrors, the focus is placed

at an equal distance be-
tween the surface and center. The con-
struction (fig. 3) is the same as in the pre-
ceding case, and the formula: also, but the
distances of the points situated behind the
surface must be considered as negative ; we
have therefore

1
.7;

The image of a real object is always
virtual, erect and diminished ; it is situated
between the surface and the focus.
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focal distance equal to that of the lens or half
of it, according as the light traverses the
lens once or twice (ophthalmoscope of
Coccius). A combination of a plane mirror
with a concave lens acts like a convex mirror.

Portion of Mirrors Used.—Except in
the case when an image is projected on a
screen it is only a small part of the mirror
that is utilized. We can find this part by
constructing the image I (fig. 0) of the ob-
ject 0 and by joining by straight lines its
margin with the margin of the observer's
pupil. These straight lines delimit the
utilized portion of the mirror AB. We
could also construct the image of the pupil
and join this image to the object ; the result
would be the same.

When a luminous ray
strikes a polished surface
separating two transpa-

rent media it is divided into two,
a reflected ray which is thrown back
into the first medium and a re-
fracted ray which continues its course
in the second (fig. 7). The three
rays are in the same plane which
contains also the normal to the point
of incidence. The angle of reflection
is, as we have seen, equal to the angle
of incidence, but the angle of refrac-
tion (formed by the normal and the
refracted ray) is different. Its size is
determined by the law of Descartes
(Snellius). The ratio between the
sine of the angle of incidence and the
sine of the angle of refraction is con-

stant, whatever may be the angle of inci-
dence, as long as two media remain the
same.

Fig. 6. — Construction of the utilized part AB of a m

One can tell whether a mir-
Practical ror is convex, concave or
Remarks plane by placing the eye

near the surface. A convex
mirror forms a diminished image of the eye,
a concave mirror gives a magnified image
(provided the eye is between the focus and
the mirror). The image formed by a plane

mirror is the same size as the object.
To determine the focal distance of a

concave mirror we can :
I. Form the image of a distant

object on a screen : the distance of the
mirror from the screen is equal to the
focal distance ;

2. Place the screen by the side of
a flame and find the distance from the
mirror at which the image appears dis-
tinct. The distance of the mirror from
the flame is double the focal distance,
for since the object and image are, in

this case, at the same distance from the
mirror, this distance is equal to the radius
of the mirror or double its focal distance.
We determine the focal distance of a con-
vex mirror by finding the position of the
screen at which the reflex which the mirror
forms of a distant flame has a diameter
equal to double the diameter of the mirror.
The distance of the mirror from the screen is
equal to the focal distance, as a simple geomet-
rical construction will show.—For all small
mirrors ophthalmometric processes are used.

Concave mirrors, like convex lenses,
make rays converge, while convex mirrors
make them diverge. For this reason convex
mirrors are used as ophthalmoscopes when it
is desirable to have a very feeble light.

A combination of a plane mirror with a
convex lens acts like a concave mirror with a
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Fig. 5.—Reflection on a convex mirror. Construc-
tion of the image. C, the center ; 4', the focus.

center and focus. It is real, inverted and
diminished;

2°. As the course of the rays is re-
versible, an object placed between the cen-
ter and the focus gives an image situated
beyond the center, and this image is real,
inverted and enlarged;
-
(1) In this r.,rmula and those which follow I designate by

0, the obje,t ;
I, the tillage;
It, the radius of the first surface;
Eu tht• radius of the second surface;
1', the anterior focal distance ;
F., the posterior focal distance;
f, the distance of the object from the surface;
f, the distance of the imagt• from the surface •
1, t he distance of the object from the anterior' focus;
/ the distance of the image from the posterior locus;
I,  or mirrors and lenses surrounded with the saute media

on both aides we have F,

irror.

Refraction

sin i n
sin r

The symbol n de-
notes the index of re-
fraction, and the index
of air is generally
adopted as the unit.
The index of water in
relation to air is =-
1.333, that of glass in
relation to air is approx-
imately 4 = 1.5. The
index of glass in rela-
tion to water is, then,
g , etc. In
the formulw which follow n denotes the index
of the second medium as compared with that
of the first.

The quantity of light regu-
Quantity of larly reflected increases with
Reflected Light.— 'the angle of incidence, withTotal Reflection

the difference of index be-
tween the two media, and lastly with the
degree of polish of the sullace. In air a
highly polished glass surface reflects about
4 per cent. of incident light, if the angle of
incidence is negligable. Good metallic mir-
rors reflect about two-thirds of the incident
light.

Total reflection takes place when light,
propagated in a dense medium, meets at a
large angle of incidence the surface which
separates the dense medium from a rarer
one.

Fig. 7.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The chapters previously published are as follows:

CHAPTER I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSI-

CHAPTER 1V.—OPTICS. [OLOOY OF VISION.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTER VII.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTF1T REQUIRED.
CHAPTER IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION.
CHAPTER X.—PRESBYOPIA.
CHAPTER X1.—HYPERMETROPLA.
CHAPTER X11.—MYOPIA.
CHAPTER X III.—ASTIOMATISht.
CHAPTER XIV.—ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES.

orricIANS •
MANUAL

The entire serial, The Op-
tieian's Manual, can now be
had in book form, the work
consisting of two volumes of
some 400 pages each. The
Optician's Nialitial, Vol. I,
heretofore known simply as
"'rhe Optician's Mannal,"eom-
IIrises the first ten ellailtfITS,

NN MI additional matter, illus-
trations and colored plates.
VIII. It comprises Chapters XI
aml. XII (heretofore published

the "Supplement to 'rlie
twit:Ian's Manual "), together
%Iith Chapters XIII and XIV.
This volume tints compr1se:5
I I y punnet rupia, tIl y o I i a,
Astigmatism and Auotnalles of
the Ocular Muscles, to which
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tional matter and illustra-

tions. These books will be sent postpaid to all parts of the
world on receipt of price, $2.00 each ; or can be had from the
leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain, and Bosch,
Barthel & Cu., Sydney, N. S. W., for the publisher's price,
85. 4,1. each.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part XXIII)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

The size of the field varies considerably
within normal limits, being influenced by the
character of the light, by the attention of the

Upward and outward, . 700
Downward,   72°
Downward iincl inward, . 55°
Downward and outward, . 85°
Outward, •  

900

Inward,   6o°

From the above figures it is evident that
the field is not circular, showing the greatest
mobility downward and outward, and the
greatest restriction upward and inward. This
restriction depends not so much upon a
lessened mobility, as upon anatomical and
physiological causes, viz., the edge of the
orbit and the nose and the lessened sensibility
of the outer portion of the retina, this latter
condition being clue to the fact that this part
of the retina is less used than the inner and
its functions are therefore less developed.

The determination of the visual field by
means of the perimeter, is sometimes of value
in obscure cases of muscular imbalance.

TESTS FOR CONVERGENCE

The power of convergence may be
measured by determining the strongest prism
placed base out before the eyes which can be
overcome by the action of the internal recti
muscles, or in other words with which binocu-
lar vision can be maintained of an object at a
distance.

It is customary to use
a light of some kind placed
at the usual distance of the
test card, viz., twenty feet.
A Welsbach mantle or an
electric light with a frosted
globe, in each case covered
with a perforated chimney,
makes a most satisfactory

test object.
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scarcely understands what
is expected of him, and

255 that which can be developed
after repeated trials in a
patient who has become

familiar with the procedure.
If the patient can at the outset overcome

a prism of 15° to 18° with ease, it is fair to

assume that his convergence is not abnormal,

and that he can readily learn to do twice as

much after some exercise. The power of

adduction may be said to range from 15° of

primary effort to too° of trained convergence.
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Perimetric Chart

patient, and by his physical and mental con-

dition, as well as by the size of the pupil and

the condition of the refraction.

The average physiological limits of the

field are as follows :

Upward,   
500

Upward and inward, . . 55°
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If a prism of Jo° or 12° is as great as
can be overcome even after repeated trials,
and that this represents an effort that is hard
to make and still harder to maintain, then
the power of convergence is shown to be in-
trinsically weak.

In contrast with the variation in the
convergence, the other three rotations are
fairly constant as follows :

Abduction, . 6° to 8°
Supraduction, . 2° to
Infraduction, 2° IO

TESTS FOR DIVERGENCE

30
30

The diverging power of the eye is
measured by the strength of prism base in,
which can be overcome while looking at the
light twenty feet away. A divergence of less
than 5° indicates insufficiency, and more
than 9° an excess of abducting power.

TESTS FOR SURSUMVERGENCE

By sursumvergence is meant the power
of the eye to turn up or down, and it is de-
termined by the strength of the vertical
prism that can be overcome while looking at
the distant light.

Supraduction is measured by the strongest
prism base down, with which single vision can
be maintained. Infraduction by the strongest
prism base up, with which single vision can
be maintained.

A very marked difference between infra-
duction and supraduction, or an excess of
either one over 3°, indicates the probable ex-
istence of hyperphoria.

The power of duction of the various
muscles can be easily and quickly measured

by the Risley rotary prism, which consists of
two 15° prisms mounted in two cells and
controlled by a milled head screw. The
value of this instrument depends upon the
principle first suggested by Sir John Her-
schel, that two prisms placed in apposition

and rotated in opposite directions, produce
the effect of a single increasing prism.

When the
base of one
prism lies over
the apex of the
other, there is
exact neutraliza-
tion and the in-
dicator of the in-
strument points
to o. As the
screw is turned
both prisms ro-
tate in opposite
directions, and
any desired strength of prism can be obtained
up to 30°, which is constantly shown by the
indicator pointing to the numbers on the
graduated scale marked on the blackened
front of the containing cell.

This rotary prism is made of the size of
an ordinary test lens, so that it can be readily
used in the trial frame, and can be rotated so
as to present the base of the increasing prism
either up or down, in or out.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Risley Prism
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" Objective Diagn3sis and
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THE KEYSTONE

Booming an Optical Society

The enterprising programme committee of the

Indiana Optical Society has just given an instructive

lesson on how to boom an optical convention.

The chairman of the committee, Wm. E. Huston,

of Greenfield, Ind., whose ability as an advertis-

ing man is well known, devised an excellent plan

to bring the annual convention to the attention of

the opticians of the State. He issued a series of

postal cards, a few samples of which are here

shown, and these were mailed at brief intervals to

the members of the society. Each card contained

a portrait of one of the speakers and the subject

matter of his address, together with a brief exhorta-

tion to attend the convention. These cards could

not fail to impress the recipients with the import-

ance of the meeting and the instructive character

of the intellectual pabulum to be furnished.

A handsome convention badge was also mailed

to the members. The button on this badge con-

tained a colored cut of an eye, and the blue ribbon

attached had the words " Eighth Annual Conven-

tion of The Indiana Optical Society, Indianapolis,

January 12-13, 1903." This badge was mailed to

the members some days previous to the convention,

with the following postal card :

Greenfield, January Ii, 1903.

I send you in this mail, under separate cover,

a handsome hmlye. Pin it on your coal, get into •
early Monday ',mowing and leave on

any of ter mid night TeIrmiety.

YOUr8 /Or a good and imgitalds gime,

Will. E. Huston,

1903 Progra m me Ma on ill( e.

Another feature of the advertising was a very
handsome fifty-page programme, which contained

twenty-five pages of advertisements from optical

concerns. Half-tone portraits of some of the

members of the society were also shown. Four

of these were lady opticians and attractive repre-

sentatives of the sex. The programme was mailed

to the members previous to the meeting and must

have greatly impressed them with the importance

of the convention.
It will be seen from the above that Mr. Huston

has made a new departure in convention booming,

and his excellent scheme merits the attention of

organized opticians everywhere. The meetings of

the optical societies are the factors-in-chief in ad-

vancing the optical profession, and so effective a

means of adding to their efficiency must not be

overlooked.

Ohio Optical Association

Edwin L. Jones, secretary of the Ohio Optical

Association, calls attention to the desirability of

every optician in that State becoming a member of

the organization. The earnest co-operation of

every reputable refractionist is needed for the final

success of the movement. The Ohio Association

is steadily growing, and will, it is predicted, double

its membership in the near future. The secretary

strongly urges upon the optical practitioners of the

State who have not already done so, to fall in line

ere another month of the new year has passed into

history, and build up for Ohio an association at

least on a par with those of sister States. Pro-

spective members should send their names and

addresses to E. L. Jones, Sandusky, Ohio, who

will be glad to furnish any desired information.
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him speak upon a scicn ti tie sithject.

A Handsome Forty-eight Page Program
will reach you in a few days.

$10.00 Reward.

'Meet Him Face to Face'
A Study in "Ifeadology."

0:01o1..se

"A Little Nonsense Now and Then

Is Relished by the Best of Alen."

Jesg
— — — -

Above cut is a REA1I Vil'W ri,' ii III plod ogniph

of a prominent 01e111 .1 of the 11111i:11111 Illitli•111

SOCiety Wil0 nlll be pro,i,n1 to ii, I in• end ro.

days' meeting, at The I ■en i -.on I Indianapon,,

Monday and Tne,lay, .lannary 12 and 13, 1903.

$10 in gold will lw paid to ally member present who
first names or indicates him.

A Handsome Forty-eight Page Program of the
January Meeting will reach you soon.
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A NON-TARNISHABLE FRAME, STIFF AS STEEL

  WItlitrOtb.
O. Guarantced not

tetanal/41.
Patented.

P. A..tfardy
& Co.

PLATINOID FRAMES
TRADE-MA RK

Ni. RIDING BOW. l'or do7eo
446. Regular Temples $4.25446C. Cable
4460. Regular " Gold Filled Bridges 4.754460C. Cable 5.75

Our " PLATINOID " Frames are the best metal frames onFR DA E-M A UK

Every genuine frame is tagged as per illustration above and has the
They are made of a material which we have termed " PLATINOID

TRADE-MARKable, unlike so many cheap makes of metal frames. In addition to these advantages these frames are made by a patentedprocess which makes them stiff as steel, and are supplied with the pear-shape temple as illustrated.

„...4.-poodal Mink
PLATINOID.

Do Onaranteed not
tarnlob.

Patented.
N. A.' Hardy

Co.

the market and are guaranteed not to tarnish or rust.
word " PLATINOID" stamped underneath the bridge.
" and are proof against rust and are strictly non-tarnish-

LEL_JarErOlgl

BRANCH,

=EVIIMILUTOrn:raM-LET-JUM

F. A. HARDY 0 COMPANY
WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS,

131-137 The Silversmiths' Building, BRANCH,

CHICAGO ILL. DENVER, COLO.
ATLANTA, GA.

I AM A
WISE GUY

'or-7ff

I AM A
WISE OVY

I AM A
WISE GUY

I AM A
WISE GUY

TRADE-MARK TRA DE-MA K IRA DE-MA R

MY GLASSES DON'T FROST. I USE

VERPOLI
‘Viktitt —

V E R PO L I is a composition, put up in small boxes,
that, if used according to directions, will keep the glasses
from frosting upon going from the cold into a warm room
or car. The lenses simply have to be rubbed lightly with
the composition and then wiped off with handkerchief or
tissue paper, and all the annoyance of frosted lenses is done
away with.

Sells for 25 cents the box.
Per dozen, =

..4̀M

= $1.50 net.

The Cone Muscle Test
$2.00 each.$2.00 each. Pro 

Designed by
Prof. G. A. Rogers.

The Muscle Test here illustrated is the latest test formuscular error that has been brought out, and its use pre-sents the simplest and quickest method of finding if thereis any muscular error, that has been devised. It is insertedinto one cell of trial frame, which must be properly centeredas to pupillary distance, and a solid blank disk is put intothe other cell. The patient's attention is then directed to alight (preferably a candle or
small gas light) twenty feet
away, and the action of the
cone is such that the light re-
solves Itself into a circle of
light. The other eye is then
uncovered, and if there is no
muscular error the light will
appear in the center of the cir-
cle. If there is muscular error
the light will be away from
center,and can be brought to
center by proper prism with
base in proper direction.

Wg1 FEwR?.

•
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Optical Questions an Answers

THE KEYSTONE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
meat must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we he furnished with a complete history of
each case and aocurate information on the following points :

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number

11. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4, Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

M."—In a person of 33 years, who has an
acuteness of vision of H with left eye, vision
just as good with + .5o D. lens, but with right
eye has a vision of only No-, and the pin-hole
disk brings vision up to IS, but all lenses bring
vision up to H for a few seconds, but do not
hold it, and then it goes back to No. The eye
has a divergence from the other, and a New
York specialist told patient that this eye had
been one nerve short since birth, but I think it
was a case of divergent squint, not corrected
when young, and as the retina has not received
a perfect image for so long, it has lost its use-
fulness. Please inform me whether there is
any way by means of prisms, or otherwise,
whereby the image can be placed on the yellow
spot of deviating eye without any danger to
the other eye.

Our correspondent seems to have the right
idea of this case, namely, that on account of the
divergent strabistnus the image had never been
formed on the yellow spot of the squinting eye, which
had, as a consequence, become amblyopic. In
such a case at this age, but little can be expected in
the way of improving the vision of this eye. An
ophthalmoscopic examination should not be omit-
ted to determine the condition of the retina. If
this patient desires to have his eyes properly at-
tended to, and if there is a marked divergence of
the right eye, the first step in the treatment would
be a tenotomy of the external rectus muscle, or an
advancement of the internal, or both, in the hope
of restoring the eyes to parallelism ; because as
a rule, in strabismus, deviation is so great that it is
impossible to throw the image on the yellow spot
of the deviating eye by means of prisms. But if
the eyes were straightened or if prisms sufficed to
neutralize the deviation, the image formed in this
eye would be so defective that it would scarcely be
of any assistance in vision, but on the other hand
would most likely confuse the image formed in the
good eye. NVItile an operation is usually advised
in strabismus, it is more for its cosmetic effect than
for any hope of its improving vision, except in
youth, where it is sometimes possible by properly-
directed treatment to improve the vision to an
appreciable extent. But the present case offers no
such hope, and had probably better be left alone.

"C. L a person whose visual acuity is
H, but on looking at test card of radiating
lines, some of the lines are a Mlle darker than
the others, the XII and VI lines are slightly
darker, is there astigmatism of enough conse-
quence to correct, or will the spherical lenses
for a hypermetropia of -I- .50 be all that is
necessary. Age 17 years.

Ordinarily, where the visual acuity is H, the
presence of astigmatism is excluded, and yet this
rule cannot be followed invariably. In myopic
astigmatism the acuteness of vision will necessarily
fall below the normal standard ; but in hyperme-
tropic astigmatism the accommodation is called into
play, and by an irregular contraction may maintain
the normal standard of vision. If astigmatism is
proven to be present, it is certainly proper to cor-
rect it ; but how are we to determine positively the
existence of this defect in any individual case ? The
fact that the patient says that some of the lines are

little darker than others, would not in our opinion,
be sufficient to justify the diagnosis of astigmatism.
Instead of the radiating lines we would direct our
patient's attention to the test letters, and compare
the vision obtained by a sphere with that obtained
by a cylinder ; the latter should be rotated through
different meridians, and if astigmatism is present
the vision will be improved and made worse as the
lens is rotated, and some point will be found where
it is appreciably better than that afforded by the
sphere. Or the fogging system may be brought into
use and the accommodation coaxed to relax, thus
releasing the astigmatism from its hiding place,
and concave cylinders as well as spheres used to
reduce the strong convex lens that was first placed
before the eye.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

' A. .I?. 7'. "—Is it possible to alter bridges by plier-
ing as follows : Bridge 4 inch in height,
even to front, long shanks. Required to alter
to X inch high, 5 inch out, crest at same angle
as originally. If so, method of procedure?

To secure the change in dimensions, take a
pair of round-nose pliers and bend a new curve in
the shank of the bridge, at the junction of the
shank and crest, rolling the stock of the shank into

the crest ; this will throw the bridge forward.
Govern the bending of the new curve by the in-
clination desired, which in this case is inch out.
Then grip the shank of the bridge and bend it (the

Bend here

bridge) upward until you bring the distance be-
tween the pupil line and the bottom edge of the
crest to M inch. The diagrams may serve to illus-
trate more clearly the manner in which the desired
results can be obtained.

"I E. S."—Lady, aged forty years. Never wore
glasses, although her eyes have given her
trouble since she was a little school girl.
Cannot tnake out the largest type on the Snel-
len chart six meters distant. Close vision, card
If inches from eyes, can make out line 5.00 D.
with a pair of— 8.00 D. lenses, 1.25 D. line,
but could not gel her to see small line at all.
Tried — so D., — 9 D., — 9.75 D. down to
— 6, but nothing better than — 8 D. Has
she malignant myopia P I referred her to an
oculist.

If a patient is unable to name any letters of
the Snellen's test card at a distance of twenty feet,
he should be asked to approach the card slowly
until he can discern the large letter at the top.
This will afford a definite idea as to the state of the
vision as compared with the normal standard, and
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will be of great assistance to one who endeavors
to give advice on the case.

The fact that this patient has never worn
glasses, although her vision is so poor and her
eyes have given her trouble since childhood, leads
us to one of two conclusions : either her parents
were negligent (almost criminally so), to which
she herself contributed after she arrived at the age
of discretion, or that her eyes have been examined
and glasses found of little or no benefit.

We do not quite understand whether the — 8,
D. lenses were tried for distant or near vision, nor
have we any knowledge of just how much improve-
ment they afford in vision. Then, too, the fact that
she can see the reading card eleven inches from
her eyes, would indicate a myopia of not more
than 3.50 D. While the case looks like one of
myopia, yet there are several contradictory features
about it ; and in the absence of the acuteness of
vision and the improvement afforded by glasses,
we do not feel that we can make any definite diag-
nosis. At any rate, the case looks like more than
one of an error of refraction, and perhaps our cor-
respondent did the best thing in referring the lady
to an oculist.

".E. A. 111"—Girl, twelzr years old. Eyes tire
easily in near work and complains of head-
ache. Al limes the left eye would turn in in
fixing on an object. Examination showed
about 3 D. hypermetropia in each eye. I did
not by for amount of latent. I advised her
parents to have glasses Pled for her, stating
that it would probably prevent strabismus and
also likely relieve the headache. They left,
stating That They could not have it done then,
but would probably call in two or three weeks,
and get the glasses. Since that time, however,
the father informed me that a prominent phy-
sician and surgeon of this vicinity told him to
lel her eyes alone and she would soon outgrow
the trouble, and he has taken the doctor's ad-
vice. I know of two other cases of actual
strabismus where physicians have told the
parents that they would outgrow it. What I
want to know is .. is it possible for such a Ming
to happen in convergent strabismus caused by
hypermetropia, or is there any condition causing
strabismus in a child that can be outgrown?

The writer has recently had an experience
similar to that of our correspondent, in which a
boy ten years of age suffered from headache, pain
in eyes and impaired vision ; which, on examina-
tion, proved to be due to hypermetropia. With
the mother's consent a pair of convex lenses were
prescribed, with the most satisfactory results and a
promise to pay the bill in a few days ; but instead
the glasses were returned with the message that
the family physician did not approve of them, and
that he would treat the boy for his eyes and head.

Such action on the part of a physician is to all
appearances due to jealousy, either because he was
not consulted first or because he is not willing that
any one else should profit from the case. Perhaps
it would be more charitable to attribute it to igno-
rance, and yet this would be an insult to the intel-
ligence of medical men. While it occasionally
happens that strabismus disappears with the ad-
vance of years, yet it is exceptional and does not
alter the rule that a case of this kind should be
fitted with convex lenses, and that without a mo-
ment's delay. The future well-being of this little
girl depends upon the adaptation of the proper
lenses, and it is almost criminal to withhold them.
Of course, it is not less than natural that parents
should dislike to place glasses on their children,
and hence they are only too glad to be told by
some one in whom they have confidence that they
are not necessary ; but they will certainly see the
day when they will regret that they followed this
misguided advice.

'The Keystone is undoubted!), Me best trade
journal ever published. It is hara' to single out
any one article that Jani most interested in. I am
interested in the whole book, from Me front to the
back cover. No jeweler or optician can afford to
be without The Keystone. It is the best published
for jewelers or opticians."—A. C. H. Baker,
Jeweler and Optician, Appleton, Wisconsin.
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MURINE rapidly reduces an inflamed
eye to its normal condition preparatory to
its proper measurement for glasses, hence
its value to the optical profession.

Auburn, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1902.
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.

Gentlemen: Your letter with sample copy of your EYEAID Booklet is received. We believe MURINE to be the bestEye preparation on the market and it is of much value to therefracting optician. Have sold a quantity of it. and alwaysfound it to be as recommended. Very truly yours,
FISHER SI SWART, Opticians,

121 Genesee St.

BANENE
64 OPTICAL AIDS."

The MURINE Eye Remedies are standard. Safeto use in any case. Are carried in stock by all Opticaland Jewelry Jobbers. Are sold by nearly all Opticians.Are endorsed by everyone who has used them.

Frank L. Willson, Registered Optometrist and President of MinnesotaState Optical Society, writes regarding BANENE and MURINE, as OpticalAids : Case Mrs. W. Found organic trouble and ophthalmoscopic examinationdisclosed opacities of crystalline lens (cataract). Glasses no help; advisedBANENE and MURINE home treatment, with following result:Her vision on first test was Bin. 20 I 120.
R— 20 I MO. 1.-20 I 120.
Second test—Bin. 20 I 60.
It— 20 I 120— L— 20 I 60—with R—minus 1.00 D. C.1,— 1— plus 1.25 vision part of 20 I 30.Have a number of other cases doing finely on BANENE and MURINE.These preparations are well named OPTICAL AIDS.

BAN ENE
An Optical Aid for Cloudiness of Vision, Impaired Circulation,Floating Spots, Cataract, etc.

Cases are often found, more particularly in those of middle and advanced age, where proper correction, for glasses has been made, while at the same time the eye refuses to accept the lenses with favor.Investigation discloses an impaired circulation in the interior of the eye-ball. BANENE relieves theseconditions. SPOTS that seem to be FLOATING BEFORE THE EYES, " cobwebs," etc., are entirelydispelled by BANENE. BANENE clears the retina of congestion.BANENE is a distillation of well-known drugs that are active tonics, the administration of which stimulates the capillary circulation of thedelicate structures of the eye. It seems to have particular effect upon the circulation of the retina and the optic nerve fibers.BANENE is taken Internally—Eight Drops In a Wineglass of Water Three Times Daily.BANENE and MURINE are absolutely harmless, no matter what the condition of the eye may be. Their use is painless and they act onlyon the eye. These remedies are especially prepared by the expert oculists of the

MURINE EYE REMEDY CO., Chicago.
Sold by Optical and Jewelry Jobbers. Send for fuller treatise on Murine Eye Remedies.

Masonic Temple,
the Home of the College.

The Northern Illinois College
Masonic Temple,
CHICAGO. of Ophthalmology and Otology

The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.
Life Scholarship, $25. Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as often asdesired. Enter at any time.
Our regular Winter night course is now in session and continues during the winter.

The McFatrich Eye" (patented 1902) with pamphlet, $2.00.Lenses for the Eye," . . hoo.
If you have a trial case, you \via not need the lenses. A discount on the "Eye " will be allowed students of this college.

L Our ANNUAL ALUMNI gathering will be held at the College Home on February 16th,17th, 18th, 19th and 20th, 190,3. A special program of lectures, papers, discussions, quizzes,demonstrations, etc., has been prepared. All interested in optics are cordially invited to attend.Write for particulars.

ONE WEEK FREE.

Our 1903 Illustrated Announcement is in the mail.
If you have not received a copy, write for it.

G. VV. McFATRICH, M. I)., sec;retary,
MaL4()nic.:. Ii iTp1, CHICAGO.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL
American Association of Opticians 1

J. II I I t,t, Betel, I nil.E. I.. I 1:11. ',111.111,41■S, (01

)1.. N ...1111.111V. Next meeting to he held in 1903, atAtlaoti:

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(10291

THE IIT. Hoy. SIR W31. HA el Oval:, Bart., M. P., Master.111 .. 'I'. DA vtgs SEW ELI„ i. 1:. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)
S. CowAN, F. II. 0. A., President.
J. sr 1, I I 1..1: S. L., F. B.O. A., Secretary, 17 shaftes-1,,, IV., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1806)
W. G. MAyar., , President, St. Catharines.AI.EX. MOFFti,ecretary and 'freastirer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

E. P. WF.1.4s, President, Boston, Mass.G. A. !Eta KON, Secretary, 3 IVititer St., Boston, Mass.
Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July andAugust.

STATE

Pennsylvania optical Society (1895)
A.. MARTIN, Prosidc111, l'lilInlmlp(tis, iii.
C. A. LoNOSTI1F.T11, Secretary, 228 Market SI., Phila., Pa.

Next meeting, February 10, 1903, at Philadelphia.
New York State Optical Society (1896)

li. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. V.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)
C. M. Jr SKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
G. S. GRUBB, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (189o)
NELSON K. STAN I1A IT, Pro•ident, Detroit, Mieh.
E. 1.100:11, Secretary and freasurer, 105 1Vestern Avenue,Muskegon,

Iowa Optical Society (1,97 t
H. P. If orw Pre-ddent, Des )1oittes, Iowa.

Ho y, u , Block, 1Vaterloo,
Annual meet ing, .1 itne In miii II, 1903.

Illinois Optical Society (1s9s)
IV. C. Sou:gnu, Pn,ident, ( hiengo, III.
LottEN L. BOYLE, Secrclary, 1(13 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association (1899)
I.. KI. T'INER, President, San FITOWIFICO, Cal.
ALBERT J. Sttliiit AY, SCC'y, 308 llays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon,

Washington Association of Opticians (1859)
It. CLAY' Evausor.6, President, Seattle, Irosh.
L. W. K r111,61 N, Tilconia,

Granite State Optical Association i 1900)
I;Fo. H. BROWN, N. IL
W. E. Itutter.4:, Set•tvlary, xl I...ane.tester, N. II.

- let•is third IVellnesday of January, March, 'Alay, Sep-tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)
A tv .% SNIDER, President, Beloit, V, is.
I. M. .11,1,1,K31 AN, Secretary, Tomatli, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
V. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. P. SVALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900,
FRANK I. WILLSoN, Manton-Ole, Minn.
C. A. SN ELL, Sec' y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,

Next meeting, March 3, 1903, at Minneapolis.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)
H. E. Muanticx, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Next meeting, March 4, 1903, at Augusta.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. II. IVENNtrui, President, Nashville, Tenn.
Olio. It. cildito.N, Secretary, Union and Sumnnior Ste.,

Nash mm Ilk, 'rem,.

THE; I<EYSTONI

Colorado Optical Association viol)
R. R. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.R. H. BIEOEL, Seeretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.Miss E.11.CitArbtAN,1'or.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)
W. J. !dolls, President, Topeka, KR118.WALTER STAR, KE, sec'y and TI0118., .1111ICH011 City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)
Mrt.ror, President, Riehmond, 31o..1. W. F ■ not, :,eretary, Nevada, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
II. I. President, Slattlit..n. Va..1. W. It, II IN si,rviary , l'eter.lottrg, Va.

Next )leet trig, February P.,. 1903, at Itiehmond.Annual meeting, Atigu,t, 1903, at Staunton.

Ohio Optical Society (19021
JOHN C. ERF.RIIA RM., President, Dayton, 01110.EDWIN L. JoNEs, Secretary, Sandusky, (lido.

Kentucky Optical Society (19112)
w. EISENSC it i u IrT, President, Newport, K y.J. M. IR NI EN, SCcOlary, 336 Fourth Ave., JotlieCille, K.

Next meeting, May 19, p.m, at Louisville.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)
i.„, „„,., N. y,

A. secretay■ Sy ii use, N. Y.
'Meets second Wednesday of January, Mardi, May, July,September and November.

New York City Optical Society (18971
F. It. MAltrIFANT,

1.1...11,0r RYER, Ito,. St.,•., '21 Maiden Lane. New York.
Meet,: Wedoeol:,v,b 'adli month, except Julyand August, at I Meg, tIe• city of New York, 17 Lexing-ton AVunue.

Rochester Optical Club (1997)
B. B. CI-see. Po-idcot. \ Y.
Jimmy e, secretar), V.

San Diego Optical Society (1901)
HF.WLETT Sm 10.1 v, I'r.,itletit.
F. 'AI. TA Y LoC, Stwrolary, Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club (1901)
1111 umidl, Di I::
C. .\ :N•cl'etary, Utica, N. Y.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association (1901)
J. IV. it; President, Poeltester,,t, w, .‘ 11..ellester, Mina.

Next meet ing, ehruat., 26, 1903, ttt Red Wing.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

I... NI il l I I 1.,,,i11.1`11t,
0, .1. 11 .\i rd

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
\. 11,0 Welland, Ont.( N !Ail% Secret ;try and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Progress in Higher Optical Education
TT is creditable to the opticians that organ-

ization as understood by them is ideal in
kind and purpose. While self-protection
was, no doubt, the main inspiration of optical
organization, the opticians never lost sight
of the fact that the surest protection lay in
being properly qualified to perform the re-
sponsible and delicate duties of the profession.
Acting on this belief education was made the
chief feature of their organization, and the
results are such as will be a lasting glory to
the refractionists of the country. The edu-
cational progress made in the past year has
inspired them to still greater effort, and the
present year promises to be memorable in
this regard, A glance at the reports of the
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optical societies in this issue will reveal such
a campaign of higher optical education as
would be almost impossible of conception a
few years ago.

THE excellent work of the New England
Association of Opticians and Optical

Institute is well known to our readers. The
members of the trade in that section have long
had the benefit of lectures from eminent physi-
cians and ophthalmological specialists, and the
instructive facilities will this year be greater
than ever. The Optical Society of the City of
New York now holds its monthly meetings
in the College of New York, where the mem-
bers have not only the services of professors
but also the use of the laboratories and sci-
entific appliances of the institution. We are
told that Dr. Bryan opened the scientific
session of the last meeting with a lecture on
" Living Matter and the Cell," and the mem-
bers made individual microscopic examina-
tions of " living flatter of red and white
blood cells of a frog," also living matter cir-
culating in the cell of the nitella plant. This
is beginning at the beginning for a certainty,
and the lecture was followed by another on
the more pertinent subject of " Reflection,"
by Professor Fox. Such a course of instruc-
tion impressively evidences what manner of
man is the refractionist of to-day.

ON the programme of the meeting of the
Southern Minnesota Optical Society, to

be held this month, the list of speakers includes
four M. D.'s, and the subjects are of a kind
that would test the talent of a university
faculty. The Maine Association of Opticians
is also planning for a resumption of the lec-
tures by a medical specialist, and the Penn-
sylvania Optical Society is considering the
advisability of having a course on diseases of
the eye for the benefit of candidates for their
ophthalmometrician grade. The most suc-
cessful convention of the Indiana Optical
Society, held last month, with its wealth of
instructive lectures, is a line manifestation of
the worthy ambition of the Western refrac-
tionists and their admirable conception of
what is best for the advancement of their pro-
fession. The Virginia' society is also sched-
uled to hold an educational reunion this
month, and we trust the attendance will en-
courage the promoters. Wisconsin and other
State bodies are similarly active. All this is
excellent, and will soon place the refraction-
ists of the country on the home stretch to
legalized professionalism. " Speed the good
work'' is the earnest injunction of Tut:.
EvsToNE. In view of the excellent results

of organization it is strange that there is still
a number of states without societies. We
hope for early additions to our list,



Blank's Patent Opera and Field Glasses,
made by the celebrated L-E-M-A-I-R-E, of Paris,

are the only glasses on the market permitting the free use of both hands in handling the programme or other
article, besides combining the quickest focusing attachment ever produced and the certainty of not dropping
the glasses. No other opera or field glasses possess these features. The ring is easily taken off and a handle
attached, or vice versa.

For sale by all reputable jobbers.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., )
' Sole Agents.35 MAIDEN LANE,

NEW YORK.
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Maine Association of Opticians
A meeting and banquet of the Maine Associa-

tion of Opticians was held at Portland last month
and was attended by a score of members. This
was the second animal reunion of the organization,
and it met with an encouraging measure of success.
It was 8 o'clock when the party took their seats at
the table in the private dining room, and there was
good reason to enjoy the banquet, as the menu
was admirable and the spirit of good fellowship
added to the enjoyment.

Immediately after the feast, President H. E.
Murdock called the meeting to order, opening the
second annual meeting. Robert B. Swift, secre-
tary, read the records of the last meeting and com-
mittees reported. Among the reports was that of
the nominating committee, made by E. E. Tuttle.
The secretary was instructed to cast the vote of the
association for the following list of officers, which
was re-election of last year's officers, save that
Willis Snow, of Freeport, was added to the execu-
tive committee and Mr. Pendexter was made chair-
man : President, Herman E. Murdock, Portland ;
first vice-president, Arthur P. Allen, Bangor;
second vice-president, Orel E. Davies, Rockland ;
secretary, Robert B. Swift, Portland ; treasurer,
A. M. Wentworth, Portland ; executive committee,
Eugene S. Pendexter, Portland ; George McL.
Presson, Farmington ; H. Blagar, Bangor ;
Willis Snow, Freeport ; Edward E.Tuttle, Portland.

Diplomas were awarded all present, and re-
quests from the members all over the State will be
similarly honored. President Nfurdock read a let-
ter from George Mel— Presson, of Farmington,
which referred to the needs of the association and
the members ; the contents of the letter furnished
the theme for much of the discussion that ensued.
Treasurer A. M. Wentworth read his report of the
finances, which showed a balance of nearly $25o in
cash. R. B. Swift, secretary, read his report of the
various meetings of the year.

Orel E. Davies then addressed the association
relative to the need of some sort of legislation for
the protection of opticians, and he was certain that
protection from the irresponsible peddlers who in-
fest the State could be secured. There was con-
siderable discussion pro and con, and incidentally
the bill that is to be presented to the New York
State General Assembly by Professor Ferguson
this winter was read and its provisions given min-
ute inspection. It was finally voted to drop the
matter for the present.

Mr. Wentworth referred to the very fine lec-
tures by Dr. E. S. Foster, of Boston, who ad-
dressed the association last year in Portland and
Bangor, and said he wished that this same gentle-
man might give them a series of lectures on im-
portant topics this year. President Murdock agreed
%vith hint and thought it %you'd be profitable to have
three or four lectures by Dr. Foster or sonic equally
prominent oculist. Others felt that the suggestion
was profitable and the executive committee was
requested to arrange for the series.

Judge George F. Gould, who was the guest at
the president's right hand at the table, explained
the three decisions relative to the peddler's law
which the Supreme Court had three times declared
unconstitutional.

By reason of former .favors and assistance to
the association, it was voted to make Judge Gould
an honorary member, and he responded to the
compliment in a particularly happy vein.

To better accommodate members from the
central and eastern part of the State, it was voted
to hold the next meeting in Augusta on the first
Wednesday in March, unless otherwise arranged.

t 'nder the circumstances it was voted to omit
the February meeting. After informal discussion
of miscellaneous matters an adjournment %'as
taken, the session having been of much profit to
all the members.

The following were present at the banquet :
Frank A. Webb, Bridgton ; Robert B. Swift, E. E.
Tuttle, Herman E. Murdock, A. NI. Wentworth,
E. S. Pendexter, Portland , Willis Snow, Freeport ;
A. E. Garnsey, Sanford ; G. Frank Twambley,
Saco ; F. M. Durgin, Kennebunk ; Arthur P. Allen,
Bangor ; F. A. Perry, Lewiston ; Orel E. Davies,
Rockland. Judge George F. Could and N. D.
Colcord, of Portland ; F. M. Drisko, of Boston,
representing the Globe Optical Company, and
W. B. Haskell, with the Eastman Kodak Corn-
pany, Rochester, were present as invited guests.

Important Meeting of the Optical So-
ciety of the City of New York

The regular monthly meeting of the Optical
Society of the City of New York was held at the
College of the City of New York, Wednesday even-
ing, January 14th, President Frankel in the chair.
The meeting was one of the largest ever held by
the society. It was also one of the most important
of the year inasmuch as the officers for 1903 were
then elected. The meeting began as custoinary at
8.30 e. M. Dr. Bryan opened the scientific session
with a lecture on " Living Matter and the Cell."
The doctor elucidated this absorbing scientific
question in an admirable manner. The members
made individual microscopic examinations of "

matter of red and white blood cells of a frog,"
also living matter circulating in the cell of the
nitella plant. Dr. Bryan was enthusiastically ap-
plauded at the conclusion of his lecture.

l'rofessor Fox then followed with a lecture on
" Reflection." The professor reviewed the experi-
ments performed at the last meeting. The laws of
incidence and reflection were made plain. '1'lle
special experiment of the evening as then per-
formed. This consisted in using a piece of plain
glass as a mirror and a lighted candle as an object,
an unlighted candle being used to receive the ap-
parent or virtual image of the candle flame. The
lessons to be learned from this experiment were
the Observation of image relative to mirror and
object, " its relative size " and its relative position.
The application of the old stage tricks of showing
ghosts and apparitions by means of a sheet of
reflecting and transparent glass, was pointed out
besides several practical points in connection with
the work. The next subject to be studied will be
" Refraction." The laboratory method will again
be applied. The professor at the end of his lecture
was heartily applauded. The business session was
then held. Secretary Dilworth read minutes of
last meeting, which were adopted as read. The
following applications ha- membership were then
received : Frank R. Cooley, Flemington, N. J. ;
Martin Sinner, New York City ; Joseph Addison
Thorn, Nev York City ; Edward Carson, New York
City ; ;. Arthur Wobie, Brooklyn ; Morris Cohen,
New York City ; Nelson Y. Hall, Plainfield, N. J.

Same uere laid on the table to follow the usual
procedure. It was then regularly moved and sec-
onded that the secretary cast one ballot for the
election to membership of the following candidates :
Robert Levin, Louis H. Scadron, Maurice Stone,
and Dr. M. Rubien, ill of New York City. The
society's bills were presented and ordered paid.
Treasurer Ferguson made his report which was
found entirely correct. Mr. Dilworth then ad-
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dressed the society on the higher educational work
that is being done for opticians by the lecturers of
the society and made a motion that they be elected
honorary members thereof. This motion was
unanimously carried. The following officers were
unanimously elected : President, F. B. Marchant ;
first vice-president, M. H. Harris ; second vice-
president, A. Wiener ; recording secretary, E
LeRoy Ryer ; financial secretary, NI. 1 I. Rosen-
strauss ; treasurer, I.. L. Ferguson ; executive
committee, P. A. Dilworth, chairman, A. Jay
Cross, L. L. Ferguson, A. NI. Frankel, L. Lewis.

Mr. Harris then addressed the society com-
plimenting Mr. Dilworth upon the work done by
him in its behalf and moved that in recognition of
Mr. Dilworth's untiring services a draughted set of
resolutions be presented to him. The motion was
unanimously carried and the chair appointed the
following committee to draught the same : M. H.
Harris, I. I.. Ferguson, L. Kahn. After the dis-
position of these matters, on motion the meeting
adjourned.

The Pennsylvania Optical Society
The regular monthly tneetin of the executive

committee of the Penns \ vania Optical Society was
held at 128 South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, on
Tuesday, January 13, 1903. \V. XV. Appel, of Lan-
caster, August Morck, of Oil City, and Charles F.
NIcAlay, of 1:radford, %'ere elected members of the
association.

The secretary was directed to send the follow-
ing notice to the members :

The Pennsylvania Optical Society will hold a
special meeting at 228 Market Street, Philadelphia,
on Tuesday, February io, 1903, at 8 e. m., at which
meeting there will be a demonstration of the best
methods of using the trial case.

A number of persons with high refractive errors
will be present, and some of the members have
kindly consented to show their waysof working with
the trial case in correcting such defective vision.

As we all constantly use the trial case, and no
two of us probably exactly alike, this is a question
of great practical Importance to us, and one which
we n all learn something.can all

hoped that every member. will be present
on this evening, and if possible bring some one else
with you, as we wish to have a large enthusiastic
meeting. C. A. LONGSTRETH,

Secretary.

Chicago Optica! Society
The Chicago Optical Society met on January

i6th in the rooms of Dr. Burr Weaver and Prof.
George A. Rogers. The meeting was called to
order by the president. In the absence of the
secretary, (). J. I lalbe was appointed secretary
pro tem. The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year : Prssident, W. 12. Newcomb ;
first vice-president, George S. Johnston ; second
vice-president, Henry Borsch ; treasurer, A. T.
Smith ; secretary, 0. J. Halite ; executive com-
mittee : W. C. Sommer, C. 1 I. l'ixley, Prof.
George A. Rogers, Burr Weaver and ( ;. A. Henry.

After listening to an interesting talk by Prof.
George A. Rogers on the Indiana Optical Conven-
tion, the meeting adjourned to the banqueting
room to do justice to the good things awaiting
them.' The entire gathering was a splendid success,
and the members displayed a deep interest in the
progress of the organization movement. The con-
stitution and by-laws will be revised at the next
meeting, at which the attendance and co-operation
of every local refractionist is expected. A paper
will be read by Prof. George A. Rogers, the subject
being " The Principle of Muscle Testing."
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The Hardy XX Century Ophthalmometer

Freut View

Is a necessity for the busy
refractionist.

It measures the curves of the cornca and gives
the axis of the corneal astigmatism, enabling the
operator to do quicker and better work, with less
discomfort to the patient, than by the old-time
methods.

Itaeli

It has stationary trans-illuminated mires and an attachment enabling the operator to read both
meridians at the same time.

Price,
$70.00

Less t, per cent. for cash.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.
We will gladly send it and any other information desired.

Price,
$70000

Less 6 per cent. for cash.

F. A. HARDY 0 CO
c ATLANTA, GA.

Branches DENVER, COLO.
( PARIS, FRANCE.

WHOLESALE AND
• MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS,

AGENTS:
California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New England.
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.
Raphael, Wheway & Redfern, Ltd., London, England,

for Great Britain.
Chicago, Ill.

A Few Good Reasons for using the

KACHOO GUARDS. 
THE 

guards being made of specially tem-
pered metal, are easily adjustable, with-
out danger of breakage, to conformation
of any nose.

BEANO made entirely of metal without
any covering are absolutely antiseptic,
cleanly and sanitary—no shell or zylo-
nite to gather verdigris or cork to get
greasy.

THE arms being placedbelow centers make
it unnecessary to use lenses drilled
above center.

WITH the extra broad bearing surface a
perfect balance is maintained.

SEND FOR SAMPLES.

German Silver
Gold Filled 
Gold.

$1  00 per dozen pairs.

650 " ' •

McIntire, Magee & Brown,
Builders 01

High=Class Prescription Work,

723 Sansom Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

"New Hub"
Shell Case,with Pocket

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

For OFFSET and
OUTSET Eyeglasses.

Also for

TORIC LENSES.
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Camera Advertising

As the jewelers have practically appropriated the. optical trade, and ascameras and photographic supplies are a chief feature of that trade, anotherprofitable side line has, to a considerable extent, come under their control.The photographic craze in recent years has spread all over the world, andcatering to it is a source of income that the progressive jeweler and opticiancannot overlook. In this, as in all other lines, the amount of profit willdepend on the methods of handling ; and here again publicity must be thechief trade-bringing factor.
We show on this page three window displays as an object lesson inthe economic advertising of optical goods. Last year the Eastman KodakCompany offered prizes for the best kodak window display, and THEKErwroNE takes pride in the fact that the first prize was carried off by oneof its subscribers, Fay McFadden, jeweler and optician, of Granville, N. Y.The judges were prominent advertising men, and we are told that therewas little argument about the placing of the first prize in Class A. Theidea brought out by Mr. McFadden appealed immediately to the judges.There were a pair of scales with a magazine camera and a dozen plates onone side, and on the other side a folding pocket kodak, two film cartridgesand bricks to balance. It was a display that would stop the passer-by, make

No, 28 for Of fbet Eyeglasses.

No. 27, with hump, for Outset Eyeglasses

No. 3i for Toric Lenses.

Manufacture! and Patented by

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.,
77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.

SOLD BY THE JOBBING TRADE. 
Send for Catalogue.

First Prize—Class A—Fay McFadden, Granville, N. V.

him ponder for a moment and then smile, and it was one that he wouldremember. It was humorous without lacking dignity, and the moral of itwas clear.
An excellent eye catcher, showing a little girl kodaking an unsuspectingcouple, the whole having a theatrical setting, was the interesting display%vhich captured second prize. The scene was one to remind the public ofthe summer vacation and the fun to be gotten out of taking the kodak along.There was a goodly assortment of kodaks to show that the storekeeper couldfill orders from stock. In every way it was a creditable display that wouldbring business.
The first prize in Class B was carried off by a unique window, of thekodak trolley line, with Brownies for operators, kodak cartridges forwheels and Brownie cameras for cars. A most novel idea was the trees

made by cutting the oaks from the front cover of the kodak catlaogues.
One feature of the contest is worth noticing and remembering. Manysmall dealers said they would be quite willing to enter the contest, butthat with their small stock they could not hope to successfully compete with

the larger concerns. The fallacy of this reasoning was evidenced in a
Wanamaker window which carried off a $5o prize. In this window was
shown a single kodak, yet the method of displaying it was so unique and
attractive that it was justly awarded a prize. No doubt this window was
more attractive than if it contained a hundred cameras—a salutary lesson
on the injudiciousness of crowding.

Second Prize---Class A—IV. C. Ellis, with Sanger 11 s., Dallas, 'texas

A Successful Business Must Pay More than Expenses
A well-known merchant figures the cost of doing business as follows :He says : It is surprising that many good business men deceive themselvesin regard to the cost of doing business—that is, the total cost as comparedwith the total sales. If they are making a good profit such a mistake maydo little harm, but if the profit is small the error may be disastrous. Weoccasionally hear of a retail business being done at about a cost of io percent, but if the matter was investigated it would probably be found that sev-eral items of expense had been omitted and that the acutual cost was nearer25 per cent.
Interest on the capital should be charged at a fair rate, say 5 per cent.The salary of each partner should be figured as part of the expense. Allclerk hire, commissions, rent, taxes, insurance, heating, lighting, advertising,traveling, postage and office expense, breakage and repairs, freight andcartage, as well as all material used in the store, such as paper, twine, etc.,should be included ; in fact, the expense of doing business covers everypenny paid out except the invoice cost of the goods, ancl no concern can liveunless they add to the invoice cost enough profit to cover all expense ofevery description. If the invoice cost of an article is $r and it sells for $r.25,it is easy to say we are making 25 per cent, but if the cost of doing businessis 25 per cent of the sales, we are selling at a loss of about 6 per cent, insteadof a profit of 25 per cent.
It should be remembered that 33'/3 per cent should be added to the costto cover the expense of 25 per cent. on the sales. It often happens that aline of goods must be sold at an advance of 5 or to per cent. over invoicecost, but if $roo are sold at 5 or 10 per cent. over invoice cost, $foo must besold at 40 to 5o per cent. over invoice cost to keep the sales on a payingbasis. jobbers sometimes make a failure by selling goods on a margin of
to tu per cent., when their expenses average fo per cent. on the total sales.

First Prize—Class IS—Howland & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Camera Advertising

As the jewelers have practically appropriated the optical trade, and ascameras and photographic supplies are a chief feature of that trade, anotherprofitable side line has, to a considerable extent, come under their control.The photographic craze in recent years has spread all over the world, andcatering to it is a source of income that the progressive jeweler and opticiancannot overlook. In this, as in all other lines, the antount of profit willdepend un the methods of handling ; and here again publicity must be thechief trade-bringing factor.
\Ve show on this jiage three window displa% s as an object lesson inthe economic advertising of optical goods. l.ast ■eir the Eastman KodakCompany offered prizes for the best kodak window display, and THE:

,s1.: takes pride in the fact that the first prize %vas carried off by oneof its subscribers, Fay McFadden, jeweler and optikian, of Granville, N. V.The judges were prominent advertising men, and w.e are told that therewas little argument about the placing of the first prize in Class A. Theidea brought out by Mr. McFadden appealed immediately to the judges.There were a pair of scales with a magazine camera and a dozen plates onone side, and on the ()Oka- side a folding pocket kodak, Iwo 111111 cartridgesand bricks to balance. It %VaS a display that would stop the passer-by, make
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him ponder for a moment and then smile, and it was one that he would
remember. It %'as humorous without lacking dignity, and the moral of it
was clear.

An excellent eye catcher, showing a little girl kodaking an unsuspecting
couple, the whole having a theatrical setting, was the interesting- displaywhich captured second prize. The scene was one to remind the public to
the summer %eication and the fun to be gotten out of taking the kodak al ate
There was a goodly assortment of kodaks to show that the storekeeper
fill orders from stock. In every way it %'as a creditable display that would
bring business.

The first prize in Class B was carried off by a unique window, of the
kodak trolley line, tvith Brownies for operators, kodak cartridges for
wheels and Brownie cameras for cars. A most novel idea was the trees
made by cutting the oaks from the front cover of the kodak catlaogues.

tine feature of the contest is ‘vorth noticing and remembering. I'ilany
small dealers said they would be quite %silling to enter the contest, but
that with their small stock they could not hope to successfully compete with
the larger concerns. The fallacy of this reasoning was evidenced in a
Wanamaker window which carried oil a $50 prize. In this window was
shown a sin.fge kodak, yet the method of displaying it was so unique and
attractive that it was justly awarded a prize. No doubt this window was
more attractive than if it contained a hundred cameras—a salutary lesson
Oil the injudiciousness of crowding.

See.0.1 Prize— Class C. Ellis, sih

A Successful Business Must Pay More than Expenses
A well-known merchant figures the cost ot ch,mg usiii as follows :I le says : It is surprising that many good business men clecei■e themselvesin regard to the cost of doing business—that is, the total cost as comparedwith the total sales. If they are making a good profit such a mistake maydo little harm, but if the profit is small the error may be disawous. Weoccasionally hear of a retail business being done at a) out ;i cost of t u percent, but if the matter was investigated it would probably be found that sev-eral items of expense had been omitted and that the acutual cost was nearer25 per cent.
Interest on the capital should be charged at a fair rate, say 5 per cent.The salary of each partner should be figured as part of the expense. Allclerk hire, commissions, rent, taxes, insurance, heating, lighting, advertising.traveling, postage and office expense, breakage and repairs, freight andcartage, as well as all material used in the store, such as paper, twine, etc.,should be included ; in fact, the expense (if doing business covers everypenny paid out except the invoice cost of the goods, and no concern can liveunless they add to the invoice cost enough profit to cover all expense ofevery description. If the invoice cost of an article is $t it sells for $1.25,it k easy to say we are making 25 per cent, but ii the cost of doing businessis .25 per cent of the sales, we are selling at a loss of about 6 per cent, insteadof 0 profit ut 25 per cent.
It should be remembered that 33 I; per cent should be added to the costt, i cover the expense of 25 per cent. on the sales. It often happens that aline of goods nmst be sold at an advance of 5 or to per cent. over invoice,ist, but if $ too are sold at 5 or to per cent. over invoice cost, $too must besold at 4o to 5u per cent. over invoice cost to keep the sales on a payingI asis. Jobbers sometimes make a failure by selling goods on a margin ofto to per cent., when their expenses average to per cent. on the total sales.

First PrIze—rlass B—Ilowlarel A , I as Angeles, Cal.
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"B. A. el CO." FRAMES
This is a 10 K. Gold Filled Frame that combines the very best wearing qualities with

a popular price. That this has been accomplished in the best possible manner is attested by
the large sales we have on them. Attached to each frame is a tag (see fac-simile cut below)
bearing our unconditional guarantee, and the letter "A" is stamped inside the bridge or
spring of each frame as a means of identification. Our Optical Department should interest
every Optician as well as Jeweler and Optician, for we carry a complete stock and are fully
equipped to handle all Optical business promptly and accurately. We pay especial attention

to prescriptions and guarantee every lens to be exactly according to
order. Our prices are always uniformly low.

No. K 103

and

No. K 103C

See our lock; Catalogue for
full line of Optical Goods,
Cameras, Talking Ma-
chines, etc.

10 K. Gold Filled.
WARRANT.

%Vs Iota replace We Ramo
ontl• • to0 . one should it WI to
gm, out.° Itatisfeot

Beni. Allen & Co.

Fac=simile of our Guaran-
tee Tag, which is attached
to each frame.

No. K 103. B. A. & Co. Gold
No. K 103C.
No. K 101.
No. K 100.
No. K 102C.
No. K 105.

No. K 106.

No. K 107.

No. K 33.

11

4,

4

No. K 100

and

No. K 102C

Filled Mountings, Riding Bows, per doz., $6.00'4 Cable " 8.50
Frames, Straight Temples, " 6.00

1 4 Riding Bows,
11 Cable Riding Bows, 8.50

Eyeglass Frames, Adj. Cork
Guards, . . . " 6.00

Eyeglass Frames, Wells Offset,
Cork Guards, . . 4 4 6.00

Eyeglass Frames, Wells Offset,
Shell Guards, . . 4 1 6.00

Eyeglass Mountings, Wells
Offset, Cork or Shell Guards,"

6 per cent. discount for cash.

'4

4

14

11

14

6.00

5,50

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians,

131-137 Wabash Ave. Chicago.
•■■■■•■•■
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Amateur Photography for Profit

UCH has been x% ritten on the use of the
camera by the amateur as a method of
earning money. To those who must sup-
port themselves, wholly or partially, by

work which does not intrude on their regular occu-
z)ations, the camera is recommended. For example,
the student paying his way through college. .There
are also many people who cannot afford the luxury
of a camera, unless they pay at least part of the
expense by means of profitable work for others.
Vet a definite statement of just what avenues are
open in this direction, and what degree of corn-
Anercial success may be obtained, has not been
printed ; perhaps because the writers had no prac-
tical experience in this line, and were only general-
izing. In the following paragraphs will be found
exact information of ways which have been found
profitable, and at the same time simple enough for
any amateur to follow.

The outfit must be considered
The Necessary first. When photographing for

profit the common snapshot
camera will not do. The bel-

lows type should be purchased ; one which will
accommodate at least a 5 x 7 plate, and the larger
the better, up to a to x 12. You need not pay so
iruch attention to getting a fine imported lens, one
of the cheaper American manufacture of recti-
linears will do just as well ; but select one whose
focus is at least fifteen inches long, i. e., one in
which the plate is about fifteen inches from the
lens when in position to take a picture. This is
important, for because of an optical law, which
need not be explained here, this length of focus will
enable you to take a picture with correct perspec-
tive ; and on a much larger scale than with the
lens of seven-inch focus so commonly sold. The
automatic shutters of the better grade en the
market to-day are all fairly accurate, but, except for
instantaneous work, a lens cap will do just as well.

Next in importance is the plate
and developer used. Use one
of the reputable makes of plate
of medium rapidity, and stick to

it. If you wish to have uniform results it is abso-
lutely necessary to use only one brand and speed
of plate so that you may at all times gage your
exposure correctly. Professional photographers
have trouble when they change the brand of plate
they have been using. The same is true of the
developer. Buy the constituents and know what
is in it. As said in regard to plates any reputable
developer will give good results, if used properly.
However, very few are suitable for the tyro, because
of some quality difficult to control. For instance,
pyro stains and deteriorates ; others lose density
in the fixing bath ; absolutely uniform temperature
is required by some. Thus I have found that the
following formula was to be depended on to work
evenly, clearly and quickly ; not to lose strength in
the fixing bath, and to give soft, well-graduated
negatives:

Metol .   30 g.
Hydro   30 g.
Sulphite of soda (crystals) .   i oz.
Carbonate of soda (crystals)   300 g.

Dissolve these in the order given, in twenty
ounces of water, and the developer is ready for use,
If placed in a glass-stoppered bottle away from the
light and heat, it will keep indefinitely. The
printing method used depends on the character of
the work, and will be noted in detail. Make a
record of all exposures, with conditions ; observe

Outfit

Plate and
Developer
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results, and you will soon be able to make good
negatives. The following paragraphs are arranged
in the order of the simplicity of the work ; not,
necessarily, the most profitable first. The exam-
ples are my own, and I can therefore vouch for their
authenticity and the exact measure of profit they
paid.

Photos. of 
An old Union l'assenger Station
graced our town (disgraced)
until a short time ago. It had
been an eyesore fora generation;

the newspapers had inveighed against it periodi-
cally ; at last, however, it was to be torn down.
I made a negative of it, 4 x 5 only, and showed the
resultant picture to friends ; in a short time I had
filled orders for several hundred copies. These I
printed on glossy paper and mounted on a dark
card, and sold for fifteen cents each. Figure for
yourself the profit. Seeing how popular they were,
I called on a retail dealer who gave premiums with
goods, and made arrangements for the use of my
station photographs at ten dollars the hundred.
I secured an order for three hundred. There are
many such subjects in which the public are inte-
rested. Pictures of college buildings, with good
lighting, are popular with students for sending
home ; I traveled seventy miles once with a class-
man in order to get a college view he wanted.
Photos. of fires, railroad wrecks, accidents, and
other news events should be secured as soon as
possible after the happening, and if the disaster is
of sufficient magnitude, the picture good, large and
clear, it will find a ready buyer in the large illu-
strated weeklies. They pay from two to five
dollars each. Photographs which are to be repro-
duced should be on glossy paper and dried on
ferrotype plates to insure a perfect surface, in
which all details show.

The foregoing examples are of
a class which appeal to people
at large, and to be popular must
be sold at a low figure. A better

price may be secured when pictures of large groups,
picnic parties, family reunions, flashlights of social
gatherings, and the like, are made. Opportunities
to take these come quite frequently to the amateur
if he advertises the fact that he is prepared to fill
such commissions. In posing groups out of doors
always select a shady, open space where a broad
light can be had. Never take such a group in sun-
light. Do not hesitate to use more than one plate,
for, by varying the exposure a bit, you may secure
a fine negative, where the first might have been a
failure. Some one is apt to move, no matter how
careful you may be. In picnic parties there are
always a number who want a laughable picture
taken. Photograph the general group first, then
pose these humerous ones to their satisfaction, for
they will pay for prints from both negatives. To
avoid the objectionable starey eyes so common in
flashlight pictures have a light burning behind or
above the camera during the exposure. Such eyes
are due to the enlarged pupil caused by attempts
to see in the dark. Never attempt two flash pic-
tures in succession, the smoke from the first will
be sure to fog the plate.

Pictures of this kind, of a 5 x 7
Prices of Photos. size, sell readily at twenty to

twenty-five cents each, and op-
portunities to take them should be eagerly watched
for, as they are perhaps the most lucrative phase
of photographic work. They are best printed on
gaslight developing paper, and mounted on large,
plain cards of an ivy-green shade.

Photographs of children and babies pay the
highest prices. Such subjects are apt to be very

Old Land Marks

Group
Photographs
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restless and constrained in strange surroundings,
and for this reason it is difficult to obtain a natural
picture of them in the studio, especially because of
the comparatively long exposure required indoors.
Therefore, parents welcome the amateur who will
attempt their portraiture at home, and are willing
to pay high prices for successful pictures, especially
such as show characteristic poses.

These are, moreover, not diffi-
cult to secure. One of the sim-
plest methods, yet productive of
the most attractive results, is

the use of grass as a background. Here your
fifteen-inch focus will come in good play. You are
able to place the camera far enough away to secure
good perspective, and still get the figures large on
the plate. Focus on the eyes of your sitter. In
the broad shade of a house, with the open sky to
the north or south, and a stop of f 8, one-fifth to
one-half, to one second, is all the exposure needed,
thus enabling you to catch the unconscious momen-
tary pose which is so pleasing. Babies are more
difficult. They are best posed in the go-carts so
popular now, with a bush of some kind for a back-
ground. Hide as much of the structure of the cart
as possible, by means of drapery and foliage.

Portraits of old people are often wanted. Place
them in their favorite chairs, making no especial
attempt to pose them, for they become restive and
awkward in their efforts to please. Never, never,
use the clapboarded side of a house as a back-
ground. It is impossible pictorially.

The price you will be able to
Make Pictures to get for your pictures depends

very much on your business
ability. In making up the pic-

ture, please the customer. Some people still prefer
the glossy print and will insist on it ; give it to
them. Do not attempt to convince them that the
black and white mat pictures are more artistic.
Make those for people who appreciate such qual-
ities. Professional photographers have an engaging
way of charging widely different prices for the same
print on different mounts. Here is an opening for
the progressive amateur. These mounts, of a 5 x 7
size, vary only sixty cents per dozen between the
cheapest and the most expensive. Use the best
mounts and good taste in selecting the style, and
your pictures will acquire a reputation which will
secure you much future work. I get from three to
four dollars the dozen for portraits and groups,
5 x 7 in size.

Pictures of animals, pets and dwelling houses
are generally not worth troubling with, except when
one can ask a high price for a single picture, or
perhaps by making a specialty of them.

There is still one other phase of
the art which it should be the
ambition of every amateur phb-
tographer to enter, because it

calls for a high class of work, and the attainment
means something. This is the production of land-
scape figure and genre studies, which will sell on
their artistic merits, or are suitable for entrance in
the many prize competitions arranged by photo.
supply manufacturers, magazines and others. Only
the few can win success here, but it is worth
striving for.

To sum up : Get a lens of at least fifteen-inch
focus, use one brand and speed of plate, familiarize
yourself with it and stick to it ; do the same as
regards developer. Never pose people for portraits
in sunlight. Never allow poor work to go out, so
that you need not be ashamed to put your name
and address on all work. Above all, be prompt in
deliveries. —.sow Von Engelin in Photo Eta.

Poses for
Pictures

Please Purchasers

Landscape
Studies



The

Geneva
and

Retinoscope
Ophthalmoscope Combined

The One Instrument that is Indispensable to the Progressive Optician.
Puts an end to the old method of guessing at a patient's correction after a long and tedious subjective test,as well as revealing the retina so striking and perfect that diagnosis of diseases affecting the retina is made extremely easy.Illustrative descriptive booklet will be sent on request.

Price, $80.00, less 6 per cent. discount for cash.

N. B.—" Geneva Ij Work is accurate."

42 N. Broad St.,

Successors to KELLAM 6 MOORE,

Manufacturing and Wholesale
Opticians, ATLANTA, GA.

" THE PIONEER SURFACE GRINDERS.'
In every line some one must be in the lead--and the survival of the fittest " is still the rule of life.For years we have led. We are the pioneer surface grinders of the South, and the fact that we have outstripped all otherhouses, points, with great significance, to the kind of work we have and are doing.Our Prescription Department possesses every optical improvement known—and not only are the machines there, but in the handsof skilled workmen—there's a great deal in that, too. Some men can do more with a jackknife than others can with a chest of tools.

TRANSLUCENT SIGNS.
Improve your show windows. Trans-

lucent Signs will prove to be silent
salesmen, always telling passers-by
what is going on inside.

Inexpensive—in bright colors—the
eye in full detail, opera glasses, field
glasses, etc. Easily applied.

Write us about them. We use
them ourselves and know that they
are all right.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Two Ophthalmometers at a re-

duced price—two that we took upon
a debt.
One Hardy Ophthalmometer in per-

fect condition. A late model. Write
us about it.
One Javal-Schio-tz Ophthalmometer;

also a late model, and in excellent
condition.

OPTICAL STOCK.
Just a word in passing about regular

stock—our optical stock—it fills
promptly every want, because it is
complete, and to possess this com-
pleteness it has been necessary to make
it cover a range about five times that
of any other stock in the South. Every
optical staple or special at all in de-
mand is here.

Write for samples also of ourgold-leaf
rase lettering. We are fully equipped.

February,

Virginia Optical Society
A meeting of the Virginia State Optical Asso-

ciation will be held in Richmond, Va., on February
19, 1903. The members are looking forward to this
meeting with great anticipation and THE KEY-
STONE trusts that they are not looking in vain.
The meeting will be devoted almost entirely to
educational work.

A number of the leading opticians of the State
will prepare papers on subjects which concern the
refracting optician. One feature of the meeting
will be a clinic and each optician present will have
an opportunity to show any new or original idea in
the manner of fitting.

This meeting will in no manner conflict with
the meeting to be held in Staunton in August.

The Minnesota State Optical
Association

The regular quarterly meeting of the Minnesota
State Optical Association will be held at Minne-
apolis, March 3d. The board of directors are
working up an interesting program consisting of
two or three papers by some of the willing work-
ers, also a clinical session where only a few pair of
eyes will be taken up and the modus operandi
fully explained. At this meeting will also be set-
tled the question of where to hold the big summer
meeting of two or three days. There is quite a
fight on between Duluth, St. Cloud and Lake City
for the honor, as it will make a nice short vacation
trip for all. The intention is to make it a social,
as well as a business meeting. Let all be on hand
to vote for their favorite.

Central New York Optical Society
The Central New York Optical Society met at

the office of President H. C. Watts, in the Univer-
sity Building, Syracuse, January 16. Routine bus-
iness was transacted and Jules La Rocque, of
Pittsburg, admitted to membership after which an
adjournment was made to the office of Dr. A. J.
Abeel in the same building. Dr. Abeel gave an
interesting address on the Roentgen ray and fol-
lowed with a demonstration of these rays and of
static electricity. The opticians took a deep inter-
est in the doctor's address and at its conclusion
were enthusiastic in according him a hearty vote of
thanks. The following were in attendance : C. B.
Hibbard, Pulaski ; W. B. Gorham, Camillus;
A. W. Golder, Seneca Falls ; C. L. De Long,
Oneonta, and James Holden, H. C. Watts, A. G.
Golder, C. H. Rabbit, W. 0. Conger, Wm. D.
Oertel, R. J. Phillips, of Syracuse.

Southern Minnesota Optical Society
The first (1903) quarterly meeting of the

Southern Minnesota Optical Association will be
held in the hall of the Commercial Club, at Red
Wing, Minn., February 26, 1903.

There will be two sessions, one at 2 P. m and
another at 7 P. M. In the afternoon four persons,
" technical cases," will be examined and cases
described to the audience. The programme will
be as follows :
" Eye Strain, from the Medical Practitioner's

Standpoint," by A. W. Jones, M. D., Red Wing.
"The Static Machine ; Its Uses. Electric

Therapeutics and X-Ray Demonstrated with the
Static Machine," by E. H. Bagly, M. D., Lake
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City, Minn., and F. W. Dimmitt, M. D., Red
Wing, Minn.

"The Visual Effects of Astigmatism," illus-
trated with the magic lantern, by Dr. E. C. Roberts,
Red Wing, Minn.
" The Various Kinds of Lenses Used in the

Correction of Errors of Refraction ; How Same
Are Made," fully explained, by C. A. Hoffman,
Minneapolis, Minn.
" Choroiditis, Retinitis," paper by the presi-

dent, Prof. J. W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.
" Presbyopia," paper by Dr. G. E. Fricke,

Pine Island, Minn.
The following members will also take part:

S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; J. E. Fairchild,
Fairmont, Minn.; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn.;
Dr. C. M. Stanton and Mrs. Gertrude Ayer-
Stanton, Minneapolis, Minn., and others.

This will be the best optical meeting ever held
in the State, and all members are requested to
attend.

The North Dakota State Optical
Association

A call has been sent out for a meeting at Fargo,
N. Dak., February loth and iith, for the purpose
of organizing a State Optical Association. A very
interesting programme has been arranged including
papers by Miss Emma Conyne, Mauden, N. Dak. ;
S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn., and A. Swenning-
sen, Moorhead, Minn. The two latter are going
as the representatives of the Minnesota State Asso-
ciation to give their sister State the benefit of their
experience in Minnesota. A large attendance is
desired to insure a good start. We trust every
optician in the State will be on hand to lend their
assistance at this important stage.

Kinescopy
ED. KEYSTONE :—The article on kinescopy in

the December issue of your journal reminds me
that about a year ago I discovered a short para-
graph in an old issue of the Therapeutic Gazette
dating back ten or twelve years fully describing the
method of determining the refraction of the eye by
means of a disk with pin hole in it which is credited
to Dr. Holth.

Since that time I have used the method in
some cases, but find that even intelligent persons
require some training with it before they can make
the test, and in some cases, for want of dexterity
and familiarity with such work, it is not reliable.
In my own case I can correct my hypermetropia
exactly by this method.

Yours truly,
Pleasanton, Kans. R. J. PEARE, M. D.

[There can be no doubt that the method of Dr.
Holth has been used before him, as the principle of
Scheiner, which underlies it, is well known since
the year 1619. It is more the peculiar manner in
which it is employed and the apparatus, con-
structed by him, that justify us in speaking of
kinescopy as original with Dr. Holth. In tact, the
writer has seen this method employed in the office
of Dr. William Thomson, of Philadelphia, about
ten years ago, where he also saw another modifica-
tion of it, namely the moving of a card in front of
the eye to determine whether the movement of it
produced any movement in the object looked at or
not. To prove, however, that the phenomenon,
observed in kinescopy, has been known for a long
time we must go back to the year 1837 when J.
Mile in Poggendorf's Annalen first described the
apparent movement of an object not in focus for
the eye if it is looked at through a narrow opening
and this opening itself be moved. This phenome-
non was described more in detail in the year 1851
by H. Mayen—ED.]
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Physician Favors Optical Legislation
Charles L. Proctor, of Bismarck, N. Dak., re-

ceived some time ago the following letter from an
eminent physician of his acquaintance in that State.
As our readers will note, it has reference to the
question of optical legislation and is pervaded by
a very healthy sentiment:

Charles L. Proctor, Bismarck, N. Dak.
DEAR SIR :—Your circular letter received a

few days ago, and in reply will say that while I am
not an optician, still I believe that a good strong
measure should be drafted, and brought before the
coming legislature for passage, providing that all
applicants be required to take an examinotion, pay
a reasonable fee, and show evidence of a fair edu-
cation, before being issued a license to practice in
North Dakota. The law should also provide that
those practicing would be protected from the " trav-
eling spectacle vendor," whose stock in trade is
usually cheek and the experience gained in distrib-
uting dodgers from house to house for a period
varying from one week to two months.

Opticians we must have with us, so let us get
as good men as possible so that the innocent pub-
lic will not be gulled by a lot of traveling incom-
petents.

Allow me to suggest, if I may, that while
those already in practice will be entitled to their
licenses (as no law Could be passed that will be
retroactive) they must also be able to show that
they have been in active practice and are residents
of the State at least six months. That would shut
out those that have passed through on a flying trip
from applying for a license. I remain,

Yours sincerely,
M. D.

Is Our Present Method of Measuring
the Visual Acuity Correct?
The visual acuity is measured by a frac-

tion, the numerator of which gives the dis-
tance at which the test letters are actually
made out by the patient, while the denomi-
nator tells the distance at which they ought to
have been seen by him. Now it is evident that
the large letters cover a greater area of the
retina, or a greater number of cones, than
the smaller ones do, and the question there-
fore arises whether the cones farther away
from the retinal center have the same value
for. vision as the central ones have ; for it is
evident that we can compare the vision of
large letters with that of small ones only
if both retinal areas have the same visual
value.

Now it is well known that the more peri-
pheral parts of the retina are much less sensi-
tive than the central ones, and we therefore
should expect that the vision of the largest
letters on Snellen's card should not be
measured by the same formula as that of the
small letter. This question therefore is quite
important and ought to be settled. This has
been done lately by H. A. Laan, of Utrecht,
in his inaugural dissertation in a most care-
ful manner. He proves that the central visual
acuity is quite the same ill a retinal area
around the point of fixation measuring 31
minutes in a vertical and 55 minutes in a
horizontal direction. Now as the greatest
letter of Snellen covers only about this area
in which every element has the same visual
value, it is evident that we are fully justified
in using the same formula for expressing the
visual acuity, whether the letters are small or
large as long as they do not cover a greater
retinal area than 31 minutes verticallly and
55 minutes horizontally.
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THE
WARNER & SWASEY

COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

WA RN ER
AND

SWAS EY
UNIVERSAL PRISM

FIELD
GLASSES

We guarantee each
glass to be of the
HIGHEST
QUALITY
both optically and
mechanically.

COMPARATIVE FIELDS.

Field as shown by the Warner
Swasey Prism Field Glass.

Field as shown by The best old-
style Field Glass of same power.

Made in three powers
—magnifying 6, 8 and
to diameters.
Ask your jobber for

them.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

The Patience of JOB No Longer Needed

when nsing

Screw Grip Post and Guard
Frames and Mountings.

mpossible for Post Screw to work loose.
No Ins-lock needed—used with ordinary postsl'I-t•W. Corrugation does it and holds guards

NO EXTRA charge for Screw Grip Postand Guard on our i i K. gold filled frames and
mountings.

SURE FIT MOUNTINGS
with Screw Grip Post and Guard.

Adjustable to lenses of any thickness.
Reduces Breakage to a Minimum.

Accuracy and Promptness in our PRESCRIPTION WORK isassured. One trial, and we will do your work in the future.
ESTABLISHED 1850.

THE L. BLACK CO•,
Wholesale Opticians, DETROIT, MICH.

Master Work on Lenses.
A complete mastery of the science of lenses is a sinequa non of the thoroughly qualified optician. The standard

treatise on this subject is

Ophthalmic Lenses,
by Chas. F. Prentice, M. F. , with which is incorporated
Dioptric Formula: for Combined Cylindrical Lenses, the
Prism Dioptry and other original papers. This information
can be had in no other treatise. Price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

TH E KEYSTONE,
19th rthd 13t-tswrs PHIL,AIEWL.PHIA, PA.

Why not increase the prestige and profits of your business,besides securing an honorable profession by being an

OPTICIAN?
It will take no time from your business or other work.

OUR MIETUIOD
of teaching is by correspondence—and is as complete,thorough and scientific as taught by any college in the land.

ALL-ROUND REGULAR COURSE $8.00.
( $2.00 down ; $t.00 per week.)

Being incorporated, we have the legal right to confer the degreeDoctor of Optics. Headquarters

American Optical College, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.
BRANCH OFFICE- 3 Apsley Villas, Hounslow, Middlesex, England.

Boston's New 1 House.
Accurate Work.

Promptly Returned.
Prices Reasonable,

C. N. QUINIIBY,
373 Washington Street,

Room 24, Jewelers' Building. Boston, Mass.

\..I111e.■/\/11■•
01 Kellam & Moore's

COLLEGE of OPTICS
OIL

(Incorporated.)
111Nothing will pay afeweler better think A

I to become a theoretical and practical r
optician. And if ho desires the nuist 11

A thorough instruction possible in bothor theoretical and applied optics, he It
14 should write

JNO. L. MOORE & SONS,
Atlanta, Ga.

44 Two Courses, ATTENDANCE and
CORRESPONDENCE 0Ak

NEW SPEC. TEMPLE FERRULES.

Soft solder 9tlined.
They

\
flemake a

strong,
ItSro,""neat lob ;

no solder
showing.

No. 1. Box 34 gross, assorted 10 K. gold,gold filled and silver, per box, . . $1.00No. 2. Box 34 gross, assorted, 5 doe. goldfilled anifl doz. silver, per NIX, . . . .75No. 3. Paper of 18 gold filled and 6 sil-ver, per paper,  25No. 4. Paper of 24 gold filled, per paper,  50
Ask moo- jobber jin• ibeni.

FRED MAHLER, Mfg. Jeweler,
107 Canal Street, ("rand Rapids, Mich.

I

Are You
an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come? if so, send
for the full and
illustrated courseentitled "Ophthalmic Hypnotism," Itwill surprise and delight you. It is a com-plete course of go lessons, a S25 course foronly 51.00 to Practicing Opticians.

Introductory Lesson FREE. Address

JOHANN HARRAES, M. D., Oph. D.,
257 W. Madison St., Chicago.

(10

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A
TRIAL CASE.

Price, $2.00.

Throw Away the Rule and Stop
Your Guessing.

'the difficulty of fitting eyeglasses made easy
by using

Stevenson's Eyeglass Guard Gage.
For sale by

I. A. HARDY & CO., Chicago, Ill.,BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Chicago, III.,JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO., Detroit, Mich.(111.0BE OPTICAL CO., Boston, Mass., andTHE ANOLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,
47 Hatton Darden, London, C. C.
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Annual Meeting of the Indiana Optical
Society

The eighth annual convention of the Indiana
Optical Society, held in the Denison House, India-
napolis, Ind., Monday and Tuesday, January 12th
and 13th, proved a pronounced success despite the
raging blizzard which swept the Middle States the
day preceding. Some speakers were unable to
reach Indianapolis, but fortunately other well-
known ones who were in attendance kindly volun-
teered their services. President Jenkins was de-
layed by the storm and failed to reach the meeting
in time to pre-
side at the open-
ing session,
Monday morn-
ing. The morn-
ing was con-
sumed in recep-
tion, registration
and social chat.
Fifteen new
members filed
their applica-
tions for mem-
bership before
noon. While the
S torm proved
too much for
some of the
fain t- hearted
brothers, it had
no effect upon
the lady mem-
bers, Miss Nellie
Conner, of the
extreme south-
ern portion of
the State, and
Miss Erisman, of
La Fayette, in
the northern
part, being the
first to arrive at
the assembly
room.

John C. Eber-
hardt opened
t h e afternoon
session with an
address upon
' Objective Diagnosis and Essential Accessories,"
an intensely interesting and practical talk upon the
necessity of perfection in objective work for the
up-to-date refractionist.

Harry P. Holmes, president of the Iowa Opti-
cal Society, was next on the programme for a talk
on " Our Legal Status." A telegram, however,
announced that Mr. Holmes was snow-bound be-
tween his home and Chicago. Dr. Earl Brown
very kindly volunteered to fill the place with his
illustrated lecture on " The Retina." Dr. Brown
appeared before the society at its last annual con-
vention, but many new and excellent plates made
his last talk one of great interest, even to those
who had the pleasure of hearing him previously.

A clinic at the evening session was, as one
member put it, " well worth the price of admission."
The intended trolley ride on Tuesday morning was
abandoned because of the severe weather. With
the mercury at the zero point and " the beautiful"
in huge drifts everywhere, it was deemed wisest
to remain indoors. In the afternoon Geo. A.
Rogers spoke upon " Subjective Optometry,"
giving many practical points and illustrations by

means of a mechanical contrivance of his own
invention. Mr. Rogers' address was listened to
with great pleasure. In the prize distribution,
which followed, the lucky members were : Ed.
Israel, of Harrison ; C. W. Stone, of Washington ;
D. S. Whittaker, of Lebanon ; T. D. Cloud and
Geo. L. Spahr. Designating the member of the
rear-view photograph created much amusement,
and the ten-dollar gold piece offered as a " reward "
still reposes in the treasury of the Indiana Optical
Society because the members failed to name the
individual pictured thereon, who proved to be
E. E. Wilbur, of Attica.
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Secretary Grubb was presented with a gold
watch and chain, " for efficient services during the
year 1902."

l'resident J. H. Ellis, of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians, who was down for a talk on
" Ophthalmoscopy " at 2.00 P. M. on Tuesday,
reached the assembly room at 5.30, tired, cold and
disgusted, having been twelve hours covering a
distance of two hundred miles. Despite the dis-
comforts of the day, his usual good nature did not
desert him.

Undoubtedly one of the most successful State
society meeting ever held, the credit being due in

a great measure
to the systematic
advertising done
by Wm. E. Hus-
ton, who had
this work in
charge.

John C. Eber-
hardt has ren-
dered valuable
service at sev-
eral meetings of
this society and
is a general fa-
vorite with the
Hoosiers. He
was elected an
honorary mem-
ber at the open-
ing session.

It is to be re-
gretted that the
severe inclem-
ency of the
weather inter-
fered somewhat
with the meet-
ing, but its suc-
cess in face of
this unforeseen
condition was
all the more
creditable. Even
the discomforts
of those who
journeyed far-
thest did not
prevent them
from proclaim-

convention an unqualified success and much
more than compensated them for the incidental
expense or inconvenience of attending.

OF LEADING MEMBERS.

The evening session of Tuesday was occupied
principally by a discussion on the advisability of
presenting a bill before the present legislature to
govern and regulate the practice of optometry,
and deciding upon ways and means. The question
was finally referred to a committee composed of
C. M. Jenkins, Wm. E. Huston, B. F. Crisenberry
and E. N. Canada, with instructions to act if they
could increase the funds sufficiently to warrant the
step. Owing to the likelihood of a fight and the
fact that the present officers have been in charge
of and are familiar with this phase of the question,
all were re-elected for the ensuing year. It was
deemed unwise, as one member remarked, " to
swap horses in the middle of the stream." The
meeting closed with a unanimous vote to affiliate
with the American Association of Opticians.
The mid-year meeting will be held sometime
in June.

F. A. Hardy & Co., Geneva Optical Co., J. M.
& A. C. Johnston Co., Julius King Optical Co. and
the Murine Eye Remedy Co. had representatives
present. Something like thirty-five new members
were added at this meeting.

the

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Optical Association was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, Tuesday evening, January 20th.
August A. Klein, M.D., of Boston, who was un-
able to be present at the December meeting, de-
livered a lecture on " Presbyopia."

Granite State Optical Association
The last meeting of the Granite State Optical

Association was confined to the transaction of
business of a routine character, owing to the fact
that the association was disappointed in the speaker
for the occasion. The members enjoyed some
informal discussion on business matters, however.
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A Life Scholarship in our College
for Only $7.50.

DEGREE, DOCTOR OF OPTICS, CONFERRED.

Lists for the next class open until February i8th. Class to
start promptly on the 23d.

Our announcement last month of a permanent reduction in our tuition fee from
$25.00 to $7.5o met with a more encouraging reception than we anticipated.

Our January enrollment was much larger than that of any previous monthly class
in the history of our college.

Letters of inquiry are still coming in on every mail, and we have already booked
a large number of pupils for the February class.

Our course covers the subject thoroughly from the first elementary principles of
Light and Physical Optics to Muscular Anomalies and Higher Prisms.

We have omitted nothing that would be of practical value to our students.
We guarantee to make you a skillful optician if you follow our instructions.

Each student is a life student and free to write to us for advice at any time.
We are especially proud of the fact that we have a larger number of students

in the field than any two other optical colleges in the world combined.
During the year just passed we averaged over one hundred and thirty students

per month for the entire twelve months.
So far as we know we have never had a single graduate who did not say that

the course was worth a good deal more than $25.00 to hint
Our new prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," contains testimonials

from every State in the United States and Canada and from foreign countries.
It gives full particulars of our College and of our system of teaching Optics

by mail.
We will gladly send it to you, together with our circular. " A Permanent Reduc-

tion," upon request.
A postal will do. Write us to-day.

The South Bend College of Optics (Incorporated),
South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

February, 1903 THE KEYSTONE

Illinois Optical Society
The next regular meeting of the Illinois Opti-

cal Society will be held in Chicago, March 12th and
13th, at the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Asso-
ciation on the sixth floor of the Columbus Memo-
rial Building. There will be an evening session
Thursday night and an afternoon session Friday
afternoon, March 13th, the meeting winding up
with a banquet that evening at the Palmer House.
Prof. Geo. A. Rogers is chairman of the literary
programme committee, and will take charge of this
part of the meeting. The banquet promises to be
a happy and enjoyable affair.

Wisconsin State Optical Society
The semi-annual meeting of the Wisconsin

State Optical Society was held in the club rooms of
the Plankinton House, Milwaukee, on January 21st.
The meeting was called to order by H. Waldeck
in the absence of Alva Snider, who was unable to
attend owing to illness in his family. In the regu-
lar course of business the treasurer reported a sub-.
stantial sum on hand and, further, that the defence
fund was almost paid up. Prof. G. A. Rogers
addressed the society on the question of affiliation
with the American Association of Opticians. It
was decided to take some final action in this matter
at the coming annual meeting. After passing the
examination before the board of examiners, A.
Caspri, of Milwaukee ; H. P. Hurzu, of Grand
Rapids, and J. N. Wilcox, of Waterloo, were ad-
mitted to membership in the society. Three mem-
bers were dropped for non-payment of dues. The
next meeting will be held in La Crosse during the
month of July, the exact date to be fixed by the
board of directors. The society is making satis-
factory progress and the membership is being
steadily increased.

Utica Optical Club
The banquet of the Utica Optical Club was

held last month, and was successful to a degree
that should encourage the members to make social
gatherings a more frequent feature of their organi-
zation. The feast was served at Owens' Cafe,
which had been prettily decorated for the occasion.
Grace was said by Rev. A. Sterling Barner, of
Immanuel Baptist Church, who was the guest of
honor. Richard Perlen acted as toastmaster, and
the following post-prandial programme was gone
through : Paper on " Skiascopy," N. A. Burrill ;
paper on " Cataract," C. A. Enquest ; addresses
by a number of others present, among them A. M.
Kenney, E. D. Kenney, C. T. Evans and G. W.
Payne. Many of the topics spoken upon were
discussed in an interesting informal way, conducive
to the benefit of those present.

Among those who attended were : George H.
Stone, Ilion ; C. B. Sanford, Hamilton ; Richard
Perlen, B. Thomas Clark, N. A. Burrill, C. A. En-
quest, J. F. O'Connor, G. W. Payne, Arthur D.
Evans, Charles T. Evans, George H. Evans,W. W.
McDaniels, E. J. Tschabold, A. M. Kenney and
E. D. Kenney, Utica.

This club has made a progress during its three
years of existence which speaks highly for the
energy and perseverance of the executive. The
club was formed as a temporary organization on
January 28, 1901. At that time the opticians of
Utica assembled for the purpose of adopting such
measures and employing such means as would best
serve to protect their business interests. Pursuant

to the sentiment then expresed a temporary organ-
ization was formed, which adopted for its name
the Utica Optical Club. At a subsequent meeting,
May 27, 1901, a constitution and by-laws were
adopted and the club became a permanent organ-
ization. The object of the club is to further the
interests of opticians in Utica and vicinity, and to
elevate them to a professional status.

California State Association of
Opticians

At the meeting of the California State Associa-
tion of Opticians, held recently in San Francisco,
the following re-elected officers were installed :
President, L. Kuttner, San Francisco ; first vice-
president, F. W. Laufer, Oakland, Cal.; second
vice-president, H. J. Nims, San Jose, Cal.; financial
secretary, John Rinner, San Francisco ; recording
secretary, Albert J. Schohay, San Francisco, and
Charles H. Wood, Oakland, Cal. The only mem-
ber newly elected to the board of directors was
C. L. Hogue. William R. Johnson, San Francisco,
was elected treasurer and L. B. Lawson, Santa
Rosa, Cal., was elected sergeant-at-arms.

The recent deaths of Isador Nordman and
Charles Hess drew forth resolutions of condolence.
A. E. Banks, J. R. Pardee and L. B. Lawson
were admitted to membership. At the conclusion
of the business programme an elaborate banquet
was held. The guests included the wives of the
members and a number of lady friends.

" Failing Eyesight," Failing Intellect,
and "Advanced Civilization"
In recent issues we noticed the newspaperish

delusion that failing eyesight is a result of civiliza-
tion, and that the proof of this is the increased use
of spectacles. We said that the saffron-colored
medical journals would soon be echoing this non-
sense. This has come true, and we read in our con-
temporaries that " failing eyesight is the deplorable
but unavoidable concomitant feature of advanced
civilization," that the habit of wearing glasses is
the proof of this, a habit growing not only in
Germany but all over the world, and that gas and
the electric light have much to do with this eyesight
failure, possibly, also, dust and fog, and traveling
underground. The cure advocated is that " an
individual should avoid poring over small print by
artificial light, except when absolutely necessary."
Poor newspaperdom ! To write without thinking,
without any knowledge of the facts. and without
seeking any knowledge, is so easy that, in the
stilted language quoted, it seems "a deplorable
but unavoidable concomitant feature of advanced
civilization." A little time ago this same writer
explained that the ill-health of Carlyle was due to
" the insanitary and sedentary existence he led."
He did not care to learn that Carlyle's " existence "
was not insanitary and absolutely not sedentary,
because he exercised in the open air the greater
part of the waking portion of every day. In the
same way our contemporary advises the use of the
rushlights alid tallowdips of our ancestors instead
of our superior gas and electric lights. Spectacles,
we may add, are not a proof of failing eyesight, as
there is no scientific proof whatsoever that the eye-
sight of civilized people is failing, and there is
every reason to believe that it is improving. If
there were proofs of failing eyesight the cure for it
is not to "avoid the poring," but to get proper
spectacles for the parer. —American Medicine.

There is no better optical college anywhere
than the National College of Optics, located at
Cedar Raoids, Iowa. Their full correspondence
course (which is the same as their regular $5o,00
personal attendance course) can be had now for
only Sio.00. Write for free catalogue. —Adv.
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Optical Notes

.0 F. C. Kuebler, of Jasper, Ind., has taken a
course in a Chicago optical college.

.at P. Kornblum has opened a first-class optical
business in Greenville, Miss. He has installed an
outfit of the most improved refractive instruments.

.0 J. L. Borsch & Co., 1324 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, have published a directory of the
opticians of the United States. A copy of the
directory can be had for 75 cents.

,,ot The Minnesota State Board of Examiners
in Optometry will meet at St. Paul, March 3d and
4th, for the examination of applicants for license to
practice in Minnesota, and for the transaction of
routine business.

4$ R. M. Rasmusson, optician, hitherto with
C. L. Byrd & Co., Memphis, Tenn., now holds a
position in Philadelphia. He has been succeeded
by W. C. Graves. James Condon, formerly with
Byrd & Co., is now located in Atlanta, Ga.

,,at H. W. Liggette, optician with J. N.
Mulford, Memphis, Tenn., contemplates a trip to
Cuba in the near future, and as he is an amateur
photographer of more than ordinary ability he will
doubtless secure some fine views of Cuba and
Cuban life.

,o1 The Milwaukee Optical Mfg. Co., has is-
sued an announcement which states that this firm
has acquired additional space adjoining their pres-
ent quarters where they are opening an optical job-
bing business. The announcement further states
that the company will continue in its " strictly
wholesale " principle.

‘Valter Reed, optician, of Portland, Oregon,
is one of the most effective, enterprising advertisers
in the West. During the Christmas season his
publicity took on the novel form of a Christmas
carol, one canto of which appeared in each one of
a series of ads. The rhyme, which is so often ri-
diculous in advertising, was free and felicitous and
the typographical appearance very creditable.

ji The De Zeng Optical Co., of Germantown,
Pa., have much improved their new luminous
retinoscope and added a very fine luminous oph-
thalmoscope to their line of specialties. The com-
pany have made extensive improvements in their
facilities for manufacturing and selling their pro-
ducts for the coming year. H. L. De Zeng will be
at the factory to superintend the business personally.

,a8 C. E. Folsom, with Julius R. Watts & Co.,
optician, of Atlanta, Ga., has issued a neat 5 x 4
booklet, printed in black, on enameled paper, and
bound in a green cover. It gives an interesting
talk upon the eyes, and exploits Mr. Folsom's
facilities in a very readable way. It also gives
illustrations of his handsome optical quarters and
of some stages in the examination of a patient.

41 George E. Zimmerman, for many years
Eastern representative of Taylor Bros., thermom-
eter manufacturers, of Rochester, N. Y., has gone
with the R. Hoehn Co., of New York City. Mr.
Zimmerman will make his headquarters at Chicago,
where he will open an office, and from there will
cover the Middle Western States. He is one of
the best known traveling men in this line of goods,
especially in the Eastern States, where he has been
working for a number of years and where he has a
large following. He has a splendid opportunity in
his new position to build up a good trade in his
new territory, and we have no doubt that he will
succeed in doing so.
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A VEST POCKET OPERA GLASS
HALF AN INCH THICK.

Covered in Black Morocco.

Furnished also in Colored Leather and Gilt.

Nothing to Wear Out. PATENTED AUMTST 12, 1902.

" LA REINE " is a folding opera glass that may be carried in the vest
pocket. No case is necessary, as the patent cover and arrangement fully
protect the lenses.

When opened, all side-lights are eliminated—the lenses have remarkable
magnifying power, and give a large field of vision.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., SOLE I M PORTERS,
21 Rue de l'Echiquier, PARIS. 37=39 Maiden Lane (Lorsch Building), NEW YORK.

Minneapolis School of Engraving and Watchmaking,
411 Lumber Exchange, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.Four to six months' terms..

Pupils when far enough advanced, draw pay for all work done in all branches.
We teach on actual work only. All graduates guaranteed proficient.

Only limited number pupils taken.

Complete Course

ENGRAVING and WATCHMAKING,

$65.00.

A ANOTHER GREAT SUCCESS
at Sherman, Texas, right after Holidays.

Jeweler E. S. Smith Selling Out at Auction. 

Leads the World for Conducting
Large and Successful Sales.

Office—Columbus Memorial Building, Room 3o6,
CHICAGO, ILL.

R. M. HARDING, Auctioneer.
HOLIDAY TRADE IS OVER.

HIVVC you !III) II 11■11, stock you would like til have ,smverted into cash?
If so, write tile.

But All Depends on the Auctioneer.
I hold the record for the greatest number of Soc.,— rul sales made by any

single auctioneer. I will give 610011 to anyone W1111 call oW I over made a
single failure. Aly clients run no risk. 1 can eon% iace • ■ ■ 1' this fact by refer-
ring you to hundreds of jewelers for whom 1 have ii,nk sales.

What the late P. J. Burroughs has written
hundreds of Jewelers: Get Harding to conduct your sale when you Can't get me, as
he has sold with me in many big sales, and I regard Mr. Harding us being the most
proficient auetiouel•I' doing business on the block to-day, not only as a salesman
but a gentleman, and your sale will be a success.

Trinkley & Koerber, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Ke MKepler Jewelry Co., Anaconda, ont.
0. R. Thomson, Findley, Ohio.
Hart .33 Ernart, Titlin, Ohio.
Drake, Carey & Co., Davenport, Iowa,
T. L. Coughlan, St. John, N. 13.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kansas.
F. C. Boerner, Fort Worth, Texas.
David W. Allen, Montreal, Quebec.
Smith, Paterson ( (3., Ltd., Montreal,

Quebec.
Fair and Square Jewelers, Joliet, Ill.
P. W. Ellis & Co., Toronto, Canada.

C. L. Newman, Halifax, N. S.
A. C. Beckon, Chicago, III.
Samuel Zuckerman, Chicago, Ill.
Strelitz Bros., Chicago. III.
A. I 1. Simons, St. Paul, Minn.
K. Bazanson, Sydney, Cape Breton.
C. A. Beghtol, Ogden, Utah.
F. A. Reynolds, San Francisco, Cal.
W. G. Stull, New Whateom, Wash.
Price, Keith & Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
The Bonnet & Ross Co , Columbus, Ohio.
Goodspeed Jewelry Co.,

Colorado Springs, Colo.
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Recent Inventions

The following list of recent inventions was
specially prepared for our columns by William F.
Hall, Patent Attorney, Equitable Building, 1003
F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.:

Patent No. 716,996.—Martin Fischer, of Zurich,
Switzerland. Granted December 30, 1902.

This inven-
tion has refer-
ence to reversi-
ble current sub-
ordinate clocks,
and the inven-
tion consists in
combining i ts

escapement wheel and its anchor, ot an electro-
magnet and its armature provided with an exten-
sion, an arm on said armature, a spring on the arm,
one end of which is connected with said arm at a
point close to the axis of rotation of the anchor
and the opposite end of which is connected to the
anchor at a point distant from said axis of rota-

tion, and a permanent magnet
arranged with one of its poles
parallel to the armature exten-
sion, a spacing device being
located between the two.

Design Patent No. 36,181. Louis
Hornberger, of Bridgeport,
Conn. Granted December
30, 1902.

This patent covers the par-
ticular contour and ornamenta-
tion of the clock case shown in
the accompanying illustration.

Patent No. 716,48L—Theodor Rottler, of Win-
sted, Conn. Granted December 23, 1902.

This invention presents means for regulating
the beat of a clock mechanism and for maintaining
the parts in operative relation to one another. The
invention includes primarily a pallet staff, sup-
ported at one end in a frame, the latter being
mounted upon the escape-wheel staff, so that if the

support on which the clock is placed is not exactly
level the co-operation of the pallet with the escape
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connecting the guard arm and spring to each other,
the lock being formed by a tongue struck out of
the spring terminal engaging an opening in said arm.

Patent No. 716,516.—Tufnell Boothroyd & John
F. Johnson, of Chicago, Ill. Granted Decem-
ber 23, 1902.

This invention relates to improvements in
instruments for making measurments for spectacles
preparatory to fitting the spectacle frame to the
patient's face and is designed to take the following

wheel is not interrupted. Means are
also provided for adjusting the relative
position of the pallet and escape wheel
from the front of the clock without dis-
turbing the position of the latter.

Patent No. 716,695.—William Evans,
of Norfolk, Va. Granted Decem-
ber 23, 1902.

This invention relates to eye-
glasses, and the primary object of the
same is to provide effective means

for securing the lenses to their supporting parts
without the use of penetrating screws and to
secure the nose guard and bridge spring to the
posts without the employment of screws. The
construction includes a pair of imperforate com-
pressible jaws, one of which has a projecting pin
and the other jaw being smooth ; a lens having an
opening through which the pin partially extends,
a post having an inner dovetail socket which re-
ceives the bridge-spring terminal and the end of
the arm of the nose guard, and a spring lock for

measurements : First, the pupillary distance, or
the distance between the center of the spectacle
frame and the center of each pupil ; second, for
determining if one pupil is higher than the other
and the difference, if any, in the heights ; third,
for determining the height of the crest of the nose
relative to the horizontal pupillai y line ; fourth, for
determining the distance between the back edge of
the crest of the spectacle-frame bridge and the
back plane of the lenses, so as to lit the lenses as
near as possible to the eye without liability of the
lashes striking the lenses ; fifth, for determining
the width of the nose at the base or for determin-
ing if the nose is turned toward one side or the
other of the face ; sixth, for determining the angle
or inclination of the crest of the nose, so as to pre-
vent the upper or lower margin of the bridge of
the spectacle frame cutting into the nose ; seventh,
for determining the temple distance, or width of
the frame at the temple ; eighth, for determining
the length of the temples, and, ninth, for determin-
ing the angle of the lenses for reading and for deter-
mining if one ear is higher than the other, whereby.
from such measurements, the frames may be ad-
justed so as to fit horizontally on the patient's face.

REDUCTION IN PRICE
z' THE.; )NN' TFEATISE

SKIASCOPY
AND THE USE OP T1-IE RTINOSCOPE.

The first edition of the above work has now been entirely sold, and it is suggestive of
the progress in higher optical education that the demand for the book continues to increase.
To meet this growing demand we have issued a second edition, and in order that so useful a
treatise may be in the hands of the greatest possible number we have reduced the price to

ONE DOLLAR.
This price will put it within the reach of every optician and student of optics. It is con-

ceded that this work far excels all other treatises on the shadow test. It not only explains
the test and the phenomena revealed by it, but also the principles underlying such phe-
nomena. It contains, in addition to the text proper, a full, illustrated description of skiascopic
apparatus, including the latest and most approved instruments ; also a complete glossary of
optical and skiascopic terms.

Bound In Silk Cloth ; 231 Pages and 73 Illustrations and Colored Plates.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt

of $1.00 (4s. 2d.)

THE 1<11- 1'CIIN"'--_ both lit-y11 ....‘•761...14., Philadelphia, IPa.
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CASH PAID FOR STOCKS.
Send us your surplus stocks of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry ; get the money by return mail.

CASH an OPPORTUNITIES.
We have both-that is why we are the greatest bargain house for Watches and Jewelry in the United States.

Below we quote a few prices which refer generally to second-hand goods bought from stocks of jewelers from all over the
country. Every movement is in first-class condition and guaranteed to give satisfaction. We can furnish you cases or
movements of all makes, grades and sizes. Send your cases or movements to us and have them fitted. Our complete
catalogue, which we will mail on application, contains equally as good bargains in the following departments : Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, etc. You cannot afford to be without one.
There is money in it for you.

WE BUY AND SELL FOR CASH ONLY,
so you get the benefit both ways.

Elgin and Waltham Stem-Winding
Movements.

18 Size.
7 Jewel Htg., Gilt
II Jewel Htg., Gilt  
II Jewel Htg., Nickel  
15 Jewel Htg., Gilt, Patent Regulator
15 Jewel Htg., Nickel
15 Jewel G. M. Wheeler, Gilt, Patent Regulator
15 Jewel G. M. Wheeler, Nickel  
15 Jewel Adj. Htg., Gilt  
15 Jewel Adj. Htg., Nickel  
15 Jewel Htg., B. W. Raymond, Gilt  
x5 Jewel Htg., B. W. Raymond, Nickel  
15 Jewel Htg., Appleton, Tracy & Co., Gilt
15 Jewel Htg., Appleton, Tracy & Co., Nickel
15 Jewel Htg., Crescent Street  
17 Jewel Htg., B. W. Raymond, Nickel
17 Jewel Htg., Crescent Street, Nickel  

$2  90
3 40
3.65
4 40
490
4.65
5 40
4.65
5.15
79°
9.40
6  90
7-90
9.40

16 Size, Lever Set.
7 Jewel Htg., Gilt
II Jewel Htg., Gilt  
II Jewel Htg., Nickel  
15 Jewel Gilt  
15 Jewel Nickel
15 Jewel Adj. Gilt  
15 Jewel Adj. Nickel  
15 Jewel Adj. Nickel, No. 50 Elgin . . . . . . . .
15 Jewel Adj. Htg., 0. F. Nickel, No. 86 Elgin Bridge

16  40

15.40

$2  90

3 40
3.65
4.40
4.90
4-90
5.40

. 10.40

. ti0.40

6 and 0 Size.

6 Size, 7 Jewel, Pendant Set  
6 Size, 7 Jewel Elgin, Lever Set  
6 Size, I I Jewel Elgin, Lever Set  

550. 6 Size, 15 Jewel Elgin or Waltham . . .
550. o Size, 7 Jewel Elgin or Waltham, Pendant Set

$4.40
4.15
4.65

• 5.90
• 5.90

Old Model, IS Size Waltham, Male
Stem.

7 Jewel Waltham, Comp. Balance  
7 Jewel Waltham, Steel Balance  
II Jewel Waltham, Wm. Ellery Comp. Balance .
15 Jewel Waltham, P. S. Bartlett,  
15 Jewel Waltham, Appleton, Tracy & Co.  

$2.15
1.90
2.40
3.40
4.90

Columbus, Illinois, Rockford, Hampden,
Hamilton and Aurora Sten

Winding Movements.
18 Size, Lever Set.

7 Jewel Htg., Gilt $ 2  40
II Jewel Htg., Gilt 2  65
t5 Jewel Htg., Gilt   3.90
15 Jewel Htg., Gilt Adj.  
18 Size, 17 Jewel Hampden
18 Size, Special Railway, 17 Jewel   13.00
18 Size, 17 Jewel New Railway 12  00
18 Size, Hamilton, 17 Jewel 12  50
18 Size, 21 Jewel Hamilton   17.00
18 Size, Bunn, 17 Jewel 12  50
18 Size, 21 Jewel Bunn, Special 16  oo
18 Size, Imitation 17 jewel Locomotive Special 2.55

16 Size, Lever Set.
7 Jewel Htg., Gilt   $2 go

I I Jewel Htg., Gilt  
15 Jewel Htg., Gilt  
15 Jewel Gilt  

4-40
700

3.15
3.90
4.40

Key-Winding American Movements.
18 Size.

7 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance . . . . $1.15
11 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance . . . . 1.40
15 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance . . . . 1.65
7 Jewel, any American makes, Compensation Balance 1.65

I I Jewel, any American makes, Compensation Balance 1.90
15 Jewel, any American makes, Compensation Balance 2.15
15 Jewel Appleton, Tracy & Co. 2  65
15 Jewel B. W. Raymond 2  90

E. Howard
to Size, 7 Jewel Elgin or ‘Valthain i  40
to Size, i i Jewel Elgin or Waltham   I .90

16 Size, 7 Jewel, Reliance Movement   2.55
6 Size, Imitation 17 Jewel Dearborn Special   2.55

Keystone Three-Quarter Plate.
18 Size Stem- Winding Movements.

7 Jewel Gilt   $1.9011 Jewel Gilt 2  15
15 Jewel Gilt   2.65
15 Jewel Gilt, Adj  3.65

3.90

When ordering C. 0. D. please enclose sufficient cash to guarantee express charges. The amount remitted will be
deducted from the bill. On C. 0. D. orders for less than $20.00 we collect charges for return of money. To avoid this,
send cash with order.

JOS. BROWN 0 CO
For 20 years cash buyers of entire jewelry stores and stocks.
Our new circular should reach you in a few days. If you donot receive one, write for it.

•9

176-178-180 E. Madison Street, CHICAGO.

A 1903 Message to the Jeweler
who is overloaded with stock, or who is doing
business on a borrowed capital, or who is doing
business on three, six or nine months' time, or
who wishes to dispose of his business.

I can put you on your feet, place you in a position to do business on a cashbasis, unload your old stock and get Ioo cents on the original cost of it, or sell yourbusiness and get ioo cents or more on the original cost of the same, and get it in cash.
This is not egotism on my part, it is the truth, which is vouched for by hundreds of
jewelers all over the United States and Canada, and the names below are of firms who
have experienced this truth during the past few months since September 15, 1902. A
postal card will bring you particulars and names of jewelers from all over the countrywho will be glad to tell you of their experience with me as a salesman during the past
ten years :

Buswell & Bowen, Missoula, Mont.
0. Olson, Duluth, Minn. (2 sales).
Swearingen, the Jeweler, Cuba, Ill.

Jones & Gorman, Fond du lac, Wis.
Savage & Co., Guclph, Canada.

Now selling for W. P. THORNTON, Salisbury, N. C.

If you wish to employ a man who is making an honest effort to put the auction
business in a higher and better standing than it has ever been before, drop me a line,but don't do it if you have any shoddy goods to sell, for it will simply be a waste of
time. Drop me a line, anyway. Savage & Co., of Guelph, testify to the fact that I gave them some valuable business pointers ; it mighthappen that you would find something valuable in our correspondence, and it certainly won't cost you anything. Have a few dates open yetfor this season ; better take up the subject in plenty of time for I can only sell for one firm at a time.
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P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer Home Address, Fond du Lac, Wis.
9 Canadian Address, 260 Arthur St., Toronto,

JEWELERS'
AUCTIONEER
\ &Iles 

\ Guaranteed. 

REFERENCES:

L. H. Schafer & Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Van Baalen & Co.,
Detroit, Mich.

Peoples Savings Bank,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Correspondence

Confidential.

Write
For
Terms.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

IN THE

JEWELRY BUSINESS.

Just completed the most successful sale ever held in Grand Rapids, Mich.
$15,000 in 31 Days.

Leading
Jewelers'
Auctioneer
of
Kansas
City
and the
Great
West.

I do the

Work-

Others

TELL you
how.

D. 0. HERNDON,
Jewelers' Realizer,

506 New York Life Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.Telephonv 2341.



In my Twenty Years' Experience as a Jewelry Auctioneer I have conducted successful and highly

profitable sales in about every State in the Union.
I have just returned from the Coast. In Vancouver, B. C., in six weeks' selling I averaged a profit

of from $75.00 to $25o.00 per day over all expenses.
Do you want a rattling good, live, money-making sale within the next few weeks ? If so, write me

for references, terms and full particulars.

I rep" r

to the following by

permission:

I refer

to the following by

permission:

please you. Then why waste
when RAVEN is to be had.

He gets the " Ma-
zuma" for the jeweler.
His sales are always
successful—he knows
how to make them so.
Let him plan, adver-
tise and conduct an
auction for you. His
guarantee to net a
good profit at close
of each day's business
fully protects you
against loss, and the
good common sense
and business-like way
that he has of doing
his work pleases the
patrons, and will

time or money on others

We are to-day the recognized lead-
ing Jewelry Auctioneers of America.
We get the Money in the Box,"
and do it in a way that your repu-
tation is not molested and your
trade after we finish is bound to be
better than before the sale.

ASK ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING, a few of our
more recent sales, as to our
Methods and Profits made.
We are willing to abide by
their decisions.

BOHM BRISTOL Co.,
Denver, COlo.

CHAS. STAPI'ER JEWELRY CO.,
Denver, Colo.

SAM MAYER, Denver, C010.

SAML. R. BROETON,
Denver, Cob.

LEWIS JEWELERS' SUPPLY

CO., Denver, Colo.

M. W. SHAW,
Galveston, Texas.

JAMES MITCHELL,
FOI t Worth, Texas.

A. M. HILL,
New Orleans, La.

0. C. GENTHER,
Wheeling, W. Va.

A. L. DELKIN, Atlanta, Ga.

A. F. PICKERT, Atlanta, Ga.

FRED. :-;TTLSON, Atlanta, Ga.

Wm. SCHWEIGERT,
Augusta, Ga.

JOE FRIEDLANDER,

Memphis, Tenn.

L. GOLDSALL, Chicago, Ill.

' INTERNATIONAL SILVER
PLATE Co., Lyons, N. Y.

ARONSTEIN BROS. & CO.,
New York City.

A. M. DAVIS & CO.,
Chicago, Ill.

M. C. EFFENSTETN, Elgin, Ill.

Wm. HILES, Sioux City, Iowa.

MAJ. E. L. TRICKEY,
Seattle, Wash.

CHAS. SCUDDER, Athens, Ga.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
Denver, Colo.

Wm. A. ROGERS,
New York City.

M. S. BENEDICT SILVER PLAT-
ING CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Also most any wholesale house

in New York and Chicago.

R. H. ELLIOT.
Mermod &Jaceard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. G. Call, %Vayilesburg, l'a.
II. S. Lilitis, Mobile, Ala.
Harry S. Mercer, Birmingham, Ala.
Chas. Bachman, Ott:now:I, lowa.
S. Beek Jewolry Co., Soo A nomio, Tex.
J. 11. Nelson, Colorado City, Colo,
Zerweek Jewelry I DeSota, Mo.

A n(l tile following NVholesale Houses:
A. Davis & Co., Chivago,
F. Lewald & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Wire or write us " any time."

J. B. TRICKEY CO., LTD.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL JEWELERS,

To THE JEWELRY TRADE : 
1035 0 Street, Lincoln, Nebr., Jan. zo, 1903.

I esteem it a privilege and a pleasure to offer my 
testimonial as to the efficiency of Col. J. D. 

Lewis as a

Jewelry Auctioneer. During the past twenty-five years I have h
eld many sales for the reduction of stock

, the

ones managed by Col. J. D. Lewis bein
g by far the most satisfactory in every re

spect than all the others, espe-

cially the one now in progress. This sale, now of two-weeks' duration, 
although following so closely the holiday

trade and occurring during the dullest mont
h of the year, has proven to be a phe

nomenal sale and far exceeding

my expectation. Colonel Lewis is a courteous, affable and 
genial gentleman, with a strict sense of hon

or and

integrity. Jewelers may dispense with all worry in plac
ing their sales under the management of 

Col. J. D. Lewis.

J. B. TRICKEY CO.
J. B. Trickey, Secy.

Auctioneers and Appraisers,

320 Locust Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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MOST THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL SCHOOL
IN AMERICA

Read ad. on page 206 this issue. Send for our Prospectus, it will give you full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY,
F. W. Seitutint, Principal. Broad & Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Souvenir
Spoon

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Sec gouda! ctr. rn mew 1190, November, 1901, ann.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells' Perfect Seit.Conforming
and Ventilating Ring Adjuster
is the result of many years' ex-
perience. It can be tilted by a
jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of
price. 1 doz., assorted sizes.
solid 10 K. gold. $3.75, or

Patented U.S. doz.,assorted sizes, for $2.00;and Canada. 1 doz„ metal, assorted sizes,
85c. (8c. extra if registered.) For samples, a
small size gold and medium size metal will be
sent for 40 cts., or a medium large size gold and
large size metal for 50 cents. Address.
CHESTER WELLS. Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

Miniature Portraits
on Watch

Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,
Also in
Colors.

Send five
2-ct. stamps
for a beau-
tiful sample
watch dial
and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
Is Dearborn St., CHICA.00.

Constant Van Reeth
IMPORTER c/a
CUTTER Qf
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

RE( 'I 'TTING,
REPAIRING

AND
MAD 'II IN
A S1'1,( 1.1.1

509, 511 anii 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
51IverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
etwegies (es

Seems andSwIs.
C1.1. to take

American S. W.
Boremente my

opeelnity.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW.
Silversmiths'
Building.
131.137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pius, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For
sale by all wholesalejewelers and material houses.

Sample by mai1,25c;in 10 K. gold, Mc; 14 K.,$1.00

—
M. CROHN,ekr.idenr.,48&60Maiden Lane,N.Y.

100 000
Abbott's Patent Stem
American Watches have

Winding Attachment

A few more E EY-WINDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

RELIABLE
II a word that stands

for the best inclobaters
andBrooders in 11W W., rld
Each has special distill-

lio 
guishing features. Send

ewes Fine Poultry. 
10e. post age for Book oo
just out, giving rpttmmIty

of money back if Incubator is not satisfactory.
Reliable Incubator 1, Brooder Co., Box B tel, (oleos,

HAND ENGRAVED

SOUTENIR SPOONS
FRED. A. HASKELL,

206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.
SEND FOR PRICES.

FOR SALE.
Small capital will buy an 8-years'

established business in a hustling

Colorado city. Store in first-

class location. Rent moderate.

Repair work will pay all expenses.

Ill health, cause for selling.

Address,

HAYDEN W. WHEELEROCO.,

2 Maiden Lane, New York.

ELK TEETH
and Eagles' Claws

WHOLESALE.
Sent on selection to reliable

manufacturing jewelers.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
Bargains!

Bought from stocks. New as from fac-

tories. Send for catalogue.

Watch Material and Jewelry
Supplies.

Watches Repaired for the trade.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Winded,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-live
words. Additional wtn•ds and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and a ithre-
via thins count. as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-hue initial letter.

To insure insertion money must ac-
e pany all orders for advertisements,
and copy  t reach us not later than
the 25th of each 111011111 for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
'1'EN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must ace puny the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subseribere
must send 15 cents (speciiil issues 21$
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender MN heading, ONE CENT per nom!, for Brat

ticenty•Ove W011111.11 Rolverlkentonta,
THREE CENTS per 11.1.11. No itilverliemilria Doweled
for leas than 26 cents.

IVATCITMAKER, salesman, optician, wants
Ti position, age 34, good appearance and ed-
ucation, steady man, A 1 refs. Salary $20 per
week or commission. Address, " IV 65," care
Keystone.
flY watchmaker and jeweler in iVestern-States,
1, A 1 refs. " ll es," care Keystones

Il Y man 20 years owl, four years' exp. in watch
work, can de plain engratving, where call

learn mom I watch repairing. Will tide job
in Philadelphia. Western Pa. or (Slit ral Ohio
preferred. Will Is. ready for smile after March
7, '03. Fred II. PM mason, 2814 N. 11th St., Phila.

X1' Rift watchmaker, jeweler and engraver,
Li young _single mat) with tools, first-class 's

" 
of-

eremses. H 53," care Keystene

ANYTIME until May 15111. Permanent poosi-
,, tion by married man as A I wateh repairer
on railroad watches, of e.; optician, also jewelry
repairer and engraver. Exp. II years ; lathe,
tools, trial case, oplithalmotneter, etc. State
satlary and requirements th•st letter. Speak
English, German. 0. Krocger, Iv,x 32e, Albert
Lea, Minn.
IIV boy ; can do jewelry and clock repairing,

• 

also plain engraving. Address, A. W. G. G.,
1312 Market, Sioux City, Iowa.
10 an Al jeweler ; can do all kinds of job and
I" new work. Can furnish best of ref. Address,
"Jeweler," 264 Third St., Niagara Falls, N. T.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, stoono...set
:t I graduate (O'Mara and a plain engraver.
o mod ref. Box 45, Hamburg, Erie Lee lot■ , N. V.

1' NG nian of good habits. Can de che k anal
I jewelry work and plain watch %%oak. hive
5 years' exp.; good refs. Oscar Erwig, Delano,
uhiuuuiesota.

VI RST-CLASS watchmaker, 18 years' exp. Own
bench and tools, strictly honest • wait on

trade. Feb, lAth ; New England. G. IV. Allen,
163 Western Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.

AN active young loan, age 27 years, desires a
(I position of trust In an optical house. Exp.
12 years, principally in charge of prescription
work ; also a refractionist. Refs. Al from em-
ployer and others. Reason Mr changing, desire
for larger opportunities. Address.," Optician,"
696 Ilaudnek Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I/Y young man, 6 years' exp. at the bench. Can
I) furnish very best of refs. Moderate wages ;
Michigan pref. Ad., Chas. C. Rice, Clio, Mich.

VOUNG man wants position as frav7oling stales-
t man ; 5 years' exp. at beneh mid retail jewelry
store. Good sidesman,.best refs. " B 76," care
Keystone.
1RY young man, 2 years' exp.; watchmaker,
I, jewelry and clock repairer and salesman.
Bestof ref. Minnesota, Iowa or Western Illinois
pref. " W 91," care Keystone.

AN experienced watchmaker and optician de-
A sires a position in wholesale jewelry, optical
or material house. Best of refs. Philadelphia
pref. " 96," rare Keystone. 

flY first-chaos graduate optician and watch-
11 maker, fair salesman, engraver ; single,
have tools and trial case. Don't write unless
you have a permanent position and can pay a
good salary. Texas or Southwest pref. " F 92,"
care Keystone.

(1001), thorough watchmaker, of 20 years' exp.,
13 desires position at once. Own tools, good
habits ; New England States pref. Address,
" E. A. A.," 45 Charles Street, Springfield, Mass.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, 15
n years' exp., desires a permanent position in
New York State or Pennsylvania. Box 190,
Rochester, N. Y.

YOUNG man, age 24, single ; no had habits.

• 

Watchmaker, jeweler and engraver ; own
tools, 5 years' exp., best of refs.; want's position
with first-Mass house. Address, " X. L.," 601
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

It" 1111 es perI surface grinder ; eau assist on
1, bifocal ,,mk mad edge grituthig. "C 100,"
care Keyste000..

.(MNGLE num, 26, would like position as assist-
alit,' watchmaker • graduate opticiau and fair

engraver. Have trial ease and all tools. "R.V.,"
2814 N. Eleventh, Philadelphia, Pa.

Y married man its watchmaker, engraver,

• 

jeweler and salesman ; ann good, all-around
man ; 12 years'exp. 0.E.Morean, Bedford,lowa.

AS assistant workman ; strictly temperate ; 4
Is years' exp. Want place where there is
chance for advancing. Will come on trial.
C. 0..lohnson, Paiucourtville, La.

TO finish trade, 2 years' exp. Assist on plain

• 

watch work, good clock and jewelry repairer.
Good refs ; age 18 "J. E.," 224 S. Walnut
stro.et. il ululcic, 1101.

sieady yotoo, man, '22 years of age; 5 years
I 1 ill jewelry repairing,
fair ,alestintit and Moon, eiograver ; graduate

ician. I. set er mods, including trial ease.
onht 1,r4t.r ,iniation ii eity of St. Louis.

Address, c, I.. Pilgrim, 2s1.1 N. Eleventh St.,
Philadelphia, l'a.

II) t■iii alletroniel watchmaker, jeweler and
IF salesman. 1 ming man, single, own tools,
cc i I I, rel., wants a position. Address,
arc hos 21;1, 'I'yler,
j s li-kt an t watchmaker, 4 years' exp. on lathe
•1 bad, lu, wa or Minnesota pref. W. G.
A Hen, Ale( ; regor, Iowa.
VI 0 Nu niaii,22 years ; watchmaker and jeweler,
I year, exp.; graduate optician, 8 years'
1.5 ;I. A thlress Arthur A. Thebus, 424 W. Main
street, ItelleviClc,

It V young titan, 2 understand ordinary watch,
11 clock and ,jeu etry repairing, hard soldering;
engraver. Cent cut States only ; ref's. Address,
" Jeweler," bex Iss. lieloron, Indiana.

I roan, Is years, 5 I.S exp. ih jewelry,
I uuuRlu iii eleek repairing, wants to finish

.■I' IN Nwili western Iowa pref.
Looek box a, ()range City, Iowa.

lA• l'I'llIN Id media or Simi x City by
• 111.st-oda- v to. I o oo a la ea., jeweler optician and

sales n noa ; 16 years' exp. Good' appearance,
temmesote ; age ;IL I lave tools and trial case.
Very best refs. Address, Box 156, Lynch, Nebr.

IlY a strictly tire-class salesman end refrac-
t' tiOliist, 18 years' exp. Understand the optical
business thoroughly. Very best refs. State
salary in first letter. "L 111," care Keystone.

VOUNG intm, 22, 44 years' exp., would like

• 

11081(1011 /IS assistant watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer ; good hard solderer and sales-
men. South pref., but will go anywhere. Al
refs. Am at liberty after Feb. 9d. "K 110,"
care Keystone.
AS assistant watchmaker, engraver and jeweler.
11 Good knowledge of optics. Refs, as to char-
acter and ability. Photo. on demand. "D 109,"
care Keystone.
ao0D nil-around man, all watch and clock
11 work, II' t rade warrants assistant. Southern
territory. Age 26 ; highest refs. "J. A. IL,"
1331 Third Ave., Columbus, Ga.

AS naanager ot optical store or department.
IL Ils pelt with retinoseope and understand
edge grinding. Alust be first-class position.
" ; Int." care Keystone.

ATclIMAKER of good address used to fine
1 and complicated work and khowledge of

liner adjustments, will take entire charge of
repair department. Al refs. from large city
house. " C 118," care Keystone office.

WATCHMAKER desires position with prospect
11 a buying out. Western States pref. Ad.,
Box 41, Waukesha, Wis.

'NU IIA VEll, letter and monogram, wants to
1,, do the work of some good-sized store at
moderate salary, with chance to do trade work.
Experienced and reliable. "II 89," care
Keystone.

Al 
IVATCHMAKER, 20 years' exp., fine en-
graver, graduate optician ; Al on railroad

watches. Modern tools. Missouri, Illinois,
Indiana pref. flood appearance, no land habits ;
Al refs. John King, 6000 State St., Chicago, Ill.

AS adv. manager ; also first-class window-
/t dresser and show-card writer. Refs. fur-
niebed. "C 122," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate optician
11 —New York college. Yoiing man, longexp.,
competent to take full charge. All letters
answered. Good refs. Address, " L 120," care
Keystone.
VT married man, speaking hnglisli and German,
u good refs. and habits, as watch repairer and
ophthalmologist (optician); exp. 14 years. Have
lathe, tools, trial ease, oplithatlinometer, etc.
"B 124," care Keystone.
WILL work to my employer's Interest. Have
" had '2 years' exp. and would like to finish
trade by side of good watchmaker. Am well
advanced on plain watch work. Good habits,
good salesman ; neat appearance ; age 20 ; own
tools ; best recommendations. All correspond-
ence answered. Ad., "II 131," care Keystone.

HY young man of 4 years' exp. as watchmaker,
11 jeweler, repairer and engraver. Single, no
bad habits ; speak English and German and not
efraid to work. Own tools, good refs. " 0 130,"
care Keyetone.

WATCHMAKER,  jeweler and optician (diplo-
VT mas frotn 2 optical colleges), wants position
as buyer, sniesinan and optician ; can take
charge. %Wholesale end retail exp. Close buyer.
Ref. "S 43," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, competent 
on bigh-

t' grade American anti Swiss watches ;
 can

take charge of repair work or watch 
inspection.

Best of refs. Own all tools. " E 127," care

Keystone. 
VIEPERIENCED lady engraver wants 

position

" to engrave and wait on trade 
in jewelry

store. Samples of engraving sent if 
required.

" B 128," care Keystone. 

AT once, by neat-appearing young 
man, good

A habits, as assistant watchmaker, 
plain en-

graver. Good salesman. Desires to change

where he can advance. Not afraid 
of work.

" H. F. M.," Box 303, Gowauda, N. 
Y 

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, with 10 
years'

" exp., would like position 
at once. Own

tools, first-class refs.; Western States pref.

Ad.,W. C. Morse, 52 So. Ave.,Battle 
Creek,NI ich.

YOUNts man, with 2
 years' exp., would luke

chance to finish trade. Can do all 
ti,u,Is of

clock and jewelry repairing ; 
fair eligra vet%

Address, Mr. Edward Weldy, 52 So. 
Ave., Bat tle

Creek, Mich.

YOUNG lady engraver, graduate of 
school, (3

I 111011t11S' exp. in store, would like 
position

at once. Central States pref. Address, Miss

Maude Billings, liattle Creek, Mich.  

ATcl I M A KER, fine workman ; 25 
years'

I•X I , 35 years old ; speak Germ
an. Sales-

man, opt luilill •, honest, steady ; best ref. Not

efrai.1 et' work. A short distance from 
New

Ioork. Salary, $20. Dreher, 177 Broadway,

New York City.

IN retail jewelry store by a young 
man, 4 years'

exp.; good engraver and jewelry 
repairer ;

where I can finish in \yodel' work. 
Illinois or

Indiana pref. " A 107," care K
eystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, thorough 
work-

" man ; long exp. Successful as manager

repair department, watch inspector 
and sales-

man. Fully competent to take entire 
charge of

store ; refined and energetic. Open for 
position

at $25 weekly with high-class fi
rm, where ability

and energy is appreciated. Addr
ess, B. Bender,

Cincinnati Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

HELP WANTED.

13,001i all-ar.aund watchmaker, jeweler, en-

II graver and clock repairer. Scud samples

engraving and monograms ; state salary. 
Steady

position. Phil Harris, Albany, (ia. 

11001) watchmaker, who can engrave
, repair

U, jewelry and act as salesman. Send 
sample

of eugraving,, photo. and full 
particulars. Per-

manent position. C. D. IthElvain, Red Oak,

Iowa.
WATCHMA k Ell, who own engrave, re

pair

jewelry, eleelas ; salesman. Send 
sample

engraving and plooto. and wag, s 
wanted. Ad-

dress, J. F. Butler, Petstlani, N. W.

WEEK for good watchmaker, 
engraver,

jeweler, salesman, 1111-arettud help ; 
good

town in New York State. :Ntidress, "B 102,"

care Keystone.

AT once, young man 
who can do general repair

and watchwork. State your experience in

the business, wages wanted. Steady 
job for right

Rapids, 
ds1,31e‘f,titsr.ence required. A. P. liirzy, 

Grand

AS soon as possible, it good, all-
around jeweler.

A Permanent position. Good, healthy sea-

coast city. State salatrylnitsi•tasti,i,tio,.:11,.., (S;ae.nd refer-

ences. Kennon Mott , I

Al

$15

gELIABLii: young jeweler, to.oeetipy window;
county seat town ; upposition ; must have

tools ; splendid. oppertunity. W. S. Clore,

Shoals, Ind. 

VIIIST r n-CLASSjewele a d clot.]: repairer ; must

✓ be practical and act i ye. (i.toti salary ; steady

position to right part ; hoorelogieal students not

wanted. State salary anal part hiders fir
st letter.

J. N. Hoffer, 238 Eighth A vv., 
Homestead, pn.

(1001) watchmaker and um graver 
too %V t■ c ad:

" com.; permanent position 
to right Hiatt] ;

hi 

young man pref.; Al ref " Jeweler," 
Box 10,

Kenney, Ill. 
flow) opening for yoolliog man with sin
u ital 

' 
• old established. 1 oesi too,- ; will loan 

some

capital to right, man. Vol. further particulars

address, C. IL Phelps, itismarek, N.

A GOOD watchmaker and engraver. Pe
rmanent

11 positioil. :'l , u.clu., wages wanted and send

sample of osograv Mg. Max J. Egge, Grand

Islam', Nedo.

IIP-To o-I A '1'1.: v at ohniaker and engraver;

habits most rst-elass, quick and honest ;

tic ell y near Besten send particulars and 
photo.

'S care 1:eystotie.

VIltsT-cl.AsS watchmaker 
for railroad and

high-grado. %%sort:. Must be steady and relia-

ble. Pernetnent position to riglat man ; sala
ry,

$25 oer week ; give refs. A. II laves ( 0., NO. 341

Main st., Ilmooplois, Tenn.

(I 
El ItST-Awoo elimaker, wit

h t0000ls; good

wages met permanent posit ion too right 
party.

State wages wanted, and send pled" ; 
single man

tuid' iu,u,u t .2.tluu t Nors
tedt,

I) A t"I'l V lel, I I Isa.esinen too sell It, 1- 1)lierii

StiirOS iiiir ;4,111 shell

ring mod molter both. on. Moire-, laeyal tluilu

fat.1 11 ri (.0 , 1215 Arch St., I'llikeieiphia,

kyAT(.101.1 I: El; and engruver to ge to (7ollo-
n roode ; must be tirst-class on IL It. work.

refs. and salary. "A 100," care

ti ItsTsc I.AsS watelitiniker an
d engraver, one

wit It Ir. er more yeat.s' exp. l'ermanent po-

sitito, ; salary. 520 per week. Send re
ference.

Iiirely Si: Son, Oshkosh, Wis.

\‘'E want an 
experienced tool and tranternal man

' in wholesale line. A good 
position for the

right man. Eolwards & Sloane Jewelry Com-

pany, Kansas City,

A LETTER 1111ti monogram engraver, also 
coni-

£5 indent to do, wateh
M. Straus, 403-111_1111ton, st.,

A FIRST-CI.Ass watchmaker ; must 
be gradu-

a ate eetieian. Steady pesition to the right

man. Newark, N. J. I le," care Keystone.

W.NTC11 11 AICER wanted ; young man 
to finish

11 a rade. J. B. Otto, Evanston, Ill. 

-0( )ata, all-around wait elt, Omsk 
and jewelry re-

( pairiir, with lathe and geed mols • 
refs. trout

former employers. Permanent posAio
n to the

right man ; good wages. .Address, Box 114,

Hopkinsville, K y.

IN'ATt 'IIMAKEit, plain engraver ; 80111
C knowl-

11 edge of optics. $15 to start. " II 121," 
care

Keyisbone.

yo Na I man to do weed), clock and jewe
lry

repairing, and te malt, himself useful about

ft drug store. SIuHI 111. 0 hustler atel of good

habits, thoroughly I dcuudu'S1 and willing to do any

worla ahem I lio. stool,. Must give ref. Lehr &

Lehr, Fstelline, s. Dak.

ls there a go NH I watchmaker and 
eograver who

wants a good position? If so, write to 
C. Aug.

Carmany, Coatesville, Pa.

A 1 IRST-CLASSwatehmaker and 
j.t4)0d engraver

11 and salesman ; $18 week. 
West. Fred. IL

Van Norden, The Dalles, Orego
n.

VOU-NG man to finish trade. Nice Alassachu-

I setts college town. Low wages 
and board to

start. Good chance for a
dvanceinent. " M. 114,"

care Keystone.

AT once, experienced optical workmen ; an

A edge grinder, a frame worker a
nd a surface

grinder. Good position for the right men.

Established wholesale house. Apply, " II 113,"

care Keystone.

AT once, Al watchmaker, 
engraver, optician.

n State salary, age, married or 
single. Best

ref., ne bad habits; how many 
years exp.? A

permanent position. F. II. Dimmick, _209 N.

Broad Street, Norwicb, 
Cheuango, Co., N. Y.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING 

BBBBB °SPITS PER WOR
D.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker and 
jeweler at once.

• 

Kolter Bros., Beaumont, Texas.

(100D man to repair and tako 
charge of 'Fest-

u nem, or will sell. W. II. Tewell,
 Bement, Ill. 

TAY Feb. 20t1a, first-class 
watelmialaer mad ela-

n graver. Wages according to qualifications.

A. Sweningstin, Moorhead, Min
n.

AT once, export watelionaker an
d title engraver.

n Send samples of script, and
 monograms in

first letter ; state salary. Must own lathe _a_nd

tools. Phil Harris, Albany, I Ia.

GOOD engraver and watchmaker at once.

Stone's School of Watehmaking, 
7231 t :hobo

Building, St. Paul, Minn. 

TEIVELER; one who has some 
knowledge of

U the drug business pref. Write, 
slitting salary,

etc. Carse Sc Smiley, Winfield, Iowa
.

A WATCHNIAKElt with esp. 
Send ref. as to

. state salary
11 ability, where la,t
expected, state whether married or single.

Lockwood & Son, Chariton, li ccc.

wat ;Ant oaker ; uuuccvt toe a thorough

1111111. Good salary permanent place. Give

full particulars et first' letter. 
L. P. Currence,

Clarksburg, NV. Va.

$9 —PER week 
for a capable 111111 1111i1

QO engraver, with gilt-edge refs. an
d highest

ability, to take charge of our 
watch deit'i. None

other Ind a capable man need 
apply. Albert

Pfeifer St Bro., Little Rock, Ark 

veANTED, first-class refraetionist iteCUSt011led
wholesale establishment. 

Competent to

pass the Minnesota State 
examination. 'Must

be it good salesman, 
gentlemanly well posted,

and competent to take chat' ge 
of a iarge busiliCSS

if called upon. State salary 
and exp. _Add_ress,

"Opticus,"424Nicollet Ave., Nlitineapol is, 
Minn.

PAPABLE watchmaker and 
engraver ; $30 per

v week. Immediately. J. It. Leyson Co.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

WE want engravers for 
lettering, chasing end

" enamel cutting. Steady work guaranteed.

50 per cent. extra for 
overtime. Address, The

Eisenstadt Mfg. Company, St. 
Louis, Mo._ _

VOUNts man to do clock 
work anal jewelry

1 repairing and work in s
ten.. State exp and.

salary. Steady position to right kind 
oof man.

J. 1). Taylor, 309 Fourth, 
Logansport, I cc I.

UE have if lie 
opportundY fifor rst-class jeweler

to take 3.;', interest in our 
jewelry lousiness.

One who understands every 
branch ; if you do

not think you can handle 
everything do not

answer, as we do not care for 
triflers. " S. & S.,"

116 Franklin Street, Buffalo, 
N. Y.

D—E—RM—ANENT position to 
practical and holiest

1 watchmaker with Philadelphia house. 
Also

young man wanted. State 
particulars. "M sa,"

care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmak
er, capable of re-

A pairing and adjusting railroad 
watches for

close rating ; thorough and no
t slow. Prefer

one who can engrave. Also 1 first-class jewelry

and clock repairer and 
engraver who can also

do watch work. Permanent 
positions and good

salaries. "T 72," care Keyston
e.

VOTING man to take charge of 
watch repairing

I and jewelry ; town of 2
500. Good place for

right man. Refs. required. Begin at once;

write quick. "S 62," care 
Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

VI RST-CLASS watchmaker, optician ; 
must be

I good, rapid engraver and salesman, compe-

tent to take charge of jewelry department. 
State

wages wanted in first latter. Address, "P 
129,"

care Keystone.

IEWELER wanted. Must be good and qiiick

at all kinds of repairs; man who ca
n do

clocks or engrave pref.; near New York ; 
$15.

K Kern, Montclair, N..1.

A FIRST-CLASS watch and jewelry 
repairman;

n capable of doing repairing on railroad

watches. We want a man abut is strictly 
sober,

and none others need apply. Must furn
ish best

of refs, A splendid o‘o !o,t,n s taol rgsb topct es t }y:

Place open at once.
Cross St Bro., Gadsden, Ala.

G-0012-watchtnaker, permanent 
position and

15 good Ituatrs. 11. M. Jacobson & Son, 210 S.

Ilth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AT once, first-class salesman. who is good
 watch-

LI maker, for New York City retail store. 
Per-

manent position. " S 134," care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker who is 
especially

good on balance truing and hairspring 
work.

State ago and wages wanted. "B 
87," care

VKI lN I ietYs't°llei.vatchmaker with about 8 
years' exp.;

1 fine opportunity. Must be industrious.

" j5 99," care Keystone.

1) EFRACTIONIST; educated, a
ppearance, char-

IL acter, adelay in using optical i
nstruments.

State nationality, exp., refs. and wages. 
" K 79,"

care Keystone.

11ESIGNER wanted ; meet be good, 
all-around

11101 for general work. NItist be able to

design diamond jewelry, gold novelties,
 medals,

class pins, silverwares, menus, 
monograms, etc.

We have a good, permanent 
position for an

original and skillful general designer 
who can

execute the above satisfactorily. 
Nlermod &

Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

A THOROUGH, competent watchmaker,
 who

11 can engrave well ; high 
grade, satisfactory

work required ; don't reply if you 
drink at all ;

mend samph•s engravingetud 
photogratpli ; what

are yeti'. services worth? Permit 
nom! Iola,. with

old hotly,. The S. 'I'. Little Jewelry 
Uto., jewel-

ers 51 yo.ars, Cumberland, Md. 

V itt-1'1'4' ',ASS watchmaker and op
tician. Hat-

t e it 'melt  liros. Co., 400 Fourth. Street, 
Sioux

K ER $75 month ; one who can do

11 lull engraving pref. State age, married

or single, and how many years' 
exp. in first

letter. Pfister Bros., New Iberia, La.

A RELIABLE watchmaker ; must be a 
first-

11 class salesman forjewelry store 
i U Vancouver,

British Columbia. Good position ffir a man

with capable abilities. May be required
 to take

entire management of business 
for a time.

Apply to I. Herman, 130 Cordova Street,

Vancouver, B. C.

261

WANTED.

UNGRAYING machine ; Francis No. 2 
or 20th

1.1 Century. Oust Itietzen, Ashland, i's.

A GOOD location for att up-to-date
 jewelry

a store with new stock and 
fixtures. Pop. of

city not less than 5000. Would 
buy a good busi-

ness with inventory lint over 
$10,000. Business

must be good and bear a close 
investigation.

Lock box 146, Sibley, Iowa.

QAUNIER'S " Modern Horology," 
Moseley 2

Lu sliderest, imitation or genuine ; also 
wheel-

cutter, rounding-up tool. J. O. E'rutiberger,

Kenton, Ohio,

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING 

THREC OCNTS IHER 
WORD•

STORES, STOCKS AND 
BUSINESSES.

A LIENI of it jewelry store. 
Few such chances.

A If you are looking for an 
opeuiug, write to

C. Henry, Portsmouth, Ohio. 

VINE chance for a watchmaker. 
A jewelry

stock aud fixtures is for sale, 
will invoice

$1500; located in a growing town 
in Nlissottri.

Reason for selling, eyesight fa
iling. For par-

ticulars address, C. 13. Norton Jewelr
y Com-

pany, Kansas City, Mo. 

mAN to buy jewelry and music store on 
monthly

ATI payments. Flue business. 1. I. Company,

Emmett, Idaho. 

1EWEL14Y and optical store
' 

good location, in

11 lively Oklahoma town of 2000 p
eople. Stock

will invoice $1500. Good repair 
business ; rail-

road watch inspector. Failing eyesight, reason

for selling. A snap. Ad., Box 272, 
Geary, Okla.

$300TAKES jewelry
 store ; established ; pay-

ing. Repairs $150 a month. Fine 
oppor-

tunity to study optics, engraving, 
etc., while in

Chicago. Address, "Jeweler," 565 E. Forty-

third Street, Chicago, Ill. 

110 not miss this opportunity. 
The leading

U jewelry store in one of the best 
towns in

WestVirginia. Established 10 years—is a 
money-

maker. Must be sold at once. Do not
 aeswer

unless you have $2000 or 63000. 
Address or

apply to Chas. E. Baab, Careden Theatr
e Block,

Parkersburg, W. Va. 

liNLY jeweler, pop. 1000. Established 6 years;

U plenty of work, good business. Invoke,

stock and fixtures, over $2000. 
Will sell for

Invoice of stock—about $1500. C. L. Griswold,

Bancroft, Iowa.

A GOOD jewelry business, established 28 
years

a in a good town in Central Ohio.
 For par-

ticulars address, G. Ryder, Delaware, 
Ohio. 

lEWELRY and optical business in 
Wisconsin

311 town, 3000 inhabitants. Will invoice $5000;

can reduce. Object of selling, poor 
health. For

particulars, "Ii 105," care Keystone. 
•

VINE jewelry 111111 oaptical lausiness ; 
stock and

$1800. Rest local inn in Southeas
tern Minnesota.fixtures new ate] tip le date. IIIN:_oice_itho_ut

Pop. 1200. " S 117," care Keystone.

fiNLY jewelry stools in town ;tom inhabitants,

U 15 cikiettgiu. Beach work $75 to

$100 per mom t lo. Safe, regulater, show case

stock. Prito:t.,1‘,12(.5110.,,, 1;1011teses,olitetailisiobetitsfoisri:iVoirligili

Address,

ai'gl Iota;s a complete up-to-date stock,

uuu fixtures, tools, material, etc., In a 
pleas-

ant, healthy New York State village ; 
pop. 1000.

No opposition, low rent, handsome 
store ; large

farming trade. " H 98," care Keystone
.

VSTABLISHED jewelry store in Memphis,

Ij Tenn. Nice, clean, fresh stock 
in best loca-

tion of city. Repairing about $200 per month.

Lease on building. Would also be a 
good loca-

tion for tine pawnshop. More p
articulars cheer-

fully given. Ad., E. C. Moller, Memphis, Tenn.

JEWELRY business, established 20 year
s ; Ohio.

U Mfg. and agricultural town, 3500. 
Fine

opportunity for young man. Must ha
ve $600.

Rent, $10 monthly. Write at once. "A 3,"

care E. &J. Swigart, Cineinnati, 
Ohio. 

$60/111 WILL buy 
a litilf interest in the best

" equipped balance stall 
factory in the

world—already established on a paying 
basis.

Here is a snap for a young jeweler or 
mechanic.

For particulars address, R. Roelfs, 
Aurora, Ill.

ALD-ESTA BLISHED jewelry store. 
Good op-

portunity for a first-class jeweler and 
watch-

maker. Inveice about $2500. Best reason for

selling. F. .1. Loeper, Lansford, Pa.  

4$20a50r. 0, 0$
No other stock in town. Net profits this

year, 00. Good reason for selling. "II 63,"

care  Keystone.

20CASH buys gooti-payin,g jewe
lry blue-

ness in growing New England t
own of

$ 2111) TO $1500 buys jewelry and 
optical stock,

ou trial case, tools and safe in town 
1200

Inhabitants ; railroad junction, 10 
passenger

trains daily. Good city and country tratie ;

electric lights and city water. 
Everything at

invoice. Reason, other business. Bancroft &

Bancroft, Woodburn, Oregon.

fiNLY jewelry and optical store 
in town of

13 about 1000, in Southwestern Iowa. 
No com-

petition in 17 miles. Stock and fixtures $1800.

All bench work one man can do. 
Profits last

year over $1800. Must quit busi
ness on account

of poor health. Will sell my sto
ck and fixtures,

store building and residence, or 
stock and fix-

litres alone. Address, Lock box 21, 
Cumberland,

AN old-established jewelry stor
e in a central

Illinois town, of 1000 pop., hi the 
finest

country on earth. No opposition 
; fine place for

young man. " F 123," care 
Keystone,

(Continued on page 264

WANTED.
UNDIES THIS HEADING 

THREE CENTS PER WORD.

Pr Ell V kind of gold and silver
ware, jewelry,

1.4 wilicle:s, platinum. Market value paid. 
Sent

by c \ press co' registered mail. Price not satis-

factor■ , I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,

refine' awl c cudic cccultcr of gold and silver (es-

tablished 187(d), 727 Sansom St. , 
Philadelphia.

Qt.:a toN1)-11AND American lathe wttl
i a few

spl it chucks. Cheap for cash. C. S. Cross-

man ,x Co., a Maiden Lane, New York 
City.

1 ,1; pciaii cases safe. 199-9

in place of 3000 to 8000. BoxTo bu y a 1 111,1111 ,S
UM, I:M.111,1er, N. Y. 

1896 ,'„I,i„tidiIi'li!:,‘•t:',!eiterrtiliftlineirC(flitZV:il.
ilPH rr Eli, electric attachmen t-

11 Hardy Twentieth Century or 
Meyrowitz

pref. State condition and price. "K 80," 
care

Keystone.
ilPTICAN will buy established refracti

ng bust-

y !fess anywhere in the United States if 
loca-

tion suits and price is right. Send all 
particu-

lars to" Optician,"727 Macon St., 
Brooklyn,N. Y.

TRIAL set ; description and price in fir
st letter.

I Address, " Jeweler," box 28, Lebanon J
ulie-

trrRi onI,AKL cy.
uso and instruments. Dr. Lloyd 

Jones,

• 

Horicon, Wis. 

VOR cash. Twentieth Century Hardy model

ophthalmometer and good regulator. Andrew

Winfield, Kans.

/NAVY hand-power ring rolls. 
Rosenkratis &

11  McKee, Oconomowoc, Wis.

TO buy a paying jewelry business 
in growing

• 

town in the Southwest. Write to C. Henry,

Portsmouth, Ohio.

PARTNER wanted. Young man with 
$1000;

1 optical and camera business. Kelly Photo

Stock House, 117 Nassau Street, New Y
ork.

APTICIAN'S trial ease. Give description and

U price. Arthur Lease, 134 S. Jefferson St.,

Dayton, Ohio. 

IWIITHALMOMETER or retinoscope. Hard-

y wick, Hopkinsville, 

A SECOND-HAND lathe, best make, in first
-

111 elass condition, Rivett preferred. Nothing

except the best makes considered. F. E. Ash-

baugh, 218 E. State St., Jacksonville, Ill.



,

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(Continued from page 161.)
[INE of best busitiesst•s in Northwest, consistingu of watches, jewelry, stationery, musical in-struments. Established '20 years. Stock andfixtures about $4000 ; can reduce. Advancedyears and failing health obliges me to sell. Cangive good lease. P.O. Box 115, Bismarck, N. Dak. 

FINE jewelry establishment on business41 thoroughfare ; well-paying, established 25years. Good bench work. R0980111 for selling,death of proprietor. Address, B. Diesehbourg,3107 Wentworth Avenue, Chicago. 
I EVVELILY business in nice Southern Minne-ii sota town, 2000, paying 81500 per year, net.$1000 cash will handle it ; don't write unless youhave the cash. Address, " Opportunity," careII. Birkenitauer & Co., Minneapolis, Miun.

WILL buy only optical office in Westfield,u Mass.; clears over $20 weekly. Priceincludes furniture, stock, instruments, ate.Good reasons for selling. Don't write unlessyou have the cash and mean business. Box 537,Westfield, Mass.
VIRST-CLASS, thoroughly up-to-date jewelryI store for sale in the city of Salida, Colo.Pop. 5000 and growing very fast. Railroad pay-roll about $100,000 per month. New smelter pay-roll $10,000 per month-will probably be doubledwithin a year. Finest climate in the world.Sure cure for throat and lung troubles. Salesaverage 8500 per month. Repair work 82 to 85per day. Stied( will inventory about $7000. Donot answer this advertisement unless you havemoney anti mean business. Strait Bros., Salida,Colorado.
EWELRY stock, fixtures ; no opposition ; best11 town ; 1 railroad, another building ; junction.Will sell first cost, $1500. Tannery employingfo I ell I i ng. Great timber country. Address,Box 72, Alarlinton, IV. Va. 

A NY TIME after New Year, will wait till AprilLI if necessary. Good-paying jewelry andOptical business. Location : Sentient Valley,Oregon. No opposition. E. Roy, Stayton, Oregon.
f EW EL it Y store, good clean stock, 1200 inhab-u 'tants, will invoice 52000. Plenty work, noopposition, nearest workman 14 miles, onlyjewelry store in county and is at county seatin Kentucky. "S 64," care Keystone.
II Y jewelry business in best part of Oklahoma,411 alo competition within twenty miles, busi-ness good, must sell ; will sell jewelry, fixturesand tools, or keep tools. " C 59," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in town of 700, good location,If no oppposition good reason for selling, stockand fixtures invoice about $500. U. G. Jones,Atwood, Ill.
/100D-PAYING jewelry store, town of 2000, 50U miles front Cincinnati. $1500 or less willtake it. Manufactures and rich farming coun-try. Poor health of wife and must leave byMay 15th. " D 70," care Keystone. 
fEWELRY store in Eastern Nebreska town oftf 1000. Good bttainess ; require 81000. Rail-road inspection. Health broken down. If in-terested, write Lock box 43, Scribner, Nebr.
VXCELLENT opportunity in thriving city14 50,000. Sales $18,000 annually ; well estab-lished. Stock invoices 810,000 ; can reduce.Reason for selling, manniaete ring interest.Address, J. L. Sievert, Fort Wayne, Ind.
A RARE chance to buy for cash a jewelry busi-
IL nen of 20 years' standing in a city of 200,000pop. in Central States, with test location in thecity and prettiest store. Fixtures new, modernand good business. No bonus asked, but youwill have to pay 100 cents on the dollar at invoiceprice, which will run from 815,000 to 818,000.No trade, no time. Want a change of climate." C 67," care Keystone office. 
AN established jewelry business ; over ten thou-" sand cash sales in '112. City of 6000 inhabi-tants •, Pennsylvania mfg. town. Would liketo sell at once ; have other business that takesmy time. Stock can be re(luced. Answer ifyou  mean business. "I) 71," care Keystone. 

$10,000 
Buys only jewelry store In city ofl5,000. Largest car ahops in South-west, fine farming country, 3 railroads and morecoming ; cotton and canning factories building.Best advertised store in Oklahoma. Bench work$200 per month. Plate-glass wall and showcases. Last year's net profits 84000 ; best locationin city. Dont write unless you mean business.Reason for selling. Address, Wright & Lerma-tine, Shawnee, Okla. 

THE best paying jewelry business well eatab-1 'billed in a hustling city of Colorado of25,000 pop., with monthly pay-roll of $1,000,000.Imeal watch inspectors. Stock up to date ; noold aecumulat ions. Full jewelry manufacturingand lens grinding plants. Location of store bestin the city. Lease can be arranged to suit pur-
chaser. Terme easy, so large amount of capital
is not required. Repair work will pay all storeexpenses. III health, cause of selling. J. 0.
Raine, Cripple Creek, Colo.

[7,00D-PAYING jewelry busTheas In town of
U about 1000. Clean stock ; invoice about $5OO.iTtist the opening for young man. le. E. Davis,
Prattsburg, N. Y. 

(INE-HALF interest in good business. YoungU watchmaker, with $1000 capital in best pay-ing jewelry business in Chicago. Want goodreliable watchmaker and young business man,more than capital. Business now doing 810,000a year. Only party with money and such exp.
need apply. "T 108," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

VIRE-1'12151F building, 2 stories, 20x40, locatedS. W. cor. public square ; also a tine stock ofjewelry and fixtures in the best railroad townof its size in State. Good reasons for selling.No opposition. For particulars address, E. E.Dopler, Jeroniesville, Ohio. 
IEWELRY store and small new stock and coin-" plate outfit of tools and material. Will in-voice about $500 in town if 800 ; no opposition.Part of building rented, bringing $10 a month.Terms for stock and tools, cash ; good tenant onbuilding. Must sell soon ; am going on thefarm. Address, Lock box 15, Volga, S. flak. 
ATLANTIC CITY. Corner property. Rents41 amount to $3250 per annum. Price, $03,000;one-third cash, balauce 5 per cent. This pro-perty is on the main avenue, and is bound toincrease in value. (loud building, always rented-same tenants 4 years. Address, G. W. Spencer,Atlantic City, N. .1.
I.EADING jewelry store in live mfg. town ofLI 4000 pop. Best section in North Carolina.Invoice MOW Good reason for gelling. Bargainif taken at  once. "8 101," care Keystone,
PROSPEROUS jewelry business in central Ne-braska town of 2200 inhabitants, established19 years ; only 1 other jeweler. Reason forselling, poor health. "II 97," rare Keystone.$15fin WILL buy leading jewelry store ; lowIfu rent ; best location, very little opposi-tion. More work than I can do. Everythingup to date. Investigation solicited. Ned Conner,Gibson City, Ill. 

$2500 CAS11 ; good business in Ohio, 2000pop.; rich farming country. No com-petition and best located room in town. "C 94,"care Keystone.
RPLENDID opening for a jeweler end optician.City of 2000 pop.; up to date. Electric light,water works, 2 coal mines running all the time;good farm country. stock and fixtures $1200 to$1500; can reduce seine. l'art cash, balance ontime to suit. Reason for selling, out of health.The nicest town in Central Illinois. G. S.Hollenbock, Astoria,
IESVELRY store, town• about 1000 ; good loca-u tion. Sold 140 new watches in 18 months.Only jeweler in town ; have 15 surroundingtowns (with no jewelers) to draw trade from.Established 7 years ago ; State of Pennsylvania.Stock invoice about $2000 ; can reduce. Goodreasons for selling. "8 93," care Keystone.
VSTABLISHED jewelry business in Northern" Ohio. Good town, 1400 pop.; no competition." H 86," care Keystone. 
A FIRST-CLASS, old-established jewelry bust-" ness on Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colo. Well-paying and fine trade. Best of reasons forselling. Location excellent. For particulars,"IV' 88," care Keystone. • 
AN established optical and jewelry business in41 good town in Southern California; climateunexcelled. Invoice from 84000 to 15000. Countyseat. Only those willing to pay spot cash needInquire. Good reasons for selling. "P 74," careKeystone.
[EWELRY store, stock and fixtures in live,U growing Iowa town of 800 inhabitants ; richfanning country surrounding. Fine store andfixtures, clean stock, good run of repairing-nothing better to be found. Invoice 81800.Only those having cash need apply. Bent reasons." S 83," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS jewelry business ; good stock;I growing Vermont town. Stock and fixtures83500. Good reason for selling. Write "C 78,"care Keystone.
lEIVELRY store, best town in the State ; in-II habitants 7000; loan office in eminection.Stock and fixtures will invoice about VON.Good reason for selling. Address, A. Winkler,Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
IIUSINESS block, with jewelry and bicyclebusiness ; 9000 pop. Large outside trade.Oldest and best located. Rare opportunity.F. B. Catlin, Winsted, Conn.
[EWELRY stock and tools, $450. Will sellIf tools for $100 separate. F. W. Stokes, Larch-wood, Iowa.
ULIVELRY and music store. Best town inU State ; center of mining and manufacturing,railroad center for 4 roads, 3 glass factories,large locomotive works, shopa, iron works;furnace and rolling mills building; 12,000 pop.-10,000 more tributary, will double in next 6years-paved streets, fine buildings, street cars.Location the best and lowest rent on street;good room. Stock new, good fixtures ; every-thing bought for spot cash. Will invoice about$8000 ; can reduce to suit. Cash only-at once.Come and see a good thing. Must change climatefor health. Good ref. Lock box 184, DuBois, Pa.
IEWELRY and optical business ; county seat,lf 1600 pop., Iowa. Invoice about $1800; canreduce. Elegant room, low rent, nothing betteron the market. " 11 135," care Keystone.
IILD-ESTA BUSHED jewelry store ; good op-t, portunity for a jeweler and watchmaker.Central Wisconsin. Store and stock about $3000;can reduce. Stock about 5600. Rent, 118 permonth. Beat reason for selling. "S 119," careKeystone.

[Wit retail business in Cleveland, with or with-OUt factory. i'rices, $1500 to 84000, accord-ing to what the party may want. Terms, rea-sonable paynient down, balance on time, withproper security. The T. M. IIeard Optical Co.,230 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A 82000 STOCK of jewelry located in best townn in Ludlam Territory. °Bl32, care Keystone.
IN mfg. town of 10,000 in Connecticut, leading1 jewelry store of county ; trade from 25,000people. Clearing 83000 net. Done over 83000 illDecember. Repairs

' 
$2000 a year. Good opticalbusiness. A rare chance. Stock and fixturesabout 86000 ; can reduce. Best reason. " B 138,"care Keystone.

N established jewelry business in a good town41 in Northern Illinois, pop. 3000. Good open-ing for practical young luau just starting up.$1000 ca.') required. Address, " W. S. E.," room601 Colu m bus Memorial Building, Chicago. 

$250 Bt. YS good business in Eastern Pennsyl-vania ; large repair trade. "31 138,"care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

WALNUT regulator, 6 ft. high, 12 in. dial,Ty sweep second, gridiron pendulum. Best offertakes it. E D. M., 209 K Alain St., Muncie, ind•ATtiE and attachments, regulator, trial caseV and tools cheap, aping out of business. Bestoffer takes them. Outfit cost near on to $150•"S 69," care Keystone. 

$275 PLATING plant for $135. Everythingcomplete, Big bargain. Write us. EdJellison, Decatur,

O
PTICIANS' trial case, slightly used, only $25.5,  221 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

•
IIICY3 LE, 1902 model,Columbia,cushion frame,f-f coaster brake, chillness, cost 885 ; sell 850.Used only as sample ; Dunlap tire. RoyBertholf, Cherokee, Kans. 
WALL cases, two, 6 x 14 feet, sliding glass" doors, dark finish ; suitable silverware.Sell cheap. Roy Bertholf, Cherokee, Kans.
BA In IA IN for a beginner, just what will be41 needed. Poor health compels me to give upwork. Have watch glasses, $84 ; watch main-springs, 854; watch jewels, 825 ; watch hands,810; watch screws, $11 ; watch parts, $10;watch-case material, $15 ; jewelry material, $23;spectacle material $17 ; clock material $7 ; $256.$175 cash takes the lot. Also $77 worth of spec-tacles and eyeglasses for 050. Address, HermanF. Lape, Esperance, N. Y.

QTEVENS clinoscope in perfect condition usedLi 9 months. Cost 875. Will sell for 850."N 84," care Keystone. 
[INK Chambers, Inakeep & Co. folding trialu case, No. 13, cost recently 853 ; 1 Loringopthalmoscope, 1 retinoscope Make cash offerfor all. Address, Box 55, Bedford, Iowa.
AT $225 cash, which is $100 less than can beIt bought for at factory, No. 92 National cashregister, used about 18 months ; guaranteed inperfect order and as good as new ; has six banksof keys-separate key for four different persons,separate key for watch work, job work, chargepaid out, received on account ; registers eachtransaction on roller ; throws out separate cardshowing date, number and kind of transaction;total adder, time clock ; opens by turning crank;all latest improvements. Address, " B 77," careKeystone. Includes boxed F. 0. B. at Paducah.
TWO Geneva retinoscopes, electric-light attach-1 ment, adjustable base, good as new, and 1with oil attachment, adjustable base, abovecosting 867.50 regular. Will sell very cheap.Address, Fred. Hershel, care Swigart OpticalCo., Toledo, Ohio. 
A NEW set of tools and material, with 8-foot41 Gilbert regulator, 1800 Mosier safe, wall andcounter cases, New Century engraver, cost $600in all. No jeweler within 30 miles. More workthan one can do. " A 75," care Keystone. 
[JEST oak bench in the market ; good 60-inchU oak regulator. Will sell at low price. Ad-dress, " AI 73," care Keystone.
IIIVE 10-foot show cases, two 9-foot, half circle,show cases, rosewood and plate glass ; alsotables, one 12-foot wall case, one 93 -foot ma-hogany regulator, old piece and fine ; watchwork ; 72 x 52 x 34-inch safe ; iron watch andspectacle sign, 75-inch, at a bargain. "R 85,"care Keystone.
TWO new Cross retino-skiameters, perfect con-dition. $30 each ; regular price, $45. " K 82,"care Keystone.
OLIVER lathe, with mandrels and dog' ,I mortar and peatel, 8" lap ; bench shear andforge. All nearly new ; only used one month.Address, Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company,Kansas City, Mo. 

UENEVA Optical Co.'s folding traveling sealtA Kirin trial ease, never used ; 1 polishing lathe;1 curtain top bench in good condition. FrankG. Myers, Solon, Iowa.
(IOMPLETE set jewelers' tools and material,V cheap ; fine condition. Address, L., Box1041, Grand Forks, N. D. 
TWA L ease, perfect condition, "Audemaire,"I cost $80, will sell for 835. Smith, 79 Monti-cello Ave., Jersey (0I3', N. .1.
HA B DY oplithalmonieter, electric-light attach -ii ments ; i H. P. Linidell motor, belting,shafting, puilles ; 2-I-ii. Craigleith stone, ironnew drill, polishing head with buffs andbrushes, 81111111 stock rough lenses, din. cutterused very little. Box 188, High Point, N. C.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

fIENEVA retinoscope, in first-clans condition,U for 830; regular price, 867. Vill send sameC. 0. D., subject to inspection, if desired. Ad-dress, S. P. Giddings & Son, Sterling, III. 
UNITED STATES gold dollars-I have 50 inII fine condition. Best offer takes them, Alsoa few Mexican gold dollars. F. C. Stamm, EaglePass, Texas.
nE ZENG'S refractometer, good condition,If used but little, 820 ; cost 880.& Co., Bridgeton, N. J. 

T. II. Bowen

['NE marine chronometer in good condition ;I) fine timer, 840. C. Cole, Matewau, W. Va. 
UREA P DeZeng's refractometer. Rosenkrans& McKee, Oconomowoc, Wis. 

2 Moseley lathe, imitation Webster-Whit-I comb, 25 chucks, 2 benches, Hall's stakingset, lot of email tools. Stetson, Lake Mills, Wis.
HARDY'S ophthalmometer, with adjustable11 table, not used much, good as new. Address,100 South Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 

NEW jeweling caliper for Rivett lathe. S. W.Hall, Norwich, Conn. 
[WE Geneva retinoscope, good as new, costIl 867, 840. Trial case, Geneva, large and com-plete, 825. "L 125," care Keystone. 
('BOSS retino-akiameter, cost 845, will take $2514 cash ; has not been used but a few times.Edmuud Densmore, Springwater, N. Y. 
LIAMASKEENING machine in first-class con-" Innen ; instruction how to use it given freeto purchaser. Jaf, 123 East Seventeenth Street,New York.
WATCH and spectacle sign, 812 ; polishingIf lathe, 85; small wall case, 86 ; two 8-footshow cases and tables, plate glass, $30 each.IV. T. Jenkins, Waynesboro, Pa.

IIERRING & Farrell safe, cost $1450; price,8450. Fine Bliss chronometer, cost.8250; price,$125. 8-foot oak wail case, cost 855 ; price, 8/10.Improved polishing lathe, cost $20 ; price, 812.50.Kohlbusch diamond scale, cost $11.50; price,87.50. a-drawer watch glass cabinet, cost $3.00;price, $2.00. 7-drawer spectacle cabinet, cost15 price, 82.50. 2 oz. lever scale, cost 3.50;8 price, 82.50. Watch glass gage, with height,cost 62; price, $1.25. The S. T. Little JewelryCo., Cumberland, Md. 
A 12-FOOT combination mahogany show casen with beveled plate glass on all sides andplate-glass shelves in center ; marble base. Costwhen new 8375 ; will sell for 8150 cash. Address,C. H. Knights & Co., 103 State Street, Chicago.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
THIS HEADING 88888 CENTS PER WORD.

THOMAS Motor Cycle, 1-horse power, as goodI as new has not been run to exceed 200miles. Will sell cheap for cash or exchange fordrop press or a 5 or 6-inch power roller. L. S.Dail, 112 S. Ninth Street, Tacoma, Wash. 
IEWELRY tools and material for sale or ex-u change. Britannica Encyclopedia to ex-change for high-grade gun. J. R. Gilbert,Huntington, Ind. 
AN Al patent, good investment. What have41 you? All correspondence answered. Chas.F. MIL 708 N. Howard Street, Akron, Ohio. 
A GENEVA traveling trial case for Rale, or will41 trade for 14-horse power motor, alternatingcurrent, or a pair of rolls. A. E. Templeman,Oskaloosa, Iowa.
NEW opera glasses. Want wall case. D. R.Funk, West Salem, Ohio. 

/7A REGINA music box, 18 tunes, in useabout 8 months, cost 850. Will exchangefor Geneva retinoscope or ophthalmometer.Box 52, Dayton, Pa. 
fIFFICE trial case for folding style. WantU offer on 4 gross assorted crystals, 38 Colt'srevolver, single shotgun, medical battery,trombone. Want pocket trial case, electric flashlamp, kodak. Box 182, Deepwater, Mo 
jUI BINOCULAR neutralizing optometer.OU Want Geneva ophthalmoscope and reti-noseope, motor cycle, gun or offers. " Morse,"Penacook, N. II.
()NE upright piano in URC only 6 months. WillU exchange for 134 or 2 carat ring or diamondoar drops about same size. Address, Lock Box203, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

200 MILYSTONE andothers), $10. Box 152, Tarboro, N. C 

JEWELERS' magazines S 

pNGRAVING machine, Eaton & Glover's latest," coat complete $110, first-class condition.Want optical goods, ship's chronometers, orwhat have you? Joseph Jessop, San Diego, Cal.('ROSS ratino-skiameter, new ; trade for Genevaretinoscope, perffet condition, or oplithal-mometer. "K 81," care Keystone
ATM, bench, 2 small tools for trial case.14 Stetson, Lake Mills, Wis. 
VATON-ENGLE 1900 Model engraving nut-" chine, new, with all attachments for auto-matic music box. W. S. Warner, Austin, Pa.
(PIE perfect ring stretcher, in good condition;u Keystone, from Jan., 1888, to Dec. 1901. Bestoffer lakes lot. Atidress, IV. A. Siddall, SpiritLake, Iowa.

1110R an optical trial case; a McIntosh 12-cellcombined galvanic and faradic family andphysician's battery in good order. Address,Dr. F. Corfe, Union, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

WALL case 10' long, $28, f. o. b. Or what have
you ? A. E. Self, Decker, Ind. 

orrni hammerless 12-gage pigeon gun, line
U condition, with outfit, value $100; self-
inking press, chase 5x9, new type, etc. Will
consider exchange for Webster-Whitcomb lathe
attachments. First-class trial case. Rube Peck,
Lock Box 16, Tonica, Ill. 
gii-Acur: farm or house and 4 lots in new

sum) Western town of 11100 pop., for jewelry
stock. " E 112," care Keystone.

•■.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
  THIS NEAOING TIIRCE CENT-. PER woRD

W ELL-ED CAT El) woman, aged 33, would
" like to go into clock and jewelry business.
Have 82000 to invest. Willing to work hard.
Only well-established, thoroughly reliable firm
need. answer. " 1) 90," care Keystone.

I HAVE a method of soldering set rings that
1 beats the world. Quick, easy, cheap •, any
one can do it ,• have used it 15 years. Box of
material and instructions, 25c. in coin. W. I).
(lay, Essex, Iowa.
1'11()LARSIIIP in correspondence department
of the National College of Optics, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, for only 810. Write for free
" club-rate" circular. This includes a splendid
lithographed diploma, " Doctor of Optics. '

UAVE you got $500 to invest in the jewelry
11 business? The repair business alone brings
in $900 per year. "J 103," care Keystone.

V? cc% SECURES a life scholarship in our col-
'P I*" lege. Tuition permanently reduced
from $25. Degree Doctor of Optics conferred
under State authority. See advertisement,
page 252. South Bend College of Optics. 

ITIL sure and read ad. in Business Notices.
" North Shore Mfg. Co. 

WATCH repairing for the trade ; balance staffs,
50c.; jewels, 50c.; cylinders, 75c. Other work

in proportion. Satisfaction guaranteed. John
Shotilts, Akron, Ohio.

WRITE for free " club-rate" circular of the
National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. This excellent school is now sending its
correspondence course all over the United
States at only $10 ; the regular price is 825. This
low price includes their highest honor diploma,
"Doctor of Optics."

BUSINESS NoTICES.
THIS HEADINCI THRILL TTTTT PIN 

WORD.

HANDY tool, instantly gives power to move-
" meta for testing escapement, without fasten-
ing barrel in place, 18 S., postpaid 15e. Sigler,
watchmaker, Hebron, Ind. 

121311N Ilorological School, the oldest and best
_

known school for watchmakers, gives you
practical training in watch repairing, engraving
and optics. Our graduates are tilling the best
positions with the trade. Address, for cata-
logue, Elgin llorological School, Elgin, Ill. 

poi.Lkiiiewelsc-25c. per dozen. W. C. Bonney,
IL Keokuk, Iowa.

UR 825 course in optics pernumently reduced

If to $7.50 , for complete course and diploma.

See advertisement, page 252, South Bend Col-
lege of Optics. 
HAVE yott an old English watch case you want
11 changed into American stem-wind ? lf so,

send it to me, and I will guarantee sat iscaet ion.

G. F. Wadsworth,Silversin it hs' Bldg. ,CI eagfi,111._

PORRESPONDENCK course letter and jewelry

1, engraving, $15, tools and material ineluded.

Class II now starting. Minneapolis seleed of
Engraving, 411 Lumber Exchange, Al inneap-

oils, Minn.
ALANCE jewels by sizes, quality " ALI 

,' $L00
U per dozen • quality " 75e, per dozen.

W. C. Bonney,' Keokuk, Iowa. 

VOU are looking for a good, reliable hrni to do

1 your watch work. hero is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-

bus Memorial Building, Chicago. 

WE manufacture d- gol -Slit-as-, rings, pins and
earrings. Will save you money on them.

Write for samples. Bridgewater & Sous, New

Castle, Del. 

THE National College of Optics, Cedar 
Heinle,

Iowa, is offering its regular V5 correspond-

ence course for only 810, ineluding tine 
litho-

graphed, highest degree diploma ( ' Doctor of

Optics " ). Write for " club-rate" circular.

WILY not send me your watch cases that need
mm repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silverstniths'Btdg.,Chicago,I11.

TIIE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some

special inducements to offer to those who wish

to learn the watchmakers' trade in a 
thoroughly

practical manner in the least possible time, and

at very low terms. Address, for information,

the Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill. 

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for

" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweeps, filings, brushings, polishiugs, every-

thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,

silver, copper for sale. .T. L. Clark (establishe(
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send

by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

("OLD and silver-plating, sat in fin ish,en graving,

" engine-turning, everything in the line of

watch Case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

flASE screws, any make or size, 15c. per dozen.

14 W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

RALANCE stalls, 7 j, el grade, 111.001)er dozen;

• 

15jewel grade, $1.2a per dozen. W. C. Bentley,
Keokuk, Iowa. 

A COMPLETE scholarship in optics, including
41 diploma and degree Doctor of Optics, for
$7.50. See f lSeoe tadpvtieerstiselueut, page 252. South Bend

tivri C1ANS and Jewelers send stamp for " free
u lesson" that will lead to an increase in your
Income of from $5 to $25 per week. Address,
The Chicago School of Ophthalmic Science and
Mental Therapeutics, Cli wage, Ill.

H 
"
ERE is your chance, r, Jeweler, Watch-
maker or Clerk. Photographs on watch

cases, china, silk, linen, ,l-. Our chemicals and
full instructions will sliew you how to do this
work, and do it right. Price, $1.00 for full outfit,
enough to do 100 jobs. I 'an you make a better
investment I Send 2e. stamp for particulars and
full instructions. For sale by jobbers. North
Shore Mfg. Co., P. 0. Box 166, 1,vun, Mass. 

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and

I Optical Instil tit., ail art t he new year by °tier-
ing unsurpassi•ii opportunities for young men
with ordinary it to become toaster work-
men. Imi this instituti• the student a•atit become
entirely qualified to hold a rcspoiedble posit ion.
Business men throughout ilie cmintry lois,'
been iptiek to grasp the opportiiiiity of obtain-

ing the services of our grad oat,. I f you wish

to become all all-around capable workman, take
a full course of Ii iii leal instructions tii otir in-
stitute, where the instructors are practival work-
men of years of experience. Write for pros-
pectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION

SITUATIONS WANTED.

FIEST-CLASS designer , and engraver, with
long exp., desires position as such, respec-

tively as salesman or superintendent in pro-
gressive manufacturing or retail jewelry estith-
lishment ; is able to build up st at oinery depart-
ment if desired. Applicant has splendid
address, is well educated and speaks English
and German fluent iv. Refs. ;t1littely the beat.
IVould prefer salary and 51111,1` 1•1111111ibtSiOn or
Interest. Please address " H al, of Richard

0. Kandler, 1119 Masonic 'Temple, Chie.go.

RKILLED refractionist at leisure Feb. 15th.

U 6 years' exp.; 1 year will i- ist ; good
salesman. Al ref. from present employers.

Age 27 ; go anywhere. Photo. and particulars

on application. Address," Optician," 648 Dudley
Street, Boston, Mass.

HY first-class watchmaker, clock and jewelry

1, repairer, 5 years' exp., best of refs. Ameri-
can city preferred. Address, Norman Cull,
Guelph, Out., Canada.

VOUNG man, has few years' exp. as watelima-
I ker, jeweler and salesman, desires position.

fBest o refs. Address, " W.," 308 Lincoln Si.,
Jamegtown, N. Y.

HELP WANTED.
uNGNAVEN; combination engraver and Jew-
" eler or engraver anal watchmaker preferred.
Address with refs. and state salary expected,
Maier A Berkelp, 31 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

WANTED.
RECOND-IIAND trial cases and prisoptoluctcrs,

cheap. State full particulars .11,,I lowest
price in first letter. Address, " Optician," lock

box 187, Chicago, Ill.
• — • - - - - - •

pEA JR, LS BOUGHT

If a customer should bring you any I /Monied
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CI1AS. S. C1ZOSSMAN de CO.

awhiMereapi)diu ceatin have tillneh'iltnellNinteovvCa11111 "Orfekr:
Established 1880 

A

-.4g.

TRICE 812.00.k,

4.‘
..,.

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.

For sale by all Jobbers.

The most III.I•111,111. teSI bo. l t yportmia, myopia,
astigmatism ate' prcsi. ',pia, without Ili, a-sist-
ance of trial 11-11,,•,. ,,l`t.1/11.1-11itil.1 illS11111111.108

Grail Makeli for -,11... Tho hook, "New Methods
in the Science ol' Ili t ing i ;lasses," 25e. .

W. G. FAY MFG. CO.,

Jobbing Opticians. 178 Broadway, New York.

33 Per Cent. Increase.
We have now the largest attend-

ance on record, the result of this
school's merits.
Send for circulars.

Canadian liorological Institute,
115 East King Street.

H. R. PlaYTNER,
DIRECTOR. Toronto, Ont.
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Zeitner & Ilerwig   264
Zimmern & Co., Henry  144
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Makers of DIAMOND MOUNTINGS,
Fine Repairing and Artistic Special Order Work.

We NEVER Disappoint.
40 Malden 1...,11 Ile, Between Nassau and William Sts., NEW. YORK.

I TA
Victory Button Back,

GEBHARDT BROS.,
muk.,,s of

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges. _
Victory Attachments.

Samples and New Price-List on application. LION

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PAVID.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobtving a Specialty.

BLDG., CINCINNATI.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker Of Fine Tools and Dies for IhoTrago
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

MEMBER

AMERICAN

HOROLOGICAL

SOCIETY

ESTA10.1.110, 40 YEARS

EXPERT
WATCHMAKER

to the 'Prude

103 STATE STREET

OHICA.G0

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
RL PAIR EL) FOR THE TRADE

I teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern
way. My course permits but one student at a
time. Write me for particulars and terms.

'STEEL DIEe SEAL' "VG

"14511ffilTo TF TRA(

ADAM Pi ETZ
/504 S8/7.50/77 S I. itkiade/ihia.

TYPEWRITING
..5.4 ' began with the

, 0 'i;," Remington,

_ • and the
5101)1:1, No. I. il571).

REMINGTON
stands to-day for

all that is ,,r4
..: .

best in
MODEL No. a MOP.

TYPEWRITING
WyLkoff, Seamans ci% Bcnedict,

105 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER

GEO. SIEGFRIED*.
70 STATE STREET. CHICAGO

so PO'? /LLUSTR4TED ACYCE L/$7.

FREE. FREE. FREE.
EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENTS to all

siihscrilwFS to the " Canadian Optician."
1.—A set of hill, Window Cards, 9 x 7, in Ithick

and wliitc, I I heavy glazed cardboard.
2,—Two Ophthalmic Charts in every natural

color, excellent for demonstrating, regular
price, $1.00.

3.—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustrations, typo-setting, etc. They
are spectacle-selling t al k s.

4.—A copy of an Advertising Booklet ex-
plaining the importance of vision, pheno-
mena a sight, eye defects, their remedy,
etc., told in plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian
Optician" for one year,sent on receipt 0 f $1.00.
Address, "Canadian Optician,"

24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
uever cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It Is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

F. ft REES,
Author of " Modern Letter Engraving,"

"Jewelry Designing and Engraving," "The A rl
of Engraving" and proprietor and instructor

The Rees Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building,

ELMIRA, N. V.
Established 1890. Write for particulars.

3510 K. of C.

J. Bulova C
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
script ionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

3511 Initial.

O
RING MANUFACTURERS,

I 7 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

3510 Photo.

Our patent fasten.
ing on all rings.

Globe Lever end Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

NOTICE rNnoisrhz with any pattern ea. formerly sold by ODENHEIMER

THE WIGGINS ENGRAVED DESIGN BOOK
WILL TEACH YOU.

Your time is money, E0 don't waste it by paying railroad fare and losingyour wages Our book contains the correct principles andshape for Script, Old English, German Text, Rustic,_Roman and Block Lettering; al," Ribbon, Block
and Cypher Monogram Designing. Our
Instructions and illustrating of the
Different Strokes and how 1.4.) cut
thenf, are complete in every
detail, and you eantIOC
fall to understand
them.

This
Why Not

DIJR
PECIAL

OFFER should
not be overlooked.

being the Dull Season')
Take up ENGRAVING

We will bend by prepaid express to any part of the world

FOR $2
One of our Denton Books ,which in entirely printed from
One Square Graver sharpened for use. [steel plates.
Also 36 dozen Practice Plates.

or IN III Send the Design Book Separate for $1.50.
JOHN B. WIGGINS CO., Engravers, 44 and 46 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

Foot=Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

High grade tools { Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

fhe Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.
This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers
and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

POLISHING so COMPLETE, SZ.00, PREPAID
WATen 

o•scuvre•6

660 ANO 
COTTON 

0.1.•004

NAMILL WAWA 
ANO 

OPUSN60

66,7 6FO 
6000N eV',

IIRISTI.1 
....mist

«issiRristetew

is.x1iFil,ACt ION 
Ill'A5AN1F.V.1) 

MONO 
RE.M.SIUM

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Tracing the Pattern Letters.

L.-1,46nut ta.41v
A..

0,440.--441
,

HE necessity for good engraving and done promptly

has never been more apparent than during the season

just passed.

That little plain shield left by the manufacturer

on articles of jewelry is intended for engraving—it

must be filled.

The Public knows what the little plain space is intended for.

You cannot be epuipped to fill the space either promptly or

economically without the New Century.

There is a constantly growing demand for engraving. The

popular Jeweler—the man who has the trade with him—is the

man who engraves, and the most successful engraver is the

Jeweler who has the New Century.

With our Ordinator and Variator the last objection to machine

work has been removed.

The letters may be cut in any size, proportion or slant, and

the Angular Graver adds the shades.

Best of all, you need know nothing about engraving to do it.

We want to prove this to you.

We want you to see samples of our work—they are sent free

on request.

It's time you were posted on our proposition, and there is no

time like the present.

This means that you should write to-day.

The Eaton & Glover Co.
87 Nassau and 130 Fulton Stwit

New York.

vAL
HAVE

YOU HAD AN

INSIDE RING SAMPLE

IT WILL

OPEN YOUR EYES

WRITE FOR

ONE.



Here's February—a little "sawed-off" month, but chock-full

of anniversaries that are significant and helpful to those who sell

the products of The Keystone Watch Case Company.

and you are reminded of Lincoln's saying that "you can fool all

of the people some of the time and some of the people all of the

time, but you can't fool all of the people all of the time." You

then resolve to always sell the Cases that never "fool" you and

never "fool" your customers.

looms. into view; you remember that "all the world loves

lover," and you urge the lover to help his suit by presenting

his Best Girl with "a love of a watch," the case of which bears

this trade-mark.

comes along, and when you think of the man who was " first in

peace, first in war and first in the hearts of his countrymen," you

associate with his virtues the Watch Case which is first in worth,

first in fame and first in the pockets of the countryman and

cityman.

19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

COPYRIGHT 19(.3 19y n zo, 4+1, •
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Link The Third. Thirty Years' Experience.
The fact that we have been in business thirty years means two things toevery buyer of chains and lockets.
First, no house stays in business thirty years unless its goods givesatisfaction.
Second, thirty years' experience must necessarily enable the house thathas it to do better work than a house which has not had so thorough atraining.
In our thirty years of manufacturing chains we have learned to give thebest quality for the money. The chains we make look better and presenta better appearance than ordinary chains. Every single one is manu-factured of seamless wire by us in our own plant so that when weguarantee them we know exactly what we are saying.

1 1R This mark means the best vest chains that can be
" bought for the money.

WE BEG TO ANNOUNCE OUR REMOVAL FROM THE CHAMPLAIN
BUILDING, STATE AND MADISON STREETS, TO THE NEW POWERS
BUILDING, CORNER OF WABASH AVENUE AND MONROE STREET.
WE EXTEND A CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL FRIENDS IN THE
TRADE TO VISIT US AT OUR NEW LOCATION.

Theodore W. Foster & Brother
Company,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

H. F. HAHN ei COMPANY,
WATCHES—DIAMONDS—JEWELRY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
LONO DISTANCE TELEPHONE

CENTRAL 1336.



The Keller
el Business

Quartette
Boomers

JoHN F. GARLAND,

Middle and Western States.

are now calling on the trade with the newest,
most attractive and most comprehen-

sive lines ever offered in

Gold Brooches, Cuff
Buttons, Scarf Pins,
Lockets, Fobs, Tie
Clasps, etc.

Selection packages to respon-
sible parties where our repre-
sentative cannot call.

Rose Colored Buttons, Lockets and
Brooches a Specialty.

J.H.TnomPSON
New York,
Penna. and
New

England
States

ARCHIBALD
lloTCHKISS

South and
South-
west

Manufacturer3 of

an&
Two imap

64 Nassau St.,
New York.

Factory-359 Mulberry St.,
Newark, N. J.

Telephone
3270 John.

ITEM-11MT O. VAN Nrs:,

Pacific Coast
States.

Watches for Railroad Men.
We give particular thought to Railroad Waiches, and have estab-

lished a very large trade in this line. The following standard R. R.
grades, which are specially endorsed by inspectors and pass on all rail-
roads, are supplied by us with unusual promptness :

Elgin:
18 Size, a E, Lever

Veritas, No. 214,
Veritas, No. 239,
Father Time,
Raymond, No. 240,
Raymond,

23

21

21

19

17

Waltham: Hamilton:
Set. IS Size, 0. F, Lever Set. IS Size, 0. F, Lever Set.

jewels Vanguard,
Vanguard,
Crescent St.,
A., T. & Co., Premier,

23 jewels
21

g

21 "

17 "

No. 942 (No. 943 Htg. ), 21 jewels
No. 940 (No. 941 Htg. ), 21 "

(Our office is only a few minutes from
the Hamilton factory.)

The Non-Retailing Company,
Jubbcrs in \\TaLlics and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.

Of A71
%WvAlef

TRY

AMO 
US ON

NDS
Having been tried by many jewelers and invariably succeeded in satisfying them, we are ready to be tried by you on our new

importations. We obtain all our Diamonds in the rough direct from the Syndicate in London, have them cut by the most skillful

artisans in Amsterdam and Antwerp and import the Diamonds when finished.

We are therefore enabled to offer you at LOWER prices FULLY AS WELL CUT Diamonds as those cut here at consider-

ably higher cost.

2

Tulp Straat,

Amsterdam.

Established 1866.

Loose or Mounted Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry sent on selection to responsible jewelers.

21
Maiden Lane

P. 0. Box 1625,

New York.
-//

PA N

Our goods are insured while in transit
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ARE MADE BY OUR MAINSPRINGS, BALANCE STAFFS AND JEWELS
FOR THESE VERY GOOD REASONS:

Their reliability is unsurpassed.
They are guaranteed to fit.
We fill orders the day they are
We do not make mistakes.
Our stock is ample and complete. No putting off or disappointing
Our prices are :

E. & J. S. Mainsprings, all styles and sizes, per dozen, $1.25 ; per gross. $14.25
Superior " " " " " " " 1.00; •' " 11.25
Hercules
E. & J. S. Balance Staffs, American-made . per dozen, 1.00
Eagle ••

E. & J. S. " Jewels,
Eagle

ALL PRICES ARE LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

Our Tool and Material Catalogue should be in the hands of every jeweler. It illustrates and
quotes the prices of genuine Factory Jewels, Staffs, Mainsprings and Material for every American
watch made ; also everything needed by jewelers in Supplies.

If this catalogue is not now in your possession, your business card or note on your business
stationery will bring one.

The pursuit of prosperity
is at best attended by many
difficulties, but those reach
the goal first who are most
particular about little things.

No man ever yet rolled in
wealth who neglected the
apparent trifles in his busi-
ness.

You may think that the
question of where you send
your scraps and filings is an
unimportant matter, but we

want to assure you that it is not. In the long run it
will pay you well to send them where you can get
the most for them—to us.
We can absolutely prove to you that the prices we

pay are higher than you can get anywhere else, and,
such being the case, why consider anybody else?

Send us your gold and silver sweepings, send us
your filings and scraps. Ship us one lot and ask us
what we will pay for it. If the price doesn't suit
you, we will send it back at our own expense. This
shows that we have the courage of our convictions.
We make remittances for old gold and silver the day

of receipt, and for sweepings five days after receipt.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

269
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Which are9

The Cheapest Watch Glasses
those that are sold for the least, or those which are carefully made,

properly labeled, correctly gaged, and cost a trifle more?

A label like the above is sufficient guarantee that you are getting the
best that money can buy or that the properly made stock, combined with
skilled labor can produce.

The Best Watch Glasses
are those which require the least time to fit and in which there is the least
percentage of breakage.

They bear this label:

REVERSE.

Insist upon getting the V. T. F. and take no other.

9
FOR SALE BY ALL REPUTABLE JOBBERS. 'P

k)

timoacsod000z0000'00000000Ovo:'0003000rm0000:000eoomxma

Supereminence in Mainsprings
The underlying principles and generally accepted theories of modern main-

spring construction emanate primarily and to the greatest extent from the

Maker of the Longeval.
Making of mainsprings, in its various

phases, has attained its greatest developments

at the hands of this maker.

Method of packing avoids all possi-

bility of rust. Made by the best maker

in the world, of highest grade steel,

finished down by hand, high in

carbon, best in temper, insuring

uniform pulling pow er.

Only one spring need

be handled and ex-
posed at a time,

instead of a full

dozen as with
other makes.

With each order for one gross of main-

springs a fine oak cabinet, made

expressly for this brand of

springs, will be included

gratis.

The LONGEVAL are for sale at your jobbers. If not, write the Importers,

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 35 Maiden Lane, 
New York City, for the address

of the nearest jobber who will serve you with the 
BEST—

NOTICIE.
The importers of these mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea Ilf putting each spring

in a separate NI% ,t 1111M protect ing them against rust
and climatic elianges, and to place a number of
these small boxes in a box or case.

They have taken expert advice as to their sole

and exclusive right to this manner of " dressing"
mainsprings, and have been advised that they
have a proprietary right thereto.

The trade is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment of this manner of " dressing " mainsprings
for the market will be vigorously prosecuted.

The Longeval
Mainsprings for all makes and grades of American Watches.
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English Case as Received. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago,

•

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

The e two cuts h w Flat anti Rollin! Belcher Ring. The e cuts allow t o same rInai stvilh new, high claws,as rreel e I. with e ow,. badly noel! oft and IrIti low IV atoneaseettrely revel, and entire ring, refinished like new.permit re ettIng stones again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25" " " eight " " go 11 111 0 
4. " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to costfrom 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws ou setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glovering, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring. 50e.
Four " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

93, 93 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
NEW YORK CHICAO0

Initial glove ring with ono
•1, each end holdieg set.

Corneo glove ring with four
e111011nt corners holding set.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

(.1(slt.1 Clinin.s Refilled, Renewed and Repaired-
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Good Work. Low 1ricz.t.tA. I.t.oittript: Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 & 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

I 0
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from thecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 (la 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO,

For 21 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipp,(1 ill the country for job work.

111.1.'1.1)F.

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken ulf,the same as new.

A FUEL..

WE RENATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 (la 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.
We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.
It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 anP 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Labor Saving. A Long-Felt Want Supplied.
"ABSOLUTELY 3UARAINTEE0." Ni, charge for boxing or cartage. )114-11NC: l3L:1"TER LSE;

"Imperial " high=Speed Noiseless Electric Motors.
For Watchmakers', Jewelers', Opticians', Silversmiths' and Machinists' Lathes, Grindstones. etc.: also for Fans, Sewing 

Machines and other classes of work.

Mr. MADE FOR DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT. '11111r

These motors run absolutely noiseless, are fitted with self-oiling and self-aligning

bearings, and are neatly finished in black japan.
There are no parts to get out of order, and with a few drops of oil occasionally, the

motor will run for years without the slightest attention, and without perceptible wear.

They are a great convenience to watchmakers, jewelers and opticians who have

much repairing and turning to do, and a great relief from the strain and weariness due

to the treadle motion, heretofore the only always available means of driving the lathe.

These motors can be used under practically all conditions where motive power of

any kind is required, and operate economically and satisfactorily.
They can be adapted for use on the Ibmr, with or ceiling, or with shaft vertical,

and on account of their compactness, convenient shape and thorough protection of

coils and commutator are easily adapted to a great variety of uses.

The Direct Current " Imperial" High-Speed Noiseless Electric Motel, have
always had a higher ellieieney and greater durability than any other motor on the mar-

ket by reason of superior design and construction.
The " imperial " 1 n rect Current enelesed motors are made i II all sizes from 1-21)

to 3 horse power and are tV011111(1 as standard machines for 115, 120, 230, 240 and 500
volts E. M. F., and can he wound for a large range of .Iweial speeds Or voltages.

DIRECT CURRENT. 
rying one pole piece. These IWO 11.11\a1S 011C11.).1. the field 1.111I, WiliCil IS a Sill& 1.11)I

Tho field frame is ii1 steel casting and b. madc in t ,vo SIIIIii:11' lorts, each half ear-

energizing both pole picces. 'Ille pole pieces, instead ■■1 being held in hy bolts or

{ 
Nos. 3830 to 3837. screws, are cast in one piece with the Held yoke, thereby giving solidity and security

1-20, 1-16, 1-10 and 1-8 Horse Power. not found in other makes. The commutator bar, are of hard die-drawn copper. 'file core

and commutator, together with the winding, bola an exceptionally well-constructed

and reliable armature. The armature eores are laminated and of the slotted drum type, with the coils rigidly secured in 
the slots.

Radial carbon brushes are used and the bearings are of the self-aligning and self-oiling ring type.

.5 NOTE.-In ordering please state Number, Horse Power, also whether Motor is to be wound for 115, 120, 230, 240 or 500 volts.
NOTICE -This style motor is only wound for Direct Current.SPECIAL 

Horse Diameter Face
Number Voltage Current Speed. R. P. M.

Power of Pullies of Pues 
Width Height

lli 

3830 1-20 Direct 2000 Shunt Wound 1 to 11.4in. Grooved 6 in.

3831 1-20 2000 1 to 13, in. 
53, in.
51. 0 6 "

11 11 o
3832 1-16 2000 1 to 1 3i ii. 

5.1„,.. 0 6 "
0 0 0

3833 1-16 2000 1 to 1342 in. 
5 0 6 "

11 11 41
3834 140 1800 2 to 2Y, in. 

7,2 11 Vx• II

11 4141
3835 1-10 1800 2 to 23/2 in. 1.,., 07 4, 71) II

0 44
3839 Eighth 1500 4.1 2 to 2% in. 7'4 " 7q 0

II "3837 Eighth 1800 2 to 234 in. 714 " 71. 11

11 "3838 Ottarter 1500 Flat, 134 in. 83/ " 8,4,' II

11 0
3839 Quarter 1500 

3% in.
3% in. 14 ix St 89 11 

84 "

8840 Quar 
11

ter S 1550 Series Wound 1. 33, in. o 'IA 11 
831" 

5,,,,, II

1. for street current. j
3841 Half 11 1350 Shunt Wound 5 in. " 2 " 

o 
10V " 10 "

3842 Half 1350 5 in, " 2 " 101/gm " 10 "
1

3843 Half 11 1550 1 Sin. .' '2 " 103/,' " 10 "
03844 1. 1200 11 6 in. " 23/ " 12 " 12
0 

"

3845 1 1200 0 6 in. " 2P4 " 12 " 12 "

3846 1 0 1400 Sin. " 29 " 12 " 12 "
4 0

3 1 1150847 2 7 in. " 3y2 " 1414 " 151.,;', "

3848 2 0 1150 0 7 in. 1• 33A " 141, " 1534', "
03849 2 1350 11 7 in. " 33.?„ " 1414 " 151,, "

003850 3 1150 7 in. " 337 " 16 " 16 "
41 11

3851 3 1150 7 in. ii 33,!.. il IS 14 16 "

3352 3 II 11 1300 7 in, " 3) " 16 " 16 "

n.......i..11. 10119 ill, W 11101)11 & Co.. New York
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ALTERNATINO CURRENT.
Nos. 3870 to 3871.

1 1-15 Horse Power.

Length
Net Weight.

including Rails
and Pullies

Showing Doors Open.

DIRECT CURRENT.
Nos, 3838 to 3852.
, I, 2 and 3 Horse Power. J

1.

Gross Weight,
Packed for
Shipment

•

814 in.

"
13::
130
"
"
"

151., "
151., "
151A ii

194 "
19,% "
19a "
2314 "
2314 "
23 "
2Wet "
25./ "

The Imperial Hand-starting Single-phase
Alternating Current Motors.

12 lbs.
12 "
12
12
22
22
22
22
57
57
57

106
106
106
175
175
175
311
all
311
402
402
.1112

This motor has no starting torql, or os own, l 1 it Itecessary to get the

motor up to 200 or 300 revolutions per willow before it sill ,tart of itself. It is not
suitable for operating pumps, etc., where it is necessary to start the motor under

full load.

The Imperial " Self-starting Single-phase
Alternating Current Motors.

This motor i. providcd with a compensator condenser, which is permanently

wired in the circuit, and al.., a centrifugal clutch litilley v I ieli allows the winding

of the armature to gel it to full speed before any load is t111,1W11 1.11. 'rids motor

will start under full load.

The Imperial Two or Three-phase Self-Starting
Alternating Current Motors.

This motor, from its design
' 

has starting torque of its own, and will start

under full load by simply closing the line switch.

17 lbs.
17 "
17 "
17 "
30 "
30 "
30 "
30 "
93 "
93 "
93 "

134
134
134
2211
22n
22o
37.5
:175
375
-lea

i■;s

No Starting
Box comes
or is
required for
Nos.
3830 to 3337
1-20 to 1-8
horse power

Price including
Starting Box

(absolutely required
for 1-4 to 3 H. P.)

$18.00
20.00
I 8.00
20.00
24.00
25.00
24.00
25.00
51.00
57.00
69.00

Alternating Current.
NOS. 3872 to 3884.

70.00
73.00
82.00
91.00
96.00
03.00
35.00
35.00
50.00
55.00
58.00
67.00

34 and ;14
Horse Power.

NOTE.-Alternating current motors are all hand or self-starting owing to which speed rzgulators cannot be 
furnished for them

Number

3870 

Power R. P. M.

Single.

Phase Starting Net Weight Packed tor Width
Gross Weight

Length
Voltage Current Speed

3871

3874

3872 

104
110 

Alternating

I/ 

1800
1800
1800

MOO
1800

1800 

Cycle

145
60
60
60 

Single.
Single.
Single. 

Hand.
Self.
Self.

Self.

solf. 

27
27

85
90 

 Shipment.

110
225

40
40

11
11

81/
8q

Horse

3873

3879

3875 

lit)

2211 

II
0 

60

Self. 

90 225 11

3878

3876
3877 

I4
0 

1800

1800 

60
60

Single.

2 or 3.

2 or 3. 

815
85 

115
110 

11
11

3882
11883 

2211

220

110

220 

0
41 

1800

1875 

60
60
130 

Single.
Single.
2 or 3. 

Hand.

Self.
Self. 

115
120
1115 

270
140 11

11
11

Selflit)

104 " 1•25 Single. 140 300 13%

41

1800 

60 

Single.

2 or 3. 

lia1111.

Self. 

115
8f5 115 11

11

self.

g, 

pipas,, 

s2t2i1,11(,

110 
140

150

Watch Materials, Tools,

1800 

60 Single. Hand.

3880
3881 

110
110 

II

" 

1800
60 Single.

Self. 

120 270 11

220 0
1800
1800 

60 115 150 11

3884 
Copyright, 1902, by W Green dt Co., New York.

Ni inher II ,,.h. l'OWer desired, also whether the Motor is to be wound for 104, 110 or 220 Voltage.NOTE.-Tn orderin

1-15
1-15

Onarter
Otiarter
Cloarter
i /carter
Quarter

'ter
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half

Height

813
811

12,,d
12A
12,1,5
12,1,

12,.%
14%

Price
Complete

$30.00
32.00
56.00
107.00
62.00
59.00
113.00
67.00
62.00
120.00
67.00
64.00
25.00
72.))))
120.00

SPECIAl NOTICE.-This style motor is only wound for Alternating Current.

)AT . GREEN 0 CO•9 
g Maiden Lane, Importers,

Exporters, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies,

SAMPLE OF UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.

U New York, U.S.A. Manufacturers
Jobbers, Watch Chains, Silk Guards,

Optical Goods, etc.

"New York, Jan. 27, 1903. Messrs. W. Green er Co., 6 Maiden Lane, N. Y. Gentlemen : I take great pleasure in informing you that 
after one year's steady work, the % D. 1'. Imperial Electric

Motor, purchased front you, is to-day as good as ever. It has not cost a penny in the way of repairs, is a perfect machine, is practically noiseless (a 
valuable feature when the shop Is near t he fitting

room) and I cannot two wherein it van possibly he improved. Faithfully yours, L. L. FERGUSON, Treasurer and ex-President of tlic Optical Society of the City of New York, Eyesight Specialist and

Tutor in Optics, 155 Broadway, New York City."
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1885 THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials
Jewelers' Findings.

Crowns, Pendants, Bows, Bezels,

Springs, Pendant Ears,

Pendant Bushings, Joint Pins,

Seamless Joint Wire,

Pendant Set Bars and Sleeves,

and

Lever-Set Stems, Swivels, Chain Bars,
Spring Rings, Toggles, Jump Rings,
Solders, Seamless Wire, Rolled-Plate,
Round and Oval Balls, etc., etc.

34-36 Pearl Street,

1903

Newark N J9 N. •,
U. S. A.

Registered

American

Carded
Bows

REGISTERED

ET'
0 TRADF-MARKix

.41tP
..

14 K. SEAMLESS GOLD FILLED SIZE 18

wily PAY
YOUR BILLS
WITH
OLD GOLD?

We are especially equipped
for refining jewelers' sweeps
and filings.

Don't you know that most of the firms
that buy Old Gold, Silver and Platinum
simply sell it to a refiner ? Why not sell
it direct and save their profit? We remit
same day as received, and if remittance is
not satisfactory package is returned the
same as received at our expense.

24c.
28c.
32c.
36c.

per

ed

4.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
dwt. for 6 karat

7 "
8
9

66 64

44 ad

64 64 /6

40c. per dwt o for 10 karat
44c. " " " Is "
48c. " " 12 "
52c. " dd It /3 16

Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER.'
PLATINUM SCRAP, 80c. per dwt.

56c. per dwt. for 14 karat
:65

64c. "
68c. .....

6 /8 44

17 "

72c. "

SCHWITTER & KENNEDY,
Sweep Smelters an Assayers. 25 John Street, New York.

WORKS : 28-32 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Announcement

We take pleasure in advising the trade

that we have perfected a new low-priced

rimless eyeglass, with colored lenses. This

new style is not only lower in price

than any rimless eyeglass ever offered

to the trade, but is so simple in con-

struction and neat in appearance that

it will find favor with all users of low-

priced rimless goods. We will illustrate

the new eyeglass and give full particu-

lars in April Keystone.

T. A. Willson & Co.
Manufacturing Opticians

Reading, Pa.
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How to Sell Five More Watches
than before, daily, in 1903.

Easy enough, if you have the right kind, and let .peofile know that
you have them, and tell them why they ought to buy them.

Hundreds of people of small means in your community need only
to be told that a really good watch can be bought for very little money,
and they'll jump at it.

The New York Standard Watch is the one "right kind." It will
never go out of fashion ; for the fashion of thrift is universal and
eternal. The upper ten thousand have whims of taste which change
with their whims of extravagance ; the lower ten million adhere to the
style which stands for economy..

The New York Standard Watch does not interfere with the sale of
high-priced watches ; it has a field all to itself—its very own. There
is nothing that competes with it ; for there's nothing so low-priced in
the same quality. There are " cheaper watches ; but the quality of
these is " cheaper than the price.

When once the People know the worth of this watch—when " The
Best Watch in the World for the Money has a fair chance to tell about
itself—you will be selling to folks who never wore watches before, and
will be putting real timekeepers into vest-pockets that now carry only
watch apologies.

Tell only the actul facts about it; you need not draw on the dic-
tionary for pretty phrases. Show its peculiarly strong construction, its
admirable finish, the roominess of its mainspring barrel, the simplicity of
its stem-winding parts with their direct, positive action ; and then tell
the amazingly little price for so much time-keeping worth. You can
sell five more watches each day than you did before ; make five new
friends daily; and win the good will of a big new lot of people who
will have other things to buy on other days.

It is worth a good five-minutes' consideration.

The New York Standard Watch Co.

Look for thelabel
And be sure of getting the

True Blue Beaded Label
French Watch Glass.

Note the

HIGHEST QUALITY , I NI S

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents,

NEW Y0RK-37-39 Maiden Lane.
PARIS-2I Rue de l'Echiquier.
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THE I
•.0 &

Duplex
Base
Anti-Friction
Engraving Block

Nickel-Plated.
With Swivel Jaws.

Perfection of construc-
tion, shape and work-
manship. The Special
is not a cheap engraving
block, but a first-class
article of improved de-
sign. Complete with
attachments and leather
pad, pm.

Ask your
jobber for

The
Special."

Designed by an Engraver for
Engravers.

USE

Liquid Amber
The

best
cement
on
the

market

'4°41

11**61,.11iitiAnd Pallet Jewel

-

Bum MURPHY. 4i,
ORILLIA.,CANAD

Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & Co.
37 Maiden Lane,

Wholesale Agents. NEW YORK.
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We Want to Buy From You 
If you will send us your Old Gold and Silver,

Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand-washings, etc., we
will make accurate valuations of same and hold the con-
signment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we teship to you at our expense.

We report to you on Gold and Silver Scrap the
same day the shipment is received ; on Filings and
Bench Brushings the day after ; on Sweeps and Hand-wash-
ings in from three to six days, depending upon the quantity.

We make returns in cash, check or draft, as you prefer.
We pay for Old Gold as follows :

oArs4 S

PROMPT '
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER,FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 8oc. " "
18 K., 72c. "
16 K., 64c. "
14 K., 56c. "

61

12 K., 48c. per dwt.
to K., 40c. "
8 K., 32c. "
6 K., 24c. 66

4 K., 16c. "

it

t t

if

We pay market rates for Silver and Platinum.

8c

We Want to Sell to You
We carry in stock the various qualities of

Gold, Silver and Platinum, either rolled flat or
drawn to wire of any gage. Prices of Fine Gold
are as follows :

to K., 48c. per dwt. t4 K., 64c. per dwt.
12 K., 56c. " " 16 K., 72c. "

18 K., 8oc. per dwt.

We make Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas
furnished, or from our own formulas, as desired. " T. B. H."
Alloy is 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold, 75c. per lb. Shot
Copper, 4oc. per lb., etc.

We shall be pleased to furnish Tables for Alloying with-
out charge. They will save your figuring.

We have unsurpassed facilities for smelting ores, sweep-
ings or residues of any kind that contain Gold, Silver or Lead
by the most modern and economical metallurgical methods.
Our laboratory is very completely equipped for making assays,
quantitative and qualitative analyses.

We especially invite a trial order from Jewelers who have not heretofore dealt with us.
We are sure of their trade afterward, if they appreciate " squareness," promptness and accuracy.

Works: T. B. Hagstoz Co., Limited.
Riverside, Bur. co., N. J. Smelters, Assayers and Refiners.

Office:

709 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia.

A new interchangeable bit will he given in
exchange for any broken bit ivtiirocd.

SI:1"FloN 'UT.

K. & B.
New
Nine-Bit
Sleeve
Wrench.

Following along the lines of our regular
No. 137, this Wrench has been perfected, in
order that it may come up to the K. & I).
standard. Ample time has been given to per-
fect every detail.

The new method adopted for securing the
hits (see section cut is unequaled in simplicity
and strength. The bits are finely made and
aecurately t.on form to the standard sizes used
in modern watches. The new Jewel series
size included in this set.

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.

Points of Superiority in K. & B.
Staking Tools over other makes
I leaviest

Die.

Most Rigid
Frame.

Stumps and
Punches

adapted to
Modern

Watches.

Handsome
in Design
and

Excellent
in Finish.

Patent
Adjustable
Die Binder,

Quick,
Convenient
and Positive.

Patent Friction
Sleeve

for holding up
Punches
while

removing and
replacing
work.

Cut three-lift is size.

Frame of New Model K. Ci D. Staking Tool.

Jenkins' Patent Roller Remover, No. 54.
Tho most practical tout of its kind manufactured.

Prices Reduced on the Best Fountain Pens Ma; e9
T -1

The "Eagle

has no superior.
Put up one dozen in neat counter

display case.

PRICE:
No. 14, . $ 8.00 per dozen
No. 14, Gold Band, . 12.00 " "
No. 34, with Large Pen, 12.00

Gold Pens full size, 14 Karat,
Underfeed.
Barrel hand-made, Para rubber.
Large ink capacity.

Why pay higher prices for Fountain
Pens not as good as the "EAGLE"?
Every pen guaranteed to give satis-
faction or money refunded.

ORDER ONE DOZEN

EACH NOW.

Nineteen Maiden Lane,

M. J. A VERBECK9 
Wholesale Distributer, New York.

ONE QUART OF GASOLINE
will give more light and burn longer in our

Brilliant or Halo

500 Candle Power

SELF-MAKING GAS LAMP than 8 quarts of kerosene
will de in any lamp, and the light is better than can be
had from incandescent gas Iturners, electricity or coal
oil, and less than 1-10th the cost. Over 100,000 in home
and business use at an average expense of

LESS THAN 15 CENTS A MONTH.

Anyone can use them ; are simple and absolute-
ly safe ; can be hung anywhere. A beautiful
light for almost nothing, without smoke, smell

or greasy wick. Don't he persuaded to try imi-
tations. Every lamp is guaranteed.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co., 42 State St., CHICAGO 100 C
andle Power

The

M. A. Spencer Co.'s

GOLD ROLLER
These rolls are superior to any now in the

market. The body is heavy cast-iron, finely
japanned and decorated in gold.

The rolls, cogs and gearing screws are of
hardened tool steel.

The rolls are 2,;(2 inches wide, and 2 inches
In diameter.

Each roll is fully warranted for one year, and

any parts broken in fair usage will be replaced.

PRICES:

With Flat Rolls only, . $15.00
With Ring Rolls only, . 20.00
With Flat and Ring Rolls

interchangeable, . . 25.00

The M. A. SPENCER CO.
Fonth and Walnut Streets,

Optical Goods. CINCINNATI, 0.

PRESERVE THIS PRICE-LIST FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Gebhardt Bro
Manufacturing Jewelers and

•.•
Originators of Latest Novelties in
Gold and Platinum Jewelry.

Patentees and Makers of

The Victory Button Back and Attachments,
CINCINNATI, U.S.A.

EASILY APPLIED.

No

Points to Solder on.

PROT ECTS EN A 3IEL

05 r.narr sTocx

AS STN.% IN IS

DIS'FIII OUTED EQUALLY

UPON THE IIL'TTON.

10 K. Gold   $12.65 per dozen ; $143.55 per gross.

Coin Silver   1.55 " ' 13.85 " "

Rolled-Plate   1.05 " ' 9.50 " "

Gold Plated   .55 " " 4.30 " "

Silver Plated   .55 " " 4.30 "
Brass   3.94 "

B Posts, $ .75 per gross net extra.

Through many years of experience we find the " three points" on button
back to be the most practical, as they lock the buttonhole, hold the button in
position, and distribute the pressure equally upon surface of button, no matter
how frail or small the button may be.

WILL NOT OPEN
WITHOUT

AID OF FINGERS.

OPEN CLOSEO

VICTORy
PAT'S.

AUTOMATI C
SAFETY
CATCH

14 K. Bold, $2.15 per dozen.

10 K. " 1.85 " "

NO DANGER
I f Enamel Breaking on

Frail Pins
when Catch is Used.

14 K. Gold, $2.40 per dozen.

10K. " 2.15 " "

A d German Silver, hard solder, $ .30 per dozen ; $2.00 per gross.
.85 " " 7.00 "

A

"

slight

o n g

Bpressure of the pin on Victory Automatic Catch opens catch,
admits 

p 

and closes it automatically, making it absolutely safe, and it
will not open of itself.

10 per cent. 10 days ; 30 days net, extra discount on 10 gross lots.

Ask Your Jobber for ',Victory" Attachments, Send for Samples.
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R vett 8 in. Precision Lathe.

Rivett Pivot Polisher. l'rice, $13.00.
Costs much less ; does much more work.

The Lathe which has
made itself so popular

With its attachments it can do more
than any other ever produced.

If you are a mechanic,

Investigate!
No first-class school is without the

Rivett Lathe
Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

**Sums

E - TOOL• ivETT, sfAKING „„"EN,E F ES.Y. 4,2"

Universal Face Plate.
Made only with Solid Nickel Plate.

Price, with Patent Jaws, $14.00.
" Plain Jaw*, 9.00. Slide Rest. Pri. ,•, $30.00

The Rivett Staking Tool.
is the most rigid in design, and the most
rigid in the binding of the die.

Both these points—the very foundation of
Staking Tool excellence—are patented.

In any other tool the die will be found to
have moved after a few consecutive blows from
the hammer, but the " Rivett" stays where it is
Put, until the operator moves it.

\\\\

\‘<101 1411/41‘tt( z

N HOC SIGNO VINCES adorns the shield of the Knights Templar. Translated it reads :—" With This Sign You Should Conquer." The truth which it represents has been our motto.Honesty has been the Jewel which has crowned with success our desire to outshineour competitors.
One Price has been the Mainspring which is running our works, and our customers'increasing orders supply the oil to keep same running overtime.
Quality are the Hands which have remained faithful. Their interests are our interests.They work day and night and are always " on time."
Satisfaction is our Dial. Our increasing trade shows with what favor it is looked uponby the trade.
Write to us to-day for memorandom package. We carry one thousand styles of io K. stone set rings.We pay express charges both ways and give you July 1st terms on goods selected.I— We size and keep odr rings in repair free of charge for two years after you have sold them.2— Ifie exchange any unsalable rings for other styles of stone set rings at any time.

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, BUFFALO, N.Y.

L. LELONG d BROTHER

:17r11,1117lliti''1.....-77; "I'lif1111411:111,11,11''11111' 111:1

I [ilantill
I 

AL
g 1011;111)116'

Ellt101/ 1
..1 11.1,1.1*

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTINO for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

"South Bong" Demagnetizers
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

Patented
January 29, 1901

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG.

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $16.00
For Alternating" 6.00

Agents for England,
ORIMSBAW & BAXTER.
29 Closwell Road,London,

carry stock.

Co.,South Bend, Ind.

1

TRENTON WATCHES 
are sold by all progressive, WIDE=AWAKE JEWELERS.

Beautiful New Model Movements. Very attractive in appearance. Moderate in price. Thoroughly
well finished. Carefully regulated and inspected before leaving the Factory.

0= 452,

No. 125. 4 FORTUNA."
16 Size, 12 jewels.

Solid nickel top plate handsomely damaskeened in
gold, micrometer regulator, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white en-
amel dial with depressed second and center and with red
marginal figures. Hunting lever set. Open-face pendant
set. Price, $9.50.

No. 315. C• FORTUNA."
Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels.

Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings, straight line lever eseapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dial with
depressed second and red marginal figures. Stem wind
and lever set.

Price, $7.50.

No. 300. 4 FORTUNA."
6 Size, 7 Jewels.

Nickel damaskeened, cut CX1,11118i011 balance, safety

I
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,

hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quiek I alit,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dial with
depressed second and red marginal figures. Stem wind
and lever set.

Price, $6.00.

Price=List furnished on application. All leading Jobbers
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY.

sell TRENTONS.

Trenton Watch Company, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

WATCH MATERIAL an  WATCH GLASSES

•le

ay 

 Vas.
thi.2203—

mmeisnimim4171

Price, $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

Fac-Simile of Our Label.

Oenevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi-Concaves, . 2.75 " "
Parallels, . . . 4.50 " "
Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

LENTILLE.

,00011111 1=M11111■sh

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK Nil-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Oenevas, . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi-Concaves, 5.50 " "
Lentilles,
High Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than I., gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

OUR NEW GLASS CABINET
"THE REGENT"

Price, Oak, - $6.00.
II, will bold all the glasses ill the market, in less space than any other

cabinet. The glasses stand on end. has 532 compartments.

Ordinary Watch Glass Cabinets, Oak or Walnut,
6 drawers, . . . . . . . Price, $ 3.50.

" The Comfort " Watch Mass Cabinet, Oak or
Walnut or Cherry, 10 Drawers, . . . 12.00.

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

CROSS C/ BEGUELIN,
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, I:tc. 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
1.50 Ciross.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7 50 °rose.
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Easter Special 
$12 per doz.Reg.

Engraving name
of town,

$1.80 net
per doz.

Sterling ,9,:ofine,
extra heavy,

finely chased,
gilt bowl.

[ EASTER
BOOK=MARKS)

Sterling fine. $ 2 per doz. up.

Selection package to Jewelers of
mercantile standing.

MiasaGstit
a-vmputx‘Sv.

Two Anchors FACTORY, 52 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL., 1629 Masonic Temple.

(L. KATLINSKY.)for your Easter trade—quality and durability
—resting on rock-bottom prices. That's the
trade-pulling and trade-holding combination
presented in " L. S. & Co." chains.

You'll have no fear of your trade going
elsewhere for Easter chains, if you carry our
new and beautiful Spring line. It will securely
anchor your old trade, and win new friends
for your store, as well. Our persistent cam-
paign of advertising direct to the consumer
has created a demand that you should be
prepared to meet.

Our new line for Easter and Spring sell-
ing includes the latest designs in rolled-gold,
gold filled and silver chains. Your jobber has
them, or can get them for you very quickly.

Th otrengthf
old Filled

chains •
The strength of rolled-plate or gold filled chains
has not been a matter of moment since 1865,
when William Blackinton invented and dedi-
cated to the public for general use, the 0
hard-soldered link. Provided the links $4'

10)are properly soldered all gold filled
chains are of like strength. The

d li 

1t

vital question is the thickness ritilof the gold covering and the
length of time it will wear on 4 0eV
a person leading strenu- 

How many kinds (IAe
V 7ous life. That's z'the test.

make o-ood ? Orly
kind —the 71"

(IP-Old Reliable p ii
N/ 'V.&S.B.*" IP

(lit
N

,CVTHE BEST
POSSIBLE SETTING
FOR YOUR GOODS—
A Phillips' Silent Salesman:

Reasons?

You'll find them in its flawless glass
and highly polished metal ; in the
pain7.taking beauty of its construction
—caomet making not carpentry—in
the subtle air of quality always
found in the Silent Salesman "
store. Others are set forth

in a booklet we're always
happy to mail.

never
fails
to.

Chain Makers and Silversmiths,

Providence, R. I.
JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.,

DETROIT, MICH.

CANADIAN BRANCH—Windsor, Ont.
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THE JEWELERS' SUPPLY HOUSE OF THE MIDDLE WEST I*, SOUTH
The basis on which we get and hold

ments of progressive Jewelers and ability to
of the good name and fame that a score of
us, and are deeply grateful to our numerous
approval ; but though the measure of our
for still greater results, and we want the
tributary to this market to know that we
of patrons the name of every live dealer

We are headquarters for your needs in
In each and all of these lines we have the
ever shown in this market all the latest
bility. Our prices are uniformly reasonable
We do not cut the price of an article to
a cheap price. Our situation makes us the
and Southern trade. No other house has
tribution. We enable you to save in time,

We invite inquiries and mail orders

ALBERT
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY.
CLOCKS, SILVERWARE.

our trade is the knowledge of the require-
apply it on every point. We are jealous
years of successful wholesaling has brought
friends for the kind evidences of their

success is most gratifying, we are ambitious

five thousand Retail Jewelers who are

are sparing no effort to include in our list

in the Middle West and Southern territory.
Watches, Jewelry, Clocks and Silverware.

largest and most carefully selected stocks

styles in standard makes of known relia-

upon as low a basis of profit as possible.

mislead nor look up poor goods to make

natural supply center for the Central West

such facilities for quick and economic dis-

freight and price.

from jewelers. Write for our Catalogue.

BROTHERS
N. E. Cor. Fourth an Plum Sts.,

Right on your way uptown from the Grand Central Depot,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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To the Jobbing Trade 

Caution to Watchmakers.
Our " U. S." MAINSPRINGS are acknowledged by watch-makers throughout the United States to be the best springs inpoint of finish and quality, for the money, ever placed on themarket. We desire to maintain this reputation for the " U. S."springs, and would therefore call your at ten tion to the fact that animitation spring resembling the " U. S." has been offered for sale,and in some instances, we are informed, has even been placed in" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggestthat you exercise the utmost caution in making your purchases,and insist that that the trade-mark " U. S." appear engraved uponeach spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

The Improved Nine-Prong
Sleeve Wrench.

The above illustration represents theexact size of our new Improved Nine-Prong Sleeve Wrench, the construction ofwhich is new, simple and durable. Shouldany of the prongs happen to break, a newone will be supplied without charge. Thisis the only sleeve wrench now in the mar-ket which has nine prongs, suitable for allsizes of American watches now in use.

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single anddouble rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury todials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the mostperfect tool of its kind in the market.
Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small orlarge opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extraplungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for rollerremover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use;the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeveto fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open thejaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and putanother in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

HON Li1111110111 & Co.
Importers of Watch Material,

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

_
,supernnei Watch Oil.
eVoiriterldSocv Nanaearmine

I rem) 
leamaw.caaaka

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR NEARLY

EIGHTY YEARS

WATiiiii:" EZRA KELLEY'S OIL

ti■..K.E:Li:il .. --, .e.1 .....::,...... •••- •
lor.oir ''Clot101
. Jo,',... Noo ..

10.11., .
.N:ii-,,.,. CIOC m 4.0.41,%...4.--

for Watches, Clocks anD Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearlya century. The best workmen use no other. If youpride yourself on your repair work or the timepiecesyou sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel 8,L Co.,
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.

Why use Imitation Materials
for Elgin Watches when the
GENUINE can always be ob=
tamed at

W. GREEN & CO.
6 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK?

All Elgin Materials, includ-
ing Balance Staffs and Jewels,
sold at Company's price, which
quotations will be maintained.

Partial View of the St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust Street,Known as the most practical school in the United States. St. Louis, Mo.Good board and room can be obtained near our school for $14.00 per mouth.
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ALBERTA ALARM WATCHES
YEAR-LONG CLOCKS

MIDGET YEAR-LONG CLOCKS
TICK-TACK CLOCKS

J. B. BECHTEL, dc CO., ImpowreRs,
'725 SANSOM Sr., PHILADELPHIA.

MARRIED.
SILVER CREA M—S V L VA WA 115.—The best thing

that ever happens to silverware (or metal or cut glass
for that matter) is to take up with Silver Cream "till
death do them part."

Silverware has two deadly foes—dirt and bad polishes.
SILVER CREAM saves it from both. The one polish which
every jeweler will find best for his interests in every way is

SILVER CREAM
Its use will help the reputation of his wares. It will always
be a steady seller when once introduced.

SILVER CREAM will do more than clean silver. It

is excellent for cut glass, mirrors, marble statuary, por-

celain bath tubs, gloss paint, and a hundred anti one

items about the house where a cleaner that is pure and

free from injurious ingredients is required.

It will pay every dealer selling SILVER CREAM to
explain to his customers the many good qualities possessed

by this wonderful polish.
First class jobbers without exception can furnish you with

SILVER CREAM.
Send for our three Extraordinary Offers to the jewelry

trade. They will interest you.

J. A. WRIGHT & CO.
KEENE, N. H.

NEW YORK-3 Maiden Lane.

ESTABLISHED ,M73—THIRTV

LONDON1--2 Butler St., IVIllton St.

YEARS' CONTINUED SUCCESS.
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BERM*
INDIVIDUAL
FISH KNIFE AVON

SOUP
LADLE

BERKSHIRE •
INDIVIDUAL
FISH FORK

,;•111111_

KC' ZOE

VES TA
SALAD FORK

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.,
FACTORY A,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE DERBY SILVER CO
FACTORY 8,

Plated Hollowware.

DERBY, CONN.

THE Bound & EDV7ARDS SILVER CO.,
FACTORY C,

Sterling Inlaid, Plated and Unplated
Flatware.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.,
FACTORY T,

Rich American Cut Glass.

MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY,
FACTORY E.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

MERIDEN, COBB.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, COBB.

PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY
for what you require in our reliable and well-known
brands. Our designers have been unusually active,
and have produced many new and beautiful effects
in Cut Glass, Sterling Silver and Silver Plate.

Last year our business was the largest on record,
but from present indications that of 1903 will be
still greater. To " order early " from our repre-

sentatives will insure prompt delivery.'

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
CHICAGO:

General Office, Meriden, Conn.

NEW YORK CITY: CANADA:
State and Adams Streets, 9-15 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Avenue. Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario.

THE W. ROGERS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY 14,

Plated Flatware.

HARTFOPID, COBB.

ROGERS & BROTHER,
FACTORY J.

Plated and Unplated Flatware.
 r, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.,
FACTORY R.

Plated Flatware.

  CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.,
FACTORY 8,

Plated Hollowware and Flatware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
FACTORY L.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

WALLINGFORD, COBB.

THE FORBES SILVER CO.,
FACTORY E.

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, COBB.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY N,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN. CONN.

THE WATRODS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY P,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.

WALLINGFORD, COBB.

THE MLDDLETOWN PLATE CO.,
FACTORY 8,

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN,
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Unprecedented Business Stability

THE most-to-be-feared month of the year

as far as business failures are concerned

is January. The reasons of this are appa-

rent. Concerns which are threatened with

financial embarrassment in the last months of

the year generally make a supreme effort to

hold out over the holiday season, in the hope

that the returns may be sufficient to avert

the impending disaster. Others who do not

rightly gage trade conditions overbuy for

the holidays, and find themselves later with

much unsold stock and too little capital. For

these reasons there is generally a large crop of

post-holiday suspensions with a big average

of liabilities. Keeping this in view, it is an

interesting fact that the number of commer-

cial embarrassments reported in January this

year was the smallest there is record of in

that month for eleven years past, and as re-

gards liabilities only one preceding January

in the past decade—that of January, :900—

shows a smaller aggregate of failure damage

than in the same month this year. Consider-

ing the great increase in the number of busi-

ness concerns, and the unusual activity and

competition, this is a truly wonderful showing,

and evidences impregnable strength in the

business situation. The figures for January,

1903, 1902 and 1901 are as follows :

January. Number. ssets. Liabi it les.

1903. . . 1,113 $4,572,l40 $10,580,200

1902 . . . 1,343 6,113,284 14,589,064
1901 . . . 1,253 6,611,238 12,334,212

There were, it will be seen, I I 13 failures

in January this year with liabilities of Po,-

580,200 and assets of $4,572,140, a falling

off of 17 per cent. in number from January

a year ago and of per cent. from 1901.

We cannot resist the temptation to compare

the failures in January of the above-men-

tioned years with the failures in the same

month in 1897, 1896 and 1895, which were

as follows :
Liabilities.January. Number, A NSeiS

1897 . 1,867 $14,581.506 $25,490,042
1896 . . 2,147 16,097,359 30,207,250

1895 . . 1,818 14,505,120 24,883,550

The comparison of the middle nineties

with the present leaves no room for pessi-

mism, and there is certainly little to deplore

in the agencies that produced such glorious

results. The decrease in failures as corn-

pared with January a year ago was greatest

in the far Western States, where the falling

off reached was 50 per cent., a truly wonder-

ful showing.

OTHER statistical reports tell the same

story as the record of failures. The total

amount of money in circulation on February

1st amounted to $2,355,738,834, which rep-

resents an increase of over $95,700,000 as

compared with the corresponding date of last

year. The circulation per capita, calculated

on the basis of a population estimated at

79, 9 11., 000, is put by the Treasury experts

at $29.48. This represents an increase of

71 cents for the year. The January bank

clearings, too, in all the larger cities far ex-

ceeded all previous records for the same

month in previous years, and all other indi-

cations of the business barometer are equally

favorable. We sometimes hear that the

country has reached the high-water mark of

prosperity and that the turn of the tide is

due. How these timid prognosticators reach

this conclusion is not apparent.

0 the jewelers themselves we could offer

no more forceful evidence of the pros-

perous condition of the jewelry and optical

trades than the present issue of THE KEY-

STONE with its great wealth of announce-

ments, each a manifestation of confidence in

the situation and prospects. As a harbinger

of springtide, this Easter number cannot

fail to be reassuring- to our subscribers—a

tonic and an inspiration in beginning. the

commercial year. We doubt, indeed, whether

we ever issued a more ideal number from the

point of view of practical utility to the wide-

awake jeweler and optician, and we would

suggest an unusually careful perusal and in-

telligent application of the abundant infor-

mation and suggestions. The value of our

journal to each individual subscriber depends

on the subscriber himself, and we think we

are not over-sanguine in believing that many

will reap from this single issue benefit equal

to least several times his year's subscription.

The communications from the trade are, in

themselves, a compendium of experience

which our readers will find both entertaining

and instructive.
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Advertising and Price-Cutting"

0 UR readers will notice in this issue an
unusually large number of letters from

the trade, and the practical and educative
character of the letters is quite as remarkable
as their number. A particularly instructive
discussion seems to have been precipitated
by " Flynt's" communication on "Adver-
tising and Price-Cutting," which was pub-
lished in our February issue. Instead of
commenting on " Flynt's " letter, as is our
custom, we printed it just as we received it
from the author (a jeweler in a progressive
Massachusetts city) and, in lieu of our own
views, invited comments by the trade. The
responses, as beforesaid, are not only instruc-
tive, but most encouraging ; inasmuch as
they show that at least a large proportion of
the jewelers are alive to the possibility of just
such a situation as " Flynt" describes and
are prepared to meet it in the only effective
way in which it can be met. It is gratifying,
imdeed, to find our correspondents dealing
with so important a subject so intelligently
and self-confidently, and yet before we would
concede that their confidence is fully and un-
mistakably justified, we would have to be
assured that they have not forgotten the
essential factor of advertising.

IT would be as useless as unwise to closeour eyes to the fact that a pushful,
talented advertising price-cutter of the kind
so accurately described by " Flynt" is a
formidable foe ; so formidable, indeed, that
no factor that would aid in the combat can
be overlooked. This is why we notice
with some regret the silence of our corre-
spondents on the matter of advertising. " It
is easy to convince a customer owning a
17-jewel adjusted movement that it will cost
more to repair than a 7-jewel grade," says
one of our readers. Quite easy, we grant.
But you can't cook your hare till you catch
him. And you can't convince your customer
unless you get the opportunity. You will
have to reach him in some fashion, and if
you wait until lie comes to your counter the
opportunity to convince him may be a long
time coming, and, as a matter of fact, may
never come. This is where the printer's ink
hurricane across the way has the advantage.
He makes an earnest effort to reach every-
body, and with good success as " Flynt"
seems to think. His advertising attracts
customers—your customers it may be. They
have their watches repaired for less than you
would charge, and an explanation on your
part is in order. But you do not know of
the incident, and so would, no doubt, be
silent in regard to it even if the opportunity for
a personal interview with the customer pre-
sented itself. If the facts of the case were
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plainly stated in an advertisment equally
prominent with Mr. Price-Cutter's, then the
public would know both sides from the start,
and your statement would have the added
weight that your standing in the community
and recognized skill would naturally give it.

WHATEVER other weapons a plausible
price-cutter may be fought with, his

own and only weapon, publicity, must be one
of them. The trouble in many cases of this
kind is that the printer's-ink man gets too
far ahead before the opposition wakes up to
the situation. We do not mean that the
protective publicity should take the form of
personal attack, which is never justifiable and
always hurtful, but it should tell the people
just what our correspondents say they would
tell them across the counter. In no form
of competition is the necessity for adver-
tising so apparent as in this. We repeat
that we are very much gratified at the self-
confident spirit of the letters of our corre-
spondents, but we would have them keep in
mind that to inform customers on the matter
means, first of all, that they reach them.

BY a singular coincidence just as we
finished the above we received yet

another communication on the subject of
" Flynt's " letter, and it so harmonizes with
our views on the matter of publicity that we
print it here, as our " Letters from the
Trade " department has gone to press. It
comes from a wide-awake Texas jeweler, who
would have us sign him " Racie " and is as
follows :

ED. KEYSTONE :—In regard to the matter of
" Price-Cutting and Advertising," the former, we
all know, is a problem that has long tossed upon
the sea of time and worried men in every line of
business where there is competition. It shows a
few dents and a little wear where it has bumped
against some solid rocks, but has never worn down
small enough for all to handle it. I believe the
mighty arm of organization could administer the
worst blow, but this does not help me and you
and you!

Complete organization, however, even born in
a spirit of brotherly love, will not stop it altogether,
for there will always be the " young upstart" ad-
dicted to the use of printer's ink who does not
belong to the "combine," and who will make the
public point its finger in scorn at us. Let him
alone, and advertise. Utterly ignore him in your
ads., though. I, as an exponent of publicity, claim
that advertising will maintain prices. You can
educate the public to appreciate paying you a little
more, but it takes shrewd, tactful advertising to do
it. To beget confidence your ads. must ring with
truth, honesty and sincerity. It is a lamentable
fact that few of us know how to advertise in a way
to receive fair returns on the investment. Adver-
tising is a useless expense, no matter how much we
spend, if it doesn't return a good interest on our
appropriation. I do not advise any one to try
the advertising remedy without first learning the
methods practiced by successful ad. writers. It's
worth any business man's time and money to study
the art. If he hasn't the inclination to buckle down
to some hard study, he had better let it alone and
employ a professional advertising man. In large
cities, like our worthy brother " Flynt " cites, the
twenty-two jewelers could chip in and pay a first-
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class ad. man a good salary to do their advertising.
He could manage their advertising business at a
considerable saving, and no one but the parties
concerned would be the wiser. " RACIE."

We are pleased with the intelligent dis-
cussion that the subject of " Flynt's" letter
has evoked, and trust that it will prove of
value to the trade generally.

New Serial on Engraving

ON 
page 331 of this issue we publish the

first article of a new illustrated serial
entitled, "The Art of Engraving." Con-
sidering the importance of the engraver's
art, its value as an accomplishment of the
jeweler and watchmaker and the ease with
which it may be mastered, we believe we are
justified in considering this new serial as one
of the .most valuable ever published in our
journal. The necessity for it will be recog-
nized by all our readers. It is, indeed, re-
markable, in view of the antiquity of the art
that heretofore there was no treatise available
which could be truthfully described as thor-
oughly covering the subject. The want of a
standard text-book has been long and greatly
felt by teachers of engraving and students
alike, and it was to supply this want, as well
as to aid in the advancement and elevation
of the art itself, that the new serial was
compiled.

In the compilation of the serial it was
our aim to furnish a treatise which would not
only be a complete exposition of the art, but
that the subject should be treated from the
view-point of practical utility to the learner.
In the new serial, we believe, that this dual
object has been attained. Back of the author-
ship is a long experience as an expert
engraver, also a successful career as an in-
structor in engraving. The advantages of
these qualifications are manifest. They
ensure, in the first place, accuracy and relia-
bility of matter ; and in the second place,
such a course of instruction as experience
has dictated to be best for the learner and
most serviceable for the qualified engraver.

HE serial in its entirety is much wider
in scope and more thorough in treat-

ment than any previous work on the subject.
From the elementary lessons on mechanical
drawing to the final masterful instruction on
the most difficult work of the expert en-
graver, every step is clearly explained in
natural sequence and in the intelligent man-
ner of the experienced teacher. The in-
struction is enriched by valuable advice and
caution to the student whose faults in study
are well known to the author.

Perhaps the most valuable feature of the
treatise is the abundance and instructive
character of the illustrations. There are
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over zoo original illustrations by the author,

and each contains some important practical

lesson on engraving. Their pertinency to

the subject and the lucidity of the explana-

tions make the. treatise what it was intended

to be—teacher and text-book, all in one.

We have anticipated the wishes of many

of our readers by publishing the serial in its

entirety in book form, simultaneous with its

first appearance in THE KEYSTONE. Conse-

quently those who will appreciate the value

of the monthly instalments and desire the

serial complete, can have same in a cloth-

bound volume of 208 pages for one dollar

and fifty cents.

A Word to the Jewelers' Organizations

WE understand that several new organi-

zations of jewelers, now in contem-

plation, will soon be added to the few already

in existence. To these and all others we

would suggest that business education be

made the feature-in-chief of the programme

at each meeting. The jewelers may attack

grievances as vigorously as they wish to ;

they may denounce outside competition as

strongly as language will permit, but in the

absence of business competency on their own

part all will be in vain. It was this educative

feature of the opticians' organization that

made them so successful and so immeasu-

rably valuable, and the same is noticeable in

all other successful organizations. In a re-

port of a State retail association before us we

read : " The numbers of the programme

were well chosen, and included valuable

papers and speeches on matters of interest

to retailers. Considerable time was profita-

bly devoted to their discussion. Fire insu-

rance rates, early closing and many other

subjects were brought before the meeting,

and each gave an opportunity for the com-

paring of notes and the exchange of views.

After the meeting had been formally opened

a social session was held, which permitted

the merchants from different parts of the

State to make new acquaintances and renew

old ones." Such meetings as this are as

elevating as they are valuable.

AT all meetings of jewelers such papers

should be read and discussed. THE

KEYSTONE pages furnish an abundance of

subjects, and it may not be out of place to

name a few : Advertising, Window Dress-

ing, Store Lighting, Store Arrangement,

Insurance, Treatment of Employees, How

io Get Rid of Old Stock, How to Buy to

Best Advantage, The Cash Discount, Guar-

anteeing Goods, Charge or No Charge for

Engraving, Business Bringing Schemes,

Simple Bookkeeping, Keeping Stock,

Taking Stock, Treatment of Customers,

Cash or Credit. There are others in endless

abundance. Then there are individual expe-

riences, which are always interesting and

often valuable. Know one another, educate

one another and work in harmony, and your

organizations will bear fruit.

An Advertiser Held by Law to His
Pledges

THE purchasing public have always felt

that an advertiser was morally obligated

to furnish goods as advertised, but so much

has the moral obligation been disregarded

that many people have come to doubt whether

they have any rights in the matter. It would

seem, however, as if the time was coming

when law as well as morality would hold the

advertiser to his pledges. A few weeks ago

the Supreme Court of Minnesota held that an

advertisement was binding upon the adver-

tiser in the case of a customer against a cold-

storage company of that State. A verdict of

$38o against the company was awarded be-

cause a lot of celery, stored in the company's

plant, was spoiled by too high temperature.

The company's defense was that there was

no contract as to temperature, and therefore

it was not responsible. The court held that

the plaintiff had a right to rely on an adver-

tisement of the company guaranteeing " uni-

form and even temperature." It further held

that the customer was not guilty of contribu-

tory negligence in leaving the goods with the

defendant after giving notice that the temper-

ature was too high.

IN recent years advertising has reached a

higher plane of effectiveness and veracity,

but there still prevails a recklessness of state-

ment that is often little less than a crime

against the public. A few decisions of the

kind handed down by the Minnesota court

would have a healthy effect on those who so

outrageously abuse the moral obligations of

the advertiser.
Of course, the larger business concerns

cannot afford to indulge in inveracity in their

announcements. They recognize that for

them honesty is not only the best policy, but

the only policy, so much so, indeed, that

even exaggeration of statement is prohibited

by the management. For instance, in the

big store of Marshall Field & Co., of Chicago,

there is a standing offer of one dollar to any

employee who discovers an error in any ad-

vertisement of the firm, and first among the

list of errors are : "When there is in any

way an exaggeration " and " when the price

is wrong." It is to be hoped that one day

all will rise to this level.
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A Worthy Trade Organization

THAT excellent organization, the Jewelers'

Security Alliance, announces that during

the year 1902 the membership was increased

by 515 jewelers. This certainly is a wonder-

ful increase in membership in a single year,

and the organization that can attract such

numbers must assuredly have merit that in-

vites the investigation of all non-members.

The Alliance itself asks : " Does it not stand

to reason that an organization which can

make such a gain in membership in a single

year must have something valuable to offer

which is worthy of more consideration than

you have thus far given it ?" The question

is a pertinent one, and merits special atten-

tion at the present time. All jewelers who

read are well acquainted with the audacity,

recklessness and ingenuity of the thieves,

burglars and desperados of the time, but not

all probably are aware of the fear and whole-

some respect which this criminal fraternity

has for the Jewelers' Security Alliance. Times

without number the Alliance card has saved

members' stores from burglary, and self-

interest itself would seem to dictate to non-

members the wisdom of placing their pro-

perty under its protecting aegis, or at least

investigating its merits.

New Department and Cabinet Officer

A NEW Government department was

created last month by the passage of a

bilk establishing the Department of Com-

merce and Labor. It is made the duty of

the new department to foster, promote and

develop the foreign and domestic commerce;

the mining, manufacturing, shipping and

fishery industries ; the labor interests, the

transportation facilities and the insurance

business of the United States. The consti-

tutioti of the new department renders neces-

sary the transfer of a number of bureaus

from existing departments. In addition to

the Bureau of Corporations it will comprise

the bureaus having to do with labor, the

lighthouse establishment, the navigation,

shipping and steamboat inspection service,

the Coast and Geodetic Survey, standards,

immigration and the fisheries. Three very

important bureaus which will be features of

the new department are that of Statistics,

which goes from the Treasury Department ;

that of Foreign Commerce, which is taken

from the Department of State, and the

Census Bureau, which is transferred from the

Interior Department. The first head of the

department is George B. Cortelyou, who

was secretary to President McKinley and

retained in the same capacity by President

Roosevelt.
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MAKING A CHOICE
In buying stock you want the best, of course. Goods that
are made by a house with a long-established reputation and
that have stood the test of time are certainly more salable
than others less known.

If they cost no

TRADE-MARK

STERLING

more than other goods without
reputation the matter of choice should be easy.
Gorham reputation is not a matter of hearsay. It has been
built upon good work, recognized the world over by the
award of the highest prizes possible. •

an equal

GRAND PRIX
PARIS, 1900

1 FIVE GOLD MEDALS
BUFFALO, 1901

HIGHEST AWARD
TURIN, 1902

Undeviating standards of value, the best in contemporary
art of design and the most expert workmanship, give
Gorham products their unequaled distinction.
For jewelers only.

GORHAM MFG. CO., Silversmiths
Broadway and Nineteenth Street, New York.

BRANCHES : NEW YORK : 21-23 Maiden Lane. CHICAGO : 131-137 Wabash Avenue.
SAN FRANCISCO : 118- I 20 Sutter Street.
WORKS : Providence and New York.
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In the first chapter of this serial, in the
January KEYSTONE, we classified the me-
diums of advertising under two descriptions:
first, those which only called favorable atten-
tion to the store, and which we designated as
minor advertising mediums ; second, those
which in addition to this " calling favorable
attention to " the store also informed about
the store—which we designated as major
advertising mediums.

We now come to a consideration of these
major mediums, in which are included all
forms of type-printed matter which can be
read from the hand. Beginning at the lowest
point in the scale of values, of all the forms
of printed matter,

The " Dodger"

is indisputably the meanest and most nearly
worthless. The only conceivable reason for
its use is that it is thought to be cheap. In
reality, it is expensive, as we shall show.

The " dodger " is an advertisement
printed on small sheets of paper and distrib-
uted promiscuously by hand. Generally the
paper is of the poorest, and the printing
matches the paper. These are most fre-
quently given into the hands of irresponsible
boys, who are instructed to push them under
doors of residences, wrap them around door-
knobs and hand them to passers-by. Very
often the bulk of them are quickly disposed
of by the boy by dropping them into a con-
venient ash-can, after the first enthusiasm of
distributing has passed away, or throwing
them arouud in bunches instead of singly.
A careful observance of results, made some
years ago by a student of advertising, proved
thar 65 per cent of these " dodgers" are
absolutely wasted, because they do not come
to the eyes of possible buyers ; and another
20 per cent. reach the eyes but do not influ-
ence the minds of these buyers ; another
to per cent. that are read actually influence
the reader against the store that distributes
them ; the remaining 5 per cent. which lodge
a favorable impression are those which are
read by cooks and house servants who have
little to spend at the jewelry store. It is
quite safe to say that not more than 2 per cent.
of the expenditure made for these dodgers
bears any fruit ; consequently, their seeming.
cheapness is real extravagance—for the whole
question of " cheapness" of advertising
hangs upon the results secured. (We shall
consider this point at length when we conic

to discuss the relative cost of newspaper
advertising " per capita of circulation." ) The
dodger may have some value to the cheap
grocery store, the second-hand clothing man
and the vaudeville theater ; it is not available
for the jeweler who has serious hopes of
building up a continuing business.

Just a little better than the dodger, as
an advertising medium, is

The Occasional and Irregular Publication.

in which is included directory advertising,
time-table advertising, church-fair announce-
ments, ball programmes, and all manner of
ephemeral publications—including, at some
removes in point of better value, advertising
in theater programmes.

We have yet to hear a single valid argu-
ment from the compilers of directories giving
a sane reason why the advertiser should take
space in a directory. Of all advertising grave-
yards, the directory holds the largest number
of corpses. No human being ever reads a
directory—unless there is no other reading
matter available, and he must "kill time ; "
but the advertisement is not for such. Ninety-
nine out of a hundred who open a directory
do so for the specific purpose of finding an
address ; have no time to do more ; and slap
the book shut and scoot, soon as the address
is found. If your advertisement happens to
be on the page opposite that particular
address, the searcher may have a momentary
and unimpressed glimpse at it ; but the
chances against it are as one to the total
number of pages in the directory. Adver-
tising in a directory is simply preposterous,
as a business proposition:

The time-table is a trifle less hopeless,
because fewer pages and fewer advertisements
meet the eye ; besides, in the waiting for the
train, the advertisements may be glanced
over to " kill time." So with ball programmes
and the like ; but as to all this class of
mediums, including even theater programmes,
the advertiser must not lose sight of the fact
that the mind is not in sympathy with the eye,
in the reading ; the programme is presented to
the mind when the reader wants to be enter-
tained and amused, not instructed; the spirit
of barter, the sense of thrift, is far removed
from the mind's activities at the moment.
The reader is not " in touch " with the adver-
tiser ; possibly the reader's instincts of trade
are as dulled, for the time, as if he were in
attendance at a funeral.

(NOTE : The reader must keep in mind
that the conclusions herein advanced relate
to the advertising of a jewelry business, and
are not always applicable to other lines of
trade. For instance, certain lines of trade
will find theater programmes an excellent me-
dium ; as sporting goods, restaurants (for the
supper after the play), and such other as
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would seem to fit into the mental state of the
reader between the acts of the play. Again,
if the play is for the benefit, say, of an
Odd Fellows' lodge, the jeweler could profit-
ably advertise secret-society pins in the
theater programme ; and so on. But as a
proposition to advertise the jeweler's general
line, under usual conditions, our conclusion
stands.)

The Circular

brings us to the edge of the field of effective
advertising.

Originally, the circular was simply a
dodger sent by mail, unsealed ; and it is a
lamentable fact that in too many instances it
is not as yet employed in other than its first
crude form. The circular that is badly
printed on poor paper, and sent out under a
one-cent stamp, is only a little better than
the dodger that is strewn broadcast by hand.
It is better to the extent that the envelope is
generally opened, and the circular glanced at,
before it is thrown away ; but in its very
cheapness is its extravagance, as a means of
advertising. A circular costing more would
" cost " less, for the greater attention which
it would secure would result in far greater
advertising returns. In other words, the
increased gains would be relatively more than
the increased cost.

An attractively printed circular, properly
worded, mailed in a sealed envelope, is a
very strong advertising medium for special
occasions. Its obvious advantages are two-
fold : first, the sealed envelope must be
opened by the person to whom it is ad-
dressed, and the circular is thus brought to
the reader's attention for at least a moment—
more than half of the handsome circulars, sent
sealed, are read through ; second, the circular
can go into details more fully than a newspaper
advertisement, unless large space is taken in
the paper. Theoretically, at least, your
advertisement in a circular is brought to the
notice of the reader when no other advertise-
ments are distracting and dividing the reader's
attention.

The whole value of the circular depends
upon the attention it can secure, and the
pleasant impression resulting from that en-
forced attention. It must, therefore, first of
all, be attractive, as to form ; then must be
pleasing and convincing, as to matter. You
cannot afford to "save," in the printing.
The very best is the cheapest in the end, in
printing a circular. Do not " patronize the
local printer," now, if the local printer is not
fully equipped to give you a really fine job;
send to the big city for samples and ideas;
and pay the necessary price. Make your
circular the handsomest that has ever been
sent out in your town ; compel admiration
and respect from those who receive it. On
certain occasions, as an " opening," or at

(Continued on page 29,5)



It is Our Business
to study the state of the

market, the offerings of the

manufacturers, and the re-

quirements of the retailers.

We select our stocks judi-

ciously and with a special

view to benefiting our clients.

Years of experience have

taught us how to pick out

the goods that strengthen

the earning power of the

retail store. Our close re-

lations with the manufac-

turers give us great advan-

tages in thus providing for

your wants.

It is Your Business
to reap the benefit of OUR
efforts. In the matter of

watches we are now show-

ing the greatest aggregation

ever presented to the trade

for Spring purchasing. What-

ever your requirements we

can supply them—promptly

and satisfactorily. We will

also help you in making

selections ; so safeguard you,
in fact, that in careful and

judicious buying you will

make your first profit.

Advice to Partners

"T WOULD like to form a partnership if
I could find the right kind of a partner.

How can I set about it ? " This is a type

of question which sometimes comes to this

office. Set about finding a partner, we would

answer, as you would set about finding a wife.

The most frequent cause of trouble in taking

in partners is that the main factor is lost sight

of. A certain amount of capital is generally

regarded as the prime essential, or, in lieu of

it, some special knowledge or qualification.

Other qualities taken into consideration are

honesty, sobriety, industry, business acumen,

a good reputation. But a man may have all

these qualifications and yet make a very

indifferent partner for the particular indi-

vidual seeking one. If a working partner is

required, the first consideration ought to be

his disposition and personal characteristics.

Two horses, excellent individually, may make

a very indifferent team. Their idiosyncracies

may be such that their very contiguity would

nullify their otherwise excellent capabilities.

And so it is with partners. If you are look-

ing for a partner, see first of all that you get

one whose disposition will be so much the

analogue of your own that he will work in the

same harness smoothly, earnestly and. sympa-

thetically ; that he will have the " Ego" that

is in him so under control that he will not

only graciously recognize your right to free-

dom of thought and action, but encourage it,

respect your opinion and coincide with it if

calm reason dictates the wisdom of his doing

so. You must also consider your own dis-

position and personal tendencies, for the fric-

tion that sometimes develops is not always

the fault of the new partner, but may be due

to your own imperiousness, self-sufficiency,

bossiness, incompetency, lethargy, vexation

of spirit or other unpartnerlike peculiarity.

Few men, indeed, are fitted by nature to be

partners, and you should make sure you are

one of the few before seeking a harness mate.

and prospects of both. If partners become

convinced that they cannot get along without

friction, prompt dissolution is in order, but

the why or the wherefore is not a matter for

the public. Self-justification at the expense

of the other fellow will be greatly discounted

by customers, and retaliation by the attacked

partner will aggravate the situation. Partners

should announce their dissolution to the pub-

lic in a nice, gracious announcement, breath-

ing a spirit of friendliness and giving no hint

of the friction which may have caused the

step.
The possibility of a forced dissolution of

this kind should be forestalled, however, by

care and good judgment in the first place in

the selection of the partner. In this, as in all

other things, prevention is better than cure.

WE were moved to the above train of

thought by the facts of a recent dis-

solution of partnership. As soon as these

particular partners became convinced that it

was impossible for them to pull together and

that dissolution was inevitable, Smith began

to hint quietly to customers that Jones was

a failure as a partner, that he lacked the

requisite ability, that his habits were not all

that could be desired, etc. And Jones, by

way of forestalling to his own benefit the

inevitable dissolution, made like hints about

Smith. Soon the customers exchanged

among themselves the confidences entrusted

them by the partners, and soon both Jones

and Smith found themselves the talk of the

town, much to the detriment of the business

(Continued from page 29?)

Christmas, you can •afford an engraved

announcement—there are artistic steel-plate

engravers in the large cities who will furnish

a four-page folder, printed on One page, with

engraved card on *envelopes to match, for

$25 a thousand—$2o in larger quantities.

The engraved announcements should be for-

mal in tone to support its dignities. Another

very fetching form of circular is the fac-simile

letter—the reproduction of a typewriter-

written letter—with individual names and

addresses filled in. These are furnished by

houses in the large cities who make a spe-

cialty of this kind of work.; moo of these, with

fac-simile of your sig-nature, filled in, will cost

you $6.82 ; for addressing the envelopes in

type-writing, $2.50 per thousand additional.

Probably 75 per cent. of the people who

would receive these letters would believe that

his or hers is a persona/ letter from you ; and

the compliment would carry with it very

great advertising value. This form of circular

will soon be overdone, and its value will

depreciate ; but if your town has as yet

escaped the inundation of the fac-simile

letter, you will likely get fine results from

using it. The letters should be sent sealed,

of course.
In the hands of a capable advertisement-

writer, supported by an artistic printer, the

circular is an excellent advertising medium.

If the wording and the printing are poor,

and it is sent unsealed, it has little value.

The Booklet

is simply the circular refined and developed

to its greatest possibilities. In its best form

it is probably the most effective supplement

to newspaper advertising.

The booklet, for retail jeweler's use,

should be of convenient size to carry away in

the coat-pocket or shopping-bag, and may

consist of any number of pages above eight.

It should be made as attractive in appearance

as the merchant can afford—cover, paper and

printing should be of the best, and an artist

should be consulted in embellishing it. It

should be as easy and pleasant to read as can

be. It should begin with whatever comes

first in thinking on the subject which it ex-

ploits. The parts should be separate ; each

part full enough to tell what you have to

say, but as short as it is possible to say it.

Pictures, if pictures help the telling ; no

smartness ; no " fine" writing ; no trifling ; no

lying ; just a plain, respectful, self-respecting,

decent, honest telling of your story. And

then the printer will spoil it in nine cases

out of ten.
The booklet must be attractive enough

in appearance to excite sufficient curiosity in

the recipient that he read it ; and must be

interesting enough in matter to excite desire

in the reader to have the thing which it tells

about. It must sustain his interest to the

end ; should be so winning and convincing as

to spread the news of it from mouth to mouth.

The title need not tell too much ; better

have the cover tease curiosity than satisfy it—

let it suggest " for further particulars inquire

within." Use an open, fair-sized, easily-read

type , don't crowd the matter—leave liberal

margins of white space on the pages ; to take

sixteen pages in which to print eight ordi-

nary pages is no extravagance ; whatever

adds to the ease of reading it makes the

1400klet more valuable as an advertisement.

Remember, you cannot compel any one to

read it ; but the book can so insistently invite

the reading that it will be hard for the man

to escape it, if you do your work well in the

writing of it. Don't tell about too many

goods in your store ; take up one line, or one

thing, and tell all about it ; then make an-

other booklet of some other one thing or

other one line of things. Tell your story in

just about the language you would use in

talking over your show case to the shopper

outside ; and stop when your story is told..

• If the booklet is really good stuff you

can entrust it to the mails under a one-cent

stamp ; it likely will be looked over before it

is thrown away ; it likely will be shown to the

wife, or the husband, or the daughter, and go

the rounds of the family. Keep a stack of

them on your show case to hand out to those

who come and go. Refer to it in your news-

paper advertising ; make it the text-book for

all in your town who may want the thing or

things which it describes.

In the April number of THE KEYSTONE

we shall open the subject of advertising in

newspapers.
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Clerks who Think

N spite of all the advice, all the instruc-
tions, all the preaching, " firing " and re-
hiring, a clerk without imagination is but
a machine. Until that period of life comes

that makes this clerk
think—think of busi-
ness as a business;
until he realizes that
he is doing for him-
self, when properly
serving others, he
remains mediocre at
best.

When he begins
to plan a business of
his own he is breaking
the shell that has con-
fined his ideas. He
puts himself in the
role of employer and
he sees the whys and
wherefores that have
been drummed into
his ears, but which he
understood not. As
he buys his stock, in
his mind, he realizes
that it is very impor-
tant, nut only to get
prices, but desirable
goods. As he marks
his goods, in his
mind, he sees that
this is a matter requir-
ing skill and judg-
ment. When he gets
to the point of selling
his goods—showing,
advertising, talking,
etc.—he doubles and
trebles in value to his
employer. He has a
value because he is
successful in building
plans.

Sooner or later
ability is recognized
and promotioncomes.
Here his imaginary
experience comes to
his assistance, and al-
though lie may find
himself in a totally
new role, he feels at
home because he has
traveled this road
many a time in his
mind. He sees things
ahead that puzzle
him, but when he gets to them they are familiar.
He easily disposes of questions that would stagger
ordinary clerks. He is a thinker, a planner, a
schemer, or even a dreamer, if you like. Sooner
or later he takes his place among men as a " doer"
because of his mastery of detail and ability to think
out the small problems that stick so many men.

If a boy has had the home training that stimu-
lates thinking the question is practically solved. If,
as in the large majority of cases, he has been
allowed to drift along without the association and
encouragement necessary to form the thinking
habit he has doubtlessly formed habits that will
hamper his application to business. He is always
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looking for a chance to get into some other posi-
tion at a few doHars better salary. He has no love
for his employment ; he has no idea of making this
occupation his life work.

Suppose he obtains employment in a general
store. He goes home and reports to his parents
that he " got a job " at Blank's. The parents will
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fact that it is not a question of wages, but a ques-
tion of love for the work.

In a month's time he has thought out the de-
tails of his work, and once familiar with these
details, he does his work well. Then he takes up
the work ahead and thinks it out. If the clerk
ahead needs help he is ready, or if a vacancy occurs

he steps right in.
In the absence of

the home environ-
ments that will bring
out these qualities the
employer should
assume the responsi-
bility. That this boy
has been deprived of
the home training is
not the boy's fault,
and as it is absolutely
necessary to get him
interested to make
him valuable as an
employee this interest
should be aroused by
assigning him work of
a simple nature, ex-
plaining to him that
he may. be a mer-
chant some day, iiind
to know all about the
business he must
study to see how ay' ell
he can do this work.
Show him that his
work is profitable
or unprofitable de-
pending on how well
he does the work. If
an errand boy, show
him that the customer
served promptly is the
customer who comes
back, and. that he is
now one of the firm
in a sense and must
do everything to help
the store along.

"Mrs. Smith
wants this package by
To o'clock. She is a
good customer and
we must not disap-
point her. You must
help us please her by
delivering this
promptly."

This explains and
shows him his im-
portance, and nine
out of ten boys will
exert themselves un-
der such conditions.
the errand promptly

A WORLD-FAMED WORK OF ART
A bronze statue, al inches high, mounted on marble base. It formerly stood in Venice in commemorationof thie great Venitian general's campaigns against the Moore. It was taken by Napoleon during his Italiancampaign and since has been in the Louvre Museum In Paris. Reproduced from one of the reduced fae-shuilesimported by Harris Harrington, New York.

be interested only enough to ask how much salary
he is to get. Possibly they will say that they are
mighty glad he is out of the way or possibly say
nothing.

If the father and mother would ask him what
he had done on his return from the first day's
work, had him describe his trials and troubles,
advised here and sympathized there ; painted a
word picture showing him a merchant some day,
and showed him that this was his beginning, he
would have returned to his work next day with
renewed interest. Let the parents make this ques-
tioning, advice, sympathy and encouragement
daily and soon this young mind will awake to the

Presuming that he executes
and returns to the store, a query as to what
Mrs. Smith said, and an expression showing appre-
ciation of his promptness will make him eager to
do the next thing with all his might.

As with this boy so with the whole force. An
expression of appreciation is a tonic that sharpens
more wits and incites more interested effort than
the wage question. If more merchants would take
time to observe and encourage this interest by
kind words and due appreciation, many clerks
would grow into the business because of their
love for it, who now only watch the clock and pay
envelope.
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In every line of manufacture there are some of the
many makes that are known as " standard." In the cut
glass world this distinction is held by

Straus American Cut Glass
1■1■11••■■••■.■I■

because of the originality in its designs, perfect workman-
ship of its execution, most brilliant polish and exquisite
crystal.

Its popularity is unequaled because of the moderate
prices at which it is sold, and it is favored by wide-awake
dealers because it is easily sold, brings most profit, and
appeals to the best patronage.

Magnificent  new Spring line of popular pieces now ready.

L. STRAUS & SONS
MANUFACTURERS,

42, 44 and 46 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

Factory-59th Street and North River, New York.
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is 365 days ahead of any imitation. The demand for it

to-day is greater than ever before in our business history.

THE NEW LINE OF BERGEN CUT
GLASS FOR 1903 is the best proof of this assertion.

One of the strongest features of the goods is the tact

that they can be sold at prices which admit of 
handsome

profits.
OUR CATALOGUE—the one with the red cover—

(if you haven't received one already). It will be 
cheerfully sent to any responsible dealer on request.

It contains fine half-tone reproductions of the 
goods. It is much better than the regulation

cut glass catalogue, which too often conveys an 
entirely different impression of what the goods

really are.
You can readily make sales from this catalogue 

whenever you don't happen to have particular

pieces in stock.

Electrotypes furnished free for newspaper ads.
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THE MT. WASHINGTON
GLASS CO.

Cut atase
Rich in Brilliancy.
Original in Shape.

38 Murray St., New York.

576 Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.

220 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

New Bedford,
Mass.

"Zitver Vtatc
that %ells."

Beautiful in Design.
Reliahle in cZuality.

" Look through the world,
' Tis ne'er met with elsewhere."

RICH CUT GLASS
"P•OoNTEMNI/NOINIONA

The approaching Easter season means

an increased sale of vases. Our line is very

large and we can furnish any kind to suit

your needs—all elegant and at right prices;

the big ones just out this year are the finest

we have ever produced.

301 Vase. Violet.

No. 1085 Carnation Vase.

Ohio Cut Glass Co.,
Bowling Green, Ohio.

NEW YORK SALESROOM-33 Murray St.

Manufacturers of POPULAR-PRICED

::91 Vase. Cypress.

T. B. Clark Co., Inc.
Honesdale, Pa. 216 Vase. Florentine.

.7 Svlpli.

AMERICAN CUT GLASS
THAT CAN BE SOLD AT A HANDSOME PROFIT.

527 Sylph. Claret.

WE MAKE A PULL LINIE OP STEMWARE-

527 Sylph. Champagne.

SPRING TRADE

ta$ter anb Wico6ing Oif0
In this progressive age we cannot but realize that wonderful changes and innovations are taking place.

That those who are not well to the front in progress are run over and lost sight of. Men may stop, but
progress never.

Appreciating these facts, we have culled the best from the old and invented NEW, UP-TO-DATE
METHODS that place OHIO CUT GLASS in the front rani:.

We are able to say truthfully that for your WEDDING an EASTER TRADE nothing will be more
appropriate or will sell better than

OUR NEW LINE.
WHEN IN NEW YORK, VISIT OUR SALESROOM, No. 33 MURRAY ST.

Send for New Illustrated Circular No. 7. Electros free for advertising.

NittrIL t)f-

527 Sylph. Sherry.

RICH CUT GLASS-WAVE CREST WARE
METAL NOVELTIES and the new Easter CHICKEN SALT.

We cheerfully mail you our catalogues fully illustrating a most
superb line of goods. Just drop a line to

Vue 416 BL

The C. F. Monroe Co.
Manufacturers of Rich Cut Glass, Wedding and Holiday Novelties.

28 Barclay Street. Office and Factories, Meriden, Conn.New York Salesroom,

Address all communications, remittances, etc., to Meriden, Conn.
Kindly mention The Keystone.

.1, ,.!/!/ sh old 1.eeeer WOR

Pea et chick, "ow 1 br ;
10,1 yori h inc hfity P1101It/h,

icc, .1.0 he ;■ you will see.

Then I will bc too late for Easter.
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LOVE THAT ENDURES
With face as round as is the moon.

1,1 royal guest with flaxen hair,
-. throned upon his lofty chain
Drures on the table with his spoon.

Longfe

'TEA SETS ETCARE STAMPED:-

MADE AND
GUARANTEED BY

KNIVES, FORKS, •SPOONS ETC. ARE STAMPED eJ
WITH I FIL MALE

Fpm 1847 ROGERS BROS. td
COPYRIGHT 190,3 INTERNATIU titYMCCI., ME EN. CONN.

Nickel and Silver Plate.

REASONS WHY
THE "M. & B." VAPOR LAMP

IS SUPERIOR

TO ANY OTHER

CHAFING DISH LAMP.

(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish

As Dainty as Nature

View illustrating the M. & B. Vapor Lamp burning under a Chafing Dish.

It has a much greater heating
power.

It consumes about half the alco-
hol, and is, therefore, the most
economical.

It regulates perfectly.
It is absolutely safe.
It always remains clean,

never smokes.
It has no visible wick, and there-

fore it will not require renewing.
The " M. & B." Vapor Lamp

converts the alcohol into vapor or
gas, and burns with an intensely.
hot, blue flame.

By using this Vapor Lamp you
will soon save in alcohol the cost
of a Chafing Dish.

herself are the patterns of the

And this beauty is backed up by unequaled quality as regards durability

and exquisite workmanship.
Our trade-mark is distinctive and not like a dozen others.

New lOrk, Chicago, ,Sirn Francisco and London.

4110.—.." This stamp on sterling silver is the mark of true value.



The E. Howard Watch Co. have ready for delivery
their new Model Bridge Movement, 16 size, Hunting and
Open Face, fitting regular 16 size cases. These move-
ments represent the highest standard in in-
cluding all the interchangeable features: up-to-date in every
detail, and fully guaranteed.

We will not
will there be any
Full particulars on
will be submitted
dealers.

Story of Namikawa, Master Craftsman—Marvelous Cloissonne Ware

and Ib Beautiful Decoration

list this watch, nor
printed price-lists.
request and sample
to responsible

We also call
cial Bridge Move-
Hunting and Open
jewels, fitting 16
movement has been

attention to a spe-
m en t, 16 size,
Face, 17 and 21
size cases. This
made to meet the

demand for a Gentleman's watch of very high grade on which
the dealer may have his own name engraved and sell as his
Special Watch; or which we will supply with our name
and trade-mark. This special is made for and sold by us
exclusively and carries an Unqualified Guarantee. Full
particulars and samples on request.

interesting story of the world-famed craftsman, Nami-

kawa, whose little workshop in Kyoto, Japan, turns

out the most beautiful Cloissonn6 ware, is entertain-

ingly told in a recent issue of The World's Work, by

Herbert G. Ponting, who journeyed thither to visit

him. Says Mr. Ponting
When my 'rikisha man had dropped me beneath

a sign that read " Y. Namikawa, Manufacturer of Fine

Cloissonne Ware," a young Japanese conducted me

past a pretty
glimpse of
garden into a
typically Ja-
panese room.

Here I met Namikawa San, a man

of gentle, passive appearance and

quiet, courtly manner, who invited

me by gesture to partake of the tea

his wife had brewed as I entered,

and then went about selecting

from a cabinet near by sundry little

boxes, about a dozen of which he

laid before me on a graceful Chinese

table of blackwood.
Opening one, he produced a

bundle done up in yellow cloth and

cotton wool. Unwrapping it with

tender care, he disclosed a piece of

Cloissonne so exquisite in design

and coloring that the best I had
hitherto seen seemed crude in com-

parison. In turn he opened the

other boxes, and from each was

unearthed a masterpiece. There

were tiny vases of a beautiful groundwork of yellow-like Crown Derby.

Others in their coloring and design almost suggested Royal Worcester,

but that they were essentially Japanese. There were urns and caskets, of

which the prevailing tints were delicate cornflower and peacock blues.

There were groundworks of red and olive green, ultramarine and deep

purple, one and all decorated with designs of delicate beauty ; and each

little gem was mounted on its own tiny stand of carved blackwood or

stained cherry, as dainty in its way as the piece itself. Seeing my apprecia-

tion, he produced the very best and most expensive examples of his

skill. These he at last brought out, each finished with a lens-like polish,

on which one might search in vain for either speck or

flaw. Each, if exhibited in the large establishments of
any American city, would command more than its

weight in gold.

over tiny tables, were eight artists, so intent on their occupation

that our intrusion caused but an instant's glance. Close to them

were four other figures grinding and polishing ; these comprised

Namikawa's entire staff.

ii At one table a new piece was receiving its design—not from a

copy, but fresh from the artist's brain, traced upon its surface. At

others little particles of gold or silver wire were being bent to

exactly the shape of the etched design and cemented firmly over

it, piece by piece, until the design was completely worked over

in gold or silver wire upon a silver or copper vase. At other

tables the enamels, mixed as required, were being pushed into

these little cells, some no greater in diameter than the prick of a pin, in the

exact representation of the colors of nature. They are not at first filled to

the top, but only part of the way, and when the entire design is filled all

over to the same depth it is ready for the first firing. More enamel is then

filled in and it is fired again, and still enameled and fired again and again

until the surface is reached, the last filling requiring a greater degree of

skill than the preceding ones.
After filling and firing for the final time the vase is rough and uneven.

It must now be ground with pumice stone and water for many days or
weeks to reduce the uneven sur-
faces to the same thickness in every
part. This is all done by hand, and
calls for great skill, for if it were
ground thinner in one place than
another the work would be ruined.
The grinding is accomplished so
slowly that the impression of an
hour's work is scarcely percepti-
ble. As the surface day by day
becomes finer, pumice of softer and
smoother face is chosen, until the
final pieces used are like silk to
the touch. And now it is quite fin-
ished, save for the final polishing
with oxide of iron or rouge. At
last it emerges from the artist's
hands with the exquisite and flaw-
less polish of a lens.

Namikawa then makes his
final inspection, though every day
of its steady growth has been closely
watched by him; and if pronounced
perfect the piece is wrapped in
cotton wool and yellow cloth.

The firing room, like the workshop, was spotlessly clean and neat. In

the center was the little kiln, and by its side a tank of water in the ground,

and at the end a pile of stacked-up fuel. Here the pieces are fired, Namikawa

himself attending to the work, for upon it depends the success or failure of

the preceding labor. Some colors are much more difficult to work success-

fully than others, the various shades of yellow calling for the utmost degree

of skill in firing, which even then is often unavailing. He showed me a

beautiful thing—the design of a maple tree in the glorious tints of autumn,

on a yellow ground—which had taken several months of toil and careful skill

to prepare for the final firing and polishing.

Vasil ion i ng Cloisson0 Ware 
HY COURTESY OF THE WORLD'S WORK

After exhibiting his entire stock,
which consisted of but a few dozen

Workshop pieces, for wares of this order can-
not be made wholesale, Namikawa

invited me to inspect the workshop where these beau-
tiful things received their being. Conducting me out
into the garden, the path led to another building open to
the light on two sides, and furnished with running white
curtains to diffuse, if necessary, the strong light of the
sun. This was the workshop. I had not expected to
see a large factory, for in Japan they are few, and the
greatest masterpieces have been created in a little
humble home, where a lone individual toiled ceaselessly
and lovingly week after week, month after month, and
in some cases for years on a single piece. I was not
surprised, therefore, to find Namikawa's entire staff in
one room twenty-five feet long and half as wide,the
floor covered with padded mats, on which, bending Beautiful Specimens of the Finished Product



The
character of

a wholesale house is
reflected in its patron=
age—and vice versa.
The one profits by the
reputation and pres=

tige of the
other.

Spring purchasing is now in order,
and remember that right buying is
the first requisite of right selling.
We see to it that our patrons buy
right. Our experience as well as our
stock is at their service—and our
stock is known to every jeweler in
the land as the most complete and
carefully selected in the country.

Headquarters for Waltham, Elgin, New
and United States Watches.

DIAMONDS Unmounted,Mounted and

in Medium and High Grades.

The
N. H.White & Co.

patrons are jewelers
who value the confi=
dence of their customers,
and are as solicitous
of their good name
when buying as
when selling.

Meteorite Stone
Exhibited

George Frederick Kunz, of
Tiffany & Co., owner of the
diamond found in a meteorite
in the Canon Diablo, Arizona,

in 1891, has put it on exhibition for the first time

in the American Museum of Natural History,

along with several other valuable exhibits. The

diamond lies imbedded in a piece of the meteorite

weighing about eight pounds and is perfect in

shape, although small. It rests in a small section

of less pure carbon, half an inch in diameter,

which is itself surrounded by solid meteorite iron.

The meteorite was found by Prof. G. A. Koenig at

the foot of Crater Mountain, Arizona. Thinking

that he had discovered a vein of pure iron, the
professor sent the specimen, with several others,

to Dr. A. E. Foote, of Philadelphia. It was the
trouble experienced in cutting the specimen into

sections which led to the discovery of the diamond.
The death of Henry Hayes,

Death of which occurred at his home,
Henry Hayes Newark, N. J., removes one of

the most conspicuous members

of the jewelry trade. Notwithstanding that he was

seventy years old his death was more or less unex-

pected, for although his physique had begun to

bear the evidence of his seventy summers, his con-

dition was by no means such as to cause appre-

hension. He had
arranged to come to
New York on a bus-
iness matter but had
to break the engage-
ment owing to a feel-
ing of fatigue. Medi-
cal assistance was
called in promptly,
but to the intense
grief of his family
he survived only a
few days. Deceased
was born in Newark,
where his father was
a jeweler. The son
elected to enter busi-
ness, and in 1857 he
became connected
withthe firm of Chas.
E. Hale & Co., New
York, with whom he
worked in conjunc-
tion with Hayden \V.
Wheeler, who was
then connected with
the concern. On the
death of Mr. Hale
the firm became
known as Wheeler,
Parsons & Hayes,
and in February,
1888, Mr. Hayes re-
tired from active
business and de-

voted himself to the interests of the fraternal organi-
zations of the jewelry trade. He was instrumental
in organizing the Jewelers' League, and was presi-
dent of that body from 1885 up to the time of his
demise. The funeral, which was held from Grace
Church, Newark, N. J., was attended by the board
of directors of the Jewelers' Safety Fund Society,
consisting of the following : Ira Goddard, James
C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lambert & Co.; Chas. G. Al-
ford, of C. G. Alford & Co.; Jas. P. Snow, of Snow
& Westcott ; Louis Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co.;
Fred'k H. Larter, of Larter, Elcox & Co.; 0. G.
Fessenden, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.; W. T.
Gough, of Carter, Howe & Co., and A. V. Huyler,
of N. H. White and Co. There were likewise over
50 members and officers of the Jewelers' League
in attendance. The honorary pall bearers were
Wm. R. Ailing, of Ailing & Co.; Hayden W.
Wheeling, head of the firm of which Mr. Hayes
was for many years a member ; J. A. Young, New
York ; Alfred Mills, Morristown ; H. F. Cook, of
Jos. Fahys & Co.; Colonel E. A. Stevens, Hobo-
ken ; the Rev. Dr. Holley, Newark ; John S. Darcy,
Charles Grummon of Newark, and George C.
Frelinghuysen, Morristown.

The regular monthly meeting

Proceeding5 of the of the Jewelers' League was
Jewelers' League held on Monday, February 9,

1903. There were present Vice-
presidents Karsch and Street ; Messrs. Wormser,
Van Deventer, Bliss, Hodenpyl, Crippen, Lissauer

and Secretary Stevens. The minutes of the pre-
vious regular and special meetings were read and
approved. At the regular and special meetings
held January 9th and 23d there were seven appli-
cants admitted to membership, five from Brooklyn,
one from New York City and one from Troy, N. Y.
At the regular meeting held on February 9th there
were six admitted to membership, four from New
York City, one from Providence, R. I., and one
from Cranford, N. J. The next regular meeting
will be held March 6, 1903.

A sale of Japanese art objects

Japanese was held last month at the Fifth
Art Objects Sold Avenue Art Galleries. The

objects offered were obtained
largely from Japanese temples undergoing dis-
mantling or repair and were put up at auction
under the direction of Messrs. Yamanaka & Co.,
of this city, and a Japanese collector.

As a mark of recognition of

Echo of the the reception accorded to the
French Mission French Mission which visited

the United States during the
early portion of last year, a beautiful vase has been
presented by the sister republic to the Society of
the Cincinnati. This now historic vase has been
on exhibition at Tiffany's, in this city. It stands 4
feet 3 inches in height and is of a long oviform
shape with a royal-blue ground of great beauty
and translucency. It was recognized as one of
the chef d'oeuvres in the museum collection of

the National Manu-
factory at Sevres.
Koenen Bros. have

moved their optical
case factory and
offices from Nassau
Street to quarters
in the building 70--76
Fulton Street, where
they have over
double the floor
space formerly occu-
pied. The move
was needed to give
the firm sufficient
space for the grow-
ing demands of their
business, which had
for some time past
been beyond the
capacity of the old
quarters.

L. \V. Ruben-
stein, the Maiden
Lane jobber, lost a
little one by death
last month. As this
was the first and only
child the loss was all
the more trying.

C. G. Alford,
of C. G. Alford &
Co. ,accompanied by
his daughter, is on a
visit to Florida.

A beautiful silver service was presented to the United States cruiser Albany last month by the citizens 
of the capital ci y.

The presentation was made at the 13rooklvn Navy Yard Iv Mayor Gans, of Albany and party. 
The service, which is the work

of the Meriden Britannia Co., is a magnificent example of the silversmith's art, both in design and 
execution. The most Imposing

piece was the elaborately embellished punch bowl, above illustrated, on which a figure of the cruiser is ingeniously 
carved.

Albany's historical and other associations find a unique symbolization throughout the set, the city hall, 
post office, Albany coat

of arms and seal of the United States being salient features of the ornamentation. For the purpose of carrying this idea into

effect S. Stohr, principal designer of the Meriden Britannia Co. sojourned in Albany and noted such 
features and landmarks as

would lend themselves to the adornment of this beautiful service. The service consists of 66 pieces and cost 810,000. The punch

bowl is gold lined, 18 inches in diameter, 15 inches in height and has a capacity of 40 pinta,



Chart for the
Grading of Diamonds.
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A child can buy or sell diamonds by our chart or system of

grading.
It is a system so simple that any jeweler can use it--any

customer understand it.
It tells you the grade of the stone, and guarantees the quality

to your customer.
It makes you a diamond expert to your trade, and increases

your diamond sales. Our prices will enable you to compete with any.

To satisfy yourself, try our diamonds and prices the next time

you have a sale,
•••II
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S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

......................... ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; •

Blue white and perfect.
Blue white and imperfect.

Extra white and perfect.
Extra white and slightly im-
perfect.
Extra white and imperfect.

White and perfect.
White and slightly imperfect.
White and imperfect.

Commercial white and perfect.
Commercial white and slightly
imperfect.
Commercial white and imper-
fect.

Good color and perfect.
Good color and slightly im-
perfect.
Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

The Highest Achievemeni
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

HERON & COMM

THADE-MARN.

Durabili1 y
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

3 Maiden Lane, New Voni

New York Letter

(Continued from page 299)

Special Meeting At a special meeting of the

of the 24-Karat Club 24-Karat Club, held Friday

afternoon, February 13th, in

the office of The Keystone Watch Case Co., 21

Maiden Lane, the report of the dinner committee,

which had charge of the recent banquet, was read

and accepted. The committee was highly com
pli-

mented upon the excellent manner in which it dis-

charged its duties and there were general felicita-

tions exchanged on the signal success of the ann
ual

feast. A. V. Huyler, of N. H. White & Co., ten-

tered his resignation and C. G. Braxmar, of C. G.

Braxmar & Co., was elected an active member to

replace him. P. F. Murphy, president of the Cross

Harness Co., whose humor and

address created such a furor at

the recent function in Delmonico's,

was elected an honorory member

of the club. It was decided to

hold a shad dinner in April.

The report of

New York's Grow- the depart-

ing Population ment of health,
published Feb-

ruary 21st, makes some interest-

ing estimates of the growing popu-

lation of the Empire city. Accord-

ing to the United States census,

compiled in 1900, the population

of the greater city was 3,437,202.

The estimated population corn-

piled by the health department

for the middle of the year 1903,

3,732,903, shows that the popula-

tion since 1900 will have increased

295,7ot. Health Commissioner

Lederle believes that the 4,000,000

mark will be reached in a year.

Mrs. Theresa

Death of Lynch, whose

Mrs. Theresa death occurred
Lynch last month,was

a notable figure

in the local jewelry trade for many

years, and was also widely known

in the European diamond markets.

At the time of her death she was

seventy-three years old, and up

to the advent of the illness to

which she succumbed, gave per-

sonal attention to her business

at i Union Square. It is some-

what of a coincidence that like

the late Mrs. M. A. Mills, who

was head of Mills & Coleman,

diamond dealers of this city, Mrs.

Lynch was a native of Ireland—
having been born in Dublin in

1830. At an early age she mar-

ried John Lynch, a wholesale

fruiterer. Her first business trans-

action in the jewelry line was the

purchase of a diamond ring,

which she advantageously dis-

posed of. This occurred while

she was yet in her teens, and she
was so encouraged by the deal
that negotiations of a similar

character ensued and in this way
she laid the foundation of what

developed into a very substantial

enterprise, She had occupied

various locations, but finally settled at i Union

Square, where she conducted a watch and jewelry

business. As may be inferred she possessed a

singular aptitude for business. According to her

will she possessed $75,000 worth of real estate and

$5000 of personal property. The executors and

trustees have been instructed to carry on the busi-

ness for a year, and then sell all the property to pay

a large number of legacies stipulated in the will.

The Biggens-Rogers Company, of Wallingford,

Conn., have secured space in the new offices of the

Ohio Cut Glass Co., 36 Murray Street, to display

a line of their silverware. The company make

quite a comprehensive line of hollowware, but

have not been represented in this market before.

R. E. Corbett, well known to the trade as the

representative of large silverware manufacturers,

is now looking after the interests here of Marble,

Forrester & Co., of Attleboro, and H. L. Green &

Co., of Providence ; one a silver line and the other

white stone goods. Mr. Corbett makes his head-

quarters in the Gill Building.
A. Wittnauer, head of the watch house bearing

his name, has been confined to his residence, at

27 Irvin Place, with rheumatism. He is now on

the road to recovery, however, and expects to take

an extended trip south or to some of the Continental

resorts to recuperate.
Eliasoff & Pearlin, formerly of 51 Maiden Lane,

have dissolved partnership. The business will be

continued at the same location by Mr. Pearlin, who

assumes the liabilities of the old firm. Mr. Eliasoff

will re-enter the ring manufacturing and diamond

mounting business at 8o Nassau Street.

The Wm. W. Hayden Co., goldsmiths and

silversmiths, of Newark, N. J., has opened an office

and sample apartments in the

building of the Bank of Metropolis,

Union Square and Sixteenth St.,

this city, where they are prepared

to meet customers.
A dissolution has taken place

in the firm of A. Ludeke & Co.,

diamond merchants, 170 Broad-

way. A. C. Chase has withdrawn

from the firm and has been suc-

ceeded as a partner by J. J. Heiser,

formerly of H. C. Hardy & Co.,

and recently a traveling represen-

tative of L. & M. Kahn & Co.

The name of the Ludeke concern

remains unchanged. Mr. Chase

has gone into business for himself

and occupies a portion of the

office of the firm from which he

has withdrawn. He will deal in

diamonds and precious stones

and will cover the territory which

he has for a long time tra-

versed, namely from Boston to

Washington.

At the regular monthly meet-

ing of the Jewelers' Association

and Board of Trade, held Feb-

ruary nth, the following firms

were elected to membership in

the association : Chas. Adler's

Sons, Geo. Borgfeldt & Co., H.

Levinsohn, S. C. Powell & Co.,

and the Market & Fulton Bank

(associate member).

Leo W. Adler, after fifteen

years' continued service with L.

Adler & Son, diamond dealers

and jewelry manufacturers, 87

Maiden Lane, has retired from the

jewelry business and will here-

after devote his entire attention to

fire and life insurance, having be-

come representative of the New

York Life, the Equitable and

other companies.
August G. Schmitt and Wm.

J. Frey have dissolved their part-

nership by mutual consent in the

firm of Schmitt & Frey, jewelry

manufacturers, 239 Fourth Ave.

nue. The former retires from the

business and Mr. Schmitt, having

been joined by Christian F. Groth,

the business continues at the same

location under the name of Schmitt

& Groth ; the latter will liquidate

the business of the original firm.

(Continued on page 347)

Our illustration shows the beautiful cup, or tankard, recently 
presented 1(

Dr. Edward le. Brush, president of the City Club of 
Mount Vernon, N. Y. The cup is

a beautiful combination of the arts of the silversmith and 
ivory worker, being com-

posed of a section of an elephant's tusk mounted with 
silver. The piece of ivory is

considered to be one of the best in existence in this country, it 
being a perfect specimen

of unusual size and quality. The tusk is about eigh
t inches across at the base and

fully an inch thick, and tapers to about five inches at t
he top. The lining is gilt. The

design beautifully typifies the chase. The cover of the 
cup represents a moose's head

in solid silver, handsomely modeled in simulation of 
nature. The inscription is

engraved in a representation of a bear's skin as shown in the 
illustration. This work

is the production of the artisans of two New York h
ouses, the silver portion of the

work being done by the Mauser Mfg. Company, 14 East 
Fifteenth Street. The entire

piece manifests the highest class of craftsmanship.



Toltec Turquoise
Not the Cheapest,
But the Best.

A little lower in price than
the Persian Turquoise and a little
better in quality.

In hardness, in durability, in
color, the Toltec Turquoise are
unequaled by any others in the
world.

Insist upon getting Turquoise
with this trade-mark:

They are fully guaranteed.

CHAS. P. W0012) eke co.,
Agent.

The Toltec Gem Mining Co.
Telephone, 1225 Cortlandt. I Maiden Lane, New York.

Diamond
/iir

WHEN BUYING
DIAMOND STOCK

Supplies

Common sense dictates that you patronize the house

which has especially studied your wants in this line. We
have the goods that suit your trade and you have, besides,

the advantage in price of buying from the cutters and direct
importers.

We can furnish the stones in all cuts—the Brilliant and

Twentieth Century—all grades and all sizes. We have

now at your service the most comprehensive stock offered

this season.

Chas.
DIAMOND

II
0

ik_44
L'C

TRADE MARK

F. Wood 0 Co.
Importers and

Cutters of Diamonds,

I Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

103 State Street, CHICAGO.
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Bostorz, Alass-

SILVER POLISH

Is THE BEST SELLER
,1■11,

Paul Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

March, 1903 TNE KYSTO14E.

New York Letter

(Continued from page 30t)

Preciou Stone 
In the course of his preliminary

s 
Industry report to the United States

Geological Survey, of the pre-

cious stone industry of this 
country, George F.

Kunz states that " the year 19
02 has been remark-

able in the precious stone ind
ustry in a number of

particulars," and these he proceeds to 
recite. He

adds : " It has been the grea
test year on record

for the importation of diamonds,
 pearls and other

precious stones, and is notable also 
for the patent-

ing of three new forms of 
brilliant—one with 88

facets, another with to8, and the 
third a most inge-

nious system of concaving the eight
 templet facets

on a brilliant and also concaving the 
faces of octag-

onal pyramids and of producing othe
r quaint forms,

the claim in all instances being a 
greater brilliancy

and beauty. The imports of topaz
—both the true

and the so-called Spanish, Saxon and
 Scotch va-

rieties—of coral in delicate tints of pi
nk, and of

seed pearls and pearls in ropss are 
worthy of re-

mark." The report of Mr. Kunz sho
ws that the

American product of gems is largely sa
pphire and

turquoise, the production of the former 
in 1902 be-

ing $115,000 and of the latter $130,000.
 The total

United States product of all kinds of precious

stones in 1902 is $318,800, as compared wi
th $289,o5o

in 1901 and $233,170 in 1900.

In regard to new finds, Mr. Kunz repo
rts the

finding of a new locality for sapphire in 
Montana—

a new creek, in the bed of which sapphi
re is found

associated with gold, as in the Rock Cree
k region

of Yogo Gulch, and on the Missouri ne
ar Helena;

the further development of a new mine 
of the blue

sapphire in Fergus County, and the 
continued

workin)is of the other two mines in the same 
State.

Then comes the mining and developm
ent of the

old beryl localities in Mitchell County,
 N. C., and

the development of the beryl locality 
at Grafton,

N. H. An amethyst mine has been 
opened in

South Carolina, and two new amethyst 
deposits

have been found in the State of Virginia.

The mining of rubellite in San Diego County
,

Cal., continues, and a new deposit near Banner, 
in

the same region, has been found. The further 
de-

velopment of chrysoprase in Tulare County,
 Cal.,

and the discovery of a new locality in Bunc
ombe

County, N. C., are to be noted. A deposit of

vesuvianite (idocrase) has been discovered in Cen
-

tral California. The output in turquoise from

eight or more Western localities continues, a
nd it

has been discovered at two localities in Alab
ama,

the most easterly region yet known for that gem.

Frederick H. Larter, of Larter, Elcox & Co.
,

accompanied by his family, left last month 
for a

sojourn in Florida, where they will visit vario
us

winter resorts and return to New York about the

end of the present month.

Alfred Baillod, of the firm of Cross & Beguelin,

happened to be one of the passengers on the

Nadiana, which went ashore on the Bermuda coast

last month. Undismayed by the experience, how-

ever, he proceeded on his trip through the West

Indies and will not return until the end of March.

John R. Greason & Son, 182 Broadway, have

leased offices at 22 John Street, into which the
y

propose moving about May ist. They will occupy

the entire second floor of the latter premises.

Herbert M. Condit, the recently-elected secre-

tary of the Stationers' Board of Trade, has had an

experience in a somewhat similar role, which should

enhance his executive capabilities. We refer to the

fact that from 1886 to 1897 Mr. Condit officiated in

a like capacity for the New York Jewelers' Board

of Trade, and even prior to this he had charge of

the credit department of the stationery organiza-

tion above mentioned. Naturally, he is well known

in both the jewelry and stationery trades.

Joseph Haskell, of Jos. Haskell & Co., 9, ii, 13

Maiden Lane, will soon join the ranks of the bene-

dicts. His engagement was recently announced to

Miss Lottie Levy, of Philadelphia. THE KEYSTONE

extends congratulations.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held on Friday, February 13th, the following mem-

bers being present : President Sloan, Chairman

Butts, Vice-President Wood, Treasurer Karsch,

Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Alford, Abbott,

Brown and Stern of the committee. The following

new members were admitted to membership :

Best & Co., Niagara Falls,
N. V.

Best & co , Buiralo, N. Y.
.v White. itutildo, N.Y.

31artill Locis,
F. Kyasnieka, chiettgo,

I II.
titles Marsh, Sr., Pattons-

burg, 310.
Sehrader-\V ittstein Co., Chi-

ea g0, I
stetibek Willimovsky, Chi-

cago, III.
Stein & Elliatgen Co., chi-

cago, III.
E. It. White, Buffalo, N. Y.
If. II. Hooper, Whittier, Cal.
J. IL Birnbaum, 1.os Angeles,

Cal.
W. It, Gould & Co., Great

Bend, Kans.
Scofield & DeWyngaert, New-

ark, N. J.
C. F. Vanderpool, Rochester,

N. Y.
Jos. B. Bechtel it Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Geo. H. Churchill, Amster-
dam, N. Y.

Theo. F. Gerlach, St. Louis,
310.

John Lang, Atlantic City,
N. J.

D. Nlarx Sons, St. Paul, 31 inn,
I. ( irr, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. NV. Phillips, Chanute, Kans.
Barrners & Jacobi, New York

City.
C. B. Coles, Sandwich, Ill.
Cary A. Head, Ada, Ohio.
itthnke Bros., Richmond, Va.
W. E. Lineback, Monroe, N.C.
Julius L. Cohen, Reading, Ia.
G. II. Jettison, Blaine, Wash.
John M. Kennedy, Waynes-

burg, Pa.
Kerper & Custer, Pottstown,

Pa.
Theo, C. Kremer, Phoenix-

ville, Pa.
Jos. Mayer & Bros., Seattle,

Wash,
Mrs. C. D. Silverthorn,Lynch-

burg, Va.

The Cross Harness Co., 253 Broadway, has

installed a stock of jewelry goods of a sporti
ng

character, including split second watches, stick

pills, watch chains, etc. The company intends

making these lines an important feature of its stoc
k.

Rodenberg & Dunn and G. H. Cooke Co. have

removed into larger quarters, room 1308, 9 Maid
en

Lane, which is on the same floor where they 
were

formerly located. The new quarters are three

times the size of their former office.

F. D. Carr, the genial secretary of the Ostby

& Barton Co., Providence, R. I., spent a few 
days

in this city last month, en route to Atlantic 
City

and Lakewood, N. J., to spend a short vaca
tion.

He was accompanied by Mrs. Carr. His work at

headquarters in Providence is rather confining, 
so

that these occasional outings are all the more

enjoyable.

The Maiden Lane Safe Deposit Co. is almos
t

entirely fitted out in its new quarters in the 
Broad-

way-Maiden Lane Building. Several immen
se steel

vaults have been installed, with several 
more to

follow. The offices, sample and smaller
 rooms

have all been fitted out. At a recent meeting of

the Manufacturing Jewelers' Association 
the fol-

lowing resolution was enacted:

WHEREAS, The Maiden Lane Safe Deposit 
Co.

is endeavoring its utmost to accommodate the

jewelry trade at large, and facilitate th
e better

acquaintance between the buyer and manuf
acturer

and jobber of the jewelry and kindred trade
s. Now

therefore, it is hereby

Resolved, That this association give the Maiden

Lane Safe Deposit Co. its hearty supp
ort and

recommend it to the jewelry trade at larg
e for

patronage.

The company is now equipped to give the t
rade

the many kinds of service mapped out, and
 already

the advantages of such an institution are 
manifest.
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Sterling
Silver

Jewelry.

"RUNAWAY GIRL,"

"FLORODORA,"

"PRINCESS LOO,"

" GYPSY " and

"PUG DOG"

designs in fancy stunts by
our crack designer

for the smart
Spring girl.

Sterling Silver Jewelry is finished in

a light French gray, extremely fine

appearance, and sells at sight any-

where.

MADE IN—

Brooches, Sash Pins, Hat Pins,

Belt Pins, Waist Sets, Cuff

Pins, Baby Pins, Cuff Links,

Collar Pins, Bracelets, Fobs,

Scarf Holders, Tie Clasps,

Garters, Armlets for men,

and all the New Novelties.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
5 elk 7 Maiden

New York, N.Y.
ST3N1U3 V012 CATAL.C)CiUF...

Ebony, Gun Metal, Silver Novelties.
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WANTED
YOUR MAIL ORDERS

Our position in the market for this
department of our business cannot be
stated too strongly. Our lines of
Watches were never more complete
and extensive, and include all standard
makes. The fullness of our stock has
been recognized by customers and
competitors. Add to this our promise
to give you service in the care of your
mail orders second to none. When
you are sending us your mail favors
remember to direct them to our
nearest office.

Jewelers visiting the markets will
find much of interest and profit in
either of our houses drop in where
a welcome awaits you.

J. NV. FORSINGER,
Wholesale Watches,

Columbus Memorial Bldg., No. 2 Maiden Lane,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

THE KEYSTONE

WEATNIN BUREAU OM THE KEYSTONE
ROOM 601 COLUAIBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

Cm:Am), b'obruary 20, 1903

The condition of things
The Business throughout the Western coun-

try continues eminently satis-
factory. True the usual Feb-

ruary lull has been on hand and the retail
dealers have had some dull days during the past
month, but business with the manufacturers and
the jobbers still holds up well and shows an im-
provement over the same period last year. The
activity which prevails in commercial circles
generally is an indication of the existing pros-
perity of the people at large. In this activity the
jewelers and opticians have their full share here
in the West. With few exceptions reports from
dealers in all sections tributary to this market
are very satisfactory and characterized by a de-
cidedly hopeful tenor. Iowa and Texas are pos-
sible exceptions. The indications generally
point to a continued good business during the
spring months, with little in sight to cause ap-
prehension that the last half of the year will see
a material change in conditions. So that spring
prospects are referred to at this writing as never
having looked brighter, and with no unforeseen
events coming up our wholesale people expect
to do a goon trade for some months to come.

President James J. Hill, of the
Land values Great Northern Railroad,
in the west whose judgment on the sub-

ject ought to be as good as
that of any man we can think of, says that the
present demand for farm lands, accompanied as
it has been by great increases in prices, is a
healthy movement—not a boom—and in no
danger of collapse. The rise in prices, if not in
values, has been so pronounced during the last
three years that many of the land operators have
jumped to the conclusion that prices were in-
flated and were sure to fall with a thud. Mr.
Hill's views will be reassuring to these men,
and will encourage the doubters who have had
trouble in making up their minds to hasten to
buy land before it goes yet higher. As usual,
in discussing economic questions, Mr. Hill
handles figures impressively in proving his
thesis. He points out that the population of the
United States is increasing 4,000 daily and
1,500,000 yearly. At this rate the United States
will have 550,000,000 people within fifty years.
These people must be fed and clothed. Agri-
culture, which is the foundation of civilization,
must provide for their wants. If millions more
go to the cities millions must also go to the
farms. What must be done will be done. Land,
good land, everywhere will be valuable.

Situation

Traveling salesmen returning
Trade Conditions from the trade centers beyond
on the Pacific Slope the Rocky Mountains report

conditions that make glad the
hearts of the farmers and

ranchmen of the Pacific Slope and therefore the
merchants of that part of the country, for they
know that when the farmer is light-hearted his
purse strings are always loose. The travelers
say that the indications point to a good business
year for the jewelers and opticians. Rain has
been plentiful in the coast country and rain is
the one thing needful to insure crops. From
Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Portland come reports of an abundance of
moisture. A new irrigation canal in Southern
California has resulted in a large influx of farm-
ers. The large immigration that has been pass-
ing into the Pacific Northwest during the past
few years has greatly augmented the trade of
that section. •

Reports from Iowa are that
Iowa the business men and farmers

are wishing for dry weather
during the early months of

spring. These reports also say that it is very
evident that the farmers of Southern and Central
Iowa will be late getting their crops planted this
spring, as the ground contains so much moisture
that it will be impossible to plant grain until
it is dried out somewhat. It is thought that it
will take several weeks of warm, dry weather to
render the soil in fit condition for planting.
Late planting is considered a great disadvantage
in Iowa, as it leaves the crops in danger of early
frost. The ground all over the State has been
covered with snow most of February, which
has added more moisture to the already over-full
soil. On account of these conditions travelers
report a quiet business in Iowa thus far this
year, though a few report an unusual trade for
the season. They expect trade to open up more
lively about March 1st, and say that they found
the Jewelers, in spite of the poor crops of last
year, taking a most optimistic view of this year's
trade. The general prosperity that is abroad
leads them to take this view of the situation.

The advance guard of this
More People More year's immigration to the
Business in the
Northwest 

Northwest has already put in
an appearance, notwithstand-
ing that spring has not yet ar-

rived in that country. From reports received by
railway immigration agents, at least as many
people will move into the Northwestern States
this year as took up homes in that section in
1902. Last spring's movement was the largest
in the history of these States. Minnesota and
the Dakotas received a good share. Montana
increased some. Among the newcomers this
year will be quite a number of jewelers and
opticians who will locate in northwestern towns.
"Sidings" will become hamlets and hamlets will
become thriving towns. All of this will help
business. The Northwest has made a big show-
ing in the past five years. It ought to do fully
as well in the next five.

Present conditions in Okla-
Conditions in homa and Indian Territories
Oklahoma and are quite encouraging. Farm-
Indian Territories ers are prosperous, farm lands

are rising in value and the
country is growing rapidly in population. The
building of new railroads in that section has
never been as great as it is at present. The
Frisco, the M., K. & T., and the Santa Fe are
building branch lines in the central and eastern
parts of the territory, while the Rock Island is
building in the western portion. This is having
a very stimulating effect on the development of
that part of Oklahoma which has been more or
less neglected because of its inaccessibility.
Markets will be opened closer to the farmer
and his farm products will bring a better price.
The line which the Frisco is building into the
Chickasaw Nation from its Dennison main line
will greatly develop the country from grazing
lands to agricultural farming lands. Wherever
these new railroads go there is being established
almost every week a new town where new
jewelry stores are being located. Oklahoma
and the Indian Territory will continue to de-
velop along these lines for years to come. The
unsettled condition of the Indian Territory is

Somewhat Dull
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gradually changing. The Indian is either learn-
ing to farm his land or to lease it to the white
man, who pays him a good rental for it. and the
country is slowly being developed. Conditions
are much better in Oklahoma. Nearly every-
thing is grown there, corn, wheat, oats and cot-
ton being the staple products. This territory is
also unsurpassed for fruit production. It is in-
teresting to know that there are sixty-six na-
tional banks in Oklahoma, which territory has
never had a bank failure. The deposits in these
banks amount to over ten millions and their sur-
plus and undivided profits aggregate more than
three-fourths of a million. When the age of
this newly-settled territory is considered. this
showing becomes quite interesting. The finan-
cial condition of Oklahoma compares favorably
with that of many of the Eastern States.

The record of the year just
Western ended will show a marked
Commerce Gaining change in the share which the

various ports have had in
the distribution of the exports of the United
States. The Gulf ports show a falling off about
13 per cent. in exportations as compared with
last year, and the Atlantic coast ports a decline
of about to per cent.; while the lake and north-
ern border ports show a gain of 3 per cent.;
the Pacific coast ports a gain of to per cent., and
the Mexican border ports an increase of 25 per
cent. These marked contrasts, in which the
ports tributary to the Atlantic show a reduc-
tion and those on the Pacific or fronting upon
contiguous territory show an increase, are in
keeping with the general trend of the year's
commerce, in which exports to Europe show a
marked decline, and those to Asia and to the
contiguous territory at the South and North, a
marked growth,

It will interest Western busi-
Problems of ness men to know that the

census of two returns 7,539,-
545 acres of irrigated land.

The value of crops produced on these acres was
$86,860,491. The cost of irrigating systems to
bring water to this land was $67,770,942. The
crops of one year would pay the cost of the irri-
gating works and leave a balance of $19,12o,649.
The average cost of irrigating was $9 per acre.
One-half of the available farm lands in the West
can be developed by irrigation. In view of this
fact it is interesting to know that the average
value of the products of the irrigated acres in
the United States was double the average value
of the unirrigated acres farmed. The cost of
bringing too,000,000 acres of available land under
irrigation by means of reservoirs and ditches, if
we are to judge the future from the past, would
be $9oo,000,000. If it yielded crops at the present
rate on irrigated land one year's crop would
bring $1,300,000,000, or enough to pay for the
whole work and leave a balance of $400,000,000
each year. These figures are absolutely correct,
judging from ascertained results in the last cen-
sus year.

Irrigation

News Items and Personals

J. D. Bergen, head of the J. D. Bergen Com-
pany, manufacturers of cut glass, Meriden,
Conn., was in Chicago for several days during
the early part of the month looking over the
business of the local office of his firm.

C. P. Dungan is now in charge of the inter-
ests of the Meriden cut glass line of the Interna-
tional Silver Company in their Chicago office.

J. W. Pearce, son of Jeweler W. W. Pearce.
of Wichita, Kans., and formerly on the road for
the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company. Kan-
sas City, has made an arrangement with the R.
Wallace & Son's Manufacturing Company to
represent them in the territory formerly covered
by G. W. Sheppardson.

A. C. Becken will begin to remove to his
new quarters in the Powers Building, at the
northeast corner of Wabash Avenue and Monroe
Street, early in April, and expects to get nicely
located in his new business home by the middle
of the month. Mr. Becken has leased the entire
eleventh floor of this new modern edifice, which
is 76x171 feet, and will occupy a greater part of
it for the conduct of his rapidly increasing busi-
ness. The new premises will be spacious, well
lighted, well arranged and thoroughly up-to-

(Continued on tags pg)



When you order Diamonds
from us you get what you ex-
pect—what your order calls for.

Glowing descriptions of quali-
ties, at so much per carat, which
do not show up when the goods
come, are not part of our stock in
trade. Our stock averages 'clean,
white and well made," and this
is what you will get and at a
reasonable price.

Large or small, your orders
will receive consideration and
prompt attention.

An unequaled selection of

Watches is to be found in our

1903 catalogue—there you will

find everything one can want,

from the most expensive gold

case to the inexpensive, but good,

Solar movement.
The catalogue contains 118

pages of Watches alone. We will

fill your orders promptly, for our

stock is large and kept up always.

If you are not already our cus-

tomer, why not give us a trial?

It will be a good experiment.

(Pages 121-136 our 1903 catalogue.) (Pages 3-120 our 1903 catalogue.)

Wholesale Jewelers,

131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Wholesale Jewelers,

131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.



W
E make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and
buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the
Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags on
account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores competi-
tion, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock, and that
their customers will readily appreciate the superior workmanship,
finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been to
cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the
goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will
be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small
assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchanging
any of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,
for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who
carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-
ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade
93, 95 and 97 William Street, 57 Washington Street,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

LIST PRICES.
Large Flags, Sterling Silver, each, $2.00 Seals, with ring for fob charm, or

" Gilt, " 2.50 with joint pin and catch for
Medium Flags, Sterling Silver, . " .85 brooch Sterling Silver, . . each $2.20

" Gilt, " LI° Seals, Sterling Silver, Rose Gold
Small Flags, Sterling Silver, . " .5o Finish, I 2,70

" Gilt, " .66 Initial Lapel Button or Scarf Pin, " .50
" " " Gilt, " .66

Finest quality enamel used on all college goods to reproduce the colors absolutely correct.

(Continued front page o5)

date, and will afford Mr. Becken much needed
additional room that it was impossible for him
to secure in his old location, so that his removal
is really an imperative one on account of ex-
panding business.

The engagement of Miss Flora Hirsch.
daughter of A. Hirsch, of A. Hirsch & Co., to
Mr. Iwan Ries, has been announced.

Martin E. Meyer, manager of the Chicago
office of the J. D. Bergen Company, manufactur-
ers of cut glass, has been succeeded by D. Axe-
man, who has been his assistant for three years
past.

President Walter Camp, of the New Haven
Clock Company, was in town for a few days
the early part of the month combining business
with pleasure. While here, Mr. Camp was a
guest of honor of the Chicago Yale Alumni at
their annual banquet on the evening of February
rith, at the University Club. He is a great
college man, and has taken much interest in col-
lege athletics and sports since his graduation
from the Yale class of 1880.

Hirsch & Oppenheimer, manufacturing jew-
elers, contemplate occupying the room next
to their present quarters in the Masonic Temple,
and thus double their present capacity.

R. W. Morris, Chicago manager for the R.
Wallace & Son's Manufacturing Company, has
just returned from a visit to factory head-
quarters.

J. W. Forsinger, the watch jobber, left last
week for a two weeks' visit to the New Yorlc
office of the firm. He was accompanied by his
manager, W. M. Davidson.

Hugh King, manufacturer's agent, returned
to Chicago headquarters last week, after an ex-
tended Western trip. He reports the Western
country prosperous and trade good for the sea-
son.

Dr. J. B. McFatrich. President of the North-
ern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otol-
ogy, has just returned from a two weeks' trip to
New York, where he was called on business.

The Gilbert Clock Company, Chicago office,
announce the following as their traveling force
for 1903 in the territories named: T. P. Judd, in
Iowa and Missouri; C. R. Downs, in Wisconsin
and Minnesota; Lew Hanford, in Indiana and
Southern Illinois: Frank H. Drake, in Michigan
and Northern Illinois; L. S. Norton, in Kansas
and Oklahoma, and A. L: Sanderson in Ne-
braska. Mr. Judd is a new man on the force,
and comes from Sioux City, Iowa.

0. F. Hall, manager of the Murine Eye
Remedy Company, is confined to his home suf-
fering from a stroke of paralysis on his right
side. Dr. McFatrich, his physician, tells us that
Mr. Hall is a very sick man, but that he hopes to
pull him through all right. Mr. Hall's many
friends in the trade will be glad to hear that the
latest news from his sick chamber is that he is
improving some.

The Webb C. Ball Watch Company, manu-
facturers of watches, Cleveland, Ohio, have just
opened a Chicago office in room 7o5 Columbus
Memorial Building, with W. F. Hayes, well-
known to the retail jewelry trade of the West and
Northwest from his long connection with the
Chicago branch of the Julius King Optical Com-
pany as a traveling salesman, in charge. On ac-
count of expanding business among the retail
trade this house finds it necessary to • take this
step, which undoubtedly will prove a great con-
venience to their trade.

H. F. Thompson, formerly connected with
several of our Chicago jobbing houses in their
material departments, but latterly with the
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, Kansas
City, has returned to Chicago and accepted a
traveling position with F. H. Noble & Co..
manufacturers of supplies and findings. and will
cover the Western wholesale trade for this firm.
By the time this item will be read Mr. Thompson
will have started out on his first trip.

Despres, Bridges & Noel, at present located
on the third floor of the Venetian Building, will
remove about May rst to Room 306, Columbus
Memorial Building, to the premises which A. C.

Becken will vacate early in April for his new
location in the Powers Building. The above-
named quarters in the Columbus Building will
be cut up after the Becken removal, the front
portion to be occupied by Despres, Bridges &
Noel, and the back part by Henry Paulson &
Co.

Frank Strayer, the well-known traveler for
the F. C. Happel Company, was laid up all of
last week at his home in Cedar Falls, Iowa, with
an attack of la grippe. He is now able to take
up his regular trips again.

J. W. Ambruster. of the Illinois Watch
Company, Springfield, Ill., was here last week in
the interests of his company.

The Watson & Newell Co. will move in
April from its present offices in the Masonic
Temple to more capacious and commodious
quarters, at Wabash Avenue and Monroe Street,
in the new Powers Building.

Maurice A. Mead, head of the house of M.
A. Mead & Co., accompanied by Mrs. Mead, is
spending a few weeks at the famous winter
resort, St. Augustine, Fla., and enjoying a trip
to the Bermudas.

Geo. E. Marshall is just back from seven
weeks of roaming among the Southern winter
resorts, where he was seeking rest and health,
spending a greater part of his time while away at
San Antonio, Texas. Mr. Marshall returns feel-
ing and looking well.

M. F. Barger, of M. F. Barger & Co., ac-
companied by Mrs. Barger and their young son
Robbie, left February 12th for a month's stay in
Southern California, where they will seek rest.
recreation and health for their little boy, who is
just recovering from a case of typhoid.

Horace W. Steere, of Arnold & Steere, the
Providence ring makers, was in town for a few
days last week.

Max Ellbogen, head of the Stein & Ellbogen
Company, accompanied by Mrs. Ellbogen. has
gone on a trip to California and the Pacific slope.
expecting to be absent six weeks. The trip is
purely one of rest and recreation, and they will
not return until early in March.

The R. Hoehn Company, the well-known
manufacturers of thermometers, New York, have
recently opened a Western office at Room 606.
187 Dearborn Street. with Geo. E. Zimmerman
in charge.

Percy M. Smith, manager of the Des Moines
branch of the Geneva Optical Company, was at
Chicago headquarters for a few days recently.
Mr. Smith reports Iowa as quite prosperous,
and that prospects are bright for a good business
this year, optically speaking.

Max Strohm has succeeded to the retail
jewelry business of Robert Fechtner, 5033 South
Ashland Avenue.

C. W. Gray, formerly in the jewelry and op-
tical business at Ruthven, Iowa, has accepted a
position as traveler with the J. M. & A. C. John-
ston Optical Company to cover Northern Iowa,
Minnesota and Nebraska territory.

John H. Mertz, secretary of the Elmer A.
Rich Company, wholesale diamond dealers,
Columbus Memorial Building, has tendered his
resignation to take effect after March 1st, and
will hereafter be associated with Ferdinand Hotz,
wholesale diamond dealer, in the Stewart Build-
ing. Mr. Mertz is well and favorably known in
the Western trade, his career in Chicago dating
back to 1887, when he entered the Western
office of Alfred H. Smith & Co. as errand boy.
Here his progress was steady until 1895, when
the Rich & Allen Company was organized and
he was made its secretary, a position he has
filled up to the present time. In the past fifteen
years Mr. Mertz has had a pretty thorough and
extended experience in the precious stone line,
and he undoubtedly will make a success of his
new connection.

Jewelers F. A. Hegner, of Blue Island, and
N. P. Peterson, of Kankakee. are feeling quite
proud these days, all because they are both called
"Papa" for the first time in their lives. In both
cases the new arrivals were baby girls.

John H Hardin. vice-president and man-
ager of F. A. Hardy & Company, returned early
in the month from a week's trip to Denver,
where he went to look over and make some
changes in the firm's branch house at that point.
Mr. Hardin reports prosperous conditions in the

Centennial State, and says that he found dealers
more than ever encouraged and hopeful and that
trade in all lines was the best he had ever found
it. The 'mining interests of Colorado are now
most prosperous, crop prospects are said to. be
the best in years and there is a great deal of nn-
provement going on at every hand so that pros-
pects generally are bright for business in the
Rocky Mountain country for the spring and
summer.

Frederick R. Sheridan, Chicago and West-
ern representative of Arnold & Steere, Provi-
dence, has the heartfelt sympathy of his friends
and business associates in the loss of a respected
father, who died at the family home in Provi-
dence early in the month.

Otto Young, of Otto Young & Co., has so
far recovered from the surgical operation which
he underwent early in January that he undertook
a trip among the Southern winter resorts, ac-
companied by Mrs. Young. They are now so-
journing at Thomasville, Ga., and the last news
from him was that he was gaining strength every
day and feeling well.

H. F. Hahn & Company are now cosily
located in their new quarters on the fifth floor
of the new Powers Building, at the northeast
corner of Wabash Avenue and Monroe Street,
where they have increased modern facilities for
the conduct of their business.

Frank L. Pitkin, manager of the cut glass
department for Pitkin & Brooks, is at his desk
again after a three weeks' trip in the East.

Theodore Kuehl has been admitted to an in-
terest in the business of his brother, Geo. Kuehl,
at 184 Randolph Street, under the firm name of
Geo. Kuehl & Co. A little over twenty-five
years ago this business was established by the
elder brother, who has been quite successful,
and now the younger brother is. given an in-
terest in the house as a reward for ten years of
faithful service. He leaves this week for Europe
to place the firm's orders for their supply of
cuckoo clocks for the fall trade. Young Mr.
Kuehl will be accompanied on the European
trip by his bride, and they expect to be absent
from Chicago two months.

David Berkenstein, for a number of years
past chief bookkeeper for H. F. Hahn & Com-
pany, retired from their employ on the 15th inst.,
to engage in another line of business for himself.
As a token of their regard for Mr. Berkenstein
personally, and the high value they place on his
faithful service to them, the firm presented him
with a diamond monogram fob with his own
initials, set with one hundred and thirty dia-
monds—a rich and elegant present most worthily
bestowed on a most faithful and worthy man.
Mr. Berkenstein's service with this house dates
back over fifteen years, and he leaves them with
the good wishes of everyone connected with the
establishment.

Ira W. Smith, Chicago and Western agent
of the Horton-Angell Company, was called
home to Attleboro, Mass.. the early part of last
week to attend the funeral of Major Herbert A.
Clark, treasurer of the Horton-Angell Company,
who died at his home in Attleboro, February
16th. after a brief illness, from pneumonia.

Roy K. Hitchens, Western representative
for Simeon L. and George H. Rogers Company,
has moved his office from 84 Wabash Avenue to
the Silversmiths' Building, where he has more
desirable quarters and a more complete stock.

A special meeting of the
Elgin Company stockholders of the Elgin Na-
to increase tional Watch Company has
Capital Stock been called for March 3d, to

take action on a proposition
to increase the capital stock from $4,000,000 to
$5,000,000. It is supposed the new stock will be
sold at par to the stockholders. The purpose
of the issue is to pay for the recent large ex-
tensions and improvements and provide for
further enlargement of the company's business.
At a meeting of the directors, held last month,
the following resolutions were passed:

Resolved. That a special meeting of the stock-
holders of the Elgin National Watch Company,
a corporation created by the State of Illinois, be,
and the same is hereby, called to be held at the

(Continued on page 311)
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A. C. BECKEN,
The Chicago
Wholesale Jeweler,

Will Remove,
about April 15th, to the

New Powers Building
Northeast Corner
Wabash Avenue and Monroe Street.

1iltriall[ral !WOO

6

In our new place of business we will have more than double the floor space,

better light, better arrangement and display of our goods than we have enjoyed
on our present premises. Our manufacturing and repair departments will be
located on the same floor as our salesroom under our immediate personal

supervision. For this reason both of these departments will be made stronger
and more important in our business than heretofore. In fact, in every way in our
new location we will have first-class modern facilities for the handling of your
orders. We also wish to take this occasion to thank our friends and customers
for their liberal patronage in the past, and to assure them that we will constantly

strive to merit their continued favors.
We cordially ask your inspection of
our new premises after the above date.

\.","/\./\/\,/

A. C. BECKEN,
103 State Street,

Chicago.

4

March, HP ■,;

Chicago News

(Continued fiom page 30))

office of said company, Room No. 201, 
American

Express Building, 76 Monroe Street, 
Chicago,

Illinois, on the 3d day of March, 1903, at 
the

hour of 12 o'clock M., for the purpose of 
sub-

mitting to a vote of the stockholders the follow
-

ing question, viz.:
The question of increasing the capital stoc

k

of this corporation to $5,000,000.
Resolved further, That notice of such special

meeting be given to the stockholders in the 
man-

lier provided by law.
Notices calling the meeting have already

been sent to the stockholders. The signa
tures

to the call reveal the fact that C. B. Scovill
e has

been succeeded as a director by Banker H
enry

A. Blair. The following, constituting the board
,

signed the call: A. C. Bartlett, Henry A. B
lair,

C. H. Hulburd, E. A. Hamill, Geo. H. 
Laflin,

M. A. Ryerson and George T. Smith.
The first banquet of the Chi-

Banquet of the cago Jewelers' Club, a re-

Jewelers' Club cently organized body, was
held in the banquet hall of the

Union Hotel, this city, February 19. The par-

ticipants were representatives of various

branches of the jewelry trade from the sage and

reposeful manufacturer to the vivacious travel-

ing man, with his rich fund of original humor.

The feast was presided over by H. S. Hyman,

who at a previous meeting of the club was

elected its president pro tem. The features of

this banquet were unique in their way, as the

primary object of the feast was to stimulate an

interest in the organization and give such an

impetus to the fraternal spirit as would place

the club on an enduring foundation.
The success with which this laudable object

was achieved is highly creditable to those who

shouldered the arrangements for the function.

Apart from the practical side of the gathering

there was no dearth of conviviality and honest

merriment. There were one hundred and thirty-

three members and guests in attendance, who

did ample justice to a most palatable feast. At

the conclusion of the dinner Thomas Rudd, sec-

retary pro tem., read the minutes of the first

meeting of the promoters of the organization.

An interesting discussion then followed on the

question of constitution and by-laws, and ar-

rangements were made to hold meetings on the

first Tuesday of each month. Owing to their

nomadic profession and consequent inability to

be constant attendants at the meetings and

functions of the club, a motion was made that

the traveling fraternity be admitted at $6, half

the regular dues. With characteristic magnan-

imity, however, the representatives of the genus

who were present at the banquet declined the

proffered privilege, and announced their pref-

erence for membership at the regular fee. The

membership roll was splendidly increased at the

meeting, and there were considerable accretions

subsequent thereto. The present incumbents

will retain their respective offices until the next

fleeting, on the first Tuesday in April, when

permanent officials will be voted for. The tem-

porary officers are: Harry S. Hyman, president;
E. J. Penny, vice-president; B. F. Coffin, treas-

urer; Thomas Rudd, secretary.

• Out-of-Town Visitors

The Tower Jewelry Company, Springfield,

Mo., have been represented in this market this

week by Mr. Tower, the head of the house, who
is here on a buying trip.

R. W. Chamberlain, jeweler-optician of Mar-

shalltown, Iowa, has been a visiting buyer in this
market this week.

J. T. Anderson, head of the Petosky Jewelry
and Optical Company, Petosky, Mich., was met
in one of our wholesale offices this week, where
he was doing his Easter buying. Mr. Anderson

brought the news that his firm was just moving
into a handsome new store, which they had fitted
up in a modern style. He was especially en-

thusiastic over their new store windows, which
he believed would prove something of a novelty.
Mr. Anderson, who is a most pleasant gentle-
man to meet, told us that he had been a buyer
in the Chicago market for over twenty-five years,

THE KEYSTONE

and said he always enjoyed meeting his old
friends in the wholesale and manufacturing trade
in the Western metropolis.

Oehring Bros., of McGregor, Ia., were rep-
resented in this market last week by Mr. Oehr-
ing, a member of the firm, who was here on a
buying trip.

H. D. Dunning, jeweler-optician, of Fre-
mont, Nebr., is among the Western buyers in
the market this week on the lookout for Easter

novelties.
Jeweler Bowen, of Kewanee, Ill. was repre-

sented in this market this week by kr. McDer-
mott, who has charge of his repair department,
and who was in the market combining business
with pleasure.

F. C. Cook, of F. C. Cook & Co., Janesville,
Wis., a well-known and familiar figure in this
market, was here last week on a purchasing trip.

D. T. Berry, of Carthage, Ill., was in the
market recently calling on our wholesale and

manufacturing trade.
Mr. Strock, with Jeweler Han l Kittle,

Boulder, Colo., was a trade visitor here for a few
days early in the month.

J. A. Seekatz, of Hoopeston, Ill., was a
caller at THE KEYSTONE Western headquarters

last week. Mr. Seecatz was in the city on a busi-
ness trip, and found time to drop in and say that

trade was all right in his section thus far this

year.
Ernest Eimer, jeweler-optician, of Muske-

gon, Mich., was a visiting buyer in this market

early in the month.
Herman Huesgen, of Devils Lake, N. D.,

was in Chicago the early part of the month buy-

ing new fixtures and selecting his spring bills.
T. L. Combs, of T. L. Combs & Co., retail,

Omaha, Nebr., was a welcome trade visitor in

this market the early part of the month. Mr.

Combs reports that Omaha and Nebraska are

enjoying their full share of the prevailing pros-

perity.
Martin A. Hagen, of Fargo, N. D., was in

the Chicago market for several days the early

part of the month, selecting supplies for the

home store.
E. D. Grandmason, of Kenton, Ohio, was a

isiting buyer in the Chicago market, selecting
novelties for the Easter season.

Herman Scherzinger, son of G. Scherzinger,

the veteran jeweler of Fond-du-Lac, Wis., has

been in Chicago the past month pursuing a
course of optics.

0. C. Zinn, of Hastings, Nebr., is in town
this week on his spring buying trip. He was a

welcome visitor at KEYSTONE headquarters
during his stay in town.

Obituary

C. D. PEACOCK.

Charles D. Peacock, the head of the widely-
known and extensive retail jewelry house at

State and Adams Streets, a native Chicagoan,
pioneer jeweler, goldsmith, silversmith and a
loyal and influential citizen of Chicago, died at

his home, 1713 Indiana Avenue, this city, shortly
after midnight on
February 12, of
pneumonia superin-
duced by a cold from
which he had suf-
fered for over a
week. Mr. Peacock
was in good health
U ntil about twb
weeks before he
died, when he was
taken with a severe
cold, and after two
or three days he left
his place of business
for his home. The

attack of influenza rapidly developed into pneu-

monia, which caused his death.
The funeral occurred the Saturday following

Mr. Peacock's death, from his late residence, and
was largely attended by members of the trade.

At a meeting of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-

tion called for the afternoon of the day he died,

at which M. N. Burchard presided, the following

committee was appointed to spread the news

among the members of the Association and the

C. D. Peacock.

3''

trade in general, and to see that the jewelers of

Chicago were well represented at the obsequies.

The committee named included Benjamin Allen,

A. L. Sercomb and Harry S. Hyman, and through

their efforts a large number from the wholesale,

retail and manufacturing branches of the trade

met at the Association rooms and repaired in a

body to the Peacock residence to pay their last

respects to the dead jeweler. The honorary pall-

bearers were selected from among the older

friends of Mr. Peacock, many of whom had

known him since his boyhood. They were: Ben-
jamin Allen, W. T. Johnson, F. A. Howe, Arthur

Dixon, Peter Schuttler, C. H. Blair, John Knick-

erbocker and Albert Ebert. The active pall-

bearers were all employes, sonic of whom had

been in Mr. Peacock's store for more than

twenty-five years. They were 0. F. Engwall,

Arthur Nethercotte, John Schaub, Walter Buf-

fington, William La Rue and Eugene Cappelle.

The interment was at Oakwoods.
Mr. Peacock was born in this city in

1838, and resided here during his entire life. He

was quite successful and built up a retail jewelry

business which is said to be one of the largest

in the country and which will be continued with-

out a break by his three sons, Charles D., Jr..

Robert and Walter, all of whom were associated

with their father in the conduct of the business.

Mr. Peacock came from a family of jewelers,

his forefathers for at least three generations be-

ing engaged in that business. Two hundred years

ago the name of Peacock adorned a jeweler's

store in Chester, England. His father was Elijah

Peacock, the founder of the business which is

now quartered in the State Street store. The

family home in the early days of Chicago was at

La Salle and Madison Streets, and there Charles

D. Peacock was born in 1838. A year before that

his father had opened a retail business in Lake

Street, near Franklin, in a room only ten feet

wide. When the son was old enough to help

about the store he served his parent as an errand

boy. He plodded through the unpaved streets

of the settlement that he was destined to see

grow into a metropolis. and carried parcels to

the patrons of the establishment. When he was

older he served the wants of "Long John" Went-

worth, J. Young Scammon, Fernando Jones,

Charles Harpel, the Beaubiens and the Ogdens

and Edwin 0. Gale and a host of the other men

of the day who in after years became a part of

the city's history. Elijah Peacock continued in

the jewelry business until the great fire of 1871,

alter which he devoted much of his time to buy-

ing and selling real estate on the south side, west

of State and south of Thirty-first Street. H
e

made much money, and with his father's good

name at his back C. D. Peacock started to renew

the fortunes of the burned jewelry store at Ran-

dolph and Franklin Streets. He went to 96 West

Madison Street, where he remained during the

reconstruction period following the fire. He

made $28,000 on the west side. and with this cap-

ital he went to State and Washington Streets,

where he opened business on a large scale.

It was a much different shop from that in

which Elijah Peacock first did business in mudd
y

Lake Street, then the chief business street of 
the

city. All, or nearly all. of the money made by

C. D. Peacock on the west side was invest
ed in

fixtures for the store at State and Washin
gton

Streets. and it was a showy place in those days
.

There he remained for close upon a quarter
 of a

century, until the need for additional space com
-

pelled him to remove, in 1896. to the pr
esent

quarters at Adams and State Streets. At one

time he took an active interest in local 
politics

and public affairs generally. When "Long 
John"

Wentworth was a mayoralty candidate for a sec
-

ond term in 1860, Mr. Peacock managed his 
cam-

paign and Wentworth was elected. Four years

later, in 1864. Mr. Peacock was elected t
o the

City Council from the First Ward, but a year 
of

the office satisfied him that he had no desire 
to

continue as a public office holder. Mr. Peacoc
k

is survived by a widow, who was formerly Miss

Mary A. Smith, of Montreal, and six children:

Mrs. Edgar D. Smith. Mrs. Brobe B. Davis,

Miss Ella Peacock and Charles D., Jr., Walter

C. and Robert E. Peacock. The deceased was a

member of the First Presbyterian Church at

Twenty-first Street and Indiana Avenue. and of

the Chicago Athletic and Tolleston Gun Clubs.



(An interesting story authoritatively retold—How the worth of the play-toy pebbles was revealed

The Discovery of Diamonds in South Africa

A trekking Boer, Daniel Jacobs, had made his home on the banks of theOrange River near the little settlement of Hopetown. He was one of thesprinkling of little farmers who were stolidly content with a bare and pre-carious living on the uncertain pasture lands of the veld. Here his children
grew up about him with little more
care than the goats that browsed
on the kopjes.

When the sheep and goats were
turned out of the krall to graze on
the patches of grass and the stun-
ted thorns of the veld, the children
ran away after them and roamed
over the pasture land all day long
like the flocks. There was no daily
round of work for them. The black
servants were the shepherds of the
flocks, and did the slovenly house-
work, under the indolent eye of the
Boer and his vrouw, for the poorest
farmer would not work with his
own hands except at a pinch. His
boys and girls had never seen a
doll or a toy of any kind, but the
instinct of childhood will find play-
things on the face of the mostbarren karoo, and the Jacobs children were luckily close to the edge of ariver which was strewn with uncommonly beautiful pebbles, mixed withcoarser gravel.

Here were garnets with their rich carmine flush, the fainter rose of thecarnelian, the bronze of jasper, the thick cream of chalcedony, heaps ofagates of motley hues, and many shining rock crystals. •From this party-colored bed the children picked whatever caught their eye and fancy, andfilled their pockets with their chosen pebbles. So a poor farmer's childfound playthings scattered on a river bank which a little prince might covet,and the boy might have skimmed the face of the river with one little whitestone that was worth more than his father's farm. Fortunately for thefuture of South Africa, he did not play ducks and drakes with this particularstone, which he found one day in the early spring of 1867, but carried ithome in his pocket and dropped it with a handful of other pebbles on thefarmhouse floor.
A heap of these party-colored stones was so common a sight in theyard or on the floor of a farmhouse on the banks of the Orange and Vaal,that none of the plodding Boers gave it a second glance. But when thechildren tossed the stones about, the little white pebble was so sparkling inthe sunlight that it caught the eye of the farmer's wife. She did not careenough for it to pick it up, but spoke of it as a curious stone to a neighbor,Schalk van Niekerk, Van Niekerk

asked to see it, but it was not in the
heap. One of the children had
rolled it away in the yard. After
some little search it was found in
the dust, for nobody on the farm
would stoop for such a trifle.

When van Niekerk wiped off
the dust, the little stone glittered
so prettily that he offered to buy it.
The good vrouw laughed at the
idea of selling a pebble. " You
can keep the stone, if you want
it," she said. So van Niekerk put
it in his pocket and carried it
home. He had only a vague no-
tion that it might have some
value, and put it in the hands of a

JOHN
Who first investigated the value of thediamond pebbles in South Africa.

*Reprinted by permission of TheMacmillan Company from " The DiamondMines of South Atriea," hy Gardner F.Williams, M. A. general manager of theDe Beers Consolidated Mines, Limited.Cloth, octavo, SIO, net (English price,£2 2e., net). Copyright, 1902, by TheMacmillan Company.

traveling trader, John O'Reilly, who undertook to find outwhat kind of a stone the little crystal was, and whether itcould be sold. He showed the stone to several Jews inHopetown and in Colesberg, a settlement farther up theOrange River Valley. No one of these would give apenny for it. " It is a pretty stone enough," they said," probably a topaz, but nobody would pay anything for it."Perhaps O'Reilly would have thrown the pebble away, if it had notcome under the eye of the acting civil commissioner at Colesberg,

Diamond Miners Going to Work

Lorenzo Boyes. Mr. Boyes found on trial that the stone would scratch glass." I believe it to be a diamond," he observed gravely.O'Reilly was greatly cheered up. " You are the only man I have seen,"he said, " who says it is worth anything. Whatever it is worth you shallhave a share in it."
" Nonsense," broke in Dr. Kirsh, a private apothecary of the town, whowas present, " I'll bet Boyes a new hat it is only a topaz."" I'll take the bet," replied Mr. Boyes, and at his suggestion the stonewas sent for determinatton to the foremost mineralogist of the colony,Dr. W. Guybon Atherstone, residing at Grahamstown. It was so lightly

valued that it was put in an un-
sealed envelope and carried to
Grahamstown in the regular post-
cart. When the post-boy handed
the letter to Dr. Atherstone the
little river stone fell out and rolled
away. The doctor picked it up
and read the letter of transmis-
sion. Then he examined the peb-
ble expertly and wrote to Mr.
Boyes : " I congratulate you on
the stone you have sent me. It
is a veritable diamond, weighs
twenty-one and a quarter carats,
and is worth ,C5oo. It has spoiled
all the jewelers' files in Grahams-
town, and where that came from
there must be lots more. Can I
send it to Mr. Southey, colonial
secretary?"

?w"
T 

were discovered the now
famous diamond mines of South
Africa, destined to change the
history of the world.

(Continued on page se3)

The manager of the pulsator, James Stewart, through whose hands $15,000,000 to $20,000,000worth of diamonds pass every year. The pulsator is the machine in whieh the screened andsized product from the washing pans and crushing machines reaches the final stage of concen-tration, leaving nothing but rough diamonds.
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The " Bonnie
Child's" Plate
Food Guard

Something-
Entirely New!

A Pretty Present for
the child. A Desirable
Device for the table.
A Long-Felt Want
Filled.In Plain and

Ornamental Designs.

- - - 
 *LA

Child eating from plate without the Food Guard on plate.
Trouble and Mess.

Manufactured exclusively by

be ilbatiser
Mfg. Co.

SILVERSMI MS.

Child eating with Food Guard on Plate.
Happiness and Cleanliness.

Snow as No, $7.00
Plain, . . 3.00

(in accordance with
Keystone Key.)

Factory and Salesroom:
14 East 15th St., New York.

Branch Office: 126 State St, , Chicago.

Send for Illustrated
Price List.

Send for Beautiful
Window Card or
Hanger ; this does
not contain our name
nor the prices. You
may put prices on
yourself.
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IN 1902

300,000
LARTER SHIRT STUDS

were sold, because this article of men's jewelry has proved the

most satisfactory shirt stud in the market.

IN 1903

500,000
LARTER SHIRT STUDS

we aim to sell, and the way Progressive Jobbers are now ordering

Larter Studs in io K. gold and extra 14. K. plate this goal will be

reached. If your Jobber does not carry a good line of them,

postal us and we will tell you one who does.

LARTER, ELCOX & CO
21-23 MAIDEN LANE,

NEW YORK CITY.

THE
ALICE RODSEVELTBRACELET

0576555 ift‘

—to?
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Mar,

H. F. B. at CO.

-
The Genuine Alice Roosevelt Bracelet, made by H. F. Barrows & Co.,

is mounted on this tissue.

The Bracelet

that holds the Record

as the Ouickest Selling

e w e 1 r y

N o V e 1 t y

THE ALICE ROOSEVELT BRACELET
It sprang into wide popularity from the very start. Now it's known from one end of the country to the other. Long ago it seemed that

everybody must have a full stock of Alice Roosevelt Bracelets—yet we keep right on hustling to fill both new and repeat orders.

Imitations? Of course. A successful novelty like this couldn't very long escape the imitator's notice. Trade
But you want the Genuine Alice Roosevelt Bracelet, made exclusively by H. F. Barrows & Co., and bearing this

You don't want a cheap, badly-made imitation when you can have the real thing.

In Round, Heart and Oval Lockets—Sterling Silver and Gold Filled—ASK YOUR JOBBER. Mark.

H. F. BARROWS & CO., 37-39 Maiden Lane, New York. Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.

"THE GEM TURQUOISE." TRADE-MA SK

Product of the Mines of the GEM TURQUOISE AND COPPER CO.
These stones in actual wear have proven that their durability of color is absolutely unquestionable.

Not a Single Stone has ever been Returned to us on Account of Change of Color. EVERY STONE GUARANTEED.

Ask your jobber for the GEM TURQUOISE and look for the trade-mark X on the back.

PROVIDENCE, R. I. ALBERT LORSCH & CO•, 37& 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.BRANCH OFFICE-131 Washington Street,

TRA E-M RK

SOW, Selling Agents for the U. S., Depenclene.ies and Contoitt.

12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. HENRY E. OPPENHEIMER & CO. 1, 2,3 Holborn Circus, LONDON.
Sole Selling Agents for lzoreign Countries.

'ERA DE-M A R K

ALBERT ILORSCH
A L,FFZE121 KROW ER

ALBERT LOIRSCH & Co.
131 Washington Street,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

.Lor.sQ13 Building, 37 ec 39 Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK.

DIAMONDS 
and other precious and semi-precious stones.

IMITATION STONES.

Coral and Roman Pearl Lorgnette Chains, Necklaces and Collarettes.



IN 1902

300,000
LARTER SHIRT STUDS

were sold, because this article of men's jewelry has proved the
most satisfactory shirt stud in the market.

IN 1933

500,000
LARTER SHIRT ST is

we aim to sell, and the way Progressive Jobbers are now ordering
Larter Studs in io K. gold and extra 14 K. plate this goal will be
reached. If your Jobber does not carry a good line of them,
postal us and we will tell you one who does.

LAM-ER, ELCOX & CO
MAIDEN LANE,

NEW YORK CITY.

ALICE RGDSEVELTBRACELETf
THE

. J

The (;enuine Alice Roosevelt Bracelet, Ina( lc by I 1. F. Barrows
mounted on this tissue.

T h e racelet

that holds the Record

as the Ouickest Selling

C r y

N 0

THE ALICE ROOSEVELT BRACELET
It sprang into %vide popularity from tlw very start. Nov, is known from one end of the country tf, the other. I .ong ago it seemed that
everybody must have a full stock of Alice loosevelt Bracelets —yet we keep right on hustling to fill both new and repeat ()Piers.
Imitations? ( ti course. A successful novelty like this couldn't very loiig. escape the imitator's notice. Trade

%yam the (,',.nuine .•1/1.Ce. ROOSe'Z'eli inade exclusively hy II. I,. I■arrows CO., and bearing this
N'uti don't w;int a cheap, hadly-inatle imitation when you can have the real thing.

In Round, ll,ar/ am/ ();.al and ,1„ Cold 1.7//ed—..1.1■" 17)17t) JOPPI,.. R. Mark.

H. F. B.AIUZ()NNTS & CO ) lid meen I, New Yta-1:. .ac, I n, North Attlebon), N1,ks• ,
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11, .1,1 \t 1.1, "THE GEM TURQUOISE." TRA DE-M A RK

Product of the Mines of the GEM TURQUOISE AND COPPER CO.
These stones in (Oita/ 11:tV,' proven that their durability of color is ale“,lutel \ unquestionable.

Not a Single Stone has ever been Returned to us on Account of Change of Color. EVERY STONE GUARANTEED.

Ask your jobber for the CEM TURQUOISE and look for the trade-mark X on the back.

pkoN IDLNCli, R. I. 
I/RANCH OITICE 131 Washington Street, ALBERT LORSCH & CO. 37 ec 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

S■ole AgQ1104 Ityr the U. S., Depericleheiel4 held eannit1/1.

1 It \ 1.1 \ ILK

12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. HENRY E. OPPENHEIMER & CO. I, 2,3 Holborn Circus, LONDON.
Sole Selling Agents it)t- I ,t)reigh 111 1 .1 - k I; I.

ALI-11E14T I.( )It.-U.:II

ALBERT LORSCH & CO,
131 VI'lt.shington

IOV1[)ICI:, W. I-

KROVVER

Lor.s4.:11 Building-, 37 c.* 39 IVIttit.Wn

NEW YORK.

DIAMONDS 
and other precious and semi-precious stones.

IMITATION STONES.

Coral and Roman Pearl Lorgnette Chains, Necklaces and Collarettes.



HOMAN PLATE]

No. 1589 Loving Cup, 3 Handles, French Gray or Burnished Finish,
Gold Lined, Height with Ebonized Base 9/8 Inches, $18.75 List.

C 

SPRING TRADE
Has opened with fine promise for dealers in Homan Plate. Times are good and the line is strong.The heavy demand of last year served only to quicken our zeal. We are prepared for an increaseddemand this year. The service of a modern mill making a line of modern plate is at the trade'scommand. The time is opportune to consider a change from other lines to Homan Plate. Thinkit over. Our latest catalogue will aid you to decide. Get it from your jobber or from us. Thebest that is new and choice in 1903 will be found in the line. Prices will remain moderate. Thisis the rule of the line. It has been so ever since 1847. Let us serve you.

THE HOMAN SILVER PLATE CO.
New York Salesroom : 32 Park Place.

Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths Building.

NlIamomm■soms■■•■ 

Office, Factory, and Salesroom,
214-226 East Seventh Street,
CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

USITAS TA C
StICILLiS CJ.

MINES

AND
METALLURGY

BUILDING,

Louisiana
Purchase
Exposition,



We Are Not in the Trust

Our Motto: Individual Freedom in Business

We aim to manufacture Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware. Beautiful
and modern in design and of superior finish, and we guarantee all goods of our manu-
facture to strip as much silver as any Rogers Brand on the market.

li'S111111

No. 173. Puritan Soup Set.

Our personal guarantee with all goods sold. Send for catalogue No. 4, just out.

Simeon L. and George H. Rogers Company
P. 0. Box 1205, Hartford, Conn.

Factories : Hartford and Wallingford, Conn.

ELITE CLOCKP
ALL-STYLES OF-ELITi CLOCKS

ARE MADE IN ONE GRADE-OHM,

THE VERY BEST. THIS FEATURE'',

-HA MADE- TH E.M

STANDARD -11(611 6RADE',4

TIME PIECE-5 OF THE PERIOD.

NO RADATIONS"Of QUALITY IP 111E4LITE':

TOBULARC
:1.1TE CLOCKS -ALONEARE•.„

4r
i'ITTED WITtI THE WELLKNOIN 

,:`
ELITL PATENTED DEVICES, MA 

)

KIkG , ' , ..

\
THEM Th E AOST PERFECT PIE NAH-t
(ALLY, EVER BUILT. TNEY, AL 0 EMU -

5 PREVTED WO TIff,M,Cf.LEBRATeD
ELITNELLE +.1rAR BE-115-1M' B6T fVER...

CLOC KS
WITI-1 TUBULAR CHIMES.

PATEN TED.

SOLD ONLY BY B.E4D.

The most- noted acquisitioR

-to the clock Tani ly irt acentury

The Teatures and devices ofihe

most elaborate hall-clock

mechanism in small compass.
RICH CASES, -PERFECT MECHANISM ,

SOLD ONLY BY B.& D.

-A-tubular chimim clock
for-lhe Library, Dining Room,

Living Room or Reception tlal
wit all Thefunc-tions of a,
-Hall-Clock—epocke7 edition
ARTISTIC APPEARANCE, SWEETEST TONE

--,•1111

„at 11r-••••■

"ELITE2 MOVEMENTS:

The combination of thst celebrated ELIT
E MOVEMENTS with the premier ELI

TE TUBULAR BELLS, two year,. ago,
 quichly and surely dies

paled the restricted tubular—chime—hall 
elorh. industry- and 1110 w•yl was opene

d to every dealer for the handling of hall clo
che with tubular

chimes. thle ought to be remembered by the
 trade. Have you an ELITE HALL CLOCH CAT

ALOGUE? It n veritable encyclopmflia of

nformation. It tells eferythiar about every part of every cloch• Your customet of to-day isn't satis
fied to 'Know that he is to r(et a "Calle •• and a

'worKs•'—he wants to Know the details. 
You can give ELITE details from the c

atalogue a guarantee that no disappointment
 will result from th*

sight., unseen " trade. Only such catalogue published.

Under the able martajiement of Mr. Chas
. Jacques (formerly of 2 Maiden Lane 

and 22 Cortlandt St.,. this department hes in eight year, revolu-

tionized the hail clocK business of 
America and the present season's innovations wi

ll further demonstrate our determinatio
n to stay at the hood

BAWO OB. DOTTER, 26 to 32 BARCLAY S
TREET. NEW "(ORM
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We Have Made Some Remarkable

OUR new line of Hollowware
for the Spring Season is

ready for inspection. Our aim
has been to produce a line ar-
tistic and original in design at
commercial prices.

F R EASTER we have a
line of Vases, exclusive pat-

terns, no duplicates, also exten-
sive line of Candlesticks.

WE make a special feature of Old
English Flat Chased Work at very

moderate prices. Our new Spoon pat-
tern, the " Corinthian," has become a
stock pattern with jewelers in all prin-
cipal cities.

during the last eight years.
Who ever got much satisfaction out of handling

Cuckoo Clocks before that ? It was pretty much a case
of " take what you get and make the best of it."

Eight years ago we started to make Cuckoo Clocks
ourselves and make them right. To-day every dealer
in the country can sell at a fair price : Cuckoo Clocks
that are clever and handsome in design, durably put
together and as dependable as the day is long, because
we have made that possible. He can sell them with a
strong guarantee because our own guarantee is strong,
and we are where he can get at us to make good that
guarantee quickly, in case of need.

Suppose you send for our catalog before you do any
Spring buying.

Salesroom, Factory,
86o Broadway, ior Sabin Street,
New York. Providence, R. I.

The Discovery of Diamonds in South Africa

(Continued from page 312)

Nowhere else on the face of the earth is there an assemblage of workers

of such varied types of race, nationality and coloring as are to be seen in

the South African Diamond Fields. There is hardly a nation of Europe or

colony of the British Empire that has not some representatives. There are

adventurers from the United States, Mexico and South America ; and white

men from all the colonies of South Africa mingle

with the masses of native Africans of every shade

of dusky hue shown by the tribes that range from

the Cape to the equator. Even the American

Indian is not unknown in the fields, one specimen

at least having resided there for many years. Add

to this motley throng a sprinkling of dark East

Indians, Malays and Chinese, and the kaleido-

scopic shifts and coloring of this babel in the

Diamond Fields may be dimly conceived.

Only about a sixth of the workers in the mines

are whites, and the larger part of these are em-

ployed above ground on the floors, in the work-

shops and in the offices of the mining companies.
The majority of the white miners are of English

descent, largely coming from the hematite mines

of Cumberland, and the tin, lead and copper mines

of Cornwall. They come to the fields in search of

employment, which is given as occasion ;lases.

Experience in other kinds of mines is soon adapted

to the conditions in the Diamond Fields, and the

inen in the De Beers mines show a high average of

efficiency. The nationalities of the mechanics,

engine drivers, and others working about machinery

are Scotch, English and colonial, with a sprinkling

nationalities. Those working on the floors and about the washing machines

are largely of colonial birth—English and Dutch—the balance being mostly

home-born Englishmen.
In the mines . operated by the De Beers Company alone, more than

eleven thousand African natives are employed below and above ground,

coming from the Transvaal, Basutoland, and Bechuanaland, from districts

far north of the Limpopo and the Zambesi, and from the Cape Colony on

the east and the south to meet the swarms flocking from Delagoa Bay and

countries along the coast of the Indian Ocean, while a few cross the con-

tinent from Damaraland and Namaqua land, and the coast washed by the

Atlantic. The larger number are roughly classed as Basutos, Shanganes,

M'umbanes and Zulus, but there are many Batlapins from Bechuanaland,

Amafengu, and a sprinkling of nearly every other tribe in South Africa.

Many travel hundreds of miles, and some more than a thousand miles, in

order to reach the Diamond Fields, and many of these arrive half starved

and so weak and emaciated that they are almost worthless as laborers for

weeks afterward. The natives, as a rule, are generally muscular, sinewy

men, but not fleshy. Their feet are broad and flat, but their legs and arms

are commonly well rounded, and their thigh and shoulder muscles are

large. The living skeletons who come in from the far interior districts of

Africa gain flesh as rapidly as lean cattle do in green pastures, when they

reach a field flowing with meat and porridge. In the early years of the

mines the raw recruits were hooted at and sometimes pelted with stones

by their kinsmen at the mines, but of late years this rough greeting and

hazing has very largely passed away.
For the lodging and feeding of this great force of native Africans,

special provision is made by the erection of large
walled enclosures, called compounds, at the mines
and on depositing floors. There are seventeen of

• 
these compounds on the Diamond Fields, twelve
of which are owned by the De Beers Company.
The largest of all is the one at De Beers mine, and
the description of this will serve for all, as they are
essentially alike, except in size.

Fully four acres are enclosed by the walls of
De Beers compound, giving ample space for the
housing of its three thousand inmates, with an
open central ground for exercise and sports. The
fences are of corrugated iron, rising ten feet above
the ground, and there is an open space of ten

Lii feet between the fence and the huildings. At the
northern end of the compound there is an entrance
gate. Iron cabins fringe the inner sides of the
enclosure, divided into rooms 25 feet by 30 feet,
which are lighted by electricity. In each room
twenty to twenty-five natives are lodged. The
beds supplied are ordinary wooden bunks, and the
bed clothing is usually composed of blankets which
the natives bring with them or buy at the stores in
the compound, where there is a supply of articles

to meet the simple needs of the natives. Besides these stores there is a

hospital and dispensary, where any needed medical attention is promptly

given, and a church for religious services, conducted by missionaries dele-

gated by the various church denominations. During week days this church

is also used as a school for the instruction of the natives. Compartments,

with entrances opening through the walls, are set apart for latrines, and

cared for with strict attention to sanitation. In the center of the enclosure

there is a large concrete swimming bath. If any fail to show the necessary

regard to cleanliness, they are compelled to keep themselves clean. A com-

petent manager is in charge of the compound, and his assistants are intrusted

with the charge of preserving order and enforcing the compound regula-

tions. When a newcomer or a number of natives apply at the gate of the com-

pound for employment the applicants are admitted only by the immediate

direction of the manager or his assistants. As soon as they entet, their clothes

are searched to prevent the smuggling of liquor, playing cards, or other for-

bidden articles ; then the officer in charge of the dispensary examines each sep-

arately. No diseased man is given work, and any suffering from contagious

diseases are sent at once to a quarantine building outside the compound.

Inamondn which a native ha
recovered by the gun

d swallowed and which were
rds in the compound

Zulu Workmen, Dutoitspan Diamond Mine
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Trade-mark

STRICT ADHERENCE
in selecting only accurately cut, spread
goods; a thorough knowledge of the
diamond market, together with a
large and varied stock, make us

Selection Packages
Sent on Memorandum
to Responsible Dealers.

pre-eminently the leading
DIAMOND HOUSE in the
West.

BAUMAN=MASSA
JEWELRY CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

LOOSE or
MOUNTED

Trade-mark

March, 1)03

St. Louis Letter

THE KEYSTONE

Trade in this territory is opening

uP fairly well. Business in
c Businesson d it o

ns and St. Louis in both wholesale and

Prospects retail lines has been excellent

the past month. Most dealers

report sales a little ahead of the same period last

year. Should the prevailing good prices of all

cereal crops be maintained, and the prospects of a

good winter wheat yield hold out, the spring and

summer seasons will undoubtedly prove the best

in recent years. The season's business is expected

to begin in earnest among our jobbers early in the

present month, but the retail dealers expect a

rather quiet trade until after Easter.

We see it stated recently by a

St. Louis prominent railway periodical

that the railroad improvements

planned in St. Louis for the

present year amount to the surprising figure of

$85,000,000. The railroads need a great deal more

land for terminal facilities and have been buying it

by blocks. Numerous projects for elevated roads

and subways have been brought forward. Large

hotels are going up in the western part of the city,

and at least one first-class hotel is assured for the

down-town district. No special reference to the

activities connected with the World's Fair. Leaving

out all transient elements the expansion of St. Louis

is in keeping with its unrivaled geographical posi-

tion. The national government is pushing on with

a seven-foot channel between this city and Cairo.

Improvements of the Mississippi, whether in the

lower or upper river, are an advantage to this city,

and the same is true of all deep channels to be

reached, prospectively, by way of the chief river

of North America. As a manufacturing center

St. Louis moves steadily forward. According to

the last national census there was an increase here

in ten years of 9.5 per cent. in the number of manu-

facturing establishments, 14.3 in capital, 10.3 per

cent. in the average number of wage-earners, and

18.6 per cent. in their pay. The value of the output

was $233,629,733. These figures are untouched by

the World's Fair boom. It is entirely unnecessary

to resort to exceptional facts or figures in writing

about the progress of St. Louis. Its advance is

seen in every department of business. The tribu-

tary region in the Southwest is adding to its popu-

lation, and new railways in a greater ratio than is

reported in any other part of the country. What

the World's Fair may do to emphasize the advan-

tages and resources of the city cannot be known or

measured at present. It is gratifying to know that,

apart from all considerations connected with what

will be the most splendid of international expo-

sitions, St. Louis is going ahead as one of the fore-

most cities of the world.

The report of Director of Works

Progress of Our Isaac S. Taylor of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition to Presi-

dent Francis, states that of the

nine exhibit buildings forming the main picture of

the fair, and now under contract, three are at least

95 per cent. finished, a fourth 6o per cent. finished

and that work on the others is progressing satis-

factorily. The largest of the nine buildings, and

the last placed uuder contract, the Transportation

Building, is to be finished by September I, 1903.

The contract let with the longest time allowed
is for the permanent Art Palace, and it is to be

completed November r, 1903. The plans and

specifications for the great Agricultural Building
are ready for sumbission to contractors, and the

Going Ahead

World's Fair

constructive drawings for the Horticultural Build-

ing are being made. The site for the last of the

exposition's big exhibit buildings, the Fish, Game

and Forestry Building, has been selected and the

contract for the erection will be let in the spring.

The United States Government Building is under

contract. Of the unfinished stone structures going

up on the University section of the grounds, the

Building for Congresses, the Physics Building, the

Dormitory No. 2, and the Physical Culture Build-

ing are fast assuming a finished state. Building

sites have been selected for France, Germany,

Mexico, Persia and Canada, and several other

foreign governments have agents on the way to

make definite location of their buildings. Tree

planting along the avenues has progressed vigor-

ously all winter, and will be completed within the

next thirty days. There are three miles of Macadam

and Telford roads completed on the site, and the

construction of three additional miles is progress-

ing. There are on the grounds in operation and

under construction ten and one-half miles of rail-

road track and nine miles more are laid out for

construction. There are five and a half miles of

domestic water pipe service in the grounds outside

of the buildings and five miles more within the

building.
Before leaving for Berlin re-

German Jewelers' cently, Prof. Halsey C
. Ives,

and Goldsmith's at Chief of the Fine Arts Depart-
the World's Fair ment at the World's Fair said

to the daily press reporters :

" There is no doubt that the art exhibit at St. Louis

will be even more extensive and magnificent than

that at the World's Fair in Chicago. Thanks to

the lively interest taken in it by the Emperor,

Germany's contribution will be especially brilliant.

In addition to sending gems from his private col-

lection, his majesty has commissioned the jewelers

and goldsmiths of Germany to prepare the finest

specimens of their art."

In regard to the wonderful possi-

Possibilities of bilities of Missouri zinc, W. D.

Ham, a California expert, re-

cently said : It is only a ques-

tion of time when Central Missouri will produce

ninety per cent. of the high-grade spelter of the

United States. This section has all the advantages

and none of the disadvantages that usually exist in

a zinc-bearing country. Take the competition of

Canadian zinc for instance ; they can ship thousands

of tons of their product here and it would in no

way interfere with the American output, as the

zinc makes a low-grade spelter. The increased

demand for galvanized metal in all branches of the

iron and steel industries is one of the many sources

that will require a largely increased production to

meet its demands."

At the last regular monthly

Railroad Mileage meeting of the St. Louis Rail-

way Club, W. J. Thornton, rail-

road editor of the Globe-Demo-

crat, presented a paper on " The Early History of

Railroads in Missouri," in which he makes the

following reference to railroad development in

grand old Missouri. " The following is a statement

of the total railroad mileage of Missouri for the

years named :

1852   5 miles. 1870   2000 miles.
396 miles.

1185854 
38  miles. 1880 5 
38 miles. 1890   6142 miles.

1855  139 miles. 1900  6887 miles.

1860   817 miles. 1902 (est'd.) . 7500 miles.

" In the middle of the last century 234 years

were consumed in laying the first five miles of the

Pacific railroad. In the twentieth century five

miles of track have been laid on a single railway in

Missouri Zinc

in Missouri
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one day by working from both ends of the line.

It is thus shown how much; has been accomplished

for Missouri by the iron horse in the brief space of

half a century. Every section of the State has been

reconnoitered and thoroughly examined by sur-

veying parties, and the evidences of splendid pro-

gress are apparent on every side ; more especially

have the mineral resources of the State been devel-

oped by the achievements of enterprising capital

in railroad extension."
The H. Rernbold Optical Company was incor-

porated here last month with a capital stock of

$1o,000, one-half paid up ; xoo shares at $roo each.

The shareholders are : Henry Rernbold, 4 ; John

Gramlich, 50, and Frances Kaster r. The new

firm have opened up a retail business at 512 Pine

Street.

Morris Eisenstadt, secretary and treasurer of

the Eisenstadt Company, met with a most serious

and painful accident on the evening of February'

r9th. While returning home from a visit to the

home of his mother he slipped and fell on the

pavement and broke his leg between the knee and

ankle. Fortunately for Mr. Eisenstadt, who was

helped back to his mother's home, a surgeon

arrived very soon after the accident and the broken

member was set in about twenty-five minutes after

the mishap. At last accounts he was resting easy,

expecting to be out and about again sometime early

in March.

A New York dispatch recently states that

$300,000,000 will be spent by railroads this year in

betterments and extensions. In the list given no

mention is made of the $85,000,000 to be expended

in St. Louis alone by the railroads centering here

for additional grounds, tracks, station room and

general facilities. It is announced that over row

miles of railroad will be constructed in Oklahoma

this year, at a cost of $2o,000,000. Oklahoma and

Indian Territories were at the head of the list in

railway building last year. They have made a

record in this respect never equaled in any other

Territories.
The traveling force of 13Iankenmeister, Oberting

& Co. all started out on their early spring trips last

month as follows : A. L. Blankenmeister, West;

George Oberting, Nebraska, and Lawrence Ober-

ting, Missouri and Iowa.
The Al. Chenne Jewelry Company, of Cape

Girardeau, Mo., capital $6000, has been incorpor-

ated with stock all paid. Incorporators: Al. Chenne,

Core P. Chenne, Felix Denizet and Josephine

Denizet.
The traveling force of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.

left last month on their trips as follows : E. C.

NVeidlich, West ; 0. K. Streuwer, Kansas and

Texas ; and John T. Sluggett, through the South.

All to be gone about six weeks.

John Bolland, head of the John Bolland Jewelry

Company, retail, spent a fortnight in New York

last month doing the spring buying for his firm.

President Samuel Eisenstadt, of the Eisenstadt

Manufacturing Company, has recently returned

from a business trip to New York and other Eastern

manufacturing centers.

L. J. Weiler, of the traveling force of the

Bauman-Massa Company, has retired from the

road to go into the retail jewelry business with his

brother at Centralia, Ill., under the firm-name

of Weiler Bros. Young Leo Bauman succeeds to

Mr. Weiler's position and will cover his old

territory.
The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co. have voted to

increase their capital from $6o,000 to $2oo,000.

This matter was acted upon at the regular annual

meeting of the company last month.
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The Bigney Vest Fob is a hummer,
It leads all chains for wear in summer,
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Those who wear it, this story tell.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The conditions that detrimentally affect 
busi-

ness have been very much in evid
ence the past few

weeks. The weather has been very seve
re and

has put a damper on retail tr
ade. "I his is the dull

month anyhow, and not much is expected
. The

cashier of several houses told your corres
pondent

that there had never been such an am
ount of col-

lections received as in the past few weeks. There

seems to be plenty of money on hand to take c
are

of all the holiday bills. This speaks well for this

section of the country.

Capt. R. E. Burdick has just returned from the

eastern markets with a fresh line of goods for his

travelers.
Carl Einig, son of the well-known watchmaker,

M. B. Einig, is the youngest traveler in the trade

to go out of this city. However, Carl is a hustler

and gets his share of orders. He represents

Scribner & Loehr.

A. T. Hubbard has been in the East picking

up the choice novelties for the high-class trade of

the city.
Henry Jordan, the well-known optician, is re-

cieving the congratulations of hi A friends over his

approaching matrimonial venture. The fortunate

young lady is one of the estimable teachers of the

East Cleveland High School.

The Scribner & Loehr Co. is one of the latest

corporations among the jewelry concerns in this

city. The incorporation was recently accomplished

with a capital stock of $15o,000, the incorpora-

tors being Geo. Scribner, Otto Loehr, Chas. F.

Keim, C. K. Merrill and Mr. Horr. The firm are

soon to move into their new building on Erie

Street, where they occupy the entire building

except the ground floor.

Prof. H. Samuels, the Chautauquan optician,

after an absence of eight years has returned to

this city and will resume his practice in a few weeks.

At the recent meeting of the Whittlesey Opti-

cal Co. some changes were made in the official

force. E. H. Holter, of Oberlin, Ohio, was elected

to the position of secretary and treasurer and will

hereafter be actively connected with this concern.

Grant Whittlesey, the president, has been very ill

for some days with tonsilitis.

The National Optical Association, of 202-203

Schofield Building, has died an early death. It has

been succeeded by the Kilton Optical Co. in the

same location.

The present week has seen one of the best

known jewelers in this city pass away. Fred. C.

Pope was identified with the jewelry business for

over half a century and died a wealthy man. Mr.

Pope was born in Birkenfeld, Germany, in 1829

and was seventy-three years old. He came to

America in 1849 and has resided here ever since.

For half a century he was engaged in the jewelry

business in this city. He was a keen, shrewd

business man and soon built up a good business.

A widow survives him, but no other blood rela-

tions in this, his adopted country.

Chas. Keim, secretary and treasurer of the

Scribner & Loehr Co., is in Florida recuperating

his health. Mr. Loehr expects to join him soon.

The Wm. Griffith Jewelry Co., 1137 Pearl

Street, have purchased the property, 1103 Pearl

Street, and will make this their permanent loca-

tion. The place will be improved to meet the

needs of their growing business.

The Webb C. Ball Co. were the successful

bidders for the big bank clock that is soon to be

installed in the Citizens Saving and Trust Co.

THE KEYSTONE

J. P. Johnston, optician, 37 Colonial Arcade,

recently made extensive improvements in his store-

oom ; extra dark rooms have been added to ac-

commodate his fast increasing patronage.

The Schauweker Bros. Co. were recently made

the victims of sneak thieves. The thieves entered

by a rear window and stole about $500 worth of

jewelry that was left out of the safe during the night.

A new jewelry concern is about to open its

doors to the public. The new firm will be a stock

corporation with a paid in stock of $5o,000, and is

composed of William Wingate, Sol. Nusbaum and

Col. Reese, a banker. The firm will be known as

the Wingate—Nusbaum Jewelry Co. Both are wide-

awake business men. Mr. Nusbaum was buyer for

Sigler Bros. Co. for twenty-five years, and Mr.

Wingate was also with the same concern about

twelve years. The company will do a retail busi-

ness and will be located in the Bennet & Fish

Building, Euclid Avenue.

W. C. Fisher, Lorain, Ohio, was in town re-

cently on his way to the sunny South. Mr. Fisher

will make Florida his stopping point.

Mr. Judkins, with C. J. Duncan, Masillon,

Ohio, was a visitor here last month. Others who

called on the jobbing houses were : C. M. Wilson,

Salem, Ohio ; L. J. Goddard, Ravenna, Ohio;

W. J. Higgins, Shelby, Ohio.

San Francisco Letter

Henry Abrams, formerly of M. L. Levy & Co.,

Pacific coast agents of Eastern jewelry manufac-

turers, has sold out his interest in the firm to

Mr. Levy, and is on an extensive trip, visiting the

manufacturing centers in the East. Mr. Abrams

will be back about April 1st as a representative on

the Pacific coast for several of the largest manufac-

turing jewelers of the Attleboros.

J. H. Padgham, of Padgham & Son, Santa

Ana, Cal., was the first retailer to call upon THE

KEYSTONE in its new quarters, at 708 Market

Street. Mr. Padgham's visit in this section of the

State was connected with his mining interests in

Tuolumne County, where he has a very prosperous

claim.
Shreve & Co., the leading retailers , of San

Francisco, are forced to move on account of lack

of room in their present quarters, in the Crocker

Building. Their new quarters, on the corner of

Geary Street and Grant Avenue, will give them

more than twice their former floor space.

W. A. Green, of Carrau & Green, wholesale

dealers in watches and diamonds, of Sutter Street,

San Francisco, is on his semi-annual diamond-

purchasing tour of Europe, and will be away until

about April 95th.
0. M. Howard, formerly of the Chronicle

Building, San Francisco, has opened fine new

quarters in the Mutual Sayings Bank Building,

708 Market Street. Mr. Howard has a growing

trade among the railroad people of this section,

and will surely make a success in his new office.

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, the well-known

jobbing people, of San Francisco, are nicely

housed in their new quarters at 120 Sutter Stre
et.

Mr. Marcus, of the California Jewelry Co., of

I 20 Sutter Street, San Francisco, is expected home

shortly from one of his periodical purchasing t
rips

to the diamond markets of Europe.

G. Benninghausen, of Seattle, has moved into

his new store, and is ready for business. 
These

quarters present a fine, attractive appearance, be
ing

equipped with entire new show cases and fixtu
res.
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A. Eisenberg & Co.'s quarters in this city,

which have recently been rearranged, are a fine

example of neat and methodic store arrangement.

G. A. Brown, formerly with A. I. Hall & Son,

San Francisco, has severed his connection with

that house after many years of faithful services.

Mr. Brown's personal business will absorb his entire

attention. Mutual regrets were expressed by the

house and himself at the severance of their relations.

A. Hirschman, retail jeweler, formerly located

in the Masonic Temple, on Post Street, is now in

new quarters in the Mutual Savings Bank Building,

708 Market Street, San Francisco, and has a fine,

up-to-date store, which runs through to Geary

Street. If a few more jewelry establishments

move into this fine new edifice it will be the jewelry

center of the city.

A. Hansen, of Seattle, spent a few days visit-

ing the trade in San Francisco recently.

R. W. Edwards' store, situated at 961 Broad-

way, Oakland, was recently gutted by fire, with an

entire loss amounting to $20,000. Mr. Edwards

has started to remodel and replace his stock, and

expects to be in a position to take care of his cus-

tomers' wants inside of sixty days.

Butterfield Bros., wholesale jewelry dealers, of

Portland, are about to move into their new quar-

ters, right in the central part of the city. These

premises will be at least four times as large as the

firm's old office, and will enable them to handle

their growing trade to better advantage.

Alfred Lowenthal, of L. & M. Kahn & Co.,

diamond merchants, of New York, paid this city

his initial visit last month, and stayed with us a

short time. He expressed himself as being pleased

with our hustling city and the surrounding country,

and predicts a glorious future for this section.

Charles Weinshenk, of Armer & Weinshenk,

wholesale material dealers, of San Francisco, re-

turned from a trip through the Northwest recently,

and regards the outlook as very bright for the

coming year.

G. R. Dodson, of Spokane, Wash., spent a

well-earned vacation visiting points of interest in

Southern California last month.

Carl Holderle, formerly with R. W. Edwards,

of Oakland, Cal., has accepted a position with

W. Tregea, of Modesto, Cal.

A. A. Schuchard, of the Schuchard Optical &

Jewelry Co., Seattle, has opened a new jewelry

store at 807 First Avenue, Seattle, under the name

of the Chicago Jewelry Co.

E. L. Dorrit, formerly with E. Meybem, of

Chico, has accepted a position in the Market Street

store of the Baldwin Jewelry Co., this city.

W. A. Hurst, after spending a year visiting

points of interest in California, is back at his old

post, managing the Carson City store of the Frank

Golden Jewelry Co.
H. F. Wichman, a leading jeweler, of Hono-

lulu, called upon the trade in San Francisco last

month, looking in good health. Mr. Wichman ex-

pressed the opinion that the new Pacific cable will

slowly but surely increase the business between the

islands and San Francisco.

E. B. McPhersen has opened a retail jewelry

store on Samsone and Washington Streets, San

Francisco.
'The following retailers were in town recently:

Frank Golden, of the Frank Golden Jewelry Co.,

of Reno and Carson City, Nevada ; F. A. Mont-

gomery, Tonapah, Nevada ; W. L. Morley, Colum-

bia, Cal.; L. C. Ackerman, St. Helena, Cal.;

L. C. Koberg, Healdsburg, Cal.; E. Machefert,

San Jose, Cal.; E. C. Ball, Martinez, Cal.; E. W.

Wright and wife, Bakersfield, Cal.
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OUR LEADING SPECIALTIES
Each branch a feature in itself, with its

individual attraction.

DIAMONDS, EMERALDS,

PEARLS, RUBIES,

SAPPHIRES, OPALS,

DIAMOND MOUNTINGS,

FINE JEWELRY,

MASONIC EMBLEMS,

CLASS PINS, MEDALS.

.._ .

TIM JUERGENS
ANDERSEN COMPANY,

Stewart Building, Chicago.
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Modern Jewelers
Need Modern Store Fixtures

Perhaps you have . never
given sufficient thought to the

appearance of your store.
Perhaps you do not real-

ize the advantage that better

equipped jewelry stores have
over you in this respect.

Your customers notice these things, though.

We make store fixtures of all kinds that change the old-fashioned shop

into a modern, up-to-date store. Everything you need in the way of

SHOW CASES, GLASS STANDS, GLASS SHELVING,

STORE STOOLS AND COUNTERS.

We have a handsome catalog full of bright, new ideas

for properly displaying your stock. Write for it to-

day, and you will have it by return mail.

Chicago Salesroom:

238 E. Madison St.

New York Salesroom:

679 Broadway.
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News from the Northwest

February is a very short month and, generally

speaking, business is also short at that time, espec-

cially with the retailer, but on comparison this 
year

shows to a little better advantage than last. Job-

bers report a nice business, due mostly to the fillin
g

in stocks depleted by the holiday rush. March will

open spring purchasing, as Easter trade hat; become

a fixture and is now one of the " jewelers' sea
sons."

Those new Easter suits have to have some new

jewelry to decorate them.

Jobbers' lines are now nearly complete, and

travelers are reporting business decidedly ahead of

last year. This will probably mean a new record

for the year which, considering last year's phe-

nomenal business, means a good, large hustle.

May their expectations prove well founded. Col-

lections are reported very good and everyone

seems happy.
Would it not be a good time to commence to

agitate a State retail jewelers' association in the

Northwestern States? Let some good, live man

make a start. We think he would find the

conditions ripe.
A. N. Jacob is the latest addition to the force

of J. S. Cohen & Co., St. Paul. He will cover the

southeastern territory.

Rose Marks, of L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, spent

two weeks in Chicago last month seeing the breezy

Western metropolis.

Mose Shapira, of A. I. Shapira & Bro., St. Paul,

is at the Hot Springs for his health.

J. M. Radabaugh, Janesville, Minn., is selling

out his stock preparatory to moving to Hastings,

Minn., where he has bought out the F. C. Taylor

stock.
S. H. Clausin, Minneapolis, has just returned

from a visit to the Pacific coast States.

Henry Bockstruck and wife, St. Paul, are

expected to return about March 20th from a trip to

Southern California.
Hans Jacobson has begun business at Cum-

berland, Wis.
R. 0. Morrison, St. Paul, has sold out to S. M.

Townsend. Mr. Morrison will quit the retail line

as his health will not permit the confinement.

Geo. W. Turton, Wabasha, Minn., was married

last month.
John B. Erd succeeds Geist & Erd, Duluth,

Minn.
P. J. Berndtzen, of Powers Merc. Co., Minne-

apolis, spent a ten-days' vacation East last month.

G. Goodman, Hallock, Minn., has bought a

store building. He has put in new plate-glass front

and entirely new fixtures. Mr. Goodman has now

one of the finest and best equipped stores in his

section, and is pardonably proud of it. He says

" the best is none too good for us and we must

have it."

Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

has just blown home on a North Dakota blizzard,

and says he is glad to be where it's warm for a

short time.

R. Branchaud, Cavalier, N. Dak., has bought

a lot and is putting up a new store building.

S. Shafer, Minneapolis, has returned from a

buying trip East.
Chas. McCormick, watchmaker for E. I. Don-

ovan, Langdon, N. Dak., has started in business

for himself.
Carlquist & Landbeck, Stephen, Minn., were

burned out in January and are now ready for busi-

ness. This is their second fire loss in four months,

but you can't down good people.

E. A. Arhart, Lisbon, N. Dak., spent two

weeks visiting his old home at New Ulm, Minn.,

but took in the North Dakota State Optical Asso-

ciation meeting at Fargo on the road.

J. S. Cohen & Co., St. Paul, have moved from

201 to 205 Ryan Building into a room four times

as large.
H. Huesgen, Devils Lake, N. Dak., has

remodeled his store and installed a new steel ceiling

and other improvements. He has just returned from

a two-weeks' visit to Eastern markets buying his

spring stock.
Ben Anderson, Kindred, N. Dak., spent a

short vacation last month at his old home.

Simon Gittleson, Minneapolis, spent a few

days in Chicago visiting friends and picking up

new ideas.
0. Orecoosky, Duluth, passed a pleasant week

visiting friends in St. Paul last month.

J. F. Macomber, Minneapolis, has closed his

place of business there and will seek a warmer

climate.
Henry W. Harm, St. Paul, has been compelled

by continued poor health to go to Florida. Henry

says he will try to grow oranges near Fort Pierce.

He has promised his friends samples, including

alligators.
I. N. Spitz has just begun business at Duluth,

Minn.
Fred. Schmidt, Howard Lake, Minn., has gone

to work for E. I. Donovan, Langdon, N. Dal.

John S. Allen, Minneapolis, enjoyed a nice

hunting trip on the G. N. railway last month. He

reports twenty-six jack rabbits as the result.

C. E. Carlquist, Stephen, Minn., will open a

branch store at Warroad, Minn.

M. Barr, of Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, has

returned in good spirits from his first trip for the

year.
Carl W. Slocum, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

returned from his northeastern trip. He reports

his sales just double last year for the same time.

C. W. Wick, Clark, S. Dak., has gone to Texas

for his health. David Lytle, lately at Fergus Falls,

is in charge of the business during Mr. Wick's

absence.
Henry Palen, Brown's Valley, Minn., was in

the Twin Cities last month buying his spring stock.

F. C. Leonard is now at the bench with Frank

H. Pogle, trade watchmaker, Minneapolis.

Otto H. Arosin, St. Paul, mourns the death of

his mother at Minneapolis, February t6th, aged

about seventy years. THE KEYSTONE extends its

sympathy.
M. G.„Van Loan, Grand Meadow, Minn., has

bought out F. C. Corell, Spring Valley, Minn.

Martin A. Hagen, Fargo, N. Dak., is spending

a six-weeks' vacation in California.

Frank A. Upham, St. Paul, is at West Baden

Springs trying to boil out his rheumatism.

W. Thompson is the latest addition to the force

of instructors at Stone's School of Watchmaking,

St. Paul. His specialty is engraving.

Henry Buck, Goodhue, Minn., was a heavy

buyer in the Twin City markets last month.

Fred Pierce is now at the bench for M. L.

Cohen, Minneapolis.

H. J. Sahm, engraver and designer with M. L.

Thoureen & Co., Minneapolis, has left there and

is now with Wendell & Co., Chicago.

Walter Allen, Valley City, N. Dak., C. A.

Sherdahl, Montevideo, Minn., A. 0. Banks, Mich-

igan, N. Dak., S. 0. Huseth, Park River, N. Dak.,

and Lewis Hunziker, Pendleton, Oregon, are the

latest enrollments at Millard's School of Optics and

Engraving, Litchfield, Minn.
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E. A. Barker, Bemidji, Minn., was buying

cigars and dispensing smiles to his friends last

month owing to the arrival of a bouncing baby

girl.
J. J. Allen, watchmaker for Baumbach &

Holverson, Alexandria, Minn., was called to Lon-

don, Ontario, last month by a death in the family.

K. R. Kieland, St. Hillaire, Minn., surprised

his friends by getting married last month.

S. 0. Huseth, Park River, N. Dak., has sold

out to Hanson & Catherwood.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were Rudolph J. Thierstein, Winona, Minn.; Flo.

B. Sweet, St. Cloud, Minn.; Emil Wetzel, Monti-

cello, Minn.; Martin A. Hagen, Fargo, N. Dak.;

Henry Buck, Goodhue, Minn.; Henry Palm,

Brown's Valley, Minn.; Carl Hammergren, Rock

Creek, Minn.; Ben Anderson, Kindred, N. Dak.;

John Segerstrom, Rhinelander, Wis.; Chas. G.

Conyne, Mandan, N. Dak.; E. A. Arhart, Lisbon,

N. Dak.; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; Herman

Segerstrom, Ironwood, Mich.; I. M. Radabaugh,

Janesville, Minn.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.;

A. Orecoosky, Duluth, Minn.; Harold Mutts,

Kenyon, Minn.; Ole Bratvet, Kenyon, Minn.; J. J.

Bill, Madelia, Minn.; Louis H. Bruns, Anoka,

Minn.; S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; W. G.

Gould, Glencoe, Minn.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Miss Fannie Amelia Norton, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Calvin B. Norton, was married last month

to Ward Moffiitt Lewis. The ceremony took place

in the Clyde Congregational Church, and the Rev.

Albert Bushnell was the officiating clergyman.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis left on an Eastern wedding

trip, and will be at home after March 1st, at 1883

Pendleton Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. The bride

is the daughter of C. B. Norton, president of the

C. B. Not ton Jewelry Company.
Frank Nevin, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,

is in the East on business for the firm.

The working jewelers of Kansas City held a

meeting last month to consider plans for forming a

union. A temporary organization was perfected

and steps are being taken to have the union offi-

cially recognized. It is thought that the union will

be established on a permanent basis shortly.

Many of the manufacturing jewelers of Kansas

City are members of the Manufacturers' Associa-

tion. The craft was very strongly represented at

the recent meeting of the association and at the

banquet that followed. The Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation is endeavoring to raise funds to build a club

house, and with that end in view is giving a series

of popular entertainments to secure revenue fur

the venture. The first of these entertainments

was a series of orchestral concerts conducted by

Mascagni, the great Italian composer. These were

not such a great financial success as had been an-

ticipated, but it is thought that the approaching

series of concerts by Creatore's band, in Conven-

tion Hall, will add materially to the building fund.

The bandmaster and his players have been en-

gaged for a week.

Louis Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,

has returned from Illinois, where he spent a few

days, looking after business interests. Herbert

Koppel, with the same concern, is suffering from a

sprained wrist, caused by a fall in the shop.
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TIME Is CASH!
Do Business Quick. If you don't, the other

fellow will. 

4

Avo

Anything you want in Class Pins, Badges and Rings, Col-
lege Seals, Flags and Buttons, Special Order Work in Fine
jewelry, Repairs and Engraving, you can get quick if you
send your order to the people that do business QUICK.

THE MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,
Manufacturing Jewelers Kansas City, Mo.
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Philadelphia Letter

The annual meeting of the Phil-

Annual Meeting of adelphia Jewelers' Club was

the Jewelers' Club held at the club's quarters, 1225

Chestnut Street, February 14th.

The principal business of the 
meeting was the

annual election of officers, and in this f
eature the

members manifested more than ordinary 
interest.

During the ballotting a good deal of 
enthusiasm

prevailed, but at no juncture were the memb
ers in

any but the best humor. The attend
ance was unu-

sually large, perhaps the largest in the 
history of

the club, and this, it would seem,
 is due to the

earnest efforts which the executive committe
e have

been making of late to stimulate interest 
in the

organization and expand its sphere of activity and

usefulness. The report of William F. Parry, re
tir-

ing treasurer, showed the finances of 
the club to be

in a very encouraging condition. A dis
cussion as

to the holding of the annual banquet cul
minated in

the decision that this popular function 
be held in

Horticultural Hall, Wednesday evening, March i i th.

With the increased interest that has been arou
sed

in the affairs of the club, it may safely be pr
edicted

that the forthcoming feast will overshadow a
ny

similar reunion ever held under the auspices of this

hospitable body. The result of the election was as

follows : George W. Read, of Wm. B. Kerr & Co.,

New York, president ; " Mat." F. Stratton
, vice-

president; Wm. H. Long, treasurer, and W.
 S.

Quinn, secretary. The board of governors are:

Archie Rutherferd, New York ; J. Warner

Hutchins, T. J. Mooney, John Lehman and Jos
eph

E. Cadwalader, of Philadelphia. Although em-

ployed by a New York firm, President Read is a

native of the Quaker City and resides in Oak 
Lane.

1-le was returned unopposed, as were also Wm.
 H.

Long and W. S. Quinn for their respective 
offices.

In the election of vice-president, Newton E
ltinge

opposed M. F. Stratton, the successful candida
te.

In the State Senate last month

Senator Grady, of Philadelphia,

introduced a joint resolution

creating a commission to select

a suitable silver service to be

presented to the new war ship Pennsylvania, which

will be launched from Cramp's shipyard in a sh
ort

time. The elaborate character of the contempla
ted

presentation may be conceived from the fact t
hat

it is proposed to appropriate $25,000 for its 
pur-

chase. The commission, which Senator Grady

proposed should make the presentation, comprises

Governor Pennypacker and Senators Quay and

Penrose, and the resolutions also provide for the

appointment of a committee consisting of five mem-

bers of the Senate and ten of the House of Repre-

sentatives, to make the necessary arrangeme
nts for

and duly participate in the formalities of the p
re-

sentation. The resolution was immediately actedp 

F. W. Schuler, principal of the Philadelphia

College of Horology, Broad and Somerset Stree
ts,

has been receiving of late the congratulations of

his friends upon the arrival of a boy baby at his

Riggs & Bro., of 310 Market Street, who
 in

addition their jewelry business carry an extensive

line of nautical instruments, have admitted into

the firm, Clarence, Robert and Judson Riggs, the

younger members of the family.

Louis J. Beitel, who purchased the premises of

the late Morris Herzberg, 2951 Kensington Avenue,

has made some notable improvements in the
se

premises. He has rearranged the entire store 
and

1325.000 for
" Pennsylvania's"
Silver Service

apportioned it in a manner which affords him abun-

dant space and valuable display facilities. The

proprietor was, for eighteen years, head watch-

maker for Wm. T. Rae & Co., Newark, N. J.

A dispatch to the daily press states that dia-

monds worth /S7000, carried by Nathan Doras,

diamond broker, of this city, were stolen ten

minutes after their owner arrived in Chicago, Feb-

ruary 16th. According to the press account, Mr.

Doras alighted from a train at the western metrop-

olis having the diamonds safe in the pocketbook in

his breast pocket. Ten minutes later detectives

found him in Clark Street stunned by the knowl-

edge that the valuables were missing. He is said

to have been on his way to the office of a diamond

merchant on Clark Street. Instinctively he felt for

the goods, but only to discover that they were

gone. At this writing they are still missing.

Omaha and Vicinity

Favorable Trade The retailers are well satisfied

Conditions with their January and Feb-

ruary returns. All enjoyed a

much larger business than in January of last year.

In February most of the retailers made about an

even break as compared with the same month last

year. A few said that business had been some-

what better. On the whole, the winter's trade has

brought nothing but smiles to the face of the re-

tailer. In the past two or three years the retail

jewelry business has been placed on a more solid

basis than ever before. The hard times took the

sails out of the trade, and as late as 1898 there was

little to enliven the dreary prospect. Now, how-

ever, the Omaha retailers have built up a business

which is stable and thriving. If there is any gene-

ral complaint it is that novelties must, as a general

rule, be of a cheaper variety in order to meet with

a good sale. The dealers say there is not the de-

mand for fine pieces that there should be in a

prosperous western metropolis. But with this

single dark cloud of small proportions to worry

them, the Omaha dealers are now satisfied that

they have reached a high plane and need not fear

any reverses of fortune.
Mr. Mawhinney, of Mawhinney

Jewelry Thief & Ryan, recently had a nerve-

Frustrated trying experience with a negro,

who tried to palm some lockets.

But owing to the vigilance of Mr. Mawhinney 
the

would-be thief was foiled. The negro entered the

store and asked to look at a tray of valuable lo
ck-

ets. While examining the lockets he described an

impossible sort of locket, which he said he had

been trying to find in a number of stores. Wh
en

two trays of lockets had been set before him
 he

began his attempts at palming, but so alert w
as

Mr. Mawhinney that the negro at length gave
 up

the attempt and hurried into the street. Mr. Maw-

hinney described the man to the police and a f
ew

days later he was arrested. In his possession was

found a suit of clothes that had been stolen 
from

a Boston store. He has been detained 
and will

be prosecuted on the charge of stealing the 
clothes.

Detective Savage, who made the arrest, reco
gnized

his find as a negro named Walker, who was 
arrested

here five years ago for theft. Mr. Mawhinney said

that if an inexperienced clerk had been 
called to

wait on the man, there would undoubtedl
y have

been some jewelry missing. Mr. Mawhinney lost

three rings of great value several years ago
 by the

palm method, and he says that that taught
 him a

S2I

lesson he has not forgotten. Nevertheless, the

store lost a number of rings and other trinkets by

the same method during the Christmas holidays,

through the inexperience of the extra help. An

inquiry among the other jewelers revealed the fact

that they suffered more or less from this method

during the holidays. A number of the larger deal-

ers expect to lose a few pieces every Christmas,

but make it a practice to allow the inexperienced

help to handle only the cheaper varieties of goods.

C. L. Tripp, an Omaha man,

has invented a new process for

Treating Ores treating low-grade ore, and is

said to be meeting with success.

The cost of treating ore by his method is limited to

manual labor, with the exception of a small pet

cent. in fuel and chemicals. By dispensing with

the charges incident to hauling to the cars, ship-

ping to the smelter, paying smelter charges, paying

sampling, paying freight on ore sent to the refinery

and last, but not least, paying for the refining, Mr.

Tripp is able to handle ores that have hitherto

been considered useless. The great expenses

which have been borne by the miner has made it

impossible to handle 90 per cent. of good ore. Mr.

Tripp is now building a fifty-ton mill at Colin's

Park, Boulder County, Colo. It will be completed

in the early spring.

A fine signet ring, with a raised monogram set

with diamonds, was recently made by Samuel Lind-

say for a Council Bluffs, Iowa, gentleman.

An important transfer took place recently in

Lincoln, Nebr., by the sale of Richard O'Neill's

jewelry business to Ode Rector, who will conduct

a drug and jewelry business together ; moving his

drug stock to the O'Neill location at Twelfth and

0 Streets about April ist. Meanwhile, the jewelry

business will be conducted by J. P. Kelly, although

Mr. Rector will be able to devote considerable of

his time to this end of the business.

It is reported that the Green Hope Mining and

Milling Company, owners of the Green Hope cop-

per mine in the Hartville district, will build a

zoo-ton smelter at Guernsey, Wyo. The Green

Hope Company is composed of Omaha capitalists.

There are in the Hartville district no less than a

dozen copper mines ; whose ore, while occasionally

rich pockets are struck, is not rich enough to pay

for the long haul to Denver, but which, with a

smelter at Guernsey, will return to the mine owners

a handsome profit, it is thought.

Anton Kleiser,a jeweler, at Sioux Falls, S.Dak.,

was found dead in his apartments at the rear of his

place of business on February 9th. The circum-

stances indicate that he committed suicide by

taking poison. He was considered insane. A

brother lives at Grand Junction, Iowa.

Mr. Zellner, who for many years has conducted

a jewelry and pharmacy store at Hooper, has re-

tired from active business and has been succeeded

by the firm of Zellner & Kusel, the senior member

of the firm being his son.

T. P. Owen has purchased Mr. Clark's interest

in the jewelry firm of Owen & Clark, at York, Nebr.

Mr. Hurburt, of the firm of Heffelfinger &

Hurburt, Carroll, Iowa, called on the trade last

week.
Mr. Sampson, Blair, Nebr., was calling on the

trade in Omaha recently. Other out-of-town visit-

ors were : John Crabill, Plattsmouth ; C. S. Hayes,

Norfolk ; Andrews & Co., the new jewelry firm at

Kearney ; H. D. Howard, Lusk, Wyo., Percy

McBride, Hastings ; M. M. Huck, Schuyler ; Frede-

rick Steiner Newman Grove ; Mr. Barnes, Avoca,

Iowa ; Edward Niewohner, Columbus ; E. B. Tain-

ter, Carroll, Iowa ; Mr. Bangham, Benedict.

New Method of
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The Simmons Co-operative
Policy is designed wholly and
solely to aid you in selling
Simmons Chains.
Our first step in that direction

is to supply you free with a rea-
sonable number of the Simmons
Chain booklets shown below.

It's needless to say that they are
handsomely gotten up and need-
less to add that they would adver-
tise your store and our chains.

Write us how many booklets you
would like. We will imprint your
name and address on the front cover
and send them to you as soon as
possible.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY,

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

March, 1903 THE KEYSTONE

Providence and Attleboro

Jewelers Contri-
bute to Library
Movement

The movement in connection
with the establishment of a pub-

lic library in Attleboro, has made

a gratifying amount of progress

within the past month ; so much

so that the success of the project is a foregone

conclusion. It is worthy of note that the jewelers

were the head and front of the very worthy enter-

prise. The site for the erection of the building

was donated by Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F.

Simmons Co., and at the meetings held in further-

ance of the movement subscriptions poured in

from the local jewelry manufacturers ranging from

$25 to Poor. This was supplemented, however,

by the contributions of the workers in the various

jewelry factories. In fact, a friendly rivalry set in

as to which force of employees would make the

largest showing. The enthusiasm with which the

movement has been prosecuted is a credit to the

enterprise of the town, and especially of the public

spiritedness of the jewelry fraternity.

A very successful art exhibi-

tion and sale was held at the

Art Exhibition Al biathar A. Richardson School,

Attleboro, February 13th, the

primary object of which was the purchase of new

casts and pictures for the rooms in the building.

All the exhibits were furnished free of charge by

the Tilden, Thurber Co., of Providence, and Mrs.

B. J. Tice, who is in charge of the firm's art de-

partment, came in person to oversee the placing of

the pictures and superintend the sale. The pictures

shown were representative of various schools of

art, American and foreign.

Reed & Barton, silver mann-

Electricity from facturers, of Taunton, have

taken the initial step in a project

for the generation of electricity

for motive power and illumination purposes.

Their plant is operated by water, which, however,

was wasted as it swept on to the old Hopewell

mill, now no longer used. Reed & Barton have

purchased the latter with the object of operating

thereat a plant for the generation of the desired

power.

Successful

Water Power

Manufacturing
Jewelers and Silver-
smiths' Association

The annual meeting of the New

England Manufacturing Jewel-

ers and Silversmiths' Associa-

tion was held in Tillinghast's

parlors, February 7th. Prior

to taking up the regular business the members

indulged in an informal discussion of commercial

conditions in general and those prevailing in the

jewelry trade in particular. The regular business

was opened by President Frank T. Pearce, who

made a short address, in which he congratulated

the association on its prosperity during the past

year, and also on the general good condition of

the trade. He urged activity on the part of the

members in obtaining new members, and laid

special stress on the value of close organization

and unity of action. After the address the associa-

tion elected officers for the coming year as follows:

President, Frank T. Pearce, of Providence ; vice-

presidents : 0. C. Devereux, of Providence ; A. A.

Bushee, of Attleboro ; W. H. Riley, of North

Attleboro ; secretary, S. A. Baldwin, of Provi-

dence ; treasurer, S. H. Manchester, of Provi-

dence ; executive committee : Roswell C. Smith,

of Providence ; Frank B. Reynolds, of Providence;

S. 0. Bigney, of Attleboro ; membership com-

mittee : Theodore W. Foster, of Providence;

J. Perry Carpenter, of Providence ; Charles M.

Robbins, of Attleboro ; advisory committee : John

M. Buffinton, Nathan B. Barton and William C.

Greene, all of Providence. At the close of the

business session a lunch was served and the meet-

ing adjourned.

Death of
Major Clark

After a week's illness with pneu-

monia, Major Herbert A. Clark,

a conspicuous personality in the

jewelry manufacturing circles of

Attleboro, died on the morning of February i6th.

He was widely known both socially and commer-

cially, and his passing at the early age of forty-four

is deeply mourned by a large number of friends in

each of these spheres. His military career was

remarkably successful, as is evidenced by the fact

that since he enlisted in 1887 he advanced step by

step until, after the command of the second brigade

devolved upon Brigadier-General Whitney, the

deceased, then Captain Clark, was selected in-

spector of rifle practice of the brigade, with the

Major Herbert A. Clark

rank of major. He entered upon his business

career when a young man with the firm of Horton,

Angell & Co., and when it was incorporated as

the Horton-Angell Company, Major Clark was

selected as treasurer, in which capacity he acted

until death claimed him. He was also financially

interested in many other mercantile enterprises in

Attleboro. It is evident from the accelerated pro-

gress which he made in two separate and radically

distinct fields that had his life been prolonged he

would have had many additional achievements to

his credit. He was unmarried, a member of the

Republican town committee, secretary of the board

of park commissioners and a member of the Old

Guard of Massachusetts. He was a thirty-second

degree Mason, a member of Ezekiel Bates Lodge,

of Attleboro, of King Hiram Royal Arch Chapter,

Attleboro Council Royal and Select Masters, Bristol

Commandery Knights Templar, of North Attleboro,

Aleppo Temple of the Mystic Shrine, of Boston,

Orient Lodge of Odd Fellows, Horton Encamp-

ment and Oennington Lodge, A. 0. U. W. A

most impressive manifestation of the esteem in

which Major Clark was held was afforded by the

spontaneous manner in which all classes of the

community did honor to his memory during the

funeral obsequies. The latter were of an unusually

solemn character. Four companies of militia be-

spoke the military rank and services of the d
e-

ceased, and there was a large muster of the mem-

bers of the many fraternal organizations with 
which

the late major had been affiliated. The business pu
b-

lic were present in vast assemblage, and wh
erever

it was possible, industrial activity was total
ly sus-

pended for the day. The capacity of the Unive
r-
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salist church, from which the services were held,

could not accommodate a tithe of the enormous

gathering who were anxious to pay a last tribute

to the dead. During the services the casket lay in

front of the auditorium, and around it were an

abundance of floral remembrances. When the

services had been concluded at the church, the

solemn cortege solemnly wended its way to Wood-

lawn Cemetery, where interment took place.

About the grave the soldiery formed in a hollow

square and fired the customary farewell volleys.

This was one of the most impressive ceremonials

of the burial, and it was made still more profound

by the peculiar, wailing notes of the bugle call to

the weird echoes of which the grave closed over a

patriotic citizen and a good man.

The R. F. Simmons Co., of At-

tleboro, paid the second semi-

ticipate in Profits annual dividend to their em-

ployees last month. Its per-

centage exceeded that allowed by any savings

bank in Massachusetts. Together with the amount

to which he was entitled, each worker received a

circular which, among other things, stated:

The amount of wages paid between July t,

1902, and January 1, 1903, was $69,425.63. The

stockholders dividend of 5 per cent. on $300,000

capital stock equals $15,000. Twelve per cent, of

this, the maximum percentage indicated in the

original proposition, equals $1800. Divide this by

the amount of wages paid the last six months of

1902, $69,425.63 and you have 2.59 per cent. as the

semi-annual dividend to the employees. Your

dividend is enclosed herewith figured on the

amount of wages paid you between July t, 1902,

and January t, 1903, as per accompanying card,

said card to be returned to the office immediately

after examination.
When this new departure in our business was

inaugurated last year the director's did not expect

that one year's trial would demonstrate its practi-

cability or otherwise, but they have been suffi-

ciently encouraged by the results to warrant their

voting its continuance for another year under the

same conditions as prevailed in 1902.

For the same period, a dividend of 5 per cent.

was declared to the stockholders of the company.

Arthur L. Hosmer, a well-known

jeweler and optician, of 29 West-

Arthur L. Hosmer minster Street, Providence, died

suddenly at his place of business

February 9th. At noon on the day of his demise he

left his home in apparently good health, and after

transacting some ordinary business sat down at his

desk to write a letter. In a few moments a clerk

noticed him fall back heavily in his chair. No time

was lost in summoning medical aid and the stricken

jeweler's wife. He survived, however, only a few

moments and had succumbed before Mrs. Hosmer

had arrived. Deceased had been affected with a

weak heart for some time, but not so seriously as

to cause any apprehension, and his sudden collapse

was no doubt due to an unlooked for development

of this ailment. He was born in Albany, N. Y.,

and had done business in various places prior to

settling in Providence. Here, his first location was

72 N. Main Street, where he built up a substantial

business, and he subsequently removed to the

more elaborate quarters on Westminster Street.

The funeral was attended by a large number of

friends both in and out of the jewelry trade.

Deceased is survived by a widow and one brother.

Nathan B. Barton, president of the Ostby &

Barton Co., of Providence, returned last month

from a several weeks' trip in the West Indies.

Gyllenberg & Hultman, die cutters, are now

located at 26 Fountain Street, Providence, having

removed recently to that address from their former

location on Melrose Street.

Employees Par-

Death of
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

Diamonds

FIVE SMOOTH RUNNING FACTS

1— f he Chains that discolor are
not "R 0 D's."

2—Right or wrong finish makes
are always of right finish.

3—Reliable and Durable are the
"R 0 D's"

the ones that make all the trouble,

and unmakes a Chain. " R 0 D's"

Chains after which the retailer seeks.
have these qualities.

4--New Patterns are added to
line nearly every month.

5—Kindly remember that ' R
guaranteed in every part

All of which resolves into one
Chains are the greatest chains

the always complete
"R 0 D's" are leaders.
0 D's" b 14 K. Chains are absolutely
icular

Rodenberg 0 Dunn,183 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, It I.
New York Office, 9, 11, 13 Maiden Lane.

Local Trade
Conditions

Trade has resumed its normal

condition among the local

jewelers during February. For

a few days during the first half
 of the month dull-

ness prevailed. This was, of course, due largely

to the inclement weather and to t
he fact that the

annual city and borough elections created unusu
al

attention, somewhat to the detriment of business,

while many intending buyers from out-of-town

remained at their homes until the excitement

passed over. Aside from this feature, the condi-

tions are regarded as satisfactory and the majori
ty

of the dealers, both wholesale and retail, 
claim

that the receipts will average up well for the month

compared with the same time last year.

General interest is being shown

in the coming changes in the

trade locations of Pittsburg

during the coming spring. Ex-

pirations of leases are quite numerous in all trades,

and this falls to the lot of the jeweler as well as to

the other merchant. Rents have advanced in all

sections, and while many well-established firms

have no intention of deserting Fifth Avenue just

yet, many who would have secured new locations

in that thoroughfare have turned elsewhere, be-

cause it has been proven impossible to secure suffi-

cient room except at enormous outlay and heavy

rentals. The result of this has been to create new

jewelry centers. In the retail trade, a notable in-

stance of this has been the development of Sixth

Street, where newcomers are being announced

regularly.

Changes of
Location

Talk of a Jewelers'

The possibility of organizing

a jewelers' association in Pitts-

Association burg was informally discussed

recently among several mem-

bers of the trade with some interest. That such

an organization would be beneficial was generally

conceded, but the best method of bringing the

trade together was not clearly defined. It was

stated that in the two cities of Pittsburg and Alle-

gheny there are 135 retail jewelers of established

reputation who would be eligible. In addition to

this number there are 20 wholesale concerns and 12

manufacturing concerns, all equally interested in

trade matters. This total of 167 firms and indi-

viduals would bring the membership of the asso-

ciation, could one be formed, up to at least zoo and

make it strong enough at the start to make its in-

fluence felt for the general good.

It would be impossible to mention all the pos-

sibilities that could be developed out of such an

organization, but chief among them would be

united action on the part of the trade for more

efficient police protection ; a uniform system of

credits ; a stronger social feeling among the trade

than exists to-day and a better understanding

among the many elements that are now unnecessa-

rily conflicting with each other. While nothing

tangible was done in the matter, the disposition

seeming to be in favor of a wait for a more favor-

able opportunity, the belief was that in time an

organization could be successfully launched and

maintained.

Fire played havoc in Tarentum, Pa., this

month, where a large section of the business

quarter of the borough was destroyed. Included

in the list of sufferers was W. J. Spahr, a well-

known jeweler of that place. Mr. Spahr's store

was pretty well gutted, but on account of prompt

action before the flames reached him, he managed

to remove practically all of his stock from the

building and his loss will not be severe. The store

fixtures were damaged and much will have to be

replaced when the store is rebuilt.

Henry Maier, who for years has been located

at 914 Federal Street, Allegheny, and whose jewelry

store has been familiar to the retail trade of both

cities, is disposing of his stock and expects to re-

tire from business this spring. Mr. Maier will be

missed by the trade and especially among the

older men.

James IV. Best, who has been located at 107

Sixth Street, for some time, is arranging to move

this spring to a new store in Smithfield Street,

above Sixth Avenue. The new store is being

especially fitted up for him, and will be close to the

First Evangelical Lutheran Church, and in one of

the buildings owned by that church, secured by

the Penn grant of nearly a century ago.

The Wallace Optical Company, which has

been located at 624 Penn Avenue, will move this

spring to 642 Penn Avenue, in the same square,

and will have larger and better quarters. This

concern is feeling the effects of prosperity and is

expanding with the increasing trade that is devel-

oping under good management.

Quite an extensive contract has been given by

L. Vilsack for store fixtures for the new store of

that concern in the Farmers' Bank Building in

Fifth Avenue. The fixtures are all of a special

design and will he quite costly.

S. & B. C. NVeinhaus, who have been located

at 532 Smithfield Street for some time, are expect-

ing to change their location this spring, on account

of the selling of the building they now occupy.

Goddard, Hill & Company, wholesalers, of

Fifth Avenue, are starting out their corps of travel-

ing men for the spring trade, and many have

already begun their trips. The firm has begun the

new year with a larger stock than usual.

Plans for the remodeling of the store of Gilles-

pie Brothers in the Park Building, Fifth Avenue,

are completed, and with the increased room

secured by the rental of another section of the

building, the firm will have a special diamond

salesroom, enclosed in high iron gratings and well

protected. It is the intention to place a larger

stock of diamonds than ever in this new depart-

ment, and, at the same time, a branching out in

cut-glass trade is to be made on a large scale.

Some of the smaller jewelers, whose stores are

in Penn Avenue and within the section that has been

gradually filling up with foreign mill laborers, are

having troubles of their own. During the past few

week several attempts have been made by foreign

roustabouts to rob these stores in true " brigand"

style. As one instance, two men entered the store

of M. Friedman and asked to see some watches.

Several were shown them, and finally one was

selected and calmly put in the pocket of the visi-

tors. Both of them started hurriedly out and had

gone some distance before the astonished Mr.

Friedman realized their intentions. Police aid was

summoned and both were run down and arrested.

During the quiet season a number of the

prominent members of the trade expect to take

brief vacations. A. A. Gillespie will be in Atlantic

City for a week and will also spend a few days in

New York. P. C. Gillespie will leave the city

upon .his brother's return for a business trip to

New York. He will remain away about ten days.

George B. Barrett, the veteran wholesaler, of

Fifth Avenue, who has been held close to business

during the rush of the holiday season, is at pre-

sent on an enjoyable vacation trip to Jamaica and

the West Indies.

Seattle, Wash., Letter

The different houses that selected February

as a good time to take their inventory acted wisely,

as the active conditions that prevailed during Janu-

ary subsided, giving them ample time to look

around and fill orders to renew their stock. The

prospects for spring business are good. Already

there are people coming into town every day

awaiting the first chance of getting into Alaska.

F. S. Hodge, who went into the jewelry busi-

ness with Cross & Ware about three months ago,

recently made a trip to his old home in Detroit,

where he was married. Mr. and Mrs. Hodge will

return to live in Seattle after their wedding tour

through the Southern States.

Mr. Hurst, formerly head watchmaker for

Albert Hansen, has resigned his position and will

go to San Francisco.

W. L. Douglas has removed his optical parlors

to 114 Pike Street, and formed a partnership with

Mrs. Oren, under the firm-name of Douglas &

Oren.
Albert Mayer, of Jos. Mayer & Bros., has left

Seattle on a trip to his old home in Germany. He

lived in Frankfort-on-the-Main.

J. B. Johnson, of this city, has accepted a posi-

tion as watchmaker for Thomas J. Thomas, of

Roslyn, Wash.
Fred. Jarvis, formerly in the jewelry business

at Rice Lake, Wis., was in Seattle on the third,

looking for a location. He will locate either in

Seattle or some small place near here.

J. H. Dunnaway passed through Seattle, on

his way to San Francisco, on the 28th. Mr. Dunn-

away was formerly with M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom,

Wash.
Watchmaker Jones has resigned his position as

watchmaker for Max Hanel, of Centralia, and will

go to Arizona, where he has interests in mines.

Mr. Jones was in the jewelry business in St. Paul,

Minn., about fifteen years ago.

Emil Noll, with Jos. Mayer & Bros., spent a

three-days' vacation duck hunting at Lake Connor,

Wash. He returned with a string of fifty, and his

many friends were remembered.

Mrs. L. Klodt left Seattle on the 28th for a

pleasure trip through the Southern coast States and

San Francisco.
S. C. Wheeler, formerly head salesman for

G. Beninghausen, has resigned his position and

will leave for San Francisco in a short time.

Mrs. M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom, Wash., filed

a petition in bankruptcy last month. The firm was

in debt to the amount of $7000, and the stock in-

voiced $250o. Some San Francisco firms were the

heaviest losers.
G. Beninghausen has removed from 807 First

Avenue to a larger and better location at 713-715

First Avenue, where he will add .a large optical

parlor and install new fixtures. Mr. Beninghausen's

trade has increased very rapidly of late and he

needs more room.
L. L. Moore, of the L. L. Moore Jewelry Co.,

has undergone an operation at the Providence

Hospital in this city, and is reported to be doing

very well. His many friends hope to see him

shortly.
Out-of-town jewelers who were buying in this

city last month were : H. L. Dodge, Anacortes,

Wash.; L. L. Berens, Whatcom, Wash.; Philip

Jacoby, Kalispell, Mont.; J. H. Dunnaway, What-

com, Wash, ; P. H. Miller, Lake Connor, Wash.;

F. S. Taylor, Leavenworth, Wash.; F. C. Law-

rence, Arlington, Wash.
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The Giant)in Quality
of

Collar Buttons 
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Vi

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-

S CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, "The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any 

another 
 

leaflet 
to Pw o1. ori 1 lei

that is half as good sus this one,
.1. that approaches it in excel-
1,1 ice, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON SACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality rand Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Belling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

702

7:31

17

42

7:32

752

Large line of Stock Badges „nd Class Pins,
also Class Pins and Badges to order,
any design, any metal.

Catalogue to Wholesale and Manufacturing Trade.

F. H. NOBLE & CO.,
New York Office:
51.53 Malden Lane. 103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of Jewelers' Findings, Photo.
Frames, Badges, Class Pins and the celebrated

OOLD AND
SILVER SOLDERS.

The  eeJap 91 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quicksellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.
Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed,

Ikko Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler

R001119 I, 2 and 3, 17 2: S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing kih,

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair 
any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,
broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

SRielpl'ae irrweadraend sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.,
Replated. A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.
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Detroit, Mich., Letter

THIE KEYSTON

Trade conditions continue to appear very

satisfactory despite the very severe weather that

February brought us. Preparations for the Easter

season have been on for some time, and the con-

sensus of opinion is that this season will eclipse all

previous ones. A number of new and attractive

spring novelties are being shown by the dealers,

who are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the

spring season.

The fact that no failures of any importance

have been reported this year in this territory,

speaks well for the healthy condition of the jewelry

and optical trades in general.

The Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association has

made rapid strides towards placing itself before

the trade in this locality and a steady increase in

the membership is expected.

John Hellerich, Jr., son of John Hellerich, the

well-known Michigan Avenue jeweler, met a sud-

den and untimely death by accidentally taking

poison for toothache drops. Mr. Hellerich was

employed by Roehm & Son at the time of his un-

fortunate death. THE KEYSTONE wishes to ex-

tend its sympathy to the bereaved family.

Frederich Flachsmann has opened a retail

jewelry store on Gratiot Avenue, Detroit.

Geo. E. Flint, the popular jeweler, of Carson

City, Mich., was a welcome visitor in this market

last month. Mr. Flint expressed himself as highly

pleased with his visit, and stated that in the future

he would make more frequent trips to Detroit.

W. D. Begrow has purchased Mr. Lefurgey's

interest in the firm of Begrow & Lefurgey's, of

Meade, Mich., and will continue the business as

before.
Albert Schaub, one of the best known jewelers

of Detroit, will shortly move and occupy a very

prominent corner store. New and elegant fixtures

will be built, and when completed Mr. Schaub will

be the possessor of one of the finest stores in

the city.
Frank Dyer, of Caro, Mich., has been down

with a severe attack of the grip. It is reported,

however, that he is slowly recovering. A speedy

and ultimate recovery is hoped for.

S. M. Cooley, of Mayville, is fitting up a new

branch store at Kingston, Mich. He also has one

at Clifford and North Branch. Mr. Cooley is a

small man, but a hustler. His daughter, who is a

watchmaker (and a good one), has charge of the

store at North Branch.
R. G. Allison, of St. Johns, Mich., recently took

a trip to New Orleans and was absent for about

two weeks. Mr. Allison was greatly benefited by

the trip, which was one of recreation and pleasure.

At the annual meeting of the Detroit Credit

Men's Association which was held recently, W. C.

Noack, of the firm of Noack & Gorenflo, was

unanimously elected as the Detroit Credit Men's

Association's member to the joint committee of

this association and the Merchants' and Manufac-

turers' Exchange. This is the most important

office within the gift of the Detroit Credit Men's

Association. This position is one of honor and

trust and comes to Mr. Noack unsolicited.

R. H. Bedford, of Greenville, Mich., has sold

his stock and fixtures to H. L. Backer. Mr. Bed-

ford will move to Philadelphia, Pa.

E. V. Allison, of Pontiac, was a welcome

visitor in this market recently.

Koester & Mathauer is the name of a new firm

which will shortly launch into the jobbing jewelry

business in Detroit. The new firm will act as

manufacturers' agents. Mr. Koester is an old

jewelry salesman in this locality. He formerly

was associated with the firm of Kennedy & Koes-

ter, of this city.
William Windisch, who has been in the em-

ploy of Noack & Gorenflo for a number of years,

has severed his connection with that firm and has

associated himself with his father in a new enter-

prise.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

The State of The heavy rainfall here and all

Trade over the State is responsible for

a general trade inactivity. Farm-

ing operations have, of course, been interfered with,

and owing to the deepness of the roads even travel

has been impeded. What was looked upon by the

more cynical ones as an overwhelimg climax to the

depression, came in the nature of a heavy snow-

storm, which made communication by telephone

and telegraph an impossibility. Thoughtful ob-

servers were not perturbed by this atmospherical

development, for, as they anticipated, the sun has

once again made his appearance and there is now

a prospect of a more genial sky. Spring purchas-

ing has necessarily been retarded, but, as at this

writing the season is not far advanced, there is

reason to hope that within the next few weeks there

will be a general trade reanimation, or at least a

considerable improvement upon hitherto sluggish

conditions.
W. M. S. Crowley, who has been located at

Atlas, Texas, has been removed to Roxton, where

he is doing a good business.

During the middle of January the store of

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was broken into and

robbed of several watches, rings and other articles

amounting to about $75. No clue was discovered

as to who the robbers were.

C. M. Clarke, of Ennis, was a welcome visitor

in our local wholesale markets last month.

W. B. Crowder, of Kemp, Texas, was a recent

buyer in our markets.

E. I. Pittman, of Ennis, Texas, was a caller

last month. Mr. Pittman was on a citizens' corn-

mittee to attend a meeting in Dallas in regard to

securing a Presbyterian University for his city.

J. A. Harris, who has been working for

E. Wild, of Tyler, for some time, has resigned his

position.
L. S. Smith, of Hereford, Texas, was burned

out the early part of last month and lost all of his

tools and fixtures, but saved most of his jewelry

stock. Mr. Smith has reopened for business.

Gus. Fredericks, of Sweeney & Fredericks, of

Houston, died recently. Mr. Sweeney expects to

continue the business.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, Texas, was a

recent caller on the local jobbing trade.

W. H. Sherrell, manager of the Red Cross

Jewelry Co., of Royse, was a buyer in this market

recently. Mr. Sherrell reports a superabundance

of rain in his place with resulting trade dullness.

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was in the city

recently.
R. L. Clemmons, who has been working for

W. B. Rhine, of Gainesville, for some time, has

resigned his position.

E. R. Smith, of E. R. Smith & Bro., of

McGregor, who were burned out several weeks

ago, was in Dallas recently, looking for some

fixtures to equip another store. Mr. Smith expects

to be ready for business in a short time.
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E. S. Smith, of Sherman, had a very successful

auction sale recently, disposing of a large part of

his stock. Mr. Smith expects to sell out and retire

from the jewelry business at Sherman.

The Benninger Jewelry Co., of Cleburne, was

represented in the local markets recently by its

manager, T. H. Benninger.
Claude Riggs, watchmaker for Ely & Sons, of

Sherman, paid Dallas a visit recently.

J. W. Witt, of Rockdale, who has been work-

ing for Hill & Co., of that place, has resigned and

opened up for himself at Milford, Texas.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, Texas, was in the

city recently on a buying trip.

Mrs. Susie E. Bucher, wife of J. N. Bucher, of

Hillsboro, Texas, died on the evening of February

4th. Much sympathy is felt for her bereaved

husband.
Merce Walker, of Waxahachie, was a welcome

visitor in the markets recently. Mr. Walker has

just gotten up from a six-weeks' spell of sickness.

J. A. Harris has bought the jewelry stock of

J. L. RiPpetoe, of Waxahachie, and has opened up

a very nice store.
B. B. Case, of Comanche, Ind. Ter., was

burned out last month.
T. E. Harwell, who has hitherto been doing a

retail jewelry business at Milford, has removed to

Lampasas, where he expects to open a store.

W. H. Gumm and wife, of Van Alstyne, visited

the local market last month. Mr. Gumm reports

business at a standstill, owing to the condition of

the " black waxy " roads.
G. W. Witherspoon, of Trenton, has had an

auction sale.
J. H. Howard, of Comanche, Ind. Ter., was

burned out the latter part of the month. His loss

was not very heavy, however
W. T. Morehead, of Sulphur Springs, has been

on the sick list for some time.

There has been a new firm organized at Cisco,

the style of which is the Platt Jewelry Co. T. A.

Armstrong, who has hitherto been working for

J. J. Martin & Co., is one of the firm, being man-

ager of the repair department.

Other visitors in Dallas recently were the fol-

lowing : J. M. Grogan, Arlington ; J. W. Witt,

Milford ; J. N. Bucher, Hillsboro ; G. W. Wither-

spoon, Trenton ; F. E. Yantis, Sulphur Springs.

Effect of the Use of Science

In a recent issue of the Journal of the British

Society of Arts some striking examples of the effect

of the use of science in German factories are given.

In 1840 fully 154,000 tons of beet root were crushed,

from which 3000 tons of raw sugar were produced

—about 534 per cent. In 1860 1,000,000 tons were

treated, and produced 128,000 tons of sugar-8 per
cent. Last year 12,000,000 were crushed and

yielded 1,500,000 tons of raw sugar-13 per cent.

This increase of quantity, as well as percentage of

product, is due entirely to scientific treatment.

The production of dry colors, chemicals and dyes

in Germany shows a corresponding increase in

production and dividend-paying capacity, which is

due to the constant maintenance of laboratories of

trained scientists, whose only purpose is to improve

and cheapen processes.

"Enclosed find $1.00 for The Keys/one. Cannot
keep house without it."—S. F. Kaufman, Jeweler,
Attica, Ohio.



FIVE SMOOTH RUNNING FACTS

3.2 I

1—The Chains that discolor are
not "R

2—Right or wrong finish makes
are always of right finish.

3—Reliable and Durable are the
' R 0 D's"

the ones that make all the trouble,

and unmakes a Chain. " R 0 D's"

Chains after which the retailer seeks.
have these qualities.

4-- New Patterns are added to the always complete
line nearly every month. "R 0 D's" are leaders.

5—Kindly remember that 'R 0 D's" b 14 K. Chains are absolutely
guaranteed in every particular.

All of which resolves into one full-jeweled fact: "R 0 D's" b 14 K.
Chains are the greatest chains in existence to-day.

Rodenberg 6 Dunn,183 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
New York Office, 9, 11. 13 Maiden Lane.

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Local Trade
Conditions

Trade has resumed its normal

condition among the local

jewelers during February. For

a few days during the first half of th
e month dull-

ness prevailed. This was, of course, due largely

to the inclement weather and to the fa
ct that the

annual city and borough elections created unus
ual

attention, somewhat to the detriment of business,

while many intending buyers from out-of-town

remained at their homes until the excitement

passed over. Aside from this feature, the condi-

tions are regarded as satisfactory and the m
ajority

of the dealers, both wholesale and re
tail, claim

that the receipts will average up well for the 
month

compared with the same time last year.

General interest is being shown

in the coming changes in the

trade locations of Pittsburg

during the coming spring. Ex-

pirations of leases are quite numerous in all trades,

and this falls to the lot of the jeweler as well as to

the other merchant. Rents have advanced in all

sections, and while many well-established firms

have no intention of deserting Fifth Avenue just

yet, many who would have secured new locati
ons

in that thoroughfare have turned elsewhere, be-

cause it has been proven impossible to secure suffi-

cient room except at enormous outlay and heavy

rentals. The result of this has been to create new

jewelry centers. In the retail trade, a notable in-

stance of this has been the development of Sixth

Street, where newcomers are being announced

regularly.

Changes of
Location

Talk of a Jewelers'

The possibility of organizing

a jewelers' association in Pitts-

Association burg was informally discussed

recently among several mem-

bers of the trade with some interest. That such

an organization would be beneficial was generally

conceded, but the best method of bringing the

trade together was not clearly defined. It was

stated that in the two cities of Pittsburg and Alle-

gheny there are 135 retail jewelers of established

reputation who would be eligible. In addition to

this number there are zo wholesale concerns and 12

manufacturing concerns, all equally interested in

trade matters. This total of 167 firms and indi-

viduals would bring the membership of the asso-

ciation, could one be formed, up to at least 200 and

make it strong enough at the start to make its in-

fluence felt for the general good.

It would be impossible to mention all the pos-

sibilities that could be developed out of such an

organization, but chief among them would be

united action on the part of the trade for more

efficient police protection ; a uniform system of

credits ; a stronger social feeling among the trade

than exists to-day and a better understanding

among the many elements that are now unnecessa-

rily conflicting with each other. While nothing

tangible was done in the matter, the disposition

seeming to be in favor of a wait for a more favor-

able opportunity, the belief was that in time an

organization could be successfully launched and

maintained.

Fire played havoc in Tarentum, Pa., this

month, where a large section of the business

quarter of the borough was destroyed. Included

in the list of sufferers was W. J. Spahr, a well-

known jeweler of that place. Mr. Spahr's store

was pretty well gutted, but on account of prompt

action before the flames reached him, he managed
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to remove practically all of his stock from the

building and his loss will not be severe. The store

fixtures were damaged and much will have to be

replaced when the store is rebuilt.

Henry Maier, who for years has been located

at 914 Federal Street, Allegheny, and whose jewelry

store has been familiar to the retail trade of both

cities, is disposing of his stock and expects to re-

tire from business this spring. Mr. Maier will be

missed by the trade and especially among the

older men.

James W. Best, who has been located at to7

Sixth Street, for some time, is arranging to move

this spring to a new store in Smithfield Street,

above Sixth Avenue. The new store is being

especially fitted up for him, and will be close to the

First Evangelical Lutheran Church, and in one of

the buildings owned by that church, secured by

the Penn grant of nearly a century ago.

The Wallace Optical Company, which has

been located at 624 Penn Avenue, will move this

spring to 642 Penn Avenue, in the same square,

and will have larger and better quarters. This

concern is feeling the effects of prosperity and is

expanding with the increasing trade that is devel-

oping under good management.

Quite an extensive contract has been given by

L. Vilsack for store fixtures for the new store of

that concern in the Farmers' Bank Building in

Fifth Avenue. The fixtures are all of a special

design and will be quite costly.

S. & B. C. Weinhaus, who have been located

at 532 Smithfield Street for some time, are expect-

ing to change their location this spring, on account

of the selling of the building they now occupy.

Goddard, Hill & Company, wholesalers, of

Fifth Avenue, are starting out their corps of travel-

ing men for the spring trade, and many have

already begun their trips. The firm has begun the

new year with a larger stock than usual.

Plans for the remodeling of the store of Gilles-

pie Brothers in the Park Building, Fifth Avenue,

are completed, and with the increased room

secured by the rental of another section of the

building, the firm will have a special diamond

salesroom, enclosed in high iron gratings and well

protected. It is the intention to place a larger

stock of diamonds than ever in this new depart-

ment, and, at the same time, a branching out in

cut-glass trade is to be made on a large scale.

Some of the smaller jewelers, whose stores are

in Penn Avenue and within the section that has been

gradually filling up with foreign mill laborers, are

having troubles of their own. During the past few

week several attempts have been made by foreign

roustabouts to rob these stores in true " brigand "

style. As one instance, two men entered the store

of M. Friedman and asked to see some watch
es.

Several were shown them, and finally one was

selected and calmly put in the pocket of the v
isi-

tors. Both of them started hurriedly out and had

gone some distance before the astonished Mr.

Friedman realized their intentions. Police aid was

summoned and both were run clown and arrested.

During the quiet season a number of the

prominent members of the trade expect to take

brief vacations. A. A. Gillespie will be in Atlantic

City for a week and will also spend a few days in

New York. P. C. Gillespie will leave the city

upon .his brother's return for a business trip
 to

New York. He will remain away about ten cl
ays.

George B. Barrett, the veteran wholesaler, of

Fifth Avenue, who has been held close to busin
ess

during the rush of the holiday season, is at 
pre-

sent on an enjoyable vacation trip to Jamaica 
and

the West Indies.
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Seattle, Wash., Letter

The different houses that selected February

as a good time to take their inventory acted wis
ely,

as the active conditions that prevailed during 
Janu-

ary subsided, giving them ample time to 
look

around and fill orders to renew their stock. T
he

prospects for spring business are good. Already

there are people coming into town every day

awaiting the first chance of getting into Alaska.

F. S. Hodge, who went into the jewelry busi-

ness with Cross & Ware about three months ago,

recently made a trip to his old home in Detroit,

where he was married. Mr. and Mrs. Hodge will

return to live in Seattle after their wedding tour

through the Southern States.

Mr. Hurst, formerly head watchmaker for

Albert Hansen, has resigned his position and will

go to San Francisco.

W. L. Douglas has removed his optical parlors

to 114 Pike Street, and formed a partnership with

Mrs. Oren, under the firm-name of Douglas &

Oren.
Albert Mayer, of Jos. Mayer & Bros., has left

Seattle on a trip to his old home in Germany. He

lived in Frankfort-on-the-Main.

J. B. Johnson, of this city, has accepted a posi-

tion as watchmaker for Thomas J. Thomas, of

Roslyn, Wash.
Fred. Jarvis, formerly in the jewelry business

at Rice Lake, Wis., was in Seattle on the third,

looking for a location. He will locate either in

Seattle or some small place near here.

J. H. Dunnaway passed through Seattle, on

his way to San Francisco, on the 28th. Mr. Dunn-

away was formerly with M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom,

Wash.
Watchmaker Jones has resigned his position as

watchmaker for Max Hanel, of Centralia, and will

go to Arizona, where he has interests in mines.

Mr. Jones was in the jewelry business in St. Paul,

Minn., about fifteen years ago.

Emil Noll, with Jos. Mayer & Bros., spent a

three-days' vacation duck hunting at Lake Connor,

Wash. He returned with a string of fifty, and his

many friends were remembered.

Mrs. L. Klodt left Seattle on the 28th for a

pleasure trip through the Southern coast States and

San Francisco.
S. C. Wheeler, formerly head salesman for

G. Beninghausen, has resigned his position and

will leave for San Francisco in a short time.

Mrs. M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom, Wash., filed

a petition in bankruptcy last month. The firm was

in debt to the amount of $7000, and the stock in-

voiced $2500. Some San Francisco firms were the

heaviest losers.
G. Beninghausen has removed from 807 First

Avenue to a larger and better location at 713-715

First Avenue, where he will add a large optical

parlor and install new fixtures. Mr. Beninghausen's

trade has increased very rapidly of late and he

needs more room.

L. L. Moore, of the L. L. Moore Jewelry Co.,

has undergone an operation at the Providence

Hospital in this city, and is reported to be doing

very well. His many friends hope to see him

shortly.
Out-of-town jewelers who were buying in this

city last month were : H. L. Dodge, Anacortes,

Wash.; L. L. Berens, Whatcom, Wash.; Philip

Jacoby, Kalispell, Mont.; J. H. Dunnaway, What-

corn, Wash, ; P. H. Miller, Lake Connor, Wash.;

F. S. Taylor, Leavenworth, Wash.; F. C. Law-

rence, Arlington, Wash.
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Collar Buttons

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year
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Because of their 
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,

HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST

AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
S CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
..lass, I., send a two-cent stamp
I' l■ 1111.11tZ & Co., 49 Chestnut
;,t,,s•I, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new (mold,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 84 CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

7o2
732

17

7:11 703

42 752

Large line of Stock Badges and Class Pins,
also Class Pins and Badges to order,
any design, any metal.

Catalogue to Wholesale and Manufacturing Trade.

F. H. NOBLE & CO.,
New York Office:
51=53 Maiden Lane. 103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of Jewelers' Findings, Photo.
Frames, Badges, Class Pins and the celebrated

GOLD AND
SILVER SOLDERS.

The Jap "Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quick
sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.
Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto Manufacturing jeweler

Rooms I, 2 and 3, Iv, S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

RELIABLEWe do 

Silver-Plating
and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we Rep, any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,
UM. broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.,
A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.
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THE KEYSTONE

Trade conditions continue to appear very

satisfactory despite the very severe weather that

February brought us. Preparations for the Easter

season have been on for some time, and the con-

sensus of opinion is that this season will eclipse all

previous ones. A number of new and attractive

spring novelties are being shown by the dealers,

who are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the

spring season.

The fact that no failures of any importance

have been reported this year in this territory,

speaks well for the healthy condition of the jewelry

and optical trades in general.

The Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association has

made rapid strides towards placing itself before

the trade in this locality and a steady increase in

the membership is expected.

John Hellerich, Jr., son of John Hellerich, the

well-known Michigan Avenue jeweler, met a sud-

den and untimely death by accidentally taking

poison for toothache drops. Mr. Hellerich was

employed by Roehm & Son at the time of his un-

fortunate death. THE KEYSTONE wishes to ex-

tend its sympathy to the bereaved family.

Frederich Flachsmann has opened a retail

jewelry store on Gratiot Avenue, Detroit.

Geo. E. Flint, the popular jeweler, of Carson

City, Mich., was a welcome visitor in this market

last month. Mr. Flint expressed himself as highly

pleased with his visit, and stated that in the future

he would make more frequent trips to Detroit.

W. D. Begrow has purchased Mr. Lefurgey's

interest in the firm of Begrow & Lefurgey's, of

Meade, Mich., and will continue the business as

before.
Albert Schaub, one of the best known jewelers

of Detroit, will shortly move and occupy a very

prominent corner store. New and elegant fixtures

will be built, and when completed Mr. Schaub will

be the possessor of one of the finest stores in

the city.
Frank Dyer, of Caro, Mich., has been down

with a severe attack of the grip. It is reported,

however, that he is slowly recovering. A speedy

and ultimate recovery is hoped for.

S. M. Cooley, of Mayville, is fitting up a new

branch store at Kingston, Mich. He also has one

at Clifford and North Branch. Mr. Cooley is a

small man, but a hustler. His daughter, who is a

watchmaker (and a good one), has charge of the

store at North Branch.

R. G. Allison, of St. Johns, Mich., recently took

a trip to New Orleans and was absent for about

two weeks. Mr. Allison was greatly benefited by

the trip, which was one of recreation and pleasure.

At the annual meeting of the Detroit Credit

Men's Association which was held recently, W. C.

Noack, of the firm of Noack & Gorenflo, was

unanimously elected as the Detroit Credit Men's

Association's member to the joint committee of

this association and the Merchants' and Manufac-

turers' Exchange. This is the most important

office within the gift of the Detroit Credit Men's

Association. This position is one of honor and

trust and comes to Mr. Noack unsolicited.

R. H. Bedford, of Greenville, Mich., has sold

his stock and fixtures to H. L. Backer. Mr. Bed-

ford will move to Philadelphia, Pa.

E. V. Allison, of Pontiac, was a welcome

visitor in this market recently.

Koester & Mathauer is the name of a new firm

which will shortly launch into the jobbing jewelry

business in Detroit. The new firm will act as

manufacturers' agents. Mr. Koester is an old

jewelry salesman in this locality. He formerly

was associated with the firm of Kennedy & Koes-

ter, of this city.
William Windisch, who has been in the em-

ploy of Noack & Gorenflo for a number of years,

has severed his connection with that firm and has

associated himself with his father in a new enter-

prise.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

The State of
Trade

The heavy rainfall here and all

over the State is responsible for

a general trade inactivity. Farm-

ing operations have, of course, been interfered with,

and owing to the deepness of the roads even travel

has been impeded. What was looked upon by the

more cynical ones as an overwhelimg climax to the

depression, came in the nature of a heavy snow-

storm, which made communication by telephone

and telegraph an impossibility. Thoughtful ob-

servers were not perturbed by this atmospherical

development, for, as they anticipated, the sun has

once again made his appearance and there is now

a prospect of a more genial sky. Spring purchas-

ing has necessarily been retarded, but, as at this

writing the season is not far advanced, there is

reason to hope that within the next few weeks there

will be a general trade reanimation, or at least a

considerable improvement upon hitherto sluggish

conditions.
'W. M. S. Crowley, who has been located at

Atlas, Texas, has been removed to Roxton, where

he is doing a good business.

During the middle of January the store of

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was broken into and

robbed of several watches, rings and other articles

amounting to about $75. No clue was discovered

as to who the robbers were.

C. M. Clarke, of Ennis, was a welcome visitor

in our local wholesale markets last month.

W. B. Crowder, of Kemp, Texas, was a recent

buyer in our markets.

E. I. Pittman, of Ennis, Texas, was a caller

last month. Mr. Pittman was on a citizens' corn-

mittee to attend a meeting in Dallas in regard to

securing a Presbyterian University for his city.

J. A. Harris, who has been working for

E. Wild, of Tyler, for some time, has resigned hi
s

position.
L. S. Smith, of Hereford, Texas, was burned

out the early part of last month and lost all of hi
s

tools and fixtures, but saved most of his j
ewelry

stock. Mr. Smith has reopened for business.

Gus. Fredericks, of Sweeney & Fredericks, of

Houston, died recently. Mr. Sweeney expects to

continue the business.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, Texas, was a

recent caller on the local jobbing trade.

W. H. Sherrell, manager of the Red Cross

Jewelry Co., of Royse, was a buyer in this marke
t

recently. Mr. Sherrell reports a superabundance

of rain in his place with resulting trade dullness.

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was in the city

recently.
R. L. Clemmons, who has been working for

W. B. Kinne, of Gainesville, for some time, 
has

resigned his position.

E. R. Smith, of E. R. Smith & Bro., of

McGregor, who were burned out several weeks

ago, was in Dallas recently, looking for some

fixtures to equip another store. Mr. Smith expects

to be ready for business in a short time.
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E. S. Smith, of Sherman, had a very successful
auction sale recently, disposing of a large part of

his stock. Mr. Smith expects to sell out and retire

from the jewelry business at Sherman.

The Benninger Jewelry Co., of Cleburne, was

represented in the local markets recently by its

manager, T. H. Benninger.

Claude Riggs, watchmaker for Ely & Sons, of

Sherman, paid Dallas a visit recently.

J. W. Witt, of Rockdale, who has been work-

ing for Hill & Co., of that place, has resigned and

opened up for himself at Milford, Texas.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, Texas, was in the

city recently on a buying trip.

Mrs. Susie E. Bucher, wife of J. N. Bucher, of

Hillsboro, Texas, died on the evening of February

4th. Much sympathy is felt for her bereaved

husband.
Merce NValker, of Waxahachie, was a welcome

visitor in the markets recently. Mr. Walker has

just gotten up from a six-weeks' spell of sickness.

J. A. Harris has bought the jewelry stock of

J. L. Rcppetoe, of Waxahachie, and has opened up

a very nice store.
B. B. Case, of Comanche, Ind. Ter., was

burned out last month.
T. E. Harwell, who has hitherto been doing a

retail jewelry business at Milford, has removed to

Lampasas, where he expects to open a store.

W. H. Gumm and wife, of Van Alstyne, visited

the local market last month. Mr. Gutinn reports

business at a standstill, owing to the condition of

the " black waxy " roads.

G. W. Witherspoon, of Trenton, has had an

auction sale.
J. H. Howard, of Comanche, Ind. Ter., was

burned out the latter part of the month. His loss

was not very heavy, however

W. T. Morehead, of Sulphur Springs, has been

on the sick list for some time.

There has been a new firm organized at Cisco,

the style of which is the Platt Jewelry Co. T. A.

Armstrong, who has hitherto been working for

J. J. Martin & Co., is one of the firm, being man-

ager of the repair department.

Other visitors in Dallas recently were the fol-

lowing : J. M. Grogan, Arlington ; J. W. Witt,

Milford ; J. N. Bucher, Hillsboro ; G. W. Wither-

spoon, Trenton ; F. E. Yantis, Sulphur Springs.

Effect of the Use of Science

In a recent issue of the Journal of the British

Society of Arts some striking examples of the effect

of the use of science in German factories are given.

In 1840 fully 154,000 tons of beet root were crushed,

from which 3000 tons of raw sugar were produced

—about 5y per cent. In 1860 t000,000 tons were

treated, and produced 128,000 tons of sugar-8 per

cent. Last year 12,000,000 were crushed and

yielded 1,500,000 tons of raw sugar-13 per cent.

This increase of quantity, as well as percentage of

product, is due entirely to scientific treatment.

The production of dry colors, chemicals and dyes

in Germany shows a corresponding increase in

production and dividend-paying capacity, which is

due to the constant maintenance of laboratories of

trained scientists, whose only purpose is to improve

and cheapen processes.

"Enclosed find $1.00 for The Keystone. Cannot
keep house without it."—S. F. Kaufman, Jeweler,
Attica, Ohio.
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ASTER, commercially considered, is yearly growing in
11 k importance to the merchant, and to none does this fact bring

more gratification than to the jeweler. No other benefits so
materially from the fad of present-giving, and it is to his interest,
of course, to cultivate the custom so that the Easter gift may
ultimately become as well-established and commercially fruitful
as its Christmas analogue. To stimulate public interest in the

AI commercial aspect of Easter there are two effective means
, available to the jeweler—advertising and window decoration—

and for window trimming not even Christmas itself affords such
facilities for attractive designing. Of the Easter window trims that especially
caught our fancy in recent years, one of the most effective was the arch and
pillars with the words " Easter," " Easter Greeting," or simply "Greeting,"
effectively displayed on the arch. Gold letters on a white background are
very effective. After dark the most striking way to display the words is by
electric light after the manner of the electric signs now so much used,
especially in the larger towns and cities. The pillars can be easily con-
structed of boxes or boards, and appropriately draped in white and gold,
purple, or other color that will aid, or at least not detract from, the brilliancy
of the goods. Smilax or green vines can be used for the decoration of the
pillars, and flowers can be used in profusion. Pots of azalea between the
pillars or placed on short pedestals are appropriate and tasteful.

It is customary with some jewelers at this season to
attempt elaborate religious displays. This is not alto-
gether advisable, for the reason that the religious suscept-
ibilities of many people are offended at what they deem
an attempt to utilize religion for the purpose of gain.

This is a view on which opinions differ, however, judging from the popularity
of religious displays with all classes of traders. But as long as there is any
possibility of giving offence it is to the interest of the storekeeper to eschew
displays of a pronouncedly religious character. Of course, it must not be
inferred that the religious feature should be totally eliminated, but in our
judgment the use of the Sacred Tomb, the Cross, etc., should be dispensed
with. The religious spirit of the season may find inoffensive expression in
a display representing angels ringing joy bells, and for this idea the arch
design above referred to is well adapted. The bells may be constructed of
barrel-hoops, or a wire frame, covered with plaster of paris, and, if advi-
sable, painted with gold bronze. To add to the effect the jeweler may
borrow a pair of seraphs at an art store and place one on each side on the

Religious Sym.
holism and the
Show Window

floor of the window, each holding a cord suspended from the bells as if in
the act of tolling them. Other embellishments may be added and goods set
forth so as to receive the ample share of attention which the trimmer should
contrive to insure for them at every stage of his work.

There is no scarcity of seasonable features and catchy
Great Wealth of symbols for the Easter window. Rabbits, eggs, chickens,
Easter Symbols flowers, etc., are at the service of the trimmer. A center-

piece which has done effective service consists of a
number of clean broken eggshells from which watches, rings and other gold
jewelry are being hatched in lieu of the orthodox chicken. Instead of a
number of real eggshells, one monster broken shell with a miscellaneous lot
of pretty articles protruding from it may be used. If the jeweler has a little
motor which would enable him to have the large egg opening and closing
automatically, so much the better. In this case the most attractive contents
for the shell would be a large lady doll, handsomely dressed and richly and
lavishly adorned with jewelry of the latest style. The large egg may be
constructed after the manner of the bell of wire or barrel hoops, covered
with pasteboard, plaster of paris or white satin. The shell may also be
counterfeited by an application of carpenter's glue to tissue paper. If the
legend of the goose and the golden egg be used, the shell can be gold painted.

I.imitless, indeed, are the ideas for Easter trims. Flowers,
Miscellaneous birds, nature, music—almost everything can be utilized.
Ideas for Easter A pretty lyre makes an .attractive centerpiece, and is

easily constructed. Cut it out of light lumber, cover it
with white and gild the edges ; the four or five central strings to be gilt
trimming or insertion over wood or wire strips to make them stand straight.
Another poetical idea is a female figure, symbolizing spring, holding a
cornucopia. On her head should be a wreath of lilies, and protruding from
the cornucopia a wealth of new articles of jewelry. Cupids playing paste-
board mandolins are also attractive. Black velvet arches and pyramids are
always serviceable for jewelry display. A pretty rural scene of the springtime
kind may be made thus : First, paint a forest scene the size of your back-
ground. If there are two posts in the department space, put cloth around
them and paint to look like tree trunks, or use natural bark if you can get it.
From these fix tree boughs, apple or peach, and cover them with blossoms;
along the ceiling suspend fine thread and tie on to it strings of blossoms. Get
one half dozen or a dozen stuffed rabbits, and have them in the act of running
away with a chariot made from a large egg on wheels. Seated in the egg and
holding the reins should be a doll prettily dressed and wearing jewelry.

•

•
FROM THE SHOW WINDOW.

The illustration shows a window display of silverware used some time ago by Hyman, Berg dt Co., of Chicago. The small dishes are hung by fine silver wires,and the arrangement of the goods is quite attractive, The background of this window was a golden cream.
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DON'T BUY THESE RINGS
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS

I
you can get as good a selection and value from your
regular manufacturer. A well-built, heavy yet neat

boy's and lady's signet ring was the unfilled want last
season ; it will be so this Spring, unless you have a line
of which the above are but a few styles of many.

These rings are heavy, solid io K. Prices are NET.
A ring stamped J. A. assures you of perfection of work-
manship.

JULES ASCHEIM,
41 0 43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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C. G. ALFORD
MILTON P. BAGG
W. F. CARLTON
BIRD S. COLER

GEORGE E. EMITS
EDWIN S. HOOLEY
W. M. K. OLCOTT
AUGUST orrErrirErmaa
A. K. SLOAN
Lisoror.D STERN
ALVIN I.. STRASBURGER

DAVID C. TOWNSEND

LOUIS WINDMULLER

BIRD S. COLER,
President

EDWIN S. HOOLF.Y,
Vice-President

AUGUST OPPENHEIMER,

2d Vice-Pres.

C. G. ALFORD,
3d Vice-Pres.

MAURICE MAAS,
Sec'y and Treas.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer
requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-
perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their
demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that which
they are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a
transformer. NVith the Simplex all you have to do is to
press the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the
watch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automatic
switch which cannot remain closed through neglect, making
it absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,
an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,
also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, or
town, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment's
notice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosed
in a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case with
nickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a
three cell dry battery which will last for a year or more and
can be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are of
brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-
rately fitted.

And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact
the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing
twenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which we
charge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. If
it is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-
tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

E FITAGLISHED 1832

New Automatic Eyeglass Holder,
made in silver, roll-plate ;OM gold.

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD 86 STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
BEND FOR CATALOGUE

OF VALUE BOTH TO THE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE.

We offer to Jewelers, Diamond Merchants, Silversmiths and other kindred Trades, facilities 
and accommodations,

which have long been needed by the trade at large.

As a separate and additional department, we maintain a large and commodious room, ad
joining our safe deposit

premises, where you can make yourself at home, receive your mail, make use of a library 
containing almost every book

and periodical of interest to you, receive your customers all day, meet Buyers, 
Manufacturers and Jobbers, rent an

office (by the Day, Week, Month or Year) in which to exhibit your goods, and when you are 
through with your day's

business, store your merchandise in our Fire and Burglar-Proof Vaults and retire for the 
night perfectly easy as to the

safety of your valuables.

We receive your mail, and when you are not in the city forward it to you wherever 
you may direct.

Our Board of Directors is composed of men prominent in the different branches of your 
trade, and their thorough

knowledge of its requirements will be a guarantee that you will have every convenience 
and security.

The charge is only $15, and this entitles you to three admission cards, good until 
Dec. 31st, 1903, which, on appli-

cation to the Secretary, will be issued to you in the names of members of your firm 
or its approved representatives. We

not only ask you to subscribe, but request your active and valuable co-operation. 
The more Manufacturers and Jobbers

use our rooms, the more advantageous they will prove to you and the trade 
at large, and the greater the number of

buyers who will make our rooms their New York office.

BUYERS FROM THIS CITY AND FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD ARE 
HEREWITH CORDIALLY INVITED

TO MAKE THEMSELVES AT HOME, AND TO MAKE OUR OFFIC
ES THEIR OWN, FREE OF CHARGE.

The rental charge for salesrooms in which you can display your goods and 
transact your business, as you now do in

your own office, is very reasonable, depending on space occupied.

We advertise regularly in the Jewelers' Circular-Weekly, on page 
9, and through that medium notify the

Buyers of your presence at our rooms, and without charge to you. 
Also publish names of all Buyers who make

their headquarters at our rooms.

The rental charges for safes in our Safe Deposit Vaults and storage of 
trunks, etc., in our vaults,-are as low as those

of other Safe Deposit Companies, with the advantage of longer hours 
of accessibility.

The question of SEAMLESS HALF-ROUND AND FLAT BAND RINGS absolutely free from pin-holes and malleable, should inyou, and if you have been too busy to order a catalogue
Ringset Company, Boston, mass., you sle HIM do so at once, and learn of their entirely new departure in ring making, %vherehy you can make in a few moments perfect rings from new or old

Anyone can use our outfit, and make n
The catalogue tells how to use the
and illustrates fifty stylen of rings, gi
the weight of each style in seventeen 0
sizes. Our molds blocks are the only
in which any gold may be cast free
pin-holes. Our outfit costs $25.00,
with it and some nudd blocks which
fuT1111311. our customers at reasonable 11
you can make any of the illustrated ri
the complete satisfaction of your cent°
and make all the profit between thou
III,, gold and the selling price of the
We will send prepaid, on receipt of 10
a sample half-round ring mold of any
sired finger size, and casting in the
will convince you immediately of the
ticability of the outfit. Why not Inc
your profits for the year, and give
chance to help you ? We want you
customer for our mold blocks, and are
of it if you will only try our molds and
our catalogue.

Made by

RINGSET COMPAN
Boston, Mass.

OUR VAULTS OPEN AT 9 O'CLOCK A. M. AND CLOSE AT 6 O'CLOCK 
P. M.

Our burglar and fire-proof safes for storage of diamonds and 
valuables in compact packages, and safes for the

storage of Jewelers' trunks, built entirely separate from our 
General Vaults, are open and accessible at any time,

day and night (National Holidays alone excepted), from MONDAYS AT 9 O'CLOCK A. M. UNTIL SATURDAYS

AT MIDNIGHT."

If notified 12 hours before your expected arrival, late at night, we 
can, at your expense, provide an escort from the

train to our vaults. If of special importance, if notified before 6 o'clock P. M. 
Saturday, we shall even receive your

goods on Sunday.

We are ready for business and shall be glad to have you call on
 us at any time.

Very respectfully,

MAURICE MAAS, Manager.



FRINK'S PATENT REFLECTORS
Shades

No. 2628

The best shades made. They
reflect all the light there is.
Economy in shades lies in buy-
ing only the best quality. We
make nothing but the best. All
sizes and shapes.

NO. 2703

Brass Band, Plain or Embossed.

For forty years Frink's Patent Reflectors have been before the public, and are
specified by leading Architects, Engineers, Government, State and City officials, and
everywhere are used for lighting Churches, Halls, Theatres, Art Galleries, Banks,
Stores, Store Windows, Schools, Hospitals, Office Buildings, etc.

The Perfect Window Light
covers the entire window space with a brilliant, evenly diffused light, without glare in
the eyes of the onlooker, thus displaying the goods to best possible advantage.
Adopted by the finest stores in the country with the greatest success.

Patented April 20, 1897:
Feb. 21, 1899

SPECIAL SHOW CASE REFLECTOR
Handsome nickel finish. Made small and compact, for use in angles of counter

'cases, tops of show cases, etc. Used by many leading stores, and rapidly being
adopted by the more prominent stores. Specially adapted for Jewelers' show cases.

To Light Stores USE FRINK'S SECTIONAL GLASSCLUSTER REFLECTORS

which save one-third the lighting expense necessary with ordinary porcelain reflectors.
They are made to last and reflect all the light there is. The most practical fixture
made for store lighting. A large variety of styles and sizes for public and institutional
buildings generally.

Shades

NO. 2624

First Prize at the first great
American Exposition. First

Prize at the last great World's

Fair. Awarded medal at Paris

Exposition, 1900. Send for cata-

logue. All kinds of reflecting

fixtures for contracting electrical
engineers.

No. 2779

I • P. FRINK, 551 PEARL ST., NEW YORK.

ENNISON'SjEWELERS' FINDINGS
NEARLY 6o YEARS' EXPERIENCE

COMBINED WITH A

CONSTANT STRIVING FOR THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

E rwEtodASakal ;11/5pApEct
inertia

GREATER NEW YORK.

wf1iVt.,e1fEW YORK, JANUARY 21, 1903.-16 PAGES iVELINESDAY.

A jewelry firm of this city has brought suit against the Duke of Man-
chester to recover payment for a necklace of fish-skin, imitation pearls,
which they allege he ordered, but did not settle for. Her Grace was much
astonished to learn that the pearls she thought were real are bogus. The
illustration shows the Duke presenting the Duchess with the disputed gems.
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ENABLE US TO MEET

THE NEEDS OF THE MOST CRITICAL JEWELERS.

%citnioit Alarm factiiriti9, Go).
BOSTON, NEW YORR, PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, ST. LOUIS.
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Th P Duke of Manchester presenting the Duchess with the Fish-Ski
n Pearls.

An Expert is Required
to distinguish these fine fish-skin imitation Pearls

from the genuine. They have the gleam and soft

delicious lustre of the genuine—in fact to all appear-

38 ances the same in everything, except the price.

These goods are ready sellers at a good profit.

  SEND FOR A SELECTION PACKAGE.
I he top figures of tags are numbers,

and the lower figures the price EACH.

IHESE RINGS ARE GUARANTEED 10 K. GOLD.

We show here a few of the many good selling
patterns, with number and price.
An opening account should be accompanied

by reference.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF EMBLEM 
RINGS.

The top figures of tags aro miniborc,
and the lower figures the price FALti.

PRICES ARE NET,

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

Our traveling representatives are now out
with a full line of our goods. If they do not
call on you, write us for a selection package.

Manufacturer of RINGS, an

Jobber in WATCHES, DIAMONDS an JEWELRY
, 'Telephone, a4150 John.



Diamonds
Loose

Jos. Not
509 - sii_,
Cincir

FIVE SMO

1--The Chains that d
not "R 0 D's?

2—Right or wrong flu
are always of ri;

3—Reliable and Dura
"R 0 D's"

4--New Patterns are added to the
line nearly every month. "R 0 D's '

5—Kindly remember that "R 0 D's" ,10 1,
guaranteed in every Particular.

All of which resolves into one full-jeweled
Chains are the greatest chains in existence

Rodenberg 0 Dunn,183 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
New York Office, 9, IL 13 Maiden Lane.

I arch, 1903 THE KEYSTONE

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Local Trade
Condition:,

Trade has resumed its normal

condition among the local

jewelers during February. For

RETAKE

.ut.cessiuity taunched and

maintained.

Fire played havoc in Tarentum, Pa., this

month, where a large section of the business

quarter of the borough was destroyed. Included

in the list of sufferers was W. J. Spahr, a well-

known jeweler of that place. Mr. Spahr's store

was pretty well gutted, but on account of prompt

action before the flames reached him, he managed

to remove practically all of his stock from the

building and his loss will not be severe. The store

fixtures were damaged and much will have to be

replaced when the store is rebuilt.

Henry Maier, who for years has been located

at wit "

11. A. Gillespie will be in Atlantic

City for a week and will also spend a few days in

New York. P. C. Gillespie will leave the city

upon .his brother's return for a business trip to

New York. He will remain away about ten day
s.

George B. Barrett, the veteran wholesaler, of

Fifth Avenue, who has been held close to busine
ss

during the rush of the holiday season, is at pre-

sent on an enjoyable vacation trip to Jamaica an
d

the West Indies.
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The different houses that selected February

as a good time to take their inventory acted wisely,

as the active conditions that prevailed during Janu-

ary subsided, giving them ample time to look

around and fill orders to renew their stock. The

prospects for spring business are good. Already

there are people coming into town every day

awaiting the first chance of getting into Alaska.

F. S. Hodge, who went into the jewelry busi-

ness with Cross & Ware about three months ago,

recently made a trip to his old home in Detroit,

where he was married. Mr. and Mrs. Hodge will

return to live in Seattle after their wedding tour

through the Southern States.

Mr. Hurst, formerly head watchmaker for

Albert Hansen, has resigned his position and will

go to San Francisco.

W. L. Douglas has removed his optical parlors

to 14 Pike Street, and formed a partnership with

Mrs. Oren, under the firm-name of Douglas &

Oren.
Albert Mayer, of Jos. Mayer & Bros., has left

ieattle on a trip to his old home in Germany. He

ived in Frankfort-on-the-Main.

J. B. Johnson, of this city, has accepted a posi-

ion as watchmaker for Thomas J. Thomas, of

loslyn, Wash.
Fred. Jarvis, formerly in the jewelry business

:Rice Lake, Wis., was in Seattle on the third,

,oking for a location. He will locate either in

!attle or some small place near here.

J. H. Dunnaway passed through Seattle, on

s way to San Francisco, on the 28th. Mr. Dunn-

/ay was formerly with M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom,

ash.
Watchmaker Jones has resigned his position as

tchmaker for Max Hanel, of Centralia, and will

to Arizona, where he has interests in mines.

. Jones was in the jewelry business in St. Paul,

in., about fifteen years ago.

Emil Noll, with Jos. Mayer & Bros., spent a

se-days' vacation duck hunting at Lake Connor,

sh. He returned with a string of fifty, and his

iy friends were remembered.

Mrs. L. Klodt left Seattle on the 28th for a

sure trip through the Southern coast States and

Francisco.
S. C. Wheeler, formerly head salesman for

3eninghausen, has resigned his position and

leave for San Francisco in a short time.

VIrs. M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom, Wash., filed

ition in bankruptcy last month. The firm was

bt to the amount of p000, and the stock in-

d $25oo. Some San Francisco firms were the

est losers.
;. Beninghausen has removed from 807 First

ue to a larger and better location at 713-715

Avenue, where he will add a large optical

and install new fixtures. Mr. Beninghausen's

has increased very rapidly of late and he

more room.
L. Moore, of the L. L. Moore Jewelry Co.,

undergone an operation at the Providence

Hospital in this city, and is reported to be doing

very well. His many friends hope to see him

shortly.
Out-of-town jewelers who were buying in this

city last month were : H. L. Dodge, Anacortes,

Wash.; L. L. Berens, Whatcom, Wash.; Philip

Jacoby, Kalispell, Mont.; J. H. Dunnaway, What-

corn, Wash, ; P. H. Miller, Lake Connor, Wash.;

F. S. Taylor, Leavenworth, Wash.; F. C. Law-

rence, Arlington, Wash.
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Loose and Mounted.

Jos. Noterman & Co.
509 -511- 93 Race Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

FIVE SMOOTH RUNNING FACTS
1—The Chains that discolor are

not "R 0 D's."
2—Right or wrong finish makes

are always of right finish.
3—Reliable and Durable are the

"R 0 D's"

the ones that make all the trouble,

and unmakes a Chain. " R 0 D's"

Chains after which the retailer seeks.
have these qualities.

4--New Patterns are added to
line nearly every month.

5—Kindly remember that ' R
guaranteed in every part

All of which resolves into one
Chains are the greatest chains

the always complete
"R 0 D's" are leaders.
0 D's" ib 14 K. Chains are absolutely
icular.

Rodenberg 0 Dunn, 183 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.New York Office, 9, I I, 13 Maiden Lane.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

Local Trade
Conditions

Trade has resumed its normal
condition among the local
jewelers during February. For

a few days during the first half of the month dull-

ness prevailed. This was, of course, due largely

to the inclement weather and to the fact that the

annual city and borough elections created unusual

attention, somewhat to the detriment of business,

while many intending buyers from out-of-town

remained at their homes until the excitement
passed over. Aside from this feature, the condi-

tions are regarded as satisfactory and the majority

of the dealers, both wholesale and retail, claim

that the receipts will average up well for the month

compared with the same time last year.

General interest is being shown
in the coming changes in the
trade locations of Pittsburg
during the coming spring. Ex-

pirations of leases are quite numerous in all trades,

and this falls to the lot of the jeweler as well as to

the other merchant. Rents have advanced in all
sections, and while many well-established firms

have no intention of deserting Fifth Avenue just

yet, many who would have secured new locations

in that thoroughfare have turned elsewhere, be-

cause it has been proven impossible to secure suffi-

cient room except at enormous outlay and heavy
rentals. The result of this has been to create new

jewelry centers. In the retail trade, a notable in-

stance of this has been the development of Sixth

Street, where newcomers are being announced
regularly.

Changes of
Location

Talk of a Jewelers'

The possibility of organizing
a jewelers' association in Pitts-

Association burg was informally discussed
recently among several mem-

bers of the trade with some interest. That such

an organization would be beneficial was generally

conceded, but the best method of bringing the

trade together was not clearly defined. It was

stated that in the two cities of Pittsburg and Alle-

gheny there are 135 retail jewelers of established

reputation who would be eligible. In addition to

this number there are 20 wholesale concerns and 12

manufacturing concerns, all equally interested in

trade matters. This total of 167 firms and indi-

viduals would bring the membership of the asso-

ciation, could one be formed, up to at least zoo and

make it strong enough at the start to make its in-
fluence felt for the general good.

It would be impossible to mention all the pos-

sibilities that could be developed out of such an

organization, but chief among them would be
united action on the part of the trade for more
efficient police protection ; a uniform system of
credits ; a stronger social feeling among the trade
than exists to-day and a better understanding
among the many elements that are now unnecessa-
rily conflicting with each other. While nothing
tangible was done in the matter, the disposition
seeming to be in favor of a wait for a more favor-
able opportunity, the belief was that in time an
organization could be successfully launched and

maintained.

Fire played havoc in Tarentum, Pa., this
month, where a large section of the business
quarter of the borough was destroyed. Included
in the list of sufferers was W. J. Spahr, a well-
known jeweler of that place. Mr. Spahr's store
was pretty well gutted, but on account of prompt
action before the flames reached him, he managed

to remove practically all of his stock from the
building and his loss will not be severe. The store
fixtures were damaged and much will have to be
replaced when the store is rebuilt.

Henry Maier, who for years has been located
at 914 Federal Street, Allegheny, and whose jewelry
store has been familiar to the retail trade of both
cities, is disposing of his stock and expects to re-
tire from business this spring. Mr. Maier will be
missed by the trade and especially among the
older men.

James IV. Best, who has been located at tu7
Sixth Street, for some time, is arranging to move
this spring to a new store in Smithfield Street,
above Sixth Avenue. The new store is being
especially fitted up for him, and will be close to the
First Evangelical Lutheran Church, and in one of
the buildings owned by that church, secured by
the Penn grant of nearly a century ago.

The Wallace Optical Company, which has
been located at 624 Penn Avenue, will move this
spring to 642 Penn Avenue, in the same square,
and will have larger and better quarters. This
concern is feeling the effects of prosperity and is
expanding with the increasing trade that is devel-
oping under good management.

Quite an extensive contract has been given by
L. Vilsack for store fixtures for the new store of
that concern in the Farmers' Bank Building in
Fifth Avenue. The fixtures are all of a special
design and will he quite costly.

S. & B. C. Weinhaus, who have been located
at 532 Smithfield Street for some time, are expect-
ing to change their location this spring, on account
of the selling of the building they now occupy.

Goddard, Hill & Company, wholesalers, of
Fifth Avenue, are starting out their corps of travel-
ing men for the spring trade, and many have
already begun their trips. The firm has begun the
new year with a larger stock than usual.

Plans for the remodeling of the store of Gilles-
pie Brothers in the Park Building, Fifth Avenue,
are completed, and with the increased room
secured by the rental of another section of the
building, the firm will have a special diamond

salesroom, enclosed in high iron gratings and well
protected. It is the intention to place a larger
stock of diamonds than ever in this new depart-
ment, and, at the same time, a branching out in
cut-glass trade is to be made on a large scale.

Some of the smaller jewelers, whose stores are

in Penn Avenue and within the section that has been

gradually filling up with foreign mill laborers, are
having troubles of their own. During the past few
week several attempts have been made by foreign

roustabouts to rob these stores in true " brigand"

style. As one instance, two men entered the store

of M. Friedman and asked to see some watches.
Several were shown them, and finally one was

selected and calmly put in the pocket of the visi-

tors. Both of them started hurriedly out and had

gone some distance before the astonished Mr.

Friedman realized their intentions. Police aid was

summoned and both were run down and arrested.
During the quiet season a number of the

prominent members of the trade expect to take

brief vacations. A. A. Gillespie will be in Atlantic

City for a week and will also spend a few days in

New York. P. C. Gillespie will leave the city

upon .his brother's return for a business trip to

New York. He will remain away about ten days.
George B. Barrett, the veteran wholesaler, of

Fifth Avenue, who has been held close to business

during the rush of the holiday season, is at pre-

sent on an enjoyable vacation trip to Jamaica and

the West Indies.
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The different houses that selected February

as a good time to take their inventory acted wisely,

as the active conditions that prevailed during Janu-

ary subsided, giving them ample time to look

around and fill orders to renew their stock. The

prospects for spring business are good. Already

there are people coming into town every day

awaiting the first chance of getting into Alaska.

F. S. Hodge, who went into the jewelry busi-

ness with Cross & Ware about three months ago,

recently made a trip to his old home in Detroit,

where he was married. Mr. and Mrs. Hodge will

return to live in Seattle after their wedding tour

through the Southern States.

Mr. Hurst, formerly head watchmaker for
Albert Hansen, has resigned his position and will

go to San Francisco.
W. L. Douglas has removed his optical parlors

to 114 Pike Street, and formed a partnership with

Mrs. Oren, under the firm-name of Douglas &
Oren.

Albert Mayer, of Jos. Mayer & Bros., has left
Seattle on a trip to his old home in Germany. He
lived in Frankfort-on-the-Main.

J. B. Johnson, of this city, has accepted a posi-
tion as watchmaker for Thomas J. Thomas, of

Roslyn, Wash.
Fred. Jarvis, formerly in the jewelry business

at Rice Lake, Wis., was in Seattle on the third,
looking for a location. He will locate either in
Seattle or some small place near here.

J. H. Dunnaway passed through Seattle, on

his way to San Francisco, on the 28th. Mr. Dunn-

away was formerly with M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom,

Wash.
Watchmaker Jones has resigned his position as

watchmaker for Max Hanel, of Centralia, and will
go to Arizona, where he has interests in mines.
Mr. Jones was in the jewelry business in St. Paul,

Minn., about fifteen years ago.
Emil Noll, with Jos. Mayer & Bros., spent a

three-days' vacation duck hunting at Lake Connor,
Wash. He returned with a string of fifty, and his
many friends were remembered.

Mrs. L. Klodt left Seattle on the 28th for a
pleasure trip through the Southern coast States and
San Francisco.

S. C. Wheeler, formerly head salesman for
G. Beninghausen, has resigned his position and
will leave for San Francisco in a short time.

Mrs. M. E. Taylor, of Whatcom, \rash., filed
a petition in bankruptcy last month. The firm was
in debt to the amount of p000, and the stock in-
voiced $2500. Some San Francisco firms were the
heaviest losers.

G. Beninghausen has removed from 807 First
Avenue to a larger and better location at 713-715
First Avenue, where he will add a large optical
parlor and install new fixtures. Mr. Beninghausen's
trade has increased very rapidly of late and he
needs more room.

L. L. Moore, of the L. L. Moore Jewelry Co.,
has undergone an operation at the Providence
Hospital in this city, and is reported to be doing
very well. His many friends hope to see himn
shortly.

Out-of-town jewelers who were buying in this
city last month were : H. L. Dodge, Anacortes,
Wash.; L. I. Berens, Whatcom, Wash.; Philip
Jacoby, Kalispell, Mont.; J. H. Dutinaway, What-
com, Vash, ; P. H. Miller, Lake Connor, Wash.;
F. S. Taylor, Leavenworth, Wash.; F. C. Law-
rence, Arlington, Wash.
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The Giant in Quality
of

in 
Collar Buttons 

Sales

One Million Five Hundred

Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

W ? 
B ecause of their 

CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST

AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
• CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from "Printers' ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolinast er now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz St Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that, is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KR1EMENTZ it CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. 8c ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

702

42 752

I,arge line of Stock Badges and Class Pins,
also Class Pins and Badges to order,
any design, any metal.

Catalogue to Wholesale and Manufacturing Track.

F. H. NOBLE & CO• 9

New York Office : 103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.5l53 Maiden Lane.

Manufacturers of Jewelers' Findings, Photo. COLD AND
Frames, Badges, Class Pins and the celebrated SILVER SOLDERS.

The reJap 99 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quick
sellers. 1. would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.
Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto, Manufacturing jeweler

Rooms I. 2 and 3, 17;2, S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

RELIABLEWe do 

Silver-Plating
and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making newbroken or melted off, the same as new. 
parts to match the old ones,

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.,
A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.

Detroit, Mich., Letter

TI-IE KEYSTONES

Trade conditions continue to appear very

satisfactory despite the very severe weather that

February brought us. Preparations for the Easter

season have been on for some time, and the con-

sensus of opinion is that this season will eclipse all

previous ones. A number of new and attractive

spring novelties are being shown by the dealers,

who are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the

spring season.
The fact that no failures of any importance

have been reported this year in this territory,

speaks well for the healthy condition of the jewelry

and optical trades in general.

The Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association has

made rapid strides towards placing itself before

the trade in this locality and a steady increase in

the membership is expected.

John Hellerich, Jr., son of John Hellerich, the

well-known Michigan Avenue jeweler, met a sud-

den and untimely death by accidentally taking

poison for toothache drops. Mr. Hellerich was

employed by Roehm & Son at the time of his un-

fortunate death. THE KEYSTONE wishes to ex-

tend its sympathy to the bereaved family.

Frederich Flachsmann has opened a retail

jewelry store on Gratiot Avenue, Detroit.

Geo. E. Flint, the popular jeweler, of Carson

City, Mich., was a welcome visitor in this market

last month. Mr. Flint expressed himself as highly

pleased with his visit, and stated that in the future

he would make more frequent trips to Detroit.

W. D. Begrow has purchased Mr. Lefurgey's

interest in the firm of Begrow & Lefurgey's, of

Meade, Mich., and will continue the business as

before.
Albert Schaub, one of the best known jewelers

of Detroit, will shortly move and occupy a very

prominent corner store. New and elegant fixtures

will be built, and when completed Mr. Schaub will

be the possessor of one of the finest stores in

the city.
Frank Dyer, of Caro, Mich., has been down

with a severe attack of the grip. It is reported,

however, that he is slowly recovering. A speedy

and ultimate recovery is hoped for.

S. M. Cooley, of Mayville, is fitting up a new

branch store at Kingston, Mich. He also has one

at Clifford and North Branch. Mr. Cooley is a

small man, but a hustler. His daughter, who is a

watchmaker (and a good one), has charge of the

store at North Branch.

R. G. Allison, of St. Johns, Mich., recently took

a trip to New Orleans and was absent for about

two weeks. Mr. Allison was greatly benefited by

the trip, which was one of recreation and pleasure.

At the annual meeting of the Detroit Credit

Men's Association which was held recently, W. C.

Noack, of the firm of Noack & Gorenflo, was

unanimously elected as the Detroit Credit Men's

Association's member to the joint committee of

this association and the Merchants' and Manufac-

turers' Exchange. This is the most important

office within the gift of the Detroit Credit Men's

Association. This position is one of honor and

trust and comes to Mr. Noack unsolicited.

R. H. Bedford, of Greenville, Mich., has sold

his stock and fixtures to H. L. Backer. Mr. Bed-

ford will move to Philadelphia, Pa.

E. V. Allison, of Pontiac, was a welcome

visitor in this market recently.

Koester & Mathauer is the name of a new firm

which will shortly launch into the jobbing jewelry

business in Detroit. The new firm will act as

manufacturers' agents. Mr. Koester is an old

jewelry salesman in this locality. He formerly

was associated with the firm of Kennedy & Koes-

ter, of this city.
William Windisch, who has been in the em-

ploy of Noack & Gorenflo for a number of years,

has severed his connection with that firm and has

associated himself with his father in a new enter-

prise.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

The State of
Trade

The heavy rainfall here and all

over the State is responsible for

a general trade inactivity. Farm-

ing operations have, of course, been interfered with,

and owing to the deepness of the roads even travel

has been impeded. What was looked upon by the

more cynical ones as an overwhelimg climax to the

depression, came in the nature of a heavy snow-

storm, which made communication by telephone

and telegraph an impossibility. Thoughtful ob-

servers were not perturbed by this atmospherical

development, for, as they anticipated, the sun has

once again made his appearance and there is now

a prospect of a more genial sky. Spring purchas-

ing has necessarily been retarded, but, as at this

writing the season is not far advanced, there is

reason to hope that within the next few weeks there

will be a general trade reanimation, or at least a

considerable improvement upon hitherto sluggish

conditions.
W. M. S. Crowley, who has been located at

Atlas, Texas, has been removed to Roxton, where

he is doing a good business.

During the middle of January the store of

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was broken into and

robbed of several watches, rings and other articles

amounting to about $75. No clue was discovered

as to who the robbers were.

C. M. Clarke, of Ennis, was a welcome visitor

in our local wholesale markets last month.

W. B. Crowder, of Kemp, Texas, was a recent

buyer in our markets.

E. I. Pittman, of Ennis, Texas, was a caller

last month. Mr. Pittman was on a citizens' com-

mittee to attend a meeting in Dallas in regard to

securing a Presbyterian University for his city.

J. A. Harris, who has been working for

E. Wild, of Tyler, for some time, has resigned his

position.
L. S. Smith, of Hereford, Texas, was burned

out the early part of last month and lost all of his

tools and fixtures, but saved most of his jewel
ry

stock. Mr. Smith has reopened for business.

Gus. Fredericks, of Sweeney & Fredericks, of

Houston, died recently. Mr. Sweeney expects to

continue the business.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, Texas, was a

recent caller on the local jobbing trade.

W. H. Sherrell, manager of the Red Cross

Jewelry Co., of Royse, was a buyer in this market

recently. Mr. Sherrell reports a superabundance

of rain in his place with resulting trade dullness.

J. A. Medlock, of Lewisville, was in the city

recently.
R. L. Clemmons, who has been working for

W. B. lame, of Gainesville, for some time, has

resigned his position.

E. R. Smith, of E. R. Smith & Bro., of

McGregor, who were burned out several weeks

ago, was in Dallas recently, looking for some

fixtures to equip another store. Mr. Smith expects

to be ready for business in a short time.
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E. S. Smith, of Sherman, had a very successful

auction sale recently, disposing of a large part of

his stock. Mr. Smith expects to sell out and retire

from the jewelry business at Sherman.

The Benninger Jewelry Co., of Cleburne, was

represented in the local markets recently by its

manager, T. H. Benninger.

Claude Riggs, watchmaker for Ely & Sons, of

Sherman, paid Dallas a visit recently.

J. W. Witt, of Rockdale, who has been work-

ing for Hill & Co., of that place, has resigned and

opened up for himself at Milford, Texas.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, Texas, was in the

city recently on a buying trip.

Mrs. Susie E. Bucher, wife of J. N. Bucher, of

Hillsboro, Texas, died on the evening of February

4th. Much sympathy is felt for her bereaved

husband.
Merce Walker, of Waxahachie, was a welcome

visitor in the markets recently. Mr. Walker has

just gotten up from a six-weeks' spell of sickness.

J. A. Harris has bought the jewelry stock of

J. L. Rrppetoe, of Waxahachie, and has opened up

a very nice store.
B. B. Case, of Comanche, Ind. Ter., was

burned out last month.
T. E. Harwell, who has hitherto been doing a

retail jewelry business at Milford, has removed to

Lampasas, where he expects to open a store.

W. H. Gumm and wife, of Van Alstyne, visited

the local market last month. Mr. Gumin reports

business at a standstill, owing to the condition of

the " black waxy " roads.
G. W. Witherspoon, of Trenton, has had an

auction sale.
J. H. Howard, of Comanche, Ind. Ter., was

burned out the latter part of the month. His loss

was not very heavy, however

W. T. Morehead, of Sulphur Springs, has been

on the sick list for some time.

There has been a new firm organized at Cisco,

the style of which is the Platt Jewelry Co. T. A.

Armstrong, who has hitherto been working for

J. J. Martin & Co., is one of the firm, being man-

ager of the repair department.

Other visitors in Dallas recently were the fol-

lowing : J. M. Grogan, Arlington ; J. W. Witt,

Milford ; J. N. Bucher, Hillsboro ; G. W. Wither-

spoon, Trenton ; F. E. Yantis, Sulphur Springs.

Effect of the Use of Science

In a recent issue of the Journal of the British

Society of Arts some striking examples of the effect

of the use of science in German factories are given.

In 1840 fully 154,000 tons of beet root were crushed,

from which 3000 tons of raw sugar were produced

—about 5 per cent. In 186o i,000,000 tons were

treated, and produced 128,000 tons of sugar-8 per

cent. Last year 12,000,000 were crushed and

yielded 1,500,000 tons of raw sugar-13 per cent.

This increase of quantity, as well as percentage of

product, is due entirely to scientific treatment.

The production of dry colors, chemicals and dyes

in Germany shows a corresponding increase in

production and dividend-paying capacity, which is

due to the constant maintenance of laboratories of

trained scientists, whose only purpose is to improve

and cheapen processes.

"Enclosed find $1.00 for The Keystone. Cannot
keep house without it."—S. F. Kaufman, Jeweler,
Attica, Ohio.
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ASTER, commercially considered, is yearly growing in
importance to the merchant, and to none does this fact bring
more gratification than to the jeweler. No other benefits so

materially from the fad of present-giving, and it is to his interest,
of course, to cultivate the custom so that the Easter gift may
ultimately become as well-established and commercially fruitful
as its Christmas analogue. To stimulate public interest in the
commercial aspect of Easter there are two effective means

, available to the jeweler—advertising and window decoration—
and for window trimming not even Christmas itself affords such

facilities for attractive designing. Of the Easter window trims that especially
caught our fancy in recent years, one of the most effective was the arch and
pillars with the words " Easter," " Easter Greeting," or simply " Greeting,"
effectively displayed on the arch. Gold letters on a white background are
very effective. After dark the most striking way to display the words is by
electric light after the manner of the electric signs now so much used,
especially in the larger towns and cities. The pillars can be easily con-
structed of boxes or boards, and appropriately draped in white and gold,
purple, or other color that will aid, or at least not detract from, the brilliancy
of the goods. Smilax or green vines can be used for the decoration of the
pillars, and flowers can be used in profusion. Pots of azalea between the
pillars or placed on short pedestals are appropriate and tasteful.

It is customary with some jewelers at this season to
attempt elaborate religious displays. This is not alto-
gether advisable, for the reason that the religious suscept-
ibilities of many people are offended at what they deem
an attempt to utilize religion for the purpose of gain.

This is a view on which opinions differ, however, judging from the popularity
of religious displays with all classes of traders. But as long as there is any
possibility of giving offence it is to the interest of the storekeeper to eschew
displays of a pronouncedly religious character. Of course, it must not be
inferred that the religious feature should be totally eliminated, but in our
judgment the use of the Sacred Tomb, the Cross, etc., should be dispensed
with. The religious spirit of the season may find inoffensive expression in
a display representing angels ringing joy bells, and for this idea the arch
design above referred to is well adapted. The bells may be constructed of
barrel-hoops, or a wire frame, covered with plaster of paris, and, if advi-
sable, painted with gold bronze. To add to the effect the jeweler may
borrow a pair of seraphs at an art store and place one on each side on the

Religious Sym-
bolism and the
Show Window

GOLD r RINGS
floor of the window, each holding a cord suspended from the bells as if in
the act of tolling them. Other embellishments may be added and goods set
forth so as to receive the ample share of attention which the trimmer should
contrive to insure for them at every stage of his work.

There is no scarcity of seasonable features and catchy
Great Wealth of symbols for the Easter window. Rabbits, eggs, chickens,

flowers, etc., are at the service of the trimmer. A center-
piece which has done effective service consists of a

number of clean broken eggshells from which watches, rings and other gold
jewelry are being hatched in lieu of the orthodox chicken. Instead of a
number of real eggshells, one monster broken shell with a miscellaneous lot
of pretty articles protruding from it may be used. If the jeweler has a link
motor which would enable him to have the large egg opening and closing
automatically, so much the better. In this case the most attractive contents
for the shell would be a large lady doll, handsomely dressed and richly and
lavishly adorned with jewelry of the latest style. The large egg may be
constructed after the manner of the bell of wire or barrel hoops, covered
with pasteboard, plaster of paris or white satin. The shell may also be
counterfeited by an application of carpenter's glue to tissue paper. If the
legend of the goose and the golden egg be used, the shell can be gold painted.

Limitless, indeed, are the ideas for Easter trims. Flowers,
Miscellaneous birds, nature, music—almost everything can be utilized.

A pretty lyre makes an .attractive centerpiece, and is
easily constructed. Cut it out of light lumber, cover it

with white and gild the edges ; the four or five central strings to be gilt
trimming or insertion over wood or wire strips to make them stand straight.
Another poetical idea is a female figure, symbolizing spring, holding a
cornucopia. On her head should be a wreath of lilies, and protruding from
the cornucopia a wealth of new articles of jewelry. Cupids playing paste-
board mandolins are also attractive. Black velvet arches and pyramids are
always serviceable for jewelry display. A pretty rural scene of the springtime
kind may be made thus : First, paint a forest scene the size of your back-
ground. If there are two posts in the department space, put cloth around
them and paint to look like tree trunks, or use natural bark if you can get it.
From these fix tree boughs, apple or peach, and cover them with blossoms;
along the ceiling suspend fine thread and tie on to it strings of blossoms. Get
one half dozen or a dozen stuffed rabbits, and have them in the act of running
away with a chariot made from a large egg on wheels. Seated in the egg and
holding the reins should be a doll prettily dressed and wearing jewelry.

Easter Symbols

Ideas for Easter

FROM THE SHOW WINDOW.
Tho illustration shows a window display of silverware used some time ago by Hyman, Berg & Co., of (II wag The small dishes are hung by tine silver wires,and. the arrangement of the goods is quite attractive. The background of this window was a golden cream.

(328)



TIGHT BINDING

a581-8.1.0u

aN17-86.00

DON'T BUY THESE RINGS
Ip you can get as good a selection and value from your1 regular manufacturer. A well-built, heavy yet neat

boy's and lady's signet ring was the unfilled want last

season ; it will be so this Spring, unless you have a line

of which the above are but a few styles of many.
These rings are heavy, solid io K. Prices are NET.

A ring stamped J. A. assures you of perfection of work-

manship.

a5S71::—., 1.75 R586-81.75

a565--81.75 a567—$1.75

;,583—$2.25

a5853-1, 75 a566%--$1.75

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer
requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-
perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their

demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that which

they are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a

transformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is to

press the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the

watch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automatic
switch which cannot remain closed through neglect, making

it absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,

an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,

also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, or

town, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment's

notice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosed

in a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case with

nickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a

three cell dry battery which will last for a year or more and

can be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are of

brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-

rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact

the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing

twenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which we

charge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. If

it is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-

tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

New Automatic Eyeglass Holder,
made in silver, roll-plate and gold.

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE "E"

The questi°n " SEAMLESS HALF-ROUND AND FLAT BAND RING

144 143 154

S absolutely free from pin-holes and malleable, should inte
you, and if you have been too busy to order a catalogue fs

Ringset Company, Boston, Mass., you should do so at once, and learn of their entirely new departure in ring making, whereby you can mak
e in a few moments perfect rings from new or old $01

Anyone can use our outfit, and make nip
The catalogue tells how to use the out
and illustrates fifty styles of rings, gil.
the weight of each style in seventeen fin
sizes. Our molds blocks are the only me
in which any gold may be cast foe In
pin-holes. Our outfit costs $25.00,
with it and some mold blocks which
furnish our customers at reasonable lip
YOU can make any of the Illustrated ping
the complete satisfaction of your cu-tom
and make all the profit between the cost
the gold and the selling price of the ri
We will send prepaid, on receipt of OM
a sample half-round ring mold of any
sired finger size, and casting in the m
will convince you inunediately of the p
ticability of the outfit. Why not inc
your profits for the year, and give us
chance to help you? We want you g§
customer for our mold blocks, and ltre eu

of it if you will only try our molds and re
our catalogue.

,

,u /0/ ill —11W1

Made by

DIRECTORS

C. G. ALFORD
MILTON P. SAGO
W. P. CARLTON
BIRD S. COLER
GEORGE E. FAME
EDWIN S. HOOLEY
NV. M. IC. OLCOTT
AUGUST OPPENHEIMER
A. K. SLOAN
LEOPOLD STERN
ALVIN L. STRASBURORR
DAVID C. TOWNSEND
LOWS W INDMULLER

Maiden Lane Safe Deposit Co.
170 Broadway,

New York.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
OF VALUE BOTH TO THE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE.

OFFICERS

Bow S. Cowl,
President

EDWIN S. HOOLE V.
Vice-President

AUGUST OPPENII
2d Vice-Pres.

C. G. ALFORD,
:id Vice-Pres.

MAURICE MAAS,
Sec'y and Treas.

We offer to Jewelers, Diamond Merchants, Silversmiths and other kindred Tr
ades, facilities and accommodations,

which have long been needed by the trade at large.

As a separate and additional department, we maintain a large and commodious 
room, adjoining our safe deposit

premises, where you can make yourself at home, receive your mail, make use of a 
library containing almost every book

and periodical of interest to you, receive your customers all day, meet 
Buyers, Manufacturers and Jobbers, rent an

office (by the Day, Week, Month or Year) in which to exhibit your goods, and
 when you are through with your day's

business, store your merchandise in our Fire and Burglar=Proof Vaults
 and retire for the night perfectly easy as to the

safety of your valuables.

We receive your mail, and when you are not in the city forward it to you 
wherever you may direct.

Our Board of Directors is composed of men prominent in the different branches of
 your trade, and their thorough

knowledge of its requirements will be a guarantee that you will have every
 convenience and security.

The charge is only $15, and this entitles you to three admission cards, 
good until Dec. 31St, 1903, which, on appli-

cation to the Secretary, will be issued to you in the names of members 
of your firm or its approved representatives. We

not only ask you to subscribe, but request your active and valuable co-o
peration. The more Manufacturers and Jobbers

use our rooms, the more advantageous they will prove to you and 
the trade at large, and the greater the number of

buyers who will make our rooms their New York office.

BUYERS FROM THIS CITY AND FROM ALL OVER THE WORL
D ARE HEREWITH CORDIALLY INVITED

TO MAKE THEMSELVES AT HOME, AND TO MAKE OUR 
OFFICES THEIR OWN, FREE OF CHARGE.

The rental charge for salesrooms in which you can display your 
goods and transact your business, as you now do in

your own office, is very reasonable, depending on space occupied.

We advertise regularly in the Jewelers' Circular-Weekly
, on page 9, and through that medium notify the

Buyers of your presence at our rooms, and without charge
 to you. Also publish names of all Buyers who make

their headquarters at our rooms.

The rental charges for safes in our Safe Deposit Vaults and stor
age of trunks, etc., in our vaults,.are as low as those

of other Safe Deposit Companies, with the advantage of longer 
hours of accessibility.

OUR VAULTS OPEN AT 9 O'CLOCK A. M. AND CLOSE AT 6 
O'CLOCK P. M.

Our burglar and fire-proof safes for storage of diamonds and valuables in 
compact packages, and safes for the

storage of Jewelers' trunks, built entirely separate from 
our General Vaults, are open and accessible at any t

ime,

day and night (National Holidays alone excepted), fro
m MONDAYS AT 9 O'CLOCK A. M. UNTIL SATURDAYS

AT MIDNIGHT."

If notified 12 hours before your expected arrival, late at nigh
t, we can, at your expense, provide an escort from 

the

train to our vaults. If of special importance, if notified before 6 o'clock P. 
M. Saturday, we shall even receive your

goods on Sunday.

We are ready for business and shall be glad to have you
 call on us at any time.

Very respectfully,

MAURICE MAAS, Manager.



FRINK'S PATENT REFLECTORS

Shades
For forty years Frink's Patent Reflectors have been before the public, and are

specified by leading Architects, Engineers, Government, State and City officials, and

everywhere are used for lighting Churches, Flails, Theatres, Art Galleries, Banks,

Stores, Store Windows, Schools, Hospitals, Office Buildings, etc.

The Perfect Window Light

NV° Irti
DITION FOR

at,

umlaut
Shades

covers the entire window space with a brilliant, evenly diffused light, without glare in
the eyes of the onlooker, thus displaying the goods to best possible advantage.

Adopted by the finest stores in the country with the greatest success.

No. 2628

, . .
ilavynr- 711.111f1-4112.1

N 

GREATER NEW YORK.

—NEW YORK, JANUARY 2.1, 1903.-16 PAGES., WEDNESDAY,

Imitation Pearls Worn by Nobility
A jewelry firm of this city has brought suit against the Duke of Man-

chester to recover payment for a necklace of fish-skin, imitation pearls,
which they allege he ordered, but did not settle for. Her Grace was much
astonished to learn that the pearls she thought were real are bogus. The
illustration shows the Duke presenting the Duchess with the disputed gems.

The best shades made. They
reflect all the light there is.

Economy in shades lies in buy-
ing only the best quality. We

make nothing but the best. All

sizes and shapes.

Patented April 20, 1897;
Feb. 21, 1899

SPECIAL SHOW CASE REFLECTOR
Handsome nickel finish. Made small and compact, for use in angles of counter

Cases, tops of show cases, etc. Used by many leading stores, and rapidly being
adopted by the more prominent stores. Specially adapted for Jewelers' show cases.

No. 2703

To Light USEStores  FCRLI UN SKT' SE RS ERCETFILOENCAL GR SI A S S

No. 2624

First Prize at the first great

American Exposition. First

Prize at the last great World's

Fair. Awarded medal at Paris

Exposition, 1900. Send for cata-

logue. All kinds of reflecting

fixtures for contracting electrical

engineers.

.too4-
4-.75

which save one-third the lighting expense necessary with ordinary porcelain reflectors.
They are made to last and reflect all the light there is. The most practical fixture

made for store lighting. A large variety of styles and sizes for public and institutional
buildings generally.

Brass Band, Plain or Embossed.

No. 2779

I. P. FRINK, 551 PEARL ST., NEW YORK.

ENNISON'SjEWELERS' FINDINGS
NEARLY 60 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

COMBINED WITH A

CONSTANT STRIVING FOR THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

vitosoNtimcooa•missordliPARIte.,
EXCELSIOR

WATCH PAPEn.

ENABLE US TO 1N1EET

THE NEEDS OF THE MOST CRITICAL JEWELERS.

BOSTON, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, ST. LOUIS.

-

The top figures of tags are numbers,
and the lower figures tie price EACH.

THESE RINGS ARE GUARANTEED 10 K. GOLD.

NVe show here a few of the many good selling
patterns, with number and price.
An opening account should he accompanied

by reference.

Thf. Duke of Manchester presenting the Duchess with the Fish-Skin Pe
arls.

An Expert is Required
to distinguish these fine fish-skin imitation Pearls

from the genuine. They have the gleam and soft

delicious lustre of the genuine—in fact to all appear-

ances the same in everything, except the price.

These goods ire ready sellers at a good profit.

SEND FOR A SELECTION PACKAGE.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF EMBLEM RINGS.

L. W. RUBENSTEIN,
titirrw,""

'111,06 1'6,1111%111m' ‘1,
t ,

•

Manufacturer of RINGS, an

Jobber in WATCHES, DIAMONDS an JEWELRY,

The top figures of fags are nunil■erq,
and the lower figures the price IAC.

PRICES ARE NET,

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

Our traveling representatives are now out
with a full line of our goods. If they do not
call on you, write us for a selection package.

54 Maiden Lane, New York City.
Telephone, 3480 John.



THE MILLER JEWELRY CO
MAKERS OF FINE GOLD JEWELRY.

5th & Elm,

•9 CINCINNATI
IMPORTERS OF DIAMONDS.

Af few of the

Buffalo
Spring Specials

1-land=Made P. 0. E. Charms.
Eagles are beautifully chased. All emblems enameled in bright, true colors. Seeing is believing. Send for selection package of

CHARMS, Rings, Lapel Buttons, Cuff Buttons, Stick Pins. Exclusive designs. Patents applied for.

Spring is rushing on you, so is the

Buffalo with the most fascinating

line of rings that ever tempted

the taste of ring wearers. The Buffalo is the strength of the

ring market, symbolizing standard quality, beauty of design)

security of construction.

Let us send you a package containing a liberal assortment

from which to make selections for Spring ring stock.

HEINTZ BROS., m=s, BUFFALO, N.Y.



THE MILLER JEWELRY CO•9 
5th 0 Elm,

CINCINNATI
MAKERS OF FINE GOLD JEWELRY. IMPORTERS OF DIAMONDS.

,40

J c:;,' of the

B100

,S'pring Specials

[ gj

•

Iland=1Viade F. 0. E. Charms.
CO ‘14 r 4 lt.44,42,41&Q,

I lylcs tr kiut ilWv clusetl. All cinblcins enainelcd in bright, true colors. oL, i Ii !IL,. Send ha- selection package of
CHARMS, Rings, Lapel Buttons, Cull Buttons, Stick Pins. 1:x,itism• ,Iisigns. Patents ,ipplied for.

Spring is rushing on you, so is the

Buffalo with the most fascinating

line of rings that ever tempted

the taste of ring wearers. The Buifilo is the strength of the

ring market, symbolizing standard quality, beauty of design,

security of construction.

Let us send you a package containing a liberal assortment

from NV111C11 to make selections for Spring ring stock.

HEINTZ BROS., m=s, BUFFALO, N.Y.



How to Hold Gold Jobs for
Milling

Article No. 29 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of Tux KEYSTONE.

Et..c4.1]
LAMPS or devices for holding pieces

to be milled can be arranged in a

great variety of ways. A very simple

and efficient method is shown at Fig. 1. It

is composed of several parts, which we will

proceed to describe in detail. The part A,

Fig. 1

le .4

Fig. 2

shown separate at Fig. 2, can be made either

of cast iron or brass, and should be about Yi."

thick, as shown in Fig. 2, and 34" wide, as

shown in Fig. 3, which is an end .

view of Fig. 2. It is 2" between

the arms A' A", and 3A" deep, as

seen in Fig. 2. This piece is se-

cured to the vertical slide B, of 
Fig. 3

the milling device, with two strong screws.

This piece C (shown separate at Fig 4), can

also be made of iron or

Fig. 4

brass. An end view of

Fig. 4, as if seen in the

direction of the arrow J,

is shown at Fig. 5.
As seen in Fig. 5, this piece is 0" thick,

and Vs" deep. The end C" is cylindrical

and made as large as we can turn up

on the end of the piece C'. This

round part of C" goes through A', as

shown in Fig. I, where it is clamped

by the screwf. The pointed screw D serves

the double purpose of a center on which the

piece C can swing, and also as an opposite

support from the bearing C". We must

next provide a pair of jaws for holding pieces

to be milled. It is to be understood these

jaws perform in effect the functions of a

small vise.

Fig. 5

Any Angle 

The space between the arms

How to Mill to C' C", Fig. 4, is about

and we can make our vise

jaws this width. To get

these up we take a piece of soft steel about

A" thick, and cut out two pieces yi"

Square. One of these pieces of steel, seen

flatwise, is shown at F, Fig. 6. These

two pieces form the two jaws of the

holding vise. These pieces are nicely

flattened and put flatwise together, and

three h oles drilled
through them, as shown
at d d e, Fig. 6. The
holes shown at d d
should be about

and the hole at e about -1137f" in diameter. At

Fig. 7 we show an edge view of Fig. 6, seen

in the direction of the arrow o. Through

the central hole e goes the clamping screw e,

as shown in Fig. 7. Through the holes d d,

Fig. 6, go steel guide pins, which are also

shown in Fig. 7. These screws are fast to

the outer, or loose jaw F', but move freely
in the holes in the jaw F, which is attached

to C. The idea is, the pins d serve to hold the

jaws F F' nearly parallel. We show at

Fig. 8 a vertical section of a
portion of Fig. 7 (magnified)

to more perfectly explain how

the pins d are arranged. The
nut 1, is about IV by 0" in

diameter. The jaws are re-

cessed a little to allow the nut h to retire into

them when the jaws F F' are brought close

together. The edge of the nuts Is are milled

and protrude a trifle beyond the edge of the

jaws F, so they can be readily turned. The

screws d d are hardened and tempered to a

light violet color, and are firmly screwed into

the movable jaw F'.
It may not be amiss to de-

Hints on scribe in detail how such a
Construction job can be done expedi-

tiously. We first cut the

screw d of equal size from end to end, then

reduce the size of one end by clasping it a

little tighter in the screw plate. This will be

understood by inspecting

Fig. 9, where k represents

the reduced end—in fact it

is a screw of the same pitch

as the rest of threads, but two or three one-

thousandths of an inch less in diameter than

the main portion of the screw. The screw d

is tried into the hole where it is to go and

found to be a proper "tight fit," after which

it is hardened.
The jaws P F, after being perfectly

fitted, are also hardened and ground dead flat

on a roughened glass slab. The screw e is

shown separate at Fig. to,

and is turned out of steel so

Fig, to as to leave a good-sized
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Fig. 6 Fig. 7

Fig. 8

A :t

Fig. 9

head, into which we drill holes o admit a pin

for turning it so as to clamp any piece to be

milled securely. This screw should also be

hardened and tempered. It will be readily

understood that by means of the screws d d

the jaws can be set some distance apart and

be preserved parallel while the screw e clamps

the job firm.
The holes shown at Fig. 8, are for screws

with counter-sunk heads, which securely

attach the jaw F to the yoke or swing

piece C.
We have now a very complete holder

for any flat work we wish to mill. The ver-

tical slide described in our last article moves

the.job up and down, and the traverse screws

of the slide rest affords us two horizontal

motions, and any job we have between the

jaws .F F' can be turned to mill to any angle

by revolving the round portion of the yoke

C" in the bearing A', where it is clamped

by the screw J. Flattened gold wire can be

milled to a V shape, or grooved and chan-

neled out to almost any form. Sometimes we

can soft solder a gold job to be milled to a

piece of brass for the convenience of holding,

the soft solder being readily removed by

immersing in a hot solution of perchloride

of iron.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

" Light for Students"

A New Treatise on Geometrical and Physical Optics

On the principle that it is the function of the

optician to " treat light " all workers in the optical

field, will be interested in a new treatise entitled

" Light for Students," by Edwin Edser, a distin-

guished English scientist and author. The work,

which is published by the MacMillan Co., New

York, is very exhaustive, containing 580 pages

and 306 illustrations. It is intended to meet the

requirements of students who wish to obtain an

accurate and comprehensive knowledge of geome-

trical and physical optics. There are twenty chap-

ters in all, the first ten dealing with geometrical

optics and the remaining ten chapters to the devel-

opment of the wave theory of light. The chapters

dealing with reflection, refraction, chromatic aber-

ration, the eye, lenses, optical instruments and

appliances, velocity of light, vibration, the wave

theory, etc., have a direct bearing on the work of

the optician, and make the book of great practical

value to him. The mathematical investigations

are made as simple as possible; and the whole

treatise is an admirable one for the student. It

can be had from THE KEYSTONE office on receipt

of the publisher's price, one dollar.
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POPE LEO XIII. SOUVENIR SPOON
FAC-SIMILE OE' LEO XIII. ON HANDLE.

NO COLLECTION OF SPOONS WILL BE COMPLETE WITHOUT THIS. ENDORSED BY EVERYBODY.

In addition to our Spoon Line are Muff Holders, Boa Chains, Lorgnette
Chains, Bracelets, Buckles, Sash Pins, Hat Pins, etc.—just the
things to replenish stock for spring trade. Also full line Sterling Match
Boxes, Cigar Cutters, Scissors, Pocket Knives, etc.

Codding c Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.

****NNW* *
New York Office- Chas. Van Ness, II Maiden Lane.

*KMONNN§ON*KNNN* *

Ask Your Jobber For

Wightman &

Hough Co.

LOCKETS
soV■sasoreisaIrsts/horishilTaol

Acknowledged Everywhere
to be the

Standard Article

Look for Trade-Mark:

Illustrated Booklet will be mailed
upon request.

No. 414 Wall Case.
will, side Sliding Doors. INinde

Price :
$40.00. 8-fl .,1=4s.00. 10_11 ,

JEWELERS' CATALOGUE No. 34,
size io x 14, our latest styles of

Jewelers' Fixtures,
WALL CASES, FLOOR CASES,
SCREENS, PARTITIONS.
TABLES and CASES,

will be sent for three two-cent stamps.

Write for circulars of Our Latest Floor
Case, the X-RAY.

We carry same in lengths of 4 to 12 feet
in stock.

No. 14, our 84-page Catalogue, sent free.

Tlie Quiticu ShOW Case Works,
Quincy,

L. A. LITTLEFIELD,

*try: 

........

• ' %I r.

'It I 1

4 # 4. +
+ + f

Manufacturer of

• • 

.

Factory, New

%Um-
Plate

Zpecialtice
Write for Catalogue.

Bedford, Mass.

\larch, 1903

History
of Engraving

THE KE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

Instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-
tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise
over written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(PART I)

In taking up the study of engraving with a
determination to thoroughly master the art it
may be interesting to look back over the fading

pages of history and learn whence this art came. If we read the
traditional story of prehistoric man down to and including the

men of the stone age we learn that back in those dark ages

when no other implements or tools were known save those made

from stone, some of the men of the period were spending their
leisure time whittling weapons and engraving on stone the forms of

animals with which they were familiar.
It is difficult for the modern engraver sitting in the front

window of a beautifully decorated jewelry store to conceive that
the art of engraving had its birth amongst the cave-dwellers of the

stone age, and that the first engraving .tool was the hard stone

with which softer stones were engraved. But so it was, for we

have proof in abundance that the art of engraving was known

to men before the discovery of metals and previous to the bronze

age.
This most beautiful art, therefore, being the oldest known to

man and one which has come down through the centuries gaining

in excellence, popularity and prestige, it behooves the student who

decides to study engraving and to follow it as a business or a de-

partment connected with his business to realize that he is dealing

not with a mere trade, but with an art difficult of mastery and

capable of limitless development.

Considering the advantages with which man is

Advice blessed in this age of higher education, begin-
to Beginners ners should so begin that the work which they

do from the very start may be of permanent ad-

vantage to them. Mention of this is deemed advisable thus early

because it is a well-known fact that there are many who have been

doing " engraving " for years with no apparent advancement. To

begin right is the first step towards success, and such a beginning

is not only advisable, but imperative, for we are living in a century

that demands from all artisans the most thorough workmanship.

The standard, too, is becoming more exacting. Indeed, the art

has progressed so rapidly in recent years that it has reached a high

point of perfection, far in advance of the workmanship accomplished

in earlier times.
The student to-day should begin by learning the rudiments,

that most valuable foundation which so many overlook. He must,

if he ever hopes to be master of his chosen profession, become

familiar with and an adept in all the details of the work which are

the stepping stones leading up to a high degree of perfection. Such

thorough study and mastery of detail are essential, too, as the

means by which the most perfect work is accomplished in the least

time. It is a fact that cannot be disputed that the great leaders of

recent years in many professions, trades or businesses are those who

have given strict attention to the study of little things, or the details

appertaining to their work, and by so doing have mastered the

work in much less time than they could have done so with any sat-

isfaction by the stumbling-over method. It has been the privilege

and experience of all teachers of engraving to observe students

study and practice in both the thorough and the careless method,

and the observation has proved that the student going about his

work with a determination and a knowledge of the rudiments is the

one who masters his work in the least time and the one whose

finished work is complete and correct. Following this mode of

procedure the engraver does not find it necessary to retrace his

steps, " patch up " and tamper with his work after it has passed

the finishing stages.

VSTON
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The necessity of beginning aright and following

technical lines cannot be too thoroughly impressed

upon the student's mind. To the knowledge of

the author there have been men connected with the

jewelry business for thirty or thirty-five years, during which tim
e

they have made an attempt to engrave (if the term may be use
d

without discredit to the art) all the goods they sold that called for

engraving. After these years of nervous strain on all sides they are

aroused from their slumbers and find that the reason they cannot

do better after so much practice is because they did not know how

to do any of the work correctly, and they were willing to admi
t

that a few of the necessary beginning points, if explained and fol-

lowed, would have enabled them to accomplish much better wor
k

in much less time. How many pieces of gold and silver go forth

from a jewelry store simply to proclaim the awkwardness and in-

ability of the engraver ? And if we compare such work with the

beautiful specimens taken from some of our high-class stores we are

convinced at once that the former show the lack of knowledge of

the first lessons while the latter show the highest degree of adherenc
e

to the strict rules of detail.

There are many technical points connected with

learning the art of engraving correctly and thor-

oughly that may be considered unnecessary by

many of our readers. It is true that some may

not be able to foresee wherein some one particular point to whic
h

attention will be called will, in time to come, be of value to him
,

nevertheless, the knowledge will help him in many ways, and at

times when he is least aware of the necessity or advantage of i
t.

Thus, readers who follow this work to the end will find only 
such

technicalities as are advantageous and worthy of careful consideration.

For instance, some readers may deem it unnecessary to possess

any knowledge of geometry or mechanical drawing to maste
r the

art of engraving. While it is true that there are a great many

high-class artists who have overlooked some of these points, yet 
it

is possible that, had they deemed it advisable at the beginning to 
study

the little points in geometry, they would

have executed the work even better and

easier. The error of not beginning properly

by the thorough study of the preliminaries

and technicalities can be proven in many

cases, but one reference will suffice. We

will suppose the engraver has to engrave

a duplicate of a watch dial on the front

case of a watch to enable the owner to

see the time by cutting out a small hole

over the center of the timepiece, as shown

in the demi-hunter here illustrated. An

instance of this came to the attention of

the author a few years since, it being nec-

essary to engrave on the outside of the

front case a fac-simile of the watch dial.

Now, if we have no knowledge of mechanical

drawing how are we to do the work with such

accuracy and rapidity as we would if we were the

happy possessors of such knowledge. It can be

done by guess work, but not with that degree of accu
racy that

would be required by the customers who patronize high-class 
stores.

While, on the other hand, it could be easily accomplished b
y one

with but a little knowledge of mechanical drawing, which it 
will be

our pleasure to illustrate in another chapter. There are hundreds

of cases where such information will be found necessa
ry. This

being true, and considering the short time required to 
learn this

branch, why neglect it ? It is safe to say that some engravers spend

more time in three months correcting errors that could be 
avoided

if they had some knowledge of mechanical drawing than wou
ld be

required to gain such knowledge. This treatise will, however, be

written with only such mention and description of geometrical

problems and other detail work as are considered by the a
uthor

necessary to expert work, and the judgment dictating these d
etails

is based upon years of observation and practical instructin
g. There

are many ambitious young men, to-day, who would find their
 work

a pleasure if they had been properly trained in their work in the

beginning.
Appealing to the good judgment of the reader to admit th

e

advisability of thoroughness, it will be the author's pleasure t
o

direct the reader correctly and with rapidity.

Technical
Training

Importance of Me-

chanical Drawing

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The W.W. Oliver Manufacturing Co
BUILDERS OF FINE MACHINERY
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New model
Up-to--date

POWER
MILLS.

Two sizes
(now ready.
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Send for

illustrated
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with full

description
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1490-1492 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N.Y., U.S.A.

SOME FACTS IN REGARD TO OUR WATCH SCHOOL
Hundreds of our former students are now work-

ing at salaries twice, and in some cases thrice as
large as they received at the trade before taking with
us a course of from six to nine months.

It will pay you equally well to perfect your
watch work or add a knowledge of Jewelry, Engrav-
ing or Optics. The man who can handle two or
three branches is the most sought after. We give
first-class instructions in all these lines.

A BEGINNER in the trade can learn more in a
good school in one year than he can in a store in five.
Proof of this is the fact that some of the best jewelers
in America, who are strictly up to date, and have
investigated the matter thoroughly, are sending their
sons to our school to learn the trade from the outset.
References if you want them.

Stamford, Conn., Feb. 10, 1903.
MR. A. T. NVIST LA KR.

Dear Sir :-1 have made wonderful improvement liince I left school and
have no trouble in holding a position. I tackle anything that comes along
either in watch work or engraving.

1 often think of the days I spent ill school there and wish I could get
back again. I have never been any place 1 liked so well as there.

Yours, A. E. LAUGHLIN,

Mr. Laughlin had no experience before coming
to us ; he spent one year in the school.

This entire budding devoted eyclosively to watch work, jewelry work, engraving and optics.

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

(Formerly " Parsons' Horological Institute ")

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

March, 1903

A Little Experiment in Manu-
facturing

Article No. I of the serial entitled " (leaning and Restoring,"

Lep n in the April, 1901, issue °Ina: KEY
STONE.

E will now describe how a silver

watch case was made in a job shop,

with no facilities beyond an ordinary

piiir 01 three inch .rolls, a medium-sized foot

lathe and the usual appliances to be found in

any shop where jewelry repairing is done.

First, the center was made from a piece of

silver rolled out from an

ingot, until about 7,1b. of an

inch thick, and a strip cut

from it of an inch wide

and 6 inches long. This

strip was then made into a

ring by bending around

and soldering the ends to-

gether as shown in Fig. 1, where A repre-

sents the silver band or ring, and a the place

where it was hard soldered.

To give convexity to the edge, as seen

in the direction of the arrow c, a special stake

was gotten up out of cast iron, shared as

shown at 13 13', Fig. 2.

The diagram shown at

Fig. 3 is an end view of

the stake shown in Fig. z,

as if seen in the direction

Fig. 2 of the arrow f. The pro-

jections shown at e are to

prevent the stake from sinking in the vise,

from the pounding. The horn B' of this

stake is filed to the shape of the inside of the

case center. The clotted

circles A, Fig. 3, shows

the position of the case

center when in the process

of being beaten into shape

with a wood mallet. The

piece of iron B B' forming the stake, was

about I inch thick and 5 inches long. The

depth up and down, where clasped in the

vise, was about i 54 inches.

A good idea of the general

form can be gotten from the

cuts. It may be well to say

that the general idea of such a stake was

afterward brought into use on many occa-

sion, for getting dents out of case centers, as

the horn B could be filed very quickly to fit

almost any case center which came in for

repair. The result was, we had several cast

at a time, as they only cost about ten cents

apiece. Some stakes were made of a less

size for smaller watches. The mallet em-

ployed was of hickory wood and weighed

about half a pound.

The center was soon gotten into the

shape shown in Fig. 4, where both the case

center and the stake are shown in vertical

THE KEYSTONE

Fig. 1.
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Special
Tools

section. It is not necessary that the edges

of the silver band forming the center should

be turned in more than shown.

For forming the snaps or seats

for the bezel and back, a ring was

turned out of a flat plate of silver

of the proper size. To make

such rings a plate of silver is rolled

out about Ile,- of an inch thick and wide enough

to have two disks i inches in diameter cut

from it.
To resume the construction of the case

center—a block was employed for turning

the edges ; that is, a recess was turned in the

end of the wood block, such as we already

described in former article ;

and shown again at Fig. 6,

where Erepresents the block,

and A the case center, and C

the screw chuck of the lathe

spindle. A recess is turned

into the block, which will re-

ceive the case center about as

shown. The edge at f is turned nice and

flat and the inner edge turned true to the

line g. This same line g is shown in Fig. 4,

to give a better idea of how

much the center is turned out.

The center A is now removed

and the opposite edge to f is

faced off. This last turning

decides the thickness of the

case center. We show at

Fig. 6 Fig. 7 an enlarged cross-sec-

tion of the case center, and one

of the rings we make to go inside and form

the snaps. The disks inches in diame-

ter and spoken of above, are for making

these ends. These disks were cut out from the

sheet metal in the soft solder chuck already

described, and a little step turned, which

would just go inside the center on the line g.

The position of this step is indi-

cated at the dotted circle h, just

inside the full line circle in Fig. 5.

This step is also shown at h in

Fig. 7. The ring D' is cut out

from the disk D at the dotted line

i 1. It will be seen on inspection that the

edge h fits into the center on the line g-, as

shown in Fig. 7. If in turning we can fit

the parts at h g so there is a little "snap,"

that is, a tendency to draw together, all the

better, with the two rings D' D", Fig. 7,

fitted into the ring center A, Fig. 7, we are

ready to hard solder the parts together ; that

is, the two rings and the center.

To do this, we require a

About Heavy large flame if we are to em-
Soldering

ploy the mouth blow pipe,

as it is imperative that we heat the entire

weight of silver up to the melting point of

the solder, in order to have it flow well and

make a good joint. Our center is now ready

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 1
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for turning the snaps where the back and

bezel shuts down on the center. To do this

we place the center in the block E, shown at

Fig. 6, and rough out the steps or ledges

shown at s t, Fig. 7.

It is best not to finish these perfectly,

but leave a little for fitting the back and bezel

to. If the case is to be of a hunting type

we can employ the pieces turned out of D

when we made the two rings for the backs—

as the case makers say, the "front back"

and the " back back "—as they can be rolled

out considerably thinner. Indeed, the bezels

for the back can be taken off and then have

metal enough left for the backs.

[TO BE CON T I N F:1))

Sounds We Cannot Hear

Most people suppose a mole to be dumb, but it

is not. A mole can give a sound so shrill that i
t

hasn't any effect on the human ear at all, and

another sound so low and soft that no human being

can hear it. Yet a weazel can hear both these

sounds as plainly as you can hear the report of a

gun, and a sound-registering machine—the phon
-

autograph—will show them both, with scores of

other sounds you are deaf to.

The usual note of the mole is a low purr, which

it uses a good deal while at work underground
,

and it can also shout at the top of its voice if hurt

or alarmed, but though it shouted and purred in

your ear you wouldn't hear it. The sound register,

however, with its delicate pencil that marks the

volume of sound on a paper, gives the quantity of

both sounds.
A weazel, too, which is one of the mole's

enemies, can hear these sounds through a couple

of inches of earth, and often catches the mole

when he throws up his hillocks of earth. The

common field mouse, too, has a purr that is alto-

gether beyond you, though you can hear him

squeak plainly enough if he is hurt. A death's-

head moth, too, can squeak, but that is done by

rubbing his wings together, and is not a voice at all.

But the champion of all creatures for good

hearing, and one that can hear a sound that is over

i•oo degrees beyond your own limit is the common

thrush, and you may often amuse yourself by watch-

ing him at it. He can hear a lob-worm moving

underground, locate him by the noise, and haul

him out. Often you may see a thrush stand perfectly

still on your lawn, cock his ear and listen intently,

then make a couple of steps and haul out a fat lob-

worm. Even the starling, which is about the size

of a thrush, cannot do this, but he knows the thrush

can, and being a disreputable person, he follows

the young thrushes about on their worm hunts

and steals the worms from them.

Concentration of Dead Sea

A recent analysis of the water of the Dead Sea

shows that there is over 24 per cent. of solid matte
r

in it. The greater part of this—over 9 per cent.—

is chloride of magnesium. Next in quantity comes

common salt, and then chlorides of lime, potash,

iron and aluminum in decreasing amounts, with

traces also of salts of ammonium, silica, sulphur,

etc. After a person bathes in the water his body

becomes instantly covered with a thin layer of these

salts. The water is extremely irritating to the eyes.
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White's Art Company,

Hand-Painted
China only

447 Elm Street, Chicago.

The newest and most fetching ideas in artistic decorations,
will be found in WHITE'S hand-painted china. Do you carry
a line in your stock ? If not, send us a sample order. It will
pay you.

Our new line for the Spring Season of 1903 is now ready.
We will be pleased to send selection packages to dealers in ter-
ritory not visited by our traveling representatives.

Orders filled promptly and with care.

WHITE'S ART CO.,

447 Elm Street, CHICAGO.

Rockford Silver Plate Co.
Rockford, Ill.  

The only silverware concern in the United States that sells the Retail Jeweler exclusively.
done it for 25 years and we're going to do it for ten times 23 years to come.

ORDERS

AND

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED

FROM

RETAIL JEWELERS

ONLY.

-
6-.5.1.17"4

No. l4o3. Baking Dish.

We've

REMEMBER—

EVERY PIECE

HOLLOWWARE

IS ACCOMPANIED

WITH

OUR 20-YEAR

GUARANTEE.

"STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU."

The Salvation of the Retailer is to cut out manufacturers who sell department stores. They sell these stores at prices
which enable them to sell at a profit for less than the goods would cost you. As evidence watch any large city paper.

AGAIN WE SAY, "STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU.'

.11; HAL 1903

Batteries for Electro-Plating

N., 61 ilf the serial entitled " Electro-MPlalliir
gy,"

begun in tlw Mareb, 1898, issue of Tim 
KEISTON E.

HE battery described in our preceding

issue (the Bunsen) is, as beforesaid,

the one that is in most general use,

hut there are many others, of course, that

might be utilized, and a brief description of

a few of them will not be out of place ; Inas-

much as some of our readers may employ

them and desire to renew them when ex-

hausted. If new batteries are to be put in,

however, it seems that good judgment would

lead to the selection of the Bunsen as the

one to be used.

The Smee
Battery

This battery may be said to

be practically an improve-

ment on the ordinary zinc

and copper battery, which

originated with Alfred Smee, after whom it

is named. This noted investigator observed

that if the copper plate of a battery is rough-

ened, by the action of acids, rubbing the

surface with sandpaper, or in some similar

way the efficiency of its action is greatly in-

creased, the cause of this being that the

roughened surface evolves the hydrogen to a

much greater extent. The Smee battery is

illustrated at Fig. 1. Since took advantage

of his discovery by coat-

ing platinum foil with a

finely divided black pow-

der of platinum, electri-

cally deposited, and made

use of this instead of the

copper, in the ordinary

battery. Silver foil can

be used in place of the

platinum, having the ad-

vantage of being much

cheaper. The inventor

describes his modus

operandi in the following

description : " The silver

to be prepared for this

should lie of a thickness sufficient to carry

the current of electricity, and should be

roughened by brushing it over with a little

strong acid, so that a frosted appearance be

obtained.
It is then washed and placed in a

vessel with dilute sulphuric acid, to which a

few drops of nitro-muriate of platinum have

been added. A porous tube is then placed

into this vessel with a few drops of dilute

sulphuric acid, and into this tube a piece of

zinc is placed, contact being made between

the zinc and silver ; the platinum will in a

few seconds of time be thrown down upon

the silver as a black metallic powder. The

operation is now completed, and the platin-

ized silver ready for use."

Fig. I

K YSTON

In the illustration of the Smee battery

(Fig. I ), a represents the crossbar, 6 6' the

two amalgamated zinc plates and c the platin-

ized silver plate. As shown in the ,illustra-

tion, one of the clamps at the top of the

wooden bar (which is used to insure the

plates always being parallel to each other) is

joined to the two zinc plates and the other to

the platinized silver plate. The Smee battery

has but a small electro-motive force—say,

about one-half volt.
This battery, which is illus-

trated at Fig. 2, has an

electro-motive force of about

one volt, may be said to be

a glass vessel (generally round). a copper

cylinder and a porous

clay cell with a rod

of zinc suspended in

it. This porous clay

cell is filled with di-

lute sulphuric acid

and the outer vessel

with concentrated so-

lution and a small

piece of blue vitriol.

The necessity of fre-

quent renewal of the

dilute sulphuric acid

solution is a disad-

vantage in this battery that weighs heavily

against it.

The Daniell
Battery

Fig. 2

Duns' Potash
Battery

In the Duns potash battery,

if depolarization would take

place more rapidly, we would

find a battery well adapted

to electro-plating operations, owing to its

great electro-motive force—I.6 volts—and

slight internal resistance. This battery con-

sists of a glass vessel in which stands a car-

bon cylinder, closed below, and in the center

of the carbon cylinder a clay cell. Between

the clay cell and the interior wall of, the

carbon cylinder, the space is filled five-sixths

full with pieces of carbon. An amalgamated

strip of zinc, or a zinc cylinder, stands in the

clay cell, and to this the conducting wires are

soldered ; cover the place of soldering, also

the wire as far as it comes in contact with the

fluid, with gutta percha. The edge of the

carbon cylinder carries the binding screw and

should be coated with paraffine. The bat-

tery is finally filled by laying potassium per
-

manganate in crystals upon the carbon be-

tween the clay cell and carbon cylinder, and

pouring a solution of one part of caustic pot-

ash in two parts of water into the clay 
cell

until it runs over the clay cell upon the potas-

sium permanganate and carbon and fills the

outer vessel up to about i 3 inches from the

edge.
Such a battery should be closely covered,

in order to protect it from the action of the

carbonic acid of the air.

(TO DE CONTINUED]
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Platinum and New Deposits

In the statistics showing the production of

platinum of the world, Russia occupies the first

place with an approximate output of about 90 per

cent. of the total quantity mined. Colombia, which

is exceedingly rich in platinum deposits, produces

such a small quantity of this useful and valuable

element that it is scarcely worth while to include

her at the present time in the platinum-producing

countries of the globe. In the United States, due

to a thorough investigation and careful study of the

mines, platinum has been discovered in small

quantities in many of the minerals extracted there-

from, and while the production in itself is small it

is great in the sense that it represents a large

amount of intellectual effort expended in search of

the noblest of metals. The first place among the

platinum-producing countries of the world will, in

the long run, undoubtedly be accorded to Colom-

bia ; inasmuch as it is extremely improbable that

platinum deposits will ever be found at any place

on the surface of the earth that will equal or even

approach in richness and extent the platinum de-

posits encountered on the slopes and in the alluvial

sands of the rivers which course through the

immense territory embraced between Atrato and

San Juan, in the Republic of Colombia. Not only

is platinum found at Choc°, but also in Santa Rosa

de Osos, Frontino, and many other places in

Colombia.

The Express Train of the Future

On the experimental railroad built by the

German Government between Berlin and Zossen a

new type of express train is to be tested next year.

The specifications require that the train shall main
-

tain a speed of 743 miles an hour for three con-

secutive hours. In order to diminish the air resist-

ance as much as possible, the entire train, includin
g

the locomotive, will be enclosed in a shell of sheet

steel, jointed so as to secure flexibility in rounding

curves, uniform in size from end to end, and pre
-

senting no projections to catch the air. The front

of the engine will be wedge-shaped, and the wheels

will all be of the disk instead of the spoked pat
-

tern, and will be enclosed, as far as possible, by

the protecting sheath. Steam is to be the motive

power, the previous experiments having shown

that electric motors at high speeds unduly strain

the track.

Aluminum for Power Transmission

One of the growing uses of aluminum is as a

substitute for copper wire in the transmission of

electric power over long distances. Alloyed with

one and one-half per cent. of copper, it is thu
s

used in transmitting 12,000 horse-power from the

Snoqualmie Falls to the cities of Tacoma and

Seattle, a distance of more than 40 miles. This

alloy is at the same time so light and so strong tha
t

spans of 150 feet are safely made, thereby effecting

a great saving in the number of poles needed 
on

the line. But this applies only to bare conductors.

Where insulated cables are required, the increased

diameter of the aluminum conductor involves in
-

creased cost, and where lead is used for insulatio
n

the gain of weight obtained in bare aluminum

cables is canceled.

"We would not miss a single copy of The

Keystone for a whole year's subscrIPtion."—

A. W H. He/berg, jeweler, Gardnerville, .Nev.
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Full Valuation, Highest Prices,
Prompt Payment 

Honest, equitable dealing with all who send us their
OLD GOLD AND SILVER scraps and sweepings.

You get our check immediately on receipt of the con-
signment—we never keep you waiting.

Your shipment will be returned at our
expense—should the amount be unsatisfac-
tory. But it never is.

Our prices are
the most liberal :

Old Gold, 8 K., 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, lo K., 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c.
Old Gold, 14 K., 56c.
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c.

Convince yourself by sending us your next
demonstrate our promptness and liberal treatment.

4 4

4 4

Thomas J. Dee
Refiners and Smelters,

Gold-Plated Scraps,
20 to 35c. an ounce.

Old Silver (fluctuating ),
vperirc.ye highest market

consignment. One trial will

0 Company,
67 and 69 Washington Street,

jeg

CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawea oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,
beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly
polished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,
metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 4 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

C.
iC2

2

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foul 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case anushelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

Union Show Cas
Made and Sold by

C Co. 165 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor, Loomis Street
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The Berne Clock

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE from Le Cosmos.]

One of the most curious clocks in exist-

ence is that of the tower of Berne, of which

M. Bandelier, the communal secretary, has

kindly furnished us a description, with other

information relative to this interesting object.

The present tower was erected in the

early part of the fifteenth century, replacing

another, which was a part of the city wall,

and which was destroyed in the terrible fire

of May 14, 1405.

At its origin it served as a prison ; it

was only in 1527 that the large clock con-

structed abroad was placed in it. The same

clock is there to-day. In 1686 it was re-

paired by the French clockmaker Pierre

Angely ; while a Berne sculptor, Langhans,

added various attractions to the mechanism.

In 1712 new repairs were made by Mathys

Maser, of Langnau, and two years after-

wards the tower was raised eight Swiss feet,

and was covered by the addition of a roof

and the clock turret now in existence. In

this tower was installed the armored colossus,

said to represent Duc Berchtold V, of Zahr-

ingen, who strikes the hours with his staff.

Below is the following inscription :

Berchtold V. duc Zaering . Rector Bergund :
Urbis conditor turrim et portam fecit anno MCXCL

Et renovata MDCLXX.

The clock has two dials, 7.5o meters in

diameter. From these dimensions it is seen

that the clockmakers did not wait for the

close of the nineteenth century, nor for the

reconstruction of the Lyons Railway Station,

in order to place colossal dials on public

structures. In 1890 the municipal authori-

ties caused these dials to be ornamented with

mural paintings, representing the four seasons

and the four ages of life. These paintings

were executed by two Bernese artists, Steiger

and Munger. The lower astronomical dial

measures 2.92 meters in diameter. The

outer circle has the division of the day into

twice twelve hours ; and the interior, the

divisions of the month and the course of the

moon, as well as the signs of the zodiac.

There are two bells—the one for the

hours, 1.28 meters in diameter at the base,

weighs 1200 kilograms ; it dates from the

time of the installation of the clock. The

bell for the quarters is modern ; its diameter is

86 centimeters, and its weight 325 kilograms.

A plate attached to the mechanism of

the clock gives the name of its constructor

and the date of its establishment : Kaspar

13runer, 1530.
Duc Berchtold is not the only automaton

connected with the movements of the clock.

In a large niche, on the right of the astrono-

mical dial, four others are put in action before

or during the striking. These are the cock,

the fool, King David and the bear hunt.

. Two minutes and a half before the hour,

the cock crows, beating his wings ; the small

wooden image between two small bells, which

is painted in the costume of the court fools

of the Middle Age, strikes the bells. Then

the cock crows a second time, and the hour

is heard. While the armed warrior tries his

skill on the bell of 1200 kilograms, below

the fool, King David, with white beard and

in ermine, inclines his scepter with one hand,

and with the other reverses a sand-glass.

Below the king, the bear hunt revolves.

The bear hunt gives to this curious piece

of horology its true local stamp. The bear

is a. kind of sacred animal with the Bernese,

who borrowed the name of their city from it.

Since 1224 it has figured in the communal

armorial bearings ; however, it is only since

the sixteenth century that the city has enter-

tained living bears. The first official bear

was presented to his natal city by the Bernese

captain, Glado Mey, on the t4th of July,

1513, which had been captured by M. Tre-

moille at the battle of Novare.

July mth is therefore, for the Bernese,

an historic date ; which they can celebrate

without compunction, since it evokes only

pacific souvenirs.

Steel for Watchmakers

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the Revue de I'llorolgerie.1

As our readers know, steel is not a sim-

ple body. It is a combination of iron and

carbon, which may be designated by the

term ferric carbide.
There are many qualities by which a

watchmaker should distinguish it in use, in

order to give preference to the best, and to

know how to work it, since the different

kinds of steel behave differently under the

action of heat, of hammering, rolling,

drawing, etc.
The cementation steel is obtained by

heating for several days malleable iron bars

in chests of fire-proof bricks filled with

cement, consisting of pulverized charcoal of

oak wood, or of burned leather, horn, etc.

In this way the carbon (impalpable dust of

charcoal) penetrates the mass of iron and

converts it into steel, but unequally ; so that

the different parts of the same bar are more

or less carbonized, having a fine or coarse

grain, and hard and soft parts, which can be

mingled only by subsequent working.

Cast steel is the only kind which ought

to be employed in horology, either for the

tools or for the movements of clocks and

watches. It must not be thought that steels

sold under the name and with the mark of
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cast steel are identical. On the contrary,

they have different degrees of hardness,

elasticity, etc., a grain more or less fine, and

giving a more or less beautiful polish. The

difference may be seen by comparing the

grain at the place of fracture, which with

cast steel is flat, compact, and of a grayish-

white, otherwise called ashy appearance, fine

and smooth.
The other qualities of steel are malle-

ability, tenacity and ductility, which may be

found in the same piece.

A steel is said to be malleable when it

expands well under the hammer or under the

action of the rolling mill ; to be tenacious if

it presents great resistance to rupture ; to be

ductile if it can be drawn out into fine wire.

Cast steel for a tool, or the piece of a

watch or clock, ought to undergo the oper-

ations of forging, rolling, drawing, turning,

etc., as well as tempering, annealing and

bluing, which ought not to be confounded,

and finally, polishing.

Certain pieces of steel ought to be

annealed before being worked in the lathe,

or with a file, in order to render them softer

and easier for working. This operation con-

sists in heating the steel in the open air to

red heat and allowing it to cool slowly in

warm ashes ; but this process causing it to

lose a part of its carbon, it is preferable to

redden it sheltered from the air ; that is,

inclosed in a box of cast iron or fire clay, of

which the openings are luted, and even to

surround it with pulverized wood charcoal.

When there is occasion for haste, steel

may be softened by submitting it to tempering

at a degree of heat somewhat lower than

that which would be necessary for ordinary

tempering ; it should be at the purple yellow

or nascent red. This is to be studied for

different steels, among which there are some

which require a second similar operation.

The watchmaker-mechanician who em-

ploys steels covered with the hard and black-

ish crust ordinarily found (except in the case

of the drawn steel sold to watchmakers)

ought to know that there is a great advantage

in the durability of the tool and the facility

of working by removing this layer before

commencing the operations of the lathe or

of the file. Two processes are in use : one

is by the grindstone ; the other by sulphuric

acid diluted with water, in which the metal is

immersed ; this ought afterwards to be washed

with plenty of water and carefully cleaned, in

order to avoid the rusting of the tools.

It should be noted that the hardness of

steel, due to the combination of iron with

carbon,. is so far modified by the presence

and quantity of the latter that it may approach

nearly that of the diamond. This hardness

may be comprehended when it is considered

that the diamond is simply crystallized carbon.
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FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES, 

No. 281

JOS. MAYER. & BROS., Seattle, Wash.,
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silver.smiths.

I, Outfit received. Instructions are precise and easily understood. Tools and materials are as represented.
I am making progress faster than I expected."—ARTHUR NADIN, 30 Elm Ave.. Kankakee, Ill.

LEARN ENGRAVING
at home during your leisure moments. We will send you our Complete Course of Instruction in Letter and
Monogram Engraving on Silverware and Jewelry, together with an outfit of tools and materials for practice,
complete for

FIVE DOLLARS.
Instruction book, written by an expert working engraver, explains in simple, clear English :—

How to Hold and Use the Engraving Tools ; Simple Device for Sharpening Gravers Quickly ; Script Lettering
Analyzed ; Old English, Block and Roman Lettering ; Block, Ribbon, Script and Leaf Monograms ; Designing;
Inscriptions ; Secret of Engraving Without Slipping ; Working in Rings and on Rounded Surfaces ; Transferring ; and
many other points, each worth the price of the outfit. Ample illustrations.

Outfit consists of a set of best gravers and steel marker properly sharpened, Washita oilstone, dividers, marking compound,
metal sheets, rings and thimbles to practice on, and our self-instructing alphabet sheets to teach correct drawing of letters.

Are You a Storekeeper? Ability to engrave goods means increased sales.
Are You a Jeweler, Twenty-six storekeepers advertised in February Keystone for assistants who can do
Watchmaker or Salesman? some engraving.

Five dollars in cash, express or P. 0. money order will bring the complete outfit to you.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
30 East 14th Street, New York, N. Y.

Business connections with leading New York houses. References for the asking. Inquiries cheerfully answered.
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The "Grasset" Watch and its
Cylindrical Spring

[Translated for Tint KEYSToN I fl, iII the Revue Internationale
de 1'1 h■rh,gerie,]

THE " Grasset " watch, without being

the latest novelty, is still but little

known and has peculiarities of special

Its first appearance is strange to

the watchmaker. He notices particularly its

simplicity and the cylindrical spring which

replaces the apparatus at the barrel and the

self-winding movement to which he is

accustomed.

Intel-es .

TI-IE KlIrSTONe

Timekeeping
Qualities

The empty space produced

by the removal of the barrel

and its accessories gives the

impression that these watches

are incomplete. They, however, have an

excellent rate, as proved by the results

obtained in use, and especially by the bulletins

of the Geneva Observatory, which have

placed them in the first class.

The new system is composed of a toothed

arbor, parallel to the plate, and engaging

directly with the center pinion, a ratchet

fixed on the same arbor and actuated by the

knob of the self-winder, and a cylindrical

motor spring enveloping the arbor and the

ratchet, to which it is hooked at each of its

extremities. The spring, tightened by the

ratchet when this is wound up, is distended

at the other extremity fixed on the arbor,

impelling it as well as the train.

Setting the time is effected

Setting Watches by drawing the knob. The

stem of the self-winder,

toothed, engages with an intermediate wheel

gearing with the minute wheel.

The number of the pieces of the new

mechanism, including the winding and set-

ting the time, is reduced to ten ; or about

half the usual necessary pieces (twenty to

twenty-two), used for the same purpose

in barrel timepieces. The cost of manu-

facture, as may be supposed, is materially

diminished.

Cylindrical
Motor Spring

The most interesting piece

is unquestionably the cylind-

rical motor spring employed.

This is of the force of 13 or

14 lines, and weighs only a third of the

springs of 19 lines, of barrels necessary for

the same work.
The spring is of course of a single rib-

bon, but is formed in three divisions ; that is

to say, that from the ratchet, to which it is

attached, it first rolls around the motive

arbor to the opposite extremity, then return-

ing on itself, it forms the second division up

to its point of departure on the ratchet ;

thence it rolls anew to the other end of the

arbor, thus forming the third division. The

extremity of the third division (external) is

fixed on the same arbor.

Giving the form to the cylindrical spring

is, therefore, accomplished as readily as when

a wire is round round a spool, and under the

same conditions of manufacture as barrel

springs ; that is to say, the form is given after

the tempering, and is the last operation.

The advantage of this spring, besides its

comparative weakness, consists essentially in

the perfect regularity observed during the

diminution of the force of expansion.

Adjustment
of the Watches

It has been demonstrated by

the observation of several

hundreds, that the .adjust-

ment of these watches is

more easily and rapidly accomplished than

with barrel watches.

This result can be easily understood,

for it will be remarked that the cylindrical

spring is uncoiled freely and regularly, while

the flat spring, confined in the barrel, is

subject to friction, to the lateral pressure,

either against the bottom or the cover of the

barrel, as well as among the coils them-

selves. Those of this watch unroll and rub

against the following ones, causing a momen-

tary adherence, suspending a part of the

effective force on the train, which is restored

a little afterwards, when the adherence has

ceased. The irregularities in the expansion

of the balance spring being intermittent, the

adjustment of the watch is rendered more

difficult than with the cylindrical spring,

which is developed with constant regularity.

The chances of breaking do not depend

on the form, but on the work, the temperin
g,

and the quality of the steel employed, eith
er

for flat or cylindrical springs. The simplicity

of this new caliber in facilitating the repai
r-

ing can be comprehended, as well as in pu
t-

ting the different parts into position. The

omission of the usual apparatus of the barr
el

and that for winding and setting the 
time,
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also diminishes materially the weight of

the watch.
It should be remarked, however, that

the motor-arbor actuating the center pinion

by beveled gearing, the teeth must be quite

accurate, both in form and proportion, avoid-

ing premature wearing ; which, in fact, always

occurs in gearing of bad form or badly

arranged. In this respect the train of this

watch has been well calculated and established

with minute care.

The Most Costly Metal

It is comforting to learn in a cable dispatch
from London that the price of radium had been re-

duced from $1,00o,000 to $900,000 a pound, says the

New York Herald. Many had come to the conclu-

sion that a million dollars for one small pound was

rather exorbitant and were preparing to do without

it. An English chemist has made the public an-

nouncement that he is ready to sell the precious

metal at the rate of eight shillings a milligram, or

at the rate of $2,000,000 for every two and three-

tenths pounds—in other words, a kilo. He has

made no wholesale price chiefly because he h
as

only about one hundred milligrams on hand. In

the entire world there are about two pounds, and

the chances are that there will be no oversupply

before spring.
Radium is a scientific sensation. It is said to be

the most important discovery in the last generation

and epochal in the. history of science. Briefly de-

scribed, it is a powder which gives off a light

almost as strong as the light of the sun. With it a

photograph can be taken through three feet of iron

or a foot of lead. Its value to surgery, to medical

science and physical science cannot even be approx-

imated. To modern scientific research it is what

the discovery of the telescope was to astronomy.

One wee bit of the almost priceless metal is

in New York. It was brought here by a leading

electrical engineer and scientist, who prefers for the

present, at least, to have his name kept from the

press. His portion was obtained from the dis-

coverers in Paris, and, although lacking much of

being pure and being only as much as one can hold

between his thumb and forefinger, is worth $6o.

With it he, in conjunction with two leading sur-

geons, is making experiments which promise to be

of inestimable benefit to medicine. Others in

Paris, Copenhagen, Berlin and Rome are maki
ng

experiments along the same lines, and it is a spirited

race to see which shall come out ahead and th
us

record himself as the first person to make practical

and advantageous use of this new discovery.

The new metal differs from sulphate of lime

and compounds of barium, calcium, stronti
um,

uranium, etc., which possess the property of

glowing in the dark, in that radium requires no

exposure to light to become incandescent, but will

glow for months and years for all anyone know
s,

and will even cause other substances to beco
me

radio active. It is a white crystalline powder,

which, in the light, looks inoffensive and harmless,

but when in the dark glows like steel melted to its

highest pitch. The metal could, of course, be used

for heating, generating power or for a dozen thin
gs,

but until the cost is reduced somewhat from the

present—$2,000,000 a kilo—it i
s not likely that it

will be used extensively for anything. Its ultimate

use will be as an aid to surgeons, physicists and

medical practioners, and to each of them, it is said,

it will be an invaluable assistant.
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DIAMONDS, Loose and Mounted.
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There is All the Difference
in the World

between a good workman and a
wrongly trained one. • The first is

wanted always ; the second is not
wanted after a few days' trial.

Our instructions develop the
first kind—we have positions
waiting for them.

Send to=day for our Prospectus, etc.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School,

LANCASTER, PA.

A school for the thorough teaching of Watchmaking,
Engraving, Jewelry Repairing.

ESTATILMED 1839.
Crouch & Fitzgerald,
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Trunks and Cases,

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Steel,.
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Standard
Auto-Addresser
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Automatic
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90 per cent.
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any other

system.

50 to 100 Addresses Accurately Printed
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Company,
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New York City.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in t
his department

must send name and address—
not for publication, but as an

iwidence of good faith. No attent
ion will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are receive
d.

An INDEX to the questions answered in W
orkshop Notes

department for each year accompanies e
ach December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these 
indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as simi
lar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according t. subject cove
red in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which 
the information may be found.

"Thermom."—Is there any way to tell if a

thermometer is correct without a standard to 
com-

pare it with? How is the freezing po
int deter-

mined f—The freezing point of a therm
ometer is

determined by immersing the bulb and stem 
in

pounded ice, from which the water is freel
y trick-

ling ; when the liquid has become stat
ionary it is

at the freezing point. Such a test as above will, no

doubt, prove sufficient, for if the freezing 
point is

properly marked on the scale we may be r
easonably

certain that the balance of the scale is 
properly

marked, as the freezing point and boiling po
int are

taken as the definite points, and the balance
 of the

scale is arranged from them. The freezing 
point is

readily ascertained, as above described, 
for the

reason that the temperature of freezing w
ater or of

melting ice is almost absolutely fixed. The
 deter-

mination of the boiling point is of a more 
complex

character, owing to the fact that the tempera
ture is

considerably raised by increase of pressure. 
Briefly

stated, it is determined as follows : With th
e ther-

mometer standing at 30 inches, the bulb is en
closed

in the steam immediately above the surf
ace of

water freely boiling.

"Chipped Enamel."—Can you tell me what
 is

the cause of enamel cracking in gilding 
solutions,

used with battely P I have on several 
occasions

put enameled articles in the solution and 
gilded

them, and after removing them found the e
namel

was slivered off in places. Enamel was not 
cracked

or chipped before, neither was it dropped 
or struck

against anything.—The cause for enamel 
cracking

as you describe is probably the sudden 
change of

temperature it is subjected to when immer
sed in

the gilding solution. As the base of all enamel is

a silicate or glass, it is not hard to under
stand why

this occurs. Knowing the cause of such action,

many plans will, no doubt, present them
selves to

the workman whereby the difficulty may 
be over-

come. Probably one of the easiest of these will be

to place the articles in cold water and then 
heat it

UI) until it is of approximately the same
 tempera-

ture as the gilding solution, and then take 
the

article out of the water, immerse it in the 
solution

and proceed with the plating. Where there is

much of this class of work to be done, 
however,

this plan will be found to be troublesome and 
slow,

and it will be found to be quicker and 
better to

have several dishes of water, varying from c
old to

a temperature near that of the solution, into 
which

the articles are immersed for a few seconds, 
begin-

ning, of course, with the cold water and then 
into

each of the other vessels until the solution i
tself is

reached.

"Satin Knish No. 2."—From time to 
time I

receive satin-finished goods for repairs, an
d after

hard soldering them they lose their original 
rich

color. With my present methods I can not restore

such goods to their original color. If possible
, will

you please tell me how to do such work Y—The 
best

plan for the repairer to adopt in such work is 
that

of scratch brushing, which is given in our repl
y to

"Satin Finish," page 1127, September, 1902, 
KEY-

STONE. You will notice in that reply that 
we say

some practice is necessary before any great 
degree

of proficiency is arrived at. We mention this

again, because we have known of some who, 
when

their first attempt did not equal the original 
work

on the goods, have concluded they could not
 do

the work and given up. This should not be don
e—

remember that the original finish is impa
rted to the

goods at the factory by workmen who ha
ve had

years of experience at it, and consequentl
y have

almost attained perfection. In this case, as in

others, practice makes perfect.

"Clock Spring."—(i) What is the best way to

hold a teaspoon for engraving in the bowl? I

have an engraving block, but no attachment for

that purpose, neither do I see any advertised.—

There are many methods for holding a spoon while

doing such work. Probably one of the easiest and

best is that described in our new book, "The Art

of Engraving" (price, $1.50), as follows : "To

hold a spoon while engraving is not an easy matter

for engravers. We, therefore, illustrate at Fig. 141

a block of wood with a spoon thereon. A block of

wood a little larger than the bowl of the spoon and

about half an inch thick can be used, in the top of

which is carved or burned a hole the form of the

back of the teaspoon, so that when the spoon is

placed into it the edge of the teaspoon bowl comes

even with the surface of the block or a trifle above

it. It is not necessary that the hole in the top of

the block should be very deep, neither is it neces-

sary that it be the exact form of the bowl, because

Fig. 141

wax is put into it and then the bowl of the tea-

spoon is heated, which spreads the wax around in

the hole and fills up any of the crevices that may

be deeper than others, and makes the foundation

the exact form of the bowl. To engrave the bowl

of a teaspoon it is placed on this block, the bowl

being slightly heated and forced down on to 
the

wax. After it is allowed to cool the bowl is cov-

ered with the transfer wax and then the words are

sketched in and cut through the wax, unless 
the

work is very fine, in which case the design sho
uld

be first sketched on then scratched on very ca
re-

fully, and then the wax rubbed off, leaving the

graver only the smooth polished surface to work

on. It is seldom, however, that a piece of work in

the bowl of a teaspoon is so fine that this met
hod

is adopted. You can usually engrave through 
the

wax, the coating of which should be very even

and thin."
(2) I am bothered considerably by the clocks I

clean and repair, not continuing to run a ye
ar.

They are cleaned well and oiled with clock oil ;
 on

the mainspring I use sewing machine oil, but not
ice

the coils have a tendency to slick together, ther
eby

causing- the clock to slop before the week is out.

Winzld vaseline be better or should the springs
 be

left dry P—If, as you say, the movements are w
ell

cleaned and oiled with good clock oil, the fault
 no

doubt lies in the use of the sewing machine 
oil on

the mainspring. We would suggest that you 
clean

off the mainspring and use vaseline on it 
in the

manner frequently described in this departme
nt;

that is, by going over it with a rag that ha
s been

saturated with the vaseline. Don't neglect remov-

ing the old oil before applying the vaseline.

'Guiana No. 2."—(1) We often experien
ce

difficulty in that watches apparently with no 
faults,

properly cleaned, will only go for a time. E
xami-

ning again properly, taking apart, hying two

wheels at a time, observing the end shake,
 jewel

holes, whether pivots are polished and fit 
properly,

and whether wheels are true and free, and 
running

nice, also obseming the balance wheel pois
ed and

true, pivots proper length and polished, je
wel holes

poled, hairspring true and free ; stud, 
curb pin

free, and the balance in beat ; the wh
ole train

properly oiled 'i/h the best oil, running nice and

smooth, and still the watch will only go fo
r a time,

a week or a month. Can you .g-ire us a method or

rule to search for the causes of such Jizul
ly action

—From the above description of the man
ner in

which you examined your watch, we 
have no

doubt that you have done it thoroughly, 
and can-

not account for the reason of the watch 
not run-

ning longer than a month. Cases of this kind are

rare, but you state that it often occurs 
with you.

Now, are you sure that you oiled the wa
tch thor-

oughly and did not forget to oil the pallet s
tones?

The above cause we have never exper
ienced in

watches that contain steel escape wheels, bu
t have

come across several watches that contain
 brass

escape wheels that act just as you state ; 
after it

was cleared and put in good order it 
would run
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for a month or two and then stop ; on examining

the watch we found it in good condition, except

the oil on the escape-wheel teeth and pallet stones

was black and dried, and just as soon as the pal-

lets received fresh oil the watch would go again

and take a good action. This happened several

times in one year ; we then came to the conclusion

that the brass escape wheel was made of brass con-
taining alloy of some kind that had a bad effect on
the oil, and we changed the escape wheel for a new

one. The watch then took a fine action, and we

never had any more trouble with it. Although
this is a rare case, it may be just the fault that ex-
ists with your watch, or you may have neglected

to oil the watch in some important place.
(2) In working up gold from the mines, we

experience trouble in that it cracks and does not work

well, especially the 18 K. alloy. We have endeavored

to employ the fornzula in Gees' "Gold Working,"

but have not met with success. Can you give us a

few pointers on this subject ?—lt is not surprising

that you experience trouble in working 18 K. gold

—an alloy that is generally conceded to be the

most difficult of all to work. In fact, we feel justi-

fied in saying that it is only after considerable ex-

perience that any workman becomes proficient in

working 18 K. gold. Your best plan will probably

be to reduce the gold to fine gold and then alloy it

with pure copper and pure silver—do not use old

scrap silver, as it is always more or less contami-

nated with tin or lead. We would suggest that

you read our replies to " Alloy," page 1121, Octo-

ber, 190i ; " Cracking," page 600g, June, 1901, and

" Western Inquiry," page 1269, October, 1902.

"Sealing."— In using sealing wax for letter

sealing, where should the wax be put on, and in

how many places? Is it still stylish to use wax ?

Any points you can give on this subject will be

appreciated.—The use of sealing wax in personal

correspondence is quite general, but better taste is

now displayed in its use than was formerly the

case. The proper way to use it in sealing a letter

is merely to place one seal at the center of the flap

of the envelope. An acknowledged authority on

the subject writes as follows : Of course, sealing

wax is the only medium used in modern times for

seal impressions, and it is remarkable to what

extent it has been perfected, and how great the

variety of colors. Good taste, however, would

naturally prompt one to be very conservative in its

use. The discriminating eye would find nothing

to recommend assorted colors, whatever the tint

of one's stationery. It is best always to match the

wax with the color of the paper and use some very

pale tint for white paper. There is something

aggressive about sealing wax that needs suppres-

sion, and that aggressiveness is undoubtedly its

strong color. We do not wish a letter to look like

a sealed document, and the only way to prevent

this is to hold the wax in subordination. The one

thing which ought to catch the eye is the impres-

sion, and not the color of the wax. There is a

pointer in the foregoing for the up-to-date engraver.

If care is taken in cutting seals so they will give a

good, clear impression without being bold and

flashy, the effect will be noticed not only by the

sender but by the recipients of the letters, and will

result in increased patronage for this class of work.

"Amber"— What is the amber composed of

that is used for mouthpieces of pipes? How can

you tell the genuine from imitation? Genuine

amber is a substance analagous to the vegetable

resins, in all probability derived from an extinct

coniferous tree. That it was at one time a viscous

fluid is proven conclusively by the fact that leaves

and insects of a species that no longer exists are

frequently found embedded in it. Genuine amber,

if rubbed briskly on a piece of soft cloth or rag

until it becomes warm from the friction generated,

will give forth a pleasant odor and at the same

time become negatively electric to a high degree.

The composition of amber is carbon 79, hydrogen

10.5 and oxygen 10.5. Its specific gravity is t.o to

1.1. While amber is usually of a pale-yellow

color, this does not furnish a guide to its genuine-

ness, as it is sometimes reddish or brownish and

occurs sometimes transparent, sometimes almost

opaque. No doubt the above particulars will give

you the information desired and enable you to

differentiate between the real article and imitations.
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VICTORY!! FORWARD! MARCH!!
We Employ Only the Modern Ideas

elc)..so Margin.s, Qi.tlik Srvj and Depncicill,14:--

improved Nine-Prong Sleeve Wrench.
it Extra Strong.

Warranted.
New, simple and
durable. Should
any of the prongs
happen to break,
a new one will be
supplied without
charge. This Is
the only Sleeve
Wreneh now in the
market which has

_y nine prongs, suit-
able for all sixes of
American Watchos

now in use.

Our Price,
65c., net.

1 1 'El

Sweety's
Hard Soldering

Anti-Oxidizing
Solution

‘. No jeweler can afford to
be without it. "
Absolutely necessary for

good work.
By using Sweety's Solution

no slate or borax is required.
Saves time, labor and expense.
A combined solution for hard

soldering and anti-oxidizing.
" Is always ready for use."
Price, 35c.
Every Bottle Guaranteed.

DIRECTIONS.
Sot,nnfttNn.—Clean the article to be

soldered, apply Solution with brush,and use blowpipe. Can be used as aflux on all metals requiring soldering.
A sTI-Ox t ofziNu.—

Apply while article is
being heated until
coated. After solder-
ing, boil in sulphuric
acid.

[Only 23c., net.

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and double rollersfrom balance staffs with safety and certainty, and will remove all sizes ofwatch hands without injury to dials. Expert watchmakers have pro-nounced it the most perfect tool of its kind in the market.

Extra plungers are in the end of the handle. Price, complete, only $2.35, net.

Brown's Stone Miller. Hard steel.
These Millers are excellent for cutting

a seat to set a stone.
Complete with Adjustable L, only 920. net.

Make Note of the Following:
Securing the late shipment of the well-known i.i:ADi3R BRAND MAIN=

SPR1NOS, which have been placed on the market al the low price of
dozen, we will make them a Leader of Leaders at 75c. per dozen net. These '7
springs have excellent clasticit y, and we will replace broken ones if you Ni ill save 'N
the tips. For all makes of e w,d t 
to only 75c. dozen.n, Hampden, New Engiand , o ,J i..:des 

Koch's Mn Vise. Bandy, I ni ruble.
Warranted.

Regular price, 81.25. Our price, $1.00, net.

GOOD NEWS---MODERN PRICES—SELLING PRICES.
Thoo,ands of (Genuine Dali i hocks Ir tn, imb of baby, formerly 81 each our price

. net.
;lea. Friend, line for the polishing lathe, worth 23c., our price, I 9C.
;o1.1 -,dder, for 8 K. and ii K. work, worth 25c., our price, I9c. net..■■■ hIllaker Paper, 1000 sheets, worth 50c., our price, 38c. net.

.101, Irivelopes, No. 2 Manila, 111110, worth 85e., our price sac. net.
14 K. Filled Pend. Bows, for 20-year cases, 18 size and 16 size, American or Antique,

dozen in box, worth 11.,zen, our price, 92c. net box.
American Business Balance Stall', n)r Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, etc., 7 jewel grade,

warranted, 98c. net per 1107.111.
American Business Balance stair, for Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Hamilton, 15 and 17 jewel

grade, warranted $1.28 net per dozen.

Amen, ail Business Balance hole Jewels, Ruby, Sapphires and Garnets, any grade or make,I, a rranted, $1.28 net per dozen.
N.11.—Please order these Jewels and Staji:v in dozen lots at these prices.

1 gross assorted Fine Case Screws, 12 dozen, assorted worth 81.80, our price, $1.33 net.1 gross assorted Fine Pillar and Plate, 12 dozen, assorted worth 81.75, our price 90c. net.Garnet Holler Jewels, for Elgin a tid Walt ham movements. Best ,65.00 gross. 42c.net per dozen.
I gross Garnet Holler Jewels, assorted, for all sizes, 11 Boll!, Cabinet complete, $2.58 net.
Ajax Insulators, all sizes, worth 82.00, our price, $1.65 net per dozen.
lvorine Insulators, 18, 16, 12 sizes, worth 81.75, our price, $1.19.Pivot Drills, extra quality, worth :35e., our price, 27c. per dozen net.
Genuine lioley No. 2 lipseley or Webster-Whiteottib Lathes, 10 Chucks warranted,

only $22 85 n t
1-11ADQUAIRTERS POR WATCHMAKRS' AND .MW1_.E12.S"

We will cheerfully send samples for inspection. Write us for prices on any material or supplies. We do business in every State
in the Union. Send all orders to

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY,
(The head of this Firm formerly of Schmidt C./ Clauer, 103 State Street. i 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

\ arch , 11)03

Workshop Notes

THE KEYSTONE

Subscribers wishing i1010 III1. answered in this department
must send name and address - not for publication, het as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to auuiny-

,,,,,Lts communications. questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Gaging."—To purchase a stock of hair-

springs and arrange them for quick selection, zi,hat

system is best, if any, and how adapted, etc. Y.—We

presume that you have reference to Swiss hair-

springs, as American hairsprings can be bought for

any individual movement. The first thing that i
s

required of a workman in order to do hairspringing

quickly and properly is to know how to vibrate a

balance wheel and also the number of vibrations a

wheel should have. To understand this see answer

to " Beats," January, 1903, KEYSTONE, page
 79.

By this method you can just tell how many vi
bra-

tions the balance should make in one hour, and by

dividing that number by 6o will give you the num-

ber per minute ; for example, take a watch that has

an 18,000 vibration in one hour ; this watch wo
uld

have 300 per minute or 150 in half minute. It is

impossible for a workman to count the vibrations

of the balance in both directions, so we only count

it while it is going one way, and instead of count-

ing 150 in half a minute we only count the one

way, or 75 in a half minute. The workman who is

capable of doing this has mastered half the art of

hairspringing. In buying hairsprings for a Swiss

watch get them assorted, and they will come in

packages marked thus : 4-8, 8-12, 12-16, 16-22.

These numbers denote the strength, the larger the

number the stronger the spring. In picking out a

spring you should try one from the 8-12 package;

should it be too strong, you know then that one

must be in the 4-8 package, and so on. If you will

be careful to keep these springs in their respective

packages, you should experience but little trouble

in picking out a hairspring. This is the simplest

and quickest way that is in use at present, with the

exception of the system introduced by THE KEY-

STONE Some years ago, and we must say that it has

not yet been improved upon, nor do we see any

improvement that eould be made. It consi3ts of a

gage made expressly for the purpose. This gage

and its use is illustrated and a full description given,

starting with August, 1899, KEYSTONE, and ending

with October, 1899. With the aid of this gage and

the proper assortment of hairsprings, you can put

a hairspring in a watch in less than thirty minutes.

We advise all enterprising workmen to make such

a gage, and we feel positive after they have m
ade

and used it they would not part with it for a great

deal. You can obtain the castings from this office.

"English."—(1) What is the best way to let

down the mainspring and chain of an old English

watch so as to clean or repair itr—The best way

to let down an old English watch mainspring is to

have a tool specially for this purpose ; but this tool

you must make, as we know of none on the mar-

ket. Fig. i will show you a tool without a handle

that will do this work satisfactorily. A and B are

made of a piece of square steel ; as to the size you

ts
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can judge that yourself. I is a steel steady pin
fastened tight in dzi and works loose in B. H

 rep-

resents a steel screw, the thumb-piece m
ade of

brass ; this screws into A, there being no thread

in B. You will notice the prongs D and E hav
e

a small seat ; the object of this seat is, when 
using

the tool and it takes hold of the ratchet wheel
, as

in Fig. 3, the seat D and E will not allow the

wheel to slip off the square of the barrel arbor
, as

most of these squares on the barrel arbors are

badly worn and no longer than the thickness of

the ratchet wheel. Fig. 2 represents an end view

of D and E. These prongs must be thin enou
gh

to catch the teeth on the ratchet wheel securely
.

Without a tool of this kind it is very near i
mpossi-

Me for a workman to let down the mainspring

without some help, except in rare cases, where it
is impossible to use a key. The method used by

most workmen is to take a pair of side-cutting

pliers, grabbing the ratchet wheel between the

teeth, and letting it down little at a time, having

some one to help him to push the click away and
back again.,

(2) Does oiling the center staff of an Ameri-
can watch at the pate below the cannon pinion have
a tendency to loosen the cannon pinion 7--The cen-
ter post where the cannon pinion goes on should
not be oiled, but the center pivot should. If the

cannon pinion fits the center post properly, and
any oil should get on the center post it will not

loosen the cannon pinion.

"Black Diamond."—What causes this? I took

a balance out of a fine watch and placed it on pois-

ing tool, and it was found to rest with the arms

perpendicular (I test all balances for poise). I

thought possibly the balance was magnetized and

that the steel adjusting screw in poising tool

affected it.—There are several faults that can exist

with a balance that would cause the arms to stand

perpendicular while resting on a poising tool ; the

balance might be out of true in the round or the

pivots bent ; again, if the balance contains timing

screws at the arms, one may be loose and become

unscrewed a turn or two while brushing the wheel.

If any of these faults exist they should be reme-

died and the wheel brought to poise, as in most

all cases the balance wheel of a watch should be

absolutely poised. There is one exception to the

above, and that is there are a few cases where in

fine Swiss watches the balance is thrown out of

poise to bring it to time in position adjusting. For

example, the balance may be in perfect poise, but

it can be put out of poise to cause a gain or loss in

a certain position of the watch. If the watch gains

in one vertical position as compared with the oppo-

site—supposing them to be XII up and VI up—a

small amount of metal is removed from the bottom

of the balance (i. e., the bottom when at rest with

the XII up), thus making the top heavier, and

causing a falling back or loss in the former posi-

tion. On the other hand, if the gain occurs with

VI up, the metal is removed from that part of the

rim which is at the bottom when at rest with the

VI up, and causes a slight loss of rate in that posi-

tion. Care must be taken not to remove too much.

In screw balances, turning the screws in corre-

sponds to removing metal, as it makes that side

virtually lighter. The same effect is produced by

turning the screws out on the opposite side, as

making one side heavier is equivalent to making

the other side lighter. But the screws should be

turned in on one side the same distance as they are

turned out on the other, else the rate will be affected.

If after examining the balance carefully and you

cannot find any reason for the balance being out of

poise, and you have reason to believe it came to

you that way, you had better leave it alone, and

put the watch up and time it in position by follow-

ing the above illustration. If you should then find

it varies considerable in different positions, it 
will

be time enough to bring the balance to poise.

This is a case where the balance wheel would have

to be seen in order to determine whether the whee
l

was put out of poise for position adjustment.

"Flynt."—What can be done to make an old

English clock (brass movement) run, which is 
very

badly worn in the train holes and the leaves in
 the

pinions. I have closed all the holes in both the

time and striking trains, but the clock refus
es to

run or strike Me movement will run and also

strike when I pull down on the cords. Is it po
licy

to add snore weight fp both weights P If the 
places

were polished out of pinions, no doubt, they wo
uld

be too small. The movement is probably 150 years

old —It is possible to make a clock of this 
charac-

ter go and keep fair time, providing the w
orkman

desires to spend the time to repair it. Where a

great many workmen make a mistake in 
closing

the holes in a clock or even a watch, especi
ally

when there is more than one hole to be close
d, is

to pound around the hole until it is small 
enough

to just admit the pivot. They do this in each 
case,

then put the dock up and find it will not go,
 and
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they do not seem to know the reason 
why. Now,

the proper way to proceed is to close o
ne hole at a

time, and after having the hole the right
 size put

the wheel between the plates, pinning th
e plates

each time, and see if the wheel has end 
shake and

is also free. This should be done after each hole

is closed. By so doing you know just what hole is

the one that is binding the wheel, if one 
should

bind. Speaking of closing clock holes, one of th
e

best methods by which you can obtain the 
best

result is to use a tool as illustrated at Figs. i 
and 2.

Both of these punches are made
exactly the same, only Fig. 2
contains a plug or pivot, as
shown at A ; this pivot fits in
the hole, Fig. 1. These punches

are always made in sets and of

steel wire that fits a No. 40
chuck. Now to close the hole

you select a punch with a pivot

that is just the size or a little
smaller than the pivot of your

Fig. 1 i clock wheel. This punch is held Fig. 2

in the vise(two sides of the punch

are filed away so it will hold securely) ; 
now the

clock plate is rested on it. The pivot A is long

enough to protrude a short distance through
 the

clock plate. You now place the mate to the 
punch,

Fig. 2, on the top of the plate ; the pivot on
 the

punch held in the vise guides the upper punch
 and

keeps it perpendicular ; you then give it sev
eral

blows with the hammer until it closes the hol
e as

small as you want it. You will notice that by

using these punches you will close the hole
 all

around and not only on one side, as is the 
case

with most punches. In closing a hole it is always

advisable to close it a little more than it is ne
ces-

sary, or until the pivot will not enter the hol
e ; it

should then be opened with a round broach 
until

the pivot fits it properly. These punches can 
be

bought at any material and tool house. They 
are

known as " Goeggel's patent." We would ad
vise

you to do this with your clock, trying each wh
eel

separately, and seeing if you do not find one or

more that bind. After doing this place your barrel

and center wheel between the plates and see if 
they

run free—that the barrel gears properly into
 the

center pinion, then try the center and third wh
eel,

then the third and fourth, etc., all the way thr
ough

the train ; also the striking train the same 
way,

pinning the plates together each time. By doing

this you will locate any trouble that may exist.
 If

the pinions are so badly worn that they inter
fere

with the proper gearing of the wheel and pin
ion,

there are two ways to remedy this fault. One is

new pinions ; of course, this means a lot of wo
rk.

The other method is just as good and can be d
one

in a shorter space of time, and that is to move 
the

wheel up or down on the pinion just far eno
ugh

until it engages the pinion at a place where it is not

worn. If you follow out the above instructions in

repairing the clock we have no doubt it will go,

and you will not be required to add to the weights.

A IA

"Silver."—Kindly let us know how to oxidize

silver f—The usual practice is to heat the s
ilver

article and apply with a pencil brush a solution of

chloride of platinum in water. A solution of such

chloride in alcohol or ether will also produce an

oxidizing, each solvent producing a different shade
.

The alcohol and ether solutions are applied to 
the

silver when cold. A beautiful velvety black can 
be

given to silver by first giving the silver a " quick
-

mg" coat by dipping in or rubbing with a di
lute

solution of mercury in nitric acid until a slight film

of mercury forms on the silver. The operation is

in every way like preparing articles for electroplat
-

ing with silver. The article so treated is next im
-

mersed or brushed over with a freshly made solu
-

tion of liver of sulphur in water. This process pro
-

duces a very intense black, and also has excellent

wearing qualities.

"Gold Coin."—Will you please inform me

what alloy of gold is used in United States gold

coin 7—Gold coin in the United States is composed

of 9 parts fine gold and i part fine copper—which

is equivalent to 214 K. The same alloy is used

by France and other countries that adopt its mone-

tary system. In England, however, the alloy more

nearly approaches fine gold, the proportion being

in parts fine gold to i of copper.
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Disposal of Unclaimed Repair
Jobs

ED. KEYSTONE you please advise me
what to do with watches, clocks and jewelry left for
repair and not called for. Your legal opinion as to
what is best to do will be very much appreciated.

Yours very truly,
GEO. E. 1\1. WAREHEIM.Baltimore, Md.

The Law Very
Unsatisfactory

The above familiar question
has been previously an-
swered in THE KEYSTONE,

but it has been asked so frequently in the
past few months that a republication of our
reply would seem to be necessary. We
must say at the start that no very satisfac-
tory answer can be given. A jeweler who
repairs any article, say a watch, has a lien
upon it for his reasonable charges for his
work. It is provided in Pennsylvania that if
the owner in such a case fails to pay the
charges within sixty days after demand
thereof, made personally upon such owner,
it shall be lawful for the jeweler, after the
expiration of the sixty days, .to expose the
watch for sale at public auction, and to sell
the same and pay himself, together with the
costs of advertising and sale, and hold the
balance subject to the order of the owner.
See Act of December 14, 1863, P. L. 1127,
Brightly's Purdon's Digest, page 1059.
Under this Act it would seem that it would
not be safe for the jeweler to make the sale
without giving notice of it, together with the
name of the owner, for three successive
weeks in a newspaper published in the
county, and by six written or printed hand-
bills, put up in the most public and conspic-
uous places in the vicinity of the store of the
jeweler. In case the place of residence of
the owner of the watch is unknown, an appli-
cation may be made to a judge of the county
to make an order authorizing the sale upon
such notice as he may require. This Act of
Assembly is not very satisfactory for a
jeweler who has a bill of a few dollars, and it
would plainly be to his advantage in an ordi-
nary case to try to get his money without
resorting to it.

Under a decision of the
Jeweler's Right Supreme Court of Pennsyl-

vania, the jeweler would
have the right to transfer

the possession of the watch and his lien upon
it for his bill, to a third person, who would
hold it on the same terms.

We are often asked, "how much of the
proceeds of the sale of the repaired article
must be refunded to the original owner in
case he calls for the article after it has been
sold by the jeweler to pay expenses?'' It
would seem as if the jeweler must refund all
in excess of his reasonable charges for repairs
and cost of sale. We do not think that any
extra charge for the mere " keep " of the
article can be legally made. Furthermore, if
a jeweler has repaired a watch, and by'reason
of the owner not calling for it and paying his
bill, is compelled to keep the watch for a
considerable time, we think his duty would

of Transfer
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be to take all reasonable care of it ; but that
if the watch intrinsically deteriorated while it
was being held for the owner, the jeweler
would not be responsible. But the jeweler
must remember that the reason for the bad
condition of the watch, under such circum-
stances, is a question of fact ; and it would be
very hard to convince the owner that the
condition of the watch was not owing either
to the jeweler not having it in proper order
or to his not having taken proper care of it.

Of course, the laws regu-
The Law lating such matters differ in
in Illinois different States. A Chicago

jeweler who asked Business
Law, " How can I legally dispose of watches
left with me to be repaired and then never
called for ?" was answered as follows: Strictly
speaking you have, in Illinois, no other
right, without a special contract conferring it,
than just to retain the property until it is
claimed and your proper charges are paid,
unless you go into a court of equity to fore-
close your lien and have a judicial sale. But
probably the courts would uphold a public
sale made by you, after you have held the
property for at least six months or a year,
without this formality, if the owner's interests
are sufficiently protected. Personal written
notice must be given to him, if possible, to
take away his property, describing it, and
pay the charges thereon, with notice of the
time, place and manner of the intended sale,
should he not do so. It ought to be of at
least ten or fifteen days, and thirty days'
notice would do no harm. In case he cannot
be found upon diligent inquiry, notice should
be sent to him through the post office to his
last known address and published for three
successive weeks, weekly, in a secular news-
paper of general circulation, published in
the county. The sale must be public and
due notice of it should be published for
three successive weeks. When two pub-
lished notices must thus be given they may
be combined. The person having the lien
on the property to pay which the sale is made,
cannot himself purchase the property at such
sale, or it will still remain subject to redemp-
tion. The proceeds may be applied to pay
all legal charges, and any balance over held
for the rightful claimant should he ever call
for an accounting.

Not infrequently the owner
The Law in of a watch left for repairs
Massachusetts is accommodated by the

jeweler with the loan of a
watch till the repairs are made. When a
a customer thus accommodated does not call
for his watch, the jeweler's grievance is aggra-
vated. A Massachusetts subscriber in this
predicament asks, if such a customer does not
call for his watch in a reasonable time has not
the jeweler at least a right to loan it ? In reply
we would say, that a watch left for repairs
under these circumstances would be subject
to a lien for the work done on it, and would
also be a pledge for the return of the watch
loaned in its place. But the jeweler would
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not have a right to loan the repaired watch,
in the absence of an agreement giving him
the Wright. The Public Statutes of Massachu-
setts, chapter 192, sections io to 12 and
24 to 30, provide for sales of property
pledged and property on which there is such
a lien, on sixty days' notice to the owner;
as there are separate provisions for the two
classes of property, and as this comes within
both classes, both provisions should be fol-
lowed. In regard to property pledged, the
law states that " the pledgee may sell the
pledge at public auction," but a police, dis-
trict or municipal court, or a trial justice
must order a sale of property subject to a lien,
after fourteen days' additional notice to the
owner.

The law in Massachusetts, as
A Special Law elsewhere, may seem unsat-

isfactory to the jeweler in
such cases as being too full

of "red tape." If the trade were properly
organized it might be possible to secure the
passage of a law by the different States pro-
viding for auction sales of such goods un-
claimed for six months. The railroad and
express companies secured the passage of
State laws giving them the right to sell un-
claimed baggage at the expiration of a fixed
period, and there are very much stronger
reasons why State Legislatures should grant
a similar privilege to jewelers, who are not
only made the responsible custodians of the
unclaimed article, but have the trouble and
expense of repairing, and may possibly have
convenienced the owner with the loan of a
substitute article.

Necessary

Various Makeshift
Safeguards

Many jewelers print a limi-
tation clause on the check
which they give their cus-
tomer. The usual form is,

" If not called for in six months will be sold
to cover expense of repairs." A jeweler, of
course, cannot make laws for himself ; but
the clause would at least be a printed warn-
ing to the watch owner, and his attention
should be always directed to it at the time
the check is handed to him. It has been
recommended that a printed form embody-
ing the above provision be signed by the
person leaving the article for repairs, but we
fear patrons would not take kindly to
signing a document of this character. It
might be tried, however, where the jeweler
has any doubt of the individual ; or in case
he favors him by lending him a watch until
his own is repaired.
" How long is a jeweler responsible for

work left for repairs?" is a question often
asked. In reply we would say : If a jeweler
receives a watch and repairs it, he would
seem to be responsible for it while it is in his
care, for a "reasonable time ;" and even
after " a reasonable time" has elapsed, and
the owner has failed to pay charges and take
it away, the jeweler's duty is to care for the
watch, although the law would probably not
hold him to quite as high a degree of respon-
sibility as before the expiration of the reason-
able time.
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RICiltiTERED TRADE MARK

Maintenance d Quality
By The Manufacturer
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is the mainstay of the jewelry trade their salvation against
conscienceless outside competition. The jewelers know
where we stand on this vital question of quality. They
recognize in the * Ft & 11 trade-mark the one certain
safeguard of their reputation in chain selling the only
reliable bulwark between them and danger. Our trade-
mark is, in truth, as it has been styled,

The American Hall-Marl( in Chains
" Does it pay to maintain quality," ask some manu-

facturers? Our success and the universal trade appreciation
of our chains answer the question. Our patronage has, in
fact, a lesson for all, in that it evidences trade fidelity to
the manufacturer who safeguards his patrons by the quality
of his product.

Several hundred new patterns of ladies' and gentle-
men's chains for Spring trade are now ready; also a com-
plete new line of Silver Novelties. See the *
lines before making selections.

lit TI ER TRADE MARK

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr.
Works, 7 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street.
CHICAGO OFFICE, Stewart Building.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Claus Spreckels Building.
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No. 408, cost 83.37 each.

EMBLEM 'RINGS
(Illustrations two-thirds size.)

Look at the prices quoted on the rings illustrated ! Then

take note of the fact that they are Solid Gold-10 K. Guar-
anteed •, are finely made, beautifully engraved, and richly

enameled in appropriate colors • center emblems raised on

most of them—high-grade goods in every respect. Now !

If it isn't an unfair request to make—tell us where you can

match them. And, these are but a few—lots more, same

rate. At a little extra cost the " heavy " kinds may be had

in " extra heavy." All can be had in 14 K., too. Complete

line in catalog ; want one?

No. 305, cost 83.37 each.

No. 309, cox, •3.37 each.

No. 310, cost 83.37 each.

s

No. 311, cost 89.37 each.

This cut
shows a
round
made-up
riug.

Not
!Keystone
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ess
O per cent
10 days.

American
Cases and Movements,

Address all correspondence to Providence office.



BANK.SOFFIEE FURNITURE

2CL
STORE FIXTURES

AFTER an experience of 20 years as Manager of the office and store furniture factory of
Alexander H. Revell & Co., I have established myself in the Bank, Office, Store Fixtures

and Show Case Manufacturing Business.

With an ample factory, modern equipment, and a valuable experience with one of the best
manufacturers in the country, I am confident that I can furnish a class of " Goods " in keeping
with the highest ideals as to reliability and artistic quality.

As a sample of our work we show herewith our Patent All-Glass Show Case—now
considered the most rigid and best all-glass case made.

We shall be pleased to receive specifications, on which correct estimates will be
promptly submitted.

F. C. Jorgeson & Company,
208-210 West Lake Street,

Chicago.

Worth Reading and Thinking Over

There's no good reason why the Jeweler should 
deprive himself of the benefits of

selling a deftendable lo K. 20-year Filled Case. He
 has everything to gain by discard-

ing the unworthy kinds, and holding fast to the
 one good kind.

Some Jewelers are properly cautious when it co
mes to 25-year goods, and in this

grade sell the Boss only ; but they seem to dro
p all their caution when the customer is

after " something cheaper." And yet the buyer of a 20-year Case will insi
st on getting

20-years' wear out of his case, just as the b
uyer of a 25-year Case wants 25-years' wea

r

out of kis; and there will be as much comp
laint against the jeweler in the failure of

the 10 K. case as in the failure of the 14 K.

Strange that all Jewelers do not recognize this f
act, and safeguard their reputation

in the sale of io K. Filled Cases; strange t
hat any Jeweler should surrender to the influ

-

ence of the Department Store, the Mail Order
 House and the " irregular " outsider.

For it is the influence of these, the Jeweler's
 worst competitors, that has led to the

debasement of the 20-year case, because of 
their persistent demand, " Gel the ihrice

down." In selling the trashy 20-year goods, the J
eweler is simply publicly endorsing

the selections of these outside competitors
--and digging his own grave.

It is high time that the Jeweler looked facts
 in the face. Otherwise, two things are

bound to happen : first, the Jeweler who is 
now selling the inferior makes of 20-ye

ar

cases will have to reckon, by and by, Nvith 
indignant customers, when these cases fail to

wear zo years—fail to wear even 10, or 5, 
years ; second, the Jeweler in the mea

ntime

will have lost his 20-year Case business, 
because he has no chance in competition 

\\Pith

the big " outside " houses who buy the 
inferior makes of Cases in great lots.

It ought not be—it need not be. If the Jeweler will sell only the defienciabl
e to K.

20-year Filled Case, the BOSS, he will b
ring back and firmly secure the 20-year 

trade

which should never have been lost to him 
; and at the same time will secure his 

repu-

tation and his future smooth-going. 
There's a sure market at all times for g

oods of

real worth, such as the best 20-year 
Filled Case ; and the Jeweler can control this

market, if he will.
The Department Store, the Mail Order 

House and the " irregular " dealer s
ometimes

illustrate a few Boss Cases in their catalo
gues, because our extensive advertising o

f the Boss

Case has created general inquiry for it 
on the part of the public. They illustrate them

because they have to. But they sell them only when they m
ust. They induce the buyer

to take a " just as good," when they 
can, because of the greater profit in 

these inferior

cases. They rarely carry Boss in stock, beca
use they cannot buy them from the 

manufac-

turer under any circumstances. They find themselves hindered at every 
turn, in the sale of

Boss ; they concede that the Boss is not
 for them, but is the Jeweler's own.

Now turn the page.



In order to emphasize the distinction between the
false and the true, in 20-year Filled Cases, and to
enable the Jeweler to particularize, in his descriptions
of the best, we announce to The Trade

A New Shape in Boss 10 K.

which will be known as

"The Lincoln"

Here is a 2o-year Filled Case which marks a

great advance, in artistic design, over any io K.

Case ever put on the market. The proportions

are perfect. Study the lines in this sectional view

(the case is sawed through the middle) and you

will agree that the designer of a solid gold case

could produce nothing better, as to harmony, pro-

portions and grace of line. It has been pronounced

by disinterested artists to be a very notable achieve-

ment in the creation of "the Beautiful in the Good."

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

Profile of
" Tor: 1,INCI,I,N"
()pen-Face Case.

Face of centers is varied. A row of pearls is on each side.

Curved milling on edge of back.
Plain polished O. G. curve.
Fine straight knurl.

The center of back is nearly flat. (The illustration shows an
Open-Face case. The "bulge " on the right is the glass.)

Showing
different
finish on
faces of
centers.

This cut shows edge of center and edge
of back, in the Open-Face case.

' The Lincoln"

Nvill suggest to the Jeweler two likenesses. The one is a likeness in achievement The Lincoln of history

was The Liberator of a multitude of men. " The Lincoln," in io K. Filled Cases, will liberate a multitude

of Jewelers from the shackles of unfair trade competition. The other likeness is in the Ming it stamp's

for. Abraham Lincoln said, " You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some

of the time, but you can't fool all of the people all of the time." So this latest Jas. Boss io K. Filled Case,

to be known specifically as " THE LINCOLN," will rebuke the shortcomings of those inferior 20-year cases

which fool some of the people some of the time, and will bear perpetual witness of its own intrinsic Nvorth

to all of the people all of the time.

"THE LINCOLN" is made in all sizes, both 0. F. and Hunting, and variously
Plain, E. T. and Engraved. Most of the engraving patterns are entirely new.

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.



Order by Number .
'llicse are all Quick Sellers.

The New Eno-land Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

39 Maiden I,ane, New York.
Claus Spreckles Building, San Francisco.

131-,37 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

STORE-KEEPING
MISCELLANY

°Pricing Stock"

THE interesting subject of discussion at a
recent meeting of retail merchants was

" Pricing Stock." The following extracts
from one of the addresses has much practical
business wisdom that the jeweler will find
very applicable to his business. Said the
speaker :

All Stock Should

You are all familiar with the old
maxim of " Goods well bought

be Priced are half sold." Now I have
always contended that it is just

as necessary (in order to make a proper showing
at the end of the year) that your merchandise be
plainly and systematically priced or listed, as it is
to have it well bought. I claim that by so doing
your are assisted it; buying, as well as selling to an
advantage. A reddy reference to your cost is often
the means of getting you a better price in buying;
for by comparison of your last costs with a sales-
man's quotation, you know exactly what you are
doing, and he is almost certain to strive to make a
favorable showing. So much for buying.

Now in selling, it certainly inspires confidence
in your customer when you can promptly and
without any hesitation, furnish him with a price
and an exact description of any article in your
stock. It is just as certain to create a feeling of
distrust when you are at a loss to know what your
cost and selling prices are, and are obliged to look
up some old invoice or hunt for some nearly oblit-
erated character on the article or on the nearest
wall or shelf. The customer is very apt to question
in his own mind whether he got the right price or
not. In many establishments some one clerk, who
by his attention to details and faculty for remem-
bering, is generally looked to for information as to
prices, stock, etc. You have, no doubt, heard one
salesman call to another, " Say, John, what do these

cuff buttons sell for ?" John is no doubt busy with
another customer, and if he does not have the
price in mind, he leaves his customer to help find
the price of cuff buttons. Possibly the price is
not found, and is guessed at or quoted at some old
price that they were sold at before the advance,
and a profit is lost where one ought to have been
made. This is only an instance of what could
happen, or possibly it is an actual occurrence a
number of times a day.

In the matter of pricing up an
Pricing in Making inventory, a system of pricing

is an absolute necessity if you
would come anywhere near the

value of your stock of merchandise. After you
have perfected such a system, it is very little labor
to keep it up. Nothing that you can do will keep
you better posted than comparing and changing
the prices in your price books from your .invoices.
This is our method : We had made to order a set
of five price books. We started out at first with
but one book, but being rather bulky and being
handled so much it did not wear very well ; and,
again, time was lost by one clerk waiting for
another to get through with it. We had the books
made seven by nine inches, of the best quality of
paper and bound in stiff leather covers, flat opening.
We would recommend that the loose leaf style of
book be used ; then a leaf torn or worn could be
replaced at any time. The books are indexed
through with leather index tabs, these tabs project
at the edge of the book so that it is not necessary
to touch the pages if the fingers are soiled. The
pages are ruled with columns for list, discount, net,
job and retail prices. The sizes and descriptions
of the articles we write in ink, the list and prices
are written with a fine, hard pencil that they may
readily be erased for changing. We select illustra-
tions of the articles from our catalogues ; you can
generally find anything you want in the catalogue
houses' list ; these are better on account of being

an Inventory

smaller and the paper thinner ; we make use of the

pictures for the reason that when several articles of

the same name are listed, our most inexperienced

help could tell from the picture, if he could not

from the description, which pattern sold at one

price and which at another.
These books we keep in an accessible place,

so that there is no delay in noting a price when
taking an order. We also keep in a central place
where all the salesman can easily see it, a common
school slate ; this we have divided off in two spaces;
the upper part we have headed " ADVANCED"
and the lower space " DECLINED." When a
change in the price of staple goods (these prices
being generally memorized) is made, the name of
the article is written under the proper heading ;
this slate is in fact a bulletin board which gives
immediate notice of the change ; no prices ate
placed thereon, simply a notice of change."

We have a file•for all quotations
that we receive, and we keep
accessible the catalogues and
lists of the manufacturers where
we can in a moment look up

anything that is called for and we do not happen
to have in stock. Our customers know this and it
is often the means of bringing us orders for articles
that yield us a fair profit. In pricing your lists and
stock there is one very important factor, and it
must not be lost sight of, and that is your compe-
titor. His views as to what goods ought to sell at
are not always in accord with yours, and it some-
times happens that there is cutting of each other's
prices, the question of profits being lost sight of
altogether ; as a remedy we would urge that you
use a little tact and diplomacy and get better
acquainted with him. Your interests are almost
identical with his ; you both are entitled to fair
profits on your investments. Get in touch with
him and come to some arrangement as to prices.
You will find this easier than you think.

All Quotations
and Lists
Preserved

Our illustration shows the lower portion of a window display designed by r. Rueffer, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to which, however, the
photograph does not do full Justice. The floor space of this window im 7 x 14 feet, and the greater portion of this space was covered with

white material. The background was hong with white silk curtains and the front elevation overlaid with black felt. This being in the

nature of a dual display, as will be noted, the goods were arranged in two different forms—a feature which added to the attractivenss of

the trim.
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All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.

Made in •
6 Different

04 Grades.

SOLD ONLY

PRICES NOT

04 04 04 04 e4 04 (06 ,A 'A 04 04 JA 446 AA 06 J6 JA 06 J6 04 06' ,A

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

10 Ligne.
Ligne.

0 Size.
12 Size.
16 Size.

Pendant Set, Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,

Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

TO LEOITIMATEE JEWELERS.

ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

SEND FOR PRICE–LIST.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, LI}
AGENTS.

3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

SELLING ' j CROSS & BEGUELIN,
J7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

1

4,4

4,4

4,0

04

6,4

PEARL PURCHASING AS A PROFESSION
Money Right in Hand Never were Pearls in higher favor, and never was there

a better market for them.

Purchasing American Pearls and Slugs is my specialty.

My facilities for advantageous disposal of them are unrivaled;
and this enables me to pay the highest firices.

It is clear that the person who pays the highest price for a
commodity is the most profitable one to sell it to.

There is more to these statements than the mere wording
of them.

My cash returns bear them out.

Dollars talk for me.

Send me your Pearls and Slugs—all sales to me an.
satisfactory.

MAURICE BROWER,
Importer of Diamonds and Precious Stones,

12-14-16 John Street
(Ander.son Building), New York,

March, 1903

New York's Jewel Displays

Sights that Royalty Can Hardly Match

SIGHT that impresses, even astonishes,

strangers in New York—strangers from

foreign lands as well as from other parts

of the country—is the magnificent display

je‘■ el ry at the opera, the theater, the fashionable
restaurants, at every place, in fact, frequented by

t he public.
At the Meropolitan Opera House in particular,

on a regular subscription night, coronets, tiaras,

collars, necklaces, ropes, ceintures, stomachers,

dazzling in their brilliancy, are as plentiful as if

made of glass, and it does not take the eye of a

connoisseur either to see that millions of dollars are

represented in them, or, for that matter, in the

jewels alone which shine from the boxes bordering

the horseshoe. The sight is certainly well worth

eeing, and one of which New York ought to be

more or less proud. But as a rule the average

New Yorker views the display calmly, almost

indifferently.

New Yorkers
Lead the World

are strangers, a

The fact is that so gradually

year by year has the splendor of

it increased that New Yorkers

are slower to appreciate than

magnificence that can hardly be

outdone the world over.

One of the best-known experts in precious

stones in this country made two interesting state-

ments the other day ; first, that more diamonds

have been imported into the United States in the

last thirty years than were mined in two centuries

previous, and second, that during the year 1901

more precious stones were sent to New York than

reached here from 1856 to 1866, or in any two

years since.
" For one thing," added the expert, "from a

commercial standpoint, fine jewels are not a bad

investment, considering that there is no other com-

modity, unless it is gold, which at a forced sale will

more nearly bring its purchase price.

" Buyers of pearls during the last ten years are

at a great advantage. Never before were pearls in

greater demand than they are right now, which

means, of course, that they have not depreciated in

value. Feminine fancy for the time being runs to

strings of pearls rather than to set collars—strings

which lengthen out to ropes according to the elas-

ticity of the purse of the man or woman who places

the order.
"Anywhere from ;$2o,000 to $30,000 is paid

cheerfully every day for a single string only large

enough to go around the neck. Some of the ropes

cost as much as $zoo,000, and one, ten feet long,

which we finished a few weeks ago for a New York

woman, cost $400,000. It is not every day though

that an order like that is placed.

"It is pretty well understood that many of the

costliest necklaces and strings of pearls now extant

Sire owned by Americans ; but perhaps it is not so

well known that each of these necklaces, in fact

ttly string of large, perfectly-matched pearls, repre-

sents sometimes years of patient search of the most

famous pearl fisheries of Oriental countries and of

the jewel marts of the world by experts who spend

their time doing nothing else.

" Nowadays, as most people

Expensive Jewelry know, it is as much the custom
Made to Order to have certain rare pieces of

jewelry made to order as it is

to order a dress suit, a carriage or a yacht. Cus-

tomers who can pay many thousands of dollars for

THE KEYSTONE

one article of jewelry generally have individual

preferences which must be considered.
" The ornaments we have in stock may give

them a cue as to style, price, etc., but the more
fastidious are quite likely to choose to have stones
all of a certain size or a particular color, or it may
be a combination of stones not exactly like any-

thing we have made up.
"In almost every case we can guarantee to

give a customer exactly what she wants, but not

always at short notice. It may take months to get

together a certain desired group of rare stones.

" For instance, the other day we finished a

pendant for a millionaire who wanted it for a

Christmas present for his wife, and ordered it more

than six months ago. The most remarkable feature

of the pendant is five rubies, which alone are

valued at poo,000, and are absolutely flawless and

perfectly matched.
" One of the most superb private collections of

emeralds in the world is owned by a New York

woman. Every time she appears in it in public the

fact is chronicled, and she is probably the envy of

every woman of her acquaintance. No one needs

to be told that to get together such a collection of

perfect emeralds was a work of time.

" I could go on multiplying examples of the

same kind and describe many wonderful pieces of

jewelry, but most of them are in evidence at the

opera any night, and the public is almost as familiar

with them as the owners themselves.

" One thing is certain that the contents of very

many of the private jewel cases in New York indi-

cate a value of more than half a million of dollars.

In some cases they are matched in value by the

collections of royalty alone and that only because

the latter owe much of their value to historical

associations.
" Indeed, it is not too much to say that, sepa-

rated from their associations, many of the jewels

worn by crowned heads are so ordinary that some

American women would probably refuse to wear

them.

American Women's
Knowledge of
Jewelry

" I am really surprised some-
times at the cleverness of the

American woman in discrimi-

nating between the different

grades of jewels, and I begin to think she must

have a natural aptitude in that direction. Of

course, almost anyone but an expert may be fooled

in precious stones, which accounts for the fact that

Americans are slow to buy jewels through any save

well-known and trustworthy agencies. The Ameri-

can woman dearly loves a bargain, but she is not

willing to run much risk to get one when it comes

to a question of jewels."

But if strangers are astonished at the show of

jewels at the opera and elsewhere o' nights in this

town, they are even more surprised at the careless-

ness with which New York women wear the cost-

liest ornaments all day long—walking, driving,

shopping, calling, indeed on every and any occa-

sion. An English woman at a morning concert

not long ago, was both astonished and alarmed to

see in the back hair of an American woman in

front of her a pin containing a row of good-sized

diamonds of first quality. At the lowest calcula-

tion the thing was worth five or six thousand

dollars.

"Any thief," expostulated the English woman

afterward, "could snip that out of your hair as

quick as a wink."
" But no thief ever has," was the rejoinder.

Later on in the restaurant at luncheon the

English visitor saw at a nearby table a woman with

several strands of almost priceless pearls wound

347

around the outside of her dress collar as if they

had been so many beads, and her companion wore

a long chain made mostly of diamonds, to which

was attached a lorgnette studded with precious

stones. Afterward, to the stranger's horror, she

saw both women calmly strolling up Fifth Avenue.

American women, it seems,
don't have the finest jewels

Jewels in America in the world to keep them in
a safety deposit vault and to

substitute for them in public paste imitations as

was frequently done in the old days in court circles

by ladies of high degree. No paste jewels, if you

please, for women on this side of the water.

The American buys jewels to adorn her per-

son and she wears them in season and, it may be,

out of season. Moreover, she doesn't worry over-

much about their safety. It seems she has no

reason to.
" The percentage of losses of jewels by theft

in this country, and especially in New York," said

a leading jeweler, whose opinion on this subject

was asked, " is so small as to be scarcely worth

counting. It is perhaps true that it might be easy

enough to steal a handsome article now and then,

but the thief always finds it mighty hard work to

dispose of the jewels afterward without getting

caught. In fact, it can hardly be done.

" If the stones are very valuable their loss is

immediately communicated to every buyer in the

country, and before they can be offered for

sale one and all are keeping a sharp lookout for

them.
" The majority of New York women who own

many handsome jewels have a small safe in their

sleeping room dedicated solely to the use of their

jewels. In the newer houses this safe is built into

the wall, and its whereabouts would never be sus-

pected by any but the occupants of the room.

" This is useful at least for the more elaborate

pieces not in every-day use, but for little else. So

constantly does the New Yorker wear her jewels

that even the handsomest of them are much more

apt to be tucked carelessly into a jewel case in a

top drawer than into the recess in the wall, which

is guarded with an intricate combination lock.

" On one occasion perhaps, as when in deep

mourning or between seasons, when for a few days

or weeks the New York woman may retire into the

country for a rest, most of her jewels are sent to a

safety deposit box for storage or to her jeweler's

vault, which nowadays is fitted up with small pri-

vate compartments for the benefit of customers.

But their incarceration never lasts long.

" Time was when the American woman who

went traveling left all her jewels locked up in a

safe place till she came back. But that time has

passed. Rich Americans are now too well known

on the other side to be left unnoticed for long, con-

sequently while in other lands attentions and invi-

tations descend upon them almost as fast as when

at home, and as the American woman invariably

wants to dress well wherever she goes, her jewel

case now goes along with her, and in it are some

of her finest jewels.
" Strange as it may seem, seldom or never are

any of them stolen, and the only worry their owner

is apt to have during her outing is when she con-

fronts the customs officers when she lands again at

this port." —N. Y. Sun.

No Substitute

"Enclosed find my dollar ; wouldn't be with-

out The Keystone for ten dollars a year, or twenty

dollars either."—A. F. Rockwell, Jeweler, Sioux
City, Iowa.
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as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.,
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NEW FIRM. NEW GOODS.

CHARLES H. WINTER,
Rooms 210-211 Collins Block, SEATTLE, WASH.

Carry a full line of

WATCHMAKE RS' and JEWELERS' TOOLS,
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES, ETC.

OP TICAL GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S Watch Chains.
SEND US A TRIAL ORDER.

Our Vottiol :
Genuine Materials and Prompt Attention to Ordcrs.

ilMigaL*1;14-gitSWY,

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

The flame of Nation in all Plate-Glass Oases
THE “KADE IMPROVED SYSTEM"

Tho Socrotarg Floor 08Se the peer of all floor cases. No holes in glass;
no metal I'llpti ; no danger of breakage. The

most practical All Plate-Glass Case cc the market. Made to ship set up or knock down.
Particulars on application.

High-Grade Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.

We make a complete line of Modern Jewelril Fixtures, Indium and High Grade
1Ve have made a specialty of the fixture business and it has latcono• a seience with us.
We can lit Volt 1)11t COMpleludy hi show cases, stools, etc. Send 25 cents in stamps for

our 20th Century Fixture Catalogue. Over 300 pages, size in. A book of in for-
illation, suggestions, prices, etc., illustrating out hits front $300 tip to the finest. A regular
Encyclopedia Americanica.

I:cording our goods, ask our customers.
Negarding our responsibility, itsb a ty bank or business house in our city, or any commercial agency.

M.WinterlumberCompany7The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Established 1865. Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agts. for Mo., Kans., Nebr., 0. T. and I. T.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas.
Jos, W. Schlumpf, 318-9 Pacific Rik., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington,
C. .T. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents for Arkansas.
Findlay, Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for La., Miss. and Ala.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted

Non=Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,
from 00 to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines in
assorted colored stitching.

1 he same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add 10c.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to he mailed, and always send re-
mittrnce with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established t000. JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

Advertising Suggestions for Busy Jewelers

NE of the most encouraging developments in the situation
as far as the jewelers are concerned is their deepening inter-
est in advertising. Occasionally we ourselves have doubts
as to whether we are not devoting relatively too much space

to the subject—but the trade correspodence invariably reassures us.
" Give more space to hints on advertising for retail jewelers,"
writes George H. Striker, of Buffalo, N. Y. " Everthing in
THE KEYSTONE iS 0. K., but we could stand more reproductions

For the housewife, the gift should be decorative and
useful as well. Nothing Mont' acceptable than table
ware. Our stock otrers a hundred suggestions—in
silver and line plate and in cut glass.

We don't urge you to buy expensive gifts. We
• have hosts of exquisite things that are within range of
modest incomes—pins, rings, watches even, and pretty
silver novelties by the score.

The pleasure of owning a precious stone is scarcely
greater than the pleasure of giving one. Let us help
you to select a stone worthy for a gift. We have all
kinds in all kinds of settings.

Our show cases glisten with hundreds of gift sug-
gestions in the way of gold jewelry for man and maid.
Scarf and stick pins, brooches, rings, etc., in an infinite
variety of rich and beautiful designs.

We are displaying hundreds of pretty and useful
un its iu sterling silver that none need be ashamed to

and that all will be glad to receive—though the
.;.-1 he slight.

Bright as
Spring Sunshine.

Our New Spring Stock
snakes our store a fairy.
land of gold and silver
brilliancy,with art,sty le
and novelty thrown in.
DON'T FAIL to see our
wealth of newness in

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
' Silverware an Glassware.

Thc FINEST GOODS by
thy best makers,at BEST
PRICES for standard
quality.

HOLMES (../ MUNN,
Jewelers and Stationers.

There is no watch for every-day use like a good
American one. The best makes of American watches
are here and priced very reasonably, indeed.

The more customers we have the better we can do
for all. For that reason we do our best to serve all
classes, whether they are blessed with big purses or
modest ones.

We can sell you a watch at a moderate price that
will keep good time indefinitely—or you can have as
tine and handsome a watch as you wish and still nut
empty your purse.

utt

There are styles in watches as well as in clothes.
The latest styles ill %MIMI'S watches are here, including
some beautiful and dainty chatelaine watches, hand-
somely enameled or engraved—some set with precious

stones,

The man who misses a train because his watch is
slow, or because he has none, should make the acquaint-
ance of our watch stock at once. We guarantee even
the lowest priced to keep the right time,

of advertising," writes F. Pieper, jr., Covington, Ky. These are

typical of a vast number of such suggestions showing that the trade

at large now fully realize the importance of the greatest lever in

modern business-doing. We show on this page a few sample

Easter advertisements, and in addition we reprint a number of

good suggestions from the Simmons co-operative advertising plan,

one of the many new plans devised by manufacturers to assist the
retailers who handle their product ;

)Eater
111ovelties
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All New Styles come with Easter,
its jewelry as in dress ; but not all stores
have them. We are now showing the lat-
est styles in all the prevailing fads. If you
want JEWELRY or NOVELTIES—any-
thing for personal decoration—come to us

for the " just-out " kind. The quality is
right and so are the prices.

Excelsior Jewelry House,
Columbus Avenue.

There are few men ,women or boys who don't long for
a watch, or want a better one than they have. All sorts
are here, front a good, moderate-priced timepiece to the
fittest gold. one.

The best watch for your money—whatever the size
of your purse—may be found right here. Such a variety
of reliable timepieces is not often gathered In one stock.

Timekeepers that may be depended on for all time
—both for the mantel and the pocket. No one who
wants a good watch or clock can fail to be suited.

ibt

The range of our stock ofjewelry is wide enough to

satisfy everyone. If you want a diamond brooch or a

plain gold ring it's here. And price as well as quality

Is right.

Every gem or piece of jewelry you buy of us is
guaranteed. We stand back of every sale. Just now

we've an unusually tine assortment of rings—marquise,

solitaire, clusters, gypsy, etc.

Gifts for
Easter
Brides
If you are in doubt

what to give ;
IL you want some-

thing that won't be likely
to be duplicated ;

If you are hunting a gift that
will be as creditable to
your good taste as to
your good nature;

If you desire a gift that will
be as new as the bride
herself, and as much ad-
mired ;

CALL ON US TO-DAY.
The goods have just arrived.

(349)

HOBSON
& CO.
16 Grand St.

It is generally conceded that we have the largest
stock and the handsomest assortment (of rings to be
found anywhere in town. Any taste inay be suited,
awl fancy pleased.

uSt
We know jewelry as a grocer knows flour. This

knowledge enables its te buy right and guarantees right
prices to you. We invite comparison of our stock and
prices with others.

Diamonds for all who admire them—and who
doesn't? Perfectly cut and exquisitely set in pins,
rings, earrings, brooches, etc. Single stones and clus-
ters, and combined with other gems. No trouble to
show them.

We sell only the best silver plate, but that is the
cheapest for it hist s longest. We have an exceptionally
good varlet y si cry handsome and very serviceable
ware at very moderate prices, indeed.

Things of beauty that appeal to women especially
are displayed in our window this week. All women
who are interested in jewelry and all men who are
interested in women should see them.

PEARL 

r- JEWELRY
is all the rage just now -imitation pearl,

jewelry, for real pearls are almost price-

less. The imitations we are showing are

not the fade-in-a-day kind, but scientific,

durable gems that even WE can't tell from

the real without expert inspection. All

manner of designs and settings in the new
styles favored by fashion.

Morton Jewelry Co.
South Beach.

We will examine your eyes without charge—tell
yott just what you need and supply you with the best
glasses that can be had. We till oculists' prescript ions
with absolute accuracy.

iPt

Neither age nor youth is exempt from eye troubles
and defective vision. If there is any suspicion of
trouble with your eyes, we'll examine them free and
furnish the right glasses at I Itt• right price.

If there', anything the matter with your eyes, go
to the Wall W Ii , IlaS Illalic Cy,. a special, study. our

expert optician know,: all ilk ollt visual defects and the
proper means for their t•orrection.

Wise people realize that the proper fitting of glasses
should never be guessed at. We ha; e a skilled optician
who Is competent to examine you r it and supply the
needful glasses.

Gift giving is always a pleasure, hut choosing gifts
is often perplexing. However, we've a multitude of
beautiful and reasonably priced gifts than make the
choosing easy and pleasurable.



TIGHT BINDING

Western and Southwestern Association Territory.
ONE AND ONE=FIFTH FARE.

Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western and Southwestern Passenger Associations, including
the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado;
New Mexico on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe-Pacific;
Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the
Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates
from the nearest points on other lines ; Northern Peninsula of Michigan on the C. M. & St. P. and C. N. Ry. ;
Illinois in Western Passenger Association territory.

Third Meeting /Dates for Buying Tickets-March 7, 8, 9, io, ii, 12, 13 and 14.
1. Dates for Returning Home-March II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24.

{ Dates for Buying Tickets-March 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.Fourth Meeting Dates for Returning Home-March 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and April i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

(FROM CURRENT CIRCULAR CF THE

THE GREAT BUYING CENTER
TO DO YOUR SPRING BUYING.

REDUCED FARES during the months of FEBRUARY and MARCH, to the Great WesternMetropolis and return, in connection with the

Spring Meetings, 1903,
OF THE

National Association of Merchants and Travelers,
at Chicago.

Discussion "The Commercial Supremacy of Chicago and the Relation
Transportation to Its Prosperity."

Led hy GEO. F. STONE, Secretary of the Chicago Board of Trade.

Divisions A, B, C and D.

Central Passenger Association Territory.
ONE AND ONE=THIRD FARE.

Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula) and Indiana, and part of Illinois in the Central Passenger
Association Territory.

Third Meeting j Dates for Buying Tickets-March 7, 8, 9, to, II, 12 and 13.
A, Dates for Returning Home-March II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21.

Fourth Meeting  Dates for Buying Tickets-March 2i, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.Dates for Returning Home-March 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and April 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Make a note of the dates for buying tickets and returning home. The railroads will positively permit no deviation from the
dates given above. Members must in all cases take certificates (not a receipt) from the ticket seller at the point of starting.

WARNING I The dates given above only are correct, and the Association cannot be responsible for any statements
of railroad employees to the contrary.

itiswolii,icIliltchoentititeectittiloienrwmittliztuawskinfe%;-t,teirdsloiliiptacianniin as evferroyntihtilTliegtiisckceotrraegeetnwtThe Certificate !-IF(Vi v1,et, he buys his going ticket must us, 1 'e preseitted t , 5ect1i ry

j,int agent of the Railway Companies for his endorsement. The certificate so endorsed will then permit the holder, upon presentation to the ticket agent at Chicago, of tile rail wayEwes over which the member travels, to obtain his return ticket one-third the one-way fare.
To avoid delay and confusion in the rush to make trains, deposit your certificate with the Secretary upon your arrival in Chicago.

C. S. TOMLINSON, General Secretary, 233 Fifth Avenue.

MERCHANT'S' AND TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION.)

We are members of the Merchants' and Travelers' Association. Write us for additional particulars.

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers.
Silversmiths' Building. Columbus Memorial Building.

Wholesale Cut Glass, Art China and Lamps,

238 and 240 Adams Street.
(New location.)

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.

Make our stores your headquarters when you come to town. We are at your service.

Otto Young & Co. A. C. Becken
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149=153 State Street.

Pitkin & Brooks
Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps,

State and Lake Streets.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

H. F. Hahn & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.



GET IN LINE
You will have to buy diamonds some-

where—they are an absolute necessity in
your business.

There are roundabout methods, but they
are costly.

The direct method is to buy of the diamond
cutter, save all the middlemen's profits and
get the lowest price that it is possible to
secure.

If you will get in line and look through
our end of the telescope for a moment, we
can show you some values that will interest
you—stones at their actual price in the rough,
with the addition of the cost of cutting and
one small profit instead of several large ones.

J. R. Wood 0 Sons,
2 Maiden Lane, New York City.

DIAMOND CUTTERS.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject.

technical or mercantile, of general interest
and practical value to the trade

The Life of a Movement

ED. KEYSTONE you please tell me

about how long you think a 15-jewel Elgin move-

ment, well cared for, ought to run and keep correct

time without being cleaned or oiled, from time it

was first put in use?
It strikes me the following is a record breaker:

An 18-size, 15-jewel Elgin movement in an 18 K.

hunting case has been in use for twenty-five years

without ever being in the shop for any kind of re-

pairing. This statement may seem a little broad,

but the possessor of this watch is M. A. Joy, of this

city—one of the most prominent citizens of Texas,

being the owner of about fifteen electric light

plants in three or four States and about half that

many cotton compresses. Mr. joy brought his

watch to my shop and allowed me to examine

movement recently, and the watch was apparently

in good running condition. Would like to hear

what you think of this record breaker through

Yours truly,

Terrell, Texas. J. PORTER BOLDING.

[Twenty-five years is indeed a long time for a
movement to run without cleaning and oiling, and
while it may be a " record breaker," we do not
think it is of such a character as to gladden the
heart of the watchmaker. Experience has taught
us that a movement, even though in apparently
good condition, should be cleaned and oiled at
least once in two years. We have frequently heard
workmen say that a movement would run longer
if set up without oiling, but they do not seem to
take into consideration the fact that a movement
properly cared for as regards cleaning and oiling
will last much longer than one that is not. Even
in the face of such testimony as the above letter
furnishes, we do not hesitate to say that a move-
ment should be cleaned and oiled every year or
two.—E13.]

A Good Suggestion

ED. KEYSTONE :—As, presumably, your maga-

zine is published to some extent to promote inter-

state trade, I venture to think it would be well to

publish an article based on a transaction I had with

a wholesale firm of Chicago. I sent them a gold

watch case worth $50, together with $30 to pay for a

Howard movement advertised in THE KEYSTONE.

The firm forwarded the watch but I never received

it. They valued the consignment at $75, but not

having a receipt or a duplicate of it, I recovered

only ko in a suit I entered against the express com-

pany, they having alleged that the package had

been valued at only $15 and not $75, and that the

original $15 had been subsequently altered to $75.
In addition to publishing an account of the

transaction, or some abstracts from it, to " point a

moral," if not to "adorn a tale," I think it may

benefit the trade to give them your advice based

upon the following facts :
I. In consequence of the uncertainty of re-

ceiving goods by express, it is best always to have

them sent C. 0. D.
2. Whenever money accompanies an order,

the house sending the goods by express should

always notify the consignee of shipment, and send

him a duplicate receipt, not a copy of it. This will

enable the consignee to adduce some proof before

THE KEYSTONE

a law court (in case he sues for loss) and establish

the value of his consignment.
I had no duplicate, and consequently was un-

able to prove that the firm in question had placed

a valuation of $75 on the package. An agent of

the express company called at my office and offered

me $15, saying that was the amount of the valua-

tion and asserting that the latter had been raised

by converting the figure i into a 7. At this rate,

no dealer is safe. If I had had a duplicate it is not

likely such a defence would have been set up, in

view of the fact that the express company's agent

said this alteration had been made after it was

clear that the package had been irrevocably lost.

Certainly something ought to be done to pro-

tect persons sending money for goods advertised

UI TIIF. KEYSTONE or other journals. It is scarcely

likely that an alteration could be made in both the

original and duplicate, since this would necessitate

a conspiracy between the consignor and the con-

signee to swindle the express company.
Truly yours,

Baltimore, Md. Wm. G. STRAUSS.

A New Clock Frame

ED. KEvs-roNF: n a recent issue I notice you

suggested a clock frame that would make repairing

easy. I have invented a frame that enables me to

put in a spring without taking clock apart, or dis-

turbing any part of clock, which I think will be

appreciated by all jewelers, and have applied for

a patent through William F. Hall, ioo3 F Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.
Yours truly,

Fostoria, Ohio. C. M. S1EGCHRIST.

Defective Eight-Day Clocks

ED. KEYSTONE :-1 thoroughly agree with

Sager's letter on " Defective Eight-Day Clocks,"

which appeared in the January issue of THE KEY-

STONE. The manufacturers of such clocks are simply

destroyers of trade. I have known these clocks to

be returned three times in the year with the pinions

so badly caught that the clock had to be replaced.

There can be little doubt that the manufacturer of

these clocks is aware of all this, because the plates

are brassed for the apparent purpose of covering

up the defect. In buying clocks I make it a point

to reject this particular make of goods.
Yours truly,

Stratford, Out. J. M. BEITTTER.

"Personal Magnetism"

ED. KEvs.roStE :—In your January, 1903, issue

I notice an article regarding different movements

given to the same man and they all stopped. A

gentleman came in my store recently, and giving

me his watch, remarked that he had three different

jewelers working on it, and said he would let me

try it, and if I could not make it run he would

throw it away. I took the watch and looked it all

over, but could not find much the matter. Kept

the watch about two weeks and it run fine. He

got it, and within two days it stopped. His wife

brought it in to me and said it stopped. She also

told me that about a year ago he went to the Hot

Springs and took treatment for rheumatism, and

ever since that his watch would not go or, in fact,

any watch he carried. She said he borrowed a

fellow-workman's watch (a 17-jewel movement)
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and that it would stop—something the owner never
knew of it doing before. I know of another man

who had a 21-jewel movement and it would stop

when he carried it, but would run all right for
others. It seems strange if I regulate a good watch,
then give it to the owner and have to move it.
This may be due to action or motion of the man,
but will regulate it to his carrying and then
give it to another party at the same kind of work,
and he will have to regulate it to his carrying.
There is more or less electricity in everything, and
I always attribute such faults to it.

Yours truly,
Marlon, Ohio. A. V. JOHNSTON.

The Transpacific Cable

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your editorial reference to
the transpacific cable raised a discussion in our
store on the question of cables. What is the actual

length of the new cable, and is it the longest ever
laid?
Terre Haute, Ind. F. H.

[The American transpacific cable starts from
San Francisco, touching Hawaii and the Caroline
Islands and will end at the Philippines—a distance
of 8000 miles, that is, more than twice the length
of any cable now laid. On the route that has been
selected it must be sunk to depths yet unattempted
—from 16,000 to 20,000 feet—according to a chart
of the ocean floor made from 950 soundings from
the steamship Nero. The cable will be constructed
out of 12,000 tons of steel wire, 4300 tons of hemp
and tar, 2308 tons of jute, 1980 tons of copper and
I260 tons of gutta-percha. Four cable ships will be
employed in the work, and it is expected that about
seven miles of cable per hour will be laid on the
average, though at great depths the cable does not
reach the bottom for about four hours. About
woo men will be employed on the ships and the
cost will be about $22,000,000. It is expected that
the work will be finished in the spring of 1904.
—ED.]

New Measure of the Velocity of Light

Physicists never tire of efforts to increase the

accuracy of their knowledge of the fundamental

facts of science. A redetermination of the velocity

of light by the Fizeau toothed-wheel method de-

scribed in school text-books has just been corn-

pleted at the observatory of Nice. The new ex-
periments are remarkable on account of the great

distance over which the beam of light employed

was transmitted. Previously such a beam had been

caused to travel about 15 miles, but on this occa-

sion the reflecting mirror was so placed that the

total distance traversed by the beam, going and

returning, was 57 miles. The mean of 1109 obser-

vations gave for the velocity of light 186,225

miles per second.

Aluminum Whetstones

It is said, on the authority of a German ex-

perimenter, that aluminum serves an excellent

purpose as a substitute for a whetstone, especially

in giving a smooth, keen razor-edge to fine blades.

When examined with a microscope, the edge of a

knife whetted on aluminum appears much smoother

and straighter than it does when whetted on a

stone. Under the effect of honing the surface of

aluminum becomes covered with a substance having

a greasy feeling and possessing a great power of

adhesion to steel, and it is largely to this that the

ability of the metal to produce so fine an edge is

ascribed.
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YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL. & COMPANY,

93, 95 AND 97 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

r7 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.
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From Credit to Cash

En. KEYSTONE :-1 would appreciate any in-
iormation you can give me as to the best method
of procedure in changing from a credit to a cash
system. I want suitable forms of announcements,
,idvertisements, etc., of the change—such argu-
ments as will smooth the way and maybe help my
business. I am willing to pay for any information
ou may send me.

Yours truly,
J. W. CAMPBELL.

Bowling Green, Ky., Feb. 11, 1903.

Before discussing this subject we would say
that we make no charge to subscribers for any
information furnished them. As to changing from
credit to cash, it is gratifying to find that more and
more jewelers are taking the step. The prevailing
good times are favorable to the change, and many

To Our Patrons :.

We beg to direct your attention to an im-
port:tot change ttt store.

Ibis is what t lit• t•hange s, ill be
;Liol art,' March I, c, we shall pay

spot otish Mr vem t hi lig we Itti y,
I .:Verybody %%dot buys iot■ thing front us

will he obliged to pay tis spot oadi lor it.
These words t•very hod) " and " every-

t h ing " 1115811 exam hal I ley say—there will
be no eXeepi ions

isevsesiueeel buy on credit.
If we buy on we most lose the dis-

counts cash buyers gel.
That means that we must sell the goods for

a trifle more than we ought
If we buy eel sell on ered it, it rails for a

large amount 1ex nen si ve book Lern i
That means t 11,11 we twist I .1r goods for

another trifle noire t I - 1'

If we sell on credit, wo art• ,tre to lose a

certaTililaut%(.1.ant'itsliiraer vnrshi:l hil isiir goods for
still another trifle more ,Itt to.

Under a credit sysoint, t hose w ho pay for
what they buy must help supporl a cumbersome
and expensive business system and help pay
the bills of those who don't pay.

Under a &edit system, we can't snap up the
special bargain lots that are always on the
market.

We can't buy the sacrifice stock of the ban
who must have money.

We can't buy closely and turn our stock
quickly.

We must buy regular lines of regular goods
at regular seasons.

All these things will be different now—in
our store.

The change for the better will be immedi-
ately seen on every counter, every shelf and
every price-tag.

We shall carry more goods, fresher goods,
better goods, more stylish goods.

We shall save a lot of money, and we shall
divide the saving with you—with the lion's
share for you.

are availing themselves of the opportunity. An

,.iit-and-out cash system may not be possible in all
,es, but its advantages are so many and so mate-

a1 that to cleave to it as closely as possible is a

aecessity under modern competitive conditions.
KEYSTONE encourages this change from credit

to cash, not only because it is in line with Modern
developments, but also because it pays and is a

lielp to the jeweler in meeting outside competition.

reprint on this page two forms for circulars,

licit may be of use to Mr. Campbell or any of
,nr readers making the change. And as an encour-

agement to all such, we give the following actual

experience of a firm which made the change and
is well satisfied with results. Says this firm :

We have been along the rough
road of experience with the

Preferable burden of heavy book accounts,
of slow collections and maturing

bills as ever-present companions, and from the ex-

periences of the struggle adopted an absolute cash

business, and we are pleased to say that our sales'

book shows that we are doing more business than

before, and cash in sight for every dollar sold.

Cash Business

THE KEYSTONE

When we did a credit business we had from
$2500 to $4500 on our books—safe to say $3000 all
the time. This costs, at eight per cent., $240.

We did about $70oo credit business per year.
We estimate our loss from bad accounts at two per
cent., or $140 at least. It also cost about $2o for
postage, stationery and the like ; making, as you
will see, $400, or about $1. it per day to do this
amount of business, and which must be overcome
in the profit column.

Now, the foregoing is not theory, but actual
practice, or results of one firm's credit business,
and we might add that, if anything, the facts are
understated. Where there is loss there can be no
appreciable gain. We know, also, somewhat of
the vexation of spirit one experiences upon look-
ing over the ledger to find accounts of $2.50 to Po
on customers who " know you no more," but are
trading with the other fellow, and perhaps paying
him cash, if he is wiser than you and has refused
them credit, the thing you should have done. Not
that this class is of the " dead-beat" class, but they
are the very slow payers, and when urged for
money turn you down. In some places this class
is no small class, and what is true of this class in
this respect is true of some better payers, or those
of better financial standing, who do not want to
pay their accounts until they are ready. It is in
these two classes that most accounts are lost, for
if they are laborers and lose their employment,
likely move away, you have no resource. If farm-
ers, they may lose a crop, have bad luck with
stock, and in a multitude of causes get behind and
probably lose their farm or put cfn a heavier mort-
gage plaster. If renters, they may fail in their
rent, and then probably move to where they are
usually out of your reach, and thus on these you
have no resource.

Change from

The changing from a credit
business to a cash business is

Cash to Credit not such an effort as is first
thought. The opportunity must

be looked for, then acted upon, promptly and with
judgment. In fact, the opportunity may be made.
We made the opportunity in our case, as follows:
About one month and a half before we were to
adopt our cash business we began our "campaign
of education." We had a neat circular of announce-
ment printed, and to each person on our ledger we
mailed one, enclosing in the ones that had a bal-
ance on account a regular statement of their ac-
count with this circular and urged our collections.
Then we went through our stock and re-marked
every piece, making two prices, the old and the
new one for cash, showing a reasonable difference,
and on the more staple things we have made de-
cided changes, leaving but a meager profit in them
to us, but they are A No. i educators.

We next made fence signs out of our shipping
cases, being fairly handy with the brush and paint.
We put out, large and small, about zoo of these,
and on them, of course, urged the cash idea. We
liberally use the " money back if you ain't suited"
idea, which we find a good one, too. Then when
a customer settles his account we try to take time
to show him the advantage of a cash-down plan,
by illustrating from articles on his account what we
will try to save him on the same qualities for cash,
and it is a telling argument.

Thus we have made the opportunity of, or for,
a cash business, and we might add that we think it
is easier to adopt a cash out of a credit business
than otherwise, because if you have done a liberal
credit business you have the crowd coming your
way—in the habit of it, as it were—and if you are
in proper touch with your trade you can easily im-
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press upon them your plan and its advantages.
The average customer will be easily convinced.

Strictly cash is practicable be-
cause you trust everybody alike,

Practicable and this is the greatest source
of success in any business. It

is practicable because of the opportunity of making
prices that your "charge it " competitor cannot
meet—prices that will bring those top-notch credit
customers around your way, for they are just
shrewd enough to save every cent there is to be
saved, and, as like as not, have made their finan-
cial standing top notch by buying in these bargains
where only cash could get them ; and this is also
one class that give the money to make your strictly
cash plan practicable.

Again, strictly cash is practicable because it
will catch the trade of the fellow who won't get

Cash Business

To Our Customers:

Beginning on the tirt.t I.m F , we are
going to close our hooks mot In:111r all goods
down to a cash basis. We are not entering into
his with a big flourish et culling anti slashing
or prices on our goods. litst el utir goods are
sold on too close a margin to tillow that. But.
it is entered into after due deliberation and
ronsult ii ion as the very best method of con-
duct Mg business.

A great many of Our customers have traded
with us for years, and it has been a pleasure to
extend them credit. We have tried to give
then' II st goods at as low figures as possible,
bid one is 11ways lialulicapped when doing a
rieilit Inisitiess, it not bit tm tim t wo
felt assured we could give you Letter sem ito 1111
a cash basis we would enter .11141 it us.re reluc-
tantly.

We have been doing a errilit ho,i111.,, here-
tofore, and careful as we be I rm ex
credit we are awakened to the fart ery now
and then that a certain account is worthless.
M'e therefore enter into this cash system for
the following reasons:

We 'Ali have more money to is, in iiiir
business in place of having it on our books.

Old methods are passing away. Trude is
not allured as it once was by the tempting fal-
lacies of the credit system, but price :Ind quality
are what are wanted. In these times of hair-
splitting profits and bargain sales, 110 one will
e011illie Ills trade to the Iona Who will carry him
at a high price.

Two men never thought more of one another
because one was in debt to the other.

Last, but not least, we luo e been in the
credit business long enough to test it, and are
not satisfied with it.

To parties indebted to us we wish to state
that we will not crowd the collection of their
accounts, but will give them a reasonable time
to settle, and kindly ask them to con t imii their
patronage with us, but goods will he cash.
Trusting this will meet with your approval and
that the pleasant relationship lwn.tontre exist-
ing may continue, we beg to remain your
friends,

credit anywhere, as he will hunt up the place where
he can trade on the same terms as his neighbor.
The cash store will also catch the fellow who runs
the bill at the " charge it " place, and as soon as
his limit of credit is reached, and he is hustled for
money to pay it, he goes where he has to pay cash.

Again, strictly cash is practicable because of
the advantage gained as a strong advertising point;
and any business must be judiciously advertised,
and persistently advertised, for the man who does
not utilize advertising in his business has no busi-
ness to be in business and will soon have no business.

Profit is the thing we are after, and while the
per cent. added may be larger, and necessarily so,
on a credit basis, yet a small profit often will bring
larger results. What does it profit a merchant if
his profits are not available profits? If you make
a nickel and have the " nick," you can put it to
work making another nickel, while as a book ac-
count it would not grow at all ; unless, mayhap, to
grow less. Another thing that makes the strictly
cash plan practicable is the amount of stock needed;
you can do with thirty to fifty per cent. less stock
and do your buying on a smaller scale.
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

h,

No. 3 A retails $2.00

AcTl'AT, SIZE.

STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDER.
The daintie,i end most useful pencil holder .

yet made, and in the most convenient shape—
nearly fiat, in reality an oval flat.

Retail price—
Plain . . .
Chased
Decorated Pattern, 2.00

7\ Tack and warranted hv

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.Manufacturers and

Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS anD NOVELTIE.i.
(1‘..11..n-r11 Ag...:t1t-; 4>f w

Mr. 
jeweEiAerRLY SPRING WEDDINGS

could quote positive prices.

Established 1865. 

States. 

You could easily secure the Invitation and Announcement orders of
your community if you had the proper samples of stationery and
We have just what you need in that line and will send you samples

upon request. Don't put it off, but write about it to-day.

WM. FREUND 0 SONS,
Largest Plant in the  Middle 

ENGRAVERS, EMBOSSERS, STATIONERS TO THE TRADE,

174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS.
RINGS, BADGES
ct 04 AND

seal'

iSEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES

CLASS PINS
t5' AN D C'Y
Cjv
001. PO'

The G.G.Braxmar Cu.
Manufacturing Jewulcrs

N910 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK.

BADGES 8i MEDALS

A SPECIALTY.

SEND

CATALOGUE
OF

FOR

M ILI TA RY

G. A. R.
ATHLETIC,

S45HOOTING 0)*
No•0,, AN o

9-I./NG NO

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE

DEPARTMENT
0 AND ey

OTHER

'C/AL

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

4' J. H.Walbridge& Co., 337 Broad-
y way, New York City, agents for twee-

••i?) rers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co.. 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

THE ei RIVALIFOUNTAIN PEN
I I, 18113.

Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.

I ake t went v-tive ilitrerent styles of Holders, handsomely chased and
ornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.

A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens, given with every purchase. Send for
catalogne. EX port trade Nulleited.

Ask your Jobber for the " RIVAL" Pen.All pens are 14 K. gold. Every pen warrante,I.

(,5TESTABLISHED 1867U1-

-11,4N

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

li-IALV TONE ANC)
FINE COLOR WORK

eJEWE LRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

•1026(11100

&°X/1610111‘‘
FORREST BUILD! G

119 So.FOURTH ST7,

pHILADELPH

All makes of Fountain

No. 1. I'lain. Large t 'up.

_fi,010101111111111011011110101
D. W. BEAUMEL, & CO.,
Pens and Cold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City

Our New Nail File.
The best selling 25-eetd

novelty on the market.

Office and Factory,

Springtide and Stationery

Spring goods are now being offered by sales-

men, and spring activity is almost here. If the

directions recently printed in this department have

been followed, you have practically nothing left of

your old holiday goods. If you have, the safest

way is to offer them at prices which will be abso-

lutely certain to clear them out. There should be

no question about the matter. Make figures which

Nvill move them quickly, for it is impossible to get

them out too swiftly.
This may seem like sacrifice, but a little reflec-

tion will indicate the wisdom of the suggestion.

If your stationery department once gets a repu-

tation of carrying old goods from one season to

another, you will surely find that it will reduce your

trade. Confidence is an essential portion of any

business, and your customers must have perfect

confidence in your intentions and ability to supply

what the market offers in the way of new goods.

Possibly this season's goods are quite as good.

They might even be more attractive in appearance,

but when it is proved clearly that they are old they

lose their charm. The freshness of new goods is

essential to their sale, and the understanding that

you keep constantly in stock the latest and best

will tend to improve your business and make your

customers enthusiastic advertisers.

Some of the new papers and

New Lanes in new packages, which will be

shown you this spring, are unus-

ually handsome. They combine

artistic qualities with those, perhaps, even more

desirable qualities of usefulness, which, after all, is

the measure of value even in a writing or corre-

spondence paper. There is a continuous striving

among manufacturers to improve their product and,

at the same time, retain all the attractive features

which please the eye. It may as well be admitted

that a really good quality paper is seldom, if ever,

attractive to the eye until after it has been properly

cut and packed. A handsome package adds

materially to the selling quality of any paper, and

frequently cheap papers are packed in handsome

boxes and sold for genuine goods.

This charge seldom, if ever, applies to a

jeweler, because the goods he carries are neces-

sarily of the best quality, and he would scarcely

undertake to do business in his stationery depart-

ment upon any other basis. Nevertheless, this

warning of the dangers of buying cheap stock may

not be out of place. It may be that there is more

likelihood of a dealer purchasing such stock in the

spring than in the fall, and not unreasonably so.

When one buys for the fall and winter trade, one

has the great holiday distribution ahead of him.

This means enlarged purchases, practically regard-

less of price. Christmas boxes sell for about what

one cares to ask. And in many instances the more

Papers

1-1 KEYS'I'ONE

expensive grades sell more rapidly than the cheaper

varieties. This is due to the desire to make Christ-

mas notable, and trade is improved in just that

degree.
In the spring the dealer sees the dull summer

ahead and he is disposed to purchase as charily as

possible, and he reasons that the buyers who will

patronize him during the summer will not be the

same as those who bought of him during the fall

and winter, and he reasons, in most instances

rightly, no doubt, that there is more disposition to

spend money upon one's self in summer than there

is around the holidays. The result is shown forcibly

III the character of goods of this sort a larger pro-

portion of consumers buy. Dealers should there-

fore be cautious, but after considerable effort has

been expended around the holidays to build up a

good trade in the best goods, there is little use

permitting it to be lost during the spring and

summer.

In selecting your boxes for spring

Selecting and summer trade, think out

carefully what your customers

do during the warm months.

Do they go away to the seashore ? Then procure

a supply of stock which will be suitable for use

there. Do they spend their summer in the moun-

tains ? Then provide accordingly. There is much

in this, and if care is used in pointing out the

exceptional attractions of this character there will

be less danger of hold-over stock next autumn.

Conservatism in buying is more essential in

spring than it is in fall. Under no circumstances

ought a dealer to overbuy—particularly of summer

goods. There should always be a good variety to

select from, but one shouldn't undertake to spread

out too much. If one does, there is quite likely to

be difficulty in disposing of stock profitably. It is

not an easy proposition to know exactly what to

buy and how much to buy ; but, after all, better

too little than too much. The feeling is strong in

the minds of a large proportion of buyers that

quantity is. the great drawing force in trade of this

kind. In some degree they are right, but even

with quality the sole aim, and quantity only an inci-

dent, there is the possibility of an important trade.'

Proceeding upon this basis get

Advertise the in your stock. Advertise it well

and see that you attract the

buyers. That is the main thing

at present. Others may occur to you, and as one

thing begets another you will speedily rise to the

point where you will be doing business much more

actively, and much more profitably, than you have

hitherto believed possible. -

An attractive feature of the stationery irade is

the fact that an excellent showing can be made

without the expenditure of very much money.

Boxes are comparatively inexpensive, and trade is

generally more or less interested in everything

which can be bought for little money, and usually

eagerly welcome something which will reduce their

expenses. There is something wonderfully attrac-

tive to the average girl or woman in an announce-

ment that handsome stationery can be obtained at

low figures, quoting them if they are low enough

as compared with the regular goods to make it an

object to buy them. If the figures are not much

lower than regular prices, better not quote them.

Make a good display. This is very important,

and there ought never to be any cessation of excel-

lent displays and constant changes. It is not par-

ticularly difficult, but requires some time. But the

jeweler who is attempting to reach the highest

success with his stationery department ought not to

have any scruples about the expenditure of a little

Spring Goods

Department
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time. In the end the investment will be found

very profitable. If any particular thing or action

is profitable, the expense is never considered.

Therefore, get in your stock ; offer it at as low

prices as you can, and keep your displays up to

standard. You cannot fail under these circum•

stances to maintain a profitable summer trade.

Easter Cards

Although it has yet to win the popularity of its

Christmas analogue, the Easter Card has assumed

a social importance which commends it to the con-

sideration of every jeweler-stationer. Probably

there will always be a disparity between the Christ-

mas and Easter cards in. point of general recog-

nition, but it is for the trade to bring a counter-

vailing influence to bear on this by thoroughly

exploiting the Easter season in the advertising

columns of the press, and by infusing such a spirit

into the conduct of their business as will compel

public appreciation of the season and its observ-

ances. The demand for Christmas cards last year

was reported to be unusually animated, and this it

is anticipated will give a valuable impetus to the

Easter business in that line. Manufacturers of

these cards are said to have been so encouraged by

the Christmas activity that they have considerably

increased their Easter output in the expectation of

further developments in this connection.

Prior to the Christmas of igot there were vague
rumors as to the waning popularity of the cards

and other novelties associated with the season.

The manufacturers, however, quickly discounted

these as without foundation in fact, and their action

was strikingly vindicated by an unabated demand,

which was even more pronounced during the late

Christmas holidays. It is easy to understand then

why confidence should be the dominant feeling in

the manufacturing realm at the present time, and

also why it should find fitting expression in the

enriched lines of cards and novelties which the

season has brought forth. It would seem that a

similarly hopeful feeling is entertained among

retailers.
This year's lines are character-

Very aPnr de t y e 
Coloring

 i 
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diversity 
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style 
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which
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strikingly reflect the special effort

at excellence made by the manufacturers in response

to the encouragement given them by the brisk

demands of recent past seasons. The prices have

a wide range, and the cards themselves are very

pretty in design as a rule. There are some uncom-

monly handsome conceits in folder form. The

covers of these are highly embellished and colored

in tasteful and harmonious shades—a dead white

and a rich purple being a combination frequently

met with. The sentiment of the season is, as a

rule, represented by a cross and garland, and the

profane associations such as decorated eggs, etc.,

are abundantly in evidence. A substantial array of

cheaper cards are by no means uninteresting.

These are in the form of single cards, and in

appearance slightly resemble the folder variety,

although they are of course much less ornate. The

novelties are multifarious, both in character and

extent. Rabbits and kindred quadrupeds are

represented drawing fantastic chariots, and there

are divers other designs symbolical of the season.

"Each number of 7'he Keystone is worth a
year's subscription and I cannot suggest ant, im-
provement."—A. B. Martin, Jeweler,Genoa,,Vebr.
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Business your way is only possible by carrying
strong and attractive lines. Our specialties in
High Grade, Rolled-Gold Plate and Gold Filled

VESTS, DICKENS, LORGNETTE, MUFF, PURSE,
LA VALLIERE, NECK, BRACELET AND SECRET
LOCKET CHAINS: ALSO FOBS: SEAL CHARMS,
AND PENDANTS,

Answer all the requirements of salable, business-getting
goods. We employ skillful designers and workmen, and
our goods are of up-to-date, artistic appearance.
In Sterling Silver and Solid Gold, our lines are everything

that a high-class trade can desire. Buy through the jobber.

COLUMBIA
Gold Filledn Seamless I-10.

Gold Soldered
Warranted

100 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, P. I.
11 John St., NEW YORK.
131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

No. 3o37.
ALL SWIVELS
STAMPED.

This is Good Trade
for any Jeweler.

Wherever there is a school or college these goods
are wanted. You can't afford to he without our
line. Your competitor will get it and outstrip you.
It is high grade and low priced. Every pin in the
cut is plump 14 K. gold with new design lock catch
—absolutely unlosable.

Study These Prices.
223, 225, 227, 228, 232 and 217 in cut, $1.74 each

I:.•1:, i I price, $2.25.
— 236 are $1.87%. Retail price, $2.50.

is $2.06!,,i. Retail jwice, $2.75.
2:13 and 2:14 arc $2.25. Retail pricc. $3.00.

N.,ti. 21:1, 224, 225 are $2.77,..
N., 231 is $2.81':,. liet 1.6,', $3.75.
Na. 229 is $3.37. Retail Klee, $4.50.

These prices are for any jewels in the pins except
Jiamonds. Prices quoted are for single pieces, if
taken in dozen lots, and are net. 221 may be hod
in single pieces.

Our catalogue can be shown customers. Get it.
You need it.

Bastian Bros.,
90 Chanibcr of Corn 117CTCC, Rochester, N. Y.

b6oti3ro644
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lam:
Watches 

NEW YORK
100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N. Y.

March, 5903 THE KEYSTONE

ractical Views of a
- Prominent Jeweler
'\\

Satisfied Customers the Best Advertisement

101.0 A leading Chicago jeweler, says the
Merchant's' Record, was asked from what

source he derived his best advertising re-

sults. Without any hesitation, he answered, " From our customers.

The kind of advertising that a satisfied customer gives us is alto-

gether positive in its character, and is in every way the most valuable

to us. Our advertisement in the newspapers or in the circulars is

merely a statement of what we will do, whereas the advertising we

get from a pleased customer is an unprejudiced statement of what

we actually have done and, therefore, has more weight with a

prospective customer. For this reason we always give good value

and treat our patrons with scrupulous fairness, and in any case

involving a dispute or argument we always give the customer the

benefit of any reasonable doubt.

" Of course," he continued, I don't mean that we get all of

our advertising from our customers, for we also use some news-

paper space and occasionally find circulars serviceable. Then, too,

we have our catalogue that we send to a great many of our customers

. in the city and elsewhere, who prefer to make their selections from

it, as it gives them more time for choosing. We commenced

issuing a catalogue several years ago for the benefit of our city

buyers ; since that time we have added to it each year, until now

it is quite a book. A great many of our customers tell us that they

find the catalogue a great convenience, and there is no doubt that

it has increased our sales to a considerable extent.

" Jewelry is a line that is particularly adapted to selling by

catalogue, as it lends itself readily to illustration and requires very

little description. A number of our customers made their selection

of Christmas purchaseS 'almost entirely from the catalogue, and

when they came to the store a great deal of time was saved just

when we most needed it.

I should think that evNery jeweler who conducts a moderately

large business would find it profitable to issue a catalogue of some

kind, even if it were merely a small pamphlet."

Price Cards and Jewelry Stock

When questioned as to the value of price cards in connection

with window displays, he said : " That is a question which is some-

times very puzzling. There is no doubt that price cards have a

distinct value when used on some classes of goods, but they can

only be used with certain lines. As an experiment, we displayed

a number of small silver articles of the same kind in two windows.

The prices, which ranged from 50 cents to $2.50, were conspicu-

ously displayed on one set of articles, while the others were

umnarked, and we found that those marked were asked for and

sold, while there were fewer inquiries for the unmarked ones.

" The same experiment was tried with much more expensive

goods, and the result, as nearly as it could be estimated, showed

that the price card was less effective. Other experiments along

similar lines have convinced me that the price card is of much more

efficiency in selling articles of comparatively small value than when

used with higher-priced goods.

" Among a certain class of customers I have found an absurd

prejudice against the use of price cards. As an illustration, a

woman bought several small silver pencils to be given as Christmas
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presents ; some time later she noticed some of the pencils displayed
in one of our windows with a price card marked fifty cents. She
came into the store and asked me to have the price card removed.
It was so small a matter that I at once had the objectionable card
taken out of the window, and as she ventured no explanation I did
not- question her as to her reason, but presume that she did not
care to have the recipients of her gifts know the price she had paid
for them.
" We consider our window displays a very important feature of

our business, and use a great deal of discretion in selecting the
articles to be displayed. We usually display novelties of all kinds
in the windows and make variety the main feature, as in that way

we are likely to attract the attention of a greater number of persons
to. some article they may need. Staple articles are rarely put in
the windows unless we wish to call attention to the price.
" One advantage derived from a window display in which the

goods are priced is the saving of time to the clerks in the Store, as

the customer frequently knows just what he wants and the price he
is to pay before he enters the store.

A Good Name the Chief Factor

" The most valuable business asset a jeweler can possess is a
reputation for strict business integrity. In any business whatever

it pays to be strictly honest, but with a jeweler this is absolutely
imperative, as his trade is always commensurate with the reputation

his store bears.
" This is due to the fact that not one purchaser in fifty knows

anything about jewelry, and almost every one has to depend
entirely on the salesman's word as to the real worth of the article
purchased.
" In any other business the customer can rely somewhat on his

own judgment and knowledge acquired by a wider experience.

He is able to judge pretty closely as to the quality and worth of

any fabric or article that bears any external evidence of its quality,

but there are very few who would feel competent to enter into a

dispute as to the karat of a watch case or the weight of a diamond.

" Being thus dependent upon the jeweler, and because a pur-

chase at a jewelry store commonly involves a considerable sum of

money, the customer will almost always make price a secondary

consideration and choose the firm whose reputation is the best.

There have been many jewelers who have made larger temporary

profits by occasionally selling inferior goods when there seemed to

be small chance of the difference being detected, but it is difficult

to continue in the practice of deception without discovery, and no

really great business ever resulted from dishonest methods.

" It should be the prime object of every jeweler's business, to

make his name mean to his goods what the sterling mark means to

silver. Of course, quality costs and a certain amount of trade will

be lost, but the really paying patrons of a jeweler are the ones who

want dependable goods, and they are usually willing to pay a little

more for the assurance that they are getting what they are paying for.''

" It is the duty of the jeweler, too, to stick to the manufacturer

who makes reliable goods and only to handle such. Standard

goods and those of the cheap-John catchpenny variety don't mix

well in a jewelry store, and the jeweler who risks handling the latter

is standing in his own light. The manufacturer is protecting him

and the trade at large in maintaining the high quality of his product

and '.he jewelers should appreciate this. The manufacturer of

jewelry goods affords such a tempting field for deception that the

honest manufacturer merits in a special manner the gratitude and

patronage of his constituency. This, we fear,. is not always given

him to the extent that it should be."
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GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
Chicago Office - -103 State Street,

Columbus Memorial Building.

No. 63
°NU CIFZUSS

Extra Gold-Plated and Burnished
Bearing and Plain Joint

PINSTEMS
ROR VINS.

Assorted from to 15-16 inch.

INCOPIPORATED 113911.

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND,

1
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Manufacture all kinds of

JEWELERS'
FINDINGS

and sell direct to the jobbers and
manufacturers only.

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

A Great Big Hit!
The W.-E. Co.'s line of

TOAST TABLETS
Trite kxpressions of Good Will.

Retail at $1.25.

The best selling novelty for prizes, birthday gifts, dens,
etc., ever put on the market.

Nearly all of the jewelers in the East are handling these
goods and know what they are. It is for the Southern and
Western trade, which we were unable to call on in the Fall,
that this notice is intended.

Get in line and order a sample dozen. Write for all
I articulars.

THE WHARFF=EATON CO., Inc,
"Makers of Some Few EXCillSiVe Things on Brass,"

BOSTON, MASS.

The Leading Manufacturer
in the rnited States of

0016 anb %liver Zeboot,
Class anb Club Pins
is the

CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

Sommer Clock Mallufacturing Co.
Successor to Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

--MANUFACTURERS OF—

Cuckoo, Mantel Cuckoo,
Cuckoo and Quail, Trumpeter,

Mantel Quarter-Hour Strike,
with 2 Gongs,

(in Mahogany or Oak Cases).

Mantel Quarter-Hour Strike Chimes,
with 5 Gongs,

( in Mahogany or Oak Cases).

FACTORY,

163648 Hutchinson St.

Write for Catalogue.

OFFICE AND WAREROOMS,

1027 Columbia Avenue,

Philadelphia.

AND

TctilECONW€TING LINK

eSEND FOR STICKERS AND U.S.EA GOOD LlNIC

The
Show Window

Photographing Window Displays
ANY jewelers inform us that they would send us photographs of
handsome displays, if they could get good pictures taken. Many
of the photos. sent us are unfit for reproduction. As window
photography is now a subject of such general interest, we reprint

an excellent article on the subject from The Merchant's Record and Show
Window. The article, which is by an expert on this branch, is as follows:

Photograph The only way to get a window photographed success-
Windows fully and with the least confusion and labor, is to take
by Night the picture at night by electric light. Yet even with

electricity success is not always possible, because your
window must be installed with the proper style of lighting in order to have
the light spread evenly throughout. Therefore, a window should be fitted
with reflectors similar to the " Frink," if not with it, and use 16 or 32 candle
power lamps. Then you have the ideal light to obtain a good photograph.
All other styles of lighting, such as drop lights, etc., are apt to cause
halations upon your plates, yet with certain classes of goods on display the
halation would be weaker or even, perhaps, scarcely noticeable.

The same is true when photographing a window display by day light,
the reflections are greater where the displays are inclined to be a little dark.

But with the reflector-lighted window it is perfectly safe to depend upon
the fact that if you have timed your exposure correctly you will have a good
negative. There may be a few reflections from electric lights from across
the street but there are ways by which this can be remedied very consider-
ably, such as dropping the awning down, using non-halation plates and by
taking the photograph late in the evening, say, from II to 12 o'clock.

The best plate for window photography is a non-halation
Best Plates You can get a good negative with the other plates ; but
for Window the non-halation gives one more leeway in making the
Photography exposure and a better opportunity to correct errors

in the development. Having two emulsions, the first
coating on the glass is very slow and the second very fast. So, if there are
any strong high lights in your display they are checked when they reach the
slow emulsion, giving the darker parts of the display a chance to strike
well home before you need be afraid of over-exposure.

I have found that any class of merchandise displayed can be taken with
from 5 to 20 minutes' exposure when one has a good lens that will cut good
and sharp with the stop at f 7, and will take the time to focus it up carefully.
'Co get the camera in good focus I usually look out for the show cards and
faces of figures, as they
are more easily defined
on the ground glass at
night than merchandise
and are safe guides to
go by.

After the plate has
been exposed the next
thing in progress is to
develop it, and this
iS just as particular,
if not more so, than
anything else you have
done, and here you
have an opportunity to
correct many errors,
If any have occurred.
Cvery one who takes
his own window photo-
graphs should by all
means develop h i s
own plates, for in that
way he will learn to
overcome many little
things in exposing his
plates that otherwise
he would know noth-
ing of, besides a lot of
pleasure.

Don't be conten-
ted with just pushing
the button, but learn to
to do the rest, for the
knowledge gained will
more than repay you.

The For developing, I think there is nothing that equals the
Most Serviceable pyro and soda developer, as by this you can obtain good,
Developer sharp, crisp negatives, full of strong detail, and that is

what you want, for then you are sure of a picture that
vill be good and strong and that will reproduce a good half-tone. In develop-
ing a non-halation plate I would recommend the following formulze

No r— 30 ounces pure water.
5 ounces sulphite sodium (Crystals).

2% ounces carbonate sodium (crystals).

No. 2-24 ounces pure water.
J5 grains oxalic acid (dissolved), and then add
I ounce pyrogallic acid.

To develop, take X ounce of solution No. 1, X ounce of solution
No. 2, 4 to 8 ounces pure water. More water may be used in warm weather
and less water in cold weather. For other style plates use double the quan-
tities of solution Nos. I and 2.

Don't get impatient and try to hurry the development ; let it take its
own time, for you will find that a non-halation plate takes a considerable
longer time to develop than the ordinary plate. Let it have plenty of time
and don't take it out of the developer when it conies to a point where it
looks all right on the surface ; but let it develop until it begins to fade, for
if taken out before, you are liable to have a thin negative ; allow it to
remain until the image has struck through into the second emulsion good
and strong. You can now rest assured that you have a good, strong nega-
tive when dried.

After the plate has been fully developed, wash well in clean water and
then put it in a good acid fixing bath. I would recommend the following,
which is good for all kinds of plates:

too ounces of water.
25 ounces of hypo.
5 ounces of a saturated solution of chrome alum.

When made, is of a light green shade and can be kept indefinitely and
used over and over again, until it begins to turn a brown color ; then dis-
card it and make up a new lot.

Excellent Design in Photograph
We show on this page a remarkably line photograph of a pretty

window display designed by C. W. Crusting, of San Diego, Cal. The scheme
is quite original from the fact that it represents the old mission style of archi-

tecture. The decora-
tion consisted entirely
of white silkoline,
pleated and puffed,
which made a most
dazzling and handsome
effect. Mr. Ernsting
says : " The pictures
were taken between
eight and nine o'clock
in the evening, by giv-
ing a fifteen-minute ex-
posure to the camera.
You will notice that
the pictures are as near
perfect as possible,
which proves that a
good picture can be
taken after dark." We
congratulate Mr. Em-
sting both on the trim
and the photograph.

We have before us
an equally beautiful
optical goods display
by Mr. Ernsting, the
photograph beingquite
as excellent as the one
here shown. Both de-
signs make the goods
the feature-in-chief, a
point not to be lost
sight of by ingenious
trimmers. The window
should sell goods.Beauti:u1 Photograph of a Trim by C. W. Erusting, San Diego, Cal.
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FOB NOVELTIES
1,

6C1 SSZ •

WW1 NM elsow NM NW GM. UMW! Earn*

• • •A • • • • ,

Wsr.

552 55V
.11i1 Na Gant. WM ••■,

No. 530 Line.
81.9.50 per gross. 111.95 per dozen.

These prices are for any one number or assortment.
Be sure and place your order early.

in SILVER-ALUMINUM.
Something New an Good.

• 0.“ • ," 0111“ 1,07,1 • ' EV • ellur •

111110num

tn,t

• Om • Is su.s. • ,• Purr • uphr, • pule • •

Filulkum

Sg1
Wiui IllottarmoD

561
Cal r

0.49,
■--tnt,•1/

5401
“Lii • Cano.h.

S 6g
Will Rol

5'44
W111 14 ̀ I

Mailing Weight, 1 dozen, 6 oz. No. 560 Line.
$30.00 per gross. $3.00 per dozen.

Address
Dep't K, THE E. A. FARGO CO ATTLEBORO,

• MASS.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
We keep in stock

English

and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.
NIA I 4011.3ER:Fs Ell I I

German , Hall Clock
)Seth Thomas  Movements

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

AL,W A

Ask tor the B. B. 'ohs, Charms,
;Ind secret joint Lockets.

BLISS - BROS. CO., Makers,
ATTE.IIIORO. MASS.

£.e Yot k Ot fite, Niabien Lao, Chicago (mit e, StateStreet.
ORDER IHRDUGH YOUR JOBBER.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

prominent feature of 'Fitz KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

A New Watch Movement

Our illustration shows a new model
watch movement made by the E. Howard
Watch Co., Boston, Mass. This new model
is a 16 size bridge movement, hunting and
open-face, fitting regular i6-size cases.
Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., 2 Maiden Lane,
New York, are selling agents for this move-
ment, which can now be had from this firm
in 17, 19 and 21 jewels. The reputation of
the Howard product will create unusual
trade interest in the newcomer.

A Novel Plate Attachment

We show in our illustration

a novel attachment for a child's

food plate which may be truly
described as filling a long-felt
want. It keeps the food from
sliding off the plate and pre-

vents baby from " messing."
The attachment is known as the
4. Bonnie Child's " plate food
guard and has been patented by
the makers, The Abuser Mfg.
Co., New York. The guard
can be had in plain or decora-
t e designs and is ornamental
.Is well as useful. The field for
this novelty is so wide and popu-
lous that it merits the imme-
diate attention of the trade.

Toast Tablets

The wealth of quick-selling novelties has been enriched by a line of
toast tablets, a sample of which is shown in our illustration. These little

articles, which will appeal to all votaries of fashion, are copyrighted by the

--„

loveto

those that 1 love
My love to all
those that love rile

(1)y lovet. all those
that love' hose
that I Itoye
And t. tlose
that love those
that love me

manufacturers, the Wharf-Eaton Co., of Boston, Mass. They are etched

on brass and each contains some trite expression of good will, usually
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embodying a convivial or witty sentiment. They have already established

a wide popularity, being appropriate for the needs of the club-house, den or

even the home sitting room. Up to the present, thirteen different sentiments

have found expression in these novelties and the makers state that new

ideas are being added every day.

A Luminous Ophthalmoscope

Among recent improvements in optical instruments
is a luminous ophthalmoscope named the "Standard Lumi-

nous Ophthalmoscope," after the makers, the Standard

Optical Instrument Co., 315 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

An unusual degree of perfection is claimed for this instru-

ment, which has no protruding tube or other attachments

to prevent the necessary approach to the eye during ex-

amination. In fact, the cornea may be touched with the

mirror without interference from the illuminating attach-

ment. It is no larger than the ordinary ophthalmoscope

and of about the same weight, but greatly increases the

volume and area of illumination. The lamps are inter-

changeable and can be supplied to meet the requirements

of almost any current of from 2 to 6 volts, while the one

regularly furnished with the instrument is approximately

2( volts. The makers supply batteries, controllers, etc.,

for operating the instrument.

A Rheostat for Jewelers' Use

A rheostat, which is intended specially for jewelers'

use in electro-gilding, etc., from ordinary electric-light

wires, has been patented by W. A. Sherlock, an electro-

plater, of San Francisco. The invention is substantially

a metallic tube about the size and shape of a walnut and

when screwed into an ordinary electric-light socket will

yield from either end current of different strength, the

one suitable for electro-gilding, while the other is stronger,

for stripping, etc. For general use, several of these tubes

are assembled into a porcelain case about the size of a
pocketbook, and by means of a small, hard-rubber key

the current strength can be varied at will, without danger of shock from any

exposed contacts. Mr. Sherlock is also the inventor of several other de-

vevices, among them being a self-governing motor starter, an ampere hour

meter, and an asphyxiation-proof gas jet. The meter is especially suited

for recording the amount of metal being deposited by an electro-plating bath.

An Improved Blow Pipe

Inventive ingenuity has been

much exercised in the improvement

of the blow pipe. Our illustration

shows Walter Sams' new blow pipe

outfit which has an interest for all

working jewelers. To light it the

workman places his foot on the blower

and puts a match to the blow pipe.

The result is an immediate brush or

needle-point flame, which is regulated

by means of a thumb valve on the

blow pipe. The pressure from the

foot blower creates a vapor, mixing
the air at the same time, which creates

pure combustion. The base is made
of heavy glass and the other parts of
brass, nickel plated. The top arm is
so arranged that it can be adjusted to
any position. The outfit is simple in

construction and is claimed to be per-

fectly safe. The carburetor is quite

ingenious in its simplicity. There are

no cocks to turn off or on, no trouble

with the gasoline and, indeed, objec-

tionable features of all kinds seem to

have been successfully eliminated.

The foot-blower is strongly made, has the springs

into small space and yet has considerable capacity.
on the outside, folds up
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SWARTCHILD Si CO., S:31v3erWsmabitahssh Avenue,' Building, Chicago, 111.
"Our Perfect"
Outfit of
Wire Chucks

to fit all makes of Lathes.
Each chuck warranted to be

absolutely true and perfect.
We carry a complete line of

chucks to fit the following lathes :

Webster-Whitcomb No. 2.
Moseley No. 2.
Moseley No. 1 x 2.
Boley size of Webster-Whitcomb.
Boley " " Moseley No. 2.
Boley " Moseley No. 1 x 2.
Kensington No. 2.
S. & Co. No. 1 x 2.

Set of 48 Wire Chucks, includ-
ing Chuck Block, numbers from
3 to 50.

Price, $22.50

Single Chucks, to fit any lathe, each
50c.
Chuck Block, solid oak, polished,

each 75c.

/
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"Our Perfect"
New Watch
Bench Cabinet

for Watch Material
and
Jewelry Findings.

No. D

Bench Cabinet,

Solid Oak,

Price,

$5.50.

   trA,
   AN\ s\

 V‘NN\

   N\\

No. D. Cabinet contains 21 drawers and 56 bottles with corks, as shown in cut.
Dimensions of Cabinet : Length, 22 inches ; width, 5 inches ; height, 534 inches.
Dimensions of Drawer : 4 inches long, 3 inches wide, i inch deep.This Cabinet is made to be placed in back of any curtain or plain-top bench ; will in no way interfere with the watchmaker's work, andleaves ample room for Staking Tool and Countershaft. Only such space is occupied by this Cabinet as is otherwise never utilized.
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Price Cutting and Advertising

0
N page 209 of the February KEY-
sToNE we published a communication
from a jeweler entitled " Price Cut-

fficl Advertising," and requested the

views of our readers in regard to the matter.

There are thoughts in the following responses

that merit the consideration of the craft:

Ell. KEYSTONE :-I see that you ask sugges-
tions on " Flynt's " price-cutting communication.
My idea of it is that in any town that has twenty-

three watch repairers, each of whom charges $1.50
for watch cleaning and mainspringing, price cutting

must be expected. This price is unreasonable. I

believe in charging a good, fair price for work-just

as much as I would be willing to pay to have such

work done. A dollar is a fair price, but no man

that does good work and is responsible can afford

to charge less. When you have twenty-three men

in a city of 65,000 that will charge you $ t.5o for watch

mainsprings, it is not unlike the coal trust, which

charges $12 a ton for soft coal. I should consider

Flynt's " location a tempting field for a new-

comer who believes in being reasonable in his

prices to the public. My advice is to meet that

price and make no kick or noise about it, for the

price is all right. Let the jeweler make up Ins

mind not to do much odd and extra work over and

above cleaning without charging for it, such as

repairing escapements and hairsprings ; endshaking

and truing balances; changing ill-fitted roller jewels

to the proper size ones, etc. Generally, it requires

about as much time in correcting some botch's

work as in cleaning the watch. Don't be a " 50-cent

man ;" he will charge 50 cents for a mainspring and

$2.00 for a click spring. Occasionally, customers

will want you to explain why some can put in

mainsprings for 25 cents while others charge $1.uo.

I tell them that there are many grades and quali-

ties ; that there are a hundred different styles and

patterns ; that I am careful to use a spring that

will duplicate the original, and so forth. I also

remind them that they can buy a pocket knife for

to cents or for $1.50. The jeweler should treat his

customers properly, whether he has competition

or not. Don't " soak them," or take advantage;

teach them to have faith in you, and then you need

have no fear of competition. If you don't do this

and a new man comes to town that believes and

practices that doctrine, you had better " pull up

stakes" and get out ; your old customers will

leave you like a snow bank before a noonday sun.

Yours truly,

West Derry, N. H. JOHN W. BABBITT.

ED. KEYSTONE :-In answer to " Flynt's "

letter in the February KEYSTONE, as to price cut-

ting, I advise him to do as his competitor does in

repairing all ordinary watches, that is, all watches

below those known as 17-jeweled movements, etc.

For those above that he should charge his regular

price, and explain to his customers that owing to

the large number of cap jewels and the delicate

construction of the fine movements, it would be

impossible to clean or repair such watches for less,

and do the work satisfactorily.

He should also adopt the " hustler's" method

of advertising and let the people know that he can

do the work as cheaply and as good as anyone else,

and so he can, as mainsprings can be put in at $1

and leave a fair profit, and a fast watchmaker can

clean a watch ordinarily in an hour. Of course, if

it needs any adjusting, charge extra for it. The
watchmakers who do the 50-cent and 75-cent jobs
would simply ignore, as the repairing they do at

these prices is probably worth that amount and no
more, and it will not take the public long to find
that out.

As an excuse for reducing the price to $1,
" Flynt" might say that hitherto he always read-
justed the watch without charge and said nothing
about it. It would be necessary to say this, as his
customers might say he overcharged them before
competition compelled him to reduce the price.
I hope this vil1 be of some benefit to " Flynt " and
others. Truly yours,
Washington, N. J. S. W. CHRISTINE.

ED. KEYSTONE :-In regard to the question of
price cutting complained of by " Flynt," in your
last issue, I would say that in order to overcome
this evil much depends on the man.

1st. He must be a gentleman in every way.
2d. He must use his customers well.
3d. He must not try to impose on them, but

rather he should quietly convince them that they
are getting their money's worth.

4th. He must cultivate a uniform geniality
and straightforwardness.

5th. He must possess abundance of energy and
be industrious.

6th. He must be, if possible, as great a hustler
as his cheap confrere.

7th. He must not be daunted by disappoint-
ment or discouraged by slow progress.

8th. He must advertise to the extent warranted

by accruing results.
9th. Finally, and above all, he must be a first-

class workman.
Then can he charge what the successful one-

dollar man charges without any loss of reputation
and certainly none of cash.

Yours truly,
R. S. Voss,

Conrad, Iowa. Manager, Schoel Brothers.

ED. KEYSTONE :-In response to your invita-
tion for an expression of opinion regarding the
price-cutting question I wish to state that I am en-

tering upon my thirty-eighth year at the bench. I

have never had a workman nor have I ever been
employed as such by another. I have done busi-

ness in a good many different places and have been

" up against " this problem in all its forms and I

am glad to say I have always won out. My old
boss, now many years dead, told me that the price

indicates the quality of the work and the customers

took a similar view, as few people expect to get

first-class work at less than its value, and the

jeweler is supposed to know the value of his work.

Customers, with few exceptions, will allow you

to value the work you do. Now, my plan has

always been to classify my work in all lines. I

charge for mainsprings and cleaning from 5o cents

to $5.00 and I get those prices and have no kicks.

My competitors charge $1.00 for cleaning all kinds

and grades of watches and a similar price for main-

springs and balance staffs. These were their prices

when I came here five years ago and they have not

changed in the meantime. I paid no attention

to them. Some people who had formerly paid

them $t.00 for a mainspring came to me and

got one in the same watch for 50 cents, and others

have paid me as much as $5.00 for repeater spring.

It is no trouble to convince a customer owning

a 17-jewel adjusted movement that it will cost more

to repair than the 7-jewel grade. The customer
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expects, when you tell him the difference in the
two watches, to pay you more for the repair of the

superior one and would be displeased if he thought

the work on it was no better than what you did on

his neighbor's cheap timepiece. With me this is
certainly not a pretence in order to exact a higher
price, but a matter of actual fact. I believe the
jeweler's aim should be, how well can I do the

work rather than how cheaply ? I have seen a
great deal of this cheap work where the end stones
and winding wheels had not been taken out in
cleaning, and where mainsprings had been put in

a 7-jewel spring was in a 17-jewel and vice versa,
and where the ends would protrude through the
barrel and interfere with the balance or center

wheel or both. As a rule no man's work is worth

more than he charges for it and if the work is satis-

factory the cost doesn't matter much.
In conclusion I would suggest to my complain-

ing brother that if he will do all work as per grade of

watch, looking after all the little details of repair

work such as seeing that the lids close perfectly,

pendant bow is not too loose, dents are taken out

of case and that the lifting spring, in hunting cases,

works properly, he will gain the good will of cus-

tomers, as this won't be done on cheap jobs such as

he refers to and few people will go the second time

with a fine watch to get a cheap job. You must

educate the people to an appreciation of the various

ways of doing work. Good work is always worth

the money, cheap work the reverse. It is because

of a customer who called on me to-day that I give

my views on the subject. He brought me a
21-jewel movement that had a 7-jewel mainspring

in and would not time properly. He had taken it

repeatedly to the person who put in the spring but

to no purpose and finally brought it to me. He

explained that he got it repaired cheaply, but said

he wanted no more cheap work. I believe that

when you have a $1.00 customer for cleaning or

mainspringing, if you will tell him the extra care

taken in selecting your springs and in doing the

work, you won't lose him at the price usually

charged. Or if you adopt the classification system

of charging, you will be better pleased and so will

your customers.
Yours truly,

AN OLD TIMER.

+++++++++++++
44 Watch

Repairing
1*

+  Repairing

+ Watches need attention ; all machinery
does. And the better the watch the more

I," rticular its owner should be to have it
looked after. Watches should be oiled
e% cry eighteen months or two years, even if
th,y are doing satisfactory work. Oiling
i I VIIIVC8 cleaning, for line (lust Owls its way
inside the watch and eventually works an
injury.

We have the hest men we know of for
repairing watches- employ none but skilled
workmen ; and, of course, we guarantee the
work, which means that we 1.1111 allbrd to do
only work that is first class. This applies
as well to the finest Swiss hand-made
watches as to good American mov(ments.

A new mainspring the best) put in for
81.

(leaning, carcrully and thoroughly done,
$1.50.

Mainsprings and cleaning for *2.23.
If other repairing is needed we can tell

how much it will come to.
We will set and regulate your watch and

de it with 0111 effillpiiIllellt8; or, you can
step in at any thue and set your watch by +
I),,, icvernicent " ticker" that gives eor-

+ ivy( time ll' III the Washington Observatory. +

+++++++++*+++

Watch Repair Adrerlisemeal of a Philadelphia Department Store.



The 'Chief Initial Rings
We desire to call the attention of the trade to our new line of the "CHIEF" Initial Rings for ladies.The " CHIEF " line for gentlemen has proved such an unqualified success as the best-selling InitialRing before the trade that we feel that the same success awaits our "CHIEF" line for ladies. We havethe greatest confidence that our new line will prove a good seller and we do not hesitate to say thatthe live, progressive jeweler will find it a great profit-winner and should order a memo. sample line

immediately. Below we illustrate both our Gents' and Ladies' "CHIEF"
Initial Rings, with price-list, which is subject to the usual 6 per cent.
discount for cash.

77-
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GENTLEMEN'S RING.

N. 1.1-1 . Hand Engraved.

Each, $2.50 Net.

No. 12.
14 K. Tiffany, finely fin-
ished, .1„ to 4-carat Size.

Each, $1.00 and up Net.

PRICE-LIST OF THE "CHIEF" RINGS.
Price for Ring with Plain Initial . . . . . . .
" " " " Fancy Striped Red and Green Gold Initial
" " " " Rose Diamond Initial . . .

" " Plain Emblem (any order) .
" " " " Enamel " " "

Chased Bands, extra . .
Prices given are for IO K. 14 K., $1.00 extra.

1.4

No. 135. Plain.
10 K., with tirq quality

doublet.
Each, $2.35 Net.

No. 220. Hand Carved.
I o K., with first quality
d,afbiet and extra heavy.

Each, $4.25 Net.

No. 216.
10 K., with first quality

doublet. Each, $1.50 Net.
No. 217.

Same as above. lieavi,.1.
Each, $2.00 Net.

each, $4.25
'' 4.55
'' 7.50

4.25
4.80
.35

No. 131.
10 K. Hand engraved, very

heavy and large, first
quality doublet.
Each, $4.00 Net.

14 K. DIAMOND MOUNTINGS.

No. 123.

14 K. F1111 ileleher, finely
finished, 1-ettrut

Erom $1.50 up Net.

No. 85.

14 K. Round Belcher, finely
II nished, 3/, to 4-carat size.

From $1.50 up Net.

SEND FOR MEMO. SAMPLES.

No. 237.
14 K. Fancy Claw Mounting,

extra line hand chased.
Bright or Roman finish.
Size for 1-carat stone,
$6.00 Each Net.
For 2-earat stone,
$8.00 Each Net.

No. 228.
14 K. I's, Eng., finely

finished, , 3-carat size.
$2.00 up Each Net.

LADIES' RING.

No. 303.
10 K. Stud, heavy spiral

and setting, first
quality doublet.
Each, $1.50 Net.

Sante style in larger doublet
and heavier setting.
Each, $2.00 Net.

Extra large.
$2.50 Each, Net.

No. 482.
14 K. Valley High Toil.

Sizes, , t t, 1 carat.
$2.00 up Net.

We are able to furnish anything in High-Class Jewelry Work.
Special attention given Repair Work for the Trade.

We would suggest that if you have not seen our " CHIEF " rings as yet that you send for a
memo. sample for inspection and judge for yourself.

Weiss Jewelry Mfg. Co.
Globe-Democrat Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

.\trcI1, I()t

Cincinnati Letter

State of Trade Trade has not been very active
during the past month : first,

owing to the fact that there is always a let-up in

business about this time of the year and, second,

on account of the extremely bad climatic condi-

tions which prevailed in this part of the country.

Regardless of the fact that travel throughout the

country has been greatly impeded by the blizzards

which have been raging during the past two weeks,

there were quite a few buyers on hand making

their purchases for the spring. Unusual prepara-

tions are being made to receive the large number

of buyers who visit this market each spring.

Cincinnati is at present undergoing a wonder-

ful transformation in the way of buildings. Every

location suitable to the erection is being bought

up, thereby necessitating a great deal of moving on

the part of the different business houses throughout

the city. The L. & N. R. R. Co. has bought the

Wiggins site in the bottoms, in order that they

might have a more suitable location for their ter-

minals.
John Shambaugh, a jewelry

Arrest of a salesman, of Piqua, Ohio, was
arrested here recently, through
the influence of John Holland,

president of the John Holland Gold Pen Co., for

whom Shambaugh was about to begin work as a

salesman on commission. Shambaugh has been

ordering big lots of jewelry from four or five man-

ufacturing jewelry houses in the East, using for this

purpose the name of John Holland Gold Pen Com-

pany. More than $5000 worth of jewelry is known

to have been either sent to Cincinnati on order of

Shambaugh, or else is on the way. Mr. Holland

has about $2boo worth of rings from Buffalo locked

in the safe at the store, awaiting word from the

firm as to what course to pursue. Shambaugh

has been in the city about two weeks, stopping at

the Hotel Rand. Two weeks ago he applied to

Mr. Holland for a position. He represented that

he was a jewelry salesman traveling for several

firms, and wanted to add some stock of the John

Holland Gold Pen Co. to his list.

In one of the largest fires ever in the history of

Cincinnati, which started at i A. 81., February 26th,

in the Pike Opera House Block, the entire jewelry

establishment of Richter & Phillips was completely

destroyed. The entire square on Fourth Street,

between Vine and Walnut, was burned and it is

estimated that the loss will reach close to $f ,000,000.

Duhme Bros., on Fourth Street, was also gutted

with fire. There were also many other jewelry

establishments on that square which were on fire,

but owing to the confusion that predominates at

this writing it is impossible to learn any details.

Seldom has more enthusiasm of a spontaneous

nature pervaded a meeting than that which en-

livened the gathering of business men in the com-

mittee room of the Chamber of Commerce recently

to arrange for the excursion to New Orleans, to

attend the convention of the National Association

of Manufacturers. The meeting elected J. C.

I Iobart, chairman ; George Puchta, treasurer, and

Will. L. Finch, secretary. A resolution introduced

by Mr. Gibson, declaring it to be the sense of the

joint meeting that the excursion be run, was unani-

mously adopted. Fred. A. Geier, who is a mem-

ber of the executive committee of the National

Association of Manufacturers, heartily approved of

the excursion and requested that the details be

held in abeyance until the local delegates to the

convention can be named. Mr. DuBrul reported a

Jewelry Salesman
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conversation which he had with D. M. Parry, presi-
dent of the N. A. M., also approving the idea.
Letters from the three railroads reaching New

Orleans from this city were received. The an-

nouncement was made that Mayor Julius Fleisch-
man will attend. The question of music and mili-

tary escort was left to a special committee.
P. N. Sparks, of Manchester, Ohio, was in the

city looking over the market last month.

Mr. Anderson, of Anderson Bros., Byersville,

Ohio, was a visiting buyer here recently. Mr.

Anderson reports business as being in a very pros-

perous condition in that part of the State.

The new Bisque Finish in Royal Vienna Art Pottery.
From the display at flaw° & Dotter',

Art Department, New York.

A. Borarsky, wholesale and retail jeweler, of

Charleston, W. Va., was a guest at the Honing

Hotel recently. " There are still some labor troubles

among the miners of the New River district, near

Charleston," said he. " Many are still on strike

and with their families living in tents and shifting

around as best they can. The effect of this strike is

felt principally by the storekeepers and tradesmen,

owing to the fact that many of the people who

have gone into debt will never be able to settle."

H. A. Smith, a traveling jewelry salesman

from Chicago, lost a bundle of ladies' watch chains

valued at $5oo, while on a trip here last month.

He said he employed a colored man to carry his

sample cases on a wheelbarrow from the Honing

Hotel to a store on Main Street, and en route the

chains were lost. Smith walked at the side of the

colored man all the way to the store.
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The retail jewelry firm of the Loring-Andrews

Co. has leased the old quarters formerly occupied

by Dodd, Werner & Co., which is a short distance

east of their present locality. They get the new

place for five years with the privilege of three more.

This is one of the firms that is compelled to move

on account of the new building which the First

National Bank will soon erect at the southeast

corner of Fourth and Walnut Streets. The Loring-

Andrews Co. announce that when completed their

new place will be one of the finest of its kind in

the West.
W. S. Smith, of Patoka, Ill., is closing out his

general store and will deal in jewelry, etc., here-

after.
Bernard H. Wolf has moved from his present

quarters on Vine Street, to 620 Race, where a con-

tinuation of the closing out of his stock is to go on.

Albert Zoellner, of Portsmouth, Ohio, well

known in this market as an enterprising and suc-

cessful jeweler, has just purchased a business lot

at one of the most prominent locations in his city.

Mr. Zoellner gives it out that he will improve his

property with a new modern business block, the

corner store to be occupied by his jewelry estab-

lishment.
Jos. Struebe, formerly with Bingaman & Co.,

has leased the store on the corner of Shillito Place

and Race, and will open a retail jewelry store.

The firm of Basinger & Cameran, of Lima,

Ohio, has dissolved partnership.

A new addition has been made in the travel-

ing force of Gebhardt Bros., of this city. In the

future they will be represented by J. G. Reeves

throughout the North and Northwest.

Edward Mittendorf, of E. & J. Swigart, has

just returned home after a week's sojourn in the

East, where he had also been making arrangements

for extensive improvements of their establishment.

Mr. Mittendorf reports things as booming in the

East, and seemed highly elated over the prospects

of an elegant spring trade.
Geo. B. Rose, son of Jeweler Rose, of La

Crosse, Wis., has accepted a position with the

Miller Jewelry Company as a traveling salesman,

and is just starting out on his first trip. He will

cover the Northwest for this firm. W. L. Miller,

Middle West and Southern traveler for this house,

is now out on his early spring trip. J. C. Miller

will make his usual trips for his firm during the year.

Fire completely destroyed the jewelry store of

B. F. Sharick, of Ashland, Ohio, who occupied the

ground floor of the opera house. The insurance

will cover about one-half the loss.

John Schmid, of 7o5 Main Street, is closing out

his entire stock, including watches, diamonds, etc.,

at cost. Mr. Schmid is to retire from business.

Fire destroyed the jewelry store of Blooney

& Boone, of Akron, Ohio, and several other build-

ings, entailing a loss of $5o,000.

The executive committee of the United Com-

mercial Travelers met recently at the Burnet House

to discuss the arrangements for the reception here

in May of the convention of the State association.

The committee on souvenir reported good support.

The council is depending upon this committee for

the funds for the entertainment of the seven thou-

sand visitors. The committee announced that it

would also appreciate donations from merchants,

business men and others to assist it in the entertain-

ment. The programme provides for a reception, a

boat ride on the Island Queen, a public reception

at auditorium of Odd Fellows' Temple, a trolley

party, a ball and reception at the Armory, a parade,

and a baseball game at League Park between the

shoe manufacturers and leather men.
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IS WHERE

THE RESULT OF

Buying Direct
from the
Manufacturer

BECOMES APPARENT.

THE EXTRA PROFIT,
WHICH UNDER OLD BUY-
ING METHODS ACCRUED
TO THE MIDDLEMAN, IS
SAVED TO YOU AND
HELPS TO SWELL YOUR
BANK ACCOUNT.

BUY BASSETT GOODS DIRECT
FROM MAKER TO RETAILER.

The Bassett Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers of High-Grade Rolled Plate (hains,

FACTORY, MANUFACTURERS' BUILDING, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE : CH II %(.1, ONNICI:: SAN FlIANCISIT) Ort1c1::37 Maiden Lane. xis„„ie T,„,,,I, vaults. 120 stater St.

MIN \- 1:.‘1,■LIS (1111. I.:.
WI; Lumber Exchange.
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Among the Trade

Arizona

S. S. Ballard, of Jerome, has moved into better
and more commodious quarters, which are replete
with all the most improved features of store equip-
ment. He has fine plate-glass display facilities,
and has installed brilliant lighting and heat arrange-
ments. He will continue to make a specialty of
high-class watch work and diamond setting.

Arkansas

Frederick Wm. Haury, of Helena, has had his
store newly papered and has installed a fine 8-foot
cherry wall case, two costly show cases and
counters to match. He has been in business
eighteen months, during which he has made much
material progress.

Jacob Beilenson, of Helena, has moved one
block and a half to the south of his old location.
He now occupies a corner store building on Cherry
Street which, when fully remodeled and furnished,
will be one of the most elegant stores in this section.

Illinois

R. 0. Hosse, successor to Alexander Jacob, of
Wheaton, has rented a store in the Fuller Block,
ii7 North Railroad Street, for a term of ten years.
At this writing he is becoming established in his
newly acquired premises, which are among the
most commodious and modern in that place.

Edmund W. Blossom, of Sterling, recently
started for an eight-weeks' trip to California. Mr.

Wossom has been confined to his jewelry store by

hard work for a long time, and, no doubt, will be
much benefited by his tour. He expects to spend

most of his time in Southern.California, but before

he returns he contemplates visiting most of the
interesting places in the State. His outward and

return journeys will include a call at some of the

more important cities in Colorado, Utah and Cali-

fornia. Mr. Blossom has many relatives and friends

in California, whom he will visit.

Iowa

Ankeny & Harris, the enterprising jewelry,

optical and stationery firm, of Corning, are among

the most extensive newspaper advertisers in the

State. Their optical department is in charge of

W. B. Ankeny, and its facilities are exploited in a

very business-like fashion.
Harry I). Fish, of H. D. Fish & Co., the drug

and jewelry firm, of Mechanicsville, died recently.

His death is particularly sad, for the reason that he

was in the prime of manhood, having been only

thirty-four years old. He was taken ill with what

was pronounced influenza, but which later de-

veloped into typhoid, with the fatal result chroni-

cled above. A wife and two children survive him.

His late business is at present managed by J. C.

New, and is being offered for sale.

Kansas

Ilaupt Bros., of Peabody, have dissolved part-

nership by mutual consent. \V. H. Haupt retires

from the business, which will be continued at the

same location by J. C. Haupt, who assumes all the

liabilities of the firm.

Kentucky

Phil Levy, of Morganfield, has purchased the

store of Lee Oberdorfer, at Henderson, and now
continues that business. He held a grand closing
out sale of his stock at Morganfield prior to taking

possession of his newly acquired business. He, at
the same time, disposed of his cottage in the
latter place.

L. A. Bachus, of Louisville, died Tuesday,
February loth, at his home on Walnut Street, at
the age of sixty-six years. He returned from his
business in good spirits and joined with his family
at the supper table. Shortly after, he was attacked
with acute indigestion, which was followed with
angina pectoris, and to this complication he suc-
sumbed with alarming suddenness. He is survived
by his wife and four children, the Misses Julia H.
and Katie E. and Messrs. Clarence M. and L. J.
Bachus. The deceased was born at Frankfort,
February 22, 1837, the family shortly afterward
moving to Lexington, where he learned the jewelry
and silversmith's trade with the firm of Garner &
VVinchester. At the opening of the Civil War he
enlisted in the Twentieth Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry of the Federal army and soon rose to the
rank of captain. He was severely wounded at
the battle of Shiloh. At the close of the war he
located in Louisville, where he met Miss Julia A.
Robinson, whom he married. He was one of the
firm of Jewel 8z Bachus and afterward of Bachus,
Ledman & Co. Leaving the latter firm, he started
a business for himself, which he continued up to
the time of his death. He was an honored and
respected citizen of sterling integrity. His rather
sudden death will be greatly regretted by his large
circle of friends. The jewelers of Louisville passed
the following vote of condolence:

WHEREAS, Our ranks have once more been
invaded by death, this time claiming our respected
associate in the jewelry business, Capt. L. A.
Bachus ; be it

Resolved, That we, the jewelers of Louisville,
tender our sympathy and condolence to those who
are left to mourn his loss, and we are sure that his
death will be much felt, not only by his business
associates, but by the community at large in which
he has lived so many years, to be honored and
respected by all who knew him.

Michigan

E. J. Hervey, Detroit, has removed from to to
6 Canal Street, opposite the Hotel Pantlind, quar-
ters which he formerly occupied for over twenty
years. He has arranged them in an attractive
manner and has installed a complete modern
equipment.

Minnesota

E. Schmidt & Co., of Howard Lake, have dis-
solved partnership. Fred. Schmidt retires and the
business will be continued at the same location by
Ernest Schmidt.

Mississippi

Charles Beardslee has reopened an optical,
jewelry and watchmaking business at Moss Point,
where he has equipped a handsome and conveni-
ently apportioned store.

New Hampshire

Frank H. Lougee is again located at Conway
and continues his watch, jewelry and optical busi-
nes there, having returned from Eastport, Me.,
where he had been during last year.

John XV. Babbitt, of West Derry, recently met
with an accident of a rather peculiar nature. He
cleaned his gloves with gasoline, and some twenty
minutes later while wearing them he struck a match
to light a cigar. One of the gloves ignited, and in
trying to pull it off the other also took fire. The
difficulty of extricating the hands was increased,
owing to the heat having contracted the gloves.
Before the gloves could be removed both the
jeweler's palms were severely injured.
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New York

W. T. Achenbach, of Glens Falls, who was
located at 102 Glen Street for nearly seven years,
recently became established in new and more
spacious quarters. His present premises are most
elaborate in furnishings and finish. The first floor
is laid in Mosaic tiling. Then there is a wide
wainscoting of antique oak, above which is a wide
mirror extending the entire length of one side of
the store. Above the mirror is a stein shelf and
then a plate rack. On the other side of the store
are the wall cases, also of antique quartered oak,
lined with black broadcloth. The cases include
those for silverware and cut glass, the display of
the latter being enhanced by electric lights deftly
arranged above the shelving. The walls, where
not hidden by the mirror and cases, are covered
with green burlap. The ceilings are of steel,
enameled in white. A gilt moulding adds much to
the effect of the color scheme resting, as it does,
between the green and the white. The repair
shop and office are located at the rear, and the
general arrangement of the premises is a model of
convenience.

L. E. Soggs, of Niagara Falls, has secured the
services of Miss Grace Landis, formerly with F. E.
Burton and lately with Isaac Traub, both well
known jewelers of that city.

Pennsylvania

Charles F. Sarbaugh, who for more then twenty-
five years was employed as a jeweler in the Stark
jewelry store, at Hanover, has severed his con-
nection with that establishment and accepted a
similar position in the jewelry store of William
Boadenhamer, of the same town.

Mrs. Kaiser's jewelry store, which was formerly
located on Southwest Center Square, Hanover, has
been removed to larger and better quarters on
Baltimore Street, a few doors below Center Square,
in the above-named town.

Texas

Gus. Fredericks, of the firm Sweeny & Frede-
ricks, Houston, died some weeks ago at the com-
paratively early age of fifty.two years. Although
he had not been in robust health for a short time
prior to his demise, his abrupt taking off was a
considerable shock to his family and many friends.
Mr. Fredericks was one of the most respected citi-
zens of Houston, and the surviving relatives have
the sympathy of the entire local community in
their bereavement. Mr. Fredericks was born at
Mt. Pulaska, Ill., in 1851, and, when a child, moved
with his parents to Bloomington, III., and resided
at the latter place until the year 1873, when he
came to Houston. After his arrival in Houston he
became connected with the railway service, in
which he remained for a number of years, when he
entered the employ of Sweeney & Coombs, which
admitted him as a member in 1887, and after the
retirement of E. L. Coombs from the firm, its busi-
ness was thereafter carried on in the name of
Sweeney & Fredericks.

West Virginia

R. H. Humphreys, of Sutton, is about to estab-
lish himself in a new brick and stone building,
which he erected in conjunction with the First
National Bank of Sutton. He has taken a course
of instruction in the South Bend College of Optics,
from which institution he received the degree of
Oph. D.
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WHEN YOU RECEIVE ONE OF • OUR DRAFTS
the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.we are not in the refining business exclusively.

our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.additional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is our profit, which ismuch smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with expenses and refining costsranging from 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the same day consignments arereceived, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactlythe same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24e. per dwt. for 8-karat 3843. per dwt. for 9-karat 48c. per dwt. for 12-karatI28c. " " . 7 " 40c. " " " 10 " 52e. " " " 13 "32c. " " " 8 " 44c. " " . 11 " 56c. . . " 14 "Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER and PLATINUMPolishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps eci nomically handled and proe .e ds promptly remitted

We can give it because

We handle without

60e. per dwt. for 15-karat6 c1. " " 16 "68e. " " " 17 "" " " 18 "

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most ofthe firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any means of ascertaining itsexact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

93, 95 and 97 William Street, New York. Established 21 Vear,
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57 Washington Street, Chicago

. 13998_

,j-o. THE ATIONAL PARK BANK ,
NEW 1701{K
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest
and practical value to the trade

The 'Just-as-Good" Question Analyzed

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have read " J. T's." re-
marks about advertised goods, and am impelled to
make a few remarks from the standpoint of the
retailer. A retailer in buying goods has two
thoughts in view—will they sell and what profit
will they bring? If advertised goods sell there is

no merchant that will fail to buy them, for publicity
certainly has not hurt them. If he can get a good
profit on them, it is a clear case ; he will buy the
advertised goods.. The next question is the profit.
Some advertised goods are used as leaders by
department stores at prices near, or only slightly
above, cost. Ah ! here's the rub. Here is where
comes the " just-as-good," the " substitution," the
"advertiser's rights," but especially the " just-as-
good." As a retailer, •giving only his own ideas, I
may be pardoned for disagreeing with some of

those volunteered by advertisers and publishers.

Let us investigate the " just-as-good " and " substi-

tution." Are advertised goods any better than
others, and do people think they are? The first

part of the question answers itself—just think of

the thousands of patent medicines, promotion

schemes and similar things of no merit whatever ;

but still they warn you of the "just-as-good."
The advertising has made them no better. They

are exactly as good as before advertising was begun

—no better. Do people think advertised goods

better? Some do. Now we have arrived at the

advertiser's best claim—good goods that have been

called for. What should the retailer do ? If he

has them he should sell them, even at a very small

profit. If he has not, he may offer to get them or

he might sell some other kind of advertised goods,

but cursed be he if he offers a " just-as-good."

What has made the advertiser's goods best,

and all others the sneered at "just-as-good?" Why

he, in his advertisements, has said so, and wouldn't

he be foolish to say that any others were equal.

He, in his conceit, has said his are best, and in

many cases seems actually to believe it, and has in

some cases made prospective customers believe

his statements. The retailer, knowing other makes

are " just-as-good," may have used his judgment

and bought the " other kind," and now brings it

out and actually sells it. I have done this, and I

know from " J. T's." letter and articles in Printer's

Ink that I am a villian.
Many advertisers think their advertising pro-

duces a much greater effect than it does. I have

in mind some goods very extensively advertised

for which I have never had a direct call, though I
have carried and sold the same for years. Their
advertising undoubtedly has a good effect, and has

helped sales, still if a customer does not ask for a
certain make there is no " substitution " or " just-

as-good."

I doubt very much if the argument " just-as-

good " is used by retailers to the extent advertisers
claim. The whole idea has been evolved from the
fertile brain of the " adsmith," for the acceptance

of it as an argument in itself proves that it rep-

resents the advertiser's point of view, that his

are the only desirable goods. This "just-as-

good " may be like the " Oh, sir!" of Mark Twain's

Sunday school story, in which he tells of the good
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little boy who began a stately speech beginning
with " Oh, sir!" in dead opposition to the fact that
no boy, good or bad, ever began a speech with
" Oh, sir!''

The above may appear as an argument against
all advertising. Far from it. I belive that, properly
done, it is a wonderful builder of business, and as
developed in some magazines and newspapers
shows more brains, more skill, and is more enter-
taining and instructive than that part not an adver-
tisement. What I do protest against is the right of
eminent domain assumed by some advertisers over
dealers and salesmen, and the insulting remarks
published hi some of their advertisements about
them. The public fully understand that the reason
the "just-as-good " salesman is so denounced is
not that the dear public's interests are menaced,
but that the dear advertisers are ! I shall continue
to sell advertised goods, for I feel a pride in goods
that have stood the test of years and whose trade-
mark, backed by the honor and integrity of a firm, is
as good as that of the mint for quality and goodness.

Yours respectfully, W.1

Balance Washers

ED. KEYSTONE :—I 110tiCuil all article in a
recent issue of THE KEYSTONE, headed "Balance
Washers," in which the writer states that the
absurd use of timing washers is the fastest-growing
nuisance the trade has to contend with to-day. I
would like to ask the writer what objection he has
to balance washers if properly made and fitted?
Taking it for granted that a man who calls himself
a watchmaker, knows better than to use ill-fitting
washers or washers of any kind on timing screws,
what good reason can he offer for discarding them
entirely ? Supposing we do this. There are two
ways of bringing a watch to time—one is by chang-
ing the hairspring, and no good workman will
change the length of a breguet spring after it is
adjusted at the factory. The other is by changing
the weight of a pair of screws. This, of course, is
proper, but I would ask, how many so-called
" well-equipped repair shops," or even material
houses, keep the complete assortment of balance
screws necessary to correct the variations in all the
different makes, grades and sizes of watches we
have to deal with?

I differ with the above-named contributor also
in that the watch factories have no use for balance
washers. I can name three of the American fac-
tories making some of the best watches turned out
in this country to-day,. who make, keep and use
timing washers on their products, and who, I
think, would gladly supply them to dealers on
request. My judgment is that it is more workman-
like to send out a watch with the regulator in the
center, and perhaps a light pair of balance washers
on the balance, than to send it out with the regu-
lator at an extreme end of the index plate, or per-
haps with the vibration changed. Any watch-
maker of experience knows that occasionally,
after a watch has been repaired and put in as perfect
condition as possible, and with as perfect an escape-
ment as when it left the factory, we get a variation
which is unaccountable, but must be corrected all
the same. To accomplish this, why is it "absurd"

if a watch gains, to use balance washers, or if it
loses, to remove a thin shaving from under the
head of a screw and then enough from the opposite

one to bring the balance in poise?
I have heard the objection raised that a balance

needed to be repaired after using washers. In

reply to that I would say that I use reliable washers,
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which, by the way, I get from the factory, and I
have yet to find my first case of this kind—at least
it does not change the poise sufficiently to be de-
tected with the finest poising tool known to modern
horology.

Yours truly,
Concord, N. H. M. E. BANKS.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I noticed in your February
number an article about " balance washers," and
being anxious for information I would like to ask
Mr. " Balance Pivot," as your correspondent styles
himself, in what way a "a clean, live escapement"
could affect a watch to the extent that timing
washers would have to be removed ? This would
evidently imply that a clean, live escapement would
cause a watch to run so slow that "fine tried
washers" would have to be removed, so that the
watch would run to time.

Some of the foremost watch companies in
America at the present day favor the use of timing
washers ; others do not. The factories that do use
these washers for timing or poising make a washer
varying from a thousandth of one inch in thickness
to four one-thousandths of an inch ; all these four
sizes are of known weight, and the timer knows
exactly what variation a pair of washers will cor-
rect. When so used by factories the hole of the
washer corresponds in size exactly with the screw,
and the diameter is usually the same as the screw
head, so the presence of a timing washer is not
easily discernible.

I have at the present time 21-jeweled move-
ments in my stock, which have timing washers
under the bar screws, and no one would think of
questioning the knowledge of the makers. It is
true that there are commercial timing washers to
be had, which are thick enough to correct a big
variation, and with hole big enough to fit any
size balance screw, and these are found piled on,
two and three thick sometimes, by the " charlatan."
But, stop a minute ! Had he not available the use
of these washers, what method would he adopt to
bring his watch to approximate time ? Scrape the
spring or let out the Breguet spring, or ruin the
hairspring or put in heavy balance screws, and
then file the sides of all screws off to lighten his
balance ? Would it not be easier for a good work-
man to strip a balance of a few timing washers,
run for variation and then time with a pair of
extra screws than to correct above-cited conditions.
I find far less ruined hairsprings since the balance-
washer manufacturer has " lit " and don't think he
has " got in too soon," because the charlatan would
rather pile up washers than tamper with hair-
springs. The product of the balance-washer
manufacturer, sensibly applied under the proper
conditions, is not to be condemned by any expert.

Yours truly,
Ottumwa, Iowa. CHAS. A. BRAUN.

Microscopic Measurements

ED. KEYSTONE :—I appreciate the views of
your correspondents, but think the contributors
who so volubly write of measures of one hundred
thousandth of an inch, are rather stretching a
point. Give us the millimeter as a unit. Then
we know what it is ; the mind can grasp some-
thing tangible. Let us be in line with the factory
people. I would suggest the use of the metric
system for measures. Brown & Sharpe make no
micrometer to measure so fine.

Yours truly,

Sharpsville, Pa. W. A. GRABER:
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Legislation Affecting Jewelers

I IE intricacies of the law are pro-
verbial. The statute books of the
land are weighted down with laws
which have never been enforced and

which, in all probability, would be pro-
nounced unconstitutional if the attempt to
enforce them were made. It seems, indeed,

the most difficult of human tasks to draft a
perfect law, and the task seems well nigh im-
possible in the case of legislation regulating

the stamping of goods in the precious metals.

The latest effort of this character, though
admittedly well-intentioned, seems to be as
objectionably defective as any of its prede-
cessors. This measure was introduced in

the New York State legislature and is en-

titled : " An Act to Amend the Penal Code

in Relation to the Manufacture and Sale of
Jewelry." It reads as follows :

SECTION I. The penal code is hereby amen-
ded by inserting therein a new section, to be sec-
tion three hundred and sixty-four—j, and to read as
follows:

Sec/ion 361—j. Restrictions on the sale of
jewelry.—Any person who makes or sells, or offers
to sell or dispose of,

I. Any article of jewelry plated with gold or
silver, unless the fact that such article is plated is
plainly indicated by a mark or stamp thereon ; or

2. Any article of jewelry composed of a metal
or substance so nearly resembling gold or silver
as to be liable to deceive, unless such article is

plainly marked or stamped with the name by which
the metal or substance of which it is composed, is
commonly known ; or

Any article of jewelry not composed of gold

or silver, but so marked or stamped with words,

letters, figures or characters as to convey the im-

pression that such article is composed of gold or

silver;
Is guilty of a misdemeanor.
SECTION 2. This act shall take effect imme-

diately.

Even a casual perusal of this bill will

reveal such imperfections as would make it

objectionable legislation. No reputable manu-

facturer would have any objection to a stamp-

ing law which would safeguard the public,

the retail jeweler and himself ; but he must

object very strongly to a law which would

place his meritorious goods on a market

level with an inferior product. A very ex-

cellent statement of the objections to the

measure was made to THE KEYSTONE by

Theodore W. Foster, president and treasurer

of the Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.,

Providence, R. I. Mr. Foster said :

This bill should be killed, but we would like

to see the present stamping law amended to make

the stamping of gold goods more strict, and that

would leave the whole field of imitation jewelry

ont of it. This proposed law cannot be complied

with, for every link of a chain would have to be

stamped, which would disfigure and ruin the

chain. Most of the jewelry that is made could not

be stamped without disfiguring it, for unlike solid

gold and solid silver, the place where the stamping

would be done could not be filed over and carefully

polished to smooth up the indentation.
Every reputable manufacturer of to-day stamps

his goods as best he can with a trade-mark, putting

the trade-mark on the tags and cards as far as pos-

sible, and every buyer of jewelry can be secured

against fraud by compelling the manufacturer that

he buys of to mark the goods as above stated in a

way that can be identified.
The proposed bill is absolutely absurd as well

as trifling. " Gold plated " means nothing in par-

ticular and everything in general. One can gold

plate with an electric process, commonly called

electro plating, still the product is "gold plate,"

and will not wear longer than it takes to rub your
thumb across the piece two or three times.
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Rolled " gold plate " can be anywhere from
120 gold to 1/150. If a law was passed in New
York, Massachusetts, Ohio, Illinois, California,
Pennsylvania, making it necessary that solid gold
goods should be stamped its karat, and all goods
so stamped must be solid gold or all gold of the
karat stamped thereon, and all sterling goods shall
be stamped 'sterling," and the article so stamped
shall be all sterling so far as it is made to look like
sterling, and all goods not stamped would be con-
sidered as other than solid and sold on their merits
or reputation, there would be no trouble.

For fifty years plated goods have been made
and sold, and few have been deceived by them,
and none need be deceived, for any manufac-
turer who is willing to father .his own goods will
put his trade-mark on the goods or tags and call
his goods gold filled, rolled-gold plate, g gold,
.1),7 gold or any quality he chooses. A dealer need
haye no fear of being forded very long, for good
rolled-gold plate wears well, and cheap rolled plate
or electro plate wears only up to its cost.

Every experienced dealer knows just what he
is buying when he places his order, for appearance
of the goods, price, the reputation of the house
who makes the goods, his skill and judgment as a
buyer, must be elements in a jewelry department,
as it must be in buying machinery, woolens, silks
or anything else. Why should the laws of the land
be so framed as to protect the ignorant, inexperi-
enced buyer of jewelry any more thandt should the
ignorant buyer of silks? How absurd to compel a
manufacturer of silks or woolens to weave a mark
into every yard of his goods telling what propor-
tion is wool and what part cotton. The buyer can
easily determine that, as the buyer can easily
determine whether he is buying brass coated over
with a thin lilill of gold or silver, or is getting genu-
ine gold, silver or rolled-gold plate.

Mr. Foster's views are typical of those

expressed by other leading manufacturers,
all of whom would favor any law which

would protect all concerned. Following are

some of the views elicited :

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., Providence, R. I.:
We are always in favor of any bill that will protect
the retailer as well as the manufacturer.

The James E. Blake Co., Attleboro, Mass.:
We are most heartily in accord with what is evi-
dently the purpose of the bill, as we always believed
that to sell goods for just what they are, is the best
policy for everybody, and certainly not less so in
the jewelry business than in any other. We think,
however, that the bill, as it now reads, is very
crude, and if carried out to the letter would impose
annoyances upon the manufacturers of and dealers
in jewelry, which would in no way be necessary to

obtain the results desired. We think with such

alterations as would eliminate these difficulties,

that the passage of the bill could certainly be noth-

ing but beneficial to all makers of jewelry who

desire to do business on the square.

M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., East Syracuse, N.Y.:

We think the proposed bill, as we understand it,

is an outrage—almost an impossibility. We do not

see how it is possible to enforce a law of this kind.

We understand that it means that each piece of

plated ware should be stamped with the exact

amount of silver deposited on it. This could be

done where silver only is used, but where an article

is gold lined or a piece is only partly gold plated,

it would be quite impossible to tell the amount of

gold used and would make a very difficult piece to

stamp. Some articles, for instance, picture frames

made from brass and then covered with an exceed-

ingly light gold plate and lacquered, the gold plate

amounts to nothing, but on account of the lacquer

the article holds its color and is perfectly satisfac-

tory. Vlre do not understand how we could stamp

these things. We should also think that a law of

this kind would shut out entirely the importation

of all kinds of fancy metal wares that are plated.

We believe in the sterling-silver law, but do not
think this proposed bill is practical.

Chas. L. Trout & Co., New York : We be-
lieve that all gold and silver goods should be

stamped the exact quality. No combination word

using as part of it " gold " or " silver " should be

allowed to be stamped on an article, as " goldine,"
" silverine," nor any combination or distortion of

the word " sterling." Otherwise such goods need

not be marked.
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The Engraver's Modern Text Book
No book has received such indorsement and

won the confidence of the jewelry trade as Hor-
nikel's Engraver's Modern Text Book.

Mr. Hornikel, the designer, engraver and
publisher, has testimonials from all over the United
States. The book, when completed, will consist
of to parts, published monthly and contain 49
pages. Each page is Ii x 14 inches. The prelimi-
nary planning, designing, engraving and arranging
the contents of the complete book required three
years of arduous labor before the first part was
ready for publication. Four Folios or monthly
parts are now ready for delivery.

This book is to mediate the dealings between
the buying public and the engraver through the
salesman ; this means to say, it is so arranged and
artistically printed that it can be shown as a fine
pattern book to the customer by the salesman.
After the customer has chosen the style of design
he prefers, the storekeeper again uses the book as
a handbook, by which he can transmit to the
engraver the order he received. The engraver will
find in this modern Handbook of Engraving
practically executed monograms, inscriptions,
initials, etchings on silver, material to serve as
models and foundations for any engraving he has
to do on watches, jewelry, lockets and all kinds of
silverware. The parts are gotten up in an excel-
lent and high-class manner, being hand-printed
from hand-engraved copper plates, and bears the
stamp of artistic conception. It combines practi-
cal arrangement with professional execution, as
the following description of each part shows:

PART 1—Consists of 4 Pages.
Page 1—Is showing a large open-lined Cypher Monogram

Center Piece, Fancy Display Initials, Running Plain
Cypher, open-lined, fancy Drop, Plain Cyphers, Fancy
Name.

Ornamented( yphers, also shaded Drop, open-lined Drop
Page 2—Display Initials open-lined, Ribbon, Fancy Leaf and

and Plain Cyphers.
Page 3—Large open-lined ornamented Cypher Monogram as

center piece, Block Drops and Shaded 'monograms, Display
Initials, Ribbon, open-rined, fancy and plain Monograms.

Page 4—Consists of very elaborate large Inscriptions, also
Inscribed Scrolls and R11111011S.
The price of this part is $1.50.

PART 2—Consists of 5 Pages.
Page 5—Showing large fancy Center Na,,,,, opened-lined and

ribbon Drop Monograms, other fancy ribbon and plain
Monograms.

Page 6—A very elaborate sheet, with plain open-lined Mono-
grams. A large fancy Monogram for Center Piece, other
open-lined ornamented Monograms, also elaborate fancy
name and plain 51onograni.

Page 7—Showing Toilet Set, with plain rounded Monogram on
Mirror, fancy Roman nanie on Hair lirtish, drop ribbon on
Cloth Brush, running ribbon on Nail File, drop fancy leaf
monogram on Toothbrush, drop shaded 5Ionogram
on Polisher, also running cypher on Poii.lier, an Art
Nouveau letter on Salve Jar, ribbon and open-lined Mono-
grams Sar.on wi n!gy e7Jiaesi

gns of Inscriptions etched on silver,
suitable for presentation and athletic occasions, also Art

pageNotItzsetaluppili
ennmieent''t to Page 8, showing same designs and

'llie price 
of

'art 2 to others but subscribers is t1.75, to
subscribers $1.50. 

PART 3—Consists of 5 Pages.
Page 9—Showing 1111 etched inscription on Silver
Page 10—Monograms, names and initials on heart-shaped add

round lockets.
Page 11—Plain Cypher Monograms on Cigarette and Match

boxes.
Page 12—Fancy, Ribbon, open-lined Monogram,. and Names.
l'age 13—Designs of sttwed-out, rounded, modeled Monograms

and Initials for Ivory, Ebony and Leather Goods.
The price of this Part( 3) to others but subscribers is $2.50,

to aubscribers the price of this part Is $1.50 like usual.
Page 10—Can be purchased separate for 61.00." " .75.

‘o'blig:ed to take this stand, because of the much
gPraegneelelra117-11bor expended on this part and on account of enlarg-

" " 1.00.Ng 12 0 I 0

ing it from 4 to It pages.
Its great technical value will make it much sought after by

those desiring Part 3 who are not subscribers to Parts 1 and 2.
PART 4—Consists of 5 Pages.

Page 14—Showing a Riney Old English Center Piece, 'Ribbon,
31onograms and Initials, Names, fancy 'Monograms and

hllit—itur cup designs with plain script iPage fi nscriptions suit-
able for presentation and athletic prize occasions, also it
medal, fancy scroll and shield with plain script inscriptions.

Page 16—This page is showing filmy ryplici.s exclusively and
is the most elaborate sheet of soy ,tf them so far.

Page 17—Toilet Set mid articles with plain Cypher Monogram
and plain Script Names.

Page 18—Alphabet for sowed-mit, rounded, carved and chased

iittrrsngihu,wti 88.0 bscri hers is $3.00, toht ternepr ifcoer olf: I 
Itil 
 sy

sifillgme meriliers ,, ,as usual, $1.50 a part.

I iaiggee 11

64-- o „ 
1.50.

Can be purchased for $1.00.
Page

Page 17— " "

1.00.
P' 

0

Page 18— " " 
.75.

" " 1.00.

Address all orders for this most modern and help-
ful text book on engraving to Emu. F. 1-10RNIKEL,
Room 8424 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

—Adv.
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DIAMONDS
We are importers of Diamonds in the " Rough," and with our superior facilities

are enabled to furnish medium and better grades at prices positively the very
lowest. We further desire to impress upon the trade the fact that our work in
this line is of the highest standard, as none but first-class workmen are employed.
We also want to call your attention to our line of 400-Day Clocks, the latest
novelty in the clock market. When you come to Chicago we will welcome a call
and examination of our stock and facilities. If you cannot visit the market, give
us a trial at your memorandum orders.

STEIN 0 ELLBOGEN COMPANY,
DIAMOND CUTTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO.

SPECIAL VALUE.

\\ I
Revell No. 400 K Outfit.

■SNIS=INMINsmossismgmssi,

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
,) 5 Show Cases and Tables, eachPrice, $420 Net Cash, 8 feet long; 

2 Screens, each 6 feet long.
F.O.B. Cars Chicago

Mo d ern
jeweiry,krixfures

Show Cases

Alexamier H.,Lievellis4
2i-31-2131 fiTth Avenue, CHICAGO,

II Ufa. t`f1.1. T

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE.

Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One to-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SI-10W CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, horizontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.

66 inches high to top of rail, 75 inches
high overall, paneled below, glass above.

I ii. IC11, 1903

Education in Watchmaking

ED. KEYSTONE noticed in the obituary of
P. S. Bartlett a reference to one of his contributions
to watchmaking literature, which was a very gar-
castle dissertation on the education and qualifica-
tions of young watchmakers. I remember it dis-
tinctly, although it was published I believe in THE
KEYSTONE ten or fifteen years ago. I think that
the younger generation of watchmakers would
peruse it with interest should you deem it advisable
to republish it. Very truly,
Binghamton, N. Y. E. R. MASON.

Mr. Bartlett's dissertation above referred to

was a letter entitled, " Advice to Young Watch-
makers," and we take pleasure in reprinting it, as

follows:

P. S. Bartlett

"The construction of a
watch depends entirely
upon how it is made ; the
wheels have nothing to
,do with the case. A small
watch will keep as much
time as a large one and
sometimes more. The
reliability of a watch as a
timekeeper depends
upon how big a liar the
owner is ; there is no ex-
ception to this rule. In

order to be a good watchmaker it is not necessary

to know anything about a watch ; you must know

how to shake a watch, look wise and hold an

eyeglass ; if you cannot look wise try some-other

business. The proper thing to do when you do

not know what ails a watch is to say the mainspring

is broken ; this will give the party confidence in

you and show him you understand the business ;

all first-class watchmakers keep a broken main-

spring on their bench to show customers when they

come in what ailed their watch. Some watch-

makers will say the watch is dirty, but as this is a

reflection upon the owner it does not take so well.

"The regular price for repairing a watch is
three dollars, it makes
no difference what you
do to it; some will take
out three or four wheels
and then charge the
owner three dollars for
what there is left. This
is not right, as it lowers
the high moral tone of
the business, and will
eventually lead to de-
ception. Some people
have great ideas what

a watchmaker can do.
A young lady once
brought us a very large
old-fashioned bull's-
eye watch and wanted
us to make two small
ones out of it, one for
her and one for her
sister. We told her
we could not do it, and
she left us with a poor
Opinion of our skill and
ability. Thus is love's
labor lost and truth
crushed to the earth.
But do not be afraid
of telling the truth,
you may get caught at
it some day, and then
you can wear dia-
monds.

THE KEYSTON
" If any customer complains of your prices tell

him that the skill and dexterity required in the
manipulation of the fine and intricate parts of so
costly and beautiful a watch is hardly commen-
surate with the object required, and that if they
ever wish to sell the watch you will give them two
dollars for the first chance to buy it. You can
always guarantee a watch to run within one second
a year, but state that it will take time to get it
regulated down to it. The man will die or the
watch will meet with some accident before you get
it done, so you are safe in saying so. Never have
a watch done the first time the owner comes for it,
as that will give away the business, and he will
think you have not done it well, or that you have
not much work, or it was an easy job.
" The most difficult thing to do to an old watch

is to get the hayseed out of it and not lose any.
It is important that you should be ' the only reliable
dealer in town,' and ' the best workman on both
sides of New York.' This you can do in the daily
and weekly papers ; also that you should come
from the watch factory. An attendant can get you
through in twenty minutes, if you can you keep up
with him. Watch oil comes in pint and quart
bottles ; pints are twenty-five cents ; quarts are
forty-three cents. It is made from the seeds of
the sunflower at Los Angeles, Cal. For tools you
will need a grindstone, a monkey-wrench, a hatchet
and a lead pencil—with these few hints and two
quarts of watch oil and $5000 in cash an energetic
young man can start in business."

Dinner of the Boston Jewelers' Club

The Boston Jewelers' Club held its annual
meeting and dinner in the Hotel Essex, Boston,
Mass., February loth. The business part of the
programme was begun at 6 o'clock, the most
important feature being the election of officers,
which resulted as follows : President, William A.
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Thompson ; vice-president, E. A. Bigelow, of the
E. Howard Clock Co.; secretary and treasurer,
Charles W. Lawton, of Harris & Lawton ; execu-
tive committee, A. Barker, L. S. Stowe and Geo.
W. Hutchinson. The dinner which followed was
a most enjoyable one.

Notes About Traveling Men
The various traveling salesmen's

Traveling Men organizations are registering a
vigorous protest at the action of
the Southern Pacific and Santa

Fe railways in discontinuing the use of the regular
mileage book and substituting instead a script
book, which virtually amounts to the same as pay-
ing cash fare from station, to station, except with
more than the usual amount of red tape. It is
particularly annoying to men who have sample
trunks or excess baggage, the only advantage over
paying cash.fare being in a rebate of $5 per 1,000
miles to be made at some future time. It has
become so annoying to the traveling fraternity that
they have adopted the plan of paying cash fare to
train conductors in the hopes of bringing the rail-
way companies to terms.

The Furstnow Ring Co., of Fond du Lac,
Wis., are represented this year by the following
travelers : Will. Queeman, who will cover Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota and Iowa ; J. A. King, whose terri-
tory comprises Northern Michigan, the Dakotas
and Nebraska, and C. H. Shephard, who will tra-
verse Illinois and Indiana.

The traveling force of L. W. Rubenstein, New
York, has started out on the spring trip, with a
full line of the firm's specialties. Jos. L. Edwards
will cover New Jersey, Pennsylvania and part of
the Southern States ; George W. Berglund, New
York, New England and the Middle West ; M.
Mahoney, New York City and nearby points.

Protest

This illustration shows an elaborate Easter scenic window display—one of the most attractive ever contrived. The background is a painted scene, while
the greensward, railing, flowers, etc., are partly real and partly artificial. The scene represents an Easter trysting place, and egg chariot with rabbit six-in-
hand bringing the little boy to the rendezvous. There is abundant opportunity for the prominent display of such small articles as jewelry goods, one being to
have little doll feasters around a table holding in their hands pieces of jewelry which they had just found in their eggs.
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

DIAMOND
HOUSE IN THE WEST

The fact that we devote all of our time to the diamond busi-
ness, should be sufficient evidence of our ability to serve our
patrons with the best the world affords.

We always buy whenever and wherever the right opportuni-
ties appear and our constant vigilance enables us to sell at prices
far below the general dealer.

Careful Attention to Mail Orders. Memorandum Packages sent on request.

SI ON Eykl3M(i R41:21ISBA IUUMAN CO 3ERT
ALL

Write

for

Sample

Price, 2 oz. Bottle,
35 Cents.

What

Is
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Convincing

Than

The Proof?

Free
Sample
upon

Request

A TRIAL WITH FAVORENE and you
will never go back to the old way of sol-
dering with Borax, Anti-Oxidizer, Pickle,
etc. With Favorene you can flow 14 K.
solder on 6 or 8 K. goods without the use
of Borax and without danger of melting
the goods.
Favorene was patented October 211, 1902,

and is superior to all other hard-soldering
solutions now on the market.
Favorene is guaranteed to please abso-

lutely or money refunded, on hard-
soldering of Gold, Silver, Filled, Alum-
nico, Brass and Nickel.
Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned

or tiled.
Obtained through any jobber.

Price, 3 oz. Bottle,
25 Cents.

KLENZENE WILL REACH the hope of
your expectation with amazing results.
You simply apply the solution and the

tarnish disappears almost instantly and
without the Hlightemt injury either to the
article or the hands ; requires no rubbing,
no brushing.
Klenzene leaves your work bright and

clean ,• no dust, no powder left in the en-
graved parts or cha.sing, no rubbing or
brushing necessary, consequently no
scratches left on the polished articles, as
you have by the use of pante or powder.
Klenzene is fully protected by a patent

allowed April 9, 1902.
A trial with Klenzene and you will

never do without it ; saves time and
trouble and does the work as you want it.
Any jobber can supply you.

The Jobbing Trade supplied through
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file Personal Attack, in Adver-
tising: A Common Blunder

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Of all the advertising blunders which
are most persistent in the practices of the
inefficient advertiser, the palm must be given

to the blunder of mentioning a competitor
by name, or by easy inference, in terms of
scorn or abuse.

I doubt if ten centuries of teaching will
ijite eradicate this blunder in advertising

policy ; for the instinct behind it seems to be

inherent in human nature. But it is surely

the fact that any one who would succeed in

trade must overcome the tendency to " call

names ;" for the practice is opposed by a

sterner and larger element in the nature of

universal humanity which gives sympathy to

" the under dog in a fight " and fixes metes

and bounds to the proprieties in trade com-

petition. The personal attack, in adver-

tising, does not pay ; never did pay ; will

pay less than ever in the future as readers

become more enlightened and the race gets

further from barbarism.
I will go further. The personal attack

not only does not pay the one who makes

the attack, but it actually helps the one who

is attacked, if he answers never a word in pub-

lic reply. A large manufacturer was outrage-

ously abused by a competitor who was jealous

of the other's better standing in the trade ;

and his fierce jealousy took the form of call-

ing the other a fraud, in circulars and other

advertisements. There was no reply made—

the circular was ignored. In consequence,

the abusive circular proved a two-edged

sword, the keener edge of which fell on the

jealous manufacturer who sent it out. Those

who received it said to themselves, "This

fellow is evidently being crowded by the

other, or he wouldn't squeal." The victim

was wise enough to "say nothing and saw

wood," and actually was helfied by the in-

tended hurt.
It never pays to "go for" your compe-

titor by abusing him personally, or by men-

tioning his store or his stock in specific

terms, or by direct innuendo. No merchant

vver made sales by so doing. He may have

gratified his feelings, or "worked off" his

bile, but he gained no friends by it ; he gained

no business. Instead, he lost something of

the good will of his community ; he lowered

his own dignities ; he sacrificed some valua-

ble advantages of position, without corre-

sponding returns.
The public does not care a rap about

Smith's opinion of Jones. All that it cares

to hear, from Smith, is proof of the fact

that he sells the best goods at the lowest
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prices from the best assortment ; or that

he is prompt, efficient and reliable ; or

that he knows how to please in one way
and another.

The personal attack is sometimes carried

to a point that is almost inconceivable to the

sane advertiser. Some years ago two jewelers
held forth in a small town ; each conceived

the idea that the way to promote his own

success was to " say things" about the other

fellow ; and in the operation of this policy

some amazing advertisements were printed in

the local newspaper. For instance : a win-

dow-smasher one night hurled a stone

through the window of one of these compe-

titors, grabbed a tray of cheap jewelry and

escaped. Next day his victim, with thought

of making the most of his misfortune—

getting a gain out of his loss—put this adver-

tisement in the paper :

A Burglar With Taste

knows whose window to break when
he wants the most desirable jewelry.
The window in the shop across the
street is always perfectly safe from
the attacks of discriminating window-
smashers !

Now, if the proprietor of the "shop

across the street" had been blest with a

modicum of business sense he would have let

the slur go at its own value, and gathered in

the public's good opinion for his forbearance.

But he took the narrow view of all small minds:

he could not keep quiet when silence was the

only right answer ; and he put this advertise-

ment in the next issue of the newspaper :

A Burglar With Taste

did a positive favor to this community
when he removed from its offended
sight some out-of-date and worthless
jewelry two nights ago. Or did the
owner pay the window-smasher to
steal the stuff, as the only way of
getting rid of it?

This isn't " funny "—it is pathetically

sad, from the advertising point of view. The

only relief in one's contemplation of this in-

stance of idiotic advertising is the fact that

both advertisers were fools, and the public

henceforth had to choose impartially between

them.
Go thou and do not likewise. Avoid

the use of personalities, in advertising, as the

eighth deadly sin. Ignore your competitor

entirely, in every public statement that you

make in print. Forget that he lives. Tell

all about your stock, your store, your

methods, your policy, yourself, if it seems

best ; but stop there. Don't waste money

in advertising the other fellow by admission

of the fact that there is another fellow. Let

him attack you in print, if he likes ; and if he

does, answer never a word ; and heaven

prosper you!
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The Tail Now Wags the Dog
The art of advertisement-writing has

advanced more rapidly in the past few years
than the art of story-writing. To.day the
advertisements are the most interestirg
reading to be found in half the literary
magazines.
" Magazine fiction nowadays is almost

invariably pessimistic. For pure, joyous,
breezy optimism," says The Outlook, "read
the advertising pages. The only problem
ever presented in their picturesque and
cheery columns is how to get enough money

to buy all the things advertised. And even

then satiety would be impossible, for there is
always a new advertisement coming in, of

just the thing one has been waiting for for
years. The illustrations, too, are calculated
to scatter sunshine into every goul. There

never were prettier girls anywhere than eat
candy continually on the American advertise-

ment page, or chubbier babies partaking
perseveringly of patent foods, or more life-
like animals posing as trade-marks, or happier

households than those which gather round a

new kind of lamp, or more brilliant parties

than assemble here to enjoy the latest sort of

musical instrument. The advertising world

is a place of honest happiness, of perfection

even in trifles, of music and light and sport

and new books and absolutely safe invest-

ments. To return from its enchanted pre-

cincts to the sterner and drearier aspects

of real life, as represented in the rest of the

magazine, is to step down with a perceptible

shock."
There was a time when the writer of

advertisements was far removed from the

inner circle of the literary body. To-day he

is welcomed there. It has come to pass,

indeed, that certain highly-esteemed novelists

depend quite as much upon the advertiser

for the success of their efforts as upon the

literary merits of the novel itself. To-day

the advertising of current literature occupies

a large space in all metropolitan dailies ; and

it is entirely within the truth to say that the

literary quality of these advertisements is

quite up to, and often goes beyond, the

books which they exploit. Many very poor

novels have reached an enormous sale solely

on the merits of the advertising which pro-

claims them. The novelist takes off his hat

to the advertiser, in these days, and welcomes

him as brother.
How much the earlier writers missed, in

living in an age when advertising was an

undiscovered art ! Had the right sort of

man been handy, Goldsmith would not have

stayed in bed until his only shirt came back

from the laundress, Homer would not have

had to beg his bread, nor the Muse so often

J. have starved in a garret. T.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

On the Necessity for the Use of Color
Names in a Test for Color

Blindness

In the report of the committee on
color vision in the proceedings of the Royal
Society, attention is called to the import-
ance of making the person examined for
color blindness give also the name of the
color. There they say : " The possibility
of the existence of real color ignorance, such
as would lead to a non-recognition of the
true color of a signal, appeared to them (the
committee) very doubtful until they had
taken the evidence of Staff Surgeon Preston,
R. N., for it was hard to conceive of igno-
rance which would lead to confusion in
naming a red, a green and a white signal.
His evidence, however, was conclusive of its
existence at certain recruiting centers, and
more especially in a certain class of recruits."
In the usual tests for color blindness the
naming of a color is not required, but lately
its importance has been recognized. For
example, it is demanded of the examinee in
the examination which the employees of the
Pennsylvania Railroad have to undergo.

In a recent issue of the Ophthalmic
Record, Dr. F. W. Eldridge-Green again
calls attention to this point. He even goes
so far as to call the naming of the color the
first requirement of a test for color blindness,
and says :

The first requirement of a test for color blind-
ness is that color names be used, and that the
person to be examined should employ and under-
stand the use of the color names, red, yellow,
green and blue. I can say in the most emphatic
manner that no test which ignores color names can
be efficient. I predicted that if color names were
ignored in the Board of Trade tests, normal-sighted
persons would be rejected, and this prediction
was fulfilled. Over 38 per cent. one year, and
more than 42 per cent. another year were found to
be normal sighted and to have been rejected
wrongly. An engine driver or sailor has to name
a colored light when he sees it, not to match it. He
has to say to himself, " This is red light, therefore
there is danger," and this is practically the same
as if he had made the observation out loud. Even
the method of matching colors should, in order to
be efficient, be one of mentally naming them.

This accentuation of giving the name of
the color is certainly justified to some extent,
but it would seem to the reviewer that the
matching of colors must still remain the
most important and reliable test, for we know
by the testimony of color-blind persons that
they often name the color correctly in daily
life. To prove this we give here a little
extract from a very interesting paper by
Dr. Pole, who is himself red blind, and who
describes his own case very carefully in a
long article in the Philosophical Transactions.

He says there : " It is only after long and
careful investigation that I have come to the
conclusion that my sensations of color are
limited to blue and yellow. But before I
found this out—that is for nearly thirty years
of my life—I firmly believed that what I
now know to be only differences in tone of
one or other of these were different colors,
and hence I was in the habit of talking of
red, crimson, scarlet, green, brown, purple,
pink, orange, etc., not, of course, with the
confidence of normal eyes, but still with a full
belief that I saw them. If, therefore, at that
time any scientific man had examined me I
should have given him a description of my
case, which I now, after more careful study,
know would have been entirely wrong. I
should have told him among other incorrect
statements, that I saw red objects of a full
tone such as vermillion, a soldier's coat, per-
fectly well, and I could, if necessary, have
supported my assertion by naming correctly
a great variety of bodies having this color,
which, indeed, I am in the habit of doing
every day."

It appears, therefore, that the correct
naming of a color cannot be regarded as evi-
dence for the non-existence of color blind-
ness, though the ability of naming a color
ought to be required of the examinee also.

Can Color Blindness Be Prevented?

When highly educated men like Dr.
Pole or Dr. Brodhun describe their color
blindness, and positively assert that even
after the greatest attention to the differentia-
tion of colors, they are unable to distinguish
certain colors, it would seem that color blind-
ness is a defect which cannot be remedied by
training. Indeed, all the facts, so far known,
point to the view that color blindness is a
congenital defect, which probably has its seat
in the retina, and at any rate cannot be reme-
died by exercise. The following editorial,
however, of American Medicine, takes quite
a different view of the matter. It is entitled :
"The Prophylaxis of Color Blindness," and
reads as follows :

Some time since we spoke of the success
which may follow in educating those supposably
blind to see. It has been foufid that the remnants
of function in those supposed to be blind may often
be so improved as to take these patients entirely
out of the blind class and make them enjoy
useful vision. It is but a corollary of this that the
deficiencies of vision called color blindness are also
preventable. Function, it must ever be repeated,
depends upon education and exercise, and it is a
necessary part of the great physiologic law that the
perception of colors will be lost if the eye is not
exercised in their perception. That the defect is
dependent upon non-exercise is indicated by the
fact that it is far less common in women than in
men. In io,000 men 369 are affected, while only
nine are found in the same number of women.
The proportion among savage men is less than
among civilized men. But of course, the education
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and exercise must begin in early childhood. And
there is some proof that this exercise in childhood
does stimulate color perception and prevent color
blindness. In the Educational Review, Alida S.
Williams recently reports having tested the color
vision in 580 boys of the primary schools of New
York. These boys had received careful, systematic
color training. According to the teachings of sta-
tistics twenty-four should have been defective in
their color sense. But only one was so. It is impos-
sible to estimate how many of the accidents to
vessels and railway trains have been due to the
color blindness of employees. The proportion is
higher than is usually supposed. Despite all the
systems of testing, many of these employees are
still color blind. Perhaps it will ultimately be
found that prevention is cheaper than testing.

The reviewer does not know what test
was used by Miss Williams. If by careful
systematic color training she means instruc-
tions about naming the different colors, her
result is not astonishing by any means, as it
is well known that color-blind people fre-
quently are able to give the correct name to
a color which to them nevertheless appears
quite different. It is true that women show
a much smaller percentage of color blindness
than men, but this is probably due not to
their training in childhood but due to their
very nature, which in many other ways is
quite different from that of men, and has
endowed them with a better apparatus for
distinguishing colors. A most convincing
proof further of the fact that the color blind
see the colors quite differently from the way
the normat-eyed persons see them, is given
by the spectrum, in which the color blind
usually see only two colors separated by a
grey band, while at least five distinct colors
ought to be perceived. Altogether, it would
seem to the reviewer that defective color
vision, due to color blindness, can never be
made normal, while that due to ignorance
can always be brought up to the normal by
systematic training.

Prophylactic Treatment of Myopia

Dr. Alexander Duane, of New York,
has lately written an interesting article in the
New York Medical Journal, in which he
gives the following sound rules for the prophy-
lactic treatment of myopia :

I. Making the patient employ the full correc-
tion of his myopia all the time, and both for dis-
tance and near. This is of prime importance in all
varieties of myopia, low, medium and high, and if
applied early May check the progress of the myopia
altogether.

2. Proper attention to illumination, the size
and legibility of the print, the quality of fiater used
in the books read, the relative height and disposi-
tion of the seat and desk, and the many other
factors that have been brought out by the zealous
investigators into the subject of school hygiene.
These are important but subsidiary matters.

3. In low and medium myopia, moderate re-
striction of near work, or rather its better distribu-
tion, so that it is done mainly by daylight and not
for too long at any one time. Furthermore,
momentary rest of the eyes at frequent intervals

(Continued on tags 381)
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during the work. These rules to be the more
strictly enforced, the higher the myopia and the
younger the patient.

4. In high myopia, with evidence of progress,
much more stringent restriction of near work.
Open-air work to be encouraged and the adoption
of confining and eye-taxing occupation forbidden.

5. In medium and especially in high myopia,
plenty of sleep and out-of-door exercise.

6. Re-examination of the patient al frequent
intervals ( which, in the case of high myopia, should
be very frequent), to determine how much the
myopia has increased. If it has increased, the
glasses should be increased also up to the full
strength, and the hygienic regulations above de-
tailed modified accordingly.

Myopia in School Children

During the past few years a systematic
examination of the eyes of school children
has been carried on in Boston, so that the
statistics comprise 200,000 pairs of eyes. An
analysis of these examinations shows that in
the primary schools nearly all the children
enter with normal eyes. In the higher grades,
however, 2,5 per cent. have become myopic,
while in university life the percentage of
myopia has increased from 6o to 70 per cent.
These numbers appear to indicate that the
number of near-sighted pupils increases from
the lowest to the highest schools, and that
the increase is in direct proportion to the
length of time which the pupils have devoted
to school life. These conclusions also agree
with those of Tscherning, who states that
myopia is really most prevalent in those who
have been the most engaged in eye-taxing
work, while Duane believes that the influence
of near work in producing myopia has been
considerably overrated.

Heterophoria

Heterophoria or the tendency of one eye
to deviate from the object, which is fixed by
the other eye, depends upon a faulty co-or-
dination of the muscles of the eyes. It is
easily diagnosed by interfering with the act
of binocular vision either by covering one
eye or by making the usual image of this
eye appear different in place, color or shape.
This want of perfect co-ordination is observed
in quite a number of eyes, but if we consider
that there are twelve muscles altogether which
have to act in perfect harmony in order to
produce an exact equilibrium, we must wonder
that we do not see more of bad cases of
heterophoria. Now it would seem that some-
times the muscles themselves are at fault, but
there also can be no doubt that in most cases
it is the innervation of the ocular muscles
and the condition of the general nervous
system that must be looked upon as the
cause of heterophoria. At any rate it may
be asserted that a good nervous system will
easily overcome moderate degrees of heter-
ophoria, and that many cases of severe eye-
strain, apparently due to a want of muscular
equilibrium, recover perfectly as soon as the
whole nevous system has been improved by
general tonics, and the refraction has been

corrected by proper glasses. Indeed, it is
very rarely that operative procedures are
required, even prisms are used on the whole
less frequently than formerly ; while. gym-
nastic exercises, together with the correction
of the refractive error, deservedly have found
most favor with the refractionists.

This tendency to a more conservative
treatment is also demonstrated in a lecture of
Dr. Melville Black before the Colorado Oph-
thalmological Society. He there reported
seven cases, of which we will report here
only the last.

Mrs. W. P. M., aged twenty-four. March 4,
1899. She had a miscarriage at the sixth month in
February. Complains of vertigo, vomiting and
headache. She can scarcely retain anything on her
stomach. She carries her head downward and to
left to avoid diplopia, and most of the time keeps
one eye closed. She has an error of refraction of

.75 in 0. D., and + 1.25 in 0. S. with esotropia
of 22°. She was given wall to wall exercises every
morning for ten minutes, and the Faradic current
to eyes for five minutes. Internally 1/30 grain
strychnia, t. i. d. and her hyperopic correction
given. In ten days she could maintain single vision
with a red glass over one eye, and had instead of
esotropia, an esophoria of 12°. Improvement was
rapid from this time on, and on the twentieth day
after beginning the exercises she had only 3° eso-
phoria, and was free from her former symtoms, and
had gained twenty pounds in weight. Her improve-
ment was permanent. She has ceased wearing her
glasses and has now no trouble whatever.

Dr. Black's conclusions in regard to the
treatment of heterophoria culled from his last
moo cases of refraction are very interesting,
and we therefore give them verbatim from
the Ophthalmic Record, leaving out only the
remarks upon the technique of the operative
procedures in tenotomy.

Out of the last woo refraction cases examined,
only forty-nine have been cases of heterophoria.
I do not make a diagnosis of heterophoria on the
history card of the patient unless at least 5° lateral
imbalance or I° or more of vertical imbalance
exists, therefore in the moo cases mentioned only
forty-nine showed an error of muscle balance of
that amount. Out of this number only six have
been operated upon, and, strange to say, with one
exception they have all been seen within the last
year. My experience has been that women are
more frequent sufferers from heterophoria than
men. Of the forty-nine cases mentioned thirty-
three were women, and of the six operated upon
all were women. Of these six all were unmarried.
Three were school girls and three were earning a
living. All of them %Jere actively using their eyes
for near work. They were all in apparent good
health. Cases 2, 3, 4 and 6 were robust, and with
the exception of Case r they all had low errors of
refraction. Personally, I have been disappointed
with all forms of exercise of the eye muscles for
the correction of heterophoria, except in cases
clearly dependent upon constitutional conditions.
Case 7 is a good illustration. I have not abandoned
exercise by any means, for the reason that it is
impossible to always tell how much of a constitu-
tional factor enters into the causation.

The use of prisms up to five degrees for lateral
correction and three degrees for vertical correction
are many times worn for years with comfort. I
am, however, inclined to think that in the majority
of cases to prescribe a prism of a given strength
means that later one of higher degree will be
required, and so on until operation is demanded.
This applies more to lateral correction than vertical.
The measurement of adduction and abduction and
circumduction is not in my opinion inclined to
throw much additional light on a case. As a matter
of fact I now rarely measure the duction power,
because I have found it so variable and if relied
upon, misleading. As a matter of fact heterophoria
has never formed a conspicuous part of my find-
ings, and has certainly given me little concern.
I always prefer to correct an existing error of
refraction, and give lenses without decentering a
fair trial first before altering their centers. The
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comfort of the patient is what I am after. If I get
it by the simple correction of the refractive error
well and good ; if not, it is time enough for decen-
tering or prisms. When it comes to tenotomy
several things have to be considered. Tenotomy
should be resorted to last. Lenses and prisms
have failed of course. The case should have been
under observation long enough and seen sufficiently
often to learn positively that a certain fixed mus-
cular error exists. Personally, I should hesitate to
perform a tenotomy if the use of prisms did not
afford some relief, for I should be inclined to think
the cause of the discomfort was not due to the eye
muscles. I have seen lateral errors of twelve
degrees and more where the patient had no
symptoms arising from it.

Some Remarks on the Treatment of
Heterophoria

The reader of these columns will know
by this time that the treatment of heterophoria
is not controlled by fixed rules that may be
applied to every case of the same amount of
muscular difficulty. Here, perhaps, more
than in other diseases and troubles, the saying
of the French physician applies that we must
not treat the disease, but the patient with all
his individual peculiarities. Every refrac-
tionist therefore must ,bear this in mind and
not try to treat every patient by the same
rule. This is also Well expressed in a paper
by the well-known Dr. Edward Jackson, read
at the Colorado Ophthalmological Society.
He remarked that heterophoria is determined
only by special tests and that its presence in
itself is no indication for special treatment,
but usually points only to the use of correcting
lenses. He further pointed out that the
degree of heterophoria cannot be taken as a
guide to treatment ; for although most cases
of a low degree require no special attention,
it is often enough found that even high
degrees may have no greater direct signifi-
cance. In proof of this he reported a case of
fifteen centrades of hyperphoria in which the
muscular difficulty disappeared entirely as
soon as rest and the wearing of correcting
lenses had pacified the strained nervous
system. Even the constancy or permanence
of the heterophot ia, in his opinion, is not
alone conclusive, though he considers it a
more important indication. Before he begins
surgical treatment all other possible means
must have been exhausted. He uses prisms
or decentered lenses in about forty per cent.
of cases showing over two centrads of heter-
ophoria. He thought that prisms are of
special importance in presbyopia, where the
loss of accommodation puts a special strain
on convergence which can be relieved by
abducting prisms in many cases.

Fake Photography
At this time of year it behoves the optician to

aid his photographic customers with suggestions
for indoor work with the camera. Here is one
suggestion : An ordinary mirror is mounted in a
picture frame and placed at some little distance
from and facing a black cloth, or dark-colored and
feebly-lighted wall. A model is posed in front of
the picture frame in such a way that his or her
reflection by the mirror gives a negative that ap-
pears as a representation of a painting, framed.
Now, a second " sitter " (one with some artistic
pretentions preferred), is posed with pallette and
brush before the picture frame (this time having a
piece of black cloth stretched over the mirror with
which it is filled). Of course, the combination
printing now required is of the simplest and easiest
character.
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Patent applied for in the United States, Canada, England and France.
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"Johnston
Automatic
Grooved I
Bifocal"
Lenses

are ground by our specially designed Automatic Grinder, which we
control and which insures perfect interchangeability.

Accept no imitation hand grinding and save your temper.
We guarantee all reading lenses to interchange with all distance

lenses, whether r, o or oo eye.
When two dozen or more are ordered, we will put them up in

our patent Automatic Grooved Lens Box without extra charge.
Order our " Automatic Grooved Bifocals" for prescription work

and save the annoyance occasioned. by cement bifocals blistering.

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO.
LEADING PRESCRIPTION
HOUSE OF AMERICA. Detroit, Mich.

NO GOODS SOLD AT RETAIL,.
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PPESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL.

Established 1889.

Incorporated 1892.

HOURS; 8.30 A. M. TO 5 P. M.

I 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT. We point with pride
not so much to our fifteen years' cumin lIOUS work in the training of Op-
ticians, as to the progressiveness of our methods in keeping ahead of the
times and leading in the movement for the higher education of Opticians.

Attendant Courses.
This Course is so sys-

One Month tematized and the
work for each day laid

ow ill such a way that the man who is
willing to work hard can cover in the -
prescribed time the whole range of
Optics and Optometry in a thorough
and practical manner.

These Courses appeal
Six Months to the younger men,

and not only enable
them to lay a broad

educational foundation, but to master
the subject so completely as to entitle
them to professional recognition. The
comprehensive scope of these Courses
places optical education beyond where
it might be called shallow or superficial.

Evening Class During Winter.

Three Months

Correspondence Course.
The last revision of this Course has

just been completed, with the addition
of many new and valuable features, in-
cluding our "Student's Practice Eye"
for practical refraction work at home.
This Course covers the science and art
of Optometry most thoroughly, and
fully. measures up to the educational
requirements of an expert optician.
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If Interested, write us and enclose Sc. for " The Key to Success in the Optical Profession."

Do you carry in stock

The World Renowned

"HERCULES"
(Trade Mark Registered)

PURE SILK

EYE CLASS CORDS
WARRANTEE) NOT TO BREAK.

Your Jobber undoubtedly has them. If not,
we will refer you to one who does.

We also manufacture the largest assortment of
Braided Silk Guards, Vest Chains, Lorgnettes, Fobs, etc.,

both plain and mounted in rolled-plate and sterling silver.

WE SELL ONLY TO THE JOBBING TRADE.

UNION BRAIDING CO.
SANDWICH, MASS.
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians
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CHAPTER XIV
(Part XXIV)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

VALUE OF VARIOUS TESTS

The screen test can always be relied
upon, and is besides universally applicable,
being especially available in the case of chil-
dren and also in those cases where binocular
vision no longer exists.

The parallax tes' is scarcely less relia-
ble and precise, showing clearly very slight
deviations.

The phorometer is a useful instrument,
especially valuable for the convenience with
which the correcting prism can be rotated
over the eye, but it possesses the disadvan-
tage of displacing the image from the macula
in each eye.

The Maddox rod is more to be depended
upon, although there is a tendency, very
strongly shown in some patients, to unite the
line of light and the flame, even in the pre-
sence of an unmistakable heterophoria. This
source of inaccuracy may, however, be guarded
against by screening one eye for a moment and
then suddenly removing the screen, and de-
termining the relative positions of the line of
light and the flame immediately, before the
patient has had a chance to unite them.

In hyperphoria the Maddox rod is
usually very accurate.

HETEROPHORIA AT A NEAR POINT

It is exceedingly important that any ex-
isting heterophoria should be measured as
well at a close point as at distance. A com-
parison of the results for distance and for
near will show whether the deviation in-
creases or decreases with the distance, quite
an important factor in distinguishing anoma-
lies in convergence and divergence.

THE KIEY8'I'01NE

The dot and line test was devised by von
Graefe for determining insufficiency of the
internal recti muscles. It has already been
described in the chapter on Method of
Examination.
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esophoria, and lastly exophoria. Maddox
states " that in distant vision hyperphoria is
at least four times more worthy of notice for
each degree than horizontal deviations."

In near vision exophoria is compara-
tively unimportant, but
esophoria cannot be
ignored.

A heterophoria that
causes no symptoms can
usually be left alone as
far as special prismatic
correction is concerned,

2 3 g S 6 t I"
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Maddox Scale for Near Test

Maddox has suggested a scale for close
use, graduated in degrees to the right and
left of a central zero, the right hand figures
being black, and the left hand red. From
the central zero a vertical arrow projects.
The numbers represent the ordinary degrees
of a prism.

The scale is held about ten inches from
the •patient's eyes, and an 8° prism placed
base down before right eye, with the result of
producing two scales and two arrows, the
upper one of which belongs to the right eye.
If this deviates to the left it indicates diver-
gence of the visual axes ; if to the right con-
vergence. The patient is asked to look at the
lower arrow and to name the figure to which it
points, and whether the figure is red or black.

In the above illustration the arrow points
to the black figures, showing a crossed diplo-
pia and indicating an exophoria of 4°.

A slight exophoria at the reading dis-
tance can scarcely be considered abnormal,
varying in different individuals and in the
same individual at different times. Such
variations are not nearly so significant as in
distant vision. It is impossible to fix a limit
where exophoria passes beyond the phyisolo-
gical limit and becomes pathological. Every
case must be considered on its own merits,
and a conclusion arrived at, not from this test
alone, but from a comparison of all the tests,
and especially must weight be given to the
relative strength of each of the vertical
muscles.

An exophoria of 4° as shown by the
phorometer or Maddox rod should not suffice
as the basis for treatment by prisms or other-
wise ; but this diagnosis should be confirmed
or disproved by a comparison of the power
of adduction and abduction as developed by
a prism base out and base in. If exophoria
really existed it would be proven by a dimin-
ished prism convergence and an increased
prism divergence.

It might be well to repeat that in these
examinations, as in all tests to determine the
muscular balance, vision should be as nearly
normal as possible, and when an error of re-
fraction exists the proper correction should
be worn, because of the influence upon
muscular relations of an uncorrected refrac-
tive error.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CORRECTION

A persistent hyperphoria calls more
urgently for correction than any other form
of heterophoria. Next in importance stands

S'

but a knowledge of its
existence may be of
value in the correction of
refractive errors. When
esophoria exists with
hypermetropia, the latter

should. be fully corrected ; if exophoria
is present the hypermetropia should be
undercorrected. Presbyopes with esophoria
can bear stronger lenses than with exophoria.

In the prismatic correction of the various
forms of heterophoria, the following sugges-
tions have been made, subject of course to
the judgment of the prescribing optician :

In peristent hypophoria, from three-
quarters to a full correction.

In esophoria, two-thirds of the distant
defect and all of the near.

In exophoria, one-half to one-third of the
distant defect, and one-quarter of the near.

METHOD OF EXAMINATION OF EYE MUSCLES

Inspection for the purpose of detecting
any obvious anomaly.

Noting the eye movements as they fol-
low a pencil moved in different directions.

The screen test, followed by the parallax
lest, first with the test object at twenty feet
and then at the ordinary reading distance. •

The prism test or the phorometer, both
for distance and for near.

The Maddox rod, testing first for hori-
zontal and then for vertical deviations.

Tests for convergence, divergence and
sursumvergence.

These comprise the tests that are neces-
sary in average cases, and they can all be
completed probably in ten minutes. In ob-
scure or complicated cases, some of the other
tests described may be employed.

NEW SUGGESTIONS IN THE TREATMENT OF
HETEROPHORIA

Some new ideas have recently been ad-
vanced in the management of heterophoria,
based upon the following predications :

I. That the movements of the eye are
not simply an exhibition of muscular strength,
but rather of nervous energy. This is proven
by the fact that in a little while the internal
recti muscles can be taught to overcome a
much stronger prism than at the first effort.
On commencing the test the muscles may not
be able to show a prism strength of more
than to°, which in the course of an hour can
be increased to 20° or 25°. This increased
power can scarcely be attributed to an actual
development of the muscles in such a short
time, but is rather the result of a voluntary
increase of the nervous supply to these
muscles.

From the above facts we assume that
the direction in which the nervous energy can

(Continued on page 443)
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MIEYROWITZ OPHMALMOMETER,
l'atented
April 24, 1900.

Six Reasons
for its
present and
growing
popularity:
1. A new adjustable head h ,t, variable to distance between chin and forehead.
2. Improved self-recording, tratisIlluntinated, movable mires, by w Ii icli the exact axis as well as

the amount of corn n eal curvature ca Ite readily determined.
:1. Illumination of mires effected from the street current direct ; no rheostat is interposed.
4. Permanently Mounted Prisms, focusing eye-piece with rack and pinion movement.
5. The supplementary dial for axial readings is in full view of the operator.
6. All adjustments are within easy reach of the operator.
The general finish, as well as optical and mechanical construction, are of superior workmanship.

Write Air descriptive circular.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $60
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE

Made by The Mevrowitz Mfg. Co Incorporated,

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,
Optical Prescription Work a Specialty. 104 EAST 23o STREET, MARK

Manifold Prescription Book sent free upon request.
Our now illustrated Catalogue of Ophthalmological NEW YORK, U. S . A.

Apparatus sent upon application. Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe
Agents for Great Britain : The Anglo-American Optical Co.. 47 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

TRADE

A TWENTIETH CENTURY INVENTION.

The

Patented Jan. 21, 1901 ; Sept. 23, 1902 ; Nov. 11, 1902.
Patent protected by the Patent Title

and Guarantee Co.

FINCH
RIGID
SPRING
Eyeglasses.
A Combination of
Syectacle anD Eyeglass
Advantages.

Since we acquired this ex-
tremely popular eyeglass
mounting, we have been

taxed beyond our capacity to supply the increasing demand for it. We
have to apologize to many valued patrons for some consequent annoyance.
With additional equipment, we are now able to fill our orders promptly.

Simple, rigid, adjustable with one hand no touching the lenses), comfort-
ably and firmly held by four bearing surfaces, elegant and dainty.

SAMPLE MOUNTINGS, postpaid, sent on receipt of $2.25.
In ordering, give regular spectacle meatturements.

MADE IN GOLD ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.
TRADE

The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co Incorporated,•A

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,
Optical Prescription Work a Specialty, 104 EAST 23D STR E ET, MARK
Manifold Prescription Book sent free

upon request. NEW YORK, U. S. A.
Our new illustrated Catalogue of Oph- Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe.thalmological Apparatus sent upon

application. Agents for Great Britain :
The Anglo•American Optical Co., 47 Hatton Garden, London, E. C.
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SPECIALTIES
Gold Filled Spectacles and Eyeglasses

Guaranteed 10 years. Superior styles and finish.
PLATAMUM, a superior quality, style and finish, extra fine whitemetal of high temper, that will not rust or corrode, and

ALUMNO, guaranteed not to tarnith,
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Spencer Optical Institute,
The Recognized Optical School. 2 Courses—Attendantand Correspondence. SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

The Diploma and
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The NEW SPECTACLE j
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PATENT APPLIED FOR.

This Box is ideal, in that it provides for placing the
lenses so that it is impossible for them to rub. Send for reduced It, Price-List.

DR. AGNEW'S GREAT GERMAN EYE WATER, the original prescription. $19.50 per gross or $1.63 per dozen.
LENTILENE—Just what you want to keep your glasses CLEAN—antiseptic, protective and cleansing. Send for sample dozen ; price, $1.25.

FACTORIES:Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co., 15 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N. Y. Newark and
Paris.
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Practical Notes

Spectacles
with Loose Sides

THE klE,YSTONE

When the sides of spectacles
get so loose that they shake
about, either through wear of

the spring center-bit or of the joint collets, they
may often be temporarily tightened by the follow-
ing simple expedient : First take off the sides and
screw up the joint, then the two collets (enclosing
the now vacant countersink of the joint) may be
cautiously squeezed together by means of a suit-
able pair of pliers. This vill cause the collets
afterwards to grip the center-bit somewhat more
firmly, but except as a temporary expedient and in
cases of urgency the method is not greatly to be
commended. It is more applicable to the softer
metals than it is to steel, which is prone to crack
under pressure. If preferred, a few taps with a
suitable watchmaker's hammer may be given
instead of using pliers ; but a far better way of
taking up the side-play in such a case, is to fit the
joint-pin with a small steel washer, as packing.
These washers may be bought from watchmakers'
material dealers, and those opticians who are
familiar with the two-screw joint will immediately
understand what is meant.

Another method of dealing with
Broken Joints a broken joint may be mentioned

in passing, but like the method
of tightening joints just described, it can only be
recommended for use in an emergency. When
one-half of a spectacle joint is broken so that
merely one collet is missing whilst the screw-hold-
ing portion of the same half is good and the other
half of the joint remains quite uninjured, then a
temporary repair of reasonable efficiency may be
accomplished as follows : First, remove the pin
from the joint, if it is still in .ritu ; then fix the
loose side by fitting to the center-bit a broad flat-
headed screw, the threaded part of which passes
loosely through the center-bit but engages firmly the
remaining collet. The head of the screw may be
filed down flush with the surface of the broken
half-joint and the point of the screw fixed by rivet-
ling it on the outer side of the other collet, so as to
prevent the screw from afterwards working loose.
It will be seen that tile head of the screw now
takes the place of the broken and missing collet,
and if the work has been neatly done the appear-
ance of the job will not be amiss ; but it must be
remembered that thereafter the side is a rivetted
one and it cannot be easily removed. The method
is given merely for what it is worth, but may be
useful to some.

A Bench
Attachment

A handy attachment for an op-
tician's work bench consists of
a hank of linen thread opened
out to its full length and fixed

upon a hook, nail or ring attached to the bench in
a suitable place. The threads are intended to be
saturated with oil and loaded with powdered rot-
tenstone or very fine emery powder ; or both these
powders may be employed upon separate hanks of
thread. The use is to polish up certain parts of a
spectacle frame—notably those parts about the
nose—not easily accessible. Tile method of use is
for the workman to take the loose end of the hank
in the left hand, and pulling the threads taught to
rub the spectacle frame backwards and forwards
upon them with a motion similar to that which is
employed in stropping a razor. It will be seen

that almost any part can be reached and also very
effectively and quickly burnished, whilst the thread
being a permanent feature of the bench's equip-
ment, is capable of instant application at any time.

For gold and gold filled goods the threads must be
of silk, impregnated with prepared chalk or rouge
and minus the oil; but it is chiefly for steel spec-
tacles that the method is advocated. With gold,
any grit or dust accumulating upon the threads
would be most disastrous in its effects.

• To shorten a spectacle screw
Shortening Screws that is too long for its purpose,

take a "punch," such as is used
for punching eyeglass springs, and with it punch a
hole through a piece of tin plate. Put the screw
through tile hole up to its head, then lay the whole
head downwards upon a hard flat surface and file
the point down to the required length. This is
not intended to supersede the employment of
more accurate methods, such as most jeweler's
are familiar with, viz., the employment of the
" lantern," tile " mm gage," etc. It is, however,
a quick and fairly practical method when very
great nicety is not absolutely essential, and with
a little practice does quite well for all ordinary
work.

For delicate soldering of light
Soldering gold frames we cannot too

strongly recommend the method
so frequently employed by den-

tists, of embedding the parts to be united in a thin
paste of plaster-of-paris spread upon a metal or
asbestos plate. After the operation of soldering
is complete, the plaster support is easily broken
away with tile fingers, or if the article is too deli-
cate for the risk it may be softened and washed
away with water. One advantage of the plaster
is that it holds the parts firmly in position and
by absorbing superfluous heat prevents over
heating of the metal and consequently liability
to fusion.

Gold Frames

For removing the foxy-red tar-
Removing Tarnish nish from a gold spectacle

frame after repairing, there is
nothing better than immersion in a hot " pickle"
of sulphuric acid and water ; this dissolves off the
oxides formed during the act of soldering and
leaves a clean surface. In factories, oxidation
arising during manufacture is removed by an acid
bath similarly applied whilst hot, tile process,being
technically known as " boiling out." The acid
preparation employed is merely sulphuric acid and
water, as mentioned above, but mixed in certain
definite and suitable proportions. To prevent dis-
coloration of parts, a paste is sometimes applied as
a protective coating before soldering, composed of
a mixture of boracic acid with a little yellow ochre
and water. This is mixed to a cream with water
and brushed over those parts which it is desired to
protect from the action of the flame and flux in
soldering. The paste is afterwards removed by
means of hot water.

During hard soldering some-
In Hard Soldering times the solder refuses to flow

and persists ill keeping the form
of a bead or ball. The remedy for this trouble is
to touch the bead whilst it is still in the flame with
a piece of fine soft brass wire, when the solder will
immediately "flow." A few pieces of suitable
wire should be kept handy, so that one may be
instantly picked up at any time that is found neces-
sary. Needless to say, solder should be free from
all dirt and foreign matter. Nothing is more fatal
to good soldering than dirty solder. Tiny squares
of silver solder kept in a box or bottle, so as to be
free from liability to contamination, is best for all
optical brazing. The squares should be picked up
by means of a suitable camel's-hair pencil pre-
viously dipped in the borax paste.

—British Optical Journal.
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be turned, is determined by the position of the
apex of the prism. Therefore a prism of mod-
erate strength may be used as a stimulant in
accordance with the above principles.

2. In a great many instances organic
changes commence as functional disturb-
ances. If the nervous supply of a muscle
is increased the blood supply win be similarly
affected, and if continued long enough the
muscle is better nourished and grows in size
and strength. Whereas if the nervuus sup-
ply be diverted, the blood supply diminishes,
the muscle is less actively nourished and it
becomes smaller and Aveaker. In both cases
there has been a structural change, but in
opposite directions.

Therefore it is argued that if a prism of
not too high a degree is placed over a weak
muscle, its nervous and blood supply is iii.
creased, and under favorable conditions a
heterophoria may be cured.

For example, if the internal recti can
easily overcome 25° of prisms, while the ex-
ternal can scarcely overcome 4°, we have
evidence of insufficiency of the latter, which
is corroborated by the Maddox rod, showing
an esophoria of 4°. According to the Old
methods, this would call for correcting prisms
with their bases out. The apices being over
the internal recti increases convergence to
that extent and thus adds to the esophoria.

If, however, ill this case the prisms be
placed bases in, in a little while the esophoria
will have lessened m a- entirely d i 5:1 pcil red , and
the external recti will be able to overcome a
stronger prism.

If with the prisms in the former position
the patient has not been able to use his eyes
with comfort, in the latter position relief may
soon become apparent 111(1 the eyes restored
to a condition of :41-cit tlt nil V,

If, on the other hand, it is found that
the external recti have been disproportion-
ately innervated and are able to overcome a
prism of 9° or more, a pair of weak prisms
bases out will tend to divert the nervous
supply from the external to the internal recti,
and restore the natural equilibrium.

In cases of hyperphoria a ‘veak prism
(.5o to .1°) before one or both eyes, with the
apex placed towards the insufficient muscle,
will probably restore the lost balance with a
reasonable expectation of all ■rding relief.

The reports as to the benefits that have
been derived from prisms that have been re-
versed in accordance with the foregoing prin-
ciples, are very encouraging, and the promise
is held out that such prisms will greatly
diminish the number of cases of tenotomy.
The latter will still be applicable in those
cases in which the muscle has become abnor-
mally enlarged and strengthened with a
structural change of its tissues, as they are
then too far advanced to be influenced by this
method of treatment.

These prisms should be worn constantly,
in combination with any focal correction that
may be necessary, or as plane prisms in sim-
ple heterophoria, and continued for weeks or
months as may be necessary. When the
normal balance has been restored, they may
be discontinued tentatively, to be resorted to
again if the conditions seem to demand it.

[THE END]
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An Optician's Best Work
is often ruined by spectacle cases that do not meet the requirements
of the riding bow. The particular curve, the result of painstaking
effort is easily destroyed by a non-conforming case.

The ECLIPSE it B: Nos. 8anD9
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are the only cases made that fully meet the requirements of up-to-date
opticians. They protect the nose-piece, conform readily to any
temple curve, and thoroughly satisfy the optician and his customer.

The design is new, the construction novel, the protection perfect.
The ideal RIDING BOW SPECTACLE CASES for conscientious
opticians.

No. co. For usual and Medium-size Riding Bow
No. 8. For any size Eye, Bridge or Temple

Win. Birmingham & Co.
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DIRECTIONS :—File flown sides of box of studs until they are about 1-100 inch lower than
the combined thickness of nose pieces and spring. Set screw in lock and screw down. If lock shot' f I
not conic at right angles to box, give the screw a quarter turn, either way, without turning lo,
and you will get it into exact position without trouble. Then bend flanges down to sides of box

The only device which will hold the stud screws absolutely in place and
improve the appearance of the eyeglasses.

The only Countersunk Screw Lock ; can be applied to any stud.
Gold, $1.50 ; Gold Filled, $0.75 ;
Nickel, $0.50 per dozen pairs. Order sample dozen.

WESTERN EAR GUARD.
To introduce our new Western Ear Guard we will mail a sample pair for 5 cents

(stamps) or $4.00 per gross pairs in aluminum.

Western Optical Mfg. Co.
Lens Grinders and Manufacturers of Optical Specialties.

High-class R Work a Specialty.

714 Pine Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

afe EASTERN SUPPLY DEPOT—Julius King Optical Co., No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York.

B. S. 0. Goods are known and used all over
the world.

If you do not have them, write to

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO.
ATTLEBORO. MASS.
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Optic Principles

This serial will cover briefly
and clearly the optical principles,
a knowledge of which is essential
to an intelligent study of higher
optics. Mathematics and geom-
etry are eliminated as far as pos-
sible, and the principles are so
lucidly stated and explained that
every reader can easily master
them. The serial forms the that
chapter in Tscherning's cele-
brated work on " Physiologic
Optics," which can be had from
this office on receipt of the
price, $3.50 (148. id.)

(Continued. Part III)

Let AB (fig. 8) be the surface separat-
ing the air from the water and 0 a luminous
point in the water. OD is a ray which, on
reaching the surface, is divided into two,
DE which is refracted and DF which is re-
flected and much feebler ; the next rays OG
and OH are equally divided ; the emerging
ray is always more and more refracted and
loses more and more in intensity, while the
reflected ray gains in intensity ; and when
the angle of incidence reaches a certain size,
the emergent ray forms an angle of 900 with
the normal, that is, it glances along the sur-

A I

A

W:tter

pencil reach the eye after total reflection at
the surface of the water.

As this form of reflection is the most

Fig. 10. — Refraction by a plate with
plane and parallel surfaces.

complete of all, it is frequently used in optic
experiments. The most usual application of
it is in the rectangular prism ; looking per-

pendicularly at one of the
faces we see an image of ob-
jects placed in front of the
other face, formed by total re-
flection on the hypothenuse
(fig. 9). Nor need the prism
be rectangular ; a prism of 600
gives a like result ; but in
every case the three faces
must be polished.

The incident
Refraction by ray and the
Plates with Plane

N. and Parallel emergent ray
Surfaces are parallel,

for we have
r=- r (fig. to), since the sur-
faces are parallel, and conse-

quently also i z 1. The emergent ray has
suffered a displacement towards the side
whence the light comes.

Seen through a prism an ob-
ject seems deflected towards
the apex of the prism. The
angle between the direction

along which the object is seen and that in
which it really is found is called the deviation.

II

Fig. 8. — Total reflection.

face. We designate as the critical angle the
angle of incidence which corresponds with
an angle of refraction of 900. In this case
sin r = 1 ; therefore,

sin i sin  i
= = = sin i = n.

sin r 1

In our case n = 3/4, sin i = 0.75 and the
critical angle is about 49°. If the angle of in-
cidence exceeds the critical angle all the light
is reflected (total reflection) (OK, fig. 8).

If we pour water into a glass and try to
look obliquely from below upwards through
the surface of the water this surface appears

like an absolutely
opaque metallic
surface. No ray
coming from
above reaches the
eye because all
are deflected to-
wards the bottom

  of the glass by
refraction. If we
dip a pencil in the
water we see it
mirrored in the

Fig. 9. — Prism with total surface ; rays

reflection. coming from the

Refraction
by a Prism
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normal, A the angle of the prism, and d the
deviation, we have

d =- i — A

d — r

A = 180° — r ; r,

for

and

therefore
d i i — A.

The deviation is least when i i„ the
course of the rays is then symmetrical, and
we have:

A =T. 2r and d 2i — 2r = 2i — A.

In the formula

in i r= n sin r

we can replace the sines by the arcs if the
latter are small ; therefore

= nr
and

d = 2nr — A „,
= (n — 1) A. "I

If the prism is glass, we have n = 4
approximately, n — i = Therefore the
deviation porduced by a weak prism is equal
to half its angle.

Incident rays parallel to the
Refraction by a axis reunite at the posterior
Spherical Surface forces 4,2 (fig. 12). The

distance St,, is known as the
fiosterior focal distance ; it is expressed by

for we have

F2 =
— 1

nR

sin r 
R = sin (/ — r)

or, if the angles are small,

1
R — r — r — 1.*

Therefore

and

S4,2
11 —

C4,2 = 
n — 1

R , nR
-r — - — •

n — 1

After refraction the rays coming from
the anterior focus 4,, are parallel to the axis.
Its distance 4),S = F, is called the anterior
focal distance and is expressed by

F, = n ;

Fig. 11. — Refraction by a prism.

If i (fig. I I ) is the angle of incidence, i, the
angle formed by the emergent ray with the

Fig. 12.—Refraction by a spherical surface.
, the anterior focus ; 4'2, the posterior

focus ; C, the center.

indeed, we find this value by a calculation
analogous to that by which we have found
the posterior focal distance.

(1) [The author here derives this formula from that for the
least deviation. It may he derived in amore general way thus:
if i — r -I- i — ri or for small angles
d nr — r nr — = — 1) (r 2.1)— (n — 1) A.]-11,.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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WE ARE NOW PREPARED
to supply the

1610 IX Century Oplilliolmometei
with

STORAGE BATTERY.

Until we were thoroughly satisfied with experiments that we have been making
for many years with storage batteries for the purpose of lighting our ophthalmometer,
we have not thought it advisable to call the attention of users to that feature in
connection with this valuable instrument.

Price,
complete with Battery,

$80-00
Less 6 per cent. cash

discount.

height, 10!.', inches ; width, 94 inches ; depth, 6.14 inches.

Price,
complete for city current,

$70-00
Less 6 per cent. cash

discount.

It is with pleasure that we announce the successful completion of our experiments
with Storage Batteries, so that we are now prepared to offer our instrument with a
reliable and economical battery that will give satisfactory illumination for our XX Century
instrument with luminous mires. No electrical current whatever necessary.
Renewals easily and inexpensively made.

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT AN OPHTHALMOMETER.
ORDER ONE NOW WITH STORAGE BATTERY.

F. A. Hardy 6 Company,
Wholesale an Manufacturing Opticians,

THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILL.
MIENTS:

California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast.
(Hobe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., tor New England.
B. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.
Raphael, Wh.;.way & Redfern, Ltd., London, England, for (ireat Britain.

ATLANTA, GA.

Branches -j DENVER, cow.
( PARIS, FRANCE.

•
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
DR au evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anony mous coin mu nicat ions.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history oi
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi.
mate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
gleam afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

6. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines),
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"C. an examination of the eyes 0/a young
person, age 17, where the manifest hyperme-
tropia is + .50 D., and by Me fogging test you
can get II with a + 1.50 lens, would you pre-
scribe that lens ; or, in other words, can a
patient wear comfortably all the lens power
you can gel by the fogging test ?

Every case of hypermetropia must be consid-
ered by itself, as some cases will bear much more
nearly a full correction than others. The fogging
system is supposed to bring out the latent defect,
but it is impossible to know whether or not it
develops the total amount of hypermetropia. As a
rule, in young people, where the accommodation is
active and vigorous, the eyes will not bear the total
correction. Different authorities differ in their ad-
vice under such conclitiens ; they suggest correction
of the manifest error and a certain proportion of
the.latent, varying from one-quarter to one-half the
latter. Our advice has always been that in most
cases it is better not to attempt to correct more
than the manifest hypermetropia. After these
glasses are worn for a while, some of the latent
defect becomes manifest, when the glasses can be
increased in strength, until finally, perhaps, the full
correction can be borne. Whereas, if the patient
had been forced to wear the total correction at first,
the eyes would probably have rebelled and the
glasses thrown aside, all the while the suffering . of
the patient increasing and continuing, until perhaps
relief was sought from some optician who used
more common sense in fitting his cases of hyper-
metropia.

"F. L. W"—Does strain ors the ciliary muscles
help convergence in a case where there is
R. E. 18° hyperphoria, L. E. 5° exophoria,
or in any case of muscular enervation P

The ciliary muscle and the muscles of conver-
gence are supplied by the same nerve, and there-

fore when either is used the other is also called
into action. For instance, when the accommoda-

tion is needed the nervous impulse is sent to the

ciliary muscle and it goes at the same time to the

internal recti muscles ; therefore, it is a well-known

axiom in optics that the accommodation and the

convergence act in harmony. From this fact it

follows that the use of the accommodation tends

to the production of esophoria, or the lessening

and correction of exophoria ; or the lack of
accommodation tends to the production of exo-

phoria, or the lessening and correction of eso-

phoria. This explains the association of esophoria

with hypermetropia, and exophoria with myopia;

also the relief of esophmia by the convex lenses
prescribed for hypermetropia, and of exophoria

with the concave lenses prescribed in myopia.

Our correspondent has failed to give us any infor-

mation as to the condition of the refraction of the

case under consideration, but the exophoria is to

be corrected by calling the ciliary muscle into

greater action ; this is done in hypermetropia by
weakening the convex lenses, and in myopia by
strengthening the concave lenses. The diminution

or increase in strength of lenses to be determined

by the condition of the refraction. But hyper-

phoria has no such connection with the accommo-

dation, and this explains why a slight degree of
hyperphoria is apt to cause a great deal more

trouble than a similar amount of defect in the

lateral muscles. But, in this case, if the hyper-

phoria amounts to 18°, it cannot be helped through
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the accommodation or convergence, and is even
too high a degree to be helped by prisms ; the
only way that the equilibrium of the vertical
muscles can be restored is by a tenotomy of the
right superior rectus or the left inferior rectus, or
both. Whether such an operation is necessary or
not depends on certain features of the case of
which we have no knowledge, anti particularly the
vision of one eye as compared with the other. In
many of these cases the vision of the hyperphoric
eye is very much less than that of the other, and
therefore the upward deviation causes but little
trouble and does not urgently call for correction.
Our correspondent has made his query so short
and given us so few details of the case which he
has in mind that we are not able to give advice any
more definite than that above.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"R. D. M.- —Lady, aged twenty-seven, good
health, no headache, works in woolen mill on
cards. Was filled in Lowell, Mass., about Jive
years ago with a pair of glasses which she
could not wear with any corn/on, as they hurt
her eyes, but she has not worn them for over
two years. At a distance of 12 feet she can
just make out the large letter E with both eyes.
Both eyes are alike. To read the finest type
she has to hold card 6 inches from face. At
55 inches she can only see the very top line.
I tried everything in plus lenses, but with no
results. The glasses filled for her in Lowell
were 0. U — C — 1.50 cyl. ax. 1So°. With
these she could read a part of the third line
from the top, or AI, the best she could do. I
tried everything, but finally settled on 64 C

 1.25 cyl. ax. 1800, vision B. She could see
the U line but not make out the letters, which
is the best I could do for her. I used the trial
case, also the binocular neutralizing optometer,
with the same results. On the dstigmalic chart
the three perpendicular lines most distinct with
the — 63,. lens. Could not see the line without
the glasses. Eyes straight, look clear and all
right, but very Will say she had measles
when she was seven years old and since has
been bothered with her eyes. Said the doctor
then advised glasses, but her foMs neglected to
get them. Can you advise anything to help
her ? Will also say I put on her a pair of
No. 5 + lenses and asked her to wear them for
a few minutes. On putting them on she could
not see anything, but in five minutes she could
see the face of a nickel clock six feet away,
but not to tell the time.

This is evidently a case of compound myopic
astigmatism, in addition to which the retina has
lost some of its sensibility and is in an amblyopic
condition. The reason of this is undoubtedly due
to the fact that she has not worn correcting lenses
and that, therefore, the retina never having re-
ceived sharply-defined images has lost its normal
sensibility. At this time of life there will be much
more difficulty in adjusting glasses comfortably
than there would have been twenty years before;
for really this patient should have commenced
wearing glasses when she first started to school.
However, it is better late than never, and we must
take conditions as we find them, and the first thing
is to make an accurate measurement of the refrac-
tive error. This will require considerable time
and patience, if the trial case is used, varying at
first the strength of the sphere and then the strength
of the cylinder, as well as the gradual rotation of
the latter through the different meridians, until
finally that combination is determined upon that
affords the greatest acuteness of vision. It can
hardly be expected that the normal vision can be
restored, but it is altogether in the range of proba-
bility that the continual wearing of proper lenses
will cause a gradual improvement in the acuteness
of vision. Neither is it to be expected that she
will be able to bear the full correction at once, and
perhaps not at all for close work. It is impossible
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to say just how much the glasses should be re-
duced, as this is a point that can really be deter-
mined only by actual experiment. Of course, the
glasses must be kept as strong as possible, as
otherwise she suffers from too great an impairment
of vision. In uncorrected myopia the accommo-
dation is but little used and but slightly developed ;
but when the correcting lenses are placed before
the eye, the ciliary muscle is then called upon to
exert itself just as in emmetropia. This it is unable
to do on account of its long period of inactivity,
and hence the glasses hurt the eyes and are soon
laid aside. If, however, commencement is made
with weaker lenses the tax placed upon the accom-
modation is less and may perhaps come within the
range of its powers. As these glasses are worn,
the ciliary muscle increases in vigor and after a
time the glasses can be changed for stronger, until
finally the full correction can be borne. The patient
must be told that the one great difficulty has been
the postponement of the wearing of glasses for so
many years, and her patience and co-operation
must be invoked in the effort to get the eyes
accustomed to working under the newer and more
normal condition.

"J.  S. G."—(5) Should I give the full correction
in myopic astigmatism, or would you advise
an under correction, as is usually given in
plain myopia?

(2) Should I find a patient to have Alper-
°pie astigmatism in one eye and myopic astig-
matism in the other, should I fit Me one eye
with a plus cylinder and the other with a minus
cylinder?

As a rule, it is proper to give the full correc-
tion in astigmatism, whether hypermetropic or
myopic ; but then the question arises, what is the
full correction ? In using the usual tests we are
apt to get the convex cylinder in hypermetropic
astigmatism a little weaker than the full measure
of the defect ; whereas, in myopic astigmatism,
we are apt to get the concave cylinder a little
stronger than is absolutely necessary. But, after
making due allowance for these tendencies, we
would repeat that it is proper to give the full cor-
rection in astigmatism ; but we might modify this
statement by mentioning two exceptions :

I. When the astigmatism is of unusually high
degree it may be desirable and, in fact, sometimes
necessary, to modify the glasses at first until the
patient becomes accustomed to them, and then
gradually increase until the full correction can be
borne.

2. When the patient is an adult at or approach-
ing middle age, with an astigmatism that he has
had all his life, the eyes have grown so accustomed
to the defect that they do not take kindly to
glasses, which must be then modified at least tern-
porarily.

In a patient who has hypernietropic astigma-
tism in one eye and myopic astigmatism in the
other, we should at least make the attempt to fit
each eye with its own correcting lens. Whether
they will be comfortably borne will depend on
several factors, of which we have no knowledge,
but which our correspondent can determine for
himself : the amount of difference between the eyes,
whether or not binocular vision has existed and
whether there is the proper muscular equilibrium,
as well as the amount of the acuteness of vision of
each eye separately. If there is a very great varia-
tion in the refraction of the eyes, that is, if there is
considerable hypermetropic astigmatism in the one
eye and considerable myopic astigmatism in the
other eye, it is questionable whether the convex and
concave cylinders will be acceptable. If binocular
vision has existed and if the acuteness of vision of
each eye is nearly alike, there is good reason for
trying to give each eye its own lens. But if the
patient has not enjoyed binocular vision or if there
is a great variation in the acuteness of vision of
the two eyes, there is not much to be gained by
giving each eye its own lens.

So that it will be seen that the question of our
correspondent cannot be answered by a simple
" yes " or " no," but will depend on certain fea-
tures of the case. In fact, each case of this kind
must be studied by itself, as there is no rule that
will apply to them as a class.



Ulthie,EYE REMEDIESwill win friends for the Refracting Optician
in his work among Schools and Colleges.

The Murine Eye Remedy Company will mail free samples to
any faculty, or heads of educational institutions, or to the clergy, and

enclose the circular or card of the optician requesting same, upon receipt of
request and addresses through the optical jobber through whom supplies of
Murine are purchased. This sampling work may then be followed up by the
optician and his " Properly Fitting Glasses."

PROVINCIAL CONVENT OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD,
OUR LADY OF THE WOODS,

CARTHAGE, OHIO.
We have found Murine Eye Remedies excellent. One of our Sisters

has been entirely cured of a serious eye trouble not relieved by other
treatment ; in fact, all who use Murine get relief. We feel very grateful
to its promoters and wish for them continued prosperity.

Very gratefully yours,
SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD,

Mother Mary of St. Stanislaus, Pro Superior.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY, VIRGINIA.
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community. THOMAS J. GARDEN, StIp'I.

POTTER COLLEGE EoR YOUNG LADIES,
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY.
REV. B. F. CABELL, PRESIDENT.

I find :■Itirine Eye Remedy invaluable for use among our students,
who complain of eye strain, granulation, weak eyes and ailments of like
character. I use Murine daily in my own eyes.

MRS. A. F. GLASCOCK, Lady Principal.
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The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology

Masonic Temple,

The Home of the College.

Masonic Temp/c,

CHICAGO.
The Leading Optical College of the World.
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With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.
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$2. often as desired. Enter at any time.
Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses asde 

Lenses for the Eye," I.00.
If you have a trial case, you will not need the lenses. A discount on the " Eye'' will be allowed students of this college.

. 
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1\: choosing a camera the first point to
be decided is whether the plates or
iilms are to be used. Let us con-

sider, then, the relative advantages of plates
and films. It will be generally admitted that
plates are used in far greater quantities than

films, and that they are used exclusively by
professional photographers. In fact, it may
be laid down as a general proposition that
wherever a camera is set up in a fixed posi-
tion to take a picture, and where time is

devoted to the composition and arrangement
of the subject, a plate is to be used in prefer-

ence to a film. One reason for this is that
plates may be had in much greater variety of

speed and kind than films. Plates may be
had of all grades of speed, of contrastiness,

Of color sensitiveness, of resistance to hala-

tion. There is only one grade of films, of

medium speed, not very capable of producing

contrast, not orthochromatic, and with only

a slight degree of resistance to halation, since

its black backing is not in optical contact

with the support. Where all the possibilities

of composition are to be studied on the

ground glass, there plates will almost inva-

riably be used, because of the cost of the

roll-holder and the great excess in price of

films over plates, as well as the convenience

of using plates in the desired number.

It being admitted that plates
possess superiority for the
majority of purposes, let us

now see what are the undeniable advantages

of films in special cases. The one great

point of superiority of films over plates is in

weight and bulk. One dozen plates weighs

as imich as twelve or fourteen dozen films,

and occupies the space of four dozen of the

same size. For traveling, for bicycle trips,

for long expeditions, consequently, films are

often to be desired. There is no danger of

breaking films, and they may be sent to be

developed or printed by mail or express with
little risk. They are so thin that they may

be printed from either side, as is necessary

in single-transfer carbon, with perfect sharp-

ness. These advantages, however, are not

sufficient to balance the disadvantages of

films for general work, and the comparative

usefulness of the two kinds of sensitive material

may be summed up as follows : For serious,

all-round work, use plates ; for traveling and

for amusement, use films.

Let us now consider the purchase of a

camera. If a film camera is desired, and it

Merits of Plates
and Films

is to be used for a toy, for making snapshots
of one's friends, for vacation scenes, and
such less serious purposes, there are several
kinds of film cameras on the market, some
in square box form and others folding, at
various prices, and the dealer will give infor-
mation as to their various capabilities and
utilities. For traveling and for possible more
serious work, more money should be paid for
a camera, and one should be purchased
which may be used for either plates or films,
and be set upon a tripod as well as be carried
in the hand.

Different Kinds
of Plates

If plates are to be used, the
choice will naturally fall
upon one of the various

types of hand and stand instruments which
may be found of many makes and styles.
In all cases where the expense is not too
great, it is advisable to buy a telephota in-
strument, as the possible range of work is
much increased by the extra draw of this
instrument. With it, it is possible to copy
pictures at the same enlargement, to take
pictures of different objects of twice the ordi-
nary size, by using only one-half of the lens,
to use lenses of much greater focal length
than those supplied with the camera, and, in
short, to greatly enlarge the capacity of the
camera. For portability, perhaps the cycle
form is the best, but the plate-holders cannot
be carried in the camera box, as in the other
form, and when put in place for the picture,
are exposed to light on all sides, thereby in-
curring more than a possibility of fogging
the plate by leaking of light.

Beyond the 5 x 7 size, all cameras cease
to be very portable, and, save in special
cases, are no longer useful as hand instru-
ments. This being the case, the old style
wooden camera with unprotected bellows is
as useful as the newer type, and as these
cameras may often be found in second-hand
stores at a fraction of their original cost, it
pays to look for such bargains. The original
lenses are usually slow, and are likely to
show distortion if used at full aperture, but
if they are replaced hy modern rapid rectili-
near or anastigmatic lenses, the resulting
combination is capable of good work.

For very rapid snap-shot
work the ordinary shutter is
useless, and must be re-

placed by a focal plane shutter, which will
give all the speed required for the most rapid
motion that can be caught on our present

For Snap-Shot
Work

plates. The ordinary camera
with a finder, which should
be very large and bright,
may be used for this purpose
with fair success ; but for the
best results, and to insure
centering the object on the

plate, special cameras are desirable. These
may be divided into two types, twin-lens and
reflex. The twin-lens camera is practically
two cameras built together, each with its lens
and ground glass. The lenses are accurately
paired and focused by one screw, and the
object may be watched upon one ground
glass until the shutter of the other lens is
snapped. As the cost of two good lenses is
quite large, the reflex camera has been de-
vised, which accomplishes the same result
with one lens. This camera has a mirror
within, which reflects the light from the lens
to a ground glass placed in the top of the
camera, and protected by a hood. On this
ground glass the object is watched until the
proper time for the exposure, when the
releasing of a spring brings the mirror up
against the top of the camera to exclude
light, and releases the focal-plane shutter.

A word as to lenses. The
Best Lenses for rapid rectilinear lenses fur-
Camera Work

nished with all high-grade
American cameras are very satisfactory for
the price, but they are not stigmatically cor-
rect, and usually work at rather small aper-
ture. For high speed and perfect flatness of
field, it is necessary to have recourse to one
of the various anastigmats, all of which are
capable of good work, the price depending
in large measure on the speed at which they
work. For general work a lens of from nine
to twelve inches focus is most desirable, as
the perspective is much more correct than
that of the six to seven-inch lenses ordinarily
used.

As to the construction of the camera,
see that the joints are all dove-tailed and
glued as well as nailed. A camera is sure to
get a few falls, and unless the joints are very
firm they will soon become very shaky. A
very essential point is that the front pieces
between which the lens-board slides shall be
firmly united at the top. This is one of the
weakest points in the construction of many
cameras, and damage is almost sure to result
unless this precaution is insisted upon. The
bellows, if of more than ordinary length,
should be provided with straps to fasten it
forward when not extended to its full length,
or its folds will cut off the edges of the plate.
The finder should always be large and bril-
liant, and the type in which the image is not
flat and moves with the eye, should be sedu-
lously eschewed, as it is worse than useless.

—F. It. Frarrie in Ike Photo Era.
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SHUR-ON NEWS.
We are pleased to announce that we have made an arrange-

ment with the E. Kirstein Sons Co. whereby we will carry a full
line of SHUR-ON Mountings, and are now fully prepared to
fill all orders for these goods out of stock.

Regular, -
Countersunk, -

PRICES PER DOZEN.

10 K. Gold. 14 K. Gold. Gold Filled.
- - $21.00 $27.00 $12.00

24.00 30.00
Less 6 Per Cent. Cash Discount.

The spring previously known as the Hardy Roman Spring will hereafter be known as the ROMAN
SHUR-ON Spring, and will be made in gold only and sold for $9.50 per dozen, less 6 per cent. cash discount.
/his style spring can be filled to any regular stud.

BRANCH.

DENVER. COLO.

F. A. HARDY 0 CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

CHICAGO, ILL. BRANCH,

ATLANTA, GA.

The Time Has Come

BIRD GLASSES

This

Glass

Retails

for

$5.00.

Write

for

Prices

and

Discounts.

Our Special.

There is a good profit in selling Bird Glasses. Why
not carry a line. We carry the largest stock of these
goods to.be found in this country, at prices from $2.00
upwards.

Send for our i 2-page booklet on Bird Glasses. IL
will interest you.

Bear in mind we carry everything in the Field Glass line.

Globe Optical Company
903 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

We Have Been Talking
aliout

Prescription Work
for the last few months.

HAVE WE INTERESTED YOU?

All work received before 12 o'clock re-
turned same day.
We are prepared to furnish Toric Lenses.
Write to-day for prices.
If you want the best work, give us a trial.

We can suit you.

Duplicating blanks and return envelopes

on application.

Globe Optical Company
BOSTON, MASS.

Prescription Dept. 352 Washington St.
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Intensification and Reduc don
in Photography

I EN a photographic plate has been under-
developed the details are all visible, yet
the dark parts have not enough body to
stop the passage of light. Prints from

these have no contrast, nothing but smoky skies
and impure whites. Such a plate
may be intensified and made much
denser. The intensifier usually adds
somewhat more to the darker parts
than to the lighter, and therefore
increases contrast. Hence, intensi-
fication helps over-exposures which
are very flat, lacking in contrast.

Intensification is best carried
immediately after washing and be-
fore the plate is dry. It is very nec-
essary to wash out the hypo from
the film, or yellow stains will appear
and spoil the negatives. If the
negative has been dried it should
be soaked in water, so that the
intensifying solution can easily
penetrate the film.

• A convenient in-
tensifier is made
up of sodium sul-
phite in one so-

lution and mercury bichloride (cor-
rosive sublimate) in another. The
first step is to immerse the wet plate
in the mercury solution when the
dark portions bleach out, leaving
a white deposit in place of the
image. We leave the plate in the
solution until no further bleaching
is apparent. The plate is then thor-
oughly washed and immersed in
the sulphite solution, when the
white image becomes dark again.
In place of sulphite a solution of
ammonia may be used, or of am-
monium chloride. Wash well after
this operation.

Following is a formula for the
mercurial intensification: One ounce
of bichloride of mercury in about
30 ounces of water, and it is wise to
add a small quantity of potassium
bromide. After washing well, add
a solution of r ounce of sulphite of
soda in ro ounces of water. When
we wish only slight intensification.
we use more dilute solutions.

The mercury process is some-
times varied. In the modification
we make a saturated solution of the
bichloride and add to it a quantity
of the solution here given.

A Ready
Intensifier

A Substitute
for Mercury

In place of bleaching by mer-
cury one may use 75 grains each
of copper sulphate and potas-

sium bromide in 6 ounces of water. After ten
or twelve minutes in this and a five-minute wash,
the blackening is effected by a solution of 90 grains
nitrate silver in 4 ounces of water.

Let us note what happens when the mercury
intensifiers are not worked properly. Suppose the_ -
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ever. We must bleach and then color the image
secondarily. We do not therefore know, except by
experience, just how much to bleach first. The
longer we leave the plate in the mercury, the
greater will be the ..lensity.

When mercury intensified negatives are printed
on platinotype papers, the black tones are made
warm in color, and this is sometimes a disadvan-
tage. To overcome this, we must varnish our
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A WORLD-FAMED WORK OF ART

lironze cal.delabruni with marble base. The original is now in the palace at
Versa •.les, France. Reproduced from one of the reduced fae-similes

imported by Jlarris & Harrington, New York.

A brilliant red or orange precipitate will form
which has the curious property of being soluble in
iodide solution. Finally the precipitate will fall
copiously in the solution and will then dissolve the
difficulty.

We are now reaching the point where all
the potassium iodide and mercury are combin-
ing to form mercury iodide, and our object is to
make the solution barely turbid. We now add one
ounce of hypo and dilute our intensifier to twenty
ounces. Three parts of water added to one of this
stock solution make our intensifier. Yellow stains
will be produced with this, as with all mercury
formulm by careless washing before intensifying.

hypo is left in the plate. When we bleach the
operation proceeds without difficulty, and no sigrs
of trouble show until the blackening process be-
gins, when we get sagreeable yellow stains.
Many people blame the intensifier, and the stock-
house man will tell you how many times a customer
blames his prepared intensifier when they have by
their troubles in intensifying proved their own
negligence in washing.

The mercurial intensification is very complete,
and sometimes care must be taken not to intensify
too greatly. The deposit is usually reddish brown
and is, therefore, of great photographic opacity.
Mercurial intensification has some drawbacks, how-

negatives when we print on this
paper. The amount of mercury
from the plate which is transferred
to the paper is small, yet is enough
to make good black prints impos-
sible without the varnish.

• There is a method
of intensifying not
much practiced,
which might inter-
est some experi-

mental turn of mind. First we
bleach with mercury bichloride, and
when washing is finished we de-
velop again in the light with a
slightly old developer. Amidol
seems well suited for this work.

None of these methods are di-
rect, and the agfa intensifier of the
anilin will give a gray-black direct
intensification in a few minutes. It
is in one solution and is mixed one
part with nine parts of water for
use. Intensification proceeds rap-
idly and is stopped by washing. A
similar intensifier is the uranium
variety, now procurable already
mixed. The deposit is reddish and
much denser than it looks to the
eye. There is doubt, however, as
to the permanency of the uranium
deposits.

Another
Method of
Intensifying

Reduction is the reverse of
intensification, and as in the intensi-
fying processes different processes
make different contrasts. For ex-
ample, potassium ferricyanide re-
ducers attack the weak parts of the
image first, hence this is good to re-
move chemical fog, especially on
lantern slides, where white skies are
wanted. On the other hand, am-
monium persulphate attacks the
heavy deposits first, and is capital
for halated subjects. The red prus-
siate of potash is another name for
ferricyanide of potassium. We make
a solution of this, one part in fifteen
of water, and another of hypo, one
part in fifteen. A little of the red
prussiate is added to the hypo
solution, and the reduction takes
place, at first slowly, then with

increasing velocity. For this reason, do not make
baths too strong.

It is not necessary, as in intensifying, to wash
thoroughly. A slight washing will dilute the
hypo, and the hypo bath of our formula is then
unnecessary, as the hypo is still in the plate. A
small quantity of the red prussiate in a tray will
start the reaction. Ferricyanide should be kept in
a dark botttle, as the light decomposes it readily.
The agfa reducer in little tubes ready for solution is
a convenient form for occasional reducing. We
may follow the reduction by the eye, and when light
enough to wash again to remove the chemicals which
the reducer puts in the plate. The Aolo Era.
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SHUR-ON NEWS.
We are pleased to announce that we have made an arrange-

ment with the F. Kirstein Sons Co. whereby we will carry a full
line of SHUR-ON Mountings, and are now fully prepared to
fill all orders for these goods out of stock.

Regular, -
Countersunk, -

PRICES PER DOZEN.

10 K. Gold. 14 K. Gold.
- $21.00 $27.00

24.00 30.00
Less 6 Per Cent. Cash Discount.

Gold Filled.
$12.00

The spring previously known as the Hardy Roman Spring will hereafter be known as the ROMAN
SHUR-ON Spring, and \yin be made in g'old only and sold for $9.5o per dozen, less 6 per cent. cash discount.
This slylc .sprins- can be filled lo .chtd.

BRANCH,
DENVER, COLO.

F. A. HARDY Ci CO.
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CHICAGO, ILL. BRANCH,
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enwre is a good profit in selling Bird Glasses. Why
not carry a line. We carry the largest stock of these
goods to. he found in this country, at prices from $2.00
UI wards.

Send f()r our I 2-page booklet on Bird Glasses. It.
will interest volt.

I 10.; t r in mind %ye carry everything in the I Ii I Glass line.
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Prescription Work
for the last few months.

HAVE WE INTERESTED YOU?

All work received before 12 o'clock re-
turned same day.
We are prepared to furnish Tonic Lenses.
Write to-day for prices.
If you want the best work, give us a trial.

We can suit you.

Duplicating blanks and return envelopes

on application.

Globe Optical Company
BOSTON, MASS.

Prescription Dept. 352 Washing-ton St.
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Intensification and Redur ion
in Photography

(EN a photographic plate has been under-
developed the details are all visible, yet
the dark parts have not enough body to
stop the passage of light. Prints from

these have no contrast, nothing but smoky skies
and impure whites. Such a plate
may be intensified and made much
denser. The intensifier usually adds
somewhat more to the darker parts
than to the lighter, and therefore
increases contrast. Hence, intensi-
fication helps over-exposures which
are very flat, lacking in contrast.

Intensification is best carried
immediately after washing and be-
fore the plate is dry. It is very nec-
essary to wash out the hypo from
the film, or yellow stains will appear
and spoil the negatives. If the
negative has been dried it should
be soaked in water, so that the
intensifying solution can easily
penetrate the film.

A convenient in-
tensifier is made
up of sodium sul-
phite in one so-

lution and mercury bichloride (cor-
rosive sublimate) in another. The
first step is to immerse the wet plate
in the mercury solution when the
dark portions bleach out, leaving
a white deposit in place of the
image. We leave the plate in the
solution until no further bleaching
is apparent. The plate is then thor-
oughly washed and immersed in
the sulphite solution, when the
white image becomes dark again.
In place of sulphite a solution of
ammonia may be used, or of am-
monium chloride. Wash well after
this operation.

Following is a formula for the
mercurial intensification: One ounce
of bichloride of mercury in about
30 ounces of water, and it is wise to
add a small quantity of potassium
bromide. After washing vell, add
a solution of i ounce of sulphite of
soda in to ounces of water. When
we wish only slight intensification
we use more dilute solutions.

The mercury process is some-
times varied. In the modification
we make a saturated solution of the
bichloride and add to it a quantity
of the solution here given.

A brilliant red or orange precipitate will form
which has the curious property of being soluble in
iodide solution. Finally the precipitate will fall
copiously in the solution and will then dissolve the
difficulty.

We are now reaching the point where all
the potassium iodide and mercury are combin-
ing to form mercury iodide, and our object is to
make the solution barely turbid. We now add one
ounce of hypo and dilute our intensifier to twenty
ounces. Three parts of water added to nue Of this
stock solution make our intensifier. Yellow stains
will be produced with this, as with all mercury
formuke by careless washing before intensifying.

A Ready
Intensifier

THE KEYSTONE

A Substitute
for Mercury

In place of bleaching by mer-
cury one may use 75 grains each
of copper sulphate and potas-

sium bromide in 6% ounces of water. After ten
or twelve minutes in this and a five-minute wash,
the blackening is effected by a solution of 90 grains
nitrate silver in 4 ounces of water.

Let us note what happens when the mercury
intensifiers are not worked properly. Suppose the•
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ever. We must bleach and then color the image
secondarily. We do not therefore know, except by
experience, just how much to bleach first. The
longer we leave the plate in the mercury, the
greater will be the ..:ensity.

When mercury intensified negatives are printed
on platinotype papers, the black tones are made
warm in color, and this is sometimes a disadvan-
tage. To

A WORLD-FAMED WORK OF ART
Bronze eat delabro it I marlat• base. The original is now in the palm, di

\''r,:, I, Irai 1:..produeol from one of t ii. retItteml rate-similes
imported Harris it Harrington, NeW York,

hypo is left in the plate. When we bleach the
operation proceeds without difficulty, and no siges
of trouble show until the blackening process be-
gins, when we get sagreeable yellow stains.
Many people blame the intensifier, and the stock-
house man will tell you how many times a customer
blames his prepared intensifier when they have by
their troubles in intensifying proved their own
negligence in washing.

The mercurial intensification is very complete,
and sometimes care must be taken not to intensify
too greatly. The deposit is usually reddish brown
and is, therefore, of great photographic opacity.
Mercurial intensification has some drawbacks, how-

increasing

overcome this, we must varnish our
negatives when we print on this
paper. The amount of mercury
from the plate which is transferred
to the paper is small, yet is enough
to make good black prints impos-
sible ivithout the varnish.

There is a method
of intensifying not
much practiced,
which might inter-
est some experi-

mental turn of mind. First we
bleach with mercury hichloride, and
when washing is finished %ve de-
velop again in the light with a
slightly old developer. Amidol
seems well suited for this work.

None of these methods are di-
rect, and the agfa intensifier of the
anilin will give a gray-hlack direct
intensification in a few in It
is in one solution and is mixed one
part with nine parts of water for
use. Intensification proceeds rap-
idly and is stopped by washing-. A
sitnilar intensifier is the uranium
variety, now procurable already
mixed. The deposit is reddish and
much denser than it looks to the
eyt.. There is doubt, however, as
1,, the permanency of the uranium
deposits.

Reduction is the reverse of
intensification, and as in the intensi-
f vier processes different processes
make different contrasts. For ex-
ample, potassium ferricyanide re-
ducers attack the weak parts of the
image first, hence this is good to re-
move chemical fog, especially on
lantern slides, where white skies are
■■ anted. On the other hand, am-
monium persulphate attacks the
heavy deposits first, and is capital
for halated subjects. The red prus-
siate of potash is another name for
ferricyanide of potassium. We make
a solution of this, one part in fifteen
of water, and another of hypo, one
part in fifteen. A little of the red
prussiate is added to the hypo
solution, and the reduction takes
place, at first slowly, then with

velocity. For this reason, do not make

Another
Method of
Intensifying

baths too strong.

It is not necessary, as in intensifying, to wash
thoroughly. A slight washing will dilute the
hypo, and the hypo bath of our formula is then
unnecessary, as the hypo is still in the plate. A
small quantity of the red prussiate in a tray will
start the reaction. Ferricyanide should he kept in
a dark botttle, as the light decomposes it readily.
The agfa reducer in little tubes ready for solution is
a convenient form for occasional reducing. We
may follow the reduction by the eye, and x'hien light
enough to wash again to remove the chemicals which
the reducer puts in the plate. —me Photo Era.



The

Geneva
Ophthalmoscope

and

Retinoscope
Combined 

The One Instrument that is Indispensable to the Progressive Optician.

Puts an end to the old method of guessing at a patient's correction after a long and tedious subjective test,
as well as revealing the retina so striking and perfect that diagnosis of diseases affecting the retina is made extremely easy.

Illustrative descriptive booklet will be sent on request.

Price, $80.001 less 6 per cent. discount for cash.

GENEVA OPTICAL CO.,
N. B.—" Geneva I Work is accurate." GENEVA, N. Y.

SOUTHERN OPTICIANS

Send your optical orders to

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

PRUDENTIAL BUILDING, ATLANTA, GA.

and get in return the promptest

service and most accurate work

that it is possible to supply. A

trial will convince you. A cata-

logue anti -K book w ill 1 S -at

upon request.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE
OPTICAL HOUSE IN THE SOUTH.

PEAR TIP TEMPLES
on Gold Filled Frames

No. 1226.
With Wire Temples, Any Size Eyes,

$7.00 per dozen.

These frames are made from the Best I/10 10 K. Gold Filled stock, with
Stiffened Bridge and Eyes, Flush Beveled End Pieces, highly finished.
GUARANTEED 10 YEARS. Pear or Olive Tipped Temples, bent
as illustrated, prevents the hair being caught and are easier to wear.
Send for sample frame, 6u cents.

Accuracy and promptness in our PRESCRIPTION WORK is assured.
One trial and we will always do your work. ESTABLISHED 1850.

THE L. BLACK CO.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians, DETROIT, MICH.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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Optic L1 Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1897)

J. H. Eidds, President, South Bend, inti.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Oltio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in 1903, at
Atlantic City, N. J.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

Tlin RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, Bart., M. P., Master.
Cu,.. T. DAviEs 5Ewm.1„ E. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., Englund.

British Optical Association (1895)

S. COWAN, F. If. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

W. G. MATHER, President, SI. Catharines.
Aunt. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)
E. P. WELLS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Vinter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July and
August.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONUSTREIII, Seeretury, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, itochester, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. rsr. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
G. S. Gauun, Secretary, Marion, lud.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary, and Treasurer, 105 Westorn Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

H. P. HOLMES, President, Les Moines, Iowa.
G. It 13oYe8, Secretary, 2t..: syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Annual meeting, June 10 and 11, 1903.

Illinois Optical society (1898)

W. C. SOMMER, President, Chicago, III.
LOREN L. 13ovt.E, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association (1899)

L. KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, Sec'y, 308 Hays St., San Francisco, cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HArNus, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
L. W. KACHLEIN, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

Ono. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. II.
W: E. Bunet,m, Secretary, Manchester, N. II.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconain State Optical Society. (1000)

ALVA SNIDHR, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, T011iall, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

FRANK L. WILLSON, PreStdCIII, Mantorville, Iii In is.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, March 8, 1903, at Minneapolis.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. Muanocx, Pres' lent, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. Swum', Secret:, y, Portland, Sinine.

Next meeting, Mare!, I, 1003, at Augusta.

Tenn eeeee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. WENNINO, PresEent, Nashville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

THE KEYSTONES

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. Botom., Secretary, 636 sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CiaermAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians '1901)
W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARVICE, Sec'y and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

Louis Mmitmu, President, Richmond, Mo.
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary, Nevada, Mo.
Annual meeting, May 13, 1903, at Sedalia.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

H. L. !Arm, President, Staunton, Va.
J. %V. Iluctusns, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Annual meting, August, 1903, at Staunton.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JosEq, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
W. T. EISENSCHMIDT, President, Newport, Ky.
J. M. Mans, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

Next meeting, May 19, 1903, at Louisville.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
E. P. SONDBERG, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. ft. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. flak.

Next meeting, June, 1903, at Devils Lake.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. G. Gommt, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

F. B. MA RCHANT, President.
E. LE Roy RYER, Rec. Sec., 21 Maiden Lane, New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August, at College of the City of New York, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Club (1897)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society (1901)

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD FERLEN, President.
C. A. EsquEsy, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association (1901)

J. NV. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
J. W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, 1%1inn.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F. NEWCOMB, President.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 400 Trude Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS nous; President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optical Society
E. M. BARINOER, President, pro tern.
ItimEtt E. WItddAms, Secretary, pro tem., 455 Main Street,

linflalo, N. Y.

Optical Organization Flourishing
R list of optical organizations has been
increased by two very promising addi-

tions, a new local society in the East and a
healthy State body in the West. The opti-
cians of North Dakota have fallen in line,
and the new-born society has a lusty vigor
characteristic of things Western. The first
meeting was well attended, and prominent
opticians from Minnesota graced the occasion
by their presence, and gave the young organi-
zation the benefit of their experience. The
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initial meeting, indeed, was so successful and
created such enthusiasm that a bright and
fruitful future would seem to be assured for
the organization. It is suggestive of West-
ern dash that the North Dakota opticians
had an optometry bill before the Legislature of
the State before their State society was
actually organized. We trust that the initial
fervor will continue and fructify until the
North Dakota Association has as good a
record of achievement as its neighboring
sister in Minnesota.

We are pleased to learn of the informa-
tion of a local society in Buffalo, N. Y., as
the rainbow city has a sufficient wealth of
material from which to create an organization
of weight and intelligence. On this occasion
we must again congratulate the Empire
State on its leadership in the matter of organi-
zation, there being in that State at the
present time one State and five local societies,
New York City, Syracuse, Rochester, Utica
and Buffalo. These several bodies are doing
a world of good not only for themselves
individually, but for the profession at large.
When the State finally enacts an optometry
measure it will find an optical profession that
will stand creditable comparison with any of
the long-established professions of the State.

New Series of Articles on the Trans-
position of Lenses

QUERIES and suggestions which have
recently reached us evidence a deplor-

able lack of accurate information on that
fundamental and very important branch of
optical knowledge, the transposition of lenses.
So impressed, indeed, have we been by the
manifest need of special instruction on this
subject, that we have arranged to publish a
new series of articles which will treat of
transposition in a practical and .exhaustive
fashion. The first article of this series will
appear in our April issue, and we would
advise all students of optics to carefully study
and preserve the articles. The subject will
be treated at greater length than in any
treatise now procurable. and will be copiously
illustrated. A perusal of the articles will give
our readers a complete mastery of transpo-
sition.

We must agree with those of our readers
who have written us from time to time that
the transposition of lenses is a subject which
has not been given the attention it deserves
by the authors of any of the optical trea-
tises. It is because we realize this that we
have taken steps to furnish once and for all
this want in refraction literature. The articles
will be copiously illustrated by original illus-
trations, which will add greatly to the lucidity
of the text.



THERE'S A WAY TO DO THINGS
And a way not to do them.

It's by understanding the first way—and sticking
to it--that we've built up our position in the trade.

You won't find a better stock, nor a better
method of handling it,

You won't find better service on your Prescrip-
tion Orders, nor more neat and accurate work
in this line, It's the way we do it.
You. won't find elsewhere such a large variety of
refracting instruments, nor such convenience in
examining and trying them,   It's the way we do it.

It's the way we do it.

All Optical Novelties are described in
" Our Own Idea," issued monthly.

Have you seen

Brown's Ophthalmic Bracket?
The most complete device for refraction on the market.
Price, $45.00. Send for Circular.

D. V. BROWN,
Wholesole 

iManufacturing Optician,Importing

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE " HARDY OPHTHALMOMETER,"

738-740-742 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

PIP
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COLOR-UO.0 CHART.

" I thought I knew how
to fit glasses," writes a
recent purchaser, " but I
bought one of your cabinets
to make my consulting
room more attractive, and
since becoming familiar
with your method as
explained in Subjective
Optometry, or Common
Errors of the Test, I have
learned more of practical
value than I ever knew
before. Your Cabinet is a
necessary adjunct to the
trial case."

Brown 0 Burpee
940 Elm Street,

Manchester, N. H.
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Successful Opticians
who learned by our correspondence course, are practicing their profes-
sion to-day from Maine to California and from England to Australia.
We give a complete

$25 Course, by correspondence,
including diploma, with degree
" Doctor of Optics," for

$8.00 * down, balance
.4' pc • week.

Our school is incorporated and its course highly endorF :r.1 by optical
societies. Address

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE,
Lock Box 77. Detroit, Mich.
ENGLISH BRANCH-3, Apsley Villas, Hanworth Road, Hounslow, England.
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NOTICE!!
Do you appreciate prompt
service in Prescription Work?
We are in a position to guarantee quick returns.
Our factory is now connected with our salesrooms, and v c
spare no efforts to prodtIce accurate work. Give us a trial.

SOLE N. E. AGENTS FOR ALL MURINE REMEDIES.

Houghton=l-lardy Optical Co.
Jewelers' 

Building, 
373 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Some Neglected Points in the
Physiology of Vision

The following article by the well-known
editor of American Medicine, Dr. G. M. Gould,
of Philadelphia, is, like all the writings of this
author, full of original ideas, expressed in
brilliant language. Indeed, sometimes it
seems as if the brilliancy of expression would
throw such a glare of light over the objects
represented that the reader, somewhat
blinded, can hardly see the little defects
which otherwise he would discover. Let us
take for example Dr. Gould's views about
the eyebrows, which he considers to be of
the greatest importance in shading the eyes.
He believes that "a noteworthy confirmation
of this is the otherwise inexplicable growth of
the eyebrow hairs in old men." But is it
not a fact that in old men even the hairs on
the breast take on a very luxuriant growth?
Must we not rather regard the vigorous
growth of the eyebrow hairs as due to the
same cause as that of the hairs on the breast
and on other parts of old men? Certainly
nobody will say that the abundant growth of
the hairs on the breast had anything to do
with the shading of the eye. That there is a
cause for this growth there can be no doubt,
but that there should be a purpose for every
such growth in the human body is an unjusti-
fied assumption and flatly contradicted by
such tumors like cancer, which daily destroy
human lives. Dr. Gould's paper, however,
is otherwise so suggestive and of practical
importance that we reproduce the greater
portion of it :

With all the last-century study of the laws of
optics and of the organ of vision, it is strange that
the significance of so many ocular structures and
functions has been misconceived or neglected.
Most extensive investigations with the keenest
ingenuity have been made upon the photochemistry
of the dead retina, and yet the important organs
and essential functions concerned, in the living eye,
in the avoidance of retinal exhaustion, and the
reinstitution of retinal sensibility, have been left
almost unnoticed. Theories of vision have been
elaborated with tireless ingenuity, and yet the
fundamental conditions of actual vision have not
been recognized. All the theories may be left out
of the attention if we wish to fix upon the funda-
mental fact and causes of retinal fatigue, and the
methods and devices for re-establishing retinal
sensibility. In truth the observation underlying
all theories is that persistent action of the light-
stimulus or image upon one part of the retina
speedily lessens and extinguishes the sensation-
response. The more intense the light the greater
the injury, and the quicker it is produced. The
reinstatement of sensitiveness is by means of shad-
ings, darkness and variations of the stimulus. I
have seen no systematic and thoroughgoing state-
ment of the devices and the methods whereby this
deterioration of function is prevented, and the
resensitizing process is brought about. The matter
is of so much practical significance that they
deserve enumeration:

I. The shadows cast by the
The Safeguard retinal arteries, veins and capil-
of Vision lanes, according to the direction

and intensity of the entering
light, are constantly shifted and modified, so that
the retina behind them and in their immediate
neighborhood is allowed variations of fatigue and
recuperation. The most shaded portions serve
perhaps as centers whence extends the mysterious
resensitizing process.

2. Certain sensitive and trained eyes, when
looking toward the sky or bank of cloud, can see
a multitude of little lights like pin-points flashing
in and out of view all over the field of vision.
These may be resolved into illuminated paths or
lines of light, zigzagging everywhere and appearing
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and disappearing seemingly without law or order.
These have been called phosphenes, corpuscular
reflections, phoses, and aphoses. They are the
reflections from the blood-corpuscles of the capil-
laries of the retina, which, as they turn and twist
along their routes, act as tiny mirrors to throw
darting points or traveling lines of light upon all
parts of the retina. These multitudes of corpuscles
also, of course, cast unobserved shadows of them-
selves upon the retina.

3. The shadows of muscce volitantes are prob-
ably of a greater service. Muscx should be recog-
nized as of physiologic, not pathologic, significance.
They exist in all eyes, although not usually recog-
nized. Every part of the fundus of all eyes during
the waking life is protected by these floating and
waving muscx shadows.

4. The retinal pigment extends so far toward
the periphery of the retina that functionally it joins
that of the iris in preventing all light, except that
slight amount possibly transmitted through it, from
entering the interior of the eye except through
the pupil.

5. The iris pigmentation is essential for retinal
shading. The tragedy of albinotic eyes is largely
due to iris translucency.

6. The alternation of contraction and dilation
of the pupil under ever-varying light changes and
intensities varies the size of the retinal image, and
in this way adds another to the agencies inducing
changes of stimuli and rest.

7. The natural pigmentation of the skin in the
non-albinotic gives added exclusion of useless and
harmful light which passes more freely through the
eyelid of the albino.

8. The function of the eyelashes has been sup-
posed to be the protection of the eyeball from a
striking body, which, first touching the lashes, is
followed by reflex closure of the lids. I am con-
vinced that the lashes are of little or no service of
this kind, and that their predominant use is to
screen the light and shade the pupil, while at the
same time allowing the passage of sufficient light
to give a useful image of an object.

9. Winking has been explained as necessary
for moistening and cleaning the cornea and spread-
ing the tears uniformly over the exposed surface of
the eye. It has this function, of course, but another,
fully as important, if not more so, is that of com-
pletely shutting out the entire retinal stimulus for
an instant thousands of times a day. That winking
is not necessary for spreading the tears, cleansing
the cornea, etc., is shown by the absence of wink-
ing in so many animals.

To. Binocular vision also serves more than
would the cyclopean eye in breaking up the con-
tinuance of the stimulus of the retina upon any
one spot.

II. Of greater importance than any single one
of the preceding devices is that of the incessant
movements of the eyes, those of the body and head
aiding. In a child it is almost impossible to secure
any steady fixation of the axis of vision, even for a
few seconds, and the eyes of adults, when healthy,
are thus held with difficulty for only ten or fifteen
seconds at most. But the motionless stare of the
blind or highly amblyopic eye is noticed even by
the layman. This ceaseless motion of normal eyes
produces a similar rapid variation of images,
shadings and rests of all parts of the retina in the
region of the macula.

12. The eyebrow does, indeed, have the subor-
dinate function of leading water and the sweat
away from the palpebral opening, but a more im-
portant use of it is to shade the eye. A noteworthy
confirmation of this is the otherwise inexplicable
growth of the eyebrow hairs in old men. I have
sometimes had to cut off these long hairs in the
aged in order to keep them from injuring the eye
by incurvation against the eyeball. In old age the
resensitizing process of the retina is more difficult
owing to failing nutrition, etc., and there is a need
for a still greater protection of the pupil from the
incident light of the sun and sky. This is effected
by the visor of the eyebrow, which at this time of life
frequently takes on a startlingly luxuriant growth.
This naturally occurs in men and not in women.

Some of these minor devices
Nature's Use for doubtless serve the purpose sug-
These Devices gested only incidentally, or acci-

dentally, but nevertheless act-
ually, and one must be struck by the fact that so
many different methods combine and co-operate
toward a common end. One will scarcely find in
the entire organism such a startling number of
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diverse mechanisms focusing to one final aim and
result. If the end were not of the supremest im-
portance this would hardly be permitted. If inter-
ruption of the stimulus were undesirable, the inge-
nuity of nature would have found a dozen ways to
prevent it instead of as many to encourage it.

These numerous devices are, in fact, but a very
few of the many proofs of the enormous difficulties
met and conquered by nature in the evolution of
the eye. These difficulties are, apparently, a hun-
dred times as numerous and as complicated as
those of any other organ of the body. Hence the
fineness of the adjustment, the ease with which
disease takes the place of health, the limits of nor-
mality being almost infinitely delicate and narrow.
A glimpse into this amazing mystery is caught by
the observation that all this diverse mechanism
from cornea to macula must be highly transparent,
and yet the greater portion is not controlled by
nerve agencies, and all is nourished by blood which
is scarlet ! And millions of transparent optic-
nerve fibers divested of their insulating covering
must perform independent and accurate functions !

The most fundamental of the difficulties of the
ocular mechanic has undoubtedly been to create a
mechanism that shall respond to a stimulus lasting
but 0030144 of a second, and that is hundreds of
millions of millions of times more slight than that
of sound. This explains why the receiving mechan-
ism or photographic plate of the retina can be kept
sensitive for only a few seconds. In order to re-
sensitize it a change or cessation of the stimulus
must be ensured at least every few seconds. Hence
the elaboration of at least twelve methods of ensur-
ing the result.

There are many practical lessons
Artificial Safe- to be derived from the physiol-
guards of Vision ogic mechanisms mentioned.

The almost universal custom of
wearing hats, bonnets, caps, etc., finds its raison
d'etre in the need of shading and protecting—not
the head so much as the eyes. The chief suggestion
that arises is of course the avoidance of subjecting
the eye to a constant stimulus or to a harsh or
intense light. It is amazing what the eye will
endure when its ametropia is perfectly corrected.
It is equally astonishing how easily a little ametropia
morbidizes the whole bodily and nervous organism.
But it must be noted that not even reading demands
absolute uniformity and continuance of the image.
There is always a gliding and changing of the
shape and size of the image by fluctuations, inter-
ruptions, shadings, variations, etc. If our reading
was always by means of a consecutive series of
letters each appearing for a fraction of a second at
one and the same point, there would be very little
reading possible. But even with large print and
good paper and ink, one should not demand fix-
ation of the eyes too long at a time. There should
be little rests by closing the eyes, looking away,
etc., at least every few minutes. In all continuous
eye-work of any kind there should be such inter-
ruptions.

It should dictate the fundamental
Incongruity of tones, colors. shape and extent
Frame an Picture of our picture-frames. By the

old fashioned gilt barbarisms
the artist alkm ed the framer and gilder almost to
'monopolize the mental, emotional and physiologic
attention of the spectator and to detract as much
as possible from interest in the picture itself. It is
only for a few seconds that any human eye can
look at a picture when the greater portion of the
retina is outraged and exhausted by the adjacent
images of the atrocious frame. In the ordinary
gallery of pictures these ludicrous and retina-para-
lyzing frames, close beside each other, become
positively torturing. It all seems designed to
exhibit, not art, not nature, not esthetic charm and
emotional peace, but only the abject hideousness
of the plebian frame-gilder's unart.

Another corollary of the law of ocular tire and
resensitization may be noticed in passing—a law
that is outraged by the lighting of most of our
churches and of all of our private houses, theaters,
public halls, etc. The millions of dollars spent
each year in illumination are in great part wasted
and misspent, and by the methods used all the
harm is done to the eye that is possible. No room
should be lit in such a manner that the individual
lights are visible. Illumination should be trans-
mitted, dissipated and reflected light. There is
nothing more tiring to the eye than numerous sepa-
rate lights.
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SHUR-ON NEWS.
We are pleased to announce that we have made an arrange-

ment with F. A. HARDY é CO., Chicago, Ill., whereby
they will carry a full line of SHUR-ON Mountings in their

establishment there and at their branches at ATLANTA, GA., and DENVER,
COLO., and they are now fully prepared to fill all orders for these goods
out of stock.

Regular, -
Countersunk, -

PRICES PER DOZEN.

10 K. Gold. 14 K. Gold.
- $21.00 $27.00

24.00 30.00
Less 6 Per Cent. Cash Discount.

Gold Filled.
$12.00

The spring previously known as the Hardy Roman Spring will hereafter be known as the ROMAN
SHUR-ON Spring, and will be made in gold only and sold for $9.50 per dozen, less 6 per cent. cash discount.
lhis style .vpring can be fitted to any regular stud.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.
Rochester, New York.

141,41,%%4•%1%%4%%

• LITTLE-

rul. 2.1007

• • ; • B E./AR-0/N

DOES NOT TOUCH N051/4

Aside from having all the ad-
vantages of other houses in our
service, we offer fcr your special
consideration the

Improved
Little Bear-On,

which, as now constructed, avoids cut-
ting the ear and nose, and insures ab-
solute comfort. Send us your next R
and be convinced.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

tA1M.Wi'VS%•%%%W%%%4

IF YOU SELL
good glasses, and want your customers

to think they are good glasses, put them in a
high-grade Case—the kind we make.

Orders filled the same clay they are re-
ceived, if necessary.

EXCLUSIVE MAKERS OF THE

SHUR-ON CASES.
Samples cheerfully sent.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
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North Dakota in Line
Pursuant to a call sent out by Chas. L. Proc-

tor, Bismarck, N. Dak., twenty-six representative
opticians met at the Waldorf Hotel, Fargo,
N. Dak., on February loth and tith, and organized
the North Dakota State Optical Association. The
first day's session was spent in informal talks and
getting acquainted. C. L. Proctor was appointed

temporary chair-
man and D. D.
Sullivan, Fargo,
temporary secre-
tary. A committee
on by-laws and
constitution was
appointed, consist-
ing of E. P. Sund-
berg, Fargo; A. G.
Tell n er , James-
town ; Chas. G.
Conyne, Mandan;
0. M. Varnson,
Valley City; R. G.
Moss, Jamestown,

with S. B. Millard, of Litchfield, Minn., as special

" guardian." The meeting then adjourned to

8.30 P. M.

When the meeting was resumed, Mr. Proctor

gave those present an off-hand talk on "The Value
of Organization." He told them how to make

their society a success by holding clinics, having
instructive papers read and the subject matter

thoroughly discussed. This, he said, was impor-

tant ; as the fact of a paper being read was of little

value unless it aroused enough interest to cause

discussion. He also advised harmony, which, he

said, was the keystone to success. He advised

that all personal matters be left outside, and that

all unite to make the association meetings free

from personal discord. His remarks were greeted

with great applause.
Following this Mr. Millard gave one of his

celebrated chalk talks on the blackboard, showing

and demonstrating the actions of light and their

effect on lenses. During this talk he invited the

members to ask questions, as he was there to

answer them. After the meeting Mr. Millard said :

" North Dakota opticians are all right. They can

ask as many questions as any one man can answer

in a short time. It shows the interest they take in

the work." The meeting then adjourned to to A. M.

next day.
On reconvening, the report of the committee

on by-laws and constitution was read. Each article

was duly considered and, after slight changes, was

adopted. The by-laws were practically copied

from the Minnesota State Association. A note-

worthy provision is that " No member of this asso-

ciation can peddle glasses from house to house or

keep same for sale on a street corner."

The afternoon session was called to order at

2.30 P. M. and the election of officers resulted as

follows : President, E. P. Sundberg, Fargo ; first

vice-president, Chas. G. Conyne, Mandan ; second

vice-president, A. 0. Wold, Langdon ; secretary,

W. R. Blakely, Grafton ; treasurer, A. G. Tell-

ner, Jamestown ; board of directors—four years'

term, Louis Hansen, Devils Lake ; three years'

term, F. C. Angliss, Dickinson ; two • years' term,

Geo. K. Munro, Grand Forks ; one year's term,

A. L. Thompson, Mayville. A general business

meeting followed and, as a starter, twenty.eight

members were admitted as charter members. A

paper on " The Benefits of Organization and Leg-

islation " was then presented by A. Sweningsen,

Moorhead, Minn., president of the Minnesota State

President E. P. sundberg

board of examiners in optometry, which was
listened to very attentively and appreciated by all.
Part of this address is published on another page.
On motion, a vote of thanks was extended to Mr.
Millard and Mr. Sweningsen, of the Minnesota State
Association, for their kind assistance in organizing
the association ; also to Chas. L. Proctor, Bismarck,
for his work in showing the way to get together
and calling a meeting. Messrs. Millard and Swen-

ingsen were then made honorary members of the
North Dakota State Optical Association. At it P. M.
the meeting adjourned to meet at Devils Lake

sometime in June, subject to call of the board of
directors.

Those present were : A. L. Thompson, May-
ville ; Louis Hansen, Devils Lake ; Chas. L. Proc-
tor, Bismarck ; Chas. G. Conyne, Mandan ; R. E.

Moss, Jamestown ; Ed. G. Gross, Kenmare ; F. C.

Angliss, Dickinson ; Andy W. Blakely, Minto;

W. R. Blakely, Grafton ; A. G. Tellner, James-

town ; 0. M. Varnson, Valley City ; N. C. Ander-

son, Fargo ; E. A. Nelson, Hillsboro ; E. P. Sund-

berg, Fargo ; Geo. K. Munro, Grand Forks ; Thos.
Porte, Grand Forks ; P. Girard, Grand Forks;

D. D. Sullivan, Fargo ; A. 0. Tuskind, Daven-

port ; E. A. Arhart, Lisbon ; C. J. Sullivan, Fargo;

A. 0. Wold, Langdon ; H. J. Reisland, Inkster;

Emma L. Conyne,
Mandan; C. G. Mugg,
Jamestown ; M. A.
Hagen, Fargo ; C. J.
Nord, Fargo ; Ray-
mond B. Newton,
Fargo ; N. C. Pabst, '
Fargo ; E. W. John-
son, Fargo, N. Dak.,
and S. B. Millard,
Litchfield, and A.
Sweningsen, Moor-

head, Minn.
It was a good

meeting and, as one Secretary NV. R. Blakely

of the newly-elected
officials afterwards remarked, " We certanly got

our money's worth. I am sorry we did not or-

ganize two years ago." Judging from the push

and energy displayed at this meeting, some of the

older associations will soon have to take a position

down the line. The opticians of the State had a
" law " before the Legislature before the associa-

tion was organized, and it looks very much as

though they would succeed in passing it, too.

" Action and progress " is their motto. THE KEY-

STONE wishes them the success they deserve.

President E. P. Sundberg was born in Sweden

in 1858 and came to America in 1870. He worked

on a farm near Red Wing, Minn., for two years and

afterwards served his apprenticeship as a watch-

maker with Myers & Finch, St. Paul, Minn. In

1877 he went to Elgin, Ill., and entered the employ

of the Elgin National Watch Co. In 1879 he ac-

cepted a position with A. Hardy, Fargo, N. Dak.,

for whom he worked two years, when he bought

Mr. Hardy's interest, since which time he has con-

tinued the business. He is a graduate of Dr. Mar-

tin's ophthalmic college and hospital, Chicago.

Mr. Sundberg is a self-made man and has one

of the most (if not the most) complete optical out-

fits in this section. He does all his edge grinding

and optical work, and by conscientious effort has

built up a very satisfactory business. He was one

of the first to agitate organization, and though not

able, owing to sickness the past four months, to

actively take charge of the preliminary work, by

his cool counsel and foresight, ably assisted in the

start made at the time and place of his suggestion.
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W. R. Blakely, Grafton, N. Dak., secretary of
the North Dakota State Optical Association, is one
of the younger generation of opticians. He was
born in Grey County, Ontario, in 1876, and had the
advantage of good schooling, being a graduate of
the Ontario High School. He served his appren-
ticeship as a watchmaker at Dunualk, Ontario, and
emigrated to the United States in 1897, when he
located at Minto, N. Dak., in partnership with his
brother, A. W. Blakely. Soon after he became

interested in optics and subsequently went to Litch-

field, Minn., where he took a course at Millard's

school and also a course of engraving. In

March, 1902, they bought the store of J. L. Eggle-
ston, Grafton, N. Dak., leaving his brother in

charge of the old store and W. R. in charge at
Grafton, where they now have one of the best
paying " small-town stores " in the State. The
association has reason to congratulate itself on get-
ting such an energetic and competent secretary.

Missouri Association of Opticians

The third annual meeting and banquet of the
Missouri Association of Opticians will be held at
Wood's Opera House, Sedalia, Mo., Wednesday,
May 13, 1903. The meeting will consist of two
sessions, one in the afternoon and one in the
evening. A most interesting programme has been
prepared by the committee, and there is every in-
dication that the meeting will be the most impor-
tant in the history of the organization. Papers will
be read by a number of the leading opticians, and
the subjects with which they will deal will possess
a vital interest for every refractionist. Another
valuable feature of the gathering will be a clinic,
which every member of the profession in the State
should witness. The banquet which is to follow
the business meeting will be on a most elaborate
basis, and in itself will be a function well worth
participating in. There will be a " big time " and
a profitable one, too.

Buffalo, N. Y., Opticians to Organize
A very successful meeting of the refractionists

of Buffalo, N. Y., was held at the Y. M. C. A. rooms
in that city, January 30th, the object of which was
the formation of an optical society for the city of
Buffalo and vicinity. The following were in attend-
ance : E. M. Baringer, Solomon H. Brick, M. L.
Failing, Gray M. Failing, Robert Forrest, A. J.
Gray, Henry Kirshner, Wm. P. Landgraf, E. A.
Ludwigs, Adam Pleuthner, Fred. Reifler, Herman
Seybert, Ernest V. Syrcher, Forrest F. Shaw, Jos.
Schmid, Jr., H. B. Wickins, John Wagner and
Roger F. Williams. The meeting was called to
order by E. M. Baringer, who was appoint?d chair-
man pro. tem.; Roger F. Williams was appointed
secretary pro. tem. Mr. Baringer read a letter
from B. B. Clark, of the Rochester Optical Club.
M. L. Failing, of the executive committee of the
New York State Society, and Messrs. Syrcher; Gray

and Wagner stated the object, purposes and mutual
benefits to be derived from an optical society in
Buffalo. M. L. Failing, Ernest V. Syrcher and
H. B. Wickins were appointed a committee on
constitution and by-laws. Messrs. M. L. Failing,
Pleuthner and Wagner were appointed a committee

" For Good
members present

or 
After
Go  omd 

many 
yt hr 
remarks 
mSaorcki es t by y.

it was decided to adjourn until such time and place
as should be selected by the chairman and secretary
pro. tern.
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A VEST POCKET OPERA GLASS
HALF AN INCH THICK.

Covered in Black Morocco.

Furnished also in Colored Leather and Gilt.

Nothing to Wear Out.
PATENTED AUGUST 12, W02,

" LA REINE " is a folding opera glass that may be carried in the vest
pocket. No case is necessary, as the patent cover and arrangement fully
protect the lenses.

When opened, all side-lights are eliminated—the lenses have remarkable
magnifying power, and give a large field of vision.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., SOLE IMPORTERS,
21 Rue de I' Echiquier, PARIS. 37-39 Maiden Lane (Lorsch Building), NEW YORK.

Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Course of Instruction

in the Science of Optometry.

OsjEcrIvE methods of instruction and actual practice will be a prominent feature
throughout the course. Each student will be given practical instruction in the use of
the Trial Case, Retinoscope, Ophthalmoscope, and the various instruments used in the

detection of errors of refraction and muscular disturbances.
Located on the same floor we have one of the finest and best equipped refracting establish-

ments in New York State, so that each student has the opportunity of learning how to con-
duct an optical business in a practical manner.

The course will make each student competent to practice Optometry, and at the comple-
tion of it he will not be burdened with theories which he does not know how to apply.

Rochester, N. Y., being one of greatest Optical centers of the world, makes it a desirable
place to pursue this course of study.

For further information and terms address,

Rochester School of Optometry,
A. a BOWE , M. D., Triangle Building, Rochester, N. Y. B. B. CLARK,

President. Seely.

THE GRIP GUARD
The Most Perfect Guard on the hittrIcct.

Always clean, r

Does not pinch,

Does not slip.

Made by M. E. STERN,

An Antiseptic Guard.

Price in 14 K..
$9.00 per doz.

Price in 10 K.,
$7.00 per doz.

Price in Gold Filled,
52.00 per doz.

Price in Nickel,
$1.00 per doz.

Send 15 cents for
Sample Pair.

36 and 38 John Street, NEW YORK.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Optician.

•
For soldering broken spectacles. The block is of asbestos and the

little braces hold the frame firmly while repairing or soldering on bridges
of all kinds and sizes. Does away with all pinning.'

Frames need no straightening or zaljusting.

Price, 50 Cents, postpaid.
The Keystone M'f'g Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Tne Keystone
Spectacle Solnering Block

USED TWICE,
PAYS FOR ITSELF.

than Our NewNone ̀`Better "
COMPACT AND HANDY
Made of the best steel, and

SO arranged as to keep the
glasses in place when open-
ing the case. Has an adjust-
able fastener, which also pre-
vents the case from crushing.
The hinge is stayed with
muslin, to make it strong and
durable.

The Best Case for
Rimless Spectacles

Will take extra long shank.
Manufactured and Patented by

Huh Optical Case Co.
77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.

Metal Riding Bow Case

Simplex " Hub" No. ISO.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS. Send for Catalogue.

THE ELEPHANT AND THE KANGAROO VISIT
THE MONKEYS IN THE zoo.
The eiephaat tried to sit on

his trunk, but decided to uso
some other hunk. The kangaroo
could jump pretty high, but
hadn't yot unite learned to fly.
The monkeys said they'd seen
pretty things, people wearing
beautiful rings, held in place by

l'"/• L L'an• an adjustable spring, to be had
of jewelers who know a good thing.
CHESTER WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

ELK TEETH
and Eagles' Claws
WHOLESALE.

Sent on selection to reliable
manufacturing jewelers.

I.. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

RELIABLE
INCUBATORS and

BROODERS.
Satisfaction gintran-

teedoryournioney latch.
Ito • Send 10 cents l,,,elllSYards Flue Fount'''. for great poultry book
jitst is,med, explaining remarkable guarantee
under which we Sell.
Rellxble Incubator ¼ Brooder Co.. Hoz II 161. 11olny' .

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio.

Watch, Spectacle siGNs
and Ring

1)11 cable, I;legant and Attractive.

BEST SIGNS ON EARTI-l•

Send for Catalogue.

PInnitraciurer of I. lin.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

119111141
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Advertising by Opticians

l'TICIANS were among the first of
the high-class crafts to appreciate the
importance of good advertising, and

the progress made by the optical profession
is due in no small degree to this fact. As
a rule the refractionists have a thorough
belief in publicity and have made magnificent
use of this instrument in forwarding not only
their own interests, but the interests of the

Attractive border
used in magazine
advertisements of
a St. Louis, Mo.,
spectacle house.

profession at large by educating the public
on the matter of defective vision and its
correction. Recently, however, it seems to
us that there has been a halt, or at least
retardation, of the rate of progress previously
made, and that opticians as a rule, do not
exercise as much care or ingenuity in the
form and matter of their announcements as

SIGNS OF
FAILING VISION

When your eyes tire in reading.
When you frown or partly close the eyes

when looking at an object.
When things "swim "or become dim after

being looked at for sonic time.
When the eyes ache, smart or water ; or

when you have pain in the eyeball, orbit,
temples or forehead.

When you have any nervous derangement
that you cannot otherwise account for.

All these conditions arc cura-
ble by the proper glasses, such
as we will furnish you after
scientific examination.

Testing the Eyes
Sometimes when people get spectacles

which suit them, they go on wearing them for
years without having their sight tested to
discover whether any change has taken
place. This is wrong. All who wear glasses
should have their eyes tested at intervals,
even if the necessity be not apparent to them.
As a general rule, spectacles for old sight
require changing about every three years,
but it is desirable that the sight should be
carefully tested every two years.

Whenever you feel uneasy in
your spectacles, don't hesitate
to call and see us. Always
glad to help you. If no change
is necessary we will tell you.

they
busy
licity
sligh

ought to. If it is because they are too
the excuse is a good one, but the pub-
end must never be neglected and rarely
ted. It is with the form rather than

The
Boy
and
His
Eyes

Intellect or Vision
If your boy is slow with his studies or in-

correct in his lessons, or if he complains that
he cannot see clear, that he has dull pains
in the region of the eye, or that he is subject
to headache ; or if he leers, looks at objects
askance or with partly closed eyes, lie is suf-
fering from some defect of vision. Bring him
to us for a thorough examination of his eyes.
We will find the trouble and remedy it with
glasses.

Browne 8 Nolan, Opticians.

the matter that we have most frequently to
find fault. The argument is generally good,
but in many cases there is no special effort
made to arrest the attention. There has,
we fear, been too much of a reaction from

(40i)

the extreme in illustration. An apt cut has
lost none of its attracting power, and many
of the optical advertisements which come
under our notice would be much helped by

Attractive border
used in the maga-
zine advertisements
of an eye specialist.
Such a border gives
life and individual-
ity to an advertise-
ment.

a suggestive illustration. We show on this
page a few of the ways that an argumenta-
tive advertisement may be given the requisite
prominence to call attention to it.

VISION TESTING

"1711171# 1

Don't Risk Your Eyes
Never select glasses for yourself, and never pur-

chase glasses from a peddling spectacle seller. It's
a thousand to one that you'll select the wrong
glasses. Anyhow, such spectacles always have poor
lenses, and wearing them will inevitably work in-
jury to you.

OUR instruments for eye examination are so
accurate that a mistake is impossible, and we
grind our own glasses.

HIRSCH BROS.
SCIENTIFIC REFRACTIONISTS.
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Successors to
KELLAM C.1 MOORE.

Pio. L. MOORE 0 SONS,
Manufacturing, Importing an Wholesale OPtiCiaIlS,

PRESCRIPTIONS
PAR EXCELLENCE.

Above and beyond improvement

is the standard we base our Pre-

scription filling upon, yet we are

ever on the alert to make another,

and another, step forward. Our

Prescription Department is equipped

with the most improved machines

in the hands of the most skilled

workmen.

It is supplemented by an optical

stock five times that of any other in

the South.

e'WE ARE THE PIONEER
SURFACE GRINDERS
OF THE SOUTH."

Skilled Workmen of our Prescription Department working upon
the most improved grinding machine made.

42 N. Broad Street,

ATLANTA, GA.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
DEALERS:

Write us about an almost new
Meyrowitz Ophthalmometer. We
took it on debt. It is in perfect
condition, late model ; and the price
is greatly reduced.

TWO OTHER ITEMS.

Tanslucent Signs is one of them.
Bright colored translucent signs to
apply to your windows. The eye
in full detail. Opera Glasses, etc.
Easily applied, inexpensive ; excel-
lent eyecatchers.

Case Lettering is another. We
are equipped with hot presses to do
gold-leaf case lettering,

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

A Few Good Reasons for using the

KACHOO GUARDS. 
THE 

guards being made of specially tem-
pered metal, are easily adjustable, with-
out danger of breakage, to conformation
of any nose.

BEING made entirely of metal without
any covering are absolutely antiseptic,
cleanly and sanitary—no shell or zylo=
nite to gather verdigris or cork to get
greasy.

THE arms being placed.below centers make
it unnecessary to use lenses drilled
above center.

WITH the extra broad bearing surface a
perfect balance is maintained.

SEND FOR SAMPLES.

German Silver $1  oo per dozen pairs.
Gold Filled 
Gold, 6  $0

McIntire, Magee & Brown,

i c5c;/It

High= Class

Builders of

Prescription Work,

723 Sansom Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Goerz Thula Binoculars

No. 40. Price, $62.00.

HAVE MERIT

Increased Power

Increased Field

of View
Reduced Bulk

and Weight

It is easier to sell a high-priced article with merit than a cheap one
without.

As a man is known by the company he keeps, so is a dealer known
by the goods he carries. Cater to the best by selling the 00ERZ
TRIEDER BINOCULARS.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

C. P. GOERZ OPTICAL WORKS,
Boom 16, 52 E. Union Soarc, NEW YORK.
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The Benefits of the Optical Pro-
fession

Address before the North Dakota State Optical Association by
A. SWENINOSEN, Moorhead, Mill11., President

Mimi:mita State Board of Examiners.

Opticians will be benefited most by rendering
the most skillful service to the public. The public
in turn will not only trust and patronize the optical
profession, but will accord it every possible assist-

ance through its
cordial support.
Since the time op-
tical science took
on the garment of
professionalism, a
continual advance-
ment has taken
place, and at such
a rate that it has
kept pace, if not
exceeded, that of
any of the other
scientific prof e s-
sions in the same

length of time. There are two reasons for this

rapid progress—education and organization.

The imperative need of optical

Beginnings of knowledge became so great that
optical colleges were organized
by the score, and have and are

doing a great amount of good, and they are to-day

the principal seat of optical learning. It is about

thirteen years since regular-conducted schools of

optometry came into existence. For a time the

wholesale houses, recognizing the desire for optical

knowledge, provided short elementary courses of

instruction to be given to their customers, but as

the optical colleges developed, these private in-

structions were discontinued. To-day we have the

regularly-conducted colleges and the correspond-

ence course. The tendency of the times, however,

is toward a longer and more thorough course, and

the time will undoubtedly come when a certain

standard of education will be required of applicants

for admission. The curriculum of studies ought

to be enlarged so as to.. include a number of prac-

tical subjects bearing upon physiologic optics.

Has not the time arrived when " chairs "

should be established in our State universities for

thorough instruction in optometry, and is it not

both our privilege and duty to advocate and

demand the establishment of such "chairs " of

instruction ? It should be our aim to advance our

profession sufficient to place it in the foremost

ranks of the leading professions. This cannot be

done unless we have the best advantages of educa-

tion, without which we cannot hope to gain the

confidence and esteem of the public, to which we

are really entitled. If we are willing to strive for

these higher attainments we are bound to receive

due recompense and recognition. Intelligence and

education are essential to place us on a higher level.

What applies to an individual applies equally as

well to a profession. Knowing these things let us

apply ourselves to their fulfillment.

With our profession thus thor-

Legal Protection oughly equipped for its work,

there remains yet something to

be done. We must be protected

from the invasions of the unscrupulous. Our call-

ing must not be injured and degraded in the eyes

of the public by the inefficient work of men without

the necessary training and professional standing.

The public, too, is sadly in need of this same pro-

tection, From time immemorial laws have been

A. Stveningsen.

Optical Education

a Necessity

THE KEYSTONE

enacted to protect society. You cannot eliminate
incompetency except by legal restriction. By
placing a law upon our statute books we compel a
standard of proficiency and thus place a safeguard
around the unwary and at the same time protect
true interests. Because of the laxity of legislation
along these lines it is possible for certain classes of
men to serve in these professions who are in no
way fitted for such service, and who utterly disre-
gard the best interests of the professions and the
welfare of the public. Their only aim is selfish
gain irrespective of results, and thereby bring much
disrepute upon the professional names they unright-
fully assume.

Without legislation to protect optometry it will
be next to impossible to win for ourselves a place
of respect among other professions. That the en-
actment of the laws establishing a certain standard
of attainment is a strong incentive to higher educa-
tion, is a fact which cannot very well be disputed.
Although the Minnesota law has existed less than
two years, and many were registered who were,
perhaps, not competent, yet it has been an incen-
tive to even thee to study and acquire more pro-
ficiency in their profession. Those who were re-
quired to take the examination can perhaps answer
for themselves better than I, whether or not, on
the whole, it was necessary for them to understand
optical science according to the knowledge of
the day.

No one, unless from selfish mo-
Good Work of tives, would object to a law of

this kind when it must redound
to the benefit of both the opti-

cian and the public. If the people can be made to
see this in its true light I am willing to abide by
their judgment, for the majority of the people very
seldom make a mistake. We are living at a time
when the predominating features of all branches of
business are organizing for the better protection of
their interests. Some of the best things that have
been achieved for the good of optometry during
recent years were largely due to optical associa-
tions that have been organized in almost every
State in the Union. These include both State and
local organizations. These have been eminently
successful in creating new standards of educational
requirements. They have done much to place the
work in a favorable light in the eyes of the people,
and thereby won for us the recognition which we
deserve. They have also succeeded in securing
helpful legislation—in short, they have been the
means of making optometry a real and honorable
profession. The members of these associations are,
as a rule, men of character, well equipped for the
performance of the duties belonging to their profes-
sion. It remains for us to continue this good work.
We must see to it that we have all the advantages
of modern science, all the training that can possibly
be acquired within reasonable limits of time. We
must protect ourselves from those who would
harm us. We must also see that the public is
protected. For the accomplishment of these ends
we must organize. We must establish high ideals
and see to it that they are fulfilled.

I wish to commend you most heartily for the
steps you have already taken toward a State organ-
ization. I would commend these few suggestions
to your careful consideration. I hope that all of
your meetings will prove to be an experience meet-
ing, and that your exchange of ideas and experi-
ences will create a new enthusiasm for your work,
and recognition of your needs will lead you to gain
the legislation necessary to your success. You
must remember that your State is still young and
that many of the pages of your statute books are

the Organizations
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still blank. It is your duty and privilege to write
upon these pages the laws that will enable you to
best protect the interests of your profession and
thereby win confidence and respect for yourselves
and also give to the public the service which it
needs. While you are not the first to lead in this
movement, you may continue the good work that
has been done in other States. You should profit
by the experience of others and start out with more
exactness and earnestness, because you know
better from the experience of others what to do or
not to do, and thereby win success for yourselves
and credit for your cause.

New York City Optical Society
The Optical Society of the City of New York

held its regular monthly meeting at the College of
the City of New York, on Wednesday evening,
February n, 1933. President Marchant being
absent, First Vice-President I larris presided.

At 8.30 P. m., Dr. Walt. Bryan opened the first
half of the scientific session with a lecture upon
" Living Matter and the Cell," illustrating same
with lantern slides, model eyes, skulls, dissected
eye of sheep and microscopical demonstrations.
Dr. Bryan began some months ago at the lowest
form of living matter, and as the truths unfold
under his able guidance the lectures become more
and more interesting. Considering the limited
time allowed, the manner in which he is covering
the ground is remarkable ; but due, no doubt, to
his entire command of the subject. That the
members appreciate his work was evident from the
applause the doctor received at the conclusion of
his lecture, and from the many questions asked by
his hearers.

Prof. Wm. Fox followed with a lecture upon
" Refraction," after which each member performed
the experiment suggested by the professor, by
which it was demonstrated that the refractive
index of water is to that of air as i 33 + :
This lecture was likewise enthusiastically received.

The business session was then opened. Secre-
tary Ryer read the minutes of the previous meeting
which, upon motion, were adopted as read. It was
then ordered that the secretary cast one ballot for
the election to membership of the following candi-
dates : Frank R. Cooley, Joseph Addison Thorn,
Martin Sinner, Edward Carson, Morris Cohen,
Nelson Y. Hull and T. Arthur Wobie. Applications
for membership then being in order, Lewis S. Levy,
and Chas. J. Smith were proposed by Mr. Ryer,
and their applications were ordered laid on the
table to follow usual procedure.

A communication from President Marchant
was then read, making known that illness was the
cause of his absence.

To the call for the report of the committee
appointed to draft resolutions of thanks to Mr.
Dilworth, ex-secretary, Mr. Harris, chairman of
the committee, said that all was proceeding satis-
factorily.

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New Eng-

land Association of Opticians which was to have
been held at Young's Hotel, Boston, Mass., on
Tuesday evening, February 17th, was necessarily
called off, owing to the storm which had been
sweeping over the State at about that time and
which the executive wisely apprehended would
make attendance at the meeting well nigh impos-
sible.
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ONE OF THE MURINE EYE REMEDIES
FE IMPAIRED CIRCULATION,

FLOATING SPOTS,
CLOUDINESS9..1F VISION.

C. EYE SPECIALIST5

• FlifThl THE LABORATOFie Of THE

MURINE EYE REMEDY
COM PANY

CHICAGO,ILLP 5.A.
PRICE 91.25

DO YOU SEE FLOATING
SPOTS OR COBWEBS?

HAVE YOU CLOUDY VISION
OR CATARACT SYMPTOMS?

BANENE
IS INDICATED IN THESE CASES

Banene is a distillation from
well known vegetable
ingredients that are ACTIVE
TONICS, having a special af=
finity for the blood supply
which NOURISHES THE EYE

The internal administration of Banene STIMULATES THE CAPIL=
LARY CIRCULATION OF THE DELICATE STRUCTURES OF THE EYE
Banene is indicated in OPACITIES OF THE CRYSTALLINE LENS
(Cataract), FLOATING SPOTS OR COBWEBS before the vision,
IMPAIRED CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD which nourishes the eye,
resulting in mal=nutrition. PAIN IN THE EYE=BALL, OPTIC NERVE
DISEASES. DIMNESS OF VISION, accompanied by inability to wear
glasses with comfort.

Cases are often found, more particularly in those of middle and ad-
vanced age, where proper correction for glasses has been made, while,
at the same time, the eye refuses to accept the lenses with favor. M-
N estigation discloses an impaired circulation in the interior of the eye-
ball. Banene relieves these conditions.

BA NENE CLEARS THE RETINA OF CONOESTION.

Banene is taken internally—eight drops in a wineglass of water three times daily. Banene is absolutely
harmless, no matter what the condition of the system may be, and will not interfere with other
systemic treatment. These remedies are specially prepared by expert oculists in the laboratory of the

MURINE EYE REMEDY COMPANY
Sold by Optical, Jewelry and Drug
Dealers everywhere. Send for full=
er treatise on Murine Eye Remedies CH ICAGO

M U ION E CURES Inflamed and
Weakened Conditions of the Eye
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Annual Meeting and Banquet of the
Illinois Optical Society

The regular meeting of the Illinois Optical

Society will be held in the rooms of the Chicago

Jewelers' Association, sixth floor, Columbus Me-

morial Building, Thursday and Friday, March lath

and 13th. There will be an evening session on the

first-mentioned date and an afternoon session on

the day afterwards, the latter to be followed by the

fourth annual banquet of the society at the Palmer

House. This has become a social event of some

note among the opticians of the West, and the

arrangement committee is making a special effort

to give to the forthcoming reunion much additional

attractiveness. The benefits to be derived from

participation in such functions are too obvious to

need recital. The optical practitioner cannot, in

justice to himself, afford to underestimate the prac-

tical information to be gleaned, even incidentally,

from mingling periodically with his kind, and in

view of the reduced railroad rates operative at the

time, no mere trifle should prevent their attendance

at this important gathering of the growing Illinois

society.

Ohio Optical Association

The first annual convention of the Ohio Opti-

cal Association will be held in the Neil House,

Columbus, Ohio, April 14, 1903. A special pro-

gramme of lectures, papers, discussions and de-

monstrations is being prepared, which will possess

much interest for every refractionist in the State.

All interested in the science of optics and in the

betterment of the optical profession are cordially

invited to attend. The regular business will be

followed by a banquet. Notwithstanding that as

yet it is scarcely one year old, the Ohio society is

making a progress which leaves no room for doubt

as to its future importance and usefulness.

THE KEYSTONE

Rochester Optical Club

The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Club was held on Tuesday evening, February 23d,

in the office of B. B. Clark, Triangle Building,

Rochester, N. Y. In the absence of President

Clark and Vice-President Morse, Secretary Bestor

called the meeting to order, and there were four-

teen members in attendance. In due course W .W.

Bissell was appointed chairman of the meeting,

after which the minutes of the previous gathering

were read and approved. Dr. Neefus, the lecturer

for the evening, was introduced by W. W. Bissell.

The doctor stated that he wanted to correct the

idea that he was to give a lecture. He said that it

was announced as a lecture on " The Nerves of

the Human Body," but for the time being he

wanted to be as much of an optician as possible,

and would, therefore, talk informally instead. He

accompanied his discourse with a practical demon-

stration of two brains and the microscopic examina-

tion of specially-prepared slides. The doctor had

to cover a very broad. subject in a very limited

length of time, but his talk was of immense value

to everyone present, and should lead to a deeper

study along this subject, which has such an im-

portant bearing on the work of the up-to-date

refractionist.
At the close of the doctor's remarks Mr.

Arrington moved that he be given a rising vote of

thanks. Mr. Mielke seconded the motion, which

was heartily acted upon. Mr. Arrington also moved

that the minimum price on steel temples be re-

duced from 25 to 15 cents for framed, and zo cents
frameless. Mr. Mielke seconded the motion and
it was carried.

The club then adjourned to the private dining
rooms of the Whitcomb Grill, where a very pleasant
hour was passed, cementing more firmly the friend-
ship already existing among Rochester opticians.

Iowa State Association of Opticians
The annual meeting of the Iowa State Asso-

ciation of Opticians will be held in the club rooms
of the Grand Hotel, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June loth
and nth, and will be the most most important
gathering that this organization has ever held. The
committee on entertainment are working assidu-
ously in perfecting the arrangements for the meet-
ing, and the programme, which has been formu-
lated, is replete with instructive and interesting
features. Papers will be read and lectures deliv-
ered by members of the association and by other
able members of the profession. The membership
of this association has been considerably increased

of late.

A Simple and Effective Method of
Determining the Degree of

Deviation in Squint

Strabometry is by no means the least impor-

tant item in the examination of cases of squint;

for, to be on a basis to properly treat a case and to
know, as the treatment progresses, whether there
is any change in the deviation is important, as even
a slight diminishing of the degree as the case is
seen from time to time, is in favor of a continuance

of treatment instead of resorting at once to opera-

tive measures ; be the outcome of the treatment

what it may, parallelism of the visual axes with or

without an operation.

The various methods of measuring the degree

of deviation, such as the perimeter test, cover or

screen test, Priestley Smith's tape measure test,

Hirschberg's test, the linear measure test, the

prism test, etc., are not difficult if the patient is

old enough to appreciate what is being done and

gives his assistance. They all take time, however,

and what is more important, the largest percent-

age of squint cases is in children under six years

of age ; and the co-operation of these little ones is

not to be had in measuring the deviation, so we

must have a method that is simple, fairly exact,

that will quickly determine the degree of deviation

before the attention is attracted elsewhere, and

most important, something that can be used with

the youngest child.

The method suggested here is not original

with me, but a modification of that advocated by

Claud Worth, of London. The principle is de-

rived from the perimeter test and corneal reflex;

instead of the arc the tangent of a circle is used,

and degrees marked off in this tangent. The appa-

ratus consists of a wooden base supporting an up-

right, at right angles to the center and top of this

upright is attached an arm, which can be turned to

the right or left at the center of the upright ; on

the back of this arm a scale of degrees is marked.

The light is a long miniature electric lamp, that

can be flashed on and off with a push button. On

the arm is a small marker to attract the patient's

attention.
The scale is made by extending the radii

through the arc of the circle to the tangent, the
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radius being 6o cm. or the distance the patient's
eyes from the light.

To measure the deviation, the patient is placed
in front of the apparatus with the elbows resting
on the table. The distance of the eyes being
regulated by a cord, to which is attached a ring,
which is held on the little finger at the orbital
margin ; the light being flashed on will at once
attract their attention, the position of the corneal
reflex is noted in the fixing eye and the patient
directed to look at the marker, which is moved to
or from the upright until the reflex of the deviating
eye is relatively in the same position as it was in
the fixing eye when looking at the light ; by direct-
ing the patient to look first at the light and then at
the marker, the reflex can be located exactly in the
deviating eye, and the degree read off on the back
of the arm opposite the position of the marker.
With small children or babies, the nurse holds
them on the lap with the child's head between the
hands ; a match is lighted and held over the
marker, at which the baby will naturally look;
this is moved back and forth, the electric light
being flashed on and off from time to time until
the corneal reflex is in relatively the same position
in the deviating eye. The light can be flashed on

and off so quickly that the child cannot have time
to change its gaze from the lighted match to the
electric light.

The advantages of the apparatus are its sim-

plicity, the rapidity with which the degree of devi-

ation can be determined, the exactness which is

sufficient for all practical purposes and the fact

that it can be used with the youngest child as

easily as with the adult.
—Dr. Nelson Miles Black, in Ophthalmic Record

Gigantic Electric Arc

An 8o,000-volt electrical transformer was re-

cently installed at Butte, Montana, for the local
lighting and power company, the distance over
which the current is transmitted being sixty miles.
During the insulation tests of the transformer the

voltage was run up to 16o,000, and at this pressure

an arc was formed between the ends of the cables
and the transformer tank, over a distance of five or

six feet. But india-rubber disks fixed on the cable
terminals prevented the formation of the arc.

When 8o,000 volts are used there is no brush dis-

charge, and the disks are not needed.

Acetylene Rendered Harmless

By a recent invention it is believed that acety-

lene can be used for public and private illumination
without any danger of explosion, even if the gas is

subjected to the test of an electric spark. To

obtain this result the storage cylinder is packed

with asbestos or brick disks—the latter of eighty

per cent. porosity and filled with acetone. The
acetylene is then pumped into the cylinder or tank

under a pressure of ten atmospheres. It is found

that the acetone dissolves or absorbs the acetylene

to the extent of a hundred-fold the mathematical
capacity of the cylinder. The gas is now being

used on several railroads in this manner for illu-

minating purposes.

"The Keystone is worth ten times what I pay
for it ; I could not do without it. "—Hiram Allen,
Jeweler and Optician, Cloverdale, Cal.
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Remember that $7.50 buys a
Life Scholarship in our College,
Including Diploma an Degree, "Doctor d Optics."

Lists for the next class open until March 24th.
Class to start promptly on the 3oth.

When we quote this course at Seven Dollars and Fifty Cents we do not mean that
it is a cheap course in any sense of the word.

It is the same course of instruction that we have been giving at $25.00 for the past ten
years except that we have constantly added to it and improved upon it, keeping it up to date
with the growth and progress of the optical science.

We have left out nothing that would assist our students in becoming skillful and
practical refractionists and masters of the profession.

We begin at the first elementary principles and carry the student step by step through
every detail of the subject to Muscular Anomalies and Higher Prisms.

Several thousand students have told us that the course is worth a good deal more than
$25.00 to them, and a good many have told us that they believed our course was better and
more thorough than any other in the world.

The only reason that we can afford to make the reduction in tuition is because it brings
us a proportionately greater number of students and really pays us better in the end than a
smaller number of students at $25.00 each.

We do not wish you to take our word for the thoroughness of our course.
Our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," contains a list of

testimonials from students in nearly every State and Territory in the United States and
Canada as well as from foreign countries.

It may be that you are personally acquainted with some of them. We will be glad to
have you write to as many of them as you may wish and get their opinion of our system
and the work that we are doing.

We will gladly send you our prospectus and our circular, "A Permanent Reduction,"
if you will send us your address.

Write us to-day.

The South Bend College of Optics (incorporated),
South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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The Physiological Branch of the
A. A. 0. and Its Mission

By JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President.

Many inquiries as to whether the educational
course presented by Prof. Rogers is under the
auspices of the Physiological Branch, make an
explanation desirable at this time. As has fre-
quently been stated, neither the American Associ-
ation nor the Physiological Branch can ever teach,
but the world's history shows that the various
scientific organizations, many dating back several
centuries, have largely contributed to the progress
and advancement of the specific branches they
fostered, and the object as outlined in the consti-
tution of this branch clearly sets forth its mission:

To stimulate and encourage a broader tech-
nical and scientific equipment in the field of physi-
ological optometry, incite analytical investigation,
record results of such research as may prove of
value to the science of optometry, and recognize
high attainments or merit in this field by conferring
some suitable honor upon those found worthy of
this distinction.

THE KEYSTONE

Therefore, the Physiological Branch can only

urge, encourage, indicate ways and means, and
ultimately co-operate in the creation of a national

examining board, which should be composed of

the most representative men of our profession pos-

sessed of the specific qualifications necessary, who

shall provide a broad, comprehensive examination

on the subjects contained in the matriculation

blank, and which should consist of oral examina-

tions, practical demonstration and the writing of a

short thesis on some one pertinent subject, of

which the applicant will not have knowledge until

he enters examination, when he will draw a sealed

envelope containing the same, and which he must

write in the presence of the examiners entirely

from memory without reference to text books.

In these first examinations only pertinent sub-

jects, in which the intelligent practitioner should be

versed, will be introduced, and as the aspirant will

have the list of subjects at hand from now on, he

should have no difficulty in passing a satisfactory

examination if he has digested the laws of refrac-

tion and is sufficiently practical to be able to

demonstrate his fitness before the board. Those

passing this examination will be awarded a modest

and yet dignified certificate of capacity, recom-

mending them to the consideration of the profes-

sion at large as duly qualified " technicists in

optometry," this to be signed by the examining

board, president and secretary, and as it will be

made to stand for_qualification it should be valued

by the possessor. Thus ultimately a fraternity will

be created who will jealously guard the best inter-

ests of the profession.
The criticism that this will of necessity be

crude and imperfect is met by the statement that

all similar efforts of the various professions had

like modest beginnings, but through the evolution

which was the natural result of earnest effort and

time, crudities were eliminated, changes made

from time to time to meet existing emergencies,

and thus ultimately acceptable conditions obtained.

That this will be the history of our present struggle

for a standard of capacity, which must be the

foundation of our profession, will be admitted.

What, therefore, can be done by the earnest refrac-

tionist? Identify yourself with the Physiological

Branch, which, from the fact that a general knowl-

edge of optometry is made requisite for member-

ship, will as a consequence consist of the progres-

sive element, take up the subjects outlined in its

matriculation blank, and qualify yourself for the

final examination, and thus be among the pioneers
who are blazing a trail through virgin forests for
the future optometrician's guidance. This should
not be difficult, for many most excellent text books
are available at nominal prices, amongst them " The
Optician's Manual," two volumes ; "Skiascopy," a
treatise on the shadow test and use of the retino-
scope, and " Ophthalmic Lenses," by Charies F.
Prentice, M. E., all published by THE KEYSTONE,
together with some good anatomy and text books
on ocular diseases, and a careful and thorough
digestion of the phenomena of muscular anomalies,
on which Maddox, Savage, Ranney, Chalmers,
Prentice and many others have contributed
valuable data, the analytical study of which, and
systematic observation of the constantly-varying
phases of refraction that present themselves to
the practitioner, should so broaden his field of
usefulness as to make his avocation a work of

love and fascination, and gradually bring to him
that confidence in his diagnostic abilities which

will eliminate conjecture and place him firmly
upon the tenable premises of knowledge and skill.

Write at once to C. S. Hart, secretary, Lynn,

Mass., who will supply necessary blanks for mem-
bership, and endeavor to be one of the number

who will make application for certificate at Atlantic

City at next summer's convention, when it is hoped

the examining board will hold its first session,

details of which will be announced later.

Virginia State Optical Association
The semi-annual meeting of the Virginia State

Optical Association was held in the assembly room

of Murphy's Hotel, Richmond, February 19th, and

consisted of two sessions. The first session was

called to order by President Lang at 4 P. M. It was

devoted largely to the regular business of the asso-

ciation. One very interesting feature was a talk

on " The Anatomy of the Eye," by B. R. Tucker,

with practical demonstrations. Dr. Galeski, David

Lamsden and D. A. Buchanan, all of Richmond,

were elected honorary members. The second

session was given over to educational matters;

E. E. Shreiner, of Richmond, spoke lengthily upon

" Optical Organization," and his address evoked

much discussion upon that subject. John W.

Buchanan, of Petersburg, spoke on " The Practice

of Optometry as a Profession from the Standpoint

of a Refracting Optician." C. H. Rudd, of Rich-

mond, read a most interesting paper on " Retino-

scopy," showing by a scientific instrument the

advantages of the Geneva patent. Another instruc-

tive feature of the proceedings was the free clinic,

the members showing a lively interest in the

demonstrations. The scientific apparatus which

was used at the meeting was kindly furnished by

D. V. Brown, of Philadelphia, Pa., to whom a vote

of thanks was extended. The meeting afterwards

adjourned to the banquet hall and during the

interval prior to the feast, vocal and instrumental

music was rendered by the members. The progress

of the subsequent festivity was marked by an

abundance of jocularity and pleasant repartee. It

was well nigh the hour of dawn when the delighted

participants adjourned to meet again at Staunton

in August. The following members were in

attendance : H. L. Lang, Staunton ; W. T. Blanton,

Farmville ; C. H. Rudd, V. B. Gilbert, E. E.

Shreiner and A. F. Jahnke, Jr., all of Richmond;

E. W. Green, Roanoke ; B. R. Tucker and G. S.

Hall, Norfolk ; J. W. Buchanan, Petersburg ; and

W. Buckingham, Lynchburg. In addition to the

foregoing, a large number of visiting opticians from

various towns in the State were also in attendance.
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Annual Meeting of the California
State Association of Opticians

The annual meeting of the California State
Association of Opticians was held in the Cosmos
Cafe, San Francisco, January 19th, President Kutt-
ner in the chair. The regular business consisted of
the reading of the director's report and the admis-
sion to membership of J. R. Pardee, L. B. Lawson
and A. E. Banks. The auditing committee report-
ed progress and were given an extension of time
for the completion of their work. The president's
annual address followed, and in the course of his
remarks he said : " We have endeavored to the
very best of our ability to push along the good
work so well begun by our predecessors, F. C.
Chinn and L. Schneider. The adoption of a new set
of by-laws whereby the technical business is con-
ducted by a board of directors has proved an
important factor in our success. A matter of great
moment was our incorparation. The board has
unmistakably shown its determination to make the
association live—as we stand now the Eastern
societies derive courage from us as we derive
courage from them. The issuing of certificates to
members in good standing who are also otherwise
entitled to them we consider as an advanced step,
a truly wise proceeding on the part of the associa-
tion ; in this way the public has already learned to
discriminate between the scientific refractionist and
the mere spectacle vender. Let me here impress
upon those of our members who have not yet had
their certificates framed to have it attended to
quickly and hang them in their respective stores;
the personal benefit as well as that to the associa-
tion is self-evident. Our latest work has been to
urge the wholesalers of this State to make a distinc-
tion in the matter of prices between the regular
refractionists and those who encroach upon us.
With the active co-operation of our Los Angeles
members we can safely say it is bearing fruit. Dr.
Hall and Mr. Sanford have been made honorary
members. The standard of our membership
as regards ability and character we consider
at the present time as very high. The ensuing
year will bring on its goodly share of desirable
members."

According to the report of the treasurer our
finances are in fine condition, considering the great
expense we have been under during the past year.
The next business was the election of officers.
L. Kuttner was nominated for president ; F. W.
Laufer, for first vice-president ; H. J. Nims, for
second vice-president ; John Rinner, for financial
secretary, and Albert J. Schohay, for recording
secretary. There being no opposition, the secre-
tary was instructed to cast in turn the ballots of the
association for each of the above-named candi-
dates. W. H. Hunt was nominated for treasurer,
but declined the office, owing to circumstances,
whereupon Wm. R. Johnston was unanimously
chosen. The vacant directorships were filled by
the unanimous election of C. H. Wood and C. L.
Hogue. L. B. Lawson was unanimously elected
sergeant-at-arms. Resolutions of sympathy were
passed and the financial secretary's report read,
after which an adjournment was made' to the ban-
quet hall, where the members and. their friends
feasted merrily until the midnight hour.

"Don't you worry, we are not going to get
along without The Keystone. We could not do it.
We are interested in anything good in regard to
optics. "—Frank Edson Adams, Optician, Wor-
cester, Massachusetts.
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WARNER
AND

SVVA S EY
UNIVERSAL PRISM

FIELD
GLASSES

_
i

f

Wt guarantee each
glass to be of the
11 II CI HEST'
QUALITY
both optically and
mechanically.

COMPARATIVE FIELDS.

Field as shown by the Warner
Swasey Prism Field Glass.

Field as shown by the best old-
style Field Glass of same power.

Made in three powers
—magnifying 6, 8 and
io diameters.
Ask your jobber for

them.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

THE

WARNER & SWASEY
COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

l?re Standard Luminous Ophthalmoscope
De Zeng's Model of The Loring.
An instrument perfect in every detail.

No protruding tube or other attachments to prevent the
necessary approach to the eye during examination, the
instrument being so compact that the cornea may be
touched with the mirror without interference from the
illuminating attachment.

It is no larger than the ordinary ophthalmoscope and of
about the same weight.

The volume and area of illumination are far in excess of any-
thing heretofore accomplished and one observation of
the retina with it is convincing.

The lamps are interchangeable and can be supplied to meet
the requirements of almost any current of from 2 to 6
volts, while the one regularly furnished with the instru-
ment is approximately 23A volts.
We are prepared to supply the proper Batteries, Con-

trollers, etc., for operating the Instrument.

We also manufacture The Loring, Morton,
Knapp and May Ophthalmoscope. The DeZeng
Luminous, The Thorington and other forms of the
Retinoscope. The Standard and McHardy Regis-
tering Perimeter. Adjustable Ophthalmometer
Tables, Trial Frames, Rotary Prisms, Light
Screens, Card and (las Stands and Brackets,
etc., etc.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

Orders received only from the Jobbing Trade.

Standard Optical Instrument Co.
MANUFACTURERS,

315 Vine Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tuition Reduced from $25
to only $6.
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We have decided to
give our splendid three
months' correspondence
course for ONLY SIX
DOLLARS.

This includes our high-
est honor Lithographed
Diploma conferring the
degree DOCTOR OF
OPTICS.

There is no more thor-
ough course or finer
diploma in the United
States.

Our class closing last
month numbered 86 ; we

expect 500 under this offer. Next class begins March 20th. Enrollment now
open. This includes life membership—questions answered and help given
during life.

This is practically the same as the personal attendance course from which
a large class has just been graduated, each paying $5o.00 tuition.

You can get the same, except the clinic work, for only $6.00.
Our College is Chartered and fully Incorporated under the laws of the

State, authorizing us to confer on all graduates the degree " Doctor of Optics."
Our course covers the subject of Optics from the first principles up through

higher prisms and Physiological Optics.
Send application for scholarship to-day with draft or write for special

announcement and testimonials.

The National College of Optics,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Boston's New R House.
Accurate Work.

Promptly Returned.
Prices Reasonable.

4.;:. IN. QUINUIV,
373 Washington Street,

Boom 24, Jewelers Building. Boston, Mass.

■■■■■■■■■■,
Kellam & Moore's t

COLLEGE OF OPTICS
neorporated)

We give personal instruction suited
to each individual, and lead the student
by easy graduations to a more and more
advanced knowledge of ophthalmic op-
tics. Every graduate from our school
is a scientific optieian in fact. We have
successful graduates now located in
many different States.
Two Courses, ATTENDANCE Ow

anti CORRESPONDENCE.

Addres,, John L. Moore & Sons,
Atlanta, Ga.

■■■4i.■■■■■41■■

NEW SPEC. TEMPLE FERRULES.

Soft solder
lined.
They
make a
strong,
neat lob;
no solder
showing.

No. 1. Box 3/2 gross, assorted 10 K. gold,
gold filled and silver, per box, . . $1.00

No. 2. Box %, gross, assorted, 5 doz. gold
filled andT1 doz. silver, per box, . . . .73

No. 3. Paper of la gold filled and 6 sil-
ver, per paper,  25

No. 4. Paper of 24 gold filled, per paper,  30
Ask floor jobber for them.

FRED MAHLER, Mfg. Jeweler,
107 Canal Street, Cirand Rapids, Mich.

Are You
an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come ? If so, send
for the full and
illustrated course

entitled " Ophthalmic Hypnotism," Itwill surprise and delight you. It is a com-plete course of 40 lessons, a £25 course for
only SI.00 to Practicing Opticians.
Introductory Lesson FREE. Address

JOHANN HARR AES, M. D., Oph. D.,
257 W. Madison St., Chicago.

fr

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A
TRIAL CASE.

Price, $2.00.

Throw Away the Rule and Stop
Your Guessing.

The.iinieuay of fitting eyeglasses made easy
by using

Stevenson's Eyeglass Guard Gage.
For sale by

F. A. HARDY & CO., Chicago, Ill.,
BENJ. ALLEN 6c CO., Chicago, Ill,
JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO., Detroit, Mich.
GLOBE OPTICAL CO., Boston, Mass., and
THE ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,

47 Hatton Garden, London, E. C.

March, 1903

Optical Notes

.0 The Johnston Optical Company, Detroit,
Mich., are again enlarging their plant. The latest
addition is 26 x 56 feet and will greatly increase their
conveniences and facilities.

.0 Ernest Eimer, the well-known jeweler-
optician, of 107 W. Western Avenue, Muskegon,
Mich., and who is secretary of the Michigan Op-
tical Society, is establishing himself in new and
commodious quarters at 121 W. Western Avenue,
where he has installed some very elaborate addi-
tional equipment.

,,os The Indiana Optical Society has opened a
temporary office in the Stevenson Building, Indian-
apolis, which will be in charge of W. E. Huston,
of Greenfield, who is a member of the executive
committee. It will be the function of Mr. Huston
to watch the interests of the society in the State
legislature, which is now in session.

.0 The New England Optical Co. was recently
organized and has started in business with offices
at Lowell, Mass.; Nashua and Manchester, N. H.,
which are managed respectively by John McEvoy,
E. L. Poore and F. A. Barber. The directors of
the company are : Geo. W. Mansfield, Boston,
Mass., president ; Fred. A. Barber, Manchester,
N. H., treasurer; H. E. Murdock, Portland, Me.,
clerk ; W. T. Almy, New Bedford, Mass., general
manager, and Eben L. Poore, Nashua, N. H.

.4 The DeZeng Optical Co., of Germantown,
Pa., and the Standard Optical Instrument Co. have
become consolidated. The new concern will manu-
facture exclusively for the jobbing trade under the
name of the Standard Optical Instrument. Co.,
with offices and factory at 313 Vine Street, Phila-
delphia. They will continue to manufacture their
line of ophthalmoscopes, retinoscopes, etc., to-
gether with the specialties hitherto made by the
DeZeng Company.

THE KEYSTONE:

F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, announce that
they have made an arrangement with E. Kirstein
Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., whereby they will
carry a• full line of the Shur-on mountings. The
firm also announces that the Hardy Roman spring
will hereafter be known as the Roman Shur-on
spring, and will be made in gold only.

.08 Among the matriculations of one day re-
cently at the Northern Illinois College of Oph-
thalmology and Otology were Chas. A. Smith,
629 York Street, Newport, Ky.; Herman F. Scher-
zinger, Fond-du-Lac, Wis.; Overton H. Mennet,
Columbus, Ind.; Bert K. Kerr, Phoenix, Ariz.;
Martin L. Wesner, Biggs, Cal.; L. Sargent, New
Concord, Ohio; W.W. Diedrich, 8ro Chase Avenue,
Rogers Park, Ill.; Isaac Zemansky, 324 West Supe-
rior Street, Duluth, Minn., and Elmer C. Roberts,
Bloomer, Wis.

A Curious Eyeglass
Dr. E. Ribard, one of the well-known opti-

cians of Paris, has recently invented an eyeglass
that is causing a considerable stir in the French
capital.

Even though it may have all the advantages
that its inventor claims for it, it is an odd enough
looking affair to make its wearer conspicuous any-
where except in Paris.

Bnt in Paris it is only the sensibly dressed man
who is conspicuous.

Among the gay throngs who frequent the cafes
and the public places the glasses are having a great
vogue. They are a fitting finish to the typically
ridiculous dress of the average Parisian.

But Dr. Ribard did not invent them as a fad
of Latin Quarter fashion.

He is a serious scientist and designed his
glasses with the serious purpose of assisting men
whose eyes are affected.

He cannot be blamed for being followed as a
fad by men whose brains are distorted,
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His glasses seem, theoretically, to be made to
fill a long-felt want. Whether or not they actually
do it is another question, for they have not yet
been introduced in this country, and it is doubtful
whether they could be made popular here.

They are simply oblong lenses, being practi-
cally the middle third of an ordinary lens.

Persons who are near-sighted will not need
them, but the far-sighted will immediately appre-
ciate the theory on which they are built.

The ordinary far-sighted man is constantly
taking off and putting on his glasses, as he wants to
look at an object near or at a distance.

This not only irritates the nose, but soon
weakens the framework and the springs by which
the glasses are held in place.

Dr. Ribard acknowledges that he is indebted
to Benjamin Franklin for the hint on which he has
founded his new invention.

Franklin, who was far-sighted, replaced the
upper third of his lens with a piece of ordinary
glass, but this was only a partial solution of the
problem.

When he wanted to look through the plain
glass, it was necessary for him to lean his head for-
ward and look up, and when he wanted to look at
the ground he had to remove his glasses.

Dr. Ribard's invention is intended to overcome
these defects.

He has tried to exclude all that is useless and,
instead of using plain glass, use no glass at all
where the eyes require no assistance.

So, too, he has cut away the lower part of the
lense, so that far-sighted persons may see objects
in close range without troubling to remove their
glasses.

The National College of Optics, of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, whose ad. appears on page 408, has certainly
taken the " bull by the horns " in the matter of
cheap tuition. This is the lowest price we have
ever seen offered by a first-class school. —Adv.

We Arc Not Begging—
To set up your prescriptions—

BUT
If you will try us you will be pleased. We have fifty

workmen making lenses, and carry a full stock for this work.
Experienced workmen and a complete equipment.

blanks upon request.

Tilton Optical Co.
Tilton, N. H.

PRIVATE EXAMINATIONS FREE OF CHARGE,•
AW,FlY

olso In and
have your cyon

exatnIn,1 I n a

acicnt mannrr,

If you aro rua•

ablo to road thia

typo at 14 Inchea

you eardGlasaos.

REFRACTING OPTICIAN.

The above is a Novel Cut for Opticians
and all dealers in glasses. Can be seen at a
glance. Eye test within cut. Your name to
appear where mine does.

Postpaid, $41.00.
Without name, 75c.

A. W. FLYE, Optician, Gloucester, Mass.

FREE. FREE. FREE.
EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENTS to LII

subscribers to the " Canadian Optician."
1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7, in black

and white, on heavy glazed cardboard.
2.—Two Ophthalmic Charts in every natural

color, excellent for demonstrating, regular
price, 31.00.

3,—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., givingsuggestions
for illustrations, type-setting, et,. They
are spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A copy of' an Advertising Booklet ex-
plaining the importance of vision, pheno-
mena of sight, eye defects, their remedy,

tr

etc., told in plain language.
All

dd
Optician" for one year,sent on receipt ■.f $1.00.
A

ehso above, together with the " Canadiansi 

24 Adelaide Street 
Can :It aTno rOo pn icna,

Ueda.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

ARTIFICIAL HUMAN EYES
ar,• Me on7i, inanufacturer.■ thi.r counhy who can produce poleetly

THE FULL BACK REFORM EYES
Sometimes Called the Dr. Snellen Eye.

Full Back catches the muscles and gives a surprising increase of motion,
producing lifelike expression.

2nd—Give comfort because there are no irritating edges.
3rd—Aseptic, because there Is no bollou back to accumulate secretions.
4th—Overcomes sunken appearance, as It completely fills the orbit.

Life-size illustration
of one shape of FULL
BACK REFORM EYE
—No irritating edges.

Life-size illustration
of old Shell Eye.
Irritating edges.

Enlarged illustration of Full Back Reform Eye. showing clearly the full back, which terms an
easy cushion and obviates irritating edges. This FULL BACK is made in various curvatures.

Opticians are invited to visit our works and see how we make eyes, matching and filling
special orders with the utmost facility and accuracy.

We also have constantly on band the largest stock of regular shell eyes.
We can make to order (on the premises) the most diffitlilt eye within a few days.
Write for our special circular " Facts About Artificial Eyes and How to Order Them."

THE R. HOEHN CO
I. MAYER Ec CO., Proprietors. 8o--82 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

Also Manufacturers and Importers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, etc.
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WHY DON'T YOU BUY YOUR

DIAMONDS

A. C. BARD & CO.,
They will send you goods on memo. Try them.

\\011///

•C■s'
\ \

TRADE-MARK

CUTTERS AND
IMPORTERS,

103 State St., Chicago, Ill.

Lorgnette
Rack

Made in a variety of Hard Polished
Woods. Also covered in Velvet.
26 in. High. Top Arm 19 in.

By the use of this Rack, the
jeweler's stock of chains and other
goods can be displayed to the best
advantage, thus assisting in their
sale.

L. Well & Sons
Sole Makers,

Manufacturers or Cases, 'Frays and Chests
for Jewelry and Silverware.

32 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Send for Catalogue.

Landis School of Engraving.
WE HAVE MOVED

INTO OUR. NEW BUILDING.

It is a new brick building, and was erected by
Mr. Landis especially for his School.

The Office and School no01118 are on the first
floor, with it flue north light. Benches and all con-
veniences built in after his own design.

Also a separate Reading Room, where pupils
can spend their evenings while attending the School.

The School opened February 2d with a full
class, and those wishing to enter should make
advance dates, as we do not accept more than
twelve pupils at one time, and devote our entire
time to their Instruction and Advancement.

Send for mu Tool List and Prospectus.
Correspondence solicited.

M. L. LANDIS,
119 Koch Ave., Detroit, Mich.

STEPHENS' PATENT

Automatic or Self-Closing
Jeweler's Vises.

FOR JEWELRY MANUFACTURERS, AMATEURS AND LIGHT WORK.

This improvement consists
of a steel spiral spring, so ar-
ranged as to close the jaw of
the vise and hold the work
firmly until secured by the
lever.

Size, 2 inches. Opens 2
inches. Weight, Flat Vise.
2 lbs.; Swivel Vise, 3 lbs.

Flat Base, with Anvil.

0111

January.

% i Id Ruse.

February.

Pink.

March. April.

Easter I.ily.

BIRTH FLOWER PINS.

May.

Lills‘ "I ■ idle)

AMC C.

Pose.

4. I I

A NEW IDEA IN

BIB AND CUFF PINS.

10 K. solid back, rose or green gold finish. A novelty which every jeweler should carry
in stock. An article equally appropriate for ladies and children ; dainty in design and
execution, modest in price, and a good seller for every month in the year.

SEND FOR AN ASSORTMENT.

Henry Freund Bro., THE JEWELRY HOUSE, No. 9 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

'0
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Daisy.

ELK GOODS A SPF,CIAL,TY.

August.

Pond Lily.

Septeinluer.

Poppy.

October.

Cosmos.

November.

Chrysant hem ti m.

December.

Swivel Base, with Anvil. Projecting Swivel, Base and Anvil.

In corresponding, always mention TICE KEYSTONE.

The STEPHENS' JEWELER'S VISES are without a rival. They are the
most POPULAR and CONVENIENT on the market.

TOWER & LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Our New Catalogue No. 5 is now ready.
On and after Jan. 1st, r9o3, we will sell ALL WATCH- listed at $1.00 each in our Catalog No. 4, for 70 cents
MAKERS' SIZE WIRE AND WHEEL CHUCKS, each, less usual cash discount.

Hopkins Hopkins Whitcomb
No, 1 No.8 No. B4

Elgin
Stark or

Triumph Whitcomb No. 2
Webster Moseley HopkinsKearney 8-4

Olin

Loader
Motioloy MoitelOY
1 x 2 No.! Myatt Geneva

We make chucks for any other Lathe besides these illustrated, and guarantee satisfaction in any design. When wanting any kind of chuck,
wire, wheel or any Special Chuck, ask your jobber for the " Dale." Every jobber handles our goods, or we will supply customers direct if
the jobber does not care to.

HARDINGE BROS., 1034-1036 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Latest and Greatest
Work on Engraving

The first complete work on the

engraver's art ever published is the new

treatise entitled :

The Art of Engraving.
This new book is much wider in scope and more

thorough in treatment than any previous work on the sub-

ject. From the elementary lessons on mechanical drawing

to the final masterful instruction on the most difficult

work of the expert engraver, every step is clearly ex-

plained and clearly illustrated.
It was especially compiled as a standard text-book

for students and a reliable reference book and guide for

qualified engravers.

Bound in silk cloth. 208 pages. Over 200 original illustrations.

Price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

THE
TWENTIETH
CENTURY

JEWELER
DOES HIS GRINDING AND POLISHING WITH AN

ELECTRIC LATHE MOTOR.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT LATHE MOTORS
ARE MADE SPECIALLY I:0R THIS PURPOSE.

(DESCRIPTI VE CI RCULA R ON APPLICATION.)

FOR DIRECT OR ALTERNATING CURRENT.

MOTORS ARE ABSOLUTELY DUST-PROOF, STRONG, WELL. MADE, AND
PRACTICALLY NOISELESS IN OPERATION. THE CURRENT CONSUMED

IS ABOUT EQUAL TO ONE 16 CANDLE, POWER LAMP.

COMPLETE WITH PLUG AND CORD FOR SCREWING INTO
ORDINARY LAMP SOCKET. 5 CHUCKS WITH EACH MOTOR.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE), MASS.

Chicago, New York,
395 & 397 Dearborn St. 143 Liberty St.
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FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

No. 232.
Genuine Eagle Claw.

No. 48,

NO. 235.

No. 56.
Lapel Button.

No. 033.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 231. No. 55.
Genuine Eagle Claw. Lapel Button.

No. 234. No. 236.

No. 49.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0• E• and B. P. 0. E.
Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when not

busy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidious

customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-
ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL CO., 957 W5a as hn n9g7t 
NEW YORK. We won't sell these goods to

anybody but Retail Jewelers.

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 277. No. 270. No. 278. No. 260. No. 286. No. 27$.

No. 267.

No. 216.

No. 50.

GENUINE ELK TEETH.

No. 299.

 ■1111■6,

No. 245. No. 291. No. 249. No. 289. No. 262. No. 298. No. 293.

March, 1903

Notes from Arkansas

Tl-JIE KEYSTONE

Capt. J. 'F. Brady, of the Brady Jewelry Co.,
Forrest City, Ark., on January ist moved into his
new location in Dunnivan's drug store in that city.
He occupies one side of these latter premises.
Captain Brady has put in two plate-glass counter
show cases, each case being eight feet long, and
has also ordered a sixteen-foot oak wall case, made
especially to match his show cases. When he gets
his new fixtures installed the Brady Jewelry Co.
will have as handsome fixtures as can be found in
the State.

John L. Green, of the Junction City Jewelry
and Novelty Co., Junction City, Ark., reports a
good trade for the past season and is expecting a
fair business this spring.

E. A. Short, manager of E. A. Short & Co.,
Forrest City, Ark., has moved from his former loca-
tion on Front Street to a commodious and neat
store on Wall Street. Mr. Short enjoys the confi-
dence of the people of Forrest City and has built
up quite a nice business during the time he has
been there. Mrs. Short assists him a good deal in
making sales and waiting on customers, while Mr.
Short does the repairing. He purposes adding
considerably to his regular stocks.

A. F. Bankston, Junction City, Ark., has been
doing a very heavy business for the past half year,
considering the amount of stock he carries. He
has recently put in another good stock and is also
installing a fine workbench. From a small be-
ginning Mr. Bankston has made excellent progress.

W. L. Foutch, Gurdon, Ark., has leased por-
tion of a fine brick store recently built on the East
Side and is putting in a neat line of fixtures. Mr.
Foutch made the change principally on account of
the safety of the building from fire and burglars
and now feels much safer than he did at the time
he occupied the wooden building. When he gets
fully settled, Mr. Foutch's place will be quite neat
and attractive.

Newson & Rhodes, of Lonoke, Ark., are con-
templating a four-weeks' trip into the West as far
as California, where they go in search of health
and of a good location.

The Bayless Jewelry Co., wholesale jewelers,
Little Rock, Ark., have put in a very heavy line of
tools and materials and expect to cater more to the
wants of the watchmaker than heretofore.

W. B. Elliott, Camden, Ark., contemplates a
change in location and a great increase in stock
and fixtures. Mr. Elliott is a graduate watch-
maker and has all the work he can do.

W. J. Moore, formerly of New Lewisville,
moved about February ist to 213 13road Street,
Texarkana, Ark., where he has opened up an ex-
tensive shop. He confidently expects a big change
III the amount of his repair receipts in comparison
with his former place.

Banquet of the Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation of Missouri

The thirteenth annual banquet of the Retail
Jewelers' Association of Missouri was held in the
handsome quarters of the Mercantile Club, St.
Louis, on Wednesday evening, February ifith,
and was attended with a measure of success
which deeply impressed the participants, and was

scarcely less of a surprise than a gratification to
the very assiduous executive in whose hands lay

the task of arranging for the function. Of course,

these able and versatile entertainers had ensured
against every possibility of a hitch in the proceed-
ings, but even their most sanguine expectations
were completely dwarfed by the eventuality.
Throughout the entire programme there were un-
mistakable evidences that much time and thought
had been spent, and spent effectually, in formula-
ting the plan of procedure, contriving features cal-
culated to please every taste and temperament and
providing for a judicious admixture of wit with
wisdom, while at the same time conserving for the
event as a whole an air of dignity and elegance.
With a programme necessarily so diversified, it
goes without saying that this was by no means an
insignificant task, and the signal success of the
arrangement committee is creditable alike to them-
selves and to the organization with which they are
identified.

There were about one hundred and twenty-five
members and guests present, who, when they had
formally assembled in the banquet hall, were
addressed by the president of the association,
F. W. Baier. In a felicitous oration he bade them
a hearty welcome, and with some appropriate re-
marks led off the elocutionary features. Herman
Mauch officiated in the always trying role of toast-
master, and, as befitted his function, contributed
immensely to the mirth of the occasion. There
was no superabundance of post-prandial oratory,
and accordingly the subjects selected and the
manner in which they were dealt with made a rela-
tively lasting impression on the auditors. Rev.
Leon Harrison gave a philosophic dissertation on
" Friendship " and its many beautiful attributes.
J. H. Holmes had the temerity to hold forth on
the long discussed, but always interesting subject,
"Woman." "What do we Meet at the Banquet
Table for?" was the question upon which Chas.
Krone spoke, and he gave a vivacious and very
forceful demonstration of the uses, sentimental
and practical, of social reunions. A unique feature
was the springing of a surprise upon Mr. Mauch,
the toastmaster, by the presentation to him of a
jeweled gaval in appreciation of his services. The
presentation speech was made by Morris Eisen-
stadt. The diners adjourned at midnight, after
singing the honored farewell chorus, " Auld Lang
Syne."

Those present were : Dr. Leon Harrison, J. H.
Holmes and Chas. F. Krone, speakers ; P. J. Clif-
ford, license commissioner of St. Louis;

H. Mauch, '
F. W. Baler,
W. F. Kemper,
F. W. Beerbaum,
Gerhard Eckhardt,
Otto Kortkamp,
Aug. Kurtzeborn,
John Schmidt,
Otto Steiner,
John F. Zeller,
Geo. less,
Chas. Derleth,
Mw. Bohle,
G. H. Kohnert,
S. D. Culbertson,
Jul. Friton,
Theo. Ebeling,
Albert Mauch,
Wm. Mauch,
G. R. Stumpf,
Albert Steiner,
John E. Schmid,
P. V. Kaesser,
W. Wolf burger,
H. H. Kamer,
Frank Windweh,
Robt. Feickert,
Martin Hacker,
C. N. Van Buren,
W. C. Howland,
Bert. Ball,
A. Zerwick,
D. A. Dramont,
Rob. Sanloch,
F. H. Niehaus,
Martin Hacker.
L. Bauman Jewelry Co.:
A. L. Bauman,
M. Straus,
H. Allen,

Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.:
Sam. Eisenstadt,
Morris Eisenstadt,
M. J. Meyer,
J. A. Jacobs,
Albert Fred',
W. E. Barker,
A. S. Eisenbeis,
C. G. Gambrill,
H. C. Hain,

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.:
Sam. Bauman,
Max Bauman,
J. J. McKenna,
Jule Wendle,
W. H. Felcher.

Mertnod & Jaccard Jew'ly Co.:
F. A. Durgin,'
R. A. Bolt.

St. Louis Clock St Silver Ware
Co.:

Richard Pfeifer,
Fred. Steiner,
A. II. Mark,
John Keening.

J. W. Cary St Co.:
Jule Steideman,
Ed. Lang.

Geneva Optical Co.:
Ed. F. McKee,
Oliver Abel.

Wm. Weidlich, of Wm. Weld-
Bch Sz Bro.

0. J. Wilmarth, of Merry
Felton Silver Co.

Fred. G. Frey, of Bauman
Frey Mfg. Co.

Fred. Kahn, with Dattlebaum
it Friedman, New York.
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What is Steel?
What is steel ? Apparently this is about as

difficult a question as " What is electricity?" The
exact behavior and methods of producing both are
well known, but when it comes to defining either,
even the expert is nonplussed. Recently a suit
was brought in Sheffield by the Cutler's Company,
against a manufacturer of forks because he stamped
certain malleable cast-iron forks with the name
steel. The defendant obtained a decision in his
favor, and as a result the entire metallurgical pro-
fession of Sheffield, the center and home of the
steel industry in England, is up in arms. It is now
proposed to establish a commission of experts,
under the auspices of the Sheffield Society of
Engineers and Metallurgists to agree upon a clas-
sification of what is and what is not steel and to
get the recommendations of the commission em-
bodied in an act of Parliament. There are four
methods of determining the nature of iron pro-
ducts, viz. : Chemical, mechanical, physical and
microscopical, and yet no one of them is capable
of absolutely determining true steel from its fraudu-
lent imitations. Chemical analysis up to a certain
point is reliable, but the chemical compositions of
steel and malleable cast iron overlap. Mechanical
tests also fail, as the tensile strength of certain
steels and some varieties of malleable cast iron are
exactly similar. Physical classification is also im-
possible, as certain varieties of malleable cast iron
"harden, temper and let down" just like steel.
Neither is microscopic classification infallible, as
certain malleable castings appear identical.

Apparently the only satisfactory definition of
steel must be based on the process observed in
the manufacture, and it is suggested that the use of
the word " steel " be confined to such material as
was cast in a fluid condition into an ingot, and

such ingot afterwards forged or rolled into slabs,
bars, plates, sheets or blooms or other finished
sections. Probably no more interesting technical
point in the Sheffield trade has arisen in the last
sixty years than the apparently simple question of
" What is steel ?"

Value of the Telegraph

Lawyer Abe Hummel is authority for the state-
ment that if bachelors who wish to avoid breach of
promise suits will use telegraph blanks in doing
their proposing, they will always keep on the safe
side. He bases this assertion on an incident in a
Westchester County breach of promise case, in
which Mr. Hummel appeared for the defendant.
The plaintiff's lawyer began to read the alleged
proposal of the defendant to the jury, as it appeared
on a message blank. He began with " My dearest
Louisa."

Mr. Hummel interrupted. " If the court please,
this document is partly printed and partly written.
By all the rules of evidence the plaintiff cannot
offer parts of that instrument. He must read it all."

The opposing lawyer protested that the printed
matter had nothing to do with the case, and that
the fact that the proposal was written on a telegraph
blank was an accident. The court ruled that every-
thing on the blank should be read. Reluctantly
the plaintiff's counsel read:

"There is no liability on account of this mes-
sage unless the same is repeated, and then only on
condition that the claim is made within thirty days
in writing." And then, after the signature, " Yours
lovingly, John," followed by " N. B.—Read care-
fully the conditions at the top."

It didn't take the jury long to render a verdict.
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CH•KNIGHTSco.
J EWELER S

The successful Jewelers of to-day do not take
chances with their reputation. They must fee!
assured that they are buying right from a house
of standing, experience and intimate knowledge
of the business. They avoid inferior goods and
handle the best quality obtainable—buy where
they have confidence. This is exactly our posi-
tion. We aim to handle the kind of goods to
secure their welfare and our own. We fill their
orders in a conscientious manner from start to
finish, and though we make mistakes some-
times, we correct them when we know them.
We invite Jewelers to call when in the market

or to give us a trial with their mail orders.

C. H. Knights & Co.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS,

CHICAGO.
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Items of Interest

P. W. Towner, of Waverley, N. Y., paid a visit
last month to New York City, where he made ex-

tensive purchases for spring trade.

The National Jewelry Case Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., has installed some new machinery and

otherwise added to its plant and facilities.

The marriage of Miss J. Estelle Shutt, daugh-

ter of John E. Shutt, Butler, Mo., to Eugene

Leonard Thurber, took place February 26th.

I. M. Radabaugh, of Janesville, Minn., has

purchased and is now conducting the business

hitherto owned by F. C. Taylor, of Hastings, Minn.

D. Watterson has purchased the stock owned

by Mrs. De Noyelles at Garner, Iowa. He was

formerly in the employ of Benj. Allen & Co., Chi-

cago, and of G. H. Frese, McGregor, Iowa.

Preston Pfeifer, of Albert Pfeifer & Bro., Little

Rock, Ark., has been on an extended trip East,

visiting all the important cities en route. He was

a welcome visitor at THE KEYSTONE office during

his stay in Philadelphia and reported good business

prospects in his section.

Paul Rudert, of Tarentum, Pa., has retired

from the jewelry business after having spent

seventeen years at that location. I Iis retirement

is due to the impaired condition of his health. He

has been disposing of his stock at a closing-out

sale, and states that the place would afford a good

opening for an energetic jeweler.

Geo. E. Hook, a popular member of the staff

of the Ansonia Clock Co.'s New York office, was

married on February 2d to Miss J. A. White. His

brother employees manifested their good wishes

by presenting him a box of silver flatware. The

happy couple left for Washington on a wedding

trip immediately after the ceremony.

L. W. Zerby, of Huntingdon, Pa., reports

that he employed a man named Jesse Sandborn,

some time ago, for engraving and watch work.

When stock-taking time had been at hand Sand-

born disappeared, and upon investigation it was

found that there were some deficiencies and that

the missing goods had been pledged.

At the meeting of the stockholders of the

Hofman Supply Co., of Columbus, Ohio, held at

the opening of the year, the name of the firm was

changed to the Hofman Jewelry Company. The

change was brought about by the fact that although

originally the firm handled only tools, materials

and supplies, they gradually developed into all

branches of the jewelry business and their title

ceased to be characteristic.

The interest of the partner in the business of

J. M. Jenks & Co., of Lancaster, Pa., has been

purchased by Scribner & Loehr, of Cleveland,

Ohio, to which city the Lancaster plant will be

removed in the fall. Mr. Jenks started in business

at Lancaster twenty-two years ago as a maker of

Masonic and other emblems. The change in his

business is a loss to Lancaster, but it opens for him

a more extended field for development.

M. L. Landis, proprietor of the Landis School

of Engraving, Detroit, Mich., has opened his new

school with a full class of pupils. The present

building was designed and built by him especially

for this purpose. The building is constructed of

brick, and the office and school-room are on the

first floor. The benches are built in the walls,

and the school-room has seven large windows with
a north light. In the basement are toilet wash
room, with hot and cold water, and a room fitted
for reading, smoking and games, etc., where pupils
are at liberty to devote their evenings while attend-
ing a course. The school is admirably located in a
quiet, residential district of the city.

The copartnership of Allen & Jonassohn, com-
posed of John F. Allen and Oscar T. Jonassohn,
65 Nassau Street, New York, and 212 Union Street,
Providence, R. I., was dissolved by mutual consent
on February 28th. Mr. Allen and Mr. Jonassohn
are each of them authorized to collect claims and
to pay the debts of said old copartnership. Mr.
Allen will continue in business at the present office
of the firm in Providence and Mr. Jonassohn will
continue in business at the present office in New
York.

W. J. Rieger, of the firm of Rabe & Rieger,

Hammond, Ind., disappeared on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 14th, and his whereabouts are unknown, but
the supposition is that he went to Europe. 0. H.
Rabe, his partner, announces a dissolution of the

firm of Rabe & Rieger, stating he will assume all
liabilities of the firm up to Saturday, February

14th, but that any debts contracted by Mr. Rieger
in the firm's name subsequent to above date he

will not be responsible for. 0. H. Rabe will con-

tinue the business in his own name.

Theo. W. Foster & Bro. Co. have just added

a fine addition to their factory buildings at Provi-
dence, R. I., in the form of a two-story steel struc-

ture 87 x 42 feet. The addition runs off from the

office and stock-room, and will be used as a stock-

room and for packing and shipping. The new

building is rather unique in construction, being both
fire and burglar proof. It is built of steel frames

and wire, and cement sides and roof and cement

flooring. It is planned to be a part of the larger
improvements which will eventually be made to

the big plot of ground owned by the firm and now

occupied by older buildings.

A Watchmaker's Reunion and Banquet

At the invitation of Principal Playtner the
students and friends of the Canadian Horological
Institute, Toronto, Ont., to the number of sixty,
met around well-spread tables at the Coronation

Hotel, in that city, on the evening of February
24th. The room was suitably decorated for the

occasion, and the tables were laid in the college

colors. After a royal feast was partaken of, Mr.
Playtner, who acted as toastmaster, opened the

speech-making and many and eloquent were the
tributes paid the institute. Among the toasts were

"The Visitors," "The Old Boys," "The Hockey

Teams," "The Students" and "The Faculty."

In response to the latter toast W. B. McKay,

assistant instructor, said that " The aim of the

institute from its foundation had been the training

of really expert mechanics, and the maintenance

of the highest possible standard of workmanship.

So long as Mr. Playtner was at the head there

would be no going back, and in advancing the in-

terests of each individual student they felt they

were at the same time upholding the interests of

the craft at large."
During the evening Mr. Beeton, on behalf of

the Elgin National Watch Co., offered a handsome

solid 18 K. case to the student who should con-

struct the finest movement on the Elgin 18-size

Veritas model, and C. S. Ellis, for Messrs. Louis
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Brandt & Frere, of Bienne, makers of the cele-
brated Omega watches, made a similar offer to the
student who should make the finest movement of
any other description.

Much inspiring and instructive speech-making
followed, and the tribute of a toast was paid to
King Edward and President Roosevelt. All were
delighted with the evening's entertainment.

Sudden Death of Col. Morris J. Meyer

It is with sorrow and sympathy that we an-
nounce the death on Sunday, February 22d, of
Col. Morris J. Meyer, of St. Louis, Mo., a former
well-known member of the " missionary " force of
The Keystone Watch Case Company, but latterly
city salesman for the Eisenstadt Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis. On Thursday evening, Feb-
ruary teth, Morris Eisenstadt, secretary and treas-
urer of the Eisenstadt Company, slipped and fell
on the icy sidewalk while returning to his home
from a call at the home of his mother, Mrs. M.

Eisenstadt, 4349 Westminster Place, St. Louis, who
is a sister of Col. Meyer. On the following Sunday
morning Col. Meyer called at the home of his sister

to pay a visit to his nephew, Morris Eisenstadt,

who was confined to his mother's home with the

broken limb. He arrived at the house at 11.30 A. M.

and sat chatting with his nephew and several mem-

bers of the family in his usual lively and cheery

manner for quite a few minutes, when suddenly he

gasped and fell from his chair, dead, from rheuma-

tism of the heart. His death was a terrible shock

to the family, as he bad given no warning that his

heart was so seriously affected.
Col. Meyer was born February 8, 1844, and

had just passed his fifty-ninth birthday. He had

passed a somewhat eventful and busy life, nearly

forty years of which he was a resident of St. Louis,

having come there from New York after the war,

during which he served as captain of New York
volunteers. He was also for a time captain in the

Missouri militia. The colonel was a widely-tray- .

eled man, and was well known and popular in the

jewelry trade in the West, the South and some

parts of the East. For seventeen years he traveled

for the old St. Louis wholesale jewelry house of

M. Eisenstadt & Co. At the close of this period

he engaged in other lines for a number of years.

A little over three years ago he joined the " mis-

sionary " force of The Keystone Watch Case Com-

pany and traveled extensively among the retail

trade. This was a work he enjoyed very much, and

in which he was a pronounced success. On the

first of the present year the opportunity came to

him to secure a home position—that of city sales-

man for the Eisenstadt Company, and he hailed it

as a blessing.
He leaves a widow and one daughter, Mrs.

Hart A. Klyman, of St.Louis, from whose residence,

4107 \Vest Pine Boulevard, the funeral was held,

Tuesday afternoon, February 24th, at t o'clock,

Rabbi Leon Harrison, of Temple Israel, officiating.

The services were attended by many of Col.

Meyer's associates in the trade and friends of the

family. He was a Master Mason of Beacon Lodge,

A. F. and A. M., and was also a member of Irving

Council, Legion of Honor, and Ebenezer Council,

B'Nai Brith.
The many expressions of sympathy and condo-

lence which have been received by the colonel's

nephews, the Messrs. Eisenstadt, from their friends

and associates in business will ever be remem-

bered with grateful appreciation.



THE AUCTIONEER
WHO

NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

The qualifications of a good Auctioneer
is to be able to sell the GOODS and get
the PRICES. My methods are new,
honest and on business principles, and
always bring the desired results.

BEST OF REFERENCES.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL.

Last few sales made

$44,000.00 Wholesale Stock of

HILLELSON BROS., Toledo, Ohio.

L. E. CRABBS & CO., Tiffin, Ohio.
C. M. ARNKENS, Frankfort, Ind.
A. W. FORD, Freeport, Ill.

E. R. TYLER,
ROOM 306, 103 State Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

As Good
as Gold

is RAVEN'S guar-
anteed plan to net a
profit at close of each
day's business.

The Plan that Protects.

RAVEN
Always shoulders his
share of the responsi-
bility and sells more
goods at better prices
than any man in the
field. Through wide
and long experience
and natural ability he
is a master salesman.

Thoughtful jewelers must see the advantage of engaging

RAVEN
CAPABLE.

He merits the confidence of all.
Think It Over.

REL,IABI_.E.

JOHN H. RAVEN, HOLLAND, MICH.

Leading Jewelers'
Auctioneer
of Kansas City
and the
Great West.
Over twelve
years' constant
selling for the
established
jeweler. Any
of the leading
wholesale
jewelers can tell
you of my
ability.

I do the Work—
Others
TELL you how.

D. 0. HERNDON,
Jewelers' Realizer,

506 New York Life Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.Telephone 2341.

EASTER DECORATIONS.
Easter
Lilies,

Baskets,
Plants.

Cut
Flowers,
Vines,
Trees.
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My many years' experience in the line of Decorative Flowers, Plants, Cut
Flowers, Vines and Hanging Baskets enables me to offer my customers and
patrons the best goods. My goods are not the cheap, flimsy, artificial-looking
stuff, but are art flowers, art work. They will improve your show, sell at a
good profit and increase your trade, for everybody admires my goods, and my
ferns are the standard. They will not have to be replaced every four weeks,
like the natural fern dish, but they will last for five years—for instance, my
7-inch fern dish for $1.50, which will reduce the cost to 30 cents a year.

For $10.00 I furnish you a complete assortment of my best-selling
articles, as fern dishes, smilax, plants, sprays, etc.

Ask for my illustrated Spring Supplement No. 2.

Frank Netschert,
34 Barclay street, NEW YORK.

187 South Clark Street, CHICAGO.

Geo, W. Winder, Troy, N, Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
jos. W. Field, Galveston, Texas, a sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo. •
Albert Felder' helmet-, Portland, Oregon.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H.J. Young, Joliet and Kankakee 111., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.

R. l Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

BRIGGS & DODD 45 anD 47 Plymouth Place,

CHICAGO, ILL.

We have just concluded the largest and most successful sale ever held in Atlanta,
ra., for Charles W. Crankshaw, and we ask the many friends of this well-known

jeweler in the trade in New York and elsewhere, who contemplate recommending or
employing the service of jewelry auctioneers, to first write him in regard to the results
of the two auction sales he has made that were conducted by us. The first of these
sales was made two years ago and the other we have just concluded. In these sales
we obtained the desired results—one record we believe has never been equaled by
any one man or men in the business, and is worth the while of any jeweler to investi-
gate should he be thinking of having an auction sale in his store. Our work always
speaks for itself.

REPERIENCES
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall,

Colorado Springs, Colo.
Wilbur, Lanphear & Co., Galesburg, Ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapida, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirtner, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rusluner Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co , Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales,
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.

Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Moist.

Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co., Louisville, Ky.,

Dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccatil Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larne, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewe lry Co , Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co , St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Cause, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Mont.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins Stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs. Sarah Dickinson Wood, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo
More than too others, and the Jobbers from

Maine to California.

BEFORE.

Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

Send for Price-List. MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
12-141-16 John Street, New York City. AFTER.
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Bullard Brothers,
J6 WhLERS, 

Lcak River Pearls,
Baroque

and Slugs.
St. Paul,
Minnesota.

The Cram Patent Safety Guard.

17) .

For Scarf Phis, \,:' • Studs and Lace
Pills. Tile IIIDSt pritetietil and only ad,
justable is,. invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For
sale by all ii lislesalejewelers and material houses.
Sample M tiiiiii,..nie, in lo E. t.ethl, 11 K., .1.00
M. CROHNdikr.s.1...I...,487S 50Maiden Lane,N.Y.

•■■

Watch Repairing
for the Trade.

W. H. Craft,
of 319 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
has found his quari,•rv loo mak
You will now lint him al

210 Pearl Street,
Mutual Life Building.

0 030 0 0 

American Watches have

Abbott's Patent Stern
Winding Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

HAIR CHAINSAND
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER

GEO. SIEGFRIED,
78 STATE STREET, CHICA00

0 fOR daISTRATED Pft/CE L/S r

Balance Jewels.
A merieiimisaile, in brass settings, Mr any
make in. size of watch.

Ruby and Sapphire, $1.00 per dozen.
Garnet, 75c. per dozen.

All my .Tewels are turned to size on wax,
beim; eentered from the hole in the Jewel,
hem, they all run trite. No chink work
ii  

  Balance Staffs.
St.., ad ,erl i■enirii I i I.e IOU, 11 ar. II. 19113. 1,•111..

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER,
Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
RingAdjUSteri .•
years'experienee. It ea', be tit H.,1
by ajeweler in till minutes.
your jobber for it. or I will send
prepaid at 000.,0111y II reeei lit of
price, 1 doz.. astd, sizes, solid
10 K.gold, $3.75, or' Aoz.,astd.
sizes. for $2.00; I doz.. metal,

astd. sizes. 85c. For samples, a medium large
size gold and large size metal for 50 ets. Address
CHESTER WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

STE EetizAPRILE6ENGRAVING
TO THE TRADE

ADAM P/ETZ
1.504.58/730/77 S A P,Jebhia.

15 Jewel tirade, $1.25 per dozen.
7 Jewel Grade, $1.00 per dozen.

All in y Balance Staffs are turned oil venters
and hence run true. Nu chuck work here,

Roller Jewels.
25c. per dozen.

Case Screws.
15c. per dozen.

Unset Balance Jewels, prices on application.
Unset Plate Jewels, prices on application.
Unset Cap Jewels, write for prices.

W. C. BONNEY,
Keokuk, Iowa.

IN Polishing and Riffling MOB
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds tti 25t revolutions a minute.

Economo of space reduced to the minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes hr

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

maker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Dago
Lion Building, Filth and Elm Streets

High.Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

MAX R.GREEN 8( CO.
301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS Send for Price-List ETC.

ZEITNE32 e HERVVR1,

Makers of DIAMOND MOUNTINGS,
Fine Repairing and Artistic Special Order Work.

We NEVER Disappoint.

40 Maiden Lane, Between Nassau and William Sts., NW YORK.

3510 K. of C.

J. Bulova C
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
Which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
It few of the many
we make.

NOTICE

%WI

3511 Initial.

n 
• 7 

RING MANUFACTURERS,

51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.Li 

3510 Filet°.

Our patent fasten.
lug on all rings.

We can furnish you with any pattern formerlysoldhy ODENHEIMER
& ZIMMERN or ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

ES TABLISHE D 1800,

Watch Repairing for the Trade.
flood Work
Promptly Done

At Fair Prices.

Best Material U-Coil. I
Reference t ;iven.

Estimates Furnished.

Wm. N. Brunner, 711 Sansom Street,Floor Front,=

TELEPHONE-- • Philadelphia, Pa.

THE VVIGGINS ENGRAVED DESIGN BOOK
WILL TEACH YOU.

Your tittle to money, te 110111 waste it by paying railroad fare and losing
your wages. Our book contains t he correct principles and
shape for Script, Ohl English, German Text, Itustic,
Roman and Block Lettering; al,. ItilMon.Ittock
and Cypher M grain I esigiiiiig. Our
Instructions and Illustrating of I. ho
Different Strokes and how to cut
them, are complete in every
detail, anti you cannot
fail to understand
them.

\\*tOUR
PECIAL

OFFER should
not be overlooked.

This being the Dull Season,
Why Not Take up ENGRAVINO

We will send by prepaid cop. SF to tiny part of the world

OR 
S2s Otg c4fqouaurreD(Wag:etrIlost41,1,teecl trenutier.ely rartione7pdif=

Also kt, dozen Practice Plates.

Or will Send tile Realign Book Separate for *1.50.

JOHN R. WIGGINS CO., Engravers, 44 and 46 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

BRU
SHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

POUStlitiG SET GOMPIETE, 
$2110, PREP MO

TON, 8/04.Ttl 
Ant, P0.1 

WATCH OISC 
orIll

ram alto vV1TON 
Rl.uscl

ePiSILt WASH 
PNO CHO 

BRUSHES

MT ASO 
COTrON SHP 

r,

RRISILII 
POLISHING 

SROSHPS

a4apPieefiteE,

SATISPACTIOS 
OUARASTIT.0 042 

,..10".11) REM \DIA)

Reliable Goods
at Right Prices.

Makes no

difference

how low

our prices

are, you

may alway:-,

depend

upon

qualities.

Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet,
with (20) Drawers, given with your
first order for one gross " STAR"
Brand American or Swiss
Mainsprings, assorted to suit,
for $10.50 net cash, or go
cents per dozen.

*" STAR" Brand American-
made Balance Staffs,extra qual-
ity, made at Waltham, 7 Jewel
grades, $1.25 per dozen ; 15 Jewel
grades, $1.5o per dozen ; or one
gross assorted, including Solid
Oak Cabinet, $12.00.

Clem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents
per dozen, or one gross assorted, in Solid

Oak Cabinet, $7.50.

*" STA R" Brand
American-Made Cock
and Foot HoleJewels, Sr
End Stones iu .5ettings,
$1.00 per dozen,or $t o.5o
per gross, including Solid
Oak Cabinet.

Gem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 65 cents per
dozen, or $7.50 per gross, including
Solid Oak Cabinet.

*" STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gross assorted, in Solid Oak
Cabinet, $2.75, or 25 cents per dozen,

Oem Brand American Roller Jewels,
one gross, assorted, in Solid Oak Cab-
inet, $2.25.

*" STAR " Brand American Long
Case Screws, one gross assorted, in Solid
Oak Cabinet, $1.75, or so cents per
s dozen.A* TR

Brand American Pillar
and Plate Screws, one gross assorted,
in Solid Oak Cabinet, $1.5o, or 15 cents
per dozen.

*" STAR " Brand American Hour
and Minute Hands, walthall, or Elgin,
all sizes, 25 cents per l,,,x
pair.

* " STAR " Brand American Sec-
ond Hands, Cabinet of (12) dozen ; each
dozen packed in separate box and marked,
for all sizes Waltham and Elgin, complete
set, $1.25.

Seamless Gold Filled 12 K. Watch
Bows, IS, 16, 6, and 0 sizes, assorted oil
Card, per dozen, s1.75.

Mascot Pivot Drills, assorted in box,
4/10, Or 4/26, or separate sizes 4,6, 8, 10,12,
14, per dozen, 25 cents.

Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubs
steel, any size or assorted, per dozen,
25 cents.

Prompt attention assured all mail
orders. All prices quoted are subject
to 6 per cent. cash discount except
"STAR" Brand American Main-
springs, with Cabinet.

If you wish to know about our
other Specialties, write for Our Little
Book, Pocket Price-List. Free for
the asking.

Org

9/ete (%-1..‘6* •

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROE0Mcm.
SOCIETY

EBTABILISHISD 40 YEARs

e .1.*0-407.

EXPERT
WATCHMAKER

to the. Trade

103 STATE STREET

CHICA.GO

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

I teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern
way. My course permits but one student at a
time. Write me for particulars and terms.

Constant Van Rooth
IMPORTER an
CUTTER Qf
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

RECUTTING,
REPAIRING

AND
MATCHING
A SPECIALTY

509. 511 aa 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

Miniature Portraits
on Watch

Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,
Also in
Colors.

Send live
2-ct. stamps
for a beau-
tiful sample
watch dial
and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
Bargains!

Bought from stocks. New as from fac-
tories. Send for catalogue.

Watch Material and Jewelry
eRsc.,pa

ired for the trade.WaStcu epsli

PHILIP KATZ.
lit Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

ELF .Walsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine. 

Turning
Changing Old

English andlitrint
CANON to take

Ameriean S. IT.
Movements ray

speetalty.
OLD EASES

MADE NEW.
Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137
Wabash Ave,
CHICAGO.

Walter Sams'

New
Blow Pipe 

Outfit.
His first Blow Pipe Outfit
happened in 1893.

Made it for his own use.

Others wanted one.

Attracted considerable atten-
tion.

Called it "Sams' Combina-
tion Blow Pipe Outfit."

Good name.

It had a few objections.

Appeared difficult.

Was.

Kept on thinking.

Caught on a new idea.

Tried it.

Found it practical.

Succeeded.

Worked exceedingly clever
in every respect.

Almost beyond belief.

No end to what can be done
with it.

It is a good looker.

Made well.

No danger.

You can do better work.

It will save your temper.

Make you money.

Let your dealer send you one.

If you do not like it
Return it.

He will refund you your
money.

I

Price of Outfit, complete ON illustrated,

$12.50.
To light it you pre, your foot on Blower,

tonell a mateli to 111.1, Pipe, and you have a
brush or lie point flame OnCe.

Th is remit:Lied with Thumb Valve 011
Blow Pip,

The pressure from the Foot Blower creates
a vapor, mixing the air at the same time.

This creates pure combustion.
No mysteries.
You can see just what you are doing.
It is well made.
Simple in its construction.
And perfectly safe.

The base is (11)1(1,• 1,f 111,11■ glass, the other
parts of bra-, and are nickel plated. The tip
anti is so :irt.:11m■•■1 it can be adjinded hi Ally
position. It is built on scientific pritwiples, yet
simple in its construction. You can see the
condition of your gasoline. No mysteries or
complications.

Illustrated 141. Size. Price, 86.00.

Price, $4.00.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

WALTER SAMS, Maker,
72 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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AWARDS FOR

11.11. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO. iaria PARIS, 1E3E19 BERNE, 1859

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
band ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairinF, springing and
adjusting Chronome,
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the trade

C. A. GEISSLER,
Sur-- to II. II. Ileiorleh
26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NLIV YORK.
Charts, etc.

COME HERE
To Learn Engraving

CORRECTLY
in the least possible time, and as cheaply as will
assure the

Best Instruction,
Best Equipment,
Best Light

and affording every advantage known to the art.
Located in the finest building in the city.

Write for new booklet giving full particulars.
If you cannot come here, write us about
" Modern Letter Engraving " and
" The Art of Engraving."

F. H. Rees Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building,

Established 1890. ELMIRA, N. Y.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Wdtchrnaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close,personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Prbe-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME, RECEPTION, BREAKFAST CARDS. ET
C.

MONOGRAIVISeeoCRESTSoe WATCHES

AND FINE JEWELRY TO THE TRADE

FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER
722 SANSOm STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA

.

S011Vellif
SpOINIS

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, a. I.

J. J. DONNELLY

GT d SiTVer

ETectn..PTate
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 11156.

MINIATURE
PORTRAITS

The Only Collar Button
that makes a nian happy. Easily adjusted,

never cuts the butte!' let],

The Only Button
for the IPle of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in IWO Iputlities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNci & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

On WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES
AND LOCKETS.

Our v.. 1 k \yin not fide or peel IT.

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied
from Any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

1Stli Succe.s.sful 17'ztr.

The Jewelers' School
of Engraving

begins it's NEW YEAR with better facilities, im-
proved system and a larger class of students than ever
before. MR. RICHARD 0. KANDLER, the pres-
ident of the school, who has been chief instructor since its organization in 1889,

is again at the helm, giving students, with the aid of his able assistants, the

highest class instruction obtainable in the world. His practical system, his repu-

tation as authority on Engraving and his wonderful faculty to impart his knowl-

edge to others is recognized, not only in this country, but as well abroad, which

is proven by students who do not hesitate to come from South America,

Denmark, New Zealand and other parts of the world to take a course at the

JEWELERS' SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.
Terms the same as during the past fourteen years.
" Our motto " : A fair price for high-class instruction-beware of cheap,

so-called engraving schools. Correspondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving,
Suite 1119 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

YOU CANNOT FIND
itilietetoe,rux.ipped, more thorough or practical school in

WE HAVE THE BEST.

WITHOUT A DOUBT
WO teach all branches of the jewelry business. Send for
■■iur prospectus to-day ; it costs you nothing. See that
workshop on page 372, this issue.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOG
Y,

F. W. Schuler, Principal. Broad & Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

RAVED
soudicions

FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

SEND FOR PRICES.

LOUIS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor. ) ( Established x,),

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPF.RA GLASSE:5 and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty

lie- Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

OuU"r FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and

Balance

1"4t.,

■.ra■le 1, Balance Stan, extra finish, $1.50 doz.
" 2, " " polished, . 1.25
0 3, " " gray, 1.00 "

" 1, " Jewels, extra fluish, 1.50 "
tt 3, /I It 100 "

Cap Jewels, 1  00 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,
“Ilorry.up Jewelers KANSAS CITY, MO.
tor Iturry•up People."

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver

or English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

Demagnetizing.

Moon 8 10

Columbus Memorial Building,
CHICAGO.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F.C.KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

team
Lapidarg.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Tidd's
Staffs

Are American made, full polished,
accurate as to size, perfect in tem-
per, guaranteed to fit. $1.25 per
dozen.

Tidd's

Cock anD Foot
Jewels

Are made of ruby and sapphire,
guaranteed perfect, trued to hole.
Every jewel inspected. $1.25 per
dozen.

T. & Co. Red Cross
Mainsprings

Guaranteed not to break or set in
barrel. We replace all broken
ones. $1.00 per dozen.

Your money back if you want it.

TIDD 0 CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

-
WHEN WRITING TO A'DVERTISERS, KINDLY MENTION

THE KEYSTONE.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Nettle, address, i [taints and a bbre-
via tions count as words, and are charged
for 118 part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure ineertion money must ac-
company all orders for ad vertiselinent s,
and copy must reach us not biter than
the 251 It of each  III for insertion ill

the following month's issue.
If answers are to be forwarded,

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser most accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertiser. who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
III widelt their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
ender this heading, ONE CENT per word, for flea

erenty•nre word.. AthIltIonnl noels nod elvertleetneoe,
THREE CENTS per word. No atIvertlement !merle.'
for Ie. then 26 cent..

107 lirst-class graduate optician, walchtwil,r,

1/ good salesman, engraver; all-arte I II.

G0011 salary. Have tools, trial case, etc. South-
west pref. " F 180," care Keystone.

fly young man, age 20, to finish trade under
fine workman. Illinois or neighboring States

pref. "B 155," care Keystone.

POSITION as manager mail-order department;
catalogue, booklet, etc., compiler ; advertiser.

Experienced in jewelry and other lines. Sober,

reliable, jefe. Address," K. 176," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver desires a post-

" tion immediately. A thorough, practical
workman of 22 years' exp. Familiar with com-

plicated work ; rapid, up-to-date script and

ribbon monogram worker ; script, engraving

beautifully executed. Salary, $25 per week.

" K 177," care Keystone.

'ARIGHT young man, age 28, desires position as

LI an optician after April 1st ; 8 years' exp.

Strictly temperate, good habits ; also some

knowledge of jewelry business. Have had

optical exp. in large cities. Illinois, Indiana or

neighboring States pref. " 9178," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, salesman and optician, age

11 27 ; single, 9 years exp. at the bench. Have

sols, Al refs. $15 per week. " K 181," care

Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, first-class Al

11 salesman; speaks German, own tools. Can

take charge of bench ; Al ref.; Chicago, Illinois

and Iowa pref. Address," S 183," care Keystone.

Hy April 1st, as assistant to first-class watch-
I, maker, by young man with 4 years' exp. of

all-around work. Fair engraver. Exp. more

of an object than salary. Address, " B 184,"

eaPeyKeystonenlllY oimg ina as watchmaker, jeweler and en-

" graver. Refs.; Iowa pref. $12 per week.

W. A. Robinson, Hubbard, Iowa.

AS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver, 15 years'
A exp. Al refs. Lock box No. 105, Hunts-

ville, Texas.

YOUNG lady watchmaker wants position in

I good place ; 8 rears' exp. Fannie II.
 Barron,

Burton, Geauga County, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver ; all-

" around man (no bptch). 
Small place in

New York State pref. F. A. Sims, Seneca

Castle,  ytil_
2 years' exp., desires position to

finish trade. Highest refs.; good habits.

Will work for board and low wages. Address,

hjeoWveler and first-class sales.
iBo ifAx Tc1, 1:1 dtiAsoKutni3 O,

inan ; young man of good appearance, with

no bad Mihail. Own tools, good refs. 
Address,

" NVatehmaker," box 7, Brighton, Out.

WATCHMAKER wants permanent position.

" Age 27, single; steady, energetic
 worker;

best habits. Will look after employer's 
interests.

Have roll-top bench and tools, including 
Amer-

ican lathe. Wages $15. Photo. and refe. with

first letter. S. A. Weaver, Northville, N. Y.

AS engraver and 
saleslady ; Pennsylvania pref.

" R 162," care Keystone.

DY a German, practical, ail-aro
und workman

" as watchmaker, jeweler, e
ngraver mono-

gram and ornamental work, 1301110 mjfg. 
ewelry,

etc., wants steady position with Al 
house and

American wages, to correspond regard positio
n

in West Indies, Australia, 
Cuba or Porto Rico.

With full set tools. In 1 or 2 months. 
Address,

J. A. Treulieb, 141 W. Tent
h St., New York City.

LEY a middle-aged man, 26 years at the
 bench;

13 good stock-keeper and not afraid of w
ork.

"M. B.," care J. E. Todd, Staunton, V
a. 

WITHIN 200 miles of Omaha or Sioux City, b
y

IT first-class watchmaker, jeweler, optician

and salesman ; 16 years' exp. 
Good appearance,

temperate ; age 34. Have tools and tr
ial ease;

very best refs. Address, Box 156, Lynch, Nebr.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

OPTICIAN, graduate of Philadelphia Optical

V College, also French and American clock
repairer, wishes position. Ref. Address, John
G. Miller, 81 Green Street, Newark, N. J. 

fly young man, who speaks Spanish, with 4
years' exp. at jewelry business ; 3 years at

the bench. F. S. Melluish, 144 Lindsey Ave.,
Toronto, Canada.

pXPERIENCED in managing retail jewelry

I1 business, practical watchmaker. Can make
engagement on short notice and furnish ref. to
your satisfaction. John C. Sheldon, Bridgeton,
'New Jersey.
pNGRAVER.-Young man, 25, will accept posi-
1.4 April 1st, as experienced engraver and
salesman. Write description of man you want.
Landis School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

-puts.r-cLAss jeweler, stone-setter and clock
✓ repairer. Middle and Western States desired.
7 years' exp. Married. " T 148," care Keystone.

PY 2 thorough and competent watchmakers,
U who have had experience in running a large
shop, and are fully competent to handle fine or
complicated watches. Will send refs. and sam-
ples of work to anyone wishing to employ such
help, and is willing to pay for same. Address,
" C 143," care Keystone.

AS Al engraver and double entry book-keeper.
11 Address, R. M. Walker, general delivery,
Peoria, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain engraver
11 wishes a postion May 1st. Lood exp. and
best of refs. New York State pref. Wages $15.
F. A. Clark, 156 E. Seventh Street, Erie, Pa.

AFTER March 15th, by watchmaker, graduate
a optician plain engraver and jeweler. Own
tools and trial case, Al refs. Fred. Meyer, 149
Eleventh Street, Oshkosh, Wis. 

a00D, thorough watchmaker, of 20 years' exp.,
1-1 desires position at once. Own tools, good
habits; New England States pref. Address,
" E. A. A.," 45 Charles Street, Springfield, Mass.

YOUNG•watehmaker and optician. Good, all-
1 around, willing man; likes pivoting, French
clocks, etc.-used to high-grade work. Bertram
Bowler, 56 Cross Street, Nashua, N. H. 

YOUNG man, with 6 years' exp. in wholesale

• 

optical house as stock clerk and saleeman,
desires suitable position. Address, "S 192,"
care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman by young man, 27 ; 8
£1. years' retailing,iewelry and at bench. Good
appearance ; a salesman and a hustler. Best
refs. Start on salary or commission. Halstead,
Davis City, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, by May 1st, in Ohio, Western
IT New York or Pennsylvania. Age 35.
Graduated optician, can engrave. Native of

New York ; refs. A. L. MacKenzie, box 134,

Pulaski, Tenn.

Hy an Al jeweler. Can do all kinds of job and
11 new work. First-class refs. from present
employers. Address, " L 165," care Keystone.

MARCH 15th, position by young. man to finish
al in watch work, jewelry repairing engraving
and optical work. Have spent 434 years at
bench. Dry climate pref. Geo. D. Meade,
Oswego, N. Y.

HUSTLING young man as watchmaker, jeweler

11 and engraver. Age 22 ; graduate of one of

the best schools in United States. 4 years' exp.;

have own tools. Box 580, Normal, Ill. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician, plain en-

" graver and .A1 salesman. Young, single
man. Good ref. and photo. on demand ; state

salary. " L 156," care Keystone.

El'AVELER, married, wants permanent position

ti in Chicago or Milwaukee. "D 150," care
Keystone.

Hy an all-around man. Good watchmaker,

I' expert engraver, graduate optician ; can do
rimless mounting and frame adjusting, also fine
salesman ; 16 years' exp. Know the retail

jewelry and optical business thoroughly ; gilt-

edge refs. Now employed by one of the largest

jewelry establishments in the United States.

Can accept position May 1st, Fine complete

set tools and optical instruments. Correspond-

ence solicited from first-class jewelers who can

pay a good salary to an experienced all-around

man permanently. "S 160," care Keystone.

Hy young man as assistant. watchmaker, jewelry
LI and clock repairer ; knowledge of optics.

Temperate. California or Western State pref.

Not afraid of work. " W 159," care Keystone.

WY a young man, 19 years old, American, have

V had between 1 and 2 years at watch and

clock work, and some at jewelry repairing.

Best of refs. Would prefer Massachusetts or

Rhode Island. Ad., "61 197," care Keystone.

pIRST-CLASS watchmaker and salesman, ordi-

r nary engraver, good appearance, age 25, famil-

iar with city trade, wants position where he

will not be solely confined to bench. " Watch-

maker," 3376 Webster Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, of 18 veers' exp.,
11 wishes to make a change in April. Compe-

tent on highest grade work, familiar with rail-

road inspection. Good salesman ; can take

charge of store or watch department. Good

appearance ; graduate optician. Only good

houses willing to pay liberal salary. "B 182,"

care Keystone.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker on railroad and
I complicated watches, wishes position either

with a first-class retail store or a material house
.

Capable of taking charge of material depl
.

None but a first-class house need apply. Ad.,

"D 189," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

WATCHMAKER, 10 years' exp., can take
" charge of bench ; good salesman, window-
trimmer and all work to be done in a first-class
jewelry store. 25 years old, married ; best of
ref. Indiana pref. Salary, $15 per week ; do
not engrave. " C 168," care Keystone.

PERMANENT, by married man ; Al watch
A repairer, 20 years' exp. on American, Swiss
watches, clocks, jewelry, etc. Toole, trial case,
retinoscope, etc. Best ref. P. Sandoz, Wabash,
Indiana.
ABOUT March 15th, watchmaker, engraver and
a optician ; good stone-setter and salesman.
14 years' practical exp.; 5 years' manager of
$10,000 stock. Unquestionable refs. II. 1'.
Johnson, 305 E. Fifth, Grand Island, Nebr. 

WATCH repairer on railroad, repeaters, timing
11 watches 16 years' exp.; optician, jeweler,
engraver. nave lathe tools, ophthalmometer,
ophthalmoscope, trial ' case. Married, speak
English, German • good refs., habits. l.lust be
permanent, on or before May 1st. West, north
or south of Milwaukee, Wis., pref. A. C..Reisz,
Albert Lea, Minn.

a00D, reliable watchmaker, salesman and plain
I.! engraver ; 6 years' eicp.i age 27, single.
Position in healthy town of fair altitude ; South
or West pref. State all requirements and salary.
"A 204," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker and optician, Al on rail-road work ; capable of taking entire charge.
Wish to locate West or Northwest in a low
altitude. Address, " E 210," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, also clocIT and jewelry re-
" pairer ; do plain engraving. Own tools
except lathe ; also exp. salesman. Speak Danish
and English. N. Jensen, Batavia, Ill.

AN experienced watchmaker and optician de-
15 sires a position in wholesale jewelry, optical
or material house. Best of refs. Philadelphia
pref. " F 96," care Keystone.

VOUNG man wants position as watchmaker,
1 clerk or traveling salesman. Can do plain
engraving and jewelry repairing. Over 8 years'
exp. in jewelry business. C. H. Schaeffer,
Christiansburg, Va. 

PERMANENT, with good, reliable house by
1. first-class watchmaker, 20 years' exp; • large
exp. on fine and complicated work. Fine set
tools ; best ref. " H 212," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

ASSISTANT watchmaker ; must be good en-
graver. $15 per week. Send sample of en-

graving and photo. if possible. Burt Ramsay &
Co., 1-3 and 5 Colonial Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.

$9c PER week for a capable watchmaker and4,0 engraver, with gilt-edge refs. and highest
ability, to take charge of our watch dept. None
other but a capable man need apply. Albert
Pfeifer & Brp., Little Rock, Ark.

A RELIABLE watchmaker 
' 
• must be a first-

/1 class salesman forjewelry store in Vancouver,
British Columbia. Good position for a man
with capable abilities. May be required to take
entire management of business for a time.
Apply to I. Herman, 130 Cordova Street,
Vancouver, B. C.

I`XPERIENCED jewelry salesman and window
E4 dresser. State exp. send photo. Burt
Ramsay & Co., 1-3 and 5 Colonial Arcade,
Cleveland, Ohio. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, competent
" num. Give refs., state salary wanted, send
sample engraving. Good, steady position.
Herman Hiss & Co., Bay City, Mich.

A week for Al watchmaker, who can en-
grave, repel rjewelry and clocks, salesman;

good, all-around helper. Steady job ; good town
In New York State. If you want good place,
write. Address, " B 199," care Keystone.

pNGRAVER wanted with cash to Int estab-
U lished jewelry engraving business. Earnings
average over $50 weekly last 4 months. City of
300,000 expenses very light ; books open for
inspection. Going West for health ; make oar
Immediately. " I 144," care Keystone.

$15

jEWELER wanted in Philadelphia ; must be
lP quick at all kinds of repairs. Man who can
do clock or engraving. Must have first-class
ref. State wages expected to start with. Ad.,
"E 201," care Keystone.

A VERY active young man, watchmaker and
15 optician, as manager of an old-established
Jewelry store in Newark, N. J. Must be a pusher
and have good refs. A good chance for right
man. Address, " M 154," care Keystone. 

PIRST-CLASS workman and engraver in a large
E jewelry store in a healthy Southern city.
Northern man pref. "C 171," care Keystone. 

pIRST - CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
I steady position. State aniount of salary
extpected and send samples of engraving. Ad.,

151," care Keystone. 

THOROUGH watchmaker to teach in a school;one with exp. pref. Good, steady position
to right man. Give full particulars in first letter.
"S 170," care Keystone.

FOOD optician, who can do ordinary watch
U repairing. Must be quick, sober and furnish
first-class ref. L. M. Beck, Fort Wayne, Ind.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker •, must be a good
E engraver. Permanent position at $23 a week.
Send recommendation. Be prepared to come at
once. C. L. Ruth & Son, Montgomery, Ala. 

YOUNG man up in photo. work. Send ref.
1 McCarthy Optical Co., St. Louis, Mo.

4.21

HELP WANTED.

PIRST-CLASS optician and W:11 ■ luitaker to go
S to the Pacific coast. A. E. Colburn, Trin-
idad, Colo.
ROON as possible, thorough watchmaker and
U engraver. Permanent position ; salary, $20.
Give age and exp.; send sample of engraving.
Bireley & Son, Oshkosh, Wis. 

Sic A week. First-class watchmaker, with
IL' tools ; permanent position. Single man.

State age and exp. in first letter. Albert
Norstedt, Mount Carmel, Pa. 

('001) engraver and to assist as clerk in store.
1-1 Must be steady, quick and honest. Perma-
nent position to right luau ; Al ref. Geo.Walter,
24 W. Lexington Street, Baltimore, Md. 

A THOROUGH all-around watchmaker and
11 optician. one having exp. in repairing
French clocks pref. Location is a prosperous
New England city, and the position is a perma-
nent one with good people. Address, Jos.
Friedlander & Bro., No. 8 Maiden Lane, New
York City. 

PXPERIENCED spectacle-frame maker or re-
Li Apply, giving ref., to F. A. Hardy

l'rudential Building, Atlanta, Ga.

A TRAVELING salesman, with first-class refs.
11 and established trade, for Iowa, Nebraska
and Northern Missouri by a wholesale jewelry
house. Pay good salary. "B 142," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, permanent
11 position. Give age and exp.; send sample
of engraving. E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa. 

WATCHMAKER, permanent position. Good
" wages to first-class man. LeBolt & Company,
167 State Street, Chicago. 

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker aud engraver. Good
I and permanent position to right party. Ad.,
D. F. Wetzel Co., Spokane, Wash.

pIRST-CLASS jeweler ; must be first-class on
✓ new work, repairs, diamond mounting and
engraving. State amount of salary expected
and send. samples of engraving. Ad., "L 152,"
care Keystone.

A MAN, between 21 and 25 years of age, who
A knows something about refraction work, but
who is willing to start in on a small salary with
a certainty of a rapid advancement if found
capable. Must have good education and furnish
the best of refs. Must have a pleasing person-
ality. Apply by letter to " Optician," No. 30
N. Main Street, Concord, N. H.

WATCHMAKER in city near Chicago. State
" age and wages wanted. "L 195," care
Keystone
pIRST-CLASS watchmaker in northwestern
.1, city. Must be good engraver and jewelry
repairer ; send sample engraving. Salary, $25
week ; only first-class parties need apply. Ad.,
" G 190," care Keystone.

TOBBER, engraver, salesitittu, etc. Sample of
11 engraving and state wages wanted in first
letter. W. S. Quencer, Watertown, N. Y.

aOOD watchmaker and engraver ; optician pref.
U Steady position to right man. Douglas
Jewelry Co., Guthrie, Okla.

A SINGLE foreign jeweler for general repair
A shop. Not a watchmaker-jeweler, but a good
mfg. jeweler. Will pay $20.per week. " K 207,"
care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler ; per-
IL position to right man. Good wages ;
send photo. and ref. in first letter. F. J. Loeper,
Lansford,Pa.

WATCHMAKER and optician. Will pay $20
IT per week to right luau. Address, 

, 
' K,"

care Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., No. 2 Maiden
Lane, New York City, N.Y. State qualification
and refs.
poMPETENT watchmaker and jeweler for gen-
t/ eral repair work who can wait on trade.
State age, salary and enclose full refs. with first
letter, together with sample engraving and
photo. Don't reply if you drink. Cole & Co.,
Jewell, Iowa.

PIRST - CLASS all- around watchmaker, en-
✓ graver, etc. Salary, $18 per week. Steady
position ; Georgia. Send photo. Address,
"S 139," care Keystone.

PAIR workman, who would like further instruc-
✓ tions ; or married man who would take fur-
nished rent toward wages. F. B. Catlin,
Winsted, Conn.

ALL-AROUND watch, clock and jewelry re-

• 

pairer. State exp. and salary. Schneider
Bros., 355 Genesee Street,  Buffalo, N. Y. 

VOUNG man who can do jewelry repairing and

• 

watch work to go to Southern city. Ref.,
salary expected. J. S. Voss & Sons, Fourth and
Race, Cincinnati, Ohio.

flOOD man to repair and take charge of bus--
u nese, or will sell. W. H. Tewell, Bement, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and optician ,• one who can
ml buy my tools, materials and optical goods
and run these 2 departments in connection with
my jewelry business. " C 153," care Keystone. 

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
/1 salesman. A permanent position to right
man. Will pnv $18 per week to begin with.
Located Central Iowa. " P 211," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler ; one who has
11 some knowledge of drug business pref.
Write, stating salary, etc., Kaiser & Lumsden,
Dysart, Iowa.

I WANT a good scene and letter engraver for
I spoon work. Wages to start, $15 per week.
Send sample of work with application. Address,
F. F. Hurd, 1521 Glenarm Street, Denver, Cob.

(Continued on page en)
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HELP WANTED.

(canlinuedifram page 421.)

A WAD 'I I MAKER. Address, F. D. Hobb,
Obion, Tenn.

flPTICAL wianien ; lens and frame workers.

• 

" II 209," care Kevst One.
1.:001) watchmaker, plain engraver and jeweler.

• 

State wages wanted Luther Ale( ain,
Delphi, Ind.
VNGRAVER ; must be able to do shop work,
Li be a good letter and monogram engraver.
Address to Ilenr) Zwengel, 435 E. Water Street,
Milwau kee, W

v:itch maker jeweler wanted ; young
8j loan proof. 81ust send good refs. al. E.
trine, stateshoro. I M.
Itt,‘ s TE1 yl.111112, Ititill \\'111) (1() lvatell mirk.
Iv 111 11';11-/I Iii111.1. 111%1111.111, Stan.

Wagl, and ref. Brehm,

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VRA NCI, No. 2 or 3, engraving machine.
t■ust. Inetzen, 
buy ii time smalbujo-too-olatc,payitigjewelry

• 

boisine.s. Soon hero on; \\ 0,1ent town of
prer. " A  ci a re Key-stone.

NI I. 1 1 .. \V hitcomill lathe, with head arid tail-
it stocks anti uu ire chucks. lie°. .k. Johnston,
Cadiz, old..
it.1 1;.ANDF.ATHEIt'S Meek with moon. J. W.
13 clay ( oteelny, Lana 1.14, III.

0: 1 I-11 .\ NI, trial eases and prisoptometers,
elittap. state full particulars and lowest

priee i II lir-t let ter. Address, "Optician," lock
box 1,7, Chicago, Ill.

eh ',ammeter wanted. Bell, jeweler,

• 

Kalauttizett, I ieli.

SE( .1 IN I /- IIA NI) lire-proof safe ; name price
0 and dimensions. F. 0. Hannan, Belle Center,
ohie.

IEWEL,RY business tibiatt IO miles from
cage in exchange for inedern o home ;

value $3500. .Address, Enid Jones," room 6111
Columbus 8lomoorial Chioxigit•
\TEST ,oioionol-hanot oplothithitoometer, ummova

root ino oseopoi mot 41111111111i1111,11110, 130StOn

iiiii,ipaI :111,., Siar III', Eastman eaniera No. 5.
Box 1,3, Plymouth, N. II.

LI .8 ISLE Ship chronometer, 5-inch dial.
0 T. c. Tank,. Bulfalo, N. V.

I OC.\TION by watehotaker ; will buy •tr startA 110%V in tOWII fir 10161 0,3000. AVill invest $300.
Indiana ;o'er. " 167.'1 iaire I:eystone.
lattoo meatien in town Moo to 2100 ; South or
14 1Vest ; California pref. selaIl capital.
Self, Decker, Ind.

1 A I, set.; give description and price. A. J.
1 'lark, Intyton, Tenn.

'ri_I tot y paying ,jewelry and optical business in
summer resort on Jersey coast. "A 166,"

care Key,i11111`.

1.:1:1* kind ef gold and silverware, jewelry,
1.• watt:hes, platimon. Alarket value paid. Sent
by express er registered mail. Price not satis-
factory, I will return all articles. J. l. Clark,
refiner and ,weepsinelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 187111, 727 Sansoin St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

HNLY nee pop. tom. Established 6 years;
pwloy. Iverk, g111111 business. Invoice,

stock ano I fixture,. over $2000. Will sell for
\ otii -,111111It $1500. C. L. Griswold,

Itatichill,
IN old-established jewelry store in a central
it lIjiij, tewn, ef 1600 pop., in the finest
4...ent ry en earth. No opposition ; fine place for
yeti it g man. " 123." care Keystone.
Ltstit.i Bids' I Ell ,jim el ry business in Northern
I• t ;....4i II, Imo pop.; no competition.
" II sit," can, IVti(

tdtot-. best town in the State; in-
ha t,;/;,,,i, Teen ; lean office in connection.

stet mei 6 tore, will invoice about 112000.
I occi rmeten Mr selling. Address, A. Wiukler,
P..plar Neff, \ie.

I Ft 1:,T-1 'I, \ SS jewelry 
i: lit 

business established
lleitt location, well, paying and

tine trade After 25 years of successful business
career wit want to retire. This is an excellent
opportunit y for a person wishing to step into a
goud-payi It proposition. Will bear the strictest
invest igat Lim. For further particulars apply to
C. Weinberg & Co., 1138 Sixteenth Street,
Denver, Colo.

A PAYIN4 i jewelry and optical business in a
It mann Ott ii rite; eity of Michigan, 10000 pop.
I can show you thin I II:Ivo...leered besides ex-
penses $5000 in the last 5 years. Poor health,
the cause of selling. W. II. skenuan. Wyandotte,
Michigan.
t,i; 1500 I ticild' taw 

gas
sy taonw•inopt(iicottol ci  stockreasioini good

selling. Repairs more than pay all store ex-
penses. If interested, write " M 141," care
Keystone.

$1500 CASH buys stock and fixtures only
jeweler in few') of 800. Good prices,

good trade ; Western Iowa. All one man can
do. Reasone for selling good. Ad., "Jeweler,"
607 West Seventh Street, sirmx City, Iowa.

$1200 lit" jewelry and optical stock, safe
and lixtnn, Pop. 1000; electric light

and water plaet. I. L. Spreng, Sycamore, Ohio.

FOR SALE.

STORES, SToDes AND BUSINESSES.

$171111 STOcK of jewelry and lixture. Town
vu of 6500, in center of the fruit and

mineral belt of southwestern Missouri. Good
reasons for selling. J. H. Grier, Aurora,
A GOOD business is for sale in southwestern
Il Texas; beautiful climate. Takes etie00 cash.
Receipts, 1902, monthly average $567. No oppo-
sition ; good prices. Reason for selling, store
too confining. Must get out doors. "S 146,"
care Keystone.
VSTABLISHED jewelry business ; small capital
xv required. Address, "P 147," care Keystone.
THE leading jewelry store in one of our largest
1 cities. Stock over $100,000. " T 136," care
Keystone.

sN.11'.—Jewelry and optical business paying
o profit of over $2500 yearly, and increasing.

Only optician within 40 miles. Will stand
closest investigatiou. It necessary, can reduce
to $2000. C. S. Apple, Charlottesville, Va.
11?,WELRY store in Eastern Nebraska town of

• 

1000. Good business ; require $800. Rail-
road Inspection. Health broken down. If in-
terested, write Lock Box 43, Scribner, Nebr.
THE best paying jewelry businesss well estab-
T lished In a hustling city of Colorado of
25,000 pop., with monthly pay-roll of $1,000,000.
Local watch. inspectors. Stock up to date ; itt

oild accumulations. Full jewelry manufacturing
and lens grinding plants. Location of store best
in the city. Lease can be arranged to suit pur-
eliaser. Tennis easy, so large amount of capital
I' not required. Repair work will pay all store
expenses. Ill health, cause of selling. J. G.
Rabic, Cripple Creek, Colo.
IEW ELlt store, stock and fixtures in live,

growing Iowa town of 800 inhabitants ; rich
farming country surrounding. Fine store and
fixtures, clean stock, good run of repairing—
nothing better to he found. Invoice $1800.
Only those hav ing cash need apply. Best reasons.
"18 83," care Keystone.

S 1600 BUYS stock and fixtures. Both new
(- and first class. Good optical and repair
trade. Nearest competition 28 miles. Practi-
tinily no credit. Reasons for selling on applica-
tion. G. H. Tyler, McHenry, N. flak.
I EW ELRY and 4,1dd:it store near Boston. An

41 tip-to-date menev-maker. Write for full de-
scription. "41 20:3,6 care Keystone. 

;r„,ET.EitS' chance. Jewelry and fixtures by
let tit' April. Rare chance tor a watchmaker

and ept Minn. Two main line railroads. About
lo0o inhabitants. Thompson, jeweler, AVyanet,
III

:tl'OCK. of jewelry, chinaware, crockery, glass-
') ware, notions, books, confectionery, etc., in
Northern Wisconsin town of 1300 pop. Only
jeweler. Bench work, $40 per month. Sales
last year averaged $20 per day ; sales last De-
cember were $1150. Stock will invoice $2800.
Can reduce if desired. Do not write unless you
have the cash. Will sell building also if desired.
Reason for selling, wife's ill health. Address,
P. 0. Box 4, Thorp, Wis.
VIRST-CLASS, thereughly up-to-date jewelry
C store for sale in the city of Salida, Colo,
Pop. 5000 and growing very fast. Railroad pay-
roll about $1011111111 poor month. New smelter pay-
roll $10,000 per twilit It—will probably be doubled
within a year. Finest elituate in the world.
Sure cure for throat and lung troubles Sales
average esoo per month. Repair work $2 to $5
per day. All stores close at 6.30. We eet good
profits here and good prices for repair work.
Mainsprings and cleaning, $1.50 each. Other
I hings in proportion. It meetly new.
Stock will inventory about $7000. IVill reduce
to any amount desired or will sell fixtures and
eptical instruments and material without any
stock, and purchaser can put in his own stock.
Reasons for selling explained by letter. A $3000
to $5000 stock is sufficient. This is a splendid
chance fer. semehody. Strait Bros., Salida, Cole.
I N V re.ptet si We party wanting excellent oppo r-

• 

(unity lo locate in a growing city of the
Ntnrthe..st stay answer this. Investigate after
getting partieulars through any of the local
banks. Established business many years ; large
run of watt -11 t irk, keeping two watchmakers
busy ; best location •, Maple stock ; excellent
reputation. Will Bell out for cash only. Ad-
dress, " eare Keystone.

IEW ELlt Y shirr and optical business in city of14,000. Reason for selling, other business.
Stock and fixtures will invoice at about $2000.
Must be cash. Everything up to date. " H 191,"
care Keystone.
lEft. ELM stock and fixtures. No opposition.
tI Established 15 years in good town of 2000;
line farming country ; good R. R. business;
stock and fixtures clean and up to date; will
invoice $5000 ; can he reduced. Must be cash.
Reason for aelling, other business. Address,
"11 161," care Keystone.
WILY jewelry store in city of nearly 3000 pop.
U Invoice about $1500. Good !ovation for man
of email means. For further particulars ad-
dress, " NI 157," care Keystone.
Q51211.1 stock and fixtures. A snap for a musi-
u clan with small capital. It will pay you to
investigate. Ad., P. 0. Box 325, Menasha, Wis..

$2-0-0-0 CASII buys a epniplete jewelv businessin a growing Eastern twit 1)ver 4090.
Good reason for selling. Net ;trellis last year,
$2656. Address, " II 206," care Keystone.
KO better opportunity anywhere than I have to

offer in Central Illinois. Will bear investi-
gation. Address, " W 164," care Keystone.
ige. and Jan. business $939.87. $700 cash buys
I, stock and ii xtu res. No opposit ion ; pop., 1100.
Ad., with stamp, E. D. Frantz, Clayton, Ill.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

IEWEI.ItY business for sale in 'Wisconsin.
II Correspondence solicited. "S 169," care
Keystone.
RTOCK and fixtures of well-established jewelry
U business in best town of 2000 pop. in Eastern
Iowa. Excellent opportunity for mau with
small capital. No old goods. Health ; must
get out. For particulars. address, M. F. Barger
dz, Co., 103 State Street, Chicago, III. 
VSTABLISHED jewehty and optical business.
LI Southern Indiana mining town of 8000 ;
$75,000 pay roll every two weeks; invoice about
$1500. H. J. Dale, Linton, Indiana. 
flOOD-PAYING jewelry business, with stock,
u tools and fixtures. Repair work, $140 per
month. Answer quick. Going to country April
1st. (We E. M. ft archeini, 1205 Patterson Ave.,
Baltimore, Md.
IiIIRST-C LASS jewelry business in prettiest. vil-
u loge i ii Vertietti1. Stock and fixtures, $2800.
Good reason for selling. Write, "T 188," care
Keystone.
HALF interest in "Id-established optical litisi-
0 ness in Philadelphia, Pa.; ti i.st-elass I4e.at ion ;
$2500 capital retell red ; good eppert unity for ail
active iiian. Ad., " NI 158," care IX"eystotte.
'KW El, ICV and ,optical business in Kansas
I, tOil ; non., .13011; established 19 years ; have
watch i espeetieti ; steek and fixtures invoice
$4000 ; can reducc ; Ili. sold at oolitic ; a rare
chance ; enly one tefiepetiter ; g.sel reason for
selling. Address, " 173," care Key smile.
JEWELRY store ; good, clean st....k ; in thriv-
✓ lug town of 1800 pop. in Iowa ; sleek and fix-
tures invoice about $2000 ; good local hot "
185," care Keystone.
JEWELRY store in good Missouri town of 9000.
U Oak fixtures and nice, clean stock. Ad-
dress, "W 186," care Keystone.
JEWELRY and optical store. Stock and fix-
Ii tures invoice about $1100. AVM sell cheap for
cash only ; repair work averages $75 to ttitiou per
month ; at Detreit, Mich. " I 173," care Key-
stone.
flNl' f It ,.ptiii It 'is in New York

1..quiriu,•Ht the Hilt•I lott,iness
makes immediate sale necessary. "11
care Keystone.
RSTABLISIIED, well-paying jewelry business ;
" watch repairing abed s2410 monthly and nil';o 
clean, up-to-date steel; ii ilt'iii1lii., Tenth, the
best and liveliest seittliern coy ; pep. :Moat
125,000, and steady-growing; the shire is 10_
cated .n 0 _et 1 part el city ; rent moderate;
good lease on i Id i lig. II iii' particulars cheer-
fully given. A41., E. c. It ii Ic, Nlemphis, Tenn. 
"'AVE been establish...1 16 years in one of the
IL best towns of Califernia. Ilave done well
and can afford to retire. Stock and lixtit res
will invoice about $6000. Here is an excellent
opportunity to step into a good, est:OM-Mal
business. Make tine an otter. Cash only. I 'to cl
Rappe, 'Watsonville, Cal.
JEWELRY, stationery, wall-pigs,. .1 'k, in
Iv best Missouri town, 2000 inhabitants, rich
farming country ,t clean stock ; extra good run
of repairing ; will invoice about $1400. Only
those having cash need apply. Good reasons.
Leslie White, Lee's Summit, Mo.
111,11-ES'YAB1ISHED jewelry business. Pine
V opportunity for a first-class jeweler and op-
tician. Invoice about $2500. timool reason for
selling. A. E. Axinan, Franklin, ode.

-MY jewelry stock Mid )111Si111., in a thriving
•U- county seat in lower :Michigan ; pop. nearly
8000 ; surrounded by a riell agrietillitral commu-
nity and has sonic manufacturing. Sleek and
fixtures up to date and bought right ; will in-
voice $5500 ; can reduce stock as desired. Will
sell the goods for what they are worth. Grand
opportunity to buy an established business that
has little competition. Reason for selling, wish
Ii, retire. Address, "George Rogers," room
601 columbus Memorial Building,  Chicago.
WILL sell at a sacrifice small stock of WiYelry.
" Won't invoice over $300. Excellent town
and country. No competition. Northern Indi-
ana. "N 140," care Keystone.

HOOD-PAYING jewelry business, established
U 8 years. Sickness, reason for selling. Ad-
dress, Box 201, Bristol, Pa.
VSTABLISHED ,jewelry business, stock and
Ii fixtures, $1000 cash. Only jewelry store in
town of 3500 inhabitants ; must sell on account
of poor health. Fred. Wannemacher, Lancas-
ter, N. Y.
HON'T work for somebody else at $15 per week
" when you can clear film' $25 to $35 anti be
your own boss. Very little money needed.
$150 will secure fixtures and location. You can
carry as much or little stock as convenient.
TOwn of 5000 in New Jersey. One other jeweler.
Opening for first-class optician. Rent, store and
house combined, $20. Address, " B 193," care
Keystone.
A BOOMING jewelry business in the busiest
It city in Michigan ; inventory. e2336 ; stock
new and up to date : more werk than one first-
class man can do ; railway insiteetien ; good lo-
cation and very reasonable rent sickness the
only reasons for selling : beeked 53s watches in
1902. Address, " F 198," care Kti) sloone.

WATCHMAKER wanting good deatien-and
" has $3000. For particulars, Box 57e, West
Liberty, Iowa.
MALL stock of watches, clocks, jewelry,Whit-
u comb lathe, full set of chucks, Al National
fire and burglar proof safe, show cases, bicycle
sundries, watch material, building and lot.
Reason for selling, failing eyesight. College
town. T. A. Jones, Granville, Ohio.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

IEWELlt V, bicycle and spirting goods store;
I, good Iii it and watch repairing trade; no
competition ; best locution in town,' stock and
fixtures about $3000 ; rent reasonable. W. A.
Linguist, 'tassel, Minn.
HARE chnince to buy at. a bargains ; only ,jewelry
11 and optical store, including stock, fixtures,
store and residence coinhined, in AVayniesboro,
Va.; fast-growing mann filet tiring town ,• pop:,
3500 ; good factories ; rich country ; good busi-
ness ; new modern l-.iiii' litililitig, 24x80 feet;
lot, 33x200 feet. Add., D. E. I hunt, Grottoes,Va..

$800. rr00620(Nk•fiL
Doan, Elma, Iowa.
$95011 y E-Aff AN net profit toa good workman.

u if you want to locate in a good WiscOn-
sin twit ol 20,0181 pop.; could mit stock to $3000

s5twe ; 3 railroad,. P 171," eare Keystone..

it N( i man, do yeti want tit step into a busi-
ness well estald blico I, Willi more work than

mit. man can do store and Weise together,fur-
nislied ready u i ii py ; twe eembined rent
for $20. Competition I hal v oni need not
carry any rnore stock than poi wain. Town of
5000 in Central Noiw Jersey I/11 Ihilaw are. A d-
dress, " It 194," ear.. Keystone.

IEWEI.111* and ept Mal business_, city of 20,000,
U Southern Ca ornlifia. Fine boating, fishing
and hunting I.V.1.y day in the year. 14'inest
climate in the %verb]. This is a rare chance for
anyone in ill heelt Ii, iii! a bargain if taken at

• 

ritlItSt Illl.tillt.1 ■ll.1p in the city. Rea-
settuble rein. lio,ines, well established. Opti-
cal ilepartment i imid up with it One dark
reel., electric lighted. Invoice from $3000 to
$teett, only thrse utettioing business and will-
ing to joiy cash need answer. Best of reasons
for selling. " P 196," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

VIRE and lei rgla r-proef safe, 40110 pounds; 8-foot
I reenter case, 17 incite, high. Self, Deeker,111•1.

SI .1-4YZ.O %.4(Milfi lrnin.g."letiCnioU I 
and 

lidatiln(nit'dsejr6it 
largemi i 

diamond. Only $80. J. Clenny, Kansas City, Mo.
JIVE 10-foot show cases, two 9-foot, half circle,

eh.. w 4•ases, roosiouvoloul and plate glass ; also
tahles, one 12-it wall ease, one 9%-foot ma-
hogany regulator, odd piece and One ; watch-
maker's heimli ; 72x:52x:81-inch safe; iron sal ii
anti spectaeb. stet., i..-111t.h, at a bargain.
" 1; s5." N•' 'iii,-.

A 1,1. ll .11.1 l',1111■11.1.' S1.1 of Yvatch-
toms. tstt Meet i-i- time-keeping

watch •ittri. lltincy S. hiwis, 'iltirlitisville, rid.

N 4.V A isii inuseepe, with duplex base; will
I ave iniiiiiifacturers put in Sallie condition

IlltW it fit riiish any light required ; $30 net
east, with enter. Ad., Edward Judson, Room
6of coded., l,uiuoniiil Building, Chicago.
It rill I hoseope, Wills dliplex base ; as
U good as ii sr ; gas and electric attachments ;
$28 cash. Ad., William Patten, Room 601
Columbus Menterial Iliiilding, Chicago.
pENE v A nttittescope, W it II tilipleX Ilatie, in first-
ti 1,11111 it ion ; will furnish tither oil, gas
or Meet rie at tachments ; first man sending $25
gels it. Address, Samuel Ogden, Room 601
Celundais Memorial Building, Chicago.

Sattarlee111011P1; goodJA VA I. eplitletheette.ter,
as 111-W ; $35. W. E. (.1,1Sily, Ind.

A NEW trial case ; I ii'llltsta till11 I raveling
n case, used only 2 feedlot ; -i -x and 32
concave lenses. i'or particulars \yriic, Box 175,
Waseca, Minn.
HNE N. 10 Diebold jeweler anti-dynamite de:
I/ vice, lourglar-proof safe, good as new ; price,
$3511. I b.... Brad y, Washington, Pa.

tsl1,1,:1; safe, cost $85, for $50 ; bargain. M.
Tm 11. Vail Looan, Sp. Valley, Minn.-
ToN It I ;It I-; it engraving machine, the

• latitst $75 machine, with type, etc. Will
take sp....tacles iii' Atone,: and lenses or watch
cases and movements. " 11 66," care Keystone.

-entire fixtures of a large jewelry store.
Handeonie wall and counter cases, 10 feet

long, plate-glass mirrors andiburglar-proof safe.
Also three outside show cases, engraving ma-
chine and trays. Davidow Bros., cor. Third
Ave. and 124th St., New York.
'VEIV Century engraving machine, never been
Ii used, 3 sets type, etc.; the $85 outfit com-
plete 8711 cash, or $85 American watches. Ad-
dress, " It 200," care Keystone.

ill] EASII.V saved. Complete " Stark
(I III" lathe outtit, all attachments, in perfect
condition, at more than above discount from
cost, Outfit Includes tine large cabinet bench.
tientiinto bargain. "S 145," care Keystone. _
1EW ELERS' and opticians' tools and instru-
iv mein s for sale. Send stamp for list. If you
have anything in this line for sale write me.
Lock box 6, Erie, III.

moss retino-skiameter, in good condition. F.

• 

B. Blakemond, Dowagiac, Mich.
A LARGE watch sign. F. B. Blackmond,
ii Dowagiac, Mich.
TWO good fire-proof jewelry safes for sale.
T A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Ind. Ter. 
HIVETT lathe, 17 chucks and face plate. Cost
mt 060. Used 8 years. Address, Box 404,
Arcola, Ill.
POMPLETE set of jewelers' tools at a low flg-
U ure. Address, A. Ifforatz, Bloomington, 111.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

EINE 8-foot and two 11-foot wall cases, solid rna-
u hogany, on cherry louses, with netrpetelicular
sliding plate-glass theirs. Shelves awl steps
covered black felt. :till in line 4.44114Iii dn. Pho-
tograph on application]. l'rice low to a pur-
chaser for May 1st deli very. Ryland & Rankin,
Lynchburg, Va.
IEWELERS' burglar-proof safe, finely ar-
u ranged inside; standing regulator, mercury
pendulum; Comfort case and 10 gross crystals,
copies Jamous diamonds, large mirror. Very
cheap; altogether er separately. Exchanges
considered. J. W. I'ooper, Ind.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

ANE upright piano in use only 6 months.

• 

exchange for 1 u!, or 2 carat ring or diamond
ear d reps about same size. Address, Lock Box
203, Poplar Milli', SI H.

VINE engine and boiler, 1., horsepower. Want
I trial set. A. .1. (lark, Dayton, Tenn.
WAN'I'ED, a low ;deb Ititterhausen Boehm
" wood flute, closo,1 Co Sharp. Will trade a
new, highest gratie Heward 10 14 K. gold
limiting ease for a geed mstrenient. W. H.
Gnu tilt, Green Bay, W

ViEW N11. 1, 1 - 11,41.:1 ing 1o:whine; per-
fect eendit Went mariett chronometer.

Dr. .Xpple, charlotte-vine, Va.
W11.1. trade 2 Ili,. i lea chic ',int tens of land in
" South loketo fuel Nlinn...,ta for jewelry
stock. AN'ertli ,S2tinti o l oarter. James M.
lIoskins, tioui it 1::11/iik. ti

11.HAIN1.ESS bicycle hi large for American
U lathe. F. 13. Cat lie,Wi estol, Conn.
N EATON engraving tewhille in first-class
order. Want to exchange same for a first-

class trial set. E. E. ( futdir, Dexter, Mo.
(III EA P, 1000 roller jewel-, 100 common and bi-
t) ft' .,l spectacles, rheumatic rings and cheap
jewelry. \Vatter Dweller°, Sterling, Ill.
aENKv.k t...tinos60—p,, with thiplox hase and

neW ■ . ■ II
for :'•:-111 1i...7:change for lathe, No. t!,
attachmentS—same condition. " 1,7,"
care Key-hill°.

A NEW trial case. Aid Bros., Gallatin, SI it.

MMOTOR bicycle and plating dynamo. RobertAnderson, otranto Sta., Iowa.
fl.ENEVA rot ineseitmt, thildex base, for 20th
U Century engraving le:whine. " W. C. K.,"
532 Central Ave., cennersville, Ind.

il!ii.:14111"■1:11.7;11rtli:k1((')Iran.ora fiel
ex Inge
I 6c(iim 

tlor jewelry stock and optical outfit.
Write quick. Burrell Bros., canindeo, N. Y.

1cIA1.1.4 newspaper plant, centplete; everything
u necessary l'er 6 ...Minn paper. Price, $450.
What have you ? Address, D. A. Martin, Liver-
mot-e, Iowa.

pEtifil, mil:, Seth 'Thomas, No. 9 ; Blickens-
n derfer typewrit•ir, polishing  lathe, jewelry
trays, bieycle 1 cheap for cash. Will exchange
for clarionets. Ad.,chas. M. Doty, Dunkirk, Ind.

VEARLY now clarionet ; cost $50. Anything
it useful. J. C. Cameron, Florence, Wash.

440 AC"ES good land in South Dakota, goodproperty, Improved, for up-to-date jewelry
stock, $5000 to F12,ette. Middle States. State
facts only. It. A Ittiel.mader. Fa‘ etm, Wis.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
THI• HEADING THREE GENTS PE R WORD.

A $25.00 course inn ept hos for only $6.00. Si' the
n ad. of The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, on page 408,

flKLAHOMA town of 700 people y without a
u jeweler. Investigate quick. W. L. Peck,
Nardin, Okla. Ter.

VALER HOLY,well-known expert in NewYorkCity on complicated watch work, of 976 Third
Ave., and lately of 180 Broadwity, is temporarily
located at. Greensburg, Pa. Thanks to all that
patronized his work. Ho will in future reopen
a shop on his own account ; location will be
duly announced.

HON'T let your competitor get ahead of you,
U Read ad. in "Business Notices." North
Shore Mfg. Co.

HAVE you got $500 to invest in the jewelry
Is buelness? The repair bolsi miss alone brings
iii $900 per year. ".1 103," cor.. Keystone.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER TH is HEADING TH. EE GENT. PER WORD.

EE our advertisement, page 406, of a complete
0 course in optics with degree Doctor of ()An-
tics for only $7.50. The entire subject covered
thoroughly. South Bend College of Optics.

HOLD and silver-plating, satin finish,engraving,
u engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

AY, Mr. Jeweler, do you mit photographs on
vT watch cases? We show you how and also
furnish chemicals for doing first-class work on
watch cases, china, silk, linen, etc.; better get
in line and keep up with the times. Send stamp
for full particulars. North Shore Mfg. Co.,
P. 0. box 166, Lynn, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

AA ee.plete 625 correspondent out- in
✓ optic, with diploma and tug it I ,iPi I,1

Optics fur only $7.50. Lists opeu till i 1,■.■ Ii
29th. See our advertisement, page 406, t tie
us for particulars. South Bend (°Urge of
Optics.
1'IJ4IN Horological School, the oldest and best
El known school for watchmakers, gives you
practical training in watch repairing, engraving
and optics. Our graduates are filling the best
positions with the trade. Address., for cata-
logue, Elgin Horological School, Elgm, Ill.
you are looking for a good, reliable finn to do
• your watch work. Here is the 'dace. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Mensuorluil Building, Chicago.
'wily net send me your watch cases that Ilea
It repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversiniths'Ithig.,Chicago,111.
pliDOMETERS—Ineusures and regi,ters the

• 

distance you walk. Greatest novelty ef the
new century and sells at sight. Sent postpaid
on receipt of $1.25. Keswick Jewelry Co.,
Keswick, Iowa.
HPTICIANS and jewelers send stamp for " free
u lesson" that will lend to an increase in your
income of fitom $5 to $25 per week. Address,
The Chicago School of Ophthalmic Science and
Mental Tlwrapeutics, Chicago, Ill.

$1.00 
Pula girconleffur e 

flat 
phartles,ariehvin

flat concaves. Stock of defunct Kenosha Watch
Case Co. Cash with order. Refer to any lead-
ing Chicago or New York jobber. T. J. Dale,
jeweler, Kenosha, Winn.  
THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some

• 

special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, mid
at very low ternis. Address, for information,
the Elgin Horological School, Elgin, 

"iiV-IIIIRE to receive the highest cash price forevery kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. I.. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

A $25.00 course lii optics for only $6.00 is olfernd
LI by* the National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. See their large ad. on page 408.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
is changed into American stem-wind? If so,

- send it tome, allot 1 Will guarantee satisfaction.
G.1".Wadswertli,Silverstiiilits'BIdg.,Chicago,111.

1-01N o•lass in optics under our re-
it deceit rate el' S7,50 aild he ready for the sum-
mer busi ness. See our advertisement, page 406.
Degree I meter if i tio i ,-,-t, without extra
cost. Soil Ii B1.1111 I',Hew. of Optics.

T11 E 1 moilta Watch Repairing, Engraving and
optieal Institete is where young men re-

C1`1,1' it 111.11.011:11.1 triiiiiing that fits them to hold
responsible position,. Jewelers, by taking a
fie i•Iiing course in mit' I 11;0 Hilt.% increase their
earning camteity. %V, give a sport:it course for
advanced werkiiien. 1;:ligravi it a and optics
become a in aracr tit a suc-
cessful busied, in this line. Many experienced
jewelers say I litiy would net take s:ital for what
they It': Ill ill lour Institute in a few weeks.
Thet..egheess is Mil' 111,010 ill 1,11•11 II everv
branch. W Fn.- for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox
Gordon.

pEA.RLs FUR CASH
If a customer sled hi lichic yeti any Diamond

.Tewelry or any P......ls i —ell, and you do not
care to buy them ylIll I send them to

CHAS. S. CROSSNIAIN a CO.

awhelvire7oludranu have anneit:imedNiateewCasYh 
York,

where
1880- 

•

PRICE k. 8t2.00el ,

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
For sale by all Jobbers.

The most accurate test for hyperopia, myopia,
astigmatism and preshyopia, without the assist-
ance of trial lenses. The book, "New Methods
Is, the Science of Fitting Glasses," 25c.
Bargains in frames and lenses for cash.

W. G. FAY MFG. CO.,
Jobbing Opticians. 178 Broadway, New York.

Seven Prizes In the United States
The horological school which wins

wherever it goes should be the
school for you.
Send for circulars.

Canadian Horological Institute,
116 H. R. PLAYTNER, East King Street.

DIRECTOR. Toronto. Ont.
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Clement Combined Lathe Attachment for Watchmakers)

5 More Attachments,

making12 Attachments for $40.00

As
Previously
Furnished.

The
New Ones
Added.

I. Plain Tailstock.
2. Screw Tailstock.
3. Swing Rest Jeweling

Caliper.
4- Slide Rest.
5. Pivot Polisher.
6. Filing Fixture.
7. Rounding-Up Tool.
8. Milling Fixture.
9. Rusty Pinion Polisher.
to. Profiling Fixture.
it. Turret Head.
12. Table Rest.

Their Uses. 
MILLING FIXTURE.

This is the pivot polisher, so rearranged as to
take in milling cutters and thus do jobs of milling on
different pieces of work. It is so arranged that this
fixture will do a large part of the work of the high-
speed lathe, thus enabling the user to do his work
without that expensive attachment.

Drills, taps, counterbores, balance screw mills,
and all other necessary tools for this fixture are to be
obt.tined, five of ‘1 hich are furnished without charge.

PINION POLISHER,
For Rusty or Any Other Pinions.

This device is attached to the rounding-up tool,
and is very simple.

Rusty pinions are read-
ily polished regardless of
whether they are staked
right next to the wheel on
the arbor or not.

It is a simple stroke,
which can be adjusted by
the turn of a screw from
inch to g. inch.

7

8

10

-a■

6
9

Rusty
Pinion

Polisher.

I0
15  ) lôI

17
Parts included furnished in fine morocco case.

14

A spring furnishes the polisher with the proper tension. One hundred of the finest watch-
makers in the country have been invited to examine it, and pronounce it the only practical fixture
for this purpose ever placed on the market.

WE SAY THEY ARE FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKERS : If you doubt it, please send
for testimonials which show that the givers practically decide what watchmaking tools SHALL
and what SHALL NOT be made.

TURRET HEAD.
This attachment is to fit the spindle of the CLEMENT

COMBINED LATHE ATTACHMENT.
It will contain four tools, such as drills, taps, counter-

bores, balance screw mills and any other tools which
are to be found useful.

DIFFERENCE' BETWEEN THIS AND THE
MILLING ATTACHMENT is that in the drilling attach-
ment you get any one of these to revolve, while with this,
the work in the headstock revolves and the tools can be
each one doing its own work and turned out of its way
so as to bring another into its place ; in this way several
Operations are performed VERY quickly, even without
stopping the lathe.

PROFILING FIXTURE.--With this fixture any of the odd-shaped recesses which are to be found in ANY WATCH
PLATE, OF ANY SIZE OR ANY MAKE, CAN BE MADE ANY DEPTH DESIRED. Included at &tom.

ALL THE ABOVE COMPLETE and FITTED TO ANY MAKE, STYLE or SIZE of AMERICAN, IMITATION
AMERICAN or ENGLISH watchmaker's lathe, $40.00, STRICTLY NET.

WRITE FOR 10 EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF OUR JEWELING CALIPER, also 20 other advantages of this attachmentover those it replaces. SAMPLES OF WORK, CATALOGUE, ETC., SENT ON APPLICATION.
 THIS, ATTACHMENT RECOMMENDED BY 

5

D. H. CHURCH, Master Watchmaker at the American Waltham Watch Co.
W. M. MATHESON, Master Watchmaker at the U. S. Watch Co.
J. A. COVILLE, Chief Watch Inspector of whole Boston & Maine R. R.

system.

are
Kind

NOTICE

C. W. RUGGLES, Watch Inspector on N. Y., N. H. &
H. R. R.; N. E. R. R.; F. R. R.

SMITH, PATTERSONA CO., N. G. WOOD & SONS
(two largest houses in New England).

And more than woo of best watchmakers in the country.
To those who wish CLEMENT COMBINED LATHE: ATTACHMENTS in the near future, we wish to state that,• although we have enlarged to four times our last year's capacity, the demand for the attachment is such that wefar behind our orders, and as we must serve first those who order first, if you do not give it your immediate attention, please do notfault with us if we do not fill your order promptly when received. We are not offering any bluff, but merely warn you NOW.

The CLEMENT COMBINED LATHE ATTACHMENT IS VERY SIMPLE.
All fixtures fit front end of spindle. It is changed from one fixture to another in 30 seconds.

Price of Attachment, $40.00) STRICTLY NET. SENT ON MEMORANDUM AT YOUR REQUEST.
Any and all jobbers known to offer this attachment at a discount or any reduction from list price, will not be allowed to handle the same.We mean business on the discount question ; jobbers please take notice.

Turret Head.

W. D. CLEMENT, WALTHAM, MASS.

We have ordered a
large lot of combination

key rings and case openers
which we will engrave with

your initials and send absolutely

free of charge upon receipt of

your request for one.

We want every jeweler in the United

States to have a sample of the fine

engraving done on the NEW CENTURY

machine.

And that is why we make this extraordinary offer.

Please write your request on your letter-head or

enclose your business card.

Be sure to state initials desired, and also enclose two-

cent stamp for postage.

This offer is open for the month of March only, so

you really should write now.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, New York.



• The Timekeeper
of a Lifetime

The maker of lifelong friends and
customers for you The

ELGIN WATCH
Absolutely guaranteed against original defect, which insures satis-
faction to both seller and buyer. Every Elgin sale makes a

friend not only for the Elgin watch but for your store.
Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers
and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. Oeneral Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE, II John St. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.
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